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Saint Bénézet

The statue of St Bénézet in Notre Dame des
Doms in Avignon

Born c. 1163
Hermillon, Savoy, France

Died 1184

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast April 14

Attributes portrayed as a boy carrying a
large stone on his shoulder

Patronage Avignon; bachelors; bridge-
builders
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For other uses, see Benezet (disambiguation).

Saint Bénézet[1] (Benedict, Benezet, Benet, Benoît, the Bridge-
Builder), (ca. 1163–1184) is a saint of the Catholic Church,
considered the founder of the Bridge-Building Brotherhood.
Christian tradition states that he was a shepherd boy who saw a
vision during an eclipse in 1177. This told him to build a bridge
over the Rhône River at Avignon.

He was told that angels would watch over his flocks in his absence.
He built the bridge single-handedly; ecclesiastical and civil
authorities refused to help him. Bénézet, it is said, lifted a huge
stone into place, and announced it would be the start of the
foundation. This would become the Pont Saint-Bénézet.

According to the legend, there were shouts of "Miracle! Miracle!"
when Bénézet had laid the first stone. Eighteen miracles occurred
in total: the blind had their vision restored, the deaf could hear
again, cripples could walk; and hunchbacks had their backs
straightened.

Bénézet thus won support for his project from wealthy sponsors
who formed themselves into a Bridge Brotherhood to fund its
construction.
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Veneration [edit]

After his death, Bénézet was interred on the bridge itself, in a small
chapel dedicated to Saint Nicholas, patron saint of mariners,
standing on one of the bridge's surviving piers on the Avignon side. His relics were enshrined there until 1669,
when a flood washed away part of the bridge. His coffin, recovered, was opened and the body of Bénézet was
found to be incorrupt. The relics were translated to Avignon cathedral and thence to the Celestine church of
Saint Didier. The remains of the bridge still remain a pilgrimage site.[2]

See also [edit]

List of Catholic saints
The Incorruptibles, a list of Catholic saints and beati whose bodies are reported to be incorrupt; that is, the
bodies did not undergo any major decay after their burial and hence are considered to be under some form
of divine protection.

References [edit]

1. ^ Bénézet is a Provençal variant of the name "Benedict"
2. ^ *Gross, Ernie. This Day in Religion. New York: Neil-Schuman Publishers, 1990. ISBN 1-55570-045-4.
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Benildus Romançon

St. Benildus Romançon, F.S.C.

Religious and educator
Born June 14, 1805[1]

Thuret, Puy-de-Dôme, France

Died August 13, 1862 (aged 57)
Saugues, Haute-Loire, France

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(Institute of the Brothers of the
Christian Schools)

Beatified 4 April 1948, Vatican City, by
Pope Pius XII

Canonized 29 October 1967, Vatican City, by
Pope Paul VI

Major shrine Church of Saint-Médard
Saugues, Haute-Loire, France

Feast 13 August

Attributes Man of Sacrifice to God

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bénilde Romançon)

Benildus Romançon, F.S.C. (French: Bénilde; June 14, 1805 –
August 13, 1862), was a French schoolteacher and member of the
Brothers of the Christian Schools who has been declared a saint
by the Catholic Church. His feast day is August 13.
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Life [edit]

He was born Pierre Romançon on June 14, 1805, in the town of
Thuret, Puy-de-Dôme, in France to a farming family. A small and
fraillooking boy, he was not cut out physically to be a farmer, but
his enrollment in a Christian Brothers school at Riom, led him to
his calling as a teacher. He was so far ahead of his classmates in
elementary school that when he was only 14 years old the
Brothers often assigned him as a substitute teacher.[1]

He joined the Brothers in 1820 and served at several Brothers’
schools in south-central France. In 1841 he was appointed
Director of a school in Saugues, an isolated village on a barren
plateau in southern France. For the next twenty years he worked
quietly and effectively as teacher and principal to educate the
boys in the village and some from the neighboring farms, many of
whom were in their teens and had never been to school before.[2]

Small as he was, he was known as a strict but fair disciplinarian.
He also looked after his students by preparing meals in the
Brothers’ kitchen for hungry students, converting old Brothers’
robes into coats or pants for them, and spending hours tutoring students who learned more slowly than others.
He referred to all students, regardless of age or background, as "Monsieur."[3]

In time the little school became the center of the social and intellectual life of the village, with evening classes
for the adults and tutoring for the less gifted students.[2] Brother Benilde’s extraordinary religious sense was
evident to everyone: at Mass with the students in the parish church, teaching catechism, preparing boys for first
communion, visiting and praying with the sick, and rumors of near-miraculous cures. He was especially effective
in attracting religious vocations.[3] At his death, on August 13, 1862, more than 200 Brothers and an impressive
number of priests had been his students at Saugues.

Veneration [edit]

Benildus was beatified on April 4, 1948, by Pope Pius XII who mentioned that his sanctification was attained by
enduring "the terrible daily grind" and by "doing common things in an uncommon way".[1] He was canonized by
Pope Paul VI on October 29, 1967, becoming the first Brother of the Institute to be canonized and the second
saint after Jean Baptiste de La Salle.[3][4]

A shrine was built in the parish church in Sauges to honor his remains.[5]

St Benildus is one of four House Patrons at La Salle Catholic College, Bankstown, New South Wales.[2] He is a
patron of teachers.[6]
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Educational institutions named after Saint Benildus [edit]

College of San Benildo-Rizal – Antipolo, Philippines
Saint Benilde International School (Calamba) Inc. – Calamba, Laguna, Philippines
Saint Benilde School – Bacolod, Philippines
Benilde-St. Margaret's School – St Louis Park, Minnesota, US
Colegio de San Benildo in Misamis Oriental, Philippines
School of Saint Brother Benilde – Mexico, Pampanga, Philippines
Saint Benilde School – Metairie, Louisiana, US
De La Salle–College of Saint Benilde – Manila, Philippines
St Benildus College Dublin, Ireland [7]

Stella Maris College - St Benild School (Grade 1 and Grade 2) Sliema, Malta
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Babylas of Antioch

Saint
Babylas

Died 253

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Catholic Church

Major shrine Cremona

Feast Eastern Orthodox Church and
Eastern Catholic Church,
September 4
Roman Catholic, January 24

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Babylas (died 253) was a patriarch of Antioch (237–253), who
died in prison during the Decian persecution.[1] In the Eastern
Orthodox Church and Eastern Catholic Churches of the Byzantine
rite his feast day is September 4, in the Roman Rite, January 24.
He has the distinction of being the first saint recorded as having
had his remains moved or "translated" for religious purposes; a
practice that was to become extremely common in later
centuries.[2]
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Life [edit]

He was the successor of Zebinus as Bishop of Antioch in the reign of the Emperor Gordian III (238-244), being
the twelfth bishop of the see. During the Decian persecution (250) he made an unwavering confession of faith
and was thrown into prison where he died from his sufferings. He was, therefore, venerated as a martyr.[3]

John Chrysostom's homily upon Babylas and the Acts of the Martyrs report the following story, that Babylas
once refused the visiting pagan emperor, on account of his sinful ways, permission to enter the church and had
ordered him to take his place among the penitents. John does not give the name of the emperor; the Acts
mention Numerian. It is more likely the contemporary Philip the Arab of whom Eusebius (Historia ecclesiastica,
VI, 34) reports that a bishop would not let him enter the gathering of Christians at the Easter vigil.[3] Later
legend elaborates on this, stating that Babylas demanded that he do penance for his part in the murder of the
young Gordian III before he would allow Philip to celebrate Easter.

Veneration [edit]

In 351 the Caesar Constantius Gallus built a new church in honor of Babylas at Daphne, a suburb of Antioch,
and had the remains of the bishop transferred to it.[3] The intention of Gallus in translating the remains of
Babylas to Daphne was to neutralize the pagan effects of the temple of Apollo located there, or, as Chrysostom
expresses it, to "bring a physician to the sick."

According to Chrysostom, when Emperor Julian consulted the oracle of Apollo at the temple in Daphne (362),
he received no answer, and was told that it was because of the proximity of Babylas.[4] He therefore, had the
sarcophagus of the martyr exhumed and taken back to his original place of burial.[4] A few days later, on
October 22, a mysterious fire broke out in the temple of Apollo, consuming the roof of the building, and the
statue of the god,[4] copied from Phidias' statue of Zeus at Olympia. Julian, suspecting angry Christians were
responsible, ordered the cathedral of Antioch closed,[4] and an investigation into the cause of the fire:
Ammianus Marcellinus reports "a frivolous rumor" laid the blame to some candles lit by a worshipper late the
previous night (XXII, 13). John Chrysostom claimed a bolt of lightning set the temple on fire. The remains of
Babylas were reinterred in a church dedicated to him on the other side of the River Orontes. Near the close of
his discourse John Chrysostom refers to the erection of the church dedicated to Babylas, and to the zeal of the
Bishop Meletius in promoting it, who actually took part in the work with his own hands.

This was the first recorded "translation" of the buried remains of a saint, something that was to become routine
in the Middle Ages.

The columns and walls of the ruined temple were still pointed out twenty years later. In the Middle Ages, the
remains of Babylas are said to have been moved to Cremona.
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Saint Bademus

Saint Bademus (Little Pictorial Lives of the
Saints, 1878)

Abbot and Martyr
Born unknown

Bethlapeta, Persia

Died 10 April 376

Feast 10 April

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bademus (also known as Bademe [1] and Vadim) was a rich,
noble citizen of Bethlapeta in Persia, who founded a monastery
nearby. He and some of his disciples were arrested and Bademus
was martyred in the year 376; he was subsequently recognized as
a saint.[2]

Martyrology [edit]

In the thirty-sixth year of Shapur II's persecution, Bademus was
arrested with seven of his monks. For months, he lay in chains in a
dungeon. At the same time, a Christian lord named Nersan, Prince
of Aria, was also imprisoned because he refused to convert to
Zoroastrianism. At first, he appeared resolved to keep the faith,
but at the sight of tortures he gave in, and promised to conform. In
order to test Nersan's sincerity, King Shapur ordered that
Bademus be moved into Nersan's cell, which was actually a
chamber in the royal palace. Shapur further instructed Nersan that
if he would kill Bademus, his princely rights and dignities would be
restored.[2]

Nersan accepted the conditions. A sword was placed in his hand, and he advanced so as to plunge it into the
abbot's chest. However, he was seized with a sudden terror, so he stopped short, and was unable to lift up his
arm to strike for some time. Even so, he attempted to harden himself, and continued, trembling, to aim at
Bademus' sides. A combination of fear, shame, remorse, and respect made his strokes weak and unsteady.
The martyr's wounds were so numerous that the bystanders are said to have been in admiration of his
invincible patience.[2]

The resolute martyr chided his torturer, saying, "Unhappy Nersan, to what a pitch of impiety do you carry your
apostasy. With joy I run to meet death; but could wish to fall by some other hand than yours: why must you be
my executioner?"[1]

It took four strokes for Nersan to successfully separate Bademus' head from his body. A short time after, Nersan
committed suicide. The body of Saint Bademus was cast out of the city by the Sassanids, but was carried away
and buried in secret by the Christians. His disciples were released from their chains in 379, after the death of
King Shapur.[2]
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This is a Chinese name; the family name is Bai.

Lawrence Bai Xiaoman (Chinese: 白小满; 1821–1856; Ecclesiastical Latin: Laurentius Bai Xiaoman) was a
Roman Catholic saint and martyr from China.[1] He was born in Guizhou to a poor family,[2] and became an
orphan at a young age. He married in his 30s and had a daughter.

Augustus Chapdelaine, a French missionary went to Guangxi in the 1850s to preach the gospel.[2] At this time,
Christian missionaries were forbidden to enter the interior of China away from the treaty ports. Bai was baptized
as a Catholic in 1855 and took the name 'Lawrence'. He became closely attached to Chapdelaine.

He was a Catholic for only a year before he was put to death. A the time, a bitter civil war was being fought in
China between the Taiping rebels and the Qing government. The Taipings were Christians who believed that
their leader Hong Xiuquan was the brother of Jesus Christ. The rebellion had started in Guangxi and the Qing
armies massacred huge numbers of civilians in areas that were associated with the rebellion.

Augustus Chapdelaine was known in Guangxi for carrying out missionary activities in a way that offended
traditional Chinese customs and culture, especially concerning ancestor worship. In addition, there were
accusations that he was having sexual relations with female Christians.

In 1856, Chapdelaine was arrested by Qing authorities and they decided to execute him rather than to deport
him to one of the Chinese treaty ports where European missionaries were legally permitted to stay. Bai Xiaoman
spoke out against his sentence and was arrested by the Qing authorities. Fifteen others were also arrested in
association with this episode, including another saint named Agnes Tsao Kou Ying who was also put to death.

After his arrest, they demanded that Bai Xiaoman renounce his Christianity and he refused and so he was
executed along with the others in Xilinxian.[2][3] He was executed in front of his wife and child, and before being
put to death he called for his wife to keep the Ten Commandments and to teach the faith to their child. He was
beheaded on 25 February 1856 in Guangxi and his body was dumped in a wooded area for wild animals to eat.

He is listed in the Martyrologium Romanum.[1]
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Baithéne mac Brénaind

Saint Baithéne
Abbot of Iona

Born 534
Ireland

Died c. 596-598
Iona, Scotland

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 9 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Baithéne mac Brénaind (also known as Saint Baoithin and
Saint Buadán)[1] was an Irish monk, one of Saint Columba's
followers who accompanied him to Scotland around 563, and was
the first successor of the abbacy of Iona. The Annals of Tigernach
record his birth in 534, and his death was likely between 596-598
according also to the Annals of Ulster. Irish genealogical records
indicate him to be the "son of Brendan" (mac Brénaind) and claim
him ultimately to be a descendant of Niall of the Nine Hostages as
a member of the Cenél Conaill branch of the Northern Uí Néill, as
the abbots of Iona following the death of Columba were required to
be.[2][3][4][5]

Baithéne is still venerated in Ireland, but is most heavily associated with county Donegal where his cult was most
active in Taughboyne and Culdaff. Celebrations of the saint in Donegal are ongoing, and a major celebration of
the saint's 1400th death anniversary was celebrated in the parish of Taughboyne in 2000.[6] Folklore about the
saint from Donegal further refers to him using various variants of his name.[7]

There is also evidence of Baithéne being venerated as Saint Bathan and Baodáin in Scotland as Abbey St
Bathans in Berwickshire (south east Scotland) is named after him, as well as several other place names.[8]

The earliest source for Baithéne is Adomnán of Iona's Life of St Columba (Vitae Columbae), in which he is
featured as Columba's close companion and successor. Two 12th-13th century lives of Baithéne also survive in
the Codex Salmanticensis and Codex Insulensis but are heavily influenced by Adomnán's life. [9]

Baithéne is recorded in the four major Irish martyrologies as sharing his feast day with Columba on 9 June.[10]

Companion to Columba [edit]

Baithéne is heavily featured in Adomnán's Vitae Columbae, where he is featured as Columba's trusted
companion and chosen successor.

In one story, there was a very sinful man who came to Iona to request being a monk there, but Columba had
foreseen how wicked this man was and said he should not be allowed to come. But when the man came, he said
he wanted to see Columba, and Baithéne said that the man should be allowed to do penance and quoted the
scriptures. To this, Columba responded that the man had murdered his brother and debauched his mother.
When the man finally met Columba, Columba told him that he could do penance by living among the British for
twelve years without returning to Ireland, but Columba foretold that he would not fulfill this and instead would
return to his sinful ways and head to perdition. And the man did exactly as Columba foretold, going not to Britain
but back to Ireland, where he was murdered.[9]

In another story, Baithéne asked Columba to give him a monk to help him go through the psalter and look for
mistakes. Columba told him that there was no mistake in the psalter except that the letter I was missing in one
place. And they went through the psalter and found that it was just as Columba had said.[9]

Another time, Adomnán mentions that Baithéne once visited the island of Eigg.

Iona, Tiree, and Hinba [edit]

Baithéne's reign as abbot was fairly short as Columba died c. 597, and Baithéne's death is recorded as
occurring c. 598, aged 66 according to the Annals of Clonmacnoise. No evident sources contemporaneous with
Baithéne's abbacy survive.

Baithéne served as prior over a monastery connected to Iona on the island of Tiree. The name of the place
where his monastery was located on Tiree was Mag Luinge or Campus Luinge. The monastery was a house for
penitents from Iona. Some historians have thought that it may have supplied food to Iona.[9]

Adomnán recorded a story about a voyage he took to the island, when Columba first told a monk who was
heading to Tiree that he should not sail directly from Iona to Tiree, because a great whale would frighten him,
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but his did not listen to his advice and took the direct route, and a huge whale came out of the water and almost
destroyed the boat, which terrified those in the boat. When Baithéne departed the following day to Tiree,
Columba told him about the whale, and Baithéne responded that both he and the whale were in God's power, to
which Columba responded 'Go in peace, your faith in Christ will shield you from danger'. And so Baithéne then
took the direct route and the whale came out of the water which terrified all in the boat, except Baithéne, who
used his hands to bless the sea and the whale, and the whale then went down into the water.[9]

Another story that Adomnán recorded held that Baithéne and Colmán Elo both approached Columba one time
to ask him to pray for a favourable wind on their respective journeys to Tiree and Ireland. Columba said that in
the morning the wind would be favourable to travel to Tiree and in the afternoon the Lord would change it to
make it favourable to travel to Ireland. And it happened just as Columba said.[9]

Another story that Admonan recorded held that one time Columba encountered an army of demons on Iona,
and he fought them with the help of angels, such that the demons fled from Iona. But after they fled, they then
went to Tiree and attacked the monks there, including the monastery at Mag Luinge headed by Baithéne. While
many in the other monasteries died from diseases, which were caused by the demons, only one monk in
Baithéne's monastery died and the rest were protected because of their prayer and fasting.[9]

Baithéne spent time as prior of Hinba.[11][12]

In one story, Adomnán claimed that Columba went to Hinba and relaxed the penitential rules on one occasion.
However, one monk named Neman refused to abide by the relaxation. Columba rebuked him and said 'Neman,
Baithéne and I have allowed a relaxation in the diet and you refuse it. But the time will come when in the
company of thieves in the forest you will eat the flesh of a stolen mare'. This monk eventually left the monastery
and went back into the world, and one day found himself among thieves eating such meat.[9]
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Baithéne mac Brénaind

Saint Baithéne
Abbot of Iona

Born 534
Ireland

Died c. 596-598
Iona, Scotland

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 9 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Baithin)

Baithéne mac Brénaind (also known as Saint Baoithin and
Saint Buadán)[1] was an Irish monk, one of Saint Columba's
followers who accompanied him to Scotland around 563, and was
the first successor of the abbacy of Iona. The Annals of Tigernach
record his birth in 534, and his death was likely between 596-598
according also to the Annals of Ulster. Irish genealogical records
indicate him to be the "son of Brendan" (mac Brénaind) and claim
him ultimately to be a descendant of Niall of the Nine Hostages as
a member of the Cenél Conaill branch of the Northern Uí Néill, as
the abbots of Iona following the death of Columba were required to
be.[2][3][4][5]

Baithéne is still venerated in Ireland, but is most heavily associated with county Donegal where his cult was most
active in Taughboyne and Culdaff. Celebrations of the saint in Donegal are ongoing, and a major celebration of
the saint's 1400th death anniversary was celebrated in the parish of Taughboyne in 2000.[6] Folklore about the
saint from Donegal further refers to him using various variants of his name.[7]

There is also evidence of Baithéne being venerated as Saint Bathan and Baodáin in Scotland as Abbey St
Bathans in Berwickshire (south east Scotland) is named after him, as well as several other place names.[8]

The earliest source for Baithéne is Adomnán of Iona's Life of St Columba (Vitae Columbae), in which he is
featured as Columba's close companion and successor. Two 12th-13th century lives of Baithéne also survive in
the Codex Salmanticensis and Codex Insulensis but are heavily influenced by Adomnán's life. [9]

Baithéne is recorded in the four major Irish martyrologies as sharing his feast day with Columba on 9 June.[10]

Companion to Columba [edit]

Baithéne is heavily featured in Adomnán's Vitae Columbae, where he is featured as Columba's trusted
companion and chosen successor.

In one story, there was a very sinful man who came to Iona to request being a monk there, but Columba had
foreseen how wicked this man was and said he should not be allowed to come. But when the man came, he said
he wanted to see Columba, and Baithéne said that the man should be allowed to do penance and quoted the
scriptures. To this, Columba responded that the man had murdered his brother and debauched his mother.
When the man finally met Columba, Columba told him that he could do penance by living among the British for
twelve years without returning to Ireland, but Columba foretold that he would not fulfill this and instead would
return to his sinful ways and head to perdition. And the man did exactly as Columba foretold, going not to Britain
but back to Ireland, where he was murdered.[9]

In another story, Baithéne asked Columba to give him a monk to help him go through the psalter and look for
mistakes. Columba told him that there was no mistake in the psalter except that the letter I was missing in one
place. And they went through the psalter and found that it was just as Columba had said.[9]

Another time, Adomnán mentions that Baithéne once visited the island of Eigg.

Iona, Tiree, and Hinba [edit]

Baithéne's reign as abbot was fairly short as Columba died c. 597, and Baithéne's death is recorded as
occurring c. 598, aged 66 according to the Annals of Clonmacnoise. No evident sources contemporaneous with
Baithéne's abbacy survive.

Baithéne served as prior over a monastery connected to Iona on the island of Tiree. The name of the place
where his monastery was located on Tiree was Mag Luinge or Campus Luinge. The monastery was a house for
penitents from Iona. Some historians have thought that it may have supplied food to Iona.[9]

Adomnán recorded a story about a voyage he took to the island, when Columba first told a monk who was
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heading to Tiree that he should not sail directly from Iona to Tiree, because a great whale would frighten him,
but his did not listen to his advice and took the direct route, and a huge whale came out of the water and almost
destroyed the boat, which terrified those in the boat. When Baithéne departed the following day to Tiree,
Columba told him about the whale, and Baithéne responded that both he and the whale were in God's power, to
which Columba responded 'Go in peace, your faith in Christ will shield you from danger'. And so Baithéne then
took the direct route and the whale came out of the water which terrified all in the boat, except Baithéne, who
used his hands to bless the sea and the whale, and the whale then went down into the water.[9]

Another story that Adomnán recorded held that Baithéne and Colmán Elo both approached Columba one time
to ask him to pray for a favourable wind on their respective journeys to Tiree and Ireland. Columba said that in
the morning the wind would be favourable to travel to Tiree and in the afternoon the Lord would change it to
make it favourable to travel to Ireland. And it happened just as Columba said.[9]

Another story that Admonan recorded held that one time Columba encountered an army of demons on Iona,
and he fought them with the help of angels, such that the demons fled from Iona. But after they fled, they then
went to Tiree and attacked the monks there, including the monastery at Mag Luinge headed by Baithéne. While
many in the other monasteries died from diseases, which were caused by the demons, only one monk in
Baithéne's monastery died and the rest were protected because of their prayer and fasting.[9]

Baithéne spent time as prior of Hinba.[11][12]

In one story, Adomnán claimed that Columba went to Hinba and relaxed the penitential rules on one occasion.
However, one monk named Neman refused to abide by the relaxation. Columba rebuked him and said 'Neman,
Baithéne and I have allowed a relaxation in the diet and you refuse it. But the time will come when in the
company of thieves in the forest you will eat the flesh of a stolen mare'. This monk eventually left the monastery
and went back into the world, and one day found himself among thieves eating such meat.[9]
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Balbina of Rome

Saint Balbina

Statue of Saint Balbina, one of the 140 statues
on the colonnade of St. Peter's Square.

Born unknown

Died c. 130
Rome, Italy

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Santa Balbina

Feast 31 March

Attributes Chains; Fetters; Young woman
holding a chain; Young woman
kissing the chains of captive
Christians

Patronage Struma, Scrofulous Diseases,
Goiter, Throat Diseases

Saint Balbina and Saint
Quirinus of Neuss, from an
18th-century print.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Balbina of Rome (Latin: bahl-BEE-nə), sometimes called Saint
Balbina and Balbina the Virgin is venerated as a virgin martyr
and saint of the Roman Catholic Church.
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Legend [edit]

The story of Balbina is
introduced in the legendary Acts
of Sts. Alexander and Balbina,[1]

where it is said that she was the
daughter of Quirinus, a Tribune
in the Roman Army.[2] Usuardus
speaks of her in his martyrology;
his account of Balbina rests on
the record of the martyrdom of
Alexander I.

Legend has it that Quirinus was
ordered to hold Pope Alexander I
and a man named Hermes in
prison because of their Christian
faith. They were held in separate
prisons that were a great

distance apart, and both were shackled and well guarded.
Quirinus was trying to convert Hermes back to the old gods, but
promised to become a Christian if Hermes could prove that there was an after life. Hermes explained that Pope
Alexander could make a better argument than he, and asked several times to visit his prison. At first Quirinus
agreed to this, but after a while he became angry, convinced that these visits were frivolous excursions. He
tightened the guard so that the two would not be able to speak with one another. That night Hermes prayed,
and an angel appeared to Pope Alexander, releasing his chains and bringing him to Hermes' prison cell.[3]

The next morning Quirinus came to Hermes cell as usual, and he was shocked to find both men inside. His heart
now open to what the two Christians had to say, he stayed and talked with the men for a while. Hermes shared
his story and told of how the Pope with the help of God had raised his son from the dead. Hearing this, Quirinus
said that his daughter Balbina had a large goiter, and if the Pope could heal her, he would believe and become
a Christian. The Pope asked him to bring her to prison where he was held originally. "How can she find you
there, when you're here with Hermes?" Quirinus asked. "He who brought me here, will also bring me back",
replied the Pope. So Quirinus quickly returned home and brought his daughter to the prison where he had
originally locked up Pope Alexander. There, they found Alexander patiently waiting for them, tightly shackled in
the way he had been before. Seeing this, they knelt before him in reverence.[4]

Full of devotion, Balbina started to kiss the links of the chains that the Pope was attached to. But he said to her:
"You shall not kiss these chains, but go out and find St. Peter's chains. Once you've found them, kiss them with
devotion and you will soon be well."[5]

Knowing where Peter had been held before his martyrdom, Quirinus jumped up immediately and took Balbina
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Reliquary containing the chains of St.
Peter in St. Peter in Chains in Rome, Italy

Santa Balbina Basilica in Rome

with him, and there he found the chains. Balbina kissed them and
was soon well. Quirinus immediately had Pope Alexander and
Hermes pardoned and released. Along with his wife and daughter
he was baptized by the Pope. Pope Alexander stipulated that the
miracle of the chains should be celebrated from that day forward,
and he built the church of the Apostle Peter, where the chains have
been held ever since. The church he called "ad Vincula" ("in
chains"), is today St. Peter in Chains.[6]

Another account has Quirinus placed as the one ordered to
execute Alexander and two others, Eventius, and Theodolus, who
had been arrested by order of Trajan. Quirinus converted to
Christianity, however, after witnessing miracles performed by these
three saints, and he was baptized along with his wife, and daughter
Balbina.[7]

In both accounts, Quirinus was then arrested as a Christian and
martyred through decapitation on March 30, 116. He was buried in the catacomb of Prætextatus on the Via
Appia. His grave was later regarded with great veneration and is referred to in the old itineraries (guides for
pilgrims) of the Roman catacombs.

It is not fully known what happened to Balbina after the death of her father, but some accounts list her as living
as a virgin recluse nun until her death in 130 A.D.[8]

Death [edit]

The general consensus is that in 130 A.D., Balbina was found guilty of being a Christian and sentenced to
death by Emperor Hadrian. Whether she was drowned or buried alive is a matter of dispute among historians.[9]

There is one alternate account that Balbina was arrested along with her father in 116, and beheaded in the
same manner.[10]

After her death, she was buried next to her father in the catacomb of Praetextatus on the Via Appia. At a later
date, the bones and relics of Quirinus and Balbina were brought to the church built in her honor in the 4th
century.

Veneration [edit]

St. Balbina is honored as one of the 140 saints atop the colonnade of St. Peter's Square.
Some of her relics were brought to Cologne Cathedral during the Middle Ages, most likely around the same
time that Quirinus' body was donated in 1050 by Pope Leo IX to an abbess of Neuss named Gepa (who is
called a sister of the pope).[11]

The majority of her relics are said to still be in the altar of Santa Balbina.
At some point in the late 15th or early 16th century, Balbina's skull was removed from her body and placed
inside an ornate reliquary. This reliquary now resides in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City.[12]

Basilica of Santa Balbina [edit]

Santa Balbina is a basilica church in Rome, devoted to St. Balbina.
It was built in the 4th century over the house of consul Lucius
Fabius Cilo on the Aventine Hill, behind the Baths of Caracalla.

The site should not be confused with the location of a catacomb
named after her (coem. Balbinae) which lay between the Via Appia
and the Via Ardeatina not far from the little church called Domine
quo vadis. Over this cemetery another, now lost basilica was
erected in the fourth century by Pope Mark.

Tradition has it that it was at this church that the Emperor
Constantine bade farewell to the Pope on his departure for
Constantinople.
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saint
Balda of Jouarre

abbess

Venerated in Catholic Church

Major shrine Jouarre Abbey

Feast December 9

Jouarre Abbey church

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Balda of Jouarre was the third abbess at Jouarre Abbey in
north-central France.[1] She was a nun at Jourarre for many years,
under her nieces Saint Theodichildis and Saint Agilberta, who
were abbesses before her.[2] Her nephew, St. Agilbert, was bishop
of Paris. She might have been related to St, Sadalberga.[1]

She succeeded Agilberta in about 680, and "died at a great age in
the odour of sanctity".[2] She is buried in the crypt at Jouarre in
one of three well-preserved sarcophagi.[3] Her feast day is
December 9.[2]
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Baldred of Tyninghame

Saint Baldred of Tyninghame
Abbot and Confessor

Born Unknown

Died 6 March 757
Bass Rock, East Lothian

Venerated in Roman Catholicism;
Anglicanism; Eastern Orthodoxy

Major shrine Tyninghame, later removed to
Durham Cathedral (destroyed)

Feast 6 March

Baldred's Cave, Seacliff

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Balthere of Tyninghame (later Baldred) was a Northumbrian
hermit and abbot, resident in East Lothian during the 8th century.
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Dating [edit]

According to Hovendeus the date of Baldred's death is given as 756. Symeon of Durham says "the twentieth
year of King Eadberht of Northumbria "[1] and Turgot of Durham "the seventeenth year of the episcopate of
Cynulf", that is 756. As his feast is given as 6 March, by the modern calendar, this would be 6 March 757.
Although the 8th century date is now generally accepted,[2] due to a passage in the 16th century Breviary of
Aberdeen, he has, in the past, often been associated with the 6th century Saint Kentigern.[3]

Life [edit]

Baldred is commonly referred to as "the Apostle of the Lothians" [4] and
Simeon of Durham says that "the boundaries of his pastorate embraced
the whole land which belongs to the monastery of Saint Balther, which is
called Tyninghame - from Lammermuir to Inveresk, or, as it was called,
Eskmouthe."[1] His cult was certainly centred on the four churches of
Auldhame, Whitekirk, Tyninghame and Prestonkirk, between East Linton
and North Berwick in East Lothian.[5]

Baldred is believed to have founded a monastery at Tyninghame.[5]

However, at times, he preferred to retire from the spiritual government
of the Lothian Britons and he selected the Bass Rock as the spot to
build himself a small hermitage and associated chapel,[1] although he
also sometimes resided in 'St Baldred's Cave' on Seacliff Beach.[5]

Nationality [edit]

Baldred is said to have lived in the diocese of Lindisfarne, and was
therefore a Northumbrian,[6] a not improbable association since, at that time, the Lothians were a part of the
kingdom of Northumbria. However, most sources assert an Irish connection. He was probably born in Ireland
before joining the Northumbrian mission. Hector Boece says he exercised his office in a district which then
formed a part of Pictland.[7]

Veneration [edit]

About halfway up the Bass Rock are the ruins of an old chapel or, strictly speaking, the parish church of The
Bass, said to mark the spot where Saint Baldred occupied his humble cell. The approximate date of the erection
(or re-erection) of the chapel may be found in a Papal Bull dated 6 May 1493, mentioning this building as being
then novita erecta. A further reconsecration (indicating more building work) took place in 1542 when the chapel
was dedicated it to Saint Baldred.

Following Baldred's death on the site of this chapel, there was a dispute between the parishes of Auldhame,
Tyninghame and Prestonkirk, as to which should have his body. The story goes that by the advice of a holy
man, they spent the night in prayer. In the morning three bodies were found, in all respects alike, each in its
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Ruins of St Baldred's Church

winding sheet, prepared for burial. The story was probably invented to
explain the claims of each church to house the shrine of Saint
Baldred.[5]

Lying in the grounds of Tyninghame House is the 12th century St
Baldred's Church. It traditionally stands on the site of his monastery
which, according to the Melrose Chronicle, was eventually sacked by
the Danes in 941. The Tyninghame body of Saint Baldred was removed
to Durham Cathedral, by Alfred Westow, in the early 11th century.[6]

The church continued as the parish church until the village of
Tyninghame was relocated to the west in 1761. Today, the ruins of
church form little more than an architectural folly amongst the gardens of the house. At the parish church of
Prestonkirk there existed, until 1770, when it was damaged by a builder, a statue of the saint much venerated
by the local population.[2] St Baldred's Well stands nearby which was "famed for its...healing qualities".[5]

Whitekirk parish church, celebrated in ancient times as a place of pilgrimage, also lays claim to this saint as the
scene of his ministry, but A.E. Ritchie finds this doubtful.[8]

See also [edit]

Joseph Bryan Nelson who lived amidst the church as he conducted ornothological studies.
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Saint Baldwin
Died 1140

Rieti, Italy

Feast 24 July

Patronage Rieti, Italy

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Baldwin was a Benedictine abbot and a follower of St. Bernard of
Clairvaux. Baldwin, an Italian by birth, entered the Clairvaux
Monastery in France. Later in life Baldwin was assigned to Italy as
abbot of San Pastore, near Rieti. There he remained until his
death in 1140. He is patron saint of Rieti.[1]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ St. Baldwin  Catholic Online

 This article about a French saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

This article about an Italian saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Banban the Wise

v · t · e

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Banban the Wise, Irish saint, fl. c. mid to late 5th century. Banban was installed by St. Patrick as pastor of the
Domnach Mór (Big Church) in Templeport, County Cavan, Ireland which was erected after destroying the idol of
pre-Christian god Crom Cruach at the nearby plain of Magh Slécht.[1]
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Name [edit]

Banban's name is rendered differently in a number of sources. The most common include Banbanus,
Banbhanus, Mauranum cognomento Barbanum, alias Banbanum, Banuanus Sapiens. Others include Mabran
Barbarus, Methbrain, Methbruin, Mauran, Niabrain, Nia Brain, Nie Brain, Niethbrain, Seannan.[2] Some of the
sources claim he was related to St. Patrick.

The Vita tripartita Sancti Patricii or Tripartite Life of St.Patrick, page 93 states- "Patrick founded a church in that
stead, namely, Domnach Maighe Sleacht, and left therein Mabran [whose cognomen is] Barbarus Patricii, a
relative of his and a prophet. And there is Patrick's well, wherein he baptized many. Then Patrick went into the
province of Connaught by Snam da En over the Shannon."

Tírechán's Collections in the Book of Armagh states- "Patrick sent Nie Brain to the Moat of Slecht; (he was) a
native close to Patrick, who made miraculous true prophecies (inspired) by God."[3]

The Annals of the Four Masters state at 448 - "M448.2, 9- His sister's son was Banban, of fame;"

Flann's poem in The Yellow Book of Lecan states- "Seannan was his brother or cousin of fame"

Said by John Colgan to be a son of St.Patrick’s sister, Richella. However "Barbanus" also means 'a paternal
uncle'.

Feast day [edit]

His feast-day is either 1st or 9 May. It may or may not be a coincidence that the next saint's name listed at 9
May in the Bollandists' Acta Sanctorum is St.Bricín of Tomregan which is also in Magh Slécht.

Others of the name [edit]

Banban should not be confused with Colman Banban, Bishop of Leighlin & Kildare who died in 720 AD. His
feastday is 26 November.

References [edit]

1. ^ [1]
2. ^ [2]
3. ^ [3]

Saints of Ireland

Abbán · Abel of Reims · Abran · Adalgis · Adomnán · Adomnán of Coldingham · Aidan of Lindisfarne ·
Ailbe of Emly · Ailerán · Andrew the Scot · Assicus · Athracht · Autbod · Baithéne · Balin · Balther · Barrfoin ·

Bean · Bécán · Bega · Benignus of Armagh · Beoadh · Beoc · Berach · Blaithmaic · Boadin · Boethian ·
Brandan · Breage · Brendan · Brendan of Birr · Briarch · Brigit of Kildare · Brogan · Bron · Brónach · Budoc ·

Buriana · Óengus of Tallaght · Máedóc of Ferns · Scuithin · Gobhan
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Camilla Battista da Varano

Saint Camilla Battista da Varano,
O.S.C.

Princess and abbess
Born 9 April 1458

Camerino, Macerata, Italy

Died 31 May 1524 (aged 66)
Camerino, Macerata, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Franciscan Order

Beatified 7 April 1843 by Pope Gregory XVI

Canonized 17 October 2010, Vatican City by
Pope Benedict XVI

Major shrine Monastery of Saint Clare
Camerino, Macerata, Italy

Feast 31 May

Palace of Blessed Camilla's father,
the Duke of Camerino

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Baptista Varani)

Camilla Battista da Varano O.S.C., (9 April 1458 – 31 May
1524)[1], from Camerino, Italy, was an Italian princess and a Poor
Clare nun and abbess. She is venerated as a saint in the Catholic
Church.
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Early life [edit]

Varano was born out of wedlock in Camerino, Macerata, in the
Marche region of Italy, the daughter of noblewoman Cecchina di
Maestro Giacomo and Giulio Cesare da Varano, the Duke of
Camerino.[2] She was raised by Giulio Cesare's wife, Giovanna
Malatesta. Both her father and stepmother were very fond of her,
and she grew up in the splendour of the court, receiving an
education which included grammar and rhetoric.[3]

When she was 10 years old Varano was so impressed with the
preaching of Friars Domenico of Leonessa and Peter of Mogliano that
every Friday she would who meditate on the passion of Christ.[4] One
day Verano came across a booklet that contained a meditation on the
Passion of Christ divided into fifteen parts (to be recited like a Rosary)
and she began to read it every Friday, while on her knees before a
crucifix. She also then began other practices such as fasting on bread
and water, keeping night vigils. At this time she continued to spend time
playing music, singing, dancing, promenading, and other youthful
pursuits abundant in court life.[5]

From the ages of 18-21, she went through three years of deep spiritual
struggles against the allurements of the world. Her father did all in his power to force his daughter into marriage,
even to the extent of imprisoning her. During these two and half years, she reported having very deep
conversions with Christ, and she received many divine visitations. She claimed that Jesus had given her 'three
fragrant spring lilies': an intense hatred of the world, a heart-felt humility and a burning desire to endure evil.
She composed her first written work in this time, a Lauda (Praises), which was about the joy she felt in knowing
that Christ loved her. She claimed that she once saw Christ (in answer to her desire to see Him), but she saw
only His back as He was walking away. She also experienced seven months of severe physical illness and
depression.

Camilla resisted her father's plans so firmly that after two and a half years he restored her to liberty, for fear, as
he said, of drawing upon himself divine vengeance, and gave his consent to her becoming a nun.[6] During the
Lent of 1479 Varano listened to a sermon of Observant Franciscan friar Francesco of Urbino, whom she
described as "the trumpet of the Holy Spirit". This sermon struck her deeply. After another sermon by the same
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friar (with whom she secretly corresponded) on the feast of the Annunciation, 24 March 1479, she then took a
vow of chastity; she was 21 at the time. At this same time, she also began to increasingly hear voices inside her
telling her that her only hope of salvation was to become a nun.

Varano then had a bitter internal struggle, while dealing with sneers and gossip behind her back by members of
the court, and her father initially opposed her wish to enter into consecrated life, wishing her to marry. After a
confession of her sins to a certain Friar Oliviero on Saturday within the Octave of Easter, 17 April 1479, she
decided that she would enter the Poor Clare monastery at Urbino,[5] which was under the reform of the Strict
Observance of the Order.

Monastic life [edit]

On 14 November 1481, Camilla entered the monastery of the Poor Clares at Urbino and took the name
Baptista.[7] She described the step in Biblical terms, as having been freed from the 'slavery of Egypt' (referring
to the world), and from 'the hands of powerful Pharaoh' (referring to her father), that she had 'crossed the Red
Sea' (left the court life), and was 'placed in the desert of holy religion' (entered a monastery).[5]

Varano made her profession in 1483 and claimed it was a bittersweet moment for her, as there was much
political and religious controversy about her decision to become a nun. It was during her stay at Urbino that she
wrote Ricordi di Gesu, a meditation in the form of a letter from Jesus to her. She intensified her meditations on
the Passion and claimed to enter more deeply into the mental pains of the heart of Jesus.[3]

On 4 January 1484 Varano and eight other of her companions transferred to the new Monastery of Santa Maria
Nuova at Camerino (located near her father's castle),[2][8] in a monastery which her father had purchased from
the Olivetan monks and restored in order to have his daughter closer to him. Her father had made
arrangements with the Vicar General of the Observant Franciscans, under whose authority the Poor Clares
operated, and the pope, in order to have her re-located there. Battista, however, was reluctant to do so and
moved only under obedience.[3]

One of the most significant points in Varano's spiritual life occurred then, when she had a vision lasting fifteen
days of St. Clare of Assisi. She wrote that she did not recognize the nun at first, but afterwards she knew that it
was Clare, the foundress of her Order, and the experience caused her love and devotion to St. Clare to
intensify. It was a few days after this that she had a vision of two cherubim holding her at the bleeding feet of
Christ (described below), which lasted two months. She had another vision following this of God's love, which
afterwards convinced her of her unworthiness, and she asked God to always remain prostrate at Christ's feet.
The next five years she recorded as being filled with inner suffering that gave her a desire to leave the body
and be with Christ.[3]

In 1488, Camilla wrote I dolori mentali di Gesu nella sua Passione (The mental sorrows of Christ during his
Passion), which followed from her long meditations on this topic. It was written as a meditation by an anonymous
nun to her abbess, and it consists in Christ's presenting eight of His sorrows: the damned, the elect, his mother,
Mary Magdalen, the apostles, Judas, the Jewish people, and the ingratitude of all creation.[3]

The following five years were ones wherein she experienced a spiritual crisis. She wrote that she was battling
with the devil, as she felt abandonment and desolation while being haunted with temptations to rebel against
God and to disbelieve the scriptures. During this period, between 27 February and 13 March 1491 she
composed 'Vita Spirituale', (Spiritual Life, or her Autobiography) which was a long letter to Domenico of
Leonessa (the preacher who had inspired her tears as a child). In the letter she told him how he had inspired
her spiritual life and expressed his gratitude to him. She thought that this would be her last testament before
dying, but she was to live on for another 30 years.[3]

In 1492 she met Don Antonio, a Spanish Olivetan monk, who became her spiritual director for four years.

Her father founded a new monastery of that Order at Camerino, and presented it to his daughter. By the time
she turned 35 years of age, she was elected Abbess for the first time, a position she continued to hold for
several terms.[6] She was elected abbess of her monastery in 1500 and she was re-elected in 1507, 1513 and
1515.

Flight from Camerino [edit]

In 1501 Duke Giulio Cesare was excommunicated by Pope Alexander VI for hosting enemies of the pope and for
allegedly assassinating a cousin of the pope. The papal forces, led by Cesare Borgia, captured Camerino in
1502 and the Duke and three of his sons were imprisoned and then strangled, though her mother and youngest
brother escaped. Mother Battista fled the city and sought refuge in Fermo, but the local population, terrified of
facing the wrath of Cesare Borgia, rejected her. She found refuge in the village of Atri, in the Abruzzo region of
the Kingdom of Naples, with the Duchess of Amalfi, Isabella Piccolomini Todeschini, staying there until 1503
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when with Julius II the new pope she felt safe to return to Camerino.

Later life [edit]

In 1505, Pope Julius II sent Varano to found a monastery in Fermo.[9] She went and stayed for two years.

In 1512 through her intervention in San Severino Marche (also in the Italian Marches) she successfully stopped
the execution of Napoleone of Camerino for murder. Varano wrote to her brother-in-law, Muzio Colonna, to ask
that he spare the inhabitants of Montecchio during his military expedition against Fermo in 1515.

In 1521 Varano herself traveled to San Severino Marche to train a monastery of nuns who had just adopted the
Rule of St. Clare.[9] She wrote a letter to the Vicar General of the Observant Franciscans, Giovanni of Fano, to
whom her last written work 'Trattato della Purita di cuore' was dedicated in the same year. She died in her
monastery in Camerino during a plague on 31 March 1524, on the feast of Corpus Christi, at the age of 66.[3]

Varano's remains were placed to rest in the crypt of the Monastery of the Poor Clares of Camerino.[10]

Visions [edit]

She is said to have experienced visions. According to St. Alphonsus Liguori, in his "Discourse IX of the Dolors of
Mary", Passino writes that Jesus Christ Himself one day, speaking to blessed Baptista Varani of Camerino,
assured her that when on the cross, so great was His affliction at seeing His Mother at His feet in such bitter
anguish, that compassion for her caused Him to die without consolation; so much so, that the blessed Baptista,
being supernaturally enlightened as to the greatness of this suffering of Jesus, exclaimed, "O Lord, tell me no
more of this Thy sorrow, for I can no longer bear it." [11]

Writings [edit]

She wrote with equal facility in Latin and Italian, and who was accounted one of the most accomplished scholars
of her day. Camilla wrote extensively. Her work includes Pregheria a Dio (1488–1490), Remembrances of Jesus
(Ricordi di Gesu) (1483–1491), Praise of the Vision of Christ (1479–1481), and The Spiritual Life (Vita
Spirituale) (1491), an autobiography from 1466-1491 which is considered a "jewel of art" and of the spiritual life.
In this work, she describes how two seraphim with wings of gold, appeared to her because they were assigned
to help her understand the mysterious working of unitive love.[8]

Two angels came to me, dressed in resplendent white garments which I have seen only worn by
Jesus. They had wings of gold. One of them took my soul from the right side, the other from the left
side, and they elevated it in the air, laying it down near the crucified feet of the Son of God made
Man. This state lasted about two months almost continually; I seem to walk, to speak, and do what I
wished, deprived however of my soul. It remained there where the two Angels had placed it but
they never abandoned it.

...They (the celestial spirits) declare to me that they were so intimate with God that God is not ever
separated from them. They also explained to me that the seraphim were likewise united to the
cherubim in that none of them could ever go without the other to a soul.

— Camilla Varano, The Spiritual Life

Completed in 1488, Treatise on the Mental Sufferings of Jesus Christ our Lord (I dolori mentale di Gesu nella
sua passione), is considered a masterpiece and is her best-known work.[7] It is largely a series of translations of
revelations which she received.[8]

Also attributed to Varano are three brief hand-written compositions, a short letter to her brother-in-law Muzio
Colonna (1515), a Memoria recording her first encounter with the Benedictine-Olivetan monk Antonio di
Segovia (1492), a eulogy in honour of the death of the Observant Franciscan Pietro da Mogliano (1491), as
well brief prayers, letters, poems, tracts and revelations.[4]

Her works also include the: "Recordationes et instructiones spirituales novem", which she wrote about 1491;
"Opus de doloribus mentalibus D.N.J.C.", written during 1488-91 and first published at Camerino in 1630; "Liber
suae conversionis", a story of her life, written in 1491, and first published at Macerata in 1624. These works
have been edited by the Bollandists in connection with some of Baptista's letters. But most of her "Epistolae
spirituales ad devotas personas" as well as her "Carmina pleraque latina et vulgaria" are still unpublished.[6]

Varano wrote in the dialect of the Marches region, while quoting scripture in Latin, which preserved the usage of
the language at that period.[3]

Her writings represented a high point in the Poor Clare tradition through its emphasis on the following of the
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"poor and crucified Christ", articulated by St. Bonaventure as a mark of Franciscan life, as well as mystical
espousal with Christ. An element of her writing not found in St Clare's was her stress on Christ's inner sufferings
and the need to suffer the evil that had befallen Him.[3]

As a whole the writings of Baptista are remarkable for originality of thought, spirituality, and vivid language. Br.
José Rodríguez Carballo, ofm, Minister General of the Friars Minor quotes Camilla Baptista:

O Most Clement God, if you were to reveal to me all the secrets of your Sacred Heart and everyday
were to show me the Angelic Hierarchies; if everyday I could raise the dead, it would not be
because of these things that you love me with an infinite love. Rather, it would be because I have
done good to the one who has wronged me, said good things of and praise the one who has
spoken ill of me and wronged me unjustly.[9]

Veneration [edit]

Both Saint Philip Neri and St. Alphonsus Liguori recorded their admiration for her.

On 8 April 1821 Pope Leo XIII approved the acts of the process for her canonization. Varano was beatified by
Pope Gregory XVI in 1843, following recognition of her long-standing public cult. On 4 February 1893 her
writings were also approved. On 17 October 2010 Pope Benedict XVI canonized her, along with five
others.[10][12]

Her feast was originally kept in the Franciscan Order on 2 June but is more recently commemorated on 30 May.

Depictions [edit]

St. Baptista Varani is depicted in a stained glass window in the church of St. Thomas of Canterbury, Woodford
Green, Essex.[13]
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Bar Hebraeus

 
Gregory Bar-Hebraeus

Born 1226
Ebro, near Malatya, Sultanate of
Rûm

Died 30 July, 1286 (aged 59–60)
at Maraga, Persia

Era Medieval era

Region Christian theology, Western
philosophy

School Syriac Orthodoxy

Main
interests

Christian theology, Logic,
Metaphysics, Medicine, History

Jacob of Edessa, Ephrem the Syrian, Ghazali,
Avicenna

Part of a series on
Oriental Orthodoxy
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Coptic: French
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Coptic: British

Syriac: Malabar Independent
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Abulpharagius" redirects here. For the 11th-century Nestorian philosopher, see Ibn al-Ṭayyib.

Gregory Bar Hebraeus (1226 – 30 July 1286), also known by his Latin name Abulpharagius
or Syriac name Mor Gregorios Bar Ebraya, was a maphrian-catholicos (Chief bishop of
Persia) of the Syriac Orthodox Church in the 13th century. He is noted for his works
concerning philosophy, poetry, language, history, and theology;[1] he has been called "one of
the most learned and versatile men from the Syriac Orthodox Church" (Dr. William Wright).[2]

Bar Hebraeus collected in his numerous and elaborate treatises the results of such research in
theology, philosophy, science and history as was in his time possible in Syria. Most of his works
were written in Syriac.[2] However he also wrote some in Arabic, which had become the
common language in his day.
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Name [edit]

It is not clear when Bar Hebraeus adopted the Christian name Gregory (Syriac: ܣܪ 
Grigorios, Ġrīġūriyūs), but according to the Syriac Orthodox tradition of naming high priests, it
may have occurred at the time of his consecration as bishop.[3] Throughout his life, he was
often referred to by the Syriac nickname Bar ʿEbrāyā (Syriac:  , which is pronounced
and often transliterated as Bar Ebroyo in the West Syriac dialect of the Syriac Orthodox
Church), giving rise to the Latinised name Bar Hebraeus. This nickname refers to his Jewish
background, which means 'Son of the Hebrew'. His father was a Jewish physician. The name
also refer to the place of his birth as well, ʿEbrā, where the old road east of Malatya towards
Kharput (modern Elazığ) and Amida (Mesopotamia) (modern Diyarbakır) crossed the
Euphrates.[4] He is also known as Abu'l Faraj (in Latin, Abulpharagius).

Life [edit]

A Syriac bishop, philosopher, poet, grammarian, physician, biblical commentator, historian, and
theologian, Bar Hebraeus was the son of a Jewish physician, Aaron[5] (Hārūn bin Tūmā al-
Malaṭī, Arabic: يطلملا اموت  نب  نوراھ  ). Bar Hebraeus was born in the village of ʿEbra (Izoli, Turk.:
Kuşsarayı) near Malatya, Sultanate of Rûm (modern Turkey, now in the province of Elazig).
Under the care of his father, he began as a boy (a teneris unguiculis) the study of medicine
and of many other branches of knowledge, which he never abandoned.

A Mongol general invaded the area of Malatya, and falling ill, sought for a physician. Aaron,
the Hebrew physician, was summoned. Upon his recovery, the Mongol general and Aaron, who
took his family with him, went to Antioch. There Bar Hebraeus continued with his studies and
when he was about seventeen years of age he became a monk and began to lead the life of
the hermit.[3]

From Antioch Bar Hebraeus went to Tripoli in Phoenicia, and studied rhetoric and medicine. In
1246 he was consecrated bishop of Gubos by the Syriac Orthodox Patriarch Ignatius II,[3] and
in 1252 he was transferred to Aleppo. In 1255 was transferred to the see of Laqabin and finally
was made primate, or maphrian, of the East by Ignatius IV Yeshu in 1264.[6] His episcopal
duties did not interfere with his studies; he took advantage of the numerous visitations, which
he had to make throughout his vast province, to consult the libraries and converse with the
learned men whom he happened to meet. Thus he gradually accumulated an immense
erudition, became familiar with almost all branches of secular and religious knowledge, and in
many cases thoroughly mastered the bibliography of the various subjects which he undertook
to treat. Bar Hebræus preserved and systematized the work of his predecessors, either by way
of condensation or by way of direct reproduction. Both on account of his virtues and of his
science, Bar Hebræus was highly esteemed. He died in Maraga, Persia, and was buried at the
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Mor Gregorios Bar Ebraya
Maphrian of the Syriac Orthodox Church

Church Syriac Orthodox Church

See Persia

In office 1266–1286

Predecessor Ignatius Sleeba III

Successor Gregorius bar Souma

Orders
Consecration 1266

by Ignatius IV Yeshu

Rank Maphrian

Personal details
Birth name Hārūn bin Tūmā al-Malaṭī

Born 1226
near Melitene, Sultanate of Rûm

Died 30 July 1286
Maraga, Persia

Sainthood
Feast day 30 July

Venerated in Syriac Orthodox Church

Shrines St. Matthew's Monastery

Mar Mattai Monastery, near Mosul. He left an autobiography, to be found in Assemani, Biblioth.
Orient., II, 248-263; the account of his death was written by his brother, the marphian Gregory
III (Grigorius bar Saumo) (d. 1307/8).

Works [edit]

Encyclopedic and philosophical [edit]

Bar Hebraeus' great encyclopedic work is his Hewath Hekhmetha, "The Cream of Science",
which deals with almost every branch of human knowledge, and comprises the whole
Aristotelian discipline, after Avicenna and Arabian writers. This work, so far, has not been
published, with the exception of one chapter, by Margoliouth, in Analecta Orientalia ad
poeticam Aristoteleam (London, 1887), 114-139.

The Kethabha dhe-Bhabhatha, ("Book of the Pupils of the Eyes") is a compendium of logic and
dialectics.

The rest is to be found only in manuscripts, preserved at Florence, Oxford, London, and
elsewhere. (3) Teghrath Teghratha, "Commerce of Commerces", a résumé of the preceding,
also unpublished. (4) Kethabha dhe-Sewadh Sophia, "Book of Speech of Wisdom";
compendium of physics and metaphysics. To these should be added a few translations of
Arabic works into Syriac, as well as some treatises written in Arabic.[5]

Biblical [edit]

The most important work of Bar Hebraeus is Awsar Raze, "Storehouse of Secrets", a
commentary on the entire Bible, both doctrinal and critical. Before giving his doctrinal
exposition of a passage, he first considers its critical state. Although he uses the Peshitta as a
basis, he knows that it is not perfect, and therefore controls it by the Hebrew, the Septuagint,
the Greek versions of Symmachus, Theodotion, Aquila, by Oriental versions, Armenian and
Coptic, and finally by the other Syriac translations, Heraclean, Philoxenian and especially the
Syro-Hexapla. The work of Bar Hebræus is of prime importance for the recovery of these
versions and more specially for the Hexapla of Origen, of which the Syro-Hexapla is a
translation by Paul of Tella. His exegetical and doctrinal portions are taken from the Greek Fathers and previous Syriac Orthodox
theologians. No complete edition of the work has yet been issued, but many individual books have been published at different times.[5]

Historical [edit]

Bar Hebraeus has left a large ecclesiastical history called Makhtbhanuth Zabhne, Chronicon, in which he considers history from the
Creation down to his own day. Bar Hebræus used almost all that had been written before him, showing particular favor to the now lost
chronographic records published by Theophilus of Edessa (late 8th century, although he has this only through Michael the Syrian and other
dependents).[7] The work is divided into two portions, often transmitted separately.[8]

The first portion deals with political and civil history and is known as the Chronicon Syriacum. The standard edition of the Chronicon
Syriacum is that of Bedjan, Gregorii Barhebraei Chronicon Syriacum (Paris, 1890). An English translation by E. A. Wallis Budge was
published in 1932.[9]

This was to give context to the second portion, known as the Chronicon Ecclesiasticum and covering the religious history.[8] That section
begins with Aaron and consists of a series of entries of important individuals. The first half covers the history of the Syriac Orthodox Church
and the Patriarchs of Antioch, while the second half is devoted to the Church of the East, the Nestorian Patriarchs, and the Jacobite
Maphrians. The current edition of the Chronicon Ecclesiasticum is that of Abbeloos and Lamy,[10] Syriac text, Latin translation. An English
translation by David Wilmshurst was published by Gorgias Press in February 2016.

Bar Hebraeus towards the end of his life decided to write a history in Arabic largely based on the Chronicon Syriacum, adapted for a wider
Arabic-reading readership rather than solely for Syriac-literate clergy. This became the al-Mukhtaṣar fi-l-Duwal.[11] This was first published
by Edward Pococke in 1663 with Latin comments and translation.[12]. A modern edition was first published by Fr. Anton Salhani in 1890.[13]

Theological [edit]

In theology Bar Hebræus was a Miaphysite. He once mused: When I had given much thought and pondered on the matter, I became
convinced that these quarrels among the different Christian Churches are not a matter of factual substance, but of words and terminology;
for they all confess Christ our Lord to be perfect God and perfect human, without any commingling, mixing, or confusion of the natures...
Thus I saw all the Christian communities, with their different christological positions, as possessing a single common ground that is without
any difference between them.[14]

In this field, we have from Bar Hebraeus Menarath Qudhshe, "Lamp of the Sanctuary", and the Kethabha dhe-Zalge, "Book of Rays", a
summary of the first. These works have not been published, and exist in manuscript in Paris, Berlin, London, Oxford, and Rome. Ascetical
and moral theology were also treated by Bar Hebræus, and we have from him Kethabha dhe-Ithiqon, "Book of Ethics", and Kethabha dhe-
Yauna, "Book of the Dove", an ascetical guide. Both have been edited by Bedjan in "Ethicon seu Moralia Gregorii Barhebræi" (Paris and
Leipzig, 1898). The "Book of the Dove" was issued simultaneously by Cardahi (Rome, 1898). Bar Hebræus codified the juridical texts of the
Syriac Orthodox, in a collection called Kethabha dhe-Hudhaye, "Book of Directions", edited by Bedjan, "Barhebræi Nomocanon" (Paris,
1898). A Latin translation is to be found in Angelo Mai, "Scriptorum Veter. Nova Collectio", vol. x. Bar Hebræus has left besides many other
works. On grammatical subjects we have the "Book of Splendours" and "Book of the Spark", both edited by Martin, "Oeuvres grammaticales
de Aboul Faradj dit Barhebræus" (2 vols., Paris, 1872); also works on mathematics, astronomy, cosmography, and medicine, some of which
have been published, but others exist only in manuscript.

Other works [edit]

A full list of Bar Hebraeus's other works, and of editions of such of them as have been published, will be found in W. Wright's Syriac
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Literature, pp. 268–281. The more important of them are:

Kethabha dhe-Bhabhatha (Book of the Pupils of the Eyes), a treatise on logic or dialectics
Hewath Hekmetha (Butter of Wisdom), an exposition of the whole philosophy of Aristotle
Sullarat Haunãnãyã (Ascent of the Mind), a treatise on astronomy and cosmography, edited and translated by F. Nau (Paris, 1899)
various medical works
Kethabha dhe-Zalge (Book of Rays), a treatise on grammar
ethical works
poems
Kethabha dhe-Thunnaye Mighaizjzikhanl (Book of Entertaining Stories), edited and translated by E. A. Wallis Budge (London, 1897).

Veneration [edit]

He is regarded as a saint by the Syriac Orthodox Church, who hold his feast day on July 30.[15]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Chambers Biographical Dictionary, ISBN 0-550-18022-2, page 5
2.  ̂a b  One or more of the preceding sentences incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Chisholm, Hugh, ed. (1911). "Bar-

Hebraeus". Encyclopædia Britannica. 3 (11th ed.). Cambridge University Press. p. 400.
3.  ̂a b c Budge, E.A.W., The Chronography of Gregory Abu'l Faraj, The Son of Aaron, The Hebrew Physician Commonly Known as Bar Hebraeus

Being the First Part of His Political History of the World. London: Oxford University Press. 1932
4. ^ A few Syriac sources[who?] give Bar-Hebraeus's full Arabic name as Jamāluddīn Abū'l-Faraj Ġrīġūriyūs bin Tājuddīn Hārūn bin Tūmā al-Malaṭī

(Arabic: يطلملا اموت  نب  نوراھ  نیدلا  جات  نب  سویروغیرغ  جرفلا  وبا  نیدلا  لامج  ). However, all references to this longer name are posthumous. The Syriac nickname
Bar ʿEbrāyā is sometimes arabised as Ibn al-ʿ Ibrī (Arabic: يربعلا نبا  ). E.A.W. Budge says Bar Hebraeus was given the baptismal name John
(Syriac: , Yōḥanan), but this may be a scribal error. As a Syriac bishop, Bar Hebraeus is often given the honorific Mār (Syriac: ܝ ,
pronounced Mor in West Syriac dialect), and thus Mar/Mor Gregory[citation needed].

5.  ̂a b c Butin, Romain. "Bar Hebræus." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 2. New York: Robert Appleton Company, 1907. 2 Dec. 2014
6. ^ Samir, Khalil. "Bar Hebraeus", The Coptic encyclopedia, vol. 2, Macmillan, 1991
7. ^ SR Todt (1988). "Die syrische und die arabische Weltgeschichte des Bar Hebraeus". Der Islam. 65: 60–80. Conrad and so Hoyland assume

Todt.
8.  ̂a b Lawrence Conrad (1994). "On the Arabic Chronicle of Bar Hebraeus" . Parole de l'Orient. 19: 319–78. Retrieved September 10, 2018.
9. ^ Bar Hebraeus (1932). The Chronography of Gregory Abû'l Faraj, commonly known as Bar Hebraeus. Translated by Budge, Sir E. A. Wallis.

Oxford University Press.
10. ^ 3 vols., Louvain, 1872–77.
11. ^ For the name see Conrad (1994) pp. 324-25 and audience see Conrad (1994) pp. 328-41.
12. ^ Gregorius Abul-Pharajius (1663). Pococke, Edward (ed.). Tārīkh mukhtaṣar al-duwal/Historia compendiosa dynastiarum authore Gregorio Abul-

Pharajio, Malatiensi medico, historiam complectens universalem, à mundo condito, usque ad tempora authoris, res orientalium accuratissimè
describens. Arabice edita, & Latine versa, ab Edvardo Pocockio linguæ Hebraicæ in Academia Oxoniensi professore regio, nec non in eadem L.
Arabicæ prælectore., & Ædis Christi præbendario . Oxford: R. Davis. Retrieved September 10, 2018.

13. ^ Gregorius abu-l-Faraj b. Harun (1890). Sahlani, Anton (ed.). Tārīkh mukhtaṣar al-duwal . Beirut: Imprimerie Catholique. Retrieved
September 10, 2018.

14. ^ Bar Hebraeus. Book of the Dove . Chapter IV.
15. ^ Holweck, F. G., A Biographical Dictionary of the Saints. St. Louis, MO: B. Herder Book Co. 1924.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

St Baradates (died circa 460) was a hermit who lived in the Diocese of Cyrrhus in Syria, and whose bishop,
Theodoret, called him "the admirable Baradates."

Baradates lived in a tiny hut, too small for him to stand upright, and he wore a leather garment that exposed
only his mouth and nose. He was said to have been very learned, particularly in theology. Emperor Leo wrote
him, asking his advice regarding the Council of Chalcedon.

In the Roman Catholic Church, as well as the Eastern Orthodox Churches, the Feast of St Baradates is
February 22.
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Lives of the Saints, by Alban Butler (1956).
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Barba'shmin
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Barbaʿshmin was a fourth-century bishop of Seleucia-Ctesiphon, primate of the Church of the East, and
martyr. He succeeded Shahdost as bishop of Seleucia-Ctesiphon in 343, during the great persecution of
Shapur II, and was martyred three years later, in 346. Like several other early bishops of Seleucia-Ctesiphon,
he is included in the traditional list of patriarchs of the Church of the East, which also considers him a saint. His
feast day is January 14.
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Sources [edit]

Brief accounts of Barbaʿshmin's episcopate are given in the Ecclesiastical Chronicle of the Jacobite writer Bar
Hebraeus (floruit 1280) and in the ecclesiastical histories of the Nestorian writers Mari (twelfth-century), ʿAmr
(fourteenth-century) and Sliba (fourteenth-century). His life is also covered in the Chronicle of Seert. In all these
accounts he is anachronistically called 'catholicus', a term that was only applied to the primates of the Church of
the East in the fifth century.

Barbaʿshmin's episcopate [edit]

The following account of Barbaʿshmin's episcopate and martyrdom is given by Mari:

The patriarch Barbaʿshmin, whose name means 'the man with four names', was the sister's son of
Shemʿon Bar Sabbaʿe and a native of Beth Garmai. He was a man of outstanding piety and
honesty. He was consecrated in secret in the house of a believer, on account of Shapur’s
persecution of the Christians, and he secretly consecrated bishops over the various districts.
Shapur concentrated his attacks on the priests, thinking that if he wiped them out, the other
Christians would then convert to the teachings of the magi. In those days calamities multiplied, and
the Christians lay in hiding for a long time; and when they finally emerged, calling on the name of
Christ, he first killed 100,000 of them, and then a further 30,000. Mar Miles died a martyr, and with
him many other bishops. Shapur then arrested the patriarch Barbaʿshmin along with many of his
priests and deacons, and told him that he had no right to govern without his permission. Then he
clapped him in irons and threw him into prison along with thirty of his priests, and tortured them with
cruel torments, and deprived them of food and water for eleven months, until they all turned black
from their prolonged sufferings. Then he summoned him, and offered him a governorship and
riches if he became a magus. But that holy man laughed at him, and said, 'The more Christians
you kill, the more their numbers will increase.' For that remark he was killed on the same spot
where Shemʿon Bar Sabbaʿe had been killed, and thirty-three other men suffered with him. Then
the magi began to say, 'Killing these people indeed only increases their number!' The bishop of al-
Ahwaz [Hormizd Ardashir] buried Barbaʿshmin and his companions near Jundishapur.[1]

A slightly different account, with further details, is given by Bar Hebraeus:

After Shahdost, Barbaʿshmin. This is a Chaldean name and signifies 'the man with four names'. He
was from Beth Garmai, and was also the sister's son of Shemʿon Bar Sabbaʿe. He was elected
secretly at Seleucia and consecrated in the house of a believer. He urged the clerics, religious and
bishops to change their clothes and to wear secular garments, in order to evade the persecution of
the impious Shapur. Much later, after the persecution came to an end and Nestorianism spread in
the East, those who changed their clothes also changed their faith. They declined to resume that
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holy dress of yore, principally because they were cut off from the other Christian peoples, where
monks demonstrated their humility by wearing the Antonian garb. After Barbaʿshmin had secretly
fulfilled his office for seven years, Shapur got wind of him and arrested him along with sixteen men,
priests and believers. They were all thrown into prison, and for eleven months he tried to win them
over to the faith of the magi, offering them many inducements. But when they refused to deny their
faith, he killed them in Karka d’Ledan in Beth Huzaye, on the ninth day of November. The bishops
did not attempt to choose another leader, because all of their predecessors had been killed. [2]

The Church of the East remained without a leader for several years after Barbaʿshmin's death.

See also [edit]

List of Patriarchs of the Church of the East

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Mari, 21 (Arabic), 18 (Latin)
2. ^ Bar Hebraeus, Ecclesiastical Chronicle (ed. Abeloos and Lamy), ii. 40–2
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5th–8th centuries

Isaac (399–410) · Ahha (410–14) · Yahballaha I (415–20) · Maʿna (420) · Farbokht (421) ·
Dadishoʿ (421–56) · Babowai (457–84) · Acacius (485–96) · Babai (497–503) · Shila (503–23) ·
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Barbara (Yakovleva)

Sister Barbara Yakovleva

New Martyr Varvara
Born c. 1880

Died July 18, 1918
Alapaevsk, Russia

Venerated in Russian Orthodox Church

Feast July 18

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the Russian Orthodox saint. For the Bolshevik leader, see Varvara Yakovleva
(politician).

Varvara Alexeyevna Yakovleva (Russian: Варвара
Алексеевна Яковлева; c. 1880 - July 18, 1918), called Nun
Barbara (Russian: Инокиня Варвара), was a Russian Orthodox
nun in the convent of Grand Duchess Elizabeth Fyodorovna. She
was killed by the Bolsheviks along with the grand duchess and
Prince Ioann Konstantinovich of Russia, Prince Konstantin
Konstantinovich of Russia, Prince Igor Konstantinovich of Russia,
Grand Duke Sergei Mikhailovich of Russia, Fyodor Remez, Grand
Duke Sergei's secretary, and Prince Vladimir Pavlovich Paley at
Alapaevsk.

She was later canonized as a martyr by both the Russian Orthodox
Church Outside Russia and the Russian Orthodox Church within
Russia.
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Life [edit]

There is very little reliable information about her life before entering the Martha and Mary Convent. According to
documentary evidence came from the burgess of the Tver. She arrived to the Convent from Yalta on August 20,
1910. As of 1911, she was 31 years old.[1]

Varvara Alexeyevna Yakovleva, small in stature and deeply pious, served as Grand Duchess Elizabeth's maid
before taking the veil.[2][3] Her nickname was Varya.[2]. The Grand Duchess and other women also took vows on
that date. As sisters of Grand Duchess Elizabeth's convent, the women were well known throughout Moscow for
performing acts of charity. They took food to the homes of the poor, set up a home for women suffering from
tuberculosis, established a hospital to care for the sick, established homes for the physically disabled, pregnant
women and the elderly. They also established an orphanage. Their charitable efforts later spread to other cities
in Russia.[2]

Exile and death [edit]

Yakovleva voluntarily accompanied Grand Duchess Elizabeth when she was arrested following the Russian
Revolution of 1917 and sent into exile.[4] The group was confined at Yekaterinburg and later at Alapaevsk. On
the afternoon of July 18, 1918 they were herded into the woods outside Alapaevsk at gunpoint, clubbed on the
back of the head, and thrown one by one into a mineshaft in the woods.[3] All but Grand Duke Sergei
Mikhailovich, who had been shot in the head, survived the fall. They could be heard singing hymns from the
bottom of the shaft. One by one they lost consciousness and died.[5]

Veneration [edit]

In 1981, Yakovleva was canonized as a "new martyr" by the Russian Orthodox Church Abroad as a victim of
Soviet oppression along with the other members of the group. She was in April 1992 also canonized as a martyr
by the Russian Orthodox Church inside Russia. In May 1982, the bodies of Grand Duchess Elizabeth
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Tomb of St Barbara
(Yakovleva) at the Church of
Mary Magdalene, Jerusalem

Feodorovna of Russia and Barbara (Varvara) were moved from the crypt of the
Church of Mary Magdalene, Gethsemane, where only private veneration was
possible, to the upper church of St. Mary Magdalene.[6]

See also [edit]

Romanov sainthood

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Додонов Б. Ф., Копылова О. Н., Крячкова Л. В. «Новые свидетельства к
биографиям крестовых сестер Марфо-Мариинской обители милосердия»
Archived  2019-07-11 at the Wayback Machine // Вестник церковной истории

2.  ̂a b c Mager (1998), p. 244
3.  ̂a b Mager (1998), p. 331
4. ^ Mager (1998), p. 324
5. ^ Mager (1998), p. 334
6. ^ Portrait of a Duke, Tom Segev , Haaretz[dead link]
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Barbara (Yakovleva)

Sister Barbara Yakovleva

New Martyr Varvara
Born c. 1880

Died July 18, 1918
Alapaevsk, Russia

Venerated in Russian Orthodox Church

Feast July 18

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Barbara Yakovleva)

This article is about the Russian Orthodox saint. For the Bolshevik leader, see Varvara Yakovleva
(politician).

Varvara Alexeyevna Yakovleva (Russian: Варвара
Алексеевна Яковлева; c. 1880 - July 18, 1918), called Nun
Barbara (Russian: Инокиня Варвара), was a Russian Orthodox
nun in the convent of Grand Duchess Elizabeth Fyodorovna. She
was killed by the Bolsheviks along with the grand duchess and
Prince Ioann Konstantinovich of Russia, Prince Konstantin
Konstantinovich of Russia, Prince Igor Konstantinovich of Russia,
Grand Duke Sergei Mikhailovich of Russia, Fyodor Remez, Grand
Duke Sergei's secretary, and Prince Vladimir Pavlovich Paley at
Alapaevsk.

She was later canonized as a martyr by both the Russian Orthodox
Church Outside Russia and the Russian Orthodox Church within
Russia.
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Life [edit]

There is very little reliable information about her life before entering the Martha and Mary Convent. According to
documentary evidence came from the burgess of the Tver. She arrived to the Convent from Yalta on August 20,
1910. As of 1911, she was 31 years old.[1]

Varvara Alexeyevna Yakovleva, small in stature and deeply pious, served as Grand Duchess Elizabeth's maid
before taking the veil.[2][3] Her nickname was Varya.[2]. The Grand Duchess and other women also took vows on
that date. As sisters of Grand Duchess Elizabeth's convent, the women were well known throughout Moscow for
performing acts of charity. They took food to the homes of the poor, set up a home for women suffering from
tuberculosis, established a hospital to care for the sick, established homes for the physically disabled, pregnant
women and the elderly. They also established an orphanage. Their charitable efforts later spread to other cities
in Russia.[2]

Exile and death [edit]

Yakovleva voluntarily accompanied Grand Duchess Elizabeth when she was arrested following the Russian
Revolution of 1917 and sent into exile.[4] The group was confined at Yekaterinburg and later at Alapaevsk. On
the afternoon of July 18, 1918 they were herded into the woods outside Alapaevsk at gunpoint, clubbed on the
back of the head, and thrown one by one into a mineshaft in the woods.[3] All but Grand Duke Sergei
Mikhailovich, who had been shot in the head, survived the fall. They could be heard singing hymns from the
bottom of the shaft. One by one they lost consciousness and died.[5]

Veneration [edit]

In 1981, Yakovleva was canonized as a "new martyr" by the Russian Orthodox Church Abroad as a victim of
Soviet oppression along with the other members of the group. She was in April 1992 also canonized as a martyr
by the Russian Orthodox Church inside Russia. In May 1982, the bodies of Grand Duchess Elizabeth
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Tomb of St Barbara
(Yakovleva) at the Church of
Mary Magdalene, Jerusalem

Feodorovna of Russia and Barbara (Varvara) were moved from the crypt of the
Church of Mary Magdalene, Gethsemane, where only private veneration was
possible, to the upper church of St. Mary Magdalene.[6]
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Romanov sainthood

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Додонов Б. Ф., Копылова О. Н., Крячкова Л. В. «Новые свидетельства к
биографиям крестовых сестер Марфо-Мариинской обители милосердия»
Archived  2019-07-11 at the Wayback Machine // Вестник церковной истории

2.  ̂a b c Mager (1998), p. 244
3.  ̂a b Mager (1998), p. 331
4. ^ Mager (1998), p. 324
5. ^ Mager (1998), p. 334
6. ^ Portrait of a Duke, Tom Segev , Haaretz[dead link]
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Barba'shmin
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Barbasymas)

Barbaʿshmin was a fourth-century bishop of Seleucia-Ctesiphon, primate of the Church of the East, and
martyr. He succeeded Shahdost as bishop of Seleucia-Ctesiphon in 343, during the great persecution of
Shapur II, and was martyred three years later, in 346. Like several other early bishops of Seleucia-Ctesiphon,
he is included in the traditional list of patriarchs of the Church of the East, which also considers him a saint. His
feast day is January 14.
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Sources [edit]

Brief accounts of Barbaʿshmin's episcopate are given in the Ecclesiastical Chronicle of the Jacobite writer Bar
Hebraeus (floruit 1280) and in the ecclesiastical histories of the Nestorian writers Mari (twelfth-century), ʿAmr
(fourteenth-century) and Sliba (fourteenth-century). His life is also covered in the Chronicle of Seert. In all these
accounts he is anachronistically called 'catholicus', a term that was only applied to the primates of the Church of
the East in the fifth century.

Barbaʿshmin's episcopate [edit]

The following account of Barbaʿshmin's episcopate and martyrdom is given by Mari:

The patriarch Barbaʿshmin, whose name means 'the man with four names', was the sister's son of
Shemʿon Bar Sabbaʿe and a native of Beth Garmai. He was a man of outstanding piety and
honesty. He was consecrated in secret in the house of a believer, on account of Shapur’s
persecution of the Christians, and he secretly consecrated bishops over the various districts.
Shapur concentrated his attacks on the priests, thinking that if he wiped them out, the other
Christians would then convert to the teachings of the magi. In those days calamities multiplied, and
the Christians lay in hiding for a long time; and when they finally emerged, calling on the name of
Christ, he first killed 100,000 of them, and then a further 30,000. Mar Miles died a martyr, and with
him many other bishops. Shapur then arrested the patriarch Barbaʿshmin along with many of his
priests and deacons, and told him that he had no right to govern without his permission. Then he
clapped him in irons and threw him into prison along with thirty of his priests, and tortured them with
cruel torments, and deprived them of food and water for eleven months, until they all turned black
from their prolonged sufferings. Then he summoned him, and offered him a governorship and
riches if he became a magus. But that holy man laughed at him, and said, 'The more Christians
you kill, the more their numbers will increase.' For that remark he was killed on the same spot
where Shemʿon Bar Sabbaʿe had been killed, and thirty-three other men suffered with him. Then
the magi began to say, 'Killing these people indeed only increases their number!' The bishop of al-
Ahwaz [Hormizd Ardashir] buried Barbaʿshmin and his companions near Jundishapur.[1]

A slightly different account, with further details, is given by Bar Hebraeus:

After Shahdost, Barbaʿshmin. This is a Chaldean name and signifies 'the man with four names'. He
was from Beth Garmai, and was also the sister's son of Shemʿon Bar Sabbaʿe. He was elected
secretly at Seleucia and consecrated in the house of a believer. He urged the clerics, religious and
bishops to change their clothes and to wear secular garments, in order to evade the persecution of
the impious Shapur. Much later, after the persecution came to an end and Nestorianism spread in
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the East, those who changed their clothes also changed their faith. They declined to resume that
holy dress of yore, principally because they were cut off from the other Christian peoples, where
monks demonstrated their humility by wearing the Antonian garb. After Barbaʿshmin had secretly
fulfilled his office for seven years, Shapur got wind of him and arrested him along with sixteen men,
priests and believers. They were all thrown into prison, and for eleven months he tried to win them
over to the faith of the magi, offering them many inducements. But when they refused to deny their
faith, he killed them in Karka d’Ledan in Beth Huzaye, on the ninth day of November. The bishops
did not attempt to choose another leader, because all of their predecessors had been killed. [2]

The Church of the East remained without a leader for several years after Barbaʿshmin's death.

See also [edit]

List of Patriarchs of the Church of the East

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Mari, 21 (Arabic), 18 (Latin)
2. ^ Bar Hebraeus, Ecclesiastical Chronicle (ed. Abeloos and Lamy), ii. 40–2
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Yohannan VI (1012–16) · Ishoʿyahb IV (1020–5) · Eliya I (1028–49) · Yohannan VII (1049–57) ·
Sabrishoʿ III (1064–72) · ʿ Abdishoʿ II (1074–90) · Makkikha I (1092–1110) · Eliya II (1111–32) ·
Bar Sawma (1134–6) · ʿ Abdishoʿ III (1139–48) · Ishoʿyahb V (1149–75) · Eliya III (1176–90)

13th–16th centuries

Yahballaha II (1190–1222) · Sabrishoʿ IV (1222–4) · Sabrishoʿ V (1226–56) · Makkikha II (1257–65) ·
Denha I (1265–81) · Yahballaha III (1281–1317) · Timothy II (1318–c. 1332) ·
Denha II (1336/7–1381/2) · Shemʿon II (c. 1385–c. 1405) · Eliya IV (c. 1405–c. 1425) ·
Shemʿon III (c. 1425–c. 1450) · Shemʿon IV Basidi (c. 1450–1497) · Shemʿon V (1497–1502) ·
Eliya V (1503–4) · Shemʿon VI (1504–38) · Shemʿon VII Ishoʿyahb (1539–58)
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Barbatus of Benevento

Saint Barbatus of Benevento
Born c. 610

Cerreto Sannita, Italy

Died 682

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine The Duomo of Benevento, where
his relics have been preserved
beneath the main altar since
1687

Feast February 19

Attributes Crozier

Patronage Benevento

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Barbatus of Benevento (Italian: San Barbato) (c. 610 –
February 19, 682), also known as Barbas, was a bishop of
Benevento from 663 to 682. He succeeded Ildebrand in this
capacity. He assisted in a church council called by Pope Agatho in
Rome in 680 and in 681 attended the Third Council of
Constantinople against the Monothelites.
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He was born in the village of Vandano, near Cerreto Sannita, then part of the Duchy of Benevento, toward the
end of the papacy of Gregory the Great.[1] At that time, Benevento had recently (in 590) been captured by
Arian Lombards from the Trinitarian Romans.

According to the ninth century vitae, he received a Christian education, and spent a good deal of time studying
the Christian scriptures. He took holy orders as soon as allowed to do so, and was immediately employed by the
local bishop as a preacher, a task for which he had considerable talent. Shortly thereafter, he was made the
curate of St. Basil's Church in nearby Morcone,[1] where his preaching was not well received by indifferent
parishioners only nominally Christian. He continued his calls for reform but eventually returned to Benevento,
where he was welcomed back by those who remembered him from earlier.[2]

At the time, the people of Benevento still entertained some idolatrous superstitions, including veneration of a
golden viper and a local walnut tree. The local Lombard prince, Romuald I son of the Arian Lombard King
Grimoald I, was himself involved in these activities. Barbatus regularly preached against them only to be
ignored.[1] Later, he warned the people of the city of the great trials they would soon suffer at the hands of the
East Roman Emperor Constans II and his army, who shortly thereafter landed in the area and laid siege to
Benevento. The people, in their fear, renounced the practices Barbatus had criticized. He then cut down the
tree the locals had worshipped, and melted the viper into a chalice for use in the church.

Barbatus himself was responsible for a practical form of resistance to Constans. In 1903 the foundations of the
Temple of Isis were discovered close to the Arch of Trajan in Benevento, and many fragments of fine sculptures
in both the Egyptian and the Greco-Roman style belonging to it were found. They had apparently been used as
the foundation of a portion of the city wall, reconstructed in 663 under the fear of an attack by Constans, the
temple having been destroyed by order of Barbatus to provide the necessary material.[3]

The presiding bishop of Benevento, Ildebrand, died during the siege, which ended as Barbatus had foretold,
with the defeat of Constans. After the withdrawal of the invaders, Barbatus was made bishop on March 10, 633
and continued his efforts to eliminate superstition. In 673 Duke Romuald placed the grotto of St. Michael at
Gargano under the care of Barbatus.[4]

In 680, he assisted in a council held by Pope Agatho, and took part in the sixth general council held in
Constantinople in 681 regarding the Monothelites. He died shortly after the end of the council, on 19 February
682,[5] at about seventy years of age.

Barbatus is commemorated on February 19.[6] The Roman Martyrology lists Barbatus as one of the chief
patrons of the city of Benevento. He is also the patron of Cicciano, Castelvenere, Casalattico and Valle
dell'Angelo.
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Saint Arthelais

Saint Barbatus of Benevento, patron saint archive
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Bardo (disambiguation).

In some schools of Buddhism, bardo (Classical Tibetan: བར་དོ་ Wylie:
bar do), antarābhava (Sanskrit), or chūu (Japanese: 中有)[1] is
an intermediate, transitional, or liminal state between death and
rebirth. It is a concept which arose soon after the Buddha's
passing, with a number of earlier Buddhist groups accepting the
existence of such an intermediate state, while other schools
rejected it. In Tibetan Buddhism, bardo is the central theme of the
Bardo Thodol (literally Liberation Through Hearing During the
Intermediate State), the Tibetan Book of the Dead.

Used loosely, "bardo" is the state of existence intermediate
between two lives on earth. According to Tibetan tradition, after
death and before one's next birth, when one's consciousness is
not connected with a physical body, one experiences a variety of
phenomena. These usually follow a particular sequence of
degeneration from, just after death, the clearest experiences of
reality of which one is spiritually capable, and then proceeding to
terrifying hallucinations that arise from the impulses of one's
previous unskillful actions. For the prepared and appropriately
trained individuals, the bardo offers a state of great opportunity for
liberation, since transcendental insight may arise with the direct
experience of reality; for others, it can become a place of danger
as the karmically created hallucinations can impel one into a less
than desirable rebirth.[citation needed]

Metaphorically, bardo can describe times when our usual way of
life becomes suspended, as, for example, during a period of illness
or during a meditation retreat. Such times can prove fruitful for
spiritual progress because external constraints diminish. However,
they can also present challenges because our less skillful
impulses may come to the foreground, just as in the sidpa
bardo.[citation needed]

The concept of antarabhāva, an intervening state between death
and rebirth, was brought into Buddhism from the Vedic-
Upanishadic philosophical tradition which later developed into
Hinduism.[2][3]
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From the records of early Buddhist schools, it appears that at least
six different groups accepted the notion of an intermediate
existence (antarabhāva), namely, the Sarvāstivāda, Darṣṭāntika,
Vātsīputrīyas, Saṃmitīya, Pūrvaśaila and late Mahīśāsaka. The
first four of these are closely related schools. Opposing them were
the Mahāsāṃghika, early Mahīśāsaka, Theravāda, Vibhajyavāda
and the Śāriputrābhidharma (possibly Dharmagupta) (Bareau
1955: 291).

Some of the earliest references we have to the “intermediate
existence” are to be found in the Sarvāstivādin text the
Mahāvibhāṣa (阿毘達磨大毘婆沙論). For instance, the
Mahāvibhāṣa indicates a “basic existence” (本有), an “intermediate
existence” (中有), a “birth existence” (生有) and “death existence”
(死有) (CBETA, T27, no. 1545, p. 959, etc.). Bareau (1955: 143)
provides the arguments of the Sarvāstivāda as follows:

The intermediate being who makes the passage in
this way from one existence to the next is formed, like
every living being, of the five aggregates (skandha).
His existence is demonstrated by the fact that it
cannot have any discontinuity in time and space
between the place and moment of death and those of
rebirth, and therefore it must be that the two
existences belonging to the same series are linked in
time and space by an intermediate stage. The
intermediate being is the Gandharva, the presence of
which is as necessary at conception as the fecundity
and union of the parents. Furthermore, the
Antarāparinirvāyin is an Anāgamin who obtains
parinirvāṇa during the intermediary existence. As for
the heinous criminal guilty of one of the five crimes
without interval (ānantarya), he passes in quite the
same way by an intermediate existence at the end of
which he is reborn necessarily in hell.

Deriving from a later period of the same school, though with some differences, Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakośa
explains (English trs. p. 383ff):

What is an intermediate being, and an intermediate existence? Intermediate existence, which
inserts itself between existence at death and existence at birth, not having arrived at the location
where it should go, cannot be said to be born. Between death—that is, the five skandhas of the
moment of death—and arising—that is, the five skandhas of the moment of rebirth—there is found
an existence—a "body" of five skandhas—that goes to the place of rebirth. This existence between
two realms of rebirth (gatī) is called intermediate existence.

He cites a number of texts and examples to defend the notion against other schools which reject it and claim
that death in one life is immediately followed by rebirth in the next, without any intermediate state in between the
two. Both the Mahāvibhāṣa and the Abhidharmakośa have the notion of the intermediate state lasting "seven
times seven days" (i.e. 49 days) at most. This is one view, though, and there were also others.

Similar arguments were also used in Harivarman’s *Satyasiddhi Śāstra, a quasi-Mahāyāna text, and the
Upadeśa commentary on the Prajñāpāramitā Sūtras, both of which have strong influence from the Sarvāstivāda
school. Both of these texts had powerful influence in Chinese Buddhism, which also accepts this idea as a rule.

The Saddharma-smṛty-upasthāna Sūtra (正法念處經) classifies 17 intermediate states with different
experiences.[4]

Six bardos in Tibetan Buddhism [edit]

Fremantle (2001) states that there are six traditional bardo states known as the Six Bardos: the Bardo of This
Life (p. 55); the Bardo of Meditation (p. 58); the Bardo of Dream (p. 62); the Bardo of Dying (p. 64); the Bardo
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of Dharmata (p. 65); and the Bardo of Existence (p. 66).

Shugchang, et al. (2000: p. 5) discuss the Zhitro (Tibetan: Zhi-khro) teachings which subsume the Bardo
Thodol and mention Karma Lingpa, terma and Padmasambhava and list the Six Bardo: "The first bardo begins
when we take birth and endures as long as we live. The second is the bardo of dreams. The third is the bardo
of concentration or meditation. The fourth occurs at the moment of death. The fifth is known as the bardo of the
luminosity of the true nature. The sixth is called the bardo of transmigration or karmic becoming.[5]

1. Kyenay bardo (skye gnas bar do) is the first bardo of birth and life. This bardo commences from
conception until the last breath, when the mindstream withdraws from the body.

2. Milam bardo (rmi lam bar do) is the second bardo of the dream state. The Milam Bardo is a subset of
the first Bardo. Dream Yoga develops practices to integrate the dream state into Buddhist sadhana.

3. Samten bardo (bsam gtan bar do) is the third bardo of meditation. This bardo is generally only
experienced by meditators, though individuals may have spontaneous experience of it. Samten Bardo is
a subset of the Shinay Bardo.

4. Chikhai bardo ('chi kha'i bar do) is the fourth bardo of the moment of death. According to tradition, this
bardo is held to commence when the outer and inner signs presage that the onset of death is nigh, and
continues through the dissolution or transmutation of the Mahabhuta until the external and internal
breath has completed.

5. Chönyi bardo (chos nyid bar do) is the fifth bardo of the luminosity of the true nature which commences
after the final 'inner breath' (Sanskrit: prana, vayu; Tibetan: rlung). It is within this Bardo that visions and
auditory phenomena occur. In the Dzogchen teachings, these are known as the spontaneously
manifesting Thödgal (Tibetan: thod-rgyal) visions. Concomitant to these visions, there is a welling of
profound peace and pristine awareness. Sentient beings who have not practiced during their lived
experience and/or who do not recognize the clear light (Tibetan: od gsal) at the moment of death are
usually deluded throughout the fifth bardo of luminosity.

6. Sidpa bardo (srid pa bar do) is the sixth bardo of becoming or transmigration. This bardo endures until
the inner-breath commences in the new transmigrating form determined by the "karmic seeds" within the
storehouse consciousness.

Bardo in other traditions [edit]

Sōtō Zen Buddhism [edit]

Some Sōtō Zen lineages also teach on the bardo realms. It is taught that kenshō experience is important for
preparing for death and facing the bardos. Koshin Schomberg explains:

Very frequently, however, beings die in ignorance and confusion so that, instead of offering
everything into Infinite Love at the time of death, they look down in despair and self-blame. When
this happens, the opportunity for full reunion with the Eternal at the time of death is missed. But
that is not the last opportunity! For a period of up to seven weeks (forty-nine days) after death,
other opportunities manifest. At the end of this period (if not sooner), spiritual need that has not
found its way back to recognized reunion with the Eternal is reborn in one or more of the realms of
existence.[6]

Exegesis [edit]

Fremantle (2001: p. 53–54) charts the development of the bardo concept through the Himalayan tradition:

Originally bardo referred only to the period between one life and the next, and this is still its normal
meaning when it is mentioned without any qualification. There was considerable dispute over this
theory during the early centuries of Buddhism, with one side arguing that rebirth (or conception)
follows immediately after death, and the other saying that there must be an interval between the
two. With the rise of mahayana, belief in a transitional period prevailed. Later Buddhism expanded
the whole concept to distinguish six or more similar states, covering the whole cycle of life, death,
and rebirth. But it can also be interpreted as any transitional experience, any state that lies
between two other states. Its original meaning, the experience of being between death and rebirth,
is the prototype of the bardo experience, while the six traditional bardos show how the essential
qualities of that experience are also present in other transitional periods. By refining even further
the understanding of the essence of bardo, it can then be applied to every moment of existence.
The present moment, the now, is a continual bardo, always suspended between the past and the
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Saint
Barhadbesciabas

Hieromartyr
Died 4th century

Arbela, Sassanid Empire

Venerated in Oriental Orthodox Church
Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Feast July 21

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Barhadbesciabas (alternately Barhadbesaba or
Barhadbescialas) (died July 20, 355) is venerated as a Christian
martyr who was decapitated during the reign of Shapur II. A
deacon of Arbela, in the Sassanid Empire, he was arrested by the
governor of Arbela, Sapor Tamaspor, and put on the rack.

Tradition states that the authorities ordered Aghaeus, an apostate
Christian nobleman, to kill Barhadbesciabas with a sword.

Another Christian of the same name was martyred with Abda and
Abdjesus in 366.

His feast day is July 21.[1]
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Barlaam and Josaphat

A Christian depiction of Josaphat, 12th century
manuscript

Depiction of Barlaam and Josaphat
at the Baptistery of Parma, Italy

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

See also: Qisas (disambiguation)

Barlaam and Josaphat are legendary Christian martyrs
and saints. Their life story is very likely to have been based
on the life of the Gautama Buddha.[1] It tells how an Indian
king persecuted the Christian Church in his realm. When
astrologers predicted that his own son would some day
become a Christian, the king imprisoned the young prince
Josaphat, who nevertheless met the hermit Saint Barlaam
and converted to Christianity. After much tribulation the
young prince's father accepted the Christian faith, turned
over his throne to Josaphat, and retired to the desert to
become a hermit. Josaphat himself later abdicated and went into seclusion with his old teacher Barlaam.[2] The
tale derives from a second to fourth century Sanskrit Mahayana Buddhist text, via a Manichaean version[3], then
the Arabic Kitāb Bilawhar wa-Būd̠āsaf (Book of Bilawhar and Budhasaf), current in Baghdad in the eighth
century, from where it entered into Middle Eastern Christian circles before appearing in European versions. The
two were entered in the Eastern Orthodox calendar with a feast-day on 26 August,[4] and in the Roman
Martyrology in the Western Church as "Barlaam and Josaphat" on the date of 27 November.[5]
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Background: the Buddha [edit]

The story of Barlaam and Josaphat or Joasaph is a Christianized and
later version of the story of Siddhartha Gautama, who became the
Buddha.[6] In the Middle Ages the two were treated as Christian saints,
being entered in the Greek Orthodox calendar on 26 August,[4] and in
the Roman Martyrology in the Western Church as "Barlaam and
Josaphat" on the date of 27 November.[5] In the Slavic tradition of the
Eastern Orthodox Church, these two are commemorated on 19
November (corresponding to 2 December on the Gregorian
calendar).[7][8]

The first Christianized adaptation was the Georgian epic Balavariani
dating back to the 10th century. A Georgian monk, Euthymius of Athos,
translated the story into Greek, some time before he died in an accident while visiting Constantinople in 1028.[9]

There the Greek adaptation was translated into Latin in 1048 and soon became well known in Western Europe
as Barlaam and Josaphat.[10] The Greek legend of "Barlaam and Ioasaph" is sometimes attributed to the 7th
century John of Damascus, but Conybeare argued it was transcribed by the Georgian monk Euthymius in the
11th century.[11]

The story of Barlaam and Josaphat was popular in the Middle Ages, appearing in such works as the Golden
Legend, and a scene there involving three caskets eventually appeared, via Caxton's English translation of a
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Latin version, in Shakespeare's "The Merchant of Venice".[12]

Two Middle High German versions were produced: one, the "Laubacher Barlaam", by Bishop Otto II of Freising
and another, Barlaam und Josaphat, a romance in verse, by Rudolf von Ems. The latter was described as
"perhaps the flower of religious literary creativity in the German Middle Ages" by Heinrich Heine.[13]

The story of Josaphat was re-told as an exploration of free will and the seeking of inner peace through
meditation in the 17th century.[citation needed]

The legend [edit]

According to the legend, King Abenner or Avenier in India persecuted the Christian Church in his realm,
founded by the Apostle Thomas. When astrologers predicted that his own son would some day become a
Christian, Abenner had the young prince Josaphat isolated from external contact. Despite the imprisonment,
Josaphat met the hermit Saint Barlaam and converted to Christianity. Josaphat kept his faith even in the face of
his father's anger and persuasion. Eventually Abenner converted, turned over his throne to Josaphat, and
retired to the desert to become a hermit. Josaphat himself later abdicated and went into seclusion with his old
teacher Barlaam.[2]

Name [edit]

Ioasaph (Georgian Iodasaph, Arabic Yūdhasaf or Būdhasaf) is derived from the Sanskrit Bodhisattva.[5][6][14]

The Sanskrit word was changed to Bodisav in Persian texts in the 6th or 7th century, then to Budhasaf or
Yudasaf in an 8th-century Arabic document (possibly Arabic initial "b" ب changed to "y" ی by duplication of a dot in
handwriting).[15] This became Iodasaph in Georgia in the 10th century, and that name was adapted as Ioasaph
in Greece in the 11th century, and then was assimilated to Iosaphat/Josaphat in Latin.[16]

Feast day [edit]

Although Barlaam and Josaphat were never formally canonized, they were included in earlier editions of the
Roman Martyrology (feast day 27 November)[17][18] — though not in the Roman Missal — and in the Eastern
Orthodox Church liturgical calendar (26 August in Greek tradition etc.[4] / 19 November in Russian tradition).[7][8]

Texts [edit]

There are a large number of different books in various languages, all dealing
with the lives of Saints Barlaam and Josaphat in India. In this hagiographic
tradition, the life and teachings of Josaphat have many parallels with those of
the Buddha. "But not till the mid-nineteenth century was it recognised that, in
Josaphat, the Buddha had been venerated as a Christian saint for about a
thousand years."[19] The authorship of the work is disputed. The origins of the
story seem to be a Central Asian manuscript written in the Manichaean
tradition. This book was translated into Georgian and Arabic.

Greek manuscripts [edit]

The best-known version in Europe comes from a separate, but not wholly
independent, source, written in Greek, and, although anonymous, attributed to
a monk named John. It was only considerably later that the tradition arose that
this was John of Damascus, but most scholars no longer accept this
attribution. Instead much evidence points to Euthymius of Athos, a Georgian
who died in 1028.[20]

The modern edition of the Greek text, from the 160 surviving variant
manuscripts (2006), with introduction (German, 2009) is published as Volume
6 of the works of John the Damascene by the monks of the Abbey of Scheyern, edited by Robert Volk. It was
included in the edition due to the traditional ascription, but marked "spuria" as the translator is the Georgian
monk Euthymius the Hagiorite (ca. 955–1028) at Mount Athos and not John the Damascene of the monastery of
Saint Sabas in the Judaean Desert. The 2009 introduction includes an overview[21]

English manuscripts [edit]

Among the manuscripts in English, two of the most important are the British Museum MS Egerton 876 (the basis
for Ikegami's book) and MS Peterhouse 257 (the basis for Hirsh's book) at the University of Cambridge. The
book contains a tale similar to The Three Caskets found in the Gesta Romanorum and later in Shakespeare's
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The Merchant of Venice.[20]

Editions [edit]

Arabic [edit]

E. Rehatsek – The Book of the King's Son and the Ascetic – English translation (1888) based on the Halle
Arabic manuscript
Gimaret – Le livre de Bilawhar et Budasaf – French translation of Bombay Arabic manuscript

Georgian [edit]

David Marshall Lang: The Balavariani: A Tale from the Christian East California University Press: Los
Angeles, 1966. Translation of the long version Georgian work that probably served as a basis for the Greek
text. Jerusalem MS140
David Marshall Lang: Wisdom of Balahvar – the short Georgian version Jerusalem MS36, 1960
The Balavariani (Georgian and Arabic , ینایرولب )

Greek [edit]

Robert Volk, Die Schriften des Johannes von Damaskos VI/1: Historia
animae utilis de Barlaam et Ioasaph (spuria). Patristische Texte und
Studien Bd. 61. Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2009. Pp. xlii, 596. ISBN 978-3-
11-019462-3.
Robert Volk, Die Schriften des Johannes von Damaskos VI/2: Historia
animae utilis de Barlaam et Ioasaph (spuria). Text und zehn Appendices.
Patristische Texte und Studien Bd. 60. Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2006. Pp.
xiv, 512. ISBN 978-3-11-018134-0.
Boissonade – older edition of the Greek
G.R. Woodward and H. Mattingly – older English translation of the Greek
Online Harvard University Press, Cambridge MA, 1914
S. Ioannis Damasceni Historia, de vitis et rebvs gestis SS. Barlaam
Eremitae, & Iosaphat Indiæ regis. Iacobo Billio Prunæo, S. Michaëlis in
eremo Cœnobiarcha interprete. Coloniae, In Officina Birckmannica,
sumptibus Arnoldi Mylij. Anno M. D. XCIII. – Modern Latin translation of the
Greek.
Vitæ et res gestæ SS. Barlaam eremitæ, et Iosaphat Indiæ regis. S. Io.
Damasceno avctores, Iac. Billio Prunæo interprete. Antverpiæ, Sumptibus Viduæ & hæredum Ioannis Belleri.
1602. – Modern Latin translation of the Greek.
S. Ioannis Damasceni Historia, de vitis et rebvs gestis SS. Barlaam Eremitæ, & Iosaphat Indiæ regis. Iacobo
Billio Prvnæo, S. Michaëlis in eremo Cœnobiarcha, interprete. Nune denuò accuratissimè à P. Societate Iesv
revisa & correcta. Coloniæ Agrippinæ, Apud Iodocvm Kalcoven, M. DC. XLIII. – Modern Latin translation of
the Greek.

Latin [edit]

Codex VIII B10, Naples

Ethiopic [edit]

Baralâm and Yĕwâsĕf. Budge, E.A. Wallis. Baralam and Yewasef : the Ethiopic version of a Christianized
recension of the Buddhist legend of the Buddha and the Bodhisattva. Published: London; New York: Kegan
Paul; Biggleswade, UK: Distributed by Extenza-Turpin Distribution; New York: Distributed by Columbia
University Press, 2004.

Old French [edit]

Jean Sonet, Le roman de Barlaam et Josaphat (Namur, 1949–52) after Tours MS949
Leonard Mills, after Vatican MS660
Zotenberg and Meyer, after Gui de Cambrai MS1153

Catalan [edit]

Gerhard Moldenhauer Vida de Barlan MS174

Provencal [edit]

Ferdinand Heuckenkamp, version in langue d'Oc
Jeanroy, Provençal version, after Heuckenkamp
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Nelli, Troubadours, after Heuckenkamp
Occitan, BN1049

Italian [edit]

G.B. Bottari, edition of various old Italian MS.
Georg Maas, old Italian MS3383

Portuguese [edit]

Hilário da Lourinhã. Vida do honorado Infante Josaphate, filho del Rey Avenir, versão de frei Hilário da
Lourinhã: e a identificação, por Diogo do Couto (1542–1616), de Josaphate com o Buda. Introduction and
notes by Margarida Corrêa de Lacerda. Lisboa: Junta de Investigações do Ultramar, 1963.

English [edit]

Hirsh, John C. (editor). Barlam and Iosaphat: a Middle English life of Buddha. Edited from MS Peterhouse
257. London; New York: Published for the Early English Text Society by the Oxford University Press, 1986.
ISBN 0-19-722292-7
Ikegami, Keiko. Barlaam and Josaphat : a transcription of MS Egerton 876 with notes, glossary, and
comparative study of the Middle English and Japanese versions, New York: AMS Press, 1999. ISBN 0-404-
64161-X
John Damascene, Barlaam and Ioasaph (Loeb Classical Library). David M. Lang (introduction), G. R.
Woodward (translator), Harold Mattingly (translator)· Publisher: Loeb Classical Library, W. Heinemann;
1967, 1914. ISBN 0-674-99038-2
MacDonald, K.S. (editor). The story of Barlaam and Joasaph : Buddhism & Christianity. With philological
introduction and notes to the Vernon, Harleian and Bodleian versions, by John Morrison. Calcutta: Thacker,
Spink, 1895.

Old Norse [edit]

Magnus Rindal (editor). Barlaams ok Josaphats saga. Oslo: Published for Kjeldeskriftfondet by Norsk
historisk kjeldeskrift-insitutt, 1981. ISBN 82-7061-275-8
Keyser, R.; Unger, C. R. (1851). Barlaams ok Josaphats saga: En religiös romantisk fortælling om Barlaam
og Josaphat . Christiania.

Tibetan [edit]

Rgya Tch'er Rol Pa – ou: Développement des jeux, Philippe Édouard Foucaux (1811–1894) 1847.
Lalitavistara

See also [edit]

Gautama Buddha in world religions
Thomas the Apostle
Buddhism and Christianity
Josaphat (disambiguation)
Barlaams saga ok Jósafats
Greco-Buddhism
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Barlaam of Chikoy (Russian: Варлаам Чикойский - Varlaam Chikoysky,
secular name Vasily Fedotovich Nadezhin, Василий Федотович
Надежин; born 1774, village Meresevo, Lukyanovsky uezd, Nizhny
Novgorod Governorate — died January 23, 1846, Urluk volost), was a
Russian Orthodox Church hermit and celibate priest famous for his
missionary activities in Transbaikal, the founder of John the Precursor's
secluded monastery in the Chikoy Mounts. He is venerated as a local saint.

Born in the Maresevo village of the Nizhny Novgorod Governorate in a
peasant family. Married at the insistence of parents. The marriage was
childless and Vasily in 1811 went on a pilgrimage to the Kiev Pechersk
Lavra. As a passportless was arrested for vagrancy and exiled to Siberia.
He began to wander, in 1814 he reached Irkutsk, and in 1820 he came to
the slopes of the Chikokon Range and built a monastic cell near Urluk,
becoming a hermit. Soon other people joined him and the brethren of the
future Chikoy Monastery formed.

In 1828, Vasily accepted monastic tonsure with the name Varlaam (in honor
of the Monk Barlaam of Kiev) and in 1830 was ordained a hieromonk. In 1839, Varlaam was elevated to the
rank of hegumen of the John the Baptist Monastery he founded. Under him, monastery churches were built, and
missionary work among the local population began. In 1845, he was awarded the Most Holy Synod by a gold
pectoral cross.

He died in 1846, was buried on the south side of the altar of the chapel in honor of the icon of "All Who Mourn,
Joy" of the John the Baptist Church of the monastery he founded. Soon after his death, miracles were attributed
to him and at the end of the 19th century he was glorified as a locally revered saint. The life of the Monk
Varlaam was written by St. Meletius (Yakimov).
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Saint Barlaam

Born Novgorod, Russia

Died 6 November 1192
Khutyn, Veliky Novgorod, Russia

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church Eastern
Orthodox Church

Feast 6 November (Roman Catholic
Church)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Barlaam of Khutyn (Russian: Варлаам Хутынский), also known
as Varlaam, was a hermit. Born Alexis Michalevich to a wealthy
family from Novgorod. After the death of his parents, he became a
hermit on the Volkhov and handed all of his inheritance to the
poor. At this time he had gained many followers. So great were
their numbers that he founded a monastery, the Khutyn Monastery
of Saviour's Transfiguration, and took the name of Barlaam
(Varlaam). He died on 6 November 1192, his grave has become a
site for pilgrimage.[1]

Varlaam is famous for healing the Grand Prince Vasily (from a
family of Riazan boyars) when the prince was visiting Novgorod.
Later he became a patron of the city of Vologda. He was also an
accomplished painter, and painted several murals in the Gothic
style in Novgorod, none of which survived destruction during the
Second World War
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Saint Barlaam of Kyiv Caves

Forensic facial reconstruction by
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Barlaam of Kiev (Russian: Варлаам Печерский, Varlaam
Pecherskiy) (11th century) was an Eastern Orthodox saint.
He was the first abbot of the monastery Kiev Pechersk
Lavra, located in Kiev, Rus', and served together with
Anthony of Kiev.

He is regarded as a saint of the Russian Orthodox Church,
with a feast day of November 19,[1] and of other Eastern
Orthodox Churches.

References [edit]

1. ^ Holy Trinity Russian
Orthodox Church, a
parish of the Patriarchate
of Moscow, official
website
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St Werburgh's Cathedral

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Barloc of Norbury was a medieval Catholic saint and hermit,[1] from
Anglo-Saxon England.

Very little is known of the life of this saint. Barloc's name indicates he
might have been Celtic. He is known to history mainly through the
hagiography of the Secgan Manuscript;[2] he also occurs in a litany in
MS Tanner 169*[3] of the Bodleian Library, Oxford.[4][unreliable source?]

Barloc was venerated at St Werburgh's, Chester and his feast day is on
10 September.

References [edit]

1. ^ Barloc of Norbury  in The Oxford Dictionary of Saints
2. ^ Stowe MS 944 , British Library
3. ^ Catalogue of Medieval Manuscripts, MS Tanner 169*
4. ^ Barloc  at Answers.com

This article about a saint from England is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Barnabas

Saint Barnabas
Apostle, Bishop of Milan and 

Apostolic Father

Church Early Church

Metropolis Milan and Cyprus

See Milan and Cyprus

Successor St. Anathalon of Milan

Personal details
Born unknown

Cyprus

Died Salamis, Cyprus

Alma
mater

School of Gamaliel

Sainthood
Feast day June 11

Venerated
in

Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Churches
Oriental Orthodox Churches
Anglican Communion
Lutheran Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Attributes Red Martyr, Pilgrim's staff; olive
branch; holding the Gospel of
Matthew

Patronage Cyprus, Antioch, against
hailstorms, invoked as
peacemaker

Shrines Monastery of St Barnabas in
Famagusta, Cyprus

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Barnabas (disambiguation). "Barnabus" redirects here. For other uses, see Barnabus
(disambiguation). Not to be confused with Barabbas (disambiguation) or Barrabas (disambiguation).

Barnabas (/ˈbɑːrnəbəs/; Greek: Βαρνάβας), born Joseph, was
according to tradition an early Christian, one of the prominent
Christian disciples in Jerusalem. According to Acts 4:36, Barnabas
was a Cypriot Jew. Named an apostle in Acts 14:14, he and Paul
the Apostle undertook missionary journeys together and defended
Gentile converts against the Judaizers. They traveled together
making more converts (c. 45–47), and participated in the Council
of Jerusalem (c. 50). Barnabas and Paul successfully evangelized
among the "God-fearing" Gentiles who attended synagogues in
various Hellenized cities of Anatolia.

Barnabas' story appears in the Acts of the Apostles, and Paul
mentions him in some of his epistles. Tertullian named him as the
author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, but this and other attributions
are conjecture. Clement of Alexandria and some scholars have
ascribed the Epistle of Barnabas to him, but his authorship is
disputed.

Although the date, place, and circumstances of his death are
historically unverifiable, Christian tradition holds that Barnabas
was martyred at Salamis, Cyprus. He is traditionally identified as
the founder of the Cypriot Orthodox Church. The feast day of
Barnabas is celebrated on June 11.

Barnabas is usually identified as the cousin of Mark the Evangelist
on the basis of the term "anepsios" used in Colossians 4, which
carries the connotation of "cousin." Orthodox tradition holds that
Aristobulus of Britannia, one of the Seventy Disciples, was the
brother of Barnabas.[1]

Acts 11:24 describes Barnabas as "a good man, and full of the
Holy Spirit and of faith".
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Name and etymologies [edit]

His Hellenic Jewish parents called him Joseph (although the Byzantine text-type calls him Ἰωσῆς, Iōsēs, 'Joses',
a Greek variant of 'Joseph'), but when recounting the story of how he sold some land and gave the money to
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Barnabas curing the sick by Paolo
Veronese, Musée des Beaux-Arts de
Rouen.

Saints Paul and Barnabas at Lystra
(Sacrifice at Lystra) by Bartholomeus
Breenberg, 1637, Princeton University
Art Museum

the apostles in Jerusalem, the Book of Acts says the apostles called him Barnabas. (The "s" at the end is the
Greek nominative case ending, and it is not present in the Aramaic form.) The Greek text of Acts 4:36 explains
the name as υἱὸς παρακλήσεως, hyios paraklēseōs, meaning "son of encouragement" or "son of consolation".
One theory is that this is from the Aramaic המחנ רב  , bar neḥmā, meaning 'son (of) consolation'. Another is that it
is related to the Hebrew word nabī ( איבנ , Aramaic nebī) meaning "prophet".[2][3] In the Syriac Bible, the phrase
"son of consolation" is translated bara dbuya'a.[4]

Biblical narrative [edit]

Barnabas appears mainly in Acts, a history of the early Christian
church. He also appears in several of Paul's epistles.

Barnabas, a native of Cyprus and a Levite, is first mentioned in the Acts
of the Apostles as a member of the early Christian community in
Jerusalem, who sold some land that he owned and gave the proceeds
to the community (Acts 4:36-37). When the future Paul the Apostle
returned to Jerusalem after his conversion, Barnabas introduced him to
the apostles (9:27). Easton, in his Bible Dictionary, supposes that they
had been fellow students in the school of Gamaliel.[5]

The successful preaching of Christianity at Antioch to non-Jews led the
church at Jerusalem to send Barnabas there to oversee the movement
(Acts 11:20–22). He found the work so extensive and weighty that he
went to Tarsus in search of Paul (still referred to as Saul), "an admirable
colleague", to assist him. Paul returned with him to Antioch and labored
with him for a whole year (Acts 11:25–26). At the end of this period, the
two were sent up to Jerusalem (44 AD) with contributions from the
church at Antioch for the relief of the poorer Christians in Judea.

They returned to Antioch taking John Mark with them, the cousin or nephew of Barnabas. Later, they went to
Cyprus and some of the principal cities of Pamphylia, Pisidia, and Lycaonia (Acts 13:14). After recounting what
the governor of Cyprus Sergius Paulus believed, Acts 13:9 speaks of Barnabas's companion no longer as Saul,
but as Paul, his Roman name, and generally refers to the two no longer as "Barnabas and Saul" as heretofore
(11:30; 12:25; 13:2, 7 ), but as "Paul and Barnabas" (13:43, 46, 50; 14:20; 15:2, 22, 35 ). Only in 14:14 and
15:12-25 does Barnabas again occupy the first place, in the first passage with recollection of 14:12, in the last
2, because Barnabas stood in closer relation to the Jerusalem church than Paul. Paul appears as the more
eloquent missionary (13:16; 14:8-9; 19-20 ), whence the Lystrans regarded him as Hermes and Barnabas as
Zeus. The King James Version renders the Greek name "Zeus" by the Latin name "Jupiter" (14:12).

Returning from this first missionary journey to Antioch, they were again
sent up to Jerusalem to consult with the church there regarding the
relation of Gentiles to the church (Acts 15:2; Galatians 2:1). According
to Galatians 2:9-10, Barnabas was included with Paul in the agreement
made between them, on the one hand, and James, Peter, and John, on
the other, that the two former should in the future preach to the pagans,
not forgetting the poor at Jerusalem. This matter having been settled,
they returned again to Antioch, bringing the agreement of the council
that Gentiles were to be admitted into the church without having to
adopt Jewish practices.

After they had returned to Antioch from the Jerusalem council, they
spent some time there (15:35). Peter came and associated freely there
with the Gentiles, eating with them, until criticized for this by some

disciples of James, as against Mosaic law. Upon their remonstrances, Peter yielded apparently through fear of
displeasing them, and refused to eat any longer with the Gentiles. Barnabas followed his example. Paul
considered that they "walked not uprightly according to the truth of the gospel" and upbraided them before the
whole church (Galatians 2:11-15).

Paul then asked Barnabas to accompany him on another journey (15:36). Barnabas wished to take John Mark
along, but Paul did not, as he had left them on the earlier journey (15:37-38). The dispute ended by Paul and
Barnabas taking separate routes. Paul took Silas as his companion, and journeyed through Syria and Cilicia;
while Barnabas took John Mark to visit Cyprus (15:36-41). John Francis Fenlon suggests that Paul may have
been somewhat influenced by the attitude recently taken by Barnabas, which might have proven prejudicial to
their work.
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Saint Barnabas

Prophet, Disciple, Apostle to Antioch and
Cyprus, Missionary, and Martyr

Born unknown
Cyprus

Died reputedly
Salamis, Cyprus

Venerated in Catholic Church, Eastern
Orthodox Churches, Oriental
Orthodox Churches, Anglican
Communion, Lutheran Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Major shrine Monastery of St Barnabas in
Famagusta, Cyprus

Feast June 11

Attributes Red Martyr, Pilgrim's staff; olive
branch; holding the Gospel of
Matthew

Patronage Cyprus, Antioch, against
hailstorms, invoked as
peacemaker

Barnabas is not mentioned again in the Acts of the Apostles. However, Galatians 2:11-13 says, "And when
Kephas came to Antioch, I opposed him to his face because he clearly was wrong. For, until some people came
from James, he used to eat with the Gentiles; but when they came, he began to draw back and separated
himself, because he was afraid of the circumcised. And the rest of the Jews (also) acted hypocritically along with
him, with the result that even Barnabas was carried away by their hypocrisy." Barnabas is also mentioned in the
First Epistle to the Corinthians, in which it is mentioned that he and Paul funded their missions by working side
jobs and (it is implied) went without wives and other benefits other apostles received (1 Corinthians 9:6); Paul
states that he and Barnabas forsook those benefits "that we may cause no hindrance to the Good News of
Christ" (1 Corinthians 9:12).

Barnabas and Antioch [edit]

Antioch, the third-most important city of the Roman Empire,[6] then the capital city of Syria province, today
Antakya, Turkey, was where Christians were first called thus.[7] Some of those who had been scattered by the
persecution that arose because of Stephen went to Antioch, which became the site of an early Christian
community.[8] A considerable minority of the Antioch church of Barnabas's time belonged to the merchant class,
and they provided support to the poorer Jerusalem church.[9]

Martyrdom [edit]

Main article: Christian martyrs

Church tradition developed outside of the canon of the New
Testament describes the martyrdom of many saints, including the
legend of the martyrdom of Barnabas.[10] It relates that certain
Jews coming to Syria and Salamis, where Barnabas was then
preaching the gospel, being highly exasperated at his
extraordinary success, fell upon him as he was disputing in the
synagogue, dragged him out, and, after the most inhumane
tortures, stoned him to death. His kinsman, John Mark, who was a
spectator of this barbarous action, privately interred his body.[11]

Although it is believed he was martyred by being stoned, the
apocryphal Acts of Barnabas states that he was bound with a rope
by the neck, and then being dragged only to the site where he
would be burned to death.

According to the History of the Cyprus Church,[12] in 478 Barnabas
appeared in a dream to the Archbishop of Constantia (Salamis,
Cyprus) Anthemios and revealed to him the place of his sepulchre
beneath a carob-tree. The following day Anthemios found the
tomb and inside it the remains of Barnabas with a manuscript of
Matthew's Gospel on his breast. Anthemios presented the Gospel
to Emperor Zeno at Constantinople and received from him the
privileges of the Greek Orthodox Church of Cyprus, that is, the
purple cloak which the Greek Archbishop of Cyprus wears at
festivals of the church, the imperial sceptre and the red ink with
which he affixes his signature.

Anthemios then placed the venerable remains of Barnabas in a
church which he founded near the tomb. Excavations near the site
of a present-day church and monastery, have revealed an early
church with two empty tombs, believed to be that of St. Barnabas
and Anthemios.[13]

St. Barnabas is venerated as the Patron Saint of Cyprus.

Other sources [edit]

Although many assume that the biblical Mark the cousin of Barnabas (Colossians 4:10) is the same as John
Mark (Acts 12:12, 25; 13:5, 13; 15:37 ) and Mark the Evangelist, the traditionally believed author of the
Gospel of Mark, according to Hippolytus of Rome,[14] the three "Marks are distinct persons. They were all
members of the Seventy Apostles of Christ, including Barnabas himself. There are two people named Barnabas
among Hippolytus' list of Seventy Disciples, one (#13) became the bishop of Milan, the other (#25) the bishop of
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Heraclea. Most likely one of these two is the biblical Barnabas; the first one is more likely, because the
numbering by Hippolytus seems to indicate a level of significance. Clement of Alexandria (Stromata, ii, 20) also
makes Barnabas one of the Seventy Disciples that are mentioned in the Gospel of Luke 10:1ff.

Other sources bring Barnabas to Rome and Alexandria. In the "Clementine Recognitions" (i, 7) he is depicted
as preaching in Rome even during Christ's lifetime.

Cypriots developed the tradition of his later activity and martyrdom no earlier than the 3rd century. The
question whether Barnabas was an apostle was often discussed during the Middle Ages.[15]

Alleged writings [edit]

Tertullian and other Western writers regard Barnabas as the author of the Letter to the Hebrews. This may
have been the Roman tradition—which Tertullian usually follows—and in Rome the epistle may have had its first
readers. Modern biblical scholarship considers its authorship unknown, though Barnabas amongst others has
been proposed as potential authors.[16]

“Photius of the ninth century, refers to some in his day who were uncertain whether the Acts was written by
Clement of Rome, Barnabas, or Luke. Yet Photius is certain that the work must be ascribed to Luke.” [17]

He is also traditionally associated with the Epistle of Barnabas, although some modern scholars think it more
likely that the epistle was written in Alexandria in the 130s. John Dominic Crossan quotes Koester as stating that
New Testament writings are used "neither explicitly nor tacitly" in the Epistle of Barnabas and that this "would
argue for an early date, perhaps even before the end of the first century AD." Crossan continues (The Cross
that Spoke, p. 121): Richardson and Shukster have also argued for a first-century date. Among several
arguments they point to the detail of "a little king, who shall subdue three of the kings under one" and "a little
crescent horn, and that it subdued under one three of the great horns" in Barnabas 4:4-5. They propose a
composition "date during or immediately after the reign of Nerva (96-8 AD.) . . . viewed as bringing to an end
the glorious Flavian dynasty of Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian . . . when a powerful, distinguished, and
successful dynasty was brought low, humiliated by an assassin's knife" (33, 40). In 16:3-4, the Epistle of
Barnabas says: "Furthermore he says again, 'Lo, they who destroyed this temple shall themselves build it.' That
is happening now. For owing to the war it was destroyed by the enemy; at present even the servants of the
enemy will build it up again." This clearly places Barnabas after the destruction of the temple in 70 AD. But it
also places Barnabas before the Bar Kochba revolt in 132 AD, after which there could have been no hope that
the Romans would help to rebuild the temple. This shows that the document comes from the period between
these two revolts. Jay Curry Treat states on the dating of Barnabas (The Anchor Bible Dictionary, v. 1, pp. 613–
614): Since Barnabas 16:3 refers to the destruction of the temple, Barnabas must be written after 70 C.E. It
must be written before its first indisputable use in Clement of Alexandria, ca. 190. Since 16:4 expects the temple
to be rebuilt, it was most likely written before Hadrian built a Roman temple on the site ca. 135. Attempts to use
4:4-5 and 16:1-5 to specify the time of origin more exactly have not won wide agreement. It is important to
remember that traditions of varying ages have been incorporated into this work. Treat comments on the
provenance of the Epistle of Barnabas (op. cit., p. 613): Barnabas does not give enough indications to permit
confident identification of either the teacher's location or the location to which he writes. His thought,
hermeneutical methods, and style have many parallels throughout the known Jewish and Christian worlds. Most
scholars have located the work's origin in the area of Alexandria, on the grounds that it has many affinities with
Alexandrian Jewish and Christian thought and because its first witnesses are Alexandrian. Recently, Prigent
(Prigent and Kraft 1971: 20-24), Wengst (1971: 114-18), and Scorza Barcellona (1975: 62-65) have suggested
other origins based on affinities in Palestine, Syria, and Asia Minor. The place of origin must remain an open
question, although the Greek-speaking E. Mediterranean appears most probable. Concerning the relationship
between Barnabas and the New Testament, Treat writes (op. cit., p. 614): Although Barnabas 4:14 appears to
quote Matt 22:14, it must remain an open question whether the Barnabas circle knew written gospels. Based on
Koester's analysis (1957: 125–27, 157), it appears more likely that Barnabas stood in the living oral tradition
used by the written gospels. For example, the reference to gall and vinegar in Barnabas 7:3, 5 seems to
preserve an early stage of tradition that influenced the formation of the passion narratives in the Gospel of
Peter and the synoptic gospels.

The 5th century Decretum Gelasianum includes a Gospel of Barnabas amongst works condemned as
apocryphal; but no certain text or quotation from this work has been identified.

Another book using that same title, the Gospel of Barnabas, survives in two post-medieval manuscripts in Italian
and Spanish.[18] Contrary to the canonical Christian Gospels, and in accordance with the Islamic view of Jesus,
this later Gospel of Barnabas states that Jesus was not the son of God, but a prophet and messenger.

The Barnabites [edit]
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In 1538, the Catholic religious order officially known as "Clerics Regular of St. Paul" (Clerici Regulares Sancti
Pauli), gained the grand old Monastery of Saint Barnabas by the city wall of Milan as their main seat. The Order
was thenceforth known by the popular name of Barnabites.[19]

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in Cyprus
Lectionary 214 - apocryphal Apodemia of Barnabas
List of early Christian saints
Saint Barnabas, patron saint archive
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New creation Bishop of Cyprus
55+

Succeeded by
Gelasios of Cyprus

(325)

New creation Bishop of Milan
50-55

Succeeded by
Anathalon

Latin Church
Latin Church, also known as the Western Church, the largest particular church sui iuris of the Catholic Church, and the

original and still major part of Western Christianity

Patriarchates
(by order of precedence)

Current

Rome ("Patriarch of the West"): Pope Francis (with cathedra in
Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran)
· Jerusalem: Vacant · East Indies: Filipe Neri Ferrão · Lisbon: Manuel Clemente ·
Venice: Francesco Moraglia

Defunct
Carthage (−1964) · Alexandria (1276–1964) · Antioch (1098 -1964) ·
Constantinople (1204–1964) · West Indies (1524–1963) · Aquileia (560–1751) ·
Ethiopia (1555–1663) · Grado (560–1451)

History

Apostolic sees Rome (Peter · Paul) · Syracuse (Peter) · Malta (Paul) · Milan (Barnabas) ·
Santiago de Compostela (James)

Church Fathers Tertullian · Cyprian · Hilary of Poitiers · Ambrose* · Pope Damasus I ·
Jerome* · Augustine of Hippo* · Pope Gregory I* · Isidore of Seville

Apostolic succession · History of the papacy (Papal primacy · Historical development) ·
First Martyrs · Great Church · Early African church · Vulgate · East–West Schism · Scholasticism ·
Crusades (Northern · States · Military orders) · Western Schism · Age of Discovery · Humanism ·
Protestant Reformation · Council of Trent · Counter-Reformation · Vatican I · Vatican II ·
1983 Code of Canon Law

Liturgical language Ecclesiastical Latin

Liturgical rites
Liturgical days

(Latin Mass)

Current

Ambrosian Rite · Rite of Braga · Mozarabic Rite · Roman Rite (Mass of Paul VI
(Ordinary form) · Tridentine Mass (Extraordinary form) · Anglican Use · Zaire Use)

Orders Benedictine Rite · Carmelite Rite · Carthusian Rite · Cistercian Rite ·
Dominican Rite · Norbertine Rite

Defunct
African Rite · Aquileian Rite · British (Celtic Rite · Durham Rite · Hereford Use ·
Sarum Use · York Use) · Gallican Rite · Missa Nautica · Missa sicca ·
Missa Venatoria · Pre-Tridentine Mass

See also Latin cross · Latin Church in the Middle East (Latins · Turkey · Titular sees) ·
Eastern Catholic Churches · Conference of the Latin Bishops of the Arab Regions
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New Testament people
Jesus Christ In Christianity · Historical · Life of Jesus in the New Testament

Gospels

Individuals

Alphaeus · Anna the Prophetess · Annas · Barabbas · Bartimaeus · Blind man (Bethsaida) ·
Caiaphas · Celidonius · Cleopas · Clopas · Devil · Penitent thief ("Dismas") · Elizabeth ·
Gabriel · Impenitent thief ("Gestas") · Jairus' daughter · Joanna · John the Baptist · Joseph ·
Joseph of Arimathea · Joses · Jude · Lazarus · Legion · Luke · Lysanias · Malchus ·
Martha · Mary, mother of Jesus · Mary Magdalene · Mary, mother of James · Mary of Bethany
· Mary of Clopas · Naked fugitive · Son of Nain's widow ·
Nicodemus (Nicodemus ben Gurion) · Salome · Samaritan woman · Satan · Simeon ·
Simon, brother of Jesus · Simon of Cyrene · Simon the Leper · Simon the Pharisee ·
Susanna · Syrophoenician woman · Theophilus · Zacchaeus · Zebedee · Zechariah

Groups
Angels · Jesus's brothers · Demons · Disciples · Evangelists · Female disciples of Jesus
· God-fearers · Herodians · Magi · Myrrhbearers · Nameless · Pharisees · Proselytes ·
Sadducees · Samaritans · Sanhedrin · Scribes · Seventy disciples · Shepherds · Zealots

Apostles
Andrew · Bartholomew (Nathanael) · James of Alphaeus (Less) · James of Zebedee · John (Evangelist ·
Patmos · "Disciple whom Jesus loved") · Judas Iscariot · Jude Thaddeus · Matthew · Philip · Simon Peter ·
Simon the Zealot · Thomas

Acts

Aeneas · Agabus · Ananias (Damascus) · Ananias (Judaea) · Ananias son of Nedebeus · Apollos · Aquila ·
Aristarchus · Barnabas · Blastus · Cornelius · Demetrius · Dionysius · Dorcas · Elymas · Egyptian ·
Ethiopian eunuch · Eutychus · Gamaliel · James, brother of Jesus · Jason · Joseph Barsabbas ·
Judas Barsabbas · Judas of Galilee · Lucius · Luke · Lydia · Manaen · (John) Mark (Evangelist ·
cousin of Barnabas) · Mary, mother of (John) Mark · Matthias · Mnason · Nicanor · Nicholas · Parmenas ·
Paul · Philip · Priscilla · Prochorus · Publius · Rhoda · Sapphira · Sceva · Seven Deacons · Silas / Silvanus
· Simeon Niger · Simon Magus · Sopater · Sosthenes · Stephen · Theudas · Timothy · Titus · Trophimus ·
Tychicus · Zenas

Romans
Herod's family

Gospels Antipas · Archelaus · Herod the Great · Herodias · Longinus · Philip · Pilate · Pilate's wife ·
Quirinius · Salome · Tiberius

Acts Agrippa · Agrippa II · Berenice · Cornelius · Drusilla · Felix · Festus · Gallio · Lysias ·
Paullus

Epistles

Achaicus · Alexander · Andronicus · Archippus · Aretas IV · Artemas · Carpus · Claudia · Crescens ·
Demas · Diotrephes · Epaphras · Epaphroditus · Erastus · Eunice · Euodia and Syntyche · Herodion ·
Hymenaeus · Jesus Justus · John the Presbyter · Junia · Linus · Lois · Mary · Michael · Nymphas ·
Olympas · Onesimus · Onesiphorus · Pudens · Philemon · Philetus · Phoebe · Quartus · Sosipater ·
Tertius

Revelation Antipas · Four Horsemen · Apollyon · Two witnesses · Woman · Beast · Three Angels · Whore of Babylon

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew ·
Matthias · Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
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Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets
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See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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Bishops and Archbishops of Milan

Ancient age

St Barnabas (50-55) · St Anathalon (53-63) · St Caius (63 - 85) · sede vacante · St Castricianus (97 - 138) ·
St Calimerius (138–191) · sede vacante · St Monas (283–313?) · St Mirocles (313–316?) · St Maternus
(316–328?) · St Protasius (328–343?) · St Eustorgius I (343–349?) · St Dionysius (349–355) · Auxentius$
(355–374) · St Ambrose (374–397) · St Simplician (397–400) · St Venerius (400–408) · St Marolus (408–
423) · St Martinianus (423–435) · St Glycerius (436–438) · St Lazarus (438–449) · St Eusebius (449–462) ·
St Gerontius (462–465) · St Benignus (465–472) · St Senator (472–475) · St Theodorus I (475–490) · St
Lawrence I (490–512) · St Eustorgius II (512–518) · St Magnus (518–530?) · St Dacius (530–552) · Vitale
(552–556) · St Ausanus (556–559?)

Genoa period St Honoratus (560–571?) · Frontone (571–573?) · Lawrence II (573–592) · Constantius (593–600) ·
Deodatus (601–628) · Asterius (629–639) · Forte (639–641)

Middle Ages

St John the Good (641–669) · St Antonino (669–671) · St Maurilio (671) · St Ampelius (671–676) · St
Mansuetus (676–685) · St Benedict (685–732) · Theodorus II (732–746) · St Natalis (746–747) · Arifred
(747–748) · Stabile (748–750) · Leto (751–755) · Thomas (755–783) · Peter (784–803) · Odelpert (803–
813) · St Anselm I (813–818) · St Buono (818–822) · Angilbert I (822–823) · Angilbert II Pusterla (824–859) ·
Tadone (860–868) · Anspert (868–881) · Anselmo II Capra (882–896) · Landulf I (896–899) · Andrea of
Canciano (899–906) · Aicone (906–918) · Gariberto of Besana (918–921) · Lambert (921–931) · Elduin
(931–936) · Arderico (936–948) · Adelman (948–953) · Walpert (953–970) · Arnulf I (970–974) · Gotofredo I
(974–979) · Landulf II of Carcano (980–998) · Arnolfo II da Arsago (998–1018) · Ariberto da Intimiano (1018–
1045) · Guido da Velate (1045–1069) · Attone (1070–1075) · Gotofredo II da Castiglione (1070–1075,
antibishop) · Tebald da Castiglione (1075–1080) · Anselmo III da Rho (1086–1093) · Arnolfo III (1093–
1097) · Anselmo IV da Bovisio (1097–1101) · Grosolanus (1102–1112) · Giordano da Clivio (1112–1120) ·
Ulrich da Corte (1120–1126) · Anselmo della Pusterla (1126–1135) · Robaldo (1135–1145) · Umberto I da
Pirovano (1146–1166) · St Galdino della Sala (1166–1176) · Algisio da Pirovano (1176–1185) ·
Umberto II Crivelli (1185–1187, elected Pope Urban III) · Milone da Cardano (1187–1195) · Umberto III da
Terzago (1195–1196) · Filippo I da Lampugnano (1196–1206) · Umberto IV da Pirovano (1206–1211) ·
Gerardo da Sessa (1211–1212) · Enrico I da Settala (1213–1230) · Guglielmo I da Rizolio (1230–1241) ·
Leon da Perego (1241–1257) · Ottone Visconti (1262–1295) · Ruffino da Frisseto (1295–1296) · Francesco
I da Parma (1296–1308) · Cassone della Torre (1308–1317) · Aicardo da Intimiano (1317–1339) ·
Giovanni II Visconti (1342–1354) · Roberto Visconti (1354–1361) · Guglielmo II della Pusterla (1361–1370) ·
Simon da Borsano (1370–1380) · Antonio de' Saluzzi (1380–1401) · Pietro II di Candia (1402–1410) ·
Francesco II Crippa (1409–1414) · Bartolommeo Capra (1414–1433) · Francesco III Piccolpasso (1433–
1443) · Enrico II Rampini (1443–1450) · Giovanni III Visconti (1450–1453) · Nicolò Amidano (1453–1454) ·
Timoteo Maffei (1454) · Gabriele Sforza (1454–1457) · Carlo I da Forlì (1457–1461) · Stefano Nardini (1461–
1484) · Giovanni Arcimboldi (1484–1488) · Guido Antonio Arcimboldi (1488–1497) · Ottaviano Arcimboldi
(1497) · Ippolito d'Este (1497–1520) · Ippolito II d'Este (1520–1550) · Giovan Angelo Arcimboldi (1550–
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1555) · Filippo II Archinto (1556–1558) · sede vacante

Modern age

St. Carlo Borromeo (1564–1584) · Gaspare Visconti (1584–1595) · Federico I Borromeo (1595–1631) ·
Cesare Monti (1632–1650) · Alfonso Litta (1652–1679) · Federico II Visconti (1681–1693) ·
Federico III Caccia (1693–1699) · Giuseppe Archinto (1699–1712) · Benedetto II Erba Odescalchi (1712–
1737) · Carlo Gaetano Stampa (1737–1742) · Giuseppe II Pozzobonelli (1743–1783) · Filippo Maria Visconti
(1784–1801) · Giovanni Battista Caprara (1802–1810) · sede vacante · Carlo Gaetano Gaisruck (1818–
1846) · Bartolomeo Carlo Romilli (1847–1859) · Paolo Angelo Ballerini (1859–1867) ·
Luigi Nazari di Calabiana (1867–1893) · Bl. Andrea Ferrari (1894–1921) · Ambrogio Damiano Achille Ratti
(1921–1922, elected Pope Pius XI) · Eugenio Tosi (1922–1929) · Bl. Ildefonso Schuster (1929–1954) · St.
Giovanni Battista Montini (1954–1963, elected Pope Paul VI) · Giovanni Colombo (1963–1979) ·
Carlo Maria Martini, SJ (1979–2002) · Dionigi Tettamanzi (2002–2011) · Angelo Scola (2011–2017) ·
Mario Delpini (2017-present)
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Saint Barsanuphius

Statue of Saint Barsanuphius at Oria

Died c. 545

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church;
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine Oria

Feast April 11; February 6 (Eastern
Orthodox Church); at Oria
February 20 and August 29 and
August 30

Patronage Oria

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the sect founded by a certain Barsanuphius, see Barsanuphians. For the Russian saint, see List of
Russian saints (until 15th century).

Barsanuphius (Greek: Βαρσανούφιος, romanized: Barsanouphios,
Italian: Barsonofio, Barsanofrio, Barsanorio; died c. 545), also
known as Barsanuphius of Palestine or Barsanuphius of
Gaza, was a Christian hermit and writer of the sixth century.

Born in Egypt, he lived in absolute seclusion for fifty years, and
then near the monastery of Saint Seridon of Gaza in Palestine. He
wrote many letters, 800 of which have survived. He corresponded
mainly with John the Prophet, abbot of the monastery of Merosala
and teacher of Dorotheus of Gaza.[1]

At the old age he convinced the emperor to renew the concordant
relationship with the Church of Jerusalem.

Veneration [edit]

His relics arrived in Oria, in Italy, with a Palestinian monk in 850 AD
and placed in the present-day church of San Francesco da Paola
by Bishop Theodosius. During a Moorish siege and taking of the
city, the relics were lost but then later rediscovered and placed in
the city's basilica.

At Oria he is considered to have saved the city from destruction
wrought by foreign invaders. A legend states that he repelled a Spanish invasion by appearing before the
Spanish commander armed with a sword. During World War II, he is said to have spread his blue cape across
the sky, thus causing a rainstorm, and preventing an air bombing by Allied Forces.

References [edit]

1. ^ Barsanuphius and John Letters, translated by John Chryssavgis Catholic University of America Press (2002)
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Coptic saints
Patriarchs Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph

Prophets
Moses · Job · Samuel · David · Hosea · Amos · Micah · Joel · Obadiah · Jonah ·
Nahum · Noah · Habakkuk · Zephaniah · Haggai · Zechariah · Malachi · Isaiah ·
Jeremiah · Baruch · Ezekiel · Daniel · John the Baptist

Theotokos Mary, Our Lady of (Assiut · Warraq · Zeitoun)

Seven Archangels Michael · Gabriel · Raphael · Suriel · Zedekiel · Sarathiel · Aniel

Apostles Andrew · Bartholomew · James, son of Alphaeus · James, son of Zebedee · John ·
Jude · Matthew · Matthias · Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Disciples Apollos · Barnabas · Mary Magdalene · Philemon · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus ·
Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Abāmūn · Abāmūn · Abanoub · Abaskhiron · Alexandrian Martyrs · Apollonia ·
Barbara · Bashnouna · Basilides · 21 Coptic Martyrs of Libya · Catherine ·
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Martyrs

Chiaffredo · Chrysanthus · Colluthus · Cyprian · Cyrus · Sarah · Damian · Daria ·
Dasya · George · George Bishop of Assiut · Demiana · Dorothea · Epimachus ·
Faustus, Abibus and Dionysius · Felix and Regula · Gabriel Abdel El-Metgaly ·
Gallicanus · George El Mozahem · Gereon · Theban Legion · Varus ·
Theodora and Didymus · Theodore Stratelates · Hor, Besoy, and Daydara ·
Holy Innocent · Otimus · Memnon · Rais · Imbaba Martyrs · John · Moura ·
John of Senhout · Elias and four companions · Justina · Kosheh martyrs ·
49 Martyrs of Scetis · Saint Marina the Martyr · Malati · Maspero Martyrs · Maurice ·
Menas · Mohrael · Nag Hammadi · Philomena · Philotheos · Potamiana · Regula ·
Sidhom Bishay · Thecla · Theoclia · Veronica · Wanas · Wadamoun

Popes

Mark I · Anianus · Avilius · Kedron · Justus · Eumenes · Markianos · Celadion ·
Agrippinus · Julian · Demetrius I · Heraclas · Dionysius · Theonas · Felix of Rome ·
Peter I · Alexander I · Athanasius I · Peter II · Timothy I · Theophilus I · Cyril I ·
Dioscorus I · Timothy II · Peter III · Dioscorus II · Timothy III · Theodosius I · Peter IV ·
Damian · Anastasius · Andronicus · Benjamin I · Agathon · Simeon I · Alexander II ·
Theodore I · Michael I · John IV · Mark II · James · Simeon II · Joseph I · Michael II ·
Cosmas II · Michael III · Gabriel I · Cosmas III · Abraham · Zacharias · Cyril II ·
Macarius II · Matthew I · Gabriel VII · John XIV · Cyril V · Macarius III · Cyril VI

Bishops

Abadiu of Antinoe · Abraam of Faiyum · Alexander of Jerusalem · Amun of Scetes ·
Basil of Caesarea · Cyril of Jerusalem · Epiphanius of Cyprus ·
Eusebius of Caesarea · Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa ·
Gregory of Neocaesarea · Ignatius of Antioch · Jacob of Nisibis ·
James of Jerusalem · John of Nikiû · John of Jerusalem · Karas of California ·
Mikhaeil of Asyut · Narcissus of Jerusalem · Nicholas of Myra ·
Paphnutius of Scetes · Paphnutius of Thebes · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Porphyry of Gaza · Psote of Ebsay · Serapion of Thmuis · Severian of Gabala ·
Yousab el-Abah of Girga

Monks & Nuns

Ababius · Abdel Messih El-Makari · Abib and Apollo · Abraham of Farshut ·
Abraham of Scetes · Amun · Anthony the Great · Awgin · Bashnouna · Hilarion ·
Isaac of Nineveh · Isidore of Pelusium · John Climacus · John the Dwarf ·
Macarius of Alexandria · Macarius of Egypt · Marina the Monk · Moses the Black ·
Mother Irini · Hospitius · Nilus of Sinai · Pachomius the Great · Pambo · Parsoma ·
Patapios of Thebes · Paul of Thebes · Paul of Tammah · Paul the Simple · Pishoy ·
Poemen · Samuel the Confessor · Tekle Haymanot · Sisoes the Great ·
Theodorus of Tabennese · Theodora of Alexandria

Anchorites Karas · Mary · Misael · Onuphrius · Paphnutius · Paul · Pijimi · Shenouda · Thomas
· Zosimas

Other Saints
Ambrose · Clement of Alexandria · Didymus the Blind · Euphrosyne · Habib Girgis ·
Candidus · Simon the Tanner · Three Holy Children · Maximus and Domatius ·
Verena
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Bartholomea

Bartholomea annulata with a cleaner
shrimp

Scientific classification

Kingdom: Animalia

Phylum: Cnidaria

Class: Anthozoa

Order: Actiniaria

Family: Aiptasiidae

Genus: Bartholomea
Duchassaing de
Fombressin & Michelotti,
1864

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bartholomea is a genus of sea anemones in the family Aiptasiidae.

Species [edit]

The following species are recognized:[1]

Bartholomea annulata (Le Sueur, 1817)

Bartholomea peruviana (Pax, 1912)

Bartholomea pseudotagetes Pax, 1924

Bartholomea werneri Watzl, 1922

References [edit]

1. ^ "WoRMS - World Register of Marine Species - Bartholomea
Duchassaing de Fombressin & Michelotti, 1864" . marinespecies.org.
Retrieved 2018-04-11.
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Bartolomea Capitanio

Saint
Bartolomea Capitanio

Religious
Born 13 January 1807

Lovere, Bergamo, Napoleonic
Kingdom of Italy

Died 26 July 1833 (aged 26)
Lovere, Bergamo, Kingdom of
Lombardy-Venetia

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 30 May 1926, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Kingdom of Italy by
Pope Pius XI

Canonized 18 May 1950, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Vatican City by Pope
Pius XII

Feast 26 July
18 May (Ambrosian Rite)

Patronage Teachers
Sisters of Charity of Lovere
Lovere

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bartholomea Capitanio)

Bartolomea Capitanio (13 January 1807 – 26 July 1833) was an
Italian Roman Catholic professed religious and the co-foundress of
the Sisters of Charity of Lovere that she established with Vincenza
Gerosa.[1][2] Capitanio's rather short life was dedicated to the
educational needs of children and the poor and she served as a
teacher for most of her life while using her order to achieve this
aim.[3]

Pope Pius XI beatified her in 1926 and Pope Pius XII canonized her
- alongside her old friend Gerosa - in 1950.
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3 References
4 Sources
5 External links

Life [edit]

Bartolomea Capitanio was born in Bergamo in 1807 as the eldest
of seven children to the merchant Modesto Capitanio and his
second wife Caterina Casnossi; she had two brothers and four
sisters. All her siblings died as infants except for Camilla. Her
father ran a business dealing in grain and also a small
greengrocers. Her mother educated her children with great care
and also a deep faith. Her father soon became an alcoholic and
became aggressive at home.[3]

Capitanio was educated at the convent of the Poor Clares and
Lovere after her mother sent her there in 1818; she remained
there until 1825 when she returned home.[1] The girl would have
entered the order of those nuns but her parents would not consent
to her request but approached her spiritual director, the priest
Angelo Bosio, for guidance. Reading the life of Aloysius Gonzaga
enlightened and inspired her and she attempted to emulate his
virtues.[2] After the conclusion of her studies she opened a private school for girls where she encouraged the
devotion of the "Six Sundays of Saint Aloysius" that Pope Clement XII had approved back in 1739.

The Austrian government - which controlled the northern Italian region at the time - issued her a teacher's
diploma upon her passing the requisite examination in 1822; she began teaching first grade schoolgirls at her
old school though left on 18 July 1824 to go back home and teach at the local school.[3] In 1824 she first
became acquainted with Vincenza Gerosa who also happened to hail from Lovere. The two became close
friends and both co-founded their own religious order as a means to teach children and nurse the sick. The
Bishop of Brescia allowed for Bosio and Father Rusticiano Barboglio to purchase a house for the two women to
found their order at.[1] On the Feast of the Presentation - on 21 February 1832 - the pair dedicated themselves
to God (in Bosio and Barboglio's presence at San Giorgio in Casa Gaia) and began to live a communal life in
accordance with the order the two founded.[2] The formal founding was on 21 November 1832 after the women
began their work for the founding the previous 26 April 1831.

Bartolomea Capitanio died from tuberculosis in 1833 in Lovere. In March 1833 she had listened to her doctor
and stop writing letters but - despite her doctor thinking her health would improve as a result - it was too late for
her to recover at that stage.[2]
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School [edit]

Bartolomea Capitanio is also the name of a school in the Amapá state in Brazil.
The institution praises the Bible and the life of the saint.

Sainthood [edit]

The beatification process started under Pope Pius IX on 8 March 1866 and she
became titled as a Servant of God while the confirmation of her heroic virtue
allowed for Pope Leo XIII to name her as Venerable on 6 January 1902; Pope
Pius XI beatified her on 30 May 1926 while Pope Pius XII later canonized her as
a saint - alongside Vincenza Gerosa - on 18 May 1950.
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Bartholomew the Apostle

Saint Bartholomew the Apostle

Saint John and Saint Bartholomew (right) by
Dosso Dossi, 1527

Apostle and martyr
Born 1st century AD

Cana, Galilee, Roman Empire

Died 1st century AD
Albanopolis, Armenia[1]

Venerated in All Christian denominations
which venerate saints

Major shrine Saint Bartholomew Monastery in
historical Armenia, Relics at
Basilica of San Bartolomeo in
Benevento, Italy, Saint
Bartholomew-on-the-Tiber
Church, Rome, Canterbury
Cathedral, the Cathedrals in
Frankfurt and Plzeň, and San
Bartolomeo Cathedral in Lipari

Feast August 24 (Western Christianity)
June 11 (Eastern Christianity)

Attributes Knife and his flayed skin, Red
Martyrdom

Patronage Armenia; bookbinders; butchers;
Florentine cheese and salt
merchants; Gambatesa, Italy;
Catbalogan, Samar; Magalang,
Pampanga; Malabon, Metro
Manila; Nagcarlan, Laguna; San
Leonardo, Nueva Ecija,
Philippines; Għargħur, Malta;
leather workers; neurological
diseases; skin diseases;
dermatology; plasterers;
shoemakers; curriers; tanners;
trappers; twitching; whiteners;
Los Cerricos (Spain)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bartholomew)

"Bartholomew" redirects here. For other uses, see Bartholomew (disambiguation).

Bartholomew (Ancient Greek: Βαρθολομαῖος,
romanized: Bartholomaîos; Latin: Bartholomaeus; Armenian:
Բարթողիմէոս; Coptic: �����������; Hebrew: ימלות - רב ;
Arabic: سُوامَلُوثَرب , romanized: Barthulmāwus) was one of the twelve
apostles of Jesus according to the New Testament. He has also
been identified as Nathanael or Nathaniel,[2] who appears in the
Gospel of John when introduced to Jesus by Philip (who also
became an apostle), (John 1:43–51) although many modern
commentators reject the identification of Nathanael with
Bartholomew.[3]

According to the Synaxarium of the Coptic Orthodox Church of
Alexandria, Bartholomew's martyrdom is commemorated on the
first day of the Coptic calendar (i.e., the first day of the month of
Thout), which currently falls on September 11 (corresponding to
August 29 in the Julian calendar). Eastern Christianity honours him
on June 11 and the Catholic Church honours him on August 24.
The Church of England and other Anglican churches also honour
him on August 24.[4]

The Armenian Apostolic Church honours Saint Bartholomew along
with Saint Thaddeus as its patron saints. Bartholomew is English
for Bar Talmai (Greek: Βαρθολομαῖος, transliterated Bartholomaios
in Greek) comes from the Aramaic: ימלות - רב  bar-Tolmay native to
Hebrew "son of Talmai", or farmer, "son of the furrows".[5]

Bartholomew is listed among the Twelve Apostles of Jesus in the
three synoptic gospels: Matthew,[10:1–4]  Mark,[3:13–19]  and
Luke,[6:12–16]  and also appears as one of the witnesses of the
Ascension;[Acts 1:4, 12, 13]  on each occasion, however, he is
named in the company of Philip. He is not mentioned by the name
"Bartholomew" in the Gospel of John, nor are there any early
acta,[a] the earliest being written by a pseudepigraphical writer,
Pseudo-Abdias, who assumed the identity of Abdias of Babylon
and to whom is attributed the Saint-Thierry (Reims, Bibl. mun., ms
142) and Pseudo-Abdias manuscripts.[6][7]

In art Bartholomew is most commonly depicted with a beard and
curly hair at the time of his martyrdom. According to legends he
was skinned alive and beheaded so is often depicted holding his
flayed skin or the curved flensing knife with which he was
skinned.[8]
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New Testament references [edit]

In the East, where Bartholomew's evangelical labours were expended, he was identified as "Nathanael", in works
by Abdisho bar Berika (often known as "Ebedjesu" in the West), the 14th century Nestorian metropolitan of
Soba, and Elias, the bishop of Damascus.[b] Nathanael is mentioned only in the Gospel of John. In the Synoptic
Gospels, Philip and Bartholomew are always mentioned together, while Nathanael is never mentioned. In John's
gospel, however, Philip and Nathanael are similarly mentioned together. Giuseppe Simone Assemani
specifically remarks, "the Chaldeans confound Bartholomew with Nathaniel".[c] Some Biblical scholars reject this
identification, however.[9][d]

Tradition [edit]

Eusebius of Caesarea's Ecclesiastical History (5:10) states that after the Ascension, Bartholomew went on a
missionary tour to India, where he left behind a copy of the Gospel of Matthew. Other traditions record him as
serving as a missionary in Ethiopia, Mesopotamia, Parthia, and Lycaonia.[10] Popular traditions and legends say
that Bartholomew preached the Gospel in India, then went to Greater Armenia.[5]

Mission to India [edit]

Two ancient testimonies exist about the mission of Saint Bartholomew in India. These are of Eusebius of
Caesarea (early 4th century) and of Saint Jerome (late 4th century). Both of these refer to this tradition while
speaking of the reported visit of Pantaenus to India in the 2nd century.[11] The studies of Fr A.C. Perumalil SJ
and Moraes hold that the Bombay region on the Konkan coast, a region which may have been known as the
ancient city Kalyan, was the field of Saint Bartholomew's missionary activities.[11]

In Armenia [edit]

Along with his fellow apostle Jude "Thaddeus",
Bartholomew is reputed to have brought Christianity to
Armenia in the 1st century. Thus, both saints are
considered the patron saints of the Armenian Apostolic
Church.

One tradition has it that Apostle Bartholomew was executed
in Albanopolis in Armenia. According to popular
hagiography, the apostle was flayed alive and beheaded.
According to other accounts he was crucified upside down
(head downward) like St. Peter. He is said to have been
martyred for having converted Polymius, the king of
Armenia, to Christianity. Enraged by the monarch's
conversion, and fearing a Roman backlash, King
Polymius's brother, Prince Astyages, ordered Bartholomew's torture and execution, which Bartholomew
endured. However, there are no records of any Armenian king of the Arsacid dynasty of Armenia with the name
"Polymius". Current scholarship indicates that Bartholomew is more likely to have died in Kalyan in India, where
there was an official named "Polymius".[12][13]

The 13th-century Saint Bartholomew Monastery was a prominent Armenian monastery constructed at the site of
the martyrdom of Apostle Bartholomew in Vaspurakan, Greater Armenia (now in southeastern Turkey).[14]

Relics [edit]

The 6th-century writer in Constantinople, Theodorus Lector, averred that in about 507, the Byzantine emperor
Anastasius I Dicorus gave the body of Bartholomew to the city of Daras, in Mesopotamia, which he had recently
refounded.[15] The existence of relics at Lipari, a small island off the coast of Sicily, in the part of Italy controlled
from Constantinople, was explained by Gregory of Tours[16] by his body having miraculously washed up there: a
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large piece of his skin and many bones that were kept in the Cathedral
of St Bartholomew the Apostle, Lipari, were translated to Benevento in
838, where they are still kept now in the Basilica San Bartolomeo. A
portion of the relics was given in 983 by Otto II, Holy Roman Emperor, to
Rome, where it is conserved at San Bartolomeo all'Isola, which was
founded on the temple of Asclepius, an important Roman medical
centre. This association with medicine in course of time caused
Bartholomew's name to become associated with medicine and
hospitals.[17] Some of Bartholomew's alleged skull was transferred to the
Frankfurt Cathedral, while an arm was venerated in Canterbury
Cathedral.

Miracles [edit]

Of the many miracles claimed to have been performed by Bartholomew
before and after his death, two very popular ones are known by the
townsfolk of the small Italian island of Lipari.

The people of Lipari celebrated his feast day annually. The tradition of
the people was to take the solid silver and gold statue from inside the
Cathedral of St Bartholomew and carry it through the town. On one
occasion, when taking the statue down the hill towards the town, it
suddenly became very heavy and had to be set down. When the men
carrying the statue regained their strength, they lifted it a second time.
After another few seconds, it got even heavier. They set it down and
attempted once more to pick it up. They managed to lift it but had to put
it down one last time. Within seconds, walls further downhill collapsed. If
the statue had been able to be lifted, all the townspeople would have
been killed.[4]

During World War II, the fascist regime looked for ways to finance their activities. The order was given to take
the silver statue of Saint Bartholomew and melt it down. The statue was weighed, and it was found to be only a
few grams. It was returned to its place in the Cathedral of Lipari. In reality, the statue is made from many
kilograms of silver and it is considered a miracle that it was not melted down.[18]

Saint Bartholomew is credited with many other miracles having to do with the weight of objects.

Art and literature [edit]

The appearance of the saint is described in detail in the Golden Legend: "His hair is black and crisped, his skin
fair, his eyes wide, his nose even and straight, his beard thick and with few grey hairs; he is of medium
stature..."[19] Christian tradition has three stories about Bartholomew's death: "One speaks of his being
kidnapped, beaten unconscious, and cast into the sea to drown. Another account states that he was crucified
upside down, and another says that he was skinned alive and beheaded in Albac or Albanopolis",[20] near
Başkale, Turkey

St Bartholomew is the most prominent flayed Christian martyr.[21] During
the 16th century, images of the flaying of Bartholomew were so popular
that it came to signify the saint in works of art.[22] Consequently, Saint
Bartholomew is most often represented being skinned alive.[23] Symbols
associated with the saint include knives (alluding to the knife used to
skin the saint alive) and his skin, which Bartholomew holds or drapes
around his body.[22] Similarly, the ancient herald of Bartholomew is
known by "flaying knives with silver blades and gold handles, on a red
field."[24] As in Michelangelo’s Last Judgement, the saint is often
depicted with both the knife and his skin.[23] Representations of
Bartholomew with a chained demon are common in Spanish painting.[22]

Saint Bartholomew is often depicted in lavish medieval manuscripts.[25]

Manuscripts, which are literally made from flayed and manipulated skin,
hold a strong visual and cognitive association with the saint during the
medieval period and can also be seen as depicting book production.[25]

Florentine artist Pacino di Bonaguida, depicts his martyrdom in a
complex and striking composition in his Laudario of Sant’Agnese, a
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Reliquary shutters with the
Martyrdoms of St. Francis, St. Claire, St.
Bartholomew, and St. Catherine of
Alexandria by Guido da Siena

book of Italian Hymns produced for the Compagnia di Sant’Agnese c.
1340.[21] In the five scene, narrative based image three torturers flay Bartholomew's legs and arms as he is
immobilised and chained to a gate. On the right, the saint wears his own flesh tied around his neck while he
kneels in prayer before a rock, his severed head fallen to the ground. Another example includes the Flaying of
St. Bartholomew in the Luttrell Psalter c.1325–1340. Bartholomew is depicted on a surgical table, surrounded
by tormentors while he is flayed with golden knives.[26]

Due to the nature of his martyrdom, Bartholomew is the patron saint of
tanners, plasterers, tailors, leatherworkers, bookbinders, farmers,
housepainters, butchers, and glove makers.[22] In works of art the saint
has been depicted being skinned by tanners, as in Guido da Siena's
reliquary shutters with the Martyrdoms of St. Francis, St. Claire, St.
Bartholomew, and St. Catherine of Alexandria.[27] Popular in Florence
and other areas in Tuscany, the saint also came to be associated with
salt, oil, and cheese merchants.[28]

Although Bartholomew's death is commonly depicted in artworks of a
religious nature, his story has also been used to represent anatomical
depictions of the human body devoid of flesh. An example of this can be
seen in Marco d'Agrate's St Bartholomew Flayed (1562) where
Bartholomew is depicted wrapped in his own skin with every muscle,
vein and tendon clearly visible, acting as a clear description of the
muscles and structure of the human body.[29]

The Martyrdom of Saint Bartholomew (1634) by Jusepe de Ribera
depicts Bartholomew's final moments before being flayed alive. The
viewer is meant to empathize with Bartholomew, whose body seemingly
bursts through the surface of the canvas, and whose outstretched arms
embrace a mystical light that illuminates his flesh. His piercing eyes,
open mouth, and petitioning left hand bespeak an intense communion
with the divine; yet this same hand draws our attention to the instruments of his torture, symbolically positioned
in the shape of a cross. Transfixed by Bartholomew's active faith, the executioner seems to have stopped short
in his actions, and his furrowed brow and partially illuminated face suggest a moment of doubt, with the
possibility of conversion.[30] The representation of Bartholomew's demise in the National Gallery painting differs
significantly from all other depictions by Ribera. By limiting the number of participants to the main protagonists
of the story—the saint, his executioner, one of the priests who condemned him, and one of the soldiers who
captured him—and presenting them halflength and filling the picture space, the artist rejected an active,
movemented composition for one of intense psychological drama. The cusping along all four edges shows that
the painting has not been cut down: Ribera intended the composition to be just such a tight, restricted
presentation, with the figures cut off and pressed together.[31]

The idea of using the story of Bartholomew being skinned alive to create an artwork depicting an anatomical
study of a human is still common amongst contemporary artists with Gunther Von Hagens's The Skin Man
(2002) and Damien Hirst's Exquisite Pain (2006). Within Gunther Von Hagens's body of work called Body
Worlds a figure reminiscent of Bartholomew holds up his skin. This figure is depicted in actual human tissues
(made possible by Hagens's plastination process) to educate the public about the inner workings of the human
body and to show the effects of healthy and unhealthy lifestyles.[32] In Exquisite Pain 2006, Damien Hirst depicts
St Bartholomew with a high level of anatomical detail with his flayed skin draped over his right arm, a scalpel in
one hand and a pair of scissors in the other. The inclusion of scissors was inspired by Tim Burton's film Edward
Scissorhands (1990).[33]

Bartholomew plays a part in Francis Bacon's Utopian tale New Atlantis, about a mythical isolated land,
Bensalem, populated by a people dedicated to reason and natural philosophy. Some twenty years after the
ascension of Christ the people of Bensalem found an ark floating off their shore. The ark contained a letter as
well as the books of the Old and New Testaments. The letter was from Bartholomew the Apostle and declared
that an angel told him to set the ark and its contents afloat. Thus the scientists of Bensalem received the
revelation of the Word of God.[34]
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Saint Bartholomew displaying his
flayed skin in Michelangelo's The Last
Judgment.

 

St Bartholomew Flayed, by Marco
d'Agrate, 1562 (Duomo di Milano)

Statue of Bartholomew at the
Archbasilica of St. John Lateran by
Pierre Le Gros the Younger.

 

Shield showing three flaying knives,
symbol of St. Bartholomew, at the
Church of the Good Shepherd
(Rosemont, Pennsylvania)

The Martyrdom of St. Bartolomew or
the Double Martydom Aris Kalaizis,
2015

Culture [edit]

The festival in August has been a traditional occasion for markets and fairs, such as the Bartholomew Fair
which was held in Smithfield, London, from the Middle Ages,[35] and which served as the scene for Ben Jonson's
1614 homonymous comedy.

St Bartholomew's Street Fair is held in Crewkerne, Somerset, annually at the start of September.[36] The fair
dates back to Saxon times and the major traders' market was recorded in the Domesday Book. St
Bartholomew's Street Fair, Crewkerne is reputed to have been granted its charter in the time of Henry III (1207–
1272). The earliest surviving court record was made in 1280, which can be found in the British Library.

In Islam [edit]

The Qur’anic account of the disciples of Jesus does not include their names, numbers, or any detailed accounts
of their lives. Muslim exegesis, however, more-or-less agrees with the New Testament list and says that the
disciples included Peter, Philip, Thomas, Bartholomew, Matthew, Andrew, James, Jude, John and Simon the
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St. Bartholomew's Day massacre
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a. ^ Smith & Cheetham 1875 noted the "absence of any great amount of early trustworthy tradition."
b. ^ Both noted, Ebedjesu as "Ebedjesu Sobiensis", in Smith & Cheetham 1875, who give their source, Giuseppe

Simone Assemani Bibliotheca Orientalis iii.i. pp. 30ff.
c. ^ Bartholomaeum cum Nathaniel confundunt Chaldaei Assemani, Bibliotheca Orientalis, iii, pt 2, p. 5 (noted by

Smith & Cheetham 1875).
d. ^ for the identification see Benedict XVI 2006
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Groups

Angels · Jesus's brothers · Demons · Disciples · Evangelists ·
Female disciples of Jesus · God-fearers · Herodians · Magi · Myrrhbearers · Nameless ·
Pharisees · Proselytes · Sadducees · Samaritans · Sanhedrin · Scribes ·
Seventy disciples · Shepherds · Zealots

Apostles
Andrew · Bartholomew (Nathanael) · James of Alphaeus (Less) · James of Zebedee · John (Evangelist ·
Patmos · "Disciple whom Jesus loved") · Judas Iscariot · Jude Thaddeus · Matthew · Philip ·
Simon Peter · Simon the Zealot · Thomas

Acts

Aeneas · Agabus · Ananias (Damascus) · Ananias (Judaea) · Ananias son of Nedebeus · Apollos · Aquila ·
Aristarchus · Barnabas · Blastus · Cornelius · Demetrius · Dionysius · Dorcas · Elymas · Egyptian ·
Ethiopian eunuch · Eutychus · Gamaliel · James, brother of Jesus · Jason · Joseph Barsabbas ·
Judas Barsabbas · Judas of Galilee · Lucius · Luke · Lydia · Manaen · (John) Mark (Evangelist ·
cousin of Barnabas) · Mary, mother of (John) Mark · Matthias · Mnason · Nicanor · Nicholas · Parmenas ·
Paul · Philip · Priscilla · Prochorus · Publius · Rhoda · Sapphira · Sceva · Seven Deacons · Silas /
Silvanus · Simeon Niger · Simon Magus · Sopater · Sosthenes · Stephen · Theudas · Timothy · Titus ·
Trophimus · Tychicus · Zenas

Romans
Herod's family

Gospels Antipas · Archelaus · Herod the Great · Herodias · Longinus · Philip · Pilate · Pilate's wife
· Quirinius · Salome · Tiberius

Acts Agrippa · Agrippa II · Berenice · Cornelius · Drusilla · Felix · Festus · Gallio · Lysias ·
Paullus

Epistles

Achaicus · Alexander · Andronicus · Archippus · Aretas IV · Artemas · Carpus · Claudia · Crescens ·
Demas · Diotrephes · Epaphras · Epaphroditus · Erastus · Eunice · Euodia and Syntyche · Herodion ·
Hymenaeus · Jesus Justus · John the Presbyter · Junia · Linus · Lois · Mary · Michael · Nymphas ·
Olympas · Onesimus · Onesiphorus · Pudens · Philemon · Philetus · Phoebe · Quartus · Sosipater ·
Tertius

Revelation Antipas · Four Horsemen · Apollyon · Two witnesses · Woman · Beast · Three Angels · Whore of Babylon

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew ·
Matthias · Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria
· Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch ·
Irenaeus of Lyons · Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus ·
Maximus the Confessor · Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus
· Polycarp of Smyrna · Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs
Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
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Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I ·
Anicetus · Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V ·
Clement I · Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus ·
Fabian · Felix I · Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius ·
Hormisdas · Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV ·
Leo IX · Linus · Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I
· Paul VI · Peter · Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I ·
Sixtus II · Sixtus III · Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I ·
Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary · Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah
· Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet)
· Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan

 Catholic Church portal ·  Saints portal

Coptic saints
Patriarchs Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph

Prophets
Moses · Job · Samuel · David · Hosea · Amos · Micah · Joel · Obadiah · Jonah ·
Nahum · Noah · Habakkuk · Zephaniah · Haggai · Zechariah · Malachi · Isaiah ·
Jeremiah · Baruch · Ezekiel · Daniel · John the Baptist

Theotokos Mary, Our Lady of (Assiut · Warraq · Zeitoun)

Seven Archangels Michael · Gabriel · Raphael · Suriel · Zedekiel · Sarathiel · Aniel

Apostles Andrew · Bartholomew · James, son of Alphaeus · James, son of Zebedee · John
· Jude · Matthew · Matthias · Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Disciples Apollos · Barnabas · Mary Magdalene · Philemon · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus ·
Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Martyrs

Abāmūn · Abāmūn · Abanoub · Abaskhiron · Alexandrian Martyrs · Apollonia ·
Barbara · Bashnouna · Basilides · 21 Coptic Martyrs of Libya · Catherine ·
Chiaffredo · Chrysanthus · Colluthus · Cyprian · Cyrus · Sarah · Damian · Daria ·
Dasya · George · George Bishop of Assiut · Demiana · Dorothea · Epimachus ·
Faustus, Abibus and Dionysius · Felix and Regula · Gabriel Abdel El-Metgaly ·
Gallicanus · George El Mozahem · Gereon · Theban Legion · Varus ·
Theodora and Didymus · Theodore Stratelates · Hor, Besoy, and Daydara ·
Holy Innocent · Otimus · Memnon · Rais · Imbaba Martyrs · John · Moura ·
John of Senhout · Elias and four companions · Justina · Kosheh martyrs ·
49 Martyrs of Scetis · Saint Marina the Martyr · Malati · Maspero Martyrs · Maurice ·
Menas · Mohrael · Nag Hammadi · Philomena · Philotheos · Potamiana · Regula ·
Sidhom Bishay · Thecla · Theoclia · Veronica · Wanas · Wadamoun

Popes

Mark I · Anianus · Avilius · Kedron · Justus · Eumenes · Markianos · Celadion ·
Agrippinus · Julian · Demetrius I · Heraclas · Dionysius · Theonas · Felix of Rome
· Peter I · Alexander I · Athanasius I · Peter II · Timothy I · Theophilus I · Cyril I ·
Dioscorus I · Timothy II · Peter III · Dioscorus II · Timothy III · Theodosius I ·
Peter IV · Damian · Anastasius · Andronicus · Benjamin I · Agathon · Simeon I ·
Alexander II · Theodore I · Michael I · John IV · Mark II · James · Simeon II ·
Joseph I · Michael II · Cosmas II · Michael III · Gabriel I · Cosmas III · Abraham ·
Zacharias · Cyril II · Macarius II · Matthew I · Gabriel VII · John XIV · Cyril V ·
Macarius III · Cyril VI

Bishops

Abadiu of Antinoe · Abraam of Faiyum · Alexander of Jerusalem · Amun of Scetes ·
Basil of Caesarea · Cyril of Jerusalem · Epiphanius of Cyprus ·
Eusebius of Caesarea · Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa ·
Gregory of Neocaesarea · Ignatius of Antioch · Jacob of Nisibis ·
James of Jerusalem · John of Nikiû · John of Jerusalem · Karas of California ·
Mikhaeil of Asyut · Narcissus of Jerusalem · Nicholas of Myra ·
Paphnutius of Scetes · Paphnutius of Thebes · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Porphyry of Gaza · Psote of Ebsay · Serapion of Thmuis · Severian of Gabala ·
Yousab el-Abah of Girga

Monks & Nuns

Ababius · Abdel Messih El-Makari · Abib and Apollo · Abraham of Farshut ·
Abraham of Scetes · Amun · Anthony the Great · Awgin · Bashnouna · Hilarion ·
Isaac of Nineveh · Isidore of Pelusium · John Climacus · John the Dwarf ·
Macarius of Alexandria · Macarius of Egypt · Marina the Monk · Moses the Black ·
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Blessed
Emmanuel d'Abreu

Personal
Born 1708

Arouca, Portugal

Died 12 January 1737
Tonkin

Religion Catholic

Nationality Portuguese Empire

Institute Society of Jesus

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bartholomew Alvarez)

Emmanuel d'Abreu was a Roman Catholic priest who joined the
Jesuit order in 1674. He was deputed to Goa in 1733 and then in
Macau in 1734.[1] In March 1736, he was arrested in the kingdom
of Tonkin (today's Vietnam). He was tortured and martyred by
beheading for his work in the following year with three of his
companions, John Gaspard Cratz, Bartholomew Alvarez and
Vincent da Cunha.[2][3] Their memorial is on 12 January, the date
of their execution.[4]
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This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

This article about a Catholic clergyman is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Blessed Bartolomé Gutiérrez
Rodríguez

Born 1538
Mexico City, Mexico

Died 3 September 1632
Nishizaka, Nagasaki, Japan

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 7 May 1867 by Pope Pius IX

Feast 3 September

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bartolomé Gutiérrez Rodríguez is a catholic saint, beatified in
1867, who lived from 1538 to 1632.[1].

Life [edit]

He was born in Mexico and became a member of the Order of St
Augustine in 1596. His mission took him to Manila in 1606 and
then to Japan in 1612 where he was a Superior for his order.
Persecutions of Christians in Japan started in 1617[2]. He was
arrested in 1629 and imprisoned in Omura. Bartholomew Gutierrez
is mentioned as one of 205 martyrs of Japan. He was scalded in
boiling water then burnt alive in Nagasaki [3]

References [edit]

1. ^ "Bl. Bartholomew Gutierrez - Saints & Angels" . Catholic Online.
2. ^ "Augustinian Martyrs of Japan" . Midwest Augustinians.
3. ^ "Blessed Bartolomé Gutiérrez Rodríguez" . 2 September 2014.
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Bartholomew of Braga

Saint
Bartholomew of Braga

O.P.

Bartolomeu dos Mártires - António André
(1618-25).

Born Bartolomeu Fernandes
3 May 1514
Mártires, Santa Maria Maior,
Lisbon, Kingdom of Portugal

Died 16 July 1590 (aged 76)
Viana do Castelo, Minho, Kingdom
of Portugal

Beatified 4 November 2001, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope John
Paul II

Canonized 5 July 2019, Apostolic Palace,
Vatican City by Pope Francis

Feast 18 July

Attributes Episcopal attire
Dominican habit
Pastoral staff

Patronage Archdiocese of Braga

Styles of
Bartholomew of the Martyrs

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Bartholomew of Braga (3 May 1514 - 16 July 1590) - born
Bartolomeu Fernandes and in religious Bartolomeu dos
Mártires - was a Portuguese Roman Catholic and a professed
member from the Order of Preachers as well as the Archbishop
Emeritus of Braga.[1] Fernandes participated in the Council of
Trent and also collaborated with Saint Charles Borromeo at the
council while also establishing a series of hospitals and hospices
in Braga while publishing a range of works from catechism to other
topics.[2]

The sainthood process commenced under Pope Benedict XIV on
11 September 1754 and he was titled as a Servant of God while
Pope Gregory XVI later named him as Venerable on 23 May 1845.
Pope John Paul II beatified Fernandes in Saint Peter's Square on
4 November 2001.[3] Pope Francis approved the equipollent
canonization for him on 5 July 2019 after waiving the miracle
needed for him to become a saint therefore acknowledging him as
such.

Contents [hide]
1 Life
2 Works
3 Sainthood
4 References
5 External links

Life [edit]

Bartolomeu Fernandes was born near Lisbon on 3 May 1514 to
Domingos Fernandes and Maria Correia; he was baptized mere
hours after in the local parish church of Nossa Senhora dos
Mártires.[2][3]

He entered the Order of Preachers on 11 November 1527 and later made his solemn profession into the order
on 20 November 1529. On the completion of his own studies in 1538 he taught philosophical studies in the
convent of the order at Lisbon and then for about two decades taught theological studies in the various houses
of his order. In 1551 he received his master's degree at the provincial chapter of Salamanca in Spain. He taught
in Batalha and then in Évora.[2][3] He also served as the prior of the Benfica convent from 1557 to 1558 and was
in Évora as a teacher from 1538 until 1557.

During the course of teaching theological studies at the Batalha convent he was summoned to Évora at the
request of Luis of Portugal, Duke of Beja to undertake the religious education of his son who was entering the
ecclesiastical life himself; he dedicated time to this great task. In 1558 - against his own desires - and out of
obedience to his provincial superior (Louis of Granada) he accepted the appointment to the archepiscopal see
of Braga for which Queen Catherine had chosen him for and in 1559 received his episcopal consecration at the
convent of Saint Dominic on 3 September 1559 from the Bishop of Coimbra João Soares.[2] In actual fact it was
Luis of Grenada who was to become the archbishop though Luis urged the queen to select Fernandes instead.
Pope Paul IV confirmed this appointment in the papal bull "Gratiae divinae praemium" on 27 January 1559. He
devoted himself to the duties of his new office with his installation in his archdiocese on 4 October 1559.[1]

On the resumption of the Council of Trent in 1561 the archbishop
repaired to the council and took part in the last sessions. He made
a total of 268 suggestions at the council and collaborated with
Saint Charles Borromeo. There was also one instance in which he
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Reference style His Most Reverend
Lordship

Spoken style Your Most Reverend
Lordship

Posthumous
style

Saint

Tomb in Viana do Castelo.

pushed for the defense of a certain topic and opposed view of the
Archbishop of Toledo Bartolomé Carranza.[3] He was esteemed
and held in high regard among the Council Fathers both on the
account of his theological learning and the holiness of his life. The
archbishop exercised great influence in the discussions and more
so with regard to the decrees on the reform of ecclesiastical life
and development.[1] The conclusion of that council saw him return
to Braga in February 1564 and in 1566 he held an important
provincial gathering of the diocese in which decrees were passed
for the restoration of ecclesiastical discipline and the elevation of
the moral life of priests and people ("Concilium provinciale
Bracarense quartum" in 1567). The archbishop now devoted
himself to the task of enacting the reforms of the Council of Trent
in addition to the decrees of his own provincial synod. A great
famine and a visitation of the plague revealed the depths of his
charitable and merciful nature in addition to his willingness to aid
his flock in their time of need; he also constructed a series of hospitals and hospices.[2]

He made repeated requests to resign from his episcopal see and received papal permission from Pope Gregory
XIII on 20 February 1582 to resign and withdraw to his order's convent at Viana do Castelo where he lived in
solitude for the remainder of his life but also serving as a teacher for some time.[2]

Fernandes died at Viana do Castelo on 16 July 1590.

A statue of him mounted on a donkey can be found in Viana do Castelo, Portugal. Part of the name on the
pedestal reads, "Bartolomeu dos Martires".

Works [edit]

In the interests of Christian life and the promotion of ecclesiastical discipline he wrote the following publications:

"Compendium spiritualis doctrinae ex variis sanc. Patrum sententiis magna ex parte collectum"
(Lisbon, 1582)
"Stimulus pastorum ex gravissimis sanct. Patrum sententiis concinnatus, in quo agitur de vita et
moribus episcoporum aliorumque praelatorum" (Rome, 1564; published at the insistence of Saint
Charles Borromeo)
"Catechismo ou Doutrina christiana" (Lisbon, 1562).

All of these writings have been republished on numerous occasions and have also been translated into several
languages. A collective edition is: "Opera omnia cura et studio Malachiae d'Inguinbert, archiepisc.
Theodos." (1 vol. Fol. In 2 parts, Rome, 1734–35).

Sainthood [edit]

The beatification process opened in an informative process that Archbishop
Rodrigo da Cunha inaugurated on 20 January 1631 though it is unknown when
this process ended - theologians also approved his writings at some stage
during the process to ascertain whether or not such spiritual writings were
within the faith and not in contradiction of it. The formal introduction to the
cause came under Pope Benedict XIV on 11 September 1754 and he became
titled as a Servant of God. Archbishop Gaspar de Bragança inaugurated the
apostolic process on 24 September 1760 and then oversaw its closure in May
1766 while the Congregation of Rites validated these previous processes in
Rome on 7 March 1716.

An antepreparatory congregation that the C.O.R. instituted approved the
cause in a meeting on 31 August 1819 with a preparatory committee to follow
on 1 July 1840 and then a meeting of the C.O.R. officials on 26 November
1844 in which approval was also confirmed. The late archbishop was declared to have lived a model Christian
life of heroic virtue in a move that allowed for Pope Gregory XVI to title Fernandes as Venerable on 23 May
1845.[4]

The miracle required for beatification was investigated in Portugal and later received validation in Rome on 12
March 1999 from the Congregation for the Causes of Saints in a move that later allowed for a medical board to
assess and approve the miracle (determining there was no medical or scientific explanation) on 20 December
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2000 while theologians met sometime in 2001 to also approve it (confirming the miracle was a result of his
intercession). The cardinal and bishop members of the C.C.S. also issued their approval to the miracle on 3
July 2001 while Pope John Paul II declared on 7 July 2001 that the healing was indeed a genuine miracle in a
move that confirmed the late archbishop's beatification; the pope beatified him on 4 November 2001 in Saint
Peter's Square.[4]

Pope Francis – on 20 January 2016 – authorized the C.C.S. to work towards the equipollent canonization of the
late archbishop and authorized that the second miracle required for his canonization be waived as a result. The
pope approved the late archbishop's equipollent canonization in a decree issued on 5 July 2019 therefore
naming him as a saint.[5]

The current postulator assigned to this cause is Vito Tomás Gómez García.
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Saint Bartholomew of Farne
Born Whitby, Northumbria, England

Died 1193
Farne Islands, England

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 24 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bartholomew of Farne was a Benedictine hermit. Born Tostig, to
parents of Scandinavian origin, in Whitby, Northumbria, England,
he changed his name to William while still a child. He then travelled
through Europe, possibly to escape marriage.[1] He returned to
England to enter the Benedictine monastery at Durham. It was
here that he received a vision of St Cuthbert, and then decided to
inhabit Cuthbert's old cell on the island of Farne. There he
remained for the remaining 42 years of his life.[2]
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1. ^ Saint Bartholomew of Farne  Archived  June 28, 2009, at the Wayback Machine Patron Saint Index
2. ^ St. Bartholomew of Fame  Catholic Online
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Saint Bartholomew of Grottaferrata
Abbot and Confessor

Born 981 AD
Rossano, Theme of Calabria,
Byzantine Empire

Died November 11, 1055
Abbey of Grottaferrata, County of
Tusculum, Papal States

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church
Anglican Communion

Major shrine Abbey of Grottaferrata,
Rome, Italy

Feast November 11

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Bartholomew of Grottaferrata (Italian: San Bartolomeo il
Giovane) (Rossano, c. 970 – Grottaferrata, November 11, 1055)
or Bartholomew the Younger was an Italo-Greek abbot at the
monastery at Grottaferrata.

Like Saint Nilus, Saint Bartholomew was of Greek heritage. He was
also a personal disciple of the founder of the abbey Nilus the
Younger. He would in time be St Nilus' third successor in the
position of abbot. When he succeeded Nilus as abbot, he
supervised the completion of the abbey, of which he is considered
the second founder.[1] Under his administration, which continued
for some forty years, the monastery established a firm basis which
would allow it to continue to this day.

St Bartholomew the Younger was also a hymn-writer and noted
calligrapher like his teacher. He is also described as having a very
sympathetic nature, and being unable to see anyone suffer without giving that party comfort.

He is regarded as a saint, with a feast day of November 11.

See also [edit]

Abbazia del Patire
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Bartholomew the Apostle

Saint Bartholomew the Apostle

Saint John and Saint Bartholomew (right) by
Dosso Dossi, 1527

Apostle and martyr
Born 1st century AD

Cana, Galilee, Roman Empire

Died 1st century AD
Albanopolis, Armenia[1]

Venerated in All Christian denominations
which venerate saints

Major shrine Saint Bartholomew Monastery in
historical Armenia, Relics at
Basilica of San Bartolomeo in
Benevento, Italy, Saint
Bartholomew-on-the-Tiber
Church, Rome, Canterbury
Cathedral, the Cathedrals in
Frankfurt and Plzeň, and San
Bartolomeo Cathedral in Lipari

Feast August 24 (Western Christianity)
June 11 (Eastern Christianity)

Attributes Knife and his flayed skin, Red
Martyrdom

Patronage Armenia; bookbinders; butchers;
Florentine cheese and salt
merchants; Gambatesa, Italy;
Catbalogan, Samar; Magalang,
Pampanga; Malabon, Metro
Manila; Nagcarlan, Laguna; San
Leonardo, Nueva Ecija,
Philippines; Għargħur, Malta;
leather workers; neurological
diseases; skin diseases;
dermatology; plasterers;
shoemakers; curriers; tanners;
trappers; twitching; whiteners;
Los Cerricos (Spain)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Bartholomew" redirects here. For other uses, see Bartholomew (disambiguation).

Bartholomew (Ancient Greek: Βαρθολομαῖος,
romanized: Bartholomaîos; Latin: Bartholomaeus; Armenian:
Բարթողիմէոս; Coptic: �����������; Hebrew: ימלות - רב ;
Arabic: سُوامَلُوثَرب , romanized: Barthulmāwus) was one of the twelve
apostles of Jesus according to the New Testament. He has also
been identified as Nathanael or Nathaniel,[2] who appears in the
Gospel of John when introduced to Jesus by Philip (who also
became an apostle), (John 1:43–51) although many modern
commentators reject the identification of Nathanael with
Bartholomew.[3]

According to the Synaxarium of the Coptic Orthodox Church of
Alexandria, Bartholomew's martyrdom is commemorated on the
first day of the Coptic calendar (i.e., the first day of the month of
Thout), which currently falls on September 11 (corresponding to
August 29 in the Julian calendar). Eastern Christianity honours him
on June 11 and the Catholic Church honours him on August 24.
The Church of England and other Anglican churches also honour
him on August 24.[4]

The Armenian Apostolic Church honours Saint Bartholomew along
with Saint Thaddeus as its patron saints. Bartholomew is English
for Bar Talmai (Greek: Βαρθολομαῖος, transliterated Bartholomaios
in Greek) comes from the Aramaic: ימלות - רב  bar-Tolmay native to
Hebrew "son of Talmai", or farmer, "son of the furrows".[5]

Bartholomew is listed among the Twelve Apostles of Jesus in the
three synoptic gospels: Matthew,[10:1–4]  Mark,[3:13–19]  and
Luke,[6:12–16]  and also appears as one of the witnesses of the
Ascension;[Acts 1:4, 12, 13]  on each occasion, however, he is
named in the company of Philip. He is not mentioned by the name
"Bartholomew" in the Gospel of John, nor are there any early
acta,[a] the earliest being written by a pseudepigraphical writer,
Pseudo-Abdias, who assumed the identity of Abdias of Babylon
and to whom is attributed the Saint-Thierry (Reims, Bibl. mun., ms
142) and Pseudo-Abdias manuscripts.[6][7]

In art Bartholomew is most commonly depicted with a beard and
curly hair at the time of his martyrdom. According to legends he
was skinned alive and beheaded so is often depicted holding his
flayed skin or the curved flensing knife with which he was
skinned.[8]
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New Testament references [edit]

In the East, where Bartholomew's evangelical labours were expended, he was identified as "Nathanael", in works
by Abdisho bar Berika (often known as "Ebedjesu" in the West), the 14th century Nestorian metropolitan of
Soba, and Elias, the bishop of Damascus.[b] Nathanael is mentioned only in the Gospel of John. In the Synoptic
Gospels, Philip and Bartholomew are always mentioned together, while Nathanael is never mentioned. In John's
gospel, however, Philip and Nathanael are similarly mentioned together. Giuseppe Simone Assemani
specifically remarks, "the Chaldeans confound Bartholomew with Nathaniel".[c] Some Biblical scholars reject this
identification, however.[9][d]

Tradition [edit]

Eusebius of Caesarea's Ecclesiastical History (5:10) states that after the Ascension, Bartholomew went on a
missionary tour to India, where he left behind a copy of the Gospel of Matthew. Other traditions record him as
serving as a missionary in Ethiopia, Mesopotamia, Parthia, and Lycaonia.[10] Popular traditions and legends say
that Bartholomew preached the Gospel in India, then went to Greater Armenia.[5]

Mission to India [edit]

Two ancient testimonies exist about the mission of Saint Bartholomew in India. These are of Eusebius of
Caesarea (early 4th century) and of Saint Jerome (late 4th century). Both of these refer to this tradition while
speaking of the reported visit of Pantaenus to India in the 2nd century.[11] The studies of Fr A.C. Perumalil SJ
and Moraes hold that the Bombay region on the Konkan coast, a region which may have been known as the
ancient city Kalyan, was the field of Saint Bartholomew's missionary activities.[11]

In Armenia [edit]

Along with his fellow apostle Jude "Thaddeus",
Bartholomew is reputed to have brought Christianity to
Armenia in the 1st century. Thus, both saints are
considered the patron saints of the Armenian Apostolic
Church.

One tradition has it that Apostle Bartholomew was executed
in Albanopolis in Armenia. According to popular
hagiography, the apostle was flayed alive and beheaded.
According to other accounts he was crucified upside down
(head downward) like St. Peter. He is said to have been
martyred for having converted Polymius, the king of
Armenia, to Christianity. Enraged by the monarch's
conversion, and fearing a Roman backlash, King
Polymius's brother, Prince Astyages, ordered Bartholomew's torture and execution, which Bartholomew
endured. However, there are no records of any Armenian king of the Arsacid dynasty of Armenia with the name
"Polymius". Current scholarship indicates that Bartholomew is more likely to have died in Kalyan in India, where
there was an official named "Polymius".[12][13]

The 13th-century Saint Bartholomew Monastery was a prominent Armenian monastery constructed at the site of
the martyrdom of Apostle Bartholomew in Vaspurakan, Greater Armenia (now in southeastern Turkey).[14]

Relics [edit]

The 6th-century writer in Constantinople, Theodorus Lector, averred that in about 507, the Byzantine emperor
Anastasius I Dicorus gave the body of Bartholomew to the city of Daras, in Mesopotamia, which he had recently
refounded.[15] The existence of relics at Lipari, a small island off the coast of Sicily, in the part of Italy controlled
from Constantinople, was explained by Gregory of Tours[16] by his body having miraculously washed up there: a
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Altar of San Bartolomeo Basilica in
Benevento, containing the relics of
Bartholomew

The Martyrdom of Saint
Bartholomew by Jusepe de Ribera
(1634)

St Bartholomew Manuscript Leaf
with the Martyrdom of Saint
Bartholomew, from a ‘Laudario’, by
Pacino di Bonaguida c.1340 Florence

large piece of his skin and many bones that were kept in the Cathedral
of St Bartholomew the Apostle, Lipari, were translated to Benevento in
838, where they are still kept now in the Basilica San Bartolomeo. A
portion of the relics was given in 983 by Otto II, Holy Roman Emperor, to
Rome, where it is conserved at San Bartolomeo all'Isola, which was
founded on the temple of Asclepius, an important Roman medical
centre. This association with medicine in course of time caused
Bartholomew's name to become associated with medicine and
hospitals.[17] Some of Bartholomew's alleged skull was transferred to the
Frankfurt Cathedral, while an arm was venerated in Canterbury
Cathedral.

Miracles [edit]

Of the many miracles claimed to have been performed by Bartholomew
before and after his death, two very popular ones are known by the
townsfolk of the small Italian island of Lipari.

The people of Lipari celebrated his feast day annually. The tradition of
the people was to take the solid silver and gold statue from inside the
Cathedral of St Bartholomew and carry it through the town. On one
occasion, when taking the statue down the hill towards the town, it
suddenly became very heavy and had to be set down. When the men
carrying the statue regained their strength, they lifted it a second time.
After another few seconds, it got even heavier. They set it down and
attempted once more to pick it up. They managed to lift it but had to put
it down one last time. Within seconds, walls further downhill collapsed. If
the statue had been able to be lifted, all the townspeople would have
been killed.[4]

During World War II, the fascist regime looked for ways to finance their activities. The order was given to take
the silver statue of Saint Bartholomew and melt it down. The statue was weighed, and it was found to be only a
few grams. It was returned to its place in the Cathedral of Lipari. In reality, the statue is made from many
kilograms of silver and it is considered a miracle that it was not melted down.[18]

Saint Bartholomew is credited with many other miracles having to do with the weight of objects.

Art and literature [edit]

The appearance of the saint is described in detail in the Golden Legend: "His hair is black and crisped, his skin
fair, his eyes wide, his nose even and straight, his beard thick and with few grey hairs; he is of medium
stature..."[19] Christian tradition has three stories about Bartholomew's death: "One speaks of his being
kidnapped, beaten unconscious, and cast into the sea to drown. Another account states that he was crucified
upside down, and another says that he was skinned alive and beheaded in Albac or Albanopolis",[20] near
Başkale, Turkey

St Bartholomew is the most prominent flayed Christian martyr.[21] During
the 16th century, images of the flaying of Bartholomew were so popular
that it came to signify the saint in works of art.[22] Consequently, Saint
Bartholomew is most often represented being skinned alive.[23] Symbols
associated with the saint include knives (alluding to the knife used to
skin the saint alive) and his skin, which Bartholomew holds or drapes
around his body.[22] Similarly, the ancient herald of Bartholomew is
known by "flaying knives with silver blades and gold handles, on a red
field."[24] As in Michelangelo’s Last Judgement, the saint is often
depicted with both the knife and his skin.[23] Representations of
Bartholomew with a chained demon are common in Spanish painting.[22]

Saint Bartholomew is often depicted in lavish medieval manuscripts.[25]

Manuscripts, which are literally made from flayed and manipulated skin,
hold a strong visual and cognitive association with the saint during the
medieval period and can also be seen as depicting book production.[25]

Florentine artist Pacino di Bonaguida, depicts his martyrdom in a
complex and striking composition in his Laudario of Sant’Agnese, a
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Reliquary shutters with the
Martyrdoms of St. Francis, St. Claire, St.
Bartholomew, and St. Catherine of
Alexandria by Guido da Siena

book of Italian Hymns produced for the Compagnia di Sant’Agnese c.
1340.[21] In the five scene, narrative based image three torturers flay Bartholomew's legs and arms as he is
immobilised and chained to a gate. On the right, the saint wears his own flesh tied around his neck while he
kneels in prayer before a rock, his severed head fallen to the ground. Another example includes the Flaying of
St. Bartholomew in the Luttrell Psalter c.1325–1340. Bartholomew is depicted on a surgical table, surrounded
by tormentors while he is flayed with golden knives.[26]

Due to the nature of his martyrdom, Bartholomew is the patron saint of
tanners, plasterers, tailors, leatherworkers, bookbinders, farmers,
housepainters, butchers, and glove makers.[22] In works of art the saint
has been depicted being skinned by tanners, as in Guido da Siena's
reliquary shutters with the Martyrdoms of St. Francis, St. Claire, St.
Bartholomew, and St. Catherine of Alexandria.[27] Popular in Florence
and other areas in Tuscany, the saint also came to be associated with
salt, oil, and cheese merchants.[28]

Although Bartholomew's death is commonly depicted in artworks of a
religious nature, his story has also been used to represent anatomical
depictions of the human body devoid of flesh. An example of this can be
seen in Marco d'Agrate's St Bartholomew Flayed (1562) where
Bartholomew is depicted wrapped in his own skin with every muscle,
vein and tendon clearly visible, acting as a clear description of the
muscles and structure of the human body.[29]

The Martyrdom of Saint Bartholomew (1634) by Jusepe de Ribera
depicts Bartholomew's final moments before being flayed alive. The
viewer is meant to empathize with Bartholomew, whose body seemingly
bursts through the surface of the canvas, and whose outstretched arms
embrace a mystical light that illuminates his flesh. His piercing eyes,
open mouth, and petitioning left hand bespeak an intense communion
with the divine; yet this same hand draws our attention to the instruments of his torture, symbolically positioned
in the shape of a cross. Transfixed by Bartholomew's active faith, the executioner seems to have stopped short
in his actions, and his furrowed brow and partially illuminated face suggest a moment of doubt, with the
possibility of conversion.[30] The representation of Bartholomew's demise in the National Gallery painting differs
significantly from all other depictions by Ribera. By limiting the number of participants to the main protagonists
of the story—the saint, his executioner, one of the priests who condemned him, and one of the soldiers who
captured him—and presenting them halflength and filling the picture space, the artist rejected an active,
movemented composition for one of intense psychological drama. The cusping along all four edges shows that
the painting has not been cut down: Ribera intended the composition to be just such a tight, restricted
presentation, with the figures cut off and pressed together.[31]

The idea of using the story of Bartholomew being skinned alive to create an artwork depicting an anatomical
study of a human is still common amongst contemporary artists with Gunther Von Hagens's The Skin Man
(2002) and Damien Hirst's Exquisite Pain (2006). Within Gunther Von Hagens's body of work called Body
Worlds a figure reminiscent of Bartholomew holds up his skin. This figure is depicted in actual human tissues
(made possible by Hagens's plastination process) to educate the public about the inner workings of the human
body and to show the effects of healthy and unhealthy lifestyles.[32] In Exquisite Pain 2006, Damien Hirst depicts
St Bartholomew with a high level of anatomical detail with his flayed skin draped over his right arm, a scalpel in
one hand and a pair of scissors in the other. The inclusion of scissors was inspired by Tim Burton's film Edward
Scissorhands (1990).[33]

Bartholomew plays a part in Francis Bacon's Utopian tale New Atlantis, about a mythical isolated land,
Bensalem, populated by a people dedicated to reason and natural philosophy. Some twenty years after the
ascension of Christ the people of Bensalem found an ark floating off their shore. The ark contained a letter as
well as the books of the Old and New Testaments. The letter was from Bartholomew the Apostle and declared
that an angel told him to set the ark and its contents afloat. Thus the scientists of Bensalem received the
revelation of the Word of God.[34]
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Saint Bartholomew displaying his
flayed skin in Michelangelo's The Last
Judgment.

 

St Bartholomew Flayed, by Marco
d'Agrate, 1562 (Duomo di Milano)

Statue of Bartholomew at the
Archbasilica of St. John Lateran by
Pierre Le Gros the Younger.

 

Shield showing three flaying knives,
symbol of St. Bartholomew, at the
Church of the Good Shepherd
(Rosemont, Pennsylvania)

The Martyrdom of St. Bartolomew or
the Double Martydom Aris Kalaizis,
2015

Culture [edit]

The festival in August has been a traditional occasion for markets and fairs, such as the Bartholomew Fair
which was held in Smithfield, London, from the Middle Ages,[35] and which served as the scene for Ben Jonson's
1614 homonymous comedy.

St Bartholomew's Street Fair is held in Crewkerne, Somerset, annually at the start of September.[36] The fair
dates back to Saxon times and the major traders' market was recorded in the Domesday Book. St
Bartholomew's Street Fair, Crewkerne is reputed to have been granted its charter in the time of Henry III (1207–
1272). The earliest surviving court record was made in 1280, which can be found in the British Library.

In Islam [edit]

The Qur’anic account of the disciples of Jesus does not include their names, numbers, or any detailed accounts
of their lives. Muslim exegesis, however, more-or-less agrees with the New Testament list and says that the
disciples included Peter, Philip, Thomas, Bartholomew, Matthew, Andrew, James, Jude, John and Simon the
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Zealot.[37]

See also [edit]

St. Bartholomew's Day massacre
St Bartholomew's Hospital
Saint Bartholomew the Apostle, patron saint archive
Bertil
Bartholomeus
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Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I ·
Anicetus · Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V ·
Clement I · Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus ·
Fabian · Felix I · Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius ·
Hormisdas · Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV ·
Leo IX · Linus · Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I
· Paul VI · Peter · Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I ·
Sixtus II · Sixtus III · Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I ·
Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary · Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah
· Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet)
· Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan

 Catholic Church portal ·  Saints portal

Coptic saints
Patriarchs Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph

Prophets
Moses · Job · Samuel · David · Hosea · Amos · Micah · Joel · Obadiah · Jonah ·
Nahum · Noah · Habakkuk · Zephaniah · Haggai · Zechariah · Malachi · Isaiah ·
Jeremiah · Baruch · Ezekiel · Daniel · John the Baptist

Theotokos Mary, Our Lady of (Assiut · Warraq · Zeitoun)

Seven Archangels Michael · Gabriel · Raphael · Suriel · Zedekiel · Sarathiel · Aniel

Apostles Andrew · Bartholomew · James, son of Alphaeus · James, son of Zebedee · John
· Jude · Matthew · Matthias · Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Disciples Apollos · Barnabas · Mary Magdalene · Philemon · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus ·
Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Martyrs

Abāmūn · Abāmūn · Abanoub · Abaskhiron · Alexandrian Martyrs · Apollonia ·
Barbara · Bashnouna · Basilides · 21 Coptic Martyrs of Libya · Catherine ·
Chiaffredo · Chrysanthus · Colluthus · Cyprian · Cyrus · Sarah · Damian · Daria ·
Dasya · George · George Bishop of Assiut · Demiana · Dorothea · Epimachus ·
Faustus, Abibus and Dionysius · Felix and Regula · Gabriel Abdel El-Metgaly ·
Gallicanus · George El Mozahem · Gereon · Theban Legion · Varus ·
Theodora and Didymus · Theodore Stratelates · Hor, Besoy, and Daydara ·
Holy Innocent · Otimus · Memnon · Rais · Imbaba Martyrs · John · Moura ·
John of Senhout · Elias and four companions · Justina · Kosheh martyrs ·
49 Martyrs of Scetis · Saint Marina the Martyr · Malati · Maspero Martyrs · Maurice ·
Menas · Mohrael · Nag Hammadi · Philomena · Philotheos · Potamiana · Regula ·
Sidhom Bishay · Thecla · Theoclia · Veronica · Wanas · Wadamoun

Popes

Mark I · Anianus · Avilius · Kedron · Justus · Eumenes · Markianos · Celadion ·
Agrippinus · Julian · Demetrius I · Heraclas · Dionysius · Theonas · Felix of Rome
· Peter I · Alexander I · Athanasius I · Peter II · Timothy I · Theophilus I · Cyril I ·
Dioscorus I · Timothy II · Peter III · Dioscorus II · Timothy III · Theodosius I ·
Peter IV · Damian · Anastasius · Andronicus · Benjamin I · Agathon · Simeon I ·
Alexander II · Theodore I · Michael I · John IV · Mark II · James · Simeon II ·
Joseph I · Michael II · Cosmas II · Michael III · Gabriel I · Cosmas III · Abraham ·
Zacharias · Cyril II · Macarius II · Matthew I · Gabriel VII · John XIV · Cyril V ·
Macarius III · Cyril VI

Bishops

Abadiu of Antinoe · Abraam of Faiyum · Alexander of Jerusalem · Amun of Scetes ·
Basil of Caesarea · Cyril of Jerusalem · Epiphanius of Cyprus ·
Eusebius of Caesarea · Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa ·
Gregory of Neocaesarea · Ignatius of Antioch · Jacob of Nisibis ·
James of Jerusalem · John of Nikiû · John of Jerusalem · Karas of California ·
Mikhaeil of Asyut · Narcissus of Jerusalem · Nicholas of Myra ·
Paphnutius of Scetes · Paphnutius of Thebes · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Porphyry of Gaza · Psote of Ebsay · Serapion of Thmuis · Severian of Gabala ·
Yousab el-Abah of Girga

Monks & Nuns

Ababius · Abdel Messih El-Makari · Abib and Apollo · Abraham of Farshut ·
Abraham of Scetes · Amun · Anthony the Great · Awgin · Bashnouna · Hilarion ·
Isaac of Nineveh · Isidore of Pelusium · John Climacus · John the Dwarf ·
Macarius of Alexandria · Macarius of Egypt · Marina the Monk · Moses the Black ·
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Bartolo Longo

Blessed
Bartolo Longo
T.O.S.D, O.E.S.S.H

Photograph of Blessed Bartolo Longo

Confessor and Apostle of the Rosary
Born February 10, 1841

Latiano near Brindisi, Kingdom
of the Two Sicilies

Died October 5, 1926 (aged 85)
Pompei, Naples, Campania,
Kingdom of Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 26 October 1980, Rome by Pope
John Paul II

Major shrine Basilica of Our Lady of the Most
Holy Rosary of Pompei, Pompei,
Naples, Italy

Feast October 5

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bartolo Longo (February 10, 1841 – October 5, 1926) was an
Italian lawyer who has been beatified by the Roman Catholic
Church. He was a former satanic priest who returned to the
Catholic faith and became a third order Dominican, dedicating his
life to the Rosary and the Virgin Mary. He was eventually awarded
a papal knighthood of the Order of the Holy Sepulchre.
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Early years [edit]

Bartolo Longo, was born into a wealthy family on February 10,
1841 in the small town of Latiano, near Brindisi, in southern Italy.[1]

His parents were devout Roman Catholics. In 1851, Longo's father
died and his mother remarried a lawyer. Despite Longo's
stepfather wanting him to become a teacher, Longo was set on
becoming a lawyer. In 1861, Longo succeeded in convincing his
stepfather and was sent to the University of Naples to study law.[2]

In the 1860s, the Catholic Church in Italy found itself at odds with a
strong nationalistic movement. General Giuseppe Garibaldi, who
played a key role in Italian unification, saw the Pope as an
antagonist to Italian nationalism and actively campaigned for the
elimination of the papal office altogether.[3] The Catholic Church in Europe was also competing with a growing
popularity in Spiritualism and Occultism.[4] Because of this, many students at the University of Naples took part
in demonstrations against the pope, dabbled in witchcraft and consulted Neapolitan mediums.[4][5] Longo
became involved with a movement that he claimed led him into a Satanist cult. After some study and several
"spiritual" experiences Longo said that he was ordained as a satanic priest.[6]

Conversion [edit]

In the following years, Longo's life became one of "depression, nervousness, and confusion".[6] Bothered by
paranoia and anxiety, he turned to a hometown friend, Vincenzo Pepe, for guidance. It was Pepe who convinced
him, in Longo's account, to abandon Satanism and introduced him to the Dominican Father Alberto Radente
who led him to a devotion to the rosary. On October 7, 1871, Longo became a Dominican tertiary and took the
name "Rosario". Around this time, he reportedly visited a séance and held up a rosary, declaring, "I renounce
spiritualism because it is nothing but a maze of error and falsehood." He also came to know some Franciscans
with whom he helped the poor and incurably ill for two years. Bartolo also kept up his law practice, which took
him to the nearby village of Pompei.[5] He went to Pompei to take care of the affairs of Countess Marianna
Farnararo De Fusco.[1]

In Pompei, Longo later recounted, he was shocked at the erosion of the people's faith. He wrote, "Their religion
was a mixture of superstition and popular tradition. ... For their every need, ... they would go to a witch, a
sorceress, in order to obtain charms and witchcraft." Through talking to the citizens, Bartolo came to recognize
their severe lack of catechesis. When he asked one man if there was only one God, the fellow answered,
"When I was a child, I remember people telling me there were three. Now, after so many years, I don't know if
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Bartolo Longo at age 22

Our Lady of the Rosary with St.
Dominic and St. Catherine of Siena

Remains of Blessed Longo

one of them is dead or one has married."[5]

Longo wrote of his personal struggles with mental illness, paranoia,
depression and anxiety. At one point, he noted struggling with suicidal
thoughts, but rejected them by recalling the promise of Saint Dominic,
"he who propagates my Rosary will be saved." Longo wrote that this
promise is what convinced him to encourage public devotion to the
rosary.[7]

Shrine of Our Lady of Pompei [edit]

See also: Shrine of Our Lady of Pompei

With the help of Countess
Mariana di Fusco, he
inaugurated a confraternity of
the Rosary and in October 1873
started restoring a dilapidated
church. He sponsored a festival
in honor of Our Lady of the
Rosary.

In 1875, Longo obtained as a gift a painting portraying Our Lady of the
Rosary, with Saint Dominic and Saint Catherine of Siena. Sister M.
Concetta de Litala of the Monastery of the Rosary at Porta Medina had
been holding it for the Dominican priest Alberto Radente. Radente had
acquired it from a junk-shop dealer in Naples for a very small sum. The
painting was in bad condition and Longo wrote of his immediate distaste
of the poor artistic quality when he first saw it. However, he accepted the
gift to conserve funds and to not insult Sister Concetta. Longo raised
funds to restore the image and placed it in the church in an effort to

encourage pilgrimages.[8][9]

Alleged miracles began to be reported and people began flocking in droves to the church. Longo was
encouraged by the Bishop of Nola to begin the construction of a larger church—the cornerstone being laid on
May 8, 1876. The church was consecrated in May 1891 by Cardinal La Valletta (representing Pope Leo XIII).[9]

In 1939, the church was enlarged to a basilica, known today as the Basilica of Our Lady of the Most Holy
Rosary of Pompei.

Later life and death [edit]

At the suggestion of Pope Leo XIII, Bartolo Longo and the Countess
Mariana di Fusco were married on April 7, 1885. The couple remained
continent (abstained from intercourse),[10] and continued to do many
charitable works and provided for orphaned children and the children of
prisoners which for its time was revolutionary.[11] In 1906 they donated
the entire property of the Pompei shrine to the Holy See. Longo
continued promoting the Rosary until his death on October 5, 1926, at
the age of 85. The piazza on which his basilica stands has since been
named in memory of Longo. His body is encased in a glass tomb and he
is wearing the mantle of a Knight of the Order of the Holy Sepulchre, a
papal order of knighthood.[citation needed]

Beatification [edit]

On October 26, 1980, he was beatified by Pope John Paul II, who would call him the "Apostle of the Rosary" and
mentioned him specifically in his apostolic letter "Rosarium Virginis Mariae" (The Rosary of the Virgin Mary).[12]

On October 7, 2003, Pope John Paul II prayed for world peace at the Basilica. More than 30,000 people were
waiting to greet him as he flew in by helicopter.[citation needed]
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This article uses Spanish naming customs: the first or paternal family name is Blanco.

Blessed Bartolomé Blanco Márquez (25 November 1914 – 2 October 1936) was a Spanish secretary of
Catholic Action and a delegate to the Catholic Syndicates.
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Early life [edit]

Born on 25 November 1914 in Pozoblanco, Córdoba
Province, Spain, Blanco was orphaned as a child, and
raised by his aunt and uncle with whom he worked. He
was an excellent student, studying under the tutelage of
the Salesians. He also served as a lay catechist, and at
18 was elected youth secretary of Catholic Action in
Pozoblanco.[1]

Arrest and trial [edit]

On 18 August 1936, Blanco was imprisoned while on
military leave for refusing to be mobilised in the
government's armed forces against Franco's military
rebellion of July; on 24 September he was moved to a
prison in Jaén. There he was held with fifteen priests
and other laymen. During his trial, Blanco remained true
to his faith and his religious convictions. He did not
protest his death sentence and told the court that if he
lived he would continue being an active Catholic. He
was judged, condemned to death and shot on 2
October 1936, charged with refusing to serve in the
army in time of war.[1]

Letters he wrote on the eve of his death to his family
and to his girlfriend Maruja show his profound faith.[2]

“May this be my last will: forgiveness,
forgiveness, forgiveness; but indulgence,
which I wish to be accompanied by doing
them as much good as possible.
Therefore, I ask you to avenge me with the
vengeance of a Christian: returning much
good to those that have tried to do me
evil,” he wrote to his relatives.[3]

According to documents supporting his cause for
beatification, Blanco went to the site of his execution
barefooted, "in order to be more conformed to Christ.[3]

He kissed his handcuffs, surprising the
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guards that cuffed him. He refused to be
shot from behind. “Whoever dies for Christ
should do so facing forward and standing
straight. Long live Christ the King!” he
shouted as he fell to the ground under a
shower of bullets.[3]

Blanco was beatified 28 October 2007 by Pope
Benedict XVI.
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This article uses Spanish naming customs: the first or paternal family name is Blanco.

Blessed Bartolomé Blanco Márquez (25 November 1914 – 2 October 1936) was a Spanish secretary of
Catholic Action and a delegate to the Catholic Syndicates.
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Early life [edit]

Born on 25 November 1914 in Pozoblanco, Córdoba
Province, Spain, Blanco was orphaned as a child, and
raised by his aunt and uncle with whom he worked. He
was an excellent student, studying under the tutelage of
the Salesians. He also served as a lay catechist, and at
18 was elected youth secretary of Catholic Action in
Pozoblanco.[1]

Arrest and trial [edit]

On 18 August 1936, Blanco was imprisoned while on
military leave for refusing to be mobilised in the
government's armed forces against Franco's military
rebellion of July; on 24 September he was moved to a
prison in Jaén. There he was held with fifteen priests
and other laymen. During his trial, Blanco remained true
to his faith and his religious convictions. He did not
protest his death sentence and told the court that if he
lived he would continue being an active Catholic. He
was judged, condemned to death and shot on 2
October 1936, charged with refusing to serve in the
army in time of war.[1]

Letters he wrote on the eve of his death to his family
and to his girlfriend Maruja show his profound faith.[2]

“May this be my last will: forgiveness,
forgiveness, forgiveness; but indulgence,
which I wish to be accompanied by doing
them as much good as possible.
Therefore, I ask you to avenge me with the
vengeance of a Christian: returning much
good to those that have tried to do me
evil,” he wrote to his relatives.[3]

According to documents supporting his cause for
beatification, Blanco went to the site of his execution
barefooted, "in order to be more conformed to Christ.[3]

He kissed his handcuffs, surprising the
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guards that cuffed him. He refused to be
shot from behind. “Whoever dies for Christ
should do so facing forward and standing
straight. Long live Christ the King!” he
shouted as he fell to the ground under a
shower of bullets.[3]

Blanco was beatified 28 October 2007 by Pope
Benedict XVI.
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Religious
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bartolomea Capitanio (13 January 1807 – 26 July 1833) was an
Italian Roman Catholic professed religious and the co-foundress of
the Sisters of Charity of Lovere that she established with Vincenza
Gerosa.[1][2] Capitanio's rather short life was dedicated to the
educational needs of children and the poor and she served as a
teacher for most of her life while using her order to achieve this
aim.[3]

Pope Pius XI beatified her in 1926 and Pope Pius XII canonized her
- alongside her old friend Gerosa - in 1950.
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Life [edit]

Bartolomea Capitanio was born in Bergamo in 1807 as the eldest
of seven children to the merchant Modesto Capitanio and his
second wife Caterina Casnossi; she had two brothers and four
sisters. All her siblings died as infants except for Camilla. Her
father ran a business dealing in grain and also a small
greengrocers. Her mother educated her children with great care
and also a deep faith. Her father soon became an alcoholic and
became aggressive at home.[3]

Capitanio was educated at the convent of the Poor Clares and
Lovere after her mother sent her there in 1818; she remained
there until 1825 when she returned home.[1] The girl would have
entered the order of those nuns but her parents would not consent
to her request but approached her spiritual director, the priest
Angelo Bosio, for guidance. Reading the life of Aloysius Gonzaga
enlightened and inspired her and she attempted to emulate his
virtues.[2] After the conclusion of her studies she opened a private school for girls where she encouraged the
devotion of the "Six Sundays of Saint Aloysius" that Pope Clement XII had approved back in 1739.

The Austrian government - which controlled the northern Italian region at the time - issued her a teacher's
diploma upon her passing the requisite examination in 1822; she began teaching first grade schoolgirls at her
old school though left on 18 July 1824 to go back home and teach at the local school.[3] In 1824 she first
became acquainted with Vincenza Gerosa who also happened to hail from Lovere. The two became close
friends and both co-founded their own religious order as a means to teach children and nurse the sick. The
Bishop of Brescia allowed for Bosio and Father Rusticiano Barboglio to purchase a house for the two women to
found their order at.[1] On the Feast of the Presentation - on 21 February 1832 - the pair dedicated themselves
to God (in Bosio and Barboglio's presence at San Giorgio in Casa Gaia) and began to live a communal life in
accordance with the order the two founded.[2] The formal founding was on 21 November 1832 after the women
began their work for the founding the previous 26 April 1831.

Bartolomea Capitanio died from tuberculosis in 1833 in Lovere. In March 1833 she had listened to her doctor
and stop writing letters but - despite her doctor thinking her health would improve as a result - it was too late for
her to recover at that stage.[2]
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School [edit]

Bartolomea Capitanio is also the name of a school in the Amapá state in Brazil.
The institution praises the Bible and the life of the saint.

Sainthood [edit]

The beatification process started under Pope Pius IX on 8 March 1866 and she
became titled as a Servant of God while the confirmation of her heroic virtue
allowed for Pope Leo XIII to name her as Venerable on 6 January 1902; Pope
Pius XI beatified her on 30 May 1926 while Pope Pius XII later canonized her as
a saint - alongside Vincenza Gerosa - on 18 May 1950.
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Bartholomew of Braga

Saint
Bartholomew of Braga

O.P.

Bartolomeu dos Mártires - António André
(1618-25).

Born Bartolomeu Fernandes
3 May 1514
Mártires, Santa Maria Maior,
Lisbon, Kingdom of Portugal

Died 16 July 1590 (aged 76)
Viana do Castelo, Minho, Kingdom
of Portugal

Beatified 4 November 2001, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope John
Paul II

Canonized 5 July 2019, Apostolic Palace,
Vatican City by Pope Francis

Feast 18 July

Attributes Episcopal attire
Dominican habit
Pastoral staff

Patronage Archdiocese of Braga

Styles of
Bartholomew of the Martyrs

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bartolomeu Fernandes dos Martires)

Saint Bartholomew of Braga (3 May 1514 - 16 July 1590) - born
Bartolomeu Fernandes and in religious Bartolomeu dos
Mártires - was a Portuguese Roman Catholic and a professed
member from the Order of Preachers as well as the Archbishop
Emeritus of Braga.[1] Fernandes participated in the Council of
Trent and also collaborated with Saint Charles Borromeo at the
council while also establishing a series of hospitals and hospices
in Braga while publishing a range of works from catechism to other
topics.[2]

The sainthood process commenced under Pope Benedict XIV on
11 September 1754 and he was titled as a Servant of God while
Pope Gregory XVI later named him as Venerable on 23 May 1845.
Pope John Paul II beatified Fernandes in Saint Peter's Square on
4 November 2001.[3] Pope Francis approved the equipollent
canonization for him on 5 July 2019 after waiving the miracle
needed for him to become a saint therefore acknowledging him as
such.

Contents [hide]
1 Life
2 Works
3 Sainthood
4 References
5 External links

Life [edit]

Bartolomeu Fernandes was born near Lisbon on 3 May 1514 to
Domingos Fernandes and Maria Correia; he was baptized mere
hours after in the local parish church of Nossa Senhora dos
Mártires.[2][3]

He entered the Order of Preachers on 11 November 1527 and later made his solemn profession into the order
on 20 November 1529. On the completion of his own studies in 1538 he taught philosophical studies in the
convent of the order at Lisbon and then for about two decades taught theological studies in the various houses
of his order. In 1551 he received his master's degree at the provincial chapter of Salamanca in Spain. He taught
in Batalha and then in Évora.[2][3] He also served as the prior of the Benfica convent from 1557 to 1558 and was
in Évora as a teacher from 1538 until 1557.

During the course of teaching theological studies at the Batalha convent he was summoned to Évora at the
request of Luis of Portugal, Duke of Beja to undertake the religious education of his son who was entering the
ecclesiastical life himself; he dedicated time to this great task. In 1558 - against his own desires - and out of
obedience to his provincial superior (Louis of Granada) he accepted the appointment to the archepiscopal see
of Braga for which Queen Catherine had chosen him for and in 1559 received his episcopal consecration at the
convent of Saint Dominic on 3 September 1559 from the Bishop of Coimbra João Soares.[2] In actual fact it was
Luis of Grenada who was to become the archbishop though Luis urged the queen to select Fernandes instead.
Pope Paul IV confirmed this appointment in the papal bull "Gratiae divinae praemium" on 27 January 1559. He
devoted himself to the duties of his new office with his installation in his archdiocese on 4 October 1559.[1]

On the resumption of the Council of Trent in 1561 the archbishop
repaired to the council and took part in the last sessions. He made
a total of 268 suggestions at the council and collaborated with
Saint Charles Borromeo. There was also one instance in which he
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Reference style His Most Reverend
Lordship

Spoken style Your Most Reverend
Lordship

Posthumous
style

Saint

Tomb in Viana do Castelo.

pushed for the defense of a certain topic and opposed view of the
Archbishop of Toledo Bartolomé Carranza.[3] He was esteemed
and held in high regard among the Council Fathers both on the
account of his theological learning and the holiness of his life. The
archbishop exercised great influence in the discussions and more
so with regard to the decrees on the reform of ecclesiastical life
and development.[1] The conclusion of that council saw him return
to Braga in February 1564 and in 1566 he held an important
provincial gathering of the diocese in which decrees were passed
for the restoration of ecclesiastical discipline and the elevation of
the moral life of priests and people ("Concilium provinciale
Bracarense quartum" in 1567). The archbishop now devoted
himself to the task of enacting the reforms of the Council of Trent
in addition to the decrees of his own provincial synod. A great
famine and a visitation of the plague revealed the depths of his
charitable and merciful nature in addition to his willingness to aid
his flock in their time of need; he also constructed a series of hospitals and hospices.[2]

He made repeated requests to resign from his episcopal see and received papal permission from Pope Gregory
XIII on 20 February 1582 to resign and withdraw to his order's convent at Viana do Castelo where he lived in
solitude for the remainder of his life but also serving as a teacher for some time.[2]

Fernandes died at Viana do Castelo on 16 July 1590.

A statue of him mounted on a donkey can be found in Viana do Castelo, Portugal. Part of the name on the
pedestal reads, "Bartolomeu dos Martires".

Works [edit]

In the interests of Christian life and the promotion of ecclesiastical discipline he wrote the following publications:

"Compendium spiritualis doctrinae ex variis sanc. Patrum sententiis magna ex parte collectum"
(Lisbon, 1582)
"Stimulus pastorum ex gravissimis sanct. Patrum sententiis concinnatus, in quo agitur de vita et
moribus episcoporum aliorumque praelatorum" (Rome, 1564; published at the insistence of Saint
Charles Borromeo)
"Catechismo ou Doutrina christiana" (Lisbon, 1562).

All of these writings have been republished on numerous occasions and have also been translated into several
languages. A collective edition is: "Opera omnia cura et studio Malachiae d'Inguinbert, archiepisc.
Theodos." (1 vol. Fol. In 2 parts, Rome, 1734–35).

Sainthood [edit]

The beatification process opened in an informative process that Archbishop
Rodrigo da Cunha inaugurated on 20 January 1631 though it is unknown when
this process ended - theologians also approved his writings at some stage
during the process to ascertain whether or not such spiritual writings were
within the faith and not in contradiction of it. The formal introduction to the
cause came under Pope Benedict XIV on 11 September 1754 and he became
titled as a Servant of God. Archbishop Gaspar de Bragança inaugurated the
apostolic process on 24 September 1760 and then oversaw its closure in May
1766 while the Congregation of Rites validated these previous processes in
Rome on 7 March 1716.

An antepreparatory congregation that the C.O.R. instituted approved the
cause in a meeting on 31 August 1819 with a preparatory committee to follow
on 1 July 1840 and then a meeting of the C.O.R. officials on 26 November
1844 in which approval was also confirmed. The late archbishop was declared to have lived a model Christian
life of heroic virtue in a move that allowed for Pope Gregory XVI to title Fernandes as Venerable on 23 May
1845.[4]

The miracle required for beatification was investigated in Portugal and later received validation in Rome on 12
March 1999 from the Congregation for the Causes of Saints in a move that later allowed for a medical board to
assess and approve the miracle (determining there was no medical or scientific explanation) on 20 December
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2000 while theologians met sometime in 2001 to also approve it (confirming the miracle was a result of his
intercession). The cardinal and bishop members of the C.C.S. also issued their approval to the miracle on 3
July 2001 while Pope John Paul II declared on 7 July 2001 that the healing was indeed a genuine miracle in a
move that confirmed the late archbishop's beatification; the pope beatified him on 4 November 2001 in Saint
Peter's Square.[4]

Pope Francis – on 20 January 2016 – authorized the C.C.S. to work towards the equipollent canonization of the
late archbishop and authorized that the second miracle required for his canonization be waived as a result. The
pope approved the late archbishop's equipollent canonization in a decree issued on 5 July 2019 therefore
naming him as a saint.[5]

The current postulator assigned to this cause is Vito Tomás Gómez García.
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Baruc (Welsh: Barrwg [ˈbarʊɡ]; also known as Barruc, Barrog or Barry) was a 6th-century Welsh saint.

Saint Baruc, who was a disciple of Saint Cadoc, forgot to bring the latter's reading matter with him on a journey
from the island of Flat Holm. Cadoc sent him back and he drowned in the Bristol Channel on the return journey.
He was buried on Barry Island in the Vale of Glamorgan, Wales. The ruins of a chapel dedicated to him can still
be seen in Friars Road, Barry Island. His feast day is 27 September.[1]

Baruc gives his name to a Welsh-language primary school in Barry called "Ysgol Gymraeg Sant Baruc"[2] and
also the electoral borough in Barry known as the Baruc Ward.

St Baruc’s Chapel [edit]

In the summers of 1894 and 1895 exploratory excavations took place in Barry Island. During these evacuations
St. Baruc’s chapel was uncovered with no appearance of buildings existing before the evacuations began. The
chapel was estimated to be built at the beginning of the eight century and survived, with several alterations,
until sometime in the seventeenth century before it was buried by sand. The chapel was small and poorly built
of local stone. The chapel originally had an apsoidal chancel and a square window in its north wall, at a later
date the apse had been pulled down and the chancel slightly lengthened, and a square wall erected with an
early English window. The English window contained a variety of stones with most of them being Sutton stone,
the window also contained three Bridgend sandstone and several Bath oolite stones. The walls of the chapel
were 2 feet 2 inches thick. There were two or three floors in the body of the church, the first being simply an
earth floor, this afterwards being covered over with a layer of clay, above this had been a concrete floor. In the
chancel was a well-paved floor of Lias stone slabs, under which appeared to be the remains of a former floor of
Lias stones. Two rather poorly-formed buttresses were erected outside of the northern and southern walls of
the chancel.

The dimensions of the chapel were:

Length of the body of church 19 feet 9 inches (6 meters)
Width 11 feet(3.3 meters)
Length of apsoidal (original) chancel 11 feet 6 inches (3.5 meters)
Width of chancel 9 feet 2 inches (2.8 meters)

St. Baruc’s well can also be found 300 yard south of the chapel, this well was used as a wishing well . It was
believed if a votive offering was dropped into this well and a wish or prayer was privately expressed and the
wisher did not speak to anyone till after a stranger spoke to them then what they wished would come true. On
September 1895 the well was cleaned out and numerous offerings were found, offerings that were found
included: bent pins, a brass buckle, a wheel of a small clock, and a number of bits of rags, tape and string. The
normal offering was pins that were either bent or straight. To the south and east of the chapel an extensive
grave was found, trenches cut across in different places gave indications that several thousand bodies had
been at one time or other buried there. This large number of bodies in an island that certainly never contained
more than two inhabited houses, seems to point out that Barry Island, had somewhat the reputation of a holy
island, and that bodies had, therefore, been brought from elsewhere for interment here.[3]

References [edit]

1. ^ St Baruc’s Church, Barry Island
2. ^ Ysgol Sant Baruc
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Saints Romanus and Barulas, by Francisco de
Zurbarán. The book says, in Latin, "Blessed
Romanus was praying when he said, Lord
Jesus Christ, show thy might, that thy holy
name may be glorified, which is blessed

forever. Pray for us blessed Romanus, that we
may be made worthy of the promises of

Christ."

Died 303

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 18 November

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Barulas (died 303) was a third-century boy who was
martyred along with Romanus of Caesarea by Emperor Galerius
by being whipped and beheaded for their Christian beliefs.[1] Their
feast day is on November 18.[2]

Life [edit]

St. Barulas was a child in the crowd of people who witnessed the
torture of St. Romanus. Christ’s holy martyr told the Eparch
Asclypiades that the young child was wiser than he was, because
he knew the true God, while the Eparch did not.

Asclypiades asked the boy what gods he worshiped, and he
replied that he worshiped Christ. “Your gods are demons,” the
child stated, “and they have not created anything.”

With these and other words, the young child put the idolaters to
shame. Seeing that he could not convince St. Barulas to worship
the false gods, he had the boy tortured. His mother stood by,
encouraging him to remain faithful to the Savior Christ. “Do not be
afraid of death, my son,” she told him. “You shall not die, but shall
live forever. When you are beheaded, you will behold Christ’s
glory, and you will dwell with Him in unspeakable joy.”

After the child was executed, his mother took his body and buried
it, rejoicing because he had shed his blood for Christ.

Sources [edit]

1. ^ Martyr Romanus the Deacon of Caesarea and child-martyr
Barulas of Antioch (303)

2. ^ Lives of all saints commemorated on November 18

 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913).
"article name needed". Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Barvitus (fl. 545) was a supposed Scottish saint. David E. Thornton suggests that he is a manifestation of the
cult of St Findbarr, from north-east Ulster.[1] Barvitus is said to have been the disciple of St Brandan, and his
companion in his wanderings.

Historical records [edit]

Thomas Dempster in his Historia ecclesiastica gentis Scotarum stated that he wrote the life of his teacher, and
flourished about 658, and that the Scotch church kept 5 January sacred to his memory. Other authorities refer
to one Barnitus, not Barvitus, as the saint from whose accounts of his own experience Brandan was tempted to
go on his search for the Fortunate Isles, but Barnitus and Barvitus were apparently variants of one name.

A Scottish breviary says that Barvitus' body, or relics, was worshipped at Dreghorn. The exact connection of the
saint with St. Brandan seems uncertain. The only work assigned to Barvitus by Dempster is one entitled ‘De
Brandani Rebus.’ Thomas Tanner suggested that this might be the old manuscript life of St. Brandan preserved
in Lincoln College library at Oxford. But Henry Octavius Coxe assigned the handwriting of this manuscript to the
eleventh and twelfth centuries.

References [edit]

1. ^ Thornton, David E. "Barinthus". Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (online ed.). Oxford University Press.
doi:10.1093/ref:odnb/1609 . (Subscription or UK public library membership  required.)

"Barvitus" . Dictionary of National Biography. London: Smith, Elder & Co. 1885–1900.
Attribution
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Bashnouna

v · t · e

Saint Bashnouna
Martyr

Born 12th century
Egypt

Died 19 May 1164
Egypt

Venerated in Coptic Orthodox Church

Feast 19 May (24 Pashons)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bashnouna (died 19 May 1164) was an Egyptian saint and
martyr.

According to his hagiography, Bashnouna was a monk in the
Monastery of Saint Macarius the Great in Scetes. He was arrested
by the Fatimid authorities during the caliphate of Al-'Āḍid, and
threatened to face death if he were not to convert to Islam. Having
refused, Bashnouna was burned alive on 24 Pashons, 880 A.M.
(19 May 1164 AD) His relics were buried at the Church of Saint
Sergius in Cairo.
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Coptic saints
Patriarchs Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph

Prophets
Moses · Job · Samuel · David · Hosea · Amos · Micah · Joel · Obadiah · Jonah ·
Nahum · Noah · Habakkuk · Zephaniah · Haggai · Zechariah · Malachi · Isaiah ·
Jeremiah · Baruch · Ezekiel · Daniel · John the Baptist

Theotokos Mary, Our Lady of (Assiut · Warraq · Zeitoun)

Seven Archangels Michael · Gabriel · Raphael · Suriel · Zedekiel · Sarathiel · Aniel

Apostles Andrew · Bartholomew · James, son of Alphaeus · James, son of Zebedee · John ·
Jude · Matthew · Matthias · Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Disciples Apollos · Barnabas · Mary Magdalene · Philemon · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus ·
Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Martyrs

Abāmūn · Abāmūn · Abanoub · Abaskhiron · Alexandrian Martyrs · Apollonia ·
Barbara · Bashnouna · Basilides · 21 Coptic Martyrs of Libya · Catherine ·
Chiaffredo · Chrysanthus · Colluthus · Cyprian · Cyrus · Sarah · Damian · Daria ·
Dasya · George · George Bishop of Assiut · Demiana · Dorothea · Epimachus ·
Faustus, Abibus and Dionysius · Felix and Regula · Gabriel Abdel El-Metgaly ·
Gallicanus · George El Mozahem · Gereon · Theban Legion · Varus ·
Theodora and Didymus · Theodore Stratelates · Hor, Besoy, and Daydara ·
Holy Innocent · Otimus · Memnon · Rais · Imbaba Martyrs · John · Moura ·
John of Senhout · Elias and four companions · Justina · Kosheh martyrs ·
49 Martyrs of Scetis · Saint Marina the Martyr · Malati · Maspero Martyrs · Maurice ·
Menas · Mohrael · Nag Hammadi · Philomena · Philotheos · Potamiana · Regula ·
Sidhom Bishay · Thecla · Theoclia · Veronica · Wanas · Wadamoun

Popes

Mark I · Anianus · Avilius · Kedron · Justus · Eumenes · Markianos · Celadion ·
Agrippinus · Julian · Demetrius I · Heraclas · Dionysius · Theonas · Felix of Rome ·
Peter I · Alexander I · Athanasius I · Peter II · Timothy I · Theophilus I · Cyril I ·
Dioscorus I · Timothy II · Peter III · Dioscorus II · Timothy III · Theodosius I · Peter IV ·
Damian · Anastasius · Andronicus · Benjamin I · Agathon · Simeon I · Alexander II ·
Theodore I · Michael I · John IV · Mark II · James · Simeon II · Joseph I · Michael II ·
Cosmas II · Michael III · Gabriel I · Cosmas III · Abraham · Zacharias · Cyril II ·
Macarius II · Matthew I · Gabriel VII · John XIV · Cyril V · Macarius III · Cyril VI

Bishops

Abadiu of Antinoe · Abraam of Faiyum · Alexander of Jerusalem · Amun of Scetes ·
Basil of Caesarea · Cyril of Jerusalem · Epiphanius of Cyprus ·
Eusebius of Caesarea · Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa ·
Gregory of Neocaesarea · Ignatius of Antioch · Jacob of Nisibis ·
James of Jerusalem · John of Nikiû · John of Jerusalem · Karas of California ·
Mikhaeil of Asyut · Narcissus of Jerusalem · Nicholas of Myra ·
Paphnutius of Scetes · Paphnutius of Thebes · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Porphyry of Gaza · Psote of Ebsay · Serapion of Thmuis · Severian of Gabala ·
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Basil Fool for Christ

Saint Basil

Icon of St. Basil the Blessed
(Bas relief, St. Basil's Cathedral, Moscow)

Blessed, Fool for Christ
Born December c. 1469

Yelokhovo

Died 2 August 1552 or 1557
Moscow

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized 2 August 1588, Moscow by
Patriarch Job of Moscow

Major shrine Saint Basil's Cathedral, Moscow

Feast 2 August (15 August N.S.)

Attributes Dressed in rags, or completely
naked

The Intercession Cathedral in
Moscow is named after the saint.

Saints portal

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Basil the Blessed (known also as Basil, fool for Christ; Basil,
Wonderworker of Moscow; or Blessed Basil of Moscow, fool
for Christ Russian: Василий Блаженный, Vasily Blazhenny) is a
Russian Orthodox saint of the type known as yurodivy or "holy fool
for Christ".
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Life [edit]

He was born to serfs in
December 1468 at the
portico of the Epiphany
Cathedral at Yelokhovo
near Moscow (now in
Moscow).[1] His father was
named Jacob and his
mother Anna. According to
tradition, he was born on
the portico of the local
church. He is thought to
have died in 1552.

Originally an apprentice
shoemaker, he went to
Moscow when he was
sixteen. There he helped
those who were ashamed

to ask for alms, but were in need of help. He adopted an eccentric
lifestyle of shoplifting and giving to the poor to shame the miserly
and help those in need. He went naked and weighed himself down
with chains. He rebuked Ivan the Terrible for not paying attention in church. Basil was said to have the gift of
prophesy.[1]

When he died on August 2, 1552 or 1557, St. Macarius, Metropolitan of Moscow, served his funeral with many
clergy. He is buried in St. Basil's Cathedral in Moscow, which was commissioned by Ivan for commemoration of
his conquest of Kazan' and was dubbed after the saint later. Basil was formally canonised in 1588.[1] His feast
day is celebrated on August 2 (August 15, N.S.).
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Basil Kalika
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Vasilii Kalika (Russian: Василий Калика) was Archbishop of Novgorod the Great and Pskov from 1330 to
1352. He is in large part responsible for reinvigorating the office after it had fallen into decline to some extent
following the Mongol Invasion.

Background [edit]

His baptismal name was originally Grigorii and he had been a priest of the Church of Cosmas and Damian on
Slave Street north of the Detinets in Novgorod before his archiepiscopate.[1] The name Kalika means "pilgrim" in
Russian (there is another word, Palomnik) and indicates that he made a pilgrimage to the Holy Land sometime
prior to his archiepiscopate. He, in fact, mentions this in a famous letter he wrote to Bishop Fedor of Tver' in
1347 which has been inserted into two Russian chronicles, the Sofia First Chronicle and the Novgorod Second
Chronicle.[2] In one redaction of the Novgorodian First Chronicle, he is referred to as Kaleka (rather than Kalika,
Church Slavonic: Калѣка), a word meaning "lame" or "cripple." Thus, he is sometimes referred to as "Vasilii the
Lame" in some hagiographic literature,[3] although the vast majority of scholars consider his surname to be
Kalika; if he was lame, there is no other indication of it in the sources.

Archiepiscopate [edit]

Vasilii was elected by the Novgorodian veche after the retirement of Archbishop Moisei (1325–1330; 1352–
1359). At the time of his election, he was a monk at the Holy Angels' Monastery in Novgorod.[4] The following
year, he was sent to Vladimir-in-Volynia to be consecrated by Metropolitan Feognost, who lived in Volynia for
several years.[5] According to a Greek-language register, Vasilii was then canonically-elected from among three
candidates by a council of bishops there in Volynia.[6]

Very soon after his consecration, Vasilii built a stone wall along the northeast side of the Detinets (along the
river) between 1331-1333. He also renovated the Cathedral of Holy Wisdom redoing the roof and setting up an
iron fence around the cathedral, as well as commissioning a number of icons inside the cathedral and hanging
the Vasilii Gates in the cathedral in 1335.[7]

Vasilii showed himself over the years to be both an astute political player and a fearless and tireless religious
leader. In 1339, he sent his nephew as party to a Novgorodian embassy to sign a peace with Sweden, in which
he sought to protect the Orthodox Karelians from being killed if they crossed over to Novgorod.[8] In 1342, when
Ontsifor Lukinich caused a riot in the city, Vasilii and his vicar, Boris, brought peace between the warring
parties. In 1348, when King Magnus Eriksson of Sweden demanded that the Novgorodians debate his
theologians over the true faith, Vasilii, in consultation with the posadnik, told Magnus to send his theologians to
Constantinople, since that is where the Russians had acquired their understanding of Christianity.

That being said, several modern scholars have accused Vasilii of not having done enough to fight the Strigolniki
heresy that spread through Novgorod and Pskov in the fourteenth and into the fifteenth century.[9] His letter to
Bishop Feodor of Tver' has been interpreted as dualist (that is, similar to the Strigolniki) in nature.[10] However,
the building projects that he undertook and his vigorous political activity, fully utilizing the church's wealth and
property as it were, would have violated the beliefs against clerical or ecclesiastical ownership of land that the
Strigolniki held.

In 1352, he was sent by the Novgorodian government to rebuild the fortress of Orekhov, which had recently
been destroyed in fighting between Novgorod and Sweden.[11] The remnants of the stone wall he had built (it
had been previously a wooden fortress) were excavated in 1969 and can be seen in the courtyard of the
fortress today. Later in 1352, he was called to Pskov, which was at that time ravaged by plague. He went to the
city and held a number of processions and liturgies until the plague subsided. On his return trip to Novgorod
down the Shelon River he himself took ill with plague and died at the Monastery of St. Michael the Archangel on
the Shelon' on July 3.[12] His body was brought back to Novgorod and interred in the Martirievskaia Porch in the
Cathedral of Holy Wisdom where many of his predecessors and successors are buried. He is a saint of the
Russian Orthodox Church (and is commemorated in the Orthodox Church in America and in some of the
Eastern Rites of the Catholic Church as well). His feast day is July 3 (OS)/July 16 in the Gregorian Calendar.[13]
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Basil of Amasea (Basileus or Basilius) was a fourth-century Christian bishop and martyr.

In St. Jerome's Latin version of the Chronicle of Eusebius the statement occurs under the 275th Olympiad (321-
324) that Basileus, Bishop of Amasea in Pontus, suffered martyrdom in the reign of Licinius.[1] Among the
signatures of the bishops who attended the Council of Ancyra and Council of Neo-Caesarea (314) is to be
found the name of Basileus of Amasea.[2] Eusebius also relates[3] that in the time of Licinius Christians were
treated with great cruelty, especially in Amasea and the other cities of Pontus, and that, in particular, the
governor inflicted upon several bishops the ordinary punishments of evildoers.

Athanasius mentions Basileus of Pontus among the bishops of the early part of the fourth century who held
firmly to the like substance of the Son with the Father; the reference is evidently to the martyr-bishop of
Amasea.[4] The statement of Philostorgius,[5] that Basileus attended the Council of Nicaea, cannot be quoted
against this proof of the martyrdom of Basileus under Licinius, as there is evidently a mistake in what
Philostorgius says; among the signatures at the Council of Nicaea appears that of Eutychianus as Bishop of
Amasea.

The Acts of the martyrdom of Basileus, supposedly written by an eyewitness, a presbyter named Johannes, are
not authentic and the narrative is entirely legendary.

The feast of Basileus falls on 26 April, on which date it occurs both in the Greek synaxaria and menaion and in
the Roman martyrology.
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Saint
Basil of Ancyra

Hieromartyr
Residence Ancyra, Roman Empire

Died June 29, 362

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Feast March 22

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Basil of Ancyra (Βασίλειος), was a Christian priest in Ancyra,
Galatia, during the 4th century.[1] Very meager information about
his life is preserved in a metaphrastic work: “Life and Deeds of the
Martyred Priest Basil.” He fought against the pagans and the
Arians. Basil defended Bishop Marcellus against the prelate being
deposed by the Arians.

Suda write that he was the bishop of Ancyra and physician by
trade.[2]

Basil was caught up in the persecution of Julian the Apostate. He
was arrested, tortured, and executed on June 28/29, 362.[3]

He is commemorated as a martyr on March 22 in the West[1] and
East.[4] He is sometimes confused with the other Basil of Ancyra
who was not a priest and who is commemorated on January 1.[4]

See also [edit]

Photinus
Panarion
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See pages 207ff in "Victories of the Martyrs" by St. Alphonsus de Liguori [1]
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Basil of Caesarea

Saint Basil the Great

Icon of St. Basil the Great from the
St. Sophia Cathedral of Kiev

Bishop, Confessor and Doctor of the Church;
Great Hierarch

Born 330
Caesarea, Cappadocia

Died January 1 or 2, 379 (aged 48–
50)
Caesarea, Cappadocia

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Oriental Orthodoxy
Roman Catholic Church
Anglican Communion
Lutheranism

Canonized Pre-congregation

Feast January 1[1][2] and January
30[3][4] (Byzantine Christianity)

January 14 (Serbian Christian
Orthodox)
January 2 (General Roman
Calendar; Anglicanism)
Thout 6 (Coptic Christianity)[5]

 6 (Ethiopian Christianity)
January 10 (Lutheran Church–
Missouri Synod; Wisconsin
Evangelical Lutheran Synod)[6]

June 14 (General Roman
Calendar from 13th century to
1969; Episcopal Church)
Thout 13 (Coptic Christianity)[7]

 13 (Ethiopian Christianity)

Attributes Vested as bishop, wearing
omophorion, holding a Gospel
Book or scroll. St. Basil is
depicted in icons as thin and
ascetic with a long, tapering
black beard.

Patronage Russia, Cappadocia, Hospital
administrators, Reformers,

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Saint Basil" redirects here. For other uses, see Saint Basil (disambiguation).

Basil of Caesarea, also called Saint Basil the Great (Greek:
Ἅγιος Βασίλειος ὁ Μέγας, Ágios Basíleios o Mégas; Coptic:
������� ��������; 330[8] – January 1 or 2, 379), was the
bishop of Caesarea Mazaca in Cappadocia, Asia Minor (modern-
day Turkey). He was an influential theologian who supported the
Nicene Creed and opposed the heresies of the early Christian
church, fighting against both Arianism and the followers of
Apollinaris of Laodicea. His ability to balance his theological
convictions with his political connections made Basil a powerful
advocate for the Nicene position.

In addition to his work as a theologian, Basil was known for his
care of the poor and underprivileged. Basil established guidelines
for monastic life which focus on community life, liturgical prayer,
and manual labor. Together with Pachomius, he is remembered as
a father of communal monasticism in Eastern Christianity. He is
considered a saint by the traditions of both Eastern and Western
Christianity.

Basil, Gregory of Nazianzus, and Gregory of Nyssa are collectively
referred to as the Cappadocian Fathers. The Eastern Orthodox
Church and Eastern Catholic Churches have given him, together
with Gregory of Nazianzus and John Chrysostom, the title of Great
Hierarch. He is recognized as a Doctor of the Church in the Roman
Catholic Church. He is sometimes referred to by the epithet
Ouranophantor (Greek: Οὐρανοφάντωρ), "revealer of heavenly
mysteries".[9]
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Life [edit]

Early life and education [edit]

Basil was born into the wealthy family of Basil the Elder,[10] and
Emmelia of Caesarea, in Cappadocia, around 330.[11] His parents
were known for their piety.[12] His maternal grandfather was a
Christian martyr, executed in the years prior to Constantine I's
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conversion.[13][14] His pious paternal grandmother, Macrina, a
follower of Gregory Thaumaturgus (who had founded the nearby
church of Neocaesarea),[15] raised Basil and his four siblings (who
also are now venerated as saints): Macrina the Younger,
Naucratius, Peter of Sebaste, and Gregory of Nyssa.

Basil received more formal education in Caesarea Mazaca in
Cappadocia (modern-day Kayseri, Turkey) around 350-51.[16]

There he met Gregory of Nazianzus.[17] Gregory went to
Alexandria, while Basil went to Constantinople for further studies,
including the lectures of Libanius. The two met again in Athens
around 349 and became fast friends. In Athens they met a fellow
student who would become the emperor Julian the Apostate.[18][19]

Basil left Athens in 356, and after travels in Egypt and Syria, he
returned to Caesarea. For around a year he practiced law and
taught rhetoric.[20]

Basil's life changed radically after he encountered Eustathius of
Sebaste, a charismatic bishop and ascetic.[21] Abandoning his
legal and teaching career, Basil devoted his life to God. In a letter
he described his spiritual awakening:

I had wasted much time on follies and spent nearly all
of my youth in vain labors, and devotion to the
teachings of a wisdom that God had made foolish.
Suddenly, I awoke as out of a deep sleep. I beheld
the wonderful light of the Gospel truth, and I
recognized the nothingness of the wisdom of the
princes of this world.[22]

Annesi [edit]

After his baptism, Basil traveled in 357 to Palestine, Egypt, Syria
and Mesopotamia to study ascetics and monasticism.[23][24] He
distributed his fortunes among the poor, and went briefly into
solitude near Neocaesarea of Pontus (mod. day Niksar, Turkey)
on the Iris.[23] Basil eventually realized that while he respected the
ascetics' piety and prayerfulness, the solitary life did not call
him.[25] Eustathius of Sebaste, a prominent anchorite near Pontus,
had mentored Basil. However, they also eventually differed over
dogma.[26]

Basil instead felt drawn toward communal religious life, and by 358
he was gathering around him a group of like-minded disciples,
including his brother Peter. Together they founded a monastic
settlement on his family's estate near Annesi[27] (modern Sonusa
or Uluköy, near the confluence of the Iris and Lycos rivers[28]). His
widowed mother Emmelia, sister Macrina, and several other
women, joined Basil and devoted themselves to pious lives of
prayer and charitable works (some claim Macrina founded this
community).[29]

Here Basil wrote about monastic communal life. His writings
became pivotal in developing monastic traditions of the Eastern
Church.[30] In 358, Basil invited his friend Gregory of Nazianzus to
join him in Annesi.[31] When Gregory eventually arrived, they
collaborated on Origen's Philocalia, a collection of Origen's
works.[32] Gregory decided to return to his family in Nazianzus.

Basil attended the Council of Constantinople (360). He at first
sided with Eustathius and the Homoiousians, a semi-Arian faction
who taught that the Son was of like substance with the Father,
neither the same (one substance) nor different from him.[33] The
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Homoiousians opposed the Arianism of Eunomius but refused to
join with the supporters of the Nicene Creed, who professed that
the members of the Trinity were of one substance ("homoousios").
However, Basil's bishop, Dianius of Caesarea, had subscribed only
to the earlier Nicene form of agreement. Basil eventually
abandoned the Homoiousians, and emerged instead as a strong
supporter of the Nicene Creed.[33]

Caesarea [edit]

In 362, Bishop Meletius of Antioch ordained Basil as a deacon.
Eusebius then summoned Basil to Caesarea and ordained him as
presbyter of the Church there in 365. Ecclesiastical entreaties
rather than Basil's desires thus altered his career path.[23]

Basil and Gregory Nazianzus spent the next few years combating
the Arian heresy, which threatened to divide Cappadocia's
Christians. In close fraternal cooperation, they agreed to a great
rhetorical contest with accomplished Arian theologians and
rhetors.[34] In the subsequent public debates, presided over by
agents of Valens, Gregory and Basil emerged triumphant. This
success confirmed for both Gregory and Basil that their futures lay
in administration of the Church.[34] Basil next took on functional
administration of the city of Caesarea.[30] Eusebius is reported as
becoming jealous of the reputation and influence which Basil
quickly developed, and allowed Basil to return to his earlier
solitude. Later, however, Gregory persuaded Basil to return. Basil
did so, and became the effective manager of the city for several
years, while giving all the credit to Eusebius.

In 370, Eusebius died, and Basil was chosen to succeed him, and
was consecrated bishop on June 14, 370.[35] His new post as
bishop of Caesarea also gave him the powers of exarch of Pontus
and metropolitan of five suffragan bishops, many of whom had
opposed him in the election for Eusebius's successor. It was then
that his great powers were called into action. Hot-blooded and
somewhat imperious, Basil was also generous and sympathetic. He
personally organized a soup kitchen and distributed food to the
poor during a famine following a drought. He gave away his
personal family inheritance to benefit the poor of his diocese.

His letters show that he actively worked to reform thieves and
prostitutes. They also show him encouraging his clergy not to be
tempted by wealth or the comparatively easy life of a priest, and
that he personally took care in selecting worthy candidates for holy
orders. He also had the courage to criticize public officials who
failed in their duty of administering justice. At the same time, he
preached every morning and evening in his own church to large
congregations. In addition to all the above, he built a large complex just outside Caesarea, called the
Basiliad,[36] which included a poorhouse, hospice, and hospital, and was compared by Gregory of Nazianzus to
the wonders of the world.[37]

His zeal for orthodoxy did not blind him to what was good in an opponent; and for the sake of peace and charity
he was content to waive the use of orthodox terminology when it could be surrendered without a sacrifice of
truth. The Emperor Valens, who was an adherent of the Arian philosophy, sent his prefect Modestus to at least
agree to a compromise with the Arian faction. Basil's adamant negative response prompted Modestus to say
that no one had ever spoken to him in that way before. Basil replied, "Perhaps you have never yet had to deal
with a bishop." Modestus reported back to Valens that he believed nothing short of violence would avail against
Basil. Valens was apparently unwilling to engage in violence. He did however issue orders banishing Basil
repeatedly, none of which succeeded. Valens came himself to attend when Basil celebrated the Divine Liturgy
on the Feast of the Theophany (Epiphany), and at that time was so impressed by Basil that he donated to him
some land for the building of the Basiliad. This interaction helped to define the limits of governmental power
over the church.[38]
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Russian icon of Basil of Caesarea

Icon of the Three Holy Hierarchs:
Basil the Great (left), John Chrysostom
(center) and Gregory the Theologian
(right)—from Lipie, Historic Museum in
Sanok, Poland.

Fresco of Basil the Great in the
cathedral of Ohrid. The saint is shown
consecrating the Gifts during the Divine
Liturgy which bears his name.

Basilii Magni Opera (1523)

Basil then had to face the growing spread of Arianism. This belief
system, which denied that Christ was consubstantial with the Father,
was quickly gaining adherents and was seen by many, particularly those
in Alexandria most familiar with it, as posing a threat to the unity of the
church.[39] Basil entered into connections with the West, and with the
help of Athanasius, he tried to overcome its distrustful attitude toward
the Homoiousians. The difficulties had been enhanced by bringing in
the question as to the essence of the Holy Spirit. Although Basil
advocated objectively the consubstantiality of the Holy Spirit with the
Father and the Son, he belonged to those, who, faithful to Eastern
tradition, would not allow the predicate homoousios to the former; for
this he was reproached as early as 371 by the Orthodox zealots among
the monks, and Athanasius defended him. He maintained a relationship
with Eustathius despite dogmatic differences.

Basil corresponded with Pope Damasus in the hope of having the
Roman bishop condemn heresy wherever found, both East and West.
The pope's apparent indifference upset Basil's zeal and he turned
around in distress and sadness.

Death and legacy [edit]

Basil died before the factional disturbances ended. He suffered from
liver disease; excessive ascetic practices also contributed to his early
demise. Historians disagree about the exact date Basil died.[40] The
great institute before the gates of Caesarea, the Ptochoptopheion, or
"Basileiad", which was used as poorhouse, hospital, and hospice
became a lasting monument of Basil's episcopal care for the poor.[26]

Many of St. Basil's writings and sermons, specifically on the topics on
money and possessions, continue to challenge Christians today.[41]

Writings [edit]

The principal theological writings
of Basil are his On the Holy
Spirit, a lucid and edifying
appeal to Scripture and early Christian tradition (to prove the divinity of
the Holy Spirit), and his Refutation of the Apology of the Impious
Eunomius, written about in 364, three books against Eunomius of
Cyzicus, the chief exponent of Anomoian Arianism. The first three books
of the Refutation are his work; his authorship of the fourth and fifth
books is generally considered doubtful.[42]

He was a famous preacher, and
many of his homilies, including a
series of Lenten lectures on the
Hexaëmeron (also Hexaëmeros,
"Six Days of Creation"; Latin:
Hexameron), and an exposition
of the psalter, have been
preserved. Some, like that
against usury and that on the

famine in 368, are valuable for the history of morals; others illustrate the
honor paid to martyrs and relics; the address to young men on the
study of classical literature shows that Basil was lastingly influenced by
his own education, which taught him to appreciate the propaedeutic
importance of the classics.[43]

In his exegesis Basil was a great admirer of Origen and the need for the
spiritual interpretation of Scripture. In his work on the Holy Spirit, he
asserts that "to take the literal sense and stop there, is to have the
heart covered by the veil of Jewish literalism. Lamps are useless when
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Statue of Saint Basil, depicting him
in Western vestments, in the Church of
St. Nicholas, Mala Strana, Prague,
Czech Republic.

the sun is shining." He frequently stresses the need for Reserve in doctrinal and sacramental matters. At the
same time he was against the wild allegories of some contemporaries. Concerning this, he wrote:

"I know the laws of allegory, though less by myself than from the works of others. There are those,
truly, who do not admit the common sense of the Scriptures, for whom water is not water, but some
other nature, who see in a plant, in a fish, what their fancy wishes, who change the nature of
reptiles and of wild beasts to suit their allegories, like the interpreters of dreams who explain visions
in sleep to make them serve their own end."[44]

His ascetic tendencies are exhibited in the Moralia and Asketika (sometimes mistranslated as Rules of St.
Basil), ethical manuals for use in the world and the cloister, respectively. There has been a good deal of
discussion concerning the authenticity of the two works known as the Greater Asketikon and the Lesser
Asketikon.[26]

It is in the ethical manuals and moral sermons that the practical aspects of his theoretical theology are
illustrated. So, for example, it is in his Sermon to the Lazicans that we find Basil explaining how it is our common
nature that obliges us to treat our neighbor's natural needs (e.g., hunger, thirst) as our own, even though he is
a separate individual.

His three hundred letters reveal a rich and observant nature, which, despite the troubles of ill-health and
ecclesiastical unrest, remained optimistic, tender and even playful. His principal efforts as a reformer were
directed towards the improvement of the liturgy, and the reformation of the monastic institutions of the East.

Most of his extant works, and a few spuriously attributed to him, are available in the Patrologia Graeca, which
includes Latin translations of varying quality. Several of Basil's works have appeared in the late twentieth
century in the Sources Chrétiennes collection.

Liturgical contributions [edit]

Basil of Caesarea holds a very important place in the history of
Christian liturgy, coming as he did at the end of the age of persecution.
Basil's liturgical influence is well attested in early sources. Though it is
difficult at this time to know exactly which parts of the Divine Liturgies
which bear his name are actually his work, a vast corpus of prayers
attributed to him has survived in the various Eastern Christian churches.

Most of the liturgies bearing the name of Basil are not entirely his work
in their present form, but they nevertheless preserve a recollection of
Basil's activity in this field in formularizing liturgical prayers and
promoting church-song. Patristics scholars conclude that the Liturgy of
Saint Basil "bears, unmistakably, the personal hand, pen, mind and
heart of St. Basil the Great".[45]

One liturgy that can be attributed to him is The Divine Liturgy of Saint
Basil the Great, a liturgy that is somewhat longer than the more
commonly used Divine Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom. The difference
between the two is primarily in the silent prayers said by the priest, and
in the use of the hymn to the Theotokos, All of Creation, instead of the Axion Estin of John Chrysostom's
Liturgy. Chrysostom's Liturgy has come to replace Basil's on most days in the Eastern Orthodox and Byzantine
Catholic liturgical traditions.

The Eastern Churches preserve numerous other prayers attributed to Basil, including three prayers of
exorcism, several morning and evening prayers, and the "Prayer of the Hours" which is read at each service of
the Daily Office.

Influence on Monasticism [edit]

Through his examples and teachings Basil effected a noteworthy moderation in the austere practices which
were previously characteristic of monastic life.[46] He is also credited with coordinating the duties of work and
prayer to ensure a proper balance between the two.[47]

Basil is remembered as one of the most influential figures in the development of Christian monasticism. Not only
is Basil recognized as the father of Eastern monasticism; historians recognize that his legacy extends also to the
Western church, largely due to his influence on Benedict.[48] Patristic scholars such as Meredith assert that
Benedict himself recognized this when he wrote in the epilogue to his Rule that his monks, in addition to the
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Bible, should read "the confessions of the Fathers and their institutes and their lives and the Rule of our Holy
Father, Basil.[49] Basil's teachings on monasticism, as encoded in works such as his Small Asketikon, was
transmitted to the west via Rufinus during the last 4th century.[50]

As a result of Basil's influence, numerous religious orders in Eastern Christianity bear his name. In the Roman
Catholic Church, the Basilian Fathers, also known as The Congregation of St. Basil, an international order of
priests and students studying for the priesthood, is named after him.

Commemorations [edit]

Basil was given the title Doctor of the Church in the Western Church for his contributions to the debate initiated
by the Arian controversy regarding the nature of the Trinity, and especially the question of the divinity of the
Holy Spirit. Basil was responsible for defining the terms "ousia" (essence/substance) and "hypostasis"
(person/reality), and for defining the classic formulation of three Persons in one Nature. His single greatest
contribution was his insistence on the divinity and consubstantiality of the Holy Spirit with the Father and the
Son.

In Greek tradition, Basil brings gifts to children every January 1 (St Basil's Day). It is traditional on St Basil's Day
to serve vasilopita, a rich bread baked with a coin inside. It is customary on his feast day to visit the homes of
friends and relatives, to sing New Year's carols, and to set an extra place at the table for Saint Basil. Basil,
being born into a wealthy family, gave away all his possessions to the poor, the underprivileged, those in need,
and children.[51] For Greeks and others in the Orthodox tradition, Basil is the saint associated with Santa Claus
as opposed to the western tradition of St Nicholas.

According to some sources, Basil died on January 1, and the Eastern Orthodox Church celebrates his feast day
together with that of the Feast of the Circumcision on that day. This was also the day on which the General
Roman Calendar celebrated it at first; but in the 13th-century it was moved to June 14, a date believed to be
that of his ordination as bishop, and it remained on that date until the 1969 revision of the calendar, which
moved it to January 2, rather than January 1, because the latter date is occupied by the Solemnity of Mary,
Mother of God. On January 2 Saint Basil is celebrated together with Saint Gregory Nazianzen.[52] Some
traditionalist Catholics continue to observe pre-1970 calendars.

The Lutheran Church–Missouri Synod commemorates Basil, along with Gregory of Nazianzus and Gregory of
Nyssa on January 10.

The Church of England celebrates Saint Basil's feast on January 2, but the Episcopal Church and the Anglican
Church of Canada celebrate it on June 14.[53]

In the Byzantine Rite, January 30 is the Synaxis of the Three Holy Hierarchs, in honor of Saint Basil, Saint
Gregory the Theologian and Saint John Chrysostom.

The Coptic Orthodox Church of Alexandria celebrates the feast day of Saint Basil on the 6th of Tobi (6th of Terr
on the Ethiopian calendar of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church). At present, this corresponds to
January 14, January 15 during leap year.[citation needed]

There are numerous relics of Basil throughout the world. One of the most important is his head, which is
preserved to this day at the monastery of the Great Lavra on Mount Athos in Greece. The mythical sword
Durandal is said to contain some of Basil's blood.[54]

See also [edit]

Basilian monk
Christian mystics
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Saint Father Basil
Father Basil, jewel and enlightener of the

Georgian Church
Born c. 981

Died c. 1040
Iviron monastery, Mount Athos

Venerated in Georgian Orthodox Church

Feast 27 May

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Basil, son of Bagrat (Georgian:   ; basili
bagratis dze) was an 11th-century Georgian monk and man of
letters in the Kingdom of Georgia, frequently identified as a son of
King Bagrat III. He was active at the Khakhuli Monastery. He is a
saint of the Georgian Orthodox Church.
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Primary sources [edit]

The surviving evidence on Basil's life is scarce and no work of his exists, but he is unanimously praised in the
medieval and early modern Georgian sources for his contribution to the literary tradition of the Georgian
church. The 11th-century Vitae of George the Hagiorite refers to Bagrat as "the Great" and "a tutor and
enlightener of our country". He is also venerated in the 1027–1034 manuscript copied at the Khakhuli
hermitage in Klarjeti, where Basil dwelt.[1]

Family background [edit]

The 18th-century Georgian scholar Catholicos Anton I was the first to surmise that Basil was "the son of a king"
and Prince Ioann of Georgia, writing in 1813–28, made him a member of the Bagrationi dynasty. This led to his
identification, first by Platon Ioseliani in 1853, as an otherwise unknown son of King Bagrat III. The hypothesis
has not been universally accepted for the medieval Georgian sources know only Bagrat III's one son, George I,
but it is maintained by the Georgian Soviet Encyclopedia and the Georgian Orthodox Church. According to the
historian G. Goiladze, Basil may have been the same person as Gurgen, Bagrat III's son of his first marriage,
unknown to the Georgian sources, but mentioned by the 18th-century Armenian author Mikayel Chamchian. He,
thus, may have been born c. 981 and still been alive in 1040.[1]

Veneration [edit]

The available sources mention Basil as a pious monk, great philosopher and theologian, a skilled religious
writer, and translator from the Greek. On this account, Basil has been canonized by the Georgian Orthodox
Church, which commemorates him on 27 May (N.S. 9 June).[2]
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Basil of Pavlovsky Posad

Vasily Gryaznov

Portrait of St Vasily Gryaznov

Born 1816
Pavlovo-Posadsky District

Died February 16, 1869
Pavlovsky Posad

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox

Beatified 1999

Major shrine Pokrovsko-Vasilevskogo Monastery

Feast February 16

Icon of St Basil Gryaznov

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

St Basil of Pavlovsky Posad, born Vasily Gryaznov
(1816 – February 16, 1869), also known as Holy Vasily, is
a Russian saint, glorified in 1999 for living a righteous life.
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Life [edit]

Gryaznov was born in the village of Evseevo Bogorodskogo
County, now known as Pavlovo-Posadsky District. His
father, Ivan Semenovich Basil, was a farmer and his mother,
Evdokia Zaharovna, home schooled the children in subjects
such as Chasoslovu and the Psalms, instilling a deep faith
and love for God.

During his youth Basil worked at a factory, where he fell
under the influence of his workmates and began drinking
wine and engaging in acts of vice and passion. He is said to
have mourned his sins and asked for forgiveness many a
time, before repeatedly falling under the pressure of the
bad company he was associated with. In an act of
desperation and frustration he recognised his mistakes by
changing his name to Gryazny (Russian for “dirty”).

After repenting his sins Basil strived to live a sacred life. His plight became known, and many people came to
him for advice on the scriptures. In his home town there were many Old Believers. Upon listening to his sermons
up to seven thousand of them joined the official Orthodoxy.

In 1840 Jacob Labzin, a well known businessman and owner of head scarf factories in Pavlovsky Posad, came
to Gryaznov for help. Basil helped him to see how to live a sacred life, and the two became comrades, Labzin
marrying Basil's sister Akilina and incorporating Basil as a business partner. Even with his wealth Gryaznov
continued to conduct a life of the sacred devotee, donating his money to the poor and, together with his sister
and brother in law, built schools and almshouses. He dreamed to construct a monastery in Pavlovsky Posad,
but this was not to be, marred by his death in 1869.

Legacy [edit]

After Basil's death people continued to address him through prayer,
both to praise his righteous life and ask for direction in their own. His
work among the poor was continued by Jacob Lazin and his sisters, and
in 1894 the Pokrovsko-Vasilevskogo Monastery was built over his
grave, now acting as his shrine of worship.

Gryaznov was recognised as a local saint in 1999, and is still praised
throughout the Pavlovo-Posadsky District. His day of commemoration is
February 16 (Orthodox calendar)[1]

See also [edit]
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(in Russian)Pokrovsko-Vasilevsky Monastery site
(in Russian)Merchant Jacob Labzin
(in Russian)st. Vasily's brief description of a life under Anna's Il'inskaya book
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Basil the Confessor

Confessor
Died 750

Feast February 28

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Basil the Confessor" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(March 2014) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Basil the Confessor (died 750) was an Eastern Orthodox saint
who lived in the 8th century and was tortured by the Byzantine
Emperor Constantine V.[1]
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Life [edit]

Basil was a monk who has elected Bishop of Parium. In February
754 Emperor Constantine V convened a synod at Hieria to
condemn the veneration of icons. Basil refused to sign the orders
for their destruction.[2] With his pupil Procopius, Basil was
imprisoned. Both languished in prison until the death of the
emperor in 741, when they were released.[3] Basil died in 750 and
is venerated February 28 (New Style; March 13 Old Style).
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Basil the Elder, father of St. Basil the Great, was raised in Neocaesarea in Pontus. His feast day is 30
May.
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Life [edit]

The son of Macrina the Elder, Basil is said to have moved with his family to the shores of the Black Sea during
the persecution of Christians under Galerius.[1] He is said to have been a well known lawyer and rhetorician,[2]

noted for his virtue. He married into the wealthy family of his wife Emmelia, and settled in Caesarea. There, he
and his wife, with the help of his mother, raised a family that would greatly influence Christian history. Of their
nine children (other sources claim ten children), five of them are remembered by name and are considered to
be saints: Basil the Great, Gregory of Nyssa, Peter of Sebaste, Naucratius, and Saint Macrina the Younger.[3][4]

After his death, his family property was converted into a monastic community for female virgins.[5]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ McSorley, Joseph. "St. Basil the Great." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 2. New York: Robert Appleton
Company, 1907. 12 Feb. 2014

2. ^ Keenan 1950, p. 170
3. ^ Holböck 2002, p. 57
4. ^ Corrigan 2009, pp. 11–12
5. ^ Smith 2006, p. 224
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Basil of Caesarea

Saint Basil the Great

Icon of St. Basil the Great from the
St. Sophia Cathedral of Kiev

Bishop, Confessor and Doctor of the Church;
Great Hierarch

Born 330
Caesarea, Cappadocia

Died January 1 or 2, 379 (aged 48–
50)
Caesarea, Cappadocia

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Oriental Orthodoxy
Roman Catholic Church
Anglican Communion
Lutheranism

Canonized Pre-congregation

Feast January 1[1][2] and January
30[3][4] (Byzantine Christianity)

January 14 (Serbian Christian
Orthodox)
January 2 (General Roman
Calendar; Anglicanism)
Thout 6 (Coptic Christianity)[5]

 6 (Ethiopian Christianity)
January 10 (Lutheran Church–
Missouri Synod; Wisconsin
Evangelical Lutheran Synod)[6]

June 14 (General Roman
Calendar from 13th century to
1969; Episcopal Church)
Thout 13 (Coptic Christianity)[7]

 13 (Ethiopian Christianity)

Attributes Vested as bishop, wearing
omophorion, holding a Gospel
Book or scroll. St. Basil is
depicted in icons as thin and
ascetic with a long, tapering
black beard.

Patronage Russia, Cappadocia, Hospital

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Basil the Great)

"Saint Basil" redirects here. For other uses, see Saint Basil (disambiguation).

Basil of Caesarea, also called Saint Basil the Great (Greek:
Ἅγιος Βασίλειος ὁ Μέγας, Ágios Basíleios o Mégas; Coptic:
������� ��������; 330[8] – January 1 or 2, 379), was the
bishop of Caesarea Mazaca in Cappadocia, Asia Minor (modern-
day Turkey). He was an influential theologian who supported the
Nicene Creed and opposed the heresies of the early Christian
church, fighting against both Arianism and the followers of
Apollinaris of Laodicea. His ability to balance his theological
convictions with his political connections made Basil a powerful
advocate for the Nicene position.

In addition to his work as a theologian, Basil was known for his
care of the poor and underprivileged. Basil established guidelines
for monastic life which focus on community life, liturgical prayer,
and manual labor. Together with Pachomius, he is remembered as
a father of communal monasticism in Eastern Christianity. He is
considered a saint by the traditions of both Eastern and Western
Christianity.

Basil, Gregory of Nazianzus, and Gregory of Nyssa are collectively
referred to as the Cappadocian Fathers. The Eastern Orthodox
Church and Eastern Catholic Churches have given him, together
with Gregory of Nazianzus and John Chrysostom, the title of Great
Hierarch. He is recognized as a Doctor of the Church in the Roman
Catholic Church. He is sometimes referred to by the epithet
Ouranophantor (Greek: Οὐρανοφάντωρ), "revealer of heavenly
mysteries".[9]
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Life [edit]

Early life and education [edit]

Basil was born into the wealthy family of Basil the Elder,[10] and
Emmelia of Caesarea, in Cappadocia, around 330.[11] His parents
were known for their piety.[12] His maternal grandfather was a
Christian martyr, executed in the years prior to Constantine I's
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conversion.[13][14] His pious paternal grandmother, Macrina, a
follower of Gregory Thaumaturgus (who had founded the nearby
church of Neocaesarea),[15] raised Basil and his four siblings (who
also are now venerated as saints): Macrina the Younger,
Naucratius, Peter of Sebaste, and Gregory of Nyssa.

Basil received more formal education in Caesarea Mazaca in
Cappadocia (modern-day Kayseri, Turkey) around 350-51.[16]

There he met Gregory of Nazianzus.[17] Gregory went to
Alexandria, while Basil went to Constantinople for further studies,
including the lectures of Libanius. The two met again in Athens
around 349 and became fast friends. In Athens they met a fellow
student who would become the emperor Julian the Apostate.[18][19]

Basil left Athens in 356, and after travels in Egypt and Syria, he
returned to Caesarea. For around a year he practiced law and
taught rhetoric.[20]

Basil's life changed radically after he encountered Eustathius of
Sebaste, a charismatic bishop and ascetic.[21] Abandoning his
legal and teaching career, Basil devoted his life to God. In a letter
he described his spiritual awakening:

I had wasted much time on follies and spent nearly all
of my youth in vain labors, and devotion to the
teachings of a wisdom that God had made foolish.
Suddenly, I awoke as out of a deep sleep. I beheld
the wonderful light of the Gospel truth, and I
recognized the nothingness of the wisdom of the
princes of this world.[22]

Annesi [edit]

After his baptism, Basil traveled in 357 to Palestine, Egypt, Syria
and Mesopotamia to study ascetics and monasticism.[23][24] He
distributed his fortunes among the poor, and went briefly into
solitude near Neocaesarea of Pontus (mod. day Niksar, Turkey)
on the Iris.[23] Basil eventually realized that while he respected the
ascetics' piety and prayerfulness, the solitary life did not call
him.[25] Eustathius of Sebaste, a prominent anchorite near Pontus,
had mentored Basil. However, they also eventually differed over
dogma.[26]

Basil instead felt drawn toward communal religious life, and by 358
he was gathering around him a group of like-minded disciples,
including his brother Peter. Together they founded a monastic
settlement on his family's estate near Annesi[27] (modern Sonusa
or Uluköy, near the confluence of the Iris and Lycos rivers[28]). His
widowed mother Emmelia, sister Macrina, and several other
women, joined Basil and devoted themselves to pious lives of
prayer and charitable works (some claim Macrina founded this
community).[29]

Here Basil wrote about monastic communal life. His writings
became pivotal in developing monastic traditions of the Eastern
Church.[30] In 358, Basil invited his friend Gregory of Nazianzus to
join him in Annesi.[31] When Gregory eventually arrived, they
collaborated on Origen's Philocalia, a collection of Origen's
works.[32] Gregory decided to return to his family in Nazianzus.

Basil attended the Council of Constantinople (360). He at first
sided with Eustathius and the Homoiousians, a semi-Arian faction
who taught that the Son was of like substance with the Father,
neither the same (one substance) nor different from him.[33] The
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Homoiousians opposed the Arianism of Eunomius but refused to
join with the supporters of the Nicene Creed, who professed that
the members of the Trinity were of one substance ("homoousios").
However, Basil's bishop, Dianius of Caesarea, had subscribed only
to the earlier Nicene form of agreement. Basil eventually
abandoned the Homoiousians, and emerged instead as a strong
supporter of the Nicene Creed.[33]

Caesarea [edit]

In 362, Bishop Meletius of Antioch ordained Basil as a deacon.
Eusebius then summoned Basil to Caesarea and ordained him as
presbyter of the Church there in 365. Ecclesiastical entreaties
rather than Basil's desires thus altered his career path.[23]

Basil and Gregory Nazianzus spent the next few years combating
the Arian heresy, which threatened to divide Cappadocia's
Christians. In close fraternal cooperation, they agreed to a great
rhetorical contest with accomplished Arian theologians and
rhetors.[34] In the subsequent public debates, presided over by
agents of Valens, Gregory and Basil emerged triumphant. This
success confirmed for both Gregory and Basil that their futures lay
in administration of the Church.[34] Basil next took on functional
administration of the city of Caesarea.[30] Eusebius is reported as
becoming jealous of the reputation and influence which Basil
quickly developed, and allowed Basil to return to his earlier
solitude. Later, however, Gregory persuaded Basil to return. Basil
did so, and became the effective manager of the city for several
years, while giving all the credit to Eusebius.

In 370, Eusebius died, and Basil was chosen to succeed him, and
was consecrated bishop on June 14, 370.[35] His new post as
bishop of Caesarea also gave him the powers of exarch of Pontus
and metropolitan of five suffragan bishops, many of whom had
opposed him in the election for Eusebius's successor. It was then
that his great powers were called into action. Hot-blooded and
somewhat imperious, Basil was also generous and sympathetic. He
personally organized a soup kitchen and distributed food to the
poor during a famine following a drought. He gave away his
personal family inheritance to benefit the poor of his diocese.

His letters show that he actively worked to reform thieves and
prostitutes. They also show him encouraging his clergy not to be
tempted by wealth or the comparatively easy life of a priest, and
that he personally took care in selecting worthy candidates for holy
orders. He also had the courage to criticize public officials who
failed in their duty of administering justice. At the same time, he
preached every morning and evening in his own church to large
congregations. In addition to all the above, he built a large
complex just outside Caesarea, called the Basiliad,[36] which included a poorhouse, hospice, and hospital, and
was compared by Gregory of Nazianzus to the wonders of the world.[37]

His zeal for orthodoxy did not blind him to what was good in an opponent; and for the sake of peace and charity
he was content to waive the use of orthodox terminology when it could be surrendered without a sacrifice of
truth. The Emperor Valens, who was an adherent of the Arian philosophy, sent his prefect Modestus to at least
agree to a compromise with the Arian faction. Basil's adamant negative response prompted Modestus to say
that no one had ever spoken to him in that way before. Basil replied, "Perhaps you have never yet had to deal
with a bishop." Modestus reported back to Valens that he believed nothing short of violence would avail against
Basil. Valens was apparently unwilling to engage in violence. He did however issue orders banishing Basil
repeatedly, none of which succeeded. Valens came himself to attend when Basil celebrated the Divine Liturgy
on the Feast of the Theophany (Epiphany), and at that time was so impressed by Basil that he donated to him
some land for the building of the Basiliad. This interaction helped to define the limits of governmental power
over the church.[38]
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Russian icon of Basil of Caesarea

Icon of the Three Holy Hierarchs:
Basil the Great (left), John Chrysostom
(center) and Gregory the Theologian
(right)—from Lipie, Historic Museum in
Sanok, Poland.

Fresco of Basil the Great in the
cathedral of Ohrid. The saint is shown
consecrating the Gifts during the Divine
Liturgy which bears his name.

Basilii Magni Opera (1523)

Basil then had to face the growing spread of Arianism. This belief
system, which denied that Christ was consubstantial with the Father,
was quickly gaining adherents and was seen by many, particularly those
in Alexandria most familiar with it, as posing a threat to the unity of the
church.[39] Basil entered into connections with the West, and with the
help of Athanasius, he tried to overcome its distrustful attitude toward
the Homoiousians. The difficulties had been enhanced by bringing in
the question as to the essence of the Holy Spirit. Although Basil
advocated objectively the consubstantiality of the Holy Spirit with the
Father and the Son, he belonged to those, who, faithful to Eastern
tradition, would not allow the predicate homoousios to the former; for
this he was reproached as early as 371 by the Orthodox zealots among
the monks, and Athanasius defended him. He maintained a relationship
with Eustathius despite dogmatic differences.

Basil corresponded with Pope Damasus in the hope of having the
Roman bishop condemn heresy wherever found, both East and West.
The pope's apparent indifference upset Basil's zeal and he turned
around in distress and sadness.

Death and legacy [edit]

Basil died before the factional disturbances ended. He suffered from
liver disease; excessive ascetic practices also contributed to his early
demise. Historians disagree about the exact date Basil died.[40] The
great institute before the gates of Caesarea, the Ptochoptopheion, or
"Basileiad", which was used as poorhouse, hospital, and hospice
became a lasting monument of Basil's episcopal care for the poor.[26]

Many of St. Basil's writings and sermons, specifically on the topics on
money and possessions, continue to challenge Christians today.[41]

Writings [edit]

The principal theological writings
of Basil are his On the Holy
Spirit, a lucid and edifying appeal to Scripture and early Christian
tradition (to prove the divinity of the Holy Spirit), and his Refutation of
the Apology of the Impious Eunomius, written about in 364, three books
against Eunomius of Cyzicus, the chief exponent of Anomoian Arianism.
The first three books of the Refutation are his work; his authorship of
the fourth and fifth books is generally considered doubtful.[42]

He was a famous preacher, and
many of his homilies, including a
series of Lenten lectures on the
Hexaëmeron (also Hexaëmeros,
"Six Days of Creation"; Latin:
Hexameron), and an exposition
of the psalter, have been
preserved. Some, like that
against usury and that on the
famine in 368, are valuable for

the history of morals; others illustrate the honor paid to martyrs and
relics; the address to young men on the study of classical literature
shows that Basil was lastingly influenced by his own education, which
taught him to appreciate the propaedeutic importance of the classics.[43]

In his exegesis Basil was a great admirer of Origen and the need for the
spiritual interpretation of Scripture. In his work on the Holy Spirit, he
asserts that "to take the literal sense and stop there, is to have the
heart covered by the veil of Jewish literalism. Lamps are useless when
the sun is shining." He frequently stresses the need for Reserve in doctrinal and sacramental matters. At the
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Statue of Saint Basil, depicting him
in Western vestments, in the Church of
St. Nicholas, Mala Strana, Prague,
Czech Republic.

same time he was against the wild allegories of some contemporaries. Concerning this, he wrote:

"I know the laws of allegory, though less by myself than from the works of others. There are those,
truly, who do not admit the common sense of the Scriptures, for whom water is not water, but some
other nature, who see in a plant, in a fish, what their fancy wishes, who change the nature of
reptiles and of wild beasts to suit their allegories, like the interpreters of dreams who explain visions
in sleep to make them serve their own end."[44]

His ascetic tendencies are exhibited in the Moralia and Asketika (sometimes mistranslated as Rules of St.
Basil), ethical manuals for use in the world and the cloister, respectively. There has been a good deal of
discussion concerning the authenticity of the two works known as the Greater Asketikon and the Lesser
Asketikon.[26]

It is in the ethical manuals and moral sermons that the practical aspects of his theoretical theology are
illustrated. So, for example, it is in his Sermon to the Lazicans that we find Basil explaining how it is our common
nature that obliges us to treat our neighbor's natural needs (e.g., hunger, thirst) as our own, even though he is
a separate individual.

His three hundred letters reveal a rich and observant nature, which, despite the troubles of ill-health and
ecclesiastical unrest, remained optimistic, tender and even playful. His principal efforts as a reformer were
directed towards the improvement of the liturgy, and the reformation of the monastic institutions of the East.

Most of his extant works, and a few spuriously attributed to him, are available in the Patrologia Graeca, which
includes Latin translations of varying quality. Several of Basil's works have appeared in the late twentieth
century in the Sources Chrétiennes collection.

Liturgical contributions [edit]

Basil of Caesarea holds a very important place in the history of
Christian liturgy, coming as he did at the end of the age of persecution.
Basil's liturgical influence is well attested in early sources. Though it is
difficult at this time to know exactly which parts of the Divine Liturgies
which bear his name are actually his work, a vast corpus of prayers
attributed to him has survived in the various Eastern Christian churches.

Most of the liturgies bearing the name of Basil are not entirely his work
in their present form, but they nevertheless preserve a recollection of
Basil's activity in this field in formularizing liturgical prayers and
promoting church-song. Patristics scholars conclude that the Liturgy of
Saint Basil "bears, unmistakably, the personal hand, pen, mind and
heart of St. Basil the Great".[45]

One liturgy that can be attributed to him is The Divine Liturgy of Saint
Basil the Great, a liturgy that is somewhat longer than the more
commonly used Divine Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom. The difference
between the two is primarily in the silent prayers said by the priest, and
in the use of the hymn to the Theotokos, All of Creation, instead of the Axion Estin of John Chrysostom's
Liturgy. Chrysostom's Liturgy has come to replace Basil's on most days in the Eastern Orthodox and Byzantine
Catholic liturgical traditions.

The Eastern Churches preserve numerous other prayers attributed to Basil, including three prayers of
exorcism, several morning and evening prayers, and the "Prayer of the Hours" which is read at each service of
the Daily Office.

Influence on Monasticism [edit]

Through his examples and teachings Basil effected a noteworthy moderation in the austere practices which
were previously characteristic of monastic life.[46] He is also credited with coordinating the duties of work and
prayer to ensure a proper balance between the two.[47]

Basil is remembered as one of the most influential figures in the development of Christian monasticism. Not only
is Basil recognized as the father of Eastern monasticism; historians recognize that his legacy extends also to the
Western church, largely due to his influence on Benedict.[48] Patristic scholars such as Meredith assert that
Benedict himself recognized this when he wrote in the epilogue to his Rule that his monks, in addition to the
Bible, should read "the confessions of the Fathers and their institutes and their lives and the Rule of our Holy
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Father, Basil.[49] Basil's teachings on monasticism, as encoded in works such as his Small Asketikon, was
transmitted to the west via Rufinus during the last 4th century.[50]

As a result of Basil's influence, numerous religious orders in Eastern Christianity bear his name. In the Roman
Catholic Church, the Basilian Fathers, also known as The Congregation of St. Basil, an international order of
priests and students studying for the priesthood, is named after him.

Commemorations [edit]

Basil was given the title Doctor of the Church in the Western Church for his contributions to the debate initiated
by the Arian controversy regarding the nature of the Trinity, and especially the question of the divinity of the
Holy Spirit. Basil was responsible for defining the terms "ousia" (essence/substance) and "hypostasis"
(person/reality), and for defining the classic formulation of three Persons in one Nature. His single greatest
contribution was his insistence on the divinity and consubstantiality of the Holy Spirit with the Father and the
Son.

In Greek tradition, Basil brings gifts to children every January 1 (St Basil's Day). It is traditional on St Basil's Day
to serve vasilopita, a rich bread baked with a coin inside. It is customary on his feast day to visit the homes of
friends and relatives, to sing New Year's carols, and to set an extra place at the table for Saint Basil. Basil,
being born into a wealthy family, gave away all his possessions to the poor, the underprivileged, those in need,
and children.[51] For Greeks and others in the Orthodox tradition, Basil is the saint associated with Santa Claus
as opposed to the western tradition of St Nicholas.

According to some sources, Basil died on January 1, and the Eastern Orthodox Church celebrates his feast day
together with that of the Feast of the Circumcision on that day. This was also the day on which the General
Roman Calendar celebrated it at first; but in the 13th-century it was moved to June 14, a date believed to be
that of his ordination as bishop, and it remained on that date until the 1969 revision of the calendar, which
moved it to January 2, rather than January 1, because the latter date is occupied by the Solemnity of Mary,
Mother of God. On January 2 Saint Basil is celebrated together with Saint Gregory Nazianzen.[52] Some
traditionalist Catholics continue to observe pre-1970 calendars.

The Lutheran Church–Missouri Synod commemorates Basil, along with Gregory of Nazianzus and Gregory of
Nyssa on January 10.

The Church of England celebrates Saint Basil's feast on January 2, but the Episcopal Church and the Anglican
Church of Canada celebrate it on June 14.[53]

In the Byzantine Rite, January 30 is the Synaxis of the Three Holy Hierarchs, in honor of Saint Basil, Saint
Gregory the Theologian and Saint John Chrysostom.

The Coptic Orthodox Church of Alexandria celebrates the feast day of Saint Basil on the 6th of Tobi (6th of Terr
on the Ethiopian calendar of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church). At present, this corresponds to
January 14, January 15 during leap year.[citation needed]

There are numerous relics of Basil throughout the world. One of the most important is his head, which is
preserved to this day at the monastery of the Great Lavra on Mount Athos in Greece. The mythical sword
Durandal is said to contain some of Basil's blood.[54]

See also [edit]

Basilian monk
Christian mystics
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Basil the Younger

19th-century Russian depiction of
Gregory's vision of Theodora's death
and the aerial toll houses. This vision
was granted him by Basil's
intercession and begins in Basil's
house, where Theodora lay dying.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Basil the Younger[a] (died 26 March 944/952) was a Byzantine Greek holy man and visionary. He is the subject of a Greek hagiographical biography,
the Vita sancti Basilii iunioris,[b] written by his pupil Gregory. Although the Vita portrays its subject as historical, there is yet no consensus whether Basil or
even Gregory were real persons or fabrications.[1][2][3][4][5]
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Vita [edit]

Manuscripts [edit]

The Vita sancti Basilii iunioris is preserved in whole or in part in a total of 24 manuscripts dating from the 12th to the 19th century.[6] The fullest is the 16th-century Greek MS no. 249 of the Synodal
(Patriarchal) Library in Moscow and published in François Halkin, Bibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca, 3rd edition (Brussels, 1957).[7] Two 13th-century manuscripts are also known. Parisinus Gr.
1547 is an abridged text that uses less florid language generally. It has been published by François Combefis in the Bollandist Acta Sanctorum, March III (1668).[7] The codex Iviron 478 from Mount
Athos contains only the visions and none of the biographical or historical material. It has been published by S. G. Vilinskij in Zapiski Imperatorskogo novorossijskogo universiteta (Odessa, 1911).[7]

Despite the publication of parts of these three manuscripts, no critical edition was produced[6] before 2014, when a critical edition with an annotated English translation appeared.[8]

In the 14th-century, the Vita was translated into Middle Bulgarian. This text was only found in 1975 in codex no. 20N from St Catherine's Monastery, Sinai. The translation was made by a certain
Father Peter.[9]

Date of composition [edit]

The composition of the Vita is usually dated to between 956 and 959. The terminus post quem is provided by the death of the Patriarch Theophylaktos, whom Gregory readily criticizes; the terminus
ante quem by the death of Constantine VII, since his joint reign with his son Romanos II is mentioned but there is no reference to Romanos' sole reign. The terminus ante may, however, be pushed
back to 961 (the death of Romanos' mother Helena Lekapene) or even 963 (date of composition of the Vision of Kosmas).[7]

Vision of Theodora [edit]
Main article: Aerial toll house

One of the most famous passage's in the Vita concerns the death of Theodora, Basil's servant. Shortly after her death, Gregory asks Basil if Theodora was rewarded in the afterlife and Basil grants
Gregory a vision. His vision begins in Basil's house, where Theodora is dying. She is surrounded by Ethiopians (representative of demons), who bear documents recording all her sins. As
Theodora's soul exits her body, two angels weigh her good deeds against her sins until Basil arrives to provide a scarlet bag full of gold, his supererogatory good works, to outweigh her sins. The
demons leave and Theodora and the angels go up through the air.[10]

The passage through the air towards heaven is interrupted by 21 toll houses (telonia), each manned by demons and dedicated to exposing a specific sin:[10]

1. Slander
2. Verbal abuse
3. Envy
4. Falsehood
5. Wrath and anger
6. Pride
7. Idle chatter
8. Usury and deceit
9. Ennui and vainglory

10. Avarice
11. Excessive wine drinking and inebriation
12. Malice
13. Magic and divination
14. Gluttony
15. Idolatry and heresy
16. Homosexuality and pederasty
17. Adultery
18. Murder
19. Theft
20. Fornication

Theodora's soul runs out of good deeds to outweigh her sins by the fifth toll house and must rely thereafter on Basil's gold. The angels tell her that at baptism each person receives a guardian
angel to record her good deeds and a demon to record her sins. If she fails at any toll house, the demons cast her soul into Hades. The angels inform Theodora, who did not practice confession,
that only through confession and penance can one erase one's sins while alive. The toll house of fornication, they add, is the most dangerous one. Theodora successfully passes through the toll
houses, enters heaven and sees God.[10]

Life [edit]

Of the 301 printed pages of the Moscow version of the Vita, 38 cover the vision of the death of Basil's servant Theodora and 162 cover the visions of the Resurrection and the Last Judgement. The
Vita is as much a piece of visionary literature as it is a standard saint's life. "The author ... is evidently less concerned with [Basil's life] as such than with using him as a pretext for recounting
numerous other matters of interest to him."[7]

Chronologically, the Vita is divided into three parts separated by long gaps. Between the first and second parts there is a gap of 17 years and between the second and third one of about 20 years.[7]

Move to Constantinople [edit]

At the start of the Vita, Basil is living in Asia Minor as a grass-eating hermit or boskos. Arrested on suspicion of espionage, he is brought to Constantinople, where he is interrogated, tortured and
thrown before a lion by the parakoimomenos Samonas. Unbroken, he does not even reveal his name and is thrown into the sea, where he is rescued by dolphins, who take him to Hebdomon. From
there he returns to Constantinople, where he is sheltered by a poor husband and wife named John and Helena. This episode is said to take place in the tenth year of the joint reign of Leo VI and
Alexander, which would be 896. Samonas, however, did not become parakoimomenos until 907.[c][7]

After the death of John and Helena, Basil moves into the house of Constantine Barbaros, Samonas' successor as parakoimomenos, in the Arkadianai quarter. There he spent the rest of his life
except for a week he spent in the Great Palace of Constantinople and a short period he spent as a guest in the house of the Paphlagonian brothers Anastasios and Constantine Gongylios near the
Harbour of Eleutherios. These brothers, relatives of Barbaros and of the tourmarches of Paphlagonia, are said to have been held in high regard by those reigning at the time, which points to the
period of the regency of Empress Zoe Karbonopsina in 914–919 for Basil's stay. All three of Basil's hosts—Barbaros and the Gongylioi—were eunuchs. Barbaros disappears from the historical
record after the failed revolt his relative, Leo Phokas, in 919.[7]
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During his stay in the Great Palace, Basil rebukes Romanos I for his greediness and lechery, a reproach that the emperor, indulgent towards monks, did not mind. Basil also convinces a certain
Kosmas, who had ambitions of becoming emperor, to abandon his worldly pursuits and become a hermit near Nicomedeia. This story seems to be based on that of Kosmas the Monk, who had a
famous vision in 933.[7]

Predictions and visions [edit]

The second part of the Vita recounts in detail the rebellion of Constantine Doukas in 913, which Basil is said to have predicted. Gregory admits that this part of the work is little concerned with Basil.
It may be included because Doukas's widow was forced to retire to an estate in Paphlagonia or as an excuse to criticize the Patriarch Nicholas Mystikos.[7]

The third part of the Vita begins in the reign of Romanos I, specifically after the death of his son Christopher (931) and at a time when there were seven persons of imperial rank in the palace. This
is probably a reference to the widowed Romanos I, and his sons Stephen and Constantine and their wives, as well as Romanos' daughter Helena Lekapene and her husband, Constantine VII. The
date of the marriages of Stephen and Constantine are not known with certainty, but Stephen's wife, Anna Gabalas, was only crowned in 933 and Constantine's first wife is not recorded before 939.
Basil, however, prophesies that Helena will give birth to another daughter and then a son named Romanos, Since Romanos II was born in 938, this prophecy could only have been made in the mid-
930s.[7]

In this part, Basil also predicts the Rus' attack on Constantinople in 941 four months in advance. God also gives him foreknowledge of the planned coup d'état of Romanos I's son-in-law Romanos
Saronites. Basil tries to talk Saronites out of it, but is treated cruelly. Saronites then falls ill and dies. This is contradicted by John Skylitzes, who says that Saronites entered a monastery during the
reign of Romanos II. Skylitzes does link his retirement to a rebellion, but does not implicate Saronites in it.[7]

Death and burial [edit]

Basil is said to have died on 26 March during Lent, which corresponds to either 944 or 952.[6] The earlier date is more likely.[7] According to Gregory, he was buried by Constantine Barbaros in the
private church of the Theotokos on the Asian side of the strait across from the capital. This is chronologically implausible, given that Barbaros is not heard of after 919. The likely source for this
story is Pseudo-Symeon, who records that Barbaros' father owned "a small suburban estate by the sea" near the capital and that Leo VI turned it into a monastery. The chronological inconsistencies
and creative use of sources tell against the general historicity of the Vita.[7]

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Greek: Βασίλειος ὁ Νέος, Basileios ho Neos, sometimes translated Basil the New.
b. ^ A conventional Latin title, which translates "Life of Saint Basil the Younger". A common abbreviation for the title is VBiun.
c. ^ The story of Basil's false arrest as a spy has strong parallels to a story about Niketas the Paphlagonian in the Vita Euthymii. This latter incident can be dated to 907 or 908, when Samonas was

parakoimomenos.[7]

References [edit]

Footnotes [edit]

1. ^ Magdalino 1999, pp. 89–91: "Basil the Younger is firmly grounded in the historical reality of the tenth [century], and his hagiographer gives the impression of knowing that reality at first hand. ... [Yet] even if
Basil was real, he had more in common with an imaginary fifth-century holy fool than with his sainted monastic contemporaries."

2. ^ Foxhall Forbes 2018: "Despite the references to known historical individuals in the text, it is not at all clear whether Basil himself or Gregory his hagiographer were real or fictional characters, though there
are scraps of evidence which make it just possible that there was indeed a 'real' Basil the Younger."

3. ^ Angelidi 2015, p. 26: "it is debatable whether Basil the Younger, the Life of whom has historical background firmly placed in tenth-century Constantinople, ever existed."
4. ^ Rydén 1983, p. 576: "Basil does not appear as a distinct historical person. He has no family background. There is no development in his life. The chronology is inconsistent and has serious gaps. He moves

in circles that are semi-historical [and] in the shadow of other characters. In large sections of the work Basil is used as a mere pretext for writing apocalyptic fiction. If Basil was a real person, certainly very
little of him remains in this Vita. But there is good reason to doubt that he ever existed."

5. ^ Marinis 2017, p. 29: "likely a fictional saint".
6.  ̂a b c Timotin 2006, pp. 406–407.
7.  ̂a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o Rydén 1983.
8. ^ Sullivan, Talbot & McGrath 2014.
9. ^ Evangelou 2009.

10.  ̂a b c Marinis 2017, pp. 29–33.
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Saint Nazarius and Companions
Died ~303 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 12 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Nazarius.

Basilides, Cyrinus, Nabor and Nazarius are saints of the
Roman Catholic Church, mentioned in the Martyrology of Bede
and earlier editions of the Roman Martyrology for 12 June as four
Roman martyrs who suffered death under Diocletian.[1]

It has been said that their names were taken from the
Martyrologium Hieronymianum, in the Berne MS.,[2] where it says: Romæ, via Aurelia miliario V, Basiledis,
Tribuli, Nagesi, Magdaletis, Zabini, Aureli, Cirini, Nabori, Nazari, Donatellæ, Secundæ. The second name in the
list, Tribulus, is derived from a place-name, Tripoli, as is evident from the Echternach MS., and those following it
have also an African origin.

The group of three supposedly Roman saints, Cyrinus, Nabor, Nazarius, to which was later added Basilides, has
in the "Sacramentarium Gelasianum"[3] its special form of invocation in the Canon of the Mass. The date and
the circumstances of their deaths are unknown.

In the Tridentine Calendar, the four have a joint commemoration on 12 June, which was removed from the
General Roman Calendar in 1969 because of the completely fabulous character of their Passio. The 12 June
celebration was in reality a conflation of three distinct commemorations on the same day: the burial of Saint
Basilides, a Roman martyr, on the Via Aurelia, the transfer on the Via Appia of the relics of Saint Quirinus of
Sescia, and the dedication of the Basilica of the Milanese martyrs Nabor and Nazarius on the Via Aurelia.[4]

Of the four named, the Roman Martyrology now mentions only Basilides among the saints honoured on 12
June.[5] In an ancient itinerary to the graves of the Roman martyrs,[6] mention is made of a mortuary chapel of
this martyr Basilides on the Via Aurelia.

The relics of Nazarius and Nabor were transferred by Chrodegang of Metz to his diocese,[7] Nazarius specifically
to Lorsch Abbey.
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Basilides and Potamiana

Saints Basilides & Potamiana
Martyrs

Born 2nd century
Egypt

Died ca. 205
Alexandria, Egypt

Venerated in Coptic Orthodox Church
Eastern Orthodox Churches
Oriental Orthodox Churches
Roman Catholic Church

Attributes Basilides is depicted as a
soldier

Patronage rape victims (Potamiana);[1]

Polizia Penitenziaria (Basilides)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Basilides and Potamiaena were Christian martyrs now venerated
as saints. Both died in Alexandria during the persecutions under
Septimus Severus.
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Potamiana [edit]

Potamiana, (or Potamiaena)(d. ca. 205 AD), is venerated as a
Christian saint and martyr. According to her legend, she, along with her mother Marcella, were arrested in
Alexandria, Egypt, and Potamiaena was threatened with being handed over to gladiators to be abused, if she
refused to renounce her Christianity. The judge regarded her response as impious and ordered their immediate
death by fire. Boiling pitch was subsequently dripped over her body.[2]

Basilides [edit]

After Potamiana had been sentenced to death, Basilides, an officer of the court, led her to execution; on the
way, he protected her against the insults of the mob. In return for his kindness Potamiana promised him not to
forget him with her Lord when she reached her destination. Soon after Potamiana's death Basilides was asked
by his fellow-soldiers to take a certain oath; on answering that he could not do it, as he was a Christian, at first
they thought he was jesting, but seeing he was in earnest they denounced him and he was condemned to be
beheaded.[3]

While waiting in jail for his sentence to be carried out some Christians (Origen being possibly one of them)
visited Basilides and asked him how he happened to be converted; he answered that three days after her
death, Potamiana had appeared to him by night and placed a crown on his head as a pledge that the Lord
would soon receive him into his glory. Basilides was then baptized and the next day he was beheaded.[2]

Account by Eusebius [edit]

Potamiana appeared to many other persons at that time, calling them to faith and martyrdom (Eusebius, Church
History VI, iii-v). To these conversions, Origen, an eyewitness, testifies in his Contra Celsum (I, 46; P. G., XI,
746). The description of the episode of intercession of Potamiana on behalf of Basilides, narrated in Eusebius’
text, constitutes one of the first documents that concerns the intercession of saints.[4]

Six Christians, students of Origen, were martyred at the same time. Eusebius describes the martyrdom of this
group:

The first of these was Plutarch, who was mentioned just above. As he was led to death, the man of
whom we are speaking being with him at the end of his life, came near being slain by his fellow
citizens, as if he were the cause of his death. But the providence of God preserved him at this time
also. After Plutarch, the second martyr among the pupils of Origen was Serenus, who gave through
fire a proof of the faith which he had received. The third martyr from the same school was
Heraclides, and after him the fourth was Hero. The former of these was as yet a catechumen, and
the latter had but recently been baptized. Both of them were beheaded. After them, the fifth from
the same school proclaimed as an athlete of piety was another Serenus, who, it is reported, was
beheaded, after a long endurance of tortures. And of women, Herais died while yet a catechumen,
receiving baptism by fire, as Origen himself somewhere says.[5]...Basilides may be counted the
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seventh of these. He led to martyrdom the celebrated Potamiæna, who is still famous among the
people of the country for the many things which she endured for the preservation of her chastity
and virginity. For she was blooming in the perfection of her mind and her physical graces. Having
suffered much for the faith of Christ, finally after tortures dreadful and terrible to speak of, she with
her mother, Marcella, was put to death by fire.

— Eusebius of Caesarea, Church History, [6]

Veneration [edit]

The martyrdoms of Basilides, Potamiana, Marcella and six disciples of Origen are commemorated in the
Martyrologium Hieronymianum on June 28. The Roman Martyrology commemorates them on June 28, but
Basilides on June 30.[4]

In Italy, on September 2, 1948, Saint Basilides was declared patron saint of the Corpo degli Agenti di Custodia,
today the Polizia Penitenziaria, the Prison Guards.[7]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Patron Saints Index: Saint Potamiaena  Archived  August 28, 2012, at the Wayback Machine
2.  ̂a b Hyvernat, Eugène. "Coptic Persecutions." The Catholic Encyclopedia  Vol. 11. New York: Robert Appleton

Company, 1911. 13 May 2018
3. ^ Kirsch, Johann Peter. "Basilides." The Catholic Encyclopedia  Vol. 2. New York: Robert Appleton Company,

1907. 13 May 2018
4.  ̂a b Santa Potamiena d’Alessandria
5. ^ Eusebius, Church History, Book VI, chap IV]
6. ^ Eusebius, Church History, Book VI, chap V
7. ^ San Basilide patrono della Polizia Penitenziaria  Archived  November 7, 2007, at the Wayback Machine

 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913).
"Basilides". Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saints Basilissa and Anastasia (died 68 AD) are early Christian
martyrs of Rome, put to death during the reign of Nero.[1] They
were among the first converts to Christianity in the 1st century
after Christ.[2] Hagiographer Basil Watkins calls their existence
"unlikely".[3]

Basilissa and Anastasia were described as "Roman matrons of
high rank and great wealth".[4] They were disciples of and might
have been baptized by Saints Peter and Paul,[1] and might have
given them "honorable burials"[2] after Peter and Paul's martyrdom
in Rome on the same day in 67 AD. The location of the two tombs
eventually became St. Peter's Basilica and the Basilica of St. Paul
Outside the Walls.[1] The burials might have exposed Basilissa and
Anastasia to more persecution, and they were arrested for
collecting the relics of and burying the bodies of other martyred
Christians. They refused to recant their Christian faith and were
beheaded with swords by order of Nero in 68 AD, after being
tortured, including having their tongues torn out, their skins
scraped with hooks, being burned with fire, and their breasts and
feet cut off.[1][2][4][5] Their relics are at Santa Maria della Pace Church in Rome.[1]

Their feast is April 15, are venerated by both the Roman Catholic Church and Eastern Orthodox Church, and
are honored as the patron saints of tailors. A statue of Basilissa is among the statues that line the colonnade
overlooking St. Peter's Square in Rome.[1][6]
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Basilla of Rome

martyr

Born Rome

Died 257
Rome

Venerated in Catholic Church

Feast May 20

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Basilla of Rome, also known as Basilissa and Babilla, was a
saint and martyr of the 3rd century, although the facts of her life is
uncertain. Born into a Roman noble family and niece of the
emperor Gallienus, she was beheaded in 257 under the Roman
emperor Valerian because she refused to marry Pompeius (or
Pompey), a patrician and pagan described as "a man of equal
rank"[1] to her, after she converted to Christianity. She was
baptized by Pope Cornelius.[2][3][4] Her maid accused her of being
a Christian, and Pompeius betrayed her to Valerian when "she
remained steadfast in her refusal to marry him".[3]

Saint Basilla was buried in the cemetery and catacombs of Saint Hermes on the Salarian Way near Rome.
Hagiographer Agnes Dunbar states that Saint Basilla was buried in a cemetery that she owned, which may have
been named for her or for the other martyrs buried there. In the 9th century, her body was moved to the
Basilica of Santa Prassede.[1] In 1654, her relics were found and buried at the Hôtel-Dieu de Bayeux. Saint
Basillia's feast day is May 20.[2][3][4]
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Bisinus

Roman Empire under Majorian, with
Frankish Kingdom and Thuringians.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Basinus)

Bisinus (sometimes shortened to Bisin) was the king of Thuringia in the 5th century AD or around 500. He is
the earliest historically attested ruler of the Thuringians. Almost nothing more about him can be said with
certainty, including whether all the variations on his name in the sources refer to one or two different persons.
His name is given as Bysinus, Bessinus or Bissinus in Frankish sources, and as Pissa, Pisen, Fisud or Fisut in
Lombard ones.[1]
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History [edit]

Bisinus was the first husband of Menia,[2] a fact attested only in the Historia Langobardorum codicis
Gothani.[3][4] He had a daughter, Raicunda, who became the first wife of the Lombard king Wacho (c. 510–
540),[5] a fact attested in all three of the main Lombard chronicles (two of which specify that he was king of the
Thuringians).[6][7][8] Menia later married a man (unnamed in the sources) of the Gausus family and became the
mother of Audoin, who in 540 became the regent of Wacho's son by his third wife, Walthari, and then
succeeded him to the throne in 546.[2]

Bisinus was also the father of the three brothers who ruled Thuringia in the 520s and 530s: Hermanafrid,
Bertachar and Baderich.[9] Bertachar had a daughter, Radegund, who founded Holy Cross Abbey in Poitiers
and was recognised as a saint. She died in 587. Two hagiographies of her were produced by her friends
Baudovinia and Venantius Fortunatus.[10][11] Fortunatus specifies that she was "from the Thuringian region", a
daughter of King Bertachar and granddaughter of King Bisinus.[12]

While most scholars accept that the Thuringian kings called Bisinus in the Frankish sources and Pissa in the
Lombard ones are one and the same, Martina Hartmann rejects the identification and points out that the
Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire makes no such identification either.[13]

Gregory of Tours [edit]

Gregory of Tours, writing in the last quarter of the 6th century, says that
when the Franks rebelled against their king, Childeric I, who was
accused of seducing their daughters, he went into exile at the court of
Bisinus in Thuringia for eight years. In his absence, the Franks elected
the Roman commander Aegidius as their king.[14] Childeric's exile
corresponds to the period between Aegidius' appointment as magister
militum for Gaul in 456 or 457 and his death in 465.[14][15] When
Childeric returned from exile, Bisinus' wife Basina abandoned her
husband to go with him. She became his wife and the mother of Clovis
I.[14] Gregory does not describe Bisinus as king of the Thuringians or
even as a Thuringian himself, but as king "in Thuringia".[16] Gregory's
account was used by the authors of the 7th-century Chronicle of
Fredegar[17] and the 8th-century Book of the History of the Franks.[18]

Scholars have been skeptical of Gregory's account. It has been called a
"folk tale", albeit one that corresponds well chronologically to the dates
of Aegidius' magistracy.[14] It has been suggested that Gregory in fact confused the civitas Tungrorum (today
Tongeren) in northern Gaul with Thuringia and that Childeric was exiled to Tongeren. It has even been
suggested that Gregory, knowing only that the name of Clovis' mother was Basina and that an early king of
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Thuringia was named Bisinus, invented the relationship between Basina and Bisinus based on the similarity of
their names (having already, possibly erroneously, presumed the location of exile to be Thuringia).[10] Although
most scholars accept Childeric's exile as historical, Berthold Schmidt rejected Gregory's entire account of it as a
fiction.[19]

It is highly unlikely (but not impossible) that the Bisinus of Gregory and the Bisinus of the Lombard chronicles
are one and the same.[2] In that case Bisinus would have been married to Basina almost eighty years before his
youngest son's death in battle and had a living grandchild in 587.[19][20] Taking Gregory's account as historical,
it has been suggested therefore that there were in fact two kings named Bisinus. Bisinus (II), husband of Menia,
may then have been the nephew of Bisinus (I), husband of Basina.[9] The alternative is that Gregory misused
the name of the historical Bisinus, husband of Menia and grandfather of Radegund, in reconstructing the
events of the 460s.[10]

Location of kingdom [edit]

The location of Bisinus' kingdom is a matter of some debate. Usually it is located in the place of present-day
Thuringia, well to the east of the Rhine. An artefact that may be associated with Basina was found in the vicinity
of Weimar: a silver ladle engraved with the name Basena that may date to the 5th century.[21] The heartland of
5th-century Thuringia, however, may have initially been west of the Rhine, with the kingdom only expanding
eastward in the decades after Bisinus' reign. The 12th-century Liber de compositione castri Ambaziae et ipsius
dominorum gesta records that Bisinus' territory lay on the banks of the Saône between Toul and Lyon. It also
refers to Bisinus as a dux (duke) only and not as a king.[22]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Weddige 1989, p. 10.
2.  ̂a b c Jarnut 2009, p. 281.
3. ^ Grierson 1941, p. 19n.
4. ^ Historia Langobardorum codicis Gothani, p. 9: Mater autem Audoin nomine Menia uxor fuit Pissae regis.
5. ^ Jarnut 2009, p. 279.
6. ^ Origo Gentis Langobardorum, p. 4: Raicundam, filia Fisud [Fisut] regis Turingorum.
7. ^ Historia Langobardorum codicis Gothani, p. 9: Ranigunda, filia Pisen regi Turingorum.
8. ^ Historia Langobardorum, p. 60: Habuit autem Waccho uxores tres, hoc est primam Ranicundam, filiam regis

Turingorum.
9.  ̂a b Jarnut 2009, p. 288, contains a family tree..

10.  ̂a b c Halsall 2001, p. 125.
11. ^ Jarnut 2009, pp. 283–84.
12. ^ Fortunatus, p. 365: Beatissima igitur Radegundis natione barbara de regione Thoringa, avo rege Bessino, patruo

Hermenfredo, patre rege Bertechario.
13. ^ Hartmann 2009, p. 62, yet see p. 13, where she rejects Bisinus' marriage to Basina on the grounds that he was

the husband of Menia.
14.  ̂a b c d James 2014, p. 80.
15. ^ Martindale 1980, p. 244, dates the exile to c. 456–c. 464.
16. ^ Neumeister 2014, p. 90: in Thuringiam ... regem Bysinum.
17. ^ Pseudo-Fredegar, pp. 95 and 97.
18. ^ Liber Historiae Francorum, pp. 248–49, uses the spelling Bisinus.
19.  ̂a b Halsall 2010, p. 196.
20. ^ Mladjov 2014, p. 564, presents a genealogical reconstruction in which Bisinus married first Basina and had his

sons by her before marrying Menia, by whom he had Radegund, who is presented as his daughter rather than
granddaughter.

21. ^ Wood 1994, pp. 37–40.
22. ^ Neumeister 2014, p. 88: Bissinus iste terram suam super Sunnam fluvium, qui alio nomine Arar dictur, a Tullo

usque Lugdunum possidebat.
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Image of Saint Basle (Church at
Vittel)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Basolus (Basle) (c.555–c.620) was a French Benedictine and hermit.[1] He was born near Limoges, and then
became a monk near Verzy. He spent 40 years as a hermit on a hill near Reims.

St-Basle Abbey near Verzy was later named for him. He is a Catholic and
Orthodox saint,[2] feast day November 26.[3]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ St. Basolus - Saints & Angels - Catholic Online
2. ^ Latin Saints of the Orthodox Patriarchate of Rome
3. ^ NOVEMBER 26 - today's saints

External links [edit]

(in Norwegian) Biography
(in Dutch) Basolus van Limoges

Categories: French Benedictines French hermits 7th-century Christian saints 6th-century Christians
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Bassianus of Lodi

Bassianus

Born ~320

Died ~413[1]

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church Eastern
Orthodox Church

Feast June 10

Attributes deer; episcopal attire

Patronage Lodi
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Bassianus of Lodi (Italian: Bassiano di Lodi, Latin: Bassianus
Laudensis; c. 320 – 413) was an Italian saint, the patron saint of
Lodi and Pizzighettone in Italy.
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Biography [edit]

Born in Syracuse, Sicily, to Sergius, prefect of the city, Bassianus
was sent to Rome in order to complete his studies. There, he was
converted to Christianity by a priest named Jordan (Giordano).

Bassianus's father, who wanted his son to apostatize, asked him to
return to Syracuse. Bassianus refused and fled to Ravenna. When
the bishop of Lodi died around 373, Bassianus was asked to
succeed him. He built a church dedicated to the Apostles,
consecrating it in 381 in the presence of Saint Ambrose and Saint
Felix of Como. He participated in the Council of Aquileia in 381[1]

and may perhaps have participated in the Council of Milan (390),
in which Jovinian was condemned.

Bassianus's signature is found together with Ambrose's in a letter sent to Pope Siricius. In 397, Bassianus was
present at the funeral of his friend Ambrose. Bassianus died in 413.[1]

Veneration [edit]

In 1158, when Milanese forces destroyed Lodi, his relics were taken to Milan. They were returned in 1163, when
Lodi was rebuilt by Frederick Barbarossa, and enshrined in the Cathedral of the Assumption of the Blessed
Virgin Mary in Lodi.[2]

Bassianus is the patron saint of Lodi. His feast day is January 19, the occasion of the St. Bassianus’ Fair in
Lodi.[2]
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1.  ̂a b c Paulinus of Milan. Life of Saint Ambrose, (Mary Simplicia Kaniecka, trans.), Arx Publishing, LLC, 2020, p.
54, n.5

2.  ̂a b Cambielii, P., "Lodi Celebrates St. Bassianus", Dooid Magazine, January 2019
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translation instructions.

View a machine-translated version of the Italian article.
Machine translation like DeepL or Google Translate is a useful starting point
for translations, but translators must revise errors as necessary and confirm
that the translation is accurate, rather than simply copy-pasting machine-
translated text into the English Wikipedia.
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attribution.
You should also add the template {{Translated|it|Basso di
Nizza}}  to the talk page.
For more guidance, see Wikipedia:Translation.

Saint Bassus of Nice (d. 250/251) is a 3rd-century Roman Catholic saint and
martyr,[1] traditionally the earliest named bishop of Nice.[2]

He was active on the Côte d'Azur, and was martyred for his faith under the Emperor
Decius by being burned with red-hot blades and pierced from head to feet by two
large ship-building nails, one through each foot.[3]

He is venerated as a saint. His feast day is 5
December. He is the patron saint of Cupra Marittima in
Italy, where his body was taken after his death, and
since 1922 or 1923 the second patron saint of Nice.[4]

See also [edit]

Decian persecution

References [edit]

1. ^ Catholicsaints.info: Saint Bassus of Nice
2. ^ Cupramarittima.net: P.D. Faustino Mostardi, San Basso da Nizza a Cupra (under the

auspices of the Comitato Festeggiamenti San Basso Cupra Marittima, Este, 1962)
3. ^ Saint Bassus .
4. ^ Nice-Historique, p. 245

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)
Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
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Balthild

Saint
Balthild

A medieval depiction of Balthild

Born 626 or 627

Died 30 January 680

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized c. 880 by Pope Nicholas I

Major shrine Abbey of Chelles outside of
Paris

Feast The new Roman martyrology
says her feast day is January 30,
as it was celebrated in France.[1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bathildis)

Several terms redirect here. Not to be confused with Germanic legendary character Böðvildr, French
princess Bathilde d'Orléans, fictional character Bathilda Bagshot, or Bathilde (character) in the opera
Giselle.

Balthild of Ascania (/ˈbɔːltɪld/ BAWL-tild; Old English: Bealdhild,
'bold sword' or 'bold spear; around 626 – 30 January 680), also
called Bathilda, Baudour, or Bauthieult, was queen consort of
Burgundy and Neustria by marriage to Clovis II, the king of
Burgundy and Neustria (639–658), and regent during the minority
of her son. Her hagiography was intended to further her
successful candidature for sainthood.[2]

Tradition represents her as an Anglo-Saxon who was originally of
elite birth, perhaps a relative of Ricberht of East Anglia, the last
pagan king of East Anglia, although Pierre Fournet regards this as
doubtful.[3] Ricberht was ousted by Sigeberht, who had spent time
as an exile in the Frankish court, during which he had been
converted to Christianity. Sigeberht was established as the rightful
heir to the throne with Frankish help.
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Hagiographic tradition [edit]

According to Vita S. Bathildis,[4] Balthild was born circa 626–627. She was beautiful, intelligent, modest and
attentive to the needs of others. Balthild was sold into slavery as a young girl and served in the household of
Erchinoald, the mayor of the palace of Neustria to Clovis. Erchinoald, whose wife had died, was attracted to
Balthild and wanted to marry her, but she did not want to marry him. She hid herself away and waited until
Erchinoald had remarried. Later, possibly because of Erchinoald, Clovis noticed her and asked for her hand in
marriage.[5][6]

Even as queen, Balthild remained humble and modest. She is famous for her charitable service and generous
donations. From her donations, the abbeys of Corbie and Chelles were founded; it is likely that others such as
Jumièges, Jouarre and Luxeuil were also founded by the queen. She provided support for Claudius of
Besançon and his abbey in the Jura Mountains.

Balthild bore Clovis three children, all of whom became kings: Clotaire, Childeric and Theuderic.

When Clovis died (between 655 and 658), his eldest son Clotaire succeeded to the throne. His mother Balthild
acted as the queen regent. As queen, she was a capable stateswoman. She abolished the practice of trading
Christian slaves and strove to free children who had been sold into slavery. This claim is corroborated by Jane
Tibbetts Schulenburg, who mentions that Balthild and Eloi (who was also known as Eligius, according to Dado)[7]

"worked together on their favorite charity, the buying and freeing of slaves".[8] After her three sons reached
adulthood and had become established in their respective territories (Clotaire in Neustria, Childeric in Austrasia,
and Theuderic in Burgundy), Balthild withdrew to her favourite Abbey of Chelles near Paris.[3]

Balthild died on 30 January 680 and was buried at the Abbey of Chelles, east of Paris. Her Vita was written soon
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The Balthild seal
matrix

after her death, probably by one of the community of Chelles. The Vita Baldechildis/Vita Bathildis reginae
Francorum in Monumenta Germania Historica, Scriptores Rerum Merovincarum, as with most of the vitae of
royal Merovingian-era saints, provides some useful details for the historian. Her official cult began when her
remains were transferred from the former abbey to a new church, in 833, under the auspices of Louis the Pious.
Balthild was canonised by Pope Nicholas I,[3] around 200 years after her death.

Other sources [edit]

Sainted Women of the Dark Ages states that Balthild "was not the first Merovingian queen to begin her career
in servitude".[9] Other Merovingian queens who arose from servile status include Fredegund, the mother of
Clothaire II; Bilichild, the wife of Theudebert of Austrasia; and possibly Nanthild, the mother of Clovis II.[4] During
the minority of Clotaire III, she had to deal with the attempted coup of Grimoald, the major domus of Austrasia,
but she enjoyed the continued support of her former master Erchinoald, who became a sort of 'political mentor'
to her throughout her marriage to Clovis II.[10]

According to some historians, Balthild's creation of and involvement with monasteries was perhaps an act to
"balance or even neutralize the efforts of the aristocratic opposition".[11] By installing her supporters as bishops
of different sees, she gained even greater power as a ruler.

According to the Vita Sancti Wilfrithi by Stephen of Ripon, Bathild was a ruthless ruler, in conflict with the
bishops and perhaps responsible for several assassinations.[12] However, the bishop she so famously
murdered, Dalfinus, is not listed as a bishop of Lyon. The story may have been written to embellish the life of
Wilfrid.[13]

A fragment of an apron thought to have belonged to Balthild is taken by scholars as evidence for her piety and
frugality. Her devotion to her faith and forsaking of luxury is evident from a cross embroiled on the apron in silk,
rather than gold thread.[14]

Balthild seal matrix [edit]

A gold seal matrix, which was originally attached to a seal-ring, was uncovered in 1999
by a metal detector in a field in Postwick, 4.5 miles (7.2 km) east of Norwich, in Norfolk.
One side shows a woman's face and her name BALDAHILDIS in Frankish lettering. The
other side portrays two naked figures, a man and a woman, embracing one another
beneath a cross.[15]

In Merovingian Gaul, one side of the seal was intended to be used with official
documents. The other side would have been used only for private papers. It is uncertain
why the seal matrix came to East Anglia. It may have been a gift, or a representative of
Balthild may have worn it as a form of identification. It has also been suggested that the
seal matrix was returned to Balthild's kin after she died.[15] Paul Fouracre of the
University of Manchester speculates that the seal may belong to a different Baldahildis entirely.[16] The seal
matrix is in the keeping of the Norwich Castle Museum.

Chemise of Balthild [edit]

Balthild’s ornate chemise both expresses her dedication to the church, as well as her status as a queen to
Clovis II. The sleeveless tabard was likely crafted by either Balthid herself, or nuns of Chelles Abbey, and
measures 84 centimeters wide and 117 centimeters tall.[17] It intended to loosely hang over the front and back
of the body[18] over a dress, although the back portion is currently lost. The garment consists of simple linen as
a gesture of humility towards the church, as linen was a fabric commonly worn by lower classes of the time. The
silken details make up a large bejeweled Christian cross 17.5 centimeters tall,[19] small human and bird
portraits, as well as several patterned rings around the collar mimicking studded golden necklaces.[19] These
embroidered necklaces were sewn in the exact likeness of the jewelry Balthild wore during her status as queen,
and were also a symbol of Balthild’s devotion, trading her actual jewelry for sewn replica as a member of
Chelles Abbey.

There are conflicting claims on this history of this garment, centered on whether it was ever worn by Balthild
herself in life, in death, or at all. The common argument is that it was a burial shirt[17][18] that followed Balthild
into her tomb. This is challenged by claims that the shirt was worn frequently by Balthild during her life in service
at Chelles but not during her death.[18] These arguments have surfaced due to the dubious history of the dress
and Balthild’s body, which have been disturbed multiple times muddying attempts at accurate documentation.
Balthild’s body and dress have been relocated two documented times. The first time they were moved, they
were moved behind the Chelles Abbey alter as relics[18] in 833, likely in hopes of attracting Christians on
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pilgrimages. The dress was said to be found once again hidden inside a sixteenth-century reliquary[18] in
attempts of saving it from destruction during the French Revolution.
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Baudilus

Saint Baudilus

Stained glass window in the Nîmes Cathedral

Martyr
Died 3rd or 4th century

Nîmes

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine crypte de St Baudile, Nîmes;
Zamora, Spain

Feast May 20

Attributes dalmatic

Patronage Pozaldez; Poitiers

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article may be in need of reorganization to comply with
Wikipedia's layout guidelines. Please help by editing the article to make
improvements to the overall structure. (March 2016) (Learn how and when to
remove this template message)

Saint Baudilus (French: Baudile, Bausile, Basile, Spanish:
Baudilio, Baudelio, Boal, Catalan: Boi, Baldiri) is venerated as a
martyr by the Catholic Church. His cult is closely associated with
the city of Nîmes but also spread into Spain.[1]

The first missionary in Nîmes is said to have been Saint Saturnin
(Saturninus), who was sent by Pope Fabian to Gaul around 245
AD.[1] Saturnin converted a native of Nîmes, Saint Honestus, who
was later martyred at Pamplona.[1] However, the Catholic
Encyclopedia writes that "the true apostle of Nîmes was St.
Baudilus, whose martyrdom is placed by some at the end of the
third century, and, with less reason, by others at the end of the
fourth."[2] Tradition also makes him a martyr during the reign of
Julian the Apostate.

The legend of Saint Baudilus states that he was not a native of
Nîmes, but was a Christian, possibly a deacon, who came into the
city one day during a festival celebrated by the Salii or Agonales in
honor of Veiovis. The festival was being celebrated in hills near
the city, formerly covered with oaks, but now occupied by
vineyards. A crowd was grouped on the hillsides, watching the
ceremony, which, according to Abbé Azaïs, writing in 1872,
involved animal sacrifice.[1]

Baudilus condemned this ceremony and toppled a statue of the
God. Furious at this insult, the Pagan priests whipped and then
executed Baudilus by decapitating him with an ax. According to the
legend, his severed head bounced three times on the ground,
each impact bringing forth a spring of water.[1] Upon these springs
of water was later built an oratory: l'oratoire des Trois-Fontaines
("Three Fountains").[1]

Baudilus’ body was collected by his wife and then was transported
to a place called "Valsainte", where he was buried by a pre-
existing colony of Christians.[1] Valsainte became a place of
pilgrimage. A church was built there in the fourth century and a
monastery in 511 AD, which survived until the 17th century.[1] The
crypt of Saint Baudilus (la crypte de St Baudile) at the corner of
rue des Moulins and rue des Trois Fontaines, marks the alleged
spot where Baudilus was martyred.[1]

Jules Igolin writes that Nîmes became the site of a bishopric by the
fourth century and that its first bishop was Saint Felix of Nîmes (St Félix), who was martyred around 407 AD.[1]
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Church of San Baudelio de
Berlanga.

Veneration in France [edit]

Baudilus is the patron of various churches in France and also in Germany, including churches in Noves,
Fabrègues, and Neuilly-sur-Marne.

Eglise Sainte Baudile,
Noves

 

St-Baudile, Fabrègues

 

Saint-Baudile, Neuilly-
sur-Marne

Cult in Spain [edit]

His cult spread into Spain, where he became the patron of various
churches. His name acquired variants, including Baudelio, Boal, Boi, Baldiri
(the last two are Catalan). One source has stated that Baudilus’ fame as a
thaumaturgus resulted in his cult spreading beyond France, with a very
widespread cult in Spain, including Catalonia.[3] His cult even spread as far
as what are now the Czech Republic and Slovakia. Baudilus is mentioned
briefly in Robert Southey's Roderick. The notes to the text state that
Baudilus "is a saint very little known, [and] it will be proper to say something
of him. This saint is much reverenced in Salamanca and in Zamora; and in
both cities, he has a parochial church, and in Zamora, they have a good
part of his relics. They have so much corrupted the name, calling him St. Boal, that the saint is now scarcely
known by his own."[4] The church of San Boal in Salamanca has an image of the saint, and there is also a
palace of the same name in the city.[5]

Castile-Leon

Mozarabic church of San Baudelio de Berlanga (Caltojar, Soria).
Mudéjar church of San Baudilio, Samboal (Segovia).[6]

Sambol (Burgos), monastery in ruins, which gave name to a creek on the Way of St. James.
Moraleja de las Panaderas (Valladolid), church of San Boal or San Baudilio.
Pozaldez, parish of San Boal. Patron saint (feast day: May 20).
Parish of San Boal, city of Salamanca. Nearby is the Palacio de San Boal.
Blascosancho (Ávila), church of San Boal.

Catalonia

Hermitage of Sant Baldiri (Vilarig, Girona).
Hermitage of Sant Baldiri (Lliçà de Munt, Barcelona).
Parish church of Sant Baldiri, Sant Boi de Llobregat (Barcelona).
Parish church of Sant Baldiri, Sant Boi de Lluçanès (Barcelona).

La Rioja

Muro de Aguas (La Rioja). Feast day of Saint Baudilus celebrated.
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Bavo of Ghent

Saint Bavo

Saint Bavo with falcon and sword, by Geertgen
tot Sint Jans, late 15th century

Born 622
Hesbaye, Brabant

Died 653
Ghent, Flanders

Venerated in Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast October 1

Attributes Greaves, other military or
aristocratic garb, falcon, sword

Patronage Ghent; Haarlem; Lauwe

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bavo)

Saint Bavo of Ghent (also known as Bavon, Allowin,
Bavonius,[1] and Baaf) (622–659) was a Roman Catholic and
Eastern Orthodox saint. He was the son of Pepin of Landen and
the brother of saints Begga and Gertrude of Nivelles.
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Life [edit]

Bavo was born near Liège, to a Frankish noble family that gave
him the name Allowin.[2] His father was Pippin of Landen, the
Mayor of the Palace of Austrasia, and his mother Itta of Metz.

A wild, young aristocrat of Brabant, he contracted a beneficial
marriage, and had a daughter. He was a soldier who led an
undisciplined and disorderly life. Shortly after the death of his wife,
Bavo decided to reform after hearing a sermon preached by Saint
Amand on the emptiness of material things.[1] On returning to his
house he distributed his wealth to the poor, and then received the
tonsure from Amand.[3]

For some time thereafter, Bavo joined Amand in the latter's missionary travels throughout France and Flanders.
On one occasion, Bavo met a man whom he had sold into slavery years before. Wishing to atone for his earlier
deed, Bavo had the man lead him by a chain to the town jail. Bavo built an abbey on his grounds and became a
monk. He distributed his belongings to the poor and lived as a recluse, first in a hollow tree and later in a cell in
the forest by the Abbey.

He died at the Abbey in Ghent, in what is today Belgium.

Veneration [edit]

Bavo is the patron saint of Ghent, Zellik, and Lauwe in Belgium, and Haarlem in the Netherlands. His feast in the
Catholic Church and the Orthodox Church is October 1.

He is most often shown in Christian art as a knight with a sword and falcon. The most popular scene is the
moment of his conversion, which has many stories attached to it. Because he is so often shown with a falcon, he
came to be considered the patron saint of falconry. In medieval Ghent, taxes were paid on Bavo's feast day,
and it is for this reason he is often shown holding a purse or money bag.

According to Rodulfus Glaber, the city of Bamberg is named after him, with Bamberg meaning "Mount of Bavo".

Legacy [edit]

Several churches are dedicated to him, including:

Saint Bavo Cathedral, in Ghent[4]

Sint-Bavokerk and Cathedral of Saint Bavo, both in Haarlem
Sint-Bavokerk in Heemstede, Lauwe, and Zellik
Saint Bavo Church and School, in Mishawaka, Indiana[5]

Sint-Bavokerk in Wilrijk
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His picture is also part of the Coat of Arms of the Antwerp suburb Wilrijk.

Rembrandt painted a Saint Bavo, dated between 1662 and 1665.[6]
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Blessed Beatrice d'Este

Beatrice d'Este

Benedictine nun
Born 1192

Castello Estense, Ferrara

Died 10 May 1264

Venerated in Catholic Church

Feast 10 May

Cloister of Sant'Antonio in Polesine

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Beatrice d'Este (died 1226))

This article is about the daughter of Azzo VI and Sophia Eleanor. For her aunt, see Saint Beatrice d'Este.
For other women with this name, see Beatrice d'Este (disambiguation).

Blessed Beatrice d'Este (Occitan: Biatritz or Beatritz d'Est) (1192
– 10 May 1264) was the daughter of Azzo VI of the Este family by
his second wife, Sophia Eleanor, daughter of Humbert III, Count of
Savoy. She was the aunt of Saint Beatrice d'Este.[1]
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Life [edit]

An account of her life was written, in both medieval Latin and the
Italian vernacular, by a Brother Alberto of the church of the Holy
Spirit (S. Spirito). She was born at the Castello Estense, the seat
of her family's power. About her youth Alberto wrote:

Passoe li anni de la sua
adolescentia in pompe et
fauori del seculo: in delitte
de la sua carne, in
ornamenti et uanitate de
diuerse facte come è
usanza di nobile femina et
seculare.

She passed the years of her
adolescence in the pomp and
appearances of the age: in
delights of the flesh, in
ornamentation and vanity of
diverse fabrication, as is
typical of noble, secular
women.

She became the object of the courtly love of Rambertino Buvalelli, a Bolognese troubadour who traveled widely
in northern Italy. In nine of his cansos Rambertino celebrates the beauty and character of Beatrice, whom he
frequently calls by the senhal (a "sign", as in a nickname) Mon Restaur ("My Refreshment" in Occitan). The
relationship between Rambertino and the young Beatrice was purely poetic, lyric, and musical.

Beatrice became a Benedictine nun at Solarola near Padua at the age of fourteen, and in 1221 founded a
religious house at the site of an abandoned monastery in Gemmola, formerly inhabited by hermits.[1] In the 17th
century it was turned into villa by a Venetian merchant. Today the Villa Beatrice d'Este houses a nature
museum.[2][3]

Sant'Antonio in Polesine [edit]

The name "in Polesine" does not refer to the area of Polesine, but to its
original situation, high ground surrounded by water. The original
monastery, founded in the early Middle Ages by Augustinians hermits,
stood on an island in the middle of the Po River.[4]

Beatrice received the monastery from her father as a gift for her
community. Around 1257, she moved into the convent, where she died
in 1264.[5]

Her body was removed to Padua for burial in Santa Sofia. Subsequently
her remains were returned to the cloister chapel of the Monastery of
Sant'Antonio in Polesine which she founded. Her cultus was approved
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for Roman Catholics on 19 November 1763 by Pope Clement XIII and her feast is May 10.[1]
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Saint Beatrice d'Este

Beatrice d'Este by Bartolomeo Veneto, 1510
(Snite Museum of Art)

Born 1191
Calaone (nowadays a Baone's
hamlet - Padua - Italy)

Died 1226

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 19 January

Saints portal

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Beatrice d'Este (died 1262))

This article is about the betrothed of Galeazzo Manfredi of Vicenza. For her neice, see Blessed Beatrice
d'Este.
For other women with this name, see Beatrice d'Este (disambiguation).

Saint Beatrix d'Este (died 1226) belonged to the family of the
Norman Dukes of Apulia and was herself the daughter of the
Marques of Ferrara; she was a niece of Blessed Beatrice d'Este.
She was betrothed to Galeazzo Manfredi of Vicenza, but he died of
his wounds after a battle, just before the wedding day. His bride
refused to return home, but attended by some of her maidens,
devoted herself to the service of God, following the Benedictine
rule, at the convent of Sant'Antonio in Polesine, at San Lazzaro
just outside Ferrara. Her cult was approved by Clement XIV, and
Pius VI allowed her festival to be kept on 19 January.[1]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Thurston, Herbert. "Beatrix." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 2.
New York: Robert Appleton Company, 1907. 3 Aug. 2014

Bibliography [edit]
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Beatrice of Silva

Saint Beatrice of Silva, O.I.C.

Nun, mystic and foundress
Born ca. 1424

Campo Maior, Alentejo Region,
Kingdom of Portugal

Died 16 August 1492
Toledo, Crown of Castile

Venerated in Catholic Church
(Conceptionist & Franciscan
Orders, Spain & Portugal)

Beatified 28 July 1926, Rome, Kingdom of
Italy, by Pope Pius XI

Canonized 3 October 1976, Vatican City, by
Pope Paul VI

Major shrine Monastery of the Immaculate
Conception, Toledo, Spain

Feast 17 August (1 September by the
Franciscan Order)

Patronage Prisoners

The apparition of the
Blessed Virgin Mary to
Saint Beatrice da Silva

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Beatrice of Silva, O.I.C., also known (in Spanish) as Beatriz da
Silva y de Menezes and (in Portuguese) as Beatriz de
Menezes da Silva, (Campo Maior, Portugal ca. 1424 – Toledo,
Castile, 16 August 1492) was a noblewoman of Portugal, who
became the foundress of the monastic Order of the Immaculate
Conception of Our Lady in Spain. She is honored as a saint by the
Roman Catholic Church.
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Life [edit]

Beatrice was one of the eleven children of Rui Gomes da Silva, the
first governor of Campo Maior, Portugal, after its reconquest from
Arab rule, and of Isabel de Menezes, the Countess of Portalegre,
an illegitimate daughter of Dom Pedro de Menezes, 1st Count of
Vila Real and 2nd Count of Viana do Alentejo, in whose army her
father was serving at the time of her birth. One of her brothers was
the Blessed Amadeus of Portugal, O.F.M., a noted reformer of the
Order of Friars Minor. She was long thought to have been born in
the Portuguese colony of Ceuta in North Africa, where her father
was serving as a military adjutant at that time. Modern research
has determined that she was, in fact, born in the family home at
Campo Maior.[1]

Beatrice was raised in the castle of
Infante John, Lord of Reguengos de
Monsaraz. In 1447 Beatrice
accompanied his daughter, Princess Isabel of Portugal, to Castile as her lady-in-
waiting when Isabel left to marry King John II of Castile and became Queen of
Castile and León.[2] Beatrice was her good and close friend, (and later was to
receive her support when she founded the Conceptionists). Soon, however, her
great beauty began to arouse the irrational jealousy of the Queen, who had her
imprisoned in a tiny cell. During this incarceration, Beatrice experienced an
apparition of the Blessed Virgin Mary, in which she was instructed to found a new
Order in Mary's honor.

Beatrice finally escaped her imprisonment with difficulty and took refuge in the
Dominican Second Order monastery of nuns in Toledo. Here she led a life of
holiness for thirty-seven years, without becoming a member of that Order.[2] In
1484 Beatrice, with some companions, took possession of a palace in Toledo set

apart for them by Queen Isabel for the new community under the name Monastery of Santa Fe, which was to be
dedicated to honoring the Immaculate Conception of Mary.

In 1489, by permission of Pope Innocent VIII, the nuns adopted the Cistercian Rule,[2] bound themselves to the
daily recitation of the Office of the Immaculate Conception, and were placed under obedience to the ordinary of
the archdiocese. The foundress determined on the religious habit, which is white, with a white scapular and blue
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mantle, with a medallion of Mary under her title of the Immaculate Conception.

Beatrice died in the monastery she had founded on 16 August 1492.[3] Her remains
are still venerated in the chapel of that monastery.

Legacy [edit]

In 1501 Pope Alexander VI united the nuns of Santa Fe, which Beatrice had
founded, with the neighboring Benedictine Monastery of San Pedro de las Duenas,
and put them all under the Rule of St. Clare. Through this, the Order became
connected with the Franciscans. Pope Julius II gave the new Order a rule of life of
its own in 1511, and in 1516 special Constitutions were drawn up for the new Order
by the Franciscan Cardinal Francisco de Quiñones, who resolved some ongoing
tensions between the nuns of Santa Fe and the former Benedictine nuns who had

been fused into the Order, establishing the community as the Monastery of the Immaculate Conception.[4]

A second monastery was founded in 1507 at Torrigo, from which, in turn, were established seven others. The
Order soon spread through Portugal, Spain, and their colonies in South America—as early as 1540, as well as
in Italy, and France.[a] At its height, there were some 200 monasteries of the Order throughout the world.

Veneration [edit]

Beatrice de Menezes da Silva was beatified in 1926 by Pope Pius XI and later canonized by Pope Paul VI in
1976.[5] Her feast day is celebrated by both by the Conceptionist nuns and the Franciscan Order and in Spain
on 1 September, but in 2012 was transferred to 17 August for Portugal.[6]

See also [edit]
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Order of the Immaculate Conception of Our Lady (Conceptionists)
Congregation of the Immaculate Conception
De Silva Fernández de Híjar Portugal family

Notes [edit]

a. ^ The Brazilian community would later separate from the monastic Order and become the Missionary Sisters of
the Immaculate Conception of the Mother of God, belonging to the Third Order Regular of St. Francis.
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Beatus of Liébana

Saint Beatus

The world map from the Saint-Sever Beatus
measuring 37 X 57 cm. This was painted c.

1050 as an illustration to Beatus's work at the
Abbey of Saint-Sever in Aquitaine, on the order

of Gregori de Montaner, Abbot from 1028 to
1072.

Born c. 730
Duchy of Cantabria, Kingdom of
Asturias

Died c. 800
Liébana, Cantabria, Kingdom of
Asturias

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Orthodox Catholic Church

Feast February 19

Lionheaded Fire-Breathing Horses
(Rev. 9:16-19), Saint-Sever Beatus.[1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article includes a list of references, related reading or external links,
but its sources remain unclear because it lacks inline citations.
Please help to improve this article by introducing more precise citations.
(April 2019) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saint Beatus of Liébana (Spanish: Beato; c. 730 – c. 800) was a
monk, theologian, and geographer from the former Duchy of
Cantabria and Kingdom of Asturias, in modern Cantabria, northern
Spain, who worked and lived in the Picos de Europa mountains of
the region of Liébana. He is best remembered today as the author
of the Commentary on the Apocalypse.
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Biography [edit]

Beatus was likely born and raised in Liébana, possibly from a poor
family. As confessor to Queen Adosinda, wife of Silo of Asturias,
and as teacher of Alcuin of York and Etherius of Osma, Beatus
exercised wide influence.[2]

He is best remembered today as the author of the Commentary on
the Apocalypse, written in 776, then revised in 784 and again in
786. The Commentary was popular during the Middle Ages and survives
in at least 34 manuscripts (usually called a beatus) from the 10th
through the 16th centuries. Not all of the manuscripts are complete, and
some exist only in fragmentary form. Twenty-six of these manuscripts
are lavishly decorated in the Mozarabic, Romanesque, or Gothic style of
illumination.

Beatus was a strong opponent of the Adoptionist Christology put
forward by Elipandus, Bishop of Toledo and founder of the Adoptivi, and
Bishop Felix of Urgell in the Iberian Peninsula. Elipandus and Felix
declared that Jesus, in respect to his human nature, was the adopted
son of God by God's grace, thus emphasizing the distinction between
the divinity and the humanity of Christ. Beatus and other opponents of
adoptionism, such as Alcuin and Paulinus II of Aquileia, feared that this
view would so divide the person of the Savior that the reality of the
incarnation would be lost. In addition, many theologians were concerned
that this adoptionism was a new version of the Nestorianism advanced
by Nestorius. This debate largely died with the deaths of the proponents.[3]

Author and theologian [edit]

Main articles: Commentary on the Apocalypse and Beatus map

The Commentary on the Apocalypse is a work of erudition but without great originality, made up principally of
compilations. Beatus includes long extracts from the texts of the Fathers of the Church and Doctors of the
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Church, especially Augustine of Hippo, Ambrose, Ticonius, Irenaeus, and Isidore of Seville. He adds to this the
commentary on the Book of Daniel by Jerome.

The Beatus text was regarded as a symbol of Christian resistance to the Muslims who dominated much of the
Iberian Peninsula (see al-Andalus) in the early Middle Ages.
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Further reading [edit]

For more information on Beatus of Liébana or on the Beatus
Apocalypse manuscripts, see the studies carried out by John Williams,
Mireille Mentre, José Camón Aznar, Wilhelm Neuss and Joaquín Yarza
Luaces.

Cancionero de Liébana 1977 ("Collection of verse of Liebana", 1977). Republished in 2006. Written by the
Spanish poet from Cantabria Matilde Camus.
Brigitte Englisch: Ordo orbis terrae. Die Weltsicht in den Mappae mundi des frühen und hohen Mittelalters.
Berlin 2002, ISBN 3-05-003635-4, S. 171 ff.
Forbes, Andrew; Henley, David (2012). Apocalypse: The Illustrated Book of Revelation. Chiang Mai:
Cognoscenti Books. ASIN: B008WAK9SS
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Pre-romanesque art in the Kingdom of Asturias

Pre-Romanesque art in Asturias is framed between the years 711 and 925, the period of the rise and extension of the
Kingdom of Asturias.

1st period (737 to 791) Santa Cruz de Cangas de Onís · 
Church of San Juan Apóstol y Evangelista
Cathedral Basilica of San Salvador ·
Pilgrimage church of Santiago de Compostela ·
Church of San Tirso ·
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Architecture

2nd period (791 to 842) Church of San Julián de los Prados ·
Church of Santa María de Bendones ·
Church of San Pedro de Nora ·
Church of Santiago de Gobiendes ·
Cámara Santa of Oviedo

3rd period (842 to 866)
Church of Santa María del Naranco ·
Church of San Miguel de Lillo ·
Church of Santa Cristina de Lena

4th period (866 to 910) Church of San Salvador de Valdediós ·
Church of Santo Adriano de Tuñón

5th period (910 to 925) Church of San Salvador de Priesca

Infrastructure La Foncalada

Major figures Beatus of Liébana · Tioda

Minor arts Cruz de la Victoria · Cruz de los Angeles · Sudarium of Oviedo · Agate box

Spiritual legacy Camino de Santiago · Codex Cavensis

Kingdom of Asturias (718–925) · Asturian architecture

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
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Beatus of Liébana

Saint Beatus

The world map from the Saint-Sever Beatus
measuring 37 X 57 cm. This was painted c.

1050 as an illustration to Beatus's work at the
Abbey of Saint-Sever in Aquitaine, on the order

of Gregori de Montaner, Abbot from 1028 to
1072.

Born c. 730
Duchy of Cantabria, Kingdom of
Asturias

Died c. 800
Liébana, Cantabria, Kingdom of
Asturias

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Orthodox Catholic Church

Feast February 19

Lionheaded Fire-Breathing Horses
(Rev. 9:16-19), Saint-Sever Beatus.[1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Beatus of Liebana)

This article includes a list of references, related reading or external links,
but its sources remain unclear because it lacks inline citations.
Please help to improve this article by introducing more precise citations.
(April 2019) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saint Beatus of Liébana (Spanish: Beato; c. 730 – c. 800) was a
monk, theologian, and geographer from the former Duchy of
Cantabria and Kingdom of Asturias, in modern Cantabria, northern
Spain, who worked and lived in the Picos de Europa mountains of
the region of Liébana. He is best remembered today as the author
of the Commentary on the Apocalypse.
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Biography [edit]

Beatus was likely born and raised in Liébana, possibly from a poor
family. As confessor to Queen Adosinda, wife of Silo of Asturias,
and as teacher of Alcuin of York and Etherius of Osma, Beatus
exercised wide influence.[2]

He is best remembered today as the author of the Commentary on
the Apocalypse, written in 776, then revised in 784 and again in
786. The Commentary was popular during the Middle Ages and survives
in at least 34 manuscripts (usually called a beatus) from the 10th
through the 16th centuries. Not all of the manuscripts are complete, and
some exist only in fragmentary form. Twenty-six of these manuscripts
are lavishly decorated in the Mozarabic, Romanesque, or Gothic style of
illumination.

Beatus was a strong opponent of the Adoptionist Christology put
forward by Elipandus, Bishop of Toledo and founder of the Adoptivi, and
Bishop Felix of Urgell in the Iberian Peninsula. Elipandus and Felix
declared that Jesus, in respect to his human nature, was the adopted
son of God by God's grace, thus emphasizing the distinction between
the divinity and the humanity of Christ. Beatus and other opponents of
adoptionism, such as Alcuin and Paulinus II of Aquileia, feared that this
view would so divide the person of the Savior that the reality of the
incarnation would be lost. In addition, many theologians were concerned
that this adoptionism was a new version of the Nestorianism advanced
by Nestorius. This debate largely died with the deaths of the proponents.[3]

Author and theologian [edit]

Main articles: Commentary on the Apocalypse and Beatus map

The Commentary on the Apocalypse is a work of erudition but without great originality, made up principally of
compilations. Beatus includes long extracts from the texts of the Fathers of the Church and Doctors of the
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Church, especially Augustine of Hippo, Ambrose, Ticonius, Irenaeus, and Isidore of Seville. He adds to this the
commentary on the Book of Daniel by Jerome.

The Beatus text was regarded as a symbol of Christian resistance to the Muslims who dominated much of the
Iberian Peninsula (see al-Andalus) in the early Middle Ages.
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Further reading [edit]

For more information on Beatus of Liébana or on the Beatus
Apocalypse manuscripts, see the studies carried out by John Williams,
Mireille Mentre, José Camón Aznar, Wilhelm Neuss and Joaquín Yarza
Luaces.

Cancionero de Liébana 1977 ("Collection of verse of Liebana", 1977). Republished in 2006. Written by the
Spanish poet from Cantabria Matilde Camus.
Brigitte Englisch: Ordo orbis terrae. Die Weltsicht in den Mappae mundi des frühen und hohen Mittelalters.
Berlin 2002, ISBN 3-05-003635-4, S. 171 ff.
Forbes, Andrew; Henley, David (2012). Apocalypse: The Illustrated Book of Revelation. Chiang Mai:
Cognoscenti Books. ASIN: B008WAK9SS
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Pre-romanesque art in the Kingdom of Asturias

Pre-Romanesque art in Asturias is framed between the years 711 and 925, the period of the rise and extension of the
Kingdom of Asturias.

1st period (737 to 791) Santa Cruz de Cangas de Onís · 
Church of San Juan Apóstol y Evangelista
Cathedral Basilica of San Salvador ·
Pilgrimage church of Santiago de Compostela ·
Church of San Tirso ·
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Architecture

2nd period (791 to 842) Church of San Julián de los Prados ·
Church of Santa María de Bendones ·
Church of San Pedro de Nora ·
Church of Santiago de Gobiendes ·
Cámara Santa of Oviedo

3rd period (842 to 866)
Church of Santa María del Naranco ·
Church of San Miguel de Lillo ·
Church of Santa Cristina de Lena

4th period (866 to 910) Church of San Salvador de Valdediós ·
Church of Santo Adriano de Tuñón

5th period (910 to 925) Church of San Salvador de Priesca

Infrastructure La Foncalada

Major figures Beatus of Liébana · Tioda

Minor arts Cruz de la Victoria · Cruz de los Angeles · Sudarium of Oviedo · Agate box

Spiritual legacy Camino de Santiago · Codex Cavensis

Kingdom of Asturias (718–925) · Asturian architecture

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
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Beatus of Lungern

Beatus of Lungern

The coat of arms of Beatenberg, depicting
Saint Beatus' fight with the dragon

Monk and Hermit
"Apostle of Switzerland"

Born unknown
Ireland or Scotland

Died c. 112
Mount Beatenberg, Switzerland

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Feast 9 May

Attributes As an old man reading in a
mountain cave; a monk fighting a
dragon

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Beatus of Lungern, known also by the honorific Apostle of
Switzerland or as Beatus of Beatenberg or Beatus of Thun,
was a probably legendary monk and hermit of early Christianity,
and is revered as a saint. Though his legend states that he died in
the 2nd century, it is likely that his story has been conflated with
other saints of the same name, especially Beatus of Vendôme,
and an Abbot Beatus who received a charter in 810 from
Charlemagne to confirm that Honau Abbey would be administered
by Irish monks.[1]
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Life [edit]

While legend claims that he was the son of a Scottish king,[1] other
legends place his birth in Ireland. Beatus was a convert, baptized
in England by Saint Barnabas. He was allegedly ordained a priest
in Rome by Saint Peter the Apostle,[2] whereupon he was sent with
a companion named Achates to evangelize the tribe of the Helvetii.
The two set up a camp in Argovia near the Jura Mountains, where they converted many of the locals.[3]

Beatus then ventured south to the mountains above Lake Thun, taking up a hermitage in what is now known as
St. Beatus Caves, near the village of Beatenberg, probably in the ninth century. Tradition states that this cave is
where he fought a dragon. Saint Beatus' grave is located between the monastery and the cave entrance. He
died at an old age in 112 CE.[2]

Monastery [edit]

An Augustinian monastery was established near the mouth of the St. Beatus Caves. Today, approximately one
kilometer of the cave system has been opened and illuminated for tourist access; the monastery site now also
houses a restaurant and gift shop for the convenience of tourists.

Veneration [edit]

Beatus is primarily remembered as the first apostle to Switzerland. The cultus of Beatus was widespread in the
Middle Ages and survived even the hostility of the Reformation period when pilgrims were driven back from his
cave at spear-point by Zwinglian Protestants.[3] After this period of turmoil, Beatus' relics, and the focus of his
cultus, were transferred to the chapel at Lungern, Obwalden.[2] The mountain where he resided until his death
is still a place of pilgrimage, and bears his name: Beatenberg.[3]

Historicity [edit]

The earliest recorded accounts of St. Beatus' life date no earlier than the 10th and mid-11th centuries and have
not been historically authenticated. So, some would hesitate to endorse the tradition that calls St. Beatus the
"Apostle of Switzerland". Indeed, Saint Gall probably more justly deserves this honor.[3]
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St. Beatus Caves, 1785
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Bede

Saint Bede the Venerable

Cropped portrait from The Last Chapter by J.
Doyle Penrose (c.  1902), showing Bede

finishing his translation of the Gospel of John
on his deathbed

Doctor of the Church, monk, historian
Born c. 673[1]

Kingdom of Northumbria,
possibly Jarrow in present-day
Tyne and Wear, England[1]

Died 26 May 735 (aged 61 or 62)
Jarrow, Kingdom of Northumbria
(present-day Tyne and Wear,
England)[1]

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church,
Anglican Communion, and
Lutheranism

Canonized Declared a Doctor of the Church
in 1899 by Pope Leo XIII, Rome

Major shrine Durham Cathedral, Durham,
County Durham, England

Feast 25 May (Western Churches)
27 May (Orthodox Church and
the General Roman Calendar
from 1899–1969)

Attributes The Historia ecclesiastica gentis
Anglorum, a plume, a biretta

Patronage English writers and historians;
Jarrow, Tyne and Wear, England,
San Beda University, San Beda
College Alabang

Opera Bedae Venerabilis (1563)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Beda" redirects here. For other uses, see Beda (disambiguation) and Bede (disambiguation).

Bede /ˈbiːd/ (Old English: Bǣda, Bēda; 672/3 – 26 May 735), also known as Saint Bede, the Venerable Bede, and Bede the Venerable (Latin:
Bēda Venerābilis), was an English Benedictine monk at the monastery of St. Peter and its companion monastery of St. Paul in the Kingdom of
Northumbria of the Angles (contemporarily Monkwearmouth–Jarrow Abbey in Tyne and Wear, England).

Born on lands belonging to the twin monastery of Monkwearmouth-Jarrow in present-day Tyne and Wear, Bede was sent to Monkwearmouth at the age
of seven and later joined Abbot Ceolfrith at Jarrow, both of whom survived a plague that struck in 686, an outbreak that killed a majority of the
population there. While he spent most of his life in the monastery, Bede travelled to several abbeys and monasteries across the British Isles, even
visiting the archbishop of York and King Ceolwulf of Northumbria.

He is well known as an author, teacher (a student of one of his pupils was Alcuin), and scholar, and his most famous work, Ecclesiastical History of the
English People, gained him the title "The Father of English History". His ecumenical writings were extensive and included a number of Biblical
commentaries and other theological works of exegetical erudition. Another important area of study for Bede was the academic discipline of computus,
otherwise known to his contemporaries as the science of calculating calendar dates. One of the more important dates Bede tried to compute was Easter,
an effort that was mired in controversy. He also helped popularize the practice of dating forward from the birth of Christ (Anno Domini – in the year of our
Lord), a practice which eventually became commonplace in medieval Europe. Bede was one of the greatest teachers and writers of the Early Middle
Ages and is considered by many historians to be the most important scholar of antiquity for the period between the death of Pope Gregory I in 604 and
the coronation of Charlemagne in 800.

In 1899, Pope Leo XIII declared him a Doctor of the Church. He is the only native of Great Britain to achieve this designation; Anselm of Canterbury, also
a Doctor of the Church, was originally from Italy. Bede was moreover a skilled linguist and translator, and his work made the Latin and Greek writings of
the early Church Fathers much more accessible to his fellow Anglo-Saxons, which contributed significantly to English Christianity. Bede's monastery had
access to an impressive library which included works by Eusebius, Orosius, and many others.
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Life [edit]

Almost everything that is known of Bede's life is contained in the last chapter of his Ecclesiastical History of the English People, a history of the church in
England. It was completed in about 731,[2] and Bede implies that he was then in his fifty-ninth year, which would give a birth date in 672 or 673.[1][3][4][a] A
minor source of information is the letter by his disciple Cuthbert (not to be confused with the saint, Cuthbert, who is mentioned in Bede's work) which relates
Bede's death.[8][b] Bede, in the Historia, gives his birthplace as "on the lands of this monastery".[9] He is referring to the twinned monasteries of
Monkwearmouth and Jarrow,[10] in modern-day Wearside and Tyneside respectively; there is also a tradition that he was born at Monkton, two miles from the
site where the monastery at Jarrow was later built.[1][11] Bede says nothing of his origins, but his connections with men of noble ancestry suggest that his own
family was well-to-do.[12] Bede's first abbot was Benedict Biscop, and the names "Biscop" and "Beda" both appear in a list of the kings of Lindsey from around
800, further suggesting that Bede came from a noble family.[4]

Bede's name reflects West Saxon Bīeda (Northumbrian Bǣda, Anglian Bēda).[13] It is an Anglo-Saxon short name formed on the root of bēodan "to bid,
command".[14] The name also occurs in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, s.a. 501, as Bieda, one of the sons of the Saxon founder of Portsmouth. The Liber Vitae
of Durham Cathedral names two priests with this name, one of whom is presumably Bede himself. Some manuscripts of the Life of Cuthbert, one of Bede's
works, mention that Cuthbert's own priest was named Bede; it is possible that this priest is the other name listed in the Liber Vitae.[15][16]

At the age of seven, Bede was sent as a puer oblatus[17] to the monastery of Monkwearmouth by his family to be educated by Benedict Biscop and later by
Ceolfrith.[18] Bede does not say whether it was already intended at that point that he would be a monk.[19] It was fairly common in Ireland at this time for young
boys, particularly those of noble birth, to be fostered out as an oblate; the practice was also likely to have been common among the Germanic peoples in
England.[20] Monkwearmouth's sister monastery at Jarrow was founded by Ceolfrith in 682, and Bede probably transferred to Jarrow with Ceolfrith that
year.[10] The dedication stone for the church has survived to the present day; it is dated 23 April 685, and as Bede would have been required to assist with
menial tasks in his day-to-day life it is possible that he helped in building the original church.[20] In 686, plague broke out at Jarrow. The Life of Ceolfrith, written in about 710, records that only two
surviving monks were capable of singing the full offices; one was Ceolfrith and the other a young boy, who according to the anonymous writer had been taught by Ceolfrith. The two managed to do
the entire service of the liturgy until others could be trained. The young boy was almost certainly Bede, who would have been about 14.[18][21]

When Bede was about 17 years old, Adomnán, the abbot of Iona Abbey, visited Monkwearmouth and Jarrow. Bede would probably have met the abbot during this visit, and it may be that Adomnan
sparked Bede's interest in the Easter dating controversy.[22] In about 692, in Bede's nineteenth year, Bede was ordained a deacon by his diocesan bishop, John, who was bishop of Hexham. The
canonical age for the ordination of a deacon was 25; Bede's early ordination may mean that his abilities were considered exceptional,[20] but it is also possible that the minimum age requirement was
often disregarded.[23] There might have been minor orders ranking below a deacon; but there is no record of whether Bede held any of these offices.[6][c] In Bede's thirtieth year (about 702), he
became a priest, with the ordination again performed by Bishop John.[4]

In about 701 Bede wrote his first works, the De Arte Metrica and De Schematibus et Tropis; both were intended for use in the classroom.[23] He continued to write for the rest of his life, eventually
completing over 60 books, most of which have survived. Not all his output can be easily dated, and Bede may have worked on some texts over a period of many years.[4][23] His last-surviving work is
a letter to Ecgbert of York, a former student, written in 734.[23] A 6th-century Greek and Latin manuscript of Acts of the Apostles that is believed to have been used by Bede survives and is now in
the Bodleian Library at University of Oxford; it is known as the Codex Laudianus.[24][25] Bede may also have worked on some of the Latin Bibles that were copied at Jarrow, one of which, the Codex
Amiatinus, is now held by the Laurentian Library in Florence.[26] Bede was a teacher as well as a writer;[27] he enjoyed music and was said to be accomplished as a singer and as a reciter of poetry
in the vernacular.[23] It is possible that he suffered a speech impediment, but this depends on a phrase in the introduction to his verse life of Saint Cuthbert. Translations of this phrase differ, and it is
uncertain whether Bede intended to say that he was cured of a speech problem, or merely that he was inspired by the saint's works.[28][29][d]

In 708, some monks at Hexham accused Bede of having committed heresy in his work De Temporibus.[30] The standard theological view of world history at the time was known as the Six Ages of the
World; in his book, Bede calculated the age of the world for himself, rather than accepting the authority of Isidore of Seville, and came to the conclusion that Christ had been born 3,952 years after
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scribe

Bede's tomb in the Galilee Chapel
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The Venerable Bede
writing the Ecclesiastical
History of the English People,
from a codex at Engelberg
Abbey in Switzerland.

the creation of the world, rather than the figure of over 5,000 years that was commonly accepted by theologians.[31] The accusation occurred in front of the
bishop of Hexham, Wilfrid, who was present at a feast when some drunken monks made the accusation. Wilfrid did not respond to the accusation, but a monk
present relayed the episode to Bede, who replied within a few days to the monk, writing a letter setting forth his defence and asking that the letter also be
read to Wilfrid.[30][e] Bede had another brush with Wilfrid, for the historian says that he met Wilfrid sometime between 706 and 709 and discussed Æthelthryth,
the abbess of Ely. Wilfrid had been present at the exhumation of her body in 695, and Bede questioned the bishop about the exact circumstances of the body
and asked for more details of her life, as Wilfrid had been her advisor.[32]

In 733, Bede travelled to York to visit Ecgbert, who was then bishop of York. The See of York was elevated to an archbishopric in 735, and it is likely that
Bede and Ecgbert discussed the proposal for the elevation during his visit.[33] Bede hoped to visit Ecgbert again in 734 but was too ill to make the journey.[33]

Bede also travelled to the monastery of Lindisfarne and at some point visited the otherwise-unknown monastery of a monk named Wicthed, a visit that is
mentioned in a letter to that monk. Because of his widespread correspondence with others throughout the British Isles, and because many of the letters imply
that Bede had met his correspondents, it is likely that Bede travelled to some other places, although nothing further about timing or locations can be
guessed.[34] It seems certain that he did not visit Rome, however, as he did not mention it in the autobiographical chapter of his Historia Ecclesiastica.[35]

Nothhelm, a correspondent of Bede's who assisted him by finding documents for him in Rome, is known to have visited Bede, though the date cannot be
determined beyond the fact that it was after Nothhelm's visit to Rome.[36] Except for a few visits to other monasteries, his life was spent in a round of prayer,
observance of the monastic discipline and study of the Sacred Scriptures. He was considered the most learned man of his time and wrote excellent biblical
and historical books.[37]

Bede died on the Feast of the Ascension, Thursday, 26 May 735, on the floor of his cell, singing "Glory be to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy
Spirit"[37] and was buried at Jarrow.[4] Cuthbert, a disciple of Bede's, wrote a letter to a Cuthwin (of whom nothing else is known), describing Bede's last days
and his death. According to Cuthbert, Bede fell ill, "with frequent attacks of breathlessness but almost without pain", before Easter. On the Tuesday, two days
before Bede died, his breathing became worse and his feet swelled. He continued to dictate to a scribe, however, and despite spending the night awake in
prayer he dictated again the following day. At three o'clock, according to Cuthbert, he asked for a box of his to be brought and distributed among the priests
of the monastery "a few treasures" of his: "some pepper, and napkins, and some incense". That night he dictated a final sentence to the scribe, a boy named
Wilberht, and died soon afterwards.[38] The account of Cuthbert does not make entirely clear whether Bede died before midnight or after. However, by the
reckoning of Bede's time, passage from the old day to the new occurred at sunset, not midnight, and Cuthbert is clear that he died after sunset. Thus, while
his box was brought at three o'clock Wednesday afternoon of 25 May, by the time of the final dictation it might be considered already 26 May in that
ecclesiastical sense, although 25 May in the ordinary sense.[39]

Cuthbert's letter also relates a five-line poem in the vernacular that Bede composed on his deathbed, known as "Bede's Death Song". It is the most-widely
copied Old English poem and appears in 45 manuscripts, but its attribution to Bede is not certain—not all manuscripts name Bede as the author, and the ones that do are of later origin than those
that do not.[40][41][42] Bede's remains may have been transferred to Durham Cathedral in the 11th century; his tomb there was looted in 1541, but the contents were probably re-interred in the Galilee
chapel at the cathedral.[4]

One further oddity in his writings is that in one of his works, the Commentary on the Seven Catholic Epistles, he writes in a manner that gives the impression he was married.[15] The section in
question is the only one in that work that is written in first-person view. Bede says: "Prayers are hindered by the conjugal duty because as often as I perform what is due to my wife I am not able to
pray."[43] Another passage, in the Commentary on Luke, also mentions a wife in the first person: "Formerly I possessed a wife in the lustful passion of desire and now I possess her in honourable
sanctification and true love of Christ."[43] The historian Benedicta Ward argues that these passages are Bede employing a rhetorical device.[44]

Works [edit]

Main article: List of works by Bede

Bede wrote scientific, historical and theological works, reflecting the range of his writings from music and metrics to exegetical Scripture commentaries. He knew
patristic literature, as well as Pliny the Elder, Virgil, Lucretius, Ovid, Horace and other classical writers. He knew some Greek. Bede's scriptural commentaries
employed the allegorical method of interpretation,[45] and his history includes accounts of miracles, which to modern historians has seemed at odds with his critical
approach to the materials in his history. Modern studies have shown the important role such concepts played in the world-view of Early Medieval scholars.[46]

Although Bede is mainly studied as an historian now, in his time his works on grammar, chronology, and biblical studies were as important as his historical and
hagiographical works. The non-historical works contributed greatly to the Carolingian renaissance.[47] He has been credited with writing a penitential, though his
authorship of this work is disputed.[48]

Ecclesiastical History of the English People [edit]
Main article: Ecclesiastical History of the English People

Bede's best-known work is the Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum, or An Ecclesiastical History of the English People,[49] completed
in about 731. Bede was aided in writing this book by Albinus, abbot of St Augustine's Abbey, Canterbury.[50] The first of the five books
begins with some geographical background and then sketches the history of England, beginning with Caesar's invasion in 55 BC.[51] A
brief account of Christianity in Roman Britain, including the martyrdom of St Alban, is followed by the story of Augustine's mission to

England in 597, which brought Christianity to the Anglo-Saxons.[4] The second book begins with the death of Gregory the Great in 604 and follows the further
progress of Christianity in Kent and the first attempts to evangelise Northumbria.[52] These ended in disaster when Penda, the pagan king of Mercia, killed the newly
Christian Edwin of Northumbria at the Battle of Hatfield Chase in about 632.[52] The setback was temporary, and the third book recounts the growth of Christianity in
Northumbria under kings Oswald of Northumbria and Oswy.[53] The climax of the third book is the account of the Council of Whitby, traditionally seen as a major
turning point in English history.[54] The fourth book begins with the consecration of Theodore as Archbishop of Canterbury and recounts Wilfrid's efforts to bring
Christianity to the Kingdom of Sussex.[55] The fifth book brings the story up to Bede's day and includes an account of missionary work in Frisia and of the conflict with
the British church over the correct dating of Easter.[55] Bede wrote a preface for the work, in which he dedicates it to Ceolwulf, king of Northumbria.[56] The preface
mentions that Ceolwulf received an earlier draft of the book; presumably Ceolwulf knew enough Latin to understand it, and he may even have been able to read
it.[4][51] The preface makes it clear that Ceolwulf had requested the earlier copy, and Bede had asked for Ceolwulf's approval; this correspondence with the king
indicates that Bede's monastery had connections among the Northumbrian nobility.[4]

Sources [edit]

The monastery at Wearmouth-Jarrow had an excellent library. Both Benedict Biscop and Ceolfrith had acquired books from the Continent, and in Bede's day the
monastery was a renowned centre of learning.[57] It has been estimated that there were about 200 books in the monastic library.[58]

For the period prior to Augustine's arrival in 597, Bede drew on earlier writers, including Solinus.[4][59] He had access to two works of Eusebius: the Historia Ecclesiastica, and also the Chronicon,
though he had neither in the original Greek; instead he had a Latin translation of the Historia, by Rufinus, and Saint Jerome's translation of the Chronicon.[60] He also knew Orosius's Adversus
Paganus, and Gregory of Tours' Historia Francorum, both Christian histories,[60] as well as the work of Eutropius, a pagan historian.[61] He used Constantius's Life of Germanus as a source for
Germanus's visits to Britain.[4][59] Bede's account of the invasion of the Anglo-Saxons is drawn largely from Gildas's De Excidio et Conquestu Britanniae.[62] Bede would also have been familiar with
more recent accounts such as Stephen of Ripon's Life of Wilfrid, and anonymous Life of Gregory the Great and Life of Cuthbert.[59] He also drew on Josephus's Antiquities, and the works of
Cassiodorus,[63] and there was a copy of the Liber Pontificalis in Bede's monastery.[64] Bede quotes from several classical authors, including Cicero, Plautus, and Terence, but he may have had
access to their work via a Latin grammar rather than directly.[65] However, it is clear he was familiar with the works of Virgil and with Pliny the Elder's Natural History, and his monastery also owned
copies of the works of Dionysius Exiguus.[65] He probably drew his account of St. Alban from a life of that saint which has not survived. He acknowledges two other lives of saints directly; one is a life
of Fursa, and the other of St. Æthelburh; the latter no longer survives.[66] He also had access to a life of Ceolfrith.[67] Some of Bede's material came from oral traditions, including a description of the
physical appearance of Paulinus of York, who had died nearly 90 years before Bede's Historia Ecclesiastica was written.[67]

Bede also had correspondents who supplied him with material. Albinus, the abbot of the monastery in Canterbury, provided much information about the church in Kent, and with the assistance of
Nothhelm, at that time a priest in London, obtained copies of Gregory the Great's correspondence from Rome relating to Augustine's mission.[4][59][68] Almost all of Bede's information regarding
Augustine is taken from these letters.[4] Bede acknowledged his correspondents in the preface to the Historia Ecclesiastica;[69] he was in contact with Bishop Daniel of Winchester, for information
about the history of the church in Wessex and also wrote to the monastery at Lastingham for information about Cedd and Chad.[69] Bede also mentions an Abbot Esi as a source for the affairs of the
East Anglian church, and Bishop Cynibert for information about Lindsey.[69]

The historian Walter Goffart argues that Bede based the structure of the Historia on three works, using them as the framework around which the three main sections of the work were structured. For
the early part of the work, up until the Gregorian mission, Goffart feels that Bede used De excidio. The second section, detailing the Gregorian mission of Augustine of Canterbury was framed on
Life of Gregory the Great written at Whitby. The last section, detailing events after the Gregorian mission, Goffart feels were modelled on Life of Wilfrid.[70] Most of Bede's informants for information
after Augustine's mission came from the eastern part of Britain, leaving significant gaps in the knowledge of the western areas, which were those areas likely to have a native Briton presence.[71][72]

Models and style [edit]

Bede's stylistic models included some of the same authors from whom he drew the material for the earlier parts of his history. His introduction imitates the work of Orosius,[4] and his title is an echo of
Eusebius's Historia Ecclesiastica.[1] Bede also followed Eusebius in taking the Acts of the Apostles as the model for the overall work: where Eusebius used the Acts as the theme for his description of
the development of the church, Bede made it the model for his history of the Anglo-Saxon church.[73] Bede quoted his sources at length in his narrative, as Eusebius had done.[4] Bede also appears
to have taken quotes directly from his correspondents at times. For example, he almost always uses the terms "Australes" and "Occidentales" for the South and West Saxons respectively, but in a
passage in the first book he uses "Meridiani" and "Occidui" instead, as perhaps his informant had done.[4] At the end of the work, Bede adds a brief autobiographical note; this was an idea taken
from Gregory of Tours' earlier History of the Franks.[74]
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A page from a copy of
Bede's Lives of St. Cuthbert,
showing King Athelstan
presenting the work to the
saint. This manuscript was
given to St. Cuthbert's shrine
in 934.[99]

Bede's work as a hagiographer and his detailed attention to dating were both useful preparations for the task of writing the Historia Ecclesiastica. His interest in computus, the science of calculating
the date of Easter, was also useful in the account he gives of the controversy between the British and Anglo-Saxon church over the correct method of obtaining the Easter date.[49]

Bede is described by Michael Lapidge as "without question the most accomplished Latinist produced in these islands in the Anglo-Saxon period".[75] His Latin has been praised for its clarity, but his
style in the Historia Ecclesiastica is not simple. He knew rhetoric and often used figures of speech and rhetorical forms which cannot easily be reproduced in translation, depending as they often do
on the connotations of the Latin words. However, unlike contemporaries such as Aldhelm, whose Latin is full of difficulties, Bede's own text is easy to read.[76] In the words of Charles Plummer, one of
the best-known editors of the Historia Ecclesiastica, Bede's Latin is "clear and limpid ... it is very seldom that we have to pause to think of the meaning of a sentence ... Alcuin rightly praises Bede for
his unpretending style."[77]

Intent [edit]

Bede's primary intention in writing the Historia Ecclesiastica was to show the growth of the united church throughout England. The native Britons, whose Christian church survived the departure of
the Romans, earn Bede's ire for refusing to help convert the Saxons; by the end of the Historia the English, and their church, are dominant over the Britons.[78] This goal, of showing the movement
towards unity, explains Bede's animosity towards the British method of calculating Easter: much of the Historia is devoted to a history of the dispute, including the final resolution at the Synod of
Whitby in 664.[74] Bede is also concerned to show the unity of the English, despite the disparate kingdoms that still existed when he was writing. He also wants to instruct the reader by spiritual
example and to entertain, and to the latter end he adds stories about many of the places and people about which he wrote.[78]

N.J. Higham argues that Bede designed his work to promote his reform agenda to Ceolwulf, the Northumbrian king. Bede painted a highly optimistic picture of the current situation in the Church, as
opposed to the more pessimistic picture found in his private letters.[79]

Bede's extensive use of miracles can prove difficult for readers who consider him a more or less reliable historian but do not accept the possibility of miracles. Yet both reflect an inseparable integrity
and regard for accuracy and truth, expressed in terms both of historical events and of a tradition of Christian faith that continues to the present day. Bede, like Gregory the Great whom Bede quotes
on the subject in the Historia, felt that faith brought about by miracles was a stepping stone to a higher, truer faith, and that as a result miracles had their place in a work designed to instruct.[80]

Omissions and biases [edit]

Bede is somewhat reticent about the career of Wilfrid, a contemporary and one of the most prominent clerics of his day. This may be because Wilfrid's opulent lifestyle was uncongenial to Bede's
monastic mind; it may also be that the events of Wilfrid's life, divisive and controversial as they were, simply did not fit with Bede's theme of the progression to a unified and harmonious church.[52]

Bede's account of the early migrations of the Angles and Saxons to England omits any mention of a movement of those peoples across the English Channel from Britain to Brittany described by
Procopius, who was writing in the sixth century. Frank Stenton describes this omission as "a scholar's dislike of the indefinite"; traditional material that could not be dated or used for Bede's didactic
purposes had no interest for him.[81]

Bede was a Northumbrian, and this tinged his work with a local bias.[82] The sources to which he had access gave him less information about the west of England than for other areas.[83] He says
relatively little about the achievements of Mercia and Wessex, omitting, for example, any mention of Boniface, a West Saxon missionary to the continent of some renown and of whom Bede had
almost certainly heard, though Bede does discuss Northumbrian missionaries to the continent. He also is parsimonious in his praise for Aldhelm, a West Saxon who had done much to convert the
native Britons to the Roman form of Christianity. He lists seven kings of the Anglo-Saxons whom he regards as having held imperium, or overlordship; only one king of Wessex, Ceawlin, is listed, and
none from Mercia, though elsewhere he acknowledges the secular power several of the Mercians held.[84] Historian Robin Fleming states that he was so hostile to Mercia because Northumbria had
been diminished by Mercian power that he consulted no Mercian informants and included no stories about its saints.[85]

Bede relates the story of Augustine's mission from Rome, and tells how the British clergy refused to assist Augustine in the conversion of the Anglo-Saxons. This, combined with Gildas's negative
assessment of the British church at the time of the Anglo-Saxon invasions, led Bede to a very critical view of the native church. However, Bede ignores the fact that at the time of Augustine's mission,
the history between the two was one of warfare and conquest, which, in the words of Barbara Yorke, would have naturally "curbed any missionary impulses towards the Anglo-Saxons from the British
clergy."[86]

Use of Anno Domini [edit]

At the time Bede wrote the Historia Ecclesiastica, there were two common ways of referring to dates. One was to use indictions, which were 15-year cycles, counting from 312 AD. There were three
different varieties of indiction, each starting on a different day of the year. The other approach was to use regnal years—the reigning Roman emperor, for example, or the ruler of whichever kingdom
was under discussion. This meant that in discussing conflicts between kingdoms, the date would have to be given in the regnal years of all the kings involved. Bede used both these approaches on
occasion but adopted a third method as his main approach to dating: the Anno Domini method invented by Dionysius Exiguus.[87] Although Bede did not invent this method, his adoption of it and his
promulgation of it in De Temporum Ratione, his work on chronology, is the main reason it is now so widely used.[87][88] Beda Venerabilis' Easter table, contained in De Temporum Ratione, was
developed from Dionysius Exiguus’ famous Paschal table.

Assessment [edit]

The Historia Ecclesiastica was copied often in the Middle Ages, and about 160 manuscripts containing it survive. About half of those are located on the European continent, rather than in the British
Isles.[89] Most of the 8th- and 9th-century texts of Bede's Historia come from the northern parts of the Carolingian Empire.[90] This total does not include manuscripts with only a part of the work, of
which another 100 or so survive. It was printed for the first time between 1474 and 1482, probably at Strasbourg, France.[89] Modern historians have studied the Historia extensively, and several
editions have been produced.[91] For many years, early Anglo-Saxon history was essentially a retelling of the Historia, but recent scholarship has focused as much on what Bede did not write as
what he did. The belief that the Historia was the culmination of Bede's works, the aim of all his scholarship, was a belief common among historians in the past but is no longer accepted by most
scholars.[92]

Modern historians and editors of Bede have been lavish in their praise of his achievement in the Historia Ecclesiastica. Stenton regards it as one of the "small class of books which transcend all but
the most fundamental conditions of time and place", and regards its quality as dependent on Bede's "astonishing power of co-ordinating the fragments of information which came to him through
tradition, the relation of friends, or documentary evidence ... In an age where little was attempted beyond the registration of fact, he had reached the conception of history."[93] Patrick Wormald
describes him as "the first and greatest of England's historians".[94]

The Historia Ecclesiastica has given Bede a high reputation, but his concerns were different from those of a modern writer of history.[4] His focus on the history of the organisation of the English
church, and on heresies and the efforts made to root them out, led him to exclude the secular history of kings and kingdoms except where a moral lesson could be drawn or where they illuminated
events in the church.[4] Besides the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, the medieval writers William of Malmesbury, Henry of Huntingdon, and Geoffrey of Monmouth used his works as sources and
inspirations.[95] Early modern writers, such as Polydore Vergil and Matthew Parker, the Elizabethan Archbishop of Canterbury, also utilised the Historia, and his works were used by both Protestant
and Catholic sides in the wars of religion.[96]

Some historians have questioned the reliability of some of Bede's accounts. One historian, Charlotte Behr, thinks that the Historia's account of the arrival of the Germanic invaders in Kent should not
be considered to relate what actually happened, but rather relates myths that were current in Kent during Bede's time.[97]

It is likely that Bede's work, because it was so widely copied, discouraged others from writing histories and may even have led to the disappearance of manuscripts containing older historical
works.[98]

Other historical works [edit]

Chronicles [edit]

As Chapter 66 of his On the Reckoning of Time, in 725 Bede wrote the Greater Chronicle (chronica maiora), which sometimes circulated as a separate work. For
recent events the Chronicle, like his Ecclesiastical History, relied upon Gildas, upon a version of the Liber Pontificalis current at least to the papacy of Pope Sergius I
(687–701), and other sources. For earlier events he drew on Eusebius's Chronikoi Kanones. The dating of events in the Chronicle is inconsistent with his other
works, using the era of creation, the Anno Mundi.[100]

Hagiography [edit]

His other historical works included lives of the abbots of Wearmouth and Jarrow, as well as verse and prose lives of Saint Cuthbert of Lindisfarne, an adaptation of
Paulinus of Nola's Life of St Felix, and a translation of the Greek Passion of St Anastasius. He also created a listing of saints, the Martyrology.[101]

Theological works [edit]

In his own time, Bede was as well known for his biblical commentaries and exegetical, as well as other theological, works. The majority of his writings were of this type
and covered the Old Testament and the New Testament. Most survived the Middle Ages, but a few were lost.[102] It was for his theological writings that he earned the
title of Doctor Anglorum and why he was declared a saint.[103]

Bede synthesised and transmitted the learning from his predecessors, as well as made careful, judicious innovation in knowledge (such as recalculating the age of
the earth—for which he was censured before surviving the heresy accusations and eventually having his views championed by Archbishop Ussher in the sixteenth
century—see below) that had theological implications. In order to do this, he learned Greek and attempted to learn Hebrew. He spent time reading and rereading both
the Old and the New Testaments. He mentions that he studied from a text of Jerome's Vulgate, which itself was from the Hebrew text. He also studied both the Latin and the Greek Fathers of the
Church. In the monastic library at Jarrow were numerous books by theologians, including works by Basil, Cassian, John Chrysostom, Isidore of Seville, Origen, Gregory of Nazianzus, Augustine of
Hippo, Jerome, Pope Gregory I, Ambrose of Milan, Cassiodorus, and Cyprian.[65][103] He used these, in conjunction with the Biblical texts themselves, to write his commentaries and other theological
works.[103] He had a Latin translation by Evagrius of Athanasius's Life of Antony and a copy of Sulpicius Severus' Life of St. Martin.[65] He also used lesser known writers, such as Fulgentius, Julian
of Eclanum, Tyconius, and Prosper of Aquitaine. Bede was the first to refer to Jerome, Augustine, Pope Gregory and Ambrose as the four Latin Fathers of the Church.[104] It is clear from Bede's own
comments that he felt his calling was to explain to his students and readers the theology and thoughts of the Church Fathers.[105]
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Bede also wrote homilies, works written to explain theology used in worship services. He wrote homilies on the major Christian seasons such as Advent, Lent, or Easter, as well as on other subjects
such as anniversaries of significant events.[103]

Both types of Bede's theological works circulated widely in the Middle Ages. Several of his biblical commentaries were incorporated into the Glossa Ordinaria, an 11th-century collection of biblical
commentaries. Some of Bede's homilies were collected by Paul the Deacon, and they were used in that form in the Monastic Office. Saint Boniface used Bede's homilies in his missionary efforts on
the continent.[103]

Bede sometimes included in his theological books an acknowledgement of the predecessors on whose works he drew. In two cases he left instructions that his marginal notes, which gave the details
of his sources, should be preserved by the copyist, and he may have originally added marginal comments about his sources to others of his works. Where he does not specify, it is still possible to
identify books to which he must have had access by quotations that he uses. A full catalogue of the library available to Bede in the monastery cannot be reconstructed, but it is possible to tell, for
example, that Bede was very familiar with the works of Virgil. There is little evidence that he had access to any other of the pagan Latin writers—he quotes many of these writers, but the quotes are
almost found in the Latin grammars that were common in his day, one or more of which would certainly have been at the monastery. Another difficulty is that manuscripts of early writers were often
incomplete: it is apparent that Bede had access to Pliny's Encyclopedia, for example, but it seems that the version he had was missing book xviii, since he did not quote from it in his De temporum
ratione.[106][f]

Bede's works included Commentary on Revelation,[108] Commentary on the Catholic Epistles,[109] Commentary on Acts, Reconsideration on the Books of Acts,[110] On the Gospel of Mark, On the
Gospel of Luke, and Homilies on the Gospels.[111] At the time of his death he was working on a translation of the Gospel of St. John into English.[112] He did this for the last 40 days of his life. When
the last passage had been translated he said: "All is finished."[37] The works dealing with the Old Testament included Commentary on Samuel,[113] Commentary on Genesis,[114] Commentaries on
Ezra and Nehemiah, On the Temple, On the Tabernacle,[115] Commentaries on Tobit, Commentaries on Proverbs,[116] Commentaries on the Song of Songs, Commentaries on the Canticle of
Habakkuk,[117] The works on Ezra, the tabernacle and the temple were especially influenced by Gregory the Great's writings.[118]

Historical and astronomical chronology [edit]

De temporibus, or On Time, written in about 703, provides an introduction to the principles of Easter computus.[119] This was based on parts of Isidore of Seville's
Etymologies, and Bede also included a chronology of the world which was derived from Eusebius, with some revisions based on Jerome's translation of the Bible.[4] In
about 723,[4] Bede wrote a longer work on the same subject, On the Reckoning of Time, which was influential throughout the Middle Ages.[120] He also wrote several
shorter letters and essays discussing specific aspects of computus.

On the Reckoning of Time (De temporum ratione) included an introduction to the traditional ancient and medieval view of the cosmos, including an explanation of how
the spherical earth influenced the changing length of daylight, of how the seasonal motion of the Sun and Moon influenced the changing appearance of the new
moon at evening twilight.[121] Bede also records the effect of the moon on tides. He shows that the twice-daily timing of tides is related to the Moon and that the lunar
monthly cycle of spring and neap tides is also related to the Moon's position.[122] He goes on to note that the times of tides vary along the same coast and that the
water movements cause low tide at one place when there is high tide elsewhere.[123] Since the focus of his book was the computus, Bede gave instructions for
computing the date of Easter from the date of the Paschal full moon, for calculating the motion of the Sun and Moon through the zodiac, and for many other
calculations related to the calendar. He gives some information about the months of the Anglo-Saxon calendar.[124]

Any codex of Beda Venerabilis' Easter table is normally found together with a codex of his De temporum ratione. Bede's Easter table, being an exact extension of
Dionysius Exiguus' Paschal table and covering the time interval AD 532–1063,[125] contains a 532-year Paschal cycle based on the so-called classical Alexandrian
19-year lunar cycle,[126] being the close variant of bishop Theophilus' 19-year lunar cycle proposed by Annianus and adopted by bishop Cyril of Alexandria around
AD 425.[127] The ultimate similar (but rather different) predecessor of this Metonic 19-year lunar cycle is the one invented by Anatolius around AD 260.[128]

For calendric purposes, Bede made a new calculation of the age of the world since the creation, which he dated as 3952 BC. Because of his innovations in computing the age of the world, he was
accused of heresy at the table of Bishop Wilfrid, his chronology being contrary to accepted calculations. Once informed of the accusations of these "lewd rustics," Bede refuted them in his Letter to
Plegwin.[129]

In addition to these works on astronomical timekeeping, he also wrote De natura rerum, or On the Nature of Things, modelled in part after the work of the same title by Isidore of Seville.[130] His
works were so influential that late in the ninth century Notker the Stammerer, a monk of the Monastery of St. Gall in Switzerland, wrote that "God, the orderer of natures, who raised the Sun from the
East on the fourth day of Creation, in the sixth day of the world has made Bede rise from the West as a new Sun to illuminate the whole Earth".[131]

Educational works [edit]

Bede wrote some works designed to help teach grammar in the abbey school. One of these was De arte metrica, a discussion of the composition of Latin verse, drawing on previous grammarians'
work. It was based on Donatus' De pedibus and Servius' De finalibus and used examples from Christian poets as well as Virgil. It became a standard text for the teaching of Latin verse during the
next few centuries. Bede dedicated this work to Cuthbert, apparently a student, for he is named "beloved son" in the dedication, and Bede says "I have laboured to educate you in divine letters and
ecclesiastical statutes"[132] De orthographia is a work on orthography, designed to help a medieval reader of Latin with unfamiliar abbreviations and words from classical Latin works. Although it
could serve as a textbook, it appears to have been mainly intended as a reference work. The date of composition for both of these works is unknown.[133]

De schematibus et tropis sacrae scripturae discusses the Bible's use of rhetoric.[4] Bede was familiar with pagan authors such as Virgil, but it was not considered appropriate to teach biblical
grammar from such texts, and Bede argues for the superiority of Christian texts in understanding Christian literature.[4][134] Similarly, his text on poetic metre uses only Christian poetry for
examples.[4]

Vernacular poetry [edit]

According to his disciple Cuthbert, Bede was doctus in nostris carminibus ("learned in our songs"). Cuthbert's letter on Bede's death, the Epistola Cuthberti de obitu Bedae, moreover, commonly is
understood to indicate that Bede composed a five-line vernacular poem known to modern scholars as Bede's Death Song

And he used to repeat that sentence from St. Paul "It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living God," and many other verses of Scripture, urging us thereby to awake from the
slumber of the soul by thinking in good time of our last hour. And in our own language—for he was familiar with English poetry—speaking of the soul's dread departure from the body:

Fore ðæm nedfere nænig wiorðe
ðonc snottora ðon him ðearf siæ
to ymbhycgenne ær his hinionge
hwæt his gastæ godes oððe yfles
æfter deað dæge doemed wiorðe.[135]

Facing that enforced journey, no man can be
More prudent than he has good call to be,
If he consider, before his going hence,
What for his spirit of good hap or of evil
After his day of death shall be determined.

As Opland notes, however, it is not entirely clear that Cuthbert is attributing this text to Bede: most manuscripts of the latter do not use a finite verb to describe Bede's presentation of the song, and
the theme was relatively common in Old English and Anglo-Latin literature. The fact that Cuthbert's description places the performance of the Old English poem in the context of a series of quoted
passages from Sacred Scripture, indeed, might be taken as evidence simply that Bede also cited analogous vernacular texts.[136] On the other hand, the inclusion of the Old English text of the poem
in Cuthbert's Latin letter, the observation that Bede "was learned in our song," and the fact that Bede composed a Latin poem on the same subject all point to the possibility of his having written it.
By citing the poem directly, Cuthbert seems to imply that its particular wording was somehow important, either since it was a vernacular poem endorsed by a scholar who evidently frowned upon
secular entertainment[137] or because it is a direct quotation of Bede's last original composition.[138]

Veneration [edit]

There is no evidence for cult being paid to Bede in England in the 8th century. One reason for this may be that he died on the feast day of Augustine of Canterbury.
Later, when he was venerated in England, he was either commemorated after Augustine on 26 May, or his feast was moved to 27 May. However, he was venerated
outside England, mainly through the efforts of Boniface and Alcuin, both of whom promoted the cult on the continent. Boniface wrote repeatedly back to England
during his missionary efforts, requesting copies of Bede's theological works. Alcuin, who was taught at the school set up in York by Bede's pupil Ecgbert, praised
Bede as an example for monks to follow and was instrumental in disseminating Bede's works to all of Alcuin's friends.[139] Bede's cult became prominent in England
during the 10th-century revival of monasticism and by the 14th century had spread to many of the cathedrals of England. Wulfstan, Bishop of Worcester was a
particular devotee of Bede's, dedicating a church to him in 1062, which was Wulfstan's first undertaking after his consecration as bishop.[140]

His body was 'translated' (the ecclesiastical term for relocation of relics) from Jarrow to Durham Cathedral around 1020, where it was placed in the same tomb with
Saint Cuthbert of Lindisfarne. Later Bede's remains were moved to a shrine in the Galilee Chapel at Durham Cathedral in 1370. The shrine was destroyed during the
English Reformation, but the bones were reburied in the chapel. In 1831 the bones were dug up and then reburied in a new tomb, which is still there.[141] Other relics
were claimed by York, Glastonbury[10] and Fulda.[142]

His scholarship and importance to Catholicism were recognised in 1899 when he was declared a Doctor of the Church.[4] He is the only Englishman named a Doctor
of the Church.[37][89] He is also the only Englishman in Dante's Paradise (Paradiso X.130), mentioned among theologians and doctors of the church in the same canto
as Isidore of Seville and the Scot Richard of St. Victor.

His feast day was included in the General Roman Calendar in 1899, for celebration on 27 May rather than on his date of death, 26 May, which was then the feast day of Pope Gregory VII. He is
venerated in both the Anglican and Catholic Church, with a feast day of 25 May,[89] and in the Eastern Orthodox Church, with a feast day on 27 May (Βεδέα του Ομολογητού).[143]

Bede became known as Venerable Bede (Latin: Beda Venerabilis) by the 9th century[144] because of his holiness,[37] but this was not linked to consideration for sainthood by the Catholic Church.
According to a legend, the epithet was miraculously supplied by angels, thus completing his unfinished epitaph.[145][g] It is first utilised in connection with Bede in the 9th century, where Bede was
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grouped with others who were called "venerable" at two ecclesiastical councils held at Aachen in 816 and 836. Paul the Deacon then referred to him as venerable consistently. By the 11th and 12th
century, it had become commonplace.[8]

Modern legacy [edit]

Bede's reputation as a historian, based mostly on the Historia Ecclesiastica, remains strong;[93][94] historian Walter Goffart says of Bede that he "holds a privileged and unrivalled place among first
historians of Christian Europe".[91] His life and work have been celebrated with the annual Jarrow Lecture, held at St. Paul's Church, Jarrow, since 1958.[146] Jarrow Hall – Anglo-Saxon Farm, Village
and Bede Museum (previously known as Bede's World), is a museum that celebrates the history of Bede and other parts of English heritage, on the site where he lived. Bede Metro station, part of
the Tyne and Wear Metro light rail network, is named after him.

See also [edit]

List of manuscripts of Bede's Historia Ecclesiastica
List of works by Bede

 Catholic Church/Patron Archive/May 25 portal

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Bede's words are "Ex quo tempore accepti presbyteratus usque ad annum aetatis meae LVIIII ..."; which means "From the time I became a priest until the fifty-ninth year of
my life I have made it my business ... to make brief extracts from the works of the venerable fathers on the holy Scriptures ..."[5][6] Other, less plausible, interpretations of this
passage have been suggested—for example that it means Bede stopped writing about scripture in his fifty-ninth year.[7]

b. ^ Cuthbert is probably the same person as the later abbot of Monkwearmouth-Jarrow, but this is not entirely certain.[8]

c. ^ Isidore of Seville lists six orders below a deacon, but these orders need not have existed at Monkwearmouth.[6]

d. ^ The key phrase is per linguae curationem, which is variously translated as "how his tongue was healed", "[a] canker on the tongue", or, following a different interpretation of curationem, "the guidance of my
tongue".[29]

e. ^ The letter itself is in Bedae Opera de Temporibus edited by C.W. Jones, pp. 307–315
f. ^ Laistner provides a list of works definitely or tentatively identified as in Bede's library.[107]

g. ^ The legend tells that the monk engraving the tomb was stuck for an epithet. He had got as far as Hac sunt in fossa Bedae ... ossa ("Here in this grave are the bones of ... Bede") before heading off to bed. In
the morning an angel had inserted the word venerabilis.
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Wilgils of Ripon
Roman Augustine of Canterbury · Firmin of North Crawley · Birinus of Dorchester · Blaise · Florentius of Peterborough · Hadrian of Canterbury · Honorius of Canterbury · Justus of Canterbury ·

Laurence of Canterbury · Mellitus of Canterbury · Paulinus of York · Theodore of Canterbury

South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone

West Saxon

Æbbe of Abingdon · Ælfgar of Selwood · Ælfgifu of Exeter · Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury · Ælfheah of Canterbury · Ælfheah of Winchester · Æthelflæd of Romsey · Æthelgar of Canterbury ·
Æthelnoth of Canterbury · Æthelwine of Athelney · Æthelwold of Winchester · Aldhelm of Sherborne · Benignus of Glastonbury · Beocca of Chertsey · Beorhthelm of Shaftesbury ·
Beornstan of Winchester · Beornwald of Bampton · Centwine of Wessex · Cuthburh of Wimborn · Cwenburh of Wimborne · Dunstan of Canterbury · Eadburh of Winchester · Eadgar of England ·
Eadgyth of Polesworth · Eadgyth of Wilton · Eadweard the Confessor · Eadweard the Martyr · Eadwold of Cerne · Earmund of Stoke Fleming · Edor of Chertsey · Evorhilda · Frithestan of Winchester ·
Hædde of Winchester · Humbert of Stokenham · Hwita of Whitchurch Canonicorum · Mærwynn of Romsey · Margaret of Dunfermline · Swithhun of Winchester · Wulfsige of Sherborne ·
Wulfthryth of Wilton

Unclear origin Rumbold of Mechelen

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition · Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias · Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor · Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov · Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea · Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure · Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius · John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen · Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria · Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I · Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch ·
Irenaeus of Lyons · Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor · Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis ·
Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna · Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief · Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr · The Holy Innocents
· Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz · Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan · Martyrs of Laos ·
Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe · Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More · Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome ·
Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval · Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon · Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus · Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V ·
Clement I · Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I · Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius
· Hormisdas · Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus · Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I ·
Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter · Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III · Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus ·
Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary · Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea · Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek
· Micah · Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) · Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous · Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti · Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus · Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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History of Catholic theology
Key figures

General History of the Catholic Church (Timeline) · History of the papacy (Papal primacy) · Ecumenical councils · Catholic Bible (Vulgate · Biblical canon) · History of Christian theology

Early Church Paul · Clement of Rome · First Epistle of Clement · Didache · Ignatius of Antioch · Polycarp · Epistle of Barnabas · The Shepherd of Hermas · Aristides of Athens · Justin Martyr ·
Epistle to Diognetus · Irenaeus · Montanism · Tertullian · Origen · Antipope Novatian · Cyprian

Constantine to
Pope Gregory I

Eusebius · Athanasius of Alexandria · Arianism · Pelagianism · Nestorianism · Monophysitism · Ephrem the Syrian · Hilary of Poitiers · Cyril of Jerusalem · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa · Ambrose · John Chrysostom · Jerome · Augustine of Hippo · John Cassian · Orosius · Cyril of Alexandria · Peter Chrysologus · Pope Leo I · Boethius ·
Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite · Pope Gregory I

Early Middle Ages Isidore of Seville · John Climacus · Maximus the Confessor · Monothelitism · Ecthesis · Bede · John of Damascus · Iconoclasm · Transubstantiation dispute · Predestination disputes ·
Paulinus II of Aquileia · Alcuin · Benedict of Aniane · Rabanus Maurus · Paschasius Radbertus · John Scotus Eriugena

High Middle Ages
Roscellinus · Gregory of Narek · Berengar of Tours · Peter Damian · Anselm of Canterbury · Joachim of Fiore · Peter Abelard · Decretum Gratiani · Bernard of Clairvaux · Peter Lombard ·
Anselm of Laon · Hildegard of Bingen · Hugh of Saint Victor · Dominic de Guzmán · Robert Grosseteste · Francis of Assisi · Anthony of Padua · Beatrice of Nazareth · Bonaventure ·
Albertus Magnus · Boetius of Dacia · Henry of Ghent · Thomas Aquinas · Siger of Brabant · Thomism · Roger Bacon

Mysticism and reforms
Ramon Llull · Duns Scotus · Dante Alighieri · William of Ockham · Richard Rolle · John of Ruusbroec · Catherine of Siena · Bridget of Sweden · Meister Eckhart · Johannes Tauler · Walter Hilton ·
The Cloud of Unknowing · Heinrich Seuse · Geert Groote · Devotio Moderna · Julian of Norwich · Thomas à Kempis · Nicholas of Cusa · Marsilio Ficino · Girolamo Savonarola ·
Giovanni Pico della Mirandola

Reformation
Counter-Reformation

Erasmus · Thomas Cajetan · Thomas More · John Fisher · Johann Eck · Francisco de Vitoria · Thomas of Villanova · Ignatius of Loyola · Francisco de Osuna · John of Ávila · Francis Xavier ·
Teresa of Ávila · Luis de León · John of the Cross · Peter Canisius · Luis de Molina (Molinism) · Robert Bellarmine · Francisco Suárez · Lawrence of Brindisi · Francis de Sales

Baroque period to
French Revolution

Tommaso Campanella · Pierre de Bérulle · Pierre Gassendi · René Descartes · Mary of Jesus of Ágreda · António Vieira · Jean-Jacques Olier · Louis Thomassin · Jacques-Bénigne Bossuet ·
François Fénelon · Cornelius Jansen (Jansenism) · Blaise Pascal · Nicolas Malebranche · Giambattista Vico · Alphonsus Liguori · Louis de Montfort · Maria Gaetana Agnesi · Alfonso Muzzarelli ·
Johann Michael Sailer · Clement Mary Hofbauer · Bruno Lanteri

19th century
Joseph Görres · Felicité de Lamennais · Luigi Taparelli · Antonio Rosmini · Ignaz von Döllinger · John Henry Newman · Henri Lacordaire · Jaime Balmes · Gaetano Sanseverino ·
Giovanni Maria Cornoldi · Wilhelm Emmanuel Freiherr von Ketteler · Giuseppe Pecci · Joseph Hergenröther · Tommaso Maria Zigliara · Matthias Joseph Scheeben · Émile Boutroux · Modernism ·
Neo-Scholasticism · Léon Bloy · Désiré-Joseph Mercier · Friedrich von Hügel · Vladimir Solovyov · Marie-Joseph Lagrange · George Tyrrell · Maurice Blondel · Thérèse of Lisieux

20th century
G. K. Chesterton · Reginald Garrigou-Lagrange · Joseph Maréchal · Pierre Teilhard de Chardin · Jacques Maritain · Étienne Gilson · Ronald Knox · Dietrich von Hildebrand · Gabriel Marcel ·
Marie-Dominique Chenu · Romano Guardini · Edith Stein · Fulton Sheen · Henri de Lubac · Daniel-Rops · Jean Guitton · Josemaría Escrivá · Nouvelle théologie · Karl Rahner · Yves Congar ·
Bernard Lonergan · Emmanuel Mounier · Jean Daniélou · Hans Urs von Balthasar · Alfred Delp · Thomas Merton · René Girard · Johann Baptist Metz · Jean Vanier · Henri Nouwen

21st century Carlo Maria Martini · Pope Benedict XVI · Walter Kasper · Raniero Cantalamessa · Michał Heller · Peter Kreeft · Jean-Luc Marion · Tomáš Halík · Scott Hahn
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Begga

Saint Begga

Born 613

Died 17 December 693

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church[1]

Catholic Church

Feast 17 December

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Not to be confused with Saint Bega.

Saint Begga (also Begue, Begge) (b. 613 - d. 17 December 693
AD) was the daughter of Pepin of Landen, mayor of the palace of
Austrasia, and his wife Itta of Metz.

On the death of her husband, Ansegisel, she took the veil,
founded seven churches, and built a convent at Andenne on the
Meuse River (Andenne sur Meuse) where she spent the rest of
her days as abbess. She was buried in Saint Begga's Collegiate
Church in Andenne.
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Life [edit]

The daughter of Pepin of Landen and his wife, Itta, Begga was the older sister of St Gertrude of Nivelles.[2] She
married Ansegisel, son of Arnulf, Bishop of Metz, and had three children: Pepin of Heristal, Martin of Laon, and
Clotilda of Heristal, who married Theuderic III of the Franks.[3] Ansegisel was killed sometime before 679, slain in
a feud by his enemy Gundewin. Begga made a pilgrimage to Rome, and upon her return built seven churches
at Andenne on the Meuse.[4]

Veneration [edit]

She is commemorated on 17 December.[5]

Some hold that the Beguine movement which came to light in the 12th century was actually founded by St
Begga; and the church in the beguinage of Lier, Belgium, has a statue of St Begga standing above the
inscription: St. Begga, our foundress.

The Lier beguinage dates from the 13th century. Another popular theory, however, claims that the Beguines
derived their name from that of the priest Lambert le Bègue, under whose protection the witness and ministry of
the Beguines flourished.[6][7]

See also [edit]

Saint Begga, patron saint archive

Footnotes [edit]

1. ^ Phillips, Fr Andrew. "Latin Saints of the Orthodox Patriarchate of Rome" . www.orthodoxengland.org.uk.
Retrieved 2017-12-30.

2. ^ Ott, Michael."St. Gertrude of Nivelles." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 6. New York: Robert Appleton Company,
1909. 18 July 2014

3. ^ Burns, Paul, ed. Butler's Lives of the Saints, p. 146, Continuum International Publishing Group, 1995
4. ^ Dunbar, Agnes Baillie Cunninghame A Dictionary of Saintly Women (London, 1904), I, pp. 111–12
5. ^ "St. Begga - Saints & Angels - Catholic Online" . Catholic.org. 1905-08-25. Retrieved 2015-04-30.
6. ^ J. A. Ryckel ab Oorbeeck, Vita S. Beggae Ducissae Brabantiae Andetennensium, Begginarum et Beggardorum

fundatricis vetus (Louvain, 1631)
7. ^ McDonnell, Beguines and Beghards, pp. 179, n. 51, & 430-31
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Begnet

The ruin of the church of St. Begnet on Dalkey
Island

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the fried pastry, see beignet.

St. Begnet (7th century?[1]), also Begneta, Begnete,
Begnait or Becnait is a patron saint of Dalkey, Ireland.[2]

She is noted as a "virgin, not a martyr."[3] Her feast day is
November 12.[4] Two ruined churches in Dalkey are named
for Begnet, one on Dalkey Island, and the other near the
15th-century stone townhouse now serving as Dalkey
Castle and Heritage Centre, in the area known as
Kilbegnet. A holy well located near the martello tower on
the island is also associated with her;[5] as the Irish
playwright Hugh Leonard observed:

A few yards away are the ruins of a church supposedly built by the town's patron saint, St. Begnet.
Like St. Patrick himself, St. Begnet may never have existed: There is even uncertainty as to
whether he or she was male or female.[6] No one bothers to argue about this: In Dalkey, when it is a
question of sainthood, sex is hardly likely to have much relevance.[7]

The name has been incorrectly understood as a corruption of St. Benedict.[4] The stories associated with her
suggest that she has also been identified with Saint Bega or other virgin saints named as Begha or Becga in
Irish calendars.[8]
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Sources [edit]

Begnet is named in the calendars of two manuscript breviaries which in the 19th century were held by the
Library of Trinity College, Dublin. One had belonged to the church of Clondalkin, and the other to the parish
church of St. John the Evangelist, Dublin, but she is not mentioned in the Martyrology of Oengus.[9]

Life [edit]

According to one source on the history of the church in Dalkey, Begnet's father was Colman, the son of Aedh in
the parish of Kilbegnatan (Kilbegnet or Cill Becnait).[10] Like many other female virgin saints, she is described
as beautiful and desirable, but she refused her numerous suitors in favor of religious devotion. Her social status
is sometimes given as "Irish princess", and thus she would have been a valuable bride. She is said variously to
have lived as an anchorite or to have served as the first abbess of nuns on a small island off the coast of
England.[11]

Begnet may not have come from Dalkey, despite the genealogical note on her origin. Missionaries may have
founded the two churches in her name there.[11]

Legend of the bracelet [edit]

A legend pertaining to this relatively obscure saint is propagated by historic preservationists and promoters of
tourism.[12] As a child, Begnet was visited by an angel who gave her a bracelet inscribed with a cross as a mark
of her vocation. To avoid marriage, Begnet left home and took nothing with her but the bracelet. In this version
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of the story, Begnet flees to Northumbria, where she was received into the Church by Bishop Aidan. After years
of enduring continual raids by pirates, she moved to Cumberland. Her bracelet became an object of veneration
after her death. By the 12th century, the veracity of legal testimony could be asserted by swearing on the
bracelet, and the penalty for perjury was death.[11]

This story, or a version of it, is told also about Saint Bega, who is said to have been of Irish origin. One source
for Bega's legend is a 15th-century Book of Hours held by the Bodleian Library, Oxford.[13]

Origins and religious influences [edit]

In 1795, the entry on Dalkey Island in W.W. Seward's Topographia Hibernica (Topography of Ireland) claimed
that Dalki was so called "on account of the Pagan altar there."[14] Seward described the island as having "plenty
of herbage and some medicinal plants," and said at that time the only building on it was the ruin of the church.
The author also professed to find "some remarkable ruins of Druidic antiquities" in nearby Killiney.[15] The
possibility cannot be excluded that the legendary Begnet is a Christianized survival of a deity from earlier Irish
religious practice.

As is the case with many other early Celtic saints, aspects of Begnet's narratives and archaeology indicate that
the traditional religions of ancient Ireland had been appropriated, rather than stamped out, by evangelizing
Christianity. The existence of several similarly named saints in the region may also suggest cross-identification
among local Christian religious figures, perhaps in association with one or more deities from Celtic or other
traditional religions, though this is no longer a fashionable view in the early 21st century.[16] The epithet
sanctus, "holy," from which English "saint" derives etymologically and which is the word for "saint" in
ecclesiastical Latin, can appear in epitaphs of those who had not converted to Christianity.[17] The interaction or
sometimes reconciliation between Christian missionaries and representatives of traditional religious authority is
expressed in Ireland by, for instance, narratives of St. Patrick and the druids, many of whom are oppositional
but some of whom either convert or assume a welcoming, ecumenical attitude.[18] The 7th-century dating of the
earliest surviving sources for these Irish stories coincides with the life of Begnet. Healing, one of her attributes,
was an area in which local practitioners and Christian missionaries often competed for authority. At the same
time, competition might mean incorporating local religious beliefs and traditions into the Christian message: "the
local ecclesiastic, who weaves the cadences and mythology of orthodox liturgy and cosmology with the
exigencies and spirits of the local cosmos, has been well documented in Byzantine and medieval Christian
cultures."[19]

Violent martyrdom would have been rare among Irish saints until the Norse invasions of the 8th century. A 7th-
century Irish homily describes three kinds of martyrdom: white (bloodless), a separation from all that one loves;
blue (or green), the mortification of one's will through fasting and penitential labor; and red (bloody),
undergoing physical torture or death.[20] Early Christian theologians such as Basil of Ancyra regarded the forms
of martyrdom as external to true virtue.[21] By these criteria, Begnet's description as virgo, non martyr may not
be a self-evident rejection of the status of martyrdom for her. The story of how she left behind her former life,
carrying with her only the bracelet that marked her service to the cross, suggests a form of "white" martyrdom.
The homily's color triad of martyrdom appears with a fragment of a Latin triad on ethical martyrdom requiring
"self-control in abundance, generosity in poverty, chastity in youth."[22] The rejection of marriage by the
beautiful young Begnet would be categorized as castitas in iuventute, a form of martyrdom acquired by "chastity
in youth" and in early Ireland not considered inferior to that brought about through violence.[23]

During the 7th century in Ireland, saint's bodies were sometimes deliberately dismembered and distributed as
relics, and this dispersal offers another explanation for the spread of similarly named saints.[24] In 1837, a
topographical dictionary recorded mysterious "stone coffins" on Dalkey Island said to contain disarticulated
human remains.[25] This practice may again preserve an earlier feature of ancient Celtic religious cosmology, in
which the articulated human body corresponds in numerical proportion to the universe, as preserved in myths
of ritual dismemberment by sword.[26] In the 19th century, it was speculated that the builders of the stone tombs
on Dalkey Island, sometimes called kistvaens, were "Celtic, or Belgic, tribes of a very remote æra."[27]
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Begu
Nun

Born Hackness, Yorkshire

Died 31 October 690

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Feast 31 October[1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Not to be confused with Saint Bega.
For the Romanian village, see Pănătău. For the Romanian tennis player, see Irina-Camelia Begu. For the
French wine grape, see Begu (grape).

Saint Begu (died 31 October 690) was a nun and later became a
saint from Hackness, Yorkshire (Deira).[2] She served at the
monastic conversation [clarification needed] in the nunnery of
Hackness, near Scarborough which was built by St Hilda of Whitby
shortly before her death.

Begu was the woman who claimed to have witnessed Hilda's soul
being borne to heaven by angels when Hilda died on 17 November
680. Tradition states that at the moment of Hilda's passing, the bells tolled. Begu awoke to find her fellow sisters
in the dormitory sleeping; it is then that Begu stated she witnessed the vision of the roof of the house opening
and Hilda's soul been borne into heaven. The nuns awakened and prayed for the soul of the blessed abbess
until, at dawn, some monks arrived to tell them of her death.[3]

Years after the death of Begu herself, the monks of Whitby Abbey were seeking holy relics to replace those of
Hilda in 1125,[2] as they were transferred to Glastonbury Abbey due to the 10th century Viking raids. Through a
supposed revelation, a sarcophagus was uncovered at Hackness where Begu had served; it bore the
inscription Hoc est sepulchrum Begu, the contents were transferred to nearby Whitby where miracles were soon
reported.[3]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Saint Begu of Hackness  at Saints.SQPN.com
2.  ̂a b Farmer, David (1992).Oxford Dictionary of Saints Oxford. p.44.
3.  ̂a b "Britannia.com" . Archived from the original  on 2010-01-31. Retrieved 2008-02-03.
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Saint Belina
Martyr and Virgin

Born unknown

Died 1153
Troyes, France

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 1203 by Pope Innocent III

Feast 19 February

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Belina (died 1153)[1] was a Roman Catholic virgin martyr. Her
birth date is unknown, but she was born to pious parents who were
serfs of John Paterne, Lord of Pradines and of D'Arcy.[2] She was
killed at Landreville, in Champagne near Troyes in northeastern
France.[3]

Hagiographer Sabine Baring-Gould described Belina as "a little
peasantess".[2] Belina was engaged to a young man of similar rank
in her village, so her parents asked for Lord Paterne's permission,
as was the custom. Paterne refused, expressing intention that he
would marry her himself, but she rejected him. He surprised her one day while she was tending her father's
sheep; she defended herself, so he killed her "for refusing to comply to his unchaste proposals"[3] with his
sword, cutting off her head. Paterne's peasants were so outraged by his actions that they rose up against him
and burned down his castle; they almost killed him, but he escaped in disguise. Pope Anastasius IV later
excommunicated Paterne and took away his titles. The king confiscated his land, and the French parliament
condemned him to permanent exile.[4]

Belina's relics were scattered and lost during the French Revolution, but some bone particles and her head
have been stored in a bust at the Mores Abbey in Landreville.[5][6] She was canonized by Pope Innocent III in
1203, and is venerated in Troyes.[2][7]
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Bellinus of Padua

v · t · e

Saint
Bellino Bertaldo

Bishop of Padua

Church Roman Catholic Church

Diocese Padua

See Padua

Appointed 1128

Term ended 26 November 1145

Predecessor Sinibaldo

Successor Giovanni Cacio

Orders
Consecration c. 1128

Personal details
Birth name Bellino Bertaldo

Born Padua

Died 26 November 1145
Fratta, Rovigo, Republic of
Venice

Sainthood
Feast day 26 November

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized by Pope Eugene IV

Attributes Episcopal attire
Dog at his feet
Palm
Keys

Patronage Adria
Diocese of Adria
Against dog bites
Against rabies

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bellino Bertaldo (d. 26 November 1145) was an Italian Roman
Catholic prelate who served as the Bishop of Padua from 1128
until his murder.[1][2] Pope Eugene IV later canonized Bellino as a
saint.

Biography [edit]

Bellino was born into the noble Bertaldi house in Padua.[2]

Bellino opposed his bishop Milone because the latter adhered to
Antipope Clement III but he remained dedicated to the legitimate
popes during Milone's episcopal tenure. But he would support
Bishop Sinibaldo since he remained dedicated to Pope Paschal II
rather than the antipope.[2] Bellino later embarked in 1144 on a
pilgrimage to Rome to meet Pope Celestine II who was impressed
upon meeting him that he named Bellino as the new Bishop of
Padua. He defended the Church from secular threats and
supported ecclesial rights and also led a reform for the diocesan
canons and an effort to rebuild the cathedral after its destruction
in an earthquake in 1117. He also oversaw the construction of
schools.[1]

He was travelling in a forest at Fratta (near Rovigo) en route to
Rome when assassins stabbed him to death; the Capodivacca
house hired these assassins to kill him for reasons unknown.[2]

Bellino's remains were housed in Lugarano at the church of San
Giacomo but a flood prompted his relics to be moved to the new
church of San Bellino in San Martino di Variano. The relics were
moved into a chapel in the same church later in 1647.[1]
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Benedetta Cambiagio Frassinello

Saint
Benedetta Cambiagio Frassinello

Religious
Born 2 October 1791

Langasco, Genoa, Kingdom of
Sardinia

Died 21 March 1858 (aged 66)
Ronco Scrivia, Genoa, Kingdom
of Sardinia

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 10 May 1987, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Canonized 19 May 2002, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 21 March
10 May (Diocese of Pavia)

Attributes Religious habit

Patronage Benedictine Sisters of
Providence
Educators

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Benedetta Cambiagio Frassinello was an Italian Roman
Catholic professed religious and the founder of the Benedictine
Sisters of Providence. Frassinello married to appease her parents
in 1816 but the couple decided to lead a chaste life and both
pursued a call to the religious life with Frassinello joining the
Ursulines in Capriolo at Brescia. But husband and wife later
reunited after setting out to establish schools for the education of
girls and the pair moved back to Genoa where she founded her
order in 1838 based on the Benedictine charism.[1][2]

Frassinello's beatification was celebrated in 1987 and she was
canonized as a saint in 2002.
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Life [edit]

Benedetta Cambiagio was born on 2 October 1791 in Langasco in
Genoa as the last of six children to Giuseppe Cambiagio and
Francesca Ghiglione.[1]

Due to political discord, the family settled in Pavia in 1804. In 1811
she had a spiritual experience that gave her a profound desire for
a life of penance and of total consecration to God. However, in
obedience to the wishes of her parents, on 7 February 1816 she
married the farmer and carpenter Giovanni Battista Frassinello in
the Basilica of San Michele.[3] In 1818 the couple decided each to
live a celibate life "as brother and sister" more so because he was
so impressed with her holiness and her desire for the religious life.
The couple took in Benedetta's sister Maria who was suffering
from intestinal cancer and whose husband had left her. The pair
cared for her until she died in July 1825.[1]

Her husband Giovanni Battista entered the Somaschi Fathers and
Benedetta joined the Ursuline congregation at Capriolo after having failed to join the Capuchin Poor Clares in
Genoa. In 1826 she was forced to leave because of ill health and returned to Pavia but had a vision of Saint
Girolamo Emiliani who healed her. Once she regained her health - with the approval of the Bishop of Pavia Luigi
Tosi - she dedicated herself to the education of girls. Benedetta needed help in handling such a great task and
so Bishop Tosi asked Giovanni Battista to leave the Somaschi Fathers novitiate and help Benedetta in her
apostolic work.[3] The pair made a vow to remain chaste in the hands of Bishop Tosi and then began their
common work to promote the human and religious formation of poor and abandoned girls; their educational
work proved to be of great benefit to Pavia and a school was opened in 1827. The Austrian government
recognized her as a "Promoter of Public Education".[2]

Young female volunteers aided her, in due time to whom she them gave a rule of life that later received
ecclesiastical approval from the competent authorities. Frassinello also joined formation in catechesis to in
domestic skills like cooking and sewing aiming to transform her students into "models of Christian life" and so
assure the formation of families. Her work was considered pioneering for those times.[3] Although Giovanni had
left the Somaschi Fathers as the bishop's request, and both had made a vow of chastity before the bishop, that
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did not stop many from gossiping. In 1838, in order that she might not be a hindrance to the work, she turned
over the institution to the Bishop of Pavia, and withdrew to another town.[4]

Her former husband and five companions joined her in moving to Ronco Scrivia in the Genoa region on 16 July
1838. The group opened a school for girls there and that was a refinement on what had been done in Pavia.[4]

Benedetta founded the Benedictine Sisters of Providence on 28 October 1838; it received diocesan approval in
1858, the papal decree of praise on 24 June 1917 from Pope Benedict XV and papal approval from Pope Pius
XI on 2 March 1937. In her rule she stressed the education of girls and instilled the spirit of unlimited confidence
and abandonment to Divine providence and to the love of God through chief Benedictine principles.[3] The
order grew at a rapid pace since it performed a much-needed service. Benedetta was able to guide the
development of the order until her death. On 21 March 1858 she died in Ronco Scrivia. In 1944 Allied bombings
devastated the region and her remains were lost in the destruction.[2] Her order is now present in places such
as Spain and Burundi and in 2005 there were 113 religious in 22 houses.[1]

Sainthood [edit]

The beatification process commenced in an informative process that Cardinal Carlo Minoretti oversaw from
1927 until closing it at a special Mass in 1932 while theologians later approved her writings on 20 November
1940 having deemed them to be in line with the faith. The postulation submitted the Positio dossier to the
Congregation for the Causes of Saints in 1979 while their historical consultants approved the cause on 29 April
1980. Theological experts also voiced their assent to the cause on 23 April 1985 as did the C.C.S. members
later on 4 June 1985; Pope John Paul II confirmed that Frassinello possessed heroic virtue and so on 6 July
1985 titled her as Venerable.

The process for the miracle needed for beatification was investigated where it occurred in and it received
C.C.S. validation on 17 January 1986. Medical experts believed this healing to be a miracle on 10 July 1986 as
did theologians on 7 November 1986 and the C.C.S. on 23 December 1986. John Paul II confirmed the healing
was a miracle on 3 January 1987 and later beatified Frassinello on 10 May 1987 in Saint Peter's Square. The
second and final miracle needed for full sainthood was investigated much like the first and was validated on 24
September 1999; medical experts approved this on 20 December 2000 with the theologians and C.C.S.
following suit. John Paul II approved this healing as a miracle on 20 December 2001 and on 26 February 2002 -
at 11:00am in the Clementine Hall - confirmed the date for sainthood.[5] John Paul II canonized Frassinello on 19
May 2002 in Saint Peter's Square.[6]

See also [edit]

Saint Benedetta Cambiagio Frassinello, patron saint archive
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Benedict (bishop of Milan)

Benedict
Archbishop of Milan

Church Catholic Church

Appointed c. 685

Term ended c. 732

Predecessor Mansuetus (bishop of Milan)

Successor Theodorus II

Sainthood
Feast day 11 March

Venerated in Catholic Church

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Benedict (Latin: Benedictus, Italian: Benedetto) was Archbishop
of Milan from c. 685 to c. 732. He is honoured as a saint in the
Catholic Church.

Life [edit]

Benedict was archbishop of Milan from c. 685 to c. 732. Among the
few information about his life, it is known that he wrote the epitaph
for Caedwalla, the king of Wessex who was buried in St. Peter's
Basilica in Rome.[1]

Benedict returned in Rome at the time of Pope Constantine where
he opposed the claim of the bishop of Pavia, Armentarius, that
Pavia were immediately subject to Rome. Benedict reminded to the
Pope that Pavia historically was under the Metropolitan See of
Milan and that the bishop of Pavia was used to be consecrated by
the one of Milan. The pope however ruled in favour of
Armentarius, perhaps due to a privilege granted at the times of
Evodius or because Pavia was the capital of the Kingdom of the
Lombards.[2][3]

To Benedict was due the construction of a church and a
monastery in Milan, of which no trace remains. He probably was
influential in settling the Schism of the Three Chapters. Paul the
Deacon, about fifty years after his death, remember him as a saint
venerated all over Italy.[1]

The day of his death was between 9 and 11 March 732.[1] A poetry written about ten years after his death, De
laudibus Mediolani, praises him and informs us that he was buried in the Basilica of Sant'Ambrogio.[2] His feast
day is 11 March in the Roman Rite and 6 September in the Ambrosian Rite.[4]

A late tradition, with no historical basis, associates Benedict with the Milan's family of the Crespi.

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c Casari, Mario (1987). "Benedetto, santo". Dizionario della Chiesa Ambrosiana (in Italian). 1. Milano: NED.
p. 392. ISBN 88-7023-102-X.

2.  ̂a b Cazzani, Eugenio (1996). Vescovi e arcivescovi di Milano (in Italian). Milano: Massimo. pp. 57–58. ISBN 88-
7030-891-X.

3. ^ The book of saints : a dictionary of servants of God canonised by the Catholic Church . Whitefish, MT:
Kessinger Publishing. 2001. p. 31. ISBN 9780766172692.

4. ^ Magnoli, Claudio, ed. (2010). Celebrazioni dei santi. Messale ambrosiano quotidiano (in Italian). 4. Milano:
Centro Ambrosiano. p. 747. ISBN 978-88-8025-763-9.
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v · t · e Bishops and Archbishops of Milan

Ancient age

St Barnabas (50-55) · St Anathalon (53-63) · St Caius (63 - 85) · sede vacante · St Castricianus (97 - 138) ·
St Calimerius (138–191) · sede vacante · St Monas (283–313?) · St Mirocles (313–316?) · St Maternus
(316–328?) · St Protasius (328–343?) · St Eustorgius I (343–349?) · St Dionysius (349–355) · Auxentius$
(355–374) · St Ambrose (374–397) · St Simplician (397–400) · St Venerius (400–408) · St Marolus (408–
423) · St Martinianus (423–435) · St Glycerius (436–438) · St Lazarus (438–449) · St Eusebius (449–462) ·
St Gerontius (462–465) · St Benignus (465–472) · St Senator (472–475) · St Theodorus I (475–490) · St
Lawrence I (490–512) · St Eustorgius II (512–518) · St Magnus (518–530?) · St Dacius (530–552) · Vitale
(552–556) · St Ausanus (556–559?)
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Genoa period St Honoratus (560–571?) · Frontone (571–573?) · Lawrence II (573–592) · Constantius (593–600) ·
Deodatus (601–628) · Asterius (629–639) · Forte (639–641)

Middle Ages

St John the Good (641–669) · St Antonino (669–671) · St Maurilio (671) · St Ampelius (671–676) · St
Mansuetus (676–685) · St Benedict (685–732) · Theodorus II (732–746) · St Natalis (746–747) · Arifred
(747–748) · Stabile (748–750) · Leto (751–755) · Thomas (755–783) · Peter (784–803) · Odelpert (803–
813) · St Anselm I (813–818) · St Buono (818–822) · Angilbert I (822–823) · Angilbert II Pusterla (824–859) ·
Tadone (860–868) · Anspert (868–881) · Anselmo II Capra (882–896) · Landulf I (896–899) · Andrea of
Canciano (899–906) · Aicone (906–918) · Gariberto of Besana (918–921) · Lambert (921–931) · Elduin
(931–936) · Arderico (936–948) · Adelman (948–953) · Walpert (953–970) · Arnulf I (970–974) · Gotofredo I
(974–979) · Landulf II of Carcano (980–998) · Arnolfo II da Arsago (998–1018) · Ariberto da Intimiano (1018–
1045) · Guido da Velate (1045–1069) · Attone (1070–1075) · Gotofredo II da Castiglione (1070–1075,
antibishop) · Tebald da Castiglione (1075–1080) · Anselmo III da Rho (1086–1093) · Arnolfo III (1093–
1097) · Anselmo IV da Bovisio (1097–1101) · Grosolanus (1102–1112) · Giordano da Clivio (1112–1120) ·
Ulrich da Corte (1120–1126) · Anselmo della Pusterla (1126–1135) · Robaldo (1135–1145) · Umberto I da
Pirovano (1146–1166) · St Galdino della Sala (1166–1176) · Algisio da Pirovano (1176–1185) ·
Umberto II Crivelli (1185–1187, elected Pope Urban III) · Milone da Cardano (1187–1195) · Umberto III da
Terzago (1195–1196) · Filippo I da Lampugnano (1196–1206) · Umberto IV da Pirovano (1206–1211) ·
Gerardo da Sessa (1211–1212) · Enrico I da Settala (1213–1230) · Guglielmo I da Rizolio (1230–1241) ·
Leon da Perego (1241–1257) · Ottone Visconti (1262–1295) · Ruffino da Frisseto (1295–1296) · Francesco
I da Parma (1296–1308) · Cassone della Torre (1308–1317) · Aicardo da Intimiano (1317–1339) ·
Giovanni II Visconti (1342–1354) · Roberto Visconti (1354–1361) · Guglielmo II della Pusterla (1361–1370) ·
Simon da Borsano (1370–1380) · Antonio de' Saluzzi (1380–1401) · Pietro II di Candia (1402–1410) ·
Francesco II Crippa (1409–1414) · Bartolommeo Capra (1414–1433) · Francesco III Piccolpasso (1433–
1443) · Enrico II Rampini (1443–1450) · Giovanni III Visconti (1450–1453) · Nicolò Amidano (1453–1454) ·
Timoteo Maffei (1454) · Gabriele Sforza (1454–1457) · Carlo I da Forlì (1457–1461) · Stefano Nardini (1461–
1484) · Giovanni Arcimboldi (1484–1488) · Guido Antonio Arcimboldi (1488–1497) · Ottaviano Arcimboldi
(1497) · Ippolito d'Este (1497–1520) · Ippolito II d'Este (1520–1550) · Giovan Angelo Arcimboldi (1550–
1555) · Filippo II Archinto (1556–1558) · sede vacante

Modern age

St. Carlo Borromeo (1564–1584) · Gaspare Visconti (1584–1595) · Federico I Borromeo (1595–1631) ·
Cesare Monti (1632–1650) · Alfonso Litta (1652–1679) · Federico II Visconti (1681–1693) ·
Federico III Caccia (1693–1699) · Giuseppe Archinto (1699–1712) · Benedetto II Erba Odescalchi (1712–
1737) · Carlo Gaetano Stampa (1737–1742) · Giuseppe II Pozzobonelli (1743–1783) · Filippo Maria Visconti
(1784–1801) · Giovanni Battista Caprara (1802–1810) · sede vacante · Carlo Gaetano Gaisruck (1818–
1846) · Bartolomeo Carlo Romilli (1847–1859) · Paolo Angelo Ballerini (1859–1867) ·
Luigi Nazari di Calabiana (1867–1893) · Bl. Andrea Ferrari (1894–1921) · Ambrogio Damiano Achille Ratti
(1921–1922, elected Pope Pius XI) · Eugenio Tosi (1922–1929) · Bl. Ildefonso Schuster (1929–1954) · St.
Giovanni Battista Montini (1954–1963, elected Pope Paul VI) · Giovanni Colombo (1963–1979) ·
Carlo Maria Martini, SJ (1979–2002) · Dionigi Tettamanzi (2002–2011) · Angelo Scola (2011–2017) ·
Mario Delpini (2017-present)
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Benedict Biscop

Benedict Biscop
Biscop Baducing

Benedict Biscop

Born c. 628
Northumbria

Died 12 January 690
St Peter's, Wearmouth
(Sunderland)

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Church of England
Orthodox Church

Major shrine Wearmouth 690 – c.980; 
translated c. 980 from there to 
Thorney Abbey (Glastonbury
Abbey 
also claims his relics)

Feast 12 January (Anglican & Catholic)

Patronage English Benedictines,[1]

musicians, painters, and (since
24 March 2004) the City of
Sunderland[2] St Benet Biscop
Catholic Academy in
Northumberland

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Benedict Biscop (pronounced "bishop"; c. 628 – 690), also
known as Biscop Baducing, was an Anglo-Saxon abbot and
founder of Monkwearmouth-Jarrow Priory (where he also founded
the famous library) and was considered a saint after his death.
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Life [edit]

Early career [edit]

Benedict, born of a noble Northumbrian family, was for a time a
thegn of King Oswiu of Berenicia[3] (r. 642–670) At the age of 25
(c. 653) Benedict made the first of his five trips to Rome,
accompanying his friend Saint Wilfrid the Elder. However Wilfrid
was detained in Lyon en route. Benedict completed the journey on
his own, and when he returned to England was "full of fervour and
enthusiasm ... for the good of the English Church".[4]

Benedict made a second journey to Rome twelve years later.
Alchfrith of Deira, a son of King Oswiu, intended to accompany
him, but the king refused to grant permission. On this trip Biscop
met Acca and Wilfrid. On his return journey to England Benedict
stopped at Lérins, a monastic island off the Mediterranean coast
of Provence, which had by then adopted the Rule of St. Benedict.
During his two-year stay there, from 665 to 667, he underwent a
course of instruction, taking monastic vows[5] and the name of
"Benedict".

Following the two years in Lérins Benedict made his third trip to
Rome. At this time Pope Vitalian commissioned him to accompany
Archbishop Theodore of Tarsus back to Canterbury in 669. On
their return Archbishop Theodore appointed Benedict as abbot of
SS. Peter and Paul's, Canterbury, a role he held for two years.[6]

Bibliophile [edit]

Benedict Biscop, the Bibliophile, assembled a library from his travels His second trip to Rome had been a book
buying trip. Overall, the collection had an estimated 250 titles of mostly service books. The library included
scripture, classical, and secular works.[7]

Founder [edit]
See also: Monkwearmouth–Jarrow Abbey

Ecgfrith of Northumbria granted Benedict land in 674 for the purpose of building a monastery. He went to the
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Continent to bring back masons who could build a monastery in the Pre-Romanesque style. Benedict made his
fifth and final trip to Rome in 679 to bring back books for a library, saintly relics, stonemasons, glaziers, and a
grant from Pope Agatho granting his monastery certain privileges. Benedict made five overseas voyages in all
to stock the library.[8][9]

In 682 Benedict appointed Eosterwine as his coadjutor and the King was so delighted at the success of St
Peter's, he gave him land in Jarrow and urged him to build a second monastery. Benedict erected a sister
foundation (St Paul) at Jarrow. He appointed Ceolfrid as the superior, who left Wearmouth with 20 monks to
start the foundation in Jarrow. Bede, one of Benedict's pupils, tells us that he brought builders and glass-
workers from Francia to erect the buildings in stone.[9][10]

He drew up a rule for his community, based on that of Benedict and the customs of seventeen monasteries he
had visited. He also engaged Abbot John, Arch-cantor of St. Peter's in Rome, to teach Roman chant at these
monasteries.[5]

In 685, Ecgfrith granted the land south of the River Wear to Biscop. Separated from the monastery, this would
be known as the "sundered land," which in time would become the name of the wider urban area.[11]

Benedict's idea was to build a model monastery for England, sharing his knowledge of the experience of the
Church in Europe. It was the first ecclesiastical building in Britain to be built in stone, and the use of glass was a
novelty for many in 7th-century England. It eventually possessed what was a large library for the time – several
hundred volumes – and it was here that Benedict's student Bede wrote his famous works. The library became
world-famous and manuscripts that had been copied there became prized possessions throughout Europe,[12]

including especially the Codex Amiatinus, the earliest surviving manuscript of the complete Bible in the Latin
Vulgate version.

Death [edit]

For the last three years of his life Benedict was bed-ridden. He suffered his affliction with great patience and
faith.[9] He died on 12 January 690.[13]

Veneration [edit]

A sermon of Bede (Homily 17) indicates that there was a very early public cult of Biscop; for his feast, but it
became more widespread only after the translation of his relics to Thorney under Ethelwold c.980.[14] He is
recognised as a saint by the Christian Church, which holds his feast day on 12 January.

See also [edit]

Saint Benedict Biscop, patron saint archive

Notes [edit]

1. ^ English Benedictine Congregation – January Ordo  Archived  10 March 2008 at the Wayback Machine
2. ^ Sunderland City Council minutes, 24 March 2004  Archived  14 April 2008 at the Wayback Machine
3. ^ HAbb, I; Blair, p. 155. Biscop, while unusual, is not a unique Northumbrian byname. Blair notes the possibility

that, given the proximity of Benedict's birth and King Edwin of Deira's conversion, some unusual circumstances his
birth, or perhaps baptism, may account for this byname.

4. ^ St. Benedict Biscop (AD 628–689)  Archived  29 July 2014 at the Wayback Machine. An edition of Gibson,
E.C.S., Northumbrian Saints, S.P.C.K., 1884. Britannia.com. Retrieved on 26 May 2008.

5.  ̂a b Ott, Michael. "St. Benedict Biscop." The Catholic Encyclopedia  Vol. 2. New York: Robert Appleton
Company, 1907. 23 January 2020  This article incorporates text from this source, which is in the public domain.

6. ^ HAbb, II–III; Blair, pp. 156–159
7. ^ Olley, L. (2014). Benedict Biscop: Benedictine, Builder, Bibliophile. Theological Librarianship, 7(1), pp. 30-37
8. ^ Woods Tomas E., Jr. (2005). How the Catholic Church Built Western Civilization . Regnery. ISBN 0895260387.
9.  ̂a b c Attwater, Donald and Catherine Rachel John. The Penguin Dictionary of Saints. 3rd edition. New York:

Penguin Books, 1993. ISBN 0-14-051312-4.
10. ^ HAbb, IV–VI; Blair, p. 161.
11. ^ "Old Sunderland History" . www.englandsnortheast.co.uk. Retrieved 25 March 2018.
12. ^ HAbb, IV & VI; Blair, pp. 165ff.
13. ^ AVCeol, 18; Blair, p. 177.
14. ^ "Benedict Biscop", The Oxford Dictionary of Saints
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Biscop 2  at Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England

Preceded by
—

Abbot of 
Monkwearmouth

674–681

Succeeded by
Eosterwine

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
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Benedict Daswa

Blessed
Benedict Daswa

Layman; Martyr
Born 16 June 1946

Mbahe, Limpopo, South Africa

Died 2 February 1990 (aged 43)
Mbahe, Limpopo, South Africa

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 13 September 2015, Limpopo,
South Africa by Cardinal Angelo
Amato

Feast 1 February

Patronage Against the occult
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Persecuted Christians
Teachers
Principals
Fathers

Official Logo
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This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Benedict Daswa" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(January 2018) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Blessed Benedict Daswa (16 June 1946 – 2 February 1990),
born Tshimangadzo Samuel Daswa, was a South African school
teacher and principal. He was given the name of "Samuel" by his
parents when he started to attend school and assumed the name
"Benedict" upon his conversion. A local mob murdered him after
he refused to pay a tax designed to ward off lightning.[1] He had
been viewed as a martyr after his death and his martyrdom was
confirmed in 2015, paving the way for his beatification.

He was beatified in Limpopo on 13 September 2015. Cardinal
Angelo Amato – on behalf of Pope Francis – presided over the
beatification Mass.
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Biography [edit]

Benedict Daswa was born as Tshimangadzo Samuel Daswa on 16
June 1946 in South Africa and was a member of the Lemba
people. He the first child born to Tshililo Petrus Daswa (Bakali) and
Thidziambi Ida Daswa (Gundula).[2] This tribe followed Jewish
rituals and laws. Daswa had three younger brothers and one
sister: Thanyani Mackson, Muvhulawa Calson, Thinavhuyo Mavis
and Humbulani Innocent. Daswa worked as a herd boy before he
attended school which started at Vondwe Primary School in 1957
which was followed by secondary school at Mphaphuli High School.
After his father's accidental death, it fell to him to provide for his siblings
and did this by paying for their education while in the workforce. In the
workforce, he helped pay for his siblings' education and constantly
encouraged them to take pride in their studies.[3]

Daswa was exposed to Roman Catholicism through a friend he met
while in Johannesburg while living with an uncle there. He learnt about
the Catholic faith and learnt catechism every Sunday from Benedict
Risimati. After two years of instruction, Daswa was baptized on 21 April
1963 by Father Augustine O'Brien.[2] He took the name of "Benedict"
due to the fact that he was inspired by Saint Benedict of Nursia, also
selecting as his life motto "Ora et labora" (pray and work).[3] He was
confirmed by Abbot Bishop F. Clemens van Hoek, O.S.B. three months later on 21 July 1963.
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He became an active member of the Catholic Church in South Africa. Daswa went to Venda Teacher Training
College to do a primary teacher's certificate and later obtained his matriculation through correspondence in
1973. He served as a teacher and catechist as he worked with adolescents and he assisted families that
endured economic hardship. Daswa was a highly respected individual in his local community and became
known for his honesty, truthfulness and integrity, even known to fetch students who decided to skip schools.
Daswa later helped to build the first church in his area and later became the principal of the school that he
taught at on 1 January 1979 at Nweli Primary School.[3] He once convinced a father who wanted to marry off his
daughter to an older man to allow the girl to complete her education.[4]

Daswa married Shadi Eveline Monyai (d. 2008) in 1974 and the pair had a total of eight children, including
Lufuno (b. 1977) who was the eldest, Benedicta (b. 1990), Helen and Faith. He would help his wife with
household chores, unheard of at that time in his area, and he valued his family to the point of hosting Daswa
Family Days each 16 December where gifts would be exchanged and a meal held.[2] For his family, he
personally built his brick house. Daswa also established a soccer team called the Mbahe Eleven Computers and
left this team when members wanted to use "muti" (medicine) in order to win games. He started a new team,
Mbahe Freedom Rebels. He was an active member of his community, serving as the secretary of the local
traditional council; the local chief valued his counsel.

In November 1989, heavy rains and lightning strikes plagued the area. When his village suffered strong storms
again in January 1990, the elders decided that the lightning occurred due to magic and thus demanded a tax
from all their residents to pay for a sangoma to "sniff out" the witch who caused the storms. Refusing to believe
this, Daswa said they were just a natural phenomenon and declined to pay the tax.

On 2 February 1990, Daswa drove his sister-in-law and her sick child to a doctor in Thohoyandou and en route,
picked up a man who asked for his help to take a bag of mealie meal to his home in a town next to Mbahe. At
around 7:30pm, he returned to Mbahe where he left his sister-in-law and child near their home. He told his
daughter that he would soon return after taking the passenger to the next village.

Returning home, found his path blocked by fallen trees and as he attempted to clear the road he was
ambushed by a mob of young men. Bleeding as a result of stoning, he left his damaged car and ran for
assistance at a woman's hut. However, the woman revealed where he was when the mob threatened to kill her if
she did not comply. As a result of this, he was beaten and clubbed over the head. Boiling water was poured
over him in his ears and nostrils after he was attacked to ensure that he was dead. His final words were, "God,
into Your hands receive my spirit".[5] The woman of the hut informed Daswa's brother what had happened and
the latter remained with his dead brother for the night.

Post-mortem [edit]

The funeral took place on Saturday, 10 February 1990. The funeral procession commenced at Daswa's home
and then proceeded to Nweli Church. Celebrants wore red vestments to indicate their belief that Daswa died at
the hands of his attackers in hatred of his faith.

Daswa's mother later converted to Roman Catholicism and saved her pension to purchase a tombstone for her
murdered son. This was unveiled after a special Mass on 26 November 2000. Daswa's remains were later
transferred to Nweli Church on 24 August 2015.

Beatification [edit]

The cause of beatification commenced on 10 June 2008 on a diocesan level in Tzaneen which concluded in
2009 with the commencement of the "Roman Phase". The cause had to be ratified to ensure the process was
valid and performed its duties as required and this occurred in Rome on 5 November 2010.[citation needed] The
opening of the cause granted him the title Servant of God. The postulator assigned was Father Jean-Louis
Chassem, MSC. The Positio – documenting his life and evidence to suggest he was killed for his faith – was
submitted to the Congregation for the Causes of Saints in 2013.[citation needed]

Pope Francis approved a decree that recognized his martyrdom on 22 January 2015 which allowed for his
beatification. A possible date for the beatification, as stated by the Archbishop of Pretoria William M. Slattery,
was October 2015 and as late as 1 November.[6]

The beatification was celebrated by Cardinal Angelo Amato in Limpopo on 13 September 2015; the beatification
date was confirmed in March 2015.[7] Present at the celebration was Daswa's mother and children as well as
Father Augustine O'Brien who baptized him. Approximately 30,000 people attended the beatification.[8]

30th Martyrdom Anniversary [edit]

On the 1st of February 2020 thousands of the people gathered at the Benedict Daswa Shrine Site in Tshitanini
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to witness the 30th anniversary celebration of the martyrdom of Blessed Benedict Daswa. His Eminence
Cardinal Wilfrid Napier was the main celebrant, assisted by Bishop Joao Rodrigues and Bishop Emeritus Hugh
Slattery of Tzaneen Diocese. The Cardinal based his homily on the gospel of the day: 'unless a grain of wheat
falls to the ground and dies it remains itself alone, but it if dies it produces many more seeds like itself'. [9]

Exhumation [edit]

Daswa's remains were exhumed from his grave on 24 August 2015 in the presence of the police, a nurse and a
doctor. The exhumation took more than four hours due to the secure burial with several layers of thick cement
between layers of soil; the steel coffin was reported to be in good condition. At the behest of the family, his
remains were taken to the grave of his wife and the coffin opened to reveal Daswa's skeletal remains intact. The
family desired the remains to be left undisturbed in the original coffin for reinterment, which was cleaned and
covered in white material and colored traditional Venda cloth. A document to testify to the exhumation was
placed in the coffin. His remains were relocated to a grave in a church in Mbahe and a toe and a piece of the
garment he was wearing was removed and was sent away to be used as relics.[10]

List of dignitaries present [edit]

There were also several dignitaries present at the beatification ceremony as official representatives.

Country Title Dignitary

 South Africa

Deputy President Cyril Ramaphosa[11]

Minister of Water Affairs and Sanitation Nomvula Mokonyane

Minister of Transport Dipuo Peters
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Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
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Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
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Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
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Popes
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Benedict Joseph Labre

St. Benedict Joseph Labre, T.O.S.F.

A representation of Labre as a sorrowful
mendicant.

Beggar of Perpetual Adoration
Born 25 March 1748

Amettes, Artois, Kingdom of
France

Died 16 April 1783 (aged 35)
Rome, Papal States

Venerated in Catholic Church
(Third Order of St. Francis)

Beatified 20 May 1860, Rome by Pope
Pius IX

Canonized 8 December 1881, Rome by
Pope Leo XIII

Major shrine Church of Santa Maria ai Monti
Rome, Italy

Feast 16 April

Attributes tri-cornered hat; alms

Patronage Unmarried men (bachelors),
rejects, mental illness, mentally
ill people, insanity, beggars,
hobos, the homeless

Benedict Joseph Labre
depicted by Antonio Cavallucci
(1752–1795)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article's lead section does not adequately summarize key points
of its contents. Please consider expanding the lead to provide an
accessible overview of all important aspects of the article. Please discuss
this issue on the article's talk page. (March 2020)

Benedict Joseph Labre, (French: Benoît-Joseph Labre) (25
March 1748 – 16 April 1783), was a French mendicant, Franciscan
tertiary, and Catholic saint.
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Life [edit]

Labre was born in 1748 in the village of Amettes, near Arras, in
the former Province of Artois in the north of France. He was the
eldest of fifteen children of a prosperous shopkeeper, Jean-
Baptiste Labre, and his wife, Anne Grandsire.[1]

Labre had an uncle, a parish priest, living some distance from his
family home; this uncle gladly received him, and undertook his
early education for the priesthood.[2] At the age of sixteen, he
approached his uncle about becoming a Trappist monk, but his
parents told him he would have to wait until he grew older. When
Benedict was about eighteen, an epidemic fell upon the city, and
uncle and nephew busied themselves in the service of the sick.
While the uncle took care of the souls and bodies of the people,
Benedict went to and fro caring for the cattle. Among the last
victims of the epidemic was Labre's uncle.[2]

Labre set off for La Trappe Abbey
to apply to the Order, but did not
come up to their requirements. He
was under age, he was too
delicate; he had no special
recommendations.[2] He later attempted to join the Carthusians and Cistercians,
but each order rejected him as unsuitable for communal life. He was, for about
six weeks, a postulant with the Carthusians at Neuville. In November 1769 he
obtained admission to the Cistercian Abbey of Sept-Fonts. After a short stay at
Sept-Fonts his health gave way, and it was decided that his vocation lay
elsewhere.[1]

Labre, according to Catholic tradition, experienced a desire, which he
considered was given to him by God and inspired by the example of Alexius of
Rome and that of the Franciscan tertiary pilgrim, Saint Roch, to "abandon his

country, his parents, and whatever is flattering in the world to lead a new sort of life, a life most painful, most
penitential, not in a wilderness nor in a cloister, but in the midst of the world, devoutly visiting as a pilgrim the
famous places of Christian devotion."[1]
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Labre joined the Third Order of Saint Francis and settled on a life of poverty and pilgrimage. He first traveled to
Rome on foot, subsisting on what he could get by begging. He then traveled to most of the major shrines of
Europe, often several times each. He visited the various shrines in Loreto, Assisi, Naples, and Bari in Italy,
Einsiedeln in Switzerland, Paray-le-Monial in France, and Santiago de Compostela in Spain. During these trips
he would always travel on foot, sleeping in the open or in a corner of a room, with his clothes muddy and
ragged. On one occasion he stopped at the farmhouse of Matthieu and Marie Vianney, who would later become
the parents of Curé d'Ars.[3] He lived on what little he was given, and often shared the little he did receive with
others. He is reported to have talked rarely, prayed often, and accepted quietly the abuse he received.

In so doing, Labre was following in the role of the mendicant, the "Fool-for-Christ," found more often in the
Eastern Church. He would often swoon when contemplating the crown of thorns, in particular, and, during these
states, it is said he would levitate or bilocate. He was also said to have cured some of the other homeless he
met and to have multiplied bread for them. In the last years of his life (his thirties), he lived in Rome, for a time
living in the ruins of the Colosseum, and would leave only to make a yearly pilgrimage to the shrine of Our Lady
of Loreto. He was a familiar figure in the city and known as the "saint of the Forty Hours" (or Quarant' Ore) for
his dedication to Eucharistic adoration.

The day before he died, Labre collapsed in the church of Santa Maria ai Monti, blocks from the Colosseum, and
despite his protestations was charitably taken to a house behind the church at Via dei Serpenti 2. He died there
of malnutrition on 16 April 1783, during Holy Week, and was buried in the Church of Santa Maria ai Monti.

Veneration [edit]

Labre's confessor, Marconi, wrote his biography and attributed 136
separate cures to his intercession within three months of his death.
Those miracles were instrumental in the conversion of the Reverend
John Thayer, the first American Protestant clergyman to convert to
Catholicism, who was resident in Rome at the time of St. Benedict's
death.[4] A cult grew up around him very soon after his death; he was
declared Blessed by Blessed Pius IX in 1860, and canonized by Pope
Leo XIII in 1881.[5] Benedict is patron saint of the homeless.[6] His feast
day is observed on April 16.

See also [edit]
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Benedict Menni

Saint
Benedict Menni

c. 1905.

Priest
Born 11 March 1841

Milan, Kingdom of Lombardy-
Venetia

Died 24 April 1914 (aged 73)
Dinan, Côtes-d’Armor, French
Third Republic

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 23 June 1985, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Canonized 21 November 1999, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 24 April

Attributes Cassock
Crucifix

Patronage Hospitaller Sisters of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus
People with mental health
issues
The sick
Volunteers

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Benedict Menni (11 March 1841 – 24 April 1914), born Angelo
Ercole Menni Figini, was an Italian Roman Catholic priest. Menni
was a professed member of the Hospitallers of Saint John of God
and he went on to establish his own religious congregation known
as the Hospitaller Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Jesus and based
upon the one of which he was a member. He worked in Spain as
part of his pastoral mission.

Menni worked with the old and those who were abandoned. He
also worked and aided victims of polio and those with mental
health problems.

He was canonized in 1999 after the recognition of two miracles
attributed to his intercession. His order continues to flourish across
the world in locations such as Spain and Italy.[1]

Contents [hide]
1 Life
2 Canonization
3 References
4 External links

Life [edit]

Angelo Ercole Menni Figini was born as the fifth of fifteen children
to Luigi Menni and Luisa Figini on 11 March 1841 in Milan.[2] He
was baptized hours after he was born. As a child he was noted for
his strength of spirit and for his intellectual abilities.

His religious calling came when he was an adolescent and he left
his position at a bank in order to pursue his vocation but his
departure from the bank was his resignation due to being asked to
craft false records. In 1858 the Piedmont and French troops
confronted Austrian troops outside of Milan and he volunteered to
work as a stretcher-bearer to assist wounded soldiers on the
battlefield at Magenta. This brought him into contact with the
Hospitallers of Saint John of God; he entered their novitiate in
1860 and made his vows as a member in 1864.[citation needed]

He engaged in both philosophical and theological studies in Lodi
and later in Rome. He completed his studies and was ordained to
the priesthood in 1866 and he assumed the name of "Benedict"
after this. At the behest of Pope Pius IX - in 1867 - he started the restoration of the Saint John of God order in
both Spain and Portugal due to political strife.[3]

After he settled in Spain he first set up a children's hospital in Barcelona in 1867 and this marked the first of his
several works of restoration and implementation. A short time later Menni attracted numerous followers to his
cause and it allowed him to establish new institutions of his new order on a rapid scale - spreading not just in
Spain but to Portugal and Mexico. The 1868 deposition of Queen Isabella II set off renewed persecution and
Menni - chosen as the Superior of the order in 1872 - found himself besieged with constant threats. He
relocated to Marseille to recover from an illness but later returned to Spain to help the victims of the Third
Carlist War.

His arrival in Granada in 1878 saw him meet two women - Maria Josefa Recio and Maria Angtistias Gimenez -
who set up a women's hospital in 1881. This inspired him to establish his own congregation and he established
in Madrid the Hospitaller Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Jesus on 31 May 1881. Pope Leo XIII granted the
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Decree of Praise in 1892 and his formal approval to the new order in 1901. The order referred to the example
of John of God as it set forth on its mission to provide care to all people. But their task was not a simple one; for
instance one patient killed one of the nuns in 1883. Menni established around seventeen mental hospitals in
Spain.[4] He participated in the General Chapter of the Order in Rome in 1905 and returned to Spain
afterwards.

It was in 1890 that he began to reform the order in Portugal and instituted several hospitals and a home for
priests in Lisbon.

He was accused of violence against a patient who suffered from dementia and faced a criminal court in Madrid.
He refused legal representation but relented at the behest of the Bishop of Madrid. It also reached Rome and
Menni decided to resign as Superior General on 20 June 1912.[citation needed]

Menni spent the remainder of his life - due to his declining health - in France from 1912 until his death on 24
April 1914. He suffered a stroke and developed dementia and moved to Dinan to spend the rest of his ailing life
there knowing his end was close. His remains were taken to Spain, after his triumphant funeral, to the mother
house of the order.[5][6][7]

Canonization [edit]

The canonization process commenced under Pope Paul VI in Spain on 26 February 1964. The commencement
of the local process conferred upon him the posthumous title Servant of God and saw the accumulation of both
documentation and testimonies; the process was granted formal ratification in order for the cause to proceed.
The documentation was compiled into a large dossier to be sent to the Congregation for the Causes of Saints in
Rome for further evaluation.

Pope John Paul II approved the fact that Menni had lived a life of heroic virtue and proclaimed him to be
Venerable on 11 May 1982.

The miracle required for his beatification was investigated in a diocesan tribunal and was ratified on 3
December 1982 to confirm that the process was valid. All documentation was sent to Rome and John Paul II
approved the miracle on 14 December 1984; he beatified Menni on 23 June 1985.

The second miracle needed for sainthood was investigated like the previous one and ratified in 1998. The pope
approved the miracle on 26 March 1999 and canonized him as a saint on 21 November 1999.[8]
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Benedict of Aniane

Saint
Benedict of Aniane

Born 747
France

Died 12 February 821

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church[1]

Roman Catholic Church

Feast 12 February

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Benedict of Aniane (Latin: Benedictus Anianensis; German:
Benedikt von Aniane; c. 747 – 12 February 821 AD), born Witiza
and called the Second Benedict, was a Benedictine monk and
monastic reformer, who left a large imprint on the religious practice
of the Carolingian Empire. His feast day is February 12.
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Life [edit]

According to Ardo, Benedict's biographer, he was the son of a
Visigoth, Aigulf, Count of Maguelonne (Magalonensis comes).
Originally given the Gothic name Witiza, he was educated at the
Frankish court of Pippin the Younger, and entered the royal
service as a page. He served at the court of Charlemagne, and took part in the Italian campaign of
Charlemagne in 773 where he almost drowned in the Ticino near Pavia while attempting to save his brother.
The experience led him to act on a resolve which had been slowly forming in him, to renounce the world and live
the monastic life. He later left the court and was received into the monastery of Saint Sequanus, the Abbey of
Saint-Seine.[2]

At Saint-Seine, Benedict was made cellarer, and then elected abbot, but realizing the monks would never
conform to his strict practices he left and returned to his father's estates in Languedoc, where he built a
hermitage.[3] Around 780, he founded a monastic community based on Eastern asceticism at Aniane in
Languedoc. This community did not develop as he had intended. In 782, he founded another monastery based
on Benedictine Rule, at the same location. His success there gave him considerable influence, which he used to
found and reform a number of other monasteries, and eventually becoming the effective abbot of all the
monasteries of Charlemagne's empire.[4]

In 781 Louis the Pious became King of Aquitaine and asked Benedict to reform the monasteries in his territory.
Later as Emperor, he entrusted him with the coordination of practices and communication among the
monasteries within his domains.[3] He had a wide knowledge of patristic literature, and churchmen, such as
Alcuin sought his counsel.

In 814, Louis, now emperor, had Benedict found a monastery on the river Inde near the court at Aachen. The
monastery was at first called the "Monastery of the Redeemer on the Inde", but came to be known as
Kornelimünster Abbey.[5]

He was the head of a council of abbots which in 817 at Aachen created a code of regulations, or "Codex
regularum", which would be binding on all their houses.[2] Benedict sought to restore the primitive strictness of
the monastic observance wherever it had been relaxed or exchanged for the less exacting canonical life. Shortly
thereafter, he compiled a "Concordia regularum". Sections of the Benedictine rule (except ix-xvi) are given in
their order, with parallel passages from the other rules included in the Liber regularum, so as to show the
agreement of principles and thus to enhance the respect due to the Benedictine. He was primarily an
ecclesiastic, who zealously placed his not inconsiderable theological learning at the service of orthodoxy, and
the cause of Benedictine monasticism.[6] Although these new codes fell into disuse shortly after the deaths of
Benedict and his patron, Emperor Louis the Pious, they did have lasting effects on Western monasticism.

Benedict died at Kornelimünster Abbey, the monastery Louis had built for him to serve as the base for
Benedict's supervisory work.
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Works [edit]

For Benedict's writings, see Codex regularum monasticarum et canonicarum in Patrologia Latina, CIII, 393-
702.
Concordia regularum, ed. Pierre Bonnerue, Corpus Christianorum Continuatio Medaevalis, vol. 168/168A,
Turnhout: Brepols 1999.
Letters, PL 103:703-1380.

Other treatises (PL103:1381ff) ascribed to him are probably not authentic.
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Saint Benedict of Aniane, patron saint archive
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Saint Benedict of Cagliari
Bishop of Dolia

Died 1112
Dolia, Sardinia

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 17 February

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Benedict of Cagliari was a Benedictine Bishop of Dolia,
Sardinia.[1] He was a monk at the abbey of St. Saturninus in that
city when he was made bishop in 1107. Serving for five years,
Benedict then retired to the basilica abbey.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ St. Benedict of Cagliari  Catholic Online
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Benedict of Nursia

Saint Benedict of Nursia
O.S.B.

Saint Benedict detailed in the San Luca
Altarpiece by Andrea Mantegna

Founder of the Benedictine Order 
Religious 
Exorcist 
Mystic 
Abbot

Born c. AD 2 March 480
Norcia, Umbria, Odoacer's
Kingdom

Died c. AD 21 March 547 (aged 66–
67)[1][2]

Monte Cassino, Eastern Roman
Empire

Venerated in All Christian denominations
which venerate saints

Canonized 1220, Rome, Papal States by
Pope Honorius III

Major shrine Monte Cassino Abbey, with his
burial

Saint-Benoît-sur-Loire, near

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Saint Benedict" redirects here. For other saints named Benedict, see Benedict.
"St. Benedict" redirects here. For organisations with this name, see St. Benedict's.

Benedict of Nursia (Latin: Benedictus Nursiae; Italian: Benedetto
da Norcia; Vulgar Latin: *Benedecto; Gothic: Benedikt;
c. 2 March 480 – c. 21 March 543 AD) is a Christian saint
venerated in the Catholic Church, the Eastern Orthodox Church,
the Oriental Orthodox Churches, the Anglican Communion and Old
Catholic Churches.[3] He is a patron saint of Europe.[4]

Benedict founded twelve communities for monks at Subiaco, Lazio,
Italy (about 65 kilometres (40 mi) to the east of Rome), before
moving to Monte Cassino in the mountains of southern Italy. The
Order of Saint Benedict is of later origin and, moreover, not an
"order" as commonly understood but merely a confederation of
autonomous congregations.[5]

Benedict's main achievement, his "Rule of Saint Benedict",
contains a set of rules for his monks to follow. Heavily influenced
by the writings of John Cassian, it shows strong affinity with the
Rule of the Master, but it also has a unique spirit of balance,
moderation and reasonableness (ἐπιείκεια, epieíkeia), which
persuaded most Christian religious communities founded
throughout the Middle Ages to adopt it. As a result, his Rule
became one of the most influential religious rules in Western
Christendom. For this reason, Giuseppe Carletti regarded
Benedict as the founder of Western Christian monasticism.[6]
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Biography [edit]

Apart from a short poem attributed to Mark of Monte Cassino,[7]

the only ancient account of Benedict is found in the second
volume of Pope Gregory I's four-book Dialogues, thought to have
been written in 593,[8] although the authenticity of this work has
been disputed.[9]

Gregory's account of this saint's life is not, however, a biography
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Orléans, France

Sacro Speco, at Subiaco, Italy
Feast 11 July (General Roman

Calendar), (Anglican
Communion)
14 March (Eastern Orthodox
Church)
21 March (pre-1970 General
Roman Calendar)

Attributes Bell
Broken tray
Broken cup and serpent
representing poison
Broken utensil
Bush
Crosier
Man in a Benedictine cowl
holding Benedict's rule or a
rod of discipline
Raven

Patronage Against poison
Against witchcraft
Agricultural workers
Cavers
Civil engineers
Coppersmiths
Dying people
Erysipelas
Europe
Farmers
Fever
Gall stones
Heerdt, Germany
Heraldry and Officers of arms
the Institute of Christ the King
Sovereign Priest
Inflammatory diseases
Italian architects
Kidney disease
Monks
Nettle rash
Norcia, Italy
People in religious orders
San Beda University
Schoolchildren and students
Servants who have broken
their master's belongings
Speleologists
Spelunkers
Temptations

Saint Benedict orders Saint
Maurus to the rescue of Saint
Placidus, by Fra Filippo Lippi, 1445
A.D.

in the modern sense of the word. It provides instead a spiritual
portrait of the gentle, disciplined abbot. In a letter to Bishop
Maximilian of Syracuse, Gregory states his intention for his
Dialogues, saying they are a kind of floretum (an anthology,
literally, 'flowers') of the most striking miracles of Italian holy
men.[10]

Gregory did not set out to write a chronological, historically
anchored story of Saint Benedict, but he did base his anecdotes
on direct testimony. To establish his authority, Gregory explains
that his information came from what he considered the best
sources: a handful of Benedict's disciples who lived with the saint
and witnessed his various miracles. These followers, he says, are
Constantinus, who succeeded Benedict as Abbot of Monte
Cassino, Honoratus, who was abbot of Subiaco when St Gregory
wrote his Dialogues, Valentinianus, and Simplicius.

In Gregory's day, history was not recognised as an independent
field of study; it was a branch of grammar or rhetoric, and historia
was an account that summed up the findings of the learned when
they wrote what was, at that time, considered 'history.'[11]

Gregory's Dialogues Book Two, then, an authentic medieval
hagiography cast as a conversation between the Pope and his
deacon Peter, is designed to teach spiritual lessons.[8]

Early life [edit]

He was the son of a Roman noble of Nursia,[8] the modern Norcia,
in Umbria. A tradition which Bede accepts makes him a twin with
his sister Scholastica. If 480 is accepted as the year of his birth,
the year of his abandonment of his studies and leaving home
would be about 500. Saint Gregory's narrative makes it impossible
to suppose him younger than 20 at the time.

Benedict was sent to Rome to study, but was disappointed by the
life he found there. He does not seem to have left Rome for the
purpose of becoming a hermit, but only to find some place away
from the life of the great city. He took his old nurse with him as a
servant and they settled down to live in Enfide.[12] Enfide, which
the tradition of Subiaco identifies with the modern Affile, is in the
Simbruini mountains, about forty miles from Rome and two miles
from Subiaco.

A short distance from Enfide
is the entrance to a narrow,
gloomy valley, penetrating the
mountains and leading
directly to Subiaco. The path
continues to ascend, and the side of the ravine, on which it runs, becomes
steeper, until a cave is reached above which the mountain now rises almost
perpendicularly; while on the right, it strikes in a rapid descent down to
where, in Saint Benedict's day, 500 feet (150 m) below, lay the blue waters
of the lake. The cave has a large triangular-shaped opening and is about
ten feet deep. On his way from Enfide, Benedict met a monk, Romanus of

Subiaco, whose monastery was on the mountain above the cliff overhanging the cave. Romanus had discussed
with Benedict the purpose which had brought him to Subiaco, and had given him the monk's habit. By his advice
Benedict became a hermit and for three years, unknown to men, lived in this cave above the lake.[4]

Later life [edit]

Gregory tells us little of these years. He now speaks of Benedict no longer as a youth (puer), but as a man (vir)
of God. Romanus, Gregory tells us, served the saint in every way he could. The monk apparently visited him
frequently, and on fixed days brought him food.[12]
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Totila and Saint Benedict, painted by Spinello
Aretino

During these three years of solitude, broken only by occasional communications with the outer world and by the
visits of Romanus, Benedict matured both in mind and character, in knowledge of himself and of his fellow-man,
and at the same time he became not merely known to, but secured the respect of, those about him; so much so
that on the death of the abbot of a monastery in the neighbourhood (identified by some with Vicovaro), the
community came to him and begged him to become its abbot. Benedict was acquainted with the life and
discipline of the monastery, and knew that "their manners were diverse from his and therefore that they would
never agree together: yet, at length, overcome with their entreaty, he gave his consent" (ibid., 3). The
experiment failed; the monks tried to poison him. The legend goes that they first tried to poison his drink. He
prayed a blessing over the cup and the cup shattered. Thus he left the group and went back to his cave at
Subiaco. There lived in the neighborhood a priest called Florentius who, moved by envy, tried to ruin him. He
tried to poison him with poisoned bread. When he prayed a blessing over the bread, a raven swept in and took
the loaf away. From this time his miracles seem to have become frequent, and many people, attracted by his
sanctity and character, came to Subiaco to be under his guidance. Having failed by sending him poisonous
bread, Florentius tried to seduce his monks with some prostitutes. To avoid further temptations, in about 530
Benedict left Subiaco.[13] He founded 12 monasteries in the vicinity of Subiaco, and, eventually, in 530 he
founded the great Benedictine monastery of Monte Cassino,[4] which lies on a hilltop between Rome and
Naples.[14]

During the invasion of Italy, Totila, King of the Goths, ordered a general to wear his kingly robes and to see
whether Benedict would discover the truth. Immediately the Saint detected the impersonation, and Totila came
to pay him due respect.[4]

Veneration [edit]

He is believed to have died of a fever at Monte Cassino not
long after his twin sister, Saint Scholastica, and was buried
in the same place as his sister. According to tradition, this
occurred on 21 March 547.[15] He was named patron
protector of Europe by Pope Paul VI in 1964.[16] In 1980,
Pope John Paul II declared him co-patron of Europe,
together with Saints Cyril and Methodius.[17] Furthermore,
he is the patron saint of speleologists.[18]

In the pre-1970 General Roman Calendar, his feast is kept
on 21 March, the day of his death according to some
manuscripts of the Martyrologium Hieronymianum and that
of Bede. Because on that date his liturgical memorial would
always be impeded by the observance of Lent, the 1969 revision of the General Roman Calendar moved his
memorial to 11 July, the date that appears in some Gallic liturgical books of the end of the 8th century as the
feast commemorating his birth (Natalis S. Benedicti). There is some uncertainty about the origin of this feast.[19]

Accordingly, on 21 March the Roman Martyrology mentions in a line and a half that it is Benedict's day of death
and that his memorial is celebrated on 11 July, while on 11 July it devotes seven lines to speaking of him, and
mentions the tradition that he died on 21 March.[20]

The Eastern Orthodox Church commemorates Saint Benedict on 14 March.[21]

The Anglican Communion has no single universal calendar, but a provincial calendar of saints is published in
each province. In almost all of these, Saint Benedict is commemorated on 11 July.

Rule of Saint Benedict [edit]

Main article: Rule of Saint Benedict

Benedict wrote the Rule in 516[22] for monks living communally under the authority of an abbot. Seventy-three
short chapters comprise the Rule. Its wisdom is twofold: spiritual (how to live a Christocentric life on earth) and
administrative (how to run a monastery efficiently). More than half of the chapters describe how to be obedient
and humble, and what to do when a member of the community is not. About one-fourth regulate the work of God
(the "opus Dei"). One-tenth outline how, and by whom, the monastery should be managed.

Following the golden rule of Ora et Labora - pray and work, the monks each day devoted eight hours to prayer,
eight hours to sleep, and eight hours to manual work, sacred reading and/or works of charity.[4]

Saint Benedict Medal [edit]

Main article: Saint Benedict Medal
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dragon never be my guide!"))
and a scroll stating "Vade retro
Satana! Nunquam suade mihi
vana! Sunt mala quae libas.
Ipse venena bibas! ("Begone
Satan! Never tempt me with your
vanities! The drink you offer is
evil. Drink that poison yourself!",
or in brief,Vade Retro Satana
which is abbreviated on the
Saint Benedict Medal.

Benedict depicted on a Jubilee
Saint Benedict Medal for the 1,400th
anniversary of his birth in 1880
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This devotional medal originally came from a cross in honour of Saint Benedict. On one side, the medal has an
image of Saint Benedict, holding the Holy Rule in his left hand and a cross in
his right. There is a raven on one side of him, with a cup on the other side of
him. Around the medal's outer margin are the words "Eius in obitu nostro
praesentia muniamur" ("May we be strengthened by his presence in the hour
of our death"). The other side of the medal has a cross with the initials CSSML
on the vertical bar which signify "Crux Sacra Sit Mihi Lux" ("May the Holy Cross
be my light") and on the horizontal bar are the initials NDSMD which stand for
"Non Draco Sit Mihi Dux" ("Let not the dragon be my guide"). The initials
CSPB stand for "Crux Sancti Patris Benedicti" ("The Cross of the Holy Father
Benedict") and are located on the interior angles of the cross. Either the
inscription "PAX" (Peace) or the Christogram "IHS" may be found at the top of
the cross in most cases. Around the medal's margin on this side are the Vade
Retro Satana initials VRSNSMV which stand for "Vade Retro Satana,
Nonquam Suade Mihi Vana" ("Begone Satan, do not suggest to me thy
vanities") then a space followed by the initials SMQLIVB which signify "Sunt
Mala Quae Libas, Ipse Venena Bibas" ("Evil are the things thou profferest,
drink thou thy own poison").[23]

This medal was first struck in 1880 to
commemorate the fourteenth centenary
of Saint Benedict's birth and is also
called the Jubilee Medal; its exact origin,
however, is unknown. In 1647, during a
witchcraft trial at Natternberg near
Metten Abbey in Bavaria, the accused
women testified they had no power over
Metten, which was under the protection
of the cross. An investigation found a number of painted crosses on the walls

of the abbey with the letters now found on St Benedict medals, but their meaning had been forgotten. A
manuscript written in 1415 was eventually found that had a picture of Saint Benedict holding a scroll in one
hand and a staff which ended in a cross in the other. On the scroll and staff were written the full words of the
initials contained on the crosses. Medals then began to be struck in Germany, which then spread throughout
Europe. This medal was first approved by Pope Benedict XIV in his briefs of 23 December 1741 and 12 March
1742.[23]

Saint Benedict has been also the motive of many collector's coins around the world. The Austria 50 euro 'The
Christian Religious Orders', issued on 13 March 2002 is one of them.

Influence [edit]

The early Middle Ages have been called "the Benedictine centuries."[24] In April
2008, Pope Benedict XVI discussed the influence St Benedict had on Western
Europe. The pope said that "with his life and work St Benedict exercised a
fundamental influence on the development of European civilization and culture"
and helped Europe to emerge from the "dark night of history" that followed the fall
of the Roman empire.[25]

Saint Benedict contributed more than anyone else to the rise of monasticism in
the West. His Rule was the foundational document for thousands of religious
communities in the Middle Ages.[26] To this day, The Rule of St. Benedict is the
most common and influential Rule used by monasteries and monks, more than
1,400 years after its writing. Today the Benedictine family is represented by two
branches: the Benedictine Federation and the Cistercians.[27]

A basilica was built upon the birthplace of Saints Benedict and
Scholastica in the 1400s. Ruins of their familial home were
excavated from beneath the church and preserved. The
earthquake of 30 October 2016 completely devastated the
structure of the basilica, leaving only the front facade and altar
standing.[28][29]
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Gallery [edit]

See also Category:Paintings of Benedict of Nursia.
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Latin Church
Latin Church, also known as the Western Church, the largest particular church sui iuris of the Catholic Church, and the

original and still major part of Western Christianity

Patriarchates
(by order of precedence)

Current

Rome ("Patriarch of the West"): Pope Francis (with cathedra in
Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran)
· Jerusalem: Vacant · East Indies: Filipe Neri Ferrão · Lisbon: Manuel Clemente ·
Venice: Francesco Moraglia

Defunct
Carthage (−1964) · Alexandria (1276–1964) · Antioch (1098 -1964) ·
Constantinople (1204–1964) · West Indies (1524–1963) · Aquileia (560–1751) ·
Ethiopia (1555–1663) · Grado (560–1451)

History

Apostolic sees Rome (Peter · Paul) · Syracuse (Peter) · Malta (Paul) · Milan (Barnabas) ·
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Jerome* · Augustine of Hippo* · Pope Gregory I* · Isidore of Seville

Apostolic succession · History of the papacy (Papal primacy · Historical development) ·
First Martyrs · Great Church · Early African church · Vulgate · East–West Schism · Scholasticism
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Humanism · Protestant Reformation · Council of Trent · Counter-Reformation · Vatican I ·
Vatican II · 1983 Code of Canon Law

Liturgical language Ecclesiastical Latin

Liturgical rites
Liturgical days

(Latin Mass)

Current

Ambrosian Rite · Rite of Braga · Mozarabic Rite · Roman Rite (Mass of Paul VI
(Ordinary form) · Tridentine Mass (Extraordinary form) · Anglican Use · Zaire Use)

Orders Benedictine Rite · Carmelite Rite · Carthusian Rite · Cistercian Rite ·
Dominican Rite · Norbertine Rite

Defunct
African Rite · Aquileian Rite · British (Celtic Rite · Durham Rite · Hereford Use ·
Sarum Use · York Use) · Gallican Rite · Missa Nautica · Missa sicca ·
Missa Venatoria · Pre-Tridentine Mass

See also Latin cross · Latin Church in the Middle East (Latins · Turkey · Titular sees) ·
Eastern Catholic Churches · Conference of the Latin Bishops of the Arab Regions
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General
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Benedict of Szkalka

Saint Benedict of Szkalka

St. Benedict of Szkalka and St. Andrew Zorard

Born 10th century
Nitra, Kingdom of Hungary
(today: Slovakia)

Died 1012
Mount Zobor, Tribeč, Kingdom of
Hungary (today: Slovakia)

Venerated in Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church[1]

Canonized 1083 or 1085 by Pope Gregory
VII

Major shrine St. Emmeram's Cathedral

Feast 1 May; 13 June or 17 July on
some calendars

Patronage Sailors of the Vah River, Diocese
of Nitra, Diocese of Tarnów, St.
Andrew Abbey in Cleveland, Ss.
Andrew & Benedict in Detroit

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Benedict of Szkalka" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(November 2018) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Benedict of Szkalka or Skalka (10th century –d. 1012), born
Stojislav in Nitra (Nyitra), Hungarian Kingdom, was a Benedictine
monk, now venerated as a saint. He became a hermit and lived an
austere life in a cave along the Vah River. Benedict was strangled
to death in 1012 by a gang of robbers looking for treasure. He is
venerated in Slovakia, Hungary, Poland, and the United States.
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Life [edit]

Benedict became a monk at the St. Hippolytus Monastery on
Mount Zobor near Nyitra (today: Nitra in Slovakia) in the late 10th
or early 11th century. He later became a hermit with his fellow saint
and spiritual teacher Andrew Zorard.[2] They lived an austere life in
a cave along the Vah River near Trenčín in modern Skalka nad
Váhom - then part of the Kingdom of Hungary.

Andrew died in 1009, but Benedict continued to live in the cave for
three years until he was strangled to death in 1012 by a gang of
robbers looking for treasure.[1] The thieves dumped his body in
the Vah River, but his body was found perfectly preserved a year
later. In 1083 his relics were translated to the St. Emmeram's
Cathedral in Nitra where they remain to this day. A biography of St.
Benedict and St. Andrew was written by St. Maurus, Bishop of Pécs.

He was renowned for his piety and strict asceticism.[1]

Feast Day and Veneration [edit]

St. Benedict is venerated especially in Slovakia, Hungary, and Poland, but also in the United States. His feast
day is 1 May, but in some calendars he is venerated together with St. Andrew on 13 June or 17 July.

See also [edit]

Saint Benedict of Szkalka, patron saint archive
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Saint Benedict of Szkalka  at Patron Saints Index
Benedikt av Skalka  (in Norwegian)

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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Benedict the Moor

St. Benedict the Moor, O.F.M.

Stained glass of Saint Benedict the Moor,
inside of the Capela do Divino Espírito Santo,

Porto Alegre, Brazil.

Religious and confessor
Born 1526

San Fratello, Messina, Sicily,
Crown of Aragon

Died April 4, 1589
Palermo, Sicily, Crown of Aragon

Venerated in Catholic Church
(Sicily and the Franciscan
Order),
Lutheran Church

Beatified 1734 by Pope Benedict XIV

Canonized 24 May 1807 by Pope Pius VII

Major shrine Church of Santa Maria di Gesù,
Palermo, Italy

Feast April 4 (April 3 in the Franciscan
Order)

Patronage African missions; African
Americans; black missions;
black people; Palermo; San
Fratello; Sicily

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Benedict the Black)

Benedict the Moor, O.F.M., (Italian: Benedetto da San Fratello,
1526 – April 4, 1589) was an Italian Franciscan friar in Sicily who is
venerated as a saint in the Catholic[1] and Lutheran churches.[2]

Born of African slaves in San Fratello, he was freed at birth and
became known for his charity. As a young man he joined a
Franciscan-affiliated hermit group, of which he became the leader.
In 1564 he was sent to the Franciscan friary in Palermo, where he
continued good works.
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Life [edit]

Benedict was born to Cristoforo and Diana Manasseri, Africans
who were taken as slaves in the early 16th century to San Fratello
(also known as San Fradello or San Philadelphio), a small town
near Messina, Sicily. They were given Italian names and later were
converted to Christianity. The Italian "il Moro" for "the dark
skinned" has been interpreted as referring to Moorish heritage.
Because of his appearance, Benedict was also called Æthiops or
Niger (both referring to black skin color and not the modern-day
countries.)

Benedict's parents were granted freedom for their son before his
birth because of their "loyal service". Like most peasants, Benedict
did not attend any school and was illiterate. During his youth, he
worked as a shepherd and was quick to give what he had earned
to the poor.[3] When he was 21 years old, he was publicly insulted
for his color. His patient and dignified bearing at this time was
noted by the leader of an independent group of hermits on nearby
Monte Pellegrino, who followed the Rule for hermit life written by
St. Francis of Assisi. Benedict was quickly invited to join that
community, and shortly thereafter he gave up all his earthly
possessions and joined them. He served as the cook for the
community and at the age of twenty-eight succeeded Jerome
Lanze as leader of the group.[4]

In 1564 Pope Pius IV disbanded independent communities of hermits, ordering them to attach themselves to an
established religious Order, in this case, the Order of Friars Minor. Once a friar of the Order, Benedict was
assigned to Palermo to the Franciscan Friary of St. Mary of Jesus. He started at the friary as a cook, but,
showing the degree of his advancement in the spiritual life, he was soon appointed as the Master of novices,
and later as Guardian of the community, although he was a lay brother rather than a priest, and was illiterate.

Benedict accepted the promotion, and successfully helped the order adopt a stricter version of the Franciscan
Rule of life. He was widely respected for his deep, intuitive understanding of theology and Scripture, and was
often sought for counseling. He also had a reputation as a healer of the sick. Combined, these characteristics
continued to draw many visitors to him. As he enjoyed cooking, he returned to kitchen duty in his later years.[3]
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Benedict died at the age of 65 and, it is claimed, on the very day and hour which he had predicted. At the
entrance of his cell in the Franciscan friary of St. Mary of Jesus, there is a plaque with the inscription: "This is
the cell where Saint Benedict lived", and the dates of his birth and death - 1524 and 1589. Other sources list
the year of his birth as 1526.[3] In a New York Times review of the 2012 exhibit, Revealing the African Presence
in Renaissance Europe, at the Walters Art Gallery in Baltimore, Maryland, his birth date is given as 1526.[5]

Upon his death, King Philip III of Spain ordered the construction of a magnificent tomb to house his remains in
the friary church.[6]

Veneration [edit]

Benedict was beatified by Pope Benedict XIV in 1743 and canonized in 1807 by Pope Pius VII. It is claimed that
his body was found incorrupt upon exhumation a few years later.

Benedict is remembered for his patience and understanding when confronted with racial prejudice and taunts.
He was declared a patron saint of African Americans,[7] along with the Dominican lay brother, Martin de Porres.
In the United States, at least seven historically-black Roman Catholic parishes bear his name, in the following
cities: Washington, DC,[8] New York City,[9] two in Chicago - St. Benedict the African, East and St. Benedict
West; in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,[10] in North Omaha, Nebraska, and Dayton, Ohio.[11] St. Benedict the Moor (
Winston- Salem, North Carolina) Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Capuchin friars of Milwaukee's St. Benedict the Moor
Parish serve a meal for the homeless six days a week as part of a ministry to reach out to transient,
disenfranchised and isolated people. Grambling, Louisiana also has a parish, St. Benedict the Black.

The latest church in the United States to be placed under his patronage is the Parish of St. James-
Resurrection-St. Benedict the Moor, established in 2003 under the leadership of Father Francis Tandoh,
C.S.Sp., a priest from Ghana. The parish maintains a ministry to natives of that country, as well as parishioners
from two previous parishes merged to form it.[12]

St. Benedict the Moor Catholic Church, established in 1874 and located in the Historical District of Savannah,
Georgia, is the oldest Catholic Church for African Americans in Georgia and one of the oldest in the
Southeastern United States. Churches named for him have been founded in [13]Columbus, Georgia and St.
Augustine, Florida.

Veneration of Benedict is spread throughout Latin America, from Mexico through Argentina. In Venezuela,
particularly, his devotion is spread through the country's various states, and he is celebrated on many different
dates, according to the local traditions.
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Benedict the Moor

St. Benedict the Moor, O.F.M.

Stained glass of Saint Benedict the Moor,
inside of the Capela do Divino Espírito Santo,

Porto Alegre, Brazil.

Religious and confessor
Born 1526

San Fratello, Messina, Sicily,
Crown of Aragon

Died April 4, 1589
Palermo, Sicily, Crown of Aragon

Venerated in Catholic Church
(Sicily and the Franciscan
Order),
Lutheran Church

Beatified 1734 by Pope Benedict XIV

Canonized 24 May 1807 by Pope Pius VII

Major shrine Church of Santa Maria di Gesù,
Palermo, Italy

Feast April 4 (April 3 in the Franciscan
Order)

Patronage African missions; African
Americans; black missions;
black people; Palermo; San
Fratello; Sicily

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Benedict the Moor, O.F.M., (Italian: Benedetto da San Fratello,
1526 – April 4, 1589) was an Italian Franciscan friar in Sicily who is
venerated as a saint in the Catholic[1] and Lutheran churches.[2]

Born of African slaves in San Fratello, he was freed at birth and
became known for his charity. As a young man he joined a
Franciscan-affiliated hermit group, of which he became the leader.
In 1564 he was sent to the Franciscan friary in Palermo, where he
continued good works.
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Life [edit]

Benedict was born to Cristoforo and Diana Manasseri, Africans
who were taken as slaves in the early 16th century to San Fratello
(also known as San Fradello or San Philadelphio), a small town
near Messina, Sicily. They were given Italian names and later were
converted to Christianity. The Italian "il Moro" for "the dark
skinned" has been interpreted as referring to Moorish heritage.
Because of his appearance, Benedict was also called Æthiops or
Niger (both referring to black skin color and not the modern-day
countries.)

Benedict's parents were granted freedom for their son before his
birth because of their "loyal service". Like most peasants, Benedict
did not attend any school and was illiterate. During his youth, he
worked as a shepherd and was quick to give what he had earned
to the poor.[3] When he was 21 years old, he was publicly insulted
for his color. His patient and dignified bearing at this time was
noted by the leader of an independent group of hermits on nearby
Monte Pellegrino, who followed the Rule for hermit life written by
St. Francis of Assisi. Benedict was quickly invited to join that
community, and shortly thereafter he gave up all his earthly
possessions and joined them. He served as the cook for the
community and at the age of twenty-eight succeeded Jerome
Lanze as leader of the group.[4]

In 1564 Pope Pius IV disbanded independent communities of hermits, ordering them to attach themselves to an
established religious Order, in this case, the Order of Friars Minor. Once a friar of the Order, Benedict was
assigned to Palermo to the Franciscan Friary of St. Mary of Jesus. He started at the friary as a cook, but,
showing the degree of his advancement in the spiritual life, he was soon appointed as the Master of novices,
and later as Guardian of the community, although he was a lay brother rather than a priest, and was illiterate.

Benedict accepted the promotion, and successfully helped the order adopt a stricter version of the Franciscan
Rule of life. He was widely respected for his deep, intuitive understanding of theology and Scripture, and was
often sought for counseling. He also had a reputation as a healer of the sick. Combined, these characteristics
continued to draw many visitors to him. As he enjoyed cooking, he returned to kitchen duty in his later years.[3]
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Benedict died at the age of 65 and, it is claimed, on the very day and hour which he had predicted. At the
entrance of his cell in the Franciscan friary of St. Mary of Jesus, there is a plaque with the inscription: "This is
the cell where Saint Benedict lived", and the dates of his birth and death - 1524 and 1589. Other sources list
the year of his birth as 1526.[3] In a New York Times review of the 2012 exhibit, Revealing the African Presence
in Renaissance Europe, at the Walters Art Gallery in Baltimore, Maryland, his birth date is given as 1526.[5]

Upon his death, King Philip III of Spain ordered the construction of a magnificent tomb to house his remains in
the friary church.[6]

Veneration [edit]

Benedict was beatified by Pope Benedict XIV in 1743 and canonized in 1807 by Pope Pius VII. It is claimed that
his body was found incorrupt upon exhumation a few years later.

Benedict is remembered for his patience and understanding when confronted with racial prejudice and taunts.
He was declared a patron saint of African Americans,[7] along with the Dominican lay brother, Martin de Porres.
In the United States, at least seven historically-black Roman Catholic parishes bear his name, in the following
cities: Washington, DC,[8] New York City,[9] two in Chicago - St. Benedict the African, East and St. Benedict
West; in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,[10] in North Omaha, Nebraska, and Dayton, Ohio.[11] St. Benedict the Moor (
Winston- Salem, North Carolina) Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Capuchin friars of Milwaukee's St. Benedict the Moor
Parish serve a meal for the homeless six days a week as part of a ministry to reach out to transient,
disenfranchised and isolated people. Grambling, Louisiana also has a parish, St. Benedict the Black.

The latest church in the United States to be placed under his patronage is the Parish of St. James-
Resurrection-St. Benedict the Moor, established in 2003 under the leadership of Father Francis Tandoh,
C.S.Sp., a priest from Ghana. The parish maintains a ministry to natives of that country, as well as parishioners
from two previous parishes merged to form it.[12]

St. Benedict the Moor Catholic Church, established in 1874 and located in the Historical District of Savannah,
Georgia, is the oldest Catholic Church for African Americans in Georgia and one of the oldest in the
Southeastern United States. Churches named for him have been founded in [13]Columbus, Georgia and St.
Augustine, Florida.

Veneration of Benedict is spread throughout Latin America, from Mexico through Argentina. In Venezuela,
particularly, his devotion is spread through the country's various states, and he is celebrated on many different
dates, according to the local traditions.
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Further reading [edit]

Attwater, Donald and Catherine Rachel John. The Penguin Dictionary of Saints. 3rd edition. New York:
Penguin Books, 1993. ISBN 0-14-051312-4.
St Benedict the Moor Church in Dayton, Ohio. On February 2, 2003, the parish community of St.
James/Resurrection broke ground on eleven acres of property at the corner of Liscum Drive and McLin
Parkway (State Route 35). St. Benedict the Moor celebrated on May 14, 2005, the opening of their church
and the "homecoming" of a faith journey that started many years ago .
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Benedetta Cambiagio Frassinello

Saint
Benedetta Cambiagio Frassinello

Religious
Born 2 October 1791

Langasco, Genoa, Kingdom of
Sardinia

Died 21 March 1858 (aged 66)
Ronco Scrivia, Genoa, Kingdom
of Sardinia

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 10 May 1987, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Canonized 19 May 2002, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 21 March
10 May (Diocese of Pavia)

Attributes Religious habit

Patronage Benedictine Sisters of
Providence
Educators

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Benedicta Cambiagio Frassinello)

Benedetta Cambiagio Frassinello was an Italian Roman
Catholic professed religious and the founder of the Benedictine
Sisters of Providence. Frassinello married to appease her parents
in 1816 but the couple decided to lead a chaste life and both
pursued a call to the religious life with Frassinello joining the
Ursulines in Capriolo at Brescia. But husband and wife later
reunited after setting out to establish schools for the education of
girls and the pair moved back to Genoa where she founded her
order in 1838 based on the Benedictine charism.[1][2]

Frassinello's beatification was celebrated in 1987 and she was
canonized as a saint in 2002.
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Life [edit]

Benedetta Cambiagio was born on 2 October 1791 in Langasco in
Genoa as the last of six children to Giuseppe Cambiagio and
Francesca Ghiglione.[1]

Due to political discord, the family settled in Pavia in 1804. In 1811
she had a spiritual experience that gave her a profound desire for
a life of penance and of total consecration to God. However, in
obedience to the wishes of her parents, on 7 February 1816 she
married the farmer and carpenter Giovanni Battista Frassinello in
the Basilica of San Michele.[3] In 1818 the couple decided each to
live a celibate life "as brother and sister" more so because he was
so impressed with her holiness and her desire for the religious life.
The couple took in Benedetta's sister Maria who was suffering
from intestinal cancer and whose husband had left her. The pair
cared for her until she died in July 1825.[1]

Her husband Giovanni Battista entered the Somaschi Fathers and
Benedetta joined the Ursuline congregation at Capriolo after having failed to join the Capuchin Poor Clares in
Genoa. In 1826 she was forced to leave because of ill health and returned to Pavia but had a vision of Saint
Girolamo Emiliani who healed her. Once she regained her health - with the approval of the Bishop of Pavia Luigi
Tosi - she dedicated herself to the education of girls. Benedetta needed help in handling such a great task and
so Bishop Tosi asked Giovanni Battista to leave the Somaschi Fathers novitiate and help Benedetta in her
apostolic work.[3] The pair made a vow to remain chaste in the hands of Bishop Tosi and then began their
common work to promote the human and religious formation of poor and abandoned girls; their educational
work proved to be of great benefit to Pavia and a school was opened in 1827. The Austrian government
recognized her as a "Promoter of Public Education".[2]

Young female volunteers aided her, in due time to whom she them gave a rule of life that later received
ecclesiastical approval from the competent authorities. Frassinello also joined formation in catechesis to in
domestic skills like cooking and sewing aiming to transform her students into "models of Christian life" and so
assure the formation of families. Her work was considered pioneering for those times.[3] Although Giovanni had
left the Somaschi Fathers as the bishop's request, and both had made a vow of chastity before the bishop, that
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did not stop many from gossiping. In 1838, in order that she might not be a hindrance to the work, she turned
over the institution to the Bishop of Pavia, and withdrew to another town.[4]

Her former husband and five companions joined her in moving to Ronco Scrivia in the Genoa region on 16 July
1838. The group opened a school for girls there and that was a refinement on what had been done in Pavia.[4]

Benedetta founded the Benedictine Sisters of Providence on 28 October 1838; it received diocesan approval in
1858, the papal decree of praise on 24 June 1917 from Pope Benedict XV and papal approval from Pope Pius
XI on 2 March 1937. In her rule she stressed the education of girls and instilled the spirit of unlimited confidence
and abandonment to Divine providence and to the love of God through chief Benedictine principles.[3] The
order grew at a rapid pace since it performed a much-needed service. Benedetta was able to guide the
development of the order until her death. On 21 March 1858 she died in Ronco Scrivia. In 1944 Allied bombings
devastated the region and her remains were lost in the destruction.[2] Her order is now present in places such
as Spain and Burundi and in 2005 there were 113 religious in 22 houses.[1]

Sainthood [edit]

The beatification process commenced in an informative process that Cardinal Carlo Minoretti oversaw from
1927 until closing it at a special Mass in 1932 while theologians later approved her writings on 20 November
1940 having deemed them to be in line with the faith. The postulation submitted the Positio dossier to the
Congregation for the Causes of Saints in 1979 while their historical consultants approved the cause on 29 April
1980. Theological experts also voiced their assent to the cause on 23 April 1985 as did the C.C.S. members
later on 4 June 1985; Pope John Paul II confirmed that Frassinello possessed heroic virtue and so on 6 July
1985 titled her as Venerable.

The process for the miracle needed for beatification was investigated where it occurred in and it received
C.C.S. validation on 17 January 1986. Medical experts believed this healing to be a miracle on 10 July 1986 as
did theologians on 7 November 1986 and the C.C.S. on 23 December 1986. John Paul II confirmed the healing
was a miracle on 3 January 1987 and later beatified Frassinello on 10 May 1987 in Saint Peter's Square. The
second and final miracle needed for full sainthood was investigated much like the first and was validated on 24
September 1999; medical experts approved this on 20 December 2000 with the theologians and C.C.S.
following suit. John Paul II approved this healing as a miracle on 20 December 2001 and on 26 February 2002 -
at 11:00am in the Clementine Hall - confirmed the date for sainthood.[5] John Paul II canonized Frassinello on 19
May 2002 in Saint Peter's Square.[6]

See also [edit]

Saint Benedetta Cambiagio Frassinello, patron saint archive
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Benignus (bishop of Milan)

Benignus
Archbishop of Milan

Church Catholic Church

Appointed 465 AD

Term ended 472

Predecessor Gerontius

Successor Senator

Personal details
Died 472

Sainthood
Feast day September 20

Venerated in Roman Catholicism
Eastern Orthodoxy
Lutheranism
Anglicanism

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Benignus (Italian: Benigno) was Archbishop of Milan from 465 to
472. He is honoured as a Saint in the Catholic Church and his
feast day is September 20.[1]

Life [edit]

Almost nothing is known about the life and the episcopate of
Benignus. He was probably born to a noble family of Milan and he
studied in Rome. He was elected bishop of Milan in 465, and he
participated to a council which is identified by scholars as the
Roman synod of November 19, 465, held in the Basilica di Santa
Maria Maggiore under the presidency of Pope Hilarius.[2]

In 466 Benignus probably consecrated the elected bishop
Epiphanius of Pavia, and he had a part in the attempts to settle
the dispute between Anthemius and the barbarian leader
Ricimer.[2]

Benignus died in 472, but sources are not unanimous on the exact day, suggesting the 22 November or 27
November, or even June of the same year. His feast is celebrated the 20 November.[2] Benignus was buried in
the city’s Basilica of St. Simplician.[1] A late tradition, supported only by a signet presumably found in 1582 in
the urn containing his remains, associates Benignus with the Milan's family of the Bossi.

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Ruggeri, Fausto (1991). I Vescovi di Milano. Milano: NED. p. 16. ISBN 88-7023-154-2.(in Italian)
2.  ̂a b c Cazzani, Eugenio (1996). Vescovi e arcivescovi di Milano. Milano: Massimo. p. 30. ISBN 88-7030-891-X.(in

Italian)
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v · t · e Bishops and Archbishops of Milan

Ancient age

St Barnabas (50-55) · St Anathalon (53-63) · St Caius (63 - 85) · sede vacante · St Castricianus (97 - 138) ·
St Calimerius (138–191) · sede vacante · St Monas (283–313?) · St Mirocles (313–316?) · St Maternus
(316–328?) · St Protasius (328–343?) · St Eustorgius I (343–349?) · St Dionysius (349–355) · Auxentius$
(355–374) · St Ambrose (374–397) · St Simplician (397–400) · St Venerius (400–408) · St Marolus (408–
423) · St Martinianus (423–435) · St Glycerius (436–438) · St Lazarus (438–449) · St Eusebius (449–462) ·
St Gerontius (462–465) · St Benignus (465–472) · St Senator (472–475) · St Theodorus I (475–490) · St
Lawrence I (490–512) · St Eustorgius II (512–518) · St Magnus (518–530?) · St Dacius (530–552) · Vitale
(552–556) · St Ausanus (556–559?)

Genoa period St Honoratus (560–571?) · Frontone (571–573?) · Lawrence II (573–592) · Constantius (593–600) ·
Deodatus (601–628) · Asterius (629–639) · Forte (639–641)

Middle Ages

St John the Good (641–669) · St Antonino (669–671) · St Maurilio (671) · St Ampelius (671–676) · St
Mansuetus (676–685) · St Benedict (685–732) · Theodorus II (732–746) · St Natalis (746–747) · Arifred
(747–748) · Stabile (748–750) · Leto (751–755) · Thomas (755–783) · Peter (784–803) · Odelpert (803–
813) · St Anselm I (813–818) · St Buono (818–822) · Angilbert I (822–823) · Angilbert II Pusterla (824–859) ·
Tadone (860–868) · Anspert (868–881) · Anselmo II Capra (882–896) · Landulf I (896–899) · Andrea of
Canciano (899–906) · Aicone (906–918) · Gariberto of Besana (918–921) · Lambert (921–931) · Elduin
(931–936) · Arderico (936–948) · Adelman (948–953) · Walpert (953–970) · Arnulf I (970–974) · Gotofredo I
(974–979) · Landulf II of Carcano (980–998) · Arnolfo II da Arsago (998–1018) · Ariberto da Intimiano (1018–
1045) · Guido da Velate (1045–1069) · Attone (1070–1075) · Gotofredo II da Castiglione (1070–1075,
antibishop) · Tebald da Castiglione (1075–1080) · Anselmo III da Rho (1086–1093) · Arnolfo III (1093–
1097) · Anselmo IV da Bovisio (1097–1101) · Grosolanus (1102–1112) · Giordano da Clivio (1112–1120) ·
Ulrich da Corte (1120–1126) · Anselmo della Pusterla (1126–1135) · Robaldo (1135–1145) · Umberto I da
Pirovano (1146–1166) · St Galdino della Sala (1166–1176) · Algisio da Pirovano (1176–1185) ·
Umberto II Crivelli (1185–1187, elected Pope Urban III) · Milone da Cardano (1187–1195) · Umberto III da
Terzago (1195–1196) · Filippo I da Lampugnano (1196–1206) · Umberto IV da Pirovano (1206–1211) ·
Gerardo da Sessa (1211–1212) · Enrico I da Settala (1213–1230) · Guglielmo I da Rizolio (1230–1241) ·
Leon da Perego (1241–1257) · Ottone Visconti (1262–1295) · Ruffino da Frisseto (1295–1296) · Francesco
I da Parma (1296–1308) · Cassone della Torre (1308–1317) · Aicardo da Intimiano (1317–1339) ·
Giovanni II Visconti (1342–1354) · Roberto Visconti (1354–1361) · Guglielmo II della Pusterla (1361–1370) ·
Simon da Borsano (1370–1380) · Antonio de' Saluzzi (1380–1401) · Pietro II di Candia (1402–1410) ·
Francesco II Crippa (1409–1414) · Bartolommeo Capra (1414–1433) · Francesco III Piccolpasso (1433–
1443) · Enrico II Rampini (1443–1450) · Giovanni III Visconti (1450–1453) · Nicolò Amidano (1453–1454) ·
Timoteo Maffei (1454) · Gabriele Sforza (1454–1457) · Carlo I da Forlì (1457–1461) · Stefano Nardini (1461–
1484) · Giovanni Arcimboldi (1484–1488) · Guido Antonio Arcimboldi (1488–1497) · Ottaviano Arcimboldi
(1497) · Ippolito d'Este (1497–1520) · Ippolito II d'Este (1520–1550) · Giovan Angelo Arcimboldi (1550–
1555) · Filippo II Archinto (1556–1558) · sede vacante

Modern age

St. Carlo Borromeo (1564–1584) · Gaspare Visconti (1584–1595) · Federico I Borromeo (1595–1631) ·
Cesare Monti (1632–1650) · Alfonso Litta (1652–1679) · Federico II Visconti (1681–1693) ·
Federico III Caccia (1693–1699) · Giuseppe Archinto (1699–1712) · Benedetto II Erba Odescalchi (1712–
1737) · Carlo Gaetano Stampa (1737–1742) · Giuseppe II Pozzobonelli (1743–1783) · Filippo Maria Visconti
(1784–1801) · Giovanni Battista Caprara (1802–1810) · sede vacante · Carlo Gaetano Gaisruck (1818–
1846) · Bartolomeo Carlo Romilli (1847–1859) · Paolo Angelo Ballerini (1859–1867) ·
Luigi Nazari di Calabiana (1867–1893) · Bl. Andrea Ferrari (1894–1921) · Ambrogio Damiano Achille Ratti
(1921–1922, elected Pope Pius XI) · Eugenio Tosi (1922–1929) · Bl. Ildefonso Schuster (1929–1954) · St.
Giovanni Battista Montini (1954–1963, elected Pope Paul VI) · Giovanni Colombo (1963–1979) ·
Carlo Maria Martini, SJ (1979–2002) · Dionigi Tettamanzi (2002–2011) · Angelo Scola (2011–2017) ·
Mario Delpini (2017-present)

$=considered an intruder by the Catholic Church
 Catholicism portal
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Benignus of Armagh

Saint Benignus of Armagh

Saint Patrick's Psalm singer
Born unknown

County Meath Ireland

Died 467

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 9 November

His foundation of Kilbennan in East Galway,
close to Tuam, made him the patron of
Connacht.[1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Benignus of Armagh (died 467) was the son of Sesenen,
an Irish chieftain in the part of Ireland that is now called as County
Meath. He was baptised into the Christian faith by St. Patrick, and
became his favourite disciple and his coadjutor in the Diocese of
Armagh around AD 450. His gentle disposition suggested the
name Benen, which was Latinised as Benignus.[2]

He followed his master in his travels and assisted him in his
missionary labours, helping in the formation of choral services. His
family may have belonged to the bardic order.[3] From his musical
achievements he was known as "Patrick's psalm-singer". As
Benignus had been trained by Patrick in sacred learning from his
youth and was well versed in the language and learning of his
native land, he was appointed secretary to the Commission of
Nine, which a few years before had been directed to compile the
Brehon Laws.[3]

Benignus is said to have contributed materials for the Psalter of
Cashel, and the Book of Rights. He succeeded St. Patrick's
nephew Sechnall as coadjutor and became the first rector of the
Cathedral School of Armagh.[3]

He was present at the synod that passed the canon recognising
"the See Of the Apostle Peter" as the final court of appeals in
difficult cases. This canon is to be found in the Book of Armagh.
St. Benignus resigned his coadjutorship in 467 and died the
same year. His feast is celebrated on November 9.[2]

In 433, Patrick clashed with King Laoghaire at Tara over religion.
Legend reports that a trial by fire was proposed. A pagan druid
and Benignus were tied inside a burning timber building, the
former was reduced to ash while Benignus was untouched, at this
turning point, Christian teaching was established.[4]

Most authorities identified St. Patrick's psalm-singer with the St.
Benignus who founded Kilbannon, near Tuam. However,
Tirechán's collections in the Book of Armagh states that St.
Benignus of Kilbannon was the son of Lugni of Connaught. St. Benignus of Kilbannon had a famous monastery,
where St. Jarlath was educated, and he presided over Drumlease. His sister Mathona served as Abbess of
Tawney, in Tirerrill.[2]

In Cavan, he established a monastery on Drom Benen (hill of Benan), today's Drumbannon. Other monasteries
are in cill benen (church of Benan), today's Kilbonane, West Cork.
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Benignus of Dijon

Saint Benignus of Dijon

Early Romanesque head of Benignus of Dijon.
Archaeological museum of Dijon.

Bishop and martyr
Born trad. 3rd century

Smyrna

Died trad. 3rd century
Burgundy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine Basilica of Saint Bénigne, Dijon

Feast November 1

Attributes dog, key

Patronage Dijon

Cathedral of Saint
Bénigne, Dijon

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Saint Bénigne" redirects here. For the commune, see Saint-Bénigne.

Saint Benignus of Dijon (French: Saint Bénigne) was a martyr
honored as the patron saint and first herald of Christianity of Dijon,
Burgundy (Roman Divio). His feast falls, with All Saints, on
November 1; his name stands under this date in the Martyrology of
St. Jerome.[1]

Contents [hide]
1 Life
2 The Passio of Saint Benignus
3 Critique
4 Attributes
5 References
6 External links

Life [edit]

No particulars concerning the person and life of Benignus were
known at Dijon.[2] He may have been a missionary priest from
Lyon, martyred at Epagny near Dijon. Johann Peter Kirsch says,
"For some unknown reason his death is placed in the persecution
under Aurelian (270-275)."[3]

According to Gregory of Tours the common people reverenced his
grave, but Gregory's great-grandfather,[4] Saint Gregory, bishop of
Langres (507–539/40), wished to put an end to this veneration,
because he believed the grave to belong to a heathen. However,
when he learned through a vision one night that the burial spot (in
a large necropolis outside the Roman city) was in fact the
previously overlooked grave of the holy martyr Benignus, the
bishop had the tomb in which the sarcophagus lay restored, and he built a basilica over it.[3]

Saint Benignus' Abbey developed at the site and joined the Cluniac order. In the early eleventh century a larger
church was built by its abbot William of Volpiano (died 1031). The abbey church built by Gregory of Langres
was superseded by a Romanesque basilica, which collapsed in 1272 and was replaced by the present Dijon
cathedral, dedicated to Benignus, where the shrine survived an earthquake in 1280 and the French Revolution.
His purported sarcophagus can still be seen in the crypt.

The Passio of Saint Benignus [edit]

According to the sixth-century Passio Sancti Benigni, Benignus was a native of
Smyrna. Polycarp of Smyrna had a vision of Saint Irenaeus, already dead,[5] in
response to which he sent Benignus, as well as two priests and a deacon, to
preach the Gospel in Gaul. They were shipwrecked on Corsica but managed to
make their way to Marseilles. They made their way up the Rhone River and the
Saône. Reaching Autun, they converted Symphorianus, son of the noble
Faustus; Symphorianus was later martyred for his faith as Saint Symphorian.

Benignus, now on his own, proselytized openly in different parts of Gaul, and
performed numerous miracles despite the persecution of Christians. Denounced
to the Emperor Aurelian,[6] he was arrested at Épagny and put on trial.
Benignus refused to sacrifice to pagan deities or to Caesar, and refused to
deny Christ. The authorities savagely tortured him, to which he responded with
new miracles; he did not change his mind. Eventually, Benignus was clubbed to death with a bar of iron and his
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Relic of Saint Benignus of Dijon
Crypt of Benignus.

heart pierced. "He was buried in
a tomb which was made to look
like a pagan monument in order
to deceive the persecutors".[7]

Critique [edit]

In the time of Gregory of
Tours[8] there was a sudden
appearance of acta regarding

Benignus, narrating the martyrdom of the saint, and said by Gregory to
have been brought from Italy to Dijon by a pilgrim, but apparently edited at Dijon in the sixth century.[9]

According to these hagiographic accounts, Polycarp of Smyrna (died ca 155) had sent Benignus as a
missionary to Dijon, where he had labored as a priest and had finally died a martyr, during the persecution
under Aurelian (270–275), a possibility chronologically irreconcilable. Louis Duchesne[10] has proved that these
acta are at the head of a whole group of legends which arose in the early years of the sixth century and were
intended to demonstrate the early the beginnings of Christianity in the cities of that region (Besançon, Autun,
Langres, Valence). "They are historically unreliable, and the very existence of some of the martyrs connected
with these places is doubtful."[7] Kirsch says, "They are all falsifications by the same hand and possess no
historical value."[3]

Attributes [edit]

On the seal of the abbey, Benignus of Dijon is depicted as having a dog by his side. He also holds a key.
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1. ^ Ed. Rossi-Duchesne; cf. Acta Sanctorum, November, I, 138.
2. ^ "Although his nationality is doubtful and little seems to have been known about him locally, St Benignus was

traditionally held to have spread the gospel throughout Burgundy" (Alban Butler) Sarah Fawcett Thomas, David
Hugh Farmer, Paul Burns, eds. Butler's Lives of the Saints, First Full Edition: November, (1997) s.v. "1: St.
Benignus of Dijon, Martyr (?Third Century)", p 2f.

3.  ̂a b c Kirsch, Johann Peter. "St. Benignus of Dijon." The Catholic Encyclopedia  Vol. 2. New York: Robert
Appleton Company, 1907. 24 May 2018

4. ^ Butler 1997
5. ^ Butler 1997 points out that the historical Irenaeus of Lyon outlived Polycarp by fifty years.
6. ^ Butler 1997 notes that Aurelian did in fact visit Gaul, "but not until about one hundred years after the death of St

Polycarp".
7.  ̂a b Butler 1997.
8. ^ Gregory, De gloriâ martyrum, I, li.
9. ^ "undoubtedly spurious", Butler 1997; the Passio is published in Migne, Patrologia Latina, LXXI, 752.

10. ^ Duchesne, Fastes épiscopaux de l'ancienne Gaule, I, pp 51–62, noted in Butler 1997.
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Saint Benignus
Martyr

Died 303
Todi, Umbria, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church Eastern
Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast 13 February

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Benignus was a martyr at Todi, Umbria, in 303, under the
persecution of Diocletian.[1]

Benignus is one of the 140 Colonnade saints which adorn St.
Peter's Square.
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Martyrs of Córdoba
Died Between 850 and 859, Córdoba,
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Benildis)

The Martyrs of Córdoba were forty-eight Christian martyrs who
were executed under the rule of Muslim conquerors in what is now
southern Spain. At the time the area was known as Al-Andalus.
The hagiography describes in detail the executions of the martyrs
for capital violations of Islamic law, including apostasy and
blasphemy. The martyrdoms related by Eulogius (the only
contemporary source) took place between 851 and 859.

With few exceptions, the Christians knowingly risked execution by
making public statements proclaiming their Christianity in the
presence of Muslims. Some of the martyrs were executed for
blasphemy after they appeared before the Muslim authorities and
denounced Muhammad, while others who were Christian children of
Muslim–Christian marriages publicly proclaimed their Christianity and thus
were executed as apostates. (Coope 1995)[page needed]. Still others who had
previously converted to Islam denounced their new faith and returned to
Christianity, and thus were also executed as apostates.

The lack of another source after Eulogius's own martyrdom has given way
to the misimpression that there were fewer episodes later in the 9th
century.[1]
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Historical background [edit]

In 711 AD, a Muslim army from North Africa had conquered Visigoth
Christian Iberia.[2] Under their leader Tariq ibn-Ziyad, they landed at
Gibraltar and brought most of the Iberian Peninsula under Islamic rule in an
eight-year campaign. The Iberian Peninsula was called al-Andalus by its
Muslim rulers. When the Umayyad Caliphs were deposed in Damascus in
750, the dynasty relocated to Córdoba, ruling an emirate there;
consequently the city gained in luxury and importance, as a center of
Iberian Muslim culture.

Once the Muslims conquered Iberia, they governed it in accordance with
Islamic law. Blasphemy and apostasy from Islam were both capital offenses.
In Islam, blasphemy includes insulting Muhammad and the Muslim faith. Apostasy is the crime of converting
away from Islam. Under Islamic law, anyone whose father is Muslim is automatically a Muslim at birth and will be
automatically be guilty of apostasy if they proclaim any faith other than Islam. Anyone found guilty of either
blasphemy or apostasy was swiftly executed.

During this time, Christians could retain their churches and property on condition of paying a tribute (jizya) for
every parish, cathedral, and monastery; frequently such tribute was increased at the will of the conqueror.
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Roderick, a priest of Cabra,
Spain, executed at Córdoba,
Bartolomé Esteban Perez
Murillo.

Christians also had to abstain from any public displays of their faith in the presence of Muslims, as such an act
was considered blasphemy under Islamic law and punishable by death.

Many Christians fled to Northern Spain; others took refuge in the monasteries of Sierras. Still others converted
in order to gain favor or avoid the jizya, and thus the number of Christians shrank eventually to small
proportions.[2]

In 786 the Muslim caliph, Abd-er Rahman I, began the construction of the great mosque of Córdoba, now a
cathedral, and compelled many Christians to take part in the preparation of the site and foundations. The
executions of the martyrs caused tension not only between Muslims and Christians, but within the Christian
community. Abd er-Rahman II at first ordered the arrest and detention of the clerical leadership of the local
Christian community. As the civil disobedience seemed to subside, the clergy were released in November 851.
When several months later there was a new wave of protests, the emir turned again to the Christian leaders as
the ones most capable of controlling the Christian community.[3] Instead of imprisoning them, he ordered them
to convene a council in Córdoba to review the matter and develop some strategy for dealing with the dissidents
internally. He gave the bishops a choice: Christians could stop the public dissent or face harassment, loss of
jobs, and economic hardship.[4] Upon the death of Abd-er Rahman II in 852, his son and successor, Muhammad
I removed all Christian officials from their palace appointments.

Reccafred, Bishop of Córdoba, urged compromise with the Muslim authorities. Eulogius, who has been
venerated as a saint from the 9th century, viewed the bishop as siding with Muslim authorities against the
Christians. The closures of monasteries where some of the martyrs had lived occurred towards the middle of
the 9th century.

The monk Eulogius encouraged the public declarations of the faith as a way to reinforce the faith of the
Christian community and protest the Islamic laws that Christians saw as unjust. He composed tractates and
martyrologies, of which a single manuscript, containing his Documentum martyriale, the three books of his
Memoriale sanctorum and his Liber apologeticus martyrum, was preserved in Oviedo, in the Christian kingdom
of Asturias in the far northwestern coast of Hispania. The relics of Eulogius were moved there in 884.[5]

Causes [edit]

Wolf points out that it is important to distinguish between the motivations of the individual martyrs, and those of
Eulogius and Alvarus in writing the Memoriale.[6] Jessica A. Coope says that while it would be wrong to ascribe a
single motive to all forty-eight, she suggests that it reflects a protest against the process of assimilation. They
demonstrated a determination to assert Christian identity.[7] Wolf maintains that it is necessary to view the
actions of the martyrs in the context of the penitential aspect of 9th century Iberian Christianity. "Martyrdom was
in fact a perfect solution... Not only did it epitomize self-abnegation and separation from the world, but it
guaranteed that there would be no opportunity to sin again."[8]

The executions [edit]

The forty-eight Christians (mostly monks) were martyred in Córdoba, between
the years 850 AD and 859 AD, being decapitated for publicly proclaiming their
Christian beliefs. Dhimmis (non-Muslims living under Muslim rule) were not
allowed to speak of their faith to Muslims under penalty of death.

The detailed Acta of these martyrs were ascribed to the aptly named
"Eulogius" ("blessing"), who was one of the last two to die. Although most of
the martyrs of Córdoba were Hispanic, either Baeto-Roman or Visigothic, one
name is from Septimania, another Arab or Berber, and another of
indeterminate nationality. There were also connections with the Orthodox East:
one of the martyrs was Syrian, another an Arab or Greek monk from Palestine,
and two others had distinctive Greek names.[5] The Greek element recalls the
Byzantine interlude of power in southernmost Hispania Baetica, until they were
finally expelled in 554: representatives of the Byzantine Empire had been
invited to help settle a Visigothic dynastic struggle, but had stayed on, as a
hoped-for spearhead to a "Reconquest" of the far west envisaged by emperor
Justinian I.

List of martyrs [edit]

The following list is from Kenneth Wolf's Christian Martyrs in Muslim Spain.[1]
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Charged with blasphemy [edit]

Perfectus - April 18, 850. A priest in Córdoba beheaded for denouncing Islam.
Isaac - June 3, 851. Born to a wealthy Córdoban family, he was well educated and fluent in Arabic which
helped him rise quickly to the position of exceptor rei publicae in the Moorish government. He resigned in
order to become a monk at his family's monastery of Tábanos, a few miles from Córdoba. One day he left
his retreat and returned to the emir's palace where he proclaimed his faith in Christ in front of the court. He
was arrested subsequently beheaded.
Sancho - (also known as Sanctius, Sancius) June 5, 851. Born in Albi in Septimania (modern-day France),
he was taken to Córdoba in Al-Andalus as a prisoner of war, educated at the royal court, and enrolled in the
guards of the Emir. He was beheaded for the crime of blasphemy under unknown circumstances, just two
weeks after the death of Isaac. The passio that Eulogius composed for Sanctius is unusually brief.
Peter, Walabonsus, Sabinian, Wistremundus, Habentius and Jeremiah - June 7, 851. Peter was a
priest; Walabonsus, a deacon; Sabinian and Wistremundus, monks of St Zoilus in Córdoba in Al-Andalus;
Habentius, a monk of St Christopher's; Jeremiah, a very old man, had founded the monastery of Tábanos,
near Córdoba. For publicly denouncing Muhammad they were executed under Abderrahman in Córdoba.
Jeremiah was scourged to death; the others were beheaded.
Sisenandus - July 16, 851. Born in Beja in Portugal, he became a deacon in the church of St Acisclus in
Córdoba. He was beheaded under Abd ar-Rahman II.
Paul of St Zoilus - July 20, 851. A deacon in Córdoba who belonged to the monastery of St Zoilus and who
ministered to Christians imprisoned by the Muslims. He was beheaded; his relics are enshrined in the church
of St Zoilus.
Theodemir - July 25, 851. A monk executed in Córdoba in Al-Andalus under Abd ar-Rahman II.
Flora and Maria - November 24, 851. These two women were both the offspring of marriages between a
Christian and a Muslim. In addition, Maria was the sister of Walabonsus, who had been executed earlier.
Flora's father, who died when she was very young, was a Muslim, and so her Christianity was legally defined
as apostasy. Although Maria and Flora denounced Islam and proclaimed their Christian faith in court
together, Maria was executed for blasphemy and Flora for apostasy.
Gumesindus and Servusdei - January 13, 852. Gusemindus, a parish-priest, and Servusdei, a monk,
were executed in Cordoba under Abd ar-Rahman II.
Leovigild and Christopher - August 20, 852. Leovigild was a monk and pastor in Córdoba and
Christopher a monk of the monastery of St Martin de La Rojana near Córdoba. They were executed in
Córdoba under Abd ar-Rahman II.
Emilas and Jeremiah - September 15, 852. Two young men, the former of whom was a deacon, imprisoned
and beheaded in Cordoba under the Emir Abderrahman.
Rogellus and Servus-Dei - September 16, 852. A monk and his young disciple executed in Córdoba for
publicly denouncing Islam inside a mosque. They were the first Christian martyrs executed under
Muhammad I.
Fandilas - June 13, 853. A priest and Abbot of Peñamelaria near Córdoba. He was beheaded in Córdoba
by order of Muhammad I.
Anastasius, Felix, and Digna - June 14, 853. Anastasius was a deacon of the church of St. Acisclus in
Córdoba, who became a monk at nearby Tábanos. Felix was born in Alcalá of a Berber family, became a
monk in Asturias but joined the monastery at Tábanos, hoping for martyrdom. Digna belonged to the
convent there.
Benildis - June 15, 853. Anastasius' execution inspired this woman of Cordoba to choose martyrdom
herself the next day. Her ashes were thrown into the Guadalquivir.
Columba - September 17, 853. Born in Córdoba and a nun at Tábanos, she was detained with the rest of
the nuns, to prevent them from giving themselves up to the courts, when the Emirate closed the monastery
in 852. She escaped, openly denounced Muhammad and was beheaded.
Pomposa - September 19, 853. Another nun, from the monastery of San Salvador at Peñamelaria. She
escaped the imprisonment of the nuns, went before the court and was executed, despite protests from her
fellow nuns.
Abundius - July 11, 854. A parish priest in Ananelos, a village near Córdoba. He was arrested for having
maligned Muhammad. Unlike most of the other martyrs, Abundius was betrayed by others and did not
volunteer to face the Emir's court. He was beheaded and his body was thrown to the dogs. His feast day is
celebrated on July 11.[9]

Amator, Peter and Louis - April 30, 855. Amator was born in Martos, near Córdoba, where he was an
ordained priest. Together with a monk named Peter and a layman called Louis (Ludovicus), the brother of
the previous martyr Paul, he was executed by the Emirate for blaspheming Islam.
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Eulogius and Leocritia

Witesindus - (also known as Witesind) 855. A Christian layman from Cabra, who had converted to Islam
but later recanted; he was executed for apostasy.
Elias, Paul and Isidore - April 17, 856. Elias, born in Beja in Portugal and a priest in Córdoba, was
executed in his old age by the Moors, together with the young monks Paul and Isidore, two of his students.
According to the "Great Synaxaristes", their feast day in the Orthodox Church is on April 30.[10]

Argymirus - (also known as Argimirus, Argimir) June 28, 856. Argimir, a nobleman from Cabra, was Emir
Muhammad I's censor. He was deprived of his office on account of his faith and became a monk. He was
accused by others of having insulted the prophet Muhammad and publicly proclaimed the divinity of Jesus.
Argimir was offered mercy if he renounced Christianity and professed Islam; he refused, and was executed.

Charged with apostasy [edit]

George, Aurelius and Natalia; Sabigotho, Felix and Liliosa – July 27 c. 852. Martyrs in Córdoba under
Emir Abd ar-Rahman II. Aurelius and Felix, with their wives, Natalia and Liliosa, were Iberians whose family
backgrounds, although religiously mixed, legally required them to profess Islam. After given four days to
recant, they were condemned as apostates for revealing their previously secret Christian faith. The deacon
George was a monk from Palestine who was arrested along with the two couples. Though offered a pardon
as a foreigner, he chose to denounce Islam again and die with the others.
Aurea of Córdoba (also known as Aura) – July 19, 856. Born in Córdoba in Al-Andalus and a daughter of
Muslim parents. She witnesses the execution of her brothers, Adolphus and John on 27 September 822
(their feast day).[11] (Adolphus is the saint of the fictional Kingsbridge Cathedral in the epic historical novels
The Pillars of the Earth and World Without End by Ken Follett.)[citation needed] In her widowhood she quietly
became a Christian and a nun at Cuteclara, where she remained for more than 30 years.[11] She was
discovered by Muslim relatives, brought before a judge, and renounced her Christianity under duress.[12]

However, she regretted this, and continued to practice Christianity in secret. Her family brought charges
against her again, and when she refused to recant her Christian faith again, was executed.[13][14]

Rudericus (Roderick) and Salomon (Solomon) – March 13, 857. Roderick was a priest in Cabra who was
betrayed by his Muslim brother, who falsely accused him of converting to Islam and then returning to
Christianity (i.e. apostasy). In prison he met his fellow-martyr, Salomon. They were both executed in
Córdoba.

Eulogius of Cordoba – March 11, 859. A prominent priest in
Córdoba Al-Andalus during this period. Outstanding for his courage
and learning, he encouraged some of the voluntary martyrs and
wrote The Memorial of the Saints for their benefit. He himself was
executed for aiding and abetting apostasy by hiding and protecting a
young girl St. Leocritia that had converted from Islam.
Leocritia (also known as Lucretia) – March 15, 859. A young girl in
Córdoba. Her parents were Muslims, but she was converted to
Christianity by a relative. On Eulogius's advice and with his aid,
Leocritia escaped her home and went into hiding. Once found, both
were arrested. Eulogius, after years of being in and out of prison
and encouraging voluntary martyrdom, was executed for
proselytization, and Leocritia for apostasy.
Sandila (also known as Sandalus, Sandolus, Sandulf) –
September 3 c. 855. Executed in Córdoba under the Emirate.[15]

See also [edit]

Saint Laura
Nunilo and Alodia, martyred at Bosca
Aurelius and Natalia
Pelagius of Córdoba
Reconquista
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Benildus Romançon

St. Benildus Romançon, F.S.C.

Religious and educator
Born June 14, 1805[1]

Thuret, Puy-de-Dôme, France

Died August 13, 1862 (aged 57)
Saugues, Haute-Loire, France

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(Institute of the Brothers of the
Christian Schools)

Beatified 4 April 1948, Vatican City, by
Pope Pius XII

Canonized 29 October 1967, Vatican City, by
Pope Paul VI

Major shrine Church of Saint-Médard
Saugues, Haute-Loire, France

Feast 13 August

Attributes Man of Sacrifice to God

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Benildus Romançon, F.S.C. (French: Bénilde; June 14, 1805 –
August 13, 1862), was a French schoolteacher and member of the
Brothers of the Christian Schools who has been declared a saint
by the Catholic Church. His feast day is August 13.
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2.1 Educational institutions named after Saint Benildus
3 References
4 External links

Life [edit]

He was born Pierre Romançon on June 14, 1805, in the town of
Thuret, Puy-de-Dôme, in France to a farming family. A small and
fraillooking boy, he was not cut out physically to be a farmer, but
his enrollment in a Christian Brothers school at Riom, led him to
his calling as a teacher. He was so far ahead of his classmates in
elementary school that when he was only 14 years old the
Brothers often assigned him as a substitute teacher.[1]

He joined the Brothers in 1820 and served at several Brothers’
schools in south-central France. In 1841 he was appointed
Director of a school in Saugues, an isolated village on a barren
plateau in southern France. For the next twenty years he worked
quietly and effectively as teacher and principal to educate the
boys in the village and some from the neighboring farms, many of
whom were in their teens and had never been to school before.[2]

Small as he was, he was known as a strict but fair disciplinarian.
He also looked after his students by preparing meals in the
Brothers’ kitchen for hungry students, converting old Brothers’
robes into coats or pants for them, and spending hours tutoring students who learned more slowly than others.
He referred to all students, regardless of age or background, as "Monsieur."[3]

In time the little school became the center of the social and intellectual life of the village, with evening classes
for the adults and tutoring for the less gifted students.[2] Brother Benilde’s extraordinary religious sense was
evident to everyone: at Mass with the students in the parish church, teaching catechism, preparing boys for first
communion, visiting and praying with the sick, and rumors of near-miraculous cures. He was especially effective
in attracting religious vocations.[3] At his death, on August 13, 1862, more than 200 Brothers and an impressive
number of priests had been his students at Saugues.

Veneration [edit]

Benildus was beatified on April 4, 1948, by Pope Pius XII who mentioned that his sanctification was attained by
enduring "the terrible daily grind" and by "doing common things in an uncommon way".[1] He was canonized by
Pope Paul VI on October 29, 1967, becoming the first Brother of the Institute to be canonized and the second
saint after Jean Baptiste de La Salle.[3][4]

A shrine was built in the parish church in Sauges to honor his remains.[5]

St Benildus is one of four House Patrons at La Salle Catholic College, Bankstown, New South Wales.[2] He is a
patron of teachers.[6]

Educational institutions named after Saint Benildus [edit]
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College of San Benildo-Rizal – Antipolo, Philippines
Saint Benilde International School (Calamba) Inc. – Calamba, Laguna, Philippines
Saint Benilde School – Bacolod, Philippines
Benilde-St. Margaret's School – St Louis Park, Minnesota, US
Colegio de San Benildo in Misamis Oriental, Philippines
School of Saint Brother Benilde – Mexico, Pampanga, Philippines
Saint Benilde School – Metairie, Louisiana, US
De La Salle–College of Saint Benilde – Manila, Philippines
St Benildus College Dublin, Ireland [7]

Stella Maris College - St Benild School (Grade 1 and Grade 2) Sliema, Malta
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Benjamin I of Jerusalem was the 2nd-century 6th bishop of Jerusalem. According to Eusebius of Caesarea
he was a Jewish Christian.[1] His short episcopacy was only from about 116 to 117 AD. He was possibly killed in
the persecution of Hadrian (117–138), His Feast Day was December 11.[2]
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2. ^ Who was a Christian?  Archived  2017-03-25 at the Wayback Machine in the Holy Land.

Bishops and Patriarchs of the Greek Orthodox Church of Jerusalem

Bishops of Jerusalem
(until 451)

James, brother of Jesus · Simeon of Jerusalem · Justus · Zacchaeus · Tobias · Benjamin
· John I · Matthias · Philip · Senecas · Justus II · Levis · Ephram · Joseph I · Judas ·
Marcus · Cassianus · Poplius · Maximus I · Julian I · Gaius I · Symmachus · Gaius II ·
Julian II · Capion · Maximus II · Antoninus · Valens · Dolichianus · Narcissus · Dius ·
Germanion · Gordius · Alexander · Mazabanis · Imeneus · Zamudas · Ermon · Macarius ·
Maximus III · Cyril I · John II · Praulius · Juvenal

Patriarchs of Jerusalem
(from 451)

Juvenal · Anastasius I · Martyrius · Sallustius · Elias I · John III · Peter · Macarius II ·
Eustochius · John IV · Amos · Isaac · Zacharias · Modestus · Sophronius · Anastasius II ·
John V · Theodore · Elias II · George · Thomas I · Basileus · John VI · Sergius I · Solomon
· Theodosius · Elias III · Sergius II · Leontius I · Athanasius I · Christodulus · Agathon ·
John VII · Christodulus II · Thomas II · Joseph II · Orestes · Theophilus I · Nicephorus I ·
Joannichius · Sophronius II · Euthemius · Simeon II · Savvas§ · John VIII§ · Nicolas§ ·
John IX§ · Nicephorus II§ · Leontius II§ · Dositheos I · Marcus II · Euthemius II ·
Athanasius II · Sophronius III · Gregory I · Thaddaeus · Athanasius III · Gregory II · Lazarus
· Dorotheus I · Theophilus II · Theophanes I · Joachim · Theophanes II · Athanasius IV ·
Jacob II · Abraham I · Gregory III · Marcus III · Dorotheus II · Germanus · Sophronius IV ·
Theophanes III · Paiseus · Nectarius I · Dositheos II · Chrysanthus · Meletius · Parthenius
· Ephram II · Sophronius V · Abraham II · Procopius I · Anthemus · Polycarpus ·
Athanasius V · Cyril II · Procopius II · Hierotheus · Nicodemus I · Gerasimus I · Damian I ·
Timotheus I · Benedict I · Diodoros I · Irenaios I · Theophilus III
§: in exile at Constantinople due to the Latin rule over Jerusalem

 This article about a bishop of the Early Church is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Benjamin of Petrograd

Saint Benjamin of Petrograd

Benjamin (Kazansky), Metropolitan of
Petrograd and Gdov

Hieromartyr
Born 29 April [O.S. 17 April] 1873

Olonets Governorate, Russian
Empire

Died 13 August [O.S. 31 July] 1922
Kovalevsky Forest, Soviet Union

Venerated in Eastern Orthodoxy

Canonized 4 April 1992, Danilov Monastery,
Moscow, Russian Federation by
Russian Orthodox Church

Major shrine Nikolskoe Cemetery of the
Alexander Nevsky Lavra

Feast 31 July
Sunday on or following 25
January (the celebration of the
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Benjamin of Petrograd (Russian: Вениамин Петроградский,
Veniamin Petrogradsky, 29 April [O.S. 17 April] 1873 – 13
August [O.S. 31 July] 1922) born Vasily Pavlovich Kazansky
(Russian: Василий Павлович Казанский) was a hieromartyr, a
bishop in the Russian Orthodox Church and eventually
Metropolitan of Petrograd and Gdov from 1917 to 1922. He was
martyred, executed by a firing squad by Soviet authorities. In April
1992 Benjamin was glorified (canonized) by the Russian Orthodox
Church together with several other martyrs, including
Archimandrite Sergius (Shein), Professor Yury Novitsky, and John
Kovsharov (a lawyer), who were murdered with him.[1]
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6.1 Other Literature

Background and education [edit]

Benjamin was born to a priestly family in the pogost (village) of
Nimenskii in the Andreevskii volost of the Kargopolsky Uyezd near
Arkhangelsk in the Olonets Governorate in the northwest of the
Russian empire.

He graduated from the Olonets Theological Seminary in 1893 and
earned his candidate of theology degree from the St. Petersburg
Spiritual Academy in 1897, defending a thesis on Archbishop
Arcadius of Olonets' anti-heretical activities. In 1895 he was
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Synaxis of the new Russian
martyrs and confessors)[1]

Patriarch Tikhon and
Metropolitan Benjamin

Metropolitan Benjamin during his
trial for "Counter Revolutionary
Agitation"

tonsured a monk and given the name Benjamin; later that year he
was ordained a hierodeacon (deacon-monk) and the following
year he was ordained a hieromonk (priest-monk).

Following his graduation he taught sacred scripture at the Riga Theological Seminary (1897–1898) following
which he was inspector of the Kholm Theological Seminary (1898–1899) and the St. Petersburg Spiritual
Academy (1899–1902). In 1902 he became rector of the Samara Theologocal Seminary and he was bestowed
with the rank of archimandrite. In 1905 he became rector of the St. Petersburg Spiritual Academy.

Vicar Bishop [edit]

On 6 February [O.S. 24 January] 1910 Benjamin was consecrated Bishop of Gdov, a vicar bishop of the
diocese of St. Petersburg. Metropolitan Antonii (Vadkovskii) of St. Petersburg and Ladoga officiated at the
installment in the Alexander Nevsky Lavra in St. Petersburg. Benjamin often served in the churches of the
poorest and most remote suburbs of the capital and led the annual Easter and Christmas divine services at
Putilovsky and Obukhovsky factories of St. Petersburg, and organized the charitable foundation of the Mother
of God for the Care of Abandoned Women.[citation needed] He was known as "the indefatigable bishop."

Metropolitan of Petrograd [edit]

After the arrest and deposition of Metropolitan Pitirim (Onkova) on 15 March [O.S. 2 March] 1917, Benjamin
administered the Petrograd diocese as vicarial Bishop of Gdov. On 6 June [O.S. 24 May] of that year, he was
democratically elected by the clergy and the people to the archbishopric of Petrograd and Ladoga, the first
bishop popularly elected in the Russian church. On 30 June [O.S. 17 June] his title was changed to Archbishop
of Petrograd and Gdov by decree of the Holy Synod,[2] and on 26 August [O.S. 13 August] he was elevated to
metropolitan.

While the Church tried to maintain a neutral stance during the Russian Civil War, and Benjamin was one of the
few people in Russia with no interest in politics,[3] the Russian Orthodox Church and Soviet State had
diametrically opposite world views and the church was viewed as dangerously counter-revolutionary by the
Soviet authorities.[4] The real conflict, however, came out into the open in 1922 when the Soviet authorities
demanded the church hand over church valuables to pay for famine relief. The Russian church agreed to this,
but refused to hand over certain valuables of religious or historic significance.[5] Benjamin did not resist turning
over the Church's valuables, believing it was his duty to help save lives, but insisted this be voluntary and not a
plundering of church property by the Bolsheviks. On 6 March Benjamin met with a commission formed to help
the starving that agreed to his voluntary dispersal of funds controlled by the parishes. Newspapers of that time
praised the Benjamin and his clergy for their charitable spirit.[3] In April, Benjamin reached an agreement with
Petrograd party officials to hand over certain valuables and to allow parishioners to substitute their own
valuables for other church valuables of historic or religious significance.[6] However, party leaders in Moscow did
not approve of that decision and declared that the confiscation of Church property would continue. Protesters
gathered in Petrograd, shouting and throwing stones at those who were stealing from the churches.[3]

Arrest and execution [edit]

On 24 March twelve priests broke
ranks with the other clergy, whom
they called counter-revolutionaries
and blamed for the famine, and
called for unconditional surrender of
all Church valuables to the Soviets.
This led to outrage which Benjamin
tried to calm, asking for a meeting
with the authorities leading to an
agreement that parishes would be permitted to keep their sacred
vessels if they substituted other property of equal value. This pacified
the situation until some priests tried to wrest control of the Church from

Patriarch Tikhon and the established hierarchy. Benjamin excommunicated his priests involved with the coup
which enraged the Soviets who threatened Benjamin with his and others' arrest and execution. Benjamin
reacted by commencing meeting with his friends in order to say farewell and giving instructions for the
administration of the diocese.[3]

In April and May 1922, a number of churchmen were arrested and tried as counter-revolutionaries for opposing
the seizure of church valuables. Benjamin was placed under house arrest on 29 May and subsequently
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Memorial portrait of St.
Benjamin on the road to the place
of mass executions in the "artillery
range on Irinovka railway"

Archimandrite
Sergius (As a
layman)

Yury Novitsky

John
Kovsharov

imprisoned[3] after he had opposed efforts by Alexander Vvedensky to establish the renovationist All-Russian
Church Administration as the new church government after Patriarch Tikhon abdicated on 12 May.[7] Benjamin
was tried by a revolutionary tribunal with ten other defendants from 10 June to 5 July. As Benjamin entered the
courtroom for his trial, people stood up for him and he blessed them. The defendants were found guilty and
condemned to death, but the sentences of six of the defendants were later commuted by the Politburo, though
not of Benjamin and others seen as the main instigators of counterrevolution.[8] The defendants were given a
chance to speak, and Benjamin addressed the court saying it grieved him to be called an enemy of the people
whom he had always loved and to whom he had dedicated his life.

During the night of 12–13 August [O.S. 30–31 July] 1922
after having been shaved and dressed in rags so that
the firing squad would not know that they were shooting
members of the clergy, Benjamin and those with him,
Archimandrite Sergius, Yury Novitsky, and John
Kovsharov,[3] were executed in the eastern outskirts of
Petrograd, at the Porokhov Station of the Irinovskaya
Railroad (a narrow-gauge railroad built to bring peat into
the city for heating that starts in the Bolshaya Okhta
district of St. Petersburg, across the Neva River from the
Smolny Institute and ending at Vsevolozhsk 24
kilometres (15 mi) east of the city.)

Benjamin's cenotaph is in the Nikolskoe Cemetery of the
Alexander Nevsky Lavra; the Decree of Canonization
directs for Benjamin and others "That their precious
remains, should they have been found, shall be
considered holy relics."[1]
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Benjamin the Deacon and Martyr

Saint Benjamin

Deacon and martyr
Born AD 329

Persia

Died c. AD 424
Persia

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church 
Oriental Orthodox Church 
Roman Catholic Church

Feast Eastern Orthodox
Church/Byzantine Catholic
Churches: March 31 
(with Abdas of Susa) 
October 13 
Roman Catholic Church: March
31

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Benjamin (AD 329 – c. 424) was a deacon martyred circa 424 in
Persia. Benjamin was executed during a period of persecution of
Christians that lasted forty years and through the reign of two
Persian kings: Isdegerd I, who died in 421, and his son and
successor, Varanes V. King Varanes carried on the persecution
with such great fury that Christians were submitted to the most
cruel tortures.
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Martyrdom [edit]

Benjamin was imprisoned for a year for his Christian faith, and
later released with the condition that he abandon preaching or
speaking of his religion. His release was obtained by the Eastern
Roman Emperor Theodosius II through an ambassador. However,
Benjamin declared that it was his duty to preach about Christ and
that he could not be silent. As a consequence, Benjamin was
tortured mercilessly until his death in the year 424, specifically,
"sharpened reeds [were] stuck under the nails of his fingers and
toes."[1]

According to his hagiography, when the king was apprised that
Benjamin refused to stop preaching, he "... caused reeds to be run
in between the nails and the flesh, both of his hands and feet, and
to be thrust into other most tender parts,[2] and drawn out again, and this to be frequently repeated with
violence. Lastly, a knotty stake was thrust into his bowels, to rend and tear them, in which torment he
expired...."[3]

Veneration [edit]

Benjamin's feast day is celebrated on October 13 in the Eastern Orthodox Church and the Byzantine Rite
Eastern Catholic Churches. Benjamin's feast day is celebrated on March 31 by the Roman Catholic Church. He
is mentioned also in the Roman Martyrology,[4] but has not been included in the General Roman Calendar.

See also [edit]

Abdas of Susa
Christianity in Iran
Forty Martyrs of Sebaste
Saint Benjamin the Deacon and Martyr, patron saint archive
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1. ^ Shea, John Dawson Gilmary. “Saint Benjamin, Deacon, Martyr”. Pictorial Lives of the Saints, 1889.
CatholicSaints.Info. 6 February 2014

2. ^ Into his urethra, by this account: Collin (1738), p.57 , the stake finally thrust up his anus was studded with
sharp nails according to the same source, * Collin, Johann E. (1738). Der Kampff und Sieg der ersten Blut-Zeugen
Jesu Christi: durch Glauben und Gedult, nach alphabetischer Ordnung entworffen, und in Kupffern vorgestellet .
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Benno

Saint Benno of Meissen

Painting by Johann Michael Rottmayr, 1702
Alte Pinakothek, Munich

Confessor and Bishop of Meissen
Born c. 1010

Hildesheim, Duchy of Saxony

Died 16 June 1106
Meissen, Margraviate of Meissen

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 31 May 1523 by Pope Adrian VI

Major shrine Munich, formerly Meissen

Feast 16 June

Attributes book, fish with keys in its mouth

Patronage fishermen, weavers, Dresden-Meissen,
Munich

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about St Benno, Bishop of Meissen. For the other German St Benno, see Benno II of
Osnabrück. For the Italian bishop also known as Benno, see Beno of Santi Martino e Silvestro.

Saint Benno (c. 1010 – 16 June 1106) was named Bishop
of Meissen in 1066. Venerated since the 13th century, he
was canonized in 1523. Benno did much for his diocese,
both by ecclesiastical reforms on the Hildebrandine model
and by material developments. He was venerated in his
native Saxony throughout the later Middle Ages.
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Sources [edit]

The first Vita was composed in 1460 by one Spedel, a
Benedictine monk of St. Michael's monastery in Hildesheim.
The second, by Jerome Emser, was published in 1512 as
part of the efforts to have Benno canonized.[1] In the last
years of the fifteenth century and the first decades of the
sixteenth century the canons of Meissen and George, Duke
of Albertine Saxony, coordinated a campaign to achieve
Benno's canonization. The canons sought the prestige of a
canonized local bishop, and the duke sought a suitable
model bishop for the reform of the church.[2]

Life [edit]

Little is known of Benno's early life. Born in Hildesheim, it is
reported that he was the scion of a Saxon noble family, such as the Woldenburgs;[3] and may have been
educated at the monastery of St. Michael in Hildesheim.[4] However it is certain that Benno was a canon of the
Goslar chapter.[5] In 1066 he was nominated by King Henry IV to the episcopal see of Meissen.[4]

Benno appears as a supporter of the Saxon Rebellion in 1073,[5] though the chronicler Lambert of Hersfeld and
other contemporary authorities attribute little weight to his share in it.[6] Henry IV exiled Benno in 1075, but
allowed him to return to his see the following year.[1]

During the fierce Investiture Controversy, Benno supported Pope Gregory, and allegedly took part in the
election of antiking Rudolf of Rheinfelden in 1077.[5] After Rudolf's death he turned to the new antiking Hermann
of Salm and was accordingly excommunicated and deprived of his bishopric by the 1085 Synod of Mainz. Benno
betook himself to Archbishop Guibert of Ravenna, supported by Henry as Antipope Clement III, and by a
penitent acknowledgment of his offences obtained from him both absolution and a letter of commendation to
Henry, on the basis of which he was restored to his see.[5]

Benno promised, apparently, to use his influence for peace with the Saxons, but again failed to keep his
promise, returning in 1097 to the papal party and recognizing Urban II as the rightful pope. With this he
disappears from authentic history;[4] there is no evidence to support the later stories of his missionary activity
and zeal for church-building and for ecclesiastical music.[5] Benno died of natural causes on June 16, 1106.[7]
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St Benno depicted with a fish
in hand, two keys between its
gills (stained glass from the
Church of Saint Benno in
Munich)

Veneration [edit]

Benno did much for his diocese, both by ecclesiastical reforms on the
Hildebrandine model and by material developments.[8] Benno enjoyed
veneration in his native Saxony throughout the later Middle Ages.[4] Adrian VI
issued the bull of canonization in 1523.[9][10] Although Benno's sainthood had
little to do with Luther's call for reform, once canonized he became a symbol
for both sides of the reforming debate: Luther reviled him in early tracts
against the cult of the saints.[11] Catholic reformers turned him into a model of
orthodoxy; and after Protestant mobs desecrated Benno's tomb in Meissen in
1539,[12] the Wittelsbach dynasty ultimately made him patron saint of Munich
and Old Bavaria.[4]

For his part, the English Protestant John Foxe eagerly repeated the charges
which Benno, who sided with Gregory VII, made against Henry IV during the
Investiture Controversy, such as necromancy, torture of a former friend upon
a bed of nails, commissioning an attempted assassination, executions without
trials, unjust excommunication, doubting the Real Presence in the Eucharist,
and even burning it.[13] [NOTE: A previous version of this article says Benno
made these charges against St. Gregory, but given the nature of the
Investiture Controversy and the orthodoxy of Pope Gregory – especially concerning the Eucharist – , not to
mention that Benno and Gregory were on the same side, this makes no sense.]

Benno's feast day is 16 June. He is the patron-saint of anglers and weavers. His iconographic figures include a
fish with keys in its mouth and a book. The reason for the fish is a legend that upon the excommunication of
Henry IV the bishop told his canons to throw the keys to the cathedral into the Elbe; later a fisherman found the
keys in a fish and brought them to the bishop.[4][14]
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Benvenutus Scotivoli

Saint Bishop
Benvenutus Scotivoli

Bishop of Osimo

Church Roman Catholic Church

Diocese Osimo

See Osimo

Appointed 13 March 1264

Term ended 22 March 1282

Predecessor Rinaldo

Successor Bernardo de' Berardi

Orders
Consecration 1264

Rank Bishop

Personal details
Birth name Benvenutus Scotivoli

Born ???
Ancona, Papal States

Died 22 March 1282
Osimo, Papal States

Sainthood
Feast day 22 March

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 1284
Old Saint Peter's Basilica, Papal
States
by Pope Martin IV

Attributes Episcopal attire
Pastoral staff

Patronage Osimo

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Benvenutus Scotivoli (died 22 March 1282) was an Italian
Roman Catholic prelate who served as the Bishop of Osimo from
1264 until his death.[1][2] Pope Martin IV canonized him as a saint
in 1284.[3][4]

Contents [hide]
1 Life
2 Canonization
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4 References
5 External links

Life [edit]

Benvenutus Scotivoli was born sometime in the 1200s in
Ancona.[1]

Scotivoli studied at the Bologna college and studied jurisprudence
with Silvestro Gozzolini at which point he was ordained to the
priesthood when he returned to his hometown.[3] He was made the
archdeacon of Ancona and later its apostolic administrator on 1
August 1263 before Pope Urban IV appointed him as the Bishop of
Osimo on 13 March 1264. Scotivoli ordained Nicholas of Tolentino
to the priesthood in 1269.[4]

On 15 January 1270 he ordered the San Fiorenzo convent in
Posciavalle to sell all of its assets while a diocesan synod on 7
February 1273 saw him ban the sale of all church properties.[1]

Scotivoli - on 24 February 1274 - rescinded the excommunication
of Ripatransone on the orders of Pope Gregory X that the Bishop
of Fermo had instituted before that.[4]

He died on 22 March 1284 and was buried in the Osimo Cathedral
though his remains were moved down to the crypt in July 1590.[3]

Canonization [edit]

Pope Martin IV canonized him in 1284 and he has been the patron saint of Osimo since 1755 when the civic
authorities recognized him as such.

Franciscan discrepancies [edit]

Inspection of his tomb revealed a dark capuche sewn to a lambskin and it led to the biographer Jean Baldi
asserting that Scotivoli was a Franciscan which became an accepted proposition. But in 1765 the Osimo priest
Pannelli contended he was not a Franciscan but the saint is still recognized on the Franciscan calendar.[3]

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c "Bl. Benvenute Scotivoli of Osimo" . Steven Wood. Retrieved 12 October 2016.
2. ^ "St. Benvenutus Scotivoli" . Catholic Online. Retrieved 12 October 2016.
3.  ̂a b c d "Benvenutus Scotivoli, St" . Encyclopedia.com. 2003. Retrieved 12 October 2016.
4.  ̂a b c "Saint Benvenuto Scotivoli" . Santi e Beati. Retrieved 12 October 2016.
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Beornstan of Winchester

v · t · e

Beornstan
Bishop of Winchester

Appointed May 931

Term ended 1 November 934

Predecessor Frithestan

Successor Ælfheah I

Orders
Consecration May 931

Personal details
Died 1 November 934

Denomination Christian

Sainthood
Feast day 4 November

Venerated in Catholic Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Beornstan (or Byrnstan) was an English Bishop of Winchester.
He was consecrated in May 931. He died on 1 November 934.[1]

After his death, he was revered as a saint.

At the start of the reign of King Æthelstan in 924, Beornstan was a
member of his household, one of his mass priests, who were
probably responsible for looking after his relics. Early in
Æthelstan's reign, Beornstan witnessed his manumission of a
slave called Ealdred. Æthelstan followed a policy of appointing
members of his own circle to vacant bishoprics in Wessex.
Winchester was a centre of opposition to the king under its bishop,
Frithestan, and when he resigned in 931 Æthelstan took the
chance to appoint Beornstan to the position. He frequently
attested the king's charters, though in a lower position than his
successor, Ælfheah.[2]

Beornstan died at Old Minster, Winchester, where he was probably
buried. He was remembered for his humility, but his cult as a saint
was said to have been due to the support of a later bishop of Winchester, Æthelwold, to whom he is supposed
to have angrily complained that in heaven he was honoured equally with Birinus and Swithun, but he was
neglected in Winchester. His cult never became popular.[3]

Citations [edit]

1. ^ Fryde, et al. Handbook of British Chronology p. 223
2. ^ Foot Æthelstan, pp. 65, 69, 90, 97-98, 189-90
3. ^ Yorke "Byrnstan" Oxford Dictionary of National Biography
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Beornstan 5  at Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England

Christian titles
Preceded by
Frithestan

Bishop of Winchester
931–934

Succeeded by
Ælfheah I

Bishops of Winchester

Early Medieval
634–1006

Birinus, Bishop of Dorchester · Agilbert, Bishop of Dorchester · Wine · Leuthere ·
Hædde · Daniel · Hunfrith · Cyneheard · Æthelheard · Ecgbald · Dudd · Cyneberht ·
Ealhmund · Wigthegn · Herefrith (disputed) · Eadmund (disputed) · Eadhun ·
Helmstan · Swithun · Ealhferth · Tunbeorht · Denewulf · Frithestan ·
Beornstan/Byrnstan · ÆlfheahI · ÆlfsigeI · Beorhthelm · ÆthelwoldI · ÆlfheahII

High Medieval
1006–1304

Cenwulf · ÆthelwoldII · ÆlfsigeII · Ælfwine · Stigand · Walkelin · William Giffard ·
Henry of Blois · Richard of Ilchester · Godfrey de Luci · Richard Poore ·
Peter des Roches · Ralph Neville · William de Raley · Aymer de Valence ·
Andrew of London · William de Taunton · John Gervais · Nicholas of Ely ·
Robert Burnell · Richard de la More · John of Pontoise
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Late Medieval
1305–1501

Henry Woodlock · John Sandale · Rigaud of Assier · John de Stratford ·
Adam Orleton · William Edington · William of Wykeham · Henry Beaufort ·
William Waynflete · Peter Courtenay · Thomas Langton

Diocese of Winchester arms

Early Modern
1501–1820

Richard Foxe · Thomas Wolsey · Stephen Gardiner · John Ponet · Stephen
Gardiner · John White · Robert Horne · John Watson · Thomas Cooper ·
William Wickham · William Day · Thomas Bilson · James Montague ·
Lancelot Andrewes · Richard Neile · Walter Curle · Brian Duppa · George Morley ·
Peter Mews · Jonathan Trelawny · Charles Trimnell · Richard Willis ·
Benjamin Hoadly · John Thomas · Brownlow North

Late Modern
1820–current

George Pretyman Tomline · Charles Sumner · Samuel Wilberforce ·
Harold Browne · Anthony Thorold · Randall Davidson · Herbert Ryle ·
Edward Talbot · Theodore Woods · Cyril Garbett · Mervyn Haigh · Alwyn Williams ·
Falkner Allison · John Taylor · Colin James · Michael Scott-Joynt · Tim Dakin

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
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St Augustines Abbey where
Beornstan is buried.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Beornstan the Archdeacon also known as Byrnstan was a Dark Ages
Catholic saint from Kent in Anglo-Saxon England.[1]

Very little is known of the life of this saint and he is known to history mainly
through the hagiography of the Secgan Manuscript[2] and also The Catalogus
Sanctorum in Anglia Pausantium.[3] He was Kentish, an archdeacon and was
buried at St Augustine's Abbey so he was probably associated with the early
Abbey.
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Berard of Carbio

Saint Berard of Carbio, O.F.M.

Religious, priest and martyr
Born unknown

Carbio, Umbria, Papal States

Died 16 January 1220
Morocco

Venerated in Catholic Church
(Franciscan Order)

Canonized 7 August 1481, Rome by Pope
Sixtus IV[1]

Major shrine Monastery of the Holy Cross,
Coimbra, Portugal

Feast 16 January

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Berard of Carbio, O.F.M., was a thirteenth-century Franciscan
friar who was executed in Morocco for attempting to promote
Christianity. Expelled from the kingdom twice, they returned each
time and continued to preach against Islam. In anger and
frustration, the king finally beheaded them. He and his
companions, Peter, Otho, Accursius, and Adjutus, are
venerated as saints and considered the Franciscan
Protomartyrs.
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Life [edit]

According to tradition, Berard was born into a noble family of
Leopardi, and was a native of Carbio in Umbria, a province of the
Papal States. He was received into the newly founded Franciscan Order by St. Francis of Assisi in 1213. On the
conclusion of the Second General Chapter of the Franciscan friars in 1219, Francis believed the time had then
come for the friars of his Order to extend their apostolic labors beyond the Italian peninsula and northern
Europe. Berard was well versed in Arabic, was an eloquent preacher, and was chosen by Francis, together with
two other priests, Peter and Otho, and two lay brothers, Accursius and Adjutus, to evangelize in Morocco.[2]

The five missionaries set sail from Italy and arriving in Portugal, crossed into Spain and then to Seville, then still
under Muslim rule, where their preaching antagonized the king. After imprisoning them for some three weeks,
he expelled them to the Kingdom of Morocco. Despite the fact that the only one of the five who knew any Arabic
was Berard, their open preaching of the Gospel and their bold denunciation of Islam soon caused them to be
viewed as insane. The king ordered them escorted to Ceuta and put aboard ships bound for Christian lands.
However, the friars left the ships, returned to Morocco, and resumed preaching. They were then released and
given guides to take them to Christian territory, but they once again returned.[3] When it became apparent they
would neither go away nor stop preaching, they were apprehended and cast into prison.[4] Having vainly
endeavored to persuade them to abandon their Catholic faith, the Moorish king, in a fit of rage, beheaded them
with his scimitar, making them the first martyrs of the Franciscan Order.

When he heard of their deaths, Francis is reported to have said, "Now at least do I have true Friars Minor!"[5]

Upon the return of their bodies to Portugal, they were solemnly processed from there all the way to Assisi. One
young Portuguese canon regular was so moved by their sacrifice when he saw this caravan pass by his
monastery, that he joined the Franciscan Order. He is now known as St. Anthony of Padua.

Veneration [edit]

Berard and his companions were canonized by Pope Sixtus IV in 1481.[2] Their joint feast day is celebrated on
16 January within the Franciscan Order.
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Books, 1993. ISBN 0-14-051312-4.
5. ^ "Saint Berard and Companions", Franciscan Media

 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913).
"St. Berard of Carbio". Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.
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(in Italian) Santi Berardo, Otone, Pietro, Accursio e Adiuto Protomartiri dell’Ordine dei Frati Minori
(in Italian) Fonti Protomartiri Francescani
(in Italian) Iconografia Protomartiri Francescani e s. Antonio
(in German) Antonius von Padua  - mentioned in the entry for Saint Anthony
Jubilee year marking the eighth centenary of the arrival of the Franciscans in Morocco

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets
Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
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Saint Bercharius
Born 636

Died March 28, 696

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 16 October

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Bercharius (Bererus; French: Berchaire) (636 – March 28,
696) was abbot of Hautvillers in Champagne. Descended from a
distinguished Aquitanian family, he received his instruction from
Saint Nivard (Nivo), Archbishop of Reims.

Bercharius entered the monastery of Luxeuil under Saint Walbert,
and soon stood out from the rest of his fellow-novices. Upon his
return to Reims he persuaded Saint Nivard to establish the monastery of Hautvillers. Bercharius himself became
the first abbot. Entirely given up to prayer and meditation he also instructed his brethren to lead a
contemplative life.

He founded two religious houses in the Diocese of Châlons-sur-Marne, the one (Puisye or Montier-en-Der
Abbey) for men, the other (Pellmoutier or Puellarum Monasterium) for women. These institutions he enriched by
donations of valuable relics, procured on a journey to Rome and the Holy Land.

The monk Daguin, provoked by a reprimand from Bercharius, stabbed him during the night. According to one
account, Bercharius did not condemn or complain about the injury he received, but instead asked Daguin to
perform penance and to make a pilgrimage to Rome to obtain pardon and absolution. Daguin left the monastery
never to return. After two days of severe suffering, the saint succumbed to his wound, and was considered a
martyr.

Veneration [edit]

His remains were preserved at Moutier-en-Der until the suppression of religious orders in the 1790s.

The commemoration of his name occurs in the martyrology on 16 October.

External links [edit]

 Works written by or about Bercharius at Wikisource

 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913).
"St. Bercharius". Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.
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Bercthun of Beverley (died 15 May 733) also known as Bertin and
Britwin[1], Berhthu or Beorhthun, was an eighth century Anglo Saxon
Saint.[2]

He was a (Benedictine) monk of Beverley, a disciple of John of Beverley and
Bede's informant about much of Bedes history regarding Beverley. Latter in
life he became the Abbot of Beverley.[3] He was also known from the secgan
hagiographies.

A Bust of Bercthun  is thought to be kept in the British Library.

In 733 AD he died on the 15 May, on which day his feast was locally kept.[4]

A feast day was celebrated locally in his honour on the date of his death.[5]
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2. ^ Bercthun  at Catholic Online.
3. ^ Bede, H.E., v. 2;N.L.A., i. 160–1.
4. ^ Bercthun  in The Oxford Dictionary of Saints (Oxford University press, 2011).
5. ^ Farmer, David Hugh (1992). The Oxford dictionary of saints  (Third ed.). Oxford University Press.
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Berhtwald
Archbishop of Canterbury

Elected 1 July 692

Term ended 13 January 731

Predecessor Theodore of Tarsus

Successor Tatwine

Other posts Abbot of Reculver

Orders
Consecration 29 June 693

by Godwin

Personal details
Died probably 13 January 731

Buried Canterbury

Sainthood
Feast day 9 January[1]

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church[1]

Canonized Pre-Congregation

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For Saint Bertwald of Ramsbury, see Bertwald of Ramsbury.

Berhtwald[a] (died 731) was the ninth Archbishop of Canterbury in England. Documentary evidence names Berhtwald as abbot at Reculver before his
election as archbishop. Berhtwald begins the first continuous series of native-born Archbishops of Canterbury, although there had been previous Anglo-
Saxon archbishops, they had not succeeded each other until Berhtwald's reign.

Berhtwald's period as archbishop coincided with the end of Wilfrid's long struggle to regain the Bishopric of York, and the two-year delay between
Theodore's death and Berhtwald's election may have been due to efforts to select Wilfrid for Canterbury. After his election, Berhtwald went to Gaul for
consecration and then presided over two councils that attempted to settle the Wilfrid issue, finally succeeding at the second council in 705. Berhtwald
also was the recipient of the first surviving letter close in Western Europe.
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Early life [edit]

Little is known of Berhtwald's ancestry or his early life, but he was born around the middle of the seventh century.[2] By 679, he was made abbot of the monastery at Reculver in Kent, and a charter
dated May 679 names Berhtwald as abbot. This charter, from Hlothere, King of Kent, is the earliest surviving original Anglo-Saxon charter.[2]

Election as archbishop [edit]

The see of Canterbury was vacant for two years after the death of Theodore before Berhtwald was elected to the office on 1 July 692.[3] The long vacancy resulted from the disturbed conditions in
the kingdom of Kent at the time, as various kings fought for control.[4] The succession to the kingdom was disputed between rival claimants Oswine and Wihtred, and various outside kings, including
Caedwalla and Swaefheard raided and plundered Kent. Eventually, Wihtred secured the throne, around 691 or early 692, as Bede names Wihtred as King of Kent, along with Swaefheard, at the
time of Berhtwald's election. Swaerfheard, however, is not named as king of Kent after this date.[5]

The vacancy may also have occurred because Wilfrid, who was at that point having problems in Northumbria, desired to become Archbishop of Canterbury. A contemporary biographer of Wilfrid,
Stephen of Ripon, says that Theodore had wished for Wilfrid to succeed Theodore at Canterbury. Æthelred of Mercia may have supported Wilfrid's translation to Canterbury also, but despite these
desires, the translation did not happen.[4] Berhtwald was consecrated on 29 June 693,[6] having travelled to France for his consecration as archbishop of Canterbury by Godwin, Archbishop of
Lyon.[7] Berhtwald went to the continent for consecration probably because he feared that his election was not supported by all of the kings and bishops. After his consecration, Berhtwald travelled
to Rome to obtain the support of Pope Sergius I, who wrote to a number of Anglo-Saxon kings and bishops in support of the archbishop.[4] Two of these letters survive, and their authenticity has
been doubted, mainly because they are only preserved as part of the post-Norman Conquest Canterbury-York dispute. Historians have since come to regard the two letters as genuine. Sergius also
gave Berhtwald a pallium, the symbol of an archbishop's authority.[2]

Archbishop [edit]

Berhtwald appears to have been involved in the governance of the church, establishing the bishopric of Sherborne in Wessex and it was during his tenure that Sussex, the last pagan kingdom in
England, was converted to Christianity. He also consecrated the first Bishop of Selsey. During his time in office, King Wihtred of Kent in the Law of Wihtred exempted the church from taxation.[8]

Berhtwald was a proponent of his predecessor's view of the archbishops of Canterbury as primates of the entire island of Britain.[9] Berhtwald co-operated closely with Wihtred in the kingdom, and
secured the exemption of the church from taxation under Wihtred's laws issued in 695. The law code also dealt with other ecclesiastical matters, including marriage, Sunday observance, and pagan
worship.[10] This law code resulted from a royal council that was held at Bearsted. Further privileges for the church were issued in 699, and may have been composed by Berhtwald before being
promulgated. Another privilege, usually referred to as the "Privilege of Wihtred", is claimed to be a grant from Wihtred to the monasteries of Kent of exemption from non-clerical control. However, this
is actually a ninth-century forgery.[2]

Much of Berhtwald's time in office coincided with the efforts of Wilfrid to regain the see of York, and to reverse the division of York into smaller dioceses. Berhtwald was opposed to Wilfrid's desire to
restore some separated bishoprics to the bishopric of York as well as regaining his old see.[8] Wilfrid's problems had begun during the archbishopric of Berhtwald's predecessor, Theodore of
Tarsus, when Wilfrid had quarreled with the King of Northumbria, Ecgfrith, and was expelled from the north. Theodore had taken the opportunity to divide the large see of York into a number of
smaller dioceses, and Wilfrid had appealed to the papacy in Rome.[11] Berhtwald inherited the dispute and presided at the Council of Austerfield in 702, at which Wilfrid's biographer relates the story
that King Aldfrith of Northumbria, Berhtwald, and the other enemies of Wilfrid conspired to deprive Wilfrid of all his offices and possessions. A more likely story is that Berhtwald managed to secure
concessions from the Northumbrians, and tried to broker a compromise. The offer in the end was that Wilfrid would retire to Ripon and cease acting as a bishop. Wilfrid rejected this compromise and
once more appealed to the pope. Three years later, at a further Council, it was arranged that Wilfrid should receive the Bishopric of Hexham in place of that of York.[4] This was the Council of Nidd,
usually dated to 706, and it was held in Northumbria.[12] Bede also mentions that Berhtwald consecrated a number of bishops, including Tobias as Bishop of Rochester.[13]

One of Berhtwald's letters has been preserved, sent to Forthhere, Bishop of Sherborne, and asking Forthhere to intercede with Beorwold, the Abbot of Glastonbury, to ransom a slave. Another
letter, this one addressed to Berhtwald, from Waldhere, Bishop of London, also survives. The main interest in the second letter is that it is the oldest surviving letter close surviving in Western
Europe.[2] This second letter also relates that Waldhere and Berhtwald had attended a synod which can be dated to sometime between 703 and 705, where the kingdom of Wessex was threatened
with excommunication.[14] A charter witnessed by Berhtwald which mentions a supposed 706 council, numbered 54 by Sawyer, is now known to be a fake, although the witness list may be based on a
legitimate 8th century charter that no longer survives.[15] Likewise, a charter with Berhtwald as a witness and relating to the 716 Council of Clofesho is also known to be a 9th-century forgery,
although again it may have been based on actual documents from the council.[16]

Death and legacy [edit]

Berhtwald died on 13 January 731.[6] An epitaph to him in verse survives, and may have been placed over his tomb,[17] which was at Canterbury.[18] Subsequently he was canonised with a feast day
of 9 January.[19] Little evidence of extensive cult activity exists, however, and the main evidence for his sainthood is a late medieval entry in a St Augustine's calendar.[1] Berhtwald is the first of the
continuous series of native-born archbishops in England, although there had been two previous Anglo-Saxon archbishops at Canterbury—Deusdedit and Wighard.[20]

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Also Brihtwald,[2] Beorhtweald,[1] Bertwald, Berthwald, Beorhtwald, or Beretuald
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Christian titles
Preceded by

Theodore of Tarsus
Archbishop of Canterbury

693–731
Succeeded by

Tatwine

Archbishops of Canterbury

List of archbishops of Canterbury

Pre-Conquest
Augustine · Laurence · Mellitus · Justus · Honorius · Deusdedit · Wighard · Theodore of Tarsus · Berhtwald · Tatwine · Nothhelm · Cuthbert · Bregowine · Jænberht · Æthelhard · Wulfred ·
Feologild · Ceolnoth · Æthelred · Plegmund · Athelm · Wulfhelm · Oda · Ælfsige · Byrhthelm · Dunstan · Æthelgar · Sigeric the Serious · Ælfric of Abingdon · Ælfheah · Lyfing · Æthelnoth · Eadsige
· Robert of Jumièges · Stigand

Conquest to Reformation

Lanfranc · Anselm · Ralph d'Escures · William de Corbeil · Theobald of Bec · Thomas Becket · Roger de Bailleul · Richard of Dover · Baldwin of Forde · Reginald Fitz Jocelin · Hubert Walter ·
Reginald · John de Gray · Stephen Langton · Walter d'Eynsham · Richard le Grant · Ralph Neville · John of Sittingbourne · John Blund · Edmund of Abingdon · Boniface · William Chillenden ·
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Post-Reformation

Matthew Parker · Edmund Grindal · John Whitgift · Richard Bancroft · George Abbot · William Laud · William Juxon · Gilbert Sheldon · William Sancroft · John Tillotson · Thomas Tenison ·
William Wake · John Potter · Thomas Herring · Matthew Hutton · Thomas Secker · Frederick Cornwallis · John Moore · Charles Manners-Sutton · William Howley · John Bird Sumner ·
Charles Longley · Archibald Campbell Tait · Edward White Benson · Frederick Temple · Randall Davidson · Cosmo Lang · William Temple · Geoffrey Fisher · Michael Ramsey · Donald Coggan ·
Robert Runcie · George Carey · Rowan Williams · Justin Welby

Italics indicate a person who was elected but not confirmed.

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh
Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton · Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne · Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury · Rumon of Tavistock ·
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East Anglian
Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely · Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland · Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney · Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon
Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton · Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury · Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent · Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury · Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet ·
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Mercian
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Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry · Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton · Wulfhild of Barking

Northumbrian
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South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone
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Saint Berlindis

Stained glass window of Saint Berlindis in
Sint-Pieter en Sint-Berlindiskerk, in Meerbeke,

Belgium

Died c. 702 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast February 3

Attributes Depicted as a Brabantian nun
with a cow and either a pruning
hook or branch; sometimes
portrayed with Saints Nona and
Celsa[1]

Patronage Protectress of trees and invoked
against cattle diseases[1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Berlinda)

Saint Berlinda (Latin: Berlindis, Berlenda, Berelenda, other
variants; also known as Bellaude; died 702 AD) was a
Benedictine nun of noble descent. Her feast day is 3 February.
According to legend she was a niece of Saint Amandus, and was
disinherited by her father, Count Odelard, after he became sick
with leprosy and believed that she would not take proper care of
him.

Berlinda fled to a convent at Moorsel, near Aalst, and became a
nun. After her father died, she became a hermit at Meerbeke,
where her father had been buried. Her tradition states that she
spent her life helping the poor and suffering.
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According to legend she was a niece of Saint Amandus, and was
disinherited by her father, Count Odelard, after he became sick
with leprosy and believed that she would not take proper care of
him.

Berlinda fled to a convent at Moorsel, near Aalst, and became a
nun. After her father died, she became a hermit at Meerbeke,
where her father had been buried. Her tradition states that she
spent her life helping the poor and suffering.
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Bernadette Soubirous

Saint
Bernadette Soubirous

Saint Bernadette of Lourdes, c. 1858

Virgin, Consecrated Religious
Born Bernadette Soubirous

7 January 1844
Lourdes, Hautes-Pyrénées,
France

Died 16 April 1879 (aged 35)
Nevers, Nièvre, France

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 14 June 1925[1], Rome, by Pope
Pius XI[1]

Canonized 8 December 1933[1], Rome,[1]

by Pope Pius XI[1]

Major shrine Convent of Saint Gilard (Espace
Bernadette Soubirous Nevers),
Nevers

Feast 16 April
18 February (France, some
traditionalist congregations)

Patronage Bodily illness, Lourdes, France,
shepherds and shepherdesses,
against poverty, people ridiculed
for their faith

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bernadette Soubirous (/ˌbɜːrnəˈdɛt ˌsuːbiˈruː/, French: [bɛʁnadɛt
subiʁu]; Occitan: Bernadeta Sobirós [beɾnaˈðetɔ suβiˈɾus]; 7
January 1844 – 16 April 1879), also known as Saint Bernadette
of Lourdes, was the firstborn daughter of a miller from Lourdes
(Lorda in Occitan), in the department of Hautes-Pyrénées in
France, and is best known for experiencing Marian apparitions of a
"young lady" who asked for a chapel to be built at the nearby
cave-grotto at Massabielle. These apparitions are said to have
occurred between 11 February and 16 July 1858, and the woman
who appeared to her identified herself as the "Immaculate
Conception."

Despite initial skepticism from some Catholic Church authorities,
Soubirous's claims were eventually declared "worthy of belief" after
a canonical investigation, and the Marian apparition became
known as Our Lady of Lourdes. Since her death, Soubirous's body
has apparently remained internally incorrupt.[2] The Marian shrine
at Lourdes (Midi-Pyrénées, from 2016 part of Occitanie) went on
to become a major pilgrimage site, attracting over five million
pilgrims of all denominations each year.

On 8 December 1933, Pope Pius XI, declared Soubirous a saint of
the Catholic Church. Her feast day, initially specified as 18
February – the day Mary promised to make her happy, not in this
life, but in the next – is now observed in most places on the date of
her death, 16 April.
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Early stages of her life [edit]

Marie Bernarde Soubirous was the daughter of François Soubirous (1807–1871), a miller, and Louise (née
Casteròt; 1825–1866), a laundress.[3] She was the eldest of nine children—Bernadette, Jean (born and died
1845), Toinette (1846–1892), Jean-Marie (1848–1851), Jean-Marie (1851–1919), Justin (1855–1865), Pierre
(1859–1931), Jean (born and died 1864), and a baby named Louise who died soon after her birth (1866).

Soubirous was born on 7 January 1844[4] and baptized at the local parish church, St. Pierre's, on 9 January, her
parents' wedding anniversary. Her godmother was Bernarde Casterot, her mother's sister, a moderately wealthy
widow who owned a tavern. Hard times had fallen on France and the family lived in extreme poverty. Soubirous
was a sickly child and possibly due to this only measured 4 ft. 7in. tall. She contracted cholera as a toddler and
suffered severe asthma for the rest of her life. Soubirous attended the day school conducted by the Sisters of
Charity and Christian Instruction from Nevers.[5] Contrary to a belief popularized by Hollywood movies,
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St. Bernadette

Soubirous learned very little French, only studying French in school after age 13.
She could read and write very little due to her frequent illness. She spoke the
language of Occitan, which was spoken by the local population of the Pyrenees
region at that time and to a residual degree today (which is similar to Catalan
spoken in eastern Spain).[citation needed]

Visions [edit]

Main article: Lourdes apparitions

By the time of the events at the grotto, the Soubirous family's financial and social
status had declined to the point where they lived in a one-room basement, formerly
used as a jail, called le cachot, "the dungeon", where they were housed for free by
her mother's cousin, André Sajoux.[6]

On 11 February 1858, Soubirous, then aged 14, was out gathering firewood with
her sister Toinette and a friend near the grotto of Massabielle (Tuta de Massavielha) when she experienced her
first vision. While the other girls crossed the little stream in front of the grotto and walked on, Soubirous stayed
behind, looking for a place to cross where she wouldn't get her stockings wet. She finally sat down to take her
shoes off in order to cross the water and was lowering her stocking when she heard the sound of rushing wind,
but nothing moved. A wild rose in a natural niche in the grotto, however, did move. From the niche, or rather the
dark alcove behind it, "came a dazzling light, and a white figure". This was the first of 18 visions of what she
referred to as aquero (pronounced [aˈk(e)ɾɔ]), Gascon Occitan for "that". In later testimony, she called it "a
small young lady" (uo petito damizelo). Her sister and her friend stated that they had seen nothing.[7]

On 14 February, after Sunday Mass, Soubirous, with her sister Marie and some other girls, returned to the
grotto. Soubirous knelt down immediately, saying she saw the apparition again and falling into a
trance.[citation needed] When one of the girls threw holy water at the niche and another threw a rock from above
that shattered on the ground, the apparition disappeared.[8] On her next visit, 18 February, Soubirous said that
"the vision" asked her to return to the grotto every day for a fortnight.[9]

This period of almost daily visions came to be known as la Quinzaine sacrée, "holy fortnight." Initially,
Soubirous's parents, especially her mother, were embarrassed and tried to forbid her to go. The supposed
apparition did not identify herself until the seventeenth vision. Although the townspeople who believed she was
telling the truth assumed she saw the Virgin Mary, Soubirous never claimed it to be Mary, consistently using the
word aquero. She described the lady as wearing a white veil, a blue girdle and with a yellow rose on each foot –
compatible with "a description of any statue of the Virgin in a village church".[10]

Soubirous's story caused a sensation with the townspeople, who were divided in their opinions on whether or
not she was telling the truth. Some believed her to have a mental illness and demanded she be put in an
asylum.[11]

The other contents of Soubirous's reported visions were simple and focused on the need for prayer and
penance. On 25 February she explained that the vision had told her "to drink of the water of the spring, to wash
in it and to eat the herb that grew there," as an act of penance. To everyone's surprise, the next day the grotto
was no longer muddy but clear water flowed.[12] On 2 March, at the thirteenth of the alleged apparitions,
Soubirous told her family that the lady said that "a chapel should be built and a procession formed".[5]

Soubirous's 16th claimed vision, which she stated went on for over an hour, was on 25 March. According to her
account, during that visitation, she again asked the woman for her name but the lady just smiled back. She
repeated the question three more times and finally heard the lady say, in Gascon Occitan, "I am the Immaculate
Conception" (Qué soï era immaculado councepcioũ, a phonetic transcription of Que soi era immaculada
concepcion).[5]

Some of the people who interviewed Soubirous after her revelation of the visions thought her simple-
minded.[who?] However, despite being rigorously interviewed by officials of both the Catholic Church and the
French government, she stuck consistently to her story.[5]

Results of her visions [edit]

After investigation, Catholic Church authorities confirmed the authenticity of the apparitions in 1862.[3] In the
150 years since Soubirous dug up the spring, 69[13] cures have been verified by the Lourdes Medical Bureau
as "inexplicable" – after what the Catholic Church claims are "extremely rigorous scientific and medical
examinations" that failed to find any other explanation. The Lourdes Commission that examined Bernadette
after the visions ran an intensive analysis on the water and found that, while it had a high mineral content, it
contained nothing out of the ordinary that would account for the cures attributed to it. Bernadette said that it
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Bernadette in 1866,
after having taken the
religious habit and joining
the Sisters of Charity

was faith and prayer that cured the sick: "One must have faith and pray; the water will have no virtue without
faith".[14]

Soubirous's request to the local priest to build a chapel at the site of her visions eventually gave rise to a
number of chapels and churches at Lourdes. The Sanctuary of Our Lady of Lourdes is now one of the major
Catholic pilgrimage sites in the world. One of the churches built at the site, the Basilica of St. Pius X, can
accommodate 25,000 people and was dedicated by the future Pope John XXIII when he was the Papal Nuncio to
France. Close to 5 million pilgrims from all over the world visit Lourdes (population of about 15,000) every year
to pray and to drink the miraculous water, believing that they obtain from the Lord healing of the body and of
the spirit.

Later years [edit]

Disliking the attention she was attracting, Bernadette went to the hospice school
run by the Sisters of Charity of Nevers where she had learned to read and write.
Although she considered joining the Carmelites, her health precluded her entering
any of the strict contemplative orders. On 29 July 1866, with 42 other candidates,
she took the religious habit of a postulant and joined the Sisters of Charity at their
motherhouse at Nevers. Her Mistress of Novices was Sister Marie Therese
Vauzou.[15] The Mother Superior at the time gave her the name Marie-Bernarde[11]

in honor of her godmother who was named "Bernarde". As Patricia A. McEachern
observes, "Bernadette was devoted to Saint Bernard, her patron saint; she copied
long texts related to him in notebooks and on bits of paper. The experience of
becoming 'Sister Marie-Bernard' marked a turning point for Bernadette as she
realized more than ever that the great grace she received from the Queen of
Heaven brought with it great responsibilities."[16]

Soubirous spent the rest of her brief life at the motherhouse, working as an
assistant in the infirmary[15] and later as a sacristan, creating beautiful embroidery
for altar cloths and vestments. Her contemporaries admired her humility and spirit
of sacrifice. One day, asked about the apparitions, she replied:[17]

The Virgin used me as a broom to remove the dust. When the work is done, the broom is put
behind the door again.

Soubirous had followed the development of Lourdes as a pilgrimage shrine while she still lived at Lourdes but
was not present for the consecration of the Basilica of the Immaculate Conception there in 1876.

Unfortunately, Soubirous's childhood bout of "cholera left...[Bernadette] with severe, chronic asthma, and
eventually she contracted tuberculosis of the lungs and bones."[16] For several months prior to her death, she
was unable to take an active part in convent life. She eventually died of her long-term illness at the age of 35 on
16 April 1879 (the Wednesday after Easter),[15] while praying the holy rosary. On her deathbed, as she suffered
from severe pain and in keeping with the Virgin Mary's admonition of "Penance, Penance, Penance,"
Bernadette proclaimed that "all this is good for Heaven!" Her final words were, "Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray
for me, a poor sinner, a poor sinner". Soubirous's body was laid to rest in the Saint Gildard Convent.

Sainthood [edit]

Soubirous was declared blessed on 14 June 1925[11] by Pope Pius XI. She was canonized by Pius XI on 8
December 1933.[1]

In the spring of 2015, the town of Lourdes lobbied for Soubirous's remains to be returned to Lourdes, a move
opposed by the city of Nevers.[18]

Exhumations [edit]

Bishop Gauthey of Nevers and the Catholic Church exhumed the body of Soubirous on 22 September 1909, in
the presence of representatives appointed by the postulators of the cause, two doctors and a sister of the
community. They claimed that although the crucifix in her hand and her rosary had both oxidized, her body
appeared incorrupt – preserved from decomposition. This was cited as one of the miracles to support her
canonization. They washed and reclothed her body before burial in a new double casket.

The church exhumed the corpse a second time on 3 April 1919. A doctor who examined the body noted, "The
body is practically mummified, covered with patches of mildew and quite a notable layer of salts, which appear
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Incorrupt body of Bernadette Soubirous,
taken between after(?) the last exhumation
(18 April 1925) and before being stored in
the current urn (18 July 1925). The saint died
46 years before the photo

Relic of St. Bernadette and
stone from the Grotto of Lourdes,
where the Marian apparition of Our
Lady of Lourdes is said to have
appeared

to be calcium salts. ... The skin has disappeared in some places,
but it is still present on most parts of the body."

In 1925, the church exhumed
the body for a third time. They
took relics, which were sent to
Rome. A precise imprint of the
face was molded so that the
firm of Pierre Imans in Paris
could make a wax mask based
on the imprints and on some
genuine photos to be placed
on her body. This was
common practice for relics in

France as it was feared that the blackish tinge to the face and the sunken
eyes and nose would be viewed as corruption by the public. Imprints of the
hands were also taken for the presentation of the body and the making of wax casts. The remains were then
placed in a gold and crystal reliquary in the Chapel of Saint Bernadette at the motherhouse in Nevers.

Three years later in 1928, Doctor Comte published a report on the exhumation of Soubirous in the second
issue of the Bulletin de I'Association medicale de Notre-Dame de Lourdes.

"I would have liked to open the left side of the thorax to take the ribs as relics and then remove the heart which I
am certain must have survived. However, as the trunk was slightly supported on the left arm, it would have been
rather difficult to try and get at the heart without doing too much noticeable damage. As the Mother Superior
had expressed a desire for the Saint's heart to be kept together with the whole body, and as Monsignor the
Bishop did not insist, I gave up the idea of opening the left-hand side of the thorax and contented myself with
removing the two right ribs which were more accessible. ... What struck me during this examination, of course,
was the state of perfect preservation of the skeleton, the fibrous tissues of the muscles (still supple and firm), of
the ligaments, and of the skin, and above all the totally unexpected state of the liver after 46 years. One would
have thought that this organ, which is basically soft and inclined to crumble, would have decomposed very
rapidly or would have hardened to a chalky consistency. Yet, when it was cut it was soft and almost normal in
consistency. I pointed this out to those present, remarking that this did not seem to be a natural
phenomenon."[19]

Depictions [edit]

In 1909 the French short movie Bernadette Soubirous et les Apparitions de Lourdes, directed by Honoré Le
Sablais,[20][21] is the first attempt to tell with the new cinematographic art the story of Bernadette, according
to RAI 3 documentary Lourdes. La storia.[22]

In 1924 the French film Le miracle de Lourdes directed by Bernard Simon with Pierrette Lugand in the role
of Soubirous.
In 1926 the French film La vie merveilleuse de Bernadette directed by Georges Pallu and starring Alexandra
as Soubirous.
In 1935 the Portuguese Georges Pallu directed La Vierge du rocher ("The Virgin of the Rock") with
Micheline Masson in the role of Bernadette.[23]

Soubirous's life was given a fictionalized treatment in Franz Werfel's novel, The Song of Bernadette, which
was later adapted by Henry King into a 1943 film of the same name, starring Jennifer Jones as Bernadette
and the uncredited Linda Darnell as the Immaculate Conception. Jones won the Best Actress Oscar for this
portrayal.[24]

On 13 October 1958, the Westinghouse Desilu Playhouse presented Song of Bernadette on the CBS
television network starring Italian-born film and television actress Pier Angeli as Bernadette Soubirous. The
cast also featured Marian Seldes and Norman Alden. The program, hosted by Desi Arnaz, was adapted by
Ludi Claire from a story by Margaret Gray Blanton. It was directed by both Ralph Alswang and Claudio
Guzmán.
In 1961 Daniéle Ajoret [fr] portrayed Bernadette in Bernadette of Lourdes (French title: Il suffit d'aimer [fr] or
Love is Enough) of Robert Darène.[25][26][27]

In 1961 the German TV movie Bernadette Soubirous directed by Hans Quest and starring Kornelia
Boje [de].[28]

Cristina Galbó portrayed Aquella joven de blanco (A Little Maiden in White), Spain, 1965, directed by León
Klimovsky.[29]
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In 1967 a French TV movie L'affaire Lourdes directed by Marcel Bluwal and starring Marie-Hélène Breillat [fr]
as Bernadette.
In 1981 Andrea del Boca portrayed Bernadette in an eponymous Argentine television mini-series directed by
her father Nicolás del Boca[30] (4 episodes of 1 hour each).[31]

Bernadette [fr] in 1988 and La Passion de Bernadette [fr] (The Passion of Bernadette) in 1989 by Jean
Delannoy, starring Sydney Penny in the lead role.[32]

In 1990 Fernando Uribe and Steven Hahn directed a short animated film, Bernadette: La Princesa de
Lourdes, produced by John Williams and Jorge Gonzalez, available in English since 1991 with the title
Bernadette – The Princess of Lourdes.[33]

Angèle Osinsky portrayed Saint Bernadette in the Italian TV movie Lourdes [it], 2000, by Lodovico
Gasparini [it].
In 2002, the musical Vision by Jonathan Smith and Dominic Hartley, depicting the life of Bernadette, debuted
in Liverpool. It has been performed in the UK, France, and Nigeria.[34]

In 2007 the Indian film Our Lady of Lourdes directed by V.R. Gopinath and starring Ajna Noiseux.[35][36]

In 2009 Bernadette, an opera in three acts by Trevor Jones. First performance 2016 in Gloucestershire,
England.[37]

In 2011 the French short movie Grotta profunda, les humeurs du gouffre directed by Pauline Curnier-Jardin
and starring Simon Fravega.[38]

In 2011 the French film Je m'appelle Bernadette [fr] directed by Jean Sagols [fr] and starring Katia Cuq (Katia
Miran).
In 2013 the French TV movie Une femme nommée Marie, directed by Robert Hossein and Dominique Thiel,
starring Manon Le Moal.[39]

In 2013 Bernadette Kaviyam, a book published by Geetham Publications, Chennai. Bernadetts life explained
with poetry by Poet C.P.Sivarasan, Mangalakuntu.

See also [edit]

"Immaculate Mary", Lourdes hymn
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Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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Bernard

Bernard

Saint Bernard

Pronunciation mainly UK: /̍ bɜ rːnərd/ or
/̍ bɜ rːnəd/ 
mainly US: /bərˈnɑ rːd/[1]

French: [bɛʁ.naʁ]
Dutch: [̍ bɛrnɑrt]

Gender masculine

Origin
Word/name West Germanic

Meaning Brave as a bear

Region of
origin

medieval Europe

Other names
Related
names

Bernie, Barnard, Bernardas,
Bearnárd, Bernardo, Beñat,
Bernhard, Bernhardt, Bernd,
Bernadette, Berend

Look up Bernard or bernard
in Wiktionary, the free
dictionary.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the name. For other uses, see Bernard (disambiguation).

Bernard (Bernhard) is a West Germanic masculine given name.[2]

The name is attested from at least the 9th century. West Germanic
Bernhard is composed from the two elements bern "bear" and
hard "brave, hardy".[3] Its native Old English reflex was
Beornheard, which was replaced by the Old French form Bernard
after the Norman conquest. The name Bernhard was notably
popular among Old Frisian speakers.[4] Its wider use was
popularized due to Saint Bernhard of Clairvaux (canonized 1174).

Geographical distribution [edit]

As of 2014, 42.2% of all known bearers of the surname Bernard
were residents of France (frequency 1:392), 12.5% of the United
States (1:7,203), 7.0% of Haiti (1:382), 6.6% of Tanzania
(1:1,961), 4.8% of Canada (1:1,896), 3.6% of Nigeria (1:12,221),
2.7% of Burundi (1:894), 1.9% of Belgium (1:1,500), 1.6% of
Rwanda (1:1,745), 1.2% of Germany (1:16,397), 1.2% of Jamaica
(1:595), 1.1% of Ghana (1:6,179), 1.0% of England (1:13,691)
and 1.0% of Madagascar (1:6,098).

In France, the frequency of the surname was higher than national
average (1:392) in the following regions:[5]

1. Collectivity of Saint Martin (1:60)
2. Saint Barthélemy (1:189)
3. Bourgogne-Franche-Comté (1:260)
4. Nouvelle-Aquitaine (1:283)
5. Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes (1:296)
6. Brittany (1:333)
7. Pays de la Loire (1:336)
8. Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (1:348)
9. Hauts-de-France (1:391)

List of people with the name [edit]

The following people and items share the name Bernard.

Given name [edit]

Catholic saints [edit]

Saint Bernard: see Saint Bernard (disambiguation)#People

Medieval [edit]

Bernard (bishop of Carlisle) (died 1214), 13th-century Catholic bishop
Bernard (bishop of Gaeta) (died 1047)
Bernard (bishop of St David's) (1115–1148)
Bernard (son of Charles the Fat) (died 891 or 892), Duke of Alemannia
Bernard Gui (c. 1260–1331), 14th century inquisitor
Bernard of Calvo (Bernat Calbó), 13th-century saint and Bishop of Vich
Bernard of Carinola (died 1109), 12th-century saint and Bishop of Carinola
Bernard of Cluny, 12th-century Benedictine monk
Bernard of Kilwinning (d. c. 1331), Scottish abbot and chancellor
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Bernard of Quintavalle (died 1241), companion of St. Francis of Assisi
Bernard of Verdun, author of the Tractatus super totam astrologiam

Modern [edit]

Bernard (footballer) (Bernard Anício Caldeira Duarte), Brazilian footballer
Bernard Alvarez, NASCAR racing driver
Bernard Anício Caldeira Duarte, known as "Bernard", Brazilian footballer
Bernard Baruch (1870–1965), American financier and political adviser
Bernard Berrian (born 1980), American football player
Bernard Blaut (1940–2007), Polish football player
Bernard Boursicot (born 1944), on whom the play M. Butterfly was based
Bernard Butler (born 1970), English musician
Bernard Caprasse (born 1949), Belgian politician
Bernard Cerquiglini (born 1947), French linguist
Bernard Cottret (1951–2020), French historian
Bernard Cribbins (born 1928), English children's TV personality, actor and voice artist
Bernard Ebbers (born 1941), engineered an accounting fraud at WorldCom while he was its CEO
Bernie Ecclestone (born 1930), British business magnate and primary authority in Formula One
Bernard Edwards (American football) (born 1969), American football player
Bernard Fanning (born 1969), Australian singer, Powderfinger
Bernard Finnigan (born 1972), Australian politician and sex offender
Bernard T. Feld (1919–1993), 20th century physicist and anti-nuclear activist
Bernard Fox (Irish republican) (born 1951), Provisional Irish Republican Army member
Bernard Freeman, birth name of American rapper Bun B
Bernard Freyberg, New Zealand's most famous soldier and General of World War II
Bernard Hall (disambiguation), multiple people
Bernard Henry (born 1960), American football player
Bernard Herrmann (1911–1975), American film composer
Bernard Hill (born 1944), English actor
Bernard Hinault (born 1954), French cyclist, five-time winner of the Tour de France
Bernard Hopkins (born 1965), boxer
Bernard Kalb (born 1922), American broadcast journalist
Bernard Koura (1923-2018), French painter
Bernard Lagat (born 1974), Kenyan-American distance runner
Bernard LeBas (born 1943), American pharmacist and politician
Bernard Looney (born 1969/1970), Irish businessman, CEO-designate of BP
Bernie Mac (born Bernard McCullough, 1957–2008), comedian and actor
Bernard Madoff (born 1938), American stockbroker who engineered a $65 billion Ponzi scheme
Bernard Malamud (1914–1986), American writer
Bernard Manning (1930–2007), British stand-up comedian
Bernard Matthews, English turkey farmer, founder of Bernard Matthews Limited
Bernard McGinley, American judge
Bernard Ménétrel (1906–1947), French physician and advisor to Marshal Philippe Pétain during World War
II
Bernard Montgomery (1887–1976), English military officer
Bernard Opper (1915–2000), American basketball player
Bernard Rajzman (born 1957), Brazilian volleyball player
Bernard H. "Johnny" Rogers (1905–1977), American politician
Bernard Sachs (1858–1944), American neurologist
Bernie Sanders (born 1941), US Senator from Vermont
Bernard Satenstein (1906–1959), American football player
Bernard Schuiteman (born 1973), Dutch football player
George Bernard Shaw (1856–1950), usually referred to as "Bernard Shaw", Irish playwright, critic, and
essayist
Bernard Shaw (born 1940), American broadcast journalist
Bernard Spilsbury (1877–1947), English pathologist
Bernard Sumner (born 1956), British musician
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Bernard Tapie (born 1943), French politician
Bernie Taupin (born 1950), British songwriter and collaborator with Elton John
Bernard Tomic (born 1992), Australian tennis player
Bernard "Bernie" Wolfe (born 1951), Canadian hockey player
Bernard Wolfman (1924–2011), American dean of the University of Pennsylvania Law School, and law
professor

Surname [edit]

Agnes Bernard (1842–1932), British Roman Catholic nun
Alain Bernard (born 1983), French swimmer
Alfred Aloysous Bernard (1888–1949) American vaudeville singer
Antoine Bernard d'Attanoux (1853–1954), French journalist and explorer
Carlos Bernard (born 1962), American actor
Catherine Bernard (1662–1712), French novelist
Cheryl Bernard (born 1966), Canadian curler
Claude Bernard (1813–1878), French physiologist
Crystal Bernard (born 1961), American actress
Daniel Bernard (disambiguation), multiple people
Dave Bernard (American football) (born 1912), American football player
David Bernard (cricketer) (born 1981), West Indian cricketer
David Bernard (orchestra conductor) (born 1964), American conductor, pianist and clarinetist
Ed Bernard (born 1939), American actor
Edward Bernard (born 1638), English scholar
Émile Bernard (composer) (1843–1902), French composer and organist
Émile Bernard (painter) (1868–1941), French painter
Francis Bernard (disambiguation), multiple people
Giovani Bernard, American football player
Henry Boyle Bernard (1812–1895), Irish Conservative Party politician, MP for Bandon 1863–68
Henry Bernard, designer of the Palace of Europe, the seat of the Council of Europe
Hilda Bernard (born 1920), Argentine actress
Jay Bernard FRSL (born 1988), British writer.
Jean-Pierre Bernard (born 1933), French actor
Jeffrey Bernard (1932–1997), English journalist
John Henry Bernard (1860–1927) Church of Ireland Archbishop of Dublin
Joseph E. Bernard (1880–1958), American character actor
Joseph Karl Bernard (c.1781–1850), Austrian journalist and librettist
Lawrence G. Bernard (1914-1997), rear admiral in the U.S. Navy
Léonce Bernard (1943–2013), Canadian politician
Lucas M. Bernard, American financial economist
Marvin Bernard, American rapper, better known by his stage name Tony Yayo
Michel Bernard (disambiguation), multiple people
Nikhil Bernard, Indian footballer
Oliver Bernard (1925–2013), English poet and translator
Oliver Percy Bernard (1881–1939), English architect and scenic designer
Raymond Bernard (1891–1977), French film director and screenwriter
Raymond W. Bernard (1903–1965), early 20th-century American alternative health, esoteric writer, author,
and mystic
Rod Bernard (1940–2020), American singer
Sherman A. Bernard (1925–2012), Louisiana politician
Susan Bernard (1948–2019), American actress and author
Suzanne Bernard (1892–1910), French aviator
Tristan Bernard (1866–1947), French playwright and novelist
William Bernard (disambiguation), multiple people

Fictional characters [edit]

Given name [edit]
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Bernard (TV shorts), the curious polar bear from the animation series Bernard[6]

Bernard, a character from Blackadder II, who is usually only called by her title: Nursie
Bernard, a character from Megamind
Bernard, a character from The Waves
Bernard, a mouse from The Rescuers books and films
Bernard, the Sea Hag's pet vulture in the Popeye comics/cartoons
Bernarda Alba, the mother in Federico García Lorca's drama, La casa de Bernarda Alba
Bernard Beasley, a character from the children's programme Bernard's Watch
Bernard Bernoulli, a character from Maniac Mansion
Bernard Black, a character from Black Books
Bernard "Barney" Fife, deputy sheriff of Mayberry from The Andy Griffith Show
Bernard Lowe, a character from Westworld
Bernard Marx from Brave New World
Bernard Nadler, a character from the television show Lost
Bernard the Arch-elf, The Head elf from Disney's Santa Clause Movies
Bernard the Bee Boy, a boy raised by bees seen in two commercials for Honey Comb cereal
Bernard Wiseman, a character from Mobile Suit Gundam 0080: War in the Pocket
Bernard Woolley, a character from Yes Minister
Bernard Mickey Wrangle, an explosive character from Still Life with Woodpecker by Tom Robbins
Bernardo, Zorro's companion
Giant Bernard, wrestling name of Matt Bloom

Surname [edit]

Andy Bernard, character on the United States television series The Office

See also [edit]

All pages with titles containing Bernard
All pages with titles beginning with Bernard
Barnard (disambiguation)
Barney (disambiguation)
Bernat (disambiguation)
Bernhard (disambiguation)
Grand Rivers, Kentucky, United States, formerly known as Bernard
Saint Bernard (disambiguation)
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Bernard Mary of Jesus

Blessed
Bernardo Maria of Jesus

C.P.

Priest
Born 7 November 1831

Rome, Papal States

Died 9 December 1911 (aged 80)
Moricone, Rome, Kingdom of
Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 16 October 1988, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 9 December

Attributes Passionist habit

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bernardo Maria di Gesù (7 November 1831 – 9 December
1911), born as Cesare Silvestrelli, was an Italian Roman
Catholic priest and a professed member from the Passionists.[1] He
entered the novitiate for a brief period under a different religious
name though ill health forced him to leave but did not hinder him
from still training and living alongside the Passionists. He re-
entered the order after his ordination and went on to hold several
positions of leadership within his own order; he was even likened
to Saint Paul of the Cross while Pope Leo XIII and Pope Pius X
held him in high esteem.[2][3]

His beatification was celebrated on 16 October 1988 in Saint
Peter's Square and his liturgical feast is affixed to the date of his
death as is the custom.
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1.2 Leadership
1.3 Death

2 Beatification
3 References
4 External links

Life [edit]

Education and priesthood [edit]

Cesare Silvestrelli was born on 7 November 1831 in Rome as the third of seven children to the nobles Gian
Tommaso Silvestrelli (d. 1853) and Teresa Gozzani (d. 1846) and were residents of the Piazza della Minerva
since their residence was at no. 38; he was baptized just hours after his birth in the names Cesare Pietro at
Santa Maria sopra Minerva.[1][3] His brother was Luigi (d. 20 September 1867). His father's funeral saw the
attendance of 120 Franciscans and 40 Capuchins as well as 40 Dominicans.[2]

He did his initial education first at the Jesuit-run Roman College (1840–47) and thereafter continued his studies
at an institute at the Caravita Oratorio in addition to a series of private schools.[2] He was attracted to the
Passionist charism and entered their order on 21 February 1854 (at Santi Giovanni e Paolo) before being
admitted into their novitiate at their San Giuseppe convent in Monte Argentario on 25 March 1854.[3] He
received the religious habit and was given the name "Luigi del Sacro Cuore di Maria" on 7 April 1854. But he
was forced to leave the novitiate on 3 May due to ill health though continued living with the Passionists in
another house in the same town while he did theological studies.[2] He did those studies under Father Pacifico
di San Giuseppe and from 31 June to 24 August 1855 lived at Santi Giovanni e Paolo.

Silvestrelli received his ordination to the priesthood on 22 December 1855 (as a diocesan priest rather than
one in the religious life) from Bishop Giuseppe-Maria Molajoni.[3] He then decided to re-enter the order and so
sent another application before being accepted.[1] On 1 April 1856 he entered the novitiate once again though
this time at Morrovalle where he re-assumed the habit and the new religious name "Bernardo Maria di Gesù". It
was here that he was the classmate of fellow novice Francesco Possenti. He made his final profession on 28
April 1857. Thereafter he pursued studies for preaching and once that was finished he was assigned first as the
director of students at Morrovalle (1860-1864) and then as the Master of Novices at the Passionist convent of
Scala Santa (adjacent to the Basilica of St. John Lateran in Rome) from January 1865 until 1869.[2]

Leadership [edit]

His brother Luigi died on September 20, 1867 and he was present at his brother's bedside as he died; he
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attended the funeral on 23 September at Santa Maria sopra Minerva. He was then appointed as the rector of
the Scala Santa convent and held that position from 27 May 1869 until 1875 after being confirmed on 14 April
1872. It was here that - on 19 September 1870 - Pope Pius IX visited the steps from which the convent assumed
its name. The pope was making his last visit to the sacred sites of Rome before the dissolution of the Papal
States. Silvestrilli supported the Pope through holding onto his arm as both men climbed the steps weeping
together.[1]

On 7 June 1875 he was elected as the first Provincial Consulter of the Roman province (he moved to Vetralla
around this stage for a brief period) and he later became the Vice-Provincial Superior in July 1876. In the
General Chapter on 4 May 1878 he was elected as the Superior General of the order. and his first term ran
until 1884. In this position he worked hard to reconcile rival factions in the order and also founded new houses
abroad (more so in Latin America as well as advancing the Bulgarian mission) and reformed the regulations of
the order; he was firm in the conviction that a return to the original spirit and the Rule of the founder could be
the singular formula for reviving the spirit of the charism. In 1887 he accepted a request from Cardinal Francis
Patrick Moran to send Passionists to Australia in 1887.[2]

He was re-elected as Superior General in 1884 and resigned from the position on 2 January 1889 after making
his decision in 1888. In 1893 a vision of his former classmate Possenti convinced him to attend the General
Chapter and he was then once more elected as the Superior General (on 3 May) which was a post to which he
was re-elected again in 1899 (in the first vote) and on 8 May 1905 (in the first vote).[2] He attended a retreat at
Monte Argentario in August 1890 and dwelt in the smallest cell while spending long periods of time before the
Eucharist in adoration. He established an international house of studies for Passionist students at Santi
Giovanni e Paolo in Rome and visited all the Passionist provinces in the world including a visit to the United
States of America in 1896.[1] It was around this stage that he developed arthrosis of the spine that made leg
and neck movement difficult for him. He resigned again on 7 July 1907 (for the final time) which Pope Pius X
accepted but the pope named him as an "Onorario Generale" for life due to his great service while in office and
also as a sign of the pope's esteem. He was often praised as a second Paul of the Cross and even Pope Leo
XIII and Pius X regarded him high enough to offer him the cardinalate several times despite his humble
refusals.[3]

Death [edit]

On 16 June 1911 he retired to the Passionist convent in Moricone and died there on 9 December 1911 after he
fell backwards down a set of stairs as he was ascending. His remains were later exhumed and moved to the
Moricone convent on 17 April 1931.[3]

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process opened under Pope Pius XII on 13 February 1942 and he became titled as a Servant
of God while the confirmation of his model Christian life of heroic virtue allowed for Pope Paul VI to name him as
Venerable on 18 October 1973. Pope John Paul II later beatified Silvestrelli on 16 October 1998 in Saint Peter's
Square.

The current postulator for the cause is the Passionist priest Giovanni Zubiani.
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Bernard Mizeki
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bernard Mizeki (sometimes spelt Bernard Mzeki; c. 1861 – 18 June 1896) was an African Christian
missionary and martyr. Born in Mozambique, he moved to Cape Town, attended an Anglican school, and
became a Christian.
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Early life [edit]

He was born Mamiyeri Mitseka Gwambe in Inhambane, Portuguese East Africa (now Mozambique) and raised
in a traditional fashion. As a boy, he did some work in a store run by a Portuguese trader, and learned some
Portuguese. Between the ages of ten and fifteen, he moved with a cousin to Cape Town, Cape Colony (now
South Africa), where he took a new name, "Barns", as well as various jobs as a labourer and house servant.[1]

When he was a little older, he left his home and continued to work as a labourer, living in the slums of Cape
Town, but (perceiving the disastrous effects of drunkenness on many workers in the slums) firmly refusing to
drink alcohol, and remaining largely uncorrupted by his surroundings. After his day's work, he attended night
classes at an Anglican school. Under the influence of his teachers, from the Society of St John the Evangelist
(SSJE, an Anglican religious order for men, popularly called the Cowley Fathers), he became a Christian and
was baptized on 9 March 1886. Besides the fundamentals of European schooling, he mastered English, French,
High Dutch, and at least eight local African languages. In time he would be an invaluable assistant when the
Anglican church began translating sacred texts into African languages.[2]

Missionary work [edit]

Through the work of the Cowley Fathers' mission, and particularly the night school run by German missionary
Baroness Paula Dorothea von Blomberg, he became a Christian. He and five others were some of the first
converts, baptized in St Philip's Mission, Sir Lowry Road, on 7 March 1886. Shortly thereafter, Bernard (then
about 25 years old) started work at St Columba's Hostel, which was run by the missionaries for African men.
Within a few months he was sent to Zonnebloem College to train as a catechist. In January 1891, Bernard
accompanied the new missionary bishop of Mashonaland, George Wyndham Knight-Bruce, as a lay catechist
and medical worker among the Shona people in Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe).[3]

He was sent to work in the Marandellas (Marondera) district among the Nhowe people, and settled in the kraal
of Mungati Mangwende. Bernard built his home there, and gained a reputation as a teacher. He took children
who wanted to learn into his home to teach them the gospel, and traveled to the bishop's residence in Umtali to
help with translations.[4]

In March 1896, Mizeki married Mutwa (later "Lily"), an orphaned granddaughter of the Mangwende and a
Christian convert. African Anglican priest Rev. Hezekiah Mtobi, recently arrived from Grahamstown, South Africa
led the ceremony.[5] Mizeki was thus admitted into the Mangwende's kinship network, which some resented.

With the Mangwende's permission, Mizeki moved his growing community (several families, as well as young
boys he was entrusted to teach), about two miles. They resettled across the river in a fertile area with a spring,
but also near a sacred grove which was believed to be inhabited by spirits of the tribe's ancestral lions. Rather
than make offerings to such spirits, Mizeki made the sign of the cross in the air, and carved crosses on some of
the trees, and later felled some trees while preparing a field to plant wheat.[6]

Martyrdom [edit]
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The badge of Bernard Mizeki
College

The Ndebele people (traditional rivalries of the Shona) had rebelled against the British South Africa Company,
and in March 1896 the Matabeleland Rebellion spread into the Shona country. Southern Africa had been
experiencing drought and locust plagues, which led to famine. Resentment against the British and their taxes
and mandatory inoculations simmered, inflamed by orders to kill and burn infected cattle. Although missionary
workers were being ordered to safety, Mizeki refused to leave,[4] rationalizing that his absent bishop’s orders to
stay could not be overruled (although the bishop was in England receiving medical treatment for malaria, and
would soon die there), and that he had recently extended hospitality to an incapacitated elderly man.

On the night of 18 June 1896, Mizeki was dragged from his home and stabbed. Mutwa found him still alive and
went for help. She and others reported seeing a great white light all over that place, and a loud noise “like many
wings of great birds”. Bernard's body had disappeared by their return.[4]

Mchemwa, a son of the Mangwende and an ally of the witch doctors, was later found responsible for Bernard's
murder as well as the destruction of the mission settlement there.

Legacy and veneration [edit]

Bernard Mizeki's work among the Shona bore fruit, beyond the
posthumous daughter Mutwa bore. After long years of mission work in
Mashonaland, the first Shona convert to be baptised was one of the
young men whom Mizeki had taught, John Kapuya. John was baptised
only a month after Mizeki's death, on 18 July 1896. In 1899, a white
Anglican priest returned to the area, and re-established the mission, as
well as a school. Today, Bernard Mizeki College stands close to where
he lived, and the Mangwende's kraal, above the village, is crowned with
a large cross to commemorate Mizeki.[7]

In the 1930s, a chapel was built on the site of Mizeki's martyrdom, and
consecrated in a great ceremony in June 1938. On the fiftieth
anniversary of his death in 1946, an even larger celebration was held,
attended by Mutwa and their daughter, and included a proclamation
issued by Rhodesia's governor.[8]

Mizeki is honoured with a feast day on the liturgical calendar of the Episcopal Church (USA) on 18 June.[9] His
martyrdom is a commemoration in the Common Worship of the Church of England. The Anglican Church of
Southern Africa commemorates Mizeki in its calendar of commemorations and other special days on 18 June
each year.[10][11] The Anglican Church of Canada has a memorial for Mizeki on this date.[12]

In 1973, a church serving mostly Xhosa migrant workers, was dedicated to Bernard Mizeki in Paarl, South Africa.
The Bernard Mizeki Men's Guild was established for Anglican lay men to promote and encourage the
participation and nurturing of men's leadership in the life of the Church.[13] Composed largely of Xhosa-
speaking migrant workers, Bernard Mizeki Guilds spread across South Africa. Guild members wear purple
waistcoats, a special badge. Anglican migrant workers could identify with Bernard Mizeki as a fellow migrant who
sacrificed himself for Christ. Members of the guild aspire to make the annual pilgrimage to the Mizeki festival in
Zimbabwe.[14][15]
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Bernardo Tolomei

Saint
Bernardo Tolomei

"Blessed Bernardo Tolomei" - Stefano
Bolognini

Priest
Born 10 May 1272

Siena, Tuscany, Republic of
Siena

Died 20 August 1348 (aged 76)
Siena, Tuscany, Republic of
Siena

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 24 November 1644, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Papal States by Pope
Innocent X

Canonized 26 April 2009, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
Benedict XVI

Feast 19 August (Benedictines)
20 August

Attributes Benedictine habit

Patronage Congregation of the Blessed
Virgin of Monte Oliveto

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bernard Tolomei)

Saint Bernardo Tolomei (10 May 1272 – 20 August 1348) was
an Italian Roman Catholic theologian and the founder of the
Congregation of the Blessed Virgin of Monte Oliveto. In the Roman
Martyrology he is commemorated on August 20,[1] but in the
Benedictine calendar his optional memorial is celebrated on the
previous day.[2]

Bernardo Tolomei was beatified by Pope Innocent X on 24
November 1644 and was canonized by Pope Benedict XVI on 26
April 2009.[3]

Life [edit]

Giovanni Tolomei was born at Siena in Tuscany on the May 10,
1272.[4] He was educated by his uncle, Christopher Tolomeo, a
Dominican, and desired to enter the religious life, but his father's
opposition prevented him from doing so, and he continued his
studies in secular surroundings. After a course in philosophy and
mathematics he devoted himself to the study of civil and canon
law, and of theology. While studying law in Siena, he joined the
Confraternity of the Disciplinati di Santa Maria della Notte
dedicated to aiding the sick at the Hospital della Scala. Tolomei
became a professor of law at the University of Siena.[3] For a time
Bernardo served as a knight in the armies of Rudolph I of
Germany. After his return to Siena he was appointed by his fellow
citizens to the highest positions in the town government. While
thus occupied he was struck with blindness. He is said to have
vowed himself to religion in gratitude for the recovery of his
eyesight through the intercession of the Blessed Virgin.[5]

In 1313, Giovanni, together with two companions, Patrizio di
Francesco Patrizi and Ambrogio di Nino Piccolomini, noble Sienese
merchants and members of the same Confraternity, retired to
Accona on a property belonging to his family. He had taken the
name of "Bernard" (in its Italian form Bernardo) out of admiration
for the Abbot of Clairvaux.[6] Here they lived a hermitic penitential
life characterised by prayer, manual work and silence.[4]

Towards the end of 1318, or the beginning of 1319, while deep in
prayer, he is said to have seen a ladder on which monks in white
habits ascended, helped by angels, and awaited by Jesus and Mary.[4] Tolomei founded the Congregation of
the Blessed Virgin of Monte Oliveto (the Olivetans), giving it the Rule of St. Benedict. The purpose of the
new religious institute was a special devotion to the Blessed Virgin. Bishop Guido Tarlati of Arezzo, within whose
diocese the congregation was formed, confirmed its constitution in (1319), and many favours were granted by
Popes John XXII, Clement VI (1344), and Gregory XI. Since the Benedictine rule did not prescribe the colour of
monastic dress, the Olivetans wore white habits.[7]

Through the generosity of a merchant a monastery was erected at Siena; Bishop Tarlati built another at Arezzo;
a third sprang up at Florence; and within a very few years there were establishments at Camprena, Volterra,
San Geminiano, Eugubio, Foligno, and Rome.[5]

During the Plague of 1348 Bernardo left the solitude of Monte Oliveto for the monastery of San Benedetto a
Porta Tufi in Siena. The disease was particularly virulent in the city. Bernardo and his monks devoted
themselves to the care of the sick. On 20 August 1348, while helping his plague-stricken monks, he himself, fell
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victim of the Plague. Eighty-two monks likewise succumbed to the plague.[7]

His last days were depicted in a painting by the 18th-century Italian painter Giuseppe Maria Crespi. His work
was entitled: 'The Blessed Bernard Tolomei Interceding for the Cessation of the Plague in Siena' (1735).[7]

After having ruled the religious body he had founded for 27 years Bernardo died, at the age of 76. Tolomei was
canonized in 2009.
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Saint Berardo

Saint Berardo
Bishop of Teramo

Died 19 December 1123
Teramo, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine St. Anne's Chapel in Teramo
Cathedral

Feast 19 December

Patronage Teramo, Italy

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bernard Valeara)

Saint Berardo (11th century – 19 December 1123) is an Italian
saint, patron saint of the city and diocese of Teramo.

Life [edit]

Saint Berardo was born into the noble family da Pagliara, whose
castle bore their name near the town of Isola del Gran Sasso in
the Abruzzo region of Italy. Important information concerning his
life is found in the ancient church records from this area as well as
the chronicles of his successor, the Bishop Sassone. Saint
Berardo entered the monastery in Montecassino as a young man
and was later associated with the Abbey of San Giovanni in Venere. He became well known for his good works
and upon the death of the Bishop Uberto, Berardo was asked to become a pastor in the territory of Teramo. He
took on this role for seven years beginning in 1116 and focused his efforts on helping the poor and making
peace amongst the warring factions of the local citizenry.

Saint Berardo died in 1123. He was buried in what today is known as Saint Anne's chapel in the ancient Teramo
Cathedral of Santa Maria Aprutiensis (now Sant'Anna dei Pompetti). This is one of the few locations which were
not destroyed by the siege and burning of Teramo carried out by the Norman commander, Roberto di Loretello.

Around 1174, upon the initiative of the Bishop Attone, the remains of Saint Berardo were transferred to the
newly completed cathedral of Teramo, first to a crypt where they remained for 600 years and finally, in 1776, to
a chapel built by the people of Teramo in his honor during the leadership of the Bishop Pirelli.

Cult, miracles, and icons [edit]

The Feast of Saint Berardo is celebrated on December 19, in commemoration of the day of the saint's death.

Several miracles have been attributed to him. A 16th-century bust and a 17th-century likeness of his arm giving
a blessing, both in silver, can be found in Teramo Cathedral. A stone statue of Saint Berardo which formerly
covered his crypt, is now located at the summit of a chapel dedicated to his honor. Within the cathedral's
sacristy is a 17th-century altarpiece by the Polish painter Sebastiano Majeski bearing the likeness of the saint
entitled The Miracle of Saint Berardo. Also located in the cathedral is a painting by Giuseppe Bonolis, depicting
The Virgin Mary and Saint Berardo liberating the city of Teramo from the siege of the Duke of Atri and
numerous other works depicting the life of Saint Berardo. An outstanding and varied collection of engravings
and prints related to Saint Berardo was chronicled and organized by Raffaele Aurini in 1973. It is a
comprehensive biographical and iconographical source of information related to the life of this saint.

Over the years, the municipal authorities of Teramo have at various times taken up and abandoned the yearly
custom of lighting a large candle in honour of Saint Berardo.
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Bernard degli Uberti

Saint
Bernardo degli Uberti

O.S.B. Vall.

Bishop of Parma

Bernardo degli Uberti - Pietro Perugino.

Church Roman Catholic Church

Diocese Parma

See Parma

Appointed October 1106

Term ended 4 December 1133

Predecessor Guido

Successor Alberto

Other posts Cardinal-Priest of San
Crisogono

Orders
Consecration November 1106

by Pope Paschal II

Created
cardinal

c. 1097
by Pope Urban II

Rank Cardinal-Priest

Personal details
Birth name Bernardo degli Uberti

Born c. 1060
Florence, Tuscan Margrave

Died 4 December 1133 (aged 73)
Parma, Republic of Florence

Coat of arms

Sainthood
Feast day 4 December

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 3 December 1139
Old Saint Peter's Basilica,
Rome, Papal States
by Pope Innocent II

Attributes Benedictine habit
Cardinal's attire

Patronage Diocese of Parma

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bernardo degli Uberti (c. 1060 – 4 December 1133) was an
Italian Roman Catholic prelate who was a professed member and
served as an abbot of the Vallumbrosan Order. Uberti served as
the Bishop of Parma from 1106 until his death and was appointed
as a cardinal. He came from the noble Uberti house from Florence.
Uberti served as a papal legate for successive popes in several
Italian regions in their disputes with secular rulers and was a close
confidante and advisor to the Countess Matilda. He is often
considered the third founding father for the order alongside
Benedict of Nursia (the order was a branch of the Benedictines)
and Giovanni Gualberto.

Uberti's fame for holiness became so great that miracles were
reported on a frequent basis at his tomb. This led to Pope
Innocent II naming Uberti a saint only six years after his death, on
3 December 1139.[1]

Contents [hide]
1 Life
2 Canonization
3 References
4 Other sources
5 External links

Life [edit]

Bernardo degli Uberti was born circa 1060 in Florence to the
nobles Bruno degli Uberti and Ligarda. His paternal grandfather
was Corbizo. He was the nephew of Pietro Igneo.[2]

Bernardo's father died sometime in 1085 and it was on 1 July 1085
that he made a donation to the San Salvi convent for his father's
repose. But he also became a monk in the Vallumbrosans and he
later made another donation for the repose of his father and
grandfather on 26 April 1089.[1] He became the abbot for San
Salvi (1092-1099)[3] and was later elected as the Superior-General
for the congregation in 1098 after the death of the abbot Almarius
of Vallambrosa. On 7 March 1100 he presided over a meeting of
all the order's abbots to discuss important resolutions on both
organization and discipline.

In 1097 Pope Urban II named Uberti Cardinal-Priest of San
Crisogono. He worked at the Lateran until 1101 when he was
appointed papal legate to Lombardy and began to serve as an
advisor to Countess Matilda. On 7 April 1101 he was sent as a
legate to Grosseto and on 4 May 1101 was with Matilda in
Governolo where she restituted some lands to the pope upon his
advice.[1] He was also a legate to Milan in 1102 to oversee the
election of Grosulano as its archbishop while he was later a legate
to Pavia on 18 August 1102. He was also with the countess in
Panzano on 18 October 1102 and travelled with her to Castro
Panciano in March 1103. On 15 August 1104 he was in Parma in
an attempt to keep the people faithful to the pope in his struggle
against Emperor Heinrich V and the Antipope Maginulf. The
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people, however, drove him into exile. Some sources state that he
was in fact dragged from the altar of the Cathedral in a violent
scene.[4][5] He was exiled again in 1127 after opposing the proclamation of Conrad II.

In September 1104 he served as an advisor to the countess in both Cosogno and Modena while on 20 March
1105 he was in the Lateran Palace to sign a papal bull for the pope. Uberti tried to return to Parma in August
1105 to recruit troopers for the pope in his struggle against the German king but this venture proved
unsuccessful.

He was later appointed as the Bishop of Parma in October 1106 at the Council of Guastalla where the pope
made the announcement.[6] He received his episcopal consecration from Paschal II himself in Parma in
November. In February 1111 he and Roman Curia were removed from Rome and imprisoned at the behest of
the emperor. The pope too had been taken prisoner but it was the countess who managed to obtain their
release. But Paschal II decided to crown the emperor and Uberti attended this event in Rome on 13 April
1113.[1] It was almost two decades later that he stood alongside Pope Innocent II when a schism loomed and the
antipope Anacletus II attempted to gain control.

He died in his sleep[7] on 4 December 1133 and was interred in the Parma cathedral. He was the subject of
paintings that Bernardino Gatti and Pietro Perugino made.

Canonization [edit]

Uberti's canonization was solemnized on 3 December 1139 after Pope Innocent II proclaimed him to be a saint.
Pope Alexander VII and Pope Clement IX made extensions on his liturgical feast for the Parma diocese.[1]
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Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
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Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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Silver urn containing the
relics of Bernat Calbó in the
Cathedral of Vich

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bernard of Calvo)

Bernat Calbó (or Calvó) (c. 1180 – 26 October 1243), sometimes called
Bernard of Calvo, was a Catalan jurist, bureaucrat, monk, bishop, and soldier.

Born and educated in Manso Calvo near Reus, Bernat belonged to a family of
the knightly class and early on served as a jurist and functionary at the curia of
the Archdiocese of Tarragona. In 1214 he became a Cistercian monk at the
monastery of Santes Creus, eventually being elected its first abbot and, in 1223
or 1233, Bishop of Vich. In 1238 he and his episcopal household joined the
Crusade of Reconquista launched against the taifa of Valencia.[1]

Bernat brought material aid to the sieges of Burriana and Valencia. When the
latter fell to the forces of James I of Aragon, Bernard and his troops joined the
rest for a celebratory first Mass in the central mosque of the city. He received many grants of land in the
Kingdom of Valencia, which he visited a second time in 1242. Still a jurist, he helped to publish the Valencian
laws, the so-called Furs of Valencia, before his death at Vich in 1243. He was buried in the Cathedral of Vic.[1]

In 1260 he was beatified by Pope Alexander IV and on 26 September 1710 he was canonised by Pope Clement
XI. The Cistercians celebrate his feast day is on 24 October; the diocese of Vich on 26 October.[2] He is usually
represented as a bishop in a Cistercian habit.
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Saint Bernard of Carinola
Bishop of Carinola

Born Capua, Italy

Died 1109
Carinola, Campania, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 12 March

Patronage Carinola, Campania, Italy

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bernard of Carinola, also known as Bernard of Capua, was
Bishop of Carinola. He was the confessor of Duke Richard II of
Capua[1] until appointed the Bishop of Forum Claudii in 1087 by
Pope Victor III. He was later transferred to the see of Carinola in
1100.[2] He died in extreme old age in 1109 and is now venerated
as the principal patron of Carinola.[3]
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Bernard of Clairvaux

Saint
Bernard of Clairvaux

San Bernardo by Juan Correa de Vivar, held in
the Museo del Prado in Madrid, Spain

Doctor of the Church 
Doctor Mellifluus 

Confessor 
Abbot

Born c. 1090
Fontaine-les-Dijon, Burgundy,
Kingdom of France

Died 20 August 1153
Clairvaux Abbey, Clairvaux
(modern day part of Ville-sous-
la-Ferté), Champagne, Kingdom
of France

Venerated in Catholic Church
Anglican Communion[1]

Lutheranism[2]

Canonized 18 January 1174, Rome, Papal
States by Pope Alexander III

Major shrine Troyes Cathedral

Feast August 20

Attributes Cistercian habit, book, and
crosier

Patronage Cistercians, Burgundy,
beekeepers, candlemakers,
Gibraltar, Algeciras, Queens'
College, Cambridge, Speyer

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bernard of Clairvaux (Latin: Bernardus Claraevallensis; 1090 –
20 August 1153), venerated as Saint Bernard, was a French
abbot, and a major leader in the revitalization of Benedictine
monasticism through the nascent Order of Cistercians.

He was sent to found a new abbey at an isolated clearing in a glen
known as the Val d'Absinthe, about 15 kilometres (9.3 mi)
southeast of Bar-sur-Aube. According to tradition, Bernard
founded the monastery on 25 June 1115, naming it Claire Vallée,
which evolved into Clairvaux. There Bernard preached an
immediate faith, in which the intercessor was the Virgin Mary.[3] In
the year 1128, Bernard attended the Council of Troyes, at which
he traced the outlines of the Rule of the Knights Templar,[a] which
soon became the ideal of Christian nobility.

On the death of Pope Honorius II on 13 February 1130, a schism
arose in the church. King Louis VI of France convened a national
council of the French bishops at Étampes in 1130, and Bernard
was chosen to judge between the rivals for pope. By the end of
1131, the kingdoms of France, England, Germany, Portugal,
Castile, and Aragon supported Pope Innocent II; however, most of
Italy, southern France, and Sicily, with the Latin patriarchs of
Constantinople, Antioch, and Jerusalem supported Antipope
Anacletus II. Bernard set out to convince these other regions to
rally behind Innocent.

In 1139, Bernard assisted at the Second Council of the Lateran.
He subsequently denounced the teachings of Peter Abelard to the
pope, who called a council at Sens in 1141 to settle the matter.
Bernard soon saw one of his disciples elected Pope Eugene III.
Having previously helped end the schism within the church,
Bernard was now called upon to combat heresy. In June 1145,
Bernard traveled in southern France and his preaching there
helped strengthen support against heresy. He preached at the
Council of Vézelay (1146) to recruit for the Second Crusade.

After the Christian defeat at the Siege of Edessa, the pope
commissioned Bernard to preach the Second Crusade. The last
years of Bernard's life were saddened by the failure of the
crusaders, the entire responsibility for which was thrown upon him.
Bernard died at the age of 63, after 40 years as a monk. He was
the first Cistercian placed on the calendar of saints, and was
canonized by Pope Alexander III on 18 January 1174. In 1830
Pope Pius VIII bestowed upon Bernard the title "Doctor of the
Church".
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Early life (1090–1113) [edit]

Bernard's parents were Tescelin de Fontaine, lord of Fontaine-lès-
Dijon, and Alèthe de Montbard [fr], both members of the highest
nobility of Burgundy. Bernard was the third of seven children, six of
whom were sons. At the age of nine, he was sent to a school at
Châtillon-sur-Seine run by the secular canons of Saint-Vorles.
Bernard had a great taste for literature and devoted himself for
some time to poetry. His success in his studies won the admiration
of his teachers. He wanted to excel in literature in order to take up
the study of the Bible. He had a special devotion to the Virgin
Mary, and he later wrote several works about the Queen of
Heaven.[4]

Bernard expanded upon
Anselm of Canterbury's
role in transmuting the
sacramentally ritual
Christianity of the Early
Middle Ages into a new,
more personally held faith,
with the life of Christ as a
model and a new emphasis
on the Virgin Mary. In
opposition to the rational
approach to divine
understanding that the
scholastics adopted,

Bernard preached an immediate faith, in which the intercessor was
the Virgin Mary. He is often cited for saying that Mary Magdalene
was the Apostle to the Apostles.

Bernard was only nineteen years of age when his mother died.
During his youth, he did not escape trying temptations and around
this time he thought of retiring from the world and living a life of
solitude and prayer.[5]

In 1098 Robert of Molesme had founded Cîteaux Abbey, near
Dijon, with the purpose of restoring the Rule of St Benedict in all its
rigour. Returning to Molesme, he left the government of the new
abbey to Alberic of Cîteaux, who died in the year 1109. After the
death of his mother, Bernard sought admission into the Cistercian
order. At the age of 22, while Bernard was at prayer in a church,
he felt the calling of God to enter the monastery of Cîteaux.[6] In
1113 Stephen Harding had just succeeded Alberic as third Abbot
of Cîteaux when Bernard and thirty other young noblemen of
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Burgundy sought admission into the monastery.[7] Bernard's
testimony was so irresistible that 30 of his friends, brothers, and
relatives followed him into the monastic life.[6]

Abbot of Clairvaux (1115–28) [edit]

The little community of reformed Benedictines at Cîteaux, which
had so profound an influence on Western monasticism, grew
rapidly. Three years later, Bernard was sent with a band of twelve
monks to found a new house at Vallée d'Absinthe,[6] in the Diocese
of Langres. This Bernard named Claire Vallée, or Clairvaux, on 25
June 1115, and the names of Bernard and Clairvaux soon became
inseparable.[5] During the absence of the Bishop of Langres,
Bernard was blessed as abbot by William of Champeaux, Bishop of
Châlons-sur-Marne. From that moment a strong friendship sprang
up between the abbot and the bishop, who was professor of
theology at Notre Dame of Paris, and the founder of the Abbey of
St. Victor, Paris.[4]

The beginnings of Clairvaux Abbey were trying and painful. The
regimen was so austere that Bernard became ill, and only the
influence of his friend William of Champeaux and the authority of
the general chapter could make him mitigate the austerities. The
monastery, however, made rapid progress. Disciples flocked to it
in great numbers and put themselves under the direction of
Bernard. The reputation of his holiness soon attracted 130 new
monks, including his own father.[6] His father and all his brothers
entered Clairvaux to pursue religious life, leaving only Humbeline,
his sister, in the secular world. She, with the consent of her
husband, soon took the veil in the Benedictine nunnery of Jully-
les-Nonnains. Gerard of Clairvaux, Bernard's older brother,
became the cellarer of Citeaux. The abbey became too small for
its members and it was necessary to send out bands to found new
houses.[8] In 1118 Trois-Fontaines Abbey was founded in the
diocese of Châlons; in 1119 Fontenay Abbey in the Diocese of
Autun; and in 1121 Foigny Abbey near Vervins, in the diocese of
Laon. In addition to these victories, Bernard also had his trials.
During an absence from Clairvaux, the Grand Prior of the Abbey of
Cluny went to Clairvaux and enticed away Bernard's cousin,
Robert of Châtillon. This was the occasion of the longest and most
emotional of Bernard's letters.[4]

In the year 1119, Bernard was present at the first general chapter
of the order convoked by Stephen of Cîteaux. Though not yet 30
years old, Bernard was listened to with the greatest attention and
respect, especially when he developed his thoughts upon the
revival of the primitive spirit of regularity and fervour in all the
monastic orders. It was this general chapter that gave definitive
form to the constitutions of the order and the regulations of the
Charter of Charity, which Pope Callixtus II confirmed on 23
December 1119. In 1120, Bernard wrote his first work, De
Gradibus Superbiae et Humilitatis, and his homilies which he
entitled De Laudibus Mariae. The monks of the abbey of Cluny
were unhappy to see Cîteaux take the lead role among the
religious orders of the Roman Catholic Church. For this reason, the Black Monks attempted to make it appear
that the rules of the new order were impracticable. At the solicitation of William of St. Thierry, Bernard defended
the order by publishing his Apology which was divided into two parts. In the first part, he proved himself innocent
of the charges of Cluny and in the second he gave his reasons for his counterattacks. He protested his
profound esteem for the Benedictines of Cluny whom he declared he loved equally as well as the other religious
orders. Peter the Venerable, abbot of Cluny, answered Bernard and assured him of his great admiration and
sincere friendship. In the meantime Cluny established a reform, and Abbot Suger, the minister of Louis VI of
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Bernard exorcising a possession,
altarpiece by Jörg Breu the Elder, c.
1500

The abbey of Cluny as it would have
looked in Bernard's time

Christ Embracing St Bernard by
Francisco Ribalta

France, was converted by the
Apology of Bernard. He
hastened to terminate his
worldly life and restore discipline
in his monastery. The zeal of
Bernard extended to the
bishops, the clergy, and lay
people. Bernard's letter to the
archbishop of Sens was seen as
a real treatise, "De Officiis

Episcoporum." About the same time he wrote his work on Grace and
Free Will.[4]

Doctor of the Church (1128–46) [edit]

In the year 1128 AD, Bernard participated in the Council of Troyes,
which had been convoked by Pope Honorius II, and was presided over
by Cardinal Matthew of Albano. The purpose of this council was to settle
certain disputes of the bishops of Paris, and regulate other matters of
the Church of France. The bishops made Bernard secretary of the
council, and charged him with drawing up the synodal statutes. After the
council, the bishop of Verdun was deposed. It was at this council that
Bernard traced the outlines of the Rule of the Knights Templar who
soon became the ideal of Christian nobility. Around this time, he praised
them in his Liber ad milites templi de laude novae militiae.[9]

Again reproaches arose against Bernard and he was denounced, even
in Rome. He was accused of being a monk who meddled with matters
that did not concern him. Cardinal Harmeric, on behalf of the pope,
wrote Bernard a sharp letter of remonstrance stating, "It is not fitting that
noisy and troublesome frogs should come out of their marshes to
trouble the Holy See and the cardinals."[4]

Bernard answered the letter by saying that, if he had assisted at the
council, it was because he had been dragged to it by force, replying:

Now illustrious Harmeric if you so wished, who would have been more capable of freeing me from
the necessity of assisting at the council than yourself? Forbid those noisy troublesome frogs to
come out of their holes, to leave their marshes ... Then your friend will no longer be exposed to the
accusations of pride and presumption.[4]

This letter made a positive impression on Harmeric, and in the Vatican.

Schism [edit]

Bernard's influence was soon felt in provincial affairs. He defended the rights of the Church against the
encroachments of kings and princes, and recalled to their duty Henri Sanglier, archbishop of Sens and Stephen
of Senlis, bishop of Paris. On the death of Honorius II, which occurred on 14 February 1130, a schism broke out
in the Church by the election of two popes, Pope Innocent II and Antipope Anacletus II. Innocent II, having been
banished from Rome by Anacletus, took refuge in France. Louis VI convened a national council of the French
bishops at Étampes, and Bernard, summoned there by consent of the bishops, was chosen to judge between
the rival popes. He decided in favour of Innocent II. After the council of Étampes, Bernard spoke with King Henry
I of England, also known as Henry Beauclerc, about Henry I's reservations regarding Pope Innocent II. Henry I
was sceptical because most of the bishops of England supported Antipope Anacletus II; Bernard persuaded him
to support Innocent. This caused the pope to be recognized by all the great powers.

He then went with him into Italy and reconciled Pisa with Genoa, and Milan with the pope. The same year
Bernard was again at the Council of Reims at the side of Innocent II. He then went to Aquitaine where he
succeeded for the time in detaching William X, Duke of Aquitaine, from the cause of Anacletus.[5]

Germany had decided to support Innocent through Norbert of Xanten, who was a friend of Bernard's. However,
Innocent insisted on Bernard's company when he met with Lothair II, Holy Roman Emperor. Lothair II became
Innocent's strongest ally among the nobility. Although the councils of Étampes, Würzburg, Clermont, and
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Saint Bernard and the Duke of
Aquitaine, by Marten Pepijn

Rheims all supported Innocent, large portions of the Christian world still
supported Anacletus.

In a letter by Bernard to German Emperor Lothair regarding Antipope
Anacletus, Bernard wrote, “It is a disgrace for Christ that a Jew sits on
the throne of St. Peter’s.” and “Anacletus has not even a good
reputation with his friends, while Innocent is illustrious beyond all doubt.”

Bernard wrote to Gerard of Angoulême (a letter known as Letter 126),
which questioned Gerard's reasons for supporting Anacletus. Bernard
later commented that Gerard was his most formidable opponent during
the whole schism. After persuading Gerard, Bernard traveled to visit
William X, Duke of Aquitaine. He was the hardest for Bernard to
convince. He did not pledge allegiance to Innocent until 1135. After that,
Bernard spent most of his time in Italy persuading the Italians to pledge
allegiance to Innocent. He traveled to Sicily in 1137 to convince the king
of Sicily to follow Innocent. The whole conflict ended when Anacletus
died on 25 January 1138.[10]

In 1132, Bernard accompanied Innocent II into Italy, and at Cluny the pope abolished the dues which Clairvaux
used to pay to that abbey. This action gave rise to a quarrel between the White Monks and the Black Monks
which lasted 20 years. In May of that year, the pope, supported by the army of Lothair III, entered Rome, but
Lothair III, feeling himself too weak to resist the partisans of Anacletus, retired beyond the Alps, and Innocent
sought refuge in Pisa in September 1133. Bernard had returned to France in June and was continuing the work
of peacemaking which he had commenced in 1130. Towards the end of 1134, he made a second journey into
Aquitaine, where William X had relapsed into schism. Bernard invited William to the Mass which he celebrated in
the Church of La Couldre. At the Eucharist, he "admonished the Duke not to despise God as he did His
servants".[4] William yielded and the schism ended. Bernard went again to Italy, where Roger II of Sicily was
endeavouring to withdraw the Pisans from their allegiance to Innocent. He recalled the city of Milan to
obedience to the pope as they had followed the deposed Anselm V, Archbishop of Milan. For this, he was
offered, and he refused, the archbishopric of Milan. He then returned to Clairvaux. Believing himself at last
secure in his cloister, Bernard devoted himself with renewed vigour to the composition of the works which won
for him the title of "Doctor of the Church". He wrote at this time his sermons on the Song of Songs.[b] In 1137, he
was again forced to leave his solitude by order of the pope to put an end to the quarrel between Lothair and
Roger of Sicily. At the conference held at Palermo, Bernard succeeded in convincing Roger of the rights of
Innocent II. He also silenced the final supporters who sustained the schism. Anacletus died of "grief and
disappointment" in 1138, and with him the schism ended.[4]

In 1139, Bernard assisted at the Second Council of the Lateran, in which the surviving adherents of the schism
were definitively condemned. About the same time, Bernard was visited at Clairvaux by Malachy, Primate of All
Ireland, and a very close friendship formed between them. Malachy wanted to become a Cistercian, but the
pope would not give his permission. Malachy died at Clairvaux in 1148.[4]

Contest with Abelard [edit]

Towards the close of the 11th century, a spirit of independence flourished within schools of philosophy and
theology. This led for a time to the exaltation of human reason and rationalism. The movement found an ardent
and powerful advocate in Peter Abelard. Abelard's treatise on the Trinity had been condemned as heretical in
1121, and he was compelled to throw his own book into the fire. However, Abelard continued to develop his
teachings, which were controversial in some quarters. Bernard, informed of this by William of St-Thierry, is said
to have held a meeting with Abelard intending to persuade him to amend his writings, during which Abelard
repented and promised to do so. But once out of Bernard's presence, he reneged.[12] Bernard then denounced
Abelard to the pope and cardinals of the Curia. Abelard sought a debate with Bernard, but Bernard initially
declined, saying he did not feel matters of such importance should be settled by logical analyses. Bernard's
letters to William of St-Thierry also express his apprehension about confronting the preeminent logician.
Abelard continued to press for a public debate, and made his challenge widely known, making it hard for
Bernard to decline. In 1141, at the urgings of Abelard, the archbishop of Sens called a council of bishops,
where Abelard and Bernard were to put their respective cases so Abelard would have a chance to clear his
name.[12] Bernard lobbied the prelates on the evening before the debate, swaying many of them to his view.
The next day, after Bernard made his opening statement, Abelard decided to retire without attempting to
answer.[12] The council found in favour of Bernard and their judgment was confirmed by the pope. Abelard
submitted without resistance, and he retired to Cluny to live under the protection of Peter the Venerable, where
he died two years later.[5]
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Bernard of Clairvaux, by Georg
Andreas Wasshuber (1650–1732)

Cistercian Order and heresy [edit]

Bernard had occupied himself in sending bands of monks from his overcrowded monastery into Germany,
Sweden, England, Ireland, Portugal, Switzerland, and Italy. Some of these, at the command of Innocent II, took
possession of Tre Fontane Abbey, from which Eugene III was chosen in 1145. Pope Innocent II died in the year
1143. His two successors, Pope Celestine II and Pope Lucius II, reigned only a short time, and then Bernard
saw one of his disciples, Bernard of Pisa, and known thereafter as Eugene III, raised to the Chair of Saint
Peter.[13] Bernard sent him, at the pope's own request, various instructions which comprise the Book of
Considerations, the predominating idea of which is that the reformation of the Church ought to commence with
the sanctity of the pope. Temporal matters are merely accessories; the principles according to Bernard's work
were that piety and meditation were to precede action.[14]

Having previously helped end the schism within the Church, Bernard was now called upon to combat heresy.
Henry of Lausanne, a former Cluniac monk, had adopted the teachings of the Petrobrusians, followers of Peter
of Bruys and spread them in a modified form after Peter's death.[15] Henry of Lausanne's followers became
known as Henricians. In June 1145, at the invitation of Cardinal Alberic of Ostia, Bernard traveled in southern
France.[16] His preaching, aided by his ascetic looks and simple attire, helped doom the new sects. Both the
Henrician and the Petrobrusian faiths began to die out by the end of that year. Soon afterwards, Henry of
Lausanne was arrested, brought before the bishop of Toulouse, and probably imprisoned for life. In a letter to
the people of Toulouse, undoubtedly written at the end of 1146, Bernard calls upon them to extirpate the last
remnants of the heresy. He also preached against Catharism.[13]

Second Crusade (1146–49) [edit]

News came at this time from the Holy Land that alarmed Christendom. Christians had been defeated at the
Siege of Edessa and most of the county had fallen into the hands of the Seljuk Turks.[17] The Kingdom of
Jerusalem and the other Crusader states were threatened with similar disaster. Deputations of the bishops of
Armenia solicited aid from the pope, and the King of France also sent ambassadors. In 1144 Eugene III
commissioned Bernard to preach the Second Crusade[6] and granted the same indulgences for it which Pope
Urban II had accorded to the First Crusade.[18]

There was at first virtually no popular enthusiasm for the crusade as
there had been in 1095. Bernard found it expedient to dwell upon taking
the cross as a potent means of gaining absolution for sin and attaining
grace. On 31 March, with King Louis VII of France present, he preached
to an enormous crowd in a field at Vézelay, making "the speech of his
life".[19] The full text has not survived, but a contemporary account says
that "his voice rang out across the meadow like a celestial organ"[19]

James Meeker Ludlow describes the scene romantically in his book The
Age of the Crusades:

A large platform was erected on a hill outside the city. King
and monk stood together, representing the combined will of
earth and heaven. The enthusiasm of the assembly of
Clermont in 1095, when Peter the Hermit and Urban II
launched the first crusade, was matched by the holy fervor
inspired by Bernard as he cried, "O ye who listen to me!
Hasten to appease the anger of heaven, but no longer
implore its goodness by vain complaints. Clothe yourselves
in sackcloth, but also cover yourselves with your
impenetrable bucklers. The din of arms, the danger, the
labors, the fatigues of war, are the penances that God now
imposes upon you. Hasten then to expiate your sins by
victories over the Infidels, and let the deliverance of the
holy places be the reward of your repentance." As in the
olden scene, the cry "Deus vult! Deus vult! " rolled over the
fields, and was echoed by the voice of the orator: "Cursed
be he who does not stain his sword with blood."[20]

When Bernard was finished the crowd enlisted en masse; they supposedly ran out of cloth to make crosses.
Bernard is said to have flung off his own robe and began tearing it into strips to make more.[18][19] Others
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Bernard receiving milk from the
breast of the Virgin Mary. The scene is
a legend which allegedly took place at
Speyer Cathedral in 1146.

followed his example and he and his helpers were supposedly still producing crosses as night fell.[19]

Unlike the First Crusade, the new venture attracted royalty, such as Eleanor of Aquitaine, Queen of France;
Thierry of Alsace, Count of Flanders; Henry, the future Count of Champagne; Louis's brother Robert I of Dreux;
Alphonse I of Toulouse; William II of Nevers; William de Warenne, 3rd Earl of Surrey; Hugh VII of Lusignan, Yves
II, Count of Soissons; and numerous other nobles and bishops. But an even greater show of support came from
the common people. Bernard wrote to the pope a few days afterwards, "Cities and castles are now empty.
There is not left one man to seven women, and everywhere there are widows to still-living husbands."[18]

Bernard then passed into Germany, and the reported miracles which multiplied almost at his every step
undoubtedly contributed to the success of his mission. Conrad III of Germany and his nephew Frederick
Barbarossa, received the cross from the hand of Bernard.[17] Pope Eugenius came in person to France to
encourage the enterprise. As in the First Crusade, the preaching led to attacks on Jews; a fanatical French
monk named Radulphe was apparently inspiring massacres of Jews in the Rhineland, Cologne, Mainz, Worms,
and Speyer, with Radulphe claiming Jews were not contributing financially to the rescue of the Holy Land. The
archbishop of Cologne and the archbishop of Mainz were vehemently opposed to these attacks and asked
Bernard to denounce them. This he did, but when the campaign continued, Bernard traveled from Flanders to
Germany to deal with the problems in person. He then found Radulphe in Mainz and was able to silence him,
returning him to his monastery.[21]

The last years of Bernard's life were saddened by the failure of the Second Crusade he had preached, the
entire responsibility for which was thrown upon him.[13] Bernard considered it his duty to send an apology to the
Pope and it is inserted in the second part of his "Book of Considerations." There he explains how the sins of the
crusaders were the cause of their misfortune and failures.

Moved by his burning words, many Christians embarked for the Holy Land, but the crusade ended in miserable
failure.[6]

Final years (1149–53) [edit]

The death of his contemporaries served as a warning to Bernard of his
own approaching end. The first to die was Suger in 1152, of whom
Bernard wrote to Eugene III, "If there is any precious vase adorning the
palace of the King of Kings it is the soul of the venerable Suger".
Conrad III and his son Henry died the same year. From the beginning of
the year 1153, Bernard felt his death approaching. The passing of Pope
Eugenius had struck the fatal blow by taking from him one whom he
considered his greatest friend and consoler. Bernard died at age sixty-
three on 20 August 1153, after forty years spent in the cloister.[13] He
was buried at the Clairvaux Abbey, but after its dissolution in 1792 by
the French revolutionary government, his remains were transferred to
Troyes Cathedral.

Theology [edit]

Main article: Doctor Mellifluus

Bernard was named a Doctor of the Church in 1830. At the 800th
anniversary of his death, Pope Pius XII issued an encyclical on Bernard,
Doctor Mellifluus, in which he labeled him "The Last of the Fathers."
Bernard did not reject human philosophy which is genuine philosophy,
which leads to God; he differentiates between different kinds of
knowledge, the highest being theological. The central elements of
Bernard's Mariology are how he explained the virginity of Mary, the "Star of the Sea", and her role as Mediatrix.

The first abbot of Clairvaux developed a rich theology of sacred space and music, writing extensively on both.

John Calvin quotes Bernard several times[22] in support of the doctrine of Sola Fide,[23] which Martin Luther
described as the article upon which the church stands or falls.[24] Calvin also quotes him in setting forth his
doctrine of a forensic alien righteousness, or as it is commonly called imputed righteousness.[25]

Temptations and intercessions [edit]

One day, to cool down his lustful temptation, Bernard threw himself into ice-cold water. Another time, while he
slept in an inn, a prostitute was introduced naked beside him, and he saved his chastity by running.[6]
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Stained glass representing
Bernard. Upper Rhine, ca. 1450

Many miracles were attributed to his intercession. One time he restored the power of speech to an old man that
he might confess his sins before he died. Another time, an immense number of flies, that had infested the
Church of Foigny, died instantly after the excommunication he made on them.[6]

So great was his reputation that princes and Popes sought his advice, and even the enemies of the Church
admired the holiness of his life and the greatness of his writings.[6]

Spirituality [edit]

Bernard was instrumental in re-emphasizing the importance of lectio
divina and contemplation on Scripture within the Cistercian order.
Bernard had observed that when lectio divina was neglected
monasticism suffered. Bernard considered lectio divina and
contemplation guided by the Holy Spirit the keys to nourishing Christian
spirituality.[26]

Bernard "noted centuries ago: the people who are their own spiritual
directors have fools for disciples."[27]

Legacy [edit]

Bernard's theology and Mariology continue to be of major importance,
particularly within the Cistercian and Trappist orders.[c] Bernard led to
the foundation of 163 monasteries in different parts of Europe. At his
death, they numbered 343. His influence led Alexander III to launch
reforms that led to the establishment of canon law.[28] He was the first
Cistercian monk placed on the calendar of saints and was canonized by
Alexander III 18 January 1174.[29] Pope Pius VIII bestowed on him the
title "Doctor of the Church". He is labeled the "Mellifluous Doctor" for his

eloquence. Cistercians honour him as the founder of the order because of the widespread activity which he
gave to the order.[13]

His feast day is 20 August.

Bernard's "Prayer to the Shoulder Wound of Jesus" is often published in Catholic prayer books.

Bernard is Dante Alighieri's last guide, in Divine Comedy, as he travels through the Empyrean.[30] Dante's
choice appears to be based on Bernard's contemplative mysticism, his devotion to Mary, and his reputation for
eloquence.[31]

The Couvent et Basilique Saint-Bernard, a collection of buildings dating from the 12th, 17th and 19th centuries,
is dedicated to Bernard and stands in his birthplace of Fontaine-lès-Dijon.[32]

Hymns [edit]

Bernard of Clairvaux is the attributed author of poems often translated in English hymnals as:

"O Sacred Head, Now Wounded"
"Jesus the Very Thought of Thee"
"Jesus, Thou Joy of Loving Hearts"

Works [edit]

The modern critical edition is Sancti Bernardi opera (1957–1977), edited by Jean Leclercq.[33][d]

Bernard's works include:

De gradibus humilitatis et superbiae [The steps of humility and pride] (in Latin). c. 1120. his first treatise.[34]

Apologia ad Guillelmum Sancti Theoderici Abbatem [Apology to William of St. Thierry] (in Latin). Written in
the defence of the Cistercians against the claims of the monks of Cluny.[35]

De conversione ad clericos sermo seu liber [On the conversion of clerics] (in Latin). 1122. A book addressed
to the young ecclesiastics of Paris.[36]

De gratia et libero arbitrio [On grace and free choice] (in Latin). c. 1128. in which the Roman Catholic
dogma of grace and free will was defended according to the principles of St Augustine.[37]

De diligendo Dei [On loving God] (in Latin). Outlines seven stages of ascent leading to union with God.[38]

Liber ad milites templi de laude novae militiae [In Praise of the new knighthood] (in Latin). 1129. addressed
to Hugues de Payens, first Grand Master and Prior of Jerusalem. This is a eulogy of the Knights Templar
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An engraving of The Lactation of
Saint Bernard. The Virgin Mary is
shooting milk into the eye of Saint
Bernard of Clairvaux from her right
breast which allegedly miraculously
cured an eye affliction.

Sancti Bernardi Opera (1719)

order, which had been instituted in 1118, and an exhortation to the
knights to conduct themselves with courage in their several
stations.[39]

De praecepto et dispensatione libri [Book of precepts and
dispensations] (in Latin). c. 1144. Answers questions about which
parts of Rule of Saint Benedict an abbot can, or cannot,
dispense.[40]

De consideratione [On consideration] (in Latin). c. 1150. Addressed
to Pope Eugene III.[41]

Liber De vita et rebus gestis Sancti Malachiae Hiberniae Episcopi
[The life and death of Saint Malachy, bishop of Ireland] (in Latin). [42]

De moribus et officio episcoporum (in Latin). A letter to Henri
Sanglier, Archbishop of Sens on the duties of bishops.[43]

His sermons are also numerous:

Most famous are his Sermones super Cantica Canticorum (Sermons
on the Song of Songs). Although it has at times been suggested that
the sermon form is a rhetorical device in a set of works which were
only ever designed to be read, since such finely polished and
lengthy literary pieces could not accurately have been recorded by a
monk while Bernard was preaching, recent scholarship has tended
toward the theory that, although what exists in these texts was
certainly the product of Bernard's writing, they likely found their
origins in sermons preached to the monks of Clairvaux.[e] Bernard
began to write these in 1135 but died without completing the series,
with 86 sermons complete. These sermons contain an
autobiographical passage, sermon 26, mourning the death of his
brother, Gerard.[44][45] After Bernard died, the English Cistercian
Gilbert of Hoyland continued Bernard's incomplete series of 86
sermons on the biblical Song of Songs. Gilbert wrote 47 sermons
before he died in 1172, taking the series up to Chapter 5 of the
Song of Songs. Another English Cistercian abbot, John of Ford,
wrote another 120 sermons on the Song of Songs, so completing
the Cistercian sermon-commentary on the book.
There are 125 surviving Sermones per annum (Sermons on the
Liturgical Year).
There are also the Sermones de diversis (Sermons on Different
Topics).
547 letters survive.[46]

Many letters, treatises, and other works, falsely attributed to him survive, and are now referred to as works by
pseudo-Bernard.[4] These include:

pseudo-Bernard (pseud. of Guigo I) (c. 1150). L'échelle du cloître [The scale of the cloister] (letter) (in
French).[4]

pseudo-Bernard. Meditatio [Meditations] (in Latin). This was probably written at some point in the thirteenth
century. It circulated extensively in the Middle Ages under Bernard's name and was one of the most popular
religious works of the later Middle Ages. Its theme is self-knowledge as the beginning of wisdom; it begins
with the phrase "Many know much, but do not know themselves".[47][48][4]

pseudo-Bernard. L'édification de la maison intérieure (in French).[4]

Translations [edit]

On consideration, trans George Lewis, (Oxford, 1908) https://books.google.com/books?id=kkoJAQAAIAAJ
Select treatises of S. Bernard of Clairvaux: De diligendo Deo & De gradibus humilitatis et superbiae,
(Cambridge: CUP, 1926)
On loving God, and selections from sermons, edited by Hugh Martin, (London: SCM Press, 1959) [reprinted
as (Westport, CO: Greenwood Press, 1981)]
Cistercians and Cluniacs: St. Bernard's Apologia to Abbot William, trans M Casey. Cistercian Fathers series
no. 1, (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1970)
The works of Bernard of Clairvaux. Vol.1, Treatises, 1, edited by M. Basil Pennington. Cistercian Fathers
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Series, no. 1. (Spencer, Mass.: Cistercian Publications, 1970) [contains the treatises Apologia to Abbot
William and On Precept and Dispensation, and two shorter liturgical treatises]
Bernard of Clairvaux, On the Song of Songs, 4 vols, Cistercian Fathers series nos 4, 7, 31, 40, (Spencer,
MA: Cistercian Publications, 1971–80)
Letter of Saint Bernard of Clairvaux on revision of Cistercian chant = Epistola S[ancti] Bernardi de revisione
cantus Cisterciensis, edited and translated by Francis J. Guentner, (American Institute of Musicology, 1974)
Treatises II : The steps of humility and pride on loving God, Cistercian Fathers series no. 13, (Washington:
Cistercian Publications, 1984)
Five books on consideration: advice to a Pope, translated by John D. Anderson & Elizabeth T. Kennan.
Cistercian Fathers Series no. 37. (Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian Publications, 1976)
The Works of Bernard of Clairvaux. Volume Seven, Treatises III: On Grace and free choice. In praise of the
new knighthood, translated by Conrad Greenia. Cistercian Fathers Series no. 19, (Kalamazoo, Michigan:
Cistercian Publications Inc., 1977)
The life and death of Saint Malachy, the Irishman translated and annotated by Robert T. Meyer,
(Kalamazoo, Mich: Cistercian Publications, 1978)
Bernard of Clairvaux, Homiliae in laudibus Virginis Matris, in Magnificat: homilies in praise of the Blessed
Virgin Mary translated by Marie-Bernard Saïd and Grace Perigo, Cistercian Fathers Series no. 18,
(Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian Publications, 1979)
Sermons on Conversion: on conversion, a sermon to clerics and Lenten sermons on the psalm "He Who
Dwells"., Cistercian Fathers Series no. 25, (Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian Publications, 1981)
Bernard of Clairvaux, Song of Solomon, translated by Samuel J. Eales, (Minneapolis, MN: Klock & Klock,
1984)
St. Bernard's sermons on the Blessed Virgin Mary, translated from the original Latin by a priest of Mount
Melleray, (Chumleigh: Augustine, 1984)
Bernard of Clairvaux, The twelve steps of humility and pride; and, On loving God, edited by Halcyon C.
Backhouse, (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1985)
St. Bernard's sermons on the Nativity, translated from the original Latin by a priest of Mount Melleray,
(Devon: Augustine, 1985)
Bernard of Clairvaux : selected works, translation and foreword by G.R. Evans; introduction by Jean
Leclercq; preface by Ewert H. Cousins, (New York: Paulist Press, 1987) [Contains the treatises On
conversion, On the steps of humility and pride, On consideration, and On loving God; extracts from Sermons
on The song of songs, and a selection of letters]
Conrad Rudolph, The 'Things of Greater Importance': Bernard of Clairvaux's Apologia and the Medieval
Attitude Toward Art, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1990) [Includes the Apologia in both
Leclercq's Latin text and English translation]
Love without measure: extracts from the writings of St Bernard of Clairvaux, introduced and arranged by
Paul Diemer, Cistercian studies series no. 127, (Kalamazoo, Mich. : Cistercian Publications, 1990)
Sermons for the summer season: liturgical sermons from Rogationtide and Pentecost, translated by Beverly
Mayne Kienzle; additional translations by James Jarzembowski, (Kalamazoo, Mich: Cistercian Publications,
1991)
Bernard of Clairvaux, On loving God, Cistercian Fathers series no. 13B, (Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian
Publications, 1995)
Bernard of Clairvaux, The parables & the sentences, edited by Maureen M. O'Brien. Cistercian Fathers
Series no. 55, (Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian Publications, 2000)
Bernard of Clairvaux, On baptism and the office of bishops, on the conduct and office of bishops, on
baptism and other questions: two letter-treatises, translated by Pauline Matarasso. Cistercian Fathers
Series no. 67, (Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian Publications, 2004)
Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermons for Advent and the Christmas season translated by Irene Edmonds, Wendy
Mary Beckett, Conrad Greenia; edited by John Leinenweber; introduction by Wim Verbaal. Cistercian
Fathers Series no. 51, (Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian Publications, 2007)
Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermons for Lent and the Easter Season, edited by John Leinenweber and Mark
Scott, OCSO. Cistercian Fathers Series no. 52, (Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian Publications, 2013)

See also [edit]

List of Catholic saints
List of Latin nicknames of the Middle Ages: Doctors in theology
Scholasticism
St. Bernard de Clairvaux Church
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Bernard of Corleone

Saint
Bernardo da Corleone

O.F.M. Cap.

Religious
Born 6 February 1605

Corleone, Sicily, Kingdom of
Sicily

Died 12 January 1667 (aged 61)
Palermo, Sicily, Kingdom of
Sicily

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 15 May 1768, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Papal States by Pope
Clement XIII

Canonized 10 June 2001, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 12 January

Attributes Franciscan habit

Patronage Mafia victims, expectant
mothers[1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bernardo da Corleone (6 February 1605 – 12 January 1667),
born Filippo Latini, was a Roman Catholic professed religious
from the Order of Friars Minor Capuchin.

He was a cobbler like his father until the latter died and he became
a violent-tempered soldier who was quick to challenge to a duel
those who offended him or the causes he believed in. But one duel
went too far and he almost killed his opponent; he fled to the
Franciscans in Palermo where he experienced a radical
conversion and repentance for his previous life. He became
severe with himself and inflicted harsh penances on himself such
as flagellation.

The process for his sainthood opened on 18 December 1725
under Pope Benedict XIII and he became titled as a Servant of
God while with the confirmation of his life of heroic virtue Pope
Clement XIII named him as Venerable on 2 February 1762. The
confirmation of two miraculous healings attributed to his
intercession allowed for Clement XIII to preside over the
beatification on 15 May 1768. Latini received canonization from
Pope John Paul II centuries later on 10 June 2001 after the
confirmation of one more miracle.
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Life [edit]

Filippo Latini was born in 1605 in Corleone as the third of six
children to Leonardo and Francesca Latini; he was baptized just
hours after his birth. His brothers and sisters were pious;[2] one
brother became a priest. Filippo had no formal schooling.

His father was a shoemaker and Latini learned the trade from him. Leonardo was so compassionate that he
opened his home to the poor to wash and to be fed. The death of his father in March 1620 prompted Filippo to
continue on in his profession for a while to support his mother, but he soon left to become a soldier on 1 May
1618. He took up fencing and became quite skilled. But he possessed a boiling temper and was quick to
challenge men to a duel. His single fault - according to two witnesses during the beatification trials - was that "he
was quick to draw his sword at the slightest provocation".[2] His life was not noted for its moral content and he
had quite a formidable reputation for that reason.

Latini was not that devout but he would defend old people and other helpless and defenseless persons against
violence. He made frequent visits to a local crucifix and ensured that a lamp be kept burning before it; he was a
devotee of Francis of Assisi. In the summer of 1624 he became involved in a duel which cost his opponent, the
professional assassin Vito Canino, his arm.[3] This incident was something that a large number of people
witnessed and it caused an uproar which saw him nicknamed as "the finest blade in Sicily".[2] To escape from
the man's avengers he sought refuge with the Order of Friars Minor Capuchin for this duel had shaken him to
the core. He later begged forgiveness to his opponent who befriended him after their differences were resolved.

During his time with the friars, he began to reflect on his life and to repent his life of anger and violence. He
appealed for admission to the order as a religious and on 13 December 1632 entered their novitiate at
Caltanissetta where he received the habit and the name "Bernardo da Corleone".[2] His devotion became
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severe: he scourged himself seven times a week. His sleep was limited to three hours a night on a narrow board
with a block of wood under his head to act as a pillow. He fasted for the most part on bread and water.[4] He
would wear the most worn habits available and slept in the most uncomfortable cell in the house. One result of
this was that he suffered from rheumatism for much of his later life. He worked long hours and had a special
concern for the sick; he ended up growing into a man known for his gentleness and compassion.

He lived a simple life, moving from one friary to another in the province. Latini was stationed in Corleone (1635–
36) before being transferred to Bovina (1636–37) and Castronovo (1637-38). In Castronovo he used to go
through the streets with a large pot on his shoulders to give minestrone to the poor.[3] He was then transferred
to Castelvetrano (1638–39) and Sambuca (1639-40) which lasted just over a decade. He then moved to
Bisaquino (1640–41) and to Ciminna (1641–42) before being moved to Chiusa (1642–43) and then to
Castronovo (1643–44) once again. Latini was then sent to Agrigento (1644–46) and then returned to
Castronovo (1646–47) before setting off for Caltabellotta (1647–48) and then to Burgio (1648–50) before going
back to Chiusa (1650–51). He was then sent to Partinico (1651–52). He spent the last fifteen years of his life in
Palermo. In the meantime he met his former opponent and now-friend Vito Canino in 1654 and then twice more
in 1659 and 1663.[4]

He possessed a strong devotion to the Madonna and encouraged others in this devotion. His biographers claim
that the Blessed Mother appeared to him and placed Jesus Christ - as an infant - in his arms. It is also claimed
that she gave him knowledge of the date of his death four months in advance. In the friaries he served as either
a cook or assistant cook but towards the end of his life dealt with washing and managing the clothes of his
compatriots.[5]

He died in Palermo on 12 January 1667 at 2:00 pm after having been moved to the convent's hospital wing on 7
January; his funeral procession was extensive due to the fame he had acquired during his life. On his deathbed
he kept repeating: "Let's go" in anticipation of his 'dies natalis' (birth into heaven).[3] Numerous miracles
reported to have occurred at his grave were recorded.

Veneration [edit]

The beatification process opened in Palermo in an informative process that began in 1673 and concluded
sometime later before an apostolic process was opened in 1681 and closed at the end of the decade on 16
December 1689. The formal introduction to the cause came under Pope Benedict XIII on 18 December 1725
and Latini became titled as a Servant of God as a result of this. The confirmation of his heroic virtue allowed for
Pope Clement XIII to title him as Venerable on 2 February 1762 while the same pope beatified him later on 15
May 1768 at Saint Peter's Basilica.[6]

One final miracle was needed for him to be canonized as a saint and one such was investigated in its diocese of
origin; the Congregation for the Causes of Saints reviewed it and validated the process on 22 May 1998. The
medical panel of experts approved this miracle on 12 May 1999 as did the theologians on 24 September 1999
and the C.C.S. on 21 March 2000. Pope John Paul II approved this miracle on 1 July 2000 and formalized the
date for sainthood in a consistory on 13 March 2001. John Paul II canonized Latini as a saint on 10 June 2001
in Saint Peter's Square.[1][5]
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Bernard of Menthon

St. Bernard of Montjoux, C.R.S.A.

Born c. 1020
Château de Menthon, County of Savoy,
Kingdom of Arles

Died June 1081
Imperial Free City of Novara,
Holy Roman Empire

Venerated in Catholic Church
(Canons Regular of St. Augustine),
Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized 1681 by Pope Innocent XI

Feast May 28, June 15

Attributes In the mountains, with a dog

Patronage mountaineers, skiing, snowboarding,
backpacking and the Alps

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Bernard of Montjoux, C.R.S.A. (Italian: San
Bernardo di Mentone; Latin: Bernardus; German:
Bernhard), was an Italian monk and religious, the founder of
Great St Bernard Hospice,[1] the famed hospice and
monastery which has served travelers for nearly a
millennium as a refuge in the most dangerous part of the
western Alps. It has been served by its own congregation of
canons regular throughout its history.[2] The famous breed
of St. Bernard dogs were named after the hospice as they
were bred to help on rescue missions during winter storms.
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Life [edit]

Early life [edit]

Bernard was born probably in the Château de Menthon,
near Annecy, then in the County of Savoy, a part of the
Kingdom of Arles. He was descended from a rich and noble
family and received a thorough education in Paris.[3] When
he had reached adulthood, he decided to devote himself to
the service of the Church and refused an honorable
marriage proposed by his father. (In popular legend it is
said that he had to sneak out of the castle on the night
before an arranged wedding, and that during his flight from
the castle, he threw himself from his window, only to be
caught by angels and lowered gently to the ground 40 feet
(12 meters) below.)[4]

Placing himself under the direction of Peter, the
Archdeacon of Aosta, under whose guidance he rapidly progressed, Bernard was ordained a priest and worked
as a missionary in the mountain villages. Later, on account of his learning and virtue, he was appointed to
succeed his mentor as archdeacon of the cathedral, giving him charge of the government of the diocese,
directly under the bishop.[5]

For 42 years, he continued to preach the Gospel to these people and even into many cantons of Lombardy,
effecting numerous conversions and working many miracles.[5] The last act of St. Bernard's life was the
reconciliation of two noblemen whose strife threatened a fatal outcome. He died in June 1081 in the Imperial
Free City of Novara and was interred in the monastery of St. Lawrence.[6]

St Bernard's Passes [edit]
Main articles: Great St. Bernard Pass and Little St. Bernard Pass

Since the most ancient times there has been a path across the Pennine Alps leading from the Aosta Valley to
the Swiss canton of Valais. The traditional route of this pass is covered with perpetual snow from seven to eight
feet deep, and drifts sometimes accumulate to the height of forty feet. Although the pass was extremely
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Great St. Bernard Pass, 2469 m,
August 2003

Saint Bernard on the flag of the
Tyrolean Alpine Guard, detachment
Villgraten valley

dangerous, especially in the springtime on account of avalanches, it
was often used by French and German pilgrims on their way to Rome.[5]

In his office as archdeacon, Bernard had the charge of caring for the
poor and travelers. For their convenience and protection, Bernard
founded a canonry and hostel at the highest point of the pass, 8,000
feet above sea-level, in the year 1050, at the site which has come to
bear his name. A few years later he established another hostel on the
Little St. Bernard Pass, a mountain saddle in the Graian Alps, 7,076 feet
above sea-level. Both were placed in charge of communities of canons
regular, after papal approval had been obtained by Bernard during a
visit to Rome. The new community was placed under the patronage of

Saint Nicholas of Myra, patron saint of travelers.[6]

Today the tunnel and modern technology have made rescue operations at the pass mainly unnecessary. The
dogs were put up for sale in 2004 because of the high cost of maintenance and were promptly bought by
foundations created for the purpose.[7]

Legacy [edit]

These hostels were renowned for the generous hospitality extended to
all travelers over the Great and Little St. Bernard, so called in honor of
the founder of these charitable institutions. At all seasons of the year,
but especially during heavy snow-storms, the canons, later
accompanied by their well-trained dogs, the common herding dogs of
the Valais ("St Bernards" are attested from the 17th century), went out
in search of victims who might have succumbed to the severity of the
weather. They offered food, clothing, and shelter to the unfortunate
travelers and took care of the dead. They depended on gifts and
collections for sustenance.

As of 2012 the congregation consisted of around 35 professed
members, the majority of whom live at the hostel while some provide pastoral care to neighboring parishes.[6] St.
Bernard dogs are still on the site as pets; helicopters are used in rescue operations today.[8]

Although venerated from the 12th century in such places of northern Italy as Aosta, Novara and Brescia,
Bernard was not formally recognized as a saint until his canonization by Pope Innocent XI in 1681. His feast is
celebrated on 28 May[9] or June 15 (Roman Martyrology).[10] Pope Pius XI confirmed Bernard as the patron
saint of the Alps in 1923. His image appears in the flag of some detachments of the Tyrolean Alpine Guard. He
is also the patron saint of skiing, snowboarding, hiking, backpacking, mountaineering.[8]

Saint Bernard's Catholic Church in Saranac Lake, New York is named for him.[11]

See also [edit]

Saint Bernard of Menthon, patron saint archive
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Bernard of Offida

Blessed
Bernard of Offida

O.F.M.

Blessed Bernard of Offida.

Religious
Born 7 November 1604

Appignano, Papal States

Died 22 August 1694 (aged 89)
Offida, Papal States

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 25 May 1795, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Papal States by Pope
Pius VI

Feast 22 August
23 August (Offida & O.F.M.)

Attributes Franciscan habit
Skull

Patronage Offida

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bernard of Offida (7 November 1604 – 22 August 1694) - born
Domenico Peroni - was an Italian Roman Catholic professed
religious from the Order of Friars Minor Capuchin from the Marche
area.[1] Peroni lived for the most part in servitude to his fellow
friars in various capacities and he was noted for his strong
Eucharistic dedication and for his holiness.[2][3]

Peroni was beatified in mid-1795.

Contents [hide]
1 Life

1.1 Beatification
2 References
3 Sources
4 External links

Life [edit]

Domenico Peroni was born 7 November 1604 to the peasants
Domenico Peroni and Elisabetta Puccio as the third of eight
children. His mother often held him up as an example to his other
siblings.[2][3] At his baptism he was given the names of "Domenico
Francesco".

He served as a shepherd in his childhood. Peroni entered the
Order of Friars Minor Capuchin in Corinaldo in 1626.[1] From his
entrance until 1633 he worked in the kitchen under the direction of
Maximus and he liked to often immerse himself in Sacred Scripture
and fostered an ardent devotion to the Eucharist. He often
scourged himself as a penitential act.

He was at Fermo from his profession until two decades later and
settled in 1650 in Offida for the remainder of his life where he later
died on 22 August 1694 mere months before turning 90.[3] He died
from a high fever and erysipelas with a Crucifix in his hands.
Joseph Haydn wrote a special Mass in his honor dubbed the "Missa sancti Bernardi von Offida".

Beatification [edit]

Pope Pius VI held the beatification celebration for the late friar on 25 May 1795 in Saint Peter's Basilica.
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Bernard of Thiron

Saint Bernard of Thiron
Born 1046

Abbeville, France

Died 14 April 1117
Tiron Abbey, Thiron Gardais,
France

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 27 April

Saint-Savin-sur-Gartempe

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bernard of Thiron, also known as Bernard of Ponthieu and
Bernard of Abbeville, was the founder of the Tiron Abbey and
the Tironensian Order.[1]
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Early life [edit]

Born near Abbeville in 1046. At the age of 19 he was accepted at the
monastery of Saint-Cyprien, near Poitiers. He remained there ten years,
before being transferred to Saint-Savin-sur-Gartempe to fill the position
of prior. When the abbot was convicted of simony in 1082, Bernard
assumed the responsibilities of superior.[1] Bernard left Saint-Savin in
1101 when his nomination as new abbot was disapproved by Cluny and
Pope Paschal II.[2]

Life as a hermit [edit]

Bernard went first to the hermit Peter of l’Etoile, before travelling to Vital
of Savigny’s earlier hermit community at Dompierre near Passais, where following the example of the Desert
Fathers, he lived detached from the world, in great poverty and strict penance. As a hermit, he supported
himself by woodworking. He then went to Saint-Médard, in the region of Saint-Mars-sur-la-Futaie. He lived as a
hermit there for a short period of time before being discovered by fellow monks from Saint-Savin. Unwilling to
return to his previous post, Bernard fled to the island of Chausey, between Jersey and Saint-Malo, where he
braved harsh conditions and lived in a cave, before finally listening to his former companions, Bernard returned
to the mainland, settling in Fontaine-Géhard near Châtillon-sur-Colmont.[3]

There he gained many followers to his hermit way of life, including Adelelmus of Flanders. The community grew
into a centre for hermits, with many building cells around his. Bernard fame grew eventually gaining the
attention of the Saint Cyprien Monastery. Abbott Renault then called for Bernard to return to the monastery
bringing with him his new followers. Bernard returned and resumed the habit as well as being appointed
Renault's successor.[4]

Later life and founding of Tiron Abbey [edit]

In 1100, Bernard was elected Abbott of Saint-Cyprien Monastery. He attended the Council of Poitiers, and
Bernard and Robert of Arbrissel excommunicated Philip I, king of the Franks. That same year Paschal II made
Saint-Cyprien subordinate to Cluny. The following year, Bernard, Robert of Arbrissel, and Vitalis of Savigny
preach in Normandy.[3]

In 1102 Bernard went to Rome to press Saint-Cyprien's claims against the Cluny Order. Once again retires
briefly to Chausey, before forming a hermit community at Chennedet, which separates from Vitalis of Savigny’s
earlier community. Desiring to live a life of greater austerity, in 1107 he and his friend Geoffrey (later Abbot of
Tiron), build a small house in a solitary place near Fougeres. A community began to form there.[5]

The success of the community aroused the jealousy of the Cluniac monks of Saint-Denis of Nogent-le-Rotrou
claim tithes and burial fees from Tiron. Bernard then refounded his monastery on adjacent land in Thiron-
Gardais granted to him by Bishop Ivo of Chartres. Here Bernard established the monastery that would become
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Saint Adelelmus

Statue of St. Adelelmus in the Monastery of
Etival-en-Charnie

Born Flanders, Belgium

Died 1152

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 27 April

the Abbey of Tiron.[5] With the aid of donations from the kings and nobles of France, England and Scotland,
Bernard established the Abbey of the Holy Trinity of Tiron in 1114. From here Bernard founded the Tironensian
Order, based on a strict observance of the Rule of Saint Benedict and an emphasis on manual labour. He
remained there until his death in 1117.

Adelelmus of Flanders [edit]

Adelelmus was a hermit and disciple of St. Bernard of Thiron.
Born in Flanders, Belgium, Aldelelmus is best known for founding
the Monastery of Etival-en-Charnie [fr].[6]
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Saint Bernard of Valdeiglesias
Died c. 1155

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 20 August

Patronage Candeleda, Spain
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Bernard of Valdeiglesias (or "of Candeleda") was a Benedictine
Cistercian monk at Valdeiglesias, province of Avila, Spain.

Life [edit]

Bernard joined the Cistercians in 1177.[1] He was sent with a group
of other monks to establish a monastery at Grandassilva in
Estremadura, which effort failed when the community was devastated by the plague.

He is Patron saint of Candeleda, Spain, and is invoked against rabies.[1]

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Merton, Thomas. "Saint Bernard de Candilada, Monk of Valdeiglesias, Spain", In the Valley of Wormwood:
Cistercian Blessed and Saints of the Golden Age, Liturgical Press, 2013 ,ISBN 9780879077587
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Bernardine of Feltre

Blessed Bernardine of Feltre

Friar
Born Martin Tomitani

1439
Feltre

Died 28 September 1494
Pavia

Feast 28 September

Attributes monti di pietà

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Blessed Bernardine of Feltre (sometimes
Bernardinus of Feltre) was a Friar Minor and missionary,
b. at Feltre, Italy, in 1439 and d. at Pavia, 28 September
1494. He is remembered in connection with the monti di
pietà of which he was the reorganizer and, in a certain
sense, the founder, together with the Blessed Michele
Carcano. The feast of Blessed Bernardino is kept in the
Order of Friars Minor on 28 September.
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Life [edit]

Born Martin Tomitani, he belonged to the noble family of
Tomitano and was the eldest of nine children. In 1456, while
a law student in Padua, he heard St. James of the Marches
preach the Lenten course and was inspired to enter the
Franciscan order, taking the name Bernardino, after
Bernardino of Siena.[1] In May that year he joined the
“Observantine” Franciscans, an austere branch of the
Franciscan friars. He completed successfully his studies at
Mantua and was ordained priest in 1463.[2] He was small,
shy, and stammered but his superiors assigned him to
preach home-missions. Cured of an impediment in his
speech, Bernardine began his apostolate up and down the
Italian peninsula. Every city of note and every province from Lombardy in the north to Sardinia and the
provinces of the south became successively the scene of his missionary labours.[3]

He was an extremely popular preacher because he spoke simply and powerfully against the vanity, ambition
and greed rife at the time. The crowds that flocked to hear him were too large for the local churches, so he
addressed them in the city squares and the fields. Like many other missioners of his century, he had made a
vast outdoor bonfire called “burning the Devil's stronghold”. The crowds were asked to throw into the fire all
objects of vanity and sin such as playing cards, dice, pornographic books and pictures, jewelry, wigs,
superstitious charms, cosmetics, and so forth.

Bernardine was able to reconcile warring communities. He also sought civic legislation to correct public
injustices such as usury, the charging of excessive interest for loans, which was especially onerous on the poor.
In 1484, Bernardine established the charitable credit organization, mont-de-piétés run by a joint committee of
clergy and laymen. The institution was founded as an alternative to the high interest loans of the money lenders
and Lombard traveling bankers of the Middle Ages.[3] His fund raising drives were generally preceded with a
procession featuring an image of either the Man of Sorrows or Pietà to encourage charitable donations.[4] His
insistence on charging a low interest to protect the institution's permanency raised a controversy among the
theologians who thought it promoted the continuance of usury. (In 1515, Pope Leo X declared the institution
meritorious and it spread rapidly throughout France, Italy, and Spain.)

In 1491, Bernardine was expelled from Milan by Ludovico Sforza for contesting with the Duke's astrologer.[1]

Anti-Semitism [edit]
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With the practical notion of establishing monts-de-piété, he called for the expulsion of Jews all over Italy and
Tyrol.[5] However, no secular or ecclesiastical authorities specifically took up Bernardine's call. This led
Bernardine to accuse the nobility of having sold out to Jehiel of Pisa, one of the wealthiest Jews in Italy.
However, one effect of his preaching against usury was the outbreak of anti-semitism in Trent based around the
blood libel conspiracy against Jewish residents after the death of Simon of Trent. This led to the torture and
execution of seventeen Jews and the expulsion of the remainder from that city, with no return for the next 300
years.[5][6]

Iconography [edit]

Bernardine is generally represented in iconography as carrying in his hand a monti di pietà, that is, a little green
hill composed of three mounds and on the top either a cross[2] or a standard with the inscription Curam illius
habe (a snippet from the Vulgate translation of the Gospel of Luke's Parable of the Good Samaritan).

Works [edit]

The authorship of the well-known Anima Christi has as often as not been ascribed to Bernardine of Feltre. The
fact, however, that the Anima Christi was composed sometime before 1439 disproves any claim that he might
have of being its author,[3] though much like Ignatius of Loyola, Bernardine made frequent use of it and
recommended it to his brethren.
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Bernardino Realino

Saint
Bernardino Realino

S.J.

Priest
Born 1 December 1530

Carpi, Modena, Duchy of Modena
and Reggio

Died 2 July 1616 (aged 85)
Lecce, Kingdom of Naples

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 12 January 1896, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Kingdom of Italy by
Pope Leo XIII

Canonized 22 June 1947, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Vatican City by Pope
Pius XII

Feast 2 July

Attributes Priest's attire

Patronage Lecce

Tomb of Saint Bernardino Realino in
Lecce.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bernardino Realino (1 December 1530 – 2 July 1616) was an
Italian Roman Catholic priest and a professed member of the
Jesuits.[1] His entire career was devoted to the areas of Naples
and Lecce. Realino pursued a career in law and served in several
municipal capacities before feeling called to the Jesuit life and
being ordained to the priesthood in Naples. He is often dubbed as
the "Apostle of Lecce" for his commitment to the poor and for his
preaching abilities.[2][3]

Realino received beatification in 1896 from Pope Leo XIII while
Pope Pius XII canonized him on 22 June 1947 as a saint of the
Roman Catholic Church.
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Life [edit]

Bernardino Realino was born in Carpi on 1 December 1530 to
nobles. His father was a collaborator of Cardinal Cristoforo
Madruzzo.[3]

He first attended school at Modena. Realino began his studies in
philosophy and medicine in Bologna but altered this midcourse to
law; it was said that a woman he fell in love with persuaded him to
do so on the assumption that Realino would be good at practicing
law.[2] It also offered greater opportunities for advancement and
wealth. He graduated with a doctorate in law – both civil and canon
law – at the Bologna college in 1556. Through his family's
influence, in 1556 he was appointed as the podestà of both the
Cassine and Felizzano cities – he served as a judge in Felizzano.

Realino was viewed as honest and became the praetor of Castelleone; he also worked as the chief tax collector
in Alessandria.[4] Realino became noted in these places for his legal brilliance and learning. He entered the
service of Francesco Ferdinando d'Avalos and moved to Naples to act as the superintendent of the fiefs of the
Marquis.[1]

In Naples a Jesuit preacher's sermon so moved him that he sought out the priest and had him hear his
confession; the priest noted his inclination to the religious life and – with some other Jesuit priests – invited him
in August 1564 to make a week-long spiritual retreat with them, to discern his call.[2] He joined the Jesuits on 13
October 1564 (Alfonso Salmeron welcomed him into the order) and began his period of the novitiate. Realino
was ordained to the priesthood on 24 May 1567; he made his vows in October 1566.[3] Francis Borgia
appointed Realino as the novice master at Naples. He was later sent to found a Jesuit house and college in
Lecce in 1574. In 1583 he began a movement for diocesan priests to foster their virtues and to improve their
moral-theological education to make them better confessors and preachers.[2] Realino spent most of his life
going from place to place preaching parish missions. He taught catechism and visited slaves on the galleys in
the harbor at Naples.[5]

In 1610 he suffered a fall and sustained two wounds that never healed. Not long before his death blood was
taken from one leg wound and placed in glass vials; his health took a sharp decline in June 1616.[1] Following
his death in mid-1616 the relics of his blood which were kept were reported to have liquified. On his deathbed
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the Lecce magistrates asked him twice that he be the town's patron when he entered Heaven. Realino could not
speak but nodded in approval and died whispering: "Gesú ... Maria".[4] The blood was liquefied until the mid-
1800s though later instances were also reported.

Roberto Bellarmino heard of his death and said: "I have never heard a complaint about Father Realino though I
have been his provincial; even those who were ill-disposed to the society who seized every opportunity to speak
unfavorably of it always made exception for Realino. ...Everyone knows that he is a saint".[2]

Sainthood [edit]

Realino was proclaimed to be Venerable on 31 July 1838 after Pope Gregory XVI confirmed his life of heroic
virtue. Pope Leo XIII beatified the Jesuit priest in Saint Peter's Basilica on 12 January 1896 (after the
confirmation of two miracles attributed to him) and a decree for the resumption of the cause was issued on 1
May 1902; an informative process for two additional miracles was held and it received validation from the
Congregation for Rites on 29 February 1940, while a preparatory committee approved them on 1 April 1941.
Pope Pius XII later canonized him as a saint (after the confirmation of two more miracles) on 22 June 1947.

Pius XII named him as the patron saint for Lecce on 15 December 1947.[4]

His remains are preserved in Lecce in the Chiesa del Gesù.
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Bernardino of Fossa

Francesco da Montereale,
Apparition of Christ to the Blessed
Bernardino of Fossa (left)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article includes a list of references, related reading or external links,
but its sources remain unclear because it lacks inline citations.
Please help to improve this article by introducing more precise citations.
(April 2014) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Bernardino of Fossa (b. at Fossa, in the Diocese of Aquila, Italy, in
1420; d. at Aquila, 27 November 1503) was an Italian Franciscan
historian and ascetical writer.

Contents [hide]
1 Life
2 Works
3 References
4 External links

Life [edit]

Bernardino belonged to the ancient and noble family of the Amici, and
sometimes bears the name of Aquilanus on account of his long
residence and death in the town of Aquila. He received his early training at Aquila and thence went to Perugia
to study canon and civil law. On 12 March 1445, he received the habit from James of the Marches who was then
preaching a course of Lenten sermons at Perugia.

Bernardine was provincial of the province of St. Bernardine and of the province of Dalmatia and Bosnia, and
would have been chosen Bishop of Aquila had not his humility forbidden him to accept this dignity. His cult was
approved by Pope Leo XII on 26 March 1828. His feast is kept in the Franciscan Order on 7 November.

Works [edit]

The writings of Bernardino include several sermons and short ascetical and historical works, including the
Chronica Fratrum Minorum Observantiae. This chronicle was first edited by Leonard Lemmens, O.F.M., from
the autograph manuscript, and is prefaced by a life of Bernardino and a critical estimate of his writings.
Bernardino was the author of the first life of his patron, Bernardino of Siena.
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Luke Wadding, Annales Minorum, XII, 277- 480;
Hugo von Hurter, Nomenclator, IV, 968;
Hugh a Pescocostanza, Vita del B. Bernardino da Fossa (Naples, 1872)

External links [edit]

Catholic Encyclopedia article

 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913).
"Bl. Bernardine of Fossa". Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.
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Bernardino of Siena

Saint
Bernardino of Siena, O.F.M.

Confessor
Born 8 September 1380

Massa Marittima, Italy

Died 20 May 1444 (aged 63)
Aquila, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 24 May 1450, Rome, Papal
States by Pope Nicholas V

Feast 20 May

Attributes Tablet with IHS; three mitres
representing the bishoprics
which he refused

Patronage Advertisers; advertising; Aquila,
Italy; chest problems; Italy;
Diocese of San Bernardino,
California; gambling addicts;
public relations personnel;
public relations work; Bernalda,
Italy

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bernardino of Siena (also known in English as Bernardine; 8
September 1380 – 20 May 1444) was an Italian priest and
Franciscan missionary. He was a systematizer of Scholastic
economics. His popular preaching made him famous during his
own lifetime because it was frequently directed against sorcery,
gambling, infanticide, witchcraft, sodomy, Jews, and usury.
Bernardino was later canonised by the Catholic Church as a saint
- where he is also referred to as “the Apostle of Italy” - for his
efforts to revive the country's Catholic faith during the 15th
century.[1]
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Sources [edit]

Two hagiographies of Bernardino of Siena were written by two of
his friends; the one the same year in which he died, by Barnaba of
Siena; the other by humanist Maffeo Veggio. Another important
contemporary biographical source is that written by Sienese
diplomat, Leonardo Benvoglienti, who was another personal acquaintance of Bernardino. However, as historian
Franco Mormando notes, "The first works to be produced about Bernardino right after his death [in 1444] were
biographical: by the year 1480, there were already over a dozen written accounts of the preacher's life." [2]

Life [edit]

Early life [edit]

Bernardino was born in 1380 to the noble Albizzeschi family in Massa Marittima (Tuscany), a Sienese town of
which his father, Albertollo degli Albizzeschi, was then governor.[3] Left orphaned at six, he was raised by a
pious aunt. In 1397, after a course of civil and canon law, he joined the Confraternity of Our Lady attached to
the hospital of Santa Maria della Scala church. Three years later, when the plague visited Siena, he ministered
to the plague-stricken, and, assisted by ten companions, took upon himself for four months entire charge of this
hospital.[4] He escaped the plague but was so exhausted that a fever confined him for several months.[5] In 1403
he joined the Observant branch of the Order of Friars Minor (the Franciscan Order), with a strict observance of
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Della confessione regole 12., 1494

Saint bernardin de sienne Langeais

St. Francis' Rule. Bernardino was ordained a priest in 1404 and was
commissioned as a preacher the next year.[6] About 1406 St. Vincent
Ferrer, a Dominican friar and missionary, while preaching at Alessandria
in the Piedmont region of Italy, allegedly foretold that his mantle should
descend upon one who was then listening to him, and said that he
would return to France and Spain, leaving to Bernardino the task of
evangelizing the remaining peoples of Italy.[4]

Bernardino as preacher [edit]

Preaching style [edit]

Before Bernardino, most preachers either read a prepared speech or
recited a rhetorical oration. Instead of remaining cloistered and
preaching only during the liturgy, Bernardino preached directly to the
public. For more than 30 years, he preached all over Italy and played a
great part in the religious revival of the early fifteenth century. Although
he had a weak and hoarse voice, he is said to have been one of the
greatest preachers of his time.[5] His style was simple, familiar, and
abounding in imagery. Cynthia Polecritti, in her biography of
Bernardino, notes that the texts of his sermons “are acknowledged
masterpieces of colloquial Italian.” He was an elegant and captivating
preacher, and his use of popular imagery and creative language drew
large crowds to hear his reflections. Invitations were often extended by
the civil authorities rather than the ecclesiastical, as sometimes the
towns would make money from the crowds that came to hear him. [7]

Unlike many of his contemporaries, Bernardino chose his themes not
from the daily liturgy, but from the ordinary lives of the people of Siena.
He selected biblical themes to focus on the immediate interests of his
audience. This proved effective in drawing their attention.[8] Women
comprised the majority of listeners, and the size of the crowd varied
according to the day, time, and topic of the sermon. Polecritti notes, the
subject matter of his sermons reveals much about the contemporary
context of 15th-century Italy.[9]

He travelled from place to place, remaining nowhere more than a few weeks. These journeys were all made on
foot. In the towns, the crowds assembled to hear him were at times so great that it became necessary to erect a
pulpit on the market-place.[10] Like Vincent Ferrer, he usually preached at dawn. His hearers, so as to ensure
themselves standing room, would arrive beforehand, many coming from far-distant villages. The sermons often
lasted three or four hours. He was invited to Ferrara in 1424, where he preached against the excess of luxury
and immodest apparel. In Bologna, he spoke out against gambling, much to the dissatisfaction of the card
manufacturers and sellers. Returning to Siena in April 1425, he preached there for 50 consecutive days.[10] His
success was claimed to be remarkable. "Bonfires of the Vanities" were held at his sermon sites,[4] where people
threw mirrors, high-heeled shoes, perfumes, locks of false hair, cards, dice, chessmen, and other frivolities to
be burned. Bernardino enjoined his listeners to abstain from blasphemy, indecent conversation, and games of
hazard, and to observe feast days.[10]

Bernardino was not universally popular. In L'Aquila someone sawed the legs off the pulpit causing him to fall
into the crowd.

In 1427, he was called to Siena to allay factional strife. However, Bernardino preferred preaching rather than
being an arbitrator. When he spoke against factions and vendettas, he was uncharacteristically tactful. To
Policretti, this suggests that the situation could have become violent at the least provocation.[11]

Both while he was alive and after his death (the first edition of his works, for the most part elaborate sermons,
was printed at Lyon in 1501), Bernardino's legacy was far from benign: of fanatical moralizing temperament, he
preached fiery, intransigent sermons against many classes of people. His sermons were riddled with ostensible
anti-Semitism, misogyny, and homophobia. He demonized many women as "witches", and called for
homosexuals (or "sodomites" as he called them) to be either completely isolated from society or eliminated from
the human community. He thus became a major exponent of what historian Robert Moore has called "the
persecuting society" of late medieval Christian Europe.[12]

On women [edit]
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St Bernardine, Capella del Voto,
Siena

As historian Franco Mormando points out, in the twenty large volumes of Bernardino's extant printed works,
Bernardino has much to say about women and to women, "married, unmarried, widowed, and those enclosed in
nunneries." However, at the end of his exhaustive study, "Bernardino of Siena: 'Great Defender' or 'Merciless
Betrayer' of Women?,'" Mormando concludes: "...despite his sincere moments of greater empathy with women,
Bernardino proves to be very much in the mainstream of writings on women of the Trecento and
Quattrocento....Though, in his compassion for her, Bernardino would have the woman's domestic and social
'cage' be as comfortable and as humane as possible, it is there in the same traditional cage that Bernardino
nonetheless wants her to remain, under the guard of father, brother, husband, or parish priest."[13]

Bernardino presented the Virgin Mary as an example for women. He advised girls never to talk to a man unless
one of their parents was present.[14] In one sermon Bernardino cautions women about marrying men who care
more for their dowries than for them.[15] On one occasion he asked mothers to come to church with their
daughters alone so that he speak to them frankly about sexual abuse in marriage. He also spoke against the
confinement of unwilling girls to convents.[16] He presented Saint Joseph as an example for men, while
emphasizing Mary's obedience to her husband.

Against sodomy and homosexuality [edit]

On sodomy (predominantly directed towards homosexual men), Bernardino keenly pointed out the reputation of
the Italians beyond their own borders.[17] He particularly decried Florentine lenience to men having sex with
men; in Verona, he approvingly reminded listeners that a man was quartered and his limbs hung from the city
gates for homosexual intercourse; in Genoa, men were regularly burned if found guilty of sodomy; and in
Venice a sodomite had been tied to a column along with a barrel of pitch and brushwood and set to fire. He
advised the people of Siena to do the same. In 1424 he dedicated three consecutive sermons in Florence to
the subject, in the course of a Lenten sermon preached in Santa Croce, he admonished his hearers:

"Whenever you hear sodomy mentioned, each and every one of you spit on the ground and clean your mouth
out as well. If they don't want to change their ways by any other means, maybe they will change when they're
made fools of. Spit hard! Maybe the water of your spit will extinguish their fire."[18][page needed]

In Siena he preached a full sermon against sodomy (including homosexuality) in 1425 and then 1427; linking it
directly with fears about the depopulation as it did not lead to children and was therefore unproductive: "You
don't understand that [sodomy] is the reason you have lost half your population over the last twenty-five
years".[19] Over time his teachings helped mould public sentiment and dispel indifference over controlling
sodomy and homosexual conduct more vigorously. Everything unpredictable or calamitous in human experience
he attributed to sodomy, including floods and the plague, as well as linking the practice to local population
decline.[20] After one of his sermons in Siena four "irate sodomites" attempted to beat him with clubs.[21]

Trial in Rome [edit]

Especially known for his devotion to the Holy Name of Jesus, previously
associated with John of Vercelli and the Dominican order, Bernardino
devised a symbol—IHS—the first three letters of the name of Jesus in
Greek, in Gothic letters on a blazing sun. This was to displace the
insignia of factions (for example, Guelphs and Ghibellines). The
devotion spread, and the symbol began to appear in churches, homes
and public buildings. Opponents thought it a dangerous innovation.[5]

Nonetheless, Bernardino used the devotion to calm strife-torn cities,
reconciling feuds and factionalism by his counsel.[citation needed]

In 1426 Bernardino was summoned to Rome to stand trial on charges of
heresy himself for his promotion of this devotion to the Holy Name of
Jesus[22] Theologians including Paulus Venetus gave their opinions.
Bernardino was found innocent of heresy, and he impressed Pope
Martin V sufficiently that Martin requested he preach in Rome. He
thereupon preached every day for 80 days. Bernardino's zeal was such
that he would prepare up to four drafts of a sermon before starting to
speak. That same year, he was offered the bishopric of Siena, but
declined in order to maintain his monastic and evangelical activities. In 1431, he toured Tuscany, Lombardy,
Romagna, and Ancona before returning to Siena to prevent a war against Florence. Also in 1431, he declined
the bishopric of Ferrara, and in 1435 he declined the bishopric of Urbino.[23]

John Capistran (Giovanni da Capistrano) was his friend, and James of the Marches (Giacomo della Marca) was
his disciple during these years. Cardinals urged both Pope Martin V and Pope Eugene IV to condemn
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Unknown artist: Bernardino of Siena
XV c, National Museum of Serbia

Bernardino, but both almost instantly acquitted him. A trial at the Council
of Basel also ended with an acquittal. Holy Roman Emperor Sigismund
sought Bernardino's counsel and intercession and Bernardino
accompanied him to Rome in 1433 for his coronation.

On Contracts and Usury [edit]

Economic theory [edit]

Bernardino was the first theologian after Pierre de Jean Olivi to write an
entire work systematically devoted to Scholastic economics. His greatest
contribution to economics was a discussion and defense of the
entrepreneur. His book, On Contracts and Usury, written during the
years 1431–1433, dealt with the justification of private property, the
ethics of trade, the determination of value and price, and the usury
question.[23]

One of his contributions was a discussion on the functions of the
business entrepreneur, whom Bernardino saw as performing the useful
social function of transporting, distributing, or manufacturing goods.
According to Murray Rothbard, Bernardino's insight in determining just
value prefigured "...the Jevons/Austrian analysis of supply and cost over
five centuries later."[24] He extended this to a theory of the "just wage",
which would be determined by the demand for labor and the available
supply. Wage inequality is a function of differences of skill, ability and
training. Skilled workers are scarcer than unskilled, so that the former will command a higher wage.[24]

Usury [edit]

Usury was one of the principal objects of his attacks, and he did much to prepare the way for the establishment
of the beneficial loan societies, known as Monti di Pietà.[4]

Bernardino followed earlier scholastic philosophers Anselm of Canterbury and Thomas Aquinas (who quotes
Aristotle) in condemning the practice of usury, which they defined as charging interest on a loan. Scholastic
analysis of usury, based in part on Roman law, was both complex and, in some instances, seemingly
contradictory. Interest on delayed payment was deemed valid as it was considered compensation for damages
suffered by the creditor being deprived of his property.[25]

Bernardino saw usury as concentrating all the money of the city into a few hands. However, he did accept the
theory of lucrum cessans, interest charged to compensate for profits foregone in lieu of capital investment.[24] A
distinction was also drawn for joint ventures, in which the creditor assumed some portion of the risk.

In Milan, he was visited by a merchant who urged him to inveigh strenuously against usury, only to find that his
visitor was himself a prominent usurer, whose activities were prompted by a wish to lessen competition.[10]

Anti-Semitism [edit]

Bernardino is particularly regarded today as being a "major protagonist of Christian anti-semitism"[26] In January
1427 he was in Orvieto, where he preached on the topic of usury, urging the executive to take stringent steps
against all such as were addicted to this business, many of whom were Jews. Blaming the poverty of local
Christians on Jewish usury, his call for Jews to be banished and isolated from their wider communities led to
segregation.[27] His audiences often used his words to reinforce actions against Jews, and his preaching left a
legacy of resentment on the part of Jews.[26]

Franciscan Vicar General [edit]

Soon thereafter, he withdrew again to Capriola to compose a further series of sermons. He resumed his
missionary labours in 1436, but was forced to abandon them when he became vicar-general of the Observant
branch of the Franciscans in Italy in 1438.

Bernardino had worked to grow the Observants from the outset of his religious life: although he was not in fact
its founder (the origins of the Observants, or Zelanti, can be traced back to the middle of the fourteenth
century). Nevertheless, Bernardino became to the Observants what St. Bernard had been to the Cistercians,
their principal support and indefatigable propagator. Instead of one hundred and thirty Friars constituting the
Observance in Italy at Bernardino's reception into the order, it counted over four thousand shortly before his
death. Bernardino also founded, or reformed, at least three hundred convents of Friars. Bernardine sent
missionaries to different parts of Asia, and it was largely through his efforts that many ambassadors from
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An early painting of St Bernardino, c.
1444, by Pietro di Giovanni d'Ambrogio.

Antonio Marescotti, Saint Bernardino
of Siena, 1380-1444, Canonized 1450
(obverse), c. 1444-1462. Made shortly
after his death.

Bernardino's portrait, in Sancti
Bernardini Senensis Opera omnia
(1745)

different schismatical nations attended the Council of Florence in which we find the saint addressing the
assembled Fathers in Greek.[4]

Being Vicar General inevitably cut back his opportunities to preach, but he continued to speak to the public
when he could. Having in 1442 persuaded the pope to finally accept his resignation as vicar-general so that he
might give himself more undividedly to preaching, Bernardino again resumed his missionary work. Despite a
Papal Bull issued by Pope Eugene IV in 1443 which charged Bernardino to preach the indulgence for the
Crusade against the Turks, there is no record of his having done so. In 1444, notwithstanding his increasing
infirmities, Bernardino, desirous that there should be no part of Italy which had not heard his voice, set out to
the Kingdom of Naples.

He died that year at L'Aquila in the Abruzzi and is buried in the Basilica of San Bernardino. According to
tradition, his grave continued to leak blood until two factions of the city achieved reconciliation.

Canonisation and iconography [edit]

Reports of miracles attributed to Bernardino multiplied rapidly after his
death, and Bernardino was canonized as a saint in 1450, only six years
after his death, by Pope Nicholas V. His feast day in the Roman Catholic
Church is on 20 May, the day of his death.

As historian Franco Mormando
observes, "Bernardino's lifetime
coincided with the blossoming
not only of art in general but
also of full-fledged, realistic
portraiture as a distinct genre.
This may explain why
Bernardino, it seems, has the
distinction of being the first saint
in Church history for whom we
have an indisputably authentic
portrait in art. Many of the
earliest portraits were
presumably based on his death
mask..."[28] Bernardino also lived
into the early days of the print and was the subject of portraits in his
lifetime, as well as a death-mask, which were copied to make prints, so
that he is one of the earliest saints to have a fairly consistent
appearance in art; though many Baroque images, such as that by El
Greco, are idealized compared to the realistic ones made in the

decades after his death.

After his death, the Franciscans promoted an iconographical program of
diffusion of images of Bernardino, which was second only to that of the
founder of the order. As such, he is one of the earliest saints whose
appearance was given a distinct and readily recognisable iconography.
Artists of the late medieval and Renaissance periods often represented
him as small and emaciated,[29] with three mitres at his feet
(representing the three bishoprics which he had rejected) and holding in
his hand the IHS monogram with rays emanating from it (representing
his devotion to the "Holy Name of Jesus"), which was his main
attribute.[30] He appears to have been a favourite in the works of Luca
della Robbia, and one of the finest examples of Renaissance art
includes relief carvings of the saint, which can be seen in the oratory of
Perugia Cathedral.

A portrait is known to have circulated in Siena just after Bernardino's
death which, on the basis of physiognomic similarities with his death
mask at L'Aquila, is believed to have been a good likeness. It is thought
probable that many subsequent depictions of the saint derive from this
portrait.

The most famous depictions of Bernardino are found in the cycle of frescoes of his life, which were executed
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towards the end of the fifteenth century by Pinturicchio in the Bufalini Chapel of Santa Maria in Aracoeli, Rome.

Veneration [edit]

Saint Bernardino is the Roman Catholic patron saint of advertising, communications, compulsive gambling,
respiratory problems, as well as any problems involving the chest area. He is the patron saint of Carpi, Italy; the
Philippine barangays of Kay-Anlog in Calamba, Laguna and Tuna in Cardona, Rizal; and the diocese of San
Bernardino, California, USA. Siena College, a Franciscan Catholic liberal arts college in New York, USA, was
named after him and placed under his spiritual patronage. The mountain pass in the Alps, Il Passo di San
Bernardino, is named in honor of the saint, whose fame reached well into northern Italy and southern
Switzerland.

His cult also spread to England at an early period, and was particularly promulgated by the Observant Friars,
who first established themselves in the country in Greenwich, in 1482, not forty years after his death, but who
were later suppressed.[29]

See also [edit]

Santa Maria delle Grazie (Arezzo)
Saint symbolism
List of Catholic saints
Saint Bernardino of Siena, patron saint archive
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Bernardo Tolomei

Saint
Bernardo Tolomei

"Blessed Bernardo Tolomei" - Stefano
Bolognini

Priest
Born 10 May 1272

Siena, Tuscany, Republic of
Siena

Died 20 August 1348 (aged 76)
Siena, Tuscany, Republic of
Siena

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 24 November 1644, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Papal States by Pope
Innocent X

Canonized 26 April 2009, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
Benedict XVI

Feast 19 August (Benedictines)
20 August

Attributes Benedictine habit

Patronage Congregation of the Blessed
Virgin of Monte Oliveto

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Bernardo Tolomei (10 May 1272 – 20 August 1348) was
an Italian Roman Catholic theologian and the founder of the
Congregation of the Blessed Virgin of Monte Oliveto. In the Roman
Martyrology he is commemorated on August 20,[1] but in the
Benedictine calendar his optional memorial is celebrated on the
previous day.[2]

Bernardo Tolomei was beatified by Pope Innocent X on 24
November 1644 and was canonized by Pope Benedict XVI on 26
April 2009.[3]

Life [edit]

Giovanni Tolomei was born at Siena in Tuscany on the May 10,
1272.[4] He was educated by his uncle, Christopher Tolomeo, a
Dominican, and desired to enter the religious life, but his father's
opposition prevented him from doing so, and he continued his
studies in secular surroundings. After a course in philosophy and
mathematics he devoted himself to the study of civil and canon
law, and of theology. While studying law in Siena, he joined the
Confraternity of the Disciplinati di Santa Maria della Notte
dedicated to aiding the sick at the Hospital della Scala. Tolomei
became a professor of law at the University of Siena.[3] For a time
Bernardo served as a knight in the armies of Rudolph I of
Germany. After his return to Siena he was appointed by his fellow
citizens to the highest positions in the town government. While
thus occupied he was struck with blindness. He is said to have
vowed himself to religion in gratitude for the recovery of his
eyesight through the intercession of the Blessed Virgin.[5]

In 1313, Giovanni, together with two companions, Patrizio di
Francesco Patrizi and Ambrogio di Nino Piccolomini, noble Sienese
merchants and members of the same Confraternity, retired to
Accona on a property belonging to his family. He had taken the
name of "Bernard" (in its Italian form Bernardo) out of admiration
for the Abbot of Clairvaux.[6] Here they lived a hermitic penitential
life characterised by prayer, manual work and silence.[4]

Towards the end of 1318, or the beginning of 1319, while deep in
prayer, he is said to have seen a ladder on which monks in white
habits ascended, helped by angels, and awaited by Jesus and Mary.[4] Tolomei founded the Congregation of
the Blessed Virgin of Monte Oliveto (the Olivetans), giving it the Rule of St. Benedict. The purpose of the
new religious institute was a special devotion to the Blessed Virgin. Bishop Guido Tarlati of Arezzo, within whose
diocese the congregation was formed, confirmed its constitution in (1319), and many favours were granted by
Popes John XXII, Clement VI (1344), and Gregory XI. Since the Benedictine rule did not prescribe the colour of
monastic dress, the Olivetans wore white habits.[7]

Through the generosity of a merchant a monastery was erected at Siena; Bishop Tarlati built another at Arezzo;
a third sprang up at Florence; and within a very few years there were establishments at Camprena, Volterra,
San Geminiano, Eugubio, Foligno, and Rome.[5]

During the Plague of 1348 Bernardo left the solitude of Monte Oliveto for the monastery of San Benedetto a
Porta Tufi in Siena. The disease was particularly virulent in the city. Bernardo and his monks devoted
themselves to the care of the sick. On 20 August 1348, while helping his plague-stricken monks, he himself, fell
victim of the Plague. Eighty-two monks likewise succumbed to the plague.[7]
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His last days were depicted in a painting by the 18th-century Italian painter Giuseppe Maria Crespi. His work
was entitled: 'The Blessed Bernard Tolomei Interceding for the Cessation of the Plague in Siena' (1735).[7]

After having ruled the religious body he had founded for 27 years Bernardo died, at the age of 76. Tolomei was
canonized in 2009.
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Silver urn containing the
relics of Bernat Calbó in the
Cathedral of Vich

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bernat Calbó (or Calvó) (c. 1180 – 26 October 1243), sometimes called
Bernard of Calvo, was a Catalan jurist, bureaucrat, monk, bishop, and soldier.

Born and educated in Manso Calvo near Reus, Bernat belonged to a family of
the knightly class and early on served as a jurist and functionary at the curia of
the Archdiocese of Tarragona. In 1214 he became a Cistercian monk at the
monastery of Santes Creus, eventually being elected its first abbot and, in 1223
or 1233, Bishop of Vich. In 1238 he and his episcopal household joined the
Crusade of Reconquista launched against the taifa of Valencia.[1]

Bernat brought material aid to the sieges of Burriana and Valencia. When the
latter fell to the forces of James I of Aragon, Bernard and his troops joined the
rest for a celebratory first Mass in the central mosque of the city. He received many grants of land in the
Kingdom of Valencia, which he visited a second time in 1242. Still a jurist, he helped to publish the Valencian
laws, the so-called Furs of Valencia, before his death at Vich in 1243. He was buried in the Cathedral of Vic.[1]

In 1260 he was beatified by Pope Alexander IV and on 26 September 1710 he was canonised by Pope Clement
XI. The Cistercians celebrate his feast day is on 24 October; the diocese of Vich on 26 October.[2] He is usually
represented as a bishop in a Cistercian habit.
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Bernhard II, Margrave of Baden-Baden

Bernard II, Margrave of Baden

Bernard II of Baden, depicted on the altar of the
church in Babenhausen

Born 1428 or 1429
Hohenbaden Castle, Baden-
Baden

Died 15 July 1458
Moncalieri, near Turin

Buried St. Mary's Church in Moncalieri

Noble
family

House of Zähringen

Father Jacob, Margrave of Baden-Baden

Mother Catherine of Lorraine

Bernhard II of Baden, fountain
sculpture in Freiburg Cathedral in
honor of his patronage of the
Archdiocese of Freiburg

Statuette in the Collegiate

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bernhard II of Baden (1428 or 1429 at Hohenbaden Castle in
Baden-Baden – 15 July 1458 in Moncalieri, Turin), was the
second son of Margrave Jacob of Baden and his wife, Catherine
of Lorraine. He was born in the late 1420s at Hohenbaden Castle
in Baden-Baden. His exact birth date is unknown. He was
beatified by the Roman Catholic Church in 1769.
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Life [edit]

Bernard II of Baden grew up in a deeply religious family. His
father, for example, founded Fremersberg Abbey and expanded
the Collegiate Church in Baden-Baden.

Bernard II received a careful education, which would prepare him
for his later role as a sovereign. The intent was that he would be
Margrave of Pforzheim, Eberstein, Besigheim and several districts in the
northern part of the Margraviate.

Bernard II was related to the Habsburg dynasty via his older brother Karl
I, who had married Catherine of Austria, a sister of Emperor Frederick
III. This relationship should give Bernard access to the imperial court.
But first, he assisted his uncle René of Anjou in an armed conflict in
northern Italy. According to contemporary sources, he fought bravely.
After his father's death in 1453, he returned to Baden, where he agreed
with his brother to give up his claim to part of the margraviate.[1] Instead,
he became Frederick III's personal envoy, despite his young age.

Bernard II saw a number of disgraceful situations and tried to alleviate
hardship and poverty wherever he could. He spent most of his income
assisting the poor and those in need. Even during his lifetime he
impressed his contemporaries with his unusual piety.

Under pressure, after the fall of Constantinople to the Turks in 1453,
the imperial Habsburg family began preparing a crusade against the
expanding Ottoman Empire. Bernard II was sent to the European
princely houses to promote this project. He died of the plague during
one of these visits, on 15 July 1458 in Moncalieri in northern Italy. Bernardo, as
they call him, is revered to this day by many people in this region.

Aftermath [edit]

His grave in the St. Mary's Church in Moncalieri quickly became the destination
of pilgrimages by devout Christians. Allegedly, many miraculous healings
occurred at his grave. He was beatified in 1769. On the occasion of Bernard's
beatification, Margrave August Georg Simpert constructed the Bernhardus
fountain in Rastatt. Allegedly, having Bernhard canonized was considered too
expensive.[2]
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Church in Baden-Baden

High altar in the church in
Babenhausen, donated by Sibylle of
Baden. Bernhard II of Baden is on the
left wing on the inside

Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Bernard II,
Margrave of Baden.

After his beatification, the Catholic
Margraviate of Baden-Baden chose him
as its patron saint and celebrated this event on 24 July 1770;[2] the
Archdiocese of Freiburg still reveres him today as its patron. At least
one miracle is said to have taken place in Freiburg.[3] His feast day is 15
July.

His great-niece, Sibylle of Baden, who was married to Count Philipp III of
Hanau-Lichtenberg, founded a high altar in the St. Nicholas church in
Babenhausen on which Bernhard is shown on its left wing on the inside.

His canonization is still being pursued. On 16 May 2011, Archbishop
Robert Zollitsch of Freiburg published a public appeal in the official
journal of his archdiocese.[4] Public discussion started on 17 June 2011.

On 8 November 2017 Pope Francis authorized the Congregation for the Causes of Saints to issue a decree
recognising Bernhard's heroic virtue.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Volker Hasenauer: Ritter und frommer Diplomat, in: Konradsblatt, issue of 23 January 2011, p. 20-23
2.  ̂a b Rika Wettstein: Baden-Baden - Der ultimative Stadtführer - Markgraf Bernhard von Baden , 2001, viewed on

30 Januar 2011
3. ^ Badische Zeitung of 15 January 2011: Bernhard von Baden soll heiliggesprochen werden
4. ^ 14. Amtsblatt der Erzdiözese Freiburg , 17 June 2011, viewed on 2 September 2011
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Bernhard Lichtenberg

Blessed
Bernhard Lichtenberg

Fr. Bernhard Lichtenberg

Priest and martyr
Born 3 December 1875

Ohlau, Prussian Silesia,
Kingdom of Prussia, German
Empire

Died 5 November 1943 (aged 67)
While being transported from
Berlin to Dachau concentration
camp, Germany

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(Germany)

Beatified 23 June 1996, Germany, by
Pope John Paul II

Major shrine St. Hedwig's Cathedral,
Berlin, Germany

Part of a series on
Persecutions

of the Catholic Church

Historical persecution of Christians ·
Vatican and Eastern Europe 1846–1958 ·

Catholic Church persecutions 1939–1958 ·
Eradication of the Church under Stalinism ·

Eastern Catholic persecutions ·
Persecution of Christians in the modern era

Persecution of Christians in the Roman Empire ·
Diocletianic Persecution

Sasanian conquest of Jerusalem

East–West Schism · Massacre of the Latins

Muslim conquests ·

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bernhard Lichtenberg (German: [ˈbɛʁn.haʁt ˈlɪçtn̩ˌbɛʁk] ( listen);
3 December 1875 – 5 November 1943) was a German Catholic
priest who became known for repeatedly speaking out, after the
rise of Adolf Hitler and during the Holocaust, against the
persecution and deportation of the Jews. After serving a jail
sentence, he died in the custody of the Gestapo on his way to
Dachau concentration camp.[1] Raul Hilberg wrote: "Thus a solitary
figure had made his singular gesture. In the buzz of rumormongers
and sensation seekers, Bernhard Lichtenberg fought almost
alone."[2]

He was beatified by the Catholic Church in 1996 and recognized
as Righteous among the Nations by Yad Vashem in 2004.[3][4]
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Early life and education [edit]

Lichtenberg was born in Ohlau (now Oława), Prussian Silesia, near
Breslau (now Wrocław), the second of five children. He studied
theology in Innsbruck, Austria-Hungary. He also studied in Breslau
and was ordained in 1899.[5][6]

Ministry [edit]

Appointments [edit]

Lichtenberg began his ministry in Berlin in 1900, as the
pastor of Charlottenburg. He served as a military
chaplain during World War I. During the period of 1913-
1930 he was a minister at the cathedral Herz-Jesu-
Gemeinde (Sacred Heart) in Charlottenburg, Berlin.[7] In
1932, the Bishop of Berlin appointed him as a canon of
the Cathedral chapter of St. Hedwig.[5]

Activism [edit]

Lichtenberg's encouragement of Catholics to view a
screening of the film version of Erich Maria Remarques'
anti-war film All Quiet on the Western Front, prompted a
vicious attack by Joseph Goebbels' paper Der Angriff.[7]

In 1933 the Secret State Police of Germany (Gestapo)
had searched his house for the first time.[5]
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Stanley Rother

Active in the Centre Party, in 1935 he went to Hermann
Göring to protest against the cruelties of the
Esterwegen concentration camp.[5]

Named provost of the cathedral, in 1938, Lichtenberg
was put in charge of the Relief Office of the Berlin
episcopate, which assisted many Catholics of Jewish
descent in emigrating from the Third Reich.[7] After
Kristallnacht, the first organized Nazi pogrom in
Germany, Lichtenberg warned at the Berlin Church of
Saint Hedwig: "The burning synagogue outside is also a
house of God!" Until his arrest in October 1941,
Lichtenberg would pray publicly for the persecuted Jews
at the daily Vespers service. Bishop Konrad von
Preysing later entrusted him with the task of helping the
Jewish community of the city.[5]

He protested in person to Nazi officials against the
arrest and killing of the sick and mentally ill, as well as
the persecution of the Jews. At first, the Nazis dismissed
the priest as a nuisance. Father Lichtenberg was
warned that he was in danger of being arrested for his
activities, but he continued nonetheless.[6]

In 1941, Lichtenberg protested against the involuntary
euthanasia programme by way of a letter to the chief
physician of the Reich, Minister of Public Health
Leonardo Conti (1900-1945):

I, as a human being, a Christian, a priest,
and a German, demand of you, Chief
Physician of the Reich, that you answer for
the crimes that have been perpetrated at
your bidding, and with your consent, and
which will call forth the vengeance of the
Lord on the heads of the German
people.[8]

The euthanasia in the health institutions of Nazi
Germany was purportedly stopped soon after the
church protests against euthanasia headed by the
bishops Clemens August Graf von Galen and Theophil
Wurm. "Nazi leaders faced the prospect of either having
to imprison prominent, highly admired clergymen and
other protesters – a course with consequences in terms
of adverse public reaction they greatly feared – or else
end the programme".[9]

Arrest and imprisonment [edit]

Lichtenberg was arrested on 23 October 1941 and
sentenced to two years in prison for violation of the
Pulpit Law and the Treachery Act of 1934. He asked to
accompany Jews to the East in order to provide comfort
there.[8][10] Because he was considered incorrigible, he
was picked up in 1943 by the Gestapo to be taken to
the Dachau concentration camp. He fell ill and died of
pneumonia in hospital in Hof, Bavaria[11][8][5][1]

Remembrance [edit]

On 23 June 1996, Pope John Paul II declared
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Bernhard Lichtenberg bust, St.
Mary's church, Hof

Lichtenberg and Karl Leisner blessed martyrs. The
beatification ceremony took place during a Mass
celebrated in the Olympic stadium in Berlin.[12] The date
of his death, November 5 was designated as the
liturgical memorial day of Bernard Lichtenberg by Pope
John Paul II.[13]

Lichtenberg's tomb is situated in the crypt of St.
Hedwig's Cathedral in Berlin. After the war, the building
with the office of the archbishop of Berlin was named Bernhard
Lichtenberg house.[14] In the memorial area of the former concentration
camp Esterwegen a memorial plaque was installed to honor Lichtenberg
for his activities for the prisoners of the camp.

In the historic center of the town of Hof, the area in front of St. Mary's
church has since 2013 been named Bernhard-Lichtenberg-Platz and on
the initiative of pastor Hans-Jürgen Wiedow a new parish center named
after Bernhard Lichtenberg was constructed in 2016/17 under the St.
Konrad's church in the town.[15]

On 7 July 2004, Yad Vashem recognized Bernhard Lichtenberg as a
Righteous Among the Nations.[4]

Compositions [edit]

Motet: Psalm 59. Mit zwei Meditationen von Bernhard Lichtenberg.
For soprano solo, choir, organ and instruments, from Helge Jung,
Berlin 1988. (Prolog: Die grüne Saat, Psalm: Errette mich, mein Gott,
beschütze mich, Epilog I: Gott ist die Liebe, Epilog II: Wer mich vor den Menschen bekennt). First
performance: Choir of the St. Hedwig's Cathedral Berlin, direktor: Michael Witt.
Song: Dein Volk die dunklen Zeiten. Text and music: Florian Wilkes, Berlin 1995.
Song: Lasst uns den sel'gen Bernhard loben. Words: Josef Steiner, Berlin 1996. Melody: Gotteslob, no.
262, tune according to Loys Bourgeois 1551. In: Diözesananhang zum Gotteslob des Erzbistums Berlin.
Cantata: Wer glaubt kann widerstehn. For Spiker, vocal-solo, choir (SATB) and instruments from Ludger
Stühlmeyer, Hof 1999. First performance: 31. Oktober 1999, ZDF, conzertchoir of the Hofer Symphoniker,
director: Gottfried Hoffmann.
Song: Gepriesen bist du, herrlicher Gott, für Bernhard, den seligen Priester. Word: Alois Albrecht, Bamberg
2012, melody: Ludger Stühlmeyer, Hof 2012.
Vespers: Ludger Stühlmeyer, Gerechter unter den Völkern. Vesper zu Ehren des seligen Bernhard
Lichtenberg. Mit einer Biografie und Zitaten. Geleitwort von Nuntius Eterovic. Verlag Sankt Michaelsbund,
München 2017, ISBN 978-3-943135-90-9.[16]

See also [edit]

Catholic resistance to Nazi Germany
Rescue of Jews by Catholics during the Holocaust
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Berno of Cluny
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Berno of Cluny (French: Bernon) or Berno of Baume (c. 850 – 13 January 927) was the first abbot of
Cluny from its foundation in 909 until he died in 927. He began the tradition of the Cluniac reforms which his
successors spread across Europe.

Berno was first a monk at St. Martin's Abbey, Autun, and then at Baume Abbey about 886. In 890, he founded
the monastery of Gigny on his own estates, and others at Bourg-Dieu and Massay. In 910, William I of
Aquitaine, founder of Cluny, nominated him abbot of the new foundation. Berno placed the monastery under the
Benedictine rule (founded by Benedict of Nursia and reformed by Benedict of Aniane).

He resigned as abbot in 925, his abbeys being divided between his relative Vido and his disciple Odo of Cluny.

He is regarded as a saint, with his feast day on 13 January.
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Background [edit]

Main article: Order of Saint Benedict

St Benedict of Nursia had founded his famous monastery at Monte Cassino in the 5th century, and from it, his
ideas and his Rule would come to influence western European monasticism. However, many monasteries were
established by teutonic feudal lords intending to retire there at the end of their lives. They tended to relax
observance of the Rule according to convenience. Matins were scheduled so as not interrupt sleep. There were
no fixed rules on fasting, and it was left to the individual. Many monasteries became like fiefdoms, passed on
through the family. Viewed as simply part of the founder's possessions, they could be divided up in inheritance
as well. Benedict's rule had provided that the Abbot should be chosen by the monks, but the feudal lord
assumed that right. Monks regarded the abbot like a feudal chieftain, and upon his death felt free to leave.[1]

Charlemagne became interested in monasticism because of the opportunities for learning and the preservation
of books. He supported the institution, but from the perspective of culture and education. Louis the Pious,
Charlemagne's son, commissioned Benedict of Aniane to reform monasticism within the Carolingian empire, to
return to what Benedict of Nursia had originally intended. It was decided that the Rule of St Benedict would be
enforced in all monasteries, and Benedict of Aniane was given the task of interpreting it and outlining how it
should be practiced.[1]

Viking raids of the 9th and 10th centuries left monasteries of Western Europe in great disorder. Buildings
suffered destruction and communities had fled seeking safety. Abbeys that survived were often under the
control of lay overlords who retained any revenues for themselves. Monks in many abbeys lived in poverty or
left. Bishops meeting in 909 in the diocese of Soissons, received reports of lay abbots living in monasteries with
their families, guards, and dogs.[2]

It was in this context that Berno of Cluny lived. Berno was concerned with reforming of the monasteries in
accordance with the original Rule of St Benedict. He founded a monastery on his own land, and after the fame
of his good administration of that monastery spread, he was asked to reform other monasteries as well.[3]

Abbot of Baume [edit]

Berno was born about the year 850 to a noble family in Burgundy. His father may have been the French
nobleman Odon, who gave a refuge for the Benedictine community from Glanfeuil Abbey after the monks had
been driven from the monastery by Norman attacks in 862. Berno joined the Benedictine Abbey of St. Martin at
Autun, where Hugh of Anzy le Duc had introduced stricter adherence to the Rule of Saint Benedict. Later, Berno
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was sent to restore the monastery of Baume-les-Messieurs in the diocese of Besançon, which had fallen into
neglect.[4]

In 890 he established, with his own funds, the monastery of St. Peter at Gigny in the Jura Mountains and
became its first abbot. In this he was supported by Rudolph I of Burgundy[2] In 894, Berno travelled to Rome
and got papal approval for the charter of Gigny.[1] The monasteries at Gigny and Baume followed the rule as
interpreted by Benedict of Aniane, who had sought to restore the primitive strictness of the monastic
observance wherever it had been relaxed. The rule focused on prayer, silence, and solitude.[2]

Another account states that Berno was sent to Baume by Abbot Hugh of Autun. This monastery prospered and
many monks came there to take vows. His reputation for holiness grew, and he was then asked to take over the
leadership of Baume in order to reform it. Berno thus became abbot of Baume and restored this monastery's
former reputation for holiness,[1] A second story is supported by later charters that show Baume was dependent
upon Gigny. However, it is also possible that Berno took over Gigny's leadership after being abbot of Baume,
rather than the other way around.

Founding of Cluny [edit]

It was common at this time that monasteries would be founded with patrons who would provide the financial
capital needed to create and sustain the monastery, and in return for the monks prayers.

One account states that when Berno was abbot of Baume, he had such a good reputation, that William of
Aquitaine gave him the monasteries at Deols and Massay. William was acquainted with Berno when he was
abbot of Baume, and was supportive of the reformers who wanted to bring monasticism back to a stricter
observance of the Benedictine rule. The Duke wanted to found a new monastery and asked Berno to be abbot.
One story holds that when William asked Berno where the monastery should be founded, Berno asked the
Duke to donate his favourite hunting lodge in Cluny; thereby making a sacrifice on his own part. The Duke
protested and said, "Impossible, I cannot have my dogs removed“， and Berno then answered, "Drive out the
dogs and put monks in their place, for thou canst well think what reward God will give thee for dogs, and what
for monks."[1] William gave part of his fiefdom of Cluny to Berno for the monastery. The founding of the
monastery is dated to 11 September 909.[5]

William guaranteed that the monastery would be free from control by him, his successors or any other temporal
power, and it was placed under the direct authority of the Pope in Rome, who accepted Cluny's charter. This
was very important for the later history of the abbey, because it meant that no local bishop, who himself might
have been against Cluny's Benedictine reform movement within the church, had the authority to stop Cluny from
carrying out its work, since Cluny reported to the Pope alone.

The Benedictine rule was to be strictly followed. Cluny in return would pay a sum of 10 solidi of gold every five
years to the Pope. Anyone who violated the charter that placed Cluny under Rome, was to be subject to a
terrible curse including eternal hellfire. The apostles Peter and Paul were called upon to be the guardians of
Cluny.[1]

Berno's Death [edit]

Berno administered six monasteries by the time he died, which were at Gigny, Baume, the abbey of Aethicens
with the cella of St Lautenus, Deols, Massay and Cluny. Before he died he gave three monasteries, namely
Gigny, Baume and Aethicens to one of his monks named Wido, and the other three he gave to another monk
named Odo (later St Odo of Cluny). He urged his monks on his deathbed to continue to stay true to the
Benedictine Rule, which had been so often violated by many other monasteries, and to follow all the rules
regarding silence, food and drink, ritual, and most importantly the abandonment of personal possessions.[1]

After Berno died, Wido attempted to take Cluny away from Odo, but Pope John X intervened in Odo's favour in
the year 928.[1]
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Bernold

Bernold of Utrecht
Bishop

Died 19 July 1054
Utrecht

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 19 July

Patronage Dutch Artists

Denier, struck under Bernold, Bishop of
Utrecht.

A relief from Saint Peters (St Pieterskerk),
Utrecht, founded by Bernold in 1039.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the 11th century chronicler, see Bernold of Constance.

Saint Bernulf or Bernold of Utrecht (died 19 July 1054) was
Bishop of Utrecht (1026/27–1054).

Bernold succeeded Saint Adalbold as Bishop of Utrecht on 24
September 1027, when he was appointed by emperor of the Holy
Roman Empire Conrad II. He was likely an official in Conrad's court
prior to taking on the powerful post as Prince-Bishop: both an
episcopal head and secular feudal lord within the Empire. A
supporter of Conrad and his successor Henry III, Bernold was
active church reform, helping to reduce episcopal power over
monastic orders, helping to strengthen the Cluniac order in his
domains, weakening lay lords control of churches and church
land, and aiding the Holy Roman Emperor. For this, Conrad and
Henry expanded his see, further angering local nobility. Bernold
was friend of the future Emperor Henry III (succeeded Conrad in
1046), and traveled on Henry's 1041 campaign against the
Hungarians. During Henry's visits to Utrecht in 1040 and 1042, he
expanded the see. A brief rebellion led by Lorraine nobility in
1046 was defeated by Emperor Henry, and the Council of Aachen
in 1049 saw Bernold's see expanded.[1]

Bishop Bernold established the Collegiate churches of Saint John
(Janskerk) in 1040,[2] Saint Peter (St Pieterskerk) in 1039,[3] and
St. Paul's Abbey and its church (St Pauluskerk).[4] With the
“Mariakerk” (begun 1090), they form the outside of the Utrecht
“Kerkenkruis”: the Church Cross formed by four churches and a
cathedral placed at its center.[5]

Bernold died on 19 July 1054, which is his feast day. His relics,
including a cloth shirt, are venerated in Utrecht, and his cult goes
back to at least the 14th century.[6] In 1917, he was made patron
of the Artist's guild of Holland.[1]

See also [edit]

Guild of St. Bernulphus
Bishops of Utrecht
Henry III, Holy Roman Emperor
Utrecht
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Bernward of Hildesheim

Saint Bernward of Hildesheim

Bernward's doors at St. Mary's Cathedral

Born 960
Duchy of Saxony

Died 20 November 1022

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine St. Michaels's Cathedral,
Hildesheim

Feast 20 November

Attributes Bishop vestments, small cross,
hammer, chalice

Patronage Architects, painters, sculptors,
goldsmiths

Bernward of Hildesheim,
roof figure at the
Kunsthistorisches Museum,
Vienna. Artist: Josef Meßner

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Bernward (c. 960 – 20 November 1022) was the thirteenth
Bishop of Hildesheim from 993 until his death in 1022.[1]
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Life [edit]

Bernward came from a Saxon noble family. His grandfather was
Athelbero, Count Palatine of Saxony. Having lost his parents at an
early age, he came under the care of his uncle Volkmar, Bishop of
Utrecht, who entrusted his education to Thangmar, learned
director of the cathedral school at Heidelberg. Under this master,
Bernward made rapid progress in the sciences and in the liberal
and even mechanical arts. He became very proficient in
mathematics, painting, architecture, and particularly in the
manufacture of ecclesiastical vessels and ornaments of silver and
gold. He completed his studies at Mainz, where he was ordained
priest by Archbishop Willigis, Chancellor of the Empire (975-1011).
He declined a valuable preferment in the diocese of his uncle,
Bishop Volkmar, and chose to remain with his grandfather,
Athelbero, to comfort him in his old age. Upon the death of the
latter, in 987, he became chaplain at the imperial court, and was
shortly afterwards appointed by the Empress-Regent Theophano,
tutor to her son Otto III, then six years of age.[1]

His time in office fell during the era of the Saxon emperors, who
had their roots in the area around Hildesheim and were personally
related to Bernward. During this time, Hildesheim was a center of power in the
Holy Roman Empire and Bernward was determined to give his city an image
fitting for one of its stature. The column he planned on the model of Trajan's
Column at Rome never came to fruition, but Bernward revived classical
precedent by having his name stamped on roof tiles made under his direction.[2]

Bernward built up the cathedral district with a strong twelve-towered wall and
erected further forts in the countryside to protect against attacks by the
neighboring Slavic peoples. Under his direction arose numerous churches and
other edifices, including even fortifications for the defence of his episcopal city
against the invasions of the pagan Normans.[1] He protected his diocese
vigorously from the attacks of the Normans.[3]

His life was set down in writing by his mentor, Thangmar, in Vita Bernwardi. For
at least part of this document, the authorship is certain, but other parts were
probably added in the High Middle Ages. He died on 20 November 1022, a few
weeks after the consecration of the magnificent church of St. Michael, which he
had built. Bernward was canonized by Pope Celestine III on 8 January 1193. His
feast day is November 20.

St. Bernward's Church in Hildesheim, a neo-romanesque church built 1905-07
and St. Bernward's Chapel in Klein Düngen which dates from the 13th century, are named after him.
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World Heritage Sites [edit]

One of the most famous examples of Bernward's work is a monumental set of cast bronze doors known as the
Bernward doors, now installed at St. Mary's Cathedral, which are sculpted with scenes of the Fall of Man (Adam
and Eve) and the Salvation of Man (Life of Christ), and which are related in some ways to the wooden doors of
Santa Sabina in Rome. Bernward was instrumental in the construction of the early Romanesque Michaelskirche.
St. Michael's Church was completed after Bernward's death, and he is buried in the western crypt. These
projects of Bernward's are today UNESCO World Heritage Sites.

St Michael's Church has exerted great influence on developments in architecture. The complex bears
exceptional testimony to a civilization that has disappeared. These two edifices and their artistic treasures give
a better overall and more immediate understanding than any other decoration in Romanesque churches in the
Christian West. St Michael's Church was built between 1010 and 1020 on a symmetrical plan with two apses
that was characteristic of Ottonian Romanesque art in Old Saxony. Its interior, in particular the wooden ceiling
and painted stucco-work, its famous bronze doors and the Bernward bronze column, are – together with the
treasures of St Mary's Cathedral – of exceptional interest as examples of the Romanesque churches of the Holy
Roman Empire.

St Mary's Cathedral, rebuilt after the fire of 1046, still retains its original crypt. The nave arrangement, with the
familiar alternation of two consecutive columns for every pillar, was modelled after that of St Michael's, but its
proportions are more slender.[4]

See also [edit]
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Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c Birkhaeuser, Jodoc Adolphe. "St. Bernward." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 2. New
York: Robert Appleton Company, 1907. 4 Jan. 2013

2. ^ W. Oakeshott, Classical Inspiration in Medieval Art 1959:67, noted in Roberto Weiss, The
Renaissance Discovery of Classical Antiquity (Oxford: Blackwell) 1973:4.

3. ^ Jackson D.D., L.L.D, Samuel Macauley ed.,"Bernward" in the New Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious
Knowledge, Funk and Wagnalls Company, New York, (1908)

4. ^ St. Mary's Cathedral and St. Michael's Church at Hildesheim, UNESCO
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Bertha

Bertha
Gender Female

Origin
Meaning "Bright one"

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Bertha (disambiguation).

Bertha is a female Germanic name, from Old High German berhta
meaning "bright one".

The name occurs as a theonym, surviving as Berchta, a figure in
Alpine folklore connected to the Wild Hunt, probably an epithet of
*Frijjō in origin.

Bertha appears as a Frankish given name from as early as the 6th century. The monothematic Bertha as a
given name may, however, not originate with the theonym but rather as a short form of dithematic given names
including the "bright" element. This is notably the case with the mother of Charlemagne, Bertrada (properly
berht-rada "bright counsel") called "Bertha Broadfoot." Carolingian uses of the name Bertha, as in the case of
Bertha, daughter of Charlemagne and Bertha, daughter of Lothair II, are in this tradition.

In modern times, the name is associated with an unusually large example of a class of objects. Many large
machines are nicknamed Bertha for the World War I howitzer known as Big Bertha.

Women named Bertha include:

Saint Bertha of Kent (539 – c. 612), Queen of Kent
Saint Bertha of Val d'Or (d. c. 690), abbess
Saint Bertha of Artois (mid-7th century – 4 July 725), abbess, daughter of Count Rigobert and Ursana
Bertrada of Laon (also called Bertha with the big feet) (720–783), Frankish queen
Saint Bertha of Bingen (fl. c. 757), mother of Saint Rupert of Bingen
Bertha, daughter of Lothair II (863–925)
Blessed Bertha de Bardi, Florence; (died 24 March 1163)
Bertha, Duchess of Brittany (c. 1114 – 1156)
Bertha of Burgundy (952, 964 or 967 – 1010, 16 January 1016, or 1035), queen of France
Bertha of Hereford (born c. 1130), heiress
Bertha of Holland (c. 1055 – 1093), queen of France
Bertha of Putelendorf (died 1190), Saxon noble
Bertha of Savoy (1051–1087)
Bertha of Sulzbach (1110–1159), Byzantine empress
Bertha of Swabia (c. 907 – 966), queen of Burgundy
Bertha of Val d'Or (died c. 690), a Christian saint
Bertha Benz (1849–1944), wife of inventor Karl Benz
Bertha Southey Brammall (1878–1957), Australian writer
Bertha Brainard (1890–1946), pioneering television executive
Bertha Coombs (born 1961), reporter
Bertha Díaz (born 1936), Cuban track and field athlete
Bertha Gifford (1871-1951), American serial killer
Bertha "Chippie" Hill (1905–1950), American blues and vaudeville singer and dancer
Bertha von Hillern (born 1857), American athlete and painter
Bertha Hosang Mah (1896 – 1959), Canadian student
Bertha Kalich (1874–1939), Jewish actress
Bertha Krupp (1886–1957), sole proprietor of the Krupp industrial empire from 1902 to 1943
Bertha Knight Landes (1868–1943), first female mayor of a major American city (Seattle, Washington)
Bertha Lewis (1887–1931), English opera singer and actress
Bertha Mahony (1882–1969), publisher of children's literature
Bertha Palmer (1849–1918), American businesswoman, socialite, and philanthropist
Bertha Pappenheim (1859–1936), Austrian-Jewish feminist and social pioneer
Bertha Lee Pate (1903–1975), American blues vocalist
Bertha Ronge (1818–1863), Anglo-German kindergarten activist
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Bertha Runkle (1879–1958), American novelist and playwright
Bertha Sánchez (born 1978), Colombian long-distance runner
Bertha Schrader (1845-1920), German painter, lithographer, and woodblock print-maker
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Bertha Tammelin, (1836–1915), Swedish musician, composer and singer
Bertha Teague (1906–1991), Hall of Fame basketball coach
Bertha Townsend (1869–1909), American tennis player
Bertha Valerius (1824–1895), Swedish photographer
Bertha Yerex Whitman (1892–1984), American architect
Bertha Wehnert-Beckmann (1815–1901), German photographer
Bertha Wilson (1923–2007), first female Puisne Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada
Bertha M. Wilson (1874–1936), American dramatist, critic, actress
Bertha Zück (1797–1868), German-Swedish royal treasurer
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Bertha of Bingen

Saint Bertha of Bingen

Born unknown

Died 757

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 15 May

Saint Rupert of Bingen

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Bertha of Bingen" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(April 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saint Bertha of Bingen (German: Heilige Berta, died ca. 757)
was the mother of Rupert of Bingen. Her biography was written,
and subsequently her cult popularized, by Hildegard of Bingen,
who lived in the same region, about four hundred years later.
Bertha and Rupert share a feast day on 15 May.
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Overview [edit]

In 1150, Hildegard moved, with her nuns, from Disibodenberg to
the Rupertsberg, a crag at the confluence of the Nahe and the
Rhine, and established a monastery on the site of the ruined
castle, where Bertha and Rupert were buried. The Vita Sancti
Ruperti[1] was written about this time, "...to revive the cult of St.
Rupert and to legitimize the vision that called her to move there".[2]

Bertha [edit]

Bertha was a Christian, descendant of the dukes of Lorraine, and had considerable property along the Rhine
and Nahe Rivers. She married Robolaus, a pagan, who died soon after the birth of their son Rupert. Bertha
devoted her energy to educating Rupert, but was struck by his precociousness in matters of Christianity.
Inspired by his piety, she established several hospices for the poor. Following a pilgrimage to Rome to see the
apostle's tombs, she gave away the rest of her possessions and came to live near Bingen (called Rupertsberg
after her son). Rupert died at age 20, but Bertha outlived him by 25 years.[3]

Rupert of Bingen [edit]

Rupert of Bingen (German : Rupert von Bingen) (712–732)
was the son of Bertha of Bingen, a Christian noblewoman. His
father was a pagan called Robolaus (Robold). After his death,
their child was raised as a Christian by his mother.

At the age of fifteen, Rupert undertook a pilgrimage to Rome with
his mother, and is regarded as a patron saint of pilgrims. After his
return, he used his inherited wealth to found churches, living with
his mother on a hill at the Nahe River, near Bingen that came to be
called the "Rupertsberg". Rupert died from a fever, aged 20.

During the Thirty Years' War, Rupert's relics were transferred to
Eibingen, and his arm is still on display in a reliquary in Eibingen
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Saint Bertha of Val d'Or
Virgin and Martyr

Born unknown
France

Died 690
France

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast 1 May

Patronage against insanity

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Bertha of Val d'Or (birth unknown, death c. 690), was an
abbess, virgin, and martyr.[1] Her husband was Saint Gombert,
Lord of Champenois, who was a nobleman and member of the
royal family of France, with whom she lived "a celibate life".[1] The
legend of Bertha's life is "very late and unreliable.[2]

Gombert built a convent for Bertha and her maidens at Avenay,
and then retired to a monastery on the coast.[3][2] After Gombert
was killed by "idolaters"[3] and "pagan marauders",[2] she was
directed by a vision to move her nuns to Val d'Or, near Avenay, in
the Champagne region of northeastern France.[3] It is uncertain if
the convent followed the Dominican Rule.[2] There was a drought
in the area; according to hagiographer Agnes Dunbar, Saint Peter appeared to her and guided her to a garden
with a good spring.[3][2] She created, with her distaff, a stream she called "Libra" because she bought the spring
with a pound of silver. The stream flowed in front of her convent and supplied water for both her nuns and for
the town; Dunbar reported that "there it flows to this day, an abundant supply of beautiful, clear water, curing
many infirmities, and witnessing the truth of the legend of the distaff".[3]

In 690, the relatives of Bertha's husband became angry with her because they were indignant that she
distributed her husband's money to the poor[2] and because she "gave to the poor a great deal that they hoped
to get for themselves".[3] so they killed her. Dunbar reports that they "were immediately seized by the devil, and
tore themselves to pieces, all but one woman named Nuncia, who had some pangs of repentance".[3] Bertha
appeared to Nuncia, asking that her husband's body be brought to Val d' Or so that she could be buried with
him. Nuncia requested proof that her actions would be forgiven if she granted Bertha's wish; as soon as Nuncia
moved Gombert's body to the convent, blood spouted out of her nose and mouth as Bertha had said it would.
One hundred years later, Bertha's body was found "fresh and life-like;"[4] when her body and Gombert's were
brought to the place where she was killed, "her wounds bled afresh".[4]

Bertha's feast day is May 1.[3][2]
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Bertharius

Saint Bertharius
Abbot and Martyr

Born ~810[1]

Died October 22, 883
Monte Cassino, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized cult was confirmed on August
26, 1727 by Pope Benedict XIII

Major shrine Monte Cassino

Feast October 22

Attributes palm of martyrdom[2]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the Frankish mayor of the palace, see Berthar.

Bertharius (Italian: San Bertario di Montecassino) (c. 810 – 883)
was a Benedictine abbot of Monte Cassino who is venerated as a
saint and martyr.[1] He was also a poet and a writer.[1] A member of
the Lombard nobility,[2] Bertharius as a young man made a
pilgrimage to Monte Cassino at the time of the abbacy of
Bassacius and decided as a result to become a monk.[2]

He became abbot in 856, succeeding Bassacius in that position.[3]

He became abbot at a critical time, in which Muslim incursions
threatened central and southern Italy.[2] The basilicas extra muros
of Rome had been sacked in 846 AD.

Bertharius fortified the abbey with massive walls and towers
between 856 and 873,[2] while Louis II of Italy conducted various
expeditions against the Muslim forces, beating them back
temporarily.[2]

Bertharius founded the city that he named Eulogimenopoli, later renamed San Germano, and today called
Cassino.[2] Bertharius promoted the study of texts and embellished the abbatial church with precious
furnishings.[2] He established a new monastery for women at Teano and maintained good relations with the city
of Capua.[1]

In 873, Muslim raids in Campania and Latium resumed, and a band of raiders paid by the Duke of Naples,
Athanasius, established a base in the Apennines in 882.[2] They burned the abbey of San Vincenzo al Volturno,
killing some of the monks there, and on September 4, 882, raiders attacked Monte Cassino, burning and
destroying it.[2] Bertharius and the monks managed to escape, finding refuge at the foot of the mountain of
Monte Cassino, in the monastery of San Salvatore.[2] Angelarius, a prior of Monte Cassino, took most of the
monks to Teano.[2] However, Bertharius remained at Monte Cassino.[2]

In 883, the monastery was again attacked, and Bertharius was killed along with some other monks at the altar of
St. Martin on October 22 of that year in the church of Saint Salvator at the foot of the hill.[4][5]

Bertharius was succeeded by Angelarius, who rebuilt the church of St. Salvator (later named St.
Germanus).[5][6]

Veneration [edit]

Bertharius’ body was immediately translated to Monte Cassino and in 1486 moved to the abbatial church there,
in front of the tombs of Saints Benedict and Scholastica.[2] In 1514, a chapel was dedicated in his honor; his
body was placed under the altar.[2] Various artistic depictions of Bertharius were made during succeeding
centuries, but these were lost during the Battle of Monte Cassino in World War II.[2] His cult was confirmed on
August 26, 1727, by Pope Benedict XIII.[2]

He is also venerated in the Orthodox Church, his feast day being October 22.
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Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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Berthold of Calabria

Saint Berthold of Mount Carmel
Born Limoges, France

Died ~1195 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast March 29

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Berthold of Calabria (French: Berthold de Malifaye; Latin:
Bertoldus Calabriensis; died 1195) was a Norman French crusader
who established a hermit colony on Mount Carmel in 1185.[1][2] He
was introduced into Carmelite literature around the 15th century
as Saint Berthold of Mount Carmel and is said to have been a
general of the Order before Brocard.[3]

Berthold was a son of the Count of Limoges and was born in Malifaye in southwest France. The label
"Calabrian" was a contemporary euphemism for "Westerner."[4] Berthold was a nephew of Aymeric of Malifaye,
the Latin patriarch of Antioch.[5][6]

Berthold went to the Holy Land as part of the Crusades and was in Antioch when it was besieged by the
Saracens. During this time he had a vision of Christ denouncing the soldiers' evil ways. At the time, hermits from
the West were scattered throughout Palestine.[6] Some accounts hold that in 1185 he came to Mount Carmel,
built a small chapel there and gathered a community of hermits who would live at his side in imitation of the
prophet Elijah. This community may have given rise to the Order of the Carmelites, but this is not supported by
evidence and is discounted by historians of the Order. Berthold lived out his days on Mount Carmel, ruling the
community he had founded for forty-five years until his death in 1195.[6]

Tradition holds that he was accepted as leader of the hermits by St. Brocard. His feast day is celebrated on
March 29.
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Saint Berthold
Born Parma, Italy

Died 1111
Parma, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 21 October

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Berthold (died 1111) was a Benedictine lay brother.[1] Born in
Parma, Italy, to Anglo-saxon parents, who escaped to Italy, from
the Norman conquest of England. Berthold spent the majority of
his life serving nuns in Parma, at the St. Alexander Convent.[2]

References [edit]

1. ^ Our Sunday Visitor's Encyclopedia of Saints Matthew Bunson,
Stephen Bunson - 2003 - Page 166 "Berthold (d. 1111) Benedictine lay brother. An Anglo-Saxon by descent,
Berthold was born in Parma, Italy, where his parents resided."

2. ^ St. Berthold  Catholic Online
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Bertrand of Saint-Geniès

Bertram of St. Genesius, Udine
Cathedral

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bertram of St. Genesius)

This article includes a list of references, related reading or external links,
but its sources remain unclear because it lacks inline citations.
Please help to improve this article by introducing more precise citations.
(February 2013) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Bertrand (or Bertram) of Saint-Geniès (1258 – 6 June 1350) was the
patriarch of Aquileia from 1334 until his death.

Biography [edit]

Bertram was born in Gascony, and became a jurist in the University of
Toulouse and papal chaplain. On 4 June 1334 he was appointed as
patriarch of Aquileia, which was not only a simple diocese but a powerful
state occupying what is now is Friuli.

Bertram proved a skilled diplomat and military leader. He allied with the
Republic of Venice and the Duchy of Austria. In 1335 he defeated
Rizzardo da Camino, who had invaded the patriarchate during the vacancy period; by this victory he was able to
recover also the Cadore (1347). Later he sided with Louis I of Hungary in his expedition to Zadar (May–June
1346), which had been caught by the Venetians. Later, allied with the counts of Gorizia, Albert IV of Istria, Albert
II of Austria and the Croats, he invaded Istria (1348). Koper rebelled to the Venetians, but the latter intervened
and forced Bertram to a peace which brought him no gains. Subsequently, Bertram attacked the count of
Gorizia, personally leading an army to reconquer Venzone (1336), Braulins and Cormons. The Gorizians
reacted and invaded the patriarchal lands, but Bertram besieged Gorizia and forced the count to a definitive
truce in 1341.

Once restored the foreign situation, he devoted himself to suppress the power and the autonomies gained by
the Friulian feudal lords. He also strengthened the Alpine passes, building a castle (Rocca Bertranda) between
Moggio Udinese and Pontebba, and had a new line of walls built in Sacile (1347). From the religious point of
view, he held two councils in Udine (1335) and Aquileia (1339), followed by four synods in which he reformed
the Patriarchate's religious life and established norms against the heresies which had spread in its lands.

Bertram was also a patron of the arts: he established the university of Cividale in 1344 and restored the Udine
Cathedral. He also introduced new coins.

The Friulian nobles, discontented by Bertram's policies, formed an alliance against him at Spilimbergo in 1348,
and conquered several villages; Udine, which had been deprived of water, was forced to accept a truce while a
papal legate attempted to find a diplomatic solution. Once any possibility of a military victory waned, the rebels
set a plot against the aged patriarch, who was assassinated by Enrico da Spilimbergo at San Giorgio della
Richinvelda on 6 June 1350.

Sources [edit]

Brunettin, Giordano (2004). Bertrando di Saint-Geniès patriarca di Aquileia (1334-1350). Spoleto:
Fondazione CISAM. ISBN 88-7988-093-4.

Preceded by
Pagano della Torre

Patriarch of Aquileia
1334–1350
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Bertrand of Comminges

Saint Bertrand

St. Bertrand of Comminges, as depicted on
panel on his tomb, in Saint-Bertrand-de-
Comminges Cathedral, Haute-Garonne

Bishop of Comminges
Born c.1050

L'Isle-Jourdain, France

Died 1126
Lugdunum Convenarum, (now
known as Saint-Bertrand-de-
Comminges), France

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified ca. 1220 by Pope Honorius III

Canonized 1309 by Pope Clement V

Major shrine Saint-Bertrand-de-Comminges
Cathedral

Feast 16 October

Patronage Commune of Saint-Bertrand-de-
Comminges

Tomb of Saint Bertrand

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Bertrand of Comminges" – news · newspapers · books · scholar ·
JSTOR (July 2009) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Bertrand of Comminges (1050 - 1126) was Bishop of
Comminges, in the diocese of Toulouse, France. It is after him that
the commune of Saint-Bertrand-de-Comminges, is named.

Contents [hide]
1 Early life
2 Religious life
3 Death and legacy
4 Notes

Early life [edit]

Bertrand was born at L'Isle-Jourdain, in 1050, to Raymond Atton,
who was a military officer[1] and Lord of L'Isle-Jourdain, and
Gervaise Emma Taillefer, daughter of Count William III Taillefer de
Toulouse. William IV and Raymond IV of Saint-Gilles, were his
cousins. Bertrand was raised to be a knight but in adulthood he
entered religious life.

Religious life [edit]

Bertrand became a canon of Saint Augustine in Toulouse, and
then successively archdeacon of Toulouse (circa 1070) and
Bishop of Comminges (taking office between 1078–1080). In this
role, which he maintained until his death, he implemented in his
mountain diocese principles of the Gregorian reform, both in
regard to the discipline of clergy as religious and moral life of the
laity. He participated in the reform councils of Bordeaux (1093),
Clermont (1095) and Poitiers (1100).[2]

During his long episcopate, almost half a century, the city of Lugdunum Convenarum - which would later take
his name, Saint-Bertrand-de-Comminges - was revived. He rebuilt the cathedral, with its Romanesque cloister.
The cathedral would later be dedicated in his honour. It is listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Sites of the
Routes of Santiago de Compostela in France.

Death and legacy [edit]

Upon his death he was considered a saint in that locale.[2]

Around 1167, the Archbishop of Auch commissioned a cleric
named Vital to write his life and sent to the Curia for his
canonization. The first the cause for beatification was rejected,
but later Pope Honorius III opened an investigation in 1218.
Later the pontiff beatified him between 1220 and 1222,
although this is not evidenced by any document of the time. In
1309, in any case, Pope Clement V, who was himself Bishop of
Comminges, lifted Bertrand to the sainthood. A magnificent
tomb was built in their honor by Cardinal Pierre de Foix, who
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occupied the episcopal seat of Comminges from 1422 to 1442.
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1. ^ St. Bertrand of Comminges  Catholic Online
2.  ̂a b "Bertrand del 'Isle Jurdain", Parish of Saint-Bertrand
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Appointed 1005

Term ended 22 April 1045

Predecessor Aelfric
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Died 22 April 1045

Denomination Christian

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bertwald of Ramsbury[a] was an 11th-century Bishop of
Ramsbury and saint.
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Life [edit]

Bertwald became a monk at Glastonbury Abbey[1] and was appointed Bishop of Ramsbury in 1005.[2] He is
mostly known from the witness lists of King Cnut's charters which show he was in high favour with the Danish
monarch.[3] He died on 22 April 1045[2] and was buried at Glastonbury.[1]

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Otherwise Britwold of Glastonbury and sometimes Beorhtwald

Citations [edit]

1.  ̂a b James P. Carley, David Townsend, Chronicle of Glastonbury Abbey. An Edition, Translation And Study of
John of Glastonbury's Cronica Sive Antiquitates (Eastbourne 2009) p.279 n. 45

2.  ̂a b Fryde, et al. Handbook of British Chronology p. 220
3. ^ Hunt, William (1901). The English Church from its Foundation to the Norman Conquest (597-1066 . Macmillan.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Betharius)

Boetharius[1] (died c.623) was bishop of Chartres from about 594. He was chaplain to Clothaire II and, for a
while, had been the captive of Theuderic II.[2]

He is a Catholic and Orthodox saint,[3] his feast day is 2 August.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Betharius, Berhtarius, Berthaire, Béthaire, Buthaire, Bohaire.
2. ^ Catholic Encyclopedia: Chartres
3. ^ Latin Saints of the Orthodox Patriarchate of Rome

This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Beuno

Saint Beuno

St Beuno's church (left) and chapel (right)
at Clynnog in Gwynedd

Abbot
Born late 6th century

Powys

Died 21 April 640
Clynnog Fawr

Venerated in Orthodox Christianity
Roman Catholism
Anglicanism

Canonized Pre-congregation

Major shrine Clynnog Fawr

Feast 21 April (trad.)
20 April (Cath.)

Attributes Abbot

Patronage sick children; against diseased cattle

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Beuno (Latin: Bonus;[1] d. 640), sometimes
anglicized as Bono, was a 7th-century Welsh abbot,
confessor, and saint. Baring-Gould gives St Beuno's date of
death as 21 April 640,[1] making that date his traditional
feastday. In the current Roman Catholic liturgical calendar
for Wales,[2] he is commemorated on 20 April, the 21st
being designated for Saint Anselm.
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Name [edit]

His name has been reconstructed as *Bou[g]nou in Old
Welsh, with a proposed derivation from the common Celtic
*Bou[o]-gnāw-, with a meaning related to "Knowing
Cattle".[3]

Life [edit]

Beuno was said to have been born at Berriew in Powys and
to have been the grandson of a prince of the local dynasty,
which descended from Vortigern, king of Britain. After education and ordination in the monastery at Bangor in
northern Wales, he became an active missionary with the support of Cadfan, king of Gwynedd. Cadfan's son
and successor Cadwallon deceived Beuno about some land and, when the saint demanded justice, proved
unsympathetic. Thereupon, Cadwallon's cousin Gwyddaint "gave to God and Beuno forever" his land at
Clynnog Fawr on the Llŷn peninsula. Beuno established his own monastery at the site and died there peacefully
"on the seventh day of Easter".[4]

Miracles [edit]

Beuno was credited with raising seven people from the dead, including his niece, the virgin Winefride
(Gwenffrewi), and his disciple and cousin, Aelhaiarn. He was said to have had a "wondrous vision" prior to his
death.[4]

Legacy [edit]

Eleven churches bear Saint Beuno's name, including one in his monastery at Clynnog Fawr, and one in
Culbone on the Somerset coast. Although his establishment at Clynnog is destroyed, his grave chapel survives.
In Tremeirchion, near St Asaph, is St Beuno's, a former theological college and now a Jesuit spirituality retreat
centre.[5]

See also [edit]

St Beuno's Church, Llanycil near Bala
St Beuno's Church, Penmorfa
St Beuno's Church, Trefdraeth
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Drawing of a stained glass
window depicting Saint Beuno

St Beuno's Church, Berriew

Further reading [edit]

Sims-Williams, Patrick (2007) [2004]. "Beuno [St Beuno] (d. 653/9)" .
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (online ed.). Oxford University
Press.

 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public
domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913). "St. Beuno" . Catholic
Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.
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Saint Bidzina Cholokashvili
Died ca. 1660

Venerated in Georgian Orthodox Church

Feast October 1

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bidzina Cholokashvili (Georgian:  ) (died c.
1660) is a Christian martyr canonized by the Georgian Orthodox
Church. His feast is celebrated on October 1. He was one of the
leaders of Bakhtrioni Uprising (1659). During the 1630s he was a
"sakhltukhutsesi" of Kingdom of Kakheti. In the battle between
Teimuraz and Rostom he supported the former. In 1648 by order
of Teimuraz he invaded Ertso in order to make Ertso-Tianeti subordinate to the King. After the uprising Shah
summoned Bidzina as well as Shalva and Elizbar Eristavi, who later were forced to converse their religion, but
none of them accepted. As a result, they were given to tribes whose members were slaughtered during the
uprising. Bidzina was tortured and killed.

References [edit]

Georgian Soviet Encyclopedia, V. 11, p. 147, Tbilisi, 1987

Categories: Saints of Georgia (country) 17th-century Christian saints
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Bienheuré

Saint Bienheuré

Bust of Saint Beatus, église Saint-Béat Saint-
Privat, Saint-Béat, Haute-Garonne, France.

Died 3rd century

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Feast May 9

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Bienheuré (Bié,[1] Beatus) is a semi-legendary saint of
Vendôme. Tradition states that he lived in a cave near the town.
Like Saint George,[2] he is said to have fought a dragon.[3][4] His
legend was conflated with that of Beatus of Lungern.[5]
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Legend [edit]

The legend states that Bienheuré fasted and prayed before
fighting the dragon. According to the legend, the dragon was so
large that when it went to drink from a river at some distance away, its tail still lay in its cave. It was also so large
that it drained the Loir when it drank from it.[6] There are three versions of this combat: the first states that the
dragon fled at the sight of Saint Bienheuré; the second version states that Saint Bienheuré defeated the dragon
with one blow from his staff; the third states that the dragon strangled itself with its chain.[6]

Historicity [edit]

Bienheuré is identified with a missionary who traveled and preached in, besides Vendôme, Garonne, Laon,[7]

and Nantes. His place of death is considered to have been Chevresson, near Laon.[8]

Veneration [edit]

A chapel dating from the fifth century was built on the hillside where he is said to have lived.

L'Association du Faubourg Saint Bienheuré organizes an annual festival in honor of the saint on the second
Sunday of May.[9]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Bié is a form of "Beatus." See
http://perso.orange.fr/marc.catherine.meyer/html/patronymes/patronymes_page0001.htm#B_bas

2. ^ Other dragon-slaying saints include Saint Julian of Le Mans, Saint Veran, Saint Beatus of Thun, Saint
Crescentinus, Saint Margaret of Antioch, Saint Martha, and Saint Leonard of Noblac.

3. ^ "Les Dragons" . Archived from the original  on 2007-07-11. Retrieved 2007-07-26.
4. ^ Sauroctones
5. ^ "New Catholic Dictionary: Beatus, Saint" . Archived from the original  on 2007-08-12. Retrieved 2007-07-27.
6.  ̂a b "Archived copy" . Archived from the original  on 2007-09-27. Retrieved 2007-07-27.
7. ^ Catholic Encyclopedia: Soissons
8. ^ 9. mai: Den hellige Beatus av Vendôme (200-t)
9. ^ "Communauté du Pays de Vendôme - Association du Faubourg Saint Bienheuré" . Archived from the original

on 2007-09-28. Retrieved 2007-07-26.

Further reading [edit]

Jean-Jacques Loisel, Dans les pas de saint Bienheuré de Vendôme, Sté Sc et Lettres L & C (Blois), 1999,
pp. 59–87.
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Bilihildis
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the Frankish queen, see Bilichild.

Bilihildis (also spelled Bilihilt, Bilhild, Bilehild; died 734) was a Frankish
noblewoman, remembered as the founder and abbess of the monastery of
Altmünster near Mainz, and venerated locally as a saint, on Nov. 27.[1]
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Biography [edit]

The biography of Saint Bilihildis is difficult to establish; firm evidence of her existence only goes back to the 12th
century, according to Andreas Meier.[2] Her vitae date from after 1060 and, in the absence of other evidence,
form the basis for her biography.[3] There are five distinct vitae, the most important of which are:

a short, Latin version in prose, preserved in two manuscripts from the 13th and the 14th century
a longer prose version likewise preserved in two manuscripts, from the 14th and the 15th century (possibly
modeled on hagiographical texts on Frankish queen and saint Radegund, and certainly indebted to vitae
Kiliani[4])
a group of locally preserved texts in the vernacular
a metrical (Latin) version, the Vita metrica auctore Herbelone, first printed at the end of the 18th century
and based on a now-lost manuscript.[5]

Brigitte Flug considers the short Latin prose version (written in the Merovingian style) to be the earliest, though
she denies it could have been written within living memory.[6]

Hagiography [edit]

Bilihildis was born in the 7th century in Hocheim, typically identified as modern-day Veitshöchheim near
Würzburg, Bavaria, the child of Count Jberin and his wife Mathilda.[3] According to Alfred Wendehorst, however,
what is meant is probably Hochheim am Main, with the location in Würzburg and its East-Frankish connections a
later "explanation" for the monastery's foundation.[7] Her 11th-century hagiography reports that she was forced
to flee the invading Huns and was moved to Würzburg, where she was raised as a Christian. Though she
wanted to devote her life to Christ, her parents forced her to marry a pagan Frankish duke named Hetan
around 672, whom she loved but was unable to convert.[8] It is not clear whether this is Hedan I[9][10] or Hedan
II.[3] Hetan was called to battle and was killed; during his absence Bilihild saw an opportunity for a religious life
and traveled by ship to Mainz,[11] where she asked for and received permission from the local bishop, her uncle
Sigibert (a misreading for Rigibert, bishop of Mainz[12]), to start a foundation for religious women. She started
this foundation using her considerable wealth (having sold her possessions in Hochheim[13]) to support it.[14]

This was the beginning of the Altmünster monastery of which she was the first abbess.[8] She was baptized later
in life. She died on 27 November 734 and was buried in the abbey church; her grave soon gave off a sweet
aroma and many miracles happened there.[11]

Commentary [edit]

This account, which is based on the short Latin prose version, is embellished with various details in other
versions; the German version adds local geographical and historical detail. Such additional detail includes her
maiden name, Mathildis, and the gift of a sudarium ("sweat cloth"), supposedly a cloth used to cover Jesus's
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face after the crucifixion. This sudarium was given by a queen Imnechild (in a different redaction, Kunegundis)
and has been venerated in Altmünster since the 15th century.[15]

Bilihildis's hagiography follows a traditional (Merovingian) scheme common for saints like her since the 6th
century: the saint is religious from an early age, exhibits humility and abstinence, is forced into marriage, flees,
and ends up founding an abbey. Sainthood is proven by the sweet odor of the dead body and the miracles after
death. Flug does not deny the possibility that Bilihildis was already considered a saint during life or shortly
thereafter, but considers it unlikely that a vita was written so early, considering mistakes such as the bishop's
name; Flug proposes that the author did not know Bilihildis and her life, and probably misread the name in the
foundational deed for the monastery.[6]

As for "Hetan", identification with Hedan I ("the elder") is difficult given the time frame; since he died (according
to Hubert Mordek[16]) after 676, which would mean the founding of the abbey took place when Bilihildis was in
her seventies, an unlikely proposition. For Hedan II the problem is that he was Christian and had a wife, who
was proven to exist in 704 and in 716/717.[17]

Historical traces and legacy [edit]

The word/name "bilihilt" occurs in a 5th/6th manuscript containing texts by Priscillian, which is identified with the
Bilihildis who founded Altmünster.[18] A 16th-century missal from Mainz (containing a calendar with Rhenish
saints) has a "Mass from the feast of Saint Bilhildis"; the manuscript was acquired by the J. Paul Getty Museum
in 1986.[19] German poet Alois Henninger, a prolific writer of religious narrative poems, dedicated a lengthy
poem to Bilihildis in his Nassau in seinen sagen, geschichten und liedern fremder und eigner dichtung (1845);
consisting of eighteen six-line stanzas, it praised her eternal beauty and steadfast devotion to God.[20]

German Protestant theologian Johannes Heinrich August Ebrard wrote a biography of Bilihildis, which was
translated (or, "retold") in English by Julie Sutter and published by the Religious Tract Society, with a particular
focus on the influence of Iroscottish Christianity.[21]

References [edit]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ http://catholicsaints.info/saint-bilhild/
2. ^ Meier 342.
3.  ̂a b c Schäfer.
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Billfrith

Billfrith
"the anchorite"

Died 8th-century

Major shrine Durham Cathedral

Feast 6 March

Attributes Goldsmith

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Billfrith (Old English: Billfrið; fl. early 8th century) is an obscure
Northumbrian saint credited with providing the jewel and metalwork
encrusting the former treasure binding of the Lindisfarne Gospels.
His name is thought to mean "peace of the two-edge sword".[1]
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Biography [edit]

Symeon of Durham's Libellus de Exordio (ii.13), which calls him "St Billfrith the Anchorite", says he was a
goldsmith and that he gilded an important book written by Eadfrith, Bishop of Lindisfarne.[2] This book is the
gospel book known today as the Lindisfarne Gospels.[3] Symeon probably derived this information from a
colophon added to the Lindisfarne Gospels by a scribe named "Aldred" at some point between 950 and 970.[4]

The colophons describes how:

Eadfrith, bishop of Lindisfarne church, originally wrote this book for God and for St Cuthbert and—
jointly—for all saints whose relics are in the island. And Æthelwald, bishop of the Lindisfarne
islanders, impressed it on the outside and covered it ... And Billfrið the anchorite forged the
ornaments which are on it on the outside and adorned it with gold and gems and with gilded-on
silver-pure metal ...[5]

The Gospels today are in a different binding, as Billfrith's craftsmanship has not survived.[4]

The name Billfrith occurs in the Durham Liber Vitae, and the latter is the only pre-Conquest source other than
the Lindisfarne colophon containing Billfrith's name.[6] Although this confraternity book did not begin until the
9th century, the name's position indicates that this Billfrith was from the 8th century.[7] His name is in the same
group as that of the Irish monk Echa, who died in 767.[4]

The Libellus further relates that in the 11th century his venerated bones were among those taken from the
monasteries and churches of Northumbria to Durham by Ælfred the Priest; Ælfred also took the bones of
Balthere of Tyninghame, Acca and Alchmund of Hexham, King Oswine, and abbesses Æbbe and Æthelgitha.[8]

Billfrith's name appears in a relic list of the church of Durham dating to the mid-12th century.[9] The Oxford
Dictionary of Saints says that the "feast of Bilfrith and Baldred" was celebrated on 6 March.[10]

See also [edit]

Biography portal Catholicism portal United Kingdom portal

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Rollason and Rollason (eds.), Durham Liber Vitae, vol. ii, pp. 94, 118
2. ^ Blair, "Handlist", p. 517; Rollason (ed.), Libellus, p. 120
3. ^ Rollason (ed.), Libellus, p. 120, n. 75
4.  ̂a b c Rollason, "Billfrith"
5. ^ In Rollason, Northumbria, p. 148, with Rollason and Rollason (eds.), Durham Liber Vitae, vol. ii, p. 94 and

Rollason (ed.), Libellus, p. 121
6. ^ Rollason and Rollason (eds.), Durham Liber Vitae, vol. ii, p. 94; Rollason, Northumbria, p. 149
7. ^ Rollason, Northumbria, p. 149
8. ^ Blair, "Handlist", p. 517; Rollason (ed.), Libellus, pp. 162–65; Woolf, Pictland to Alba, pp. 235–36
9. ^ Rollason (ed.), Libellus, p. 163, n. 29
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Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Milred of Worcester · Oda of Canterbury · Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry ·
Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton ·
Wulfhild of Barking

Northumbrian

Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
Ælfflæd of Whitby · Ælfwald of Northumbria · Æthelburh of Hackness · Æthelgyth of Coldingham ·
Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
Benedict Biscop · Bercthun of Beverley · Billfrith of Lindisfarne · Bosa of York · Botwine of Ripon ·
Ceadda of Lichfield · Cedd of Lichfield · Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth · Ceolwulf of Northumbria ·
Cuthbert of Durham · Dryhthelm of Melrose · Eadberht of Lindisfarne · Eadfrith of Leominster ·
Eadfrith of Lindisfarne · Eadwine of Northumbria · Ealdberht of Ripon · Eanmund ·
Eardwulf of Northumbria · Eata of Hexham · Ecgberht of Ripon · Eoda · Eosterwine of Monkwearmouth ·
Hilda of Whitby · Hyglac · Iwig of Wilton · John of Beverley · Osana of Howden · Osthryth of Bardney ·
Oswald of Northumbria · Oswine of Northumbria · Sicgred of Ripon · Sigfrith of Monkwearmouth ·
Tatberht of Ripon · Wihtberht of Ripon · Wilfrith of Hexham · Wilfrith II · Wilgils of Ripon
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Saint Birillus
Bishop of Catania

Died 90

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 21 March

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Birillus (died 90 AD) of Antioch was an early Christian saint. He
was ordained to the priesthood by Saint Peter and became the
first evangelizer and the first bishop of Catania in Sicily .[1]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Catholic Online
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Birinus

Birinus
Bishop of Dorchester

Stained glass window of Birinus at Dorchester
Abbey

Appointed before 634

Term ended 3 December 649

Predecessor new foundation

Successor Agilbertus

Personal details
Born c. 600

Francia (France)

Died 3 December 649 or 650
Dorchester, Wessex (England)

Sainthood
Feast day 3 December (Catholic)

4 September (Anglican)

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church and
Eastern Orthodoxy; Anglican
Communion

Attributes Bishop, sometimes baptising a
king

Patronage Berkshire; Dorchester

Shrines Dorchester Abbey, now destroyed.
Small parts survive. Modern replica
now in place. (Or Winchester
Cathedral, now destroyed.)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the moth, see Birinus (moth).

Birinus (also Berin, Birin; c. 600 – 649 or 650) was the first Bishop
of Dorchester[1] and was known as the "Apostle to the West
Saxons" for his conversion of the Kingdom of Wessex to
Christianity. He is venerated as a saint by the Roman Catholic
Church, the Eastern Orthodox Church, and Anglican churches.
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Life and ministry [edit]

After Augustine of Canterbury performed the initial conversions in
England, Birinus, a Frank, came to the kingdoms of Wessex in
634,[2] landing at the port of "Hamwic", now in the St Mary's area of
Southampton. During Birinus's brief time at Hamwic, St. Mary's
Church was founded.[3]

A Benedictine monk, Birinus had been made bishop by Asterius in
Genoa,[4] and Pope Honorius I created the commission to convert
the West Saxons.[5] In 635, he persuaded the West Saxon king
Cynegils to allow him to preach. Cynegils was trying to create an
alliance with Oswald of Northumbria, with whom he intended to
fight the Mercians. At the final talks between kings, the sticking
point was that Oswald, being a Christian, would not ally himself
with a pagan. Cynegils then converted and was baptised.[6][7] He
gave Birinus Dorchester-on-Thames for his episcopal see.[5]

Birinus's original commission entailed preaching to parts of Britain
where no missionary efforts had reached and may have included
instructions to reach the Mercians. But he ultimately remained in
Wessex.[8]

Birinus is said to have been very active in establishing churches in
Wessex.[9] Birinus supposedly laid the foundations for St. Mary's in
Reading,[10] and other churches such as the church of St Peter
and St Paul, Checkendon, near Reading.[11] Tradition has it that
Birinus built the first church at Ipsden, as a small chapel on Berins Hill, about two miles east of the present
church.[12] Birinus baptised Cynegils's son Cwichelm (died 636) in 636[13] and grandson Cuthred (died 661) in
639, to whom he stood as godfather.[14]

Birinus died in Dorchester on 3 December in 649 or 650.[15]

Veneration [edit]

Birinus' feast day is 3 December in the Roman Catholic Church and Orthodox Church,[16][17] but some churches
celebrate his feast on 5 December.[15] His feast was added to the Roman Martyrology in the late 16th
century.[18] In the Church of England his feast day falls on 4 September and has the status of a
commemoration.[19] His relics were eventually translated to Winchester after his death.[20]
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A small number of Church of England parish churches are dedicated to Birinus, including those at Berinsfield in
Oxfordshire and Redlynch in Wiltshire. The Catholic church in the village of Dorchester on Thames,
Oxfordshire, one of the first built after the restoration of the hierarchy[21] by Pope Pius IX, is also dedicated to
Birinus.
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Christian titles

New title Bishop of Dorchester
634–649

Succeeded by
Agilbertus

Bishops of Winchester

Early Medieval
634–1006

Birinus, Bishop of Dorchester · Agilbert, Bishop of Dorchester · Wine · Leuthere ·
Hædde · Daniel · Hunfrith · Cyneheard · Æthelheard · Ecgbald · Dudd · Cyneberht ·
Ealhmund · Wigthegn · Herefrith (disputed) · Eadmund (disputed) · Eadhun ·
Helmstan · Swithun · Ealhferth · Tunbeorht · Denewulf · Frithestan ·
Beornstan/Byrnstan · ÆlfheahI · ÆlfsigeI · Beorhthelm · ÆthelwoldI · ÆlfheahII

Diocese of Winchester arms

High Medieval
1006–1304

Cenwulf · ÆthelwoldII · ÆlfsigeII · Ælfwine · Stigand · Walkelin · William Giffard ·
Henry of Blois · Richard of Ilchester · Godfrey de Luci · Richard Poore ·
Peter des Roches · Ralph Neville · William de Raley · Aymer de Valence ·
Andrew of London · William de Taunton · John Gervais · Nicholas of Ely ·
Robert Burnell · Richard de la More · John of Pontoise

Late Medieval
1305–1501

Henry Woodlock · John Sandale · Rigaud of Assier · John de Stratford ·
Adam Orleton · William Edington · William of Wykeham · Henry Beaufort ·
William Waynflete · Peter Courtenay · Thomas Langton

Early Modern
1501–1820

Richard Foxe · Thomas Wolsey · Stephen Gardiner · John Ponet · Stephen
Gardiner · John White · Robert Horne · John Watson · Thomas Cooper ·
William Wickham · William Day · Thomas Bilson · James Montague ·
Lancelot Andrewes · Richard Neile · Walter Curle · Brian Duppa · George Morley ·
Peter Mews · Jonathan Trelawny · Charles Trimnell · Richard Willis ·
Benjamin Hoadly · John Thomas · Brownlow North

Late Modern
1820–current

George Pretyman Tomline · Charles Sumner · Samuel Wilberforce ·
Harold Browne · Anthony Thorold · Randall Davidson · Herbert Ryle ·
Edward Talbot · Theodore Woods · Cyril Garbett · Mervyn Haigh · Alwyn Williams ·
Falkner Allison · John Taylor · Colin James · Michael Scott-Joynt · Tim Dakin

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet
Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
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Mercian

Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Milred of Worcester · Oda of Canterbury · Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry ·
Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton ·
Wulfhild of Barking

Northumbrian

Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
Ælfflæd of Whitby · Ælfwald of Northumbria · Æthelburh of Hackness · Æthelgyth of Coldingham ·
Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
Benedict Biscop · Bercthun of Beverley · Billfrith of Lindisfarne · Bosa of York · Botwine of Ripon ·
Ceadda of Lichfield · Cedd of Lichfield · Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth · Ceolwulf of Northumbria ·
Cuthbert of Durham · Dryhthelm of Melrose · Eadberht of Lindisfarne · Eadfrith of Leominster ·
Eadfrith of Lindisfarne · Eadwine of Northumbria · Ealdberht of Ripon · Eanmund ·
Eardwulf of Northumbria · Eata of Hexham · Ecgberht of Ripon · Eoda · Eosterwine of Monkwearmouth ·
Hilda of Whitby · Hyglac · Iwig of Wilton · John of Beverley · Osana of Howden · Osthryth of Bardney ·
Oswald of Northumbria · Oswine of Northumbria · Sicgred of Ripon · Sigfrith of Monkwearmouth ·
Tatberht of Ripon · Wihtberht of Ripon · Wilfrith of Hexham · Wilfrith II · Wilgils of Ripon

Roman
Augustine of Canterbury · Firmin of North Crawley · Birinus of Dorchester · Blaise ·
Florentius of Peterborough · Hadrian of Canterbury · Honorius of Canterbury · Justus of Canterbury ·
Laurence of Canterbury · Mellitus of Canterbury · Paulinus of York · Theodore of Canterbury

South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone

West Saxon

Æbbe of Abingdon · Ælfgar of Selwood · Ælfgifu of Exeter · Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury ·
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Roman Catholic Suburbicarian Diocese of Albano

Suburbicarian Diocese of Albano
Albanensis

Albano Laziale Cathedral

Location
Country  Italy

Ecclesiastical
province

Rome

Statistics
Area 661 km2 (255 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics (including
non-members)

(as of 2012)
505,500 (est.)
470,300 (est.) (93.0%)

Parishes 77

Information
Denomination Catholic Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 4th century

Cathedral Basilica Cattedrale di S.
Pancrazio Martire

Secular priests 104 (diocesan)
80 (Religious Orders)

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Marcello Semeraro

Map

Website
www.webdiocesi.chiesacattolica.it

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Albano)

The Diocese of Albano (Latin: Albanensis) is a suburbicarian see of the Roman Catholic Church in a diocese in Italy, comprising seven towns in the
Province of Rome. Albano Laziale is situated some 15 kilometers from Rome, on the Appian Way.

It has both a titular bishop and a diocesan bishop.
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Early history [edit]

In the very year of his consulate, Acilius Glabrio was compelled by Domitian to fight, unarmed, in the amphitheatre at Albano, a Numidian bear,
according to Juvenal:[1] an enormous lion, according to Dio Cassius.[2] This same Acilius Glabrio is later included in a Christian group of the Flavian
family as a molitor rerum novarum.[3] The Liber Pontificalis under the name Silvester[4] says:

fecit basilicam Augustus Constantinus in civitate Albanensis, videlicet S. Joannis Baptistae.[5]

This basilica of the time of Constantine was destroyed by fire toward the end of the 8th century or in the beginning of the ninth.[6] Ferdinando Franconi
has established[7] the identity of this basilica with the present Albano Cathedral, which still contains some remains of the edifice dedicated by Pope Leo
III to Saint Pancras. Under the basilica there was a crypt, or confessio, from which bodies were transferred to the cemetery nearby.

The foundation of the episcopal see of Albano is very probably contemporaneous with the erection of the Constantinian basilica. However, the first
bishop of the see of whom we have any knowledge is Dionysius (d. 355). It is more than a century later (463) that we meet with another Bishop of
Albano, Romanus. To these is to be added Ursinus, whose name is found on an inscription in the Catacomb of Domitilla. The consular date is either 345
or 395. The importance of this early Christian community is apparent from its cemetery, discovered in 1720 by Marangoni. It differs but little from the
Christian cemeteries found in Rome. Its plan, clearly mapped out in the Epitome de locis ss. martyrum quae sunt foris civitatis Romae, is considered by
Giovanni Battista de Rossi as the synopsis of an ancient description of the cemeteries, written before the end of the 6th century:

per eandem vere viam (Appiam) pervenitur ad Albanam civitatem et per eandem civitatem ad ecclesiam S. Senatoris ubi et Perpetua jacet corpore et
innumeri sancti et magna mirabilia ibidem geruntur.

The saints here named are not known. Saint Senator of Albano is inserted without further explanation in the martyrology for 26 September (et in Albano
Senatoris). From this he passed to the Roman martyrology, where he is commemorated on the same day. But the first account of the martyrs of Albano
is found in the Almanac of Philocalus (4th century) on 8 August:

VI Idus aug. Carpophori, Victorini et Severiani, Albano, et Ostense septimo ballistaria, Cyriaci, Largi, Crescentiani, Memmiae, Julianae, et Smaragdi.

The cemetery has frescoes, painted at various times by unknown artists, which show the progress of Christian art from the fourth to the 9th century.

Later history [edit]

This section needs expansion
with: material after the 6th century.
You can help by adding to it. (October
2016)

List of bishops [edit]

to 1000 [edit]

Ursinus (395)
Romanus (465)
Athanasius (465–487)
Chrysogonus (487–495)
Homobonus (592)
Epifanio (649)
Giovenale (649–682)
Andrea (721 – before 743)
Tiberio (743–761)
Leone I (761 – before 767)
Eustasio (Eustrasio, Eustazio, Eustachio) (761–769)
Costante (Costantino) (772 – before 826)
Benedetto (826 – before 844)
Petronacio (853 – ca. 867)
Paul (869 – before 898)
Peter I (898–?)
Gregorio (963–985)
Teobaldo (995–996)

1000–1200 [edit]

Pietro Martino Boccapecora, (1004–1009), afterwards Pope Sergius IV (1009–12)
Teobaldo (1012–1044)[8]

Bonifazio (1049–1068)[9]

Basilios (1068–ca.1072)
Peter Igneus, (1072–1089) of Vallombrosa, associate of Pope Gregory VII in his work of ecclesiastical reform
Oddone (1090–ca. 1096)
Walter of Albano (1091–1100)
Teodorico (before 1098 – 1100), later Antipope Theodoric
Riccardo (1101–1115)[10]

Leone (1115)
Vitale (1115–1126)
Matthew of Albano (1126–1135)[11]

Ugo (1135–1136)
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Ugo (1135–1136)
Alberto (1136–1141)
Hugo d'Homblieres (1143)
Pietro Papareschi (1142–1146)
Nicholas Breakspear (1146–1154), afterwards Pope Adrian IV (1154–59)
Walter II of Albano (1158–1178)
John of Struma (1163–1168), appointed by Antipope Paschal III
Henri de Marsiac, (1179–1189)

1200–1400 [edit]

Giovanni da Viterbo (1199 – 1210/11)
Gerardo Sessa, O.Cist. (1211)
Pelagio Galvani (1213–1230)
Pietro da Collemezzo (1244–1253)
Rodolphe de Chevriêres (1261–1270)
Bonaventura, (1273–1274)
Bentivenga de Bentivengis, OFM (1278–1289)
Bérard de Got (1294–1297)
Gonzalo Pérez Gudiel (1298–1299)
Leonardo Patrasso (1300–1311)
Arnaud d'Aux (1312–1320)
Vital du Four, (1321–1327)
Gauscelin de Jean (1327–1348)
Hélie de Talleyrand-Périgord (1348–1364)
Pierre Itier (1364–1367)
Angelique de Grimoard de Grisac (1367–1388)

1400–1600 [edit]

Giordano Orsini (1412–1431)
Pierre de Foix, OFM (1431–1464)
Ludovico Trevisan (1465)
Latino Orsini (1465–1468)
Filippo Calandrini (1468–1471)
Rodrigo Lanzol-Borja y Borja (1471–1476), later Pope Alexander VI
Oliviero Carafa (1476–1483)
Jean la Balu (1483–1491)
Giovanni Michiel (1491)
Jorge da Costa (1491–1501)
Lorenzo Cybo de Mari (1501–1503)
Raffaele Sansoni Galeotti Riario (1503–1507)
Bernardino López de Carvajal (1507)
Guillaume Briçonnet (1507–1508)
Domenico Grimani (1508–1509)
Philippe de Luxembourg (1509–1511)
Jaime Serra y Cau (1511–1516)
Francesco Soderini (1516–1517)
Francisco de Remolins (1517–1518)
Niccolò Fieschi (1518–1521)
Antonio Maria Ciocchi del Monte (1521–1523)
Pietro Accolti (1523–1524)
Lorenzo Pucci (1524)
Giovanni Piccolomini (1524–1531)
Giovanni Domenico de Cupis (1531–1533)
Andrea della Valle (1533)
Bonifacio Ferrero (1533–1534)
Lorenzo Campeggio (1534–1535)
Matthäus Lang von Wellenburg (1535–1540)
Alessandro Cesarini (1540–1541)
Francesco Cornaro (seniore) (1541–1542)
Antonio Pucci (1542–1543)
Giovanni Salviati (1543–1544)
Gian Pietro Carafa (1544–1546)
Ennio Filonardi (1546–1549)
Jean du Bellay (1550–1553)
Rodolfo Pio (1553)
Juan Álvarez de Toledo (1553–1555)
Francesco Pisani (1555–1557)
Pedro Pacheco de Villena (1557–1560)
Giovanni Girolamo Morone (1560–1561)
Cristoforo Madruzzo (1561–1562)
Otto von Truchsess von Waldburg (1562–1570)
Giulio della Rovere (1570)
Giovanni Ricci (1570–1573)[14]

Scipione Rebiba (1573–1574)
Fulvio Giulio della Corgna, Ordine di San Giovanni di Gerusalemme (1574–1580)
Gianfrancesco Gambara (1580–1583)
Alfonso Gesualdo (1583–1587)
Tolomeo Gallio (1587–1589)
Prospero Santacroce (1589)
Gabriele Paleotti (1589–1591)
Michele Bonelli, (1591–1598)
Girolamo Rusticucci (1598–1600)

1600–1800 [edit]

Simeone Tagliavia d'Aragonia (1602–1603)
Domenico Pinelli, seniore (1603)
Girolamo Bernerio, Dominican (1603–1607)
Antonmaria Sauli (1607–1611)
Paolo Emilio Sfondrati (1611–1618)
Francesco Sforza di Santa Fiora (1618–1620)
Alessandro Damasceni Peretti (1620–1623)
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Alessandro Damasceni Peretti (1620–1623)
Giovanni Battista Deti (1623–1626)
Andrea Baroni Peretti Montalto (1626–1627)
Carlo Emanuele Pio di Savoia (1627–1630)
Gaspar Borja y Velasco (1630–1645)
Bernardino Spada (1646–1652)
Federico Baldissera Bartolomeo Cornaro (1652–1653)
Marzio Ginetti (1653–1663)
Giovanni Battista Maria Pallotta (1663–1666)
Ulderico Carpegna (1666–1671)
Virginio Orsini (1671–1675)
Girolamo Grimaldi-Cavalleroni (1675–1685)
Flavio Chigi seniore[15] (1686–1689)
Emmanuel Théodose de la Tour d'Auvergne de Bouillon (1689–1698)
César d'Estrées (1698–1714)
Ferdinando d'Adda (1715–1719)
Fabrizio Paolucci (1719–1724)
Giacomo Boncompagni[16] (1724–1731)
Lodovico Pico della Mirandola (1731–1740)[17]

Pierluigi Carafa (1740–1751)
Giovanni Battista Spinola (1751–1752)
Francesco Scipione Maria Borghese (1752–1759)
Carlo Alberto Guidobono Cavalchini (1759–1763)
Fabrizio II Serbelloni (1763–1774)

1800–1966 [edit]

Antonio Dugnani[18] (1807–1816)
Michele di Pietro (1816–1820)
Pierfrancesco Galleffi (1820–1830)
Gianfrancesco Falzacappa[19] (1830–1839)
Giacomo Giustiniani (1839–1843)
Pietro Ostini (1843–1849)
Costantino Patrizi Naro (1849–1860)
Lodovico Altieri (1860–1867)
Camillo di Pietro (1867–1877)
Carlo Luigi Morichini (1877–1879)
Gustav Adolf von Hohenlohe-Schillingsfürst (1879–1884)
Raffaele Monaco La Valletta (1884–1889)
Lucido Maria Parocchi[20] (1889–1896)
Isidoro Verga[21] (1896–1899)
Antonio Agliardi[22] (1899–1915)
Gennaro Granito Pignatelli di Belmonte[23] (1915–1948)

Since 1966 [edit]

Since 1966 functions are divided between the titular-bishop and the diocesan bishop.

Diocesan bishops

Raffaele Macario (1966–1977)[24]

Gaetano Bonicelli (1977–1982)
Dante Bernini (1982–1999)
Agostino Vallini (1999–2004)
Marcello Semeraro (2004–present)

Titular bishops

Gregorio Pietro Agagianian[25] (1970–1971)
Luigi Traglia[26] (1972–1977)
Francesco Carpino[27] (1978–1993)
Angelo Sodano[28] (1994–present)
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Albenga-Imperia

Diocese of Albenga-Imperia
Dioecesis Albinganensis-Imperiae

Albenga Cathedral

Location
Country Italy

Ecclesiastical
province

Genoa

Statistics
Area 979 km2 (378 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics
(including non-
members)

(as of 2015)
171,500 (est.)
158,400 (est.) (92.4%)

Parishes 162

Information
Denomination Catholic Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 5th Century

Cathedral Cattedrale di S. Michele
Arcangelo (Albenga)

Co-cathedral Basilica Concattedrale di S.
Maurizio e Compagni Martiri
(Porto Maurizio)

Secular
priests

135 (diocesan)
47 (Religious Orders)
21 Permanent Deacons

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Guglielmo Borghetti

Map

Website
Website of the diocese  (in Italian)
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The Diocese of Albenga-Imperia (Latin: Dioecesis Albinganensis-Imperiae) is a Roman Catholic ecclesiastical territory in Liguria, northern Italy; the
traditional name of the Diocese of Albenga was changed by decree of the Congregation of Bishops in the Roman Curia, with the approval of Pope
Paul VI, on 1 December 1973.[1] It is a suffragan of the Archdiocese of Genoa.[2][3]
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History [edit]

Legend makes Albenga the scene of the martyrdom of Calocerus of Brescia (Calogero), an officer of the court of Hadrian, between the years 121 and
125. But the Acts of his martyrdom, together with those of Faustinus and Jovita with which they are incorporated, have no historical foundation.[4] Nor
does their martyrdom imply the existence of a bishopric or a bishop.

The first bishop of whom we know anything is Quintus, who in the year 451 signed the Synodal Letter of Eusebius, Bishop of Milan, to Pope Leo I, in
which the condemnation of Nestorius and Eutyches was sanctioned.[5]

In the medieval period, the bishop of Albenga was lord of the principality of Oneille and of Pietra and its dependencies. He was therefore a feudal
subject of the Emperor.[6]

The Barbarossa crisis [edit]

At the end of January 1159 the Emperor Frederick seized the city of Crema, which was in league with Milan, and destroyed it. The feudal lords of
Albenga paid homage to the Emperor. The Emperor granted the city of Albenga its freedom, and took it under his protection.[7] In the previous year
Genoa had seized the territory of Ventimiglia, and Albenga had found itself trapped in a vise.[8]

With the papal election of September 1159 a period of turmoil struck the Church and the diocese of Albenga. Two factions of cardinals elected two
popes. The majority chose Pope Alexander III, while the minority, supported by the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa, chose Victor IV. In a letter of 26
September 1159 from his refuge in Terracina, Pope Alexander wrote to Archbishop Syrus of Genoa and his suffragans his own version of what had
happened. On 13 December he wrote again to bishops in northern Italy, including those of Liguria, telling them that Victor had had himself crowned
pope. On 13 February 1160, Victor held a general council at Pavia, with the participation of the Emperor.[9] The legate of Alexander III, Cardinal
Iohannes de' Conti di Segni, was sent north to the Po Valley, where, on 27 February 1160, he excommunicated Ubertus of Milan. In 1161 Frederick
captured and destroyed the city of Milan.[10] In May and June 1161, Victor and the Emperor held another council, at Cremona, at which Victor deposed
Ubertus, the Archbishop of Milan, Hugo of Piacenza, Raimundus of Brescia, and Gerardus of Bologna. Driven from Rome by Imperial troops immediately
after his election, Alexander III sought refuge in Genoa on 21 January 1162, where he stayed until his departure for France on 25 April.[11] During his
stay in Genoa, Pope Alexander addressed the problem of Milan and Albenga, and a number of other dioceses in Liguria, Piedmont, and Lombardy.
Milan, for a time, had ceased to exist, both civilly and ecclesiastically. Albenga had no Metropolitan.

On 25 March 1162, therefore, Pope Alexander issued the bull Superna et ineffabilis.[12] He confirmed the metroplitanate of Genoa, with its suffragan
bishops of Mariana, Nebbio, and Accia (on Sardinia); Bobbio, and Brugnato, and ordered that the archbishop should be consecrated by his suffragans.
He also granted the archbishop a legateship over the island of Sardinia, to be exercised every eight years in association with a Roman cardinal. The
Pope then granted (concessit) to the archbishop of Genoa and his successors the monastery on the island of Gallinaria (just offshore Albenga), which
had up to that point belonged directly to the Holy See.[13] He also transferred the parishes of Porto Veneris and its neighborhood (a port of the Genoese
fleet) from the diocese of Luni (which was under the control of the Emperor) to the archbishop of Genoa. Then the Pope granted (concessit) the diocese
of Albenga to the Archbishop of Genoa and his successors.[14] Two points must be noted. The grant is conditional; it is to take effect 'within the two-year
period after peace shall have been restored to the church'. Secondly, Albenga is not said to have been made a suffragan of Genoa. If the peace
referred to is the end of the schism, that did not take place until 1178 or 1180.[15]

In 1165 Albenga was allied with Pisa, the principal naval supporters of the Emperor Frederick and the principal enemy of Genoa. But in that year, seeing
the opportunity to harm Genoa, Pisa attempted to seize Albenga.[16] On 22 August the Pisan navy attacked with 31 galleys, and the city was captured. It
was put to the torch and destroyed.[17]

Bishop Lanterius (Lauterius) is still listed as belonging to the ecclesistical province of Milan at the III Lateran Council in March 1179.[18]

Innocent III and Albenga [edit]

In 1208 scandal enveloped the diocese of Albenga.[19] Complaints to the papacy were of sufficient gravity that Pope Innocent III appointed a committee of Apostolic Visitors.[20] Bishop Oberto of
Albenga was accused of employing the use of the red-hot iron as a method of purging an accused person of the guilt of his crime, and over the strong objections of the people. Oberto was
suspended from episcopal authority by the Visitors, and ordered to present himself at the Papal Court to explain his conduct, which he never did. In fact, when the Archbishop of Vercelli appeared
and explained the whole matter to the Pope, Bishop Oberto disappeared, and a diligent search was unable to locate him. Pope Innocent then took counsel with his advisors, and Oberto was judged
unworthy of the ministry of the altar (ministerio altaris indignum). Then the Pope wrote a letter to Bisho-elect Sessa, ordering him and the Archbishop of Vercelli to use the powers granted to them
when they were named Apostolic Visitors to depose Bishop Oberto. They were also ordered to see to it that a suitable person be found to be canonically elected in his place. Bishop Oberto,
however, returned to the Papal Court, and engaged in a series of delaying tactics, offering one excuse after another, which were contrary to the information in the committee report, and promising
that he would prove his statements at an appropriate time (opportuno tempore). In a letter of 1 October 1210,[21] Pope Innocent ordered Sessa to investigate Oberto's new excuses, and if they were
proved to be true, to absolve him and restore him to office; if they were false, he was to proceed as previously directed by the Pope and arrange for a new election.

In the summer of 1213, Pope Innocent decided to deal with the fifty-year-long scandal of the defiance of papal bulls by the bishops of Albenga, with regard to the assignment of Albenga to the
ecclesiastical province of Genoa. The moment may have been chosen because a new bishop had just been elected, and was awaiting confirmation by the Pope. The See of Milan was also
vacant.[22] On 8 July 1213, Innocent addressed a mandate to the Abbot of Tileto, to warn the Albengans and to get them, by ecclesiastical censures without right of appeal, to render obedience and
reverence to the Archbishop of Genoa as their Metropolitan.[23]

On 19 December 1213, Archbishop Otto of Genoa took formal possession of the diocese of Albenga, and on 24 December he was honorably received by the clergy and people of the diocese.[24]

Cathedral and Chapter [edit]
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The original cathedral of Albenga had once been a Roman temple; it was octagonal in form and dedicated to S. John the Evangelist. It was replaced by the second cathedral, after 1128;[25] it was
dedicated to S. Michael the Archangel. Bishop Luca Fieschi (1582–1610) carried out major repairs on the cathedral, and rebuilt the adjacent episcopal palace.[26]

The Chapter of the Cathedral was composed of three dignities (the Archdeacon, the Archpriest, and the Provost) and fifteen Canons.[27] There were also twelve chaplains.[28] The Chapter itself was
already in existence by 1076, when Bishop Deodatus gave a mansio in Toirano to the monastery of S. Pietro in Varatella, with the consent of the three dignities and eleven priests and deacons. In
1225 the Chapter of the Cathedral gave to the monastery of S. Stefano in Genoa the churches of S. Maurizio de Villaregia and S. Maria de Pompeiana in the diocese of Albenga. The third dignity,
the Provost, was not created until 22 October 1482, by Bishop Leonardo Marchese (1476–1513).[29]

In the early 19th century the Chapter was composed of eighteen Canons and ten Beneficiaries. It had an annual revenue of 5,000 French francs. The Cathedral itself had an income of 2,000
francs.[30]

The Collegiate Church of Santa Maria in fontibus in the city of Albenga also had a Chapter, composed of a Provost and six Canons. There was also a Collegiate Church in Diano Castello, with a
Chapter composed of a Provost and twelve Canons. The Collegiate Church of Oneglia had a Chapter composed of a Provost and eleven Canons. The Collegiate church of Pieve had a college of
fourteen Canons. Porto Maurizio had a Collegiate Church, with a Chapter composed of a Provost and thirteen Canons. In 1840 a new Collegiate Church was founded in Alassio, with a Chapter
consisting of a Provost and twelve Canons.[31]

Bishop Carlo Cicada (1554–1572), who had taken part in the Council of Trent, established the diocesan seminary in 1568. Its quarters were transferred and enlarged in a building next to the old
college of S. Lorenzo in 1622.[32] Bishop Pietro Francesco Costa doubled the number of free places in the seminary, and increased the number of teachers.[33] The seminary was ruined by the
revolutionary wars of the Genoese and the French, but was restored through the care of Bishop Cordiviola.[34]

The Collegiate Church of S. Siro in San Remo, administered by a college of Canons, had once belonged to the diocese of Albenga, but it was handed over to the diocese of Ventimiglia.[35] It became
the co-cathedral of the diocese of Albenga on 1 December 1973, by decree of the Sacred Congregation of Bishops in the Roman Curia.

Synods [edit]

A diocesan synod was an important meeting of the bishop of a diocese and his clergy, held irregularly at the call of the bishop. Its purpose was (1) to proclaim generally the various decrees already
issued by the bishop; (2) to discuss and ratify measures on which the bishop chose to consult with his clergy; (3) to publish statutes and decrees of the diocesan synod, of the provincial synod, and
of the Holy See.

On 1 June 1531, Bishop Giangiacomo Gambarana held a diocesan synod with his clergy in the sacristy of the Cathedral.[36] Bishop Carlo Cicala presided over a synod in 1564.[37] Another diocesan
synod was held on 1 and 2 December 1583 by Bishop Luca Fieschi.[38]

In 1613 Bishop Dominico Marini held a diocesan synod, whose Constitutions were published in 1902, along with those of the synod held by Filippo Allegro on 16–18 September 1902.[39] In 1618
Bishop Vincenzo Landinelli (1616–1624) presided at a diocesan synod; he held another synod in 1623.[40] On 1 December 1629, Bishop Pietro Francesco Costa held a diocesan synod,[41] and
another in 1638.[42] Bishop Giovanni Tommaso Pinelli, C.R. (1666–1688) held a diocesan synod in the Cathedral on 7 and 8 June 1671.[43] Bishop Giorgio Spinola presided at a synod in the
Cathedral of Albenga on 8–10 October 1696.[44] A diocesan synod was held in the Cathedral by Bishop Carmelo Cordiviola (1820–1827) on 26–28 October 1824.[45]

Religious Orders in the diocese [edit]

There were Benedictine foundations at S. Romulo (a dependency of S. Stefano in Genoa), Taggia, Triora, and Villa Regia. In the city of Albenga was the monastery of S. Pietro di Toirano,[46] and
just off the harbor the monastery of S. Maria e S. Martino di Gallinaria,[47] which was directly dependent on the Holy See.[48]

By the mid-17th century, the diocese was host to the following religious orders: the Dominicans at Albenga, Diano Marina, Pietra, and in Toirano; the Conventual Franciscans in Albenga; the
Observant Franciscans in Albenga, Diano Castello, Dolcedo, Porto Maurizio, and Triora; the Reformed Franciscans in Alassio, Pietra, S. Remo and Maro; the Capuchins in Alassio, Loano, Oneglia,
Porto Maurezio, San Remo, and Pieve; the Augustinians in Cervo, Loana, Oneglia, Pontedassio, Pieve, and Triora; the Minims of S. Francesco di Paola in Albenga and Borghetto S. Spirito; the
Discalced Carmelites at Loano; the Certosini at Toirano; and the Jesuits in San Remo and Alassio.[49]

The Poor Clares had convents at Albenga, Alassio, and Porto Maurizio. The Blue Nuns (Turchine) had convents in San Remo and Pieve.

The French [edit]

In 1524 the army of King Francis I of France travelled through Albenga, on their way to claim the Duchy of Milan for the French King, despite treaty stipulations. The army spent twenty-five days in
the city's territory. The Emperor Charles V organized an alliance of Italian cities and states, to defend Piedmont from the incursions of the French, and Albenga became a member of that league.[50]

In 1525 King Francis was defeated at the Battle of Pavia and taken prisoner. But for the next two centuries and more, the struggle continued over the possession of Liguria and the Piedmont.

From 1794 through 1796 the armies of the French Republic used the road through Albenga to enter Lombardy and the Po Valley in their war against the Austrians. The ideological fervor of the
troops and their leaders stimulated local rebellions in Liguria against the governing aristocracy. In June 1797 a civil war broke out in Genoa, which, under the inspiration of General Napoleon
Bonaparte, led to the establishment of the Ligurian Republic,[51] of which Albenga became a member. The religious policies of the Ligurian Republic were those of the French Republic, with regard
to the reorganization of religion as an organ of the State.[52] In May 1800 the Austrian general Melas occupied Albenga and drove out the French garrison; but at the beginning of June French
troops returned and reinstalled the Napoleonic republican regime.[53]

Bishop Paolo Maggiolo (1791–1802) was forced by a violent mob to flee from his cathedral, finding refuge in the parish of Bardino Vecchio, where he died and was buried.[54]

In 1806, all of Liguria was united by the Emperor Napoleon to the French Empire. In obedience to the edict of Napoleon I of 25 February 1810, and the demands of the French minister of cults in
Paris, Bishop Dania ordered the teachers in the seminary to instruct their students in the Four Gallican Articles of 1682, and in 1811 he had the Articles printed by a press in Genoa.[55]

In 1810, Bishop Angelo Dania issued a pastoral letter, in which he announced the suppression of all of the religious houses in the diocese of Albenga, in accordance with French laws.

On 14 February 1814, Pope Pius VII, having been released from his captivity by Napoleon at Fontainbleau, arrived at Albenga, while on his journey to Savona. He was received by Bishop Dania, the
clergy, and the magistrates and people of Albenga, and conducted to the Cathedral for a thanksgiving service. He was then escorted to the Episcopal Palace, where he spent the night, before
continuing on his journey.[56]

Following the Congress of Vienna the duchy of Savoy was returned to the King of Sardinia, and he was made Doge of Genoa in addition. The bishop of Albenga was recognized by the King of
Sardinia as a Prince of the Holy Roman Empire, even though it had been abolished in 1804.

Carmelo Cordiviola (1820–1827) had the unenviable task of restoring order and repairing the damage done by the French and their collaborator Bishop Dania. He was particularly shocked by the
extent of the influence of Gallicanism and Jansenism, especially in the diocesan seminary. He took immediate action by removing the popular Rector, Canon Gianeri, who had twice been Vicar
Capitular of the diocese, in 1802 and 1820. The bishop then held a pastoral visitation of the parishes in the diocese, and afterwards held a diocesan synod in 1824 to address the various ills of the
faithful members of the diocese.[57]

The Bishop of Albenga was granted possession of the Abbey of S. Maria e S. Martino dell' Isola Gallinaria and the title of Abbot by Pope Gregory XVI on 11 March 1845, on the nomination of the
King of Sardinia; he also became Prior of S. Maria d'Arossia (Ponte-lungo).[58] In 1866 Bishop Raffaele Biale sold the entire island on which the monastery of S. Maria e S. Martino was located to
Signor Leonardi Gastaldi.

Bishops [edit]

Diocese of Albenga [edit]
This list is incomplete; you can help by expanding it.

to 1400 [edit]

...

Quintus (attested 451)[59]

...

Bonus (attested 679)[60]

...

Benedictus (c. 885)[61]

...

Erembertus (attested 1046)[62]

...

Deodatus (c. 1075–1098)[63]

Aldebertus (c. 1103–1124)[64]

Odo (Odoardo) (1125–1149)[65]

Robertus (attested 1159)
Lanterius (c. 1175–c. 1179)[66]

Ainaldus (Airaldus) (attested 1191)[67]

Ibaldo Fieschi (1198–c. 1199)
Trucco (1199)[68]
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Co-cathedral in Imperia

Oberto (1205–1211)
Enrico (c. 1211–c. 1213)[69]

Oberto (1216–1225)[70]

Sinibaldo Fieschi (1225–1226 Resigned)[71]

Simon (attested 1238)[72]

Imperialis Doria[73]

Lanterius[74]

Lanfrancus de Nigro, O.Min. (1255–1291)[75]

Nicolaus Faschino, O.Min. (1292–1306?)[76]

Emanuel Spinola (1309–1321)[77]

Joannes, O.Min. (1321–1328)[78]

Fredericus Cibo (1328–1329)[79] Administrator

1400 to 1600 [edit]

Antonio da Ponte (1419–1429)[81]

Matteo del Carretto (1429–1448)
Giorgio Fieschi (Flisco) (1448–1459 Resigned) Administrator
Napoleone Fieschi (1459–1466) Administrator

Valerio Calderina (1466–1472)
Girolamo Basso Della Rovere (1472–1476)[82]

Leonardo Marchesi (1476–1513 Died)[83]

Bandinello Sauli (1513–1517 Resigned) Administrator
Giulio de' Medici (1517–1518 Resigned) Administrator
Giangiacomo di Gambarana (1518–1538 Died)[84]

Girolamo Grimaldi (1538–1543 Died)
Giovanni Battista Cicala (Cicada) (1543–1554)[85]

Carlo Cicala (Cicada) (1554–1572 Resigned)[86]

Carlo Grimaldi (1572–1581 Died)
Orazio Malaspina (1582–1582 Died)

1600 to 1900 [edit]

Domenico de' Marini (1611–1616)[87]

Vincenzo Landinelli (1616–1624 Resigned)[88]

Pietro Francesco Costa (1624–1655)[89]

Francesco de' Marini (1655–1666)[90]

Giovanni Tommaso Pinelli, C.R. (1666–1688)[91]

Alberto Sebastiano Botti (Blotto), O. Carm. (1689–1690 Died)[92]

Giorgio Spínola (1691–1714)[93]

Carlo Maria Giuseppe Fornari (1715–1730 Resigned)[94]

Agostino Rivarola (1730–1745 Died) [95]

Costantino Serra, C.R.S. (1746–1763 Died)[96]

Giuseppe Francesco Maria della Torre (1764–1779 Died)[97]

Stefano Giustiniani (1779–29 Mar 1791 Died)[98]

Paolo Maggiolo (1791–7 Aug 1802 Died)[99]

Angelo Vincenzo Andrea Maria Dania, O.P. (1802–1818 Died)[100]

Carmelo Cordiviola (1820–1827)[101]

Sede vacante (1827–1832)

Vincenzo-Tommaso Pirattoni, O.P. (1832–1839)[102]

Raffaele Biale (1840–1870)[103]

Pietro Anacleto Siboni (1871–1877 Died)[104]

since 1900 [edit]

Giosuè Cattarossi (1911–1913)[106]

Pacifico Celso Carletti, O.F.M. Cap. (1914–1914 Died)
Angelo Cambiaso (1915–1946 Died)
Raffaele De Giuli (1946–1963 Died)
Gilberto Baroni (1963–1965 Appointed, Bishop of Reggio Emilia)
Alessandro Piazza (1965–1990 Retired)

Diocese of Albenga-Imperia [edit]

Name Changed: 1 December 1973

Mario Oliveri (1990–2016 Resigned)[107]

Guglielmo Borghetti (2016– )[108]

Parishes [edit]

The Diocese of Albenga-Imperia maintains its own list of parishes in the diocese.[109] The diocese’s 163 parishes are divided between the provinces of Imperia and Savona, both in Liguria[110]
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Liguria [edit]

Province of Imperia [edit]
Aquila d'Arroscia

S. Reparata
Armo

Natività di Maria SS.
Aurigo

Natività di Maria Vergine e S. Bernardo
Borghetto d'Arroscia

S. Marco
S. Colombano (Gavenola)
S. Bernardino Da Siena (Gazzo)
S. Bernardo (Leverone)
Santi Antonio Abate Lorenzo e Giovanni Battista (Ubaga)

Borgomaro
Santi Antonio e Bernardino Da Siena
Natività di Maria Vergine (Conio)
S. Lazzaro (San Lazzaro Reale)
S. Pietro in Vincoli (Ville San Pietro)

Vendone

Villanova d'Albenga

Zuccarello
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S. Pietro in Vincoli (Ville San Pietro)
Santi Nazario e Celso (Ville San Sebastiano)

Caravonica
Santi Michele e Bartolomeo

Cervo
S. Giovanni Battista

Cesio
Santi Lucia e Benedetto (Arzeno d’Oneglia-Cesio)

Chiusanico
S. Stefano (Chiusanico-Pontedassio)
S. Andrea (Gazzelli)
S. Martino (Torria)

Chiusavecchia
Santi Biagio e Francesco di Sales
Presentazione della Beata Vergine Maria Al Tempio e Santi Vincenzo e Anastasio (Sarola)

Civezza
S. Marco

Cosio di Arroscia
S. Pietro

Diano Arentino
Santi Margherita e Bernardo
S. Michele (Diano Borello)

Diano Castello
S. Nicolò di Bari

Diano Marina
S. Antonio Abate
Santi Anna e Giacomo (Diano Calderina)
Santi Leonardo e Nicola (Dianogorleri)

Diano San Pietro
S. Pietro
Natività di Maria Vergine e S. Lucia (Borganzo)

Dolcedo
S. Tommaso
S. Agostino (Lecchiore)

Imperia
Cristo Re
S. Benedetto Revelli
S. Giovanni Battista
S. Giuseppe
S. Luca Evangelista
S. Maurizio
Sacra Famiglia
S. Sebastiano (Artallo)
S. Agata (Borgo Sant’Agata)
S. Michele (Borgo d’Oneglia)
Santi Simone e Giuda (Cantalupo)
S. Bartolomeo (Caramagna Ligure)
S. Maria Maggiore (Castelvecchio di Santa Maria Maggiore)
S. Antonio (Costa d’Oneglia)
S. Bernardo (Moltedo)
SS. Annunziata (Montegrazie)
S. Bernardo (Oliveto)
Nostra Signora Assunta (Piani di Imperia)
Nostra Signora della Neve (Poggi di Imperia)
S. Giorgio (Torrazza)

Lucinasco
Santi Stefano e Antonino
S. Pantaleone (Borgoratto)

Mendatica
Santi Nazario e Celso

Montegrosso Pian Latte
S. Biagio

Pietrabruna
Santi Matteo e Gregorio

Pieve di Teco
S. Giovanni Battista
S. Giacomo Maggiore (Acquetico)
S. Giorgio (Calderara)
Nostra Signora Assunta e S. Martino (Moano)
S. Michele (Nirasca)

Pontedassio
S. Margherita
S. Michele (Bestagno)
S. Matteo (Villa Guardia)
Nostra Signora Assunta (Villa Viani)

Pornassio
S. Dalmazzo

Prelà
S. Giovanni Battista (Molini di Prelà)
SS. Annunziata (Tavole)
Santi Gervasio e Protasio (Valloria)
S. Michele (Villatalla)

Ranzo
Nostra Signora Assunta e S. Donato (Bacelega)
S. Bernardo (Costa Bacelega)

Rezzo
S. Martino
Nostra Signora Assunta (Cenova)
S. Antonio (Lavina)

San Bartolomeo al Mare
Nostra Signora della Rovere
S. Bartolomeo
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S. Bartolomeo
Santi Mauro e Giacomo Maggiore (Chiappa)
Nostra Signora della Neve (Pairola)

Vasia
Santi Antonio Giacomo e Nicola
Trasfigurazione di Nostro Signore e S. Sebastiano (Pantasina)

Vessalico
Santi Maria Maddalena Processo Martiniano e Matteo (Lenzari)

Villa Faraldi
Trasfigurazione di Nostro Signore e S. Bernardo (Riva Faraldi)
Santi Lorenzo e Antonio (Tovo Faraldi)

Province of Savona [edit]
Alassio

S. Ambrogio
S. Maria Immacolata
S. Vincenzo Ferreri
S. Sebastiano (Moglio di Alassio)
SS. Annunziata (Solva)

Albenga
Nostra Signora di Pontelungo
S. Bernardino Da Siena
S. Michele
Sacro Cuore
SS. Annunziata (Bastia)
Santi Fabiano e Sebastiano (Campochiesa)
Nostra Signora Assunta (Leca)
S. Margherita (Lusignano)
S. Giacomo Maggiore (Salea)
Santi Simone e Giuda (San Fedele)
S. Giorgio (San Giorgio)

Andora
S. Bartolomeo
S. Giovanni Battista
S. Pietro
S. Andrea (Conna)
Cuore Immacolato di Maria (Marina di Andora)
S. Matilde (Marina di Andora)
SS. Trinità (Rollo)

Arnasco
Nostra Signora Assunta

Balestrino
S. Andrea

Boissano
S. Maria Maddalena

Borghetto Santo Spirito
S. Antonio Da Padova
S. Matteo

Borgio Verezzi
S. Pietro
S. Martino (Verezzi)

Casanova Lerrone
S. Antonino
S. Giovanni Battista (Bassanico)
S. Luca (Degna)
Santi Apostoli Pietro e Paolo (Marmoreo)
Santi Antonio Abate e Giuliano (Vellego)

Castelbianco
Nostra Signora Assunta

Castelvecchio di Rocca Barbena
Nostra Signora Assunta
Nostra Signora della Neve (Vecersio)

Ceriale
Santi Giovanni Battista ed Eugenio
S. Giovanni Battista (Peagna)

Cisano sul Neva
S. Maria Maddalena
S. Nicolò di Bari (Cenesi)
S. Alessandro (Conscente)

Erli
S. Caterina

Finale Ligure
S. Bartolomeo (Gorra)
S. Giovanni Battista Decollato (Olle Superiore)

Garlenda
Natività di Maria SS.

Giustenice
Santi Lorenzo e Michele

Laigueglia
S. Matteo

Loano
S. Giovanni Battista
S. Maria Immacolata
S. Pio X
S. Maria delle Grazie (Verzi)

Magliolo
S. Antonio Abate

Nasino
S. Giovanni Battista

Onzo
S. Martino

Ortovero
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Ortovero
S. Silvestro
Santi Stefano e Matteo (Pogli)

Pietra Ligure
N. Signora del Soccorso
S. Nicolò di Bari
S. Bernardo (Ranzi)

Stellanello
Nostra Signora Assunta
S. Gregorio Magno
Santi Vincenzo e Anastasio
Santi Cosma e Damiano (San Damiano)
Santi Lorenzo e Bernardino Da Siena (San Lorenzo-Bossaneto)

Testico
Santi Bernardo Pietro e Paolo (Ginestro)

Toirano
S. Martino
S. Bernardo (Carpe)

Tovo San Giacomo
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104. ^ Born at Costa Bacelega (Albenga) in 1812, Siboni held the degrees of doctor of theology, and Doctor in utroque iure (Civil and Canon Law). He had been a parish priest in the diocese of Albenga, then Canon
of the Cathedral Chapter. He was teacher of dogmatic theology in the diocesan seminary. He was Vicar Capitular, when he was named Bishop of Albenga on 27 October 1871. He was consecrated a bishop in
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p. 548. Ritzler-Sefrin, VIII, p. 86.
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1891. Ritzler-Sefrin, VIII, pp. 51, 86. 538.

106. ^ Cattarossi was appointed Bishop of Albenga on 11 April 1911, and transferred to the diocese of Belluno and Feltre on 21 November 1913. Virgilio Tiziani, Giosuè Cattarossi vescovo e conte di Feltre e
Belluno, 1863-1944(Venezia : Tipografia libreria Emiliana, 1944). Guido Caviola (1985). Giosuè Cattarossi: vescovo di Feltre e di Belluno  (in Italian). Feltre.

107. ^ Oliveeri was born in Campo-Ligure (diocese of Acqui) in 1944. He studied at the seminary of Acqui and the seminary of Torino, and, after his ordination in 1968, at the Lateran University in Rome, where he
took a degree in canon law. He studied at the Pontifical Ecclesiastical Academy and became a papal diplomat in Dakar., then in Great Britain, in France, and in Italy. He was named Bishop of Albenga on 6
October 1990. His resignation was accepted on 1 September 2016, since he had reached the canonical age for retirement. Diocesi di Albenga-Imperia, "Biografia, Vescovo emerito" : retrieved: 2018-06-11. (in
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108. ^ Diocesi di Albenga-Imperia, "Biografia di S. E. Rev.ma Mons. Guglielmo Borghetti" ; retrieved: 2018-10-06. (in Italian)
109. ^ Diocesi di Albenga-Imperia, "Parrochie" ; retrieved: 2018-10-06.
110. ^ Source: chiesacattolica.it  (Retrieved:2008-03-13 04:04:39 +0000)[dead link]
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Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Albi

Archdiocese of Albi-Castres-Lavaur
Archidioecesis Albiensis-Castrensis-

Vauriensis
Archidiocèse d'Albi-Castres-Lavaur

Albi Cathedral

Location
Ecclesiastical
province

Toulouse

Metropolitan Archdiocese of Toulouse

Statistics
Area 5,780 km2 (2,230 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics
(including non-
members)

(as of 2018)
396,341
289,700 (guess)

Parishes 507

Information
Denomination Roman Catholic

Sui iuris church Latin Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established c. 5th Century
3 October 1678
(Archdiocese of Albi)
17 February 1922
(Archdiocese of Albi-Castres-
Lavaur)

Cathedral Cathedral Basilica of St.
Cecilia in Albi

Patron saint Saint Cecilia

Secular priests 105 (diocesan)
31 (Religious Orders)
21 Permanent Deacons

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Archbishop Jean Marie Henri Legrez

Metropolitan
Archbishop

Robert Jean Louis Le Gall

Website
Website of the Archdiocese

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Albi)

The Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Albi (–Castres–Lavaur) (Latin: Archidioecesis Albiensis (–Castrensis–Vauriensis); French: Archidiocèse d'Albi
(–Castres–Lavaur)), usually referred to simply as the Archdiocese of Albi, is a non-metropolitan archdiocese (one having no suffragan dioceses) of
the Latin Rite of the Catholic Church in southern France. The archdiocese comprises the whole of the department of Tarn, and is itself currently
suffragan to the Archdiocese of Toulouse, a metropolitan archdiocese.

The current Archbishop of Albi is Jean Legrez, O.P., appointed archbishop by Pope Benedict XVI on Wednesday, 2 February 2011. He formerly served
as Bishop of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Saint-Claude in France. In 2015, in the Diocese of Albi there was one priest for every 1,740 Catholics; in
2018, there was one priest for every 2,130 Catholics, a worsening of the situation.
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Originally erected around the 5th century as the Diocese of Albi,[1] the diocese was for centuries a suffragan of the Archdiocese of Bourges.

Growth of Heresy [edit]

In 1145[2] Pope Eugenius sent Cardinal Albericus, the Bishop of Ostia, to Toulouse as his Legate against the Petrobusian heretics, and Cardinal
Albericus took the Cistercian monk Bernard of Clairvaux along with him. Gofridus of Clarivaux, an associate of Bernard, left a highly-colored account of
Bernard's work in confuting the Petrobosian leader Henry of Lausanne; after several days of preaching in Toulouse, Bernard caused Henri to flee, but
he was quickly captured and turned over to the bishop of Toulouse. Bernard also preached against the Manichaean heretics of the neighborhood,
though at the castle-town of Verfeil, some ten miles east of Toulouse, he was completely unsuccessful.[3]

The Cardinal, followed some days later by Bernard, then visited Albi. The Cardinal's reception was cold and jeering, reflecting no doubt the well-known
anti-clerical attitudes of the Albigensians, in particular the luxury and arrogance of the higher clergy. Bernard's reception was more friendly, his
reputation as an ascetic and celibate approximating the Albigensian view of "the good men". He was favorably received in his sermon in the Cathedral
on 29 June, and, at least in his own imagination, he persuaded large numbers to return to the true and orthodox faith. His companion and biographer,
Geoffrey of Auxerre, was less certain, an evaluation which appeared more realistic in the outcome. Geoffrey also wrote to the monks at Clairvaux that
Bernard's return should be expected some time after the Octave of the Assumption (the last week of August). The Cardinal was back with the Pope in
time for Christmas in Rome.[4]

In 1147, while he was still on his journey to France, Pope Eugene III received reports, charges that Bishop Gilibertus of Poitiers was guilty of heresy; the
information was brought by two of Gilibertus' own Archdeacons. Gilibertus was summoned to answer to the charges. As the two Archdeacons were
returning to France, they consulted with the well-known Cistercian monk, Bernard of Clairvaux, who became eager to help them in bringing Gilibertus to
account. The Bishop was examined first at Auxerre, then in Paris (April–June), and finally at the Council of Reims in March 1148.

In 1165 a judicial meeting was assembled by Bishop Guillaume de Dorgne of Albi at the castle-town of Lombers, two leagues (c. 10 miles) south of Albi,
a place agreed upon by the "good men" (boni homines) of the Vaudois, where they believed they would be safe under the protection of the knights who
held the castle in fief. The "good men" were under suspicion of heresy, and they were expected to answer the charges against them.[5] The Bishop
fortified his court with a large assembly of notables: the Archbishop of Narbonne and the Bishops of Agde, Lodève, Nîmes, and Toulouse; the Abbots of S. Pons, Castres, Sendrac, Saint-Guilham,
Gaillac, Candeil, and others; the Provosts of Toulouse and of Albi; the Archdeacons of Narbonne and Agde; Countess Constance of Toulouse, Trincavel the Vicomte of Béziers, and the Vicomte of
Laurac; and practically the entire population of Albi and Lombers.[6] Bishop Gaucelinus of Lodève, who acted as inquisitor, had six topics concerning the theological doctrine and practices of the
"good men" on which he interrogated them closely, sometimes in fact engaging in debate. The "good men" refused to use or respond to arguments or texts from the Old Testament. They were
reluctant to discuss the eucharist (though they admitted that any good man, cleric or layman could consecrate), marriage, or penance (They would only say that the sick could confess to anyone
they wanted).[7] In return, the "good men" accused the prelates of being guilty of unchristian greed and luxury, lupi rapaces, and they named Bishop William a heretic. Bishop Gaucelinus pronounced
sentence on the "good men" as heretics, and offered them an oath of purgation in which they could demonstrate their orthodoxy. They refused. Bishop Guillaume could not bring himself to compel
them to swear, or to impose a penalty, since there was considerable support among the people for their cause. Thereafter the "good men" were called Albigensians.[8]

In 1167 the Albigensians were numerous and confident enough that they held their own Council at Saint-Felix-de-Caraman. A Bogomil bishop Nicetas, and Marcus, a representative of the Lombard
community, were present. This council defined the geographical span of the Albigensian Bishoprics of Agenais, Toulouse, Albigeios and Carcasses (Carcassonne). The Albigensian bishop of Albi,
Sicard Cellarier, took part.[9]

In 1179 Pope Alexander III summoned a general council of the Church, which met in Rome at the Lateran Basilica beginning on 5 March, and came to be called the Third Lateran Council. The 27th
Canon of the Council addressed the heresies which were to be found in Gascony, the Albigeois, and Toulouse (in Gasconia, Albegesio, et partibus Tolosanis, et aliis locis) under the names
Cathars, Patrines, Publicani, and other names. Anathemas were hurled against them, forbidding anyone to favor or to do business with them in their homes or on their properties.[10] In 1180 Pope
Alexander appointed Cardinal Henri de Marsiac, who had once been Abbot of Clairvaux and who had been promoted Bishop of Albano at the Lateran Council, to serve as Legate in France against
the Albigensians. In June 1181 he led a body of knights against the town of Lavaur, which served as the headquarters of the Cathar bishop of Toulouse. The Cardinal also held councils at Le Puy,
Bazas, Limoges, Bourges and Bordeaux. He returned to Rome only after the death of Pope Alexander.[11]

Albigensian Crusade [edit]

This section needs expansion.
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2017)

Main article: Albigensian Crusade

The Vicomté d'Albi was united with the crown by King Louis VIII in 1226, during his visit to the Albigeois in October.[12]

In 1275 the Dominicans held their General Chapter meeting in Perpignan. At that meeting they took the decision to establish a convent of Dominicans in Albi, and they sent eight members of the
Order to undertake the task. In the next year the establishment opened, with Bernard Bociat elected the first Prior Conventual. The first stone of their church, Saint-Louis, was laid by Bishop de
Castenet in 1293.[13]

On 6 March 1474, King Louis XI of France by patent letters granted Bishop Louis d'Amboise and his successors the Presidency of the Three Estates of Languedoc, which included the lands of
Perpignan and Roussillon, as well as the Bordelais and Guienne.[14]
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Archbishopric [edit]

On 3 October 1678, Pope Innocent XI, in the Bull Triumphans pastor aeternus, raised the diocese to the status of a metropolitan archbishopric. The Province was composed of the dioceses of Albi,
Rodez, Castres, Cahors, Vabres, and Mende.[15] The bull was confirmed by King Louis XIV in letters patent dated 14 June 1680.[16]

Cathedral and canons [edit]

The canons of the Cathedral Chapter of Albi had once lived under the rule of Saint Augustine, since perhaps the 11th century.[17] Bishop Frotardus, at some point before his deposition in 1075,
carried out a reform of the cathedral chapter, complaining of the greed, lack of chastity, and neglect of duty of the canons. Most of the canons returned to their duty. The document attesting to the
reform mentions two sacristans, capiscolaris (cantor), a treasurer, and a dean. A provost is also mentioned under Frotardus.[18]

Pope Boniface VIII, in a bull of 29 September 1297, secularized the canons. This led to an immediate and intense struggle between the bishop, Bernard de Castanet, and the canons of the cathedral
chapter over the redistribution of the property and rights which had belonged to the monks of the monastery. Prebends had to be created, and issues over the rights of presentation to various
churches and priories (which ones were to belong to the bishop, and which to the canons) had to be settled. The hostility that grew out of this situation certainly influenced the attempt in 1307–1308
to have Bishop de Castenet deposed by the pope.

The cathedral chapter was composed of seven dignities (not dignitaries) and twenty canons. The dignities were: the provost, the cantor, the succentor, the three archdeacons, and the theologian.
Their prebends were granted by the bishop.[19] In 1678 there were eight dignities, twenty canons, and forty-eight prebends.[20] In 1747 there were nine dignities and twenty canons.[21]

There was also a collegiate church in Albi, the Church of Saint-Salvi, which was also served by a college of canons, at least since the mid-eleventh century. The canons, twelve in number, followed
the rule of Saint Augustine, and were headed by a provost. The provost was elected by the canons and confirmed by the bishop, and had the right to confer all the benefices that belonged to the
collegiate church.[22]

The Collège of Albi was established on 19 May 1623 by Bishop Alphonse d'Elbène and provided with an endowment of 3,000 livres. The Seminary of Albi was erected by the first Archbishop,
Hyacinthe Serroni, in 1684.[23]

Revolution [edit]

In 1790 the National Constituent Assembly decided to bring the French church under the control of the state. Civil government of the provinces was to be reorganized into new units called
'départements', originally intended to be 83 or 84 in number. The dioceses of the Roman Catholic Church were to be reduced in number, to coincide as much as possible with the new departments.
Since there were more than 130 bishoprics at the time of the Revolution, more than fifty dioceses needed to be suppressed and their territories consolidated.[24] Clergy would need to take an oath of
allegiance to the state and its constitution, specified by the Civil Constitution of the Clergy, and they would become salaried officials of the state. Both bishops and priests would be elected by special
'electors' in each department. This brought schism, since bishops would no longer need to be approved (preconised) by the papacy; the transfer of bishops, likewise, which had formerly been the
exclusive prerogative of the pope in canon law, would be the privilege of the state; the election of bishops no longer lay with the Cathedral Chapters (which were all abolished), with other responsible
clergy or the pope, but with electors who did not have to be Catholics or Christians.[25]

A new civil department, called "Tarn", was created by the French Legislative Assembly. The old diocese of Albi was suppressed, and a new "Diocese of Tarn" was created, with its center at Albi. It
was assigned as a suffragan to the "Metropole du Sud". Archbishop François-Joachim de Bernis of Albi refused to take the oath to the Civil Constitution of the Clergy, and therefore his See was
declared by the Legislative Assembly to be vacant. Cardinal de Bernis died on 2 November 1794. His nephew and coadjutor succeeded to the diocese canonically, receiving the pallium on 1 June
1795. He did not actually resign canonically, however, until 2 March 1802.[26]

The electors of Tarn, meeting at Castres on 13 March 1791, chose in his place Jean-Joachim Gausserand, who was a beneficier of the Cathedral Chapter of Albi and promoter forain of the district of
Gaillac. He had been elected a deputy to the Estates General of 1789, and had taken the constitutional oath on 27 December 1790. He was consecrated a Constitutional Bishop in Paris at Notre
Dame on 3 April 1791 by Constitutuonal Bishop Antoine-Adrien Lamourette. The consecration was valid, but canonically irregular, schismatic, and blasphemous (as a parody of genuine Catholic
sacraments). Gausserand took possession of the diocese of Tarn on 1 May 1791. When religion was formally abolished in 1793 and replaced by the Cult of Reason, the bishop went into hiding, and
his diocese was abolished; but, after the Terror, when it was restored, he found that more than 200 of his priests had resigned, and 40 of them had married. Gausserand held three synods in the
diocese, in 1797 and 1801. He refused the opportunity to reconcile at the time of the Concordat of 1801. In 1808 he was struck with the interdict and he died in exile in Toulouse on 12 February
1820, without having been reconciled with the Roman Catholic Church.[27]

Bourbon restoration [edit]

After the signing of the Concordat of 1801 with First Consul Napoleon Bonaparte, Pope Pius VII demanded the resignation of all bishops in France, in order to leave no doubt as to who was a
legitimate bishop and who was a Constitutional imposter.[28] He then immediately abolished all of the dioceses in France, for the same reason. Then he began to restore the old Ancien Regime
dioceses, or most of them, though not with the same boundaries as before the Revolution, but instead taking account of the abolition of the Estates and Provinces and the creation of the new
department system of civil government. The diocese of Albi was not one of those revived by Pope Pius VII in his bull Qui Christi Domini of 29 November 1801. The territory of the former diocese of
Albi was assigned to the diocese of Montpellier, which also received the territories of the suppressed dioceses of Agde, Lavaur, Narbonne, Saint-Pons, and Vabres.[29]

Following the Concordat of 11 June 1817, the archdiocese was restored in 1822 to its former borders and title.

During the First World War, 349 members of the clergy of the diocese of Albi were mobilized. Seventeen died, six won the Légion d'honneur, three won the Medaille militaire, and sixty-three were
awarded the Croix de guerre. [30]

20th and 21st centuries [edit]

In February 1922, the name was changed to its current designation: the Archdiocese of Albi-Castres-Lavour.

In May 2018, the parishes in the diocese of Albi were completely restructured to take account of the severe decline in the number of priests and of communicants. From the traditional number of 523
parishes, 21 "new parishes" were formed by Archbishop Jean Legrez.[31]

Bishops and Archbishops [edit]

To 1000 [edit]

Clair[32]

Anthimius[33]

c. 406: Diogenianus[34]

[451: Anemius][35]

506: Sabinus[36]

549: Ambroise[37]

580–584: Salvius (Salvy)[38]

585: Desiderius ((Didier))[39]

614: Fredemundus[40]

625–647: Constantius[41]

?–664: Dido (Didon)[42]

c. 673: Richard[43]

692–30. May 698: Citruin[44]

c. 700: Amarand[45]

722: Hugo[45]

734: Johannes[45]

c. 804: Deodatus (Verdatus)[46]

825: Guilelmus[45]

844: Balduin[45]

854: Pandevius[45]

876: Lupus[47]

886: Eligius (Eloi)[48]

887–891: Adolenus (Adolence)[49]

921: Paterne
926: Godebric
936: Angelvin
941–942: Miron
961–967: Bernard
972: Frotaire (Frotarius)
975–987: Amelius or Ameil
990: Ingelbin
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990: Ingelbin

1000–1300 [edit]

1020–1040: Amelius (or Ameil II).[50]

1040–1054: Guilielmus[51]

1062–1079: Frotardus[52]

1079–1090: Guilelmus (III.)
1096: Galterus (Galterius, Walter, Gauthier)[53]

1098–1099: Hugo II.
1100–1103: Adelgaire I.
1103: Arnaldus de Cecenno[54]

1109–1110: Adelgarius.
1115: Sicard
1115–1125: Bertrandus
1125–1132: Humbertus[55]

1136–1143: Hugo III.
1143–1155: Rigaud
1157–1174: Guilelmus[56]

[Gérard][57]

1183: Claude André[58]

1185–1227: Guilelmus Petri[59]

1228–c. 1254: Durand
1254–c. 1271: Bernard II. de Combret[60]

1300–1500 [edit]

1308–1311: Bertrand des Bordes
1311–1314: Géraud II.
1314–1333: Béraud de Farges
1334–1337: Pierre de la Vie[63]

1337: Bernard de Camiet[64]

1337–1338: Guillaume Court
1339–1350: Pictavinus de Montesquiou[65]

1351–1354: Arnaud Guillaume[66]

1355–1379: Hugues Auberti (Hugo Alberti)
1379–1382: Dominique de Florence, O.P. (Avignon Obedience)[67]

1382–1383: Jean de Saie (Avignon Obedience)[68]

1383–1392: Guillaume de la Voulte (Avignon Obedience)
1393–1410: Dominique de Florence (again)[69]

1410–1434: Pierre III. Neveu
1435: Bernard V. de Cazilhac
1435–1462: Robert Dauphin
1462–1473: Cardinal Jean Jouffroy[70]

1500–1700 [edit]

1503–1510: Louis d'Amboise,[72] the Younger (nephew)
1510–1511: Robert de Britto[73] (Administrator)
1511–1515: Charles de Robertet[74]

1515–1518: Jean-Jacques Robertet[75]

1519–1520: Cardinal Adrien Gouffier de Boissy, Administrator.[76]

1524–1528: Aymar Gouffier, O.S.B.[77]

1528–1535: Antoine Duprat[78] (Administrator)
1535–1550: Cardinal Jean de Guise-Lorraine[79]

1550–1561: Louis de Guise-Lorraine[80] (Administrator)
1561–1567: Cardinal Lorenzo Strozzi[81]

1568–1574: Filippo de Rodolfis[82]

1575–1588: Giuliano de Medici
1588–1608: Alphonse del Bene (d'Elbene)[83]

1608–1635: Alphonse d'Elbene[84]

1635–1676: Gaspard de Daillon du Lude[85]

1678–1687: Hyacinthe Serroni, O.P. (first Archbishop)[86]

1687–1693: Sede Vacante[87]

1700–present [edit]

1703–1722: Henri de Nesmond[89]

1722–1747: Armand-Pierre de la Croix de Castries[90]

1747–1759: Dominique de La Rochefoucauld[91]

1759–1764: Léopold-Charles de Choiseul-Stainville[92]

1764–1794: Cardinal François-Joachim de Pierre de Bernis[93]

3 April 1791: Jean-Joachim Gausserand
(Constitutional Bishop of Tarn)[94]

1794–1801: François de Pierre de Bernis[95]

1801–1823: Sede Vacante

1823–1833: Charles Brault[96]

1833–1842: François-Marie-Edouard de Gualy[97]

1842–1864: Jean-Joseph-Marie-Eugène de Jerphanion[98]

1865–1875: Jean-Paul-François-Marie-Félix Lyonnet[99]

1876–1884: Etienne-Emile Ramadié[100]

1884–1899: Jean-Emile Fonteneau[101]

1900–1918: Eudoxe-Irénée-Edouard Mignot[102]

1918–1940: Pierre-Célestin Cézerac
1940–1956: Jean-Joseph-Aimé Moussaron
1957–1961: Jean-Emmanuel Marquès
1961–1974: Claude Dupuy
1974–1985: Robert-Joseph Coffy[103]

1986–1988: Joseph-Marie-Henri Rabine
1989–1999: Roger Lucien Meindre

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in France
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on 27 January 1339, and named a cardinal by Pope Clement VI on 17 December 1350, in consequence of which he resigned the bishopric. He died on 1 February 1355. Crozes, p. 84. Eubel I, pp. 19 no. 19;
81, 320, 516.

66. ^ Bishop Arnaldus Guillelmi made his solemn entry into Albi on 10 July 1351. Sainte-Marthe, Gallia christiana I, Instrumenta p. 12.
67. ^ Dominique was appointed by Pope Clement VII on 18 May 1379. He was transferred to the diocese of Saint-Pons-de-Thomères on 30 May 1382. Crozes, p. 87. Eubel, I, p. 81, 406.
68. ^ Jean de Saie had previously been Bishop of Lombès (1362–1363), Bishop of Dax (1363–1375), and then Bishop of Agen (1375–1382). He was appointed Bishop of Albi on 30 May 1382 by Pope Clement VII.

Crozes, p. 86. Eubel, I, p. 77, 81, 97, 310.
69. ^ Dominique of Florence was transferred back to Albi from Saint-Pons by Pope Clement VII on 24 October 1392, following the death of Guillaume de la Voulte. He took part in the Council of Pisa in 1409. He

was transferred to the diocese of Toulouse on 5 September 1410. Dominique died on 17 March 1422. Crozes, p. 87. Eubel, I, pp. 81, 406, 488.
70. ^ Cardinal Jouffroy had previously been Bishop of Arras (1453–1462). He was provided to the See of Albi by Pope Pius II on 10 December 1462. He died on 11 December 1473. Compayre, pp. 82–85. Eubel, II,

p. 84.
71. ^ Louis d'Amboise was the brother of Cardinal Georges d'Amboise. He was granted his bulls of consecration and installation on 24 January 1474. He was responsible for the construction of the choir of the

Cathedral of Saint Cecilia. In 1498 he was appointed to the commission that investigated the legality of the marriage of King Louis XII and Jeanne de Valois. He wrote his Testament in 1481 and died in Lyon on
1 July 1503. Sainte-Marthe, Gallia christiana I, pp. 33–35. Crozes, pp. 106–111. Eubel, II, p. 84.

72. ^ On 22 May 1497, with the consent of Louis d'Amboise the Elder and the Chapter of Albi, Louis d'Amboise the younger (House of Amboise) was granted the right of succession upon the resignation or
decease of his uncle. He succeeded on 1 July 1503, and resigned the diocese in September 1510. He was created a cardinal on 18 December 1506, and named Cardinal Priest of SS. Pietro e Marcellino on
11 January 1510. He died in 1517. Crozes, pp. 111–112. Eubel, II, p. 84 with note 3; III, p. 11 no. 16; 101 with note 2.

73. ^ Cardinal de Britto was appointed Administrator of the diocese of Albi on 30 September 1510. He died on 9 November 1513. Eubel, III, p. 101.
74. ^ Charles de Robertet was the nephew of Florimond de Robert, Secretaire des Commandemens du Roi, was elected bishop in December 1510, and took possession on 17 April 1511. He was appointed on 14

March 1515. He resigned in favor of Jacques de Robertet on 25 May 1515. Compayre, p. 91. Crozes, pp. 112–114. Eubel, III, p. 101.
75. ^ Jean-Jacques was the brother of Charles Robertet, with whom he entered into an agreement for the succession to the diocese. He was appointed on 25 May 1515, and his brother died on 9 August. The

succession was contested however. The Canons of the Cathedral held an election on 10 August 1515, and chose the Archbishop of Auch, François de Clermont-Lodève, who accepted and entered a suit
against Jean-Jacques Robertet before the Parlement of Toulouse, which he won. This irritated King Francis, who by that time had the Concordat of Bologna in his hand, had the case revoked to the Parlement
of Paris; but the Parlement also found in favor of Clermont-Lodève. The Cardinal, however, considering the royal interest, yielded to Robertet. He took possession on 27 November 1517. Compayre, pp. 91–92.
Crozes, pp. 114–115. Eubel, III, p. 101.

76. ^ Cardinal Adrien de Boissy died on 24 July 1523. Crozes, pp. 115–116. Eubel, III, p. 14, 101.
77. ^ Aymar Gouffier de Boissy was the brother of Cardinal Adrien de Boissy. He was elected by the Chapter, despite the terms of the Concordat of Bologna, which gave the right of nomination to the King of

France. Francis I later gave his assent, on 1 August 1523. He took possession of the See by proxy on 19 June 1524, and in person on 10 November 1527. He died on 9 October 1528. Sainte-Marthe, Gallia
christiana I, pp. 37–38. Eubel, III, p. 101.

78. ^ Duprat was never consecrated a bishop. He was therefore only Administrator of the diocese of Albi. He was preconised by Pope Clement VII on 23 December 1528. He had as Coadjutor Pierre de la Porte.
He died on 9 July 1535. Sainte-Marthe, Gallia christiana I, p. 38. Compayre, p. 95. Crozes, pp. 116–118. Eubel, III, p. 101.

79. ^ The Cardinal de Lorraine was the son of René II, Duc de Lorraine. He was named a cardinal in 1518 by Pope Leo X. He took possession of the diocese of Albi on 5 October 1535. He was non-resident. He
died on 10 May 1550. Compayre, p. 96. Crozes, p. 118-119. Eubel, III, p. 101.

80. ^ The future Cardinal de Guise was transferred to the diocese of Albi from Troyes, where he was only Bishop-elect and Administrator, since he was well below the minimum age for consecration as a bishop.
He was only 22 when appointed to Albi. He resigned the diocese of Albi before 9 May 1561. He was finally consecrated a bishop on 1 April 1571. Eubel, III, p. 101, 317.

81. ^ Eubel, III, p. 101.
82. ^ Bishop Filippo was a Florentine, and a Doctor in utroque iure (Civil Law and Canon Law) from the University of Avignon. He was the nephew of Archbishop Lorenzo Strozzi. He had been Abbot Commendatory

of Saint-Victor-de-Marseille before being appointed Archbishop by King Charles IX and approved by Pope Pius IV. Denis de Sainte-Marthe, Gallia christiana I (Paris 1716), p. 39. Eubel, III, p. 101.
83. ^ Bishop Alfonso's father was a Florentine, del Bene, who had migrated to Lyon. He was nominated by King Henri III in August 1588, and was approved by Pope Sixtus V on 25 September 1589, by which time

King Henri was dead at the hand of an assassin. Gallia christiana, I, pp. 39–40. Eubel, III, p. 101.
84. ^ Gallia christiana, I, p. 40. Gauchat, IV, p. 75.
85. ^ Gallia christiana, I, p. 40. Gauchat, IV, p. 75.
86. ^ Born in Rome, Serroni was a protege of Michel Mazarin, O.P., the Cardinal's brother. He had previously been Bishop of Mende. He was nominated by King Louis XIV on 26 August 1676, and approved by

Pope Innocent XI on 3 October 1678, becoming the first Archbishop. He took possession on 22 February 1679. In 1682 he took part in the Assembly of the French Clergy. He died in Paris on 7 January 1687.
Jean, p. 2. Ritzler, V, p. 75 with note 2.

87. ^ Because of the Four Gallican Articles, Pope Innocent XI and Pope Alexander VIII refused to preconise any of the episcopal nominations of Louis XIV.
88. ^ Le Goux had previously been Bishop of Lavaur (1677–1692). He was nominated to the diocese of Albi by Louis XIV on 31 January 1687, but the King's quarrel with the Papacy over the Four Articles of 1682

postponed the granting of the bulls of transfer and appointment to Albi until 12 October 1693. Le Goux nonetheless enjoyed the temporal Administration of the diocese from 1687 to 1693. He was transferred to
Narbonne on 12 November 1703. Jean, pp. 2–3. Crozes, pp. 133–137. Ritzler, V, p. 75 with note 3; p. 406 with note 5.

89. ^ Nesmond was born in the diocese of Bordeaux, and was Doctor in theology (Paris). He had previously been Bishop of Montaubon (1692–1703), and was transferred to Albi on 12 November 1703. He became
a member of the Académie Française in 1710. He was transferred to Toulouse on 14 January 1722, where he died on 26 May 1727. Jean, p. 3. Ritzler, V, p. 75, with note 4; p. 273; p. 378.

90. ^ De Castries, a native of Montpellier, was the second son of René Gaspard, Marquis de Castries and Isabelle Bonzi, the sister of Cardinal Bonzi of Narbonne. He was a Doctor of theology (Paris), and became
Archdeacon of Narbonne, thanks to the patronage of his uncle. He was Aumonier of the Dauphine and Grand Aumonier of the Duchesse de Berry. He had been named Bishop of Tours (1719–1723) in 1717, but
did not receive his bulls until 1719, due to problems with his Jansenism. He was finally consecrated on 29 October 1719, but he was named Archbishop of Albi on 5 November 1719. He again suffered delays,
and did not take possession of the temporalities of the diocese of Albi until 14 January 1722; his bulls were issued on 22 September 1722. He died at Albi on 15 April 1747. Jean, pp. 3 and 423. Ritzler, V, p.
75, with note 5; p. 395 with note 6.

91. ^ Rochefoucauld the nephew of Cardinal Frédéric-Jérome de la Rochefoucauld, who named him Vicar General of Bourges. He was nominated by King Louis XV on 1 May 1747, and preconised (approved) by
Pope Benedict XIV on 29 May 1747. He was consecrated a bishop on 20 June 1747 by Bishop Gabriel-Florent de Choiseul of Mende. He was transferred to the diocese of Rouen on 2 June 1759. He was
created a cardinal on 1 June 1778; his red biretta was sent to him, but he never visited Rome and never obtained a titular church. He died in exile from the French Revolution on 23 September 1800 in Münster.
Jean, p. 3. Ritzler, VI, p. 32, with notes 50 and 51; p. 73, with note 2; p. 359 with note 3.

92. ^ Choiseul had previously been Bishop of Évreux. He was transferred to Albi on 28 May 1759, thanks to the influence of his brother, the minister of Louis XV. He was transferred to the diocese of Cambrai on 9
July 1764. Jean, p. 4. Julien Loth (1893). Histoire du cardinal de la Rochefoucauld et du diocèse de Rouen pendant la Révolution  (in French). Evreux: l'Eure. pp. 13 –20. Ritzler, VI, p. 73, with note 3; 143
with note 2.

93. ^ Bernis was created a cardinal by Pope Clement XIII on 2 October 1758, and assigned the titular church of San Silvestro in Capite on 26 June 1769. He was immediately named French Ambassador to the
Holy See, and resided in Rome from 1769 to November 1791. Jean, p. 4. Ritzler, VI, p. 73, with note 4; p. 20, with notes 12 and 13.

94. ^ Pisani, pp. 403–407.
95. ^ Nephew of the Cardinal, François de Bernis was consecrated a bishop in Rome by Pope Pius VI on 30 December 1781, and appointed titular bishop of Apollonia and auxiliary bishop of his uncle in Albi. He

was then named Coadjutor Archbishop with the right of succession on 14 July 1784, and given the title Archbishop of Damascus. He succeeded his uncle on his death in 1794, and like all the other bishops in
France was dismissed by Pope Pius VII in 1801. He was Administrator of Lyon from 1817 to 1819, and became Archbishop of Rouen on 27 September 1819. Bernis died in 1823. Jean, p. 4. Gams, p. 483.

96. ^ Brault was previously Bishop of Bayeux, 1802-1806. He attended the National Council in Paris in 1811, under the Emperor Bonaparte. He was designated Archbishop of Albi in 1817, but the appointment was
never approved in Rome, due to disagreements between the French government and the Papacy over a new concordat, and therefore he remained at Bayeux. In 1819 he was offered the Archbishopric of Rouen,
but he declined. In 1823 he was again offered Albi, and he was preconised on 26 February 1823. He died on 25 February 1833. Gams, p. 483. L'Ami de la religion et du roi: journal ecclésiastique, politique et
littéraire  (in French). Tome 75. Paris: A. Le Clère. 1833. pp. 263–264. Blot, Thierry (1989). La reconstruction concordataire dans le diocèse de Bayeux sous l'épiscopat de Monseigneur Charles Brault (1802-
1823) . thèse soutenue à l'Université de Caen en 1989 sous la direction de Maurice Quenet. Abbé Puesch, in: Société bibliographique (France) (1907), L'épiscopat français..., pp. 25–26.

97. ^ Gualy had been Grand Vicar of Chartres from 1824. He was nominated Bishop of Saint-Flour on 8 July 1829, and preconised on 28 September 1829. He was consecrated bishop by his uncle Joseph-Julien
Gualy, the Bishop of Carcassone, on 30 November 1829. On 18 March 1833 he was nominated Archbishop of Albi, and was transferred to Albi from Saint-Flour on 30 September 1833 by Pope Gregory XVI. He
died on 16 June 1842. Abbé Puesch, in: Société bibliographique (France) (1907), L'épiscopat français..., p. 26.

98. ^ Jerphanion died on 22 November 1864. n.a. (1865). Notice sur Mgr. de Jerphanion, archevêque d'Albi  (in French). Castres: V.-J. Abeilhou. Crozes, pp. 268–275. Abbé Puesch, in: Société bibliographique
(France) (1907), L'épiscopat français..., p. 27/

99. ^ Lyonnet had been Bishop of Saint-Flour (from 1852), then Bishop of Valence in 1857. He was nominated Archbishop of Albi by the French government on 4 December 1864, and transferred to Albi by Pope
Pius IX on 29 March 1865. He died on 24 December 1875. Crozes, pp. 276–290. Abbé Puesch, in: Société bibliographique (France) (1907), L'épiscopat français..., pp. 27–28.

100. ^ Ramadié had previously been Bishop of Perpignan (1865–1876). He was nominated Archbishop of Albi by President MacMahon on 17 January 1876, and preconised by Pope Pius IX on 26 June 1876. Gérard
Cholvy, "Gallicans et ultramontains. Mgr. Ramadié succeseur de Mgr. Gerbet à Perpignan," in: Jean-Dominique Durand; Régis Ladous (1992). Histoire religieuse: histoire globale, histoire ouverte : mélanges
offerts à Jacques Gadille  (in French). Paris: Editions Beauchesne. pp. 301–316. ISBN 978-2-7010-1245-2. Crozes, pp. 290–291. Abbé Puesch, in: Société bibliographique (France) (1907), L'épiscopat
français..., pp. 28–29/

101. ^ Fonteneau: Abbé Puesch, in: Société bibliographique (France) (1907), L'épiscopat français..., pp. 29–30.
102. ^ Mingot had been Vicar General of Soissons. He was named Bishop of Fréjus on 6 June 1890, and was preconised by Pope Leo XIII on 26 June. He was named Archbishop of Albi on 7 September 1900, and

preconised on 14 September. He took possession of the diocese in person on 21 February 1901. Joseph Hyacinthe Albanés; Ulysse Chevalier (1899). Gallia christiana novissima: Aix, Apt, Fréjus, Gap, Riez
et Sisteron  (in French). Montbéliard: Société anonyme d'imprimerie montbéliardaise. pp. 425-426. Abbé Puesch, in: Société bibliographique (France) (1907), L'épiscopat français..., p. 30.

103. ^ Coffey had previously been Bishop of Gap (1967–1974). He was transferred to the diocese of Marseille on 13 April 1985, and was named a cardinal on 28 June 1991. He died on 15 July 1995.
104. ^ Diocèse d'Albi, Monseigneur Jean Legrez, Biographie ; retrieved: 2017-12-12.
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Patriarch of Alexandria

Coptic icon of Saint Mark the
Evangelist, the apostolic founder
of the Church of Alexandria, and
the first Primate of Alexandria

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Alexandria)

"Patriarchate of Alexandria" redirects here. For other uses, see Patriarchate of Alexandria (disambiguation).

The Patriarch of Alexandria is the archbishop of Alexandria, Egypt.
Historically, this office has included the designation "pope" (etymologically
"Father", like "Abbot").[1]

The Alexandrian episcopate was revered as one of the three major
episcopal sees (along with Rome and Antioch) before Constantinople or
Jerusalem were granted similar status (in 381 and 451, respectively).[2]

Alexandria was elevated to de facto archiepiscopal status by the Councils of
Alexandria[citation needed][which?], and this status was ratified by Canon Six of
the First Council of Nicaea, which stipulated that all the Egyptian episcopal
provinces were subject to the metropolitan see of Alexandria (already the
prevailing custom). [citation needed] In the sixth century, these five archbishops
were formally granted the title of "patriarch" and were subsequently known
as the Pentarchy.[3]

Due to several schisms within Christianity, the title of the Patriarch of
Alexandria is currently held by four persons belonging to different
denominations: the Greek Orthodox Patriarch of Alexandria, the Coptic
Orthodox Patriarch of Alexandria, the Melkite Patriarch of Antioch,
Alexandria, Jerusalem, and all the East and the Coptic Catholic Patriarchate
of Alexandria.[2] It was also previously held by the Latin Patriarch of
Alexandria. Each of those denominations consider their patriarch as the
successor to the original early bishops of Alexandria.[2]
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History [edit]

According to church tradition, the patriarchate was founded in 42 AD by Mark the Evangelist. It was the centre
from which Christianity spread throughout all Egypt. Within its jurisdiction, during its most flourishing period,
were included about 108 bishops; its territory embraced the six provinces of Libya Superior, Libya Inferior, the
Thebaid, Egypt, Heptanomis, and Augustamnica. In the beginning the successor of St. Mark was the only
metropolitan bishop, and he governed ecclesiastically the entire territory. As the Christians multiplied, and other
metropolitan sees were created, he became known the arch-metropolitan. The title of patriarch did not come
into use until the fifth century.[4]

Up to the time of the First Council of Constantinople (381) the Patriarch of Alexandria ranked next to the Bishop
of Rome. By the third canon of this council, afterwards confirmed by the twenty-eighth canon of the Council of
Chalcedon (451), the Patriarch of Constantinople, supported by imperial authority and by a variety of
concurring advantages, was given the right of precedency over the Patriarch of Alexandria. But neither Rome
nor Alexandria recognized the claim until many years later. During the first two centuries of our era, though
Egypt enjoyed unusual quiet, little is known of the ecclesiastical history of its chief see, beyond a barren list of
the names of its patriarchs, handed down to us chiefly through the church historian Eusebius.[4]
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All denominations acknowledge the succession of church leaders until the time of the monophysite Second
Council of Ephesus (the so-called "Robber Council") of 449 and the orthodox Council of Chalcedon in 451,
which gave rise to the non-Chalcedonian Coptic Orthodox Church of Alexandria and the Chalcedonian Greek
Orthodox Church of Alexandria.[citation needed]

Pope [edit]

"Papa" has been the designation for the Archbishop of Alexandria and Patriarch of Africa in the See of Saint
Mark.[contradictory][citation needed] This office has historically held the title of Pope—"Παπας" (papas), which means
"Father" in Greek and Coptic—since Pope Heraclas of Alexandria, the 13th Alexandrine Bishop (227–248), was
the first to associate "Pope" with the title of the Bishop of Alexandria.

The word pope derives from the Greek πάππας "father". In the early centuries of Christianity, this title was
applied informally (especially in the east) to all bishops and other senior clergy. In the west it began to be used
particularly for the Bishop of Rome (rather than for bishops in general) in the sixth century; in 1075, Pope
Gregory VII issued a declaration widely interpreted as stating this by-then-established convention.[5][6][7][8][9] By
the sixth century, this was also the normal practice in the imperial chancery of Constantinople.[5]

The earliest record of this title was regarding Pope Heraclas of Alexandria (227–240) in a letter written by his
successor, Pope Dionysius of Alexandria, to Philemon (a Roman presbyter): "τοῦτον ἐγὼ τὸν κανόνα καὶ τὸν
τύπον παρὰ τοῦ μακαρίου πάπα ἡμῶν Ἡρακλᾶ παρέλαβον."[10] This is translated, "I received this rule and
ordinance from our blessed father/pope, Heraclas."[11] According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the earliest
recorded use of "pope" in English is in an Old English translation (c. 950) of Bede's Ecclesiastical History of the
English People, "Þa wæs in þa tid Uitalius papa þæs apostolican seðles aldorbiscop."[12] In modern English, "At
that time, Pope Vitalian was chief bishop of the apostolic see."

Claimants to the title [edit]

Coptic Orthodox Church of Alexandria [edit]

The Pope of Alexandria and Patriarch of all Africa in the Holy See of St. Mark the Apostle leads the Coptic
Orthodox Church of Alexandria, but has resided in Cairo since Christodoulos moved the residence in the mid-
eleventh century. His full titles are Pope and Archbishop of the Great City of Alexandria and Patriarch of all
Africa, the Holy Orthodox and Apostolic See of Saint Mark the Evangelist (Egypt, Libya, Nubia, Sudan, Ethiopia,
Eritrea and all Africa) and Successor of St. Mark the Evangelist, Holy Apostle and Martyr, on the Holy Apostolic
Throne of the Great City of Alexandria.

Greek Orthodox Church of Alexandria [edit]

The Greek Orthodox Patriarch of Alexandria and all Africa leads the Greek Orthodox Church of Alexandria. His
full title is "His Divine Beatitude the Pope and Patriarch of the Great City of Alexandria, Libya, Pentapolis,
Ethiopia, All Egypt and All Africa, Father of Fathers, Pastor of Pastors, Prelate of Prelates, the Thirteenth of the
Apostles and Judge of the Universe".[13]

Eastern Catholic Churches [edit]

The Patriarch of Alexandria of the Copts leads the Coptic Catholic Church in communion with the Holy See.

The Patriarch of Antioch of the Greek-Melkites, who leads the Melkite Greek Catholic Church in communion with
the Holy See, also has the titles of Titular Patriarch of Alexandria of the Greek-Melkites and Titular Patriarch of
Jerusalem of the Greek-Melkites.

Latin Catholic Church [edit]

The Latin Patriarch of Alexandria was head of the titular Patriarchal See of Alexandria of the Roman Catholic
Church, established by Pope Innocent III. The title was last held by Luca Ermenegildo Pasetto until his death in
1954; it remained vacant until its abolition in 1964.

See also [edit]

Baucalis
List of Patriarchs of Alexandria
Pentarchy
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v · t · e Patriarchs of Alexandria

Patriarchs prior to the
Chalcedonian schism

(43–451)

Mark I the Evangelist (founder) · Anianus · Avilius · Kedronos · Primus · Justus ·
Eumenius · Markianos* · Celadion · Agrippinus · Julian · Demetrius I · Heraclas ·
Dionysius · Maximus · Theonas · Peter I · Achillas · Alexander I · Athanasius I ·
Peter II · Timothy I · Theophilus I · Cyril I · Dioscorus I

Coptic Orthodox
Popes and Patriarchs

(451–present)

Timothy II · Peter III · Athanasius II · John I · John II · Dioscorus II · Timothy III ·
Theodosius I · Peter IV · Damian · Anastasius · Andronicus · Benjamin I · Agathon
· John III · Isaac · Simeon I · Alexander II · Cosmas I · Theodore I · Michael I ·
Mina I · John IV · Mark II · James · Simeon II · Joseph I · Michael II · Cosmas II ·
Shenouda I · Michael III · Gabriel I · Cosmas III · Macarius I ·
Theophilus II (AKA Theophanes) · Mina II · Abraham · Philotheos · Zacharias ·
Shenouda II · Christodoulos · Cyril II · Michael IV · Macarius II · Gabriel II ·
Michael V · John V · Mark III · John VI · Cyril III · Athanasius III · John VII · Gabriel III
· John VII · Theodosius III · John VIII · John IX · Benjamin II · Peter V · Mark IV ·
John X · Gabriel IV · Matthew I · Gabriel V · John XI · Matthew II · Gabriel VI ·
Michael VI · John XII · John XIII · Gabriel VII · John XIV · Gabriel VIII · Mark V ·
John XV · Matthew III · Mark VI · Matthew IV · John XVI · Peter VI · John XVII ·
Mark VII · John XVIII · Mark VIII · Peter VII · Cyril IV · Demetrius II · Cyril V · John XIX ·
Macarius III · Joseph II · Cyril VI · Shenouda III · Tawadros II (current)

Greek Orthodox Popes and Patriarchs
(451–present)

Proterius · Timothy II · Timothy III · John I · Peter III · Athanasius II · John II · John III
· Dioscorus II · Timothy IV · Theodosius I · Gainas · Paul · Zoilus · Apollinarius ·
John IV · Eulogius · Theodore I · John V · George I · Cyrus · Peter IV · Peter V ·
Peter VI · Cosmas I · Politianus · Eustatius · Christopher I · Sophronius I ·
Michael I · Michael II · Christodoulos · Eutychius · Sophronius II · Isaac · Job ·
Elias I · Arsenius · Theophilus II · George II · Leontius · Alexander II · John VI ·
Cyril II · Sabbas · Sophronius III · Elias II · Eleutherius · Mark III* · Nicholas I ·
Gregory I · Nicholas II · Athanasius III · Gregory II · Gregory III · Niphon · Mark IV ·
Nicholas III · Gregory IV · Nicholas IV · Athanasius IV · Mark V · Philotheus ·
Mark VI · Gregory V · Joachim I · Silvester · Meletius I Pegas · Cyril III · Gerasimus I
· Metrophanes · Nicephorus · Joannicius · Paisius · Parthenius I · Gerasimus II ·
Samuel · Cosmas II · Cosmas III · Matthew · Cyprian · Gerasimus III ·
Parthenius II · Theophilus III · Hierotheus I · Artemius · Hierotheus II · Callinicus ·
Jacob · Nicanor · Sophronius IV · Photius · Meletius II · Nicholas V · Christopher II
· Nicholas VI · Parthenius III · Peter VII · Theodore II (current)

Latin Catholic Patriarchs
(1276 –1954)

Atanasio (Athanasius) · Egidio da Ferrara (Giles) · ?Humbert II, Dauphin of Vienne
· Juan (John) · Guillaume de Chanac · Arnaud Bernard du Pouget
(Arnaldo Bernardi) · uncanonical Jean de Cardaillac · Pietro Amely di Brunac · ?
Johannes Walteri von Sinten · uncanonical Simon of Cramaud · Pietro Amely di
Brunac · Leonardo Dolfin · Ugo Roberti · Pietro Amaury di Lordat · Lancelotus de
Navarra · Giovanni Contarini · Pietro · Vitalis di Mauléon · Giovanni Vitelleschi ·
Marco Condulmer · Jean d’Harcourt · Arnaldo Rogerii de Palas · Pedro de Urrea ·
Pedro González de Mendoza · Diego Hurtado de Mendoza ·
Alonso de Fonseca y Acevedo · Bernardino Carafa · Cesare Riario ·
Guido Ascanio Sforza di Santa Fiora · Ottaviano Maria Sforza · Julius Gonzaga ·
Cristoforo Guidalotti Ciocchi del Monte · Jacques Cortès · Tommaso ·
Alessandro Riario · Enrico Caetani · Giovanni Battista Albani · Camillo Caetani ·
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Séraphin Olivier-Razali · Alessandro di Sangro · Honoratus Caetani ·
Federico Borromeo · Allesandro Crescenzi · Aloysius Bevilacqua ·
Petrus Draghi Bartoli · Gregorio Giuseppe Gaetani de Aragonia · Carlo Ambrosio
Mezzabarba · Filippo Carlo Spada · Girolamo Crispi · Giuseppe Antonio Davanzati
· Lodovico Agnello Anastasi · Francisco Mattei · Augustus Foscolo ·
Paolo Angelo Ballerini · Domenico Marinangeli · Paolo de Huyn ·
Luca Ermenegildo Pasetto

Melkite Catholic Titular Patriarchs
(1724–present)

Cyril VI Tanas · Athanasius IV Jawhar · Maximos II Hakim · Theodosius V Dahan ·
Athanasius IV Jawhar · Cyril VII Siaj · Agapius II Matar · Ignatius IV Sarrouf ·
Athanasius V Matar · Macarius IV Tawil · Ignatius V Qattan · Maximos III Mazloum ·
Clement Bahouth · Gregory II Youssef-Sayur · Peter IV Geraigiry · Cyril VIII Geha ·
Demetrius I Qadi · Cyril IX Moghabghab · Maximos IV Sayegh · Maximos V Hakim ·
Gregory III Laham · Youssef I Absi

Coptic Catholic Patriarchs
(1824–present)

Maximos Jouwed · Kyrillos Makarios · Stéphanos I Sidarouss ·
Stéphanos II Ghattas · Antonios I Naguib · Ibrahim Isaac Sidrak

*Markianos is considered Mark II on the Greek side of the subsequent schism, hence this numbering of Mark III. · Category
· Commons

Patriarchates in Christianity
Traditional ecclesiastical jurisidictions of primates in Christianity, sorted according to earliest apostolic legacy (branched

where multiple denominational claimants)
Legend: in bold blue: Catholic Church, light blue: Eastern Orthodox Church, green: Oriental Orthodoxy, italic: Nestorianism

Early
Christianity
(Antiquity)

(30–325/476)

Pentarchy
(five

apostolic
sees*,

as ordered
by the

Council
of Ephesus

in 431)

Patriarch of Rome (1st century) Holy See (since 1st century)

Patriarch of Constantinople (451)

Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople
(since 330) ·
Latin Patriarchate of Constantinople (1204-
1964) ·
Armenian Patriarchate of Constantinople (since
1461)

Patriarch of Antioch (1st century)

Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Antioch (since
518) · Syriac Orthodox Patriarchate of Antioch
(since 518) · Maronite Patriarchate (since 685)
· Syriac Catholic Patriarchate of Antioch (since
1668) ·
Melkite Catholic Patriarchate of Antioch (since
1724) · Latin Patriarchate of Antioch (1099-
1964)

Patriarch of Alexandria (1st century)

Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Alexandria
(since 451) ·
Coptic Orthodox Patriarchate of Alexandria
(since 451) · Latin Patriarchate of Alexandria
(1219-1964) ·
Coptic Catholic Patriarchate of Alexandria
(since 1824)

Patriarch of Jerusalem (451)

Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem
(since 451) ·
Armenian Patriarchate of Jerusalem (since
638) · Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem (since
1099)

Other

Patriarch of Carthage (2nd century-1076)
Latin Catholic titular episcopate (1518-
1964) · Archbishop of Tunis (since 1884)

Patriarch of
Seleucia-Ctesiphon (280-1552)

Chaldean Catholic Patriarchate of Babylon
(since 1553) ·
Assyrian Church of the East Patriarchate
of Seleucia-Ctesiphon (since 1830) ·
Ancient Church of the East Patriarchate
of Seleucia-Ctesiphon (since 1968)

Patriarch of Cilicia (294)
Catholicos of All Armenians (since 301) · 
Armenian Catholicosate of Cilicia (since
1058) · Patriarchate of Cilicia (since 1742)

Middle Ages
(476–1517)

Patriarchate of Aquileia (568-1751) · Patriarchate of Grado (725-1451) · Patriarchate of Bulgaria
(since 919) · Patriarchate of Georgia (since 1010) · Serbian Orthodox Patriarchate of Peć (since 1346) ·
Patriarchate of Venice (since 1451)

Early Modern era
(1517-1789)

Patriarchate of the West Indies (since 1524) · Latin Patriarchate of Ethiopia (1555-1663) ·
Patriarchate of the East Indies (since 1572) · Patriarchate of Moscow (since 1589) ·
Patriarchate of Lisbon (since 1716)

Late Modern era
(1789–present)

Malankara Orthodox Syrian Catholicos of the East (since 1912) · Patriarchate of Romania (since 1925) ·
Ethiopian Orthodox Patriarchate of Ethiopia (since 1988) · Patriarchate of Kiev (1992–2018; 2019–) ·
Eritrean Orthodox Patriarchate of Eritrea (since 1994)
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Roman Catholic Bishopric of Amelia
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Amelia)

The Italian Catholic Diocese of Amelia, existed from the fifth century until 1983. In that year it was united into
the new diocese of Terni, Narni, e Amelia. It was a suffragan of the archdiocese of Spoleto.[1][2][3]
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History [edit]

The Bishopric of Amelia appears on the pages of history relatively late. Ferdinando Ughelli[4] mentions an
Orthodolphus, Bishop, about the year 344. He mentions also Stephen, of whom there is no trace in history.

Flavius, Bishop of Amelia, seems to have been present at a synod held at Rome, 14 November, 465, by Pope
Hilary. Ughelli goes on to enumerate Tiburtius, Martinianus, and then a Sallustino present at a synod held in
502 under Pope Symmachus. Still further according to Ughelli, in the fifth century there was a Bishop of Amelia
by name Sincerus. The Bollandists, however, show that the date of his episcopate is uncertain; there is
question even of his very existence.[5]

A Bishop of Amelia still appears in 649 at the provincial synod held by Pope Martin at the Lateran. The city of
Amelia had great political importance during the eighth century, when between the opposition of the iconoclast
Byzantine emperors, and the conquering Lombard power in the centre of Italy, the temporal power of the popes
grew from day to day.[6]

Amelia Cathedral, the seat of the diocese until 1983, is now a co-cathedral of the Diocese of Terni-Narni-
Amelia.

Ordinaries [edit]

Diocese of Amelia [edit]

Erected: 5th Century
Latin Name: Amerinus
Metropolitan: Archdiocese of Spoleto

Andrea Moriconi, O.S.A. (16 Jan 1410 – )
...

Filippo Ventorelli (10 Apr 1426 – 18 Dec 1442 Died)
Ugolino Nacci, O.S.A. (14 Jan 1443 – 1444 Died)
Ruggero Mandosi (6 Nov 1444 – 1484 Resigned)
Cesare Nacci (31 Mar 1484 – 1504 Died)
Giustiniano Moriconi (26 Aug 1504 – 1523 Resigned)
Giovanni Domenico Moriconi (6 Jul 1523 – 1558 Resigned)
Baldo Ferratini (28 Nov 1558 – 1562 Resigned)
Bartolomeo Ferratini (iuniore) (9 Oct 1562 – 1571 Resigned)
Mariano Vittori (17 Dec 1571 – 2 Jun 1572 Appointed, Bishop of Rieti)
Giovanni Antonio Lazzari (9 Jun 1572 – 28 May 1591 Died)
Antonio Maria Graziani (17 Feb 1592 – 1 Apr 1611 Died)
Antonio Maria Franceschini (18 May 1611 – 25 Aug 1612 Died)
Francesco Cennini de' Salamandri (1 Oct 1612 – 2 Oct 1623 Appointed, Bishop of Faenza)
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Domenico Pichi (20 Nov 1623 – 4 May 1633 Died)
Torquato Perotti (20 Jun 1633 – Sep 1642 Died)
Gaudenzio Poli (23 Feb 1643 – 28 May 1679 Died)
Giuseppe Sallustio Fadulfi (27 Nov 1679 – 15 Jan 1685 Appointed, Bishop of Ascoli Piceno)
Giovanni Battista Antici (9 Apr 1685 – 17 Jul 1690 Died)[7]

Giuseppe Crispini (13 Nov 1690 – 12 May 1721 Died)
Giovan Battista Renzoli (16 Jul 1721 – Sep 1743 Died)
Giacomo Filippo Consoli (2 Dec 1743 – Jul 1770 Died)
Tommaso Struzzieri, C.P. (10 Sep 1770 – 18 Dec 1775 Appointed, Bishop of Todi)
Francesco Angelo Jacoboni (18 Dec 1775 – 30 Aug 1785 Died)
Carlo Fabi (26 Sep 1785 – 31 Mar 1798 Died)
Francesco Maria Gazzoli (11 Aug 1800 – 23 Sep 1805 Appointed, Bishop of Todi)
Fortunato Maria Pinchetti (31 Mar 1806 – 17 Dec 1827 Resigned)
Vincenzo Macioti (23 Jun 1828 – 1 Feb 1836 Appointed, Bishop of Ferentino)
Mariano Brasca Bartocci (11 Jul 1836 – 12 Nov 1850 Resigned)
Salvatore Valentini (17 Feb 1851 – 2 Aug 1855 Died)
Nicola Pace (28 Sep 1855 – 6 May 1881 Resigned)
Eusebio Magner, O.F.M. Cap. (13 May 1881 – 25 Sep 1882 Appointed, Bishop of Orvieto)
Eugenio Clari (25 Sep 1882 – 16 Jan 1893 Appointed, Bishop of Viterbo e Tuscania)
Vincenzo Giuseppe Veneri (16 Jan 1893 – 18 Mar 1906 Died)
Francesco Maria Berti, O.F.M. Conv. (31 Aug 1907 – 1 Jul 1938 Resigned)
Vincenzo Lojali (17 Aug 1938 Appointed – 14 Mar 1966 Died)

13 September 1983 United with the Diocese of Terni e Narni to form the Diocese of Terni, Narni, e Amelia

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913). "Amelia" . Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.
2. ^ "Diocese of Amelia"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved February 29, 2016
3. ^ "Diocese of Terni–Narni–Amelia"  GCatholic.org. Gabriel Chow. Retrieved February 29, 2016
4. ^ Italia Sacra (Venice, 1722)
5. ^ Acta Sanctorum,June, III, 17.
6. ^ Catholic Encyclopedia article
7. ^ "Bishop Giovanni Battista Antici"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved August 21, 2016
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Anagni-Alatri

Diocese of Anagni-Alatri
Dioecesis Anagnina-Alatrina

Anagni Cathedral

Location
Country Italy

Ecclesiastical
province

Immediately subject to the
Holy See

Statistics
Area 787 km2 (304 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics
(including non-
members)

(as of 2018)
90,908
88,508 (97.4%)

Parishes 56

Information
Denomination Catholic Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 5th century

Cathedral Basilica Cattedrale di
Maria SS. Annunziata
(Anagni)

Co-cathedral Basilica Concattedrale di
S. Paolo Apostolo (Alatri)

Secular priests 35 (diocesan)
22 (Religious Orders)
3 Permanent Deacons

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Lorenzo Loppa

Website
www.diocesianagnialatri.it

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Anagni)

The Italian Catholic Diocese of Anagni-Alatri (Latin: Dioecesis Anagnina-Alatrina), in Lazio, has existed since 1986. In that year the Diocese of Alatri
was united to the historical Diocese of Anagni. The diocese is a suffragan of the Diocese of Rome.[1][2]
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History [edit]
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2016)

Despite the usual claims of foundation in the apostolic age, there is no evidence of Christianity in Anagni until the 4th century, and, as a bishopric, the
diocese first appears in history in the fifth century.[3] Felix, Bishop of Anagni, was present at the Lateran Synod of Pope Felix III held in 487.[4]

In a later century the Bishopric of Anagni obtained some attention because its occupant received special consideration from the popes. Zacharias of
Anagni was one of the legates of Pope Nicholas I at the Council of Constantinople in 861, to deal with the election of Photius to the patriarchate of
Constantinople. Zacharias disobeyed his instructions, however, and entered into communion with the excommunicated schismatic Photius, and was
therefore excommunicated himself and deposed from his bishopric of Anagni by Pope Nicholas, in his fourth Roman synod of 863.[5]

Stephen of Anagni, a native of Rome and son of a Roman priest named Joannes, became Bishop of Anagni, and was consecrated by Pope Formosus
(891–896). On the death of Formosus, and after the fifteen-day reign of Boniface VI (April 896), Stephen became Pope. He summoned and presided
over the notorious "Cadaver synod", which put the dead body of Pope Formosus on trial, convicted him, and ordered his body thrown into the Tiber
River.[6] Pope Stephen ruled for one year, three months, and eighteen days, and was then deposed, imprisoned, and strangled.[7]

Four natives of Anagni, all members of the same family, became popes: Innocent III (1198-1216);[8] Gregory IX (1227–1241);[9] Alexander IV (1254–
1261);[10] and Boniface VIII (1294-1303). Numerous popes made Anagni their summer residence, or their refuge from Romans and emperors.[11]

According to a local legend of Anagni, Thomas Becket in his exile from England, was received in 1169 at Anagni by the canons,[12] and a chapel, which
had once been a Mithraeum, was consecrated in his honor in the crypt of the cathedral, apparently at the request of Henry II of England.[13]

Pope Boniface VIII was violently attacked at Anagni by Guillaume de Nogaret, the chancellor of Philippe le Bel, and Sciarra Colonna. He was so badly
treated that he died two weeks later, after having fled to Rome.[14]

Chapter [edit]

In 1244, Pope Innocent IV intervened in a jurisdictional dispute between Bishop Pandulfus and the cathedral Chapter, deciding that the bishop should not have the exclusive right to name the rectors
of the city churches, but that the assent of the Chapter was required for all of the bishop's nominations.[15]

On 28 February 1251, Pope Innocent IV wrote to Bishop Pandulfus about the staffing of the cathedral Chapter; he had found that there was only one priest, and no deacons or subdeacons, actually
seeing to services, and he authorized the bishop and the Canons to appoint two canons and two priests who were willing to reside at the cathedral.[16] A few years later, Pope Alexander IV (1254–
1261) fixed the number of dignities in the Cathedral Chapter at three: the Primicerius, the Archpriest and the Vicedominus; the number of Canons was limited to twenty-four. The right to elect the
Archpriest belonged to the Canons, not to the bishop.[17] The dignity of Provost was instituted by Pope Boniface VIII (1294–1303).[18] In 1708, the Chapter of the cathedral of S. Maria Annunziata
had one dignity, the Provost, and twenty Canons.[19] The right of the Canons to elect a bishop was usurped by Pope John XXII in 1316.[20]

Diocesan synods [edit]

The Fourth Lateran Council (1216) decreed that provincial synods should be held annually in each ecclesiastical province, and that each diocese should hold annual diocesan synods.[21]

A diocesan synod was an irregularly held, but important, meeting of the bishop of a diocese and his clergy. Its purpose was (1) to proclaim generally the various decrees already issued by the
bishop; (2) to discuss and ratify measures on which the bishop chose to consult with his clergy; (3) to publish statutes and decrees of the diocesan synod, of the provincial synod, and of the Holy
See.[22]

A diocesan synod was held by Bishop Gaspare Viviani (1579–1605) on 4–5 March 1596.[23]

In 1630, Bishop Giovanni Gaspare Melis (1626–1642) presided over a diocesan synod, and in 1645, Bishop Sebastiano Gentile (1642–1646) held a diocesan synod.[24] Bishop Bernardino Masseri
(1681–1695) held a diocesan synod in Anagni on 21–22 May 1685.

Bishop Giovanni Battista Bassi (1708–1736) presided over a diocesan synod, held in Anagni on 25–27 June 1713.[25] Bishop Cirillo Antonini (1778–1789) held a diocesan synod on 22–25 October
1780.[26]

On 1–3 September 1805, Bishop Gioacchino Tosi (1804–1815) presided at a diocesan synod in the Basilica Cathedral of S. Maria in Anagni.[27]

Bishops [edit]

Diocese of Anagni [edit]
This list is incomplete; you can help by expanding it.

to 1200 [edit]

...

Felix (attested 487)[28]

...

Fortunatus (attested 499, 501, 502)[29]

...
[Petrus (593) forgery][30]

Pelagius (attested 595)[31]

[Dominicus (595)][32]

...

Opportunus (attested 649)[33]

...

Mauritius (attested 680)[34]

...

Gregorius (attested 721)[35]

...
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...

Cesarius (attested 743)[36]

...

Constantinus (attested 757, 761)[37]

Nigortius (attested 769)[38]

...

Romualdus (attested 826)[39]

Sebastianus (before 853)[40]

Nicholas (attested 853)[41]

Zacharias (attested 860–863)[42]

Alboinus (Albinus) (attested 863–869)[43]

Zacharias (c. 872 – after 887) (second term)[44]

Stephanus (c. 891–896)
...

Joannes (attested 963–967)[45]

...

Joannes (attested 993–997)[46]

[Luitardus][47]

Trasmundus (attested 1008)[48]

...

Rumaldus (11th cent.)[49]

...

Benedictus (attested 1026–1027)[50]

...

Petrus (1062–1105)[51]

Oddo (attested 1111)[52]

Petrus[53]

Ojolinus[54]

Raone (attested 1133)[55]

1200 to 1700 [edit]

Joannes (1196–1220)[60]

Joannes (1221– ? )[61]

Albertus (1224–1237)[62]

Pandulfus (attested 1237–1255)[63]

[Nicolaus][64]

Joannes Compatre (attested 1257)[65]

Landulfus[66]

Petrus Gaetani (1276–1278)[67]

Petrus
Gerardus Pigoletti (1289–1290)[68]

Petrus, O.Cist. (1290–1295)[69]

Petrus Torrita (1295–1299)[70]

Leonardus (1299–1320)[71]

Petrus Ferri (1320–1327)[72]

Alamannus de Galgano (1327–1330)[73]

Giovanni Pagnotta, O.S.A. (5 Nov 1330 – Mar 1341 Died)[74]

Joannes de Scrofanis (1342–1348)[75]

Petrus de Grassinis (1348–1363)[76]

Joannes Jacobi Modeli (1363–1382) Avignon Obedience
Thomas Morganti, O.Cist. (1382–1398) Roman Obedience
Jacobus de Trebis, O.E.S.A. (1399–1401)[77]

Angelo Afflitti (1401–1418)[78]

Angelotto Fosco (1418–1426)[79]

Sede vacante (1426–1429)
Oddo Potii de Variis (1426–1429) Apostolic Administrator[80]

Francesco da Genazzano (1429–1451)[81]

Salvatore da Genazzano (1451– ? )[82]

Giovanni da Cremona (1478)[83]

Francesco Muscambruni (1484–1502?)[84]

Ferdinando di Lanciano (1502–1515)[85]

Giacomo Bongalli (1515–1516)[86]

Cardinal Francesco Soderini (1517–1523 Resigned) Administrator[87]

Corrado Cerbaria (7 Jun 1525 – 1534 Died)
Cardinal Gianvincenzo Carafa (1534–1541 Resigned) Administrator[88]

Cardinal Pedro Sarmiento (1541 Resigned) Administrator[89]

Miguel Torcella (6 Apr 1541 – 1572 Died)[90]

Benedetto Lomellini (17 Mar 1572 – 24 Jul 1579 Died)[91]

Gaspare Viviani (3 Aug 1579 – 25 Jan 1605 Died)[92]

Vittorio Guarini (1605–1607)[93]

Antonio Seneca (1607–1626)[94]

Gian Gaspare Melis (16 Sep 1626 – Jan 1642 Died)
Sebastiano Gentili (24 Mar 1642 – 3 Dec 1646 Resigned)[95]

from 1700 to 1987 [edit]

Pietro Paolo Gerardi (21 May 1696 – 31 May 1708 Died)[98]

Giovanni Battista Bassi (3 Oct 1708 – 19 Dec 1736 Died)[99]

Bartolomeo de Vulsinio, O.F.M.Observ. (1729–1736)[100]

Giovanni Antonio Bacchetoni (1737–1749)[101]

Domenico Monti (19 Jan 1750 –1766[102]

Giovanni Battista Filipponi Tenderini (14 Apr 1766 – 11 Sep 1778 Resigned)[103]

Cirillo Antonini (28 Sep 1778 – 20 Jan 1789 Died)[104]

Giovanni Devoti (30 Mar 1789 – 26 Mar 1804 Resigned)[105]

Gioacchino Tosi (26 Mar 1804 – 21 Mar 1815 Resigned)[106]

Sede vacante (1815–1838)[107]

Luca Amici, Bishop of Ferentino (1815) Administrator
Francesco Maria Biordi, titular Bishop of Dulma (1816) Administrator[108]

Giuseppe Maria Lais, titular Bishop of Hippo (1817-1834) Administrator
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Co-cathedral in Alatri

Pier Francesco Muccioli, O.F.M.Conv., titular Bishop of Messene (1834–1838) Administrator

Vincenzo Annovazzi (15 Feb 1838 – 12 Sep 1846 Resigned)[109]

Pietro Paolo Trucchi, C.M. (1846–1857)[110]

Clemente Pagliaro (21 Dec 1857 – 9 Mar 1875)
Domenico Pietromarchi (31 Mar 1875 – 7 Feb 1894)
Antonino Sardi (18 May 1894 – 8 Jul 1912 Resigned)
Silvio Gasperini (2 Dec 1912 – 24 Oct 1923)
Luigi Mazzini (9 Nov 1923 – 24 Jun 1926 Resigned)
Gaudenzio Manuelli (8 Jul 1927 –1931)[111]

Attilio Adinolfi (5 May 1931 – 1 Sep 1945)
Giovanni Battista Piasentini, C.S.Ch. (18 Feb 1946 –1952)[112]

Enrico Romolo Compagnone, O.C.D. (10 Mar 1953 –1972)[113]

Vittorio Ottaviani (30 Nov 1972 –1973)[114]

Umberto Florenzani (21 Dec 1973 – 23 Feb 1987 Died)

Diocese of Anagni-Alatri [edit]

30 September 1986 United with the Diocese of Alatri

Luigi Belloli (7 Dec 1987 – 6 Mar 1999 Retired)
Francesco Lambiasi (6 Mar 1999 – 28 Jun 2002 Resigned)
Lorenzo Loppa (28 Jun 2002 – )[115]
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37. ^ Bishop Constantinus attended the Roman synod of Pope Paul I on 2 June 761. J.D. Mansi (ed.), Tomus XII , p. 384c. Cappelletti VI, p. 649. Cappelletti VI, p. 276.
38. ^ Bishop Nigortius was present at the Roman synod at the Lateran of Pope Stephen III on 12 April 769. J.D. Mansi (ed.), Tomus XII , p. 384c. Cappelletti VI, p. 276.
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38. ^ Bishop Nigortius was present at the Roman synod at the Lateran of Pope Stephen III on 12 April 769. J.D. Mansi (ed.), Tomus XII , p. 384c. Cappelletti VI, p. 276.
39. ^ Bishop Romualdus was present at the Roman synod of Pope Eugenius II on 15 November 826. J.D. Mansi (ed.), Sacrorum Conciliorum nova et amplissima editio, editio novissima, Tomus XIV  (Florence:

A. Zatta 1765), p. 999. Cappelletti, Le chiese d'Italia VI, p. 277.
40. ^ Sebastianus was the immediate successor of Bishop Romualdus. He was bishop at the time of the Saracen invasions, which began in 847. Ughelli I, p. 307. Cappelletti VI, p. 277.
41. ^ Nicholas: Ughelli I, pp. 307-308. Cappelletti VI, p. 277.
42. ^ Zacharias was sent by Pope Nicholas I as his representative to Constantinople, but he failed to do the business for which he had been sent, and engaged in activities for which he had no warrant. He was

deposed and excommunicated at the Roman synod of 863. He was later restored by Pope Adrian II. Cappelletti, Le chiese d'Italia VI, p. 277. Kehr II, p. 136, no. 1.
43. ^ Alboinus: Ughelli I, p. 308. Cappelletti, p. 277. Gams, p. 663, column 1.
44. ^ The deposed Zacharias was restored by Pope Adrian II (867–872). Kehr II, p. 136, no. 1, note.
45. ^ Bishop Joannes was present at the Roman synod of Pope Leo VIII of 26 February 964, and at the Roman synod of Pope John XIII of 26 May 969. Schwartz, p. 268.
46. ^ Joannes (II) was present at the Lateran synod of Pope John XV on 3 February 993. Schwartz, p. 268.
47. ^ Ughelli I, p. 308, places Luitardus after Bishop Joannes, but offers no evidence. De Magistris, p. 126, places him in the time of Pope Silvester II, but offers no evidence. Schwartz, p. 268, notes the entry of

Ughelli, but doubts his episcopacy. Alessandro De Magistris (1749). Istoria della città e S. Basilica Cattedrale d'Anagni  (in Italian). Roma: Ottavio Puccinelli. p. 126.
48. ^ Trasmundus: Schwartz, p. 268.
49. ^ Rumaldus (Grimaldus): Schwartz, pp. 268-269.
50. ^ Benedictus: Schwartz, p. 268.
51. ^ Petrus reigned for 43 years, and died on 3 August 1105. On 4 June 1109, Pope Paschal II ordered the bishops of Campania to insert into their calendars the observance of the death of Saint Peter, Bishop of

Anagni, on 3 August. Kehr, pp. 137-138, no. 8. Schwartz, p. 268.
52. ^ Bishop Oddo (Ogdonus) attended the synod of Veroli in 1111. J.D. Mansi (ed.), Sacrorum Conciliorum nova et amplissima editio, editio novissima, Tomus XXI  (Venice: A. Zatta 1776), p. 49. Ughelli I, p.

309. Cappelletti VI, p. 330. Schwartz, p. 268.
53. ^ Petrus had been Archpriest of the cathedral of Anagni. He was the immediate successor of Bishop Petrus. Ughelli I, p. 309. Cappelletti VI, p. 330. Schwartz, p. 268.
54. ^ Ojolinus had been Vicedominus of the cathedral of Anagni. He was the successor of Bishop Petrus. Ughelli I, p. 309. Cappelletti VI, p. 330-331. Schwartz, p. 268.
55. ^ Bishop Raone assisted Anacletus II at the transfer of the remains and the consecration of the altar of S. Oliva in the cathedral of Anagni on 12 September 1133. Cappelletti VI, p. 331.
56. ^ It is said that Lotarius is the same person as Eleutherius, found in a letter of Pope Anastasius IV to the Abbot of Montecassino. However Pope Anastasius addresses him as Lotarius in a letter of 30

September 1155. Cappelletti VI, p. 331. Kehr II, p. 138, no. 12.
57. ^ Nuclerius: Kehr II, pp. 138-139, nos. 14-15.
58. ^ Asahel attended the Second Lateran Council, held by Pope Alexander III in March 1179. J.D. Mansi (ed.), Sacrorum Conciliorum nova et amplissima editio, editio novissima, Tomus XXII  (Venice: A. Zatta

1778), p. 213.
59. ^ Joannes: Cappelletti VI, p. 334.
60. ^ Ughelli I, pp. 309-310.
61. ^ Joannes was consecrated a bishop by Pope Honorius III personally. Ughelli I, p. 310. Eubel, Hierarchia catholica I, p. 86 with note 1.
62. ^ Albertus: Cappelletti VI, pp. 337-341.
63. ^ Pandulfus: Cappelletti VI, pp. 341-345.
64. ^ Ughelli I, p. 315 and 317, reports two Nicholases, one in 1257 and one in 1274, but without any documentation in either case. Cappelletti, p. 347, accepts the first Nicholas, and places him in 1257, but is

vague as to the rationale. Gams, p. 663, lists the name Nicholas in 1257, but with a question mark. Eubel, p. 86, copies Gams' information. Both Gams and Eubel omit any reference to the second Nicholas,
allegedly of 1274.

65. ^ Bishop Joannes was already in office on 22 April 1257. Ughelli I, pp. 315-317. De Magistris, Istoria della città e S. Basilica cattedrale, p. 129. Eubel I, p. 86.
66. ^ Lando (or Landulfus) had been a Canon of the cathedral Chapter of Anagni. De Magistris, Istoria della città e S. Basilica cattedrale, p. 129.
67. ^ Petrus, the son of Matteo Caetani, was the uncle of Benedetto Caetani (Pope Boniface VIII). He was a Canon of the cathedral of Anagni. He was named Bishop of Sora, and in 1252 was transferred to Todi,

and then to Anagni. He died in 1278. De Magistris, Istoria della città e S. Basilica cattedrale, p. 129. Eubel I, p. 86.
68. ^ Gerardus was elected Bishop of Anagni before 3 May 1289. Bishop Gerardus was transferred to the diocese of Spoleto by Pope Nicholas IV on 4 March 1290. He was transferred to the diocese of Arras

(France) by Pope Boniface VIII on 28 March 1295. He died in 1316. Eubel I, pp. 86, 115, 461.
69. ^ Bishop Petrus, O.P., a Spaniard, was transferred to Anagni from the diocese of Segni by Pope Nicholas IV, at the request of the Chapter of Anagni. De Magistris, Istoria della città e S. Basilica cattedrale, p.

130. Eubel I, p. 87.
70. ^ Petrus had been a Canon of Padua and chaplain of [[Pope Boniface VIII. He was consecrated on 20 September 1295. Bishop Petrus was transferred to the diocese of Aversa by Pope Boniface VIII on 3

August 1299. He died in 1309. De Magistris, Istoria della città e S. Basilica cattedrale, p. 130. Eubel I, pp. 87, 123.
71. ^ Leonardo of Anticoli (diocese of Anagni) had been a Canon of Anagni, then Vicedominus, Primicerius, and Archpriest. De Magistris, Istoria della città e S. Basilica cattedrale, p. 130.
72. ^ The Chapter of Anagni had elected Lando Catennacio Ferri, a fellow Canon, but he was rejected by Pope John XXII. Ferri was appointed on 7 April 1320, and consecrated by the pope personally. On 20 Mar

1327 Bishop Petrus was transferred by John XXII to the diocese of Marsi. De Magistris, Istoria della città e S. Basilica cattedrale, p. 130. Eubel I, pp. 87, 327.
73. ^ De Magistris, Istoria della città e S. Basilica cattedrale, p. 130.
74. ^ Pagnotta had been Vicar General of Pope Benedict XII, and had a part in the foundation of the hospital for incurables in Rome. De Magistris, Istoria della città e S. Basilica cattedrale, p. 130.
75. ^ Giovanni had been a Canon of the cathedral of Rieti. De Magistris, Istoria della città e S. Basilica cattedrale, p. 130.
76. ^ Grassini had been Bishop of Sorrento. He was transferred to Anagni on 5 November 1348 by Pope Clement VI. De Magistris, Istoria della città e S. Basilica cattedrale, p. 130.
77. ^ Jacobus was named Bishop of Anagni on 8 July 1399, by Pope Boniface IX. On 14 December 1401, Jacobus (Giacomo di Trevi) was named titular Bishop of Chalcedon (Turkey) by Pope Boniface, but he

refused the appointment. Eubel I, pp. 87, and p. 183 note 4.
78. ^ Afflitti: Eubel I, p. 87.
79. ^ Fosco had been a chamberlain of Pope Martin V, who named him Abbot commendatory of the monastery of S. Maria de Gloria on 14 February 1418, and consecrated him a bishop at Mantua on 20

November 1418. Fosco was transferred to the diocese of Cava on 22 May 1426. Eubel I, p. 87 with note 9; 179.
80. ^ Oddo was a native of Gennazzano (diocese of Palestrina), and was a subdeacon and, from 26 August 1426, the pope's treasurer. Eubel I, p. 87, note 10.
81. ^ Francesco had been a Canon of the Basilica of S. Maria Maggiore in Rome, and was a personal friend of Pope Martin V. He was appointed Bishop of Anagni on 28 January 1429. He resigned in 1451. Eubel

I, p. 87 with note 11.
82. ^ Salvatore had been a Canon of the cathedral Chapter of Anagni, and held the degree of Doctor in utroque iure. Eubel II, p. 87.
83. ^ Giovanni: 14 August 1478–September 1478?). Eubel II, p. 87.
84. ^ Francesco was of a family of Todi, but was born in Benevento. He was a Canon of the Lateran Basilica in Rome. He was appointed Bishop of Anagni by Pope Innocent VIII on 13 October 1484. His

successor was appointed in May 1502. Cappelletti VI, p. 361. Eubel II, p. 87 with note 2.
85. ^ Ferdinando was a native of Gaziano. Cappelletti VI, p. 361. Eubel II, p. 87.
86. ^ Bongalli was appointed Bishop of Anagni on 16 December 1515. On 5 November 1516, Bongalli was transferred to the diocese of Nepi e Sutri by Pope Leo X. Eubel III, p. 107 with notes 3 and 4.
87. ^ Soderini resigned on 4 March 1523, in favor of his physician. Eubel III, p. 107.
88. ^ Cardinal Carafa was already Archbishop of Naples. He was appointed Administrator of the diocese of Anagni on 16 December 1534 by Pope Paul III. He resigned the administratorship on 26 January 1541.

Cappelletti, p. 362. Eubel III, p. 107.
89. ^ Sarmiento was appointed administrator of the diocese of Anagni by Pope Paul III on 28 January 1541. He resigned the administratorship nine weeks later, on 6 April 1541. Cappelletti, p. 362. Eubel III, p.

107.
90. ^ Torcella: Cappelletti, p. 362.
91. ^ De Magistris. Istoria della città e S. Basilica cattedrale d'Anagni . pp. 132–133.
92. ^ "Bishop Gaspare Viviani"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved March 21, 2016.[self-published source]

93. ^ Guarini was born in Piperno (diocese of Terracina). He held the degree of Doctor in utroque iure. He was appointed Bishop of Anagni by Pope Paul V on 4 July 1605. He died before 25 June 1607, the date of
the appointment of his successor. Cappelletti VI, pp. 363-364. Gauchat, Hierarchia catholica IV, p. 82 with note 2.

94. ^ Seneca was a native of Norcia. He held the degree of Doctor in utroque iure, and was a protonotary apostolic. He was a familiar of Archbishop Carlo Borromeo of Milan, and was Dean in the cathedral
Chapter of Milan, as well as Borromeo's Vicar General. On 25 June 1607, he was appointed Bishop of Anagni by Pope Paul V. He held a diocesan synod He died in Rome on 11 (or 29) August 1626.
Cappelletti VI, p. 364. Gauchat, p. 82 with note 3.

95. ^ "Bishop Sebastiano Gentili"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved January 20, 2017.[self-published source]

96. ^ On 9 December 1680, Castiglioni was transferred to the diocese of Acquapendente by Pope Innocent XI. Gauchat, p. 82.
97. ^ Ritzler, Remigius; Sefrin, Pirminus (1952). Hierarchia catholica medii et recentioris aevi  (in Latin). Vol. V. Patavii: Messagero di S. Antonio. p. 83.
98. ^ Gerardi: Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica V, p. 83 with note 3.
99. ^ Bassi: Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica V, p. 83 with note 4.

100. ^ Bartolomeo de Vulsino was appointed Coadjutor-bishop of Anagni and titular Bishop of Pompeiopolis on 23 March 1729 by Pope Benedict XIII. Vulsinio died before 5 December 1736. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia
catholica V, p. 83 with note 3.

101. ^ Bacchetoni was born at Preci (diocese of Spoleto) in 1689. He held the degree of Doctor in utroque iure from the University of Macerata (1719). He was a Canon of the cathedral Chapter of Spoleto. He held
the post of Vicar General of the diocese of Spoleto, then of Fano, then of Todi, then of Rimini. He was appointed Vicar Apostolic of Anagni on 5 December 1736, due to the decrepit condition of Bishop Bassi.
He was named Bishop of Anagni on 11 February 1737. On 1 December 1749 Bishop Bacchetoni was transferred to the diocese of Recanati e Loreto by Pope Benedict XIV. He died on 30 August 1767.
Cappelletti VI, pp. 365-366. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VI, p. 81 with note 2; 354 with note 3.

102. ^ )On 14 April 1766, Monti was transferred to the archdiocese of Urbino. Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 81 with note 3.
103. ^ Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 81 with note 4.
104. ^ Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 81 with note 5.
105. ^ Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 81 with note 6.
106. ^ Tosi had been Secretary of State for Latin Letters of Pope Pius VI. He pronounced the Pope's funeral oration in the Vatican Basilica in 1802, on the return of the papal remains from France. He was named

Bishop of Anagni by Pius VII on 16 March 1804, and, on 3 April 1804, he was consecrated a bishop by Pope Pius. In February 1810, he was asked by Count Luigi Pecci of Carpineto to officiate at the baptism
on his son, Gioacchino, but he had to decline. He was suspended from his episcopal functions by Pius VII on his return from captivity in France, on suspicion of his having become a Mason, and for having
cooperated with the French occupation by taking oaths of loyalty and obedience; he was compelled to resign the diocese on 21 March 1815. He died in November 1837. Il divin salvatore periodico settimanale
romano  (in Italian). Vol. 17. Roma: Tip. Salviucci. 1881. p. 709. Ludwig von Pastor, The History of the Popes, from the Close of the Middle Ages, Volume 40, p. 393. Cappelletti, p. 366. Ritzler-Sefrin,
Hierarchia catholica VII, p. 72. Gioacchino Giammaria, "La cospirazione patriottica nella Delegazione apostolica di Frosinone," AA. VV. (2013). Risorgimento e territori. Contributi al processo unitario dall'area
laziale: ivista Storica del Lazio. Numero monografico . Rivista storica del Lazio XV-XVI (in Italian). Gangemi Editore spa. p. 168. ISBN 978-88-492-7541-4.
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107. ^ Cappelletti VI, pp. 366-367.
108. ^ Biordi died on 7 October 1817.
109. ^ Annovazzi was born in Civitavecchia in 1779. He was named titular Bishop of Leros (Aegean) and Auxiliary Bishop of Civitavecchia on 3 July 1826 by Pope Leo XII. On 15 February 1838, he was transferred to

the diocese of Anagni by Pope Gregory XVI. He resigned on 12 February 1846, for reasons of health, and was appointed titular Bishop of Iconium (Turkey). He died on 4 August 1850. Cappelletti VI, p. 367.
Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VII, pp. 73, 237; VIII, p. 318.

110. ^ Trucchi was born in Tivoli in 1807. He was a priest of the Congregation of S. Vincenzo di Paoli. He was appointed Bishop of Anagni on 21 September 1846 by Pope Pius IX. On 21 December 1857, Trucchi
was transferred to the diocese of Forlì by Pope Pius IX. He died on 21 January 1887. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VIII, pp. 98, 275.

111. ^ On 18 February 1931, Manuelli was transferred to the diocese of L'Aquila by Pope Pius XI.
112. ^ On 31 January 1952, Piasentini was transferred to the diocese of Chioggia by [[Pope Pius XII.
113. ^ On 9 March 1972, Compagnone was transferred to the diocese of Terracina-Latina, Priverno e Sezze by Pope Paul VI.
114. ^ On 10 November 1973, Ottaviani was transferred to the diocese of Marsi by [[Pope Paul VI.
115. ^ Loppa was born in Segni in 1947. He became a priest in 1971, and was named Bishop of Anagni on 28 June 2002. He was consecrated a bishop on 22 September 2002. Diocesi di Anagni-Alatri,

"Vescovo" ; retrieved: 13 April 2020.
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Patriarch of Antioch

Patriarch of Antioch
CHRISTIAN
Information

First holder Saint Peter

Denomination Catholic, Eastern Orthodox,
Oriental Orthodox.

Sui iuris
church

Syriac Orthodox, Greek
Orthodox, Melkite, Maronite,
Syriac Catholic

Rite West Syriac Rite, Byzantine
Rite.

Established 34 (founded)
451 (granted title of patriarch)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Antioch)

"Patriarchate of Antioch" redirects here. For other uses, see Patriarchate of Antioch (disambiguation).

Patriarch of Antioch is a traditional title held by the bishop of Antioch. As the traditional
"overseer" (ἐπίσκοπος, episkopos, from which the word bishop is derived) of the first gentile
Christian community, the position has been of prime importance in Pauline Christianity from its
earliest period. This diocese is one of the few for which the names of its bishops from the
apostolic beginnings have been preserved. Today five churches use the title of patriarch of
Antioch: the Syriac Orthodox Church, the Greek Orthodox Church of Antioch, and the Eastern
Catholic churches (Syriac Catholic Church, the Melkite Greek Catholic Church, and the
Maronite Church). Historically, there has also been a Latin patriarch of Antioch.

According to pre-congregation church tradition, this ancient patriarchate was founded by the
Apostle Saint Peter. The patriarchal succession was disputed at the time of the Meletian
schism in 362 and again after the Council of Chalcedon in 451, when there were rival Melkite
and non-Chalcedonian claimants to the see. After a 7th-century succession dispute in the
Melkite church, the Maronites began appointing a Maronite patriarch as well. After the First
Crusade, the Catholic Church began appointing a Latin Rite patriarch of Antioch, though this
became strictly titular after the Fall of Antioch in 1268, and was abolished completely in 1964. In the 18th century, succession disputes in
the Greek Orthodox and Syriac Orthodox Churches of Antioch led to factions of those churches entering into communion with Rome under
claimants to the patriarchate: the Melkite Greek Catholic patriarch of Antioch and the Syriac Catholic patriarch of Antioch, respectively.
Their Orthodox counterparts are the Syriac Orthodox patriarch of Antioch,the Greek Orthodox patriarch of Antioch , respectively.
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History [edit]

First Christians [edit]
See also: Early centers of Christianity § Antioch

In Roman times, Antioch was the principal city of the Roman Province of Syria, and the fourth largest city of the Roman Empire, after Rome,
Ephesus and Alexandria.

The church in Antioch was the first to be called "Christian," according to Acts.[1] According to tradition, Saint Peter established the church
and was the city's first bishop,[2] before going to Rome to found the Church there.[3][self-published source]:95 Ignatius of Antioch (died c. 107),
counted as the third bishop of the city, was a prominent apostolic father. By the fourth century, the bishop of Antioch had become the most
senior bishop in a region covering modern-day eastern Turkey, Lebanon, Israel and Palestine, Syria, Jordan, Iraq, and Iran. His hierarchy
served the largest number of Christians in the known world at that time. The synods of Antioch met at a basilica named for Julian the Martyr,
whose relics it contained.

Despite being overshadowed in ecclesiastical authority by the patriarch of Constantinople in the later years of the Eastern Roman Empire,
the Antiochene Patriarch remained the most independent, powerful, and trusted of the eastern patriarchs. The Antiochene church was a
centre of Christian learning, second only to Alexandria. In contrast to the Hellenistic-influenced Christology of Alexandria, Rome, and
Constantinople, Antiochene theology was greatly influenced by Rabbinic Judaism and other modes of Semitic thought—emphasizing the
single, transcendent divine substance (οὐσία), which in turn led to adoptionism in certain extremes, and to the clear distinction of two
natures of Christ (δύο φύσεις: dyophysitism): one human, the other divine. Lastly, compared to the Patriarchates in Constantinople, Rome,
and Alexandria which for various reasons became mired in the theology of imperial state religion, many of its Patriarchs managed to
straddle the divide between the controversies of Christology and imperial unity through its piety and straightforward grasp of early Christian
thought which was rooted in its primitive Church beginnings.

Chalcedonian split [edit]

The Christological controversies that followed the Council of Chalcedon in 451 resulted in a long struggle for the Patriarchate between
those who accepted and those who rejected the Council. The issue came to a head in 512, when a synod was convened in Sidon by the
non-Chalcedonians, which resulted in Flavian II (a Chalcedonian) being replaced as Patriarch by Severus (a non-Chalcedonian). The non-
Chalcedonians under Severus eventually came to be called the Syriac Orthodox Church (which is a part of the Oriental Orthodox Church),
which has continued to appoint its own Syriac patriarchs of Antioch. The Chalcedonians refused to recognise the dismissal and continued to
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From left to right: Gregory III Laham
Patriarch emeritus of the Melkite Greek
Catholic Church, Ignatius Aphrem II of
Antioch of the Syriac Orthodox Church,
John X of Antioch of the Greek Orthodox
Church of Antioch, Bechara Boutros al-
Rahi of the Maronite Church, and
Ignatius Joseph III Yonan of the Syriac
Catholic Church

recognise Flavian as Patriarch forming a rival church. From 518, on the death of Flavian and the appointment of his successor, the
Chalcedonian Church became known as the Byzantine (Rûm) Church of Antioch. In the Middle Ages, as the Byzantine Church of Antioch
became more and more dependent on Constantinople, it began to use the Byzantine rite.[4]

The internal schisms such as that over Monophysitism were followed by the Islamic conquests which began in the late 7th century, resulting
in the patriarch's ecclesiastical authority becoming entangled in the politics of imperial authority and later Islamic hegemony. Being
considered independent of both Byzantine and Arab Muslim power but in essence occupied by both, the de facto power of the Antiochene
patriarchs faded. Additionally, the city suffered several natural disasters including major earthquakes throughout the 4th and 6th centuries
and anti-Christian conquests beginning with the Zoroastrian Persians in the 6th century, then the Muslim Arabs in the seventh century, then
the Muslim Seljuks in the 11th century.

Great schism [edit]

The Great Schism officially began in 1054, though problems had been encountered for centuries. Cardinal Humbert, legate of the recently
deceased Pope Leo IX, entered the Hagia Sophia cathedral in Constantinople during the Divine Liturgy and presented Ecumenical Patriarch
Michael I Cerularius with a bull of excommunication. The patriarch, in turn, excommunicated the deceased Leo IX and his legate, removing
the bishop of Rome from the diptychs. Consequently, two major Christian bodies broke communion and ended ecclesiastical relations with
each other. One faction, now identified as the Catholic Church, represented the Latin West under the leadership of the pope; the other
faction, now identified as the Eastern Orthodox Church, represented the Greek East under the collegial authority of the patriarchs of
Antioch, Jerusalem, Constantinople and Alexandria.

The ecclesiastical schisms between Rome and Constantinople and between Constantinople and Alexandria and Antioch left the patriarch's
authority isolated, fractured and debased, a situation which further increased when the Franks took the city in 1099 and installed a Latin
patriarch of Antioch. The Western influence in the area was finally obliterated by the victories of the Muslim Mamluks over the Crusader
States in the 13th century. The Latin Patriarch went into exile in 1268, and the office became titular only. The office fell vacant in 1953 and
was finally abolished in 1964.

Melkite split of 1724 [edit]

In 1724, Cyril VI was elected Greek patriarch of Antioch. He was considered to be pro-Rome by the patriarch of Constantinople, who refused
to recognize the election, and appointed another patriarch in his stead. Many Melkites continued to acknowledge Cyril's claim to the
patriarchate. Thus from 1724 the Greek Church of Antioch split up in the Greek Orthodox Church of Antioch and in the Melkite Greek
Catholic Church. In 1729, Pope Benedict XIII recognized Cyril as the eastern catholic patriarch of Antioch and welcomed him and his
followers into full communion with the Roman Catholic Church.[5]

Current patriarchs [edit]

Today, five churches claim the title of patriarch of Antioch;[6] three of these are autonomous Eastern Catholic particular churches in full
communion with the pope of Rome. All five see themselves as part of the Antiochene heritage and claim a right to the Antiochene See
through apostolic succession, although none are currently based in the city of Antakya. This multiplicity of Patriarchs of Antioch as well as
their lack of location in Antioch, reflects the troubled history of Christianity in the region, which has been marked by internecine struggles
and persecution, particularly since the Islamic conquest. Indeed, the Christian population in the original territories of the Antiochene
patriarchs has been all but eliminated by assimilation and expulsion, with the region's current Christians forming a small minority.

The current patriarchs of Antioch are listed below in order of their accession to the post, from earliest to most recent.

Ignatius Aphrem II, Patriarch of Antioch and All the East. He is the Supreme Head of the Syriac
Orthodox Church, which is part of the Oriental Orthodox communion and uses the Antiochene
liturgy. His see is based in Damascus.
Ignatius Joseph III Yonan, patriarch of Antioch and all the East of the Syrians. Ignace Joseph III is
the leader of the Syrian Catholic Church, an Eastern Catholic Church that is in full communion
with the Roman Catholic Church's Holy See at the Vatican and uses the Antiochene liturgy. The
see is based in Beirut.
Bechara Boutros Rahi, Maronite patriarch of Antioch and the whole Levant. The Maronite
Church is an Eastern Catholic Church that is in full communion with the Roman Catholic Church
and uses the Maronite liturgy. His see is based in Bkerké, Lebanon.
John X of Antioch was elected Greek Orthodox patriarch of Antioch and All the East on
December 17, 2012. John X is the leader of the Antiochian Orthodox Church, and thus is one of
the major hierarchs in the Eastern Orthodox Church. His see is based in Damascus and uses the
Byzantine liturgy.[7]

Joseph Absi, Patriarch of Antioch and All the East, Alexandria, and Jerusalem of the Greek
Melkites. He is the leader of the Melkite Greek Catholic Church, an Eastern Catholic Church that
is in full communion with the Roman Catholic Church and uses the Byzantine liturgy. His see is based in Damascus.

At one point, there was at least nominally a sixth claimant to the Patriarchate. When the Western European Crusaders established the
Principality of Antioch, they established a Latin Rite church in the city, whose head took the title of Patriarch. After the Crusaders were
expelled by the Mamelukes in 1268, the pope continued to appoint a titular Latin patriarch of Antioch, whose actual seat was the Basilica di
Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome. The last holder of this office was Roberto Vicentini, who died without a successor in 1953. The post itself
was abolished in 1964.

Episcopal succession [edit]

One way to understand the historical interrelationships between the various churches to examine their chain of episcopal succession—that
is, the sequence of bishops that each church regards as having been the predecessors of each church's current claimant to the
patriarchate. There were four points in history where a disputed succession to the patriarchate led to a lasting institutional schism, leading
to the five churches that exist today.
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All five churches recognize a single sequence of bishops until 518. In that year, Severus, who rejected the Council of Chalcedon, was
deposed by the Byzantine Emperor Justin I and replaced by the Chalcedonian Paul the Jew, but Severus and his followers did not
recognize his deposition. This led to two rival sequences of patriarchs: Severus and his successors, recognized by the two Syriac
churches; and Paul and his successors, recognized by the Greek Orthodox, Melkite, and Maronite Churches. It was the successors of
Paul who were recognized as legitimate by the Byzantine government.
In 685, John Maron, who recognized the legitimacy of Paul the Jew and his successors until Byzantium began to appoint titular patriarchs
of Antioch ending with Theophanes (681–687), was elected Patriarch of Antioch by the Maradite army. Byzantine Emperor Justinian II
sent an army to dislodge John from the see; John and his followers retreated to Lebanon, where they formed the Maronite Church,
whose succession of patriarchs have continued to the present day. The Byzantines appointed Theophanes of Antioch in his stead. Thus
there were now three rival patriarchs: those that recognized Severus and his successors, those that recognized John Maron and his
successors, and those that recognized Theophanes and his successors. It was the successors of Theophanes who were recognized as
legitimate by the Byzantine government.
In 1724, the church that recognized Theophanes and his successors elected Cyril VI Tanas, who supported re-establishing communion
with the Catholic Church that had been broken in the Great Schism, as patriarch of Antioch. However, the ecumenical patriarch declared
Cyril's election invalid, and appointed Sylvester of Antioch in his stead. Cyril and Sylvester both had followers, and both continued to
claim the patriarchate. The Melkite Greek Catholic Church recognizes Cyril and his successors; the Greek Orthodox Church of Antioch
recognizes Sylvester and his successors.
In 1783, a faction within the church that recognized Severus and his successors elected Ignatius Michael III Jarweh, a bishop who was
already in communion with the Catholic Church, as patriarch of Antioch. Shortly thereafter, another faction, who rejected communion with
Rome, elected Ignatius Matthew. Both had followers, and both continued to claim the patriarchate. The Syriac Orthodox Church
recognizes Ignatius Mathew and his successors; the Syriac Catholic Church recognizes Ignatius Michael and his successors.

Thus, the succession recognized by each church is as follows:

The Syriac Orthodox Church recognizes the succession from the Apostle Peter to Severus, then recognizes Sergius of Tella as
Severus's successor in 544, then recognizes Sergius's successors down to Ignatius George IV, then recognizes Ignatius Matthew as
Ignatius George's successor in 1783, then recognizes Ignatius Matthew's successors down to Ignatius Aphrem II today.
The Greek Orthodox Church of Antioch recognizes the succession from the Apostle Peter to Severus, then recognizes that Severus was
deposed in favor of Paul the Jew in 518, then recognizes Paul the Jew's successors down to Athanasius III Dabbas, then recognizes
Sylvester of Antioch as Athanasius III's successor in 1724, then recognizes Sylvester's successors down to John X today.
The Maronite Church recognizes the succession from the Apostle Peter to Severus, then recognizes that Severus was deposed in favor
of Paul the Jew in 518, then recognizes Paul the Jew's successors until Byzantium began appointing titular Patriarchs of Antioch ending
with Theophanes (681–687), at which point they recognize the election of John Maron, then recognize John's successors down to
Bechara Boutros al-Rahi today.
The Melkite Greek Catholic Church recognizes the succession from the Apostle Peter to Severus, then recognizes that Severus was
deposed in favor of Paul the Jew in 518, then recognizes Paul the Jew's successors down to Athanasius III Dabbas, then recognizes Cyril
VI Tanas as Athanasius III's successor in 1724, then recognizes Cyril VI's successors down to Youssef Absi today.
The Syriac Catholic Church recognizes the succession from the Apostle Peter to Severus, then recognizes Sergius of Tella as Severus's
successor in 544, then recognizes Sergius's successors down to Ignatius George IV, then recognizes Ignatius Michael III Jarweh as
Ignatius George's successor in 1783, then recognizes Ignatius Michael III's successors down to Ignatius Joseph III Yonan today.

Lists of Patriarchs of Antioch [edit]

List of Patriarchs of Antioch before 518 (37–546)
List of Syriac Orthodox Patriarchs of Antioch 512–present
List of Syriac Catholic Patriarchs of Antioch 1662–present
List of Greek Orthodox Patriarchs of Antioch 518–present
List of Melkite Catholic Patriarchs of Antioch 1724–present
List of Maronite Patriarchs of Antioch 686–present
List of Latin Patriarchs of Antioch 1098–1964

See also [edit]

Melkite Greek Catholic Church
Greek Orthodox Church of Antioch
Syriac Orthodox Church
Syriac Catholic Church
Syriac Orthodox Patriarch of Antioch and All the East
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Melkite Greek Catholic Patriarchate of Antioch, Alexandria and Jerusalem

Syriac Christianity
Eastern Christian traditions that employ Syriac language in their liturgical rites (with year of foundation in brackets)

West Syriac, legacy of 
the Patriarchate of Antioch

Eastern Catholic Maronite Church (410/685) · Syriac Catholic Church (1662)

Oriental Orthodox Syriac Orthodox Church (518)

Syriac Christianity

Saint Thomas Christians

East Syriac, legacy of
the Church of the East

(the "Nestorian Church")
(410–1552)

Eastern Catholic Chaldean Catholic Church (1552)

Nestorian Assyrian Church of the East (1692) ·
Ancient Church of the East (1968)

Protestant (Eastern Reformed Christian) Assyrian Evangelical Church (1870) ·
Assyrian Pentecostal Church (1940)

Saint Thomas Christians,
legacy of

the Malankara Church
(active 1st century–1601)

in Kerala, India

Eastern Catholic
Syro-Malabar Catholic Church (East Syriac)
(1665) · Syro-Malankara Catholic Church
(West Syriac) (1932)

Oriental Orthodox

Malankara Jacobite Syriac Orthodox Church
(1665) · Malankara Orthodox Syrian Church
(1912) ·
Malabar Independent Syrian Church (1772)

Nestorian (Assyrian Church of the East) Chaldean Syrian Church (1701)

Protestant (Reform Eastern Christian)
Mar Thoma Syrian Church (1852) ·
St. Thomas Evangelical Church of India
(1961)

Key figures Jacob of Serugh · Maron · Nestorius · Philoxenus of Mabbug · Aphrahat · Bar Hebraeus ·
Jacob Bar-Salibi · Ephrem the Syrian · Isaac of Nineveh · Jacob Baradaeus

Languages
Assyrian Neo-Aramaic · Bohtan Neo-Aramaic · Chaldean Neo-Aramaic · Garshuni ·
Hértevin · Koy Sanjaq Surat · Mlahsô · Senaya · Syriac Malayalam · Turoyo · Syriac
(Liturgical)

See also

Assyrian people/Syriac (Assyrian genocide) · Assyrian nationalism · Assyrian homeland
(Assyrian independence movement · Proposals for Assyrian autonomy in Iraq ·
Assyrian–Chaldean–Syriac diaspora) · Terms for Syriac Christians (Arameans ·
Phoenicianism) · Malankara–Persia relations · Syriac sacral music

* Defunct with schism of 1552 ·  Christianity portal

Patriarchates in Christianity
Traditional ecclesiastical jurisidictions of primates in Christianity, sorted according to earliest apostolic legacy (branched where multiple denominational

claimants)
Legend: in bold blue: Catholic Church, light blue: Eastern Orthodox Church, green: Oriental Orthodoxy, italic: Nestorianism

Early
Christianity
(Antiquity)

(30–325/476)

Pentarchy
(five

apostolic
sees*,

as ordered
by the

Council
of Ephesus

in 431)

Patriarch of Rome (1st century) Holy See (since 1st century)

Patriarch of Constantinople (451)
Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople (since 330) ·
Latin Patriarchate of Constantinople (1204-1964) ·
Armenian Patriarchate of Constantinople (since 1461)

Patriarch of Antioch (1st century)

Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Antioch (since 518) ·
Syriac Orthodox Patriarchate of Antioch (since 518) · Maronite Patriarchate
(since 685) · Syriac Catholic Patriarchate of Antioch (since 1668) ·
Melkite Catholic Patriarchate of Antioch (since 1724) ·
Latin Patriarchate of Antioch (1099-1964)

Patriarch of Alexandria (1st century)

Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Alexandria (since 451) ·
Coptic Orthodox Patriarchate of Alexandria (since 451) ·
Latin Patriarchate of Alexandria (1219-1964) ·
Coptic Catholic Patriarchate of Alexandria (since 1824)

Patriarch of Jerusalem (451)
Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem (since 451) ·
Armenian Patriarchate of Jerusalem (since 638) ·
Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem (since 1099)

Other

Patriarch of Carthage (2nd century-1076)
Latin Catholic titular episcopate (1518-1964) · Archbishop of Tunis (since
1884)

Patriarch of
Seleucia-Ctesiphon (280-1552)

Chaldean Catholic Patriarchate of Babylon (since 1553) ·
Assyrian Church of the East Patriarchate
of Seleucia-Ctesiphon (since 1830) · Ancient Church of the East Patriarchate
of Seleucia-Ctesiphon (since 1968)

Patriarch of Cilicia (294)
Catholicos of All Armenians (since 301) · Armenian Catholicosate of Cilicia
(since 1058) · Patriarchate of Cilicia (since 1742)

Middle Ages
(476–1517)

Patriarchate of Aquileia (568-1751) · Patriarchate of Grado (725-1451) · Patriarchate of Bulgaria (since 919) · Patriarchate of Georgia
(since 1010) · Serbian Orthodox Patriarchate of Peć (since 1346) · Patriarchate of Venice (since 1451)

Early Modern era
(1517-1789)

Patriarchate of the West Indies (since 1524) · Latin Patriarchate of Ethiopia (1555-1663) · Patriarchate of the East Indies (since
1572) · Patriarchate of Moscow (since 1589) · Patriarchate of Lisbon (since 1716)

Late Modern era
(1789–present)

Malankara Orthodox Syrian Catholicos of the East (since 1912) · Patriarchate of Romania (since 1925) ·
Ethiopian Orthodox Patriarchate of Ethiopia (since 1988) · Patriarchate of Kiev (1992–2018; 2019–) ·
Eritrean Orthodox Patriarchate of Eritrea (since 1994)

Apostolic sees:̈  · Rome: Peter, Paul · Constantinople: Andrew · Antioch: Peter · Alexandria: Mark · Jerusalem: James · Babylon: Thomas, Bartholomew, and
Thaddeus

· Cilicia: Bartholomew, and Jude ·  Christianity portal

Categories: Apostolic sees Patriarchs of Antioch Dioceses established in the 1st century 34 Pentarchy
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List of bishops and patriarchs of Aquileia
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Aquileia)

It has been suggested that Patriarch of Grado be merged into this article. (Discuss) Proposed since January 2020.

This is a list of bishops and patriarchs of Aquileia in northeastern Italy. For the ecclesiastical history of the diocese, see Patriarchate of Aquileia.

From 553 until 698 the archbishops renounced Papal authority as part of the Schism of the Three Chapters and when they returned to the Roman fold they maintained the title patriarch which was
adopted during this schism.

The Patriarchs gained the Countship of Friuli and the March of Carniola in 1077 and the March of Istria in 1209. The temporal authority of the patriarchate was lost on 7 July 1420 when its territories
were secularized by Venice.

The Patriarchate was dissolved in 1751 and its ecclesiastical authority divided between the Archbishop of Gorizia (Görz) and the Archbishop of Udine.
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Bishops of Aquileia, c. 50–355 [edit]

Saint Mark - founder of community
Hermagoras (c. 50–70), Protoepiscopus (first bishop)
...
Hilarius of Aquileia or of Panonia c. 276–285, beheaded in the persecutions of Numerian [1]

Chrysogonus I c. 286–295
Chrysogonus II c. 295–308
Theodore c. 308–319
Agapitus c. 319–332
Benedictus c. 332–?
Fortunatianus c. 343–355

Archbishops of Aquileia, 355–557 [edit]

Valerianus 369–388
Chromatius 388–407
Augustinus 407–434
Adelphus 434–442
Maximus I 442–444
Januarius 444–447
Secundus 451–452
Nicetas 454–485
Marcellianus 485–500
Marcellinus 500–513/21?
Stephen I 515/521?–534
Laurentius, 534-539

Patriarchs of Aquileia, 539–606 [edit]

Macedonius 539–556
Paulinus I 557–569
Probinus 569–570
Elia 571–586
Severus 586–606

Schism, 607–698 [edit]

Patriarchs of Old Aquileia [edit]

John I 606
Marcianus 623–628
Fortunatus 628–663, moved episcopal residence to Cormons
Felix 649–?
John II 663–?
Agathon 679–680 or 679–?
John III 680–?

Patriarchs of Grado [edit]

Candidianus 606–612
Epiphanius 612–613
Ciprianus 613–627
Primogenius 630–648
Maximus II 649
Stephen II 670–?
Christophoros 685–?
For later patriarchs of Grado, see Patriarch of Grado.

Patriarchs of Aquileia [edit]

Petrus I 698–700, at the Synod of Pavia (698/699) restored Communion with the Pope
Serenus 711–723
Calixtus 726–734, moved episcopal residence to Cividale

vacant or unknown 734–772
Siguald 772–776
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Paulinus II 776–802
Ursus I 802–811
Maxentius 811–833
Andreas 834–844
Venantius 850–?
Theutmar 855–?
Lupus I 855–?
Valpert 875–899
Frederick I 901–922[2]

Leo 922–927[2]

Ursus II 928–931[2]

Lupus II 932–944[2]

Engelfred 944–963[2]

Rodoald 963–984[2]

John IV of Ravenna 984–1017[2]

Poppo 1019–1045, also known as Wolfgang[2]

Eberhard 1045–1049[2]

Gotebald 1049–1063[2]

Ravengerius 1063–1068[2]

Sigehard 1068–1077[2]

Henry 1077–1084[2]

Svatobor (Friedrich) of Bohemia 1084–1085
Frederick II of Bohemia 1085–1086[3]

Ulrich I of Eppenstein 1086–1121[2]

Gerard I 1122–1128[2]

Pellegrino I of Ortenbourg 1130–1161[2]

Ulrich II of Treven 1161–1181[2]

Godfrey of Hohenstaufen 1182–1194[2]

Pellegrino II of Ortenburg-Sponheim 1195–1204[2]

Wolfgar of Leibrechtskirchen 1204–1218[2]

Berthold of Merania 1218–1251,[2] moved episcopal see to Udine
Gregorio of Montelongo 1251–1269[2]

Philip of Spanheim 1269–1273[2]

Raimondo della Torre 1273–1299[2]

Pietro Gerra 1299–1301[2]

Ottobuono di Razzi 1302–1315[2]

Gillo of Villalta 1315–1316
Cassono della Torre 1316–1318[2]

Pagano della Torre 1319–1332[2]

Bertram of St. Genesius 1334–1350[2]

Nicholas of Luxemburg 1350–1358[4]

Lodovico della Torre 1359–1365[2]

Marquard of Randeck 1365–1381[2]

Philip II of Alençon 1381–1387[2]

John of Moravia 1387–1394[2]

Antonio I Caetani 1394–1402[2]

Antonio II Panciera 1402–1412[2]

Antonio III da Ponte 1409–1418 (1409–1412 opposite patriarch)
Louis of Teck 1412–1435 (Ludovico II or Ludwig II of Teck)[2]

Ludovico Trevisan 1439–1465[2]

Marco I Barbo 1465–1491[2]

Ermolaio I Barbaro 1491–1493[2]

Niccolò II Donati 1493–1497[2]

Domenico Grimani 1498–1517[2]

Marino Grimani 1517–1529[2]

Marco II Grimani 1529–1533[2]

Marino Grimani (2nd time) 1533–1545[2]

Giovanni VI Grimani 1545–1574[2]

Daniele I Barbaro, coadjutor 1550–1570[2]

Aloisio Giustiniani 1570–1585[2]

Giovanni VI Grimani (2nd time) 1585–1593[2]

Francesco Barbaro 1593–1616[2]

Ermolaio II Barbaro 1616–1622[2]

Antonio IV Grimani 1622–1628[2]

Agostino Gradenigo 1628–1629[2]

Marco III Gradenigo 1629–1656[2]

Patriarchal See divided between the Archdiocese of Udine and the Archdiocese of Gorizia in 1752.

Titular archbishops [edit]

Main article: Titular Archbishop of Aquileia

See also [edit]

Aquileian rite
Councils of Aquileia
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The Patriarchate of Aquileia  by GCatholic

Latin Church
Latin Church, also known as the Western Church, the largest particular church sui iuris of the Catholic Church, and the original and still major part of Western Christianity

Patriarchates
Current Rome ("Patriarch of the West"): Pope Francis (with cathedra in Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran)

· Jerusalem: Vacant · East Indies: Filipe Neri Ferrão · Lisbon: Manuel Clemente · Venice: Francesco Moraglia
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(by order of precedence) Defunct Carthage (−1964) · Alexandria (1276–1964) · Antioch (1098 -1964) · Constantinople (1204–1964) · West Indies (1524–1963) · Aquileia (560–1751) · Ethiopia (1555–1663) ·
Grado (560–1451)

History

Apostolic sees Rome (Peter · Paul) · Syracuse (Peter) · Malta (Paul) · Milan (Barnabas) · Santiago de Compostela (James)

Church Fathers Tertullian · Cyprian · Hilary of Poitiers · Ambrose* · Pope Damasus I · Jerome* · Augustine of Hippo* · Pope Gregory I* · Isidore of Seville
Apostolic succession · History of the papacy (Papal primacy · Historical development) · First Martyrs · Great Church · Early African church · Vulgate · East–West Schism · Scholasticism · Crusades
(Northern · States · Military orders) · Western Schism · Age of Discovery · Humanism · Protestant Reformation · Council of Trent · Counter-Reformation · Vatican I · Vatican II ·
1983 Code of Canon Law

Liturgical language Ecclesiastical Latin

Liturgical rites
Liturgical days

(Latin Mass)

Current
Ambrosian Rite · Rite of Braga · Mozarabic Rite · Roman Rite (Mass of Paul VI (Ordinary form) · Tridentine Mass (Extraordinary form) · Anglican Use · Zaire Use)

Orders Benedictine Rite · Carmelite Rite · Carthusian Rite · Cistercian Rite · Dominican Rite · Norbertine Rite

Defunct African Rite · Aquileian Rite · British (Celtic Rite · Durham Rite · Hereford Use · Sarum Use · York Use) · Gallican Rite · Missa Nautica · Missa sicca · Missa Venatoria ·
Pre-Tridentine Mass

See also Latin cross · Latin Church in the Middle East (Latins · Turkey · Titular sees) · Eastern Catholic Churches · Conference of the Latin Bishops of the Arab Regions

* = Also Great Doctors ·  Category
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This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Roman Catholic Diocese of Aquino e Pontecorvo" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (December 2016) (Learn how and when to remove
this template message)

The Diocese of Aquino e Pontecorvo (Latin: Dioecesis Aquinatensis et Pontiscurvi) was a Roman Catholic diocese in Italy, located in the city of Aquino in the province of Frosinone, in the Lazio
region. In 1818, it was suppressed to the Diocese of Sora-Cassino-Aquino-Pontecorvo.[1][2]
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History [edit]

450: Established as Diocese of Aquino[2]

1725 June 23: Name changed to Diocese of Aquino e Pontecorvo (Aquinatensis et Pontiscurvi)[1]

27 June 1818: United with Diocese of Sora to form Diocese of Aquino, Sora, e Pontecorvo[1]

Ordinaries [edit]

Diocese of Aquino [edit]

Latin Name: Aquinatensis
Erected: 5th Century

Gregoire (2 Apr 1206–)
...

Roberto Caracciolo, O.F.M. (25 Oct 1475 – 8 Mar 1484 Appointed, Bishop of Lecce)
Bernardino Lunati (10 Jul 1495 – 13 Nov 1495 Resigned)
Battista Del Bufalo (13 Nov 1495 – 1513 Died)
Giacomo Gherardi (1513 – Sep 1516 Died)
Mario Maffei (5 Nov 1516 – 9 Sep 1524 Appointed, Bishop of Cavaillon)
Antonio de Corrago (7 Apr 1525 – 1528 Died)
Iñigo de Avalos, O.S.B. (4 Sep 1528 – 1543 Died)
Galeazzo Florimonte (4 May 1543 – 22 Oct 1552 Appointed, Bishop of Sessa Aurunca)
Adriano Fuscone (22 Oct 1552 – 3 Mar 1579 Died)
Giovanni Luigi Guarini (30 Mar 1579 – Nov 1579 Died)[3]

Flaminio Filonardi (13 Nov 1579 – 12 Sep 1608 Died)[4]

Filippo Filonardi (24 Nov 1608 – 18 May 1615 Resigned)
Alessandro Filonardi (18 May 1615 – 21 Jan 1645 Died)
Angelo Maldachini, O.P. (15 May 1645 – 19 Nov 1646 Appointed, Bishop of San Severino)
Francesco Antonio Depace (3 Dec 1646 – 1655 Died)
Marcello Filonardi (11 Oct 1655 – May 1689 Died)

Diocese of Aquino e Pontecorvo [edit]

Name Changed: 23 June 1725

Francesco Antonio Spadea (22 Jan 1742 – 14 Apr 1751 Resigned)
Giacinto Sardi (5 Jul 1751 – 25 Sep 1786 Died)
Antonio Siciliani, C.R.L. (27 Feb 1792 Confirmed – 16 Feb 1795 Died)
Giuseppe Maria de Mellis (29 Jan 1798 Confirmed – 1814 Died)

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in Italy

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c Cheney, David M. "Diocese of Aquino e Pontecorvo" . Catholic-Hierarchy.org. (for Chronology of Bishops) [self-published]

2.  ̂a b Chow, Gabriel. "Diocese of Aquino (Italy)" . GCatholic.org. (for Chronology of Bishops) [self-published]

3. ^ "Bishop Giovanni Luigi Guarini"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved March 29, 2016[self-published source]

4. ^ "Bishop Flaminio Filonardi"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved March 29, 2016[self-published source]
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This article relies largely or entirely on a single source. Relevant
discussion may be found on the talk page. Please help improve this article
by introducing citations to additional sources.
Find sources: "Bishop of Ardcarne" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(January 2020)

Bishop of Ardcarne was the ordinary of the Pre-Reformation Irish Catholic episcopal see based at Ardcarn,
County Roscommon, Ireland. The only known incumbent was Beaidh.[1] Four Archdeacons are also known of.[2]

Another priest, Denis O'Mulkyran was wrongly ascribed in some lists, but was an Archdeacon.[3]
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Asti

Diocese of Asti
Dioecesis Astensis

Asti Cathedral

Location
Country Italy

Ecclesiastical province Turin

Statistics
Area 1,451 km2

(560 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics (including
non-members)

(as of 2015)
162,257
152,000
(est.) (93.7%)

Parishes 126

Information
Denomination Catholic Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 3rd century

Cathedral Cattedrale di S.
Maria Assunta

Secular priests 94 (diocesan)
32 (Religious
Orders)
12 Permanent
Deacons

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Marco Prestaro

Bishops emeritus Francesco Ravinale

Map

Website
www.webdiocesi.chiesacattolica.it

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Asti)

The Diocese of Asti (Latin: Dioecesis Astensis) is a Roman Catholic ecclesiastical territory in Piedmont, northern Italy, centered in the city of Asti. It has
been a suffragan of the Archdiocese of Turin since 1515.[1][2] Previous to that, it was a suffragan of the Archdiocese of Milan.

The diocese lost territory in 1175, when the diocese of Alessandria was created. It lost a considerable amount of its ancient territory when the diocese of
Mondovì was established in 1388 by Urban VI.[3] It lost territory again when the diocese of Casale was created in 1474, and again in 1511 at the creation
of the diocese of Saluzzo. In 1592 the diocese of Fossano was assigned more of Asti's territory.[4]
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History [edit]

There has been some controversy as to the beginning of the Diocese of Asti and the episcopate of St. Evasius, once placed by some at much earlier
dates.[5] The diocese of Asti itself fixes the beginning of the diocese in the 5th century.[6]

Scholars have suggested that more than one figure came to melt into the tale of St. Evasius, thus making it extremely difficult to use the existing material
as an historical source. The situation is so confused that some historians list five different Saint Evasiuses. Lanzoni notes a purported Evasius in 261,
another in 364, a third in 389, a fourth in 419, and the fifth in the time of King Liutprand (712–744). A catalogue of bishops of Asti, written in 1606,
assigns him a date of 783.[7]

The first known bishop of Asti was Pastor in 451. Bishop Audax (904-926) obtained the confirmation of the liberties of the Church of Asti from King
Berengarius, and was a friend of Rudolph of Burgundy. He sought to have hisCanons called "cardinals", as they were at S, Eusebio in Vercelli.[8]

The bishops of Asti were feudatory vassals of the Holy Roman Empire and of the Counts (Dukes) of Savoy.[9] In turn, they were feudal overlords of fiefs
belonging to Corveglia, Castellinaldo, Montaldo Roero, Monteu Roero, Piea, Monticelli, Pocapaglia, Govone, Vezza, Cellarengo, S. Vittoria, S. Stefano
Roero, Piobesi, Magliano, Cossombrato, Castagnito. and Castellino de Voltis.[10]

Also subject to the Bishop of Asti were the abbeys of Santi Apostoli, S. Anastasio, and S. Cristoforo in the city of Asti, S. Bartolomeo de Azano, and S.
Dalmazio de Pedona. The bishops had also been given the monastery of S. Maria de Caramania in the diocese of Turin by Pope Calixtus II (1119–
1124).[11] There was a house of the Knights Templar in Asti, called the Domus Hospitalis Soldani, as early as 1182; it belonged to the Lombard province
and came to an end, along with the Templars, in 1312.[12]

In the 14th century, the city of Asti became subject to the Kings of Naples, and then to the Visconti of Milan. Galeozzo Visconti gave Asti to Louis of
Valois, Duke of Orleans, son of King Charles V of France. Asti became part of the French kingdom until it was handed over to the Duchy of Savoy in
1575.

The French Republic and Napoleonic Empire [edit]

During the French occupation, between 1802 and 1805, Piedmont was annexed to metropolitan France and divided into six departments: Ivrea or Doire
(Dora), Marengo, Po or Eridan, Sofia, Stura, and Tanaro. Asti was made the capital of the French department of Tanaro.[13] At the imperial
reorganization in 1805 and then from 1805 to 1814 it was part of the department of Marengo, whose capital was at Alessandria.[14] The department was
under the jurisdiction of a French Prefect.

The French government, in the guise of ending the practices of feudalism, confiscated the incomes and benefices of the bishops and priests and made
them employees of the state, with a fixed income and the obligation to swear an oath of loyalty to the French constitution. As in metropolitan France, the
government program also included reducing the number of bishoprics and making them conform as far as possible with the civil administration's "departments". In accordance with the Concordat of
1801, and at the demand of the First Consul N. Bonaparte, Pope Pius VII was compelled to issue the bull Gravissimis causis (1 June 1803),[15] in which the number of dioceses in Piedmont was
reduced from seventeen to eight: Turin, Vercelli, Ivrea, Acqui, Asti, Mondovi, Alessandria and Saluzzo. The details of the new geographical divisions were left in the hands of Cardinal Giovanni
Battista Caprara, the Papal Legate in Paris. In 1805 the diocese of Alba (Pompeia) was suppressed and its territory was entrusted to the Bishop of Asti.[16] Cardinal Caprara issued his instructions
for the reordering of the parishes of the diocese of Asti on 23 January 1805.[17]

When Bishop Pietro Arborio Gattinara died in January 1809, the Emperor of the French, Napoleon I, nominated as bishop of Asti François-André Dejean, but he could not obtain his bulls from
Rome, and then Pius VII became a prisoner of the French government. Dejean served as Vicar Capitular, though without proper credentials, governing the Church of Asti and Alba until 1814. With
the end of the French Empire, Dejean was expelled from Asti, which he had been holding illegitimately; he was sent to Ivrea, where he remained for a year before being repatriated to France, where
he died in 1820.[18]

After Waterloo, the Congress of Vienna agreed to the restoration of the Kingdom of Sardinia and the Papal States, both of which were in a state of disarray because of French political and
administrative actions. The confused situation of the dioceses in Piedmont was addressed by Pope Pius VII in his bull Beati Petri (17 July 1817),[19] as far as the redrawing of diocesan boundaries
was concerned.[20]

Following the restoration, the new Bishop of Asti, Antonio Faà di Bruno, fell afoul of the forces of reaction and of constitutionalism by making imprudent remarks about Constitutionalism in Spain.
Pope Pius VII had him relegated to a monastery, and Faà never took possession of his diocese, as he records in his own memorial inscription in the Gesù in Rome.[21] Asti was thus without a bishop
for two decades.

Synods [edit]

A diocesan synod was an important legislative and disciplinary tool available to a bishop. In the company of his priests he could introduce new legislation from outside the diocese, from provincial
councils, from general church councils, and from the Papacy. He could issue his own decrees, and publicly require cooperation with church policies.[22]

The earliest synod of which there is any record is that held by Bishop Guido de Valperga (1295–1327) on 7 May 1316. Another was held by Bishop Arnaldus de Roseto (1327–1348) in May 1328.
Bishop Scipio Damiani (1469–1473) held his first synod in 1471, and Bishop Basinus Malabaila (1473–1475) on 21 August 1474. Another was held by Bishop Pietro Damiani (1475–1496) at the
beginning of his episcopate; he held a second synod in the Episcopal Palace on 8 March 1485.[23]

Bishop Domenico della Rovere (1569–1587) published the Constitutions of his fourth diocesan synod of 15 April 1578, and of his eighth diocesan synod of 1584. Bishop Franciscus Panicarola
(1587–1594) published the decrees of his first diocesan synod of 30 August 1588; his second was held on 7 November 1591 and his third on 18 November 1593; he had announced a fourth, but
died before it was held. These synods were important for the implementation of the decrees of the Council of Trent.[24]

Bishop Giovanni Stefano Ajazza (1596–1618) published Constitutions and decrees from his first diocesan synod held on 23 October 1597; he took care to have his own and papal decrees
published in Italian translation; he held his second synod on 24 October 1601, and his third on 19 April 1605. Bishop Isidoro Pentorio, (1619–1622) held a synod in 1620. Others were held by
Bishop Ottavio Broglia (1624–1647) on 22 April 1627, 17 May 1634, 5 November 1643, and in 1646; by Bishop Paolo Vincenzo Roveria (1655–1665) on 13 December 1660; by Bishop Marco
Antonio Tomati (1666–1693) on 14 April 1670 and in 1677; by Bishop Innocenzo Migliavacca (1693–1714) in 1699; by Bishop Giovanni Todone (1727–1739) on 29 August 1730; and by Bishop
Paolo Caissotti (1762–1786) on 29 June 1785. Statutes and decrees were published in each case.[25]
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View of Asti and the Collegiata di San
Secondo – Antonio Bignoli 1857.

Cathedral and Chapter [edit]

This section needs expansion. You can help by adding to it. (April 2018)

The original cathedral was destroyed in 1073. Its successor was dedicated by Pope Urban II, perhaps in 1096.[26] The third was begun by Bishop Guido de Valperga (1295–1327) in 1295, or
perhaps in 1309 or 1323 or 1333.[27] It was completed in 1768.[28]

Bishop Hilduinus had been present at the election of the Emperor Charles the Bald as King of Italy in 876, and had consented to the regulations
enacted at the time. One of them declared that bishops should provide next to their cathedral an enclosed space (claustrum) in which they and their
clergy should serve God according to a Canonical Rule.[29] No evidence indicates whether his commitment went beyond his signature, but Canons
existed in Asti thirty years later. On 7 May 907, Pope Sergius III confirmed, at Bishop Audax' own request, all the possessions, rights and privileges
which Bishop Audax had granted to the Canons.[30] On 25 July 1169, the Canons themselves obtained a papal bull from Pope Alexander II, taking
their corporation and its property under the protection of the Holy See. The bull lists a considerable number of estates and properties that belonged
to the Cathedral Chapter at that time.[31]

One of the celebrated members of the Chapter was the Archpriest Uberto de Cocconato, who became a Cardinal in 1261 and participated in four
papal elections and the Second Council of Lyon (1274).[32]

In 1693 the Cathedral Chapter consisted of four dignities and fifteen Canons.[33] The dignities were: the Archdeacon, the Provost, the Archpriest and
the Cantor.[34] By 1757 the number of Canons had increased to twenty-four.[35]

There were also three collegiate churches in Asti. The first, the Collegiate Church of San Secondo,[36] had a Chapter headed by a Provost and a
Cantor, with ten Canons. A second was S. Martino, the third S. Paolo, which had Chaplains instead of Canons.[37] They were all abolished in the 19th century.[38]

Seminary [edit]

The Council of Trent in its 23rd Session, meeting on 15 July 1563, issued a decree whose 18th chapter required that every diocese have a seminary for the training of clergy.[39] A seminary was
therefore opened in Asti in 1577 by Bishop Domenico della Rovere in a house next to the church of S. Ilario, which had once been a parish church but had been suppressed and united with the
Cathedral in 1565. Initial funding came from a 10% tax on all benefices in the diocese (cancelled in 1588), but eventually an endowment was created by attaching fourteen churches to the seminary
to provide incomes for the clerics. The seminary had to be closed between 1630 and 1642, due to the war between France and the Emperor Charles V, fought mostly in Savoy. The number of
students was supposed to be twenty-five, but in 1695 there were only twelve, and the premises were in a state of neglectful disrepair. Bishop Innocenzo Milliavacca (1693–1714), at the diocesan
synod of November 1695, issued a set of statutes for the seminary and undertook repairs, and in 1699 the building was rededicated. In 1742 there were (from most advanced to least) 16 students in
theology, 14 in philosophy, 2 in rhetoric, 16 in the humanities, and 9 in grammar. By 1762 the old building was completely decrepit, and Bishop Paolo Maurizio Caisotti, at the very beginning of his
episcopate in 1762, launched the construction of a completely new building, which was completed in 1775. From 1764 to 1890 the seminary was under the direction of the Congregation of Oblate
Priests of S. Eusebio of Villafranca d'Asti.[40]

Bishops of Asti [edit]

to 1300 [edit]

Pastor (c. 451)[41]

...

Maiorianus (c. 465)[42]

...

Benenatus (c. 680)[43]

...

Bernulfus (c. 800)[44]

...

Hilduinus (Ildoinus) (c. 876–c. 880)
Josephus (881–887)[45]

Staurax (c. 892–899)
Eilolfus (c. 901-902)
Audax (904-926)[46]

Brunengus (937–964)[47]

Rozone (967–989)[48]

Petrus (991–1004)[49]

Alricus (1008 – Dec 1036)[50]

Obertus (c. 1037)[51]

Petrus (1040–1043)[52]

Guglielmo (1044–1049?)[53]

Wibertinus (attested 1046)[54]

Guido (attested 1049)[55]

Girelmo (c. 1054–c. 1065)[56]

Ingo (c. 1066–c. 1080)[57]

Ottone (1080–after 1098)[58]

Landolfo (1103–1132)[59]

Ottone (1133–1142)[60]

Nazarius (attested 1143)[61]

Anselmus (1148–1172)[62]

Guilelmus (1173–1191)[63]

Nazarius (1192–1196)[64]

Bonifatius (1198–1206)[65]

Guidotto
Jacobus Porta
Umbertus (Obertus)[66]

Bonifatius de Cocconato (1243–1260)
Conradus de Cocconato (1260–1282)[67]

from 1300 to 1600 [edit]

Arnaldus de Roseto (1327–1348)[71]

Baldratus Malabayla (1348–1355)[72]

Joannes Malabayla (1355–1376)[73]

François Morozzi (1376–1380 Died)
Antonius de Viali (1380–1381)[74] (Roman Obedience)
Franciscus Galli (Avignon Obedience)
Joannes, Patriarch of Antioch (Administrator) (Avignon Obedience)
Albertus Guttuario d'Agliano (1409–1439)[75]

Bernardo Landriani (1439–1446)[76]

Filippo Baudo Roero (1447–1469)
Scipio Damiano (1469–1473)
Basinus Malabaila (1473–1475)
Pietro Damiani (1475–1496)
Raphael de Ceva (1496–1499)
Antonio Trivulzio (1499–1508)[77]

Albertino Roero (Rovere) (1508)[78]

Antonio Trivulzio[79]
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Scaramuzza Trivulzio (Administrator) (1519)[80]

Vasino Malabayla (1519–1525 Died)
Fernando de Gerona, O.S.A. (1525–1528 Appointed, Bishop of Venosa)
Ambrogio Talento (1528–1528 Died)
Agostino Trivulzio (1528–1529 Resigned)
Scipione Roero (1529–1536 Died)
Agostino Trivulzio (1536–1548 Died)
Bernardino della Croce, B. (1547–1548 Appointed, Bishop of Como)
Gaspare Capris (1550–1569 Died)
Domenico della Rovere (bishop), O.P. (1569–1587 Died)

from 1600 to 1900 [edit]

Giovanni Stefano Ajazza (1596–1618 Died)[84][85]

Isidoro Pentorio, B. (1619–1622 Died)[86][87]

Ottavio Broglia (1624–1647 Died)[82][88]

Paolo Vincenzo Roveria, B. (1655–1665 Died)[82][89]

Marco Antonio Tomati (1666–1693 Died)[82][1]

Innocenzo Migliavacca (Milliavacca), O. Cist. (1693–1714)[90][91]

Sede vacante (1714–1727)[92]

Giovanni Todone (1727–1739)[93]

Sede vacante (1739–1741)[94]

Giuseppe Filippo Felissano (1741–1757)[95]

Giovanni Filippo Antonio San Martini (1757–1761)[96]

Paolo Maurizio Caissotti, C.O. (1762–1786)[97]

Pietro Arborio Gattinara (1788–1809)[98]

Sede vacante (1809–1818)

Antonio Faà di Bruno (1818–1829)[99]

Sede vacante (1829–1832)[100]

Michele Amatore Lobetti (1832–1840)[101]

Filippo Artico (1840–1859)[102]

Sede vacante (1859–1867)

since 1900 [edit]

Giacinto Arcangeli (ov 1898–6 Feb 1909 Died)
Luigi Spandre (1909–1932)[104]

Umberto Rossi (1932–1952 Died)
Giacomo Cannonero (1952–1977 Died)
Vito Nicola Cavanna (1977–1980 Died)
Franco Sibilla (1980–1989 Resigned)
Severino Poletto (1989–1999 Appointed, Archbishop of Turin)
Francesco Guido Ravinale (2000–2018)[105]

Parishes [edit]

A list of the 107 parishes of the diocese, arranged by Vicariate as they were in 1894, was printed by Getano Bosio in Storia della Chiesa d'Asti.[107] The modern diocese, which currently covers an
area of 1,451 km², is divided into 128 parishes.[108] The majority are in the Province of Asti, while the rest are divided between the provinces of Alessandria and Turin. Since 1980 the diocese has
closed and consolidated thirteen parishes.[1] The diocese of Asti maintains web pages listing the parishes in the diocese with mailing addresses.[109] For a listing of parishes by province and
commune see List of parishes of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Asti.[110]

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c "Diocese of Asti"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved February 29, 2016.[self-published source]

2. ^ "Diocese of Asti"  GCatholic.org. Gabriel Chow. Retrieved February 29, 2016.[self-published source]

3. ^ Kehr, p. 170.
4. ^ Bosio, pp. 102-107. Gauchat, Hierarchia catholica IV, p. 109, the transfer of four areas.
5. ^ "Diocese of Asti" . The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 2. New York: Robert Appleton Company, 1907, p. 18. Retrieved: 1 Apr. 2018.
6. ^ Diocesi di Asti, Storia ; retrieved: 2018-01-04.(in Italian) "La datazione più probabile dell’inizio della Diocesi è da fissarsi agli inizi del sec. V."
7. ^ Lanzoni, pp. 833-834. The fifth Evasius is known only from a "molto favoloso" martyrology composed in the 9th century, that claims that Evasius was a bishop of Asti. Savio, Fedele (1884). Notizie storiche

sopra S. Evasio martire: primo vescovo d'Asti e patrono di Casale Monferrato  (in Italian). Torino: tip. B. Canonica e figli, eredi Binelli. Gams, p. 812, column 1 (calling the fifth Evasius by the name Evasinus).
Savio, pp. 109-110; 114-124. Article from pms.wiki

8. ^ Cipolla (1887), Di Audace vescovo, p. 57.
9. ^ Bosio, pp. 148-196.

10. ^ Bibliografia storica astense, p. 30, column 2 [= Manno, p. 373].
11. ^ Kehr, pp. 173-174.
12. ^ Kehr, p. 180.
13. ^ Jean-Louis Masson (1984). Provinces, départements, régions: l'organisation administrative de la France d'hier à demain  (in French). Paris: Fernand Lanore. pp. 340–341. ISBN 978-2-85157-003-1.
14. ^ Rémi Fleurigeon, ed. (1806). Code administratif, ou Recueil par ordre alphabétique de matières, de toutes les lois nouvelles et anciennes, relatives aux fonctions administratives et de police, des préfets,

sous-préfets, maires et adjoints, commissaires de police, et aux attributions des conseils de préfecture, de département, d'arrondissement communal et de municipalité, jusqu'au 1er. janvier 1806: avec les
instructions et décisions des autorités supérieures, et la solution des principales difficultés ...  (in French). seconde partie. Paris: Garnery. pp. 513–514.

15. ^ Bullarii Romani continuatio, Summorum Pontificum Benedicti XIV, Clementis XIII, Clementis XIV, Pii VI, Pii VII, Leonis XII, Pii VIII constitutiones  (in Latin). Tomus septimus. Prati: Typographia Aldina.
1850. pp. 443–447, no. CCVIII.

16. ^ Cappelletti, XIV, p. 127.
17. ^ A complete list of the parishes of the diocese of Asti in 1805 is printed by Bosio, pp. 134-138.
18. ^ Cappelletti, XIV, pp. 127-128. Bibliografia storica astense, p. 18, column 2 [= Manno, p. 361].
19. ^ Bullarii Romani continuatio, VII, pp. 1490-1503, § 8.
20. ^ A list of the parishes included in the diocese of Asti from 1817 is printed by Bosio, pp. 139-141.
21. ^ Cappelletti, XIV, p. 128: Episcopus Asten(sis) et Princeps, quam vivens non adeptus, hic requiem delegit, die X Novembr. MDCCCXXIX.
22. ^ Bosio, pp. 485-497.
23. ^ The constitutions and decrees of these synods were published by order of Bishop Scipione Roero in a collection, Constitutiones synodales Astenses (Asti 1539). See: Bibliografia storica astense (Torino:

Paravia 1888), pp. 10-11.
24. ^ Bibliografia storica astense (Torino: Paravia 1888), p. 11 column 2; p. 12 column 1.
25. ^ Bibliografia storica astense, pp. 12-13.
26. ^ Vassallo (1881), pp. 415-421, has demonstrated that the traditional date of 1094 is impossible, since the Pope was in France at that time.
27. ^ Vassallo (1881), p. 421.
28. ^ Bosio, p. 285.
29. ^ Bosio, p. 276, with note 3: Ut episcopi in civitatibus suis proximum ecclesiae suae claustrum instituant in quo ipsi cum clero suo secundum canonicam regulam Deo militent.
30. ^ Kehr, pp. 176-177, no. 1.
31. ^ Bosio, pp. 279-280.
32. ^ Bosio, p. 283.
33. ^ Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 102, note 1.
34. ^ Ferdinando Ughelli (ed. U. Coleti), Italia sacra, editio secunda, Tomus IV (Venice: S. Coleti 1719), p. 334. The earliest known Provost is Elperadus, who subscribed himself in March 905 as Elperadus

archipresbiter et prepositus canonicorum. Bosio, p. 286.
35. ^ Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 103, note 1.
36. ^ Cappelletti, Vol XIV, pp. 81-85; 129.
37. ^ Ughelli, p. 334.
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37. ^ Ughelli, p. 334.
38. ^ Kehr, p. 179, 181: The monstery of S. Anastasio was suppressed in 1802; the monastery of S. Bartolomeo in 1801.
39. ^ Gaetano Moroni (ed.), Dizionario di erudizione storico-ecclesiastica, Volume LXXIX (Venezia: Tipografia Emiliana 1856), pp. 340-341.
40. ^ Bosio, pp. 474-482.
41. ^ In 451 Bishop Pastor attended a provincial synod in Milan. Savio, p. 116.
42. ^ In 465 Majorian took part in a Roman synod of Pope Hilarius. Savio, pp. 116-117.
43. ^ In 680 Bishop Benenatus attended a Roman synod. Savio, p. 117.
44. ^ Bernulfus: Gams, p. 812, column 1.
45. ^ Joseph had been elected bishop of Vercelli, and was consecrated by Archbishop Anspertus of Milan; he did not gain the approval of Pope John VIII, who, on 15 October 879 ordered him deposed. In 880,

however, he was elected bishop of Asti by the clergy, and the petition of the people. He had the support of the Emperor Charles the Fat, and the Pope was finally induced to approve his election and installation
in a letter of 15 February 881 to the Archbishop of Milan. His name occurs in a document of November 887. Savio, pp. 126-127. Kehr, p. 172 no. 1.

46. ^ Audace: Savio, pp. 129-130.
47. ^ Brunengus: In 945 and 946 he was Archchancellor of Kings Ugo and Lothar. In 962 the Emperor Otto I granted him a church in Pavia. Cipolla, Di Audace vescovo, p. 49-52, disposing of a false "Bishop

Oberto". Savio, pp. 130-131. Schwartz, p. 92.
48. ^ Rozone: Savio, pp. 131-133. Schwartz, pp. 92-93.
49. ^ Schwartz, p. 93, indicates that the correct date for the beginning of Bishop Petrus' reign was between 20 April and 20 May 992. Petrus was upbraided by Pope Sylvester II for having refused to obey the

summons to attend the synod of 1000. Gams, p. 812. Kehr, p. 173 nos. 4 and 5.
50. ^ Bishop Alric (Adelricus) was the brother of Marchese Olderico Manfredi of Turin (or Susa). His reign began in May or June 1008. He issued a decree in favor of the church of S. Anastagio in Asti on 24 June

1008. Alric was consecrated in Rome by Pope John XVIII, thanks apparently to deceptive tactics. A complaint by Arnulf, the Archbishop of Milan, who claimed the right to consecrate Alric, led to armed conflict
and a siege of Asti, which Alric and his brother lost, compelling them to submit themselves to the archbishop. According to Schwartz, p. 94, Bishop Alricus died at the Battle of Campo Malo in 1035.
According to Savio, Alric took part in a Roman synod of Pope John XIX in December 1026. His latest document dates from 1034. Savio, pp. 134-136.

51. ^ Obertus is known from a single document of 18 June 1037, where he is referred to by Conrad II as designatus episcopus... quem ipsi ecclesiae praeposuimus. Savio, p. 136. Schwartz, p. 94.
52. ^ Bishop Petrus is first named in a document on 1 November 1040, and his last appearance is in a document of 30 June 1043. There is some possibility (Sembra piuttosto non improbabile) that Bishop Peter

resigned in 1044 and retired to the monstery of S. Michele della Chiusa, where he became abbot. Savio, p. 137.
53. ^ Guglielmo: Savio, pp. 137-139. Not mentioned by Schwartz, p. 94.
54. ^ Bishop Wibertinus attended the Synod of Pavia on 25 October 1246. J.-D. Mansi (ed.), Sacrorum Conciliorum nova et amplissima collectio, editio novissima, Tomus XIX (Venice: Antonius Zatta 1974) p. 618.

Schwartz, p. 95.
55. ^ Bishop Guido subscribed a bull of Pope Leo IX on 13 April 1049. Schwartz, p. 95.
56. ^ At the beginning of 1059, Pope Nicholas II summoned Bishop Girelmo to the Roman Synod of 1059. Kehr, p. 173 no. 6. Savio, pp. 139-140.
57. ^ Ingone was summoned to a Roman synod by Pope Gregory VII in a letter of 25 January 1074. He was a recipient of a letter sent by the same pope on 8 December 1075. Savio, pp. 140-142. Kehr, p. 173

nos. 8 and 9. Gams, p. 812, assigns the dates 1072–1079. Schwartz, pp. 95-96.
58. ^ Bishop Otto first appears as a participant in the Council of Brixen on 25 June 1180. The latest document assigned to Bishop Otto (III) is dated 24 July 1198. Savio, pp. 142-142. Schwartz, pp. 96-98.
59. ^ Landolfo de Vareglate died on 7 June 1132. Savio, pp. 142-144. Schwartz, p. 98.
60. ^ Otto (IV) was present in Rome on 30 April 1133 at the condemnation of Anacletus II by Innocent II. Savio, pp. 147-148, finds reason to think Bishop Otto died on 25 July 1142.
61. ^ Nazarius: Savio, pp. 148-150.
62. ^ Anselmo's latest known document is dated 10 August 1172. Savio, 150-151.
63. ^ The first notice of Bishop Guglielmo is dated 14 July 1173. He was transferred to the diocese of Ravenna on 11 February 1191 by Pope Clement III. Savio, pp. 151-152.
64. ^ Nazario (II): Savio, p. 152.
65. ^ Bonifacius: Savio, pp. 152-153. Eubel, I, p. 113.
66. ^ Ubertus died on 28 September 1243. Eubel, I, p. 113.
67. ^ Bishop Conradus died on 31 October 1282. Eubel, I, p. 113.
68. ^ Bishop Oberto entered into an agreement with on 3 December 1283. On 14 May 1293 he nominated the Podestà of Monddovì. Savio, pp. 156-157.
69. ^ The diocese was without a bishop as late as 20 July 1295: Savio, p. 157.
70. ^ Guido died on 10 June 1327. His epitaph is given by Vassallo (1881), p. 426. Savio, p. 157. Eubel, I, p. 113.
71. ^ Arnaldus was a native of Cahors (Narbonne, France), and had been a Canon of Saintes. He was first appointed as Administrator of the diocese of Asti, and then named its bishop by Pope John XXII. He died

in 1348. Ferdinando Ughelli, Italia sacra Volume IV, p. 386. Boatteri, pp. 70-72. Eubel, I, p. 114, 115.
72. ^ Baldraco Malabayla was a native of Asti. He was appointed Bishop of Asti by Pope Clement VI on 15 August 1348. Boatteri, pp. 72-74. Gaudenzio Claretta, "Gli Alfieri e il vescovo d'Asti Baldracco Malabaila,

1349–1354," Atti della Reale Accademia delle scienze di Torino  (in Italian). Volume 26. Torino: Fratelli Bocca. 1891. pp. 773–790. Eubel, I, p. 114.
73. ^ He spent two years as a prisoner of Gian Galeazzo Visconti, Duke of Milan. He was transferred to the diocese of S. Jean de Maurienne on 11 August 1376. He died in 1381. Boatteri, pp. 74-75. Eubel, I, pp.

114, 331.
74. ^ Antonius had been rector of the church of S. Ambrogio de Varazzo. He was provided as Bishop of Asti by Urban VI. He was transferred to the diocese of Sisteron before 19 November 1383 (He never took

possession), though the diocese of Sisteron was under the control of the Avignon popes, and already had a bishop, Artaud de Melano, who had been appointed on 2 May 1382. Artaud's predecessor Ranulphe
de Gorse had been created a cardinal by Urban VI in September 1378. Eubel, I, p. 114, 454. Joseph Hyacinthe Albanés (1899). Ulysse Chevalier (ed.). Gallia christiana novissima: Aix, Apt, Fréjus, Gap, Riez
et Sisteron  (in French and Latin). Montbéliard: Société anonyme d'imprimerie montbéliardaise. pp. 734–737.

75. ^ Albertus was appointed by Pope Alexander V on 11 December 1409. He died on 16 July 1439. Eubel, I, p. 114; II, p. 97.
76. ^ Bishop Landriani was appointed Bishop of Asti on 31 August 1439 by Pope Eugene IV. He was transferred to the diocese of Como on 18 March 1446. Eubel, II, pp. 140.
77. ^ Antonio Trivulzio was appointed Bishop of Piacenza.
78. ^ Albertino Roere was appointed Bishop of Asti on 31 July 1508, and transferred to the diocese of Pesaro on 6 September 1508 by Pope Julius II. Eubel, III, pp. 121, 274.
79. ^ Antonio Trivulzio: Eubel, III, p. 121.
80. ^ Scaramuzza Trivulzio was Administrator of the diocese of Asti for one day, 26 September 1519. Eubel, III, p. 121.
81. ^ Panigarola was appointed on 28 September 1587 by Pope Sixtus V. He had been titular bishop of Chrysopolis in Arabia. He died on 31 May 1594. Francesco Panigarola (1629). Alessandro Panigarola (ed.).

Lettere di monsig(no)r Panigarola vescouo d'Asti  (in Italian). Milano: per Gio. Battista Bidelli., includes correspondence with Torquato Tasso. Eubel, III, pp. 121, 167.
82.  ̂a b c d Gauchat, Patritius (Patrice). Hierarchia catholica medii et recentioris aevi . Vol. IV. p. 98.
83. ^ "Bishop Caesar Benzio"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved December 7, 2016.[self-published source]

84. ^ Ajazza (Agathia): Boatteri, pp. 115-121. Gauchat, Hierarchia catholica IV, p. 98, with note 3.
85. ^ "Bishop Giovanni Stefano Ajazza"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved December 7, 2016.[self-published source]

86. ^ Pentorio: Boatteri, pp. 121-122. Gauchat, Hierarchia catholica IV, p. 98, with note 4.
87. ^ "Isidoro Pentorio"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved December 7, 2016.[self-published source]

88. ^ "Bishop Ottavio Broglia"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved December 7, 2016.[self-published source]

89. ^ "Bishop Paolo Vincenzo Rovero, B."  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved December 7, 2016.[self-published source]

90. ^ Migliavacca died on 21 February 1714. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica V, p. 102 with note 3.
91. ^ "Bishop Innocenzo Migliavacca (Milliavacca), O. Cist."  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved October 7, 2016.[self-published source]

92. ^ Gams, p. 813, column 1.
93. ^ Todone was preconised (approved) on 25 June 1727 by Pope Benedict XIII. He dies on 5 March 1739. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica V, p. 102 with note 4.
94. ^ During the Sede vacante the Vicar Capitular was Francesco Bernardino Icardi, JUD, Protonotary Apostolic, Canon and Cantor of the Cathedral Chapter of Asti. Bibliografia storica d'Asti, p. 31 column 2.
95. ^ Born in Fossano in 1697, Felissani was a Doctor in utroque iure (Civil and Canon Law) (Cesena 1741). He had been Canon and Penitentiary of the Cathedral Chapter of Fossano. Felissani's nomination as

Bishop of Asti by the King of Sardinia on 22 February 1741 was approved in Consistory by Pope Benedict XIV on 17 April 1741. He was consecrated a bishop in Rome on 25 April 1741 by the Pope himself. He
died on 1 April 1757. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VI, p. 103 with note 2.

96. ^ Sammartini (Sancti Martini) was born at Castelnuovo in the diocese of Ivrea in 1711. He obtained a degree of Doctor in utroque iure (Civil and Canon Law) from Turin in 1741. He served as pro-Vicar General of
his uncle, who was Bishop of Mondovi, and was Archpriest of the Cathedral Chapter. Nominated by the King of Sardinia to the diocese of Asti, he was preconised (approved) by Pope Benedict XIV on 18 July
1757, and consecrated a bishop in Rome on 25 July by Cardinal Guidobono Cavalchini. He died of a fever at Magliano (diocese of Asti) on 7 June 1761. Boattini, pp. 144-148. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica
VI, p. 104 with note 3.

97. ^ A native of Chiusano Torinese, Caissoti obtained a doctorate in theology from Turin (1749) and was a Doctor in utroque iure (Civil and Canon Law). He was nominated bishop of Asti by Charles Emanuel III,
King of Sardinia, on 10 February 1762; preconised by Pope Clement XIII on 19 April 1762; and consecrated a bishop in Rome on 23 May 1762 by Cardinal Filippo Acciaiuoli. He died on 8 August 1786.
Boattini, pp. 148-151. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VI, p. 104 with note 4.

98. ^ Gattinara was born in Vercelli in 1747. He obtained the degree of doctor of theology from Turin in 1770, and served as director of the diocesan seminary of Vercelli, and was Canon and Vicar General of
Vercelli. He was nominated Bishop of Asti on 7 May 1788 by the King of Sardinia, and preconised by Pope Pius VI on 15 September 1788. He was consecrated in Rome by Cardinal Hyacinthe Gerdil on 21
September 1788. He died on 12 January 1809. Boattini, pp. 153-154. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VI, p. 104 with note 5.

99. ^ Faà di Bruno de Marchionibus Bruni et Fontanilis et Comitibus Carentini was born in Alessandria in 1762. He held a doctorate in theology and was Doctor in utroque iure. He was named Bishop of Asti by
Pope Pius VII on 16 March 1818, and consecrated a bishop in Rome on 24 March 1818. For having favored a constitutional government in Spain in a pastoral letter, he was ordered to be confined to a Capuchin
monastery by Pope Pius VII, and required to recant his opinions. He died on 10 November 1829. Storia popolare d'Italia dall'origine fino all'acquisto di Roma nell'anno 1870 compilata da Oscar Pio  (in Italian).
Milano: G. Bestetti. 1876. p. 9. Giovanni Faldella (1895). I fratelli Ruffini: 1: L'antica monarchia e la Giovine Italia  (in Italian). Torino: Roux Frassati e C. editori. p. 233. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VII,
p. 92.

100. ^ Giuseppe Cappelletti (1858). Le chiese d'Italia dalla loro origine sino ai nostri giorni  (in Italian). Venezia: G. Antonelli. p. 128.
101. ^ Lobetti was born in Cuneo in 1772. He was Canon Archpriest of Cuneo. He was nominated Bishop of Asti by King Carlo Alberto, and preconised on 24 February 1832 by Pope Gregory XVI. He died on 21

March 1840. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VII, p. 92.
102. ^ Artico was nominated Bishop of Asti on 14 August 1840, and preconised by Pope Gregory XVI on 14 December 1840. He was consecrated in Rome on 27 December 1840. In 1847 Artico was accused of

sodomy. Cristina Contilli (2015). Tempeste nel silenzio Amicizie, amori e idee politiche di Silvio Pellico in uno dei periodi meno conosciuti della sua vita (1842-1852)  (in Italian). Raleigh NC USA: Lulu.com.
pp. 45–47. ISBN 978-1-291-23981-2.[self-published source] In 1850 Artico was driven from his diocese by his own people, due to his strong opposition to the emancipation of Protestants and the assumption of
control of education by the State. Frank J. Coppa (1990). Cardinal Giacomo Antonelli and Papal Politics in European Affairs . Albany NY USA: SUNY Press. p. 77. ISBN 978-0-7914-0185-9. Artico died in
exile in Rome on 21 December 1859. Ritzler-Sefrin, VII, p. 92.

103. ^ Savio was born in Brà (Braia) in 1817. He obtained a doctorate in theology from Turin in 1838. He was appointed Bishop of Asti directly by Pope Pius IX on 17 March 1867, without nomination of a King of
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103. ^ Savio was born in Brà (Braia) in 1817. He obtained a doctorate in theology from Turin in 1838. He was appointed Bishop of Asti directly by Pope Pius IX on 17 March 1867, without nomination of a King of
Sardinia. The King of Sardinia had become King of Italy, and Pius IX considered him an usurper of the Papal States, and would have nothing to do with him. Savio was consecrated a bishop on 26 May 1867,
and made his solemn entry into his diocese on 9 June 1867. He died on 1 July 1881. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VIII, p. 127.

104. ^ Spandre was born at Caselle-Torino in 1853. He was named titular bishop of Tiberias (Palestine) on 3 September 1899, so that he could act as Auxiliary Bishop of Turin; he was consecrated in Turin on 28
October by Cardinal Agostino Richelmy, the Archbishop of Turin. A noted anti-modernist, he was transferred to the diocese of Asti by Pope Pius X on 12 June 1909. He died on 1 April 1932. E. Berzano, Mons.
Luigi Spandre. Un Vescovo classico, Asti: Michelerio 1934.(in Italian) Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VIII, p. 552. Pięta, Hierarchia catholica IX, p. 70.

105. ^ Ravinale's resignation was accepted by Pope Francis on 16 August 2018. Diocesi di Asti, Vescovo  Francesco Ravinale; retrieved: 2018-04-04.(in Italian)
106. ^ Officina de de Prensa de la Santa Sede, Bollettino. Sala stampa della Santa Sede. 16.01.2018 ; retrieved: 16-08-2018. (in Italian)
107. ^ Bosio, pp. 142-147.
108. ^ "Diocesi di Asti" . Chiesa Cattolica Italiana. Archived from the original  on 2007-12-24.
109. ^ Diocesi di Asti, Ente e Parrochie ; retrieved: 2018-02-04.(in Italian)
110. ^ "Parrocchie" . Chiesa Cattolica Italiana. Archived from the original  on 2008-09-28.
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Astorga

Diocese of Astorga
Dioecesis Asturicensis
Diócesis de Astorga

Astorga Cathedral

Location
Country  Spain

Ecclesiastical
province

Oviedo

Metropolitan Oviedo

Statistics
Area 11,535 km2 (4,454 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics
(including non-
members)

(as of 2012)
277,800
269,600 (97%)

Information
Denomination Roman Catholic

Rite Latin Rite

Established 747

Cathedral Cathedral of the
Assumption of Our Lady in
Astroga

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Jesús Fernández
González

Metropolitan
Archbishop

Jesús Sanz Montes

Map

Website
Website of the Diocese

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Astorga)

The Roman Catholic Diocese of Astorga (Latin: Asturicensis) is
a diocese whose seat is in the city of Astorga, in the province of
León, Castile and León, Spain.[1][2]

The diocese is a part of the ecclesiastical province of the Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Oviedo since 1954. It traces its foundation
to the 3rd century, making it one of the oldest in Spain.[3]
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History [edit]

The first bishop for whom there is any documentary evidence was
Belisarius, who served during the reign ( from 249 to 251) of the
Emperor Decius and faced the persecution waged under this ruler.
The bishop was dismissed from his position, accused of having
been a libellaticus, i.e., a Christian who had offered sacrifice to the
Roman gods to avoid arrest. The bishop was re-instated after the
intervention of the prominent African bishop, Cyprian, and Pope
Stephen I. It was a suffragan of the Archdiocese of Braga[3]

The next bishop, Sabinus, led the Christian community through the
persecution of the Emperor Valerian. The Christians martyred
during this period included the schoolboys saints, Justus and
Pastor, as well as their aunt, Martha, who became the patron saint
of the diocese. The diocese was represented at the Synod of
Elvira (ca. A.D. 305), the first major assembly of the Church in
Hispania.[3]

During the waves of invasion of the peninsula by the Germanic
tribes, one bishop was the noted Turibio. He documented the
conversion of the Suebic King Resimund to Arianism, and worked
to restore the churches destroyed by the Visigothic King
Theodoric II. The bishop was able to travel to Rome, from which he
brought back what is believed to be a relic of the True Cross, for
which he founded the Monastery of Santo Toribio de Liébana,
where it is still preserved.[3]

Present [edit]

The diocese maintains its own school of formation for its clergy,
the Seminary of the Immaculate Conception, which was founded
on 1 November 1766, with the current structure being built in
1799.[4]

Prelates [edit]

Pedro da Fonseca (5 Jun 1413 – 7 Jun 1419 Resigned)
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Episcopal Palace of Astorga.
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Bernardino López de Carvajal y Sande (27 Aug 1488 – 23 Jan
1489 Appointed Bishop of Badajoz)
Juan Ruiz de Medina (1489–1493 Appointed Bishop of Badajoz)
Diego Meléndez de Valdés (1493–1494 Appointed Bishop of
Zamora)[5]

Juan de Castilla (1494–1498 Appointed Bishop of Salamanca)[6]

Diego Ramírez de Fuenleal (1498 – 7 Feb 1500 Appointed
Bishop of Malaga)[7]

Francisco Desprats (9 Feb–4 Dec 1500 Appointed Bishop of
León)
Sancho Pérez Rodríguez de Acebes (4 Dec 1500 – 21 Apr 1515 Died)
Alvaro Osorio, O.P. (1 Jun 1515 – 10 Apr 1539 Died)
Esteban Almeida (18 Aug 1539 – 2 Jun 1542 Appointed Bishop of León)
Diego Alava Esquivel (8 Jun 1543 – 7 May 1548 Appointed Bishop of Ávila)
Pedro Acuña Avellaneda (4 Jun 1548 – 5 Jun 1555 Appointed Bishop of Salamanca)
Diego Sarmiento Sotomayor (5 Jun 1555 – 1571 Died)
Francisco Sarmiento Mendoza (4 Jun 1574 – 27 May 1580 Appointed Bishop of Jaén)
Alfonso Delgado (22 Jun 1580 – 21 Aug 1583 Died)
Antonio Torres (bishop) (9 Jan 1584 – 14 Feb 1588 Died)
Alberto Aguayo, O.P. (8 Aug 1588 – 16 Dec 1589 Died)
Juan Zarzola (17 Apr 1589 – 1 Nov 1590 Died)
Pedro Rojas Henríques, O.S.A. (6 Mar 1591 – 30 Aug 1595 Appointed Bishop of Osma)
Antonio de Cáceres, O.P. (8 Nov 1595 – 18 Aug 1615 Died)
Alfonso Mesía de Tovar (27 Feb 1616 – 13 Jul 1636 Died)
Luis García Rodríguez (9 Feb 1637 – 18 Apr 1638 Died)
Diego Salcedo Benacos (11 Apr 1639 – 28 Mar 1644 Died)
Bernardo Atayde de Lima Perera (14 Nov 1644 – 5 Oct 1654 Appointed Bishop of Ávila)
Nicolás Martinez (bishop), O.S.H. (9 Nov 1654 – 21 Jun 1660 Appointed Bishop of Osma)
Juan Vallejo (20 Sep 1660 – 8 Oct 1661 Died)
Nicolás Rodríguez Hermosino (5 Jun 1662 – 23 Jan 1669 Died)
Matías de Moratinos y Santos (5 Aug 1669 – 3 Oct 1672 Appointed Bishop of Segovia)
Rodrigo de Mandia y Parga (12 Dec 1672 – 20 Oct 1674 Died)
Diego de Silva y Pacheco, O.S.B. (27 May 1675 – 22 Mar 1677 Died)
Francisco Aguado (13 Sep 1677 – 14 Feb 1688 Died)
Antonio de Brizuela y Salamanca (13 Sep 1688 – 13 Apr 1693 Appointed Bishop of Jaén)
Antonio Sanjurjo Miranda, O.P. (8 Jun 1693 – Jan 1707 Died)
José Aparicio y Navarro (28 Nov 1707 – 30 Jan 1723 Died)
Crisóstomo Vargas, O. Cist. (30 Aug 1723 – 14 May 1728 Died)
José Francisco Bermúdez Mandía (15 Nov 1728 – 3 Mar 1736 Died)
Pedro Cáceres Casado (27 Jan 1738 – 15 Sep 1747 Died)
Matías Escalzo Acedo (4 Mar 1748 – 11 Nov 1749 Died)
Francisco Javier Sánchez Cabezón (27 Apr 1750 – 27 Jan 1767 Died)
Juan Manuel Merino y Lumbreras (1 Jun 1767 – 5 Aug 1782 Died)
Antonio Andrés López Arroyo, O.F.M. (15 Dec 1783 – 14 Mar 1787 Died)
Manuel Abad y Lasierra, O.S.B. (28 Sep 1787 – 9 Apr 1791 Resigned)
Francisco Isidoro Gutiérrez Vigil (11 Apr 1791 – 13 Oct 1805 Died)
Manuel Vicente Martínez y Jiménez (31 Mar 1806 – 22 Jul 1816 Appointed Archbishop of Zaragoza)
Santiago Bencomo y Rodríguez (1 Oct 1817 – 2 Mar 1818 Died)
Guillermo Martínez Riaguas (29 Mar 1819 – 24 Oct 1824 Died)
Manuel Bernardo Morete Bodelón (21 Mar 1825 – 2 Jan 1828 Died)
Leonardo Santander y Villavicencio (23 Jun 1828 – 30 Apr 1832 Died)
Félix Torres Amat (20 Jan 1834 – 29 Dec 1847 Died)
Juan Nepomuceno Cascallana y Ordóñez (7 Jan 1850 – 5 Sep 1851 Confirmed, Bishop of Malaga)
Benito Forcelledo Tuero (18 Mar 1852 – 23 Jun 1858 Died)
Fernando Argüelles Miranda (23 Dec 1858 – 2 Sep 1870 Died)
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Mariano Brezmes y Arredondo (17 Sep 1875 – 11 Nov 1885 Died)
Juan Bautista Grau y Vallespinos (10 Jun 1886 – 18 Sep 1893 Died)
Vicente Alonso y Salgado, Sch. P. (21 May 1894 – 25 Jun 1903 Appointed Bishop of Cartagena (en
España))
Mariano Cidad y Olmos (25 Jun 1903 – 5 Jul 1903 Died)
Julián Miranda y Ristuer (12 Nov 1903 – 14 Nov 1904 Appointed Bishop of Segovia)
Julián de Diego y García Alcolea (14 Nov 1904 – 18 Jul 1913 Appointed Bishop of Salamanca)
Antonio Senso Lázaro (18 Jul 1913 – 21 Aug 1941 Died)
Jesús Mérida Pérez (10 Jun 1943 – 16 May 1956 Died)
José Castelltort Subeyre (5 Nov 1956 – 18 Aug 1960 Died)
Marcelo González Martín (31 Dec 1960 – 21 Feb 1966 Appointed Coadjutor Archbishop of Barcelona)
Antonio Briva Mirabent (18 May 1967 – 20 Jun 1994 Died)
Camilo Lorenzo Iglesias (14 Jun 1995 – 18 Nov 2015 Retired)
Juan Antonio Menéndez Fernandez (18 Nov 2015 – 15 May 2019 Died)
Jesús Fernández González (8 Jun 2020 – Present)
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Kingdom of León
Leonese language
Roman Catholic Diocese of León in Spain
Episcopal Palace, Astorga
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Archbishopric of Athens

Archbishop of Athens and All
Greece

ARCHBISHOPRIC
ORTHODOX

Coat of arms

Incumbent:
Ieronymos II

since 7 February 2008

Location
Country Greece

Information
Established 1st century

autocephalous since 1850
Current form since 1923

Diocese Athens

Cathedral Cathedral of Annunciation

Website
http://www.iaath.gr/
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  (Redirected from Bishop of Athens)

For the Roman Catholic archdiocese, see Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Athens.

The Archbishopric of Athens (Greek: Ιερά Αρχιεπισκοπή
Αθηνών) is a Greek Orthodox archiepiscopal see based in the city
of Athens, Greece. It is the senior see of Greece, and the seat of
the autocephalous Church of Greece. Its incumbent (since 2008)
is Ieronymos II of Athens. As the head of the Church of Greece,
the holder is styled Archbishop of Athens and All Greece
(Αρχιεπίσκοπος Αθηνών και πάσης Ελλάδος).
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History [edit]

As with most of Greece, the Church of Athens was established by
St. Paul during his second missionary journey, when he preached
at the Areopagus, probably in 50 or 51 AD. According to the Acts
of the Apostles (17:16–34), after the sermon, a number of people
became followers of Paul, thus forming the kernel of the Church in
Athens. Dionysius the Areopagite was the first Bishop of Athens.[1]

With the Christianization of the Roman Empire and the
establishment of a regular Church hierarchy, Athens became a
suffragan see of the Metropolis of Corinth, the metropolitan see of
the Roman province of Achaea.[2] As with most of Greece,
however, the old pagan religion continued for considerable time.
Despite imperial prohibitions during the 4th century, there is
considerable evidence for a flourishing pagan culture up to the
end of the century, and it was probably only the devastation of the
Gothic raids in 395–397 that dealt a first hard blow to the ancient
pagan culture. The last pagan vestiges in Athens itself survived
until the 6th century and the closure of the city's Neoplatonic
Academy by Justinian I in 529.[3]

As with the rest of the Illyricum, Athens belonged originally to the
jurisdiction of the Patriarch of Rome, but the progressive
strengthening of the Patriarch of Constantinople, and the
changing political circumstances of the 7th century led finally to the subordination of the entire Eastern Illyricum
to Constantinople in c. 731/2.[3] Despite the occasional appointment of its bishop as papal vicar—chiefly in an
attempt to shore up Rome's position in the area—Athens itself remained firmly subordinated to Corinth during
the early Byzantine period.[4]

Due to the influence of Empress Irene of Athens, the see was raised to the rank of a metropolis sometime after
765, but this was short-lived and was reversed after the protests of the Metropolitan of Corinth.[5] Nevertheless,
by 819 Athens had become an autocephalous archbishopric, and in the ecumenical councils of 869/70 and
879, the see of Athens appears as a metropolis, but the preserved inscriptions on the Parthenon show that this
was not permanent. The power struggle with Corinth was finally settled until 975, when Athens was permanently
raised to the status of a separate metropolis.[5] In the various Notitiae Episcopatuum of the 8th and 9th
centuries, the position of Athens in the hierarchy of the metropolises under Constantinople fluctuates, but is
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relatively low (34th out of 37 in Notitia 2, and 48th out of 49 in Notitia 3). It rose to 28th place by c. 901, a place
it held for the next three centuries.[6] Its jurisdiction encompassed the southeastern parts of the province
(theme) of Hellas, i.e. southeastern Central Greece and the nearest of the Cyclades. The original suffragans of
Athens were, in order: Euripus, Dauleia, Koroneia, Andros, Oreos, Skyros, Karystos, Porthmos, Aulon, and
Syros.[7] With the exception of the addition of the sees of "Kea and Thermia" and of Megara in the middle of the
12th century, the list remained the same until the Fourth Crusade.[7]

At the time of the Fourth Crusade, the see of Athens was in the hands of Michael Choniates. Refusing to
acknowledge the authority of the Pope, he was forced to abandon his see, which became a Roman Catholic
archbishopric under the Frenchman Berard.[8] Based on a 1209 letter by Pope Innocent III, the list of suffragans
under Latin rule only slightly changed: Euripus (Egripontis), Thermopylae (Cermopilensem, seat in Bodonitsa),
Dauleia (Davaliensem), Aulon (Abelonensem), Oreos (Zorconensem), Karystos (Caristiensem), Koroneia
(Coroniacensem), Andros (Andrensem), Megara (Megarensem), Skyros (Squirensem), and Kea (Cheensem),
although most of these sees were vacant. In 1212, the formerly autocephalous archbishopric of Aegina, and the
newly founded see of Salona (Salonensis) also appear as Athens' suffragans.[8] The Catholic see remained
vacant for a period after the Catalan Company conquered the Duchy of Athens in 1311 due to the Catalans'
conflict with the papacy, and a residential archbishop is not attested until around the mid-14th century.[9]

For the duration of the Frankish rule, the Orthodox see had continued to be filled in exile, either with titular
holders or with bishops of other sees functioning as stewards (proedros) of the archiepiscopal see of Athens.
The Orthodox clergy were consecrated by passing bishops, but were forced to acknowledge the authority of the
Latin Archbishop in order to exercise their office. In the Byzantine Notitiae of the period, Athens fell in rank to
35th place under Andronikos II Palaiologos (r. 1282–1328), rose to 28th under Andronikos III Palaiologos
(r. 1328–1341), and rose to 21st place by the turn of the 15th century.[6] In 1388, the Duchy of Athens passed
into the hands of the Florentine Acciaioli family. With little military might of their own, and surrounded by
potential rivals and enemies, the Acciaioli cultivated a policy of conciliation towards the overwhelmingly
Orthodox local Greek population. To that end, they adopted Greek as the official language of their chancery,
and allowed an Orthodox metropolitan, Dorotheus, to resume residence in their capital. The cathedral Church
of the Virgin in the Parthenon remained the residence of the Latin Archbishop of Athens, however, and
Dorotheus used the small church of Dionysius the Areopagite in the lower city.[6][10]

This situation prevailed until the Ottoman conquest of the city in 1456, when the Latin see was abolished and
the Orthodox metropolitans were restored to their former position.[9][11] In accordance with the Ottoman millet
system, the metropolitan became also the chairman of the council of the community of Athens. The metropolitan
cathedral in the Parthenon, however, was converted into a mosque, and the metropolitan bishop instead used
the Church of St. Panteleimon, now destroyed.[11]

Following the Greek War of Independence and the declaration of the autocephaly of the Church of Greece in
1833, the Church was reorganized and the Bishopric of Attica (Επισκοπή Αττικής) was established, with its
jurisdiction covering the Attica Prefecture.[12] Following the recognition of the autocephaly by the Patriarchate of
Constantinople in 1850, the bishopric was raised again to metropolitan rank and renamed to Metropolis of
Athens. As the sole metropolitan see of the independent Kingdom of Greece, its incumbent was assigned the
permanent presidency of the Holy Synod of the Church of Greece.[12] This situation lasted until 1922, when all
episcopal sees in Greece were raised to metropolitan status. As a result, on 31 December 1923 the new
Constitutional Charter of the Church of Greece raised the bishop of Athens to the position of Archbishop of
Athens and All Greece.[12]
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· Michael I · Leo I · Leo II · John V · Nicetas III · Nicephorus · Gerasimus ·
George II Bourtzes · Nicholas Hagiotheodorites · Michael II · Theophylactus ·
George III · George IV · Michael Choniates · Meletius I§ · Elias§ · Neophytus I§ ·
Anthimus I§ · Nicodemus§ · Dorotheus I of Athens · Macarius I · Gerbasius ·
Phantinus · Theodorus · Isidore · Dorotheus II · Anthimus II · Neophytus II ·
Laurentius · Callistus · Sophronius I · Nicanor · Theophanes I · Neophytus III ·
Samuel · Nathanael · Anthimus III · Cyril I · Metrophanes · Theophanes II ·
Sophronius II · Daniel · Anthimus IV · Jacob I · Athanasius II · Macarius II ·
Anthimus V · Cyril II · Meletius II · Jacob II · Zacharias · Anthimus VI · Bartholomew
· Neophytus IV · Bartholomew · Gabriel II · Benedict of Athens · Athanasius III ·
Benedict · Athanasius III · Gregorius III · Dionysius II of Athens ·
Gregory IV of Athens · Anthimus VII · Neophytus V of Athens · Michael IV of Athens ·
Theophilus of Athens · Anthonius of Athens · Procopius I of Athens ·
Germanus II of Athens · Procopius II of Athens · Theocletus I of Athens ·
Meletius III · Theocletus I of Athens

Archbishops of Athens and All Greece
Chrysostomos I · Damaskinos · Chrysanthus · Damaskinos · Spyridon ·
Dorotheus III · Theocletus II of Athens · Jacob III of Athens · Chrysostomos II ·
Ieronymos I · Seraphim · Christodoulos · Ieronymos II of Athens

§: Titular due to the Latin rule over Athens

Dioceses of the Greek Orthodox Church in Greece

Church of Greece

Archbishopric of Athens · Argolis · Arta · Cephalonia · Chalcis · Corfu · Corinth · Cythera ·
Demetrias (Volos) · Elis · Aetolia and Acarnania · Glyfada · Gortyna and Megalopolis · Hydra ·
Ilion, Acharnes and Petroupolis · Kalavryta and Aigialeia · Karpenisi · Karystia and Skyros ·
Kaisariani, Vyronas and Hymettos · Kifisia, Amarousio and Oropos · Larissa and Tyrnavos ·
Leucas and Ithaca · Mani · Mantinea (Tripoli) · Megara and Salamis · Mesogeia and Laureotica ·
Messenia · Monemvasia and Sparta · Nafpaktos and Agios Vlasios ·
Nea Ionia and Philadelphia · Nea Smyrni · Nikaia · Paronaxia · Patras · Peristeri · Phocis ·
Phthiotis · Piraeus · Stagoi and Meteora · Syros, Tinos, Andros, Kea and Milos ·
Thebes and Livadeia · Thessaliotis · Thera · Tricca (Trikala) · Triphylia · Zakynthos

"New Lands"

Alexandroupolis · Chios · Didymoteicho · Drama · Dryinoupolis, Pogoniani and Konitsa ·
Edessa · Elasson · Eleftheroupolis · Florina · Goumenissa · Grevena · Ierissos · Ioannina ·
Kassandria · Kastoria · Katerini · Kilkis · Komotini · Langadas · Lemnos · Methymna · Mytilene ·
Nea Krini and Kalamaria · Neapolis and Stavroupolis · Paramythia · Philippi · Preveza · Samos ·
Serres · Servia and Kozani · Siderokastron · Siatista · Thessaloniki · Veroia · Xanthi · Zichni

Ecumenical Patriarchate
of Constantinople

Dodecanese Patmos · Rhodes · Kos · Leros · Karpathos · Symi

Church of Crete
Archbishopric of Crete (Heraklion) · Gortyn · Rethymnon ·
Kydonia (Chania) · Lambi (Spili) · Hierapytna · Petra (Neapoli) · Kissamos
· Arkalochorion

Monastic Republic of Holy Mount Athos

Categories: 1st-century establishments in Greece Dioceses of the Church of Greece
Christianity in Athens 50s establishments in the Roman Empire
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Roman Catholic Bishop of Augsburg

Walter Mixa, bishop emeritus of
Augsburg

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Augsburg)

For the Prince-Bishop who ruled before 1818, see Prince-Bishopric of Augsburg.

The Bishop of Augsburg is the Ordinary of the Roman Catholic
Diocese of Augsburg in the Ecclesiastical province of München und
Freising.

The diocese covers an area of 13,250 km².

A famous early holder of the position was Saint Ulrich of Augsburg (c.
890 – 4 July 973), who twice defended Augsburg from hostile attacks by
pagan Magyars. Saint Ulrich was known for his courage, high moral
standard, and loyalty to Emperor Otto I ("Otto the Great").

The current bishop is Bertram Johannes Meier who was appointed and
ordained as bishop in 2020.

List of the Bishops of the Roman Catholic
Diocese of Augsburg, Germany (since 1818) [edit]

Bertram Johannes Meier was appointed to this see January 29, 2020.

Tenure Incumbent Notes

5 February 1818
to 9 October
1819

Franz Karl Joseph Fürst von
Hohenlohe-Waldenburg-
Schillingsfürst

Auxiliary Bishop of Augsburg; confirmed 6 April 1818; died
in office

6 December
1819 to 10 March
1824

Joseph Maria Johann
Nepomuk Freiherr von
Fraunberg

Priest of Regensburg; confirmed 24 May 1824; appointed
Archbishop of Bamberg

4 March 1824 to
15 August 1836

Ignatz Albert von Riegg, OSA
Joseph Ignatz Alexius von Riegg ; confirmed 24 May 1824;
ordained 11 July 1824; died in office

20 September
1836 to 2 July
1855

Johann Peter von Richarz
Bishop of Speyer; confirmed 21 November 1836; installed
22 February 1837; died in office

12 January 1856
to 17 June 1858

Michael von Deinlein
Auxiliary Bishop of Bamberg; confirmed 13 July 1856;
installed 3 September 1856; appointed Archbishop of
Bamberg

16 July 1858 to 8
October 1894

Pankratius von Dinkel
Priest of Bamberg; 27 September 1858; confirmed 21
November 1858; died in office

7 November
1894 to 9 March
1902

Petrus von Hötzl, OFM
Priest of Order of Friars Minor; confirmed 18 March 1895;
ordained 1 May 1895; died in office

18 March 1902 to
31 May 1930

Maximilian von Lingg
Priest of Augsburg; confirmed 9 June 1902; ordained 20
July 1902; died in office

17 September
1930 to 9
February 1949

Joseph Kumpfmüller
Priest of Regensburg; ordained 28 October 1930; died in
office

9 July 1949 to 11
April 1963

Josef Freundorfer
Priest of Passau; ordained 21 September 1949; died in
office

10 September
1963 to 30 March
1992

Josef Stimpfle Priest of Augsburg; ordained 26 October 1963; retired
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24 December
1992 to 9 June
2004

Viktor Josef Dammertz, OSB
Priest of the Order of Saint Benedict; ordained 30 January
1993; retired

1 October 2005 -
8 May 2010

Walter Mixa
formerly Bishop of Eichstätt; ordained 23 March 1996;
Military Bishop of Germany, from 31 August 2000 to 8
May 2010; retired

8 July 2010 - 4
July 2019

Konrad Zdarsa formerly Bishop of Görlitz; ordained 23 June 2007; retired

29 January 2020-
Present

Bertram Johannes Meier
Appointed in 29 January 2020, and ordained in 6 June
2020.

Hierarchy of the Catholic Church in Germany
Archdioceses Bamberg · Berlin · Freiburg im Breisgau · Hamburg · Cologne · Munich and Freising · Paderborn

Dioceses
Eichstätt · Speyer · Würzburg · Dresden-Meissen · Görlitz · Mainz · Rottenburg-Stuttgart · Hildesheim ·
Osnabrück · Aachen · Essen · Limburg · Münster · Trier · Augsburg · Passau · Regensburg · Erfurt ·
Fulda · Magdeburg
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Bishop of Lausanne

Lausanne Cathedral.

Model of Lausanne Cathedral.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Avenches)

The Bishop of Lausanne (French: Évêque de Lausanne) was a
Prince-Bishop of the Holy Roman Empire (since 1011) and the Ordinary
of the diocese of Lausanne, Switzerland (Latin: Dioecesis
Lausannensis).

Bern secularized the bishopric in 1536. The bishop fled into exile, first in
Evian, and then in Burgundy. Today, the Catholic diocese of Fribourg,
Lausanne, and Geneva has its seat in Fribourg.

For the ecclesiastical history, see Lausanne and Geneva
bishopric(s)
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List of bishops [edit]

Bishop of Avenches [edit]

Bubulcus (517-535)
Grammatius (535-549)

Bishop of Lausanne 574-1536 [edit]

[1]

Saint Marius (574-594)[2]

Arricus 639-654
Prothasius 652
Chilmegiselus 670
Udalricus 690
Fredarius 814-825
David 827-850
Hartmannus 852-878
Hieronimus 878-892
Boso 892-927
Libo 927-932
Bero 932-947
Magnerius 947-968
Eginolfus 968-985
Henri of Bourgogne 985-1018
Hugues of Bourgogne 1018-1037
Henri II of Lenzbourg 1039-1051/56
Burchard of Oltingen 1056-1089
Lambert of Grandson 1089-1090
Cono of Fenis 1090-1103/07
Giroldus or Gérard of Faucigny 1105-1126/34
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Guy of Maligny or of Marlaniaco 1134-1143
Amedeus of Clermont call of Lausanne 1145-1159
Landri of Durnes 1160-1178/79
Roger of Vico-Pisano 1178-1212
Berthold of Neuchâtel 1212-1220
Gérard of Rougemont 1220-1221
Guillaume of Ecublens 1221-1229
Boniface Clutinc 1231-1239
Jean of Cossonay 1240-1273
Guillaume of Champvent 1273-1301
Gérard of Vuippens 1302-1309
Othon of Champvent 1309-1312
Pierre of Oron 1313-1323
Jean de Rossillon 1323-1341
Jean Bertrand 1341-1342
Geoffroi de Vayrols 1342-1347
François Prévost (Proust) 1347-1354
Aymon de Cossonay 1355-1375
Guy of Prangins 1375-1394
Aymon Séchal administrator, 1394-1394
Guillaume of Menthonay 1394-1406
Guillaume of Challant 1406-1431
Louis of la Palud 1431-1433
Jean of Prangins 1433-1440
Georges of Saluces 1440-1461
Guillaume de Varax 1462-1466
Jean Michel 1466-1468
Barthélémy Chuet, administrator 1469-1472
Giuliano della Rovere,[3] 1472-1473, future pope Julius II, 1503-1513,
Benoît of Montferrand 1476-1491
Aymon of Montfalcon 1491-1517
Sébastien of Montfalcon 1517-1536/60

Bishop of Lausanne 1600-1814 [edit]

Jean de Watteville 1609-1649[4]

Jost Knab 1652-1658[5]

Henri Fuchs 1658-1662 (apostolic administrator)[6]

Jean-Baptiste de Strambino 1662-1684[7]

Pierre de Montenbach 1688-1707[8]

Jacques Duding 1707-1716[9]

Claude-Antoine Duding 1716-1745[10]

Joseph-Hubert de Boccard 1746-1758[11]

Joseph-Nicolas de Montenach 1758-1782[12]

Berndard-Emmanuel de Lenzbourg 1782-1795[13]

Jean-Baptiste d'Odet 1796-1803[14]

Joseph-Antoine Guisolan 1804-1814[15]

Bishop of Lausanne and Geneva 1821-1924 [edit]

Pierre-Tobie Yenni (1815-1845)[16]

Etienne Marilley (1846-1879)[17]

Christophore Cosandey (1879-1882)
Gaspard Mermillod (1883-1891)
Joseph Déruaz (1891-1911)
André-Maurice Bovet (1911-1915)
Placide Colliard (1915-1920)

Bishop of Lausanne, Geneva and Fribourg from 1924 [edit]
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Marius Besson (1920-1945)
François Charrière (1945-1970)
Pierre Mamie (1970-1995)
Amédée (Antoine-Marie) Grab, O.S.B. (1995-1998)
Bernard Genoud (1999-2010)
Charles Morerod, O.P. (2011-Present)
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List of bishops and archbishops of Bamberg
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Bamberg)

This is a list of bishops and archbishops of the Prince-Bishopric of Bamberg and Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Bamberg in Germany.

Contents [hide]
1 Bishops, 1007–1245
2 Prince-Bishops, 1245–1802
3 Archbishops, 1818–Present

Bishops, 1007–1245 [edit]

Eberhard I 1007-1040
Suidger von Morsleben 1040-1046 (Later Pope Clement II)
Hartwig von Bogen 1047-1053
Adalbert of Carinthia 1053-1057
Günther 1057-1065
Herman I 1065-1075
Rupprecht 1075-1102
Otto I of Mistelbach 1102-1139
Egilbert 1139-1146
Eberhard II von Otelingen 1146-1170
Hermann II von Aurach 1170-1177
Otto II of Andechs 1177-1196
Thimo von Lyskirch 1196-1201
Konrad von Ergersheim 1202-1203
Ekbert of Andechs 1203-1231
Siegfried von Öttingen 1231-1238
Poppo of Andechs 1238-1242
Heinrich I von Bilversheim 1242-1245, continued as Prince-Bishop

Prince-Bishops, 1245–1802 [edit]

Heinrich I von Bilversheim 1245-1257, bishop since 1242
Wladislaw of Silesia 1257
Berthold von Leiningen 1257-1285
Mangold von Neuenburg 1285 (Bishop of Würzburg 1287-1303)
Arnold von Solms 1286-1296
Leopold I von Grundlach 1296-1303
Wulfing von Stubenberg 1304-1318
Ulrich von Schlusselberg 1319
Konrad von Giech 1319-1322
Johannes von Schlackenwerth 1322-1324
Heinrich II von Sternberg 1324-1328
Werntho Schenk von Reicheneck 1328-1335
Leopold II von Egloffstein 1335-1343
Friedrich I von Hohenlohe 1344-1352
Leopold III of Bebenburg 1353-1363
Friedrich II von Truhendingen 1363-1366
Louis of Meissen 1366-1374
Lamprecht von Brunn 1374-1399
Albrecht von Wertheim 1399-1421
Friedrich III von Aufsess 1421-1431
Anton von Rotenhan 1431-1459
Georg I von Schaumberg 1459-1475
Philipp von Henneberg 1475-1487
Heinrich Groß von Trockau 1487-1501
Veit Truchseß von Pommersfelden 1501-1503
Georg Marschalk von Ebnet 1503-1505
Georg Schenk von Limpurg 1505-1522
Weigand von Redwitz 1522-1556
Georg Fuchs von Rügheim 1556-1561
Veit von Würzburg 1561-1577
Johann Georg Zobel von Giebelstadt 1577-1580
Martin von Eyb 1580-1583
Ernst von Mengersdorf 1583-1591
Neytard von Thüngen 1591-1598
Johann Philipp von Gebsattel 1599-1609
Johann Gottfried von Aschhausen 1609-1622 (Bishop of Würzburg 1617-1622)
Johann Georg Fuchs von Dornheim 1623-1633
Franz von Hatzfeld 1633-1642 (Bishop of Würzburg 1631-1642)
Melchior Otto von Voit von Salzburg 1642-1653
Philipp Valentin Albrecht Voit von Rieneck 1653-1672
Peter Philipp von Dernbach 1672-1683
Marquard Sebastian von Schenk von Stauffenberg 1683-1693
Lothar Franz von Schönborn 1693-1729
Friedrich Karl von Schönborn 1729-1746 (also Bishop of Würzburg)
Johann Philipp Anton von Franckenstein 1746-1753
Franz Konrad von Stadion und Thannhausen 1753-1757

Archbishops, 1818–Present [edit]

Tenure Incumbent Notes

5 February 1818 to 29 January
1824

Joseph Graf von Stubenberg Bishop of Eichstätt; confirmed 6 Apr 1818; died in office

10 March 1824 to 17 January Joseph Maria Johann Nepomuk Freiherr von
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1842 Fraunberg Bishop of Augsburg; confirmed 24 May 1824; died in office

24 February 1842 to 9 January
1858

Bonifaz Kaspar von Urban
Auxiliary Bishop of München and Freising, Munich; confirmed 25 May 1842; installed 24 July 1842; died
in office

17 June 1858 to 4 January 1875 Michael von Deinlein Bishop of Augsburg; confirmed 17 September 1858; installed 10 November 1858; died in office

31 May 1875 to 23 May 1890 Friedrich von Schreiber Priest of Augsburg; confirmed 5 July 1875; ordained 5 September 1875; died in office

26 August 1890 to 25 January
1905

Joseph von Schork Priest of Würzburg; confirmed 6 May 1891; ordained 24 May 1891; died in office

30 January 1905 to 23 April 1912 Friedrich Philipp von Abert Priest of Würzburg; confirmed 27 March 1905; ordained 1 May 1905; died in office

4 May 1912 to 23 January 1943 Jacobus von Hauck Priest of Würzburg; confirmed 18 June 1912; died in office

24 January 1943 to 29 March
1955

Joseph Otto Kolb Auxiliary Bishop of Bamberg; installed 9 May 1943; died in office

16 May 1955 to 30 July 1976 Josef Schneider Priest of Bamberg; ordained 13 July 1955; resigned

27 May 1977 to 31 March 1994 Elmar Maria Kredel Priest of Bamberg; ordained 2 July 1977; resigned

25 March 1995 to 2 July 2001 Karl Heinrich Braun Bishop of Eichstätt; installed 25 May 1995; resigned

28 June 2002 to present Ludwig Schick Auxiliary Bishop of Fulda

Hierarchy of the Catholic Church in Germany
Archdioceses Bamberg · Berlin · Freiburg im Breisgau · Hamburg · Cologne · Munich and Freising · Paderborn

Dioceses Eichstätt · Speyer · Würzburg · Dresden-Meissen · Görlitz · Mainz · Rottenburg-Stuttgart · Hildesheim · Osnabrück · Aachen · Essen · Limburg · Münster · Trier · Augsburg · Passau · Regensburg ·
Erfurt · Fulda · Magdeburg
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Bergamo

Diocese of Bergamo
Dioecesis Bergomensis

Bergamo Cathedral

Location
Country Italy

Ecclesiastical
province

Milan

Statistics
Area 4,243 km2 (1,638 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics
(including non-
members)

(as of 2015)
995,323
930,000 (est.) (96.3%)

Parishes 371

Information
Denomination Roman Catholic

Rite Latin Rite

Established 4th Century

Cathedral Basilica Cattedrale di S.
Alessandro in Colonna

Patron saint St. Alexander

Secular priests 727 (diocesan)
193 (Religious Orders)
10 Permanent Deacons

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Francesco Beschi

Map

Website
diocesi.bergamo.it

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Bergamo)

The Diocese of Bergamo (Latin: Dioecesis Bergomensis) is a see of the Catholic Church in Italy, and is a suffragan of the Archdiocese of Milan.[1][2]

Geographically, Bergamo stood between the mainland interests of the Republic of Venice, and the territory of the Duchy of Milan. The duchy was
regularly contested by the French and the Holy Roman Empire, which brought about repeated military operations. Internally, from the 12th to the 15th
century, there was the usual party strife between the Guelphs, who generally supported the political and religious policies of the Papacy; and the
Ghibellines, who generally supported the Emperors. As Kings of Italy, the emperors were feudal overlords of Lombardy.

The diocese was founded in the fourth century AD. Its first bishop was Narno, who was succeeded by Viator.
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History [edit]
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August 26 is the feast day of Bergamo's patron, Saint Alexander, who is believed to have been a Roman centurion of the Theban legion imprisoned for
his Christian beliefs. According to the fictional narrative, he escaped, was recaptured, and was executed as a martyr around 297 AD. There is a church,
San Alessandro da Bergamo, currently administered by Benedictine priests.[contradictory]

On 25 March 901, the Emperor Louis III issued a charter in which he confirmed Bishop Adelbertus and his successors in all their rights and possessions
as bishops of Bergamo. The diploma specially mentions the church of S. Alessandro in Fara, which Bishop John converted from the Arian heresy to the
Catholic faith.[3] On 23 June 904 King Berengar I of Italy ordered Bishop Adelbertus and the citizens of Bergamo to rebuild the walls which had been
destroyed during the incursion of the Hungarians. In return for this service, the King confirmed and strengthened the Bishop's civil control over the city
and area, even against his officials and feudal vassals.[4]

In 974, the Emperor Otto II granted the Bishops of Bergamo civil jurisdiction over not only the city of Bergamo, and the suburbs to a distance of three
miles, but also the Valle Seriate and other lands.[5]

Bishop Arnulfus [edit]

Arnulfus, the successor of Bishop Atto, was the son of Vido (Guido) of the area called Landriano, in the territory of Milan. He was elected Bishop of
Bergamo at some point between 19 October and 30 December 1077.[6] His election was apparently quiet and canonical, since Pope Gregory VII refers
to him in a letter of 21 June 1079 as having been reported to be receptive to papal counsel and obedient to his teaching: Arnulfum Berganebsus
Ecclesiae electum, nostro libenter et consilio credere et praecepto oboedire. The Pope had been the recipient of several complaints against Bishop-
elect Arnulfus, from several sources. He had apparently dispossessed a knight from his fief, and had sold the Archdiaconate of Bergamo for 50 pounds.
Gregory ordered the Bishop of Como to look into the charges, and, if necessary, to apply the appropriate canonical penalties.[7] Arnulfus appears to
have escaped censure, though he still had not been consecrated by the end of the year 1079.[8]

In 1098 Bishop Arnulfus again found himself in difficulties. He had chosen to support the schism of Archbishop Wibert of Ravenna, instigated by the
Emperor Henry IV, and some German and north Italian bishops.[9] On 8 April 1098, he was arraigned before the Council of Milan, presided over by
Archbishop Anselm with the participation of bishops and archbishops from both southern France and Lombardy. It confirmed the sentence of anathema which had been leveled by Pope Urban II
against Wibert (Guibertus), Obertus of Brescia, Arnulfus of Bergamo, Gregory of Vercelli, and Anselm of Novara.[10] Arnulfus was deposed, and is said to have died in the same year.[11] Quite the
contrary, Arnulfus was able to maintain his seat, with the support of the Emperor Henry and his Antipope Celestine, all three of them schismatics. The situation inside the diocese became
contentious. In 1101, the Canons of the Cathedral, led by the Archpriest Albertus de Zurlasco (Sorlasco)[12] (there being no Archdeacon in office), appealed to the new pope Paschal II, for
protection.[13]

In a bull of 15 May 1101,[14] countersigned by five cardinals, Pope Paschal replied positively to the Archdeacon Albertus and his brothers of the Bergamasque Church of S. Vincenzo living
canonically, granting the request of the college of Canons and through them the Church of S. Vincenzo. For the present, the Pope announced, he decided that whatever they possessed from
Catholic bishops and religious kings they should continue to hold, and so long as they remained in canonical discipline no one might disturb them in their possessions. No bishop or archpriest might
have the faculty to redirect their property into another benefice or otherwise redirect their income, respecting (of course) the canonical rights of a Catholic bishop of Bergamo. The double reference
to Catholic bishops highlights the fact that the incumbent was schismatic and intrusive, and had no canonical rights.[15]

On 2 February 1106, another bull was received from Pope Paschal II, excommunicating Bishop Arnulfus and all the usurpers of the property of the Church of Bergamo. The decree was read from
the pulpit of the Cathedral by the Archpriest Albertus.[16]

Arnulf was succeeded by the monk Ambrosius de Mosso (Muzo),[17] who was elected between November 1110 and before January 1112, when he signs himself Ambrosius Pergamensus electus. He
was a Canon of the Cathedral Chapter, and was residing in Paris at the time of his election. It was said that he was elected by the Archpriest Albertus, with no other electors participating.[18]

Ambrosius' successor, Bishop Gregorius, was chosen by a compromise committee, composed of electors from the Cathedral Chapter of S. Alessandro, from the Cathedral Chapter of S. Vincenzo,
and from city and suburban parish priests.[19]

Election of 1309–1310 [edit]

Bishop Joannes Scanzo (1295–1309) died on 2 November 1309.[20] The Chapter met and appointed two Vicars Capitular instead of the customary one: Alessandro de' Clementi and Cipriano degli
Alessandri. The meeting to elect a new bishop was held on 21 November, and four scrutators were appointed: the Provost Alessandro de' Clementi, the Archpriest Lanfranco de' Colleoni, Canon
Cipriano degli Alessandri, and Canon Manfredo de' Longhi. Canon Guglielmo de' Longhi was elected "by inspiration", and was proclaimed by the Provost in the Church of S. Vincenzo. Canon
Guglielmo was not present, however, but on duty at Avignon. Four Canons were sent to Avignon to present the election certificate to the Electus, and to obtain his confirmation, investiture, and
consecration.[21]

The delegation presented the electoral certificate to Canon Guglielmo in Avignon on 30 December 1309, who requested time to examine the situation and to consult with God. On 17 January 1310,
the delegates repeated their visitation, but were put off again. Finally, on 25 January 1310, Canon Guglielmo announced his decision to refuse the election.[22] Since the refusal took place at the
Papal Court, Canon Law would seem to place the right to elect a new bishop in the hands of Pope Clement V, and that is exactly what the Bergamasque historians argue. They make the next bishop,
Canon Cipriano degli Alessandri, a papal appointment. Giuseppe Ronchetti, however, argues that signatures of Bishop-elect Cipriani, which read, Venerab. vir D. Ciprianus Pergomensis electus et
confirmatus (29 July 1310), point to a second election by the Cathedral Chapter and then papal confirmation. Ciprianus was still Bishop-elect on 31 December 1310.[23]

On 11 February 1347, Bishop Bernardus Trigardi consecrated the new Church of S. Agostino for the Order of Hermits of Saint Augustine.[24]

In 1400 the plague struck the territory of Bergamo, killing an estimated 20,000 people.[25]
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The Case of Bishop Soranzo [edit]

Bishop Pietro Lippomano was transferred to the diocese of Verona on 18 February 1544. In his place Pope Paul III appointed Cardinal Pietro Bembo.[26] Bembo, however, was only in priestly orders,
having been ordained only four years earlier, at the age of 69. He was not in episcopal orders, and did not intend to reside in the diocese of Bergamo; he never resided in any of the dioceses to
which he was appointed. To address this problem, on 18 July 1544 Pope Paul appointed Bishop Vincenzo Sorzano to be Bembo's Coadjutor Bishop in the diocese of Bergamo. Soranzo was created
titular Bishop of Nicea (Turkey) to qualify him for the episcopal post.[27] Sorzano was a long-standing friend of Bembo, ever since their days when Sorzano was a student in Padua and Bembo was
resident there. When Bembo died in Rome on 19 January 1547, Sorzano succeeded to the bishopric.[28]

In Rome Sorzano was acquainted not only with Cardinal Bembo, but also with Cardinal Reginald Pole and Vittoria Colonna, members of the circle of spirituali at Viterbo. All of these people were
suspected of heresy and were being watched by the Roman Inquisition, whose head was Cardinal Gian Pietro Carafa.[29] In the 1540s, the Inquisitor of Como and Bergamo was Fra Michele Ghislieri,
O.P., whose attention was drawn to Sorzano by complaints from both civil and religious authorities. He was accused of possessing heretical literature. Though Ghislieri conducted an investigation, no
charges were lodged.[30] To the contrary, one of the members of the Roman Inquisition, Cardinal Marcello Cervini, employed Sorzano in 1550 for monastic visitations.[31]

Impressed with Ghislieri's bravery and determination, Cardinal Carafa had him brought to Rome in 1551, and made him Comissary of the Holy Office of the Inquisition. In 1552 he was sent to
Bergamo with orders to prepare a case against Bishop Sorzano. Based on his work, Sorzano was brought to Rome and lodged in the Castel Sant'Angelo.[32] On 22 June 1552, Pope Julius III
suspended Bishop Sorzano from office, and appointed Niccolò Duranti as Administrator of the diocese of Bergamo. Sorzano was not restored until 24 May 1554.[33] But while Julius III lived, Sorzano
was protected by the Pope's hostility to the Inquisition and by the interest of the Republic of Venice.[34]

After the election of the Grand Inquisitor, Gian Pietro Carafa, as Pope Paul IV on 23 May 1555, the situation of Sorzano changed once again. His case was reopened by the Holy Office of the
Inquisition, he was convicted, and, on 20 April 1558, he was deposed from the Bishopric of Bergamo by the Pope. All of his episcopal acts were declared null and void.[35] He fled to Venice, where he
died on 9 May 1558.

Cathedral and Chapter [edit]

The cathedral of Bergamo was dedicated to S. Alessandro of Bergamo, which lay outside the walls of the town. It was destroyed at the beginning of the 10th century, during the incursions of the
Hungarians, and the remains of S. Alessandro were rescued and transferred to the church of S. Vincenzo, inside the city. The church of S. Alessandro was eventually rebuilt (and destroyed again in
1561), but the church of S. Vincenzo continued to serve as the cathedral during the 10th, 11th, and 12th centuries. Bergamo therefore had two cathedrals for several centuries, each with its own
Chapter of Canons.[36]

In 816, the Emperor Louis I held a council at Aix, at which it was ordered that Canons and Canonesses live together according to a set of rules (canons, regulae). In the Roman synod of Pope
Eugene II of November 826, it was ordered that Canons live together in a cloister next to the church. In 876, the Council of Pavia decreed in Canon X that the bishops should enclose the Canons: uti
episcopi in civitatibus suis proximum ecclesiae claustrum instituant, in quo ipsi cum clero secundum canonicam regulam Deo militent, et sacerdotes suos ad hoc constringant, ut ecclesiam non
relinquant et alibi habitare praesumant.[37] In 897, at the request of the Canons themselves, Bishop Adelbertus organized them into the Chapter of S. Vincenzo.[38]

The Archdeacon is attested as early as 907,[39] the Provost by 908, the Archpriest by 966, and the Primicerius by 929.[40]

On 23 December 1189, an agreement was reached between the Chapter of S. Vincenzo and the Chapter of S. Alessandro to unite as a single body of Canons. The arrangement was approved by
Pope Clement III on 21 June 1190. The two Chapters had been quarrelling for more than a half century, despite the examination of their case by three cardinals, and demands from Pope Lucius III,
Pope Urban III, and Pope Gregory VIII that they settle their differences.[41]

In 1691, the Chapter of the Cathedral was composed of four dignities and forty-four Canons.[42] In 1855, there were four dignities (Archpriest, Theologus, Penitentiary, and Primicerius) and eleven
other Canons.[43]

Synods [edit]

A diocesan synod was an irregular but important meeting of the bishop of a diocese and his clergy. Its purpose was

1. to proclaim generally the various decrees already issued by the bishop;
2. to discuss and ratify measures on which the bishop chose to consult with his clergy;
3. to publish statutes and decrees of the diocesan synod, of the provincial synod, and of the Holy See.[44]

A diocesan synod is known to have taken place as early as 897 under Bishop Adelbertus.[45] Other early synods took place in 1000, 1081, 1143 (or 1144), 1187, 1285, 1295, and 1297.[46]

A diocesan synod was held in Bergamo in 1304 by Bishop Giovanni da Scanzo.[47] The tenth synod took place in 1451, the eleventh in 1453, and the twelfth in 1454.

Bishop Federico Cornaro (1561–1577) and his Metropolitan, Archbishop Carlo Borromeo of Milan, both attended the last sessions of the Council of Trent. On his return, Archbishop Borromeo held
a provincial synod in Milan in August 1564, which Bishop Cornaro attended, where the decrees of the Council were discussed and adopted as statutes of the ecclesiastical province of Milan.[48]

Immediately on his return to Bergamo, Cornaro held his own diocesan synod, on 4–5 September,[49] and announced the imposition of the tax authorized by the Council in its 23rd session (chapter
18), for the purpose of building a seminary for the diocese.[50] Bishop Cornaro held another synod in May 1568,[51] a third on 15 September 1574,[52] and another on 30 April–2 May 1579.[53]

As Apostolic Visitor of the diocese of Cremona, Bishop Gerolamo Ragazzoni of Bergamo (1577–1592) held a joint synod of the two dioceses in 1583, and issued a set of Constitutions.[54]

Bishop Giambattista Milani (1592–1611) presided at three diocesan synods, his third on 4 September 1603.[55] In 1613 Bishop Giovanni Emo (1611–1622) held his first diocesan synod, at which he
promulgated a number of decrees.[56] On 4 May 1628, Bishop Agostino Priuli (1627–1632) presided at a diocesan synod, and issued a set of constitutions and decrees, to which were added a
number of papal bulls and decrees of Vatican congregations.[57] Bishop Luigi Grimani (1633–1656) held his first diocesan synod on 4 June 1636. His second took place on 15 June 1648.[58]

On 1 May 1653, Bishop Luigi Grimani (1633–1656) held a diocesan synod.[59] On 1 September 1660, Bishop Gregorio Barbarigo (1657–1664) presided at a diocesan synod.[60] On 15 May 1668,
Bishop Daniele Giustiniani (1664–1697) issued a twenty-two-page set of Monita synodalia to the clergy of the diocese of Bergamo. To the document were annexed two sets of Opiniones damnatae
in Congregatione generali Sancti Inquisitionis coram SS. D. N. P. Alexandro VII, forty-five in number. One condemned proposition was that a gentleman had the right to accept a challenge to a duel.
Another was the notion that it was acceptable to kill a false accuser, false witnesses, and even a judge, to save an innocent person from being condemned to death.[61]

The thirtieth diocesan synod took place on 5 June 1679. The thirty-first was held on 28 April 1687. The thirty-second synod took place on 4 September 1724.

Bishop Giacomo Maria Radini-Tedeschi (1905–1914) held a diocesan synod in 1910, the thirty-third in Roncalli's list.[62] Bishop Luigi Maria Marelli (1915–1936) held the thirty-fourth diocesan synod
on 20–22 August 1923.[63]

In 2007, the diocese opened its 37th diocesan synod, a gathering dedicated to addressing problems and opportunities confronting parishes in the 21st century.

Seminary [edit]

The Council of Trent, in its 23rd Session, meeting on 15 July 1563, issued a decree, the 18th chapter of which required that every diocese have a seminary for the training of clergy.[64]

In the diocesan synod of 4–5 September,[65] Bishop Fernando Cornaro announced the imposition of the tax authorized by the Council for the purpose of building a seminary for the diocese. The
bishop chose a location for the new seminary, at the Collegiate Church of San Matteo, which was administered by a Chapter composed of a Provost and four Canons. Houses were bought in the
immediate vicinity, including two belonging to the Canons, to be used to house the seminarians. Archbishop Carlo Borromeo visited the seminary, and provided it with a set of statutes. In the time of
Cornaro's successor, Gerolamo Ragazzoni, the number of students had increased to 25.[66] In 1590 there were 22 clerics. There were two teachers, and the curriculum was extremely limited,
grammar, catechism, Bible, patristic homilies, and works to develop the conscience.[67] Bishop Grimani consolidated the buildings around a new courtyard in 1623, and Bishop Giustiniani became a
successful fundraiser to support the seminary.[68]

By the end of the 18th century, the number of students had outstripped the space available, and some of them had to be lodged in the former monastery of the Celestines. In 1821, with a legacy of
Canon Marco Celio Passi, it was possible to acquire several buildings near S. Maria in Monte Santo, which made possible the reunification of the entire student body in one residence. The seminary
buildings were so deteriorated by the end of the 1950s, however, that Bishop Giuseppe Piazzi was compelled to rebuild the seminary, for which he had the support of Pope John XXIII, who had taught
at the seminary, and Cardinal Gustavo Testa, a native of Bergamo. The project was finally completed in 1967.

In 1934, while he was still Coadjutor Bishop of Bergamo (1932–1936), Bishop Adriano Bernareggi established a new minor seminary (middle and high school) in the town of Clusone, in the
mountains north of Bergamo.[69]

Parishes [edit]

The 390 parishes all fall within the Lombardy region. 375 are within the civil Province of Bergamo, 14 in the civil Province of Lecco, and one in the civil Province of Brescia.[70] In the diocese of
Bergamo in 2015 there was one priest for every 1,010 Catholics.

For historical reasons a number of the parishes in the diocese celebrate the liturgy but according to the Ambrosian Rite, rather than according to the Roman Rite. They are the vicariate of Calolzio-
Caprino (Calolziocorte, Caprino Bergamasco, Carenno, Cisano Bergamasco, Erve, Monte Marenzo, Torre de' Busi and Vercurago) and the parishes of Averara, Brumano, Cassiglio, Cusio, Ornica,
Santa Brigida, Taleggio, Valtorta and Vedeseta.

Missionary activities [edit]

The diocese maintains strong relations with the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Cochabamba in Bolivia. Priests of the diocese work in parishes in Cuba and Côte d'Ivoire.[citation needed]

Bishops [edit]

to 1200 [edit]

Narnus (between C. 374 and c. 397)[71]
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Narnus (between C. 374 and c. 397)[71]

Viator[72]

Anonymous[73]

Anonymous[74]

...

Dominator[75]

Stephanus
Claudianus
Simplicianus
Babianus[76]

Quintianus
...

Praestantius (attested 451)[77]

...

Laurentius (attested 501)[78]

...

Joannes (d. 556)
...

Joannes (668–690)[79]

Antoninus (acceded c. 691 ?)[80]

Antonius[81]

Aginus (c. 758 – c. 797)[82]

Tachipaldus (c. 797 – c. 814)[83]

Grasmond (attested 829)[84]

Hagano (Aganone) (c. 840 – c. 863)[85]

Garibaldus (c. 867 – c. 888)[86]

Adelbertus (attested 894–929)[87]

Recho (attested 938–953)[88]

Odelricus (attested 954–968)[89]

Ambrosius (c. 970–973)[90]

Giselbertus (attested 975– after 982)[91]

Azo (attested 987–996)[92]

Reginfredus (attested 996–1013)
Alcherius (attested 1013–1022)
Ambrosius (attested 1023–1057)
Atto (1058 – c. 1075/1077)[93]

Arnulfus (1077-1098)[94]

Arnulfus (1098–1106) Schismatic[95]

Ambrosius (1111 ? – 1133)[96]

1200 to 1500 [edit]

Giovanni Tornielli (1211–1231)[101]

Atto (1231–1240)[102]

Henricus de Sessa (1241-1242)[103]

Alberto da Terzo (1242–1251)[104]

Algisio da Rosciate, O.P. (1251–1259)
Erbordo, O.P. (1260–1272)
Guiscardo Suardi (8 Jul 1272 – 22 Feb 1282 Died)
Sede vacante (1282–1289)[105]

Robertus Benghi (1289–1291)[106]

Sede vacante (1291–1295)

Joannes Scanzo (1295–1309)[107]

Cyprianus Alessandri (1310–1341)
Nicolaus Canali (1342)[108]

Bernardus Trigardi, O.Cist. (1342–1349)[109]

Lanfrancus Salvetti, O.Min. (1349–1381)
Matteo de Agaciis, O.Min. (1381– ) Avignon Obedience
Branchinus Besoccio (1381–1399) Roman Obedience
Ludovico Bonito (1399–1401) Roman Obedience
Francesco Lante, O.Min. (1401–1403) Roman Obedience
Francesco de Regatiis, O.Min. (1403–1427)[110]

Polidoro Foscari (1437–1449)
Giovanni Barozzi (1449–1465)[111]

1500 to 1800 [edit]

Niccolò Lippomano (17 Jul 1512 –1516)[114]

Pietro Lippomano (1516–1544)[115]

Pietro Bembo, O.S.Io.Hieros. (1544–1547) Administrator[116]

Vittore Soranzo (1547–1558)[117]

Luigi Lippomano (1558–1559)[118]

Cardinal Luigi Cornaro (1560–1561) Administrator[119]

Federico Cornaro (seniore), O.S.Io.Hieros. (1561–1577)[120]

Gerolamo Ragazzoni (1577–1592)[121]

Giambattista Milani, C.R. (8 Apr 1592 – 1611 Resigned)[122]

Giovanni Emo (18 Apr 1611 – 16 Oct 1622 Died)[123]

Federico Baldissera Bartolomeo Cornaro (23 Feb 1623 – 7 Sep 1626)[124]

Agostino Priuli (8 Feb 1627 – 4 Oct 1632 Died)[125]

Luigi Grimani (12 Jan 1633 – 4 Dec 1656 Died)[126]

Gregorio Barbarigo (9 Jul 1657 – 24 Mar 1664)[127]

Daniele Giustiniani (23 Jun 1664 – 11 Jan 1697 Died)[128]

Luigi Ruzini (27 Jan 1698 – 18 Mar 1708 Died)[129]

Cardinal Pietro Priuli (14 May 1708 – 22 Jan 1728 Died)[130]

Leandro di Porzia (Porcia), O.S.B. (12 Apr 1728 – 18 Nov 1730 Resigned)[131]

Antonio Redetti (22 Nov 1730 – 4 May 1773 Died)[132]

Since 1821 [edit]

Pietro Mola (8 Jan 1821 – 16 Jan 1829 Died)[135]
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Carlo Gritti Morlacchi (28 Feb 1831 – 17 Dec 1852 Died)[136]

Pietro Luigi Speranza (19 Dec 1853 – 4 Jun 1879 Died)[137]

Gaetano Camillo Guindani (Guindari) (19 Sep 1879 – 21 Oct 1904 Died)[138]

Giacomo Maria Radini-Tedeschi (20 Jan 1905 – 22 Aug 1914 Died)[139]

Luigi Maria Marelli (22 Jan 1915 – 14 Apr 1936 Died)
Adriano Bernareggi (14 Apr 1936 – 23 Jun 1953 Died)
Giuseppe Piazzi (1 Oct 1953 – 5 Aug 1963 Died)
Clemente Gaddi (25 Sep 1963 – 20 May 1977 Retired)
Giulio Oggioni (20 May 1977 – 21 Nov 1991 Retired)
Roberto Amadei (21 Nov 1991 – 22 Jan 2009 Retired)
Francesco Beschi (22 Jan 2009 – )[140]

See also [edit]

Timeline of Bergamo
Pope John XXIII, a native of Sotto il Monte, near Bergamo
Cardinal Giorgio Gusmini, a native of Gazzaniga, and student at the seminary of Bergamo.
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78. ^ Bishop Laurentius was present at the Roman synod of Pope Symmachus in 501. Ughelli, p. 412. Lanzoni, p. 974 no. 12.
79. ^ Joannes: Ughelli, IV, pp. 413-414. Lupi, I, pp. 244-247; 335-363. Gams, p. 777.
80. ^ Antoninus: Ughelli, IV, p. 414, states that he was bishop for 67 years. He does not recognize an 'Antonius'. Ronchetti, I, pp. 87-88; 93-95; 100-103.
81. ^ Ronchetti, I, pp. 103-104.
82. ^ Aginus is said to have served for 40 years (Gams, p. 778), or for 52 years (Ughelli, p. 414).
83. ^ Tachipaldus: Ughelli, IV, p. 415 (giving the dates 811–837). Gams, p. 778, column 1.
84. ^ Grasmond: Gams, p. 778, column 1.
85. ^ Hagano: Ughelli, IV, p. 415.
86. ^ Garibaldus: Ughelli, IV, pp. 415-420.
87. ^ Ughelli, IV, pp. 420-435. Lupi, Codex diplomaticus II, p. 1461. Gams, p. 778, puts the dates for Adelbertus at 891 to 935, listing his death on 3 November 935. So too Ronchetti, II, p. 91, quoting the book of

anniversaries of S. Vincenzo, Anno DCCCCXXXV obiit D. Adelbertus Episcopus qui dedit huic Ecclesiae duo mercata et solidos duos pro ora pro Canonico et denarios XVI pro Minore et ordinavit unam
lampadam ad honorem Sanctae Trinitatis.

88. ^ Recho was already bishop in a document dated 8 July 938. Recho was still bishop in November 953, but he was dead before May 954. Ughelli, IV, pp. 435-436. Lupi, II, pp. 197-199; 223-226. Ronchetti, II, p.
38.

89. ^ Odelricus was the son of Arioaldus, who lived according to Lombard law in a village called Beluscum, on the edge of Bergamasque territory to the west. Odelricus had a brother and a nephew. He was
already Bishop of Bergamo on 4 May 954. On 2 January 968, Odelricus subscribed the bull of Pope John XIII which established the diocese of Misenum. J. D. Mansi, Sacrorum Conciliorum nova et amplissima
collectio, editio novissima, Tomus XVIII (Venice: A. Zatta 1773), p. 534. Lupi, II, pp. 227-230.

90. ^ Ambrosius was still serving as Chancellor of the Emperors Otto I and Otto II on 21 January 969. He is mentioned as a bishop in the Life of Theoderic of Metz by Sigibert in 970. His earliest document is
dated 4 April 971. On 5 July 972 he entered into a rental agreement with the Patriarch of Rodaldus of Aquileia. On 6 May 973 he made a grant to the teachers of grammar and music in the Church of Bergamo,
and signed the text. Lupi, II, pp. 294, 297-298, 299-300, 301-302, 309-312.

91. ^ Bishop Giselbert is first attested in a document of 8 April 975. On 5 December 980, Bishop Giselbert is found with the Emperor Otto II at the siege of Salerno. The Emperor returned northward, and was
present at the Roman synod of Pope Benedict VII in March 981; Ronchetti conjectures that Bishop Giselbert was with the Emperor. On 14 August 981 he was certainly with the Emperor on campaign in the
territory of the Marsi. He is last mentioned in a document of 13 August 982, and Ronchetti conjectures that he did not return from his expedition with the Emperor. Lupi, II, pp. 319-322; 357-362. Ronchetti, II,
pp. 70-72; 79-80.

92. ^ No documents concerning the bishops of Bergamo between 982 and 987 survive. Lupi, II, p. 362-363.
93. ^ Bishop Atto's latest known document dates from April 1075. It is not the date of his death. The Necrology of S. Vincenco states that he died on a 13 July. Ronchetti, II, p. 190-191.
94. ^ Arnulfus was already Bishop-elect on 31 December 1077, and was in his fourth year as bishop on 19 October 1181: Ronchetti, II, p. 191. On 21 June 1079, Pope Gregory VII calls him Pergamen. ecclesiae

electo: Kehr, p. 358, no. 2. He was deposed and excommunicated by the Synod of Milan on 8 April 1198. Lupi, Codex diplomaticus II, pp. 807-811, 1461. Cappelletti, p. 482. Gams, p. 778. Kehr, pp. 358, no.
3; 401 no. 9.

95. ^ It is said that Arnulfus was succeeded by another schismatic bishop, named Archinzolus. Lupi, II, p. 877.
96. ^ Ambrosius was still in office on 13 October 1129, when Cardinals John and Peter demanded a settlement in the controversy between Bishop Ambrosius and the Canons of S. Alessandro. He was still bishop

in March 1333, and died on 21 October. Lupi, II, pp. 958; 976-978. Kehr, p. 359 no. 6.
97. ^ Gregorius was probably elected in 1133, after the death of Bishop Ambrosius on 19 October. He performed an investiture in June 1134. On 5 May 1145 (or 1144—there is a chronological discrepancy),

Bishop Gregorius was a party to a judicial compromise. On 4 July 1145, the new Pope Eugene III wrote to Bishop Gregory about the decade long dispute between the two cathedral Chapters. Gregory is last
mentioned in a document of 1 May 1146, and it is said that he was murdered with a sword. The Necrology states that he died on 19 June 1146. Lupi, II, pp. 981, 985-986; 1057-1062; 1065-1070.

98. ^ Girardus was elected bishop around the Feast of S. Peter (29 June) 1146 by six electors, three from each Chapter. He had previously been Archdeacon of the Church of Bergamo. Girardus was deposed from
office in 1167, because he had supported the schism of Antipope Victor IV (1159–1164) and Antipope Paschal III (1164–1168), creatures of the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa, against the legitimate Pope
Alexander III. Lupi, II, p. 1170. Ronchetti, III, pp. 133-135.

99. ^ The deposition of a bishop was such a serious matter that Archbishop Galdinus, who was also the Apostolic Legate, travelled down from Milan personally to preside at the election of a successor. He first
held a meeting of the clergy and people in S. Vincenzo, where he ordered the election of a new Catholic bishop. In December 1167, Guala, a Canon of S. Alessandro, was elected. Bishop Guala died on 30
October 1186. Lupi, II, pp. 1238-1246; 1369-1370. Ronchetti, III, pp. 135-136.

100. ^ The election began on 3 November 1186, on which day Oberto the Provost of S. Alessandro lodged an appeal to the pope, objecting to the selection of two electors for S. Alessandro by Archdeacon
Adelardus of S. Vincenzo. On 6 December 1186, Oberto appealed to the pope against the Consuls of Bergamo, over the possession of the diocese by Lanfrancus. Lanfrancus had been a Canon of the
Cathedral of S. Vincenzo. He was finally elected bishop in February 1187 (the second day of Septuagesimo, Lent), though Pope Clement III had been obliged to send Cardinal Adelardus of S. Marcello to settle
the differences between the two Chapters. Lupi, Codex diplomaticus II, pp. 1371-1378; 1461. Ronchetti, III, pp. 184-185. Gams, p. 778.

101. ^ A native of Novara, Tornielli was elected bishop in August 1211. He died on 7 March 1230. Ronchetti, III, p. 229. Eubel, I, p. 395. Ronchetti, IV, p. 45-47, refers to a document of 12 September 1230, in which
Bishop Giovanni agrees to the grant of the church of Santa Maria della Carità to the Franciscans; he argues that the old date of 7 March is erroneous. And yet, Ronchetti (IV, p. 72) cites the two documents
which indicate that he died on a 7 March. This would have to be 1231 then.

102. ^ Atto died on 13 July 1240. Eubel, I, pp. 395-396. Atto left no documentary record, as far as Ronchetti knew, and he doubted the existence of Atto. Ronchetti, IV (1817), pp. 47, 72.
103. ^ A native of Bergamo, Enrico di Sessa was the Archdeacon of the Cathedral of S. Vincenzo. His election was opposed by Canon Ubertino da Corte Nuova, who appealed to Pope Gregory IX. On 13 April

1241, after a local investigation and another in Rome headed by the Cardinal Bishop of Sabina, the Pope approved Henricus' election. Enrico died on 1 or 2 September 1242. Ronchetti, IV (1817), pp. 73-74, 77.
Eubel, I, p. 396.

104. ^ Alberto was elected on 26 September 1242. Ronchetti, IV (1817), p. 77.
105. ^ Gams, p. 778 column 2. There was a contested election. One side elected the Archdeacon Robert, the other elected the Provost Joannes. The matter was referred to the Pope. Before a ruling was made,

John died and Robert resigned his electoral claim. Pope Nicholas IV then decided to appoint Robert. Ernest Langlois, Les registres de Nicolaus IV Tome I (Paris: Fontemoing 1905), p. 294, no. 1528.
106. ^ Robertus was appointed on 7 October 1289 by Pope Nicholas IV. He consecrated the Franciscan church in Bergamo on 27 August 1292. He died before 22 December 1291. Eubel, I, p. 396.
107. ^ Bishop Giovanni had been a Canon of the Cathedral Chapter of Bergamo. He was appointed bishop by Pope Boniface VIII on 31 July 1295. He held a synod in the Cathedral of S. Alessandro in 1304, and

another in the Episcopal Palace in 1306. On 21 February 1309 he authorized a set of Statutes for the Canons. One of his last acts was a journey to Milan, where he successfully negotiated the release from
prison of Archbishop Cassone on 29 October. He died on 2 November 1309. Ughelli-Coleti, pp. 477-478. Ronchetti, Memorie istoriche V (Bergamo 1818), p. 5. Cappelletti, XI, pp. 502-504. Eubel, I, p. 396.

108. ^ A native of Venice, Canali was appointed Bishop of Brescia by Pope Innocent VI on 18 July 1342. On 25 September 1342, he was named Archbishop of Ravenna. Ronchetti, V, pp. 84-85. Eubel, I, pp. 396,
415.

109. ^ A native of Agde in southern France, Bernard Tricardo was a member of the Cistercian Order. He was appointed Bishop of Bergamo by Pope Innocent VI on 7 October 1342 (Eubel). He was transferred to the
diocese of Brescia on 23 October 1349. He died on 15 March 1358. Ronchetti, V, pp. 85. Eubel, I, pp. 147, 396.

110. ^ Bishop Francesco de Regatiis was appointed by Pope Boniface IX on 31 January 1403. He died on 6 August 1437. Eubel, I, p. 396; II, p. 214.
111. ^ A Venetian, Barozzi was a nephew of Cardinal Pietro Barbo (Pope Paul II), and a papal subdeacon. He was appointed Bishop of Bergamo by Pope Nicholas V on 31 October 1449. He presided over three

diocesan synods. He was appointed Patriarch of Venice on 7 January 1465 by Pope Paul II, and died in 1466. Cappelletti, p. 513. Eubel, II, pp. 214; 264.
112. ^ A native of Venice, Donatus had previously been Bishop of Belluno (1462–1465). He was appointed Bishop of Bergamo by Pope Paul II on 9 January 1465. He held three diocesan synods. He died on 20 July

1484. Ughelli-Coleti, IV, pp. 484-485. Cappelletti, XI, p. 513. Eubel, II, pp. 103, 214.
113. ^ A Venetian noble, Gabrieli was a Doctor in utroque iure, and had been a Canon of the Cathedral Chapter of Padua. He was appointed Bishop of Bergamo by Pope Innocent VIII on 15 October 1484. On 26

March 1487 he laid the foundation stone of the new fortress. He restored the cathedral. When the French army arrived in 1509, he fled to Padua, leaving the diocese in the hands of the Provost of S.
Alessandro, the Archdeacon, and one of the Canons. He died in Padua on 6 July 1512, and was buried in Ss. Giovanni e Paolo in Venice. Ughelli-Coleti, p. 485. Eubel, II, p. 214; III, p. 132.

114. ^ Lippomano was prevented from taking possession of his diocese due to the presence of both French and Spanish troops, who were at war over the Duchy of Milan. He attended the Fifth Lateran Council, and
signed the decrees of Sessions IV through IX. He resigned in favor of his nephew of 4 July 1516, and died in Rome shortly thereafter. Cappelletti, p. 514. Eubel, Hierarchia catholica III, p. 132.

115. ^ Pietro Lippomano, nephew of Niccolò Lippomano, was Archpriest of Padua and a Canon of the Cathedral Chapter of Bergamo. He required a dispensation because he was below the canonical age for
consecration as a bishop, and did not take possession of the diocese until 6 January 1520. Due to a dispute with the Canons, he placed the city of Bergamo under the interdict, which lasted from April to
December 1520. He was not actually consecrated a bishop until 29 June 1530. He was appointed Bishop of Verona by Pope Paul III on 18 February 1544. Cappelletti, pp. 514-517. Eubel, Hierarchia catholica
III, p. 132.

116. ^ Bembo was never consecrated a bishop, and thus was never bishop of Bergamo, only "Administrator" of the diocese. Eubel, Hierarchia catholica III, p. 132.
117. ^ Sorzano had been Coadjutor bishop for Cardinal Bembo. On 22 June 1552, Sorzano had been suspended by Pope Julius III and an Administrator, Niccolò Durante of Camerino, had been appointed. Sorzano

was restored in 1554. On 20 April 1558, in a public Consistory in Rome, the See of Bergamo was declared vacant by Pope Paul IV, on the grounds of heresy, and all of Sorzano's acts were declared invalid. He
died in exile in Venice on 15 May 1558. Ughelli-Coleti, IV, pp. 492-496. Cappelletti, XI, p. 517. Eubel, Hierarchia catholica III, p. 132, with notes 8 and 9.

118. ^ When Sorzano was deposed, the people of Bergamo petitioned the authorities in Venice to have Bishop Luigi Lippomano, the nephew of the late Bishop Pietro Lippomano, transferred from Verona to
Bergamo. Luigi, who had been Coadjutor Bishop of his uncle in Verona, was appointed to Bergamo on 20 July 1558, but was summoned to Rome to discuss the diocese, while Pope Paul IV appointed his
nephew Agostino Lippomano (titular bishop of Maiora in Palestine, and Coadjutor Bishop of Verona) as Administrator. Luigi Lippomano died while still in Rome, on 15 August 1559, at the age of 63. Agostino
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nephew Agostino Lippomano (titular bishop of Maiora in Palestine, and Coadjutor Bishop of Verona) as Administrator. Luigi Lippomano died while still in Rome, on 15 August 1559, at the age of 63. Agostino
Lippomano died on 16 July 1560. Cappelletti, p. 517. Eubel, III, pp. 132 with note 10; 233, 331.

119. ^ Cardinal Alvise Cornaro was never consecrated a bishop, and thus was only Administrator of the diocese of Bergamo. He was appointed on 13 March 1560, and resigned the administratorship ten months
later on 15 January 1561 on the appointment of his nephew as the next bishop. Cappelletti, p. 518. Eubel, III, pp. 33 no. 15; 132.

120. ^ Cornaro was the nephew of Cardinal Luigi Cornaro, and succeeded him on his resignation, by agreement approved by Pope Pius IV on 15 January 1561. He was transferred to the diocese of Padua on 19
July 1577 by Pope Gregory XIII. Eubel, III, pp. 133, 267.

121. ^ Ragazzoni was approved in Consistory by Pope Gregory XIII on 19 July 1577. He died on 5 March 1592. Eubel, III, p. 133.
122. ^ Milani: Gauchat, Hierarchia catholica IV, p. 113 with note 2.
123. ^ Emo: Gauchat, IV, p. 113 with note 3.
124. ^ Cornaro was appointed Bishop of Vicenza. Gauchat, IV, p. 113 with note 4.
125. ^ Priuli: Gauchat, IV, p. 113 with note 5.
126. ^ Grimani: Gauchat, IV, p. 113 with note 6.
127. ^ Barbarogo was appointed Bishop of Padua on 24 March 1664. Tommaso Agostino Ricchini (1762). Vita del beato Gregorio Barbarigo cardinale della S(anta) R(omana) C(hiesa)  (in Italian). Bergani: dalle

stampe di Francesco Locatelli. pp. 11 ff. Gauchat, IV, p. 113 with note 7.
128. ^ Giustiniani: Gauchat, IV, p. 113 with note 8.
129. ^ Ruzini: Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica V, p. 118 with note 3.
130. ^ Priuli was named a cardinal by Pope Clement XI on 17 May 1706. Ritzler-Sefrin, V, pp. 25 no. 17; 118 with note 3.
131. ^ Porzia: Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 118 with note 3.
132. ^ Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VI, p. 121 with note 2.
133. ^ Molin: Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 121 with note 3.
134. ^ Dolfin: Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 121 with note 4.
135. ^ Mola: Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VII, p. 110.
136. ^ Morlacchi: Cappelletti, p. 537. Ritzler-Sefrin, VII, p. 110.
137. ^ Speranza: Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VIII, p. 147.
138. ^ Guindani had previously been Bishop of Borgo San Donnino (1872-1879): Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VIII, pp. 147. 163.
139. ^ Radini-Tedeschi was consecrated a bishop by Pope Pius X in the Sistine Chapel on 29 January 1905. Angelo Roncalli was present. Meriol Trevor (2000). Pope John. Blessed John XXIII  (reprint of London:

Macmilln 1967 ed.). London: Gracewing Publishing. p. 95. ISBN 978-0-85244-480-1. Peter Hebblethwaite (2010). "Chapter 4: Into the Whirlwind of Modernism" . John XXIII: Pope of the Century. London-New
York: Bloomsbury Publishing. pp. 27–37. ISBN 978-1-4411-8413-9.

140. ^ Diocesi di Bergamo, Biografia S.E. Mons. Francesco Beschi ; retrieved: 09-04-2018. (in Italian)
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Bobbio

Diocese of Bobbio
Dioecesis Bobiensis

Location
Country Italy

Metropolitan Genoa

Information
Denomination Catholic Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 1014 - 1986 (suppressed)

Cathedral Cattedrale della Beata Virgina
Maria e San Pietro

Current leadership
Pope Francis

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Bobbio)

The Roman Catholic diocese of Bobbio was an Italian bishopric which existed from 1014 until 1986. The diocese was formed from the territory of the
Abbey of Bobbio.[1][2]
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History [edit]

In the year 1014, the Emperor Henry II, on the occasion of his own coronation in Rome, obtained from Pope Benedict VIII the erection of the Abbey of
Bobbio, which was celebrating its 500th anniversary, as an episcopal see.[3] The date of 25 February 1014 is sometimes given for the erection of the
diocese, but that is the date of the coronation of the Emperor Henry in Rome. Neither the Emperor's charter nor the Pope's bull, however, survives.[4]

The diocese was made a suffragan of the metropolitan of Milan.[5]

The abbot of Bobbio had long been a Count of the Holy Roman Empire in the territory of the Abbey, and he owed feudal dues, including soldiers, when
called upon. The abbots continued to hold the title and rank even after the erection of the diocese of Bobbio. In the bishopric of Bishop Luizo, the fourth bishop (c. 1050), the bishop of Bobbio was
granted the title of Count for the city of Bobbio.[6]

Pietroaldo, its first bishop, had been Abbot of Bobbio since 999; in contemporary documents he is referred to as abbas et episcopus monasterio sancti Colombani sito Bobio.[7] His episcopal
successors for a long time lived in the abbey, where several of them had been monks. The monastery, however, claimed to be directly subject to the Holy See, not to a local bishop, even the Bishop
of Bobbio, which produced nearly two centuries of friction and litigation between the Abbey and the Bishop of Bobbio.[8] In 1144 Pope Lucius II granted the monks the right of electing their own
abbot.[9] Pope Eugenius III (1145–1153) ruled that the confirmation and blessing of a new abbot, the consecration of altars and churches, and the appointment of monks and clergy, were the right of
the bishop of Bobbio and his successors; the decision was confirmed by Pope Lucius III (1181–1185) when further litigation took place.[10] On 28 August 1339, Bishop Calvus de Calvis made a
formal visitation to the monastery of S. Colombano, and received the oath of fidelity and obedience from the abbot; he also issued a decree for the reformation of the monastery.[11]

According to Ferdinando Ughelli and others, the diocese Bobbio was made a suffragan see of the Metropolitan Archdiocese of Genoa by Pope Innocent II on 19 March 1133 in the Bull Iustus
Dominus.[12] Fedele Savio finds this subordination mentioned for the first time in a Bull of Pope Alexander III, dated 19 April 1161, but in his discussion he remarks that Genoa was only given four
suffragans: Mariana, Nebbio and Accia on the island of Corsica, and Brugnato on the mainland.[13] The papal Bull of Innocent II, in fact, names five suffragans, the four just named and a fifth on the
mainland, Vobzensem, which is in fact not the name of an actual diocese, but a scribal corruption of Bobiensem, as Ughelli and every other scholar have recognized. The papal Bull of Alexander III,
Superna et ineffabilis, addressed to Archbishop Syrus of Genoa, paraphrases the bull of Innocent II, including the phrase in which Bobbio is made a suffragan of Genoa.[14] On 11 May 1219, Bishop
Uberto Rocca received Statutes of the Archdiocese of Genoa for promulgation in his diocese.[15]

In 1199 alarming reports reached the ears of Pope Innocent III about the corrupt state of discipline in the monastery of S. Colombano, "that there was hardly a trace of religious feeling in either the
abbot or the monks." He issued a mandate to Bishop Oberto of Bobbio on 1 December 1999 to use the power of supervision which had been granted him by the Holy See to visit the monastery, and
then send a representative to Rome to report on his findings, so that the Pope could take further measures; he was given until the fourth Sunday in Lent in 1200 to make his report. In the meantime
the Pope had entrusted the duty of correcting the monastery to two abbots from Pavia. The abbots were ordered by the Pope to consult with Bishop Oberto.[16]

In 1447 the number of monks remaining in the monastery of S. Colombano di Bobbio had grown so small that Bishop Marciano Baccarini (1447–1463) was compelled to bring Benedictines from the
Congregation of S. Justina di Parma to Bobbio to ensure the continuation of the foundation. He also constructed the episcopal palace.[17]

During the occupation of Italy by the armies of the French Republic and then the First Empire, the diocese of Bobbio was suppressed, and its territory reassigned to the diocese of Casale-
Monferrato. After the restoration of the Kingdom of Sardinia (Duchy of Savoy), the diocese was restored to its former borders in 1817.[18]

In 1923 it was united with the Territorial Abbey of San Colombano, at Bobbio, from which it originated, with the combined official name diocese of Bobbio-San Colombano. As reorganised in 1986,
the territory of the former diocese of Bobbio became part of the Metropolitan Archdiocese of Genova-Bobbio.

In a subsequent change, Bobbio Abbey's 'united title' was transferred, in 1989, to the Metropolitan Diocese of Piacenza-Bobbio, and the territory of the former diocese of Bobbio became part of the
diocese of Piacenza.[19]

The Cathedral has a Chapter, composed of two dignities (the Provost and the Archpriest) and ten Canons.[20]

Bishops [edit]

Diocese of Bobbio [edit]

to 1400 [edit]

Pietro Aldo (1014–1017)[21]

Atto (1017–1027)[22]

Sigefred (attested 1027)[23]

Luizo (attested 1046, 1048)[24]

Opizo (Opizzone) (1059– c.1068)[25]

Guarnerio (c. 1068– ? )[26]

Ugo (c. 1085– c. 1098)
Alberto (1098– c. 1118)[27]

Oddo (Oddone) (attested 1118)[28]

[Palemone ( ? – 1125?)]
Simone Malvicino (c. 1125–1148)[29]

Oberto Malvicino (1148–1152)[30]

Oglerio Malvicino (c. 1153–c. 1176)[31]

Gandolfo (1178–1184)[32]

Albert (1184–1185)[33]

Otto (1185–1203)[34]

Uberto Rocca (1203–1233)[35]

Albertus (Ubertus) de Andito (1233–1251??)[36]

Johannes Gobbo (1274–1293)[37]

Pietro de Bubiano, O.P. (attested 1296 – after 1318)[38]

Giordano de Monte Cucco (1326 ? – after 20 February 1337)[39]

Calvus de Calvis (c. 1339 – c. 1360)[40]

Robertus de Lanfranchis, O.E.S.A. (1362–1395)[41]

from 1400 to 1700 [edit]

Alessio di Siregno, O.F.M. (1405–1409)[43]

Lanzarotus de Fontana (1409–1419)[44]
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Daniele Pagani (1419–1447)[45]

Marciano Baccarini (1447–1458?)[46]

Sede vacante[47]

[Antonius Bernuttius (1463)][48]

Stefano Ghillini, O.P. (1465–1472)[49]

Giovanni de Mondani (1472–1482)[50]

Lucchino Trotti (1482–1494)[51]

Bernardino Ilcino, O.S.A. (1495–1500)[52]

Giovanni Battista Bagaroto (1500–1519)[53]

Cardinal Agostino Trivulzio (1522–1524 Resigned) (Administrator)[54]

Ambrogio Trivulzio (1524–1546)[55]

Borso Merli (1546–1560 Resigned)[56]

Sebastiano Donati (1560–1561) [57]

Francesco Abbondio Castiglioni (1562–1568)[58]

Eugenio Camuzzi (1568–1602)[59]

Camillo Aulario (1602–1607)[60]

Marco Antonio Bellini (1607–1618)[61]

Francesco Maria Abbiati, C.R.L. (1618–1650)[62][63]

Alessandro Porro, C.R. (1650–1660)[64]

from 1700 to 1927 [edit]

Ambrogio Croce, O.S.B. (1698–1713)[67]

Carlo Francesco Gallarini (1714–1716)[68]

Idelfonso Manara, B. (1716–1726)[69]

Carlo Cornaccioli, O. Carm. (1726–1737)[70]

Giuseppe Luigi de Andujar, O.P. (1737–1743)[71]

Bernardino Campi (1743–1746)[72]

Gaspare Lancellotti-Birago (1746–1765)[73]

Ludovico Terin Bonesio, O.F.M. Cap. (1766–1780)[74]

Carlo Nicola Maria Fabi Borsella, O.E.S.A. (1781–1803)[75]

Diocese suppressed (1803–1817)

Isaia Volpi, O.F.M. Cap. (1818–1830)[76]

Giovanni Giuseppe Antonio Cavalleri, O.F.M. Cap. (1832–1836)
Antonio Maria Gianelli (1838–1846)[77]

Pier Giuseppe Vaggi, O.F.M. Cap. (1849-1869)
Enrico Gajo, O.F.M. Cap. (1872–1880)
Giovanni Battista Porrati (1880–1902)[78]

Pasquale Morganti, O.Ss.C.A. (1902–1904 Appointed, Archbishop of Ravenna)
Carlo Castelli, Obl.S.C. (1904–1906 Appointed, Archbishop of Fermo)
Luigi Maria Marelli (1907–1915 Appointed, Bishop of Bergamo)[79]

Pietro Calchi Novati (1914–1927 Appointed, Bishop of Lodi)

Diocese of Bobbio (-Abbey of San Colombano) [edit]

United: 4 August 1923 with the Territorial Abbey of San Colombano
Metropolitan: Archdiocese of Genoa

Matteo Pellegrino (1928–1936 Died)
Bernardo Bertoglio (1937–1953 Died)
Pietro Zuccarino (1953–1973 Died)

Notes and references [edit]

1. ^ "Diocese of Bobbio (-Abbey of San Colombano)"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved February 29, 2016.[self-published source]

2. ^ "Diocese of Bobbio–San Colombano"  GCatholic.org. Gabriel Chow. Retrieved February 29, 2016.[self-published source]

3. ^ Thietmar of Merseburg, Chronicon (ed. Iohannes M. Lappenberg), Book VII, ch. 1-3, in: G. H. Pertz, ed. (1839). Monumenta Germaniae historica  (in German and Latin). Scriptorum Tomus III. Hannover:
Hahniani. pp. 836–837. Polonio, pp. 181-185.

4. ^ Bonnard, p. 276 column 2.
5. ^ Bonnard, p. 281. Kehr, Italia pontificia VI. 2, p. 242, explicitly correcting Ughelli, and those authors dependent upon him. including Fedele Savio, p. 170, who state that the original Metropolitan was Ravenna.
6. ^ Bonnard, p. 282.
7. ^ Paola Guglielmotti (2015), "Pietroaldo" , in: Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, Volume 83 (2015). (in Italian)
8. ^ Kehr, pp. 246-247. Both the bishops of Tortona and of Piacenza had usurped authority over Bobbio in the 9th and 10th centuries. As late as 1128, Pope Honorius II had to order Peter, the Bishop of Tortona,

to hand back five churches which he had usurped from the diocese of Bobbio. Kehr, p. 243 nos. 1-5.
9. ^ Kehr, p. 253 no. 24.

10. ^ Kehr, p. 244 nos. 6 and 8.
11. ^ Cipolla, p. 63.
12. ^ Bullarum diplomatum et privilegiorum sanctorum Romanorum pontificum Taurinensis editio  (in Latin). Tomus II (Taurinensis editio ed.). Turin: Seb. Franco. 1859. p. 377. Kehr, p. 262 and 266 no. 5.
13. ^ Savio, p. 170. The correct date of the bull of Alexander III is 9 April, not 19 April.
14. ^ Ughelli, IV, pp. 867-869.
15. ^ Cipolla, Codice diplomatico del monastero di S. Colombano di Bobbio Vol. I, p. 59.
16. ^ Kehr, p. 246. August Potthast (1874). Regesta pontificum romanorum inde ab a. post Christum natum MCXCVIII ad a. MCCCIV  (in Latin). Vol. I. Berlin: Rudolph de Decker. pp. 84–85.
17. ^ Ughelli, p. 942. Cipolla, Codice diplomatico I, pp. 35, 64.
18. ^ A. Zuccagni-Orlandini, ed. (1839). Continuazione delle Corografia fisica, storica et statistica degli Stati Sardi Italiani di Terraferma  (in Italian). Volume terzo. Firenze: Pr. Gli Editori. pp. 156–157.
19. ^ Catholic Hierarchy page [self-published source]

20. ^ Bonnard, p. 275.
21. ^ Pietro Aldo: Ughelli, IV, pp. 955-957. Savio, pp. 158-162.
22. ^ Attone is known only through a document of his successor Sigefred, which refers to Atto as the 'second Bishop of Bobbio' (secundus Bobiensis presul) Savio, p. 162. Schwartz, p. 103 no. 2.
23. ^ Sigefredus: Ughelli, p. Savio, p. 162. Schwartz, pp. 103-104 no. 3.
24. ^ Luizo (Luvizo) took part in the Council of Pavia on 25 October 1046. Savio, p. 162. Schwartz, p. 104.
25. ^ In 1059 Bishop Opizo was present at the Roman synod. In 1065 he made a donation to the monastery of Bobbio. Schwartz, p. 104.
26. ^ On 25 June 1080, Bishop Guarnerius was present at the anti-Gregorian Council of Brixen (Bressanone). Savio, p. 163. Schwartz, p. 104
27. ^ Albertus made a donation as Bishop-elect to the cloister of Bobbio in 1098. Another document mentions his predecessor Vuarnerius. Schwartz, p. 104.
28. ^ Odo is known only from a deed of grant signed on 7 May 1118, as Episcopus et Comes. Cipolla, Codice diplomatico del monastero di S. Colombano di Bobbio Vol. I, p. 56. Schwartz, p. 104.
29. ^ Bishop Simone is called abas et episcopus monosterio Sancti Columbani. P. Guglielmotti, in: Eleonora Destefanis e Paola Guglielmotti (ed.), La diocesi di Bobbio (Firenze 2015), p. 231.
30. ^ Bishop Oberto is known from only one document, a deposition of a monk of S. Colombano against the bishop. Savio, pp. 167-169.
31. ^ Bishop Oberto Malvicino was a nephew of Bishop Simone Malvicino, and like his uncle was Abbot of S. Colombano di Bobbio. Savio, pp. 169-171 (who conjectures that he died c. 1176). Bonnard, p. 282.
32. ^ Gandolfo: Savio, p. 171.
33. ^ Bishop Alberto was transferred to the diocese of Vercelli on 20 April 1185. Savio, p. 171. G. Buzzi, Codice diplomatico del monastero di S. Colombano di Bobbio Vol. III (Roma 1918), pp. 151, 169.
34. ^ Ottone was transferred to the diocese of Genoa on 18 November 1203. Savio, pp. 171-172. Eubel, I, p. 139. Cipolla, Codice diplomatico del monastero di S. Colombano di Bobbio Vol. I, p. 58. G. Buzzi,

Codice diplomatico del monastero di S. Colombano di Bobbio Vol. III (Roma 1918), p. 151-152.
35. ^ Oberto was a native of Piacenza, and was a Canon Regular S. Crucis de Mortario. He had been Archdeacon of Piacenza by 1192. He is recorded as living in a palatium in the monastery of S. Colombano.

Savio, pp. 172-173. Eubel, I, p. 139. Cipolla, Codice diplomatico del monastero di S. Colombano di Bobbio Vol. I, pp. 58-59.
36. ^ Though elected in 1233, Alberto was slow in taking episcopal consecration. On 15 July 1251 Pope Innocent IV wrote a letter to the Electo Bobien. et Abati de Mezano, and on 2 November 1257 he is still

being called electus. The See appears to have been vacant in February 1272, as was the papal throne, since November 1268; bulls of confirmation could not be issued. Savio, p. 173. Gams, p. 813 column 2,
makes his episcopacy last until 1273. Cipolla, Codice diplomatico del monastero di S. Colombano di Bobbio Vol. I, pp. 60-61.

37. ^ Johannes had been Provost of the Augustinian monastery of S. Euphemia (Piacenza). He was appointed Bishop of Bobbio by Pope Gregory X on 18 January 1274. In 1293 he excused himself from
attendance at the provincial council in Genoa due to age and infirmity. Savio, pp. 173-174. Eubel, I, p. 139. Cipolla, pp. 61-62.
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attendance at the provincial council in Genoa due to age and infirmity. Savio, pp. 173-174. Eubel, I, p. 139. Cipolla, pp. 61-62.
38. ^ Petrus de Bubiano was a native of Piacenza. He is attested in a document of 14 September 1318. Savio, p. 174. Eubel, I, p. 139. Cipolla, pp. 62-63.
39. ^ Giordano, also from Piacenza, was appointed Bishop of Bobbio on 24 October 1326, after the Chapter had elected another candidate, Henricus Duranti, Provost of S. Brigid in Piacenza; Henry was rejected

by Pope John XXII. Ughelli, p. 941. Eubel, I, p. 139. Cipolla, p. 63, states that his bull of election was dated 6 October 1327. A document of his is found as late as 20 February 1337.
40. ^ Albertus Calvi (Eubel, I, p. 139) is called Calvus Calvi by Gams, p. 813, column 2, following Ughelli, p. 941. Cipolla, p. 63. He is first found in the documents on 28 August 1339, and as late as 5 June 1360.
41. ^ Bishop Roberto de Lanfranchis was a native of Pisa. He was appointed Bishop of Bobbio by Pope Innocent VI on 6 April 1362. He signed a document on 26 July 1394. Eubel, I, p. 139. Cipolla, Codice

diplomatico del monastero di S. Colombano di Bobbio Vol. I, pp. 63-64.
42. ^ Oberto was a native of Piacenza, and had been Provost of the Cathedral Chapter of Piacenza. He was appointed Bishop of Bobbio by Pope Boniface IX (Roman Obedience) on 10 January 1396. He died in

1404. Eubel, I, p. 139. Cipolla, Codice diplomatico del monastero di S. Colombano di Bobbio Vol. I, p.
43. ^ Fr. Alessio was appointed bishop of Bobbio by Pope Innocent VII (Roman Obedience) on 26 September 1405. Siregno was appointed Bishop of Gap by Pope Alexander V on 20 August 1409, and he was

named Bishop of Piacenza by John XXIII on 27 August 1411. He died in 1447. Ughelli, IV, p. 942. Eubel, I, pp. 139, 401, 514. "Bishop Alessio di Siregno, O.F.M."  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney.
Retrieved September 25, 2016.[self-published source]

44. ^ Lanzarotus was named by Pope Alexander V on 20 August 1409. Eubel I, p. 139. Cipolla, Codice diplomatico del monastero di S. Colombano di Bobbio Vol. I, p. 64.
45. ^ Pagani was appointed by Pope Martin V on 21 August 1419. He had previously been a Canon of the Cathedral Chapter of Tortona. He is attested on 17 October 1444. Eubel I, p. 139. Cipolla, Codice

diplomatico del monastero di S. Colombano di Bobbio Vol. I, p. 64.
46. ^ A native of Tortona, Martianus (he always signs Marcianus) was appointed on 6 September 1447 by Pope Nicholas V. He died in 1463. Ughelli-Colet, p. 942. Eubel, II, p. 108. Cipolla, Codice diplomatico del

monastero di S. Colombano di Bobbio Vol. I, pp. 64-65.
47. ^ The See of Bobbio was vacant on 1 October 1458, and a Vicar Capitular, Columbus de Balbis, the Provost of the Cathedral Chapter, was in office. Cipolla, Codice diplomatico del monastero di S. Colombano

di Bobbio Vol. I, p. 65.
48. ^ Antonio, a native of Parma and a Doctor in utroque iure (Civil and Canon Law), Canon and Archpriest of the Chapter of Parma, had served as a Vicar General of the diocese of Parma. He was elected to

succeed Bishop Marliano Baccarini, but he died before he could be consecrated. He calls himself episcopus electus in his Last Will and Testament, written on 16 July 1463. Colet, in Ughelli, pp. 942-943.
49. ^ Facinus Stephanus de Ghilinis was appointed before 8 August 1465. Eubel records a payment by him to the Apostolic Camera (papal treasury) on 31 October 1465. He died in 1472. Eubel, II, p. 108.

Cipolla, Codice diplomatico del monastero di S. Colombano di Bobbio Vol. I, p. 65.
50. ^ A native of Piacenza, Giovanni was a Doctor of Canon Law and had been Archdeacon of Piacenza. He made a payment to the Apostolic Camera as bishop on 20 April 1472, and died on 15 September 1482

(Cipolla cites a document listing him as dead on 25 August 1482). Eubel, II, p. 108. Cipolla, Codice diplomatico del monastero di S. Colombano di Bobbio Vol. I, pp. 65-66.
51. ^ Trotti, Count of Trebia, was a native of Alessandria, and had been Archdeacon of Alessandria. He was appointed Bishop of Bobbio by Pope Sixtus IV on 7 October 1482. He died in 1494. Ughelli, p. 924.

Eubel, II, p. 108. Cipolla, Codice diplomatico del monastero di S. Colombano di Bobbio Vol. I, p. 66.
52. ^ Fr. Bernardino, a Tuscan from Montepulciano, was appointed by Pope Alexander VI on 25 May 1495. He died in 1500. Ughelli, p. 924. Eubel, II, p. 108. Cipolla, Codice diplomatico del monastero di S.

Colombano di Bobbio Vol. I, p. 66.
53. ^ A native of Piacenza, Bagaroti had been a Canon and Archdeacon of Piacenza. He was appointed Bishop of Bobbio on 8 April 1500, and served for twenty years. He died in 1519, according to the inscription

on his tomb. Ughelli, p. 947. Eubel, II, p. 108. Cipolla, Codice diplomatico del monastero di S. Colombano di Bobbio Vol. I, p. 66.
54. ^ Cardinal Trivulzio was appointed Administrator on 26 September 1522. He was never consecrated a bishop, and therefore could only serve as Administrator. He resigned in May 1524, in favor of his relative

Ambrogio Trivulzio. Ughelli, pp. 947-948. Eubel, III, p. 136.
55. ^ Ambrogio Trivulzio was the son of Duke Giovanni Giacomo Trivulzio. He succeeded his cousin Cardinal Trivulzio on 27 May 1524. Ughelli, p. 948. Eubel, III, p. 136.
56. ^ Merli was a native of Coreggio, and a familiaris of Cardinal Agostino Trivulzio. In Rome he was Archpriest of the church of S. Lorenzo in Lucina and a Canon of the Liberian Basilica (S. Maria Maggiore). He

was appointed Bishop of Bobbio through the influence of Cardinal Trivulzio, who still held the right of return after he had resigned in favor of his cousin. Merli's appointment was approved in Consistory on 15
November 1546 by Pope Paul III. On 20 January 1547 he was granted the privilege of taking possession of the diocese, even though his letters (bulls of appointment and institution) had not been issued. In
February 1556 he was in Rome. When a fellow native of Coreggio, Girolamo da Corregio, was made a cardinal in February 1561, Merli became a member of his court and in 1560 resigned his bishopric (His
successor was appointed on 29 November 1560). He died in Rome in 1563. Ughelli, p. 948. Bartolomeo Rossetti, Bobbio III, pp. 39-40. Cappelletti, p. 658. Eubel, III, p. 136 with note 5.

57. ^ Donati had been a cleric of the diocese of Bobbio. He was appointed bishop on 29 November 1560, and died in 1561. Cappelletti, p. 658. Eubel, III, p. 136.
58. ^ A native of Milan and son of the President of the Senate of Milan, Girolamo Castiglione, Francesco Castiglioni, born in 1523, was appointed bishop in Consistory on 9 January 1562 by Pope Pius IV. He was

named a cardinal on 12 March 1565. He died in Rome on 14 November 1568 at the age of 45, and was buried in the church of S. Maria del Popolo. Lorenzo Cardella, Memorie storiche de' cardinali della Santa
Romana Chiesa Tomo quinto (Roma: Pagliarini, 1793), pp. 83-84. Cappelletti, p. 658. Eubel, III, p. 136.

59. ^ Camuzzi was born at Lugano and was a cleric of Como. Pope Pius V named him Bishop of Bobbio on 19 November (Ughelli says December) 1568. He held a diocesan synod on 7 March 1574. In 1595 the
Swiss residents of the diocese of Como requested his transfer to the diocese of Como, but the request was refused by Pope Clement VIII. Ughelli says he died in Rome in 1602, having left the diocese in
disarray and the episcopal palace in ruins. Ughelli, p. 949. Cappelletti, p. 658. F. Gasparolo, in: Rivista di storia, arte, archeologia per la provincia di Alessandria  (in Italian). Volume III. 1894. pp. 179–180.
Eubel, III, p. 136.

60. ^ Aulario was a patrician of Alessandria, and had been Archpriest of the Collegiate Church of S. Giovanni Battista di Monza. On the appointment of Pope Pius V he served as a Referendary of the Two
Signatures (Justice and Mercy) in the Papal Court. He was named Bishop of Bobbio on 26 August 1602 by Pope Clement VIII. While he was serving as Apostolic Delegate to the Diocese of Pavia by
appointment of Pope Paul V he died suddenly of a fever, on 11 January 1607. Ughelli, p. 949. Cappelletti, pp. 658-659. F. Gasparolo, in: Rivista di storia, arte, archeologia per la provincia di Alessandria  (in
Italian). Volume III. 1894. pp. 179–180. Eubel, III, p. 136.

61. ^ Bellini was born in the village of Gorolfo in the diocese of Novara. He held a degree in philosophy and was Doctor in utroque iure (Civil and Canon Law). He worked as a lawyer in Milan. He was a priest of the
diocese of Milan, and was appointed by Archbishop Carlo Borommeo a Canon of the Cathedral Chapter, and then Chancellor of the diocese. He served as Auditor and Datary of Cardinal Charles III de Lorraine-
Vaudemont, papal Nuncio in France. He returned to Rome and became a member of the Court of Cardinal Camillo Borghese, who was elected Pope Paul V in 1605. He was named Bishop of Bobbio on 12
February 1607 by Pope Paul V. He celebrated a diocesan synod on 24 October 1609. He presented twenty-nine codices from the library of Bobbio to the Vatican Library. He died in 1618. Ughelli, p. 949.
Cappelletti, p. 659. Gauchat, Hierarchia catholica IV, p. 117.

62. ^ Abbiati was a native of Milan. He studied philosophy, theology, and Canon Law at Pavia, and became a priest of the Canons Regular of the Lateran. He made a reputation as a traveling preacher He became
Abbot of S. Maria Albae Casarotti near Milan. He was named Bishop of Bobbio on 3 December 1618 by Pope Paul V. He restored the episcopal palace. He died on 5 August 1650. Ughelli, p. 949. Cappelletti,
p. 659. Gauchat, Hierarchia catholica IV, p. 117.

63. ^ "Bishop Francesco Maria Abbiati, C.R.L."  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved November 24, 2016.[self-published source]

64. ^ Porro, a native of Milan, was named Bishop of Bobbio on 5 December 1650 by Pope Innocent X. He founded the seminary. He died in September 1660. Ughelli, p. 950. Bertacchi, p. 244. Gauchat, IV, p. 117
with note 5.

65. ^ A Milanese, Capra was a Referendary of the Two Signatures, and was Archpriest of the Cathedral of Milan. He was appointed bishop of Bobbio on 8 August 1661, and held synods in 1674 and in 1684. He
died in Milan in 1693. Ughelli, p. 950. Gauchat, IV, p. 117 with note 6.

66. ^ Born in Mondovì in 1645, Morozzi was named a theologian of the Duke of Savoy in 1680. He was subsequently Prior of the Carthusian Order, then Provincial of the Province of Piedmont and Savoy, and
finally Abbot General of the entire Order. He was appointed in Consistory by Pope Innocent XII on 22 December 1693, and consecrated in Rome by Cardinal Galeazzo Marescotti on 27 December. He was
transferred to the diocese of Saluzzo on 27 January 1698. He died in 1729. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica V, p. 120 with note 3.

67. ^ Croce was a native of Milan. As a Benedictine, he lectured in theology in various houses of his Order, and was Abbot in various monasteries, the last of which was Bobbio. He was named Bishop of Bobbio
by Pope Innocent XII in the Consistory of 15 September 1698, and was consecrated a bishop in Rome by Cardinal Pietro Petrucci on 21 September. He died on 20 April 1713. Cappelletti, XIII, p. 660. Ritzler-
Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica V, p. 120 with note 4.

68. ^ Gallarini: Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 120 with note 5.
69. ^ Manara: Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 120 with note 6.
70. ^ Cornaccioli: Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 120 with note 7.
71. ^ Andujar: Appointed, Bishop of Tortona on 11 March 1743. Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 125 with note 2.
72. ^ Campi: Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 125 with note 3.
73. ^ Lancellotti-Birago: Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 125 with note 4.
74. ^ A member of the family of the Counts of Cossombrato, Bonesio was born in Turin in 1705. In 1740 he became private secretary of the General of the Capuchin Order, and in 1746 he was elected Provincial of

the Capuchin province of Piedmont. In 1747 he was elected Procurator General of his order at the Papal Curia, where Pope Benedict XIV made him an examiner of bishops, and a Consultor to the Congregation
of Indulgences and Relics. He was nominated bishop of Bobbio by King Charles Emanuel III, and approved by Pope Clement XIII on 27 January 1766. He died on 28 July 1780. Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 125 with note
5. Am. Teetaeri, in: Dictionnaire d'histoire et de géographie ecclésiastiques , Vol. IX (Paris: Letouzey, 1937), pp. 842-843. (in Italian)

75. ^ Fabi: Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 125 with note 6.
76. ^ Volpi was born in Genoa in 1749. He was appointed Bishop of Bobbio on 25 May 1818 by Pope Pius VII, and consecrated in Rome by Cardinal Alessandro Mattei on 31 May. Cappelletti, XIII, p. 661. He died

on 23 September 1830. Ritzler-Sefrin, VII, p. 113.
77. ^ Antonio Pellicani (1876). Compendio della vita di monsignor Antonio Gianelli, vescovo di Bobbio  (in Italian). Parma: Tipografia Fiaccadori. Salvatore Garofalo (2011). Un grande vescovo per una piccola

diocesi. Sant'Antonio Maria Gianelli  (in Italian). Cinisello Balsamo (Milano): San Paolo. ISBN 978-88-215-7064-3.
78. ^ Porrati was born at Castellazzo Bormida (diocese of Alessandria) in 1825, and served as a priest of that diocese. He held a doctorate in theology, and taught theology at the diocesan seminary, where

eventually he became Rector. He was preconised by Pope Leo XIII on 20 August 1880, and consecrated in Rome by Cardinal Luigi Bilio on 29 August. He became Canon Penitentiary of the Cathedral Chapter
of Alessandria. He died on 24 February 1902. Il Monitore ecclesiastico  (in Italian). Volume II. Maratea. 1879. p. 111. Ritzler-Sefrin, VIII, p. 151.

79. ^ Marelli was born in Milan in 1858. He was named Bishop of Bobbio on 16 December 1907 by Pope Pius X. He was transferred to the diocese of Bergamo on 15 December 1914. He was a friend and
correspondent of Angelo Roncalli (John XXIII). La Diocesi di Milano, guida ufficiale del clero per l'anno 1930  (in Italian). Milano: Tip. pont. e arc. S. Giuseppe. 1930. p. 373.
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Brescia

Diocese of Brescia
Dioecesis Brixiensis

Brescia Cathedral

Location
Country Italy

Ecclesiastical
province

Milan

Statistics
Area 4,538 km2 (1,752 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics
(including non-
members)

(as of 2015)
1,152,107
960,000 (est.) (83.3%)

Parishes 473

Information
Denomination Catholic Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 1st Century

Cathedral Cattedrale di S. Maria
Assunta e Ss. Pietro e Paolo
(Duomo Nuovo)

Secular priests 735 (diocesan)
199 (Religious Orders)

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Pierantonio Tremolada

Bishops
emeritus

Luciano Monari
Bruno Foresti
Giulio Sanguineti

Map

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Brescia)

The Roman Diocese Catholic of Brescia (Latin: Dioecesis
Brixiensis) is a Latin rite suffragan diocese in the ecclesiastical
province of the Metropolitan Archdiocese of Milan, in Lombardy
(Northwestern Italy).[1][2]

Its cathedral episcopal see is the 'new' Cattedrale di S. Maria
Assunta e Ss. Pietro e Paolo (Duomo Nuovo) dedicated to the
Assumption of Mary and to the Apostles Peter and Paolo, in
Brescia. The city also has a Co-cathedral: Concattedrale invernale
di Santa Maria Assunta, also dedicated to the Assumption of Mary,
a Minor basilica: Basilica-Santuario di S. Maria delle Grazie
dedicated to Our Lady of Graces, and another World Heritage Site
(now not in use): Chiesa di San Salvatore. 
The bishopric has four more Minor basilicas: Basilica di S. Lorenzo
Martire, in Verolanuova; Basilica di S. Maria della Visitazione, in
Bagnolo Mella; Basilica di Santa Maria Assunta, in Botticino Sera
and Basilica Sant’Antonino Martire, in Concesio.
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Statistics and extent [edit]

In 2015, the diocese was reported as pastorally serving
approximately 960,000 Catholics. It has 473 parishes, 990 priests
(791 diocesan, 199 religious), 56 deacons, 1,660 lay religious
(286 brothers, 1,374 sisters), 36 seminarians.

The great majority of the parishes of the diocese are in the
administrative Province of Brescia; the remaining twelve are in the
Province of Bergamo and in Lombardy.[3]

History [edit]

This section needs additional
citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged
and removed. (October 2016) (Learn how
and when to remove this template message)

Legend traces the beginnings of Christianity in Brescia to Saint
Barnabas, who is said to have made Saint Anatolus bishop.
However, Milan also claims Anatolus as its first bishop,
consecrated by Saint Barnabas. In any case, faith was probably
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Website
www.diocesi.brescia.it

brought to Brescia by way of Milan. During the reign of Emperor
Hadrian, Brescia was the scene of the martyrdom of Saints
Faustinus and Jovita (cfr. Acta Sanctorum, 15 February). From the
time of the persecutions tradition mentions the names of several
bishops, but nothing authentic is known concerning them.[4] In the
fourth century Saint Philastrius occurs. He was succeeded by Saint
Gaudentius, consecrated by Saint Ambrose (c. 387), who erected
outside the city walls the church Ad Concilia Sanctorum, in which
the holy matron Silvia was buried later.

A number of the bishops who ruled this diocese form the 4th to the
7th centuries are entitled saints, e.g. Paul of Brescia, Theophilus
of Brescia, Saint Silvinus, Saint Gaudiosus, Saint Optatianus, Saint
Dominator (495), and Saint Dominic of Brescia (613), who with the
many gifts he received from the Lombard Queen Theodolinda,
erected the church called the Rotonda. Bishop Ramperto brought
to Brescia the Benedictines, who constructed a church to which they transferred the relics of Saints Faustinus
and Jovita; he also took part in the Council of Mantua of 827.

Bishop Notingus received the title of Count of Brescia for the see from Emperor Louis II in 844, so he and his
successors became prince-bishops, civil rulers of the city and the countship. Many struggles followed, in
particular after Margrave Arduin of Ivrea, who had proclaimed himself King of Italy (1002), had slain the bishop
of this city of holding allegiance to Holy Roman Emperor Henry II. Henry, to ensure the fidelity of the citizens of
Brescia, was obliged to confirm the civil liberty granted them by Arduin, which is the origin of the civic commune
of Brescia. Bishop Landolfo II (1007) built the church of Santa Eufemia outside the walls.

During the episcopate of Manfredo Lucciaga (1133), Arnold of Brescia disseminated his teachings, with the
result that the governors of the city all but confiscated the property of the churches of Brescia. Alberto Rezzato
(1213) had the Paterines to contend against; he also brought many relics from the Holy Land. Blessed Gualla
Ronio (1229), of the Friars Preachers, was distinguished for his virtue. Berardo Maggi (1275), a Guelph (papal
supporter in the Investiture Conflict), was made Duke and Count of the city, and constructed among other works
two canals diverting the waters of the Rivers Chiese and Mella, in order to furnish the motive force for many
factories. Tommaso Visconti (1388) did much for the maintenance of discipline among the clergy. Under Bishop
Francesco de' Mareri (1418), the preaching of St. Bernardine of Siena wrought a great moral reform in the city
of Brescia. Pietro dal Monte (1442) adorned the episcopal palace, erected a hospital and wrote various works.
Paolo Zane (1481) built the shrine of Santa Maria delle Grazie and established the hospital for incurables.

In the sixteenth century three cardinals succeeded each other: Francesco Cornaro (1532), Andrea Cornaro
(1543) and Durante de' Duranti (1551). In conformity with the decrees of the Council of Trent, Domenico Bollani
(1559) convened a diocesan synod (1574) and founded the seminary. Giovanni Dolfin (1579) seconded St.
Charles Borromeo in his work of reform, who by his own desire celebrated the obsequies of Bishop Dolfin.
Bishop Pietro Vito Ottoboni (1654) was later elevated to the papacy under the name of Alexander VIII. Cardinal
Giovanni Alberto Badoer (1706) was a very zealous pastor, combating in an especial manner the Quietism
which occurred his diocese. Cardinal Angelo M. Quirini (1727) founded the library of the commune, which took
its name from him, and did much towards the restoration of the cathedral. During the episcopate of Giovanni
Nani (1773) the French invasion took place, with the attendant pillaging of churches and convents.

On 1818.09.12 it gained territory from the suppressed Abbacy nullius of Asola
It enjoyed Papal visits from Pope John Paul II (in February 1982 and September 1998) and Pope Benedict
XVI in November 2009.
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Ursicinus of Brescia (347)[5]

Philastrius (death ca. 397)
...
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Goffredo di Canossa (970? – 976)
Attone (976 – ?)
Adalberto (996 – 1006)
Landolfo (1007 – 1030)
Olderico (1031 – 1048)
Adelmanno di Liegi (1048 – 1053)
Olderico (1053 – 1073)
Giovanni (1080 – ?)
Arimanno da Gavardo (1086 – 1115)
Villano (1116 – 1132)
Manfredo Boccacci (1132 – death 7 Jan 1153)
Raimondo (1153 – death 4 Aug 1173)
Joannes (John) Fiumicelli = Giovanni Griffi (1174?75 – 10 Nov 1195)
Giovanni da Palazzo (18 Nov 1195 – 5 Aug 1212)
Alberto da Reggio (1213 – 1229), next Latin Patriarch of Antioch (1229 – ?)
Blessed Guala de Roniis, Dominican Order (O.P.) (1229 – 5 Sep 1244)
Azzone da Torbiato (1244 – death 18 Oct 1253)
Cavalcano Sala (1254 – 1263)
Martino Arimanni (15 Mar 1264 – death 1275)
Berardo Maggi (Sep 1275 – 1308)[6]

Federico Maggi (2 January 1309 – ca. 1317)[7]

...

Domenico de Dominicis (14 Nov 1464 – 1478 Died)[8]

Lorenzo Zanni (Zane) (27 Feb 1478 – 1480 Resigned)[9]

Paolo Zane (19 Dec 1480 – Mar 1531 Died)[10]

Cardinal Francesco Cornaro (seniore), Administrator (Mar 1531 – 13 March 1532 Resigned)[11]

Andrea Cornaro (13 March 1532 – 30 Jan 1551),[12] succeeded as previous Coadjutor Bishop: Francesco
Cornaro (? – 13 Mar 1532)
Durante Duranti (18 Feb 1551 – 24 Dec 1557)
Giovanni Delfino (bishop of Brescia) (26 Aug 1579 – 1 May 1584)[13]

Gianfrancesco Morosini (23 Sep 1585 – 10 Jan 1596 Died)
Marino Zorzi (bishop of Brescia) (Giorgi) (4 Mar 1596 – 28 Aug 1631)[14]

Vincenzo Giustiniani (bishop of Brescia) (31 Jan 1633 – 13 Feb 1645 Died)[15]

Marco Morosini (31 Jul 1645 – 4 Oct 1654 Died)
Pietro Vito Ottoboni (7 Dec 1654 – 9 Jun 1664 Resigned)
Marino Giovanni Zorzi (bishop of Brescia) (Giorgi) (9 Jun 1664 – 24 Oct 1678 Died)[16]

Bartolomeo Gradenigo (bishop of Brescia) (13 Jul 1682 – 29 Jul 1698 Died)[17]

Daniello Marco Delfino (15 Sep 1698 – 5 Aug 1704 Died)
Cardinal Giovanni Alberto Badoer (Badoaro) (7 Jun 1706 – 17 May 1714 Died)

Auxiliary Bishop: Francesco Martinengo (19 Oct 1711 – death 25 Mar 1746), Titular Bishop of Martiria
(19 Oct 1711 – 25 Mar 1746)

Giovanni Francesco Barbarigo (9 July 1714 – 20 Jan 1723), next Bishop of Padua
Fortunato Morosini, O.S.B. (15 March 1723 – 25 June 1727 Died)
Angelo Maria (Gerolamo) Quirini (Querini), O.S.B. (30 Jul 1727 – 6 Jan 1755 Died)
Giovanni Molino (17 Feb 1755 – 14 Mar 1773 Died)[18]

Giovanni Nani (19 Apr 1773 – 23 Oct 1804 Died)
Gabrio Maria Nava[19] (18 Sep 1807 – 2 Nov 1831 Died)
Carlo Domenico Ferrari (20 Jan 1834 Confirmed – 29 Nov 1846 Died)
Girolamo dei Conti Verzeri (30 Sep 1850 Confirmed – 1 Dec 1883 Died)
Giacomo Corna-Pellegrini[20] (1 Dec 1883 Succeeded – 21 May 1913 Died), succeeded as previous
Coadjutor Bishop: Giacomo Corna-Pellegrini (31 Mar 1875 – 1 Dec 1883)
Giacinto Gaggia[21] (28 Oct 1913 – 15 Apr 1933 Died)

Auxiliary Bishop: Emilio Bongiorni (31 Jan 1916 – death 20 Mar 1937), Titular Bishop of Sasima (31 Jan
1916 – 20 Mar 1937)

Giacinto Tredici, Obl. Ss. A. C. (21 Dec 1933 – 19 August 1964 Died)

Auxiliary Bishop: Guglielmo Bosetti (4 Nov 1951 – 29 Mar 1961), Titular Bishop of Hippo Diarrhytus (4
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Nov 1951 – 29 Mar 1961); later Bishop of Fidenza (Italy) (29 Mar 1961 – death 1 Aug 1962)
Auxiliary Bishop: Giuseppe Almici (24 Apr 1961 – 17 Jan 1965), Titular Bishop of Arcadia (24 Apr 1961 –
17 Jan 1965); later Bishop of Alessandria (Italy) (17 Jan 1965 – retired 17 Jul 1980), died 1985

Luigi Morstabilini (7 Oct 1964 – 7 April 1983 Retired)

Auxiliary Bishop: Pietro Gazzoli (3 Feb 1968 – retired 6 Aug 1983), Titular Bishop of Foro Flaminio (3
Feb 1968 – death 17 Feb 1990)

Bruno Foresti (7 April 1983 – 19 Dec 1998 Retired)

Auxiliary Bishop: Vigilio Mario Olmi (20 Mar 1986 – retired 25 Mar 2003), Titular Bishop of Gunugus (20
Mar 1986 – death 25 Jan 2019)

Giulio Sanguineti (19 Dec 1998 – 19 July 2007 Retired)

Auxiliary Bishop: Francesco Beschi (25 Mar 2003 – 22 Jan 2009), Titular Bishop of Vinda (25 Mar 2003
– 22 Jan 2009); later Bishop of Bergamo (Italy) (22 Jan 2009 – ...)

Luciano Monari (19 July 2007 – 12 July 2017)
Pierantonio Tremolada (12 July 2017 – ...); previously Titular Bishop of Maxita (24 May 2014 – 12 Jul 2017)
as Auxiliary Bishop of Archdiocese of Milano (Milan, Italy) (24 May 2014 – 12 Jul 2017).
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Caesarea in Palaestina (diocese)
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Caesarea)

The archiepiscopal see of Caesarea in Palaestina, also known as Caesarea Maritima, is now a metropolitan
see of the Eastern Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem and also a titular see of the Catholic Church.[1] It was
one of the earliest Christian bishoprics, and was a metropolitan see at the time of the First Council of Nicaea,
but was later subjected to the Patriarchate of Jerusalem. The city remained largely Christian until the Crusades,
its bishop maintaining close ties to the Byzantine Empire. After the establishment of the Kingdom of Jerusalem
by the crusaders, the see was transformed into a Latin archdiocese, subordinate to the Latin patriarch of
Jerusalem.
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History [edit]

The diocese was an ancient one, established in one of the first Christian communities ever created: it was due
to the work of St Peter and St Paul. Records of the community are dated as far back as the 2nd century.
According to the Apostolic Constitutions (7.46), the first Bishop of Caesarea was Zacchaeus the Publican.
Caesarea Maritima was the capital of Roman Iudaea province and after the Bar Kokhba revolt it was the
metropolis of the diocese of Palaestina Prima. Until the establishment of the Patriarchate of Jerusalem, it was
subject to the patriarch of Antioch. The most notable bishop of Caesarea was Eusebius of Caesarea, also
known as Eusebius Pamphili. The Library of Caesarea Maritima established by Pamphilus of Caesarea
remained in existence until the Arabs invaded Palestine in the 7th century.

The diocese suffered a troubled history following the decline of the Eastern Roman Empire in the 7th century.
The city was raided by the Sassanid Persians in the early 7th century. Following the conquest of the Holy Land
by the Islamic armies in the 630s, the diocese and city suffered tremendously and steadily declined in size and
importance. It was finally conquered in 640 following a protracted siege.

Nonetheless, it remained overwhelmingly Christian, and in the absence of imperial oversight, its independence
increased and the archbishop became the effective ruler of the area.[citation needed] By the 9th century there was
a substantial colony of Frankish settlers established by Emperor Charlemagne to facilitate Christian
pilgrimages.[citation needed] However, by the 10th century, as periodic Islamic persecution continued and the aura
of Byzantine Imperial authority made a resurgence, the diocese fell under the influence of the patriarch of
Constantinople for protection and supervision and increasingly fell under Byzantine authority.

St Pamphilus of Caesarea devoted his life to searching out and obtaining ancient texts which he collected in the
Library of Caesarea Maritima that Jerome was later to use, and established a school for theological study.[2] In
the scriptorium, a necessary adjunct to all libraries of antiquity, he oversaw the production of accurate edited
copies of Scripture. Testimonies to his zeal and care in this work are to be found in the colophons of biblical
manuscripts. Jerome's "De Viris Illustribus" (75) says that Pamphilus "transcribed the greater part of the works
of Origen of Alexandria with his own hand," and that "these are still preserved in the library of Cæsarea." The
collections of the library suffered during the persecutions under the Emperor Diocletian, but were repaired
subsequently by bishops of Caesarea.[3] It was noted in the 6th century, but Henry Barclay Swete[4] was of the
opinion that it probably did not long survive the capture of Caesarea by the Saracens in 638, though a modern
historian would attribute more destruction to its previous capture by the Sassanid Persians.

Following the schism between Constantinople and Rome in 1054, the community was a Greek Orthodox
diocese, with only a marginal Roman Catholic community.

During the crusader period, the community became Catholic in 1101. The Frankish community vastly increased
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in size and a Latin archbishop was established. Under the crusaders, the diocese increased over time to having
ten suffragan bishops, including the bishop of Sebastea. During the remainder of the Kingdom of Jerusalem,
the Latin patriarch of Jerusalem often served first as archbishop of Caesarea, or of Tyre.

There was a legend that the Holy Grail had been discovered in Caesarea; the ancient chalice found there in
1101 was later taken to Paris.[5]

Since 1975, Eastern Orthodox Metropolitan of Caesarea is Basilios Blatsos, who is also an Exarch of Palaestina
Prima, under the jurisdiction of the Eastern Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem.

Bishops of Caesarea [edit]

Zacchaeus was the first bishop, according to the Apostolic Constitutions 7.46, followed by Cornelius
(possibly Cornelius the Centurion) and Theophilus[6]

Theophilus, bishop of Caesarea, according to Church History V.22 during the 10th year of Commodus (c.
189)
Theoktistos (216–258)
Domnus (Church History VII.14)
Theotecnus (Church History VII.14)
Agapius (?–306)
Eusebius (c. 313–339/340)
Acacius (340–366)
Gelasius of Caesarea (367–372, 380–395)

Euzoius (373–378)
John the Khozibite (6th century)
Anastasius (11th century)

Latin archbishops of Caesarea [edit]

Baldwin I (1101–1107)
Ehremar (1108–1123 or later)
Gaudentius (c. 1140)
Baldwin II (?–1156?)
Harvey (1157–1173)
Heraclius (1173–1180)
Monachus (1181–1194)
Peter I (c. 1207)
Peter II (c. 1230)
Lociaumes (1244–1266)

Titular see [edit]

Zweder van Culemborg (1432–1433)
Christophe de Cheffontaines (1578–1595)[7]

Sigismund Albicus
Pedro Manso (1609)
Celio Piccolomini (1656–1665?)
Federico Baldeschi Colonna (1665–1675?)
Savo Millini (1675–1683)
Giacomo Cantelmo (1683–1690)
Lorenzo Casoni (1690–1711?)
Giorgio Spinola (1711–1721?)
Prospero Marefoschi (1721–1732)
vacant
Ignazio Michele Crivelli (1739–1764?)
Luigi Valenti Gonzaga (1764–?)
Michel El-Khazen ( 1767–1786 Died)
Giovanni Battista Pignatelli (1779)
Antonio Maria Trigona (1819–1835)
Carlo Emmanuelle Sardagna de Hohenstein (1839–1840 Died)
Juan Manuel de Irrizarri y Peralta (1840–1849)
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Jakub (Iacobus) Bosagi, C.M.Vd. (1855–1883)
Antonio Agliardi (1884–1896?)
Giuseppe Maria Graniello (1892–1893)
Pietro Gasparri (1898–1907)
Vincenzo Sardi di Rivisondoli (1908–1920)
Benedetto Aloisi Masella (1919–1920?)
Luigi Maglione (1920–1935)
Luigi Traglia (1936–1960)
Dino Staffa (1960–1967)
vacant
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Canterbury)

"Primate of All England" redirects here. For the Primate of England, see Archbishop of York.

The Archbishop of Canterbury is the senior bishop and
principal leader of the Church of England, the symbolic head of
the worldwide Anglican Communion and the diocesan bishop of
the Diocese of Canterbury. The current archbishop is Justin
Welby, who was enthroned at Canterbury Cathedral on 21 March
2013. Welby is the 105th in a line which goes back more than
1400 years to Augustine of Canterbury, the "Apostle to the
English", sent from Rome in the year 597. Welby succeeded
Rowan Williams.[1]

From the time of Augustine until the 16th century, the archbishops
of Canterbury were in full communion with the See of Rome and
usually received the pallium from the pope. During the English
Reformation, the Church of England broke away from the authority
of the pope. Thomas Cranmer became the first holder of the office
following the English Reformation in 1533, while Reginald Pole was
the last Roman Catholic in the position, serving from 1556 to 1558
during the Counter-Reformation. In the Middle Ages there was
considerable variation in the methods of nomination of the
Archbishop of Canterbury and other bishops. At various times the
choice was made by the canons of Canterbury Cathedral, the
pope, or the king of England. Since the English Reformation, the
Church of England has been more explicitly a state church and the
choice is legally that of the Crown; today it is made by the reigning
monarch on the advice of the British prime minister, who in turn
receives a shortlist of two names from an ad hoc committee called
the Crown Nominations Commission.
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Present roles and status [edit]

Today the archbishop fills four main roles:[2]

1. He is the diocesan bishop of the Diocese of Canterbury,
which covers the eastern parts of the County of Kent.
Founded in 597, it is the oldest see in the English church.

2. He is the metropolitan archbishop of the Province of
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Canterbury, which covers the southern two-thirds of
England.

3. He is the senior primate and chief religious figure of the
Church of England (the British sovereign is the supreme
governor of the church). Along with his colleague the
Archbishop of York he chairs the General Synod and sits
on or chairs many of the church's important boards and
committees; power in the church is not highly centralised,
however, so the two archbishops can often lead only
through persuasion. The Archbishop of Canterbury plays a
central part in national ceremonies such as coronations;
due to his high public profile, his opinions are often in
demand by the news media.

4. As spiritual leader of the Anglican Communion, the
archbishop, although without legal authority outside
England, is recognised by convention as primus inter pares
("first among equals") of all Anglican primates worldwide. Since 1867 he has convened more or less
decennial meetings of worldwide Anglican bishops, the Lambeth Conferences.

In the last two of these functions, he has an important ecumenical and interfaith role, speaking on behalf of
Anglicans in England and worldwide.

The archbishop's main residence is Lambeth Palace in the London Borough of Lambeth. He also has lodgings
in the Old Palace, Canterbury, located beside Canterbury Cathedral, where the Chair of St Augustine sits.

As holder of one of the "five great sees" (the others being York, London, Durham and Winchester), the
archbishop of Canterbury is ex officio one of the Lords Spiritual of the House of Lords. He is one of the highest-
ranking men in England and the highest ranking non-royal in the United Kingdom's order of precedence.

Since Henry VIII broke with Rome, the archbishops of Canterbury have been selected by the English (British
since the Act of Union in 1707) monarch. Since the 20th century, the appointment of archbishops of Canterbury
conventionally alternates between Anglo-Catholics and Evangelicals.[3]

The current archbishop, Justin Welby, the 105th archbishop of Canterbury, was enthroned at Canterbury
Cathedral on 4 February 2013. As archbishop he signs himself as + Justin Cantuar. His predecessor, Rowan
Williams, 104th archbishop of Canterbury, was enthroned at Canterbury Cathedral on 27 February 2003.
Immediately prior to his appointment to Canterbury, Williams was the bishop of Monmouth and archbishop of
Wales. On 18 March 2012, Williams announced he would be stepping down as archbishop of Canterbury at the
end of 2012 to become Master of Magdalene College, Cambridge.[4]

Additional roles [edit]

In addition to his office, the archbishop also holds a number of other positions; for example, he is joint president
of the Council of Christians and Jews in the United Kingdom. Some positions he formally holds ex officio and
others virtually so (the incumbent of the day, although appointed personally, is appointed because of his office).
Amongst these are:[5]

Chancellor of Canterbury Christ Church University[6]

Visitor for the following academic institutions:

All Souls College, Oxford
Selwyn College, Cambridge
Merton College, Oxford
Keble College, Oxford
Ridley Hall, Cambridge
The University of Kent (main campus located in Canterbury)
King's College London
University of King's College
Sutton Valence School
Benenden School
Cranbrook School
Haileybury and Imperial Service College
Harrow School
King's College School, Wimbledon
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Arms of the see of
Canterbury. Nearly 500 years
after the Reformation, the
arms still depict the pallium, a
symbol of the authority of the
Pope and metropolitan
archbishops.

The King's School, Canterbury
St John's School, Leatherhead
Marlborough College
Dauntsey's School
Wycliffe Hall, Oxford (also Patron)

Governor of Charterhouse School
Governor of Wellington College
Visitor, The Dulwich Charities
Visitor, Whitgift Foundation
Visitor, Hospital of the Blessed Trinity, Guildford (Abbot's Fund)
Trustee, Bromley College
Trustee, Allchurches Trust
President, Corporation of Church House, Westminster
Director, Canterbury Diocesan Board of Finance
Patron, St Edmund's School Canterbury
Patron, The Worshipful Company of Parish Clerks
Patron, Prisoners Abroad
Patron, The Kent Savers Credit Union

Ecumenical and interfaith [edit]

The archbishop of Canterbury is also a president of Churches Together in England (an ecumenical
organisation).[7] Geoffrey Fisher, 99th Archbishop of Canterbury, was the first since 1397 to visit Rome, where
he held private talks with Pope John XXIII in 1960. In 2005, Rowan Williams became the first archbishop of
Canterbury to attend a papal funeral since the Reformation. He also attended the inauguration of Pope
Benedict XVI. The 101st archbishop, Donald Coggan, was the first to attend a papal inauguration, that of Pope
John Paul II in 1978.[8]

Since 2002, the archbishop of Canterbury has co-sponsored the Alexandria Middle East Peace process with the
Grand Mufti of Egypt. In July 2008, the archbishop attended a conference of Christians, Jews and Muslims
convened by the King of Saudi Arabia at which the notion of the "clash of civilizations" was rejected. Delegates
agreed "on international guidelines for dialogue among the followers of religions and cultures."[9] Delegates said
that "the deepening of moral values and ethical principles, which are common denominators among such
followers, would help strengthen stability and achieve prosperity for all humans."[10]

Origins [edit]

It has been suggested that the Roman province of Britannia had four
archbishops, seated at Londinium (London), Eboracum (York), Lindum Colonia
(Lincoln) and Corinium Dobunnorum (Cirencester).[11] However, in the 5th and
6th centuries Britannia began to be overrun by pagan, Germanic peoples who
came to be known collectively as the Anglo-Saxons. Of the kingdoms they
created, Kent arguably had the closest links with European politics, trade and
culture, because it was conveniently situated for communication with continental
Europe. In the late 6th century, King Æthelberht of Kent married a Christian
Frankish princess named Bertha, possibly before becoming king, and certainly
a number of years before the arrival of the first Christian mission to England.[12]

He permitted the preaching of Christianity.[13]

The first Archbishop of Canterbury was Saint Augustine of Canterbury (not to
be confused with Saint Augustine of Hippo), who arrived in Kent in 597 AD,
having been sent by Pope Gregory I on a mission to the English. He was
accepted by King Æthelbert, on his conversion to Christianity, about the year 598. It seems that Pope Gregory,
ignorant of recent developments in the former Roman province, including the spread of the Pelagian heresy,
had intended the new archiepiscopal sees for England to be established in London and York.[14] In the event,
Canterbury was chosen instead of London, owing to political circumstances.[15] Since then the Archbishops of
Canterbury have been referred to as occupying the Chair of St. Augustine.

A gospel book believed to be directly associated with St Augustine's mission survives in the Parker Library,
Corpus Christi College, Cambridge University, England. Catalogued as Cambridge Manuscript 286, it has been
positively dated to 6th century Italy and this bound book, the St Augustine Gospels, is still used during the
swearing-in ceremony of new archbishops of Canterbury.
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View of Canterbury Cathedral from
the north west c. 1890–1900

Before the break with papal authority in the 16th century, the Church of England was an integral part of the
Western European church. Since the break the Church of England, an established national church, still
considers itself part of the broader Western Catholic tradition (although this is not accepted by the Roman
Catholic Church which regards Anglicanism as schismatic[16] and does not accept Anglican holy orders as valid)
as well as being the "mother church" of the worldwide Anglican Communion.

The Report of the Commissioners appointed by his Majesty to inquire into the Ecclesiatical Revenues of
England and Wales (1835) noted the net annual revenue for the Canterbury see was £19,182.[17]

Province and Diocese of Canterbury [edit]

The Archbishop of Canterbury exercises metropolitical (or supervisory) jurisdiction over the Province of
Canterbury, which encompasses thirty of the forty-two dioceses of the Church of England, with the rest falling
within the Province of York. The four Welsh dioceses were also under the Province of Canterbury until 1920
when they were transferred from the established Church of England to the disestablished Church in Wales.

The Archbishop of Canterbury has a ceremonial provincial curia, or
court, consisting of some of the senior bishops of his province.[18] The
Bishop of London—the most senior cleric of the church with the
exception of the two archbishops—serves as Canterbury's provincial
dean, the Bishop of Winchester as chancellor, the Bishop of Lincoln as
vice-chancellor, the Bishop of Salisbury as precentor, the Bishop of
Worcester as chaplain and the Bishop of Rochester as cross-bearer.

Along with primacy over the Archbishop of York, the Archbishop of
Canterbury also has a precedence of honour over the other bishops of
the Anglican Communion. He is recognised as primus inter pares, or
first amongst equals. He does not, however, exercise any direct

authority in the provinces outside England, except in certain minor roles dictated by Canon in those provinces
(for example, he is the judge in the event of an ecclesiastical prosecution against the Archbishop of Wales). He
does hold metropolitical authority over several extra-provincial Anglican churches, and he serves as ex officio
Bishop of the Falkland Islands.

At present the archbishop has three suffragan bishops:

The Bishop of Dover is given the additional title of "Bishop in Canterbury" and empowered to act almost as if
the Bishop of Dover were the diocesan bishop of the Diocese of Canterbury, since the archbishop is so
frequently away fulfilling national and international duties.
Two further suffragans, the Bishop of Ebbsfleet and the Bishop of Richborough, are provincial episcopal
visitors for the whole Province of Canterbury, licensed by the archbishop as "flying bishops" to provide
oversight throughout the province to parishes who hold to the Church Catholic's teaching on the Sacrament
of Ordination.

The Bishop of Maidstone was previously a second actual suffragan bishop working in the diocese, until it was
decided at the diocesan synod of November 2010 that a new bishop will not be appointed.[19]

Styles and privileges [edit]

"Primate of All England" redirects here.

The Archbishop of Canterbury and the Archbishop of York are both styled as "The Most Reverend"; retired
archbishops are styled as "The Right Reverend". Archbishops are, by convention, appointed to the Privy
Council and may, therefore, also use the style of "The Right Honourable" for life (unless they are later removed
from the council). In formal documents, the Archbishop of Canterbury is referred to as "The Most Reverend
Forenames, by Divine Providence Lord Archbishop of Canterbury, Primate of All England and Metropolitan". In
debates in the House of Lords, the archbishop is referred to as "The Most Reverend Primate, the Archbishop of
Canterbury". "The Right Honourable" is not used in either instance. He may also be formally addressed as
"Your Grace"—or, more often these days, simply as "Archbishop", or "Father".

The surname of the Archbishop of Canterbury is not always used in formal documents; often only the first name
and see are mentioned. The archbishop is legally entitled to sign his name as "Cantuar" (from the Latin for
Canterbury). The right to use a title as a legal signature is only permitted to bishops, Peers of the Realm and
peers by courtesy. The current Archbishop of Canterbury usually signs as "+Justin Cantuar:".

In the English and Welsh order of precedence, the Archbishop of Canterbury is ranked above all individuals in
the realm, with the exception of the Sovereign and members of the Royal Family.[20] Immediately below him is
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The Archbishop of Canterbury's official London
residence is Lambeth Palace, photographed looking
east across the River Thames

the Lord Chancellor and then the Archbishop of York.

Lambeth degrees [edit]

The Archbishop of Canterbury awards academic degrees, commonly called "Lambeth degrees".

Residences [edit]

The Archbishop of Canterbury's official residence in
London is Lambeth Palace. He also has a residence,
named The Old Palace, next to Canterbury Cathedral on
the site of the medieval Archbishop's Palace. The
archbishops had palaces on the periphery of London and
on the route between London and Canterbury.

Former palaces of the archbishops include

Croydon Palace: the summer residence of the
Archbishops from the 15th to the 18th centuries.
Addington Palace: purchased as a replacement for
Croydon Palace in 1807; sold in 1897.
Archbishop's Palace, Maidstone: constructed in the 1390s, the palace was seized by the Crown at the time
of the Reformation.
Otford Palace: a medieval palace, rebuilt by Archbishop Warham c. 1515 and forfeited to the Crown by
Thomas Cranmer in 1537.
Archbishop's Palace, Charing: a palace existed from at least the 13th century; seized by the Crown after the
Dissolution.
Knole House: built by Archbishop Bourchier in the second half of the 15th century, it was forfeited to the
Crown by Archbishop Cranmer in 1538.

List of Archbishops of Canterbury [edit]

Main article: List of archbishops of Canterbury

Since 1900, the following have served as Archbishop of Canterbury:[21]

1896–1902: Frederick Temple
1903–1928: Randall Davidson
1928–1942: Cosmo Gordon Lang
1942–1944: William Temple
1945–1961: Geoffrey Fisher
1961–1974: Michael Ramsey
1974–1980: Donald Coggan
1980–1991: Robert Runcie
1991–2002: George Carey
2002–2012: Rowan Williams
2013–present: Justin Welby
See also: Assistant Bishop of Canterbury

Archbishops who became Peers [edit]

Archbishop Title Notes

Randall Davidson Baron Davidson of Lambeth in 1928 Extinct in 1930

Cosmo Gordon Lang Baron Lang of Lambeth in 1942 Extinct in 1945

Geoffrey Fisher Baron Fisher of Lambeth for life in 1961 Extinct in 1972

Michael Ramsey Baron Ramsey of Canterbury for life in 1974 Extinct in 1988

Donald Coggan Baron Coggan for life in 1980 Extinct in 2000

Robert Runcie Baron Runcie for life in 1991 Extinct in 2000

George Carey Baron Carey of Clifton for life in 2002. Extant

Rowan Williams Baron Williams of Oystermouth for life in 2013. Extant
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See also [edit]

Accord of Winchester
Religion in the United Kingdom
Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople
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Archbishop of Canterbury – official website  
The Archbishopric of Canterbury, from Its Foundation to the Norman
Conquest , by John William Lamb", Published 1971, Faith Press,
from Google Book Search

Archbishop of Canterbury

Justin Welby · Primate of All England · List of Archbishops of Canterbury · Lambeth Palace · Province of Canterbury ·
Diocese of Canterbury · Canterbury Cathedral · Old Palace, Canterbury · Tim Thornton, Bishop at Lambeth,

Bishop to the Forces and Bishop for the Falkland Islands (episcopal chief of staff)

Historic palaces
(Canterbury—Lambeth chain)

The Old Palace, Bekesbourne (16th–17th centuries) · Archbishop's Palace, Charing (8th–
16th) · Archbishop's Palace, Maidstone (14th–16th) · Knole House (15th–16th) ·
Otford Palace (8th–16th) · Addington Palace (19th) · Croydon Palace (c. 10th–18th)

Archbishops of Canterbury

List of archbishops of Canterbury

Pre-Conquest

Augustine · Laurence · Mellitus · Justus · Honorius · Deusdedit · Wighard · Theodore of Tarsus
· Berhtwald · Tatwine · Nothhelm · Cuthbert · Bregowine · Jænberht · Æthelhard · Wulfred ·
Feologild · Ceolnoth · Æthelred · Plegmund · Athelm · Wulfhelm · Oda · Ælfsige · Byrhthelm ·
Dunstan · Æthelgar · Sigeric the Serious · Ælfric of Abingdon · Ælfheah · Lyfing · Æthelnoth ·
Eadsige · Robert of Jumièges · Stigand

Conquest to Reformation

Lanfranc · Anselm · Ralph d'Escures · William de Corbeil · Theobald of Bec · Thomas Becket ·
Roger de Bailleul · Richard of Dover · Baldwin of Forde · Reginald Fitz Jocelin · Hubert Walter ·
Reginald · John de Gray · Stephen Langton · Walter d'Eynsham · Richard le Grant ·
Ralph Neville · John of Sittingbourne · John Blund · Edmund of Abingdon · Boniface ·
William Chillenden · Robert Kilwardby · Robert Burnell · John Peckham · Robert Winchelsey ·
Thomas Cobham · Walter Reynolds · Simon Mepeham · John de Stratford · John de Ufford ·
Thomas Bradwardine · Simon Islip · William Edington · Simon Langham · William Whittlesey ·
Simon Sudbury · William Courtenay · Thomas Arundel · Roger Walden · Thomas Arundel ·
Henry Chichele · John Stafford · John Kemp · Thomas Bourchier · John Morton ·
Thomas Langton · Henry Deane · William Warham · Thomas Cranmer · Reginald Pole

Post-Reformation

Matthew Parker · Edmund Grindal · John Whitgift · Richard Bancroft · George Abbot ·
William Laud · William Juxon · Gilbert Sheldon · William Sancroft · John Tillotson ·
Thomas Tenison · William Wake · John Potter · Thomas Herring · Matthew Hutton ·
Thomas Secker · Frederick Cornwallis · John Moore · Charles Manners-Sutton · William Howley
· John Bird Sumner · Charles Longley · Archibald Campbell Tait · Edward White Benson ·
Frederick Temple · Randall Davidson · Cosmo Lang · William Temple · Geoffrey Fisher ·
Michael Ramsey · Donald Coggan · Robert Runcie · George Carey · Rowan Williams ·
Justin Welby

Italics indicate a person who was elected but not confirmed.

Anglican hierarchy in Great Britain and Ireland

Archbishop of Canterbury · Bath & Wells · Birmingham · Bristol ·
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 Church of England

Canterbury
Province

Diocesan
bishops

Chelmsford · Chichester · Coventry · Derby · Ely · Exeter · Europe ·
Gloucester · Guildford · Hereford · Leicester · Lichfield · Lincoln ·
London · Norwich · Oxford · Peterborough · Portsmouth ·
Rochester · Saint Albans · St Edmundsbury & Ipswich · Salisbury ·
Southwark · Truro · Winchester · Worcester

Suffragan
bishops

Aston · Barking · Basingstoke · Bedford · Bradwell · Brixworth ·
Buckingham · Colchester · Crediton · Croydon · Dorchester ·
Dorking · Dover · Dudley · Dunwich · Ebbsfleet · Edmonton ·
Europe · Fulham · Grantham · Grimsby · Hertford · Horsham ·
Huntingdon · Kensington · Kingston-upon-Thames · Lewes ·
Loughborough · Ludlow · Lynn · Maidstone · Plymouth · Ramsbury
· Reading · Repton · Richborough · Sherborne · Shrewsbury ·
Southampton · St Germans · Stafford · Stepney · Swindon ·
Taunton · Tewkesbury · Thetford · Tonbridge · Warwick ·
Willesden · Wolverhampton · Woolwich

York
Province

Diocesan
bishops

Archbishop of York · Blackburn · Carlisle · Chester · Durham ·
Leeds · Liverpool · Manchester · Newcastle · Sheffield ·
Sodor & Man · Southwell

Suffragan
bishops

Berwick · Beverley · Birkenhead · Bolton · Bradford · Burnley ·
Doncaster · Huddersfield · Hull · Jarrow · Lancaster · Middleton ·
Penrith · Richmond · Ripon · Selby · Sherwood · Stockport ·
Wakefield · Warrington · Whitby

Other
Bishop at Lambeth · Bishop to the Forces · Bishop to HM Prisons ·
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Dublin
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General
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Philippine Independent Church · Porvoo Communion
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Carinola
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Carinola)

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Roman Catholic Diocese of Carinola" – news · newspapers · books ·
scholar · JSTOR (December 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this template
message)

The Diocese of Caorle or Diocese of Calina (Latin: Dioecesis Caprulana seu Caprularum) was a Roman
Catholic ecclesiastical territory in the town of Carinola in the Province of Caserta in the Italian region
Campania.[1][2] It was suppressed in 1818 to the Diocese of Sessa Aurunca.[2]
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History [edit]

1099: Erected as the Diocese of Carinola[2]

1818 June 27: Suppressed to the Diocese of Sessa Aurunca[2]

1968: Restored as the Titular Episcopal See of Carinola[2]

Ordinaries [edit]

Pedro Gamboa (1501 Succeeded - 18 Nov 1510 Died)[3]

Giovanni Antonio Orfei (18 Nov 1510 Appointed - 1518 Died)
Giovanni Francesco D'Anna (10 Nov 1518 Appointed - 1521 Resigned)
Ferdinando D'Anna (16 Oct 1521 Appointed - 21 Oct 1530 Appointed, Archbishop of Amalfi)
Juan Canuti (21 Oct 1530 Appointed - 15 Jan 1535 Appointed, Bishop of Cariati e Cerenzia)[4]

Taddeo Pepoli, O.S.B. (15 Jan 1535 Appointed - 1549 Died)[5]

Bartolomeo Capranica (9 Apr 1549 Appointed - 1572 Died)
Sisto Diuzioli (2 Jun 1572 Appointed - 1577 Died)
Meliaduce Suico (14 Aug 1577 Appointed - 1581 Died)
Nicola Antonio Vitelli (11 Sep 1581 Appointed - 1594 Died)
Giovanni Vitelli, C.R. (1594 Succeeded - 14 Dec 1609 Appointed, Bishop of Capaccio)
Archangelus de Rossi, C.R.L. (11 Jan 1610 Appointed - 1619 Died)
Alessandro Bosco (20 Nov 1619 Appointed - 8 Aug 1622 Appointed, Bishop of Gerace)
Antonio Bonfiglioli (19 Sep 1622 Appointed - 1624 Resigned)
Onufrius Sersagli (7 Oct 1624 Appointed - 1640 Died)
Vencent Cavaselice (13 Aug 1640 Appointed - 1664 Died)[6]

Paolo Airolo, C.R.M. (9 Jun 1664 Appointed - Sep 1702 Died)
Alphonsus del Balzo (15 Jan 1703 Appointed - Sep 1705 Died)
Antonio della Marra, C.R. (25 Jan 1706 Appointed - 13 May 1714 Died)
Domenico Antonio Cirillo (10 Jan 1718 Appointed - 14 Feb 1724 Appointed, Bishop of Teano)
Nicola Michele Abati (Abbate) (26 Jun 1724 Appointed - 28 Sep 1733 Appointed, Bishop of Squillace)
Hyacinthus Verdesca (1 Oct 1733 Appointed - Sep 1747 Died)
Giovanni Bufalini (18 Dec 1747 Appointed - 28 Nov 1748 Died)
Antonio Francesco de Plato (3 Mar 1749 Appointed - 3 Mar 1760 Appointed, Bishop of Tricarico)
Francesco Antonio Salomone (3 Mar 1760 Appointed - 16 May 1766 Died)
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Thomas Zarone (21 Jul 1766 Appointed - Aug 1791 Died)
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Severo)
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Cervia
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Cervia)
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The diocese of Cervia was a Roman Catholic diocese in Emilia-Romagna.[1][2]

In 1947 it merged with the archdiocese of Ravenna to form the Archdiocese of Ravenna-Cervia.[3]
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Ordinaries [edit]

Diocese of Cervia [edit]

Erected: 6th Century
Metropolitan: Archdiocese of Ravenna

Guadagno da Majolo, O.F.M. (26 Jun 1342 – )
Bernardo Guascone, O.F.M. (29 Mar 1370 – 1374 Died)
Maynard de Contrariis (2 Apr 1414 – 1431 Resigned)
Cristoforo di San Marcello (2 May 1431 – 21 Nov 1435 Appointed, Bishop of Rimini)
Antonio Correr (cardinal), C.R.S.A. (Nov 1435 – 1440 Resigned)[4]

Pietro Barbo (1 Jul 1440 – 19 Jun 1451 Resigned)
Isidore of Kiev (10 Jun 1451 – 15 Mar 1455 Resigned)
Francesco Portio (15 Mar 1455 – 1474 Died)
Achille Marescotti (9 Jan 1475 – 20 Nov 1485 Died)
Tommaso Catanei, O.P. (12 Dec 1485 – 1513 Resigned)
Pietro de Flisco (23 Sep 1513 – 1525 Died)
Paolo Emilio Cesi ( 1525 – 23 Mar 1528 Resigned)
Octavio de Cesi (23 Mar 1528 – 1534 Died)
Giovanni Andrea Cesi (13 Nov 1534 – 11 Mar 1545 Appointed, Bishop of Todi)
Federico Cesi (11 Mar 1545 – 23 Mar 1545 Resigned)
Scipione Santacroce (23 Mar 1545 – 1576 Resigned)
Ottavio Santacroce (18 Jul 1576 – 1581 Died)
Lorenzo Campeggi (8 Jan 1582 – 6 Nov 1585 Died)
Decio Azzolini (seniore) (15 Nov 1585 – 7 Oct 1587 Died)
Annibal Pauli (12 Oct 1587 – 1590 Died)
Alfonso Visconti, C.O. (8 Feb 1591 – 10 Sep 1601 Appointed, Bishop of Spoleto)
Bonifazio Bevilacqua Aldobrandini (10 Sep 1601 – 7 Apr 1627 Died)
Giovanni Francesco Guidi di Bagno (17 May 1627 – 16 Apr 1635 Appointed, Bishop of Rieti)
Francesco Maria Merlini (17 Sep 1635 – Nov 1644 Died)
Pomponio Spreti (8 Jan 1646 – 15 Nov 1652 Died)
Francesco Gheri (31 May 1655 – 1662 Died)
Anselmo Dandini (26 Jun 1662 – Dec 1664 Died)
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Gerolamo Santolini (15 Jun 1665 – Mar 1667 Died)
Gianfrancesco Riccamonti, O.S.B. (4 Apr 1668 – 17 Apr 1707 Died)
Camillo Spreti (15 Apr 1709 – Jan 1727 Died)
Gaspare Pizzolanti, O. Carm. (25 Jun 1727 – 31 Dec 1765 Died)
Giambattista Donati (2 Jun 1766 – 1792 Died)
Bonaventura Gazzola, O.F.M. Ref. (1 Jun 1795 – 21 Feb 1820 Appointed, Bishop of Corneto (Tarquinia) e
Montefiascone)
Giuseppe Crispino Mazzotti (21 Feb 1820 – 2 Nov 1825 Died)
Ignazio Giovanni Cadolini (3 Jul 1826 – 30 Sep 1831 Appointed, Bishop of Foligno)
Mariano Baldassare Medici, O.P. (17 Dec 1832 – 1 Oct 1833 Died)
Innocenzo Castracane degli Antelminelli (20 Jan 1834 – 12 Feb 1838 Appointed, Bishop of Cesena)
Gaetano Balletti (12 Feb 1838 – 11 May 1842 Died)
Gioacchino Tamburini (Tamberini) (22 Jul 1842 – 13 Oct 1859 Died)
Giovanni Monetti (23 Mar 1860 – 15 Feb 1877 Died)
Federico Foschi (20 Mar 1877 – 7 Oct 1908 Died)
Pasquale Morganti, O.Ss.C.A. (7 Jan 1909 – 18 Dec 1921 Died)
Antonio Lega (18 Dec 1921 Succeeded – 16 Nov 1946 Died)
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Cesena-Sarsina

Diocese of Cesena-Sarsina
Dioecesis Caesenatensis-Sarsinatensis

Cesena Cathedral

Location
Country  Italy

Ecclesiastical
province

Ravenna-Cervia

Statistics
Area 1,185 km2 (458 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics
(including non-
members)

(as of 2013)
168,600 (est.)
159,700 (est.) (94.7%)

Parishes 96

Information
Rite Latin Rite

Established 1st century

Cathedral Basilica Cattedrale di S.
Giovanni Battista (Cesena)

Co-cathedral Concattedrale di SS.
Annuniziata, S. Vicinio
(Sarsina)

Secular priests 111 (diocesan)
37 (Religious Orders)

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Douglas Regattieri

Website
chieseinsieme.it

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Cesena)

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Roman Catholic Diocese of Cesena-Sarsina" – news · newspapers ·
books · scholar · JSTOR (October 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this template
message)

The Italian Catholic Diocese of Cesena-Sarsina in Emilia
Romagna was created on September 30, 1986, after the Diocese
of Sarsina was united with the historic Diocese of Cesena as a
suffragan of the Archdiocese of Ravenna-Cervia.[1][2]

The current bishop of Cesena-Sarsina is Douglas Regattieri. He
was appointed on October 8, 2010, after Bishop Antonio
Lanfranchi was named Metropolitan Archbishop of Modena-
Nonantola by Pope Benedict XVI.
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History [edit]

This section needs expansion
with: any material after 1278, or
before. You can help by adding to it.
(October 2016)

Cesena was the ancient Cæsena. After the overthrow of the
Ostrogoths it became a part of the exarchate. By the Donation of
Pepin (752) it became a fief of the Holy See, which was confirmed
in its possession by King Rudolph of Habsburg (1278).

In medieval times it was governed by various families, among them
the Ordelaffi di Forli and the Malatesta, the latter being
remembered for their justice and good government. After the
death of Cesare Borgia, Cesena, with the rest of Romagna,
acknowledged the immediate authority of the Holy See (1503).

Bishops [edit]

Diocese of Cesena [edit]

Erected: 1st Century
Latin Name: Caesenatensis
Metropolitan: Archdiocese of Ravenna

This list is incomplete; you can help by expanding it.

...

Saint Maurus (d. 946);
...
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Co-Cathedral in Sarsina

Gian Battista Acciaioli (1332), exiled by Francesco degli Ordelaffi;
...

Gregorio Malesardi (1408), who built the cathedral;
...

Jacopo (1379), under whom occurred the massacre ordered by
the antipope Clement VII;
Antonio Malatesta (5 Dec 1435 – )
Pietro Menzi de Vincentia (11 May 1487 – 1504 Died)
Fazio Giovanni Santori (22 Jul 1504 – 22 Mar 1510 Died)
Cristoforo Spiriti (8 Apr 1510 – 5 Nov 1556 Died)[3]

Giovanni Battista Spiriti, Coadjutor and administrator from 27 Nov 1545 until 5 Nov 1556 Resigned, never
consecrated[4]

Odoardo Gualandi (Galanti) (7 Dec 1557 – 1588 Resigned)
Camillo Gualandi (30 Mar 1588 – 11 Feb 1609 Died)[5]

Michelangelo Tonti (11 Mar 1609 – 21 Apr 1622 Died)[6]

Francesco Sacrati (cardinal) (23 May 1622 – 6 Sep 1623 Died)[6]

Lorenzo Campeggi (8 Dec 1623 – 11 Dec 1628 Appointed, Bishop of Senigallia)[6]

Pietro Bonaventura (14 Mar 1629 – 23 Jul 1653 Died)[6][7]

Flaminio Marcellino (21 Apr 1655 – 14 Mar 1677 Died)[6]

Giacomo Fantuzzi (Elefantucci) (30 Aug 1677 – 29 Nov 1679 Died)
Pietro Francesco Orsini de Gravina, O.P. (22 Jan 1680 – 18 Mar 1686 Appointed, Archbishop of
Benevento)[8]

Jan Kazimierz Denhoff (10 Nov 1687 – 2 Jun 1697 Resigned)
Giovanni Fontana (bishop of Cesena) (3 Jun 1697 – 2 Mar 1716 Died)
Marco Battista Battaglini (8 Jun 1716 – 19 Sep 1717 Died)
Francesco Saverio Guicciardi (24 Jan 1718 – 18 Jan 1725 Died)
Giovanni Battista Orsi, C.O. (21 Mar 1725 – 15 Nov 1734 Resigned)
Guido Orselli (17 Nov 1734 – 18 Mar 1763 Died)
Francesco Agoselli (18 Jul 1763 – 8 Jan 1791 Died)
Carlo Bellisomi (22 Sep 1795 – 9 Aug 1808 Died)
Francesco Saverio Maria Felice Castiglioni (8 Mar 1816 – 4 Aug 1821 Appointed, Official of the Roman
Curia)
Antonio Maria Cadolini, B. (19 Apr 1822 – 12 Feb 1838 Appointed, Bishop of Ancona e Numana)
Innocenzo Castracane degli Antelminelli (12 Feb 1838 – Jun 1848 Died)
Enrico Orfei (11 Sep 1848 – 23 Mar 1860 Appointed, Archbishop of Ravenna)
Vincenzo Moretti (23 Mar 1860 – 27 Mar 1867 Appointed, Bishop of Imola)
Paolo Bentini (27 Oct 1871 – 30 Nov 1881 Died)
Giovanni Maria Strocchi (27 Mar 1882 – 1887 Died)
Alfonso Maria Vespignani (1 Jun 1888 – 11 Feb 1904 Died)
Giovanni Cazzani (5 Aug 1904 – 19 Dec 1914 Appointed, Bishop of Cremona)
Fabio Berdini (4 Jun 1915 – 24 Jun 1926 Resigned)
Alfonso Archi (4 Mar 1927 – 4 Dec 1938 Died)
Beniamino Socche (4 Feb 1939 – 13 Feb 1946 Appointed, Bishop of Reggio Emilia)
Vincenzo Gili (22 Mar 1946 – 30 Nov 1954 Died)
Giuseppe Amici (1 Feb 1955 – 23 Dec 1956 Appointed, Archbishop of Modena e Nonantola)
Augusto Gianfranceschi (3 Feb 1957 – 28 May 1977 Retired)
Luigi Amaducci (28 May 1977 – 27 Oct 1990 Appointed, Archbishop of Ravenna-Cervia)

Diocese of Cesena-Sarsina [edit]

30 September 1986: United with the Diocese of Sarsina to form the Diocese of Cesena-Sarsina

Lino Esterino Garavaglia, O.F.M. Cap. (25 Mar 1991 – 3 Dec 2003 Retired)
Antonio Lanfranchi (3 Dec 2003 – 27 Jan 2010 Appointed, Archbishop of Modena-Nonantola)
Douglas Regattieri (8 Oct 2010 – )
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Bishop of Chichester

Bishop of Chichester
BISHOPRIC
ANGLICAN

Arms of the Bishop of Chichester: Azure, Our
Blessed Lord in judgement seated on His

throne His right hand upraised or His left hand
holding an open book proper and out of His
mouth a two-edged sword point to the sinister

gules[1])

Incumbent:
Martin Warner

Location
Ecclesiastical
province

Canterbury

Residence The Palace, Chichester

Information
First holder Wilfrid (as

Bishop of Selsey)
Stigand (as
Bishop of Chichester)

Established 681 (founded at Selsey)
1075 (translated to
Chichester)

Diocese Chichester

Cathedral Chichester Cathedral
(since 1075)
Selsey Abbey (681–1075)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Bishop of Chichester is the ordinary of the Church of
England Diocese of Chichester in the Province of Canterbury. The
diocese covers the counties of East and West Sussex. The see is
based in the City of Chichester where the bishop's seat is located
at the Cathedral Church of the Holy Trinity. On 3 May 2012 the
appointment was announced of Martin Warner, Bishop of Whitby,
as the next Bishop of Chichester.[2] His enthronement took place
on 25 November 2012 in Chichester Cathedral.

The bishop's residence is The Palace, Chichester. Since 2015,
Warner has also fulfilled the diocesan-wide role of alternative
episcopal oversight, following the decision by Mark Sowerby, then
Bishop of Horsham, to recognise the orders of priests and bishops
who are women.

Between 1984 and 2013, the Bishop of Chichester, in addition to
being the diocesan bishop, also had specific oversight of the
Chichester Episcopal Area (the then Archdeaconry of Chichester),
which covered the coastal region of West Sussex along with
Brighton and Hove.

Contents [hide]
1 Earliest history at Selsey
2 List of bishops
3 Assistant bishops
4 See also
5 References
6 Sources

Earliest history at Selsey [edit]

The episcopal see at Selsey was founded by Saint Wilfrid, formerly
Bishop of the Northumbrians, for the Anglo-Saxon Kingdom of
Sussex in the late 7th century. He was granted land by Æthelwealh
of Sussex to build a cathedral at Selsey. However, shortly
afterwards Cædwalla of Wessex conquered the Kingdom of
Sussex, but he confirmed the grant to Wilfrid. The bishop's seat
was located at Selsey Abbey. Nine years after the Norman
conquest, in 1075, the Council of London enacted that episcopal
sees should be removed to cities or larger towns. Accordingly, the
see at Selsey was removed to Chichester. Some sources claim that Stigand, the last Bishop of Selsey,
continued to use the title Bishop of Selsey until 1082, before adopting the new title Bishop of Chichester,
indicating that the transfer took several years to complete.[3]
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850—925

950—1035

The dioceses of Anglo-Saxon England 850—1035

List of bishops [edit]

Bishops of Selsey

From Until Incumbent Notes

? 681 ? 685 Saint Wilfrid Founder of the see; status as bishop of this see disputed;
previously ejected from York; later Bishop of Leicester then of
Hexham.

c. 685 c. 706 See absorbed by Winchester diocese, after Wessex conquered Sussex under
Cædwalla.

? betw.
706–716

betw.
716–731

Eadberht Also recorded as Eadbeorht, Eadbertus; previously Abbot of
Selsey Abbey; often deemed first bishop of this see; died in
office.

betw.
716–731

betw.
716–731

Eolla Died in office.

betw.
716–731

733 See vacant

733 betw.
747–765

Sigeferth Also recorded as Sigelmus, Sigfridus, Sigga, Siggca, Sicgga ;
died in office.

betw.
747–765

betw.
772–780

Aluberht Also recorded as Ealabeorht, Alubrithus, Alubertus; died in
office.

betw.
747–765

betw.
772–780

Oswald Also recorded as Osweald, Osa; died in office.

betw.
772–780

betw.
781–787

Gislhere Also recorded as Giselherus; died in office.

betw.
781–787

betw.
786–789

Tota Died in office.

betw.
787–789

betw.
805–811

Wihthun Died in office.

betw. betw. Æthelwulf Also recorded as Ethelulphus; died in office.
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805–811 816–824

betw.
816–824

betw.
839–845

Cynered Also recorded as Coenred, Coenredus; died in office.

betw.
839–845

aft. 860 Guthheard Also recorded as Guthard, Guðheard; left office.

aft. 860 bef. 900 See possibly vacant

bef. 900 c. 909, or
betw.

909–925

Wighelm Died in office.

c. 909, or
betw.

909–925

930 or
931

Beornheah Also recorded as Beornegus; died in office; in Heylyn is placed
between Ethelulphus and Coenredus.[4]

930 or
931

betw.
940–943

Wulfhun Omitted in Heylyn;[4] died in office.

betw.
940–943

betw.
953–956

Ælfred Also recorded as Alfredus; died in office.

betw.
953–956

betw.
956–963

Brihthelm Sometimes identified with Beorhthelm of Winchester; either died
in office or translated to Winchester.

betw.
956–963

979 or
980

Eadhelm Died in office.

980 988 Æthelgar Translated to Canterbury.

betw.
988–990

betw.
1007–
1009

Ordbriht Died in office.

betw.
1007–
1011

1031 or
1032

Ælfmær Died in office.

1032 or
1033

1038 Æthelric (I) Died in office.

1039 1047 Grimketel Also recorded as Grimcytel (also Grimkell in Scandinavian
sources); listed as Bishop of Elmham for 1043 as well; died in
office.

1047 1057 Heca Died in office.

1058 1070 Æthelric (II) Also recorded as Ethelric; deposed and imprisoned by William
the Conqueror.

1070 c. 1075 Stigand See moved to Chichester by decree of the Council of London
(1075), Stigand was the last Bishop of Selsey and first Bishop of
Chichester.

Pre-Reformation Bishops of Chichester

From Until Incumbent Notes

c. 1075 1087 Stigand of
Selsey

Hitherto Bishop of Selsey; died in office.

1088 1088 Godfrey Some sources cite William as bishop.[5] Godfrey; died in office.

1091 1123 Ralph de Luffa Radulphus; died in office.

1125 1145 Seffrid (I) Seffridus Pelochin; also Abbot of Glastonbury; deprived.

1147 1169 Hilary Date of consecration sometimes given as 1133; previously
unsuccessfully nominated for York; died in office.

1169 1173 See vacant

1173 1180 John of
Greenford

John de Greenford; previously Dean of Chichester; died in office.

1180 1204 Seffrid (II) Seffridus; died in office.

1204 1207 Simon of Wells Simon Sutwell, Simon FitzRobert, Simon de Camera; died in
office.
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1209 1214 Nicholas de
Aquila

Gilbert de l'Aigle; Dean of Chichester; election quashed.

1215 1217 Richard Poore Previously Dean of Salisbury; translated to Salisbury then
Durham.

1217 1222 Ranulf of
Wareham

Ralph de Warham; previously Prior of Norwich; died in office.

1224 1244 Ralph Neville Also Lord Chancellor; elected to Canterbury but rejected by
Pope Innocent IV; also unsuccessfully elected to Winchester;
died in office.

1244 Robert
Passelewe

Archdeacon of Lewes; Henry III's favoured candidate; election
declared void by Pope Innocent IV.

1244 1253 Saint Richard Richard de Wych; Archbishop Boniface's favoured candidate;
election confirmed by Pope Innocent IV; died in office.

1253 1262 John Climping John of Arundel; previously Chancellor of Chichester; died in
office.

1262 1287 Stephen
Bersted

Stephen of Pagham; died in office.

1288 1305 Gilbert of St
Leonard

Gilbert de Sancto Leofardo; previously Treasurer of Chichester;
died in office.

1305 1337 John Langton Also Lord Chancellor; previous election to Ely quashed; died in
office.

1337 1362 Robert de
Stratford

Previously Archdeacon of Canterbury; also Lord Chancellor and
Chancellor of Oxford; died in office.

1362 1368 William Lenn William Lullimore; previously Dean of Chichester; translated to
Worcester.

1369 1385 William Reade Previously Archdeacon of Rochester; died in office.

1386 1389 Thomas
Rushhook

Thomas Rushocke; translated from Llandaff; exiled to Breifne.

1390 1395 Richard Mitford Previously unsuccessfully elected to St David's; also Lord
Treasurer of Ireland; translated to Salisbury.

1395 1396 Robert Waldby Translated from Dublin; translated to York.

1396 1415 Robert Reed Translated from Carlisle; died in office.

1417 Stephen
Patrington

Translated from St David's; died immediately after appointment.

1418 1420 Henry Ware Previously official to the Archbishop of Canterbury; died in office.

1421 1421 John Kemp Translated from Rochester; translated to London.

1421 1426 Thomas Polton Thomas Pulton; translated from Hereford; translated to
Worcester.

1426 1429 John Rickingale Chancellor of York; died in office.

1429 Thomas Brunce Thomas Brouns; election quashed; later Bishop of Rochester
then of Norwich.

1430 1438 Simon
Sydenham

Simon Sidenham; died in office.

1438 1445 Richard Praty Richard Pratty; also Chancellor of Oxford.

1446 1450 Adam Moleyns Adam Molins; previously Dean of Salisbury; also Lord Privy Seal;
died in office.

1450 1459 Reginald
Pecock

Reginald Peacock; translated from St Asaph; deprived for
heresy.

1459 1477 John Arundel Previously Archdeacon of Richmond.

1478 1503 Edward Story Translated from Carlisle.

1503 1506 Richard
FitzJames

Translated from Rochester; translated to London.
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1508 1536 Robert
Sherborne

Robert Sherburne; translated from St David's; resigned shortly
before his death.

Bishops of Chichester during the Reformation

From Until Incumbent Notes

1536 1543 Richard
Sampson

Previously Dean of Lichfield; also Dean of St Paul's; translated to
Lichfield & Coventry.

1543 1551 George Day Provost of King's College, Cambridge; deprived by Edward VI.

1552 1553 John Scory Translated from Rochester; deprived by Mary I; later Bishop of
Hereford.

1553 1556 George Day
(restored)

Restored by Mary I; died in office.

1557 1558 John
Christopherson

Previously Dean of Norwich; died in office.

Post-Reformation Bishops of Chichester

From Until Incumbent Notes

1559 1568  
William

Barlow

Marian exile; had resigned Bath and Wells (being married); died
in office.

1570 1582

Richard Curteys

Richard Curtis; died in office.

1582 1586 See vacant

1586 1596

Thomas Bickley

Previously Warden of Merton College, Oxford.

1596 1605

Anthony Watson

Previously Lord High Almoner; also Dean of Bristol 1590–1598;
died in office.

1605 1609

Lancelot
Andrewes

Previously Master of Pembroke College, Cambridge; translated
to Ely then Winchester.

1609 1619

Samuel
Harsnett

Previously Archdeacon of Essex; translated to Norwich then
York.

1619 1628

George
Carleton

Translated from Llandaff; died in office.

1628 1638

Richard
Montagu

Previously Archdeacon of Hereford; translated to Norwich.

1638 1641 Previously Dean of Christ Church, Oxford; translated to
Salisbury.
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Brian

Duppa

1642 1646  
Henry

King

Previously Dean of Rochester; deprived of the see when the
English episcopy was abolished by Parliament on 9 October
1646.

1646 1660 The see was abolished during the Commonwealth and the Protectorate.[6][7]

1660 1669  
Henry

King (restored)

Reinstated on the restoration of the episcopacy; died in office.

1670 1675  
Peter

Gunning

Previously Master of St John's College, Cambridge; also Regius
Professor of Divinity 1661–1674; translated to Ely.

1675 1678  
Ralph

Brideoake

Previously Dean of Salisbury; died in office.

1679 1685  
Guy

Carleton

Translated from Bristol; died in office.

1685 1689  
John

Lake

Translated from Bristol; deprived as a non-juror.

1689 1691  
Simon

Patrick

Previously Dean of Peterborough; translated to Ely.

1691 1696  
Robert

Grove

Previously Archdeacon of Middlesex; died in office.

1696 1709  
John

Williams

Died in office.

1709 1722

Thomas
Manningham

Previously Dean of Windsor; died in office.

1722 1724

Thomas Bowers

Also Archdeacon of Canterbury since 1721.

1724 1731 Died in office.
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Edward
Waddington

1731 1740

Francis Hare

Translated from St Asaph.

1740 1754

Matthias
Mawson

Translated from Llandaff; translated to Ely.

1754 1797  
Sir

William
Ashburnham, Bt.

Previously Dean of Chichester.

1798 1824  

John

Buckner

Sometime Rector of St Giles, London; died in office.

1824 1831  

Robert

Carr

Previously Dean of Hereford; translated to Worcester.

1831 1836

Edward Maltby

Translated to Durham.

1836 1840  
William

Otter

Previously Principal of King's College, London; died in office.

1840 1842  
Philip

Shuttleworth

Previously Warden of New College, Oxford; died in office.

1842 1870

Ashurst Gilbert

Previously Principal of Brasenose College, Oxford; died in office.

1870 1895

Richard
Durnford

Previously Archdeacon of Manchester; died in office.

1896 1907  

Ernest

Wilberforce

Translated from Newcastle; died in office.

1908 1919 Previously Dean of Carlisle.
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Christianity portal

Charles
Ridgeway

1919 1929

Winfrid Burrows

Translated from Truro; died in office.

1929 1958

George Bell

Previously Dean of Canterbury; died in office.

1958 1974  
Roger

Wilson

Translated from Wakefield; retired.

1974 2001  
Eric

Kemp

Previously Dean of Worcester; retired and became "Bishop
Emeritus of Chichester".

2001 2012  
John

Hind

Translated from Europe; retired.

2012 incumbent  
Martin

Warner

Translated from Whitby.

Source(s):[3][4][8][9][10][11][12][13][14]

Assistant bishops [edit]

Among those who called Assistant Bishop of Chichester, or coadjutor bishop, were:

1930 – 1937 (d.): Henry Southwell, Canon Precentor of Chichester Cathedral and Provost of Lancing
College, former Bishop of Lewes[15]

1939 – 1953 (ret.): Charles Saunders, Rector of Uckfield (until 1942), of Barcombe (1942–47) and Vicar of
West Lavington (from 1947); former Bishop in Lucknow[16]

1965–1980 (d.): Ambrose Reeves, Rector of Lewes (until 1972) and former Anglican Bishop of
Johannesburg[17]

1966: Nathaniel Newnham Davis, former Bishop of Antigua[18]

1994 – 1997 (res.): David Evans, Gen. Sec. of SAMS and former Bishop in Peru[19]

See also [edit]

Archdeacon of Chichester
Archdeacon of Hastings
Archdeacon of Brighton and Lewes
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Bishops of Chichester

Bishops of Selsey
Wilfrid · Eadberht · Eolla · Sigeferth · Aluberht · Oswald · Gislhere · Tota · Wihthun · Æthelwulf ·
Cynered · Guthheard · Wighelm · Beornheah · Wulfhun · Guthheard · Ælfred · Brihthelm · Eadhelm ·
Æthelgar · Ordbriht · Ælfmær · Æthelric I · Grimketel · Heca · Æthelric II · Stigand · See translated

High Medieval
Godfrey · Ralph de Luffa · Seffrid · Hilary · John of Greenford · Seffrid · Simon of Wells ·
Nicholas de Aquila · Richard Poore · Ranulf of Wareham · Ralph Neville · Robert Passelewe ·
Richard de la Wich · John Climping · Stephen Bersted · Gilbert of St Leonard

Late Medieval

John Langton · Robert de Stratford · William Lenn · William Reade · Thomas Rushhook ·
Richard Mitford · Robert Waldby · Robert Reed · Stephen Patrington · Henry Ware · John Kemp ·
Thomas Polton · John Rickingale · Thomas Brunce · Simon Sydenham · Richard Praty · Adam Moleyns
· Reginald Pecock · John Arundel · Edward Story · Richard FitzJames

Early modern

Robert Sherborne · Richard Sampson · George Day · John Scory · George Day · John Christopherson ·
William Barlow · Richard Curteys · Thomas Bickley · Anthony Watson · Lancelot Andrewes ·
Samuel Harsnett · George Carleton · Richard Montagu · Brian Duppa · Henry King · Peter Gunning ·
Ralph Brideoake · Guy Carleton · John Lake · Simon Patrick · Robert Grove · John Williams ·
Thomas Manningham · Thomas Bowers · Edward Waddington · Francis Hare · Matthias Mawson ·
Sir William Ashburnham
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Late modern
John Buckner · Robert Carr · Edward Maltby · William Otter · Philip Shuttleworth · Ashurst Gilbert ·
Richard Durnford · Ernest Wilberforce · Charles Ridgeway · Winfrid Burrows · George Bell ·
Roger Wilson · Eric Kemp · John Hind · Martin Warner

Anglican hierarchy in Great Britain and Ireland

 Church of England

Canterbury
Province

Diocesan
bishops

Archbishop of Canterbury · Bath & Wells · Birmingham · Bristol ·
Chelmsford · Chichester · Coventry · Derby · Ely · Exeter · Europe
· Gloucester · Guildford · Hereford · Leicester · Lichfield · Lincoln ·
London · Norwich · Oxford · Peterborough · Portsmouth ·
Rochester · Saint Albans · St Edmundsbury & Ipswich · Salisbury ·
Southwark · Truro · Winchester · Worcester

Suffragan
bishops

Aston · Barking · Basingstoke · Bedford · Bradwell · Brixworth ·
Buckingham · Colchester · Crediton · Croydon · Dorchester ·
Dorking · Dover · Dudley · Dunwich · Ebbsfleet · Edmonton ·
Europe · Fulham · Grantham · Grimsby · Hertford · Horsham ·
Huntingdon · Kensington · Kingston-upon-Thames · Lewes ·
Loughborough · Ludlow · Lynn · Maidstone · Plymouth · Ramsbury
· Reading · Repton · Richborough · Sherborne · Shrewsbury ·
Southampton · St Germans · Stafford · Stepney · Swindon ·
Taunton · Tewkesbury · Thetford · Tonbridge · Warwick ·
Willesden · Wolverhampton · Woolwich

York
Province

Diocesan
bishops

Archbishop of York · Blackburn · Carlisle · Chester · Durham ·
Leeds · Liverpool · Manchester · Newcastle · Sheffield ·
Sodor & Man · Southwell

Suffragan
bishops

Berwick · Beverley · Birkenhead · Bolton · Bradford · Burnley ·
Doncaster · Huddersfield · Hull · Jarrow · Lancaster · Middleton ·
Penrith · Richmond · Ripon · Selby · Sherwood · Stockport ·
Wakefield · Warrington · Whitby

Other
Bishop at Lambeth · Bishop to the Forces · Bishop to HM Prisons ·
Bishop for Urban Life and Faith · Bishop of the Falkland Islands ·
Chair of the CMDDP · Bishop for Higher and Further Education

 Church in Wales Archbishop of Wales · Bangor · Llandaff · Monmouth · Saint Asaph · Saint Davids ·
Swansea & Brecon

 Scottish Episcopal
Church

Primus of the Scottish Episcopal Church · Aberdeen and Orkney · Argyll & The Isles · Brechin ·
Edinburgh · Glasgow & Galloway · Moray, Ross & Caithness · St Andrews, Dunkeld & Dunblane

 Church of Ireland

Armagh
Province

Archbishop of Armagh · Clogher · Connor · Derry and Raphoe · Down & Dromore ·
Kilmore, Elphin & Ardagh · Tuam, Killala & Achonry

Dublin
Province

Archbishop of Dublin · Cashel & Ossory · Cork, Cloyne & Ross · Limerick & Killaloe
· Meath & Kildare

Categories: Bishops of Chichester Lists of Church of England bishops and archbishops
Sussex-related lists Roman Catholic bishops by diocese History of West Sussex Bishops of Selsey
Religion in Sussex Catholic titular sees in Europe
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Bishop of Chur

Chur Cathedral

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Bishop of Chur (German: Bischof von Chur) is the ordinary of the
Roman Catholic Diocese of Chur, Grisons, Switzerland (Latin: Dioecesis
Curiensis).[1][2]
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Further information: Churraetia

A Bishop of Chur is first mentioned in 451/452 when Asinius attended
the Synod of Milan,[3] but probably existed a century earlier. According
to local tradition, the first Bishop of Chur was St. Lucius, a reputed King
of Britain, who is said to have died a martyr at Chur about the year 176,
and whose relics are preserved in the cathedral. In the 7th century the bishopric acquired several territories
south to the Lake of Constance. The see was at first suffragan to the archbishop of Milan, but after the treaty of
Verdun (843) it became suffragan to Mainz. In 958 Holy Roman Emperor Otto I gave the bishopric to his vassal
Hartpert with numerous privileges including control over the Septimer Pass, at the time the main pass through
the central Alps. These concessions strengthened the bishopric's temporal power and later it became a
princedom within the Holy Roman Empire.

At the time of the Hohenstaufen emperors in the 12th to early 13th centuries, some bishops of Chur were
appointed by the emperor, which for a period led to existence of two bishops at the same time, the other being
appointed by the pope. In the 14th century bishop Siegfried von Gelnhausen acquired the imperial diocese of
Chur from the Barons Von Vaz and represented emperor Henry VII in Italy.

In 1803 the see became immediately subject to the Holy See. Until 1997, the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of
Vaduz had been part of the diocese of Chur. As of May 20, 2019, the position of is vacant, though Pierre
Bürcher runs the Diocese as apostolic administrator.[4][5]

List of Bishops of Chur [edit]

Term Bishop Notes

452-455 Asinio

ca. 460 Pruritius

ca. 470 Claudian

ca. 485 Ursicinus I

ca. 495 Sidonius

ca. 520 Eddo

530-546 Valentinianus

548-? Paulinus

ca. 590 Theodore

ca. 614 Victor I

? Verendarius ?

?-681 Ruthard

681-696 Paschal
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696?-712 Victor II

712-735 Vigilius

ca. 740 Adalbert

754-760 Ursicinus II

759-765 Tello

773-800? Constantius

800-820 Remigius

820-833 Victor III

833-844 Verendarius

844-849 Gerbrach

849-879 Hesso

879-887 Rothar

887-914 Dietholf

914-949 Waldo I

949-968 Hartbert

969-995 Hiltibold

995-1002 Waldo II

1002–1026 Ulrich I

1026–1039 Hartmann I

1039–1070 Dietmar

1070–1078 Heinrich I

1079–1088 Norbert

1089–1095 Ulrich II von Tarasp

1095–1122 Guido

1122–1142 Konrad I von Biberegg

1142–1150 Konrad II von Tegerfelden

1150–1160 Adalgod

1160–1170 Egino von Ehrenfels

1170–1179 Ulrich III von Tegerfelden

1179–1180 Bruno von Ehrenfels

1180–1193 Heinrich II von Arbon

1194?-1200 Arnold I von Matsch

1200–1209 Rainier

1209 Walter von Tegerfelden

1209–1221 Arnold II von Matsch

1221–1222
Heinrich III von Realta and/or 

Albrecht von Güttingen, Abbot of St. Gall ||

1222–1226 Rudolf I von Güttingen

1226–1233 Berthold Graf von Helfenstein

1233–1237 Ulrich IV Graf von Kyburg

1237–1251 Volkhard von Neuenburg

1251–1272 Heinrich IV Graf von Montfort

1272–1282 Konrad III von Belmont

1282–1290 Friedrich I Graf von Montfort

1290–1298 Berthold II Graf von Heiligenberg

1298 Hugo Graf von Montfort

1298–1321 Siegfried von Geilnhausen

1321–1324 Rudolf II Graf von Montfort
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1324–1325 Hermann von Eichenbach

1325–1331 Johann I von Pfefferhart

1331–1355 Ulrich V von Lenzburg

1355–1368 Peter Gelyto

1368–1376 Friedrich II von Erdingen

1376–1388 Johann II von Ehingen

1388–1390 Bartholomew

1390–1416 Hartmann II, Count of Werdenberg-Sargans

1416–1417 Johann III Ambundi

1417–1440 Johann IV Naso

1440–1441 Konrad IV von Rechberg

1441–1453 Heinrich V von Höwen Bishop of Constance

1453–1458 Leonhard Wyssmayer

1458–1491 Ortlieb von Brandis

1491–1503 Heinrich VI von Höwen

1503–1541 Paul Ziegler von Ziegelberg

1541–1548 Licius Iter

1548–1565 Thomas Planta

1565–1581 Beatus à Porta

1581–1601 Peter II von Rascher

1601–1627 Giovanni V

1627–1635 Joseph Mohr, von Zernez

1636–1661 Giovanni VI Johann Flugi d'Apremont[6]

1661–1692 Ulrich VI di Monte-Villa

1692–1728 Ulrich VII von Federspiel

1728–1754 Joseph Benedict von Rost

1755–1777 Johann Anton von Federspiel

1777–1794 Franz Dionysius von Rost

1794–1833 Karl Rudolf Graf von Buol-Schauenstein last prince-bishop (until 1803)

1834–1844 Johann Georg Bossi

1844–1859 Kaspar I de Carl ab Hohenbalken

1859–1876 Nikolaus Franz Florentini

1877–1879 Kaspar II Willi

1879–1888 Franz Konstantin Rampa

1888–1908 Johannes Fidelis Battaglia

1908–1932 Georg Schmid von Grüneck

1932–1941 Laurenz Matthias Vincenz

1941–1962 Cristiano Caminada

1962–1990 Johannes Vonderach

1990–1997 Wolfgang Haas

1997–2007 Amédée Grab

2007–2019 Vitus Huonder
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Bishop of Clogher

The Cathedral Church of Saint
Macartan, Clogher, the episcopal
seat of the pre-Reformation and
Church of Ireland bishops.

The Cathedral Church of Saint
Macartan, Monaghan, the episcopal
seat of the Post-Reformation
Roman Catholic bishops.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Bishop of Clogher is an episcopal title which takes its name after the
village of Clogher in County Tyrone, Northern Ireland. Following the
Reformation, there are now parallel apostolic successions: one of the
Church of Ireland and the other of the Roman Catholic Church.
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History [edit]

Clogher is one of the twenty-four dioceses established at the Synod of
Ráth Breasail in 1111 and consists of much of south west Ulster, taking in
most of counties Fermanagh and Monaghan and parts of Tyrone, Cavan,
Leitrim and Donegal. Frequently in the Irish annals the Bishop of Clogher
was styled the Bishop of Oirialla. Between c. 1140 to c. 1190, County Louth
was transferred from the see of Armagh to the see of Clogher. During this
period the Bishop of Clogher used the style Bishop of Louth. The title
Bishop of Clogher was resumed after 1193, when County Louth was
restored to the see of Armagh.

Present Ordinaries [edit]

In the Church of Ireland

The present Church of Ireland bishop is the Right Reverend John Francis McDowell, who was appointed by the
House of Bishops on 30 May 2011 and consecrated a bishop on 23 September.[1] The Church of Ireland bishop
is unique in having two diocesan cathedrals within a single diocese, with one Dean and chapter between them:
the Cathedral Church of Saint Macartin, Enniskillen and the Cathedral Church of Saint Macartan, Clogher.[2][3]

In the Roman Catholic Church

The current Roman Catholic bishop is the Most Reverend Lawrence Duffy who was appointed by the Holy See
on 8 December 2018 and ordained bishop on 10 February 2019. The Roman Catholic bishop's seat (cathedra)
is located at the Cathedral Church of Saint Macartan, Monaghan.[4][5]

Pre-Reformation bishops [edit]

Pre-Reformation Bishops of Clogher

From Until Incumbent Notes

unknown 1135 Cináeth Ua Baígill Died in office.

1135 1138 Christian of Clogher Irish: Gilla Críst Ua Morgair; died in office.

1138 1140 Áed Ua Cáellaide Edanus; Canon Regular; styled Bishop of
Louth from 1140.

Bishops of Louth

From Until Incumbent Notes
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1140 1178 Áed Ua Cáellaide Resigned before May 1178; died in office on 29
March 1182.

1178 1186/87 Mael Ísu Ua Cerbaill Maelisu O'Carroll; Malachias; elected before 18
May 1178; also Archbishop of Armagh from
1184; died in office.

c.1187 1193 Gilla Críst Ua Mucaráin Christianus; died in office.

Pre-Reformation Bishops of Clogher

From Until Incumbent Notes

1194 1197 Máel Ísu Ua Máel Chiaráin
OCist

Died in office.

c.1197 1218 Gilla Tigernaig Mac Gilla
Rónáin

Thomas; died in office.

c.1218 1227 Donatus Ó Fidabra Donat Fury; Donat O'Feery; translated to
Armagh c. August 1227

1227 1240 Nehemias Ó Brácáin OCist Elected in September 1227; consecrated c.
1228; died in office before 15 November 1240.

1240 1245 See vacant Probably due to the action by Donatus
Archbishop of Armagh who was seeking to unite
the two sees of Armagh and Clogher.

c.1245 1267 David Ó Brácáin OCist Elected c. 1245; died in office.

1268 1287 Michael Mac an tSáir Elected in 1268; consecrated 9 September
1268; resigned before 1287; died 1288.

1287 c.1310 Matthaeus Mac Cathasaig (I) Elected in 1287; consecrated 29 June 1287;
died in office.

fl. 1310 c.1316 Henricus Died in office.

c.1316 1319 Gelasius Cornelius Ó Bánáin; elected and consecrated c.
1316; died in office.

1320 1356 Nicolaus Mac Cathasaigh Elected on 23 February 1320; consecrated in
1320; died in office.

1356 1358 Brian Mac Cathmhaoil Bernardus; elected after September 1356;
appointed c. 1357; died in office.

c. 1361 unknown Matthaeus Mac Cathasaigh
(II)

Elected c. 1361; consecrated after February
1362.

unknown 1369 Aodh Ó hEóthaigh Odo (or Hugh) Ó Neill; died on 27 July 1369.

1373 c. 1389 Johannes Ó Corcráin OSB Johannes Würzburg; appointed on 6 April 1373;
died in office.

1390 1432 Art Mac Cathmhaoil Appointed on 15 February 1390; consecrated
before 28 April 1390; died in office on 10 August
1432.

1433 1447 Piaras Mag Uidhir Petrus; appointed on 31 August 1433; resigned
before July 1447; died in office on 5 December
1450.

1447 1483 Rossa mac Tomáis Óig Mág
Uidhir

Rogerius; Ross Maguire; appointed on 21 July
1447; consecrated before 6 January 1450; died
in office.

1475 Florence Woolley OSB Appointed on 20 November 1475 on apparently
the false news of Rossa's resignation; did not
gain possession of the see; acted as a
suffragan bishop in the Diocese of Norwich from
1478 until his death in 1500.

1484 Niall mac Séamuis Mac
Mathghamhna

Appointed before 14 June 1484, but the papal
bulls were not expedited; died in 1488.

1484 1502 John Edmund de Courcy Appointed 14 June 1484; papal bulls expedited
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OFM 12 September 1484; also Bishop of Ross from
26 September 1492.

1494 Séamus mac Pilib Mac
Mathghamhna

James McMahon; appointed on 5 November
1494, but did take effect; later became Bishop
of Derry on 26 November 1503.

1500 1502 Andreas (coadjutor) Appointed coadjutor on 10 June 1500 to Bishop
de Courcy; the see was declared void by the
resignation of de Courcy when Ó Cluainín was
appointed.

1502 1503 Nehemias Ó Cluainín OESA Appointed on 24 January 1502; resigned.

1504 1504 Giolla Pádraig Ó Connálaigh Appointed on 6 March 1504; died before
December 1504; also known as Patricius.

1505 1515 Eoghan Mac Cathmhaoil Eugenius; Owen McCaul; appointed on 4 April
1505; died in office.

1517 1534 Pádraig Ó Cuilín OESA Patrick O'Cullen; appointed on 11 February
1517; died in office before 26 March 1534.

Source(s):[6][7][8][9]

Post-Reformation bishops [edit]

Church of Ireland succession [edit]

Church of Ireland Bishops of Clogher

From Until Incumbent Notes

1535 1569 Hugh O'Carolan Appointment by Pope Paul III on 6 August 1535;
consecrated in January 1537; renounced papal
appointment on 1 October 1542; confirmed (re-
appointed) by King Henry VIII on 8 October
1542; died in office.

1570 1571 Miler Magrath Roman Catholic Bishop of Down and Connor;
accepted royal supremacy in 1567; appointed to
Clogher by letters patent on 18 September
1570; translated to Cashel on 3 February 1571.

1571 1603 See vacant

1603 Denis Campbell Dean of Limerick; nominated to Clogher, Derry
and Raphoe in 1603, but died before
consecration in July 1603.

1603 1605 See vacant

1605 1621 George Montgomery Nominated on 15 February 1605 and appointed
by letters patent on 13 June 1605; also held
Derry and Raphoe 1605 to 1609, and Meath
1609 to 1621; died in office 15 January 1621.

1621 1645 James Spottiswood Nominated on 20 January 1621; mandate for
consecration on 22 October 1621; died in office
in March 1645; his brother John was Archbishop
of St Andrews 1615–1639.

1645 1661 Henry Jones Nominated on 29 September and consecrated
on 9 November 1645; translated to Meath on 25
May 1661; his father Lewis was Bishop of
Killaloe 1633–1646.

1661 1671 John Leslie Translated from Raphoe; nominated on 29 April
1661 and appointed by letters patent on 17
June 1661; died in office on 8 September 1671.

1671 1672 Robert Leslie Translated from Raphoe; appointed by letters
patent on 26 October 1671; died in office on 10
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August 1672.

1672 1687 Roger Boyle Translated from Down and Connor; nominated
on 29 August 1672 and appointed by letters
patent on 19 September 1672; died in office on
26 November 1687.

1687 1690 See vacant

1691 1697 Richard Tennison Translated from Killala and Achonry; nominated
on 4 December 1690 and appointed by letters
patent on 28 February 1691; translated to
Meath on 25 June 1697.

1697 1717 St George Ashe Translated from Cloyne; nominated on 1 June
1697 and appointed by letters patent 25 June
1697; translated to Derry on 25 February 1717.

1717 1745 John Stearne Translated from Dromore; nominated on 28
February 1717 and appointed by letters patent
on 30 March 1717; died in office on 6 June
1745.

1745 1758 Robert Clayton Translated from Cork and Ross; nominated on 3
August 1745 and appointed by letters patent on
26 August 1745; died in office on 26 February
1758.

1758 1782 John Garnett Translated from Ferns and Leighlin; nominated
on 14 March 1758 and appointed by letters
patent on 4 April 1758; died in office on 1 March
1782.

1782 1795 John Hotham Translated from Ossory; nominated on 11 April
1782 and appointed by letters patent on 17 May
1782; also succeeded as 9th Baronet Hotham of
Scorborough on 25 January 1794; died in office
on 3 November 1795.

1796 1797 William Foster Translated from Kilmore; nominated on 26
December 1795 and appointed by letters patent
on 21 January 1796; died in office before 4
November 1797.

1797 1819 John Porter Translated to Killala and Achonry; nominated on
18 December 1797 and appointed by letters on
30 December 1797; died in office on 27 July
1819.

1819 1820 The Lord John Beresford Translated from Raphoe; nominated on 29
August 1819 and appointed by letters patent on
25 September 1819; translated to Dublin &
Glendalough on 21 April 1820

1820 1822 The Hon Percy Jocelyn Translated from Ferns and Leighlin; nominated
and appointed by letters patent on 3 April 1820;
deprived of the see on 21 October 1822; died
on 2 December 1843.

1822 1850 The Lord Robert Tottenham Translated from Ferns and Leighlin; nominated
on 26 November 1822 and appointed by letters
patent on 21 December 1822; died in office on
28 April 1850.

1850 1886 During this period the Diocese of Clogher was united to the Diocese of Armagh.

1886 1902 Charles Stack Elected on 4 June 1886 and consecrated on 29
June 1886; resigned on 31 December 1902;
died on 9 January 1914.

1903 1907 Charles D'Arcy Elected on 21 January and consecrated on 24
February 1903; translated to Ossory, Ferns and
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Leighlin on 6 November 1907.

1908 1923 Maurice Day Elected on 19 December 1907 and consecrated
25 January 1908; died in office on 27 May 1923.

1923 1943 James MacManaway Elected on 9 November and consecrated on 6
August 1923; resigned on 30 September 1943;
died on 29 November 1947.

1944 1958 Richard Tyner Elected on 9 November 1943 and consecrated
on 6 January 1944; died in office on 6 April
1958.

1958 1969 Alan Buchanan Elected on 17 June and consecrated on 29
September 1958; translated to Dublin &
Glendalough on 22 November 1969.

1970 1973 Richard Hanson Elected on 9 December 1969 and consecrated
on 17 March 1970; resigned on 31 March 1973.

1973 1980 Robert Heavener Elected on 4 May and consecrated on 29 June
1973; retired on 31 May 1980; died on 8 March
2005.[10]

1980 1986 Gordon McMullan Elected on 13 June and consecrated on 7
September 1980; translated to Down and
Dromore in 1986.[11]

1986 2001 Brian Hannon Elected and consecrated in 1986; retired on 5
October 2001.[12]

2002 2011 Michael Jackson Elected on 21 November 2001 and consecrated
on 6 March 2002; translated to Dublin &
Glendalough on 8 May 2011

2011 2020 John McDowell Appointed by the House of Bishops on 30 May
2011 and consecrated on 23 September
2011.[1] Translated to Armagh on 28 April
2020.[13]

Source(s):[6][14][15][16]

Roman Catholic succession [edit]

Roman Catholic Bishops of Clogher

From Until Incumbent Notes

1546 c.1560 Raymund MacMahon Appointed on 27 August 1546; died in office.

1560 c. 1592 Cornelius MacArdel Appointed on 29 May 1560; died in office.

1592 1609 See vacant

1609 1611 Eugene Matthews Appointed on 31 August 1609; translated to
Dublin on 2 May 1611.

1611 1622 See vacant

1622 unknown Patrick Quinn (vicar apostolic) Appointed vicar apostolic to administer the see
by papal brief on 30 July 1622.

1627 1642 Heber MacMahon (vicar
apostolic)

Appointed vicar apostolic to administer the see
by papal brief on 17 November 1627; translated
to Down and Connor on 10 March 1642.

1642 1643 See vacant

1643 1650 Heber MacMahon (again) Translated from Down and Connor on 27 June
1643; died in office on 17 July 1650.

1651 unknown Philip Crolly (vicar apostolic) Appointed vicar apostolic to administer the see
by papal brief on 15 November 1651 and re-
appointed on 17 April 1657.

1671 1675 Patrick Duffy OFM Appointed on 26 May 1671; died in office on 1
August 1675.
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1676 1689 Patrick Tyrrell OFM Appointed on 13 May 1676; also became
apostolic administrator of Kilmore 1678–1689;
translated to Meath on 24 January 1689.

1689 1707 See vacant

1707 1715 Hugh MacMahon Appointed on 15 March 1707; translated to
Armagh on 5 July 1715.

1715 1727 See vacant

1727 1737 Bernard MacMahon Appointed on 7 April 1727; translated to Armagh
on 8 November 1737.

1738 1747 Ross MacMahon Appointed on 17 May 1738; translated to
Armagh on 3 August 1747.

1747 1778 Daniel O'Reilly Appointed on 11 September 1747; died in office
on 24 March 1778.

1778 1801 Hugh O'Reilly Previously appointed coadjutor bishop on 16
May 1777; succeeded diocesan bishop on 24
March 1778; died on 3 November 1801.

1801 1824 James Murphy Previously appointed coadjutor bishop in May
1798; succeeded diocesan bishop on 3
November 1801; died in office on 19 November
1824.

1824 1844 Edward Kernan Previously appointed coadjutor bishop on 18
August 1816 and consecrated on 11 (or 12)
April 1818; succeeded diocesan bishop on 19
November 1824; died in office on 20 February
1844.

1844 1864 Charles McNally Previously appointed coadjutor bishop on 21
July 1843 and consecrated on 5 November
1843; succeeded diocesan bishop on 20
February 1844; died in office on 20 November
1864.

1864 1893 James Donnelly Appointed on 11 December 1864 and
consecrated on 26 February 1865; died in office
on 29 December 1893.

1894 1909 Richard Owens Appointed on 6 July 1894 and consecrated on
26 August 1894; died in office on 3 March 1909

1909 1942 Patrick McKenna Appointed on 12 June 1909 and consecrated on
10 October 1909; died in office on 7 February
1942.

1943 1969 Eugene O'Callaghan Appointed on 17 February 1943 and
consecrated on 4 April 1943; resigned 3
December 1969; died in office on 21 May 1973.

1969 1979 Patrick Mulligan Appointed on 3 December 1969 and
consecrated on 18 January 1870; resigned on 3
September 1979; died on 21 January 1991.

1979 2010 Joseph Duffy Appointed on 7 July 1979 and consecrated on 2
September 1979; resigned on 6 May 2010.

2010 2016 Liam MacDaid Appointed on 6 May 2010 and consecrated on
25 July 2010; resigned on 1 October 2016.

2016 2018 Sede vacante

2018 Lawrence Duffy Appointed on 8 December 2018 and
consecrated on 10 February 2019.

Source(s):[17][18][19]
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Anglican hierarchy in Great Britain and Ireland

 Church of England

Canterbury
Province

Diocesan
bishops

Archbishop of Canterbury · Bath & Wells · Birmingham · Bristol ·
Chelmsford · Chichester · Coventry · Derby · Ely · Exeter · Europe ·
Gloucester · Guildford · Hereford · Leicester · Lichfield · Lincoln ·
London · Norwich · Oxford · Peterborough · Portsmouth ·
Rochester · Saint Albans · St Edmundsbury & Ipswich · Salisbury ·
Southwark · Truro · Winchester · Worcester

Suffragan
bishops

Aston · Barking · Basingstoke · Bedford · Bradwell · Brixworth ·
Buckingham · Colchester · Crediton · Croydon · Dorchester ·
Dorking · Dover · Dudley · Dunwich · Ebbsfleet · Edmonton ·
Europe · Fulham · Grantham · Grimsby · Hertford · Horsham ·
Huntingdon · Kensington · Kingston-upon-Thames · Lewes ·
Loughborough · Ludlow · Lynn · Maidstone · Plymouth · Ramsbury
· Reading · Repton · Richborough · Sherborne · Shrewsbury ·
Southampton · St Germans · Stafford · Stepney · Swindon ·
Taunton · Tewkesbury · Thetford · Tonbridge · Warwick ·
Willesden · Wolverhampton · Woolwich

York
Province

Diocesan
bishops

Archbishop of York · Blackburn · Carlisle · Chester · Durham ·
Leeds · Liverpool · Manchester · Newcastle · Sheffield ·
Sodor & Man · Southwell

Suffragan
bishops

Berwick · Beverley · Birkenhead · Bolton · Bradford · Burnley ·
Doncaster · Huddersfield · Hull · Jarrow · Lancaster · Middleton ·
Penrith · Richmond · Ripon · Selby · Sherwood · Stockport ·
Wakefield · Warrington · Whitby

Other
Bishop at Lambeth · Bishop to the Forces · Bishop to HM Prisons ·
Bishop for Urban Life and Faith · Bishop of the Falkland Islands ·
Chair of the CMDDP · Bishop for Higher and Further Education

 Church in Wales Archbishop of Wales · Bangor · Llandaff · Monmouth · Saint Asaph · Saint Davids ·
Swansea & Brecon

 Scottish Episcopal
Church

Primus of the Scottish Episcopal Church · Aberdeen and Orkney · Argyll & The Isles · Brechin ·
Edinburgh · Glasgow & Galloway · Moray, Ross & Caithness · St Andrews, Dunkeld & Dunblane

 Church of Ireland

Armagh
Province

Archbishop of Armagh · Clogher · Connor · Derry and Raphoe · Down & Dromore ·
Kilmore, Elphin & Ardagh · Tuam, Killala & Achonry

Dublin
Province

Archbishop of Dublin · Cashel & Ossory · Cork, Cloyne & Ross · Limerick & Killaloe
· Meath & Kildare
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Archbishop of Cologne

Cologne was one of the seven
electorates of the Holy Roman Empire
(Codex Balduini Trevirorum, c. 1340)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Cologne)

The Archbishop of Cologne is an archbishop representing the Archdiocese of Cologne of the Catholic Church in western North Rhine-Westphalia and
northern Rhineland-Palatinate in Germany and was ex officio one of the electors of the Holy Roman Empire, the Elector of Cologne, from 1356 to 1801.

Since the early days of the Catholic Church, there have been ninety-four bishops and archbishops of Cologne. Seven of these ninety-four retired by
resignation, including four resignations which were in response to impeachment. Eight of the bishops and archbishops were coadjutor bishops before they
took office. Seven individuals were appointed as coadjutors freely by the Pope. One of the ninety-four moved to the Curia, where he became a cardinal.
Additionally, six of the archbishops of Cologne were chairmen of the German Bishops' Conference.

Currently, Rainer Woelki is the Archbishop of Cologne, since his 2014 transfer from Berlin, where he had been Cardinal Archbishop.
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Bishops and Archbishops of Cologne [edit]

Bishops of Colonia Agrippina, 88–784 [edit]
See also: Colonia Claudia Ara Agrippinensium

All names before Maternus II are to be approached with considerable skepticism, as little contemporary evidence is available. Maternus was present at a council in Rome in 313. The bishops
between Severinus and Charentius are also apocryphal. Domitianus was the Bishop of Maastricht (Mosa Traiectum). The given dates of office before Gunther are also conjectural, at best.

Maternus I c. 88–128
Paulinus
Marcellinus
Aquilinus
Levoldus c. 248–285
Maternus II c. 285–315
Euphrates c. 315–348
Severinus c. 348–403
Ebergisil I ? c. 403–440
Solatius c. 440–470
Sunnovaeus c. 470–500
Domitianus fl. c. 535
Charentinus fl. c. 570
Eberigisil II ? c. 580–600 ?
Remedius c. 600 ? –611 ?
Solatius c. 611 ? –622
Cunibert c. 623–663
Bodatus c. 663–674
Stephen 674–680
Adelwin 680–695
Giso 695–708
Anno I 708–710
Faramund 710–713
Agilolf 713–717
Reginfried 718–747
Hildegar 750–753
Bertholm 753–763
Rikulf 763–784

Archbishops of Cologne, 784–1238 [edit]

Hildebold 784–818
Hadbold 818–842
Hildwin 842–849
Günther 850–864
Hugo Welf 864
Wilbert 870–889
Hermann I 890–924
Wigfried 924–953
Bruno I 953–965
Volkmar 965–969
Gero 969–976
Warin 976–984
Ebergar 984–999
Heribert 999–1021
Pilgrim 1021–1036
Hermann II 1036–1056
Anno II 1056–1075
Hildholf 1076–1078
Sigwin 1078–1089
Hermann III 1089–1099
Friedrich I 1100–1131

Bruno II von Berg 1131–1137
Hugo von Sponheim 1137
Arnold I 1138–1151
Arnold II von Wied 1152–1156
Friedrich II von Berg 1156–1158, nephew of Bruno II von Berg above
Rainald of Dassel 1159–1167
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Saint Engelbert II of Berg,
Archbishop of Cologne

Philipp von Heinsberg 1167–1191, he gained the title of Duke of Westphalia and Angria in 1180, from then on held in personal union by all incumbents of
the Cologne see until 1803.
Bruno III von Berg 1191–1192, brother of Friedrich II above
Adolf I von Berg 1192–1205, nephew of Bruno III above
Bruno IV von Sayn 1205–1208 (in opposition)
Dietrich I von Hengebach 1208–1215 (in opposition)
Engelbert II von Berg 1216–1225, nephew of Bruno III above
Heinrich I von Mulnarken 1225–1237

Archbishop-Electors of Cologne, 1238–1803 [edit]
Further information: Electorate of Cologne

Image Name From To Notes

Konrad von
Hochstaden

1238 1261

Engelbert II von
Falkenburg

1261 1274

Siegfried II of
Westerburg

1274 1297

Wikbold I von Holte 1297 1304

Heinrich II von
Virneburg

1304 1332

Walram von Jülich 1332 1349

Wilhelm von Gennep 1349 1362 First Elector of Cologne under the Golden Bull of 1356

Adolf II von der
Marck

1363 1363

Engelbert III von der
Marck

1364 1369

Kuno von
Falkenstein

1370 1371

Friedrich III von
Saarwerden

1372 1414

Dietrich II von Moers 1414 1463

Ruprecht of the
Palatinate

1463 1480

Hermann IV of Hesse 1480 1508

Philip II of Daun-
Oberstein

1508 1515

Hermann V von
Wied

1515 1546
Sought to reform religious practice in the Electorate; converted to Protestantism; deposed and
excommunicated.

Adolf III of
Schauenburg

1546 1556

Anton of
Schauenburg

1556 1558

Gebhard I von
Mansfeld-Vorderort

1558 1562 A founding member of the Schmalkaldic League

Friedrich IV of Wied 1562 1567

⋅

Salentin von
Isenburg-Grenzau

1567 1577
Upon the deaths of his younger and older brothers, there were no more brothers to carry on the family
name; he left Church administration in 1577, married, had two sons and conducted a successful military
career. He died in 1610.

Gebhard II
Truchsess von
Waldburg

1577 1583
Converted to Calvinism in 1582; married Agnes von Mansfeld-Eisleben (cousin once removed of the
archbishop and Prince-Elector Gebhard I von Mansfeld-Vorderort); Competing archbishop elected;
Cologne War decides the outcome.

Ernest of Bavaria 1583 1612 Brother of William V, Duke of Bavaria; Papal Nunciature established permanently in Cologne.

Ferdinand of
Bavaria

1612 1650 Brother of Maximilian I, Elector of Bavaria, nephew of Ernest of Bavaria. Principle of Secundogeniture.

Maximilian Henry of
Bavaria

1650 1688 First cousin of Ferdinand Maria, Elector of Bavaria

Joseph Clemens of
Bavaria

1688 1723
Brother of Maximilian II Emanuel, Elector of Bavaria. Put under Imperial ban for siding with France in the
War of the Spanish Succession.
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Clemens Augustus I
of Bavaria

1723 1761 Brother of Charles, Elector of Bavaria and Emperor. Last Wittelsbach to hold the office.

Maximilian Frederick
of Königsegg-
Rothenfels

1761 1784

Maximilian Franz of
Austria

1784 1801 The electorate's left-bank territories were seized and annexed by France in 1795

Anton Viktor of
Austria

1801 1803
The electorate's remaining territories were secularized and given to the Landgrave of Hesse-Darmstadt
in 1803.

Modern Archbishops of Cologne: 1824 to date [edit]

Ferdinand August von Spiegel 1824–1835
Clemens August II Droste zu Fischering 1835–1845
Cardinal Johannes von Geissel 1845–1864
Cardinal Paul Melchers 1866–1885
Cardinal Philipp Krementz 1885–1899
Hubert Theophil Simar 1899-1902
Cardinal Anton Hubert Fischer 1902–1912
Cardinal Felix von Hartmann 1912–1919
Cardinal Karl Joseph Schulte 1920–1941
Cardinal Josef Frings 1942–1969
Cardinal Joseph Höffner 1969–1987
Cardinal Joachim Meisner 1988–2014
Cardinal Rainer Maria Woelki since 2014

Auxiliary bishops [edit]

Johannes Schleeter, O.F.M. (1434–1457)[1]

Hilger de Burgis, O. Carm. (1446–1452)[2]

Heinrich Unkel, O.F.M. (1481–1482)[3]

Johann Spenner (Spender), O.F.M. (1482–1503)[4]

Théodore Wichwael, O.S.A. (1504–1519)[5]

Jean Bourgeois (1506–?)[6]

Arnald de Arceto, O.S.A. (1517–?)[7][8]

Quirin Op dem Veld von Willich (1521–1537)[9][10]

Johann Nopel der Ältere (1539–1556)[11]

Johann Pennarius, O.F.M. (1557–1563)[12]

Theobald Craschel (1574–1587)[13]

Laurentius Fabritius (1588–1600)[14]

Johann Nopel der Jüngere (1601–1605)[15]

Theodor Riphaen (1606–1616)[16][17]

Gereon Otto von Gutmann zu Sobernheim (1616–1638)[18][19]

Georgius Pauli-Stravius (1640–1661)[20][21]

Richard Paul Stravius (1641–1654)[22][23]

Adrian Walenburch (1661–1669)
Peter Walenburch (1670–1675)
Paul Aussem (1676–1679)
Johann Heinrich von Anethan (1680–1693)
Johann Peter Burmann (1694–1696)
Godefroid-Udalric de La Margelle (1696–1703)
Johannes Werner von Veyder (1703–1723)
Franz Kaspar von Franken-Siersdorf (1724–1770)
Karl Aloys von Königsegg und Rothenfels (1770–1796)
Klemens August Maria von Merle (1797–1810)
Karl Adalbert von Beyer, O. Praem. (1826–1842)
Anton Gottfried Claessen (1844–1847)
Johann Anton Friedrich Baudri (1849–1893)
Hermann Joseph Schmitz (1893–1899)
Anton Hubert Fischer (1889–1903, Appointed Archbishop of Cologne)
Joseph Müller (1903–1921)
Peter Joseph Lausberg (1914–1922)
Franz Rudolf Bornewasser (1921–1922)
Josef Stoffels (1922–1923)
Hermann Joseph Sträter (1922–1931)
Josef Hammels (1924–1944)
Wilhelm Stockums (1932–1956)
Wilhelm Cleven (1950–1983)
Joseph Ferche (1947–1965)
Augustinus Frotz (1962–1983)
Hubert Luthe (1969–1991)
Peter Nettekoven (1975–1975)
Josef Plöger (1975–1991)
Klaus Dick (1975–2003)
Rainer Maria Woelki (2003–2011; Appointed Archbishop of Berlin)
Walter Theodor Jansen (1983–1994)
Norbert Trelle (1992–2005)
Friedhelm Hofmann (1992–2004)
Manfred Melzer (1995–2015)
Heiner Koch (2006–2013)
Dominik Schwaderlapp (2012–)
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Como

Diocese of Como
Dioecesis Comensis

Aerial view of the cathedral in Como

Location
Country Italy

Ecclesiastical
province

Milan

Statistics
Area 4,244 km2

(1,639 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics (including
non-members)

(as of 2016)
535,000 (est.)
516,891 (96.6%)

Parishes 338

Information
Denomination Catholic Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 4th Century

Cathedral Basilica Cattedrale di
S. Maria Assunta

Secular priests 388 (diocesan)
139 (Religious Orders)
12 Permanent
Deacons

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Oscar Cantoni

Bishops emeritus Diego Coletti

Map

Website
Diocesi di Como  (in Italian)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Como)

The Catholic Diocese of Como (Latin: Dioecesis Comensis) in northern Italy, has existed since the fourth century. It is a suffragan of the archdiocese
of Milan. The bishops' seat is in Como Cathedral.[1]

Local legend credits the conversion of Como to the apostolate of Hermagoras of Aquileia (died c. 70).[2]

The diocese of Como was originally suffragan of Milan, as the consecration of its first bishop by Ambrose of Milan demonstrates.[3] By the mid 6th
century the diocese was subject to Aquileia.[4] Pope Stephen V (885-891) twice ordered Patriarch Walpert of Aquileia to consecrate Liutard, the Bishop-
elect of Como.[5] Until 1751 Como was, indeed, a suffragan of the patriarchate of Aquileia and followed the Aquileian Rite; the Patriarchate was
suppressed by Pope Benedict XIV, who, on 18 April 1752, created the metropolitanate of Gorizia, and made Como subject to Goriza.[6] In 1789 Como
was placed under the jurisdiction of the Archbishop of Milan by Pope Pius VI.[7]
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From the 6th century to the 15th, the rite of Aquileia, commonly called the patriarchal rite, was used in the Church of Como.[8] It was only in 1598 that
Pope Clement VIII substituted the Roman rite.[4]

In the tenth century the Bishops of Como were also its temporal lords. From the election of Bishop Raimundus in 1061, the episcopal elections were
carried out by the Canons of the Cathedral Chapter and the Abbots of S. Carpoforo, S. Abondio, and S. Giuliano.[4]

Cathedral and Chapter [edit]

The Cathedral of S. Maria Assunta[9] was begun in 1396, and was completed only in 1595; later the cupola and some small chapels were added (1730–
44). The Cathedral was granted the honorary title and privileges of a minor basilica by Pope Pius XII, at the request of Bishop Felix Bonomini, in a
decree of 18 January 1951.[10]

In 1695, the Chapter of the cathedral was composed of three dignities (the Archdeacon, the Archpriest, and the Provost) and twenty Canons.[11] In
1764, there were three dignities and seventeen Canons.[12] In 1846 there were twenty members of the Chapter, headed by the Archpriest, the
Theologos, and the Penitentiary.[13] The Chapter of the Cathedral currently (2018) consists of ten Canons, headed by the Archpriest.[14]

In the city of Como there was also the Collegiate Church of S. Fedele, which was presided over by a Provost and seven Canons.[15]

Synods [edit]

A diocesan synod was an irregular but important meeting of the bishop of a diocese and his clergy. Its purpose was (1) to proclaim generally the various
decrees already issued by the bishop; (2) to discuss and ratify measures on which the bishop chose to consult with his clergy; (3) to publish statutes
and decrees of the diocesan synod, of the provincial synod, and of the Holy See.[16]

Bishop Gianantonio Volpi (1559–1588) held a diocesan synod on 16 March 1565. This was the first synod since the closing of the Council of Trent,
which had mandated regular and frequent diocesan synods. He held a second synod on 3–5 September 1579.[17] A diocesan synod was held by Bishop
Filippo Archinti (1595–1621) in 1598; and another synod on 16–18 May 1618.[18]

The Fifth Diocesan Synod was held by Bishop Lazzaro Carafino (1626–1665) on 18–20 September 1633.[19] The Sixth Diocesan Synod was held by
Bishop Ambrogio Torriano (1680–1694) on 13–15 September 1672. It issued particularly strong regulations against the use of snuff by the clergy,
following the decree of Pope Innocent X, and prescribed a fine of two aurei for any priest who used snuff before the Mass.[20] The Seventh Diocesan
Synod was held on 10–12 September 1682 by Cardinal Carlo Cicero, Bishop of Como.[21]

Bishop Teodoro de Valfrè held a diocesan synod on 13–15 September 1904 in the Cathedral.[22] The Ninth Diocesan Synod was held by Bishop
Alessandro Macchi (1930–1947) on 8–10 September 1942.[23] The Tenth Diocesan Synod was held by Bishop Felice Bonomini (1948–1974) in 1953.
Bishop Oscar Cantoni has announced the Eleventh Diocesan Synod, that will take place in 2020.[24]

Bishops of Como [edit]

to 1000 [edit]

Felix of Como (c. 379 – c. 391)[25]

Provinus (Probinus, Prouinus)[26] (391–420)
Amantius of Como (420–450)[27]

Abundius (or Abundantius) (attested 450–489)[28]

Console (489–495)
Exuperantius (495–512)
Eusebius (512–525)
Eutychius (Eutichio) (525–539)[29]

Eupilius (approx. 539)
Flavianus I
Prosper
Joannes (c. 607)[30]

Agrippinus (607–617)[31]

Rubianus
Adalbert
Martiniano
Vittorino (approx. 628)[32]

John II
John III
Ottaviano
Benedict I

Adelgisius (attested 973–977)[37]

Peter III (attested 983–1005)[38]
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Benedict I
Flaviano II (approx. 712)
Adeodato (712–730)
Gausoaldo (approx. 730)
Angilbert I (approx. 750)
Lupo (approx. 750)
Teodolfo
Adelongo (approx. 776)
Peter I (776–818)
Leo I (attested 823–838)[33]

Perideo (840–843)
Amalrico (844–865)
Angilbert II (866–880)
Luitardus (Liutardo) (attested 888–905)[34]

Valperto I (attested 911–914)[35]

Valperto II (915)
Peter II (921)
Azzone (922–945)
Waldo (Ubaldus) (946–966)[36]

1000 to 1300 [edit]

Eberhardus (attested 1004–1006)[39]

Albericus (c. 1010 – c. 1028)[40]

Liudger (1030/32–1046)[41]

Benno (attested 1049–1061)[42]

Rainaldo (1061/62–1084)[43]

Aribertus (1085–1088)[44]

Hartwicus (attested 1092)[45]

Guido Grimoldi (1098–1125)[46]

[Landulfus de Carcano (1098–1118)][47]

Ardizzo I (1125–1158)[48]

Enrico della Torre (1158–1162)[49]

Anselmo Raimundi (della Torre) (1163–1193)[50]

Ardizzone II (1193–1204)[51]

Guglielmo della Torre (1204–1226)[52]

Uberto di Sala (1228–1259)[53]

Leone degli Avvocati (1259–1261)[54]

Raimondo della Torre (1261–1273)[55]

1300 to 1600 [edit]

Benedetto di Asinago, O.P. (1328–1339)[57]

Beltramino Paravicini (1339–1340)[58]

Bonifacio da Modena (1340–1351)[59]

Bernard, O.Cist. (1352–1357)[60]

Andrea degli Avvocati (1357–1361)[61]

Stefano Gatti (1362–1369)[62]

Enrico da Sessa (1369–1380)[63]

Beltramo da Brossano (1380–1395)[64]

Lucchino da Brossano or Borsano (1396–1408)[65]

Antonio Turcone (1409–1420)[66]

Francesco Bossi (1420–1434)[67]

Giovanni Barbavara (1436–1437)[68]

Gerardo Landriani (1437–1445)[69]

Bernardo Landriani (1446–1451)[70]

Antonio Pusterla (1451–1457)[71]

Martino Pusterla (1457–1460)[72]

Lazzaro Scarampi (1460–1466)[73]

Branda Castiglione (1466–1487)[74]

Cardinal Antonio Trivulzio (1487–1508)[75]

Scaramuccia Trivulzio (1508–1527)[76]

Antonio Trivulzio (1518–1519)[77]

Cesare Trivulzio (1519–1548)[78]

Bernardino della Croce (1548–1559)[79]

Gianantonio Volpi (1559–1588)[80]

1600 to 1800 [edit]

Aurelio Archinti (1621–1622)[82]

Desiderio Scaglia, O.P. (1622–1625)[83]

Lazzaro Carafino (1626–1665)[82]

Ambrogio Torriano (1680–1694)[84]

Carlo Ciceri[85] (1680–1694)
Stefano Giuseppe Menatti (1694–1695)[86]

Francesco Bonesana (1696–1709)[87]

Giuseppe Olgiati (1710–1735)[88]

Alberico Simonetta (1736–1739)[89]

Paolo Cernuschi (1739–1746)[90]

Agostino M. Neuroni (1746–1760)[91]

Giovanni Battista Peregrini (1760–1764)[92]

Giambattista Mugiasca (1764–1789)[93]

Giuseppe Bertieri, O.E.S.A. (1790–1792)[94]

since 1800 [edit]

Giambattista Castelnuovo (1821–1831)[96]

Sede Vacante (December 1831–January 1834)

Carlo Romanò (1834–1855)[97]

Giuseppe Marzorati (1858–1865)
Pietro Carsana (1871–1887)[98]

Luigi Nicora (1887–1890)
Andrea Carlo Ferrari (1891–1894)[99]

Teodoro Valfrè di Bonzo (1895–1905)[100]
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Teodoro Valfrè di Bonzo (1895–1905)[100]

Alfonso Archi (1905–1925)[101]

Adolfo Luigi Pagani (1926–1930)
Alessandro Macchi (1930–1947)[102]

Felice Bonomini (1947–1974)[103]

Teresio Ferraroni (1974–1989)[104]

Alessandro Maggiolini (1989–2006)[105]

Diego Coletti (2006–2016)[106]

Parishes [edit]

The 338 parishes of the diocese are spread across four provinces of the Lombardy region: the Province of Como, the Province of Lecco, the Province of Sondrio, and the Province of Varese.[108]

There is one priest for every 1,001 Catholics.
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1339. Ughelli, pp. 307-308 (who places his appointment as bishop on 1 January 1328). Eubel, I, p. 217.
58. ^ Bishop Benedetto was succeeded by Bishop Beltramino Paravicini on 24 November 1339. The Canons of the Cathedral Chapter were intent on electing the Vicar General, Canon Bartolommeo de Monte

Cucco, but pressure applied by Azzone Visconti led the Pope to provide Paravicini instead. Beltramino had been serving as Bishop of Chieti since 1336, and was Papal Legate to King Peter of Aragon. He was
transferred to Como on 24 November 1339. He was transferred to the diocese of Bologna on 6 November 1340. He died in Avignon on 7 August 1351 (Tatti, p. 98). Tatti, III, pp. 78-82. Ughelli, p. 308. Eubel, I,
pp. 141, 217, 481.

59. ^ Boniface, Doctor of Canon Law (or Doctor in utroque iure, according to Ughelli, p. 308), who had been serving as Bishop of Modena (1336–1340), was transferred to the diocese of Como by Pope Benedict XII
on 6 November 1340. He held a diocesan synod, and restored the episcopal palace. He died in 1351. Tatti, III, pp. 82-99. Eubel, I, p. 217.

60. ^ Bernard was a abbot of a monastery in the diocese of Vabres in France. He was appointed Bishop of Como by Pope Clement VI on 3 October 1352. He was transferred to the diocese of Ferrara on 27
February 1357. Tatti, III, pp. 99-104 (with many errors). Ughelli, p. 309. Eubel, I, pp. 217, 248.

61. ^ A native of Como, Andrea had been Prior Commendatory of Ss. Giovanni e Reparata. He was appointed Bishop of Como on 27 February 1357 by Pope Innocent VI. He built the Collegiate Church of S. Maria
de Lucino and the adjacent Canonry. Tatti, III, p. 104-110 (dating Andrea's death in 1363). Ughelli, p. 309 (with the wrong date of death). Eubel, I, p. 217.

62. ^ A native of the diocese of Milan and a Canon of the Cathedral Chapter of Como, Gatti was appointed bishop of Como by Pope Innocent VI on 9 March 1362. He died in 1369, before October. Tatti, III, p. 111-
116. Ughelli, p. 309. Eubel, I, p. 217.

63. ^ Sessa, who held the degree Doctor in utroque iure had previously been Bishop-elect of Pesaro (1357–1358), then Bishop of Ascoli (1357–1362), then Bishop of Brescia (1362–1369). He was appointed
Bishop of Como by Pope Urban V on 22 October 1369. He died in 1380, after June 18 and before August 9. Tatti, III, p. 116-131. Eubel, I, pp. 111, 147, 217, 395.

64. ^ Beltramo was appointed on 9 August 1380, according to Gams (p. 787). On 2 November 1385 he was given an extension of time for paying his installation fees to the Papacy. In 1392 he was appointed papal
tax collector in Lombardy. He died in 1395. Tatti, III, pp. 131-163. Eubel, I, p. 217 with note 8.

65. ^ Borsano held the degree Doctor in utroque iure, and was the Archpriest of the Collegiate Church of S. Maria del Monte in the diocese of Milan. He was appointed Bishop of Como by Pope Boniface IX
(Roman Obedience) on 19 January 1396. He began to build the new cathedral. He died in 1408. Eubel, I, p. 217, with note 9.

66. ^ Turcone: Eubel, I, p. 217.
67. ^ Bossi: Eubel, I, p. 217.
68. ^ Barbavara was a cleric of the diocese of Novara. He held the degree of Doctor in utroque iure ('Doctor of Canon and Civil Law'). He was transferred to the diocese of Tortona (suffragan of Milan) on 6 March

1437. Eubel, II, p. 140, with note 1.
69. ^ Elisabetta Canobbio (2001). La visita pastorale di Gerardo Landriani alla diocesi di Como: 1444-1445  (in Italian). Milano: UNICOPLI.
70. ^ Bernardo Landriani had been Archpriest of the Collegiate Church of S. Maria del Monte (diocese of Milan), and then Bishop of Asti (1439-1446). He was transferred to the diocese of Como by Pope Eugene IV

on 18 March 1446. He died in 1451. Eubel, II, pp. 97, 140.
71. ^ Antonio Pusterla had been a Protonotary Apostolic in the Roman Curia. He was appointed bishop of Como by Pope Nicholas V on 16 July 1451. He died on 3 November 1457. Eubel, II, 140.
72. ^ Martino Pusterla held the degree of Doctor in utroque iure and was a Canon of the Cathedral of Milan. He was appointed to the bishopric of Como by Pope Calixtus III on 19 December 1457. He died in 1460,

Eubel, II, p. 140 with note 3.
73. ^ Lazzaro Scarampi was provided by Pope Pius II on 8 August 1460. He is said to have been mentally deranged (dolor animi) at the time of his death, because he could not pay the money he had borrowed to

obtain his bishopric, and was therefore excommunicated. Ughelli, V, p. 313. Eubel, II, 140. Orsini, pp. 7-8.
74. ^ A native of Milan, Branda was brought up by his uncle Zeno, who was Bishop of Bayonne in Normandy (1432–1459). He was made Archdeacon of Coutances. Pope Paul II (Barbo), who was a longtime friend

of Branda's relative, Cardinal Branda Castiglione, named Branda bishop of Como on 8 October 1466. Duke Galeazzo Maria Sforza of Milan named him a Privy Councillor, and sent him as ambassador to King
Louis XI of France. Under Pope Sixtus IV he served as Legate of the papal navy. He died on 16 July 1487. Ughelli, pp. 313-314. Eubel, II, pp. 101, 140.

75. ^ Born in Milan in 1449, Antonio Trivulzio was the brother of Teodoro Trivulzio, Marshal of France. He was a member of the Canons Regular of San Antonio, and been Master of their house in Milan. He held the
degree of Doctor in utroque iure, and was appointed a Protonotary Apostolic. On the recommendation of the Duke, Trivulzio was appointed bishop of Como by Pope Innocent VIII on 27 August 1487. He was
not resident in his diocese, spending much of his time in Milan (Cappelletti, p. 394). He was created a cardinal by Pope Alexander VI in 1500. He died on 18 March 1508. Ughelli, pp. 314-316. Eubel, II, pp. 24
no. 30; 140.

76. ^ Scarmuccia Trivulzio was created a cardinal on 1 June 1517 by Pope Leo X. He resigned the diocese in favor of his brother Antonio on 8 January 1518. He died in Rome on 3 August 1527, two months after
the Sack of Rome. Eubel, III, pp. 15, no 17; 182.

77. ^ Antonio Trivulzio succeeded his brother Scaramuccia by arrangement, on 8 January 1518. Antonio was already Bishop of Asti, which he retained for a time, having been given one year to choose between
Asti and Como, at the conclusion of which he was to resign one of them. Eubel, III, p. 182 with note 4.

78. ^ Eubel, III, p. 182, with notes 5 and 6.
79. ^ Eubel, III, p. 182, with notes 7 and 8.
80. ^ Eubel, III, p. 182, with note 9.
81. ^ Eubel, III, p. 183, with note 10. Alexander Koller, "Ninguarda, Feliciano,"  Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani Volume 78 (2013) (in Italian); retrieved: 16-08-2018.
82.  ̂a b c Gauchat, Patritius (Patrice). Hierarchia catholica medii et recentioris aevi . Vol. IV. pp. 157–158.
83. ^ Fiorenza Rangoni (2008). Fra' Desiderio Scaglia cardinale di Cremona: un collezionista inquisitore nella Roma del Seicento  (in Italian). Cernobbio (Como): Nuova Ed. Delta-Stilgrafix. ISBN 978-88-902019-3-

6. Cantù, II, p. 297. Scaglia was consecrated a bishop on May 16, 1621 in S. Giovanni Laterano by Cardinal Giovanni Battista Leni. He was created a Cardinal in 1621.
84. ^ Torriano was a native of Indovero (Valsassino) in the diocese of Milan. He was a Doctor in utroque iure ('Doctor of Canon and Civil Law'), and a Master of Theology. He was Referendary of the Two Signatures

(Judge). He died in October 1679. Gauchat, Hierarchia catholica IV, p. 158, with note 6.
85. ^ Born in Como, Ciceri had been Bishop of Alessandria on his appointment to Como, on 13 May 1680. He was created a cardinal on 2 September 1686 by Pope Innocent XI and received the title of

Sant'Agostino. He died at Como on 24 June 1694 at the age of 78. Ritzler, V, p. 13 and p. 166, with note 3.
86. ^ Menatti had been titular bishop of Cyrene; he was consecrated in Rome by Cardinal Galeazzo Marescotti on 3 November 1686. He was named Vice-gerent of the City of Rome, and appointed a Canon of the

Lateran Basilica on 15 November 1688. In 1692 he was appointed Referendary (judge) of the Two Signatures. He was transferred to the diocese of Como by Pope Innocent XII on 13 September 1694. He died
on 5 August 1695. Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 166 with note 4; 179 with note 2.

87. ^ Bonesana had previously been Bishop of Caiazzo (1692–1695). He was transferred to the diocese of Como on 14 November 1695. He died on 21 December 1709. Ritzler-Sefrin, V, pp. 134; 166 with note 5.
88. ^ A native of Milan, Olgiati was a doctor of theology (Milan, 1691), and held the degree Doctor in utroque iure ('Doctor of Canon and Civil Law') from Pavia (1693). He was appointed Bishop of Parma on 8

November 1694, and was consecrated a bishop in Rome by Cardinal Gaspare Carpineo on 21 November. He was transferred to the diocese of Como on 26 January 1711 by Pope Clement XI. He resigned the
diocese on 23 September 1735, and died on 29 July 1736. Ritzler-Sefrin, V, pp. 166 with note 6; 308 with note 3.

89. ^ Simonetta was Doctor in utroque iure ('Doctor of Canon and Civil Law') (Sapienza, 1731). He was Referendary of the Two Signatures (Judge) and Chamberlain of Honor to the Pope. He was then Vice-Legate
in Bologna, then (1734) Governor of Camerino. He was appointed Bishop of Como by Pope Benedict XIII on 26 September 1735, and consecrated in Rome by Cardinal Giovanni Antonio Guadagni on 9 October
1735. He died in Milan on 11 March 1739. Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 175, with note 2.

90. ^ Born in Milan, Cernuschi had been Dean of the Cathedral of Milan, Chancellor of the Archdiocese, and Judge of Pious Causes, before being appointed Bishop of Como. He was Doctor in utroque iure ('Doctor
of Canon and Civil Law') (Pavia, 1719). He was consecrated in Rome on 25 July 1739 by Cardinal Giuseppe Spinelli. Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 176, with note 3. Cantù, II, p. 208.

91. ^ Neuroni: Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 176, with note 4.
92. ^ Peregrini: Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 176, with note 5.
93. ^ A native of Como, Mugiasca held the degree Doctor in utroque iure from the Sapienza in Rome (1764). He had been a Canon of the Cathedral Chapter, and was a Privy Chamberlain of the Pope. He was

appointed Bishop of Como on 26 November 1764 by Pope Clement XIII, and consecrated on 30 November by the Pope personally. He took possession of the diocese by proxy on 4 March 1765, and his
solemn entry took place on 2 June. He died in Como on 5 January 1789. Giuseppe Rovelli (1803). Storia di Como  (in Italian). Vol. III. Como: Galeazzi. pp. 193–195. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VI, p.
176 with note 6.

94. ^ Bertieri was born in the village of Ceva (near Alba). He was Doctor of Theology (University of Vienna, 1768), and then professor. He was nominated Bishop of Como by the Emperor Joseph II on 18 June 1789,
and confirmed by Pope Pius VI on 14 December 1789; he was consecrated in Vienna on 3 January 1790 by the Nuncio in Vienna, Archbishop Giovanni Battista Caprara. He was transferred to the diocese of
Pavia 1792 by Pius VI. Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 176, with note 7.

95. ^ Rovelli was appointed by the Emperor on 31 January 1793, and preconised (approved) by Pius VI on 17 June 1793. He resigned the diocese on 1 October 1819, and died on 3 December 1819. Ritzler, VI,
p. 176, with note 8.

96. ^ Castelnuovo's appointment was confirmed by Pope Pius VII on 8 January 1821. He was consecrated a bishop in Milan by Cardinal Carlo von Gaysruck on 8 April 1821. He died on 23 December 1831. Omelie
e Panegirici. Con Cenni biografici di Giovanni-Battista Castelnuovo, Vescovo di Como  (in Italian). Vol. I. Como: Figli di C. A. Ostinelli, Stamp. vesc. 1840. pp. vii–xxxv. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VII,
p. 158.

97. ^ Romanò was confirmed as Bishop of Como on 20 January 1834. He died on 13 November 1855. G. Rota (1855). Della vita e delle opere di Carlo Romanò, vescovo di Como  (in Italian). Como: C. e. T:
Ostinelli. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VII, p. 158.

98. ^ Carsana was appointed to the See of Como by Pope Pius IX on 27 October 1871, and consecrated a bishop on 21 November 1871, but he did not receive the exequatur from the civil government (the King of
Italy) to allow him to exercise his civil functions (including the financial affairs of the diocese). On 28 June 1875, the Court of Appeal in Milan agreed with the Court of Como that the See of Como was vacant, as
far as civil matters were concerned. He was finally recognized early in 1887. He died on 31 December 1887. New Catholic World . Vol. 24. New York: Paulist Press. 1877. pp. 249–251. Ritzler-Sefrin,
Hierarchia catholica VIII, p. 218.

99. ^ Ferrari held a Doctorate in Theology from the seminary of Parma (1883). He was bishop of Guastalla (1890-1891) before being named Bishop of Como. He was named a Cardinal by Pope Leo XIII in 1894, and
granted the title of Sant'Anastasia. He was later archbishop of Milan and Cardinal. Salvador Miranda, The Cardinals of the Holy Roman Church Andrea Carlo Ferrari .

100. ^ Valfrè di Bonzo had previously been Bishop of Cuneo. He was appointed Bishop of Como on 18 March 1895 by Pope Leo XIII. He was transferred to the diocese of Vercelli on 27 March 1905 by Pope Pius X.
He died in Rome on 25 June 1922. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VIII, pp. 219, 234.

101. ^ Archi had previously been Bishop of Comacchio.
102. ^ Macchi had previously been Bishop of Andria.
103. ^ Bonomini had previously been Bishop of Terni and Narni (1940–1947).
104. ^ Ferraroni was born at Gaggiano (Milano) in 1913. In 1966 he was named Auxiliary Bishop of Milan and titular bishop of Gauriana (Numidia, Algeria). In 1970 he was named Coadjutor-bishop of Como, and

succeeded to the See on 1 November 1974, on the death of Bishop Bonomini. Bishop-emeritus Ferraroni retired on 31 January 1989, and died on 4 September 2007. Diocesi di Como, Mons. Teresio
Ferraroni ; retrieved: 09-14-2018. (in Italian)

105. ^ Maggiolini had previously been Bishop of Carpi (1983–1989). He retired from the diocese of Como on 2 December 2006, and died on 11 November 2008. Diocesi di Como, Mons. Alessandro Maggiolini ;
retrieved: 09-14-2018. (in Italian)

106. ^ Coletti was born in Milan in 1941. He obtained a licenciate in theology, and then the doctorate in philosophy (Gregorian University Rome 1972). From 1968 to 1983 he taught in various seminaries of the
Diocese of Milan. He then became an assistant of Cardinal Martini, and was then named Rector of the Lombard Seminary in Rome in 1989. He was named Bishop of Livorno in 2000, and was consecrated a
bishop by Cardinal Martini in Milan on 31 January 2001. He was named Bishop of Como on 2 December 2006, and retired on 4 October 2016. Diocesi di Como, Mons. Diego Coletti ; retrieved: 06-09-2018. (in
Italian)

107. ^ Cantoni had previously been Bishop of Crema (2005-2016). He was named Bishop of Como by Pope Francis on 4 October 2016, and was solemnly installed as bishop on 27 November 2016. Diocesi di
Como, Mons. Oscar Cantoni ; retrieved: 06-09-2018. (in Italian)
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Bishop of Connor

Christianity portal

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Bishop of Connor is an episcopal title which takes its name after the village of Connor in
County Antrim, Northern Ireland. The title is currently used by the Church of Ireland, but in the
Roman Catholic Church it has been united with another bishopric.
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History [edit]

The diocese of Connor was one of the twenty-four dioceses established at the Synod of Rathbreasail in 1111.[1]

It is located in the northeast corner of the Ireland and includes much of the city of Belfast. By some of the Irish
annalists it was called by its territorial name The See of Dalaradia.[2]:245

For a brief period in the early 12th-century, the see of Connor was united with Down under Máel Máedóc Ua
Morgair (Saint Malachy), who also was Archbishop of Armagh.[1] On 29 July 1439, plans for a permanent union
of the two sees were submitted to King Henry VI of England for his sanction.[3]:344, 348 Exactly twelve months
later, 29 July 1439, Pope Eugene IV issued a papal bull stating that Down and Connor were to be united on the
death or resignation of either bishop.[3]:344, 348 In 1442, John Sely, Bishop of Down, was deprived of his see by
Pope Eugene IV,[4][5] thereby effecting the union of the two dioceses. John Fossade, who had been bishop of
Connor since 1431, became the bishop of the united see of Down and Connor in late 1442.[3]:344, 348 However,
due to strong opposition to the union in the diocese of Down, three more bishops of Down were appointed
before the two sees finally united.[3]:344, 348

After the Reformation, the united see of Down and Connor had parallel episcopal successions. In the Roman
Catholic Church, they still remain united to the present today. In the Church of Ireland, Down and Connor were
united further with Dromore in 1842 to form the bishopric of Down, Connor and Dromore. They continued until
1945 when they were separated into the bishopric of Down and Dromore and the bishopric of Connor.

Present bishop [edit]

The see is currently vacant, however the House of Bishops has elected George Davison, Archdeacon of
Belfast, as the next bishop, with consecration at a later date in 2020.[6]

List of bishops [edit]

Pre-Reformation bishops [edit]

Pre-Reformation Bishops of Connor

From Until Incumbent Notes

unknown 1117 Flann Ua Sculu Died in office.

1117 1124 See vacant

1124 c.
1136/37

Saint Malachy Irish: Máel Máedóc Ua Morgair; Saint Malachias; also
Bishop of Down from 1124 and Archbishop of Armagh
from 1132; resigned Armagh and Connor, but
retained Down until his death on 2 November 1148.

1137/38 bef. 1152 See vacant
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bef. 1152 bef. 1172 Máel Pátraic Ua Bánáin Present at the Synod of Kells in March 1152;
resigned; died 1174.

bef. 1172 bef. 1178 Nehemias Died in office.

c. 1178 1225 Reginaldus Died after 19 April 1225.

1226 1241 Eustacius Eustace; previously Archdeacon of Connor; elected
bishop in 1226 and received possession of the
temporalities 5 May 1226; died before October 1241.

1242 1244 Adam OCist Previously Abbot of Wardon Abbey; elected bishop in
1242 and received possession of the temporalities 27
January 1242; consecrated in September 1242; died
7 November 1244 and was buried in Wardon Abbey.

1245 1256 Isaac of Newcastle Elected before 4 April 1245 and received possession
of the temporalities 8 May 1245; died circa 6 October
1256.

1257 1260 William of Portroyal OSB Appointed 27 October 1257 and received possession
of the temporalities 7 January 1258; died before 16
July 1260.

1260 1262 William de la Hay Elected 10 October 1260; consecrated and received
possession of the temporalities after 21 March 1261;
acted as a suffragan bishop in the diocese of Lincoln
in 1262; died before 25 December 1262.

1263 1274 Robert of Flanders Elected 3 February 1263 and received possession of
the temporalities after that date; died 25 November
1274; also known as Robert le Fleming or
Flandrensis.

1275 1292 Petrus de Dunach Peter of Dovenach or Donach; elected before 2
March 1275; died before January 1292.

1292 1319 Johannes John; elected before 23 January 1292 and received
possession of the temporalities 27 April 1293; died
c. 1319.

c. 1320 unknown Richard Elected circa 1320.

1321 James of Couplith Elected before 26 July 1321, but did not get
possession of the see.

1323 John de Egglescliffe OP Translated from Glasgow before 5 March 1323, but
did not get possession of the see; translated to
Llandaff 20 June 1323.

1323 1324 Robert Wirsop OESA Translated from Ardagh on 20 June 1323; died
before May 1324.

1324 1351 Jacobus Ó Cethernaig James O'Kearney; translated from Annaghdown
between 7 and 15 May 1324; received possession of
the temporalities 22 December 1324; died 1351.

1353 1374 William Mercier Previously Archdeacon of Kildare; appointed bishop 8
July and consecrated after 12 August 1353; received
possession of the temporalities 2 November 1353;
died in office.

1374 1389 Paulus Appointed 11 December 1374 and received
possession of the temporalities 10 May 1376; died in
office.

1389 c. 1416 Johannes Elected before 29 March 1389 and received
possession of the temporalities 23 July 1389;
appointed 9 November 1389; died in office.

1420 1421 Seaán Ó Luachráin Appointed 22 May 1420; died before February 1421.

1421 1429 Eóghan Ó Domhnaill Appointed 5 May 1421 and consecrated after June
1422; translated to Derry on 9 December 1429.
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1429 1431 Domhnaill Ó Mearaich Translated from Derry 9 December 1429; died in
office on 28 January 1431.

1431 1442 John Fossade John Festade; appointed 28 January and
consecrated after 2 June 1431; became Bishop of
Down and Connor in late 1442, although did not gain
full control; died in the spring of 1450.

After the union of Down and Connor, there were two further bishops of Connor. Their position is
uncertain – they may have been suffragan or titular bishops.

1459 Patricius He is said to have died before his letters of
appointment were drawn up in 1459.

1459 1481 Simon Elvington OP Appointed by Pope Pius II on 12 February 1459;
acted as a suffragan bishop in the dioceses of
Salisbury and Exeter 1459–1481; died in office.

Source(s):[2]:246–250[3]:343–344

Church of Ireland bishops [edit]

Church of Ireland Bishops of Connor

From Until Incumbent Notes

1945 1956 Charles King Irwin Elected and confirmed Bishop of Down, Connor and
Dromore in 1942; relinquished Down and Dromore on
31 December 1944/1 January 1945, but retained
Connor; resigned on 31 May 1956; died 15 January
1960.

1956 1969 Cyril Elliott Elected 28 June and consecrated 21 September
1956; resigned on 31 August 1969; died 3 April 1977.

1969 1981 Arthur Butler Translated from Tuam, Killala and Achonry; elected
16 September and confirmed 14 October 1969;
resigned on 30 September 1981.

1981 1987 William John McCappin Elected 28 October and consecrated 30 November
1981; retired; died 3 July 1992.

1987 1995 Samuel Poyntz Translated from Cork, Cloyne and Ross; elected and
confirmed in 1987; retired on 10 March 1995.

1995 2001 Jimmy Moore Elected 31 March and consecrated 25 May 1995;
retired; died 16 March 2005.

2002 2007 Alan Harper Elected 17 December 2001 and consecrated 18
March 2002; translated to Armagh on 16 March 2007.

2007 2019 Alan Abernethy Appointed 17 April,[7] consecrated 29 June,[8] and
enthroned 6 September 2007.[9] retired on 31
December 2019, [10]

2020 George Davison Appointed 17 February.[11]

Source(s):[3]:385[12]

See also [edit]

Bishop of Down
Bishop of Down and Connor
Bishop of Down, Connor and Dromore
Bishop of Down and Dromore
Roman Catholic Diocese of Down and Connor
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Prince-Bishopric of Constance

Prince-Bishopric of Constance
Hochstift Konstanz

1155–1803

Coat of arms

Status Prince-Bishopric

Capital Konstanz
Meersburg (from
1527)

Common languages Low Alemannic

Government Prince-Bishopric

Historical era Middle Ages
Early modern
period

• Missionary diocese
established

585

• Prince-Bishopric 1155
• Council of Constance 1414–18
• Joined Swabian Circle 1500
• Mediatised to Baden 1803
• Diocese dissolved 1821

Preceded by Succeeded by
Duchy of
Swabia

Electorate of
Baden

Upper Rhenish dioceses of
Constance, Straßburg, Speyer, and
Worms, c. 1801

Constance Cathedral

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Constance)

The Prince-Bishopric of Constance, (German: Hochstift
Konstanz, Fürstbistum Konstanz, Bistum Konstanz) was a small
ecclesiastical principality of the Holy Roman Empire from the mid–
12th century until its secularisation in 1802–1803. In his dual
capacity as prince and as bishop, the prince-bishop was also in
charge of the considerably larger Roman Catholic Diocese of
Konstanz, which existed from about 585 until its dissolution in
1821.[1][2] It belonged to the ecclesiastical province of Mainz since
780/782.
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Geography [edit]

The Imperially immediate territory of the prince-bishopric was
scattered on both sides of western Lake Constance, stretching
from the Höri peninsula and the High Rhine in the west along
Untersee with the Monastic Island of Reichenau, the Bodanrück
peninsula, and Lake Überlingen to the Linzgau region in the
northeast. They did not include the Imperial City of Constance nor
Petershausen Abbey. In the south, the bishop's territory bordered
on the Landgraviate of Thurgau which was conquered by the
Swiss Confederacy in 1460.

The Imperial state should
not be confused with the
diocese of the same name,
which was considerably
larger (see map), covering
much of present-day Baden-Württemberg, a large part of Switzerland all
the way south to the Gotthard Pass, as well as a small part of
Vorarlberg, Austria. While the Prince-Bishop was the secular ruler in his
prince-bishopric, his powers in his diocese were limited to the pastoral
duties exercised by any bishop.

History [edit]

The Roman Catholic Diocese of
Constance, one of the largest
dioceses of Germany, was
founded in the late 6th century
in the course of the
Christianization of the Alamanni

tribes around Lake Constance and the Upper Rhine. Originally
subordinated to the Archdiocese of Besançon, Constance became

The Bishopric of Constance lying astride the
western end of Lake Constance
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The Old Palace in Meersburg,
where the bishops lived until they built
a new palace in the 18th century

Prince-Bishop Marquard Rudolf von
Rodt (1689–1704)

suffragan to the Archdiocese of Mainz in 782.

A deed by Emperor Frederick I Barbarossa in 1155 confirmed the
princely status of the bishop and of his bishopric as an Imperial Estate.
The territory of the prince-bishopric contracted during the following
centuries under pressure from both the Swiss Confederacy and the
House of Habsburg. Furthermore, the city of Konstanz was granted the
status of a free imperial city and from then on the bishop's sovereignty
in the city was restricted to a small area around the cathedral church. In
1527, during the Protestant Reformation, the administrative seat of the
Prince-Bishop was finally moved to Meersburg across Lake Constance.
However, Konstanz fell to the Counter-Reformation induced by the
Habsburgs, who eventually abolished its status as a free imperial city
and incorporated it into their Further Austrian possessions in 1548.

The huge diocese of Constance suffered heavily during the Reformation and it lost several hundred parishes,
convents and other Catholic foundations which were suppressed by the various states, free imperial cities and
cantons in Swabia and Switzerland that had become Protestant.

In the course of the German Mediatisation in 1803, the Prince-Bishopric was dissolved and its territory was
annexed to the Margraviate of Baden.

In turn, the diocese was dissolved by Pope Pius VII in 1821 after Vicar General Ignaz Heinrich von Wessenberg
had been elected diocesan administrator upon the death of the last bishop Karl Theodor von Dalberg in 1817.
While Wessenberg was supported by the government of Baden, the Pope never recognized his election as he
disagreed with Wessenberg's liberal views. By a bull of 16 August 1821, the pope dissolved the diocese in
order to prevent Wessenberg from becoming bishop. The area of the diocese in Baden became part of the
newly established Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Freiburg in 1827 while the Swiss areas were incorporated in
the Diocese of Basel, whereas the cantons of Obwalden and Nidwalden, parts of Uri, Glarus and Zürich are
provisorily administrated by the Diocese of Chur up to today.

List of bishops [edit]

1. Bubulcus (d. 534)
2. Cromatius (d. 552)
3. Maximus (first bishop of the re-established bishopric, fl. 590)
18. Audoin (d. 736)
22. John II (760–782)
24. Solomon I (835–871)
26. Gebhard I von Wetterau, von Tegerfelden (873–875)
27. Solomon II (875–889)
28. Solomon III (890–919)
30. Conrad I (935–975)
28. Gaminolf (975–979)
29. St Gebhard (979–995)
30. Lambert (995–1018)
47. Rudhart (1018–1022)
48. Heimo (1022–1026)
49. Warmann (Warmund) von Dillingen (1026–1034)
50. Eberhard von Kyburg-Dillingen (1034–1046)
51. Theoderich (1047–1051)
52, Rumold von Bonstetten (1051–1061)
53. Karl (Karlmann) (1070–1071)
54. Otto von Lierheim (1071–1080)
55. Bertolf (1080–1084)
56. Gebhard III (1084–1110)
57. Ulrich I von Dillingen (1111–1127)
57. Ulrich von Castell (1127–1138)
58. Hermann von Arbon (1138–1165)
59. Otto von Habsburg (1165–1174)
60. Berthold von Bußnang (1174–1183)
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61. Hermann von Friedingen (1183–1189)
62. Diethelm von Krenkingen (1190–1206)
63. Wernher von Staufen (1206–1209)
64. Konrad von Tegerfelden (1209–1233)
65. Heinrich von Tanne (1233–1248)
66. Eberhard II von Waldburd-Thann (1248–1274)
67. Rudolf von Habsburg-Laufenburg (1274–1293)
68. Henrich von Klingenberg (1293–1306)
69. Gerhard von Bevar (1307–1318)
70. Rudolf von Montfort (1322–1334)
71. Nikolaus de Kentzingen (1334–1344)
72. Ulrich Pfefferhardt (1345–1351)
73. Joahnn de Windek (1352–1356)
74. Heinrich von Brandis (1357–1383)
75. Marquard von Randeck (1398–1406)
76. Otto III of Hachberg (1410–1434)
77. Friedrich von Zollern (1434–1436)
78. Heinrich von Hewen (1436–1462)
79. Burkhard von Randegg (1463–1466)
80. Hermann von Breitenladenburg (1466–1474)
81. Ludwig von Freiburg (1474–1479)
82. Otto von Sonnenberg (1480–1491)
83. Thomas Berlower (1491–1496)
84. Hugo von Hohenlandenberg (1496–1529; 1531/2)
85. Balthasar Merklin (1530–1531)
86. Johann von Lupfen (1532–1537)
87. Johann von Weeze (1537–1548)
88. Christoph Metzler (1549–1561)
89. Mark Sittich von Hohenems (1561–1589)
90. Andrew of Austria (1589–1600)
91. Johann Georg von Hallwyl (1601–1604)
92. Jakob Fugger (1604–1626)
93. Werner von Praßberg (1626–1627)
94. Johann von Waldburg (1627–1639)
95. Franz Johann von Vogt von Altensumerau und Prasberg (1641–1645)
96. Johann Franz I. von Praßberg und Altensummerau (1645–1689)
97. Marquard Rudolf von Rodt (1689–1704)
98. Johann Franz Schenk von Stauffenberg (1704–1740)
99. Hugo Damian von Schönborn (1740–1743)
100. Kasimir Anton von Sickingen (1743–1750)
101. Franz Konrad von Rodt (1750–1775)
102. Maximilian Christof von Rodt (1775–1799)
103. Karl Theodor von Dahlberg (1799–1817)
(104.) Ignaz Heinrich von Wessenberg, elected in 1817 but never recognised by Pius VII; in 1821 the
bishopric was dissolved.

Auxiliary bishops [edit]

Jean (1430–1440)[3]

Johann von Blatten, O.F.M. (1441–1461)[4]

Thomas Weldner, O.F.M. (1461–1470)
Caspar (1470–1481)[5]

Burchard Tuberflug, O.P. (1471–)[6]

Daniel Zehender, O.F.M. (1473–1500)[7]

Balthasar Brennwald, O.P. (1500–1517)
Johann Spyser (1518)
Melchior Fattlin (1518–1548)
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Jakob Eliner (1551–1574)
Balthasar Wurer (1574–1598)
Johann Jakob Mirgel (1598–1629)
Johann Anton Tritt von Wilderen (1619–1639)
Franz Johann von Vogt von Altensumerau und Prasberg (1641–1645) Appointed, Bishop of Konstanz[8]

Georg Sigismund Müller (1654–1686)
Johannes Wolfgang von Bodman (1686–1691)
Konrad Ferdinand Geist von Wildegg (1693–1722)
Johann Franz Anton von Sirgenstein (1722–1739)
Franz Karl Joseph von Fugger-Glött (1739–1768)
Johann Nepomuk Augustin von Hornstein zu Hohenstoffen (1768–1779)
Wilhelm Joseph Leopold Willibald von Baden (1779–1798)
Ernst Maria Ferdinand von Bissingen-Nieppenburg (1801–1813)

See also [edit]

Council of Constance
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 Swabian Circle (1500–1806) of the Holy Roman Empire

Ecclesiastical Augsburg · Constance · Ellwangen · Kempten · Lindau

Secular
Baden · Buchau · Heiligenberg · Hohenzollern-Hechingen · Klettgau ·
Liechtenstein · Tengen · Waldburg (Scheer · Trauchburg · Waldsee · Wolfegg
· Wurzach · Zeil) · Württemberg

Prelates

Baindt · Buchau · Elchingen · Gengenbach · Gutenzell · Heggbach · Irsee ·
Kaisheim · Mainau · Marchtal · Neresheim · Ochsenhausen · Petershausen ·
Roggenburg · Rot · Rottenmünster · Salmanweiler · St. George's in Isny ·
Schussenried · Söflingen · Ursberg · Weingarten · Weißenau ·
Wettenhausen · Zwiefalten

Counts 
Lords

Altshausen · Baar · Bondorf · Eberstein · Eglingen · Eglofs · Fugger (Jakob ·
Johann · Markus) · Gundelfingen · Gutenstein · Hausen · Heiligenberg ·
Hohenems · Hohengeroldseck · Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen · Justingen ·
Kinzigerthal · Königsegg and Aulendorf · Lustenau · Meßkirch · Mindelheim /
Schwabegg · Oberdischingen · Öttingen (Baldern · Öttingen · Wallerstein) ·
Rechberg · Rothenfels and Stauffen · Stühlingen and Hohenhöwen ·
Tettnang / Langenargen · Thannhausen · Wiesensteig

Cities

Aalen · Augsburg · Biberach · Bopfingen · Buchau · Buchhorn · Dinkelsbühl ·
Eßlingen · Gengenbach · Giengen · Heilbronn · Isny · Kaufbeuren · Kempten
· Leutkirch · Lindau · Memmingen · Nördlingen · Offenburg · Pfullendorf ·
Ravensburg · Reutlingen · Rottweil · Schwäbisch Gmünd · Schwäbisch Hall ·
Überlingen · Ulm · Wangen · Weil · Wimpfen · Zell

Circles est. 1500: Bavarian, Swabian, Upper Rhenish, Lower Rhenish–Westphalian, Franconian, (Lower) Saxon
Circles est. 1512: Austrian, Burgundian, Upper Saxon, Electoral Rhenish     ·     Unencircled territories

Catholic League (1609–1635) within the  Holy Roman Empire

Abbacies  Ellwangen ·  Kempten

Bishoprics
 Augsburg ·  Constance ·  Passau ·  Speyer ·  Straßburg ·  Worms ·
 Würzburg and  Bamberg
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Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople

Ecumenical Patriarch of
Constantinople

ORTHODOX

Coat of arms

Incumbent:
Bartholomew I

Since 2 November 1991
Style His All Holiness

Information
First holder Andrew the Apostle (as bishop)

Alexander (as archbishop)
Anatolius (as patriarch)

Established 38 (founded)
451 (granted title of patriarch)

Cathedral St. George's Cathedral, Istanbul,
Turkey

Website
patriarchate.org
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  (Redirected from Bishop of Constantinople)

This article is about the Eastern Orthodox Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople. For the Armenian
Patriarch, see Armenian Patriarch of Constantinople. For the historical Catholic Patriarch, see Latin
Patriarch of Constantinople.
"Ecumenical Patriarch" redirects here. For the current patriarch, see Bartholomew I. For previous patriarchs,
see List of Ecumenical Patriarchs of Constantinople.

The ecumenical patriarch (Greek: Η Αυτού Θειοτάτη Παναγιότης,
ο Αρχιεπίσκοπος Κωνσταντινουπόλεως, Νέας Ρώμης και
Οικουμενικός Πατριάρχης, "His Most Divine All-Holiness the
Archbishop of Constantinople, New Rome, and Ecumenical
Patriarch"; Turkish: Konstantinopolis ekümenik patriği) is the
archbishop of Constantinople–New Rome and ranks as primus
inter pares (first among equals) among the heads of the several
autocephalous churches that make up the Eastern Orthodox
Church. He is regarded as the representative and spiritual leader
of Orthodox Christians worldwide.[a] The term ecumenical in the
title is a historical reference to the Ecumene, a Greek designation
for the civilised world, i.e. the Roman Empire, and it stems from
Canon 28 of the Council of Chalcedon.

The Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople is one of the most
enduring institutions in the world and has had a prominent part in
world history. The ecumenical patriarchs in ancient times helped in
the spread of Christianity and the resolution of various doctrinal
disputes. In the Middle Ages they played a major role in the affairs
of the Eastern Orthodox Church, as well as in the politics of the
Orthodox world, and in spreading Christianity among the Slavs.
Currently, in addition to the expansion of the Christian faith and
the Eastern Orthodox doctrine, the patriarchs are involved in
ecumenism and interfaith dialogue, charitable work, and the
defense of Orthodox Christian traditions.

Within the five apostolic sees of the Pentarchy, the ecumenical
patriarch is regarded as the successor of Andrew the Apostle. The
current holder of the office is Bartholomew I, the 270th bishop of
that see.[20]
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Constantinople, the Church of Greece, and

Alexandria.

Ukraine

Old Believers · Spiritual Christianity ·
True Orthodoxy (Catacomb Church ·

Old Calendarists) ·
American Orthodox Catholic Church ·

American World Patriarchs
National:

(Abkhazina · Belarus · Italy · Montenegro ·
North Macedonia · Turkey ·

Russian Orthodox Church in America)
Syncretic Eastern Orthodox Churches:

Evangelical Orthodox · Western Orthodoxy
(Celts · France · Gaul)

First Seven Ecumenical Councils:
First · Second · Third · Fourth · Fifth · Sixth ·

Seventh
Other ecumenical councils:

Eighth · Ninth
Other important councils:

Quinisext Council · Jassy · Moscow ·
Jerusalem

Church Fathers · Pentarchy · Byzantine Empire
· Christianization of Bulgaria ·

Christianization of Kievan Rus' · Great Schism
· Russia · Ottoman Empire · North America ·

Moscow–Constantinople schism (15th–16th c.
· 1996 · 2018)

The ecumenical patriarch of Constantinople is first among equals, or first in honor among all Eastern Orthodox
bishops, who presides in
person—or through a
delegate—over any council of
Orthodox primates or bishops
in which he takes part and
serves as primary spokesman
for the Orthodox communion
especially in ecumenical
contacts with other Christian
denominations. He has no

direct jurisdiction over the other patriarchs or the other
autocephalous Orthodox churches, but he, alone among his fellow
primates, enjoys the right of convening extraordinary synods
consisting of them or their delegates to deal with ad hoc situations
and has also convened well-attended pan-Orthodox synods in the
last forty years. His unique role often sees the ecumenical
patriarch referred to as the spiritual leader[13][19] of the Orthodox
Church in some sources, though this is not an official title of the
patriarch nor is it usually used in scholarly sources on the
patriarchate. The Orthodox Church is entirely decentralized,
having no central authority, earthly head or a single bishop in a
leadership role, having synodical system canonically, is
significantly distinguished from the hierarchically organized
Catholic Church whose doctrine is the papal supremacy. His titles
primus inter pares "first among equals" and "ecumenical patriarch"
are of honor rather than authority and in fact the ecumenical
patriarch has no real authority over churches other than the
Constantinopolitan.[21][22][23][24]

The ecumenical patriarch of Constantinople is the direct
administrative superior of dioceses and archdioceses serving
millions of Greek, Ukrainian, Rusyn and Albanian believers in
North and South America, Western Europe, Australia and New
Zealand, Korea, as well as parts of modern Greece which, for
historical reasons, do not fall under the jurisdiction of the Church
of Greece.

His actual position is patriarch of the Orthodox Church of
Constantinople, one of the fourteen autocephalous and several
autonomous churches and the most senior (though not oldest) of
the four orthodox ancient primatial sees among the five patriarchal
Christian centers comprising the ancient Pentarchy of the
undivided Church. In his role as head of the Orthodox Church of
Constantinople, he is known as the "archbishop of Constantinople,
New Rome".[25]

The Ecumenical Patriarchate is also sometimes called the Greek
Patriarchate of Constantinople to distinguish him from the
Armenian Patriarchate and the extinct Latin Patriarchate, which
was created after the Latin capture of Constantinople in 1204,
during the Fourth Crusade.

History [edit]

The see of Byzantium, whose foundation was later ascribed to
Andrew the Apostle, was originally a common bishopric. It gained
importance when Emperor Constantine elevated Byzantium to a
second capital alongside Rome and named it Constantinople. The
see's ecclesiastical status as the second of five patriarchates were
developed by the Ecumenical Councils of Constantinople in 381
and Chalcedon in 451.
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History of Eastern Orthodox theology
(20th century (Neo-Palamism))
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Differences from the Catholic Church

Opposition to the Filioque
Opposition to papal supremacy

Divine Liturgy
Divine Services

Akathist · Apolytikion · Artos · Ectenia ·
Euchologion · Holy Water · Iconostasis ·

Jesus Prayer · Kontakion · Liturgical entrances
· Liturgical fans · Lity · Memorial service ·
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The four fasting periods:
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Dormition Fast

Athanasius of Alexandria · Ephrem the Syrian ·
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Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa ·
John Chrysostom · Cyril of Alexandria ·

John Climacus · Maximus the Confessor ·
John of Damascus · Theodore the Studite ·

Kassiani · Cyril and Methodius ·
Photios I of Constantinople · Gregory Palamas

Architecture ·
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Orthodox cross · Saint titles ·
Statistics by country
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Styles of
The Ecumenical Patriarch of

Constantinople

Reference style His All Holiness

Spoken style Your All Holiness

Religious style Ecumenical Patriarch

Posthumous style N/A

The Turkish government recognizes him as the spiritual leader of
the Greek minority in Turkey, and refer to him as the Greek
(literally Rûm) Orthodox patriarch of Fener (Turkish: Fener
Rum Ortodoks Patriği). The patriarch was subject to the authority
of the Ottoman Empire after the conquest of Constantinople in
1453, until the declaration of Turkish Republic in 1923. Today,
according to Turkish law, he is subject to the authority of the state
of Turkey and is required to be a citizen of Turkey to be patriarch.

The patriarch of Constantinople has been dubbed the ecumenical
patriarch since the 6th century.[26] The exact significance of the
style, which has been used occasionally for other prelates since
the middle of the 5th century, is nowhere officially defined but,
according to the Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, the title
has been criticized in the Catholic Church as incompatible with the
claims of the Holy See.[26]

Mount Athos [edit]

The monastic communities of Mount Athos are stauropegic and
are directly under the jurisdiction of the ecumenical patriarch, who
is the only bishop with jurisdiction thereover. Athos, officially the
"Autonomous Monastic State of the Holy Mountain” (Ancient
Greek: Αυτόνομη Μοναστικὴ Πολιτεία Ἁγίου Ὄρους), is a self-
governed polity within the Greek state subject to the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs in its political aspect and to the ecumenical
patriarch of Constantinopole as regards to its religious aspect[27]

and is home to 20 monasteries and numerous other monastic
communities.

Role in Orthodox episcopacy [edit]

The ecumenical patriarch has a unique role among Orthodox
bishops, though it is not without its controversy. He is primus inter
pares ("first among equals"), as he is senior among all Orthodox
bishops. This primacy, expressed in canonical literature as
presbeia ("prerogatives", literally: "seniorities"), grants to the
ecumenical patriarch the right to preside at pan-Orthodox synods.

Additionally, the canonical literature of the Orthodox Church grants
to the ecumenical patriarch the right to hear appeals in cases of
dispute between bishops. However, whether these canonical rights
are limited only to his own patriarchate or are universal throughout
the Orthodox Church is the subject of debate, especially between
the Ecumenical Patriarchate and the Russian Orthodox Church.

Historically, the ecumenical patriarch has heard such appeals and
sometimes was invited to intervene in other churches' disputes
and difficulties. Even as early as the 4th century, Constantinople
was instrumental in the deposition of multiple bishops outside its
traditional jurisdiction. This still occurs today, as when in 2006 the
patriarchate was invited to assist in declaring the archbishop of the
Church of Cyprus incompetent due to his having Alzheimer's
disease.[28] Additionally, in 2005, the Ecumenical Patriarchate
convoked a pan-Orthodox synod to express the Orthodox world's
confirmation of the deposition of Patriarch Irenaios of
Jerusalem.[29] In 2006, the patriarchate was invited to hear the
appeal of a Russian Orthodox bishop in the United Kingdom in a
dispute with his superior in Moscow, though the result of that
appeal - and the right to make it - were both rejected by the latter.[30]

The ecumenical patriarch has no direct jurisdiction outside the Patriarchate of Constantinople granted to him in
Orthodox canonical literature, but his primary function regarding the whole Orthodox Church is one of dealing
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Throne room inside the Patriarchate
of Constantinople. The Gospel is
enthroned on the dais; the patriarch
sits on the lower throne in front.

with relations between autocephalous and autonomous churches. That is, his primary role is one of promoting
and sustaining Church unity.

This unique role often sees the ecumenical patriarch referred to as the "spiritual leader" of the Orthodox
Church in some sources, though this is not an official title of the patriarch nor is it usually used in scholarly
sources on the patriarchate. Such a title is acceptable if it refers to this unique role, but it sometimes leads to
the mistaken belief that the office is thus the equivalent of an Orthodox pope. There is, however, no Orthodox
notion equivalent to the papacy: the Orthodox churches operate in the synodical system, whereby ecclesiastical
matters are settled by the competent synod of bishops, in which each bishop has one vote. The five patriarchs
of the ancient Pentarchy (Rome, Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem, in that order) are to be
given seniority of honour, but have no actual power over other bishops other than the power of the synod they
are chairing (and in which they also wield one vote).

In 2007, the patriarch gave his approval to the Ravenna Document, a Catholic–Orthodox document re-asserting
that the bishop of Rome is indeed the prōtos ("first") of the Church, as in "first among equals" and not supreme,
although future discussions are to be held on the concrete ecclesiological exercise of papal primacy.[31]

According to Lumen Gentium, the patriarch is a validly consecrated bishop in Roman ecclesiology, and there is
merely an imperfect ecclesial communion between Constantinople and Rome, which exists nevertheless and
which may be improved at some point in history.

Environmental work [edit]

Because of the work of Ecumenical Patriarch Dimitrios, who established September 1 as the day for the
protection of the environment,[32][33][34][35] and especially the ongoing work of the current patriarch, Ecumenical
Patriarch Bartholomew has been given the title, "Green Patriarch". Thus, the person of Bartholomew and by
extension the position of the ecumenical patriarch is now being viewed as a religious spokesperson on
environmental issues and the "green" spiritual leader in the world.[36]

Early history [edit]

The (arch)bishopric of Constantinople has had a continuous history since the founding of the city in AD 330 by
Constantine the Great. After Constantine the Great had enlarged Byzantium to make it into a second capital city
in 330, it was thought appropriate that its bishop, once a suffragan of the Exarch of Thrace and Macedonia, the
Metropolitan of Heraclea, should be elevated to an archbishopric.[37] For many decades the heads of the
church of Rome opposed this ambition, not because anyone thought of disputing their first place, but because
they defended the 'Petrine principle' by which all Patriarchates were derived from Saint Peter and were unwilling
to violate the old order of the hierarchy for political reasons.

In 381, the First Council of Constantinople declared that "The Bishop of
Constantinople shall have the primacy of honour after the Bishop of
Rome, because it is New Rome" (canon iii). The prestige of the office
continued to grow not only because of the obvious patronage of the
Byzantine Emperor but because of its overwhelming geographical
importance.

The Council of Chalcedon in 451 established Constantinople as a
patriarchate with ecclesiastical jurisdiction over Asia Minor (the dioceses
of Asiane and Pontus) and Thrace as well as over the barbaric
territories, non-converted lands outside the defined area of the Western
Patriarchate (Old Rome) and the other three patriarchates, Alexandria,
Antioch and Jerusalem, gave it appellate jurisdiction extraterritorially
over canon law decisions by the other patriarchs and granted it honours
equal to those belonging to the first Christian see, Rome, in terms of
primacy, Rome retaining however its seniority (canon xxviii). Leo I
refused to accept this canon, basing himself on the fact that it was made
in the absence of his legates. In the 6th century, the official title became
that of "archbishop of Constantinople, New Rome, and ecumenical
patriarch".[37]

The current patriarch (since 1991) is Bartholomew I who has become better-known than any of his
predecessors in modern times as a result of his numerous pastoral and other visits to numerous countries in
five continents and his setting up of a permanent bureau at the EU headquarters, in addition to enhancing the
long-established Patriarchal Centre in Pregny-Chambésy, Switzerland, and also his ecological pursuits which
have won him the epithet of "the Green Patriarch".
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Ottoman ethnarchy [edit]

When the Ottoman Turks conquered Constantinople in 1453, the patriarchate ceased to function. The
Patriarchate was restored by the conquering ruler, Sultan Mehmed II, who wished to establish his dynasty as the
direct heirs of the Eastern Roman emperors, and who adopted the imperial title Kayser-i-Rûm "caesar of the
Romans", one of his subsidiary titles but a significant one. In 1454 he bestowed the office upon an illustrious
Byzantine scholar-monk who was well known for his opposition to union with the Latin West, Gennadius
Scholarius, who became Patriarch Gennadius II.

The patriarch was designated millet-başı (ethnarch) of the Millet of Rum, which included all Orthodox Christians
under Ottoman rule, regardless of their ethnicity in the modern sense. This role was carried out by ethnic
Greeks at their great peril, in the midst of enormous difficulties and traps[citation needed] and inevitably with mixed
success. Several patriarchs were summarily executed by the Ottoman authorities, most notably Gregory V, who
was lynched on Easter Monday 1821 as partial retribution for the outbreak of the last and only successful
Greek Revolution.

In the 19th century, the rising tide of nationalism and secularism among the Balkan Christian nations led to the
establishment of several autocephalous national churches, generally under autonomous patriarchs or
archbishops, leaving the ecumenical patriarch only direct control over the ethnically Greek-originated Orthodox
Christians of Turkey, parts of Greece and the archdioceses in North America, Asia, Africa and Oceania where
growing Greek and other migrant communities have gradually constituted a significant orthodox diaspora.
Turkish and Armenian Orthodox Christians in Turkey have independent churches.

Relation to the Republic of Turkey [edit]

After the proclamation of the Republic of Turkey on 29 October 1923, the Turkish state only recognises the
patriarch as the spiritual leader of the Greek minority in Turkey, and officially refers to him as the "Greek
Orthodox Patriarch of the Phanar" or "Roman Orthodox Patriarch of Constantinople" (Turkish: Fener Rum
Ortodoks Patriği) (Phanar is the neighbourhood in Istanbul where the patriarchate is located). According to
Turkish law, still in force today, he is subject to the authority of the Republic of Turkey; however, Turkey allows
the Standing Synod of Metropolitan Bishops to elect the patriarch.[38] To be electable, Turkish law requires the
candidates to be Turkish citizens by birth. Since the establishment of modern Turkey, the position of the
ecumenical patriarch has been filled by Turkish-born citizens of Greek ethnicity. As nearly all Greek Orthodox
have left Turkey (see Population exchange between Greece and Turkey and Istanbul Pogrom), this
considerably narrows the field of candidates for succession.

Human rights groups have long protested against conditions placed by the secular government of Turkey on
the ecumenical patriarch, a religious office.[39] The same policy also applied to the institution of the Islamic
Caliphate, which was abolished by Turkey. For example, the ecumenical status accorded him traditionally within
Eastern Orthodoxy, and recognized previously by the Ottoman governments, has on occasion been a source of
controversy within the Republic of Turkey. This policy results in problems in the function of the patriarchate,
since clergy coming from abroad are not eligible to apply for residence and work permits.[40] In its early days the
Turkish state promoted a rival Turkish Orthodox Patriarchate, whose congregation, however, has remained
limited.[40]

Expropriation of Church property and the conditions of state control imposed on the Orthodox Theological
School of Halki that have led to its closure by the Patriarchate, are also cited by human rights groups. However,
in 2004 Patriarch Bartholomew, with the help of the Turkish government, succeeded, after eighty years, in
altering the composition of the twelve-member Standing Synod of Metropolitan Bishops in Constantinople so
that it can include six bishops from outside Turkey. He has also been convening biennially in Constantinople
convocations of all bishops in his jurisdiction.

The Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople has suffered attacks on occasion from 1993 to 2004, including
desecration of patriarchal cemeteries as well as assaults on the ecumenical patriarch.[41]

See also [edit]

Archons of the Ecumenical Patriarchate
Church of St. George, Istanbul
Eastern Christianity
Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople
History of the Eastern Orthodox Church
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Notes [edit]

1. ^ See:[1][2][3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10][11][12][13][14][15][16][17][18][19]
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Archbishop of Kraków

Saint Stanislaus

Cardinal Oleśnicki

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Cracow)

The Archbishop of Kraków is the head of the archdiocese of Kraków. A bishop of Kraków first came into
existence when the diocese was created in 1000; it was promoted to an archdiocese on 28 October 1925. Due
to Kraków's role as Poland's political, cultural and spiritual center, the bishops and archbishops of Kraków were
often very influential in the city, country and abroad. From 1443 to 1791, bishops of Kraków were
simultaneously Dukes of Siewierz,[citation needed] although it was only Adam Stefan Sapieha who officially
abandoned the title.[citation needed]

List of bishops and archbishops of Kraków[1]

# Years Name Notes

1 1000–1014(?) Poppon

2 1014(?)–1023/30(?) Lambert I

3 1023/30(?)–ca.1032 Gompo

4 ca.1032–ca.1046 Rachelin

5 ca.1046–1059 Aron

6 1061–1071 Lambert Suła

7 1072–1079
Stanisław
Szczepanowski

Martyr, canonized as
Saint Stanislaus,
co-patron saint of the
diocese

8 ca.1082–ca.1100 Lambert III

9 1101–ca.1103 Cazlaus

10 ca.1103–ca.1109 Baldwin

11 1110–1118 Maur

12 1118–ca.1141 Radost

13 ca.1141–1143 Robert

14 ca.1143–ca.1165 Mateusz

15 ca.1166–ca.1185 Gedko

16 ca.1185–1207 Fulko

18 1208–1218
Wincenty
Kadłubek

Historian, author of the
Polish Chronicle

19 1218–1229 Iwo Odrowąż

Ducal chancellor,
established numerous
monasteries in Southern
Poland

20 1229–1242
Wisław
Zabawa

21 1242–1266 Jan Prandota

22 1266–1292
Paweł of
Przemankowo

23 1292–1294 Prokop

24 1294–1320 Jan Muskata

25 1320–1326 Nankier Kołda
Ordered the construction
of the Gothic Wawel
Cathedral

26 1326–1347 Jan Grot
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Piotr Gembicki

Cardinal Sapieha

Cardinal Wojtyła (later Pope John
Paul II)

27 1347–1348 Piotr of Falków

28 1348–1366
Bodzenta of
Września

29 1367–1380
Florian of
Mokrsko

30 1380–1382
Zawisza of
Kurozwęki

31 1382–1392 Jan Radlica

32 1392–1412 Piotr Wysz Canonist

33 1412–1423
Wojciech
Jastrzębiec

34 1423–1455
Zbigniew
Oleśnicki

Statesman, opposed the
Hussites, acquired the
Duchy of Siewierz for the
bishopric, was made a
cardinal by both Eugene
IV and Felix V.

35 1455–1460
Tomasz
Strzępiński

36 1461–1463
Jakub of
Sienno

37 1463–1464
Jan
Gruszczyński

38 1464–1471 Jan Lutek

39 1471–1488
Jan
Rzeszowski

40 1488–1503
Fryderyk
Jagiellończyk

41 1503–1524 Jan Konarski

42 1524–1535 Piotr Tomicki

43 1536–1537 Jan Latalski

44 1537–1538 Jan Chojeński

45 1538–1545 Piotr Gamrat

46 1546–1550
Samuel
Maciejowski

47 1551–1560
Andrzej
Zebrzydowski

48 1560–1572
Filip
Padniewski

49 1572–1577
Franciszek
Krasiński

50 1577–1591
Piotr
Myszkowski

51 1581–1600 Jerzy Radziwiłł

52 1600–1605
Bernard
Maciejowski

53 1607–1616 Piotr Tylicki

54 1616–1630
Marcin
Szyszkowski

55 1630–1631 Andrzej Lipski

56 1632–1633
Jan Olbracht
Waza
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57 1635–1642 Jakub Zadzik

58 1642–1657 Piotr Gembicki

59 1658–1679
Andrzej
Trzebicki

60 1681–1699
Jan
Małachowski

61 1700
Stanisław
Dąbski

62 1701–1702 Jerzy Denhoff

63 1710–1719
Kazimierz
Łubieński

64 1720–1732
Felicjan
Szeniawski

65 1732–1746
Jan
Aleksander
Lipski

66 1746–1758
Andrzej
Stanisław
Kostka Załuski

Founded the Załuski
Library in Warsaw

67 1759–1788 Kajetan Sołtyk

68 1790–1800 Feliks Turski

69 1805–1813
Andrzej
Gawroński

70 1815–1829
Jan Paweł
Woronicz

71 1830–1851
Karol
Skórkowski

72 1879–1894
Albin
Dunajewski

Cardinal in 1890

73 1895–1911
Jan Maurycy
Paweł Puzyna
de Kosielsko

Cardinal in 1901;
submitted veto against
Cardinal Rampolla in
1903 conclave.

74 1911–1951
Adam Stefan
Sapieha

Cardinal in 1946;
ordained Karol Wojtyla,
future Pope John Paul II.

75 1951–1962
Eugeniusz
Baziak

Archbishop of Lwów,
Apostolic Administrator of
Kraków

76 1964–1978 Karol Wojtyła

Cardinal in 1967; later
elected Pope John Paul II;
later canonized, co-patron
saint of the diocese

77 1978–2005
Franciszek
Macharski

Cardinal in 1979

78 2005–2016
Stanisław
Dziwisz

Cardinal in 2006

79 2017–
Marek
Jędraszewski

Karol Mazurkiewicz

Auxiliary bishops [edit]

Since 1303, the archdiocese of Kraków has frequently had one or more auxiliary bishops as well as the
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metropolitan bishop.

# Years Name Notes

1 1303–1306 Marcin

2 1347–1348 Jan

3
1360–c.
1371

Tomasz z Sienna

4 1395–1412 Zbigniew z Łapanowa

5 1423–1444 Jarosław z Lublina

6 1446–1461 Jerzy

7 1464–1498 Paweł z Krakowa

8 1499–1503 Marian Lulias

9 1503–1526 Jan Amicinus

10 1527–1544 Dominik Małachowski

11 1544–1546 Erazm Ciołek

12 1547–1559 Andrzej Spot

13 1560–1565 Stanisław Słomowski

14 1566–1577 Marcin Białobrzeski

15 1578–1586 Jakub Milewski

16 1587–1614 Paweł Dembski

18 1614–1645 Tomasz Oborski

19 1645–1657 Wojciech Lipnicki

20 1658–1689 Mikołaj Oborski

21 1690–1700 Stanisław Szembek

22 1700–1705 Kazimierz Łubieński

23 1706–1726 Michał Szembek

24 1726–1751 Michał Kunicki

25 1753–1786 Franciszek Podkański

26 1786–1806 Józef Olechowski

27 1787–1798 Wojciech Radoszewski

28 1767–1807 Jan Kanty Lenczowski

29 1811–1814
Augustyn Karol
Lipiński

30 1816–1830
Tomasz Nowina-
Nowiński

31 1824–1841 Franciszek Zglenicki

32 1845–1868 Ludwik Łętowski

33 1862–1879 Antoni Junosza Gałecki

34 1900–1924 Anatol Nowak

35 1927–1958 Stanisław Rospond

36 1951 Eugeniusz Baziak Appointed Apostolic administrator of Kraków in July 1951

37 1958–1964 Karol Wojtyła
Archbishop of Kraków from 1964-1978, later elected Pope John
Paul II

38 1960–1992 Julian Groblicki

39 1962–1988 Jan Pietraszko

40 1970–1993 Albin Małysiak

41 1970–1992 Stanisław Smoleński

42 1985–1992 Kazimierz Górny

43 1988–2004 Kazimierz Nycz Created cardinal priest of San Martino ai Monti in 2010

1988–
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44 present Jan Szkodoń

45 2004–2010 Józef Guzdek

46 2004–2014 Jan Zając

47 2011–2017 Grzegorz Ryś

48
2011–
present

Damian Muskus
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Cuenca

Diocese of Cuenca
Dioecesis Conchensis
Diócesis de Cuenca

Cuenca Cathedral

Location
Country  Spain

Ecclesiastical
province

Toledo

Metropolitan Toledo

Statistics
Area 17,140 km2

(6,620 sq mi)

Population
- Catholics (including
non-members)

(as of 2006)
200,577

Information
Denomination Roman Catholic

Rite Latin Rite

Established 5 July 1183

Cathedral Cathedral of Our Lady of
Grace in Cuenca

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop José María Yanguas
Sanz

Metropolitan
Archbishop

Braulio Rodríguez Plaza

Website
Website of the Diocese

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Cuenca)

This article is about the diocese in Spain. For the diocese in Ecuador, see Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Cuenca.

The Roman Catholic Diocese of Cuenca (Latin: Conchen(sis)) is a diocese located in the city of Cuenca in the Ecclesiastical province of Toledo in
Spain.[1][2]
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History [edit]

July 5, 1183: Established as Diocese of Cuenca

Leadership [edit]

Bishops of Cuenca (Roman rite)

Juan Yáñez (1183–1195)
St. Julian of Cuenca (1196 – 1208 Died)[3]

. . .

Pedro Laurencio (1262 – 1271 Died)[4]

Gonzalo Pérez Gudiel (1272 – 27 Sep 1275 Appointed, Bishop of Burgos)[5]

. . .

Gonzalo Diego Palomeque (15 Mar 1289 – 16 Jan 1299 Appointed, Archbishop of Toledo)[6]

. . .

Fernando Gutiérrez (bishop) (11 Apr 1326 – 1327 Died)[7]

Juan del Campo (bishop) (8 Aug 1327 – 7 May 1328 Appointed, Bishop of Oviedo) [8]

. . .

Pedro Gomez Barroso (4 Mar 1373 – 1378 Appointed, Bishop of Évora)[9]

. . .

Diego de Anaya Maldonado (1407–1418)
. . .

Lope de Barrientos, O.P. (7 Apr 1445 – 30 May 1469 Died)[10]

Giacopo Antonio Venier (6 Oct 1469 – 3 Aug 1479 Died)
Raffaele Sansone Riario (13 Aug 1479 – 8 Jul 1482 Appointed, Administrator of Salamanca)
Alfonso de Burgos, O.P. (1482 – 1485 Appointed, Bishop of Palencia)
Alfonso de Fonseca (26 Aug 1485 – 24 May 1493 Appointed, Bishop of Osma)[11]

Raffaele Sansone Riario (24 May 1493 – 9 Jul 1521 Died)
Diego Ramírez de Fuenleal (1518 – 1537 Died)[12]

Alessandro Cesarini (Sr.) (24 May 1538 – 13 Feb 1542 Died)
Sebastián Ramírez de Fuenleal (Arellano) (2 Jun 1542 – 22 Jan 1547 Died) [13]

Miguel Muñoz (bishop) (12 Apr 1547 – 13 Sep 1553 Died)[14]

Pedro Castro Lemos (5 Jun 1555 – 1 Aug 1561 Died)
Bernardo de Fresneda, O.F.M. (4 May 1562 – 16 Nov 1571 Appointed, Bishop of Córdoba)
Gaspar de Quiroga y Vela (17 Dec 1571 – 6 Sep 1577 Appointed, Archbishop of Toledo)
Diego de Covarrubias y Leiva (6 Sep 1577 – 27 Sep 1577 Died)
Rodrigo de Castro Osorio (de Lemos) (13 Jun 1578 – 20 Oct 1581 Appointed, Archbishop of Sevilla)
Gómez Zapata (8 Nov 1582 – 1 Feb 1587 Died)
Juan Fernández Vadillo (7 Aug 1587 – 1 Sep 1595 Died)
Pedro Portocarrero (bishop) (28 May 1597 – 20 Sep 1600 Died)[15][16]

Andrés Pacheco (13 Aug 1601 – 1622 Resigned)
Enrique Pimentel Zúñiga (13 Feb 1623 – 11 Jun 1653 Died)[17]

Juan Francisco Pacheco (6 Oct 1653 – 24 May 1663 Died)[18]

Francisco de Zárate y Terán (28 Jan 1664 – 21 Dec 1679 Died)[19]

Alonso Antonio de San Martín (21 Oct 1681 – 5 Jul 1705 Died)[20]

Miguel del Olmo Manrique (22 Mar 1706 – 27 Feb 1721 Died)
Juan Lancaster (or Alencaster) Norona (16 Jun 1721 – 31 Oct 1733 Died)
Diego González Toro y Villalobos (5 May 1734 – 13 Sep 1737 Died)
José Flores Osorio (3 Mar 1738 – 26 Nov 1759 Died)
Isidro Carvajal Lancaster (21 Jul 1760 – 15 Jan 1771 Died)
Sebastián Flóres Pabón (29 Jul 1771 – 25 Jul 1777 Died)
Felipe Antonio Solano Marín (1 Mar 1779 – 10 May 1800 Died)
Antonio Palafox y Croy de Abre (20 Oct 1800 – 9 Dec 1802 Died)
Ramón Falcón y Salcedo (28 Mar 1803 – 20 Nov 1826 Died)
Jacinto Rodríguez Rico (21 May 1827 – 12 Jan 1841 Died)
Juan Gilberto Ruiz Capucín y Feijó (17 Dec 1847 – 9 Oct 1848 Died)
Fermín Sánchez Artesoro, O.F.M. Cap. (2 Apr 1849 – 4 Dec 1855 Died)
Miguel Payá y Rico (25 Jun 1858 – 16 Jan 1874 Appointed, Archbishop of Santiago de Compostela)
Sebastián Herrero y Espinosa de los Monteros, C.O. (17 September 1875 – 18 December 1876 Confirmed, Bishop of Vitoria)
José Moreno y Mazón (20 Mar 1877 – 18 Nov 1881 Appointed, Patriarch of the West Indies)
Juan María Valero y Nacarino (27 Mar 1882 – 16 Nov 1890 Died)
Pelayo González y Conde (1 Jun 1891 – 18 Nov 1899 Died)
Wenceslao Sangüesa y Guía (19 Apr 1900 – 1921 Retired)
Cruz Laplana y Laguna (30 Nov 1921 Appointed – 7 Aug 1936 Died)
Inocencio Rodríguez Díez (10 Jun 1943 – 13 Apr 1973 Retired)
José Guerra Campos (13 Apr 1973 – 26 Jun 1996 Retired)
Ramón del Hoyo López (26 Jun 1996 – 19 May 2005 Appointed, Bishop of Jaén)
José María Yanguas Sanz (23 Dec 2005 – )

Auxiliary bishops [edit]
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Bishop of Down

The Cathedral Church of the Holy and
Undivided Trinity, Downpatrick (Down
Cathedral)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Bishop of Down was an episcopal title which took its name
from the town of Downpatrick in Northern Ireland. The bishop's seat
(Cathedra) was located on the site of the present cathedral church
of the Holy and Undivided Trinity in the Church of Ireland.

The title is now united with other bishoprics. In the Church of
Ireland it is held by the Bishop of Down and Dromore,[1] and in the
Roman Catholic Church it is held by the Bishop of Down and
Connor.[2]
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History [edit]

The diocese of Down was one of the twenty-four dioceses
established at the Synod of Rathbreasail in 1111 and comprised
roughly the eastern half of County Down. For a brief period in the
early 12th-century, Down was united with the see of Connor under Máel Máedóc Ua Morgair (Saint Malachy),
who also became Archbishop of Armagh.[3]

On 29 July 1439, plans for a permanent union of the sees of Down and Connor were submitted to King Henry VI
of England for his sanction. Exactly twelve months later, 29 July 1439, Pope Eugene IV issued a papal bull
stating that Down and Connor were to be united on the death or resignation of either bishop.[3] On 29 May
1441, Archbishop Prene of Armagh sent a letter to Pope Eugene IV in which he writes about the crimes and
excesses of Bishop John Sely of Down, one of which was that Sely was living openly with Lettice Thomas, a
married woman, at Kilclief Castle.[4][5] Following receiving the letter, the pope deprived Bishop Sely of the see of
Down at some date before November 1442, and thereby effecting the union of the two dioceses. John Fossade,
who had been bishop of Connor since 1431, became the bishop of the united see of Down and Connor in late
1442. However, there was strong local opposition to the union, and Archbishop Prene's register shows that he
also was for a time opposed to the union. There were three more bishops of Down were appointed before the
two sees finally united.[3][6]

After the Reformation in Ireland, Down and Connor had parallel episcopal successions. In the Roman Catholic
Church, Down remains united with Connor to the present today. But in the Church of Ireland, they united further
with Dromore in 1842 to form the bishopric of Down, Connor and Dromore. They continued until 1945 when
they were separated into the bishopric of Down and Dromore and the bishopric of Connor.[7]

List of bishops [edit]

Bishops of Down

From Until Incumbent Notes

unknown 1117 Máel Muire Styled "bishop of Dundalethglass" (the original name
of Downpatrick); died in office.

unknown 1123 Óengus Ua Gormáin Died in office.

1124 1148 Saint Malachy Máel Máedóc Ua Morgair or Malachias I; became
bishop of Down and Connor in 1124, and Archbishop
of Armagh in 1132; he resigned Armagh and Connor
in 1136, but retained Down until his death on 2
November 1148.
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bef.
1152

1175 Máel Ísu mac in
Chléirig Chuirr

Malachias II; present at the Synod of Kells in March
1152; died in office.

1175 Gilla Domangairt Mac
Cormaic

Gelasius or Gilladomail McCormic; styled "Bishop of
Ullagh".

1175 Amláin Died in office.

c. 1176 1202 Echmílid Echmílid mac Máel Martain or Malachias III; resigned
before 1202; died 1204.

c. 1202 c. 1212 Radulfus OCist Formerly Abbot of Melrose 1194–1202; appointed
bishop circa 1202; died in office.

c. 1213–
24

1242 Thomas Became bishop before 1224, possibly as earlier as
1213; appears to have acted as a suffragan to the
Bishop of Ely.

1251 1257 Randulphus Became bishop before May 1251; attended a synod
at Bangor in 1251; died before November 1257.

1258 1265 Reginaldus Formerly Archdeacon of Down; elected bishop before
April 1258; received possession of the temporalities
and consecrated after October 1258; translated to
Cloyne 13 April 1265.

1265 1277 Thomas Lydel Thomas Liddel; elected before April 1258, but was
rejected by King Henry III of England; elected again
1265 and consecrated after 5 July 1265; acted as a
suffragan bishop in the diocese of Lincoln 1270; died
before February 1277.

1277 1305 Nicholas le Blund OSB Formerly Prior of Down; elected before 19 March and
received possession of the temporalities after 29
March 1277; died before 28 March 1305.

1305 1314 Thomas Ketel Elected before 18 August and received possession of
the temporalities after 18 August 1305; died circa 20
March 1314.

1314 1327 Thomas Bright OSB Formerly Prior of Down; elected after 20 March 1314;
died in office.

1328 John of Baliconingham John of Ballyconingham; elected before 4 August
1328 and received possession of the temporalities on
that date, however, the election was annulled by the
pope, and was translated to Cork sometime before
January 1329.

1329 1353 Ralph of Kilmessan Appointed 12 December 1328 and received
possession of the temporalities 1 April 1329; died
August 1353.

1353 1354 Gregory Provost of Killala; appointed 29 January 1353 and
was consecrated at Avignon; annulled 31 May 1354
and restored to his provostship at Killala.

1353 1365 Richard Calf (I) Formerly Prior of Down; appointed 4 December;
consecrated before 23 December 1353; received
temporalities 6 March 1354; died 16 October 1365.

1365 1366 Robert of Aketon Elected 18 November 1365, but did not get
possession of the see; resigned before February
1366; appointed to Kildare, 2 May 1366.

1367 1368 William White OSA Formerly Prior of Conall; appointed before December
1366; received temporalities 30 June 1367; died circa
10 August 1368.

1369 1386 Richard Calf (II) OSB Formerly Prior of Down; appointed 19 February;
received temporalities 28 April 1369; died 16 May
1386.
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1386 1394 John Ross OSB Formerly Prior of Down; appointed before 8 November
1386; received temporalities 14 March 1368; died
before September 1394.

1394 1413 John Dongan Translated from Derry 16 September 1394; received
temporalities 26 July 1395; resigned before 28 July
1413.

1413 1442 John Sely John Cely; formerly Prior of Down; appointed 28 July
1413; deprived before November 1442; died before
26 April 1445.

In 1442, the sees of Down and Connor were united by Pope Eugene IV, and John Fossade, who had
been bishop of Connor since 1431, became bishop of the united see of Down and Connor. However,
due to strong opposition three more bishops of Down were appointed.

1445 Ralph Alderle OSA Appointed 26 April 1445, but did not get possession
of the see.

1447 1451 Thomas Pollard OCarth Appointed 21 June; consecrated 27 August 1447;
died before June 1451.

1451 1453 Richard Wolsey OP Appointed 21 June 1451; acted as a suffragan bishop
in the dioceses of Lichfield 1452, Worcester 1465–79,
and Hereford 1479; resigned the see of Down before
August 1453; died after 1479.

On 24 August 1453, Thomas Knight was appointed Bishop of Down and Connor, finally uniting the two
sees.

Source(s):[3][6]
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Down and Connor
Church of Ireland Diocese of Down and Dromore
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Early bishops [edit]

The following list is based on the records of the Chronicle of Edessa (to c.540) and the Chronicle of Zuqnin.

Name of bishop
Start date
or floruit

End date
or death

Notes

Thaddeus (Addai I) c.100 According to Eusebius of Caesarea

Aggai (Maris) c.190 According to Eusebius

Palut c.200
According to Eusebius;
He was a contemporary of Serapion of
Antioch

Barsamya

Conon 304

Sha'ad (Saades)
The Chronicle of Edessa places him
between Conon and Ethalaha

Ethalaha (Aitahalla) 324
The Chronicle of Edessa omits his date of
death;
Abraham became bishop in 346

Abraham (I) 346 361

Barses 361 March 378
Translated by imperial order from Harran
to Edessa

Eulogius 379 Good Friday 387
Said to have been ordained the same year
Theodosius I became emperor

Cyrus I 22 July 396

Silvanus 397 17 October 398

Pakida (Facidas) 23 November 398
"neomenia of the
month of Ab" 409

Diogenes 409 411

Rabbula 411 8 August 435

Ibas 435 1 January 448
The Chronicle of Edessa states he was
deposed 1 January 448 and restored two
years later

Nonnus 21 July 448 450
The Chronicle of Edessa states he left the
see in 450, but was restored to Edessa
after Ibas' death in 457

Ibas (restored) 450 28 October 457

Nonnus (restored) 457 471
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Cyrus II 471 5 June 498 Cyrus convinced Emperor Zeno to close
the School of the Persians in Edessa

Peter 498 10 April 510 Entered Edessa on 12 September

Paul 510 27 July 522 Deposed for monophysitism

Asclepius 23 October 522 27 June 526
Died in Antioch;
Paul had appointed him bishop of Harran

Paul (restored) 8 March 526 30 October 526
Accepted the council of Chalcedon and
restored after Asclepius' death

Andrew 7 February 527 6 December 532

Addi (Addai II) 28 August 533 541
Died after the completion of the Chronicle
of Edessa

Amazonius 553

Thomas

Theodore c.570 600 Perhaps bishop of Bostra (not Edessa)

Jacobite (Syriac) bishops [edit]

These bishops belonged to the Syriac Orthodox Church. During the later period there were also Byzantine rite
bishops alongside them.

Name of bishop
Start date
or floruit

End date
or death

Notes

Jacob Baradeus
(James I)

541 30 July 578

Severus 578 602/603 Stoned to death by Narses

In the first half of the seventh century, the episcopal structure appears to have been disrupted due to war:
   602/603 — Edessa captured by the Persians; recovered by the Romans 604/605
   May 611 — Edessa recaptured by the Persians
   627 — Persians evacuate Edessa as part of treaty
   638 — Edessa surrenders to the Muslim general Yazid

John 609

Ahischema
(Nestorian)

609
A Nestorian imposed by the Persian king
Khosrau II

Paul fl. 624
In exile in Egypt (c.609–619) and Cyprus
(619–629)

Isaiah 628 Sent into exile

Simon I (Simeon I) before 644 649/650
Died in Amida;
Possibly an Orthodox bishop

Cyriacus I 650/651 664/665

Daniel 669

Jacob II (James II) 664/665 709/710
According to some sources, ruled twice:
from c.684 to 688 and again in 708 until
his death on 5 June

Habib 709/710 728/729
Some sources place him between the two
terms of Jacob II

Gabriel 724

Constantine I 728/729
Date of death missing from the Chronicle
of Zuqnin, which extends his episcopate
up to 745

Athanasius Known only from the Chronicle of 846

Timothy (I) ? before 755 754/755

Zacharias the
Stylite ?

754/755 760/7671

Simon II (Simeon II) 761 Retired
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Anastasius 761 Retired

Elijah of Qartnim
(Elijah I)

760/761 after 775

The Chronicle of Zuqnin says that he was
never ordained;
Was apparently still bishop when the
Chronicle of Zuqnin ends (775)

Basil I
Ruled during the patriarchate of Cyriacus
(793–817)

Theodosius I
Ruled during the patriarchate of Cyriacus
(793–817)

Cyril
Ruled during the patriarchate of Dionysius
I (817–845)

Elijah II
Ruled during the patriarchate of Dionysius
I (817–845)

Constantine II
Ruled during the patriarchate of Dionysius
I (817–845)

Theodosius II 825

Cyriacus II
Ruled during the patriarchate of Ignatius II
(878–883)

Theodosius III
Ruled during the patriarchate of Dionysius
II (897–909)

Dioscorus
Ruled during the patriarchate of Dionysius
II (897–909)

Timothy (II)
Ruled during the patriarchate of Dionysius
II (897–909)

Philoxenus I
Ruled during the patriarchate of Basil I
(923–935)

Abraham (II)
Ruled during the patriarchate of John VI
(936–953)

Philoxenus II
Ruled during the patriarchate of John VIII
(1004–1033)

Athanasius I
(Joshua)

Ruled during the patriarchate of Dionysius
IV (1034–1044)

Hayya before 1034 after 1074

Athanasius II
Ruled during the patriarchate of Basil II
(1074–1075)

Basil II
after December
1101

Deposed

Ignatius
after December
1101

Athanasius III 1130

Basil III bar
Soumana

before 1144 after 1166

Athanasius IV c.1169

Basil IV

Abdallah 1444

Ruled during the patriarchate of Ignatius V
(1412–1454);
Entered into communion with the Roman
church at the Council of Florence (1444)

Armenian bishops [edit]

These bishops belonged to the Armenian church. They ruled alongside Jacobite, Byzantine and Latin bishops.

Name of bishop Start date End date Notes
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or death

John before 1144 after 1144 Also called Ananias

Latin archbishops [edit]

In the first half of the twelfth century, during the period of the Crusades and the county of Edessa, there was a
Latin rite archdiocese based in the city. It seems to have displaced the Byzantine bishop, but ruled alongside
the Jacobite and Armenian bishops. From the 13th century on, titular bishops were sometimes appointed.

Resident bishops [edit]

Name of bishop Start date
End date

or death
Notes

Benedict December 1099 after 1104 Consecrated in December 1099

Hugh before 1120 23 December 1144
Killed when Edessa was conquered by the
Turks

Titular bishops [edit]

Name of bishop Start date
End date

or death
Notes

William Freney 1266 after 1286
Visited the Armenian kingdom of Cilicia;
Possibly resident in Edessa

John after 1286

Martin

John David 30 May 1343 Possibly resident in Edessa

No titular bishops appointed for centuries.

Livio Lilio 18 August 1625 22 June 1643 Died in office

Giacinto di Subiano, O.P. 14 November 1644 13 July 1648 Became archbishop of Smyrna

Johann Eberhard
Nidhard, S.J.

16 November 1671 8 August 1672
Became cardinal-priest of San
Bartolomeo all'Isola

Carlo Francesco Airoldi 26 June 1673
before 15 April
1683

Died in office

Thomas Vidoni
27 September
1690

29 October 1708 Became a cardinal

Girolamo Grimaldi 5 October 1712 2 October 1730 Became a cardinal

Giovanni Battista Barni 22 January 1731 9 September 1743 Became a cardinal

Antonio Milón López 5 April 1745 4 June 1762 Died in office

Manuel Ferrer y
Figueredo

27 March 1765 23 June 1777 Became bishop of Zamora

Gregorio Bandi 17 December 1787 10 April 1802 Died in office

Francesco Bertazzoli 24 May 1802 16 May 1823
Became cardinal-priest of Santa Maria
sopra Minerva

Giacinto Placido Zurla,
O.S.B.

13 January 1824 29 October 1834 Died in office

Ignazio Giovanni Cadolini 12 February 1838 30 January 1843 Became archbishop of Ferrara

Patrick Joseph Carew 30 May 1843 2 November 1855 Died in office

Vincenzo Massoni 19 June 1856 3 June 1857 Died in office

Gustav Adolf von
Hohenlohe-Schillingsfürst

13 November 1857 25 June 1866
Became cardinal-priest of Santa Maria
in Traspontina

Giuseppe Cardoni 22 February 1867 8 April 1873 Died in office

Tommaso Michele
Salzano, O.P.

22 December 1873
12 September
1890

Died in office

Filippo Castracane degli 25 September
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Antelminelli 1891 21 August 1899 Died in office

Gennaro Granito
Pignatelli di Belmonte

17 November 1899 30 November 1911
Became cardinal-priest of Santa Maria
degli Angeli e dei Martiri

Tommaso Pio Boggiani,
O.P.

10 January 1912 4 December 1916
Became cardinal-priest of Santi Quirico
e Giulitta

Giovanni Battista
Marenco, S.D.B.

7 January 1917 22 October 1921 Died in office

Mario Giardini, B. 21 November 1921 16 May 1931 Became archbishop of Ancona

Luigi Centoz 28 January 1932 28 October 1969 Died in office
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Eichstätt

Diocese of Eichstätt
Dioecesis Eystettensis

Location
Country  Germany

Ecclesiastical province Bamberg

Statistics
Area 6,025 km2

(2,326 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics (including
non-members)

(as of 2006)
890,000
442,772 (49.7%)

Information
Denomination Catholic

Sui iuris church Latin Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 745

Cathedral Eichstätt Cathedral

Patron saint St. Walburga
St. Willibald

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Gregor Maria Franz
Hanke, O.S.B

Metropolitan
Archbishop

Ludwig Schick

Map

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Eichstatt)

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Roman Catholic Diocese of Eichstätt" – news · newspapers · books ·
scholar · JSTOR (May 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

The Diocese of Eichstätt is a diocese of the Catholic Church in
Bavaria. Its seat is Eichstätt, and it is subordinate to the
archbishop of Bamberg. The diocese was erected in 745; from the
Middle Ages until 1805, it was a state of the Holy Roman Empire.
The current Bishop of Eichstätt is Dr. Gregor Maria Hanke, OSB;
formerly the Abbot of the Benedictine Abbey of Plankstetten, he
was named to the See by Pope Benedict XVI on 14 October 2006,
and he was consecrated at the Cathedral of Eichstätt on 2
December 2006. The diocese covers an area of 6,025 km², with
48,9% (as per 31 Dez. 2006) just under half of the population is
catholic.
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List of bishops [edit]

List of bishops of Eichstätt

History [edit]

The diocese was erected by Saint Boniface in 745; it was
subordinate to the archbishop of Mainz. By the Bavarian
Concordat of 1817, the diocese was reorganized and made
subordinate to the archbishop of Bamberg.

Ordinaries [edit]

Johann von Eych † (1 Oct 1445 Appointed – 1 Jan 1464 Died)
Wilhelm von Reichenau † (16 Jan 1464 Appointed – 9 Nov
1496 Died)
Gabriel von Eyb † (5 Dec 1496 Appointed – 1 Dec 1535 Died)
Christoph Marschalk zu Pappenheim † (14 Dec 1535
Appointed – 13 Jun 1539 Died)
Moritz von Hutten † (26 Jun 1539 Appointed – 6 Dec 1552
Died)
Eberhard von Hirnheim † (22 Dec 1552 Appointed – 4 Jul 1560
Died)
Martin von Schaumberg † (14 Jul 1560 Appointed – 28 Jun
1590 Died)
Kaspar von Seckendorff † (13 Aug 1590 Appointed – 2 Apr
1595 Died)
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Johann Konrad von Gemmingen † (2 Apr 1595 Succeeded – 8
Nov 1612 Died)
Johann Christoph von Westerstetten † (4 Dec 1612 Appointed
– 28 Jul 1637 Died)
Marquard Reichsgraf von Schenk von Castell † (28 Jul 1637
Appointed – 18 Jan 1685 Died)
Johann Euchar Reichsgraf von Schenk von Castell † (13 Mar
1685 Appointed – 6 Mar 1697 Died)
Johann Martin Reichsritter von Eyb † (16 Apr 1697 Appointed
– 6 Dec 1704 Died)
Johann Anton Reichsfreiherr von Knebel von
Katzenellenbogen † (9 Feb 1705 Appointed – 27 Apr 1725
Died)
Franz Ludwig Reichsfreiherr von Schenk von Castell † (3 Jul
1725 Appointed – 19 Sep 1736 Died)
Johann Anton Reichsfreiherr von Freyberg-Hopferau † (5 Dec
1736 Appointed – 30 Apr 1757 Died)
Raymund Anton Graf von Strasoldo † (5 Jul 1757 Appointed – 13 Jan 1781 Died)
Johann Anton Freiherr von Zehmen † (27 Mar 1781 Appointed – 23 Jun 1790 Died)
Joseph Graf von Stubenberg † (21 Sep 1790 Appointed – 5 Feb 1818 Appointed, Archbishop of Bamberg)
Petrus Pustet † (4 Mar 1824 Appointed – 24 Apr 1825 Died)
Johann Friedrich Oesterreicher † (12 May 1825 Appointed – 31 Jan 1835 Died)
Johann Martin Manl † (25 Mar 1835 Appointed – 15 Oct 1835 Died)
Karl August Graf von Reisach † (19 Apr 1836 Appointed – 12 Jul 1841 Appointed, Coadjutor Archbishop of
München und Freising)
Georg von Oettl † (3 Oct 1846 Appointed – 6 Feb 1866 Died)
Franz Leopold Freiherr von Leonrod † (13 Nov 1866 Appointed – 5 Sep 1905 Died)
Johannes Leo von Mergel, O.S.B. † (5 Oct 1905 Appointed – 20 Jun 1932 Died)
Konrad von Preysing † (9 Sep 1932 Appointed – 5 Jul 1935 Appointed, Bishop of Berlin)
Michael Rackl † (4 Nov 1935 Appointed – 5 May 1948 Died)
Joseph Schröffer † (23 Jul 1948 Appointed – 2 Jan 1968 Appointed, Titular Archbishop of Volturnum)
Alois Brems † (28 May 1968 Appointed – 1 Jun 1983 Retired)
Karl Heinrich Braun (17 Apr 1984 Appointed – 25 Mar 1995 Appointed, Archbishop of Bamberg)
Walter Mixa (24 Feb 1996 Appointed – 16 Jul 2005 Appointed, Bishop of Augsburg)
Gregor Maria Franz Hanke, O.S.B. (14 Oct 2006 Appointed – )
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(in German) Official site
"Eichstätt" . Catholic Encyclopedia. Retrieved 2007-02-18.
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Bishop of Emly
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Emily)

The Bishop of Emly (Irish: Imleach Iubhair; Latin: Imilicensis) was a separate episcopal title which took its
name after the village of Emly in County Tipperary, Republic of Ireland. In both the Church of Ireland and the
Roman Catholic Church, it has been united with other sees.
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History [edit]

The monastery in Emly was founded by Saint Ailbe in the 6th century.[1] After his death there was a succession
of abbots of Emly, a few of whom were also consecrated as bishops.[1] In 1118, the Diocese of Emly became
one of the twenty-four dioceses established at the Synod of Ráth Breasail. The diocese's boundaries were
formally set out by the Synod of Kells in 1152, and consisted of a small portion of west County Tipperary, east
County Limerick and southeast County Clare.[2]

After the Reformation in Ireland there were parallel apostolic successions: one of the Church of Ireland and the
other of the Roman Catholic Church.

In the Church of Ireland, the see of Emly was united to the archepiscopal see of Cashel by an Act of Parliament
in 1568.[3] Under the Church Temporalities (Ireland) Act 1833, the bishopric of Waterford and Lismore was
united to the archbishopric of Cashel and Emly on 14 August 1833.[4][5] On the death of Archbishop Laurence in
1838, the archepiscopal see lost its metropolitan status and became the bishopric of Cashel and Waterford.[6]

Through reorganisation in the Church of Ireland in 1976, the bishopric of Emly was transferred to the bishopric
of Limerick and Killaloe.[7][8]

In the Roman Catholic Church, the see of Emly had an unsettled history from the mid 16th to the early 18th
century. During that period, there were only three bishops and one vicar apostolic appointed, one of whom was
executed. In 1695, James Stritch was nominated to be bishop, but is doubtful if he took possession of the see.
The rest of the time there were long periods the see was vacant or administered by the archbishops of Cashel.
On 10 May 1718, Pope Clement XI decreed the union of the sees of Cashel and Emly.[9][10]

Pre-Reformation bishops [edit]

For abbots and early monastic bishops, see Abbot of Emly.

Pre-Reformation Bishops of Emly

From Until Incumbent Notes

unknown 1114 Diarmait Ua Flainn Chua Also Abbot of Emly. Died in office.

before
1152

unknown Gilla in Choimded Ua
hArdmaíl

Known in Latin as Deicola. Present at the Synod of
Kells in March 1152. Died in office.

unknown 1163 Máel Ísa Ua Laigenáin,
O.Cist.

Died in office.

before
1172

1173 Ua Meic Stia Became bishop before 1172. Died in office.

before 1197 Ragnall Ua Flainn Chua Also known as Reginald O'Flanua. He was bishop
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1192 when Emly Cathedral was burnt down in 1192. Died in
office.

before
1205

after
1209

M. The bishop's name is unknown just by the initial letter
"M.", which may stand for Máel Ísu. There is also
mention in a document, dated 1302, of Isaac Ua
hAnmchada (anglicised: Isaac O'Hanmy) as an early
13th century bishop of Emly.

c.1209 1211 (William) Canon of Emly. Elected circa 1209, but annulled by
Pope Innocent III on 5 January 1211.

1212 1227 Henry, O.Cist. Formerly Abbot of Bindon, England. Elected and
consecrated in 1212. During his episcopate, he
obtained from King John the privilege for the town of
Emly to hold fairs and markets. Died in office before 13
July 1227.

1228 1236 John Collingham Formerly Chancellor of Emly Cathedral. Elected bishop
before 13 July 1228 and confirmed by Pope Gregory IX
in that year. Consecrated before 25 June 1228 and
received the temporalities after 25 June 1230. Died in
office before 14 June 1236.

1238 (Daniel) Prior of the Hospital of St John, Dublin. Elected before
April and received the temporalities after 8 April 1238,
but did not get possession of the see.

1238 1249 Christianus Elected before 18 October 1238. Died in office before 12
December 1249.

1251 1265 Gilbertus Also known as Gilbert O'Doverty. Formerly Dean of
Emly. Elected bishop before 12 October 1251 and
received the temporalities on that date. Died in office on
9 October 1265.

1266 (Laurentius 'of Dunlak) Precentor of Emly. Elected before 30 March 1266, but
was never consecrated.

1266 1272 Florentius Ó hAirt Formerly a canon of Emly. Elected and confirmed
bishop before 17 April 1266 and received the
temporalities after that date. Consecrated circa
Whitsuntide 1266. Died in office on 18 January 1272.

1272 1275 Matthaeus Mac Gormáin Also known as Matthew MacGormain. Formerly
Archdeacon of Emly. Elected and confirmed after 3 April
and received the temporalities on 18 June 1272. Died in
office on 24 March 1275.

1275 1281 David Ó Cossaig. O.Cist Formerly Abbot of Holy Cross Abbey, Tipperary. Elected
before 24 June and received the temporalities on 2
August 1275. Died in office on 11 June 1281.

1286 1306 William de Clifford Appointed on 1 October 1286. Died in office before 10
August 1306.

1306 1309 Thomas Cantock Elected before 3 September 1306 and received the
temporalities on that date. Also Lord Chancellor of
Ireland (1292–1294 and 1306–1308). Died in office on
4 February 1309.

1309 1335 William Roughead Elected before 14 May 1309 and received the
temporalities on that date. Died in office on 15 June
1335.

1335 1356 Richard le Walleys Also recorded as Thomas Walsh. Elected before 16
August 1335 and received the temporalities on that
date. Died in office before 15 March 1356.

1356 1362 John Esmond Formerly Bishop of Ferns. Appointed Bishop of Emly on
11 January 1353, but did not get possession. Appointed
again on 28 February 1356 and received the
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temporalities on 27 April 1356. Died in office on 4 April
1362.

1362 1363 David Penlyn Also recorded as David Foynlyn. Formerly a canon of
Emly. Appointed bishop on 4 July 1362 and
consecrated before June 1363. Died in office.

1363 1405 William Formerly Archdeacon of Emly. Appointed bishop on 7
June and received the temporalities 11 October 1363.
Died in office before December 1405.

1405 1421 Nicholas Ball Translated from Ardfert & Aghadoe on 2 December
1405. Died in office in April 1421.

1421 (John Rishberry, O.E.S.A.) Appointed on 21 April 1421, but the papal bulls were not
expedited.

1422 1425 Robert Windell, O.F.M. Appointed on 14 January 1423. Acted as a suffragan
bishop in the English dioceses of Norwich (1424),
Worcester (1433), and Salisbury (1435–41). Deprived of
the see in 1425 and died in 1441.

1425 1444 Thomas de Burgh, O.S.A. Also recorded as Thomas de Burgo. Formerly a canon
regular of Clare Abbey. Appointed on 19 December
1425 and consecrated after 23 February 1428. Died in
office in September 1444.

1429 (Robert Portland, O.F.M.) Appointed on 5 March 1429, but did not take effect. Later
appointed titular bishop of Tiberias in 1444 and acted
as a suffragan bishop in the English diocese of
Worcester (1456).

1444 1448 Cornelius Ó Cuinnlis, O.F.M. Appointed on 11 September 1444 and consecrated
before 16 January 1445. Translated to Clonfert on 30
August 1448.

1448 1449 Conchobair Ó Maolalaidh,
O.F.M.

Translated from Clonfert on 30 August 1448. Afterwards
translated to Elphin on 20 October 1448.

1449 1475 William Ó hEidheáin Also recorded as William O Hetigan. Translated from
Elphin on 20 October 1449. Died in office after February
1475.

1476 1494 Pilib Ó Cathail Appointed on 1 December and consecrated after 9
January 1476. Died in office before November 1494.

1494 1498 Donatus Mac Briain Appointed on 10 November 1494. Resigned before April
1498. Later acted as a suffragan bishop of the
Worcester (1500).

1498 1505 Cinnéidigh Mac Briain Also recorded as Carolus. Formerly a canon of Emly.
Appointed bishop on 30 April 1498. Died in office before
October 1505.

1505 1542 Thomas O'Hurley Also known as Tomás Ó hUrthaile. Appointed on 6
October 1505 and consecrated circa 1507. Swore the
Oath of Supremacy at Clonmel early in 1539.[11] Died in
office in 1542.

Sources:[7][12][13][14][15]

Post-Reformation bishops [edit]

Church of Ireland succession [edit]

Church of Ireland Bishops of Emly

From Until Incumbent Notes

1543 1553 Angus O'Hernan Also recorded as Aeneas. Nominated by King Henry VIII
on 6 October 1542 and appointed by letters patent on 6
April 1543. Died in office in 1553.
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1553 1562 Raymond Burke [A] Also recorded as Raymond de Burgh and Raymond de
Burgo. Appointed by Holy See on 20 October 1550 or 19
January 1551. Presumably recognised by the crown in
the reign of Queen Mary I. In a letter of 12 October 1561,
the papal legate Fr David Wolfe SJ described all the
bishops in Munster as 'adherents of the Queen'.[16]

Died in office on 23 or 28 July 1562.

1562 1568 See vacant

1568 1838 See part of the Anglican archbishopric of Cashel

1838 1976 See part of the Anglican bishopric of Cashel and Waterford

since 1976 See part of the Anglican bishopric of Limerick and Killaloe

Sources:[7][17][18][19][20]

Catholic succession [edit]

Catholic Bishops of Emly

From Until Incumbent Notes

1542 1550–
1551

See vacant

1550–
1551

1562 Raymond Burke, O.F.M. [B] Also known as Raymond de Burgh and Raymond de
Burgo. Appointed on 20 October 1550 or 19 January
1551. Died in office on 23 or 28 July 1562.

1562 1567 See vacant

1567 1586 Maurice MacBrien Also recorded as Maurice O'Brien. Appointed on 24
January 1567 and consecrated on 7 October 1671. Died
in office in 1586.

1586 1620 See vacant There is no record of vicars apostolic during this period,
and was perhaps administered by the archbishops of
Cashel.

1620 1646 Maurice Hurley Also recorded as Maurice O'Hurley. Appointed on 1 June
1620 and consecrated on 7 September 1623. Died in
office in September 1646.

1647 1651 Bl. Terence Albert O'Brien,
O.P.

Appointed coadjutor bishop (with rights of succession)
on 11 March 1647, the Holy See not knowing Bishop
O'Hurley had already died. O'Brien was consecrated on
2 April 1648. He was executed on 26 November 1651
and was Beatified on 27 September 1992.

1651 1657 See vacant

1657 1669 (William Burgat) Appointed vicar apostolic of the see of Emly by a papal
brief on 17 April 1657, and re-appointed on 24
November 1665. Became Archbishop of Cashel on 11
January 1669.

1669 2015 See administered by the Roman Catholic archbishops of Cashel

1695 (James Stritch) Nominated by the Propaganda Fide on 3 or 30 August
1695. There is no record of his consecration, and is
doubtful he ever took possession the see.

from 2015 The see became part of the new Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Cashel and Emly

Sources:[10][21][22][23][24]

Notes [edit]
A B Raymond Burke was bishop of both successions when they were reunited during the reign of Queen Mary I.
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Metropolis of Ephesus

The tomb of Apostle John in the
ruins of Ephesus.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Ephesus)

The Metropolis of Ephesus (Greek: Μητρόπολις Εφέσου) was an ecclesiastical territory (metropolis) of the
Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople in western Asia Minor, modern Turkey. Christianity was introduced
already in the city of Ephesus in the 1st century AD by Paul the Apostle. The local Christian community
comprised one of the seven churches of Asia mentioned at the Book of Revelation, written by John the Apostle.
The metropolis remained active until 1922-1923.
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History [edit]

Early Christianity [edit]

There had been a Jewish community at Ephesus for over three hundred
years when Paul the Apostle visited Ephesus around 53 AD. Paul set
out on his third missionary journey in 54 AD.[1] He spent three months
teaching in a synagogue in an effort to bring the Jews to accept union
with the gentiles in Christianity, but without success. For the next two
years he stayed in Ephesus seeking to convert Hellenized Jews and
gentiles, and appears to have made many converts.[2]

The Apostle John (4 BC - 100 AD) was traditionally said to have come to
Ephesus during the period when Agrippa I (37-44) was suppressing the
church of Jerusalem. There are records of John being arrested by the
Emperor Domitian (reigned 81 -96 AD). He was released late in his life
and returned to Ephesus, where it is thought that he wrote his Gospel.[3] Tradition says that the Virgin Mary
lived in Ephesus near to John.[4] Apollos, a Jew from Alexandria who was a disciple of John the Baptist, arrived
in Ephesus and met with Aquila and Priscilla.[1]

Christian canon identifies the Epistle to the Ephesians as a letter to the church in Ephesus, and John mentions
the church as one of the seven churches of Asia in the Book of Revelation. In Revelation (2:1–3), the church's
perseverance, scrutiny toward alleged apostles and hatred of the Nicolatians are lauded, but the church is said
to have "left its first love," to which Revelation calls on it to return.

Based on these traditions, it is generally believed that the city hosted a significant Christian community already
from the 1st and 2nd centuries. Ephesus associated with the life of several saints of that era, such as the Philip
the Evangelist, brother of the Apostle Barnabas, Hermione, Aristobulus, Paul of Thebes, Adauctus and his
daughter, Callisthene. It is also thought that Mary Magdalene also lived there. Moreover, according to the
Christian tradition, the first bishop of Ephesus was Apostle Timothy, student of the Apostle Paul.[5]

Until the 4th century AD, Christianity and Paganism co-existed in the city, but Christianity became the dominant
religion in Ephesus in the course of time. This is mainly evident from the conversion of religious monuments, the
increased use of Christian symbols, as well as the destruction of various pagan places of worship. The apostle
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Seal of an anonymous proedros of the
Metropolis of Ephesus, with St. John the
Theologian on the obverse, 11th/12th century

John has his grave in Ephesus.[5]

Late antiquity [edit]

After the First Council of Nicaea (325) and the organization of the ecclesiastical administration in the Roman
provinces, Ephesus became the see of a metropolis, with the new metropolitan elected by the bishops of his
province.[5] The early organization of the Church paralleled that of the Roman state, and as Ephesus was the
most important city of the province of Asia, its bishops became "Metropolitans of Asia", a title that remained in
use long after the province itself had ceased to exist.[6]

Based on the importance of their see, the metropolitans of Ephesus claimed a regional authority far beyond the
borders of its own ecclesiastical province, encompassing most of Asia Minor,[7] but this ambition was challenged
by the rise of the Patriarchate of Constantinople, a process cemented by one of the canons of the Second
Ecumenical Council of 381 AD that gave the bishop of Constantinople precedence over all other bishops other
than the bishop of Rome.[8] Although Ephesian ambitions were backed by Constantinople's rival, the
Patriarchate of Alexandria, at the Council of Chalcedon in 451 its claims suffered a decisive blow. The bishop of
neighbouring Smyrna, who had been subordinate to Ephesus and its major local rival for pre-eminence in the
province of Asia, became an autocephalous archbishop, while Ephesus itself was demoted to second rank
mong the sees subject to Constantinople, after Caesarea in Cappadocia. These were major setbacks, which the
award of the title of "Exarch of the Diocese of Asia" to the metropolitans of Ephesus could not ameliorate.[9]

In the 5th century, the metropolis was involved in various ecclesiastical disputes. The First Council of Ephesus
was held in 431 AD, and the Second Council of Ephesus, sometimes called the "Robber Council", was held in
449 AD.[10] Cyril, Patriarch of Alexandria presided at the First Council, which was called by the Emperor
Theodosius II to resolve the Nestorian controversy. Memnon, the Bishop of Ephesos, supported Cyril in
condemning the archbishop of Constantinople, Nestorius, for heresy. The trial was held hastily, before the
eastern supporters of Nestorius could arrive. When the eastern delegation led by John of Antioch arrived they
were scandalized at what had happened and held their own trial. They found Cyril and Memnon guilty and
imprisoned them, drawing a stern rebuke from the Emperor.[11] Cyril bribed government officials to regain his
position. Two years later, John and Cyril came to a mutual agreement which temporarily resolved the dispute,
until Pope Dioscorus I of Alexandria, the Champion of Orthodoxy, convened the Second Council of Ephesus.

In 475 the Miaphysite Patriarch of Alexandria, Timothy (457-477), supported by Emperor Basiliscus (475-476),
restored the Miaphysite Paul as Metropolitan of Ephesus during the council convened in Ephesus, which dealt
with the issue of accepting the Miaphysite circular of Basiliscus. Patriarch Akakios of Constantinople (472-489)
refused to accept these decisions and forced the Emperor to annul them. The bishops of the Diocese of Asia
had to renounce the decisions of that council, while the metropolitan of Ephesus, Paul, was deposed during the
reign of Emperor Zeno.[5]

Among the most important metropolitans of 6th-century Ephesus were Hypatius (c. 530) and John. The former
launched a campaign against Monophysitism and closely cooperated with Emperor Justinian I (527-565) on
various ecclesiastical issues. On the other hand, the Miaphysite metropolitan John was a significant missionary,
who preached in the city of Ephesus as well as in the nearby valley of the Meander River and Sardis. By
permission of Emperor Justinian I he converted about 80,000 pagans to Christianity.[5]

Middle and late Byzantine period [edit]

Ephesus continued to play an active role in various ecclesiastical disputes during the medieval period. When
the Byzantine Iconoclasm dispute broke out (8th century), metropolitan Theodosius was an ardent advocate
against the icons. However, a number of local clergymen refused to implement the official policy which
condemned the worship of icons. This resulted in drastic measures by the state, including intervention of the
army, under the general Michael Lachanodrakon, and massive expulsions of monks.[5]

In the following centuries the metropolis maintained its power in the
ecclesiastical hierarchy. In the Notitiae Episcopatuum of the middle
and late Byzantine period, Ephesus continued to rank second, after
Caesarea, among the metropoleis of the Patriarchate of
Constantinople. In the second half of the 9th century, after the
promotion of the autocephalous archbishopric of Smyrna to a
separate metropolis, Ephesus lost control over three bishoprics:
Phocaea, Magnesia ad Sipylum and Clazomenae, which came
under the newly created metropolis.[5] In the first half of the 11th
century, the stylite Saint Lazaros lived on a column in the wilds of
Mount Galesios, a few kilometers to the north of the city. The metropolitan paid little attention to the saint, and
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Greek-Orthodox metropoleis in Asia Minor, c. 1880.

was often suspicious or outright hostile to him.[12]

When the Emperor Michael VII Doukas was deposed in 1078, he was made bishop of Ephesus. After two years
the city was captured by the Seljuk Turks, and he returned to Constantinople where he lived the remainder of
his life.[13] During the years after the fall of Constantinople to the Fourth Crusade (1204), the metropolis was
part of the Empire of Nicaea. The Patriarchate of Constantinople was transferred to Nicaea at this time and this
led to increased prestige for the metropolitans of Ephesus.[5]

The Emperor of Nicaea, Theodore I Laskaris (1207/8-1222), married a Latin princess and in 1219 initiated
negotiations over uniting the churches.[14] The then Metropolitan of Ephesus, Nicholas Mesarites, was one of
the main opponents to this policy. He was also very influential in the election of the Ecumenical Patriarchs. The
local metropolitans were also involved in the Arsenite dispute, which concerned the issues raised after the
deposition of Patriarch Arsenios in 1259.[5]

Towards the end of the Laskarid dynasty's rule the church of Ephesus seems to have been wealthy. The
metropolitan Nicephorus came to Nicaea in 1260 with a large amount of money and was elected as patriarch,
although he died soon after.[15]

Ottoman period [edit]

Michael Louloudes was the last metropolitan of
Ephesus before the Turks conquered the city in
October 1304 or 1305. He escaped to Crete. The
Turks converted the church of Saint John the
Evangelist into a mosque. Despite this, due to its
ancient prominence the Greek Orthodox Church
hierarchy made extraordinary efforts to keep the see
in existence. A new metropolitan, Matthew, was not
elected until 1329, and it took ten years of fruitless
attempts and bribery of the local emirs before he
could actually take up residence in his see. After
arriving in Ephesus he had to deal with the hostility
of the new rulers, while all churches were already converted to mosques. Matthew was finally allowed to use a
small chapel as his new cathedral.[16] In 1368 the Ecumenical Patriarch issued a pronouncement uniting the
metropolitan of Pyrgion with Ephesus "forever"; the document notes that the metropolitan of Ephesus had not
been able for the previous three years to re-enter his church due to local hostility.[17] But even this union did
not prevent the metropolitan from further decline, and by 1387 the small community could not support even a
small priest; as a result, the metropolitan was granted the sees of Pergamum, Clazomenae, and New
Phocaea.[18]

Similar difficulties were also faced by the 15th-century metropolitan Mark of Ephesus.[16][a]

As a result of the Ottoman conquest and subsequent introduction of Islam in the region in the 14th century, the
local Christian element declined dramatically. This had a negative impact on the ecclesiastical administration,
since conversions of the indigenous population—often by force—were on a large scale.[16]

During the 16th century, the see of the metropolis moved to Teira (modern Tire), while probably during the late
17th century it was transferred to Magnesia ad Sipylum (modern Manisa). From the 17th century, as a result of
the increase of the Greek Orthodox element in Anatolia, a number of new metropoleis were created and
consequently the area of the Metropolis of Ephesus was reduced. Nevertheless, the jurisdiction of the diocese
of Ephesus still included a vast area in western Anatolia and was divided into three metropolitan districts:
Magnesia, Kordelio and Kydonies (modern Ayvalik).[16]

In 1821, during the massacre that broke out in Constantinople, as a retaliation of the Greek War of
Independence, the metropolitan bishop of Ephesus, Dionysios, was among the Greek Orthodox upper clergy
that was executed by the Ottoman authorities.[20]

At the beginning of the 20th century the area of the metropolis was further reduced with the creation of
additional metropoleis, like that of Kydonies (1908) and Pergamon (1922). Most of the diocese became part of
the Greek-controlled Smyrna Occupation Zone in 1919. However, due to the developments of the Greco-
Turkish War of 1919–1922 the local Orthodox element evacuated the region in the Greek-Turkish population
exchange.[21]

Known bishops [edit]

St Timothy the first bishop of Ephesus
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The future Chrysostomos II of
Athens was the last metropolitan of
Ephesus, ordained in 1922

Ruins of the Basilica of Saint John

Onesimus the second bishop of Ephesus.
seven of Onesimus relatives
Gaius of Ephesus
Polycrates of Ephesus fl. 130-196
Apollonius of Ephesus fl. 220
Heraclides, bishop of Ephesus fl. 403
Memnon fl. 440
Bassianus (bishop) c. 444
Stephen of Ephesus (448-51), attendee of the Council of Chalcedon
and first recorded source of the seven sleepers of Ephesus.
Paul, Miaphysite Bishop of Ephesus 475
John of Ephesus fl. 507-588
Hypatius (c. 530)
Theodosius III c. 729-745
Theodosius of Ephesus fl. 754
Gregorius of Ephesus fl. 914-927
Theodore of Ephesus (r. 1014–1018/1019)
Kyriakos of Ephesus (r. 1018/1019(?)–1037)
Michael VII Doukas c. 1080
Nicholas Mesarites c. 1207
Nicephorus 1260
Joseph II of Constantinople fl. 1393
Mark of Ephesus c. 1395-1438
Dionysios of Ephesus 1821
Anthimus VI of Constantinople 1837
Chrysostomos II of Athens 1922

Monuments of worship [edit]

Past monuments [edit]

In Ephesus and the surrounding area a considerable number of
monasteries were founded most probably already from the early
Byzantine period. Later, in the 11th century, a new monastic community
was created north of the city, which consisted of several monasteries,
known as Mount Galesios. Among these monasteries, three were
founded by Osios Lazaros: the Monastery of Saint Saviour, the
Theotokos and of the Resurrection.[5]

According to Christian traditions, Ephesus was the burial place of
several Christian saints and martyrs. Saint Timothy was martyred on
Pion Hill, today's Panayır dağ. Others said to be buried there include Philip the Evangelist, Saint Hermione,
Mary Magdalene, Paul of Thebes, Aristobulus and the martyrs Adauctus and his daughter Callisthene.
However, no monuments related with any of the above saints, have been excavated yet in Panayır dağ.
According to a 12th-century account, the pilgrims could worship the relics of 300 holy persons, like that of Saint
Alexander and Mary Magdalene. Another significant pilgrim site was the cave of the Seven Sleeping Children.
Due to the holiness of the place, several notables during the medieval period, expressed their will to be buried
near the cave. During this period, a complex of chapels, mausoleums and tombs was erected next to the site.[5]

Surviving monuments [edit]

The Church of Saint John the Evangelist, was probably erected during the 2nd or 3rd century and was the most
important pilgrim place in Ephesus. It was built on his tomb, on the site of an earlier shrine. In the 6th century
Emperor Justinian I provided the expenses for the construction of a three-aisled basilica on the same place.
Tradition conveys that the church, apart from personal objects of John, also contained the stone on which
Jesus' body was rinsed after the Deposition from the cross.[5]

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Mark Eugenikos (c. 1394-1445), or Mark of Ephesus, was Metropolitan of Ephesus. He was a member of the
Greek delegation at the Council of Ferrara-Florence to discuss reunion in 1438-1439. Mark was the main
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spokesman for the Orthodox delegates, was strongly opposed to any compromise with the Roman Catholics, and
did much to prevent to union from taking place.[19]
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Bishop of Ferns

Bishop of Ferns
BISHOPRIC
CATHOLIC

Coat of arms

Incumbent:
Denis Brennan

Since 23 April 2006
Style Your grace

Location
Country Republic of Ireland

Information
First holder Ceallach Ua Colmáin

Established Early 12th century

Cathedral St. Aidan's Cathedral, Enniscorthy

Website
ferns.ie

Christianity portal

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Bishop of Ferns (Irish: Easpag Fhearna)[1] is an episcopal
title which takes its name after the village of Ferns in County
Wexford, Ireland. In the Roman Catholic Church it remains a
separate title, but in the Church of Ireland it has been united with
other bishoprics.

Contents [hide]
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3.1 Church of Ireland succession
3.2 Roman Catholic succession

4 Notes
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History [edit]

The diocese of Ferns was one of the twenty-four dioceses
established at the Synod of Rathbreasail in 1111. It comprised
roughly with the ancient territory of the Uí Cheinnselaig with the
bishop's seat (cathedra) located at Ferns Cathedral. During the
later medieval period the church at New Ross enjoyed quasi-
cathedral status.[2][3]

Following the Reformation, there are parallel apostolic
successions. In the Church of Ireland, Ferns was united with
Leighlin in 1597 to form the bishopric of Ferns and Leighlin.[4][5]

In the Roman Catholic Church, the bishopric of Ferns continues as
a separate title.[6][7] The current Incumbent is the Most Reverend Denis Brennan,
Bishop of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Ferns, who was appointed by the Holy See
on 1 March 2006 and was ordained bishop on 23 April 2006.[8]

Pre-Reformation bishops [edit]

List of pre-Reformation Bishops of Ferns [2][3]

From Until Incumbent Notes

unknown 1117 Ceallach Ua Colmáin Died in office

unknown 1125 Máel Eoin Ua Dúnacaín May have been bishop of Ferns or Leighlin, but was
called bishop of Uí Chennselaig in the Annals of the
Four Masters; died in office at Leighlin

fl. 1161–
62

1182 Joseph Ua h-Áeda Known to be bishop around 1160 and 1161; died in
office

c.1186 1223 Ailbe Ua Maíl Mhuaidh,
O.Cist.

Formerly Abbot of Baltinglass; elected bishop circa
1186; acted as a suffragan bishop in the diocese of
Winchester in 1201 and 1214; died 1 January 1223;
also known as Albinus, Albin O'Mooley and Alpin
O'Moelmhuaidh

1223 1253 John of St John Formerly Treasurer of Limerick; elected before 6 July
1223 and consecrated before 2 April 1224; died before
October 1253
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1254 1258 Geoffrey of St John Formerly Treasurer of Limerick; elected before March
1254; received possession of the temporalities after 16
March 1254; died before May 1258; he was possibly
brother to the previous bishop

1258 1282 High of Lamport Formerly Treasurer of Ferns Cathedral; elected before
11 July 1258; received possession of the temporalities
27 September 1258; died 15 May 1282

1282 1304 Richard of Northampton Formerly a Canon of Killaloe; elected 28 July 1282;
received possession of the temporalities 13 October
1282; consecrated in 1283; died 13 January 1304 and
buried in Ferns Cathedral

1304 Simon of Evesham Elected after 12 March 1304; consecrated 22 June
1304; died 1 September 1304

1305 1311 Robert Walrand Elected after 14 February 1305; consecrated after 13
April 1305; died 17 November 1311

1312 1346 Adam of Northampton Elected before 14 March 1312; received possession of
the temporalities 14 March 1312; consecrated 18 June
1312; died 29 October 1346

1347 Hugh of Saltu Formerly a Canon of St Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin;
elected before 10 March and consecrated 8 April 1347,
but was deprived of the see later in the same year; also
known as Hugh of Leixlip

1347 1348 Geoffrey Grandfield,
O.E.S.A.

Appointed 5 March and consecrated at Avignon in June
1347; received possession of the temporalities 15
November 1347; died of the plague 22 October 1348;
also known as Geoffrey Grosseld

1349 John Esmond Elected and consecrated in 1349, but did not get
possession of the see due to a prior papal reservation;
deprived in the same year; later successively appointed
Bishop of Emly on 28 February 1356

1350 1362 William Carnells, O.P. Appointed 19 April and consecrated 1350; received
possession of the temporalities 15 October 1350; also
was Lord High Treasurer of Ireland; died in July 1362

1363 1400 Thomas Dene Formerly Archdeacon of Ferns; appointed bishop before
15 April and consecrated 18 June 1363; received
possession of the temporalities the 27 August 1363;
died 27 August 1400

1400 1415 Patrick Barrett, O.S.A. Formerly a Canon of Kells Priory; appointed 10
December 1400 and consecrated in the same month;
received possession of the temporalities the 11 April
1401; also was Lord Chancellor of Ireland; died 10
November 1415

1418 1457 Robert Whittey Formerly Precentor of Ferns Cathedral; appointed 16
February 1418; resigned 5 October 1457; died 1458

1451 Tadgh O'Beirn, O.S.A. Appointed 8 October 1451, but did not take effect

1457 1479 John Purcell I Appointed 4 October 1457; died before October 1479

1479 1503 Laurence Neville Formerly a Canon of Ferns; appointed 26 October 1479
and received possession of the temporalities 20 May
1480; died 1503

1505 1509 Edmund Comerford Formerly Dean of Kilkenny; consecrated at Ferns
Cathedral in 1505; died 15 April 1509

1510 1519 Nicholas Comyn Appointed bishop before 20 January 1510 and
consecrated at St Paul's Cathedral, London on that
date; translated to Waterford and Lismore in 1519

1519 1539 John Purcell II Appointed 13 April and consecrated at Rome 6 May
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1519; died 20 July 1539

Post-Reformation bishops [edit]

Church of Ireland succession [edit]

List of Church of Ireland Bishops of Ferns [4][5]

From Until Incumbent Notes

1539 1566 Alexander Devereux [A] Last Abbot of Dunbrody; elected bishop by the dean and
chapter in 1539 and confirmed by King Henry VIII;
consecrated at St Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin 14
December 1539; died in Fethard-on-Sea before 19
August 1566

1566 1578 John Devereux Dean of Ferns; nominated 10 October and appointed by
letters patent 19 October 1566; died in 1578 and was
buried at St Mary's Church in Wexford

1579 (James Proctor) Appointed by letters patent 11 April 1579, but died
before consecration

1579 1582 See vacant

1582 1597 Hugh Allen Translated from Down and Connor; appointed by letters
patent 24 May 1582; became Bishop of Ferns and
Leighlin when the two dioceses where united in 1597.

In 1597, the Church of Ireland see became part of the united bishopric of Ferns and Leighlin

Roman Catholic succession [edit]

List of Roman Catholic Bishops of Ferns [6][7][9]

From Until Incumbent Notes

1539 1541 See vacant

1541 Bernard Ó Dónaill, O.F.M Appointed 30 March 1541; translated to Elphin 3 June
1541

1541 1542 Gabriel de S. Serio, O.S.B. Translated from Elphin 3 June 1541; died 5 May 1542

unknown 1566 Alexander Devereux [B] Appointed by King Henry VIII in 1539, but was not
deprived in the reign of Queen Mary I; died in Fethard-
on-Sea before 19 August 1566

1566 1582 See vacant

1582 1587 Peter Power Appointed 27 April 1582; died 1587

1587 1607 See vacant

1607 unknown Daniel Drihin Appointed vicar apostolic by papal brief 17 November
1607

1624 1636 John Roche (bishop) Appointed 29 April 1624; died 9 April 1636

1636 1645 See vacant

1645 1678 Nicolas Franch Appointed 6 February and consecrated 23 November
1645; also appointed auxiliary bishop of Santiago de
Compostela 1652–1666, Paris 1666–1668, and Ghent
1668–1678; died 23 August 1678

1678 1683/84 See vacant

1683/84 1691/92 Luke Wadding Appointed coadjutor bishop of Ferns on 26 August
1671, but declined the post later that year; consecrated
bishop of Ferns in 1683 (or 1684); died 1691 (or 1692)

1691/92 1697 See vacant

1697 1709 Michael Rossiter Appointed 1 July 1697; possibly died 1709

1709 1728 John Verdon Appointed 14 September 1709; died circa 1728

1729 1744 Ambrose Ó Ceallacháin, Appointed 26 September 1729; died 8 August 1744
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1745 1786 Nicholas Sweetman Appointed 25 January 1745; died 19 October 1786

1786 1814 James Caulfield Appointed coadjutor bishop 26 February and
consecrated 7 July 1782; succeeded 19 October 1786;
died 14 January 1814

1814 1819 Patrick Ryan Appointed coadjutor bishop 2 October 1804 and
consecrated 2 February 1805; succeeded 14 January
1814; died 9 March 1819

1819 1849 James Keatinge Appointed coadjutor bishop 6 December 1818;
succeeded 9 March and consecrated 21 March 1819;
died 7 September 1849

1849 1856 Myles Murphy Appointed 19 November 1849 and consecrated 10
March 1850; died 13 August 1856

1857 1875 Thomas Furlong Appointed 9 January and consecrated 22 March 1857;
died 12 November 1875

1876 1884 Michael Warren Appointed 13 or 14 March and consecrated 7 May 1876;
resigned 22 April 1884; died 22 April 1885

1884 1917 James Browne Appointed 6 or 8 July and consecrated 14 September
1884; died 21 June 1917

1917 1938 William Codd Appointed 7 December 1917 and consecrated 25
February 1918; died 12 March 1938

1938 1963 James Staunton Appointed 10 December 1938 and consecrated 5
February 1939; died 26 or 27 June 1963

1964 1983 Donald J. Herlihy Appointed 30 October and consecrated 15 November
1964; died 2 April 1983

1984 2002 Brendan Oliver Comiskey,
SS.CC.

Formerly auxiliary bishop of Dublin 1979–1984;
appointed bishop of Ferns 4 or 11 April 1984; resigned
6 April 2002

2006 present Denis Brennan Appointed 1 March and consecrated 23 April 2006.[8]

Notes [edit]
A B Alexander Devereux was bishop of both successions.

References [edit]
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Fossombrone
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Fossombrone)

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Roman Catholic Diocese of Fossombrone" – news · newspapers ·
books · scholar · JSTOR (October 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this template
message)

The Italian Catholic diocese of Fossombrone existed in the province of Pesaro and Urbino until 1986, when it
was united into the diocese of Fano-Fossombrone-Cagli-Pergola. It was a suffragan of the archdiocese of
Urbino.[1][2]
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4.2.1 Acknowledgment

History [edit]

Fossombrone was included in the Donation of Pepin, but remained subject to the Duchy of Spoleto until 1198,
when it passed under papal rule. It was then held in fief of the Holy See by different families: by the house of
Este (1210–28), the Malatesta (1340-1445), the Montefeltro of Urbino, 1445-1631); from 1500 to 1503 it
acknowledged the rule of Cesare Borgia.

Christianity was introduced there, according to Ferdinando Ughelli, by Felicianus of Foligno. The martyrologies
mention several martyrs: Aquilinus, Geminus, Gelasius, Magnus and Donata, also a bishop, Timothy, and his
daughter (4 February). The first bishop of certain date is Innocent,[3] present at the synods of Pope
Symmachus (504).

Bishops [edit]

Diocese of Fossombrone [edit]

Erected: 5th Century
Latin Name: Forosemproniensis
Metropolitan: Diocese of Urbino

Fulcuinus (Fulcinus) (1076–1086),[4] present at the Council of Salona as legate of Pope Gregory VII to
receive the oath of fidelity to the Holy See from Demetrius Zvonimir, King of Croatia and Dalmatia;
St. Aldebrando Faberi[5] (1119), who died at the age of 118 years;
Riccardo (date uncertain, attested in 1243);[6]

Addo Ravieri (1379), poet and littérateur;
Gabriele Benveduto (1434–1449 Died)
Agostino Lanfranchi (bishop) (1449–1469 Died)
Gerolamo Santucci (1469–1494 Died)
Paolo Da Middelburg[7] (1494–1534 Died)
Giovanni Guidiccioni (bishop)[8] (1534–1541 Died)
Niccolò Ardinghelli (1541–1547 Resigned) Cardinal
Lodovico Ardinghelli (Luigi Ardinghelli)(1547–1569 Died)
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Alessandro Mazza[9] (1569–1575 Resigned)[10]

Orazio Montegranelli (1577–1579 Died)
Ottavio Accoramboni (1579–1610 Resigned)
Giovanni Canauli (Cannuli)[11] (1610–1612 Resigned)
Lorenzo Landi (1612–1627 Died)[12]

Benedetto Landi (1628–1632 Resigned)
Giovanni Battista Landi (1633–1647 Died)
Giambattista Zeccadoro (1648–1696 Died)
Lorenzo Fabri, O.F.M. Conv. (1697–1709 Died)
Carlo Palma (1709–1718 Died)
Eustachio Palma (1718–1754 Died)
Apollinare Peruzzini, O.E.S.A. (1755–1774 Died)[13]

Rocco Maria Barsanti, C.R.M. (1775–1779 Appointed, Bishop of Pesaro)
Felice Paoli (1779–1800 Appointed, Bishop of Recanati e Loreto)
Stefano Bellini (1800–1807 Appointed, Bishop of Recanati e Loreto)
Giulio Maria Alvisini (Aloisini)[14] (1808–1823 Died)
Luigi Ugolini (1824–1850 Died)
Filippo Fratellini (1851–1884 Died)
Alessio Maria Biffoli, O.S.M. (1884–1892 Died)
Vincenzo Franceschini (1892–1896 Appointed, Bishop of Fano)
Dionisio Alessandri (1896–1904 Died)
Achille Quadrozzi (1904–1913 Died)
Pasquale Righetti (1914–1926 Appointed, Bishop of Savona e Noli)
Amedeo Polidori (1931–1961 Retired)
Vittorio Cecchi (1961–1973 Resigned)
Costanzo Micci (1973–1985 Died)
Mario Cecchini (1986–1986 Appointed, Bishop of Fano-Fossombrone-Cagli-Pergola)

30 September 1986: United with the Diocese of Cagli e Pergola and the Diocese of Fano to form the Diocese of
Fano-Fossombrone-Cagli-Pergola

Notes [edit]

1. ^ "Diocese of Fossombrone"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved February 29, 2016
2. ^ "Diocese of Fossombrone"  GCatholic.org. Gabriel Chow. Retrieved February 29, 2016
3. ^ Gams, p. 698.
4. ^ Gams, p. 698.
5. ^ Ridolfo Maria da Fossombrone (1705). Vita di Santo Aldebrando già Vescovo della città di Fossombrone, etc

(in Italian). Fano: Francesco Gaudenzii.
6. ^ Eubel, I, p. 254.
7. ^ Of German origin and a skilful mathematician, Middelburg was author of a work on the computation of Easter.

Eubel, II, p. 156.
8. ^ Giovanni Guidiccioni (1782). Le rime di monsignor Giovanni Guidiccioni vescovo di Fossombrone  (in Italian).

Nizza: presso la Societa' Tipografica. pp. 6–10.
9. ^ Mazza's uncle was the prolific Servite author, Dionigi Bussotti of Florence, who became General of his Order.

Giulio Negri (1722). Istoria degli scrittori fiorentini  (in Italian). Ferrara: Bernardino Pomatelli. p. 148 .
10. ^ Eubel, III, p. 198, with note 7.
11. ^ Cannuli held doctorates in theology and philosophy. He was a familiaris of Cardinal Scipione Borghese. He was

consecrated bishop in Rome on 22 August 1610 by Cardinal Michelangelo Tonti. Gauchat, IV, p. 190, with note 2.
12. ^ "Bishop Lorenzo Landi"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved November 24, 2016
13. ^ Peruzzini was born in Fossombrone. He became Master of Theology (1745), lectured in philosophy and theology

in the houses of his Order, was Prior, and Consultor of the Holy Office. He was consecrated in Rome by Cardinal
Giorgio Doria on 31 March 1755. Ritzler, VI, p. 218, with note 2.

14. ^ Alvisini had been internuncio in Russia. Umberto Benigni, "Fossombrone (Forum Sempronii) ." The Catholic
Encyclopedia. Vol. 6. New York: Robert Appleton Company, 1909, retrieved: 2016-10-12.
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Bishop of Gloucester

Bishop of Gloucester
BISHOPRIC
ANGLICAN

Arms of the Bishop of Gloucester: Azure, two
keys addorsed in saltire the wards upwards

or[1]

Incumbent:
Rachel Treweek

Location
Ecclesiastical
province

Canterbury

Residence Bishopscourt,
Gloucester

Information
First holder John Wakeman

Established 1541

Diocese Gloucester

Cathedral Gloucester Cathedral

Christianity portal

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Bishop of Gloucester is the ordinary of the Church of
England Diocese of Gloucester in the Province of Canterbury.

The diocese covers the County of Gloucestershire and part of the
County of Worcestershire. The see's centre of governance is the
City of Gloucester where the bishop's chair (cathedra) is located in
the Cathedral Church of the Holy and Indivisible Trinity.

The bishop's residence is Bishopscourt, Gloucester; very near the
Cathedral.[2]

The office has been in existence since the foundation of the see in
1541 under King Henry VIII from part of the Diocese of Worcester.
On 5 August 2014, Martyn Snow, the suffragan Bishop of
Tewkesbury, became acting Bishop of Gloucester.[3]

On 26 March 2015, it was announced that Rachel Treweek was to
become the next Bishop of Gloucester (and the first woman to
serve as a diocesan bishop in the Church of England);[4] she
legally became the Bishop of Gloucester with the confirmation of
her election on 15 June 2015.[5]
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List of bishops [edit]

Chronological list of the bishops of the Diocese of Gloucester.

(Dates in italics indicate de facto continuation of office)

Bishops of Gloucester

From Until Incumbent Notes

1541 1549  
John Wakeman

Previously last Abbot of Tewkesbury.

1550 1554  

John Hooper
Also Bishop of Worcester (1550–1554);
deprived of both sees.

1554 1558  
James Brooks

Died in office.

1558 1562 See vacant

1562 1579  
Richard Cheyney

Formerly a Prebendary of Westminster Abbey.
Also held Bristol in commendam (1562–1579);
died in office.

1579 1581 See vacant
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1581 1598  
John Bullingham

Also Bishop of Bristol (1581–1589).

1598 1604  
Godfrey

Goldsborough

Formerly a Prebendary of Worcester.

1604 1607  
Thomas Ravis

Formerly Dean of Queen's College, Oxford;
elected 4 March 1604; translated to London.

1607 1610  
Henry Parry

Formerly Dean of Chester; translated to
Worcester.

1610 1612  
Giles Thomson

Formerly Dean of Windsor; consecrated 9 June
1611; died in office.

1612 1624  

Miles Smith
Formerly a Canon-resident of Hereford.

1625 1646  
Godfrey Goodman

Formerly Dean of Rochester; sequestrated
1640 and formally deprived 1646; converted to
Roman Catholicism and died in Rome in 1655.

1646 1660 See was abolished during the Commonwealth and the Protectorate.[6][7]

1660 1672  
William Nicholson

Formerly Archdeacon of Brecon.

1672 1681  
John Pritchett

Formerly Vicar of St Giles, Cripplegate.

1681 1690  
Robert Frampton

Formerly Dean of Gloucester; deprived in 1690.

1691 1714  
Edward Fowler

Formerly a Prebendary of Gloucester; died in
office.

1715 1722  
Richard Willis

Formerly Dean of Lincoln; translated to
Salisbury.

1722 1731  
Joseph Wilcocks

Formerly a Prebendary of Westminster;
translated to Rochester.

1731 1733  
Elias Sydall

Translated from St David's.

1734 1752  
Martin Benson

Formerly a Prebendary of Durham.

1752 1759  
James Johnson

Formerly a Canon-resident of St Paul's,
London.

1759 1779  
William Warburton

Formerly Dean of Bristol and preacher of
Lincoln's Inn.

1779 1781 Translated from St David's; translated to Ely.
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The Hon.

 
James

Yorke

1781 1789  
Samuel Hallifax

Translated to St Asaph.

1789 1802  
Richard Beadon

Formerly Archdeacon of London; translated to
Bath & Wells.

1802 1815  

George

Huntingford

Formerly Warden of Winchester College;
translated to Hereford.

1815 1824  
Henry Ryder

Translated to Lichfield & Coventry.

1824 1830  

Christopher

Bethell

Translated to Exeter.

1830 1836  
James Henry

Monk

Translated to Gloucester and Bristol.

Bishops of Gloucester and Bristol
Merged as a single see and diocese, 1836–1897

From Until Incumbent Notes

1836 1856  
James Henry

Monk

Translated from Gloucester; died in office.

1856 1861  
Charles Baring

Translated to Durham.

1861 1863  

William Thomson

Previously Dean of Queen's College, Oxford;
translated to York.

1863 1897  

Charles Ellicott

Previously Dean of Exeter; translated to
Gloucester.

Bishops of Gloucester

From Until Incumbent Notes

1897 1905  

Charles Ellicott

Hitherto Bishop of Gloucester & Bristol.

1905 1923
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Edgar Gibson1923 1945  

Arthur Headlam

1946 1953  
Clifford Woodward

Translated from Bristol.

1954 1962  
Wilfred Askwith

KCMG

Translated from Blackburn.

1962 1975  
Basil Guy

Translated from Bedford.

1975 1992  
John Yates

Translated from Whitby.

1992 1993  
Peter Ball

 
CGA

Translated from Lewes.

1993 2003  
David Bentley

Translated from Lynn.

2004 2014  
Michael Perham

Formerly Dean of Derby.

2014 2015 Martyn Snow
Bishop of Tewkesbury

Acting diocesan bishop, as suffragan Bishop of
Tewkesbury.[3]

2015 incumbent  

Rachel Treweek

[4]Election confirmed 15 June 2015.[5]

Source(s):[8][9][10]

Assistant bishops [edit]

Among those who have served as assistant bishops in the diocese were:

1892–?: Samuel Marsden (also Assistant Bishop of Bristol after 1897), former Bishop of Bathurst[11]

1929 – 1954 (d.): James Palmer, former Bishop in Bombay[12]

1955–1956 (res.): Ronald O'Ferrall, Rector of Cranham; former Bishop in Madagascar and Assistant Bishop
of Derby[13]
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Grenoble-Vienne

Diocese of Grenoble–Vienne-les-
Allobroges

Dioecesis Gratianopolitana–
Viennensis Allobrogum

Diocèse de Grenoble–Vienne-les-
Allobroges

Grenoble Cathedral

Location
Country  France

Metropolitan Lyon

Archdeaconries Archdiocese of Lyon

Statistics
Area 7,467 km2

(2,883 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics (including
non-members)

(as of 2013)
1,197,000
787,000 (65.7%)

Information
Denomination Roman Catholic

Sui iuris church Latin Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 4th Century

Cathedral Grenoble Cathedral

Patron saint Notre-Dame de
l'Assomption

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Grenoble)

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Roman Catholic Diocese of Grenoble-Vienne" – news · newspapers ·
books · scholar · JSTOR (December 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this
template message)

The Roman Catholic Diocese of Grenoble–Vienne-les-
Allobroges (Latin: Diocesis Gratianopolitana–Viennensis
Allobrogum; French: Diocèse de Grenoble–Vienne-les-Allobroges)
is a diocese of the Latin Rite of the Roman Catholic Church in
south-eastern France. The diocese, erected in the 4th century as
the Diocese of Grenoble, comprises the department of Isère and
the former canton of Villeurbanne (Rhône), in the Region of
Rhône-Alpes. In 2006, the name was changed from the diocese of
Grenoble to the diocese of Grenoble–Vienne. The current bishop
is Guy André Marie de Kérimel, appointed on June 10, 2006.

Before the French Revolution it was a suffragan diocese of the
Archbishopric of Vienne and included the deanery or see at
Savoy, which in 1779, was made a bishopric in its own right, with
the episcopal seat at Chambéry.

By the Concordat of 1801, the bishop of Grenoble was made a
suffragan of the Archdiocese of Lyon. Thirteen archipresbyterates
of the former Archdiocese of Vienne were affiliated to the Diocese
of Grenoble, and there were annexed to it some parishes from the
then Diocese of Belley (now Diocese of Belley-Ars), the Diocese of
Gap, the Archdiocese of Lyon, and the Diocese of Valence.
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6.1 Acknowledgment

Bishops [edit]

Main article: List of bishops of Grenoble

Some historically important bishops of Grenoble were:

Saint Domninus, the first Bishop of Grenoble known to history,
attended the Council of Aquileia in 381.
Saint Ceratus (441–452), celebrated in legend for his
controversies against Arianism
Saint Ferreolus (at the end of the seventh century), who,
according to tradition, was killed by a pagan while preaching
Saint Hugh of Grenoble (1080–1132), noted for his zeal in
carrying out Pope Gregory VII's orders concerning reform and
for his opposition to the Bishop of Vienne, later Pope Callixtus II
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Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Guy de Kerimel

Metropolitan Archbishop Cardinal Philippe
Barbarin

Map

Website
Website of the Diocese

Pierre Scarron (1621–1667), who, with the co-operation of
many religious orders, restored Catholicism in Dauphiné
Étienne Le Camus (1671–1707), organizer of charitable loan
associations
Jean de Caulet (1726–1771), who brought about general
acceptance of the Bull Unigenitus, whose collection of books
was the nucleus of the public library of the city, and during
whose episcopate Bridaine, the preacher, after delivering a
sermon on almsgiving went through the streets of the city with
wagons and was unable to gather all the donations of linen,
furniture and clothing that were offered.

History [edit]

The Benedictines and Augustinians founded at an early date
numerous priories in the diocese, that of Vizille dating from 994,
but during St. Hugh's episcopal administration, monastic life
attained a fuller development. The chapter-abbey of Saint-Martin
de Miséré, whence originated many Augustinian priories, and the
school of the priory of Villard Benoît at Pontcharra, were important
during twelfth and thirteenth centuries. But the peculiar monastic foundation of Dauphiné, contemporaneous
with St. Hugh's regime, was that of the Carthusians under St. Bruno of Cologne in 1084. The Frères du Saint-
Esprit, who during the Middle Ages were scattered broadcast through the Diocese of Grenoble, did much to
inculcate among the people habits of mutual assistance.

The two sojourns at Grenoble in 1598 and 1600 respectively by Cotton, the Jesuit, later confessor to Henry IV
of France, were prolific of some notable conversions from Protestantism; in memory of this the Constable de
Lesdiguières, himself a convert in 1622, favoured the founding at Grenoble of a celebrated Jesuit house. In
1651 a college was established in connexion with the residence, and here Vaucanson, the well-known
mechanician, studied. In 1700 the institution included theological courses in its curriculum.

From the first half of the thirteenth century the French branch of the Waldenses had its chief seat in Dauphiné,
from which country emanated Guillaume Farel, the most captivating preacher of the French Reformation. Pierre
de Sébiville, an apostate Franciscan friar, introduced Protestantism into Grenoble in 1522. The diocese was
sorely tried by the wars of religion, especially in 1562, when the cruel Baron des Andrets acted as the Prince de
Condé's lieutenant-general in Dauphiné.

Pope Pius VI, when taken a prisoner to France, spent two days at Grenoble in 1799. Pius VII, in turn was kept in
close confinement in the prefecture of Grenoble from 21 July until 2 August 1808, Bishop Simon not being
permitted even to visit him.

The following saints may be mentioned as natives of what constitutes the present Diocese of Grenoble: St.
Amatus, the anchorite (sixth century), founder of the Abbey of Remiremont, and St. Peter, Archbishop of
Tarantaise (1102–1174), a Cistercian, born in the ancient Archdiocese of Vienne. Moreover, it was in the
chapel of the superior ecclesiastical seminary of Grenoble that J.-B. Vianney, the future Curé of Ars, was
ordained a priest, 13 August 1815. The Bishopric of Grenoble is in possession of an almost complete account
of the pastoral visits made between 1339 and 1970, a palæographical record perhaps unique of its kind in
France.

The principal places of pilgrimage in the present Diocese of Grenoble are: Notre-Dame de Parménie, near
Rivers, re-established in the seventeenth century at the instance of a shepherdess; Notre-Dame de l'Osier, at
Vinay, which dates from 1649, and Our Lady of La Salette, which owes its origin to the apparition of the Virgin,
19 September 1846, to Maximin Giraud and Mélanie Calvat, the devotion to Notre-Dame de la Salette being
authorized by Bishop Bruillard, 1 May 1852.

Before the enforcement of the law of 1901 there were in the Diocese of Grenoble Assumptionists, Olivétans,
Capuchins, Regular Canons of the Immaculate Conception, Oblates of Mary Immaculate, Fathers of Holy Ghost
and the Holy Heart of Mary, Brothers of the Cross of Jesus, Brothers of the Holy Family, Brothers of the
Christian Schools and Brothers of the Sacred Heart. The diocesan congregations of women were: the Sisters of
Our Lady of the Holy Rosary, devoted to hospital work and teaching, and founded by Cathiard, who, after
having been an officer under Napoleon, died Archpriest of Pont de Beauvoisin; the Sisters of Providence of
Corenc, founded in 1841, devoted to hospital duty and teaching (mother-house at St. Marcellin), and the
Sisters of Our Lady of the Cross, likewise devoted to hospital and educational work, founded in 1832 (mother-
house at Murinais).
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Bishop of Hexham

Hexham Abbey was founded in 674 AD,
the present building dates mainly from about
1170–1250.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the ancient English bishops. For the modern Roman Catholic bishops, see Bishop of
Hexham and Newcastle.

The Bishop of Hexham was an episcopal title which took its name
after the market town of Hexham in Northumberland, England. The
title was first used by the Anglo-Saxons in the 7th and 9th
centuries, and then by the Roman Catholic Church since the 19th
century.
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Anglo-Saxon bishops [edit]

The first Diocese of Lindisfarne was merged into the Diocese of York in 664. York diocese was then divided in
678 by Archbishop Theodore of Canterbury, forming a bishopric for the country between the Rivers Aln and
Tees, with a seat at Hexham. This gradually and erratically merged back into the bishopric of Lindisfarne.
Eleven bishops of Hexham followed St. Eata, of which six were saints.

No successor was appointed in 821, the condition of the country being too unsettled. A period of disorder
followed the Danish devastations, after which Hexham monastery was reconstituted in 1113 as a priory of Austin
Canons, which flourished until its dissolution under Henry VIII. Meantime the bishopric had been merged in that
of Lindisfarne, which latter see was removed to Chester-le-Street in 883, and thence to Durham in 995.

Anglo-Saxon Bishops of Hexham

From Until Incumbent Notes

678 c. 681 St. Eata Translated to Lindisfarne circa 681.[1]

681 684 Trumbert Deposed in 684.

684 685 St. Cuthbert Elected in 684. Translated to Lindisfarne in
685.[2]

685 685 or
686

St. Eata (returned) Died in office in 685 or 686.

687 706 St. John of Beverley Became bishop in August 687. Translated to
York in 706.[3]

706 709 St. Wilfrid Translated from Leicester in 706. Died in office
in 709.

709 731 St. Acca Deprived or expelled in 731. Died on 20 October
737 or 740.[4]

734 766 St. Frithubeorht Became bishop on 8 September 734. Died in
office on 766.

767 780 or
781

St. Eahlmund Became bishop on 24 April 767. Died in office
on 7 September 780 or 781.

780 or
781

789 Tilbeorht Became bishop on 2 October, possibly in 780 or
781. Died in office in 789.

789 797 Æthelberht Translated from Whithorn in 789. Died in office
on 16 October 797.
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797 800 Heardred Became bishop on 29 October 797. Died in
office in 800.

800 813 Eanbehrt Died in office in 813.

813 821 Tidfrith Died in office in 821.

After the death of the last bishop of Hexham and a period of unrest, the see merged to the bishopric of
Lindisfarne.

Source(s):[5]
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Further information: Bishop of Hexham and Newcastle
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List of Bishops of Hildesheim

Coat-of-arms of the Diocese
and Prince-Bishopric of Hildesheim

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Hildesheim)

This list records the incumbents of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Hildesheim (German: Bistum Hildesheim).
Between 1235 and 1803 the bishops simultaneously officiating as rulers of princely rank (prince-bishop) in the
Prince-Bishopric of Hildesheim (German: Hochstift Hildesheim), a state of imperial immediacy within the Holy
Roman Empire. Hildesheim is the seat of the bishops and the cathedral chapter.
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Titles of the incumbents of the Hildesheim See [edit]

Between 1235 and 1803 the elected and papally confirmed bishops of the
Hildesheim See were additionally imperially invested princely power as
prince-bishops. In 1235 part of the Hildesheim diocesan territory, the
episcopal and capitular temporalities (Stift) were disentangled from the Duchy of Brunswick and Lunenburg and
became an own territory of imperial immediacy called Prince-Bishopric of Brunswick and Lunenburg (German:
Hochstift Hildesheim), a vassal of the Holy Roman Empire. The prince-bishopric was an elective monarchy, with
the monarch being the respective bishop usually elected by the Hildesheim Cathedral chapter and confirmed by
the Holy See, or exceptionally only appointed by the Holy See. Papally confirmed bishops were then invested by
the emperor with the princely regalia, thus the title prince-bishop. However, sometimes the respective incumbent
of the see never gained a papal confirmation as bishop (lacking canonical qualification; e.g. Ferdinand of
Bavaria and Frederick of Denmark), but was still invested the princely regalia. The respective incumbents of the
see bore the following titles:

The respective incumbents of the see bore the following titles:

Bishop of Hildesheim from 815 to 1235
Prince-bishop of Hildesheim from 1235 to 1803
Bishop of Hildesheim since 1803

Bishops of Hildesheim till 1235 [edit]

This is the list of bishops of the Diocese of Hildesheim

Name From To Remarks

Gunthar 815 834

Rembert 834 835

Ebbo 835 847 Archbishop of Reims 816–835

Altfrid 847 874

Ludolf 874 874

Marquard 874 880
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Wigbert 880 908

Waldbert 908 919

Sehard 919 928

Diethard 928 954

Otwin 954 984

Osdag 985 989

Gerdag 990 992

Bernward 993 1022

Godehard 1022 1038

Thietmar 1038 1044

Azelin 1044 1054

Hezilo 1054 1079

Udo of Gleichen-
Rheinhausen

1079 1114

Bruning 1115 1119
canonically irregular, not consecrated but imperially
invested

Berthold I of Alvensleben 1119 1130

Bernard I 1130 1153

Bruno 1153 1161

Herrmann of Wennerde 1162 1170

Adelog of Dorstadt 1171 1190

Berno 1190 1194

Conrad I of Querfurt 1194 1199 Prince-Bishop of Würzburg 1198–1202

Heribert of Dahlem 1199 1216

Siegfried I of Lichtenberg 1216 1221

Conrad II of Reifenberg 1221 1246

Prince-Bishops of Hildesheim between 1235 and 1803 [edit]

This is the list of Prince-Bishops of Diocese and Prince-Bishopric of Hildesheim

Name From To Remarks

Conrad II of Reifenberg 1221 1246
imperially recognised as bishop of princely rank
in 1235
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Henry I of Rusteberg 1247 1257

John I of Brakel 1257 1260

Otto I of Braunschweig-
Lüneburg

1260 1279

Siegfried II of Querfurt 1279 1310

Heinrich II of Woldenberg 1310 1318

Otto II of Woldenberg 1318 1331

Henry III of Brunswick and
Lunenburg

1331 1363

Erich I of Schauenburg 1332 1349

Johann II Schadland 1363 1365

Bishop of Culm 1359–1363; 
Prince-Bishop of Worms 1365–1370; 
Prince-Bishop of Augsburg 1371–1372; 
Administrator of the Prince-Bishopric of
Constance 1371–1372

Gerhard of Berg 1365 1398 Prince-Bishop of Verden 1363–1365

John III of Hoya 1398 1424 Prince-Bishop of Paderborn 1394–1399

Magnus of Saxe-Lauenburg 1424 1452 Prince-Bishop of Cammin 1410–1424

Bernhard III of Brunschwick
and Lunenburg

1452 1458 Prince of Lunenburg 1457–1464

Ernst I of Schauenburg 1458 1471

Henning of Haus 1471 1481

Berthold II of Landsberg 1481 1502 Prince-Bishop of Verden 1470–1502

Eric II of Saxe-Lauenburg 1503 1504 Prince-Bishop of Münster 1508–1522

John IV of Saxe-Lauenburg 1504 1527

Balthasar Merklin 1527 1531 Prince-Bishop of Constance 1530–1531

Otto III of Schauenburg 1531 1537
Count of Schauenburg and Holstein-Pinneberg
1544–1576

Valentin of Teutleben 1537 1551

Frederick of Denmark 1551 1556
not consecrated for being Lutheran; also Bishop
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of Schleswig 1551–1556

Burkhard of Oberg 1557 1573

Ernest II of Bavaria 1573 1612

Prince-Bishop of Freising 1566–1612; 
Prince-Bishop of Liège 1581–1612; 
Prince-Abbot of Stablo-Malmedy 1581–1612; 
Elector- Archbishop of Cologne 1583–1612; 
Prince-Bishop of Münster 1584–1612

Ferdinand of Bavaria 1612 1650

Administrator only, due to lack of canonical
qualification; 
Administrator of the Berchtesgaden Provostry
1594–1650; 
Elector of Cologne and Administrator of the
Archdiocese of Cologne 1612–1650; 
Administrator of the Prince-Bishopric of Liège
1612–1650; 
Administrator of the Prince-Bishopric of Münster
1612–1650; 
Administrator of the Imperial Abbey of Stablo-
Malmedy 1612–1650; 
Administrator of the Prince-Bishopric of
Paderborn 1618–1650

Maximilian Henry of Bavaria 1650 1688

Elector- Archbishop of Cologne 1650–1688; 
Prince-Bishop of Liège 1650–1688; 
Prince-Provost of Berchtesgaden 1650–1688; 
Prince-Abbot of Stablo-Malmedy 1657; 
Prince-Bishop of Münster 1683–1688

Jobst Edmund of Brabeck 1688 1702

Joseph Clemens of Bavaria 1702 1723

Prince-Bishop of Regensburg 1685–1716; 
Elector- Archbishop of Cologne 1688–1723; 
Prince-Bishop of Freising 1685–1694; 
Prince-Bishop of Liège 1694–1723; 
Prince-Provost of Berchtesgaden 1688–1723

Clemens August of Bavaria 1723 1761

Prince-Bishop of Regensburg 1716–1719; 
Elector- Archbishop of Cologne 1723–1761; 
Prince-Bishop of Münster 1719–1761; 
Prince-Bishop of Paderborn 1719–1761; 
Prince-Bishop of Osnabrück 1728–1761

Sede vacante 1761 1763

Friedrich Wilhelm of
Westphalia

1763 1789 Prince-Bishop of Paderborn 1782–1789

Franz Egon of Fürstenberg 1789 1825 Prince-Bishop of Paderborn 1789–1803
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Bishops of Hildesheim since 1803 [edit]

This is the list of Bishops of the Diocese of Hildesheim

Name From To Remarks

Franz Egon of Fürstenberg 1789 1825 Bishop of Paderborn 1789–1825

Karl of Gruben 1825 1829 administrator

Gotthard Joseph Osthaus 1829 1835

Franz Ferdinand Friedrich Fritz 1836 1840

Jakob Joseph Wandt 1842 1849

Eduard Jakob Wedekin 1850 1870 Administrator of Osnabrück 1855–1857

Daniel Wilhelm Sommerwerck 1871 1905

Adolf Bertram 1906 1914 Archbishop of Breslau 1914–1945

Joseph Ernst 1915 1928

Nikolaus Bares 1929 1934 Bishop of Berlin 1933–1935

Joseph Godehard Machens 1934 1956
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v · t · e

Heinrich Maria Janssen 1957 1983

Josef Homeyer 1983 2004

Sede vacante 2004 2006

Norbert Trelle 2006 2017

Heiner Wilmer 2018  

Auxiliary bishops [edit]

Johann Christiani von Schleppegrell, O.S.A. (7 Jun 1428 to 8 Oct 1468)[1]

Johann Anguli Wilkelmann, O.F.M. (28 November 1436)
Johannes Tideln, O.P. (7 Feb 1477 to 28 Jul 1501)[2]

Ludwig von Siegen (bishop), O.F.M. (20 May 1502 to 13 Feb 1508)[3]

Balthasar Fannemann (Waneman) (26 Aug 1540 to 8 Oct 1561)
Nikolaus Arresdorf, O.F.M. Conv. (23 Nov 1592 to 28 Mar 1620)
Johannes Pelking (Pelcking), O.F.M. Conv. (16 Dec 1619 to 28 Dec 1642)
Adam Adami, O.S.B. (16 Dec 1652 to 19 Feb 1663)
Johann Heinrich von Anethan (6 Jul 1665 to 13 Nov 1676)
Friedrich von Tietzen-Schlütter (12 Dec 1677 to 4 Nov 1696)
Maximilian Heinrich von Weichs zu Rösberg (1 Oct 1703 to 20 Sep 1723)
Ernst Friedrich von Twickel (27 Sep 1724 to 17 Jan 1734)
Johann Wilhelm von Twickel (27 Jun 1735 to 10 Sep 1757)
Ludwig Hatteisen, O.S.B. (2 Oct 1758 to 3 Apr 1771)
Johannes Bydolek (10 Sep 1949 to 18 Oct 1957)
Heinrich Pachowiak (27 May 1958 to 24 Aug 1992)
Adolf Kindermann (11 Jul 1966 to 23 Oct 1974)
Heinrich Machens (24 Mar 1976 to 11 Feb 1994)
Hans-Georg Koitz 24 Aug 1992 to 4 Dec 2010)
Nikolaus Schwerdtfeger (19 Jun 1995 -)
Heinz-Günter Bongartz (4 Dec 2010 -)
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Augustine of Hippo

Saint
Augustine of Hippo
Bishop of Hippo Regius

The Triumph of Saint Augustine painted by
Claudio Coello, circa. 1664

Bishop
Doctor of the Church

Born 13 November 354 AD
Thagaste, Numidia Cirtensis,
Western Roman Empire
(modern-day Souk Ahras,
Algeria)

Died 28 August 430 AD (age 75)
Hippo Regius, Numidia
Cirtensis, Western Roman
Empire
(modern-day Annaba, Algeria)

Resting
place

Pavia, Italy

Venerated in All Christian denominations
which venerate saints

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Major shrine San Pietro in Ciel d'Oro, Pavia,
Italy

Feast 28 August (Latin Church,
Western Christianity)
15 June (Eastern Christianity)
4 November (Assyrian)

Augustine of Hippo

Portrait by Philippe de Champaigne, 17th
century

Born Aurelius Augustinus

Nationality Roman African

Notable work Confessions
On Christian Doctrine
On the Trinity
City of God

Era Ancient philosophy
Medieval philosophy

Region Western philosophy

School Augustinianism

Notable
students

Paul Orosius[17]

Main interests Anthropology
Biblical criticism
Epistemology
Ethics
Metaphysics
Pedagogy
Philosophy of religion
Theodicy
Theology

Notable ideas Filioque[1]

Original sin
Free will

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Hippo)

"Augustine", "Saint Augustine", and "Augustinus" redirect here. For other uses, see Augustine (disambiguation), Saint Augustine (disambiguation), and Augustinus (disambiguation).

Augustine of Hippo (/ɔːˈɡʌstɪn/; Latin: Aurelius Augustinus Hipponensis; 13 November 354 – 28 August 430 AD[20]), also known as Saint Augustine,
was a theologian, philosopher, and the bishop of Hippo Regius in Numidia, Roman North Africa. His writings influenced the development of Western
philosophy and Western Christianity, and he is viewed as one of the most important Church Fathers of the Latin Church in the Patristic Period. His many
important works include The City of God, On Christian Doctrine, and Confessions.

According to his contemporary, Jerome, Augustine "established anew the ancient Faith".[a] In his youth he was drawn to the major Persian religion,
Manichaeism, and later to Neoplatonism. After his conversion to Christianity and baptism in 386, Augustine developed his own approach to philosophy
and theology, accommodating a variety of methods and perspectives.[21] Believing the grace of Christ was indispensable to human freedom, he helped
formulate the doctrine of original sin and made significant contributions to the development of just war theory. When the Western Roman Empire began
to disintegrate, Augustine imagined the Church as a spiritual City of God, distinct from the material Earthly City.[22] His thoughts profoundly influenced
the medieval worldview. The segment of the Church that adhered to the concept of the Trinity as defined by the Council of Nicaea and the Council of
Constantinople[23] closely identified with Augustine's On the Trinity.

Augustine is recognized as a saint in the Catholic Church, the Eastern Orthodox Church, and the Anglican Communion. He is also a preeminent Catholic
Doctor of the Church and the patron of the Augustinians. His memorial is celebrated on 28 August, the day of his death. Augustine is the patron saint of
brewers, printers, theologians, and a number of cities and dioceses.[24] Many Protestants, especially Calvinists and Lutherans, consider him one of the
theological fathers of the Protestant Reformation due to his teachings on salvation and divine grace.[25][26][27] Protestant Reformers generally, and
Martin Luther in particular, held Augustine in preeminence among early Church Fathers. Luther was, from 1505 to 1521, a member of the Order of the
Augustinian Eremites.

In the East, his teachings are more disputed and were notably attacked by John Romanides.[28] But other theologians and figures of the Eastern
Orthodox Church have shown significant approbation of his writings, chiefly Georges Florovsky.[29] The most controversial doctrine associated with him,
the filioque,[30] was rejected by the Orthodox Church.[31] Other disputed teachings include his views on original sin, the doctrine of grace, and
predestination.[30] Nevertheless, though considered to be mistaken on some points, he is still considered a saint and has influenced some Eastern
Church Fathers, most notably Gregory Palamas.[32] In the Orthodox Church his feast day is celebrated on 15 June.[30][33] Historian Diarmaid MacCulloch
has written: "Augustine's impact on Western Christian thought can hardly be overstated; only his beloved example Paul of Tarsus, has been more
influential, and Westerners have generally seen Paul through Augustine's eyes."[34]
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Life [edit]

Background [edit]

Augustine of Hippo (/ɔːˈɡʌstɪn/,[20] /əˈɡʌstɪn/,[35] or /ˈɔːɡʌstɪn/;[36] Latin: Aurelius Augustinus Hipponensis;[b] 13 November 354 – 28 August 430 AD), also
known as Saint Augustine or Saint Austin,[38] is known by various cognomens throughout the many denominations of the Christian world, including
Blessed Augustine and the Doctor of Grace[18] (Latin: Doctor gratiae).

Hippo Regius, where Augustine was the bishop, was in modern-day Annaba, Algeria.[39][40]

Childhood and education [edit]

Augustine was born in 354 AD in the municipium of Thagaste (now Souk Ahras, Algeria) in the Roman province of Numidia.[41][42][43][44][45] His mother,
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Monica or Monnica,[c] was a devout Christian; his father Patricius was a pagan who converted to Christianity on his deathbed.[46] He had a brother
named Navigius and a sister whose name is lost but is conventionally remembered as Perpetua.[47]

Scholars generally agree Augustine and his family were Berbers, an ethnic group indigenous to North Africa,[48][49][50] but were heavily Romanized,
speaking only Latin at home as a matter of pride and dignity.[48] In his writings, Augustine leaves some information as to the consciousness of his African
heritage. For example, he refers to Apuleius as "the most notorious of us Africans,"[48][51] to Ponticianus as "a country man of ours, insofar as being
African,"[48][52] and to Faustus of Mileve as "an African Gentleman".[48][53]

Augustine's family name, Aurelius, suggests his father's ancestors were freedmen of the gens Aurelia given full Roman citizenship by the Edict of
Caracalla in 212. Augustine's family had been Roman, from a legal standpoint, for at least a century when he was born.[54] It is assumed his mother,
Monica, was of Berber origin, on the basis of her name,[55][56] but as his family were honestiores, an upper class of citizens known as honorable men,
Augustine's first language was likely Latin.[55]

At the age of 11, Augustine was sent to school at Madaurus (now M'Daourouch), a small Numidian city about 19 miles (31 km) south of Thagaste. There
he became familiar with Latin literature, as well as pagan beliefs and practices.[57] His first insight into the nature of sin occurred when he and a number
of friends stole fruit they did not want from a neighborhood garden. He tells this story in his autobiography, The Confessions. He remembers he stole the
fruit, not because he was hungry, but because "it was not permitted."[58] His very nature, he says, was flawed. 'It was foul, and I loved it. I loved my own
error—not that for which I erred, but the error itself."[58] From this incident he concluded the human person is naturally inclined to sin, and in need of the
grace of Christ.

At the age of 17, through the generosity of his fellow citizen Romanianus,[59] Augustine went to Carthage to continue his education in rhetoric, though it
was above the financial means of his family.[60] In spite of the good warnings of his mother, as a youth Augustine lived a hedonistic lifestyle for a time,
associating with young men who boasted of their sexual exploits. The need to gain their acceptance forced inexperienced boys like Augustine to seek or
make up stories about sexual experiences.[61]

It was while he was a student in Carthage that he read Cicero's dialogue Hortensius (now lost), which he described as leaving a lasting impression,
enkindling in his heart the love of wisdom and a great thirst for truth. It started his interest in philosophy.[62] Although raised Catholic, Augustine became
a Manichaean, much to his mother's chagrin.[63]

At about the age of 17, Augustine began a relationship with a young woman in Carthage. Though his mother wanted him to marry a person of his class,
the woman remained his lover[64] for over fifteen years[65] and gave birth to his son Adeodatus (372–388), which means "Gift from God",[66] who was
viewed as extremely intelligent by his contemporaries. In 385, Augustine ended his relationship with his lover in order to prepare to marry a ten-year-old
heiress. (He had to wait for two years because the legal age of marriage for women was twelve.) By the time he was able to marry her, however, he had
decided to become a Catholic priest and the marriage did not happen.[65][67]

Augustine was from the beginning a brilliant student, with an eager intellectual curiosity, but he never mastered Greek[68] – he tells us his first Greek
teacher was a brutal man who constantly beat his students, and Augustine rebelled and refused to study. By the time he realized he needed to know
Greek, it was too late; and although he acquired a smattering of the language, he was never eloquent with it. However, his mastery of Latin was another
matter. He became an expert both in the eloquent use of the language and in the use of clever arguments to make his points.

Move to Carthage, Rome, Milan [edit]

Augustine taught grammar at Thagaste during 373 and 374. The following year he moved to Carthage to conduct a school of rhetoric and remained
there for the next nine years.[59] Disturbed by unruly students in Carthage, he moved to establish a school in Rome, where he believed the best and
brightest rhetoricians practiced, in 383. However, Augustine was disappointed with the apathetic reception. It was the custom for students to pay their
fees to the professor on the last day of the term, and many students attended faithfully all term, and then did not pay.

Manichaean friends introduced him to the prefect of the City of Rome, Symmachus, who had been asked by the imperial court at Milan[18] to provide a
rhetoric professor. Augustine won the job and headed north to take his position in Milan in late 384. Thirty years old, he had won the most visible
academic position in the Latin world at a time when such posts gave ready access to political careers.

Although Augustine spent ten years as a Manichaean, he was never an initiate or "elect", but an "auditor", the lowest level in this religion's
hierarchy.[18][69] While still at Carthage a disappointing meeting with the Manichaean Bishop, Faustus of Mileve, a key exponent of Manichaean theology,
started Augustine's scepticism of Manichaeanism.[18] In Rome, he reportedly turned away from Manichaeanism, embracing the scepticism of the New
Academy movement. Because of his education, Augustine had great rhetorical prowess and was very knowledgeable of the philosophies behind many
faiths.[70] At Milan, his mother's religiosity, Augustine's own studies in Neoplatonism, and his friend Simplicianus all urged him towards Catholicism.[59] Not
coincidentally, this was shortly after the Roman emperor Theodosius I had issued a decree of death for all Manichaean monks in 382 and shortly before
he declared Christianity to be the only legitimate religion for the Roman Empire in 391.[71] Initially Augustine was not strongly influenced by Christianity
and its ideologies, but after coming in contact with Ambrose of Milan, Augustine reevaluated himself and was forever changed.

Augustine arrived in Milan and visited Ambrose, having heard of his reputation as an orator. Like Augustine, Ambrose was a master of rhetoric, but older
and more experienced.[72] Soon, their relationship grew, as Augustine wrote, "And I began to love him, of course, not at the first as a teacher of the truth,
for I had entirely despaired of finding that in thy Church—but as a friendly man."[73] Eventually, Augustine says he was spiritually led into Catholicism.[73]

Augustine was very much influenced by Ambrose, even more than by his own mother and others he admired. In his Confessions, Augustine states, "That
man of God received me as a father would, and welcomed my coming as a good bishop should."[73] Ambrose adopted Augustine as a spiritual son after
the death of Augustine's father.[74]

Augustine's mother had followed him to Milan and arranged a respectable marriage for him. Although Augustine acquiesced, he had to dismiss his
concubine and grieved for having forsaken his lover. He wrote, "My mistress being torn from my side as an impediment to my marriage, my heart, which
clave to her, was racked, and wounded, and bleeding." Augustine confessed he had not been a lover of wedlock so much as a slave of lust, so he
procured another concubine since he had to wait two years until his fiancée came of age. However, his emotional wound was not healed.[75] It was during
this period that he uttered his famously insincere prayer, "Grant me chastity and continence, but not yet."[76]

There is evidence Augustine may have considered this former relationship to be equivalent to marriage.[77] In his Confessions, he admitted the
experience eventually produced a decreased sensitivity to pain. Augustine eventually broke off his engagement to his eleven-year-old fiancée, but
never renewed his relationship with either of his concubines. Alypius of Thagaste steered Augustine away from marriage, saying they could not live a life
together in the love of wisdom if he married. Augustine looked back years later on the life at Cassiciacum, a villa outside of Milan where he gathered with
his followers, and described it as Christianae vitae otium – the leisure of Christian life.[78]

Conversion to Catholicism and priesthood [edit]

In late August of 386,[d] at the age of 31, having heard of Ponticianus's and his friends' first reading of the life of Anthony of the Desert, Augustine
converted to Catholicism. As Augustine later told it, his conversion was prompted by hearing a child's voice say "take up and read" (Latin: tolle, lege).
Resorting to the Sortes Sanctorum, he opened a book of St. Paul's writings (codex apostoli, 8.12.29) at random and read Romans 13: 13–14: Not in
rioting and drunkenness, not in chambering and wantonness, not in strife and envying, but put on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make no provision for the
flesh to fulfill the lusts thereof.[79]

He later wrote an account of his conversion in his Confessions (Latin: Confessiones), which has since become a classic of Catholic theology and a key
text in the history of autobiography. This work is an outpouring of thanksgiving and penitence. Although it is written as an account of his life, the
Confessions also talks about the nature of time, causality, free will, and other important philosophical topics.[80] The following is taken from that work:

Belatedly I loved thee, O Beauty so ancient and so new, belatedly I loved thee. For see, thou wast within and I was without, and I sought
thee out there. Unlovely, I rushed heedlessly among the lovely things thou hast made. Thou wast with me, but I was not with thee. These
things kept me far from thee; even though they were not at all unless they were in thee. Thou didst call and cry aloud, and didst force open
my deafness. Thou didst gleam and shine, and didst chase away my blindness. Thou didst breathe fragrant odors and I drew in my breath;
and now I pant for thee. I tasted, and now I hunger and thirst. Thou didst touch me, and I burned for thy peace.[81]

Ambrose baptized Augustine and his son Adeodatus, in Milan on Easter Vigil, 24–25 April 387.[82] A year later, in 388, Augustine completed his apology
On the Holiness of the Catholic Church.[18] That year, also, Adeodatus and Augustine returned home to Africa.[59] Augustine's mother Monica died at
Ostia, Italy, as they prepared to embark for Africa.[63] Upon their arrival, they began a life of aristocratic leisure at Augustine's family's property.[83] Soon
after, Adeodatus, too, died.[84] Augustine then sold his patrimony and gave the money to the poor. He only kept the family house, which he converted
into a monastic foundation for himself and a group of friends.[59]

In 391 Augustine was ordained a priest in Hippo Regius (now Annaba), in Algeria. He became a famous preacher (more than 350 preserved sermons
are believed to be authentic), and was noted for combating the Manichaean religion, to which he had formerly adhered.[18]

In 395, he was made coadjutor Bishop of Hippo and became full Bishop shortly thereafter,[85] hence the name "Augustine of Hippo"; and he gave his
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property to the church of Thagaste.[86] He remained in that position until his death in 430. He wrote his autobiographical Confessions in 397–398. His
work The City of God was written to console his fellow Christians shortly after the Visigoths had sacked Rome in 410. Augustine worked tirelessly to
convince the people of Hippo to convert to Christianity. Though he had left his monastery, he continued to lead a monastic life in the episcopal
residence.

Much of Augustine's later life was recorded by his friend Possidius, bishop of Calama (present-day Guelma, Algeria), in his Sancti Augustini Vita.
Possidius admired Augustine as a man of powerful intellect and a stirring orator who took every opportunity to defend Christianity against its detractors.
Possidius also described Augustine's personal traits in detail, drawing a portrait of a man who ate sparingly, worked tirelessly, despised gossip, shunned
the temptations of the flesh, and exercised prudence in the financial stewardship of his see.[87]

Death and sainthood [edit]

Shortly before Augustine's death, the Vandals, a Germanic tribe that had converted to Arianism, invaded Roman Africa. The Vandals besieged Hippo in
the spring of 430, when Augustine entered his final illness. According to Possidius, one of the few miracles attributed to Augustine, the healing of an ill
man, took place during the siege.[88] According to Possidius, Augustine spent his final days in prayer and repentance, requesting the penitential Psalms
of David be hung on his walls so he could read them. He directed the library of the church in Hippo and all the books therein should be carefully
preserved. He died on 28 August 430.[89] Shortly after his death, the Vandals lifted the siege of Hippo, but they returned soon after and burned the city.
They destroyed all but Augustine's cathedral and library, which they left untouched.[90]

Augustine was canonized by popular acclaim, and later recognized as a Doctor of the Church in 1298 by Pope Boniface VIII.[91] His feast day is 28
August, the day on which he died. He is considered the patron saint of brewers, printers, theologians, and a number of cities and dioceses. He is
invoked against sore eyes.[24]

Relics [edit]

According to Bede's True Martyrology, Augustine's body was later translated or moved to Cagliari, Sardinia, by the Catholic bishops expelled from North
Africa by Huneric. Around 720, his remains were transported again by Peter, bishop of Pavia and uncle of the Lombard king Liutprand, to the church of
San Pietro in Ciel d'Oro in Pavia, in order to save them from frequent coastal raids by Saracens. In January 1327, Pope John XXII issued the papal bull
Veneranda Santorum Patrum, in which he appointed the Augustinians guardians of the tomb of Augustine (called Arca), which was remade in 1362 and
elaborately carved with bas-reliefs of scenes from Augustine's life.

In October 1695, some workmen in the Church of San Pietro in Ciel d'Oro in Pavia discovered a marble box containing human bones (including part of a
skull). A dispute arose between the Augustinian hermits (Order of Saint Augustine) and the regular canons (Canons Regular of Saint Augustine) as to
whether these were the bones of Augustine. The hermits did not believe so; the canons affirmed they were. Eventually Pope Benedict XIII (1724–1730)
directed the Bishop of Pavia, Monsignor Pertusati, to make a determination. The bishop declared that, in his opinion, the bones were those of Saint
Augustine.[92]

The Augustinians were expelled from Pavia in 1700, taking refuge in Milan with the relics of Augustine, and the disassembled Arca, which were removed to the
cathedral there. San Pietro fell into disrepair, but was finally rebuilt in the 1870s, under the urging of Agostino Gaetano Riboldi, and reconsecrated in 1896
when the relics of Augustine and the shrine were once again reinstalled.[93][94]

In 1842, a portion of Augustine's right arm (cubitus) was secured from Pavia and returned to Annaba.[95] It now rests in the Saint Augustin Basilica within a
glass tube inserted into the arm of a life-size marble statue of the saint.

Views and thought [edit]

Augustine's large contribution of writings covered diverse fields including theology, philosophy and sociology. Along with John Chrysostom, Augustine was
among the most prolific scholars of the early church by quantity.

Theology [edit]

Christian anthropology [edit]

Augustine was one of the first Christian ancient Latin authors with a very clear vision of theological anthropology.[96] He saw the human being as a perfect
unity of soul and body. In his late treatise On Care to Be Had for the Dead, section 5 (420 AD) he exhorted respect for the body on the grounds it belonged to
the very nature of the human person.[97] Augustine's favourite figure to describe body-soul unity is marriage: caro tua, coniunx tua – your body is your
wife.[98][99][100]

Initially, the two elements were in perfect harmony. After the fall of humanity they are now experiencing dramatic combat
between one another. They are two categorically different things. The body is a three-dimensional object composed of the
four elements, whereas the soul has no spatial dimensions.[101] Soul is a kind of substance, participating in reason, fit for
ruling the body.[102]

Augustine was not preoccupied, as Plato and Descartes were, in detailed efforts to explain the metaphysics of the soul-body
union. It sufficed for him to admit they are metaphysically distinct: to be a human is to be a composite of soul and body, with
the soul superior to the body. The latter statement is grounded in his hierarchical classification of things into those that merely
exist, those that exist and live, and those that exist, live, and have intelligence or reason.[103][104]

Like other Church Fathers such as Athenagoras,[105] Tertullian,[106] Clement of Alexandria and Basil of Caesarea,[107]

Augustine "vigorously condemned the practice of induced abortion", and although he disapproved of an abortion during any
stage of pregnancy, he made a distinction between early and later abortions.[108] He acknowledged the distinction between
"formed" and "unformed" fetuses mentioned in the Septuagint translation of Exodus 21:22–23 , which incorrectly translates
the word "harm" (from the original Hebrew text) as "form" in the Koine Greek of the Septuagint. His view was based on the
Aristotelian distinction "between the fetus before and after its supposed 'vivification'". Therefore, he did not classify as murder

the abortion of an "unformed" fetus since he thought it could not be known with certainty the fetus had received a soul.[108][109]

Augustine held that "the timing of the infusion of the soul was a mystery known to God alone".[110] However, he considered procreation as one of the goods of
marriage; abortion figured as a means, along with drugs that cause sterility, of frustrating this good. It lay along a continuum that included infanticide as an
instance of 'lustful cruelty' or 'cruel lust.' Augustine called the use of means to avoid the birth of a child an 'evil work:’ a reference to either abortion or
contraception or both."[111]

Creation [edit]
See also: Allegorical interpretations of Genesis

In City of God, Augustine rejected both the contemporary ideas of ages (such as those of certain Greeks and Egyptians) that differed from the
Church's sacred writings.[112] In The Literal Interpretation of Genesis Augustine argued God had created everything in the universe simultaneously and
not over a period of six days. He argued the six-day structure of creation presented in the Book of Genesis represents a logical framework, rather than
the passage of time in a physical way – it would bear a spiritual, rather than physical, meaning, which is no less literal. One reason for this interpretation
is the passage in Sirach 18:1, creavit omnia simul ("He created all things at once"), which Augustine took as proof the days of Genesis 1 had to be
taken non-literalistically.[113] As an additional support for describing the six days of creation as a heuristic device, Augustine thought the actual event of
creation would be incomprehensible by humans and therefore needed to be translated.[114]

Augustine also does not envision original sin as causing structural changes in the universe, and even
suggests the bodies of Adam and Eve were already created mortal before the Fall.[115][116][117]

Ecclesiology [edit]
See also: Ecclesiology

Augustine developed his doctrine of the Church principally in reaction to the Donatist sect. He taught
there is one Church, but within this Church there are two realities, namely, the visible aspect (the
institutional hierarchy, the Catholic sacraments, and the laity) and the invisible (the souls of those in the
Church, who are either dead, sinful members or elect predestined for Heaven). The former is the
institutional body established by Christ on earth which proclaims salvation and administers the
sacraments, while the latter is the invisible body of the elect, made up of genuine believers from all ages,
and who are known only to God. The Church, which is visible and societal, will be made up of "wheat" and

"tares", that is, good and wicked people (as per Mat. 13:30), until the end of time. This concept countered the Donatist claim that only those in a state
of grace were the "true" or "pure" church on earth, and that priests and bishops who were not in a state of grace had no authority or ability to confect
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the sacraments.[118]

Augustine's ecclesiology was more fully developed in City of God. There he conceives of the church as a heavenly city or kingdom, ruled by love, which
will ultimately triumph over all earthly empires which are self-indulgent and ruled by pride. Augustine followed Cyprian in teaching that bishops and
priests of the Church are the successors of the Apostles,[26] and their authority in the Church is God-given.

Eschatology [edit]

Augustine originally believed in premillennialism, namely that Christ would establish a literal 1,000-year kingdom prior to the general resurrection, but
later rejected the belief, viewing it as carnal. He was the first theologian to expound a systematic doctrine of amillennialism, although some theologians
and Christian historians believe his position was closer to that of modern postmillennialists. The Catholic Church during the Medieval period built its
system of eschatology on Augustinian amillennialism, where Christ rules the earth spiritually through his triumphant church.[119]

During the Reformation theologians such as John Calvin accepted amillennialism. Augustine taught that the eternal fate of the soul is determined at
death,[120][121] and that purgatorial fires of the intermediate state purify only those who died in communion with the Church. His teaching provided fuel for
later theology.[120]

Mariology [edit]

Although Augustine did not develop an independent Mariology, his statements on Mary surpass in number and depth those of other early writers. Even
before the Council of Ephesus, he defended the Ever-Virgin Mary as the Mother of God, believing her to be "full of grace" (following earlier Latin writers
such as Jerome) on account of her sexual integrity and innocence.[122] Likewise, he affirmed that the Virgin Mary "conceived as virgin, gave birth as
virgin and stayed virgin forever".[123]

Natural knowledge and biblical interpretation [edit]

Augustine took the view that, if a literal interpretation contradicts science and humans' God-given reason, the Biblical text should be interpreted
metaphorically. While each passage of Scripture has a literal sense, this "literal sense" does not always mean the Scriptures are mere history; at times
they are rather an extended metaphor.[124]

Original sin [edit]
See also: Original sin

Augustine taught that the sin of Adam and Eve was either an act of foolishness (insipientia) followed by pride and disobedience to God or that pride
came first.[e] The first couple disobeyed God, who had told them not to eat of the Tree of the knowledge of good and evil (Gen 2:17).[125] The tree was a
symbol of the order of creation.[126] Self-centeredness made Adam and Eve eat of it, thus failing to acknowledge and respect the world as it was created
by God, with its hierarchy of beings and values.[f]

They would not have fallen into pride and lack of wisdom if Satan hadn't sown into their senses "the root of evil" (radix Mali).[127] Their nature was
wounded by concupiscence or libido, which affected human intelligence and will, as well as affections and desires, including sexual desire.[g] In terms of
metaphysics, concupiscence is not a being but bad quality, the privation of good or a wound.[128]

Augustine's understanding of the consequences of original sin and the necessity of redeeming grace was developed in the struggle against Pelagius
and his Pelagian disciples, Caelestius and Julian of Eclanum,[26] who had been inspired by Rufinus of Syria, a disciple of Theodore of
Mopsuestia.[129][130] They refused to agree original sin wounded human will and mind, insisting human nature was given the power to act, to speak, and
to think when God created it. Human nature cannot lose its moral capacity for doing good, but a person is free to act or not act in a righteous way.
Pelagius gave an example of eyes: they have capacity for seeing, but a person can make either good or bad use of it.[131][132]

Like Jovinian, Pelagians insisted human affections and desires were not touched by the fall either. Immorality, e.g. fornication, is exclusively a matter of
will, i.e. a person does not use natural desires in a proper way. In opposition, Augustine pointed out the apparent disobedience of the flesh to the spirit,
and explained it as one of the results of original sin, punishment of Adam and Eve's disobedience to God.[133]

Augustine had served as a "Hearer" for the Manichaeans for about nine years,[134] who taught that the original sin was carnal knowledge.[135] But his
struggle to understand the cause of evil in the world started before that, at the age of nineteen.[136] By malum (evil) he understood most of all
concupiscence, which he interpreted as a vice dominating people and causing in men and women moral disorder. Agostino Trapè insists Augustine's
personal experience cannot be credited for his doctrine about concupiscence. He considers Augustine's marital experience to be quite normal, and even
exemplary, aside from the absence of Christian wedding rites.[137] As J. Brachtendorf showed, Augustine used Ciceronian Stoic concept of passions, to
interpret Paul's doctrine of universal sin and redemption.[138]

The view that not only human soul but also senses were influenced by the fall of Adam and Eve was prevalent in Augustine's time among the Fathers of
the Church.[139][140][141] It is clear the reason for Augustine's distancing from the affairs of the flesh was different from that of Plotinus, a Neoplatonist[h]

who taught that only through disdain for fleshly desire could one reach the ultimate state of mankind.[142] Augustine taught the redemption, i.e.
transformation and purification, of the body in the resurrection.[143]

Some authors perceive Augustine's doctrine as directed against human sexuality and attribute his insistence on continence and devotion to God as
coming from Augustine's need to reject his own highly sensual nature as described in the Confessions.[i] Augustine taught that human sexuality has
been wounded, together with the whole of human nature, and requires redemption of Christ. That healing is a process realized in conjugal acts. The
virtue of continence is achieved thanks to the grace of the sacrament of Christian marriage, which becomes therefore a remedium concupiscentiae –
remedy of concupiscence.[145][146] The redemption of human sexuality will be, however, fully accomplished only in the resurrection of the body.[147]

The sin of Adam is inherited by all human beings. Already in his pre-Pelagian writings, Augustine taught that Original Sin is transmitted to his
descendants by concupiscence,[148] which he regarded as the passion of both, soul and body,[j] making humanity a massa damnata (mass of perdition,
condemned crowd) and much enfeebling, though not destroying, the freedom of the will.[149] Although earlier Christian authors taught the elements of
physical death, moral weakness, and a sin propensity within original sin, Augustine was the first to add the concept of inherited guilt (reatus) from Adam
whereby an infant was eternally damned at birth.[150]

Although Augustine's anti-Pelagian defense of original sin was confirmed at numerous councils, i.e. Carthage (418), Ephesus (431), Orange (529),
Trent (1546) and by popes, i.e. Pope Innocent I (401–417) and Pope Zosimus (417–418), his inherited guilt eternally damning infants was omitted by
these councils and popes.[151] Anselm of Canterbury established in his Cur Deus Homo the definition that was followed by the great 13th-century
Schoolmen, namely that Original Sin is the "privation of the righteousness which every man ought to possess", thus separating it from concupiscence,
with which some of Augustine's disciples had defined it[152][153] as later did Luther and Calvin.[149] In 1567, Pope Pius V condemned the identification of
Original Sin with concupiscence.[149]

Predestination [edit]
See also: Predestination

Augustine taught that God orders all things while preserving human freedom.[154] Prior to 396, he believed predestination was based on God's
foreknowledge of whether individuals would believe in Christ, that God's grace was "a reward for human assent".[155] Later, in response to Pelagius,
Augustine said that the sin of pride consists in assuming "we are the ones who choose God or that God chooses us (in his foreknowledge) because of
something worthy in us", and argued that God's grace causes individual act of faith.[156]

Scholars are divided over whether Augustine's teaching implies double predestination, or the belief God chooses some people for damnation as well as
some for salvation. Catholic scholars tend to deny he held such a view while some Protestants and secular scholars have held that Augustine did
believe in double predestination.[157] About 412 AD, Augustine became the first Christian to understand predestination as a divine unilateral pre-
determination of individuals' eternal destinies independently of human choice, although his prior Manichaean sect did teach this concept.[158][159][160][161]

Some Protestant theologians, such as Justo L. González[162] and Bengt Hägglund,[25] interpret Augustine's teaching that grace is irresistible, results in
conversion, and leads to perseverance.

In On Rebuke and Grace (De correptione et gratia), Augustine wrote: "And what is written, that He wills all men to be saved, while yet all men are not
saved, may be understood in many ways, some of which I have mentioned in other writings of mine; but here I will say one thing: He wills all men to be
saved, is so said that all the predestinated may be understood by it, because every kind of men is among them."[27]

Speaking of the twins Jacob and Esau, Augustine wrote in his book On the Gift of Perseverance, "[I]t ought to be a most certain fact that the former is of
the predestinated, the latter is not."[163]

Sacramental theology [edit]

Also in reaction against the Donatists, Augustine developed a distinction between the "regularity" and "validity" of the sacraments. Regular sacraments
are performed by clergy of the Catholic Church, while sacraments performed by schismatics are considered irregular. Nevertheless, the validity of the
sacraments do not depend upon the holiness of the priests who perform them (ex opere operato); therefore, irregular sacraments are still accepted as
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valid provided they are done in the name of Christ and in the manner prescribed by the Church. On this point Augustine departs from the earlier
teaching of Cyprian, who taught that converts from schismatic movements must be re-baptised.[26] Augustine taught that sacraments administered
outside the Catholic Church, though true sacraments, avail nothing. However, he also stated that baptism, while it does not confer any grace when done
outside the Church, does confer grace as soon as one is received into the Catholic Church.[164]

Augustine upheld the early Christian understanding of the real presence of Christ in the Eucharist, saying that Christ's statement, "This is my body"
referred to the bread he carried in his hands,[165][166] and that Christians must have faith the bread and wine are in fact the body and blood of Christ,
despite what they see with their eyes.[167] For instance he stated that "He [Jesus] walked here in the same flesh, and gave us the same flesh to be eaten
unto salvation. But no one eats that flesh unless first he adores it; and thus it is discovered how such a footstool of the Lord's feet is adored; and not only do we not sin by
adoring, we do sin by not adoring."[168]

Nevertheless, in some of his writings, Augustine expressed a symbolic view of the Eucharist.[169] For example, in his work On Christian Doctrine, Augustine referred to the
Eucharist as a "figure" and a "sign."[170]

Against the Pelagians, Augustine strongly stressed the importance of infant baptism. About the question whether baptism is an absolute necessity for salvation, however,
Augustine appears to have refined his beliefs during his lifetime, causing some confusion among later theologians about his position. He said in one of his sermons that only
the baptized are saved.[171] This belief was shared by many early Christians. However, a passage from his City of God, concerning the Apocalypse, may indicate Augustine
did believe in an exception for children born to Christian parents.[172]

Philosophy [edit]

Astrology [edit]

Augustine's contemporaries often believed astrology to be an exact and genuine science. Its practitioners were regarded as true men of learning and called mathemathici.
Astrology played a prominent part in Manichaean doctrine, and Augustine himself was attracted by their books in his youth, being particularly fascinated by those who
claimed to foretell the future. Later, as a bishop, he warned that one should avoid astrologers who combine science and horoscopes. (Augustine's term "mathematici",
meaning "astrologers", is sometimes mistranslated as "mathematicians".) According to Augustine, they were not genuine students of Hipparchus or Eratosthenes but
"common swindlers".[173][174][175][176]

Epistemology [edit]

Epistemological concerns shaped Augustine's intellectual development. His early dialogues [Contra academicos (386) and De Magistro (389)], both written shortly after his
conversion to Christianity, reflect his engagement with sceptical arguments and show the development of his doctrine of divine illumination. The doctrine of illumination
claims God plays an active and regular part in human perception (as opposed to God designing the human mind to be reliable consistently, as in, for example, Descartes'
idea of clear and distinct perceptions) and understanding by illuminating the mind so human beings can recognize intelligible realities God presents. According to Augustine,
illumination is obtainable to all rational minds and is different from other forms of sense perception. It is meant to be an explanation of the conditions required for the mind to
have a connection with intelligible entities.[177]

Augustine also posed the problem of other minds throughout different works, most famously perhaps in On the Trinity (VIII.6.9), and developed what has
come to be a standard solution: the argument from analogy to other minds.[178] In contrast to Plato and other earlier philosophers, Augustine recognized the
centrality of testimony to human knowledge and argued that what others tell us can provide knowledge even if we don't have independent reasons to believe
their testimonial reports.[179]

Just war [edit]
See also: Just war theory

Augustine asserted Christians should be pacifists as a personal, philosophical stance.[180] However, peacefulness in the face of a grave wrong that could only
be stopped by violence would be a sin. Defence of one's self or others could be a necessity, especially when authorized by a legitimate authority. While not
breaking down the conditions necessary for war to be just, Augustine coined the phrase in his work The City of God.[181] In essence, the pursuit of peace
must include the option of fighting for its long-term preservation.[182] Such a war could not be pre-emptive, but defensive, to restore peace.[183] Thomas
Aquinas, centuries later, used the authority of Augustine's arguments in an attempt to define the conditions under which a war could be just.[184][185]

Free will [edit]

Included in Augustine's earlier theodicy is the claim God created humans and angels as rational beings possessing free will. Free will was not intended for sin,
meaning it is not equally predisposed to both good and evil. A will defiled by sin is not considered as "free" as it once was because it is bound by material
things, which could be lost or be difficult to part with, resulting in unhappiness. Sin impairs free will, while grace restores it. Only a will that was once free can
be subjected to sin's corruption.[186] After 412 CE, Augustine changed his theology, teaching that humanity had no free will to believe in Christ but only a free
will to sin: "I in fact strove on behalf of the free choice of the human 'will,’ but God's grace conquered" (Retract. 2.1).[187]

The early Christians opposed the deterministic views (e.g., fate) of Stoics, Gnostics, and Manichaeans prevalent in the first four centuries.[188] Christians
championed the concept of a relational God who interacts with humans rather than a Stoic or Gnostic God who unilaterally foreordained every event (yet
Stoics still claimed to teach free will).[189]Every early Christian author with extant writings who wrote on the topic prior to Augustine of Hippo (412) advanced
human free choice rather than a deterministic God.[190] Augustine taught traditional free choice until 412, when he reverted to his earlier Manichaean and
Stoic deterministic training when battling the Pelagians.[191] Only a few Christians accepted Augustine's alteration of Christian free choice until the Protestant
Reformation when both Luther and Calvin embraced Augustine's deterministic teachings wholeheartedly.[192][193]

The Catholic Church considers Augustine's teaching to be consistent with free will.[194] He often said that anyone can be saved if they wish.[194] While God
knows who will and won't be saved, with no possibility for the latter to be saved in their lives, this knowledge represents God's perfect knowledge of how
humans will freely choose their destinies.[194] However, after 412 Augustine exchanged the traditional Christian defense of divine foreknowledge of human
free will choices to explain predestination for a more Stoic and Gnostic/Manichaean view of deterministic predestination wherein the will was not free except to
sin.[195][196]

Sociology, morals and ethics [edit]

Slavery [edit]

Augustine led many clergy under his authority at Hippo to free their slaves "as an act of piety".[197] He boldly wrote a letter urging the emperor to set up a new
law against slave traders and was very much concerned about the sale of children. Christian emperors of his time for 25 years had permitted sale of children,
not because they approved of the practice, but as a way of preventing infanticide when parents were unable to care for a child. Augustine noted that
the tenant farmers in particular were driven to hire out or to sell their children as a means of survival.[198]

In his book, The City of God, he presents the development of slavery as a product of sin and as contrary to God's divine plan. He wrote that God "did
not intend that this rational creature, who was made in his image, should have dominion over anything but the irrational creation – not man over man,
but man over the beasts". Thus he wrote that righteous men in primitive times were made shepherds of cattle, not kings over men. "The condition of
slavery is the result of sin", he declared.[199] In The City of God, Augustine wrote he felt the existence of slavery was a punishment for the existence of
sin, even if an individual enslaved person committed no sin meriting punishment. He wrote: "Slavery is, however, penal, and is appointed by that law
which enjoins the preservation of the natural order and forbids its disturbance."[200] Augustine believed slavery did more harm to the slave owner than
the enslaved person himself: "the lowly position does as much good to the servant as the proud position does harm to the master."[200] Augustine
proposes as a solution to sin a type of cognitive reimagining of one's situation, where slaves "may themselves make their slavery in some sort free, by
serving not in crafty fear, but in faithful love," until the end of the world eradicated slavery for good: "until all unrighteousness pass away, and all
principality and every human power be brought to nothing, and God be all in all."[200]

Jews [edit]

Against certain Christian movements, some of which rejected the use of Hebrew Scripture, Augustine countered that God had chosen the Jews as a special
people,[201] and he considered the scattering of Jewish people by the Roman Empire to be a fulfillment of prophecy.[202] He rejected homicidal attitudes,
quoting part of the same prophecy, namely "Slay them not, lest they should at last forget Thy law" (Psalm 59:11). Augustine, who believed Jewish people
would be converted to Christianity at "the end of time", argued God had allowed them to survive their dispersion as a warning to Christians; as such, he
argued, they should be permitted to dwell in Christian lands.[203] The sentiment sometimes attributed to Augustine that Christians should let the Jews "survive
but not thrive" (it is repeated by author James Carroll in his book Constantine's Sword, for example)[204] is apocryphal and is not found in any of his
writings.[205]

Sexuality [edit]

For Augustine, the evil of sexual immorality was not in the sexual act itself, but in the emotions that typically accompany it. In On Christian Doctrine Augustine
contrasts love, which is enjoyment on account of God, and lust, which is not on account of God.[206] Augustine claims that, following the Fall, sexual lust
(concupiscentia) has become necessary for copulation (as required to stimulate male erection), sexual lust is an evil result of the Fall, and therefore, evil must
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inevitably accompany sexual intercourse (On marriage and concupiscence 1.19 , see footnote[207]). Therefore, following the Fall, even marital sex carried
out merely to procreate inevitably perpetuates evil (On marriage and concupiscence 1.27; A Treatise against Two Letters of the Pelagians 2.27). For
Augustine, proper love exercises a denial of selfish pleasure and the subjugation of corporeal desire to God. The only way to avoid evil caused by sexual intercourse is to take the "better" way
(Confessions 8.2) and abstain from marriage (On marriage and concupiscence 1.31). Sex within marriage is not, however, for Augustine a sin, although necessarily producing the evil of sexual lust.
Based on the same logic, Augustine also declared the pious virgins raped during the sack of Rome to be innocent because they did not intend to sin nor enjoy the act.[208][209]

Before the Fall, Augustine believed sex was a passionless affair, "just like many a laborious work accomplished by the compliant operation of our other limbs, without any lascivious heat",[210] that the
seed "might be sown without any shameful lust, the genital members simply obeying the inclination of the will"[211]. After the Fall, by contrast, the penis cannot be controlled by mere will, subject
instead to both unwanted impotence and involuntary erections: "Sometimes the urge arises unwanted; sometimes, on the other hand, it forsakes the eager lover, and desire grows cold in the body
while burning in the mind... It arouses the mind, but it does not follow through what it has begun and arouse the body also" (City of God 14.16).

Augustine censured those who try to prevent the creation of offspring when engaging in sexual relations, saying that though they may be nominally married they are not really, but are using that
designation as a cloak for turpitude. When they allow their unwanted children to die of exposure, they unmask their sin. Sometimes they use drugs to produce sterility, or other means to try to
destroy the fetus before they are born. Their marriage is not wedlock but debauchery.[212]

Augustine believed Adam and Eve had both already chosen in their hearts to disobey God's command not to eat of the Tree of Knowledge before Eve took the fruit, ate it, and gave it to
Adam.[213][214] Accordingly, Augustine did not believe Adam was any less guilty of sin.[213][215] Augustine praises women and their role in society and in the Church. In his Tractates on the Gospel of
John, Augustine, commenting on the Samaritan woman from [John 4:1–42] , uses the woman as a figure of the Church in agreement with the New Testament teaching that the Church is the bride of
Christ. "Husbands, love your wives, as Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her."[Eph 5:25]

Pedagogy [edit]

Augustine is considered an influential figure in the history of education. A work early in Augustine's writings is De Magistro (On the Teacher), which contains
insights about education. His ideas changed as he found better directions or better ways of expressing his ideas. In the last years of his life Augustine wrote
his Retractationes (Retractations), reviewing his writings and improving specific texts. Henry Chadwick believes an accurate translation of "retractationes" may
be "reconsiderations". Reconsiderations can be seen as an overarching theme of the way Augustine learned. Augustine's understanding of the search for
understanding, meaning, and truth as a restless journey leaves room for doubt, development, and change.[216]

Augustine was a strong advocate of critical thinking skills. Because written works were limited during this time, spoken communication of knowledge was very
important. His emphasis on the importance of community as a means of learning distinguishes his pedagogy from some others. Augustine believed dialectic is
the best means for learning and that this method should serve as a model for learning encounters between teachers and students. Augustine's dialogue
writings model the need for lively interactive dialogue among learners.[216] He recommended adapting educational practices to fit the students' educational
backgrounds:

the student who has been well-educated by knowledgeable teachers;
the student who has had no education; and
the student who has had a poor education, but believes himself to be well-educated.

If a student has been well educated in a wide variety of subjects, the teacher must be careful not to repeat what they have already learned, but to challenge
the student with material they do not yet know thoroughly. With the student who has had no education, the teacher must be patient, willing to repeat things
until the student understands, and sympathetic. Perhaps the most difficult student, however, is the one with an inferior education who believes he
understands something when he does not. Augustine stressed the importance of showing this type of student the difference between "having words and
having understanding" and of helping the student to remain humble with his acquisition of knowledge.

Under the influence of Bede, Alcuin, and Rabanus Maurus, De catechizandis rudibus came to exercise an important role in the education of clergy at the monastic schools, especially from the eighth
century onwards.[217]

Augustine believed students should be given an opportunity to apply learned theories to practical experience. Yet another of Augustine's major contributions to education is his study on the styles of
teaching. He claimed there are two basic styles a teacher uses when speaking to the students. The mixed style includes complex and sometimes showy language to help students see the beautiful
artistry of the subject they are studying. The grand style is not quite as elegant as the mixed style, but is exciting and heartfelt, with the purpose of igniting the same passion in the students' hearts.
Augustine balanced his teaching philosophy with the traditional Bible-based practice of strict discipline.

Coercion [edit]

Augustine of Hippo had to deal with issues of violence and coercion throughout his entire career due largely to the Donatist-Catholic conflict. He is one of very few authors in Antiquity who ever truly
theoretically examined the ideas of religious freedom and coercion.[218]:107 However, it is his teaching on coercion that has most "embarrassed his modern defenders and vexed his modern
detractors,"[219]:116 making him appear "to generations of religious liberals as le prince et patriarche de persecuteurs."[218]:107 Russell says Augustine's theory of coercion "was not crafted from
dogma, but in response to a unique historical situation" and is therefore context dependent, while others see it as inconsistent with his other teachings.[220]:125

The context [edit]

During the Great Persecution, "When Roman soldiers came calling, some of the [Catholic] officials handed over the sacred books, vessels, and other church goods rather than risk legal penalties"
over a few objects.[221]:ix Maureen Tilley[222] says this was a problem by 305, that became a schism by 311, because many of the North African Christians had a long established tradition of a
"physicalist approach to religion."[221]:xv The sacred scriptures were not simply books to them, but were the Word of God in physical form, therefore they saw handing over the Bible, and handing
over a person to be martyred, as "two sides of the same coin."[221]:ix Those who cooperated with the authorities became known as traditores. The term originally meant one who hands over a
physical object, but it came to mean "traitor."[221]:ix

According to Tilley, after the persecution ended, those who had apostatized wanted to return to their positions in the church.[221]:xiv The North African Christians, (the rigorists who became known as
Donatists), refused to accept them.[221]:ix, x Catholics were more tolerant and wanted to wipe the slate clean.[223]:xiv, 69 For the next 75 years, both parties existed, often directly alongside each other,
with a double line of bishops for the same cities.[221]:xv Competition for the loyalty of the people included multiple new churches and violence.[k]:334 No one is exactly sure when the Circumcellions and
the Donatists allied, but for decades, they fomented protests and street violence, accosted travelers and attacked random Catholics without warning, often doing serious and unprovoked bodily
harm such as beating people with clubs, cutting off their hands and feet, and gouging out eyes.[224]:172, 173, 222, 242, 254

Augustine became coadjutor Bishop of Hippo in 395, and since he believed that conversion must be voluntary, his appeals to the Donatists were verbal. For several years, he used popular
propaganda, debate, personal appeal, General Councils, appeals to the emperor and political pressure to bring the Donatists back into union with the Catholics, but all attempts failed.[224]:242, 254

The harsh realities Augustine faced can be found in his Letter 28 written to bishop Novatus around 416. Donatists had attacked, cut out the tongue and cut off the hand of a Bishop Rogatus who
had recently converted to Catholicism. An unnamed count of Africa had sent his agent with Rogatus, and he too had been attacked; the count was "inclined to pursue the matter."[219]:120 Russell
says Augustine demonstrates a "hands on" involvement with the details of his bishopric, but at one point in the letter, he confesses he does not know what to do. "All the issues that plague him are
there: stubborn Donatists, Circumcellion violence, the vacillating role of secular officials, the imperative to persuade, and his own trepidations."[219]:120,121 The empire responded to the civil unrest
with law and its enforcement, and thereafter, Augustine changed his mind on using verbal arguments alone. Instead, he came to support the state's use of coercion.[218]:107–116 Augustine did not
believe the empire's enforcement would "make the Donatists more virtuous" but he did believe it would make them "less vicious."[220]:128

The theology [edit]

The primary 'proof text' of what Augustine thought concerning coercion is from Letter 93, written in 408, as a reply to the bishop Vincentius, of Cartenna (Mauretania, North Africa). This letter shows
that both practical and biblical reasons led Augustine to defend the legitimacy of coercion. He confesses that he changed his mind because of "the ineffectiveness of dialogue and the proven
efficacy of laws."[225]:3 He had been worried about false conversions if force was used, but "now," he says, "it seems imperial persecution is working." Many Donatists had converted.[220]:116 "Fear
had made them reflect, and made them docile."[225]:3 Augustine continued to assert that coercion could not directly convert someone, but concluded it could make a person ready to be reasoned
with.[226]:103–121

According to Mar Marcos, Augustine made use of several biblical examples to legitimize coercion, but the primary analogy in Letter 93 and in Letter 185, is the parable of the Great Feast in Luke
14.15-24 and its statement compel them to come in.[225]:1 Russell says, Augustine uses the Latin term cogo, instead of the compello of the Vulgate, since to Augustine, cogo meant to "gather
together" or "collect" and was not simply "compel by physical force."[220]:121

In 1970, Robert Markus[227] argued that, for Augustine, a degree of external pressure being brought for the purpose of reform was compatible with the exercise of free will.[219] Russell asserts that
Confessions 13 is crucial to understanding Augustine's thought on coercion; using Peter Brown's explanation of Augustine's view of salvation, he explains that Augustine's past, his own sufferings
and "conversion through God's pressures," along with his biblical hermeneutics, is what led him to see the value in suffering for discerning truth.[220]:116–117 According to Russell, Augustine saw
coercion as one among many conversion strategies for forming "a pathway to the inner person."[220]:119

In Augustine's view, there is such a thing as just and unjust persecution. Augustine explains that when the purpose of persecution is to lovingly correct and instruct, then it becomes discipline and is
just.[225]:2 He said the church would discipline its people out of a loving desire to heal them, and that, "once compelled to come in, heretics would gradually give their voluntary assent to the truth of
Christian orthodoxy."[220]:115 Frederick H. Russell[228] describes this as "a pastoral strategy in which the church did the persecuting with the dutiful assistance of Roman authorities,"[220]:115 adding
that it is "a precariously balanced blend of external discipline and inward nurturance."[220]:125

Augustine placed limits on the use of coercion, recommending fines, imprisonment, banishment, and moderate floggings, preferring beatings with rods which was a common practice in the ecclesial
courts.[229]:164 He opposed severity, maiming, and the execution of heretics.[230]:768 While these limits were mostly ignored by Roman authorities, Michael Lamb says that in doing this, "Augustine
appropriates republican principles from his Roman predecessors..." and maintains his commitment to liberty, legitimate authority, and the rule of law as a constraint on arbitrary power. He continues
to advocate holding authority accountable to prevent domination, but affirms the state's right to act.[231]
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H. A. Deane,[232] on the other hand, says there is a fundamental inconsistency between Augustine's political thought and "his final position of approval of the use of political and legal weapons to
punish religious dissidence" and others have seconded this view.[l] Brown asserts that Augustine's thinking on coercion is more of an attitude than a doctrine, since it is "not in a state of rest," but is
instead marked by "a painful and protracted attempt to embrace and resolve tensions."[218]:107

According to Russell it is possible to see how Augustine himself had evolved from his earlier Confessions to this teaching on coercion and the latter's strong patriarchal nature: "Intellectually, the
burden has shifted imperceptibly from discovering the truth to disseminating the truth."[220]:129 The bishops had become the church's elite with their own rationale for acting as "stewards of the truth."
Russell points out that Augustine's views are limited to time and place and his own community, but later, others took what he said and applied it outside those parameters in ways Augustine never
imagined or intended.[220]:129

Works [edit]

Main article: Augustine of Hippo bibliography

Augustine was one of the most prolific Latin authors in terms of surviving works, and the list of his works consists of more than one hundred separate
titles.[233] They include apologetic works against the heresies of the Arians, Donatists, Manichaeans and Pelagians; texts on Christian doctrine, notably De
Doctrina Christiana (On Christian Doctrine); exegetical works such as commentaries on Genesis, the Psalms and Paul's Letter to the Romans; many sermons
and letters; and the Retractationes, a review of his earlier works which he wrote near the end of his life.

Apart from those, Augustine is probably best known for his Confessions, which is a personal account of his earlier life, and for De civitate Dei (The City of
God, consisting of 22 books), which he wrote to restore the confidence of his fellow Christians, which was badly shaken by the sack of Rome by the Visigoths
in 410. His On the Trinity, in which he developed what has become known as the 'psychological analogy' of the Trinity, is also considered to be among his
masterpieces, and arguably of more doctrinal importance than the Confessions or the City of God.[234] He also wrote On Free Choice of the Will (De libero
arbitrio), addressing why God gives humans free will that can be used for evil.

Influence [edit]

In both his philosophical and theological reasoning, Augustine was greatly influenced by Stoicism, Platonism and Neoplatonism, particularly by the work of
Plotinus, author of the Enneads, probably through the mediation of Porphyry and Victorinus (as Pierre Hadot has argued). Some Neoplatonic concepts are
still visible in Augustine's early writings.[235] His early and influential writing on the human will, a central topic in ethics, would become a focus for later
philosophers such as Schopenhauer, Kierkegaard, and Nietzsche. He was also influenced by the works of Virgil (known for his teaching on language), and
Cicero (known for his teaching on argument).[177]

In philosophy [edit]

Philosopher Bertrand Russell was impressed by Augustine's meditation on the nature of time in the Confessions, comparing it favourably to Kant's version of
the view that time is subjective.[236] Catholic theologians generally subscribe to Augustine's belief that God exists outside of time in the "eternal present"; that
time only exists within the created universe because only in space is time discernible through motion and change. His meditations on the nature of time are
closely linked to his consideration of the human ability of memory. Frances Yates in her 1966 study The Art of Memory argues that a brief passage of the
Confessions, 10.8.12, in which Augustine writes of walking up a flight of stairs and entering the vast fields of memory[237] clearly indicates that the ancient
Romans were aware of how to use explicit spatial and architectural metaphors as a mnemonic technique for organizing large amounts of information.

Augustine's philosophical method, especially demonstrated in his Confessions, had continuing influence on Continental philosophy throughout the 20th
century. His descriptive approach to intentionality, memory, and language as these phenomena are experienced within consciousness and time anticipated
and inspired the insights of modern phenomenology and hermeneutics.[238] Edmund Husserl writes: "The analysis of time-consciousness is an age-old crux of
descriptive psychology and theory of knowledge. The first thinker to be deeply sensitive to the immense difficulties to be found here was Augustine, who
laboured almost to despair over this problem."[239]

Martin Heidegger refers to Augustine's descriptive philosophy at several junctures in his influential work Being and Time.[m] Hannah Arendt began her
philosophical writing with a dissertation on Augustine's concept of love, Der Liebesbegriff bei Augustin (1929): "The young Arendt attempted to show that the
philosophical basis for vita socialis in Augustine can be understood as residing in neighbourly love, grounded in his understanding of the common origin of
humanity."[240]

Jean Bethke Elshtain in Augustine and the Limits of Politics tried to associate Augustine with Arendt in their concept of evil: "Augustine did not see evil as glamorously demonic but rather as absence
of good, something which paradoxically is really nothing. Arendt ... envisioned even the extreme evil which produced the Holocaust as merely banal [in Eichmann in Jerusalem]."[241] Augustine's
philosophical legacy continues to influence contemporary critical theory through the contributions and inheritors of these 20th-century figures. Seen from a historical perspective, there are three
main perspectives on the political thought of Augustine: first, political Augustinianism; second, Augustinian political theology; and third, Augustinian political theory.[242]

In theology [edit]

Thomas Aquinas was influenced heavily by Augustine. On the topic of original sin, Aquinas proposed a more optimistic view of man than that of
Augustine in that his conception leaves to the reason, will, and passions of fallen man their natural powers even after the Fall, without "supernatural
gifts".[243] While in his pre-Pelagian writings Augustine taught that Adam's guilt as transmitted to his descendants much enfeebles, though does not
destroy, the freedom of their will, Protestant reformers Martin Luther and John Calvin affirmed that Original Sin completely destroyed liberty (see total
depravity).[149]

According to Leo Ruickbie, Augustine's arguments against magic, differentiating it from miracle, were crucial in the early Church's fight against paganism
and became a central thesis in the later denunciation of witches and witchcraft. According to Professor Deepak Lal, Augustine's vision of the heavenly
city has influenced the secular projects and traditions of the Enlightenment, Marxism, Freudianism and eco-fundamentalism.[244] Post-Marxist
philosophers Antonio Negri and Michael Hardt rely heavily on Augustine's thought, particularly The City of God, in their book of political philosophy
Empire.

Augustine has influenced many modern-day theologians and authors such as John Piper. Hannah Arendt, an influential 20th-century political theorist,
wrote her doctoral dissertation in philosophy on Augustine, and continued to rely on his thought throughout her career. Ludwig Wittgenstein extensively
quotes Augustine in Philosophical Investigations for his approach to language, both admiringly, and as a sparring partner to develop his own ideas,
including an extensive opening passage from the Confessions.[citation needed] Contemporary linguists have argued that Augustine has significantly
influenced the thought of Ferdinand de Saussure, who did not 'invent' the modern discipline of semiotics, but rather built upon Aristotelian and
Neoplatonic knowledge from the Middle Ages, via an Augustinian connection: "as for the constitution of Saussurian semiotic theory, the importance of
the Augustinian thought contribution (correlated to the Stoic one) has also been recognized. Saussure did not do anything but reform an ancient theory
in Europe, according to the modern conceptual exigencies."[245]

In his autobiographical book Milestones, Pope Benedict XVI claims Augustine as one of the deepest influences in his thought.

Oratorio [edit]

Much of Augustine's conversion is dramatized in the oratorio La conversione di Sant'Agostino (1750) composed by Johann Adolph Hasse. The libretto
for this oratorio, written by Duchess Maria Antonia of Bavaria, draws upon the influence of Metastasio (the finished libretto having been edited by him)
and is based on an earlier five-act play Idea perfectae conversionis dive Augustinus written by the Jesuit priest Franz Neumayr.[246] In the libretto
Augustine's mother Monica is presented as a prominent character that is worried that Augustine might not convert to Christianity. As Dr. Andrea
Palent[247] says:

Maria Antonia Walpurgis revised the five-part Jesuit drama into a two-part oratorio liberty in which she limits the subject to the conversion of
Augustine and his submission to the will of God. To this was added the figure of the mother, Monica, so as to let the transformation appear
by experience rather than the dramatic artifice of deus ex machina.

Throughout the oratorio Augustine shows his willingness to turn to God, but the burden of the act of conversion weighs heavily on him. This is displayed
by Hasse through extended recitative passages.

In popular art [edit]

Augustine has been the subject of songs by Bob Dylan and The Chairman Dances.[248]
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Notes [edit]

a. ^ Jerome wrote to Augustine in 418: "You are known throughout the world; Catholics honour and esteem you as the one who has established anew the ancient Faith" (conditor antiquae rursum fidei). Cf.
Epistola 195 ;TeSelle 2002, p. 343

b. ^ The nomen Aurelius is virtually meaningless, signifying little more than Roman citizenship.[37]

c. ^ "[T]he names Monnica and Nonnica are found on tombstones in the Libyan language—as such Monnica is the only Berber name commonly used in English."Brett & Fentress 1996, p. 293
d. ^ Brown 2000, p. 64 places Augustine's garden conversion at the end of August, 386.
e. ^ He explained to Julian of Eclanum that it was a most subtle job to discern what came first: Sed si disputatione subtilissima et elimatissima opus est, ut sciamus utrum primos homines insipientia superbos,

an insipientes superbia fecerit. (Contra Julianum, V, 4.18; PL 44, 795)
f. ^ Augustine explained it in this way: "Why therefore is it enjoined upon mind, that it should know itself? I suppose, in order that, it may consider itself, and live according to its own nature; that is, seek to be

regulated according to its own nature, viz., under Him to whom it ought to be subject, and above those things to which it is to be preferred; under Him by whom it ought to be ruled, above those things which it
ought to rule. For it does many things through vicious desire, as though in forgetfulness of itself. For it sees some things intrinsically excellent, in that more excellent nature which is God: and whereas it ought
to remain steadfast that it may enjoy them, it is turned away from Him, by wishing to appropriate those things to itself, and not to be like to Him by His gift, but to be what He is by its own, and it begins to
move and slip gradually down into less and less, which it thinks to be more and more." ("On the Trinity " (De Trinitate), 5:7; CCL 50, 320 [1–12])

g. ^ In one of Augustine's late works, Retractationes, he made a significant remark indicating the way he understood difference between spiritual, moral libido and the sexual desire: "Libido is not good and
righteous use of the libido" ("libido non-est bonus et rectus usus libidinis"). See the whole passage: Dixi etiam quodam loco: «Quod enim est cibus ad salutem hominis, hoc est concubitus ad salutem generis,
et utrumque non-est sine delectatione carnali, quae tamen modificata et temperantia refrenante in usum naturalem redacta, libido esse non-potest». Quod ideo dictum est, quoniam "libido non-est bonus et
rectus usus libidinis". Sicut enim malum est male uti bonis, ita bonum bene uti malis. De qua re alias, maxime contra novos haereticos Pelagianos, diligentius disputavi. Cf. De bono coniugali, 16.18; PL 40,
385; De nuptiis et concupiscentia, II, 21.36; PL 44, 443; Contra Iulianum, III, 7.16; PL 44, 710; ibid., V, 16.60; PL 44, 817. See also Idem (1983). Le mariage chrétien dans l'oeuvre de Saint Augustin. Une
théologie baptismale de la vie conjugale. Paris: Études Augustiniennes. p. 97.

h. ^ Although Augustine praises him in the Confessions, 8.2., it is widely acknowledged that Augustine's attitude towards that pagan philosophy was very much of a Christian apostle, as Clarke 1958, p. 151
writes: Towards Neoplatonism there was throughout his life a decidedly ambivalent attitude; one must expect both agreement and sharp dissent, derivation but also repudiation. In the matter which concerns
us here, the agreement with Neoplatonism (and with the Platonic tradition in general) centers on two related notions: immutability as primary characteristic of divinity, and likeness to divinity as the primary
vocation of the soul. The disagreement chiefly concerned, as we have said, two related and central Christian dogmas: the Incarnation of the Son of God and the resurrection of the flesh. Cf. É. Schmitt's
chapter 2: L'idéologie hellénique et la conception augustinienne de réalités charnelles in: Idem (1983). Le mariage chrétien dans l'oeuvre de Saint Augustin. Une théologie baptismale de la vie conjugale. Paris:
Études Augustiniennes. pp. 108–123. O'Meara, J.J. (1954). The Young Augustine: The Growth of St. Augustine's Mind up to His Conversion. London. pp. 143–151 and 195f. Madec, G. Le "platonisme" des
Pères. p. 42. in Idem (1994). Petites Études Augustiniennes. «Antiquité» 142. Paris: Collection d'Études Augustiniennes. pp. 27–50. Thomas Aq. STh I q84 a5; Augustine of Hippo, City of God  (De Civitate
Dei), VIII, 5; CCL 47, 221 [3–4].

i. ^ "It is, of course, always easier to oppose and denounce than to understand."[144]

j. ^ In 393 or 394 he commented: Moreover, if unbelief is fornication, and idolatry unbelief, and covetousness idolatry, it is not to be doubted that covetousness also is fornication. Who, then, in that case can
rightly separate any unlawful lust whatever from the category of fornication, if covetousness is fornication? And from this we perceive, that because of unlawful lusts, not only those of which one is guilty in acts
of uncleanness with another's husband or wife, but any unlawful lusts whatever, which cause the soul making a bad use of the body to wander from the law of God, and to be ruinously and basely corrupted, a
man may, without crime, put away his wife, and a wife her husband, because the Lord makes the cause of fornication an exception; which fornication, in accordance with the above considerations, we are
compelled to understand as being general and universal. ("On the Sermon on the Mount ", De sermone Domini in monte, 1:16:46; CCL 35, 52).

k. ^ French archaeology has shown the north African landscape of this time period became "covered with a white robe of churches" with Catholics and Donatists building multiple churches with granaries to feed
the poor as they competed for the loyalty of the people.[218]

l. ^ See: C. Kirwan, Augustine (London, 1989), pp. 209–218; and J. M. Rist. Augustine: Ancient Thought Baptized (Canbridge, 1994), pp. 239–245.
m. ^ For example, Martin Heidegger's articulations of how "Being-in-the-world" is described through thinking about seeing: "The remarkable priority of 'seeing' was noticed particularly by Augustine, in connection

with his Interpretation of concupiscentia." Heidegger then quotes theConfessions: "Seeing belongs properly to the eyes. But we even use this word 'seeing' for the other senses when we devote them to
cognizing... We not only say, 'See how that shines', ... 'but we even say, 'See how that sounds'". Being and Time, Trs. Macquarrie & Robinson. New York: Harpers, 1964, p. 171.
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Anselm of Canterbury · Augustine of Hippo · Avicenna · Averroes · Boethius · Erasmus · Gaunilo of Marmoutiers · Pico della Mirandola · Heraclitus · King James VI and I ·
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Early modern Augustin Calmet · René Descartes · Blaise Pascal · Baruch Spinoza · Nicolas Malebranche · Gottfried W Leibniz · William Wollaston · Thomas Chubb · David Hume ·
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1800 Friedrich Schleiermacher · Karl C F Krause · Georg W F Hegel
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Skeptics
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Ancient
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Medieval

Boethius · John Philoponus · Olympiodorus · Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite · John Scotus Eriugena
Islamic Golden Age Al-Farabi
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Henry of Ghent · Bonaventure · Theodoric of Freiberg · Meister Eckhart · Berthold of Moosburg · Paul of Venice

Modern
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Cambridge Ralph Cudworth · Henry More · Anne Conway
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German idealists Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz · Christian Wolff · Moses Mendelssohn · Immanuel Kant · Johann Gottlieb Fichte · Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling ·
Arthur Schopenhauer · G. W. F. Hegel · Hermann Lotze · Otto Weininger

Thomas Taylor · Ralph Waldo Emerson · Josiah Royce · Søren Kierkegaard · Henri Bergson · Aleksei Losev

Contemporary

Bernard Bolzano

Analytic Gottlob Frege · G. E. Moore · Kurt Gödel · Alonzo Church · Roderick Chisholm · Michael Dummett · W. V. O. Quine · David Kaplan · Saul Kripke · Alvin Plantinga · Peter van Inwagen ·
Nicholas Wolterstorff · Crispin Wright · Edward N. Zalta

Continental Edmund Husserl · Roman Ingarden · Leo Strauss

Miscellaneous Philip K. Dick · Joseph Ratzinger
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Social and political philosophy
Ancient
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Seven virtues in Christian ethics
Four

cardinal virtues
Prudence (Prudentia) · Justice (Iustitia) · Fortitude (Fortitudo) · Temperance (Temperantia)
Sources: Plato (Republic, Book IV) · Cicero · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Thomas Aquinas

Three
theological virtues

Faith (Fides) · Hope (Spes) · Love (Caritas)
Sources: Paul the Apostle (1 Corinthians 13)

Seven deadly sins
Lust (Luxuria) · Gluttony (Gula) · Greed (Avaritia) · Sloth (Acedia) · Wrath (Ira) · Envy (Invidia) · Pride (Superbia)
Source: Prudentius, Psychomachia
People: Evagrius Ponticus · John Cassian · Pope Gregory I · Dante Alighieri · Peter Binsfeld
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Other Theological intellectualism · Theological voluntarism · Foundationalism

Philosophers
Clement · Augustine · Boethius · Dionysius · Isidore · Eriugena · Alcuin · Anselm · Abelard · Lombard · Albertus · Bonaventure · Aquinas · Llull · Scotus · Occam · Ficino · Pico · Erasmus ·
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· Wojtyla · Ratzinger
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Principle of double effect · Seven deadly sins · Quiddity · Cardinal virtues · Stratification of emotional life · Disputation · Evil demon · Aevum · Haecceity · Cartesian dualism · Divine illumination ·
Peripatetic axiom · Memento mori · Ressentiment · Rota Fortunae · Double truth · Ontological argument · Utopia · Trademark argument · Pascal's wager · Dehellenization · Differentia ·
Homo unius libri · Cogito, ergo sum · Infused righteousness
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Ethics
Normative ethics Consequentialism (Utilitarianism) · Deontology (Kantian ethics) · Ethics of care · Existentialist ethics · Particularism · Pragmatic ethics · Role ethics · Virtue ethics (Eudaimonism)

Applied ethics Animal ethics · Bioethics · Business ethics · Discourse ethics · Engineering ethics · Environmental ethics · Legal ethics · Machine ethics · Media ethics · Medical ethics · Nursing ethics ·
Professional ethics · Sexual ethics · Ethics of artificial intelligence · Ethics of eating meat · Ethics of technology · Ethics of terraforming · Ethics of uncertain sentience

Meta-ethics
Cognitivism (Moral realism (Ethical naturalism · Ethical non-naturalism) · Ethical subjectivism (Ideal observer theory · Divine command theory) · Error theory) · Non-cognitivism (Emotivism ·
Expressivism · Quasi-realism · Universal prescriptivism) · Moral universalism (Value monism – Value pluralism) · Moral relativism · Moral nihilism · Moral rationalism · Ethical intuitionism ·
Moral skepticism

Concepts Autonomy · Axiology · Conscience · Consent · Equality · Free will · Good and evil (Good · Evil) · Happiness · Ideal · Immorality · Justice · Liberty · Morality · Norm · Freedom · Suffering or Pain ·
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Location
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Information
First holder Ua Máel Fogmair I

Established 1111

Cathedral St Muredach's Cathedral, Ballina

Website
killaladiocese.org

St Patrick's Cathedral, Killala,
the episcopal seat of the pre-
Reformation and Church of Ireland
bishops.

St Muredach's Cathedral,
Ballina, the episcopal seat of the
Roman Catholic bishops.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Bishop of Killala (Irish: Easpag Chill Ala) is an episcopal title
which takes its name after the village of Killala in County Mayo,
Ireland. In the Roman Catholic Church it remains a separate title,
but in the Church of Ireland it has been united with other
bishoprics.
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History [edit]

The foundation of the Episcopal see of Killala dates to the time of Saint
Patrick who had a church built there (Killala Cathedral), over which he
placed one of his disciples, Saint Muredach, as its first bishop.[1] Another of
early bishop is believed to have been Saint Cellach of Killala.[2] The see
was often called the bishopric of Uí Fiachrach Muaidhe or Tir Amalghaid
(Tirawley) in the Irish annals.[3] Although the bishopric was founded in the
5th century, it wasn't until AD 1111 that the Diocese of Killala was
established by the Synod of Ráth Breasail.[3] Its boundaries comprises the
north-eastern portion of County Mayo and the barony of Tireragh in
County Sligo.[3] After Bishop Ó Coineóil was restored in 1439, there were a
number of rival candidates who were appointed but never took effect.[4][5]

After the Reformation, there were parallel apostolic successions: one of the
Church of Ireland and the other of the Roman Catholic Church.

In the Church of Ireland, Killala continued as a separate title until 1622
when it was combined with Achonry to form the united bishopric of Killala
and Achonry.[6] Under the Church Temporalities (Ireland) Act 1833, the
combined sees of Killala and Achonry became part of the archbishopric of
Tuam in 1834. On the death of Archbishop Le Poer Trench in 1839, the
Ecclesiastical Province of Tuam lost its metropolitan status and became the
united bishopric of Tuam, Killala and Achonry in the Ecclesiastical Province
of Armagh.[7][8]

In the Roman Catholic Church, Killala remains a separate title.[9] The
bishop's seat (cathedra) is located at the Cathedral Church of St Muredach
in Ballina, County Mayo.[10] The current ordinary is the Most Reverend
John Fleming, Bishop of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Killala, who was
appointed by Pope John Paul II on 19 February 2002 and received
episcopal ordination on 7 April 2002.[11]

Pre-Reformation bishops [edit]

The following is a list of the diocesan bishops of Killala:

Pre-Reformation Bishops of Killala
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From Until Ordinary Notes

unknown 1137 Ua Máel Fogmair I Died in office.

unknown 1151 Ua Máel Fogmair II Died in office.

bef.1179 unknown Ua Máel Fogmair III Became bishop before 1179. Date of death unknown.

1199 1206 Domnall ua Bécda Also known as Donatus. Became bishop before 29
March 1199. Died in office.

fl. 1208 unknown ? Muiredach Ua Dubthaig Mentioned in the Annals of Loch Cé, 1208, where the
context suggests that his see may have been Killala.

bef.1224 1234 Aengus Ó Máel Fogmair Also known as Elias. Became bishop before 1224. Died
in office.

1235 unknown Donatus Became bishop in 1235 and recorded
fl. 7 September 1244. Date of death unknown.

1253 1264 Seoán Ó Laidig, O.P. Elected after 22 June 1253 and consecrated on 7
December 1253. Resigned after 21 February 1264 and
died in 1275.

unknown 1280 Seoán Ó Máel Fogmair Died on 25 October 1280.

1281 1306 Donnchad Ó Flaithbertaig Also known as Donatus. Elected before 16 April 1281
and received possession of the temporalities on 29
September 1281. Died circa February 1306.

1307 1343 John Tankard Also known as Seoán Ó Laithim. Formerly Archdeacon
of Killala. Elected bishop on 13 June 1306 and received
possession of the temporalities after that date, and
consecrated circa 1307. Died in office.

1344 c.1346 James Bermingham Formerly a canon of Killala. Elected and consecrated in
1344. Died in office circa 1346.

1347 1350 Uilliam Ó Dubhda Also known as William O'Dowda. Elected in 1344,
appointed on 26 June 1346, and received possession
of the temporalities on 25 March 1348. Died in office.

1351 1383 Robert Elyot Formerly Bishop of Waterford. Appointed on 8 June
1351. Deprived by Antipope Clement VII before 17
January 1383. Died before January 1390.

1351 1383 (Brian mac Donchadha Ó
Dubha)

Elected by the Dean and Chapter, but it does not appear
to be confirmed or consecrated.

1381 (Thomas Lodowys, O.P.) Appointed on 9 August 1381, but did not take office.
Died towards the end of 1388

1383 unknown Conchobhar Ó Coineóil Also known as Cornelius. Formerly a canon of Tuam.
Appointed by Antipope Clement VII before 19 February
1383. Not known when his episcopate ended, but died
in 1422 or 1423.

1390 1398 Thomas Orwell, O.F.M. Also known as Thomas Horwell. Appointed on 31
January 1390. Acted as a suffragan bishop in the
dioceses of Ely and Norwich 1389–1406. Translated to
Dromore before November 1398.

1398 1400 See vacant

1400 1425 Tomás mac Uilliam Duibh
Bairéad

Also known as Thomas Barrett or 'an t-easbog
Tóimineach'. Appointed before 14 April 1400 and
received possession of the temporalities on 12 March
1401. Died in office on 25 January 1425.

c. 1403 (Muircheartach Cléirach mac
Donnchadha Ó Dubhda)

Elected circa 1403, but was never consecrated, and
died later in the same year.

1425 1431/32 Fearghal Ó Martain, O.E.S.A. Appointed on 26 September 1425 and consecrated on
11 November 1427. Died in office on 30 January 1431
or 1432.

1431 Thaddaeus 'Mac Creagh' Appointed, by provision of the Pope; and was pardoned
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for accepting the appointment, and was admitted to all
the privileges of an English subject, by King Henry VI in
September 1431.

1432 1436 Brian Ó Coineóil Also known as Bernardus. Appointed on 30 January
1432. Deposed in 1436.

1436 1436 Maghnus Ó Dubhda Formerly Archdeacon of Killala. Elected bishop in 1436.
Died in office on 22 February 1436.

1436 1439 See vacant

1439 1461 Brian Ó Coineóil (again) Restored in 1439. Murdered on 31 May 1461 by the son
of Bishop Maghnus Ó Dubhda.

1447 (Robert Barrett) Provost of Killala. Appointed bishop on 3 July 1447, but
did not take effect.

1452 (Ruaidhrí Bairéad, O.E.S.A.) Also known as Rory Barrett. Appointed on 3 March 1452,
but did not take effect. Died after May 1458.

1453 (Thomas) Appointed before 7 January 1453, but did not take effect.

1459 (Richard Viel, O.Carth.) Prior of Witham Friary. Appointed on 17 October 1459,
but did not take effect.

1461 1467 Donatus Ó Conchobhair,
O.P.

Formerly a friar of Rathfran (a friary north of Killala).
Appointed on 2 December 1461. Died in office after
1467.

1467 1470 See vacant

1470 unknown Thomas Barrett, O.S.A. Also known as Tomas Bairéad. Formerly a canon of
Crossmolina. Appointed bishop on 9 February 1470.
Acted as a suffragan bishop in the English Diocese of
Ely in 1497. Died after 1497.

1487 1490 Seaán Ó Caissín, O.F.M. Also known as John O'Cassin and Johannes de
Tuderto. Appointed bishop on 18 January 1487.
Resigned in 1490.

1490 1500 See vacant

1500 1505 Thomas Clerke Also known as Thomas Cleragh. Formerly Archdeacon
of Sodor (Isle of Man). Appointed bishop on 4 May 1500.
Resigned in 1505, becoming Rector of Chedsey in
Somerset, where died there in 1508.

1505 1508 See vacant

1508 bef.1513 Malachias Ó Clúmháin Formerly a priest of the Diocese of Clonfert. Appointed
on 12 February 1506 and consecrated on 3 September
1508. Died in office before 1513.

Source(s):[12][13][14][15]

Bishops during the Reformation [edit]

Bishops of Killala during the Reformation

From Until Ordinary Notes

1513 1545 Richard Barrett Also known as Risdéard Bairéad. Formerly a canon of
Killala. Appointed bishop by Pope Julius II on 7 January
1513. Not known if Barrett acknowledged Royal
supremacy. Died in office before 6 November 1545.

1545 1569 Redmond O'Gallagher Appointed by Pope Paul III on 6 November 1545 and
presumably recognized by the crown in the reign of
Queen Mary I. Translated to the Roman Catholic see of
Derry by Pope Pius V on 22 June 1569. Described by
the papal legate Fr David Wolfe SJ as 'as strong as [a]
bulwark of the Bride of Christ' in an account of
approximately 1573 [16]
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Sources:[17][18][19][20]

Post-Reformation bishops [edit]

Church of Ireland succession [edit]

Church of Ireland Bishops of Killala

From Until Ordinary Notes

1569 1591 See vacant

1591 1607 Owen O'Connor Formerly Dean of Achonry. Nominated on 18 October
1591 and consecrated before 25 March 1592. Died in
office on 14 January 1607.

1607 1613 See vacant

1613 1622 The see was granted in commendam to Miler Magrath, Archbishop of Cashel.

1622 1834 Part of the united bishopric of Killala and Achonry

1834 1839 Part of the archbishopric of Tuam

Since 1839 Part of the united bishopric of Tuam, Killala and Achonry

Source(s):[21][22][23]

Roman Catholic succession [edit]

Roman Catholic Bishops of Killala

From Until Ordinary Notes

1570 1580 Donat O'Gallagher, O.F.M. Also known as Donagh O'Gallagher. Appointed on 4
September 1570 and consecrated on 5 November
1570. Translated to Down and Connor on 23 March
1580[24]

1580 1583 John O'Cahasy, O.F.M. Appointed on 27 July 1580. Died in office in October
1583.

1583 1591 See vacant

1591 unknown (Miler Cawell, vicar apostolic) Appointed vicar apostolic by papal brief on 15 May 1591
(N.S.).

1629 unknown (Andrew Lynch, vicar
apostolic)

Appointed vicar apostolic by papal brief on 28 November
1629 (N.S.).

1645 1661 Francis Kirwan Appointed by papal bull on 6 February 1645 (N.S.) and
consecrated at Paris on 7 May 1645 (N.S.). Returned to
Ireland, but following the fall of Galway in 1651, he hid
from Parliamentarian troops for many months,
eventually imprisoned in Galway and then banished to
France in August 1655. Died in exile at Rennes on 27
August 1661.[25]

1661 1671 See vacant

1671 unknown (John Burke, vicar apostolic) Also recorded as John de Burgo. Appointed vicar
apostolic on 16 May 1671 (N.S.) and papal brief issued
on 30 June 1671 (N.S.).

1676 unknown (John Dooley, vicar apostolic) Appointed vicar apostolic on 22 April 1676 (N.S.).

1695 (Ambrose O'Madden) Nominated to be bishop of Killala, and apostolic
administrator of Kilmacduagh, on 30 August 1695
(N.S.), but did not take effect. Later appointed Bishop of
Kilmacduagh in 1703, but remained unconsecrated.
Finally, appointed Bishop of Clonfert in 1713 and
consecrated in 1714.

1695 1703 See vacant

1703 1735 Thaddeus Francis O'Rourke, Also known as Tadhg O'Rourke. Appointed on 15
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O.F.M. November 1703 (N.S.) and again on 15 March 1707
(N.S.). Consecrated on 24 August 1707. Died in office
before September 1735.

1735 1738 Peter Archdekin, O.F.M. Appointed by papal brief on 30 September 1735 (N.S.)
and consecrated on 5 February 1736 (N.S.). Died in
office in 1738.

1739 1743 Bernard O'Rourke Appointed by papal brief on 24 April 1739 (N.S.). Died in
office before 8 July 1743 (N.S.).

1743 1748 John Brett, O.P. Appointed by papal brief on 27 July 1743 (N.S.) and
consecrated on 8 September 1743 (N.S.). Translated to
Elphin on 28 August 1748 (N.S.).

1749 1749 Michael Skerrett Appointed by papal brief on 23 January 1749 (N.S.).
Translated to Tuam on 5 May 1749 (N.S.).

1749 1760 Bonaventura MacDonnell,
O.F.M.

Appointed by papal brief on 7 May 1749 (N.S.). Died in
office before 16 September 1760.

1760 1776 Philip Phillips Appointed by papal brief on 24 November 1760 (N.S.).
Translated to Achonry on 22 June 1776.

1776 1779 Alexander Irwin Appointed on 16 June 1776 and papal brief issued on 1
July 1776. Died in office before 25 September 1779.

1779 c. 1812 Dominic Bellew Appointed on 5 December 1779, papal brief issued on
18 December 1779, and consecrated in 1780. Died in
office circa 1812.

1812 1814 See vacant

1814 1834 Peter Waldron Appointed on 25 September 1814, papal brief issued on
4 October 1814, and consecrated on 24 February 1815.
Died in office on 20 May 1834.

1834 John MacHale Appointed coadjutor bishop (with right of succession)
on 20 February 1825, papal brief issued on 8 March
1825, and consecrated on 5 June 1825. Succeeded
diocesan bishop on 27 May 1834. Translated to Tuam
on 21 July 1834.

1835 1847 Francis Joseph O'Finan,
O.P.

Appointed on 1 February 1835, papal brief issued on 13
February 1835, and consecrated 21 March 1835.
Allowed to retain the title Bishop of Killala on 19
November 1838, but was deprived jurisdiction of the
Diocese of Killala. Died on 27 November 1847.

1848 1873 Tommaso Feeny Also known as Thomas Feeny. Appointed Papal
Administrator of Killala on 18 July 1839 and
consecrated Titular Bishop of Ptolemais in Phoenicia
on 13 October 1839. Appointed Diocesan Bishop of
Killala on 12 December 1847 and papal brief issued on
11 January 1848. Died in office on 9 August 1873.

1873 1893 Hugh Conway Appointed coadjutor bishop (with right of succession)
on 21 November 1871 and consecrated on 4 February
1872. Succeeded diocesan bishop on 9 July 1873. Died
in office on 23 April 1893.

1893 1911 John Conmy Appointed coadjutor bishop (with right of succession)
on 25 May or June 1892 and consecrated on 24 August
1892. Succeeded diocesan bishop on 23 April 1893.
Died in office on 26 August 1911.

1911 1950 Jacob Naughton Appointed on 27 November 1911 and consecrated on 7
January 1912. Died in office on 16 February 1950.

1950 1970 Patrick O'Boyle Appointed on 12 December 1950 and consecrated on
25 February 1951. Retired on 12 October 1970 and died
on 25 November 1971.
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1970 1987 Thomas McDonnell Appointed on 12 October 1970 and consecrated on 13
December 1970. Retired on 21 January 1987 and died
on 9 December 1987.

1987 2002 Thomas Anthony Finnegan Appointed on 3 May 1987 and consecrated on 12 July
1987. Retired on 19 February 2002 and died on 25
December 2011.

2002 present John Fleming Appointed on 19 February 2002 and consecrated on 7
April 2002

Source(s):[9][26][27][28][29]
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Bishop of Lausanne

Lausanne Cathedral.

Model of Lausanne Cathedral.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Bishop of Lausanne (French: Évêque de Lausanne) was a
Prince-Bishop of the Holy Roman Empire (since 1011) and the Ordinary
of the diocese of Lausanne, Switzerland (Latin: Dioecesis
Lausannensis).

Bern secularized the bishopric in 1536. The bishop fled into exile, first in
Evian, and then in Burgundy. Today, the Catholic diocese of Fribourg,
Lausanne, and Geneva has its seat in Fribourg.

For the ecclesiastical history, see Lausanne and Geneva
bishopric(s)
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List of bishops [edit]

Bishop of Avenches [edit]

Bubulcus (517-535)
Grammatius (535-549)

Bishop of Lausanne 574-1536 [edit]

[1]

Saint Marius (574-594)[2]

Arricus 639-654
Prothasius 652
Chilmegiselus 670
Udalricus 690
Fredarius 814-825
David 827-850
Hartmannus 852-878
Hieronimus 878-892
Boso 892-927
Libo 927-932
Bero 932-947
Magnerius 947-968
Eginolfus 968-985
Henri of Bourgogne 985-1018
Hugues of Bourgogne 1018-1037
Henri II of Lenzbourg 1039-1051/56
Burchard of Oltingen 1056-1089
Lambert of Grandson 1089-1090
Cono of Fenis 1090-1103/07
Giroldus or Gérard of Faucigny 1105-1126/34
Guy of Maligny or of Marlaniaco 1134-1143
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Amedeus of Clermont call of Lausanne 1145-1159
Landri of Durnes 1160-1178/79
Roger of Vico-Pisano 1178-1212
Berthold of Neuchâtel 1212-1220
Gérard of Rougemont 1220-1221
Guillaume of Ecublens 1221-1229
Boniface Clutinc 1231-1239
Jean of Cossonay 1240-1273
Guillaume of Champvent 1273-1301
Gérard of Vuippens 1302-1309
Othon of Champvent 1309-1312
Pierre of Oron 1313-1323
Jean de Rossillon 1323-1341
Jean Bertrand 1341-1342
Geoffroi de Vayrols 1342-1347
François Prévost (Proust) 1347-1354
Aymon de Cossonay 1355-1375
Guy of Prangins 1375-1394
Aymon Séchal administrator, 1394-1394
Guillaume of Menthonay 1394-1406
Guillaume of Challant 1406-1431
Louis of la Palud 1431-1433
Jean of Prangins 1433-1440
Georges of Saluces 1440-1461
Guillaume de Varax 1462-1466
Jean Michel 1466-1468
Barthélémy Chuet, administrator 1469-1472
Giuliano della Rovere,[3] 1472-1473, future pope Julius II, 1503-1513,
Benoît of Montferrand 1476-1491
Aymon of Montfalcon 1491-1517
Sébastien of Montfalcon 1517-1536/60

Bishop of Lausanne 1600-1814 [edit]

Jean de Watteville 1609-1649[4]

Jost Knab 1652-1658[5]

Henri Fuchs 1658-1662 (apostolic administrator)[6]

Jean-Baptiste de Strambino 1662-1684[7]

Pierre de Montenbach 1688-1707[8]

Jacques Duding 1707-1716[9]

Claude-Antoine Duding 1716-1745[10]

Joseph-Hubert de Boccard 1746-1758[11]

Joseph-Nicolas de Montenach 1758-1782[12]

Berndard-Emmanuel de Lenzbourg 1782-1795[13]

Jean-Baptiste d'Odet 1796-1803[14]

Joseph-Antoine Guisolan 1804-1814[15]

Bishop of Lausanne and Geneva 1821-1924 [edit]

Pierre-Tobie Yenni (1815-1845)[16]

Etienne Marilley (1846-1879)[17]

Christophore Cosandey (1879-1882)
Gaspard Mermillod (1883-1891)
Joseph Déruaz (1891-1911)
André-Maurice Bovet (1911-1915)
Placide Colliard (1915-1920)

Bishop of Lausanne, Geneva and Fribourg from 1924 [edit]

Marius Besson (1920-1945)
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François Charrière (1945-1970)
Pierre Mamie (1970-1995)
Amédée (Antoine-Marie) Grab, O.S.B. (1995-1998)
Bernard Genoud (1999-2010)
Charles Morerod, O.P. (2011-Present)
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List of bishops and prince-bishops of Liège
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Liège)

This is a list of the bishops and prince-bishops of Liège. It includes the bishops of the Roman Catholic
Diocese of Liège and its predecessor see of Tongeren and Maastricht. From 972 to 1795, the bishops of Liège
also ruled a lordship (not co-existensive with their diocese) known as the Prince-Bishopric of Liège.
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1 Bishops of Tongeren-Maastricht-Liège, 315–971

1.1 Seat in Tongeren (4th-century)
1.2 Seat in Maastricht (380s? to 718)
1.3 Seat in Maastricht and/or Liège (718 to 810)
1.4 Seat in Liège (810 to 972)

2 Prince-bishops of Liège, 972–1794
3 Bishops of Liège, 1802–present
4 See also

Bishops of Tongeren-Maastricht-Liège, 315–971 [edit]

Seat in Tongeren (4th-century) [edit]

St. Maternus of Tongeren (?) (c. 315)
Saint Servatius (342–384)

Seat in Maastricht (380s? to 718) [edit]

Falco (c. 498–c. 512)
Domitian (?–560)
Saint Monulphus (549–588)
Saint Gondulphus (589–614)
Saint Ebregise ? (614–627)
Saint John I Agnus (627–647)
Saint Amand (647–650)
Saint Remaclus (652–662)
Saint Theodard (662–669)
Saint Lambert, patron saint of the diocese (669–705 or later)
Saint Hubert, patron saint of the city (705 or before – 727)

Seat in Maastricht and/or Liège (718 to 810) [edit]

Floribert of Liège (727–736 or 738)
Fulcaire [ca; fr; nl; ru] (736 or 738–769)
Agilfride [ca; de; fr; nl; ru] (769–787)
Gerbald [ca; fr; nl; ru] (787–809)
Walcaud [ca; de; fr; nl; ru] (809–831)

Seat in Liège (810 to 972) [edit]

Pirard [ca; fr; nl; ru] (831 – 838 or 840)
Hartgard [ca; de; fr; nl; ru] (838 or 840 – 857)
Franco of Tongeren [ca; de; fr; nl; ru] (858–901)
Stephen (901–920)
Richer (920–945)
Hugh I (945–947)
Farabert (947–953)
Rathier (953–955)
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Baldrick I (955–959)
Eraclus (Eraclius, Evraclus) (959–971)

Prince-bishops of Liège, 972–1794 [edit]

Notger (972–1008; founder of the Principality of Liège)
Baldrick II (1008–1018)
Wolbodo (1018–1021)
Durandus (1021–1025)
Reginard (1025–1037)
Nithard (1037–1042)
Wazo (1042–1048)
Theodwin (1048–1075)
Henry of Verdun (1075–1091)
Otbert (1091–1119)
Frederick of Namur (1119–1121)
Albero I of Leuven (1122–1128)
Alexander I (1128–1135)
Albero II of Chiny-Namur (1135–1145)
Henry II of Leez (1145–1164)
Alexander II (1164–1167)
Rudolf of Zähringen (1167–1191)
Saint Albert of Leuven (1191–1192)
Lothaire of Hochstaden (1192–1193)
Simon of Limbourg (1193–1195)
Albert of Cuyck (1195–1200)
Hugh of Pierrepont (1200–1229)
John of Eppes (1229–1238)
William of Savoy (1238–1239)
Robert of Thourotte (1240–1246)
Henry of Guelders (1247–1274)
John of Enghien (1274–1281)
John of Flanders (1282–1291)
Hugh of Chalon (1295–1301)
Adolph of Waldeck (1301–1302)
Thibaut of Bar (1302–1312)
Adolph of La Marck (1313–1344)
Englebert of La Marck (1345–1364)
John of Arkel (1364–1378)
Arnold of Horne (1378–1389)
John of Bavaria (1389–1418)
John of Walenrode (1418–1419)
John of Heinsberg (1419–1455)
Louis of Bourbon (1456–1482)
John of Hornes (1484–1505)
Erard of La Marck (1505–1538)
Corneille of Berghes (1538–1544)
George of Austria (1544–1557)
Robert of Berghes (1557–1564)
Gerard of Grœsbeek (1564–1580)
Ernest of Bavaria (1581–1612)
Ferdinand of Bavaria (1612–1650)
Maximilian Henry of Bavaria (1650–1688)
John Louis of Elderen (1688–1694)
Joseph Clemens of Bavaria (1694–1723)
Georges-Louis de Berghes (1724–1743)
Jean-Théodore of Bavaria (1744–1763)
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Charles-Nicolas d'Oultremont (1763–1771)
François-Charles de Velbruck (1772–1784)
César-Constantin-François de Hoensbroeck (1784–1792)
François-Antoine-Marie de Méan (18 August 1792 – 20 July 1794)

Bishops of Liège, 1802–present [edit]

Jean-Évangéliste Zäpfel (1802–1808)
vacancy (1808–1829)
Corneille Richard Antoine van Bommel (1829–1852)
Theodor Joseph de Montpellier (1852–1879)
Victor Joseph Doutreloux (1879–1901)
Martin-Hubert Rutten (1902–1927)
Louis-Joseph Kerkhofs (1927–1961)
Guillaume Marie van Zuylen (1961–1986)
Albert Houssiau (1986–2001)
Aloys Jousten (2001–2013)
Jean-Pierre Delville, consecrated July 14, 2013

See also [edit]

Prince-Bishopric of Liège
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Lists of Roman Catholic bishops and archbishops Prince-bishoprics of the Holy Roman Empire in Belgium
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Bishop of Lincoln

Bishop of Lincoln
BISHOPRIC
ANGLICAN

Arms of the Bishop of Lincoln: Gules, two lions
passant guardant or on a chief azure the Virgin

ducally crowned sitting on a throne issuant
from the chief on her dexter arm the infant
Jesus and in her sinister hand a sceptre all

or[1]

Incumbent:
Christopher Lowson (suspended)

acting: the Bishop of Grimsby
Location

Ecclesiastical
province

Canterbury

Residence Bishop's Palace, Lincoln
(medieval &
19th century – 1948)
Buckden Palace
(12th century – 1841)
Riseholme Hall (1843–1888)
Bishop's House, Lincoln
(1948–2011)
5-bed house (since 2011)

Information
First holder Cuthwine of Leicester

Remigius de Fécamp (first
Bishop of Lincoln)

Diocese Lincoln

Cathedral Leicester (7th–9th centuries)
Dorchester Abbey (9th–11th c.)
Lincoln Cathedral (since 1072)

Website
http://www.lincoln.anglican.org

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Bishop of Lincoln is the ordinary of the Church of England
Diocese of Lincoln in the Province of Canterbury.

The present diocese covers the county of Lincolnshire and the
unitary authority areas of North Lincolnshire and North East
Lincolnshire. The bishop's seat (cathedra) is located in the
Cathedral Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary in the city of Lincoln.
The cathedral was originally a minster church founded around 653
and refounded as a cathedral in 1072. Until the 1530s the bishops
were in full communion with the Roman Catholic Church.

The historic medieval Bishop's Palace lies immediately to the south
of the cathedral in Palace Yard; managed by English Heritage, it is
open to visitors.[2] A later residence (first used by Bishop Edward
King in 1885)[3] on the same site was converted from office
accommodation to reopen in 2009 as a 16-bedroom conference
centre and wedding venue.[4] It is now known as Edward King
House and provides offices for the bishops, archdeacons and
diocesan staff. A 14-bedroom house (Bishop's House) on Eastgate
was the official residence in use from 1948 until 2011, when the
bishop's office staff and home were separated, allowing the
incoming bishop, Christopher Lowson, to live in a modern five-
bedroom house. [5] A further residence of the mediaeval Bishops
of Lincoln was Banbury Castle, built in 1135 by Alexander of
Lincoln, Bishop of Lincoln and retained by the see until 1547.
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History [edit]

The Anglo-Saxon dioceses of Lindsey and Leicester were
established when the large Diocese of Mercia was divided in the
late 7th century into the bishoprics of Lichfield and Leicester (for
Mercia itself), Worcester (for the Hwicce), Hereford (for the
Magonsæte) and Lindsey (for the Lindisfaras).

The historic Bishop of Dorchester was a prelate who administered
the Diocese of Dorchester in the Anglo-Saxon period. The
bishop's seat, or cathedra, was at the cathedral in Dorchester-on-Thames in Oxfordshire.

In the 660s the seat at Dorchester-on-Thames was abandoned, but briefly in the late 670s it was once more a
bishop's seat under Ætla, under Mercian control.[6] The town of Dorchester again became the seat of a bishop
in around 875, when the Mercian Bishop of Leicester transferred his seat there. The diocese merged with that
of Lindsey in 971; the bishop's seat was moved to Lincoln in 1072 and thus the Mercian Bishops of Dorchester
were succeeded by the Bishops of Lincoln.

The first bishops of Leicester were originally prelates who administered an Anglo-Saxon diocese between the
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850–925

950–1035

The dioceses of Anglo-Saxon England 850–1035

7th and 9th centuries. The bishopric fell victim to the invasion
by the Danes and the episcopal see was transferred to
Dorchester-on-Thames in Oxfordshire.[7][8][9]

The dioceses of Lindsey and Leicester continued until the
Danish Viking invasions and establishment of the Danelaw in
the 9th century. The see of Leicester was transferred to
Dorchester, now in Oxfordshire, sometime between 869 and
888. After an interruption, the see of Lindsey was resumed until
it was united with the bishopric of Dorchester in the early 11th
century. The diocese was the largest in England, extending
from the River Thames to the Humber Estuary.

In 1072, Remigius de Fécamp moved the see of Dorchester to
Lincoln, but the bishops of Lincoln retained significant
landholdings within Oxfordshire. Because of this historic link, for
a long time Banbury remained a "peculiar" of the Bishop of
Lincoln.

Until the 1530s the bishops were in full communion with the
Roman Catholic Church. During the English Reformation they
changed their allegiance back and forth between the crown and
the papacy. Under Henry VIII and Edward VI, the bishops
conformed to the Church of England, but under Mary I they
adhered to the Roman Catholic Church. Since the English
Reformation, the bishops and diocese of Lincoln have been
part of the reformed Church of England, and the Anglican
Communion.

The dioceses of Oxford and Peterborough were created in 1541, out of parts of the Diocese of Lincoln. The
county of Leicestershire was transferred from Lincoln to Peterborough in 1837.

List of bishops of Lincoln [edit]

For precursor offices, see Bishop of Lindsey, Bishop of Leicester and Bishop of Dorchester

Pre-Reformation bishops [edit]

Bishops of Leicester

From Until Incumbent Notes

679 c.691 Cuthwine

692 705 Wilfrid Translated from York; later transferred to
Hexham

709 c.716/727 Headda also Bishop of Lichfield

c.716/727 737 Aldwine also Bishop of Lichfield

737 764 Torhthelm

764 c.781/785 Eadbeorht

c.781/785 c.801/803 Unwona

c.801/803 c.814/816 Wernbeorht

c.814/816 839 or 840 Hræthhun

839 or 840 c.840/844 Ealdred

c.840/844 c.869/888 Ceolred

In the late 9th century, the episcopal see of Leicester was moved to Dorchester.

Source(s):[7][8][9][10]

Bishops of Dorchester

From Until Incumbent Notes

betw. 869 x
888

betw. 893 x
896

Harlardus Also recorded as Alhheard; Eahlheard.

betw. 893 x betw. 903 x Wigmund or Wilferth
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900 909

c. 909 betw. 909 x
925

Coenwulf Also recorded as Kenulphus

betw. 909 x
925

betw. 934 x
945

Wynsige

betw. 934 x
945

betw. 949 x
950

Æthelwold

949 or 950 971 Oscytel Also Archbishop of York (956–971).

971 betw. 971 x
975

Leofwine Bishop of Lindsey; united the sees of
Dorchester and of Lindsey in 971, bishops
of the united diocese known as Bishop of
Dorchester

betw. 971 x
975

betw. 975 x
979

Alnothus Also recorded as Alfnoth

betw. 975 x
979

23 April 1002 Æscwig Also recorded as Œswy; Ascwinus.

1002 betw. 1007 x
1009

Ælfhelm Also recorded as Alfhelmus.

betw. 1007 x
1009

18 October
1016

Eadnoth (I.) Also recorded as Eadnothus. Abbot of
Ramsey; killed at the battle of Assandun.

1016 8 December
1034

Æthelric Also recorded as Eadhericus; Brihtmær.

1034 18/19
September

1049

Eadnoth (II.) Also recorded as Eadnothus. Bishop of
Dorchester, Leicester, and Lindey.

1049 14 September
1052

Ulfus Normanus Also recorded as Ulf. Royal priest;
suspended at the Council of Vercelli 1050;
expelled

1053 1067 Wulfwig Also recorded as Wulfinus. Royal priest.

1067 1072 Remigius de Fécamp Also recorded as Remigius de Feschamp.
Moved the see to Lincoln

Source(s):[11][10][12]

Pre-Reformation Bishops of Lincoln [13][14][15]

From Until Incumbent Notes

1072 1092 Remigius de Fécamp Formerly Almoner of Fécamp, Normandy; consecrated
Bishop of Dorchester (possibly in 1067); transferred the
see from Dorchester to Lincoln in 1072; died in office 8
May 1092; also known as Remigius de Feschamp

1093 1123 Robert Bloet Formerly Lord Chancellor 1092–1093; nominated bishop
in March 1093 and consecrated before 22 February 1094;
died in office 10 January 1123; also known as Robert Bluet

1123 1148 Alexander Formerly Archdeacon of Salisbury; nominated bishop in
April and consecrated 22 July 1123; died in office 20
February 1148

1148 1166 Robert de Chesney Elected bishop 13 December and consecrated 19
December 1148; died in office 27 December 1166; also
known as Robert de Cheney alias Querceto

1168 1173 See vacant

1173 1182 Geoffrey Plantagenet Elected bishop circa May 1173 and confirmed before July
1175; resigned without being consecrated 6 January 1182;
later became Archbishop of York in 1189

1183 1184 Walter de Coutances Formerly Archdeacon of Oxford; elected bishop 8 May and
consecrated 3 July 1183; translated to Rouen in the
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summer of 1184; also known as Walter de Coutances,
Walter of Coutances, or Walter of Rouen

1184 1186 See vacant

1186 1200 Hugh of Avalon Formerly Prior of Witham Charterhouse; elected bishop 25
May and consecrated 21 September 1186; installed at
Lincoln Cathedral 29 September 1181; died in office 16
November 1200; canonised in 1220; also known as Saint
Hugh of Lincoln

1200 1203 See vacant

1203 1206 William de Blois Formerly Prebendary of Lincoln; elected bishop before 6
July and consecrated 24 August 1203; died in office 10 May
1206

1206 1209 See vacant

1209 1235 Hugh of Wells Formerly Archdeacon of Wells; elected bishop before 14
April and consecrated 20 December 1209; in exile until
1213 due to Pope Innocent III's interdict against King
John's England; died in office 7 February 1235; also known
as Hugh Troteman

1235 1253 Robert Grosseteste Formerly Archdeacon of Leicester; elected bishop 25
March and consecrated 17 June 1235; died before 9
October 1253; also known as Robert Grosthead or Robert
Grouthed

1254 1258 Henry of Lexington Formerly Dean of Lincoln; elected bishop 21 or 30
December 1253 and consecrated 17 May 1254; died in
office 8 August 1258

1258 1279 Richard of Gravesend Formerly Dean of Lincoln; elected bishop 21 or 23
September and consecrated 3 November 1258; died in
office 18 December 1279; also known as Richard de
Gravesend

1280 1299 Oliver Sutton Formerly Dean of Lincoln; elected bishop 6 February and
consecrated 19 May 1280; died in office 13 November
1299

1300 1320 John Dalderby Formerly Chancellor of Lincoln; elected bishop 15 January
and consecrated 12 June 1300; died in office 12 January
1320; also known as John Aldberry or John d'Aldreby

1320 (Anthony Bek) Elected bishop 3 February 1320, but was quashed later in
the same year; became Bishop of Norwich in 1337

1320 1340 Henry Burghersh Appointed 27 May and consecrated 20 July 1320; also was
Lord Treasurer 1327–1328 and Lord Chancellor 1328–
1330; died before 27 December 1340

1341 1347 Thomas Bek Elected bishop before 1 March 1341 and consecrated 7
July 1342; died in office 2 February 1347; also known as
Thomas le Bec

1347 1363 John Gynwell Formerly Archdeacon of Northampton; appointed bishop
and consecrated 23 September 1342; died in office 5
August 1362; also known as John Gyndell, John
Gyndwelle or John Sinwell

1363 1398 John Bokyngham Formerly Keeper of the Privy Seal 1360–1363; elected
bishop sometime between 20 August and 4 October 1362;
appointed 5 April and consecrated 25 June 1363; resigned
sometime between March and July 1398; died 10 March
1399; also known as John Buckingham

1398 1404 Henry Beaufort Chancellor of the University of Oxford and Dean of Wells;
appointed 27 February and consecrated 14 July 1398; also
was Lord Chancellor; translated to Winchester 19
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November 1404 where later created a Cardinal in 1426.[16]
1404 1419 Philip Repyngdon Formerly Abbot of Leicester and Chancellor of the

University of Oxford; appointed bishop 19 November 1404
and consecrated 29 March 1405; created a Cardinal 19
September 1408 but revoked in 1409; resigned 21
November 1419; died 1424; also known as Philip de
Repingdon.[17]

1420 1431 Richard Fleming Formerly a Canon of Lincoln; appointed 20 November
1419 and consecrated 28 April 1420; he was appointed
archbishop of York 14 February 1424, but resigned the
appointment 20 July 1425; continued as bishop of Lincoln
until died 25 January 1431; also known as Richard
Fleyming

1431 1436 William Grey Translated from London; appointed 30 April 1431; died in
office sometime between 10 and 18 February 1436; also
known as William Gray

1437 1450 William Alnwick Translated from Norwich; appointed 19 September 1437;
died in office 5 December 1449; also known as William
Alnewick

1450 Marmaduke Lumley Translated from Carlisle; appointed 28 January 1450; died
in office 1 December 1450

1450 1452 See vacant

1452 1472 John Chadworth Formerly Provost of King's College, Cambridge; elected
bishop before 11 February 1451 and consecrated 18 June
1452; died 23 June 1471; also known as John Chedworth

1472 1480 Thomas Rotherham Translated from Rochester; appointed 8 January 1472;
also was Keeper of the Privy Seal and Lord Chancellor;
translated to York 7 July 1480; also known as Thomas de
Rotherham, or Thomas Scot

1480 1494 John Russell Translated from Rochester; appointed 7 July 1480; died in
office 30 December 1494

1495 1514 William Smyth Translated from Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield;
appointed 6 November 1495; died in office 2 January 1514

1514 1515 Thomas Wolsey Formerly Dean of Lincoln 1509–1514 and York 1513–
1514; appointed bishop of Lincoln 6 February and
consecrated 26 March 1514; translated to archbishopric of
York 15 September 1514

1514 1521 William Atwater Appointed 15 September and consecrated 12 November
1514; died in office 4 February 1521

Bishops during the Reformation [edit]

Bishops of Lincoln during the Reformation [15][18][19]

From Until Incumbent Notes

1521 1547 John Longland Formerly Dean of Salisbury 1514–1521; appointed bishop
20 March and consecrated 5 May 1521; died in office 7 May
1547

1547 1551 Henry Holbeach Translated from Rochester; nominated 1 August and
confirmed 20 August 1547; died in office 6 August 1551

1552 1554 John Taylor Nominated 18 June and consecrated 26 June 1552;
deprived of the see 15 March 1554; died in December
1554

1554 1556 John White Nominated before 1 April 1554 and consecrated on that
date; translated to Winchester 6 July 1556

1557 1559 Thomas Watson Nominated 7 December 1556; appointed 24 May and
consecrated 15 August 1557; deprived of the see 26 June
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1559; died in September 1584

Post-Reformation bishops [edit]

Post-Reformation Bishops of Lincoln [19][20]

From Until Incumbent Notes

1560 1571 Nicholas Bullingham Nominated 25 November 1559 and consecrated 21
January 1560; translated to Worcester 26 January 1571

1571 1584 Thomas Cooper Nominated 15 January and consecrated 24 February
1571; translated to Winchester 23 March 1584

1584 1595 William Wickham Nominated 28 October and consecrated 6 December
1584; translated to Winchester 22 February 1595

1595 1608  

William Chaderton

Translated from Chester; nominated before 28 March
and confirmed 24 May 1595; died in office 11 April 1608

1608 1613 William Barlow Translated from Rochester; elected bishop of Lincoln 21
May and confirmed 27 June 1608; died in office 7
September 1613

1614 1617  

Richard Neile
Translated from Lichfield; elected bishop of Lincoln 17
January and confirmed 18 February 1614; translated to
Durham 9 October 1617

1617 1621  
George

Montaigne

Elected bishop 21 October and consecrated 14
December 1617; translated to London 20 July 1621; also
known as George Mountain

1621 1641  
John Williams

Elected bishop 3 August and consecrated 11 November
1621; also was Lord Keeper 1621–1625 (the last cleric to
hold the position); translated to York in December 1641

1641 1654 Thomas Winniffe Nominated 17 December 1641 and consecrated 6
February 1642; after November 1646, he retired to
Lambourne; died 19 September 1654

1654 1660 See vacant

1660 1663  
Robert Sanderson

Nominated 3 October and consecrated 28 October 1660;
died in office 29 January 1663

1663 1667  

Benjamin Lany
Translated from Peterborough; nominated 20 February
and consecrated 2 April 1663; translated to Ely 12 June
1667

1667 1675 William Fuller Translated from Limerick, Ardfert and Aghadoe;
nominated 5 September and confirmed 27 September
1667; died in office 22 April 1675

1675 1691  
Thomas Barlow

Nominated 1 May and consecrated 27 June 1675; died in
office 8 October 1691

1691 1695  
Thomas Tenison

Nominated 27 October 1691 and consecrated 10 January
1692; translated to Canterbury 16 January 1695

1695 1705  
James Gardiner

Nominated 18 January and consecrated 10 March 1695;
died in office 1 March 1705

1705 1716 Nominated 16 July and consecrated 21 October 1705;
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William Wake

translated to Canterbury 16 January 1716

1716 1723  
Edmund Gibson

Nominated 17 December 1715 and consecrated 12
February 716; translated to London 4 May 1723

1723 1743 Richard Reynolds Translated from Bangor; nominated 16 May and
confirmed 10 June 1723; died in office 15 January 1744

1744 1761  
John Thomas

Formerly Bishop-elect of St Asaph; nominated 20 January
and consecrated 1 April 1744; translated to Salisbury 25
November 1761

1761 1779 John Green Nominated 28 November and consecrated 28 December
1761; died in office 25 April 1779

1779 1787 Thomas Thurlow Nominated 5 May and consecrated 30 May 1779;
translated to Durham 19 February 1787

1787 1820  

George Pretyman

 

(later Pretyman Tomline)

Nominated 19 February and consecrated 11 March 1787;
changed his surname to Pretyman Tomline in June
1803; translated to Winchester 18 August 1820

1820 1827  
The Hon

 
George

Pelham

Translated from Exeter; nominated 18 August and
confirmed 16 October 1820; died in office 7 February
1827

1827 1853  
John Kaye

Translated from Bristol; nominated 12 February and
confirmed 1 March 1827; died in office 19 February 1853

1853 1869  
John Jackson

Nominated 18 March and consecrated 5 May 1853;
translated to London 11 January 1869

1869 1885  

Christopher

Wordsworth

Nominated 9 February and consecrated 24 February
1869; resigned in February 1885; died 20 March 1885

1885 1910  

Edward King

Nominated 5 March and consecrated 25 April 1885; died
in office 8 March 1910

1910 1919 Edward Hicks Nominated 28 April and consecrated 24 June 1910; died
in office 14 August 1919

1919 1932 William Swayne Nominated 26 November 1919 and consecrated 6
January 1920; resigned 14 November 1932; died 30
June 1941

1932 1942 Nugent Hicks Translated from Gibraltar; nominated 12 December 1932
and confirmed 15 February 1933; died in office 10
February 1942

1942 1946 Aylmer Skelton Translated from Bedford; nominated 27 July and
confirmed 27 August 1942; resigned 1 May 1946; died 30
August 1959

1946 1947 Leslie Owen Translated from Maidstone; nominated 12 June and
confirmed 17 July 1946; died in office 2 March 1947

1947 1956 Maurice Harland Translated from Croydon; nominated 22 May and
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confirmed 11 July 1947; translated to Durham 7 July
1956

1956 1974 Kenneth Riches Translated from Dorchester; nominated 24 August and
confirmed 26 September 1956; resigned 30 September
1974; died 15 May 1999.[21]

1974 1986 Simon Phipps Translated from Horsham; nominated 7 October 1974
and confirmed 2 January 1975; retired in 1986; died 29
January 2001.[22][23]

1987 2002 Robert Hardy Translated from Maidstone; nominated and confirmed in
1987; retired in 2002

2001/2 2011 John Saxbee Translated from Ludlow; nominated 4 September
2001,[24] election confirmed late December 2001/early
January 2002[25] and installed at Lincoln Cathedral 23
March 2002; retired 2011[26]

2011 incumbent  

Christopher

Lowson

former national Director of Ministry; enthroned 15
November 2011;[5] suspended since 16 May 2019[27]

2019 present David Court, Bishop of
Grimsby

Acting bishop during Lowson's suspension[27]

Assistant bishops [edit]

Among those who have served as assistant bishops of the diocese have been:

1930 – 1934 (d.): John Hine, Archdeacon of Lincoln (until 1933) and former Bishop of Likoma, of Zanzibar,
of Northern Rhodesia and of Grantham[28]

Honorary assistant bishops, serving after their retirements, have included:

1968 – 1977 (d.): George Clarkson, retired Dean of Guildford and former Bishop suffragan-Archdeacon of
Pontefract
1995 – 2016 (d.): Donald Snelgrove, retired Bishop of Hull[29]

1995 – 2011 (d.): John Brown, retired Bishop in Cyprus and the Gulf
2001–present: David Tustin, retired Bishop of Grimsby
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Bishops of Lincoln

Leicester Cuthwine · Wilfrid · Headda · Aldwine · Torhthelm · Eadbeorht · Unwona · Wernbeorht · Hræthhun · Ealdred
· Ceobred · see removed to Dorchester

Dorchester Harlardus · Wigmund · Coenwulf · Wynsige · Æthelwold · Oscytel · united see: · Leofwine · Alnothus ·
Æscwig · Ælfhelm · Eadnoth (I) · Æthelric · Eadnoth (II) · Ulfus Normanus · Wulfwig · Remigius de Fécamp

High Medieval
Remigius de Fécamp · Robert Bloet · Alexander · Robert de Chesney · Geoffrey Plantagenet ·
Walter de Coutances · Hugh of Avalon · William de Blois · Hugh of Wells · Robert Grosseteste ·
Henry of Lexington · Richard of Gravesend · Oliver Sutton

Late Medieval
John Dalderby · Anthony Bek · Henry Burghersh · Thomas Bek · John Gynwell · John Bokyngham ·
Henry Beaufort · Philip Repyngdon · Richard Fleming · William Grey · William Alnwick · Marmaduke Lumley
· John Chadworth · Thomas Rotherham · John Russell

Early modern

William Smyth · Thomas Wolsey · William Atwater · John Longland · Henry Holbeach · John Taylor ·
John White · Thomas Watson · Nicholas Bullingham · Thomas Cooper · William Wickham ·
William Chaderton · William Barlow · Richard Neile · George Montaigne · John Williams · Thomas Winniffe
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· William Wake · Edmund Gibson · Richard Reynolds · John Thomas · John Green · Thomas Thurlow

Late modern

George Pretyman (later Pretyman Tomline) · George Pelham · John Kaye · John Jackson ·
Christopher Wordsworth · Edward King · Edward Hicks · William Swayne · Nugent Hicks · Aylmer Skelton ·
Leslie Owen · Maurice Harland · Kenneth Riches · Simon Phipps · Bob Hardy · John Saxbee ·
Christopher Lowson

Anglican hierarchy in Great Britain and Ireland

 Church of England

Canterbury
Province

Diocesan
bishops

Archbishop of Canterbury · Bath & Wells · Birmingham · Bristol ·
Chelmsford · Chichester · Coventry · Derby · Ely · Exeter · Europe ·
Gloucester · Guildford · Hereford · Leicester · Lichfield · Lincoln ·
London · Norwich · Oxford · Peterborough · Portsmouth ·
Rochester · Saint Albans · St Edmundsbury & Ipswich · Salisbury ·
Southwark · Truro · Winchester · Worcester

Suffragan
bishops

Aston · Barking · Basingstoke · Bedford · Bradwell · Brixworth ·
Buckingham · Colchester · Crediton · Croydon · Dorchester ·
Dorking · Dover · Dudley · Dunwich · Ebbsfleet · Edmonton ·
Europe · Fulham · Grantham · Grimsby · Hertford · Horsham ·
Huntingdon · Kensington · Kingston-upon-Thames · Lewes ·
Loughborough · Ludlow · Lynn · Maidstone · Plymouth · Ramsbury
· Reading · Repton · Richborough · Sherborne · Shrewsbury ·
Southampton · St Germans · Stafford · Stepney · Swindon ·
Taunton · Tewkesbury · Thetford · Tonbridge · Warwick ·
Willesden · Wolverhampton · Woolwich
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Diocesan
bishops

Archbishop of York · Blackburn · Carlisle · Chester · Durham ·
Leeds · Liverpool · Manchester · Newcastle · Sheffield ·
Sodor & Man · Southwell

Suffragan
bishops

Berwick · Beverley · Birkenhead · Bolton · Bradford · Burnley ·
Doncaster · Huddersfield · Hull · Jarrow · Lancaster · Middleton ·
Penrith · Richmond · Ripon · Selby · Sherwood · Stockport ·
Wakefield · Warrington · Whitby

Other
Bishop at Lambeth · Bishop to the Forces · Bishop to HM Prisons ·
Bishop for Urban Life and Faith · Bishop of the Falkland Islands ·
Chair of the CMDDP · Bishop for Higher and Further Education

 Church in Wales Archbishop of Wales · Bangor · Llandaff · Monmouth · Saint Asaph · Saint Davids ·
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 Scottish Episcopal
Church

Primus of the Scottish Episcopal Church · Aberdeen and Orkney · Argyll & The Isles · Brechin ·
Edinburgh · Glasgow & Galloway · Moray, Ross & Caithness · St Andrews, Dunkeld & Dunblane

 Church of Ireland

Armagh
Province

Archbishop of Armagh · Clogher · Connor · Derry and Raphoe · Down & Dromore ·
Kilmore, Elphin & Ardagh · Tuam, Killala & Achonry

Dublin
Province

Archbishop of Dublin · Cashel & Ossory · Cork, Cloyne & Ross · Limerick & Killaloe
· Meath & Kildare
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Bishop of Durham

Bishop of Durham
BISHOPRIC
ANGLICAN

Coat of arms

Incumbent:
Paul Butler
Location

Ecclesiastical
province

York

Information
First holder Aidan

Aldhun (first bishop of Durham)

Established 635 (at Lindisfarne)
995 (translation to Durham)

Diocese Durham

Cathedral Durham Cathedral (since 995)
St Mary and St Cuthbert,
Chester-le-Street (882–995)
Lindisfarne (635–875)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Lindisfarne)

"Bishop of Lindisfarne" redirects here. For the modern titular see, see Roman Catholic Bishop of
Lindisfarne.

The Bishop of Durham is the Anglican bishop responsible for the
Diocese of Durham in the Province of York. The diocese is one of
the oldest in England and its bishop is a member of the House of
Lords. Paul Butler has been the Bishop of Durham since his
election was confirmed at York Minster on 20 January 2014.[1] The
previous bishop was Justin Welby, now Archbishop of Canterbury.
The bishop is one of two (the other is the Bishop of Bath and
Wells) who escort the sovereign at the coronation.

He is officially styled The Right Reverend (Christian Name), by
Divine Providence Lord Bishop of Durham, but this full title is rarely
used. In signatures, the bishop's family name is replaced by
Dunelm, from the Latin name for Durham (the Latinised form of
Old English Dunholm). In the past, bishops of Durham varied their
signatures between Dunelm and the French Duresm. Prior to 1836
the bishop had significant temporal powers over the Liberty of
Durham and later the County Palatine of Durham.

For centuries, each bishop lived in Durham Castle from its
construction in the 11th century. In 1832, Auckland Castle became
the official residence of the bishops of Durham until July 2012
when ownership of the castle was transferred over to the Auckland
Castle Trust, a charitable foundation with the aim of beginning a
major restoration of the grounds and castle and creating
permanent exhibitions on the history of Christianity in Britain and
the North East.[2] The bishop continues to have offices in Auckland
Castle but no longer resides there.[3]
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History [edit]

The Bishop of Lindisfarne is an episcopal title which takes its name after the tidal island of Lindisfarne, which
lies just off the northeast coast of Northumberland, England. The title was first used by the Anglo-Saxons
between the 7th and 10th centuries. In the reign of Æthelstan (924–939) Wigred, thought by Simon Keynes to
have been Bishop of Chester-le-Street, attested royal charters.[4] According to George Molyneaux, the church
of St Cuthbert "was in all probability the greatest landholder between the Tees and the Tyne".[5] Traditionally,
following the chronology of the twelfth-century writer Symeon of Durham, historians have believed that the body
of St Cuthbert and centre of the diocese lay at Chester-le-Street from the ninth century until 995, but recent
research has suggested that the bishops may have been based at Norham on the River Tweed until after
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The Anglo-Saxon dioceses before
925

1013.[6] The title of "bishop of Lindisfarne" is now used by the Roman
Catholic Church for a titular see.

The Anglo-Saxon bishops of Lindisfarne were ordinaries of several
early medieval episcopal sees (and dioceses) in Northumbria and
pre-Conquest England. The first such see was founded at Lindisfarne
in 635 by Saint Aidan.[7]

From the 7th century onwards, in addition to his spiritual authority, the
bishops of Lindisfarne, and then Durham, also acted as the civil ruler of
the region as the lord of the liberty of Durham, with local authority
equal to that of the king. The bishop appointed all local officials and
maintained his own court. After the Norman Conquest, this power was
retained by the bishop and was eventually recognised with the
designation of the region as the County Palatine of Durham. As holder
of this office, the bishop was both the earl of the county and bishop of
the diocese. Though the term 'prince-bishop' has become a common
way of describing the role of the bishop prior to 1836, the term was unknown in Medieval England.[8]

A UNESCO site describes the role of the prince-bishops in the "buffer state between England and Scotland":[9]

From 1075, the bishop of Durham became a prince-bishop, with the right to raise an army, mint his
own coins, and levy taxes. As long as he remained loyal to the king of England, he could govern as
a virtually autonomous ruler, reaping the revenue from his territory, but also remaining mindful of
his role of protecting England’s northern frontier.

A 1788 report adds that the bishops had the authority to appoint judges and barons and to offer pardons.[10]

Except for a brief period of suppression during the English Civil War, the bishopric retained this temporal power
until it was abolished by the Durham (County Palatine) Act 1836 with the powers returned to the Crown.[11] The
bishop of Durham, however, continued to hold a seat in the House of Lords; that has continued to this day by
virtue of the ecclesiastical office.[12][13]

List of bishops [edit]

Early Medieval bishops [edit]

Bishops of Lindisfarne

From Until Incumbent Notes

635 651 Aidan Saint Aidan.

651 661 Finan Saint Finan.

661 664 Colmán Saint Colmán.

664 Tuda Saint Tuda.

In 664 the diocese was merged to York by Wilfrid (who succeeded Tuda following his death), leaving
one large diocese in the large northern Kingdom of Northumbria.

The diocese was reinstated in 678 by Theodore of Tarsus, Archbishop of Canterbury following Wilfrid's
banishment from Northumbria by King King Ecgfrith. Its new seat was initially (at least in part) at Hexham
(until a new diocese was created there in 680).

678 685 Eata of Hexham Saint Eata.

685 687 Cuthbert Saint Cuthbert.

688 698 Eadberht Saint Eadberht.

698 721 Eadfrith Saint Eadfrith.

721 740 Æthelwold Saint Æthelwold.

740 780 Cynewulf

780 803 Higbald

803 821 Egbert

821 830 Heathwred

830 845 Ecgred
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845 854 Eanbert

854 875 Eardulf

883 889 Eardulf

900 c. 915 Cutheard

c. 915 c. 925 Tilred

c. 925 maybe
942?

Wilgred

maybe
942?

unknown Uchtred

unknown,
expelled after 6

months

Sexhelm

before
946

maybe
968?

Aldred

maybe
968?

maybe
968?

Ælfsige Called "Bishop of St Cuthbert".

990 995 Aldhun According to the traditional account, the see was moved
to Durham.

In 995, the King had paid the Danegeld to the Danish and Norwegian Kings and peace was restored.
According to the legend, Aldhun was on his way to reestablish the see at Lindisfarne when he received
a divine vision that the body of St Cuthbert should be laid to rest in Durham.

Source(s):[14]

Bishops of Durham

From Until Incumbent Notes

995 1018 Aldhun

1021 1041 Edmund

1041 1042 Eadred

1042 1056 Æthelric

1056 1071 Æthelwine

Source(s):[15]

Pre-Reformation prince-bishops [edit]

Bishops of Durham

From Until Incumbent Notes

1071 1080 William Walcher

1081 1096 William de St-Calais

1099 1128 Ranulf Flambard

1133 1140 Geoffrey Rufus

1141 1143 William Cumin

1143 1153 William of St. Barbara

1153 1195 Hugh de Puiset

1197 1208 Philip of Poitou

1209 1213 Richard Poore Election quashed by Pope Innocent III (who was quarrelling
with King John); later elected and consecrated.

1214 1214 John de Gray Died before consecration.

1215 1215 Morgan Election quashed.

1217 1226 Richard Marsh

1226 1227 William Scot Election quashed.

1229 1237 Richard Poore Translated from Salisbury.

1237 1240 Thomas de Melsonby Resigned before consecration.
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1241 1249 Nicholas Farnham

1249 1260 Walter of Kirkham

1260 1274 Robert Stitchill

1274 1283 Robert of Holy Island

1284 1310 Antony Bek Also Titular Patriarch of Jerusalem from 1306 to 1311 (the
only English person ever to hold this post).

1311 1316 Richard Kellaw In the ensuing vacancy, Thomas de Charlton, John
Walwayn and John de Kynardesley were nominated by
Edward II, Humphrey de Bohun, 4th Earl of Hereford and
Thomas, 2nd Earl of Lancaster respectively, but the
chapter elected Henry de Stamford OSB on 6 November
1316. That election was never confirmed, but quashed by
Pope John XXII on 10 December.

1317 1333 Lewis de Beaumont

1333 1345 Richard de Bury

1345 1381 Thomas Hatfield

1382 1388 John Fordham Translated to Ely.

1388 1406 Walter Skirlaw Translated from Bath & Wells.

1406 1437 Thomas Langley

1437 1457 Robert Neville Translated from Salisbury

1457 1476 Lawrence Booth Translated to York.

1476 1483 William Dudley

1484 1494 John Sherwood

1494 1501 Richard Foxe Translated from Bath & Wells, later translated to
Winchester.

1502 1505 William Senhouse Translated from Carlisle.

1507 1508 Christopher Bainbridge Translated to York.

1509 1523 Thomas Ruthall

1523 1529 Thomas Wolsey Archbishop of York. Held Durham in commendam.

1530 1559 Cuthbert Tunstall Translated from London.

Source(s):[15]

Post-Reformation prince-bishops [edit]

Bishops of Durham

From Until Incumbent Notes

1530 1559  
Cuthbert

Tunstall

1561 1576  

James

Pilkington

1577 1587  
Richard Barnes

Translated from Carlisle.

1589 1595  
Matthew Hutton

Translated to York.

1595 1606 Translated to York.
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Tobias Matthew

1606 1617  
William James

1617 1627  

Richard Neile

Translated from Lincoln, later translated to Winchester.

1627 1628  
George

Montaigne

Translated from London, later translated to York.

1628 1632  
John Howson

Translated from Oxford

1632 1659  
Thomas Morton

Translated from Lichfield.

1660 1672  
John Cosin

1674 1722  
Nathaniel Crew

Translated from Oxford.

1722 1730  
William Talbot

Translated from Salisbury.

1730 1750  
Edward

Chandler

Translated from Lichfield.

1750 1752  

Joseph Butler

Translated from Bristol.

1752 1771  
Richard Trevor

Translated from St David's.

1771 1787  
John Egerton

Translated from Lichfield.

1787 1791  
Thomas

Thurlow

Translated from Lincoln.

1791 1826  
Shute

Barrington

Translated from Salisbury.

1826 1836 Translated from Llandaff.
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William Van

Mildert

Source(s):[15]

Late modern bishops (since 1836) [edit]

Bishops of Durham

From Until Incumbent Notes

1836 1856  
Edward Maltby

Translated from Chichester.

1856 1860  
Charles

Longley

Translated from Ripon, later translated to York, then to
Canterbury.

1860 1861  
Henry

Montagu Villiers

Translated from Carlisle.

1861 1879  
Charles Baring

Translated from Gloucester and Bristol.

1879 1889  
J. B. Lightfoot

Previously Lady Margaret's Professor of Divinity at
Cambridge.

1890 1901  

Brooke Foss

Westcott

Previously Regius Professor of Divinity at Cambridge.

1901 1920  
Handley Moule

Previously Norrisian Professor of Divinity at Cambridge.

1920 1939  
Hensley

Henson

Translated from Hereford.

1939 1952  
Alwyn Williams

Translated to Winchester.

1952 1956  

Michael

Ramsey

Translated to York, then to Canterbury.

1956 1966  
Maurice

Harland

Translated from Lincoln.

1966 1972  
Ian Ramsey

Previously Nolloth Professor of the Philosophy of the
Christian Religion at Oxford.

1973 1983 Translated to York.
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John Habgood

1984 1994  
David Jenkins

Previously Professor of Theology University of Leeds

1994 2003  
Michael

Turnbull

Translated from Rochester

2003 2010  N. T. Wright Previously Dean of Lichfield; returned to academia.

2011 2013  
Justin Welby

Translated to Canterbury.[16]

2014 incumbent  

Paul Butler

Previously Bishop of Southwell and Nottingham.[17]

Source(s):[15]

Assistant bishops [edit]

Among those who have served as assistant bishops of the diocese have been:

1889–1902 (ret.): Daniel Sandford, Rector of Boldon and coadjutor bishop; former Bishop of Tasmania[18]

1904–1906: Noel Hodges, former Bishop of Travancore and Cochin (later Assistant Bishop of Ely and of
St Albans)[19]

1970–1975: Kenneth Skelton, Rector of Bishopwearmouth and former Bishop of Matabeleland (became
Bishop of Lichfield)[20]
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Bishops of the Diocese of Linköping, Sweden.

Before the reformation [edit]

Herbert?
Rikard?
1139–1160s Gisle
1170–1171 Stenar
1187–1195/96 Kol
Johannes?
1216–1220 Karl Magnusson
1220–1236 Bengt Magnusson
1236–1258 Lars
1258–1283 Henrik
1258–1286 Bo
1286–1291 Bengt Birgersson
1292–1307 Lars
1307–1338 Karl Bååt
1342–1351 Petrus Torkilsson
1352–1372 Nils Markusson
1373–1374 Gottskalk Falkdal
1375–1391 Nils Hermansson
1391–1436 Knut Bosson
1436–1440 ?
1441–1458 Nils König
1459–1465 Kettil Karlsson
1465–1500 Henrik Tidemansson
1501–1512 Hemming Gadh
1513–1527 Hans Brask

After the reformation [edit]

1529–1540 Jöns Månsson
1543–1558 Nicolaus Canuti
1558–1569 Erik Falck
1569–1580 Martinus Olai Gestricus
1583–1587 Petrus Caroli
1589–1606 Petrus Benedicti
1606–1630 Jonas Kylander
1631–1635 Johannes Botvidi
1637–1644 Jonas Petri Gothus
1645–1655 Andreas Johannis Prytz
1655–1670 Samuel Enander
1671–1678 Johannes Terserus
1678–1681 Olov Svebilius
1681–1691 Magnus Pontin
1693–1711 Haquin Spegel
1711–1716 Jacob Lang
1716–1729 Torsten Rudeen
1730 Johannes Steuchius
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1731–1742 Erik Benzelius the younger
1743–1761 Andreas Olavi Ryzelius
1761–1780 Petrus Filenius
1780–1786 Uno von Troil
1786–1805 Jakob Axelsson Lindblom
1805–1808 Magnus Lehnberg
1809–1819 Carl von Rosenstein
1819–1833 Marcus Wallenberg
1833–1861 Johan Jacob Hedrén
1861–1884 Ebbe Gustaf Bring
1884–1893 Carl Alfred Cornelius
1893–1906 Carl Wilhelm Charlewille
1907–1910 Otto Ahnfelt
1910–1926 John Personne
1927–1935 Erik Aurelius
1936–1947 Tor Andrae
1947–1959 Torsten Ysander
1959–1980 Ragnar Askmark
1980–1995 Martin Lönnebo
1995–2011 Martin Lind
2011– Martin Modéus
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Bishop of Lismore, Ireland
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other bishops with the same name, see Bishop of Lismore.

The Bishop of Lismore was a separate episcopal title which took its name after the town of Lismore in County
Waterford, Republic of Ireland.
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History [edit]

The diocese of Lismore was one of the twenty-four dioceses established by the Synod of Rathbreasail in 1111.
The see of Ardmore was incorporated with Lismore in the late 12th century. In 1363, Lismore and Waterford
were united by Pope Urban V, and Thomas le Reve became the first bishop of the united see of Waterford and
Lismore.[1][2][3]

List of bishops of Lismore [edit]

Bishops of Lismore

From Until Incumbent Notes

unknown 1113 Niall mac Meic Áedacáin Died in office

unknown 1119 Ua Daighthig Died in office

unknown 1135 Máel Ísu Ua hAinmere,
O.S.B.

Probably was bishop of Lismore and Waterford during
the last years of his life; died in office; also known as
Malchus

1135 c.1151 Máel Muire Ua Loingsig Probably resigned circa 1151; his death is recorded in
the Annals of Ulster in 1159

1151 c.1179 Gilla Críst Ua Connairche,
O.Cist.

Consecrated in 1151; resigned circa 1179; died 1186;
first Abbot of Mellifont; he is said to have been the first
papal legate in Ireland; also known as Christianus

c.1179 1202 Felix Elected circa 1179; attended the Third Council of the
Lateran in 1179; resigned 1202

1203 bef.1216 Malachias, O.Cist. Elected circa 1202 and consecrated before 5 November
1203; died before 1216

1216 1218 Thomas Elected and consecrated before June 1216; died before
December 1218

1218 1223 Robert of Bedford Formerly Bishop-elect of Glendalough; elected Bishop
of Lismore before 13 December 1218 and received
possession of the temporalities on that date;
consecrated before 17 April 1219; died before
November 1223

1228 1246 Griffin Christopher Elected before 6 November 1223 and received
possession of the temporalities on that date; received
the temporalities again from the king on 8 July 1225
and again 11 July 1227; consecrated before 25 April
1228; resigned sometime between 17 July and 8
August 1246; died after 22 August 1252
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Christianity portal

1246/48 1253 Ailinn Ó Súilleabáin, O.P. Translated from Cloyne after 26 October 1246, but did
receive possession of the see's temporalities until 25
May 1248; died before 27 April 1253; also known as
Alan O'Sullivan

1253 1270 Thomas Elected before 25 July 1253; received possession of the
temporalities after 27 July 1253; consecrated after 15
October 1253; died before 2 July 1270

1270 1279 John Roche Elected before 20 August 1270 and received
possession of the temporalities after that date; died 11
June 1279; also known as John de Rupe

1280 1308 Richard Corre Elected 19 July and consecrated after 24 October 1279;
received possession of the temporalities 11 November
1279; died in October 1308

1309 1321 William Fleming Elected after 24 November 1308; died in November
1321; also known as William le Fleming

1321 1354 John Leynagh Elected after 13 December 1321 and consecrated 17
April 1323; died in December 1354; also known as
John Launaught

1354 1358 See vacant During this vacancy, King Edward III ordered the
temporalities of Lismore to be delivered to Roger
Cradock, Bishop of Waterford, however, this was not
done.

1358 1363 Thomas le Reve Appointed 18 May 1358 and received possession of the
temporalities 24 August 1358; became Bishop of
Waterford and Lismore on 16 June 1363 when Pope
Urban V united the two dioceses

In 1363, Lismore united with Waterford to form the united bishopric of Waterford and Lismore

Source(s):[1][2][3]
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Lismore Cathedral, Ireland
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Bishop of London

Bishop of London
BISHOPRIC
ANGLICAN

Arms of the Bishop of London: Gules, two
swords in saltire points uppermost argent hilts

and pommels or[1]

Incumbent:
Sarah Mullally

Location
Ecclesiastical
province

Canterbury

Residence The Old Deanery, Dean's
Court, City of London

Information
First holder Thean

Established 4th century, but current
establishment from 604

Diocese London

Cathedral St Paul's Cathedral

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Bishop of Essex" redirects here. For the modern bishops of Essex, see Bishop of Chelmsford.
Not to be confused with Coptic Orthodox Archbishop of London; Bishops of the Roman Catholic Diocese of
London, Ontario; or Archbishop of Westminster.

The Bishop of London is the ordinary of the Church of England
Diocese of London in the Province of Canterbury.

The diocese covers 458 km2 (177 sq mi) of 17 boroughs of
Greater London north of the River Thames (historically the City of
London and the County of Middlesex) and a small part of the
County of Surrey (the district of Spelthorne, historically part of
Middlesex). The see is in the City of London where the seat is St
Paul's Cathedral which was founded as a cathedral in 604 and was
rebuilt from 1675 following the Great Fire of London (1666).

Third in seniority in the Church of England after the Archbishops
of Canterbury and York, the bishop is one of five senior bishops
who sit as of right as one of the 26 Lords Spiritual in the House of
Lords (for the remaining diocesan bishops of lesser rank, seats
are attained upon vacancy, determined by chronological
seniority).[2] The other four senior bishops are the Archbishop of
Canterbury, the Archbishop of York, the Bishop of Durham and the
Bishop of Winchester.

The bishop's residence is The Old Deanery, Dean's Court, City of
London. Previously, for over 1000 years, Fulham Palace was the
residence and from the 18th century the bishop had chambers at
London House next to the Bishop's Chapel in Aldersgate
Street.[3][citation needed]

The current (133rd) Bishop of London is Sarah Mullally. She was
confirmed on 8 March 2018 after acting in post immediately after
her canonical election on 25 January 2018.[4][5] The diocesan
bishop of London has had direct episcopal oversight in the Two
Cities area (the City of London and the City of Westminster) since
the institution of the London area scheme in 1979.[6]
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History [edit]

According to a 12th-century list, which may be recorded by Jocelyne of Furness, there had been 14
"archbishops" of London, claiming London's Christian community was founded in the 2nd century under the
legendary King Lucius and his missionary saints Fagan, Deruvian, Elvanus, and Medwin.[7] None of that is
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A certificate of ordination (with seal)
given at Westminster by Richard
Terrick, Bishop of London, 24 February
1770. The arms on the seal are
blazoned: Per pale: 1. Gules, two
swords in saltire points uppermost
argent hilts and pommels or (for the
office of the Bishop of London), and 2.
___ (the personal arms of Richard
Terrick?), surmounted by a bishop's
mitre above an escallop.

considered credible by modern historians but, although the surviving
text is problematic, either Bishop Restitutus or Adelphius at the 314
Council of Arles seems to have come from Londinium.[10] However,
according to later sources, there had been 16 Romano-British "bishops"
of London.[11][12]

The location of Londinium's original cathedral is uncertain.[12] The
present structure of St Peter upon Cornhill was designed by Christopher
Wren following the Great Fire in 1666 but it stands upon the highest
point in the area of old Londinium and medieval legends tied it to the
city's earliest Christian community. In 1995, however, a large and ornate
4th-century church was discovered on Tower Hill, which seems to have
mimicked St Ambrose's cathedral in the imperial capital at Milan on a
still-larger scale. This possible cathedral was built between 350 and 400
out of stone taken from other buildings, including its veneer of black
marble. It was burnt down in the early 5th century.[13][14]

Following the establishment of the archdiocese of Canterbury by the
Gregorian mission, its leader St Augustine consecrated Mellitus as the
first bishop to the Saxon kingdom of Essex. (The first bishop of
Rochester was also consecrated the same year.) Bede records that
Augustine's patron, King Æthelberht of Kent, built a cathedral for his
nephew King Sæberht of Essex as part of this mission. This cathedral
was constructed in "London" and dedicated to St Paul.[15] Although it's
not clear whether Lundenwic or Lundenburh was intended, it is
generally assumed the church was located in the same place occupied by the present St Paul's Cathedral atop
Ludgate Hill in London. Renaissance rumours[16] that the cathedral had been erected over a Roman temple of
the goddess Diana are no longer credited: during his rebuilding of the cathedral following the Great Fire of
1666, Christopher Wren reported discovering no trace of such a structure.[17]

Because the bishop's diocese includes the royal palaces and the seat of government at Westminster, he has
been regarded as the "King's bishop" and has historically had considerable influence with members of the
Royal Family and leading politicians of the day. Since 1748 it has been customary to appoint the Bishop of
London to the post of Dean of Her Majesty’s Chapels Royal,[18] which has the amusing effect of putting under
the bishop's jurisdiction, as dean, several chapels (at the Tower of London and St. James's Palace, among
others) which are geographically in the Diocese of London but, as royal peculiars, are specifically outside the
bishop's jurisdiction as bishop.

The Bishop of London originally had responsibility for the church in the British colonies in North America,
although after the American Revolution of 1776, all that remained under his jurisdiction were the islands of the
British West Indies. The diocese was further reduced in 1846, when the counties of Essex and Hertfordshire
were ceded to the Diocese of Rochester.[citation needed]

The Report of the Commissioners appointed by his Majesty to inquire into the Ecclesiastical Revenues of
England and Wales (1835), noted the annual net income for the London see was £13,929.[19]

List of bishops [edit]

Romano-British [edit]

The dates and names of these early bishops are very uncertain.

Romano-British Bishops or Archbishops of London – traditional list

From Until Incumbent Notes

186 or
unknown

193[11] or
unknown

Thean Also recorded as Theanus.[11][12][20] Credited
with foundation of St Peter upon Cornhill.[11]

unknown Elvanus Also recorded as Eluanus.[12][20] A figure from
the 12th-century King Lucius legends first
attested in the Book of Llandaff; along with
St Medwin, said to have been Lucius's
messenger to Pope Eleutherius

unknown Cadar Also recorded as Cadwr and Cadoc.[11]
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unknown Obinus

unknown Conan Also recorded as Conanus.[12][20]

unknown Palludius Also recorded as Palladius, "bishop of
Britain".[11]

unknown Stephan Also recorded as Stephanus.[11][12][20]

unknown Iltuta Also recorded as Iltutus.[11][12][20] Conflated with
5th-century St Illtud.[11]

unknown Dedwin Also recorded as Theodwin[11] and
Theodwinus.[12][20]

unknown Thedred Also recorded as Theodredus.[12][20]

unknown Hilary Also recorded as Hilarius.[11][12][20]

fl. 314 Restitutus Not included in Jocelyn's list, but one of three
British bishops recorded attending the 314
Council of Arles. The text is corrupt, but either
Restitutus or Adelphius seem to have come
from London.[10] None are listed as a
metropolitan.

unknown Guidelinus Also recorded as Guitelinus,[11][12][20] mentioned
in Geoffrey of Monmouth's History of the Kings
of Britain.[21]

fl. c. 430 Fastidius[11][12][20] Not included in Jocelyn's list; described as
"bishop of the Britons" by Gennadius, who
credits him with a work on Christian living (De
Vita Christiana) and another on pious
widowhood (De Virginitate);[22] surviving texts by
these names[23] do not match Gennadius's
description and seem rather Pelagian,[24]

although Gildas apparently quoted them
approvingly.[25]

unknown 453[11] or
unknown

Vodinus[11][20] Also recorded as Wodinus,[12] said to have
been martyred by the Saxons

unknown c. 586[11]

or
unknown

Theanus (II.) Also recorded as Theonus.[11][12][20] Fled into
Wales.

According to one source, the last bishop's episcopate ended in 586.[11] But according to another, a
century and a half had elapsed between the flight of the last British bishop and the coming of the first
Post-Augustinian bishop.[12]

Source(s):[7][12][20]

Post-Augustinian [edit]

Post-Augustinian Bishops of London

From Until Incumbent Notes

604 c. 617 Saint Mellitus Expelled circa 617. Translated to Canterbury
in 619.

619 653 See vacant

c. 653 664 Saint Cedd Became bishop possibly circa 653. Died in
office, possibly on 26 October 664.

664 666 See vacant

666 c. 672 Wine Also recorded as Wini. Translated from
Winchester. Died in office, possibly before
672.

c. 672 675 See vacant

c. 675 693 Saint Earconwald Also recorded as Erconwald and
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Eorcenwald. Formerly Abbot of Chertsey
Abbey. Became bishop circa 675. Died in
office.

693 betw. 705 &
716

Waldhere Also recorded as Wealdheri. Consecrated in
693 and died sometime between 705 and
716.

betw. 705 &
716

745 Ingwald Also recorded as Ingweald.

745 betw. 766 &
772

Ecgwulf Also recorded as Eggwulf.

betw. 766 &
772

betw. 772 &
781

Wigheah Also recorded as Sighaeh.

betw. 772 &
782

betw. 787 &
789

Eadberht Also recorded as Eadbert and Eadbeorht.

betw. 787 &
789

betw. 789 &
793

Eadgar Also recorded as Edgar

betw. 789 &
793

betw. 793 &
796

Coenwealh Also recorded as Cenwealh

betw. 793 &
796

betw. 796 &
798

Eadbald Also recorded as Eadbeald.

betw. 796 &
798

801 Heathoberht Also recorded as Heathubeorht.

betw. 801 &
803

betw. 805 &
811

Osmund Also recorded as Oswynus.

betw. 805 &
811

betw. 816 &
824

Æthelnoth Also recorded as Æthilnoth.

betw. 816 &
824

betw. 845 &
860

Ceolberht Also recorded as Coelbeorht.

betw. 845 &
860

betw. 867 &
896

Deorwulf

betw. 867 &
896

betw. 867 &
896

Swithwulf

betw. 867 &
896

897 Heahstan Also recorded as Eadstanus

betw. 897 &
900

betw. 909 &
926

Wulfsige

betw. 909 &
926

betw. 909 &
926

Æthelweard

betw. 909 &
926

betw. 909 &
926

Leofstan Also recorded as Ealhstan and Elstanus.

betw. 909 &
926

betw. 951 &
953

Theodred

betw. 951 &
953

betw. 957 &
959

Brihthelm Also recorded as Beorhthelm.

betw. 957 &
959

959 Dunstan Translated from Worcester. Translated to
Canterbury. After his death he was
canonised as Saint Dunstan.

betw. 959 &
964

995 or 996 Ælfstan

996 1002 Wulfstan Translated to the sees of York and
Worcester in 1002.

betw. 1002 &
1004

betw. 1015 &
1018

Ælfhun

1014 c. 1035 Ælfwig Consecrated on 16 February 1014 and
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acceded to the bishopric sometime between
1015 and 1018. Died in office circa 1035.

1035 1044 Ælfweard Died in office on 25 or 27 July 1044.

1044 1051 Robert of Jumièges Previously Abbot of Jumièges Abbey.
Appointed bishop in August 1044.
Translated to Canterbury in 1051.

early 1051 Sept. 1051 (Spearhafoc) Previously Abbot of Abingdon. Appointed in
early 1051, but never consecrated. Expelled
in September 1051, fleeing with gold, gems
and other valuable items from the diocesan
stores.

Source(s):[26][27]

Post-Conquest [edit]

Post-Conquest Bishops of London

From Until Incumbent Notes

1051 1075 William the Norman Consecrated in 1051. Died in office in 1075.

1075 1085 Hugh d'Orevalle Also recorded as Hugh D'Orival, Hugh de
Orwell, and Hugh de Aurea Valle. Elected
after 29 August 1075. Died in office on 12
January 1085.

1085 1107 Maurice Formerly Archdeacon of Le Mans and Lord
Chancellor. Nominated or elected on 25
December 1085 and consecrated in 1086,
possibly on 5 April. Died in office on 26
September 1107.

1108 1127 Richard de Beaumis I Elected on 24 May and consecrated on 26
July 1108. Died in office on 16 January
1127. His nephew, Richard de Beaumis II,
was Bishop of London 1152–1162.

1127 1134 Gilbert Universalis Also known as Gilbert the Universal.
Formerly a canon of Lyons. Elected circa
December 1127 and consecrated on 22
January 1128. Died in office on 9 August
1134.

1134 1136 See vacant

1136 1138 (Anselm of St Saba) Nephew of Archbishop Anselm of
Canterbury. Benedictine monk, abbot of San
Saba and Bury St Edmunds (1121–1148),
and papal legate to England. Elected bishop
c. 22 March 1136 and enthroned in 1137.
However, his election was quashed by Pope
Innocent II in 1138.

1138 1141 See vacant

1141 1150 Robert de Sigello Formerly a monk of Reading Abbey.
Nominated by Empress Matilda in July 1141
and consecrated before April 1142 (probably
in July 1141). Died in office on 28 or 29
September 1150.

1150 1152 See vacant

1152 1162 Richard de Beaumis II Formerly Archdeacon of Middlesex.
Consecrated bishop on 28 September 1152.
Died in office on 4 May 1162. His uncle,
Richard de Beaumis I, was Bishop of London
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1108–1127.

1163 1187 Gilbert Foliot Translated from Hereford to London on 6
March, confirmed by Pope Alexander III on
19 March, and enthroned on 28 April 1163.
Died in office on 18 February 1187

1187 1189 See vacant

1189 1198 Richard FitzNeal Also known as Richard FitzNigel. Lord High
Treasurer (c.1158–1196) and Dean of
Lincoln (1183–1189). Nominated bishop on
15 September and consecrated on 31
December 1189. Died in office on 10
September 1198.

1198 1221 William of Sainte-Mère-
Eglise

Also known as William de St Mariæ Ecclesiâ.
Formerly a Prebendary of St Paul's, London.
Elected after 7 December 1198 and
consecrated on 23 May 1199. Resigned on
25 or 26 January 1221. Died on 24 or 27
March 1224.

1221 1228 Eustace of Fauconberg Formerly a Prebendary of St Paul's, London.
Elected on 26 February, received the
temporalities on 23 March, and consecrated
25 April 1221. Also Lord High Treasurer
(1217–1228). Died in office sometime
between 24 and 31 October 1228.

1228 1241 Roger Niger Formerly Archdeacon of Colchester (1218–
1229).[28] Elected in 1228, received the
temporalities on 27 April 1229, and
consecrated on 10 June 1229. Died on office
on 29 September 1241. After his death he
was revered as a saint, although there is no
formal record of his canonisation.

1241 1259 Fulk Basset Formerly Dean of York (1239–1241).
Elected circa December 1241, received the
temporalities on 16 March 1244, and
consecrated on 9 October 1244. Died in
office on 21 May 1259.

1259 1262 Henry Wingham Also known as Henry of Wingham. Formerly
a Prebendary of St Paul's, London, Dean
(Dean of St Martin's le Grand, and Lord
Chancellor. Elected before 29 June 1259,
received the temporalities on 11 July 1159,
and consecrated on 15 February 1260. Died
in office on 13 July 1262.

Aug. 1262 Sept. 1262 (Richard Talbot) Formerly Dean of St Paul's, London. Elected
on 18 August 1262, but died unconsecrated
on 28 September 1262.

1262 1272 Henry of Sandwich Formerly a Prebendary of St Paul's, London.
Elected on 13 November 1262, received the
temporalities on 15 January 1263, and
consecrated on 27 May 1263. Died in office
on 15 September 1272.

1273 1280 John Chishull Formerly Lord High Treasurer, Lord
Chancellor and Dean of St Paul's, London.
Elected on 7 December 1273, received the
temporalities on 15 March 1274, and
consecrated on 29 April 1274. Died in office
on 7 February 1280.
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Feb. 1280 Apr. 1280 (Fulke Lovell) Archdeacon of Colchester (c. 1263–1285)[28]

and Prebendary of St Paul's, London.[29][30]

Elected Bishop of London after 18 February,
but was never consecrated. Resigned before
8 April 1280.

1280 1303 Richard Gravesend Formerly a Prebendary of St Paul's, London.
Elected before 7 May, received the
temporalities on 17 May, and consecrated
on 11 August 1280. Died in office on 9
December 1303.

1304 1313 Ralph Baldock Also known as Ralph de Baldoc. Formerly
Dean of St Paul's, London (1294–1306).
Elected on 24 February 1304, received the
temporalities on 1 June 1304, and
consecrated on 30 January 1306. Died in
office on 24 July 1313.

1313 1316 Gilbert Segrave Formerly Precentor of St Paul's, London
(c.1306–1316).[31] Elected on 17 August,
received the temporalities on 28 September,
and consecrated on 25 November 1313.
Died in office on 18 December 1316.

1317 1318 Richard Newport Formerly Dean of St Paul's, London (1316–
1317). Elected on 27 January, received the
temporalities on 31 March, and consecrated
on 15 May 1317. Died in office on 24 August
1318.

1318 1338 Stephen Gravesend Formerly a Prebendary of St Paul's,
London.[32] Elected on 1 September 1318,
received the temporalities on 6 November
1318, and consecrated on 14 January 1319.
Died in office on 8 April 1338.

1338 1339 Richard de Wentworth Also known as Richard Bintworth. Formerly a
Prebendary of St Paul's, London and Lord
Privy Seal (1337–1338). Elected on 4 May,
received the temporalities on 24 May, and
consecrated on 12 July 1338. Also Lord
Chancellor (1338–1339). Died in office on 8
December 1339.

1340 1354 Ralph Stratford Formerly Treasurer of Salisbury (1336–
1340).[33] Elected on 26 January, received
the temporalities on 13 February, and
consecrated on 12 March 1340. Died in
office on 17 April 1354.

1354 1361 Michael Northburgh Formerly a Prebendary of Lichfield (1342–
1354). Elected on 22 April 1354, appointed
on 7 May 1354, received the temporalities
on 23 June 1354, and consecrated on 12
July 1355. Died in office on 9 September
1361.

1361 1375 Simon Sudbury Also called Simon Theobald of Sudbury and
Simon of Sudbury. Formerly Chancellor of
Salisbury (c.1353–1361). Appointed on 22
October 1361, consecrated on 20 March
1362, and received the temporalities on 15
May 1362. Translated to Canterbury on 4
May 1375.
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1375 1381 William Courtenay Translated from Hereford. Appointed on 12
September and received the temporalities on
2 December 1375. Also Lord Chancellor
(August–December 1381). Translated to
Canterbury on 9 September 1381.

1381 1404 Robert Braybrooke Formerly Dean of Salisbury (1379–1381).
Appointed on 9 September and received the
temporalities on 27 December 1381.
Consecrated on 5 January 1382. Also Lord
Chancellor (1382–1383). Died in office on
28 August 1404.

c. Oct. 1404 c. Dec. 1404 (Thomas Langley) Keeper of the Privy Seal (1401–1405) and
Dean of York (1401–1406). Elected bishop
circa October 1404, but his installation was
refused by Pope Innocent VII. Afterwards
became Lord Chancellor (1405–07 and
1417–24) and Bishop of Durham (1406–
1437).

1404 1406 Roger Walden Previously Archbishop of Canterbury (1398–
1399). Appointed on 10 December 1404 and
received the temporalities on 28 July 1405.
Died in office on 6 January 1406.

1406 1407 Nicholas Bubwith Also known as Nicholas de Bubbewyth.
Formerly Master of the Rolls (1402–1405)
and Keeper of the Privy Seal (1405–1406).
Appointed on 14 May, consecrated on 26
September, and received the temporalities
on 27 September 1406. Also Lord Treasurer
(1407–1408). Translated to Salisbury on 22
June 1407.

1407 1421 Richard Clifford Translated from Worcester. Appointed on 22
June and received the temporalities on 20
October 1407. Died in office on 20 August
1421.

elected 1421 (Thomas Polton) Bishop of Hereford (1420–1421). Elected
Bishop of London in 1421, but was set aside
and instead translated to the bishopric of
Chichester on 17 November 1421.

1421 1425 John Kemp Translated from Chichester. Appointed on
17 November 1421 and received the
temporalities on 20 June 1422. Translated to
York on 20 July 1425.

1425 1431 William Grey Formerly Dean of York (1420–1425).
Appointed on 20 July 1425, elected on 8
April, received the temporalities on 6 May,
and consecrated on 26 May 1426.
Translated to Lincoln on 30 April 1431.

1431 1436 Robert FitzHugh Formerly Archdeacon of Northampton
(1419–1431) and Chancellor of Cambridge
University (1424–1426). Appointed on 20
April, received the temporalities on 4 August,
and consecrated on 16 September 1431.
Died in office on 15 January 1436.

1436 1448 Robert Gilbert Formerly Dean of York (1426–1436).
Elected bishop on 23 February, appointed
on 21 May, received the temporalities on 15
September, and consecrated on 28 October
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1436. Died in office before 27 July 1448.
1448 1489 Thomas Kempe Formerly Archdeacon of Middlesex and

Chancellor of York. Appointed on 21 August
1448, received the temporalities on 6
February 1450, and consecrated on 8
February 1450. Died in office on 28 March
1489.

1489 1496 Richard Hill Formerly Archdeacon of Lewes and Dean of
King's Chapel. Appointed on 21 August,
received the temporalities on 6 November,
and consecrated on 15 November 1489.
Died in office on 20 February 1496.

1496 1501 Thomas Savage Translated from Rochester. Appointed on 3
August and received the temporalities on 2
December 1496. Translated to York before
12 August 1501.

1501 1503 William Warham Formerly a Prebendary of St Paul's, London.
Appointed on 20 October 1501, consecrated
on 25 September 1502, received the
temporalities on 1 October 1502. Also
Keeper of the Great Seal (1502–1504).
Translated to Canterbury on 29 November
1503.

1504 1505 William Barons Formerly Master of the Rolls (1502–1504).
Elected bishop before 2 August 1504 and
appointed on that date. Received the
temporalities on 13 November and
consecrated on 26 November 1504. Died in
office on 10 October 1505.

1506 1522 Richard FitzJames Translated from Chichester. Nominated on
24 March, appointed on 5 June, and
received the temporalities on 1 August 1506.
Died in office before 17 January 1522.

1522 1530 Cuthbert Tunstall Formerly Dean of Salisbury (1521–1522)
and Master of the Rolls (1516–1522).
Nominated in January and appointed on 16
May 1522 (again on 10 September 1522).
Received the temporalities on 7 October and
consecrated on 19 October 1522.
Translated to Durham on 21 February 1530.

Source(s):[27][34][35][36]

During the Reformation [edit]

Bishops of London during the Reformation

From Until Incumbent Notes

1530 1539  
John Stokesley

Formerly Archdeacon of Dorset (1523–1530).
Appointed on 28 March, received the
temporalities on 14 July, and consecrated on 27
November 1530. Died in office on 8 September
1539.

1539 1549  

Edmund Bonner

(1st term)

Formerly Archdeacon of Leicester (1535–1539)
and Bishop-elect of Hereford (1538–1539).
Elected Bishop of London on 20 October 1539
and consecrated on 4 April 1540. Deprived on 1
October 1549.

1550 1553 Translated from Rochester. Nominated on 1
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Nicholas Ridley

April 1550. Styled Bishop of London and
Westminster.[37] Deprived in July 1553 and
burned at the stake for heresy on 16 October
1555.

1553 1559  

Edmund Bonner

(2nd term)

Restored on 5 September 1553, but deprived
again on 29 May 1559 for refusing to take the
Oath of Supremacy. Died in Marshalsea Prison
on 6 September 1569.

Source(s):[27][36][38][39]

Post-Reformation [edit]

Post-Reformation Bishops of London

From Until Incumbent Notes

1559 1570  
Edmund Grindal

Nominated on 22 June and consecrated on 21
December 1559. Also Master of Pembroke Hall,
Cambridge (1559–1561). Translated to York on
22 May 1570.

1570 1577  

Edwin Sandys

Translated from Worcester. Nominated on 1
June and confirmed on 13 July 1570.
Translated to York on 8 March 1577.

1577 1594  
John Aylmer

Formerly Archdeacon of Lincoln (1562–1577).
Nominated on 23 February and consecrated on
24 March 1577. Died in office on 5 June 1594.

1594 1596  
Richard Fletcher

Translated from Worcester. Nominated on 26
December 1594 and confirmed on 10 January
1595. Died in office on 15 June 1596.

1597 1604  

Richard Bancroft
Formerly a canon of Westminster (1592–
1597)[40] and Canterbury (1595–1597).[41]

Elected on 21 April and consecrated on 8 May
1597. Translated to Canterbury on 10
December 1604.

1604 1607  
Richard Vaughan

Translated from Chester. Nominated on 8
December and confirmed on 20 December
1604. Died in office on 30 March 1607.

1607 1609  
Thomas Ravis

Translated from Gloucester. Nominated before
14 April and confirmed on 18 May 1607. Died in
office on 14 December 1609.

1610 1611  
George Abbot

Translated from Lichfield & Coventry.
Nominated on 24 December 1609 and
confirmed on 20 January 1610. Translated to
Canterbury on 9 April 1611.

1611 1621  
John King

Formerly Dean of Christ Church, Oxford (1605–
1611). Nominated on 30 April and consecrated
on 8 September 1611. Died in office on 30
March 1621.

1621 1628  
George Montaigne

Translated from Lincoln. Nominated on 26 June
and confirmed on 20 July 1621. Translated to
Durham after 19 February 1628.

1628 1633  

William Laud

Translated from Bath & Wells. Nominated on 4
July and confirmed on 15 July 1628. Also
Chancellor of the University of Oxford (1630–
1641). Translated to Canterbury on 19
September 1633.
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1633 1646  
William Juxon

Formerly Bishop-elect of Hereford. Nominated
Bishop of London on 23 October and
consecrated on 27 October 1633. Also Lord
Treasurer (1636–1641). Deprived of the see
when the English episcopacy was abolished by
Parliament on 9 October 1646. Following the
Restoration of the monarchy, Juxon was
translated to Canterbury on 20 September
1660.

1646 1660 The see was abolished during the Commonwealth and the Protectorate.[42][43]

1660 1663  
Gilbert Sheldon

Previously a canon of Gloucester (1633–
1658).[44] Nominated on 21 September and
consecrated on 28 October 1660. Translated to
Canterbury on 31 August 1663.

1663 1675  
Humphrey

Henchman

Translated from Salisbury. Nominated on 16
June and confirmed on 15 September 1663.
Also Lord High Almoner (1662–1675). Died in
office on 7 October 1675.

1675 1713  
Henry Compton

Translated from Oxford. Nominated on 6
December 1675 and confirmed on 6 February
1676. Died in office on 7 July 1713.

1713 1723  
John Robinson

Translated from Bristol. Nominated on 8 August
1713 and confirmed on 13 March 1714. Died in
office on 11 April 1723.

1723 1748  
Edmund Gibson

Translated from Lincoln. Nominated on 10 April
and confirmed on 4 May 1723. Died in office on
4 September 1748.

1748 1761  
Thomas Sherlock

Translated from Salisbury. Nominated on 12
October and confirmed on 1 December 1748.
Died in office on 18 July 1761.

1761 1762  
Thomas Hayter

Translated from Norwich. Nominated on 19
September and confirmed on 24 October 1761.
Died in office on 9 January 1762.

1762 1764  
Richard

Osbaldeston

Translated from Carlisle. Nominated on 30
January and confirmed on 18 February 1762.
Died in office on 13 May 1764.

1764 1777  
Richard Terrick

Translated from Peterborough. Nominated on
22 May and confirmed on 6 June 1764. Died in
office on 29 March 1777.

1777 1787  
Robert Lowth

Translated from Oxford. Nominated on 12 April
1777 and confirmed on 1 May 1778. Died in
office on 3 November 1787.

1787 1809  
Beilby Porteus

Translated from Chester. Nominated on 14
November and confirmed on 7 December 1787.
Died in office on 14 May 1809.

1809 1813  
John Randolph

Translated from Bangor. Nominated on 25 May
and confirmed on 9 August 1809. Died in office
on 28 July 1813.

1813 1828  
William Howley

Nominated on 12 August and confirmed 1
October 1813. Translated to Canterbury on 15
August 1828.
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1828 1856  
Charles James

Blomfield

Translated from Chester. Nominated on 15
August and confirmed on 23 August 1828.
Resigned due to ill-health on 30 September
1856 and died on 5 August 1857.

1856 1868  

Archibald

Campbell Tait

Formerly Dean of Carlisle (1849–1856). Elected
bishop on 28 October and consecrated on 23
November 1856. Translated to Canterbury on
30 December 1868.

1869 1885  
John Jackson

Translated from Lincoln. Nominated on 11
January and confirmed on 29 January 1869.
Died in office on 6 January 1885.

1885 1896  

Frederick Temple

Translated from Exeter. Nominated on 26
February and confirmed on 24 March 1885.
Translated to Canterbury on 22 December
1896.

1897 1901  
Mandell Creighton

Translated from Peterborough. Nominated on
31 December 1896 and confirmed on 15
January 1897. Died in office on 14 January
1901.

1901 1939  

Arthur

Winnington-Ingram

Translated from Stepney. Nominated on 16
March and confirmed on 17 April 1901.
Resigned on 1 September 1939 and died on 26
May 1946.

1939 1945  
Geoffrey Fisher

Translated from Chester. Nominated on 14
September and confirmed on 17 October 1939.
Translated to Canterbury on 2 February 1945.

1945 1955  

William Wand

Translated from Bath and Wells. Nominated on
10 July and confirmed on 22 August 1945.
Resigned in November 1955 and died on 16
August 1977.

1956 1961  

Henry

Montgomery Campbell

Translated from Guildford. Nominated on 10
January and confirmed on 25 January 1956.
Resigned on 31 July 1961 and died on 26
December 1970.

1961 1973 Robert Stopford Translated from Peterborough. Nominated on 4
August and confirmed on 25 September 1961.
Resigned on 11 June 1973 and died on 13
August 1976.

1973 1981  
Gerald Ellison

Translated from Chester. Nominated on 18
June and confirmed on 16 July 1973. Resigned
on 30 April 1981 and died on 18 October 1992.

1981 1991  
Graham Leonard

Translated from Truro. Nominated on 28 May
and confirmed on 21 July 1981. After his
resignation in 1991, he became a Roman
Catholic priest in 1994. Died on 6 January
2010.

1991 1995  
David Hope

Translated from Wakefield. Nominated and
confirmed in 1991. Translated to York in 1995.

1995 2017 Translated from Stepney. Elected in October
and confirmed in November 1995. Retired on
28 February 2017.[45]
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Richard Chartres2017 2018  

Pete Broadbent

Acting diocesan bishop during vacancy.[46]

Bishop of Willesden.

2018 incumbent  

Sarah Mullally

Translated from Crediton. Elected 25 January
2018, confirmed 8 March 2018 and installed 12
May 2018. Former Chief Nursing Officer;[5]

Sources:[27][39][47]

Assistant bishops [edit]

Among those who called Assistant Bishop of London, or coadjutor bishop, were:

1884–1886: Jonathan Titcomb, former Bishop of Rangoon — for Central and Northern Europe[48]

1897–1910 (d.): Alfred Barry, a Canon of Windsor, Rector of St James's Church, Piccadilly (until 1900),
assistant bishop in West London, and former Anglican Bishop of Sydney[49][50]

1962–1966: Ambrose Reeves, former Anglican Bishop of Johannesburg[51]

1961–1966: Nathaniel Newnham Davis, Warden of United Westminster Almshouses and former Bishop of
Antigua[52]

1976 – 1979 (ret.): Kenneth Howell, Minister of St John's Downshire Hill, Hampstead and former Bishop in
Chile, Bolivia and Peru[53]

1976 – 1987 (ret.): Edward Knapp-Fisher, Canon and Archdeacon of Westminster, Sub-Dean of
Westminster (from 1982) and former Bishop of Pretoria[54]
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Lorch)

The Ancient Catholic Metropolitan Archdiocese of Laureacum (Lorch) existed in what is now northern
Upper Austria.
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History [edit]

When it was set up, Laureacum was in the 'Danubian' Roman Province of Noricum Ripensis.

Maximilian of Lorch is said to have been bishop of Laureacum.[1]

The diocese was then abandoned for two centuries, in the face of pagan invasions. [2] Lorch is near modern
Linz.

Subsequently the diocese of Passau was set up, with a nearby see.[3]

Titular see [edit]

It was nominally revived as a Metropolitan titular archbishopric in 1968 for its present incumbent, Girolamo
Prigione (93), Apostolic Nuncio emeritus to Mexico.
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Roman Catholic Diocese of La Spezia-Sarzana-Brugnato

Diocese of La Spezia-Sarzana-
Brugnato

Dioecesis Spediensis-Sarzanensis-
Brugnatensis

La Spezia Cathedral

Location
Country Italy

Ecclesiastical
province

Genoa

Statistics
Area 881 km2 (340 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics
(including non-
members)

(as of 2016)
221,263
219,024 (98.8%)

Parishes 186

Information
Denomination Catholic Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 5th century

Cathedral Cattedrale di Cristo Re (La
Spezia)

Co-cathedral Concattedrale Basilica di S.
Maria Assunta (Sarzana)
Cattedrale di S. Pietro, S.
Lorenzo e S. Colombano
(Brugnato)

Secular priests 103 (diocesan)
30 (Religious Orders)
19 Permanent Deacons

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Luigi Ernesto Palletti

Map

Website
Diocesi della Spezia-Sarzana-Brugnato

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Luna)

The Diocese of La Spezia-Sarzana-Brugnato (Latin: Dioecesis Spediensis-Sarzanensis-Brugnatensis) is a Roman Catholic ecclesiastical territory in
Liguria, northern Italy, created in 1929. It is a suffragan of the Archdiocese of Genoa.

The historic diocese of Luni (earlier Luna) was united to the Diocese of Sarzana in 1465, and then to the Diocese of Brugnato in 1820, to form the
current diocese; its name has been changed more than once.[1][2] The diocese of La Spezia was created on 12 January 1929 by Pope Pius XI, into which
he incorporated the diocese of Luni-Sarzana and Brugnato. The title of Luni was dropped from the name of the diocese on 12 August 1975, which
became La Spezia, Sarzana and Brugnato. The name was hyphenated in 1986. The name Luni has been reserved since 1975 as the title of a titular
diocese.[3]

The current bishop is Msgr Luigi Palletti who was appointed by Pope Benedict XVI on October 20, 2012.
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History [edit]

The Luni (Lunae) of the Ligurian coast is sometimes confused. It was the Luni (Luna) in Tuscany near Magra (Etruria annonaria), and another Luni
(Luna) was located near Blera (Tuscania suburbicaria). An alleged early bishop of the 4th century (or the 7th) named Basilius has no documentary
support. The same may be said of a Salorius (or Salarius).[4] A real Bishop Felix, who attended the Roman synod of Pope Hilarius belongs to c. 465.[5]

The episcopal see of Luni dates at least from the fifth century. In the late sixth century are found Bishop Terentius and Bishop Venantius, the recipient
of a number of mandates of Gregory the Great. Under Bishop Felerandus, in the 8th century, the purported relic of the Blood of Christ is said to have
been brought to Luni.

In 641 the town of Luni was attacked by the Lombard king Rothari, who had the houses, walls, and towers destroyed. The inhabitants fled.[6] When
Rothari departed, the survivors returned and rebuilt, but in 849 the Saracens attacked and destroyed virtually everything. Recovery was assisted by the
Carolingians and then the Ottonians. Bishop Ceccardus (860 or 892) was murdered by barbarians.[7] The Saracens returned in 1016 and again wrought
complete devastation.[8] On 26 May 1133 Pope Innocent II removed the territory of Brugnato from the diocese of Luni and erected it into a separate
diocese.[9]

Move to Sarzana [edit]

On 30 June 1183, the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa granted Bishop Pietro the county of Luni, the shoreline, and the port of Amelia (Ameglia).[10]

Bishop Walterius (1193–1212) and the magistrates of Sarzana engaged in extensive consultations to make explicit all of their mutual rights and
obligations as the Bishop moved his official seat to Sarzana, where in fact the bishops had been living for some time. The pact was signed on 24 June
1201.[11] Bishop Walterius and the Canons of the Cathedral also negotiated a pact, which was approved by Pope Innocent III on 7 March 1202 in the bull
In eminenti sedis.[12]

On 25 March 1204, Pope Innocent III confirmed the transfer of the seat of the diocese of Luni to the town of Sarzana.[13] In 1217, Pope Honorius III
removed the territory of Porto Venere from the diocese of Luni and assigned it to Genoa.[14]

When Luni was abandoned, the episcopal see was fixed at Sarzana, then at Sarzanello, and finally at Castelnuovo.

In October 1254, Bishop Guglielmo approved the transfer to Nicolò Fieschi the castles of Tivegna and Castiglione, and the woods of Padivarmo; the
grants were confirmed in the same month by Pope Innocent IV.[15] In June 1257, Pope Alexander IV authorized Cardinal Ottobono Fieschi of Genoa, the
nephew of Pope Innocent IV (Fieschi), to act as judge in all pending and future cases involving litigation between the bishop of Luni and the commune of
Sarzana. On 4 June 1259, the Podestà and councilors of Sarzana to represent them in litigation with the Bishop of Luni before Cardinal Ottobono. On 30
July 1260, Cardinal Ottobono found in favor of Bishop Marsucco (1213–1221).[16]

In 1306 Dante went to Sarzana, and succeeded in settling a dispute between Bishop Antonio Camulla and the Marchese Franceschino Malaspina, the
most important of the diocese's vassals.[17] The poet's sojourn here inspired a few terzine of the Divine Comedy.

On 13 February 1355 Emperor Charles IV conferred on the bishops of Luni the title of prince of the Holy Roman Empire.[18] Antonio M. Parentuccelli
(1495), a cousin of Pope Nicholas V, built the episcopal palace and the church of S. Maria delle Grazie.

Cathedral and Chapter [edit]

The original cathedral in Luni had been dedicated to the Virgin Mary. In December 1187, Pope Gregory VIII granted the petition of the Bishop and Canons of Luni to transfer the episcopal seat to
Sarzana, but he died before the transaction could be completed. The transfer was finally accomplished with the consent of Innocent III in 1204.[19] The Cathedral church in Sarzana was dedicated to
S. Basilio, and later to the Assumption of the Body of the Blessed Virgin Mary into Heaven.

The Chapter of the Cathedral was composed of two dignities, the Archdeacon and the Provost, and twenty Canons. In addition, there was a Theological Prebend and a Penitentiary Prebend.[20] In
1709 there were only thirteen Canons; in 1757 there were fourteen.[21]

Synods [edit]

A diocesan synod was an irregular but important meeting of the bishop of a diocese and his clergy. Its purpose was (1) to proclaim generally the various decrees already issued by the bishop; (2) to
discuss and ratify measures on which the bishop chose to consult with his clergy; (3) to publish statutes and decrees of the diocesan synod, of the provincial synod, and of the Holy See.

Bishop Thomas de Benedictis (1485–1497) presided over a diocesan synod in 1494.[22]

Cardinal Benedetto Lomellini (1565–1572) held a diocesan synod.[23] A synod was held by Bishop Giovanni Battista Bracelli (1572–1590) on 12 September 1582.[24] Bishop Giovanni Battista
Salvago (1590–1632) held his first diocesan synod in 1591; at this synod association between Christians and Jews was prohibited, and it was demanded that Jews wear a garment of yellow (crocei
coloris) to identify them.[25] His second synod took place in 1595,[26] and his third in 1596.

On 4 May 1642, Bishop Prospero Spínola (1637–1664) presided at a diocesan synod.[27] Bishop Giovanni Battista Spínola (1665–1694) held a diocesan synod on 8–10 April 1674.[28]

In 1702 Bishop Giovanni Girolamo Naselli (1695–1709) presided over a diocesan synod.[29] On 6–8 June 1717, Bishop Ambrogio Spinola (1710–1726) held a diocesan synod.[30]

Seminary [edit]

The Council of Trent, in its 23rd Session, meeting on 15 July 1563, issued a decree, the 18th chapter of which required that every diocese have a seminary for the training of clergy.[31]

On 6 September 1601, the Canons of the Cathedral named a representative to the committee to prepare the plans of the seminary which had been ordered by Bishop Salvago in his diocesan synod
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Sarzana Cathedral

of 1595. It was erected on the north side of the cathedral property. In 1605 the Bishop was able to report to the pope that a seminary had been erected. In accordance with the decisions of his
synod of 1717, Bishop Ambrogio Spinola repaired and enlarged the building. Bishop Francesco Agnini (1837–1853) erected the chapel and donated his library of 2,000 volumes.[32]

Nineteenth Century [edit]

In 1787 the diocese of Pontremoli, and in 1821 the diocese of Massa Ducale were separated from Luni-Sarzana, but the diocese of Brugnato, separated from Luni by Pope Innocent II in 1133, was
added by Pope Pius VII on 25 November 1820 in the Bull Sollicita.[33] The diocese of Luni-Sarzana was directly subject to the Holy See, but Brugnato was a suffragan of Genoa.[34]

Pope Pius VI died in exile and imprisoned by the French Directory at Valence in August 1799. When the Directory had been overthrown, and in 1802, with the permission of First Consul Napoleon
Bonaparte, the Pope's remains were being returned to Rome, the funeral cortege passed through Sarzana. On 2 February a solemn funeral Mass was sung in the Cathedral by Archbishop
Giuseppe Maria Spina,[35] who had accompanied Pius throughout his ordeal.[36]

Bishops [edit]

Diocese of Luni [edit]

...

Victor (attested 503, 504)[37]

...

Venantius (attested 593–604)[38]

...

Thomas (attested 649)[39]

...

Severus (c. 680)
...

Fileradus (attested 769)
...

Petroaldus (attested 826)
...

Teudolasius (attested 867)[40]

Gualterius (attested 881)[41]

Cecardus (c. 892–c. 895)[42]

Odelbertus (c. 899–941)[43]

...

Adalbertus (attested 950, 963, 968)[44]

Gotefredus (c. 976, 981, 998)[45]

...

Guido (c. 1020–after 1027)[46]

Deodatus (c. 1027–1033)[47]

Heribertus (attested 1039)[48]

Guido (attested 1055, 1060, 1076, 1078)[49]

? Lazzaro (attested 1085)[50]

Filippo (attested 1095, 1096)[51]

Andreas (attested 1124)[52]

Filippo
Gotefredus (1129–1156)[53]

Raimundus (attested 1168)[54]

Pipinus de Arrighis (attested 1170, 1173, 1174, 1176)[55]

Petrus (attested 1178–1183)[56]

Rolandus (attested 1191)[57]

Gualterius (1193–1212)[58]

Marsucco (1213–1221)[59]

Noradinus (1221–1224)[60]

Buttafava (1224-1228)[61]

Guglielmo (1228–1270)[62]

Gotifredus (1271–1273)[63]

Henricus de Fucecchio (1273–1297)[64]

Antonio Camulla (1297–1309)[65]

Sede vacante (1309–1312)

Gerardino Malaspina (1312–1320)[66]

Bernabo Malaspina (1320–1338)[67]

Antonio Fieschi (1338–1343)
Agapito Colonna (1344)
Giordano Colonna (1344–1351)
Gabriele Malaspina (1351–1359?)[68]

Barnabas Griffi (1363–1378)[69]

Jacobus Campana, O.P. (1378-1380)[70]

Jacobus Piccolomini
Gerardus Pasqualoni

Diocese of Luni e Sarzana [edit]

Francesco Pietrasanta Manfredi (1465–1469)
Antonio Maria Parentuccelli (1469–1485)
Thomas de Benedictis (1485–1497)[72]

Silvestro Benedetti (1497–1537)[73]

Giovanni Francesco Pogliasca (1537–1561)[74]

Simone Pasqua (di Negro) (14 Feb 1561 – 5 Sep 1565 Died)
Benedetto Lomellini (7 Sep 1565 – 17 Mar 1572 Appointed, Bishop of Anagni)
Giovanni Battista Bracelli (bishop) (2 Jun 1572 – 17 Apr 1590 Died)[75]

Giovanni Battista Salvago (14 May 1590 – 24 Jan 1632 Died)
Cardinal Giovanni Domenico Spinola (1632–1636)[76]

Prospero Spínola (1637–1664)[77]

Giovanni Battista Spínola (1665–1694)[78]

Giovanni Girolamo Naselli (1695–1709)[79]

Ambrogio Spinola, B. (10 Mar 1710 – 29 Jun 1726 Resigned)[80]

Giovanni Girolamo della Torre, B. (1 Jul 1726 – 21 Apr 1757 Died)[81]

Giulio Cesare Lomellino, C.R. (1757–1791)[82]

Francesco Maria Gentile (1791–1795)[83]

Vincenzo Maria Maggioli, O.P. (1795–1804)[84]

Giulio Cesare Pallavicini (24 Sep 1804 – 13 May 1819 Died)
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Brugnato Cathedral

Diocese of Luni, Sarzana e Brugnato [edit]

United: 25 November 1820 with the Diocese of Brugnato

Pio Luigi Scarabelli, C.M. (1820–1836)[85]

Francesco Agnini (19 May 1837 Confirmed – 8 Mar 1853 Died)[86]

Giuseppe Rosati (22 Feb 1867 – 5 Sep 1881 Died)[87]

Giacinto Rossi, O.P. (18 Nov 1881 – 29 Jan 1899 Died)
Giovanni Carli (19 Jun 1899 – 5 Jan 1921 Died)
Bernardo Pizzorno (7 Mar 1921 – 6 Aug 1926 Died)

Diocese of Luni o La Spezia, Sarzana e Brugnato [edit]

Name Changed: 12 January 1929
Latin Name: Lunensis o Spediensis, Sarzanensis, et Brugnatensis
Metropolitan: Archdiocese of Genoa

Giovanni Costantini (8 Feb 1929 – 26 Jul 1943 Resigned)
Giuseppe Stella (7 Sep 1945 – 3 Sep 1975 Retired)
Siro Silvestri (3 Sep 1975 – 7 Dec 1989 Retired)
Giulio Sanguineti (7 Dec 1989 – 19 Dec 1998 Appointed, Bishop of Brescia)
Bassano Staffieri (10 Jul 1999 – 6 Dec 2007 Retired)[88]

Francesco Moraglia (6 Dec 2007 – 31 Jan 2012 Appointed, Patriarch of Venice)
Luigi Ernesto Palletti (20 Oct 2012 – )[89]

Parishes [edit]

The diocese has 186 parishes, all within the Province of La Spezia in Liguria.[90]

See also [edit]

Lunigiana
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47. ^ Deodatus subscribed a bull of Pope John XIX. P. Jaffe (ed. S. Loewenfeld), Regesta Pontificum Romanorum I, edito altera (Leipzig: Veit 1885), p. 519 no. 4101. Schwartz, p. 215.
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52. ^ Andreas: Ughelli, pp. 841-844. Semeria, pp. 36-37. Schwartz, p. 216.
53. ^ On 3 December 1151, Bishop Gotefredus granted the church of S. Andrea in Carrara to S. Frediano in Lucca. Gentile, no. 326. Semeria, pp. 39-41, dates Bishop Gotefredus between 1135 and 1159. Gams,

p. 817 column 1, places him between 1137 and 1158.
54. ^ In February 1168 Bishop-elect Raimundus received the fealty of the Lords of Buzano. Gentile, pp. 283-284, no. 304.
55. ^ On 2 August 1170 Bishop Pipin granted the Consuls of Sarzana to move a burgo A native of Pisa, Bishop Pipinus was rebuked by Pope Alexander III in 1173 for favoring the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa's

design to detach Porto Venere from the control of Genoa and hand it over to Pisa. on 11 February 1174, the consuls of the borgo of Aulla swore fealty to Bishop Pipin. In 1176 Bishop Pipin granted a plot of
land in Casale for the erection of the monastery of S. Croce. Ughelli, p. 846. Kehr, p. 380 no. 28. Gentile, nos. 61, 533, and 542.

56. ^ In October 1178 a controversy between Bishop Petrus Petrus was present at the Third Lateran Council of Pope Alexander III in March 1179. Ughelli, p. 846, with the note; 846-850. J.-D. Mansi (ed.),
Sacrorum Conciliorum nova et amplissima collectio, editio novissima, Tomus XXII  (Venice: Antonius Zatta 1778) p. 214. Semeria, pp. 43-45. Kehr, pp. 381-382, nos. 29-33.

57. ^ Ughelli, p. 850. Semeria, p. 46 (copying Ughelli).
58. ^ Gualterius: Semeria, pp. 46-50. Gams, p. 817 column 2.
59. ^ Marsucco (Marsuchio): Semeria, pp. 50-53. Gams, p. 817 column 2.
60. ^ Noradinus: Semeria, pp. 53-54. Gams, p. 817 column 2.
61. ^ Buttafava: Semeria, pp. 54-55. Gams, p. 817 column 2.
62. ^ Guglielmo: Semeria, pp. 55-59. Gams, p. 817 column 2.
63. ^ Godefredus: Cappelletti, p. 448. Eubel, I, p. 317.
64. ^ Henricus: Eubel, I, p. 317 with note 4.
65. ^ Antonio: Semeria, pp. 64-65. Eubel, I, p. 317.
66. ^ Gerardino was the second son of Alberto Malaspina, Marchese di Filattera. There was a disputed election among the Canons of the Cathedral. After a long delay, the choice of Gerardino was imposed by

Pope Clement V on 9 May 1312. On 1 January 1318 Gerardino was still Bishop-elect. Semeria, pp. 66-67. Eubel, I, p. 317 with note 5.
67. ^ Bernabo Malaspina had been Primicerius in the Cathedral Chapter of Verdun, and was in minor orders. He was appointed Bishop of Luni by Pope John XXII on 20 August 1320, in the vacancy caused by the

death of Bishop Gerardino Malaspina. He was killed by the Pisans through poison, according to Giovanni Villani, Cronaca Book XII, chapter 25. G. Mollat, Jean XXII: Lettres communes Tome III (Paris:
Fontemoing 1906) p. 142 no. 11932. Ughelli, I, p. 854. Semeria, pp. 68-71. Eubel, I, p. 318. Gams, p. 817 column 2, gives the obsolete dates of 1322 to 1338.

68. ^ Semeria states, p. 74, that Malaspina died in 1359. Hence, Gams, p. 817.
69. ^ Barnabas was transferred to the diocese of Penne on 31 January 1374, but continued to hold Luni as Administrator. He was transferred to the diocese of Pisa in 1380. Semeria, pp. 75-77. Eubel, I, pp. 318,

394.
70. ^ Giacomo, called Jacobus Tura (Scottini) by Eubel, was a native of Siena, and had been Archbishop of Trani (1352–1378). He resigned the diocese of Luni in 1380 and retired to the Dominican convent in

Siena. Semeria, pp. 78-79. Eubel, I, p. 318.
71. ^ Francesco was appointed by John XXIII on 6 March 1415. He died in 1465. Gams, p. 817 (who indicates that he was in possession of the diocese on 29 April 1414). Eubel, I, p. 318; II, p. 182.
72. ^ Tommaso Benedetti: Eubel, II, p. 182.
73. ^ Silvestro Benedetti was a native of Pisa, and the nephew of Tommaso de Benedetti, He studied Canon Law. He was a Canon of the Cathedral Chapter of Luni e Sarzana, and was named Bishop of Luni e

Sarzana on 28 April 1497 by Pope Alexander VI. Semeria, p. 92, remarks that in his long tenure he never accomplished anything noteworthy. He died in 1537. Eubel, II, p. 182 with note 2. Armando Felice
Verde (1977). Lo Studio fiorentino, 1473-1503: Studenti Fanciulli a scuola nel 1480 . Volume 3, Issue 2 of Lo Studio fiorentino, 1473-1503: Ricerche e documenti (in Italian). Firenze: Istituto nazionale di studi
sul Rinascimento/Olschi. p. 888.

74. ^ Pogliasca was a native of Genoa, and had an education in the law. He was appointed a Referendary (judge) of the Two Signatures by Pope Julius II, and was later given the office of Master of the Ospedale di
Santo Sprito in Rome. He was also Regent of the Papal Chancery. He was appointed Bishop of Luna e La Spezia by Pope Paul III on 28 November 1537. In 1550 he was compelled to appear in Rome to
answer charges of avarice which had been laid against him, instigated by Canon Landinelli and several other Canons in a seven-year-long dispute over finances. But on 17 May Pope Julius III permitted him to
return to his diocese. On 11 October 1557, however, charges were laid against him for simony at the Office of the Holy Roman Inquisition. He died in 1561. Semeria, p. 93. Eubel, Hierarchia catholica III, p.
231. Marzia Ratti (2001). Antonio Carpenino e il restauro della Pala degli Agostiniani . Restauri e restituzioni, 1. (in Italian). Cinisello Balsamo: Silvana. pp. 29–30.

75. ^ "Bishop Giovanni Battista Bracelli"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved March 21, 2016
76. ^ Domenico Spinola was born in Genoa. He had been a cleric of the Apostolic Camera (Papal Treasury), and then Auditor. He served as Vice-Legate in Viterbo. He was appointed a cardinal on 26 April 1626.

He was named Archbishop of Acerenza and Matera in 1630. He was transferred to the diocese of Luni e Sarzana on 26 April 1632 by Pope Urban VIII, and took possession of the See on 28 September 1632.
He was transferred to the diocese of Mazara del Vallo, with the addition of the personal title of Archbishop, on 1 December 1636. He died in Mazara in 1649. Semeria, pp. 101-102. Gauchat, Hierarchia
catholica IV, pp. 20 no. 13; 67 with note 7; 226 with note 2.

77. ^ Prospero Spinola held the degree of Doctor in utroque iure (Civil and Canon Law). He served in the Roman Curia as Referendary (judge) of the Tribunal of the Two Signatures of Justice and Mercy, and was
then Vice-Legate of the papal government in Bologna, at a time when Bologna was stricken with plague. Pope Urban VIII appointed him Bishop of Luni e Sarzana on 7 September 1637. During his episcopate
the diocese was several times devastated by wars, and in 1648, by a severe famine. In 1657 there was plague, and in 1660 a plague of locusts. He died on 17 July 1664. Cappelletti, p. 469. Semeria, pp. 104-
105. Gauchat, p. 226 with note 3.

78. ^ Born in Genoa, Giovanni Battista Spinola was the nephew of Bishop Prospero Spinola. He was a papal Referendary like his uncle, and he too had been a papal governor, of Fabriano and of San Severino, and
was then Vice-Legate of Ravenna. He was appointed Bishop of Luni e Sarzana by Pope Alexander VII on 22 April 1665, and took possession of the diocese on 13 August. In 1674 he held a diocesan synod,
and in 1686 he was appointed Apostolic Visitor of the island of Sardinia. He was appointed Archbishop of Genoa by Pope Innocent XII on 13 September 1694. He died on 7 January 1705. Cappelletti, p. 469.
Semeria, pp. 104-105. Gauchat, p. 226 with note 4. Cappelletti, p. 469. Semeria, pp. 104-105. Ritzler-Sefrin Hierarchia catholica V, p. 155.

79. ^ Born of a noble family in Savona, Naselli was transferred from the diocese of Ventimiglia (1685–1695) to the diocese of Luni e Sarzana on 7 February 1695 by Pope Innocent XII. He died on 10 August 1709.
Semeria, p. 105. Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 250 with note 2.

80. ^ Ambrogio Spinola: Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 250 with note 3.
81. ^ Della Torre: Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 250 with note 4.
82. ^ Lomellino was born in Genoa in 1701. He taught philosophy and theology to junior members of his Congregation. He served as Provincial and then as Praepositus General of his Congregation, and lecturer at

the Sapienza in Rome. He was appointed bishop of Luni and Sarzana in Consistory by Pope Benedict XIV on 23 May 1757, and was consecrated in Rome by Cardinal Giorgio Doria on 30 May. He conducted
three visitations of the parishes in the diocese. He engaged in lively controversies with the Senate and magistrates of Genoa. He died on 24 February 1791. Semeria, pp. 107-110. Cappelletti, pp. 460-462.
Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 269 with note 2.

83. ^ Gentile was born at Vulturi in the diocese of Genoa in 1720, son of a Genoese patrician. He obtained the degree Doctor in utroque iure (Civil and Canon Law) from the Sapienza in Rome. He had previously
been Bishop of Brugnato (1767–1791). He was transferred to the diocese of Luni e Sarzana on 26 September 1791 by Pope Pius VI. He resigned the diocese on 17 September 1795. Semeria, pp. 107-110.
Cappelletti, pp. 462- Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, pp. 132 with note 4; 269 with note 3.

84. ^ Vincenzo Maria was born Agostino Maria Maggioli of aristocratic parents in Genoa in 1752. He held the degree of master of theology (1794). He had lectured in philosophy and theology in the convents of his
Order, and served four years as Prior of S. Maria de Castello in Genoa. He was appointed Bishop of Luni e Sarzana on 22 September 1795, and was consecrated a bishop in Rome on 27 September by
Cardinal G.-B. Caprara. With the coming of the revolution in Genoa that brought about the Ligurian Republic in 1797, Maggioli was identified as 'excessively aristocratic' and fled from Sarzana, eventually
arriving in Rome. With Roman influence the Napoleonic government of Genoa was mollified, and he was transferred to the diocese of Savona) on 24 September 1804. He died there on 19 January 1820.
Semeria, p. 111. Cappelletti, pp. 462-463. Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 269 with note 4.

85. ^ Scarabelli was nominated by Victor Emmanuel I of Sardinia on 24 June 1820, and preconised (approved) by Pope Pius VII on 2 October 1820. He was consecrated a bishop on 17 December by his
Metropolitan, Luigi Lambruschini, Archbishop of Genoa. Having become an octogenarian, he asked permission of King Carlo Felice and Pope Gregory XVI to resign, and on 26 April 1836 his resignation was
accepted. Semeria, II, pp. 113-116. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VII, p. 246.

86. ^ Agnini: Semeria, pp. 116-117. Ritzler-Sefrin, VII, p. 246.
87. ^ Rosati: Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VIII, p. 355.
88. ^ Bishop Staffieri was born at Casalpusterlengo in the diocese of Lodi in 1931. He was appointed Bishop of Carpi on 11 July 1989, and was consecrated a bishop on 9 September 1989. He was transferred to

the diocese of La Spazia-Sarzana-Brugnato on 10 July 1999 by Pope John Paul II. He retired on 6 December 2007, and was named Bishop Emeritus on 1 March 2008. Diocesi della Spazia-Sarzaba-Brugnato,
Il vescovo emerito ; retrieved 07-04-2018. (in Italian) He died on 31 July 2018: La Stampa, "È morto Bassano Staffieri, vescovo emerito della Spezia" ; retrieved: 08-02-2018. (in Italian)

89. ^ Palletti was born in Genoa in 1956, and holds a diploma in the pianoforte from the Nicolò Paganini Conservatory of Music. He served in Genoa after his ordination as a parish curate and hospital chaplain.
From 1995 he was confessor at the diocesan seminary of Genoa. In 1998 he was appointed a Canon of the Cathedral Chapter. He was named Auxiliary Bishop of Genoa on 18 December 2004, and for that
purpose named titular Bishop of Fondi; his consecration took place on 16 January 2005, at the hands of Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone, Archbishop of Genoa. He was named Archdiocesan Chancellor. He was
transferred to the diocese of La Spezia-Sarzana-Brugnato on 20 october 2012. Diocesi della Spazia-Sarzaba-Brugnato, Il vescovo ; retrieved 07-04-2018. (in Italian)

90. ^ Source for parishes: CCI (2008), Parrocchie , Chiesa Cattolica Italiana, retrieved 2008-03-14.
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Diocese of Maastricht
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Maastricht)

This article does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article
by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Diocese of Maastricht" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(January 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

The Diocese of Maastricht (Latin Traiectum ad Mosam) was a Roman Catholic jurisdiction in parts of present
Netherlands (including the see Maastricht) and Belgium, which has been nominally revived as a Latin titular
bishopric.
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History [edit]

Established in 530 as Diocese of Maastricht on the territory of the suppressed Diocese of Tongeren and
Maastricht (thus renamed to acknowledge Maastricht as its secondary see circa 380).

Suppressed in 720, its territory being used to establish the Roman Catholic Diocese of Liège, which also
become a great prince-bishopric within the Holy Roman Empire.

Ordinaries [edit]

Various terms of office are disputed, some bishops may be legendary

Falco (c.498-c.512)
Domitian of Huy (?-560)
Saint Monulphus (549-588 or 558 – 597), probably moved the see to Maastricht
Saint Gondulphus of Maastricht (589-614?)
Saint Eberigisil (Ebregise) ? (614-627)
Saint Bishop Perpete (? – ?)
Saint John I Agnus (627-647)
Saint Amand (647-650)
Saint Remaclus (652-662)
Saint Theodard (662-669 or 669 – 670)
Saint Lambert (669-705 or later), patron saint of the diocese
Saint Hubert (705 or before - 727), patron saint of hunters and of the city

Titular see [edit]

In 1971 the diocese was nominally restored as a Latin Titular see of Episcopal rank.

It has had the following incumbents :

Petrus Joannes Antonius Moors (1970.12.29 – death 1980.09.16), emeritate as former Bishop of Roermond
(Netherlands) (1959.01.26 – retired 1970.12.29)
Joannes Baptist Matthijs Gijsen (1993.04.03 – 1996.05.24), as former Bishop of above Roermond
(1972.01.20 – resigned 1993.01.23); however later Bishop of Reykjavík (Iceland) (1996.05.24 – retired
2007.10.30); died 2013
Marcos Aurelio Pérez Caicedo (2006.06.10 – 2012.02.10) as Auxiliary Bishop of Guayaquil (Ecuador)
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(2006.06.10 – 2012.02.10); later Bishop of Babahoyo (Ecuador) (2012.02.10 – 2016.06.20), also Apostolic
Administrator of Guaranda (Ecuador) (2014 – 2014.06.24), Vice-President of Episcopal Conference of
Ecuador (2014.05.08 – ...), later Metropolitan Archbishop of Cuenca (Ecuador) (2016.06.20 – ...)
Waldemar Stanisław Sommertag (2018.02.18 - ), Apostolic Nuncio to Nicaragua.
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Catholic dioceses in the Kingdom of the Netherlands including overseas territory

Latin Province of Utrecht
Metropolitan Archdiocese of Utrecht · Diocese of Breda ·
Diocese of Groningen-Leeuwarden · Diocese of Haarlem-Amsterdam ·
Diocese of 's-Hertogenbosch · Diocese of Roermond · Diocese of Rotterdam

Latin Province of Port of Spain Diocese of Willemstad (Lesser Antilles)

Sui iuris Jurisdictions
Military Ordinariate of the Netherlands ·
Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy of Saint Vladimir the Great of Paris for Eastern Catholics in
France, Benelux etc.

Defunct Latin Jurisdictions

titular see of Maastricht · Apostolic Vicariate of Batavia (Holland) · Diocese of Deventer ·
Apostolic Vicariate of Grave-Nijmegen · Diocese of Haarlem · Diocese of Leeuwarden ·
Apostolic Vicariate of Limburg · Diocese of Middelburg ·
Apostolic Vicariate of Ravenstein-Megen
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Mainz

Diocese of Mainz
Dioecesis Moguntinus

Bistum Mainz

Mainz Cathedral

Location
Country  Germany

Ecclesiastical province Freiburg

Metropolitan Archdiocese of
Freiburg

Statistics
Area 7,692 km2

(2,970 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics (including non-
members)

(as of 2016)
2,899,491
742,165 (25.6%)

Information
Denomination Catholic

Sui iuris church Latin Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 4th Century

Cathedral Mainz Cathedral

Patron saint St. Martin of Tours

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Peter Kohlgraf

Metropolitan Archbishop Stephan Burger

Auxiliary Bishops Udo Bentz

Vicar General Udo Bentz

Bishops emeritus Franziskus
Eisenbach

Map

Website
bistummainz.de

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Mainz)

"Bishop of Mainz" redirects here. For a list of pre-modern bishops, see Elector of Mainz.
"Diocese of Mainz" redirects here. For the ancient and medieval diocese, see Electorate of Mainz.

The Diocese of Mainz, historically known in English by its French name of Mayence is a Latin rite of the Catholic church in Germany. It was founded in
304, promoted in 780 to Metropolitan Archbishopric of Mainz and demoted back in 1802 to bishopric. The diocese is suffragan diocese in the
ecclesiastical province of the Metropolitan Archdiocese of Freiburg.[1][2][3] Its district is located in the states of Rhineland-Palatinate and Hesse. The seat
of the diocese is in Mainz at the Cathedral dedicated to Saints Martin and Stephen.[4] It is the only Roman Catholic diocese in the world – other than
Rome – which bears the title of a Holy See.[5]
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History [edit]

Established in 340 as Diocese of Mainz
Gained territory in 755 from the suppressed Diocese of Erfurt
Promoted in 780 as Metropolitan Archdiocese of Mainz
Demoted (back) on the 29th of November, 1801 to Diocese of Mainz (gained territory from Diocese of Metz, Diocese of Speyer, Metropolitan
Archdiocese of Trier and Diocese of Worms)
Lost territories repeatedly; in April 1818 to Diocese of Konstanz, Diocese of Speyer and Diocese of Wurzburg; in July 1821 to Diocese of Paderborn;
in August 1821 to Diocese of Fulda and to establish Diocese of Limburg, and exchanged territory with Diocese of Trier; in March 1824 to Diocese of
Hildesheim.

Organization, extent and statistics [edit]

Under Article 14 of the Reichskonkordat of 1933, which remains in force, the determination of the bishop to head the episcopal see and the composition
of the chapter are governed by the provisions of Baden Concordat of 1932.

As per 2014, it pastorally served 749,583 Catholics (25.9% of 2,891,000 total) on 7,692 km² in 319 parishes, 504 priests (409 diocesan, 95 religious),
124 deacons, 447 lay religious (132 brothers, 315 sisters), 19 seminarians.

It is divided into 20 deaneries, which in turn are divided into 136 pastoral care units. In 2007 these parish associations or parish groups included all 335
parishes and other chaplaincies of the diocese (as of 2007).[6] Pastoral units on the parish level have been introduced as a result of a profound
structural change in the Catholic Church in Germany in many dioceses, the constitution of these units was determined by particular law [law of a
particular region or territory], i.e., allowing for differences from one diocese to another. In the diocese of Mainz a parish group may be several parishes
merged under the leadership of a single pastor. The parishes retain their church and state church legal personality. The pastor is attached to a pastoral
team and a pastoral council. Parish associations, however, are combinations of several parishes, each with its own pastor. Several parish groups can
join together to form a parochial associations.

Episcopal ordinaries [edit]

Suffragan Bishops (again) of Mainz, 1802–present

Joseph Ludwig Colmar (1802–1818)
Joseph Vitus Burg (1829–1833)
Johann Jakob Humann (1833–1834)
Petrus Leopold Kaiser (1834–1848)
Wilhelm Emmanuel Freiherr von Ketteler (1850–1877)
Paul Leopold Haffner (1886–1899)
Heinrich Brück (1900–1903)
Georg Heinrich Kirstein (1903–1921)
Ludwig Maria Hugo (1921–1935)
Albert Stohr (1935–1961)
Hermann Cardinal Volk (1962–1982)
Karl Cardinal Lehmann (1983–2016)
Peter Kohlgraf (2017– ...)

Auxiliary bishops [edit]

Archdiocese (to 1802) [edit]

Hermann, O.F.M. (1405–1450)
Hermann von Gehrden, O.P. (1432–1471)[7]

Sigfried Piscator, O.P. (1446–1455) and (1462–1473)[8]

Heinrich Hopfgarten, O.S.A. (1455–1460)[9]

Heinrich von Rübenach, O.P. (1457–1493)[10]

Johannes Schulte, O.S.A. (1466–1489)[11]

Berthold von Oberg, O.P. (1468–1489)[12]

Dionysius Part, O.P. (1474–1475)[13]

Matthias Emich, O. Carm. (1476–1480)[14]

Georg Fabri, O.P. (1490–1498)[15]

Erhard von Redwitz, O. Cist. (1494–1502)[16]

Johannes Bonemilch (1497–1508)[17]

Thomas Ruscher (1502–1510)[18]
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Modern stainless steel sculpture of
St. Martin in front of the Martinus School
Mainz in the old town of Mainz

The reliquary shrine of the Mainz
saints is located in the eastern crypt of
Mainz cathedral. On the occacion of the
recovery of the cathedral and the 25th
bishop anniversary of Albert Stohr a
reliquary as goldwork was donated

Paul Huthen (1509–1532)[19]

Johannes Münster (1511–1537)[20]

Maternus Pistor (1534)[21]

Michael Helding (1538–1550)[22]

Georg Neumann (bishop) (1550–1551)
Wolfgang Westermeyer (1551–1568)
Balthasar Fannemann (Waneman) (1551–1561)
Leonhard Zittardus, O.P. (1563–1569)
Stephan Weber (1570–1622)
Nikolaus Elgard (1577–1587)
Valentin Mohr, O.S.B. (1606–1608)
Cornelius Gobelius (1609–1611)
Christoph Weber (1615–1633)
Ambrosius Seibaeus (Seybeus) (1623–1644)
Wolther Heinrich von Strevesdorff, O.E.S.A. (1634–1674)
Berthold Nihus (1655–1657)
Peter Walenburch (1658–1670)
Johann Brassert (1674–1676)
Adolph Gottfried Volusius (1676–1679)
Johann Daniel von Gudenus (1680–1694)
Matthias Starck (1681–1702)
Johann Jakob Senfft (1695–1718)
Johann Edmund Gedult von Jungenfeld (1703–1727)
Johann Joachim Hahn (1718–1725)
Christoph Ignaz von Gudenus (1726–1747)
Caspar Adolph Schernauer (1728–Jun 1733)
Christoph Nebel (1733–1769)
Johann Friedrich von Lasser (1748–1769)
Johann Georg Joseph von Eckart (1769–1792)
Ludwig Philipp Behelm (1769–1777)
August Franz von Strauß (Strauss) (1778–1782)

Diocese (1802–present) [edit]

Joseph Maria Reuß (Reuss) (1954–1978)
Wolfgang Rolly (1972–2003)
Franziskus Eisenbach (1988–2002)
Werner Guballa (2003–2012)
Ulrich Neymeyr (2003–2014)
Udo Markus Bentz (2015– )

Catholic Education [edit]

Catholic Private Schools [edit]

The most important educational institution of the Diocese is the Catholic University of Applied Sciences, Mainz. Besides the Roman Catholic Diocese of Mainz
and the (arch)dioceses of Cologne, Limburg, Speyer and Trier belong to the initiators of this university . There are also other schools as the Edith-Stein-
Schule in Darmstadt, Liebfrauenschule in Bensheim, the Episcopal Willigis-Gymnasium in Mainz, Abendgymnasium Ketteler of Mainz and the Episcopal
College Willigis secondary school in Mainz.

Facilities at state universities [edit]

The diocese maintains three facilities at state universities. The most important of them is the Catholic Theological Faculty at the University of Mainz. In
addition, there are at University of Giessen, the Institute for Catholic theology and their didactics, which is located at the Department of History and Cultural
Studies. At the Technische Universität Darmstadt is an institute for theology and social ethics.

Bildungswerk der Diözese Mainz [edit]

The Bildungswerk der Diözese Mainz (educational works of the diocese of Mainz) promotes "... the church's adult education in the diocese from the parish to the diocesan level ..." The Bildungswerk
is also a member of the Catholic Adult Education Hesse - Regional Working Group.

Other educational institutions [edit]

Institut für Kirchenmusik Mainz: training institution for catholic Church musicians

Major churches [edit]

Cathedral and Major basilicas [edit]

Mainz Cathedral
Worms Cathedral
Basilica of St. Martin, Bingen am Rhein
Basilica of Sts. Marcellinus and Petrus, Seligenstadt
Basilica of the Immaculate Conception, Sts. Peter and Paul, Ilbenstadt

Other well-known churches [edit]

St. Stephen's Church, Mainz with Chagall windows
St. Ludwig, Darmstadt, dome of Neoclassicism
Collegiate church, Pfaffen-Schwabenheim
Church of Our Lady, Worms
Chapel of St. Roch, Bingen

Perpetual liturgical calendar [edit]

Local feasts of the diocese are:

5. January:John Neumann, Redemptorist priest and fourth Bishop of Philadelphia
4. February: Rabanus Maurus, Frankish Benedictine monk, archbishop of Mainz
14. February: Valentine, 3rd-century Christian martyr
23. February: Willigis, Archbishop of Mainz and statesman of the Holy Roman Empire
27. April: Peter Canisius, Jesuit priest who supported the Catholic faith during the Protestant Reformation in Germany
15. May: Rupert of Bingen, patron saint of pilgrims
2. June: Marcellinus and Peter, 4th-century Christian martyrs in Rome
5. June: Boniface, leading figure in the Anglo-Saxon mission to the German parts of the Frankish Empire.
10. June: Bardo of Mainz, presided over the Synod of Mainz in 1049 which denounced simony and priest marriage
21. June: Alban of Mainz, priest, missionary, and martyr.
27. June: Creszenz, Aureus, Theonest saints venerated by the Church of Mainz
4. July: anniversary of the consecration of Mainz cathedral
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depicting the 22 saints particularly
venerated in the diocese of Mainz. As
material gold-plated silver decorated
with jewels had been chosen. Depicted
are martyrs and bishops, priests,
scholars and soldiers, confessors,
virgins and widows, as listed left. The
focus is on the diocese Saint St. Martin;
the canonization of Hildegard von
Bingen was anticipated. The shrine
had been crafted by the Mainz
goldsmith Richard Walker.

16. August: Roch, Christian saint, confessor, specially invoked against the plague
6. September: Anniversary of the consecration of churches who do not know the day of their consecration
17. September: Hildegard of Bingen, writer, composer, philosopher, Christian mystic, Benedictine abbess, visionary, and polymath.
28. September: Leoba, Anglo-Saxon nun who was part of Boniface's mission to the Germans
16. October: Lullus, first permanent archbishop of Mainz, succeeding Saint Boniface
26. October: Amandus of Straßburg, confessor, first bishop of Straßburg.
29. October: Ferrutius, Roman soldier, martyr in Mogontiacum
11. November: Martin of Tours, soldier, later Bishop of Tours
27. November: Bilihildis, Frankish noblewoman, founder and abbess of the monastery of Altmünster near Mainz
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Bishop of Dresden-Meissen

Benno of Meissen

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Meissen)

This article needs additional citations for
verification. Please help improve this article by
adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Bishop of Dresden-Meissen" – news ·
newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (December
2009) (Learn how and when to remove this template
message)

The Bishop of Dresden-Meissen is the ordinary of the Roman Catholic
Diocese of Dresden-Meissen in the Archdiocese of Berlin.

The diocese covers an area of 16,934 km² and was erected as the Diocese of
Meissen on 24 June 1921. The name was changed to Dresden-Meissen on 15
November 1979.
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4.1 See also

Bishops and administrators of Meissen (968–1581) [edit]

Name from to

Saint Burchard of Meissen 968 969 or 970

Volkold or Volkrad
970 or

972
992

Eido I or Ido, Ägidius 992 1015

Eilward or Agilward, Hildward (Ekkehardiner) 1016 1023

Hugbert, Hukbrecht or Hubert 1023 1024

Dietrich I 1024 1040

Eido II or Ido (anti-bishop) 1040 1046

Meinward - a mistaken addition by early chroniclers
based on a misreading

Bruno I 1046 1065

Reiner or Rainer 1065 1066

Kraft or Krafto, appointed, but did not take office 1066  

Saint Benno of Meissen, Count of Woldenburg 1066
c. 1105–1107 (an unsupported date of 16
June 1106 is often given)

Herwig or Hartwig
c.

1106–
1108

1118 or 1119

Grambert - a mistaken addition by early chroniclers
based on a misreading

Godebold or Godebald, Gotthold 1119 1140

Reinward 1140 1150
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Berthold - a mistaken addition by early chroniclers

Albrecht I of Meissen 1150 1152

Bruno II - mistakenly added by early chroniclers
based on a misdating of Bruno I

Gerung of Meissen 1152 1170

Martin of Meissen 1170 1190

Dietrich II von Kittlitz 1191 1208

Bruno II von Porstendorf or Bruno III 1209 maybe 1228

Heinrich of Meissen 1228 1240

Konrad I von Wallhausen 1240 1258

Albrecht II von Mutzschen 1258 1266

Withego I von Furra or Witticho 1266 1293

Bernhard von Kamenz 1293 1296

Albrecht III of Leisnig, Albrecht III Burgrave of Leisnig
1296 or

1297
1312

Withego II von Colditz or Witticho 1312 1341 or 1342

Wilhelm of Meissen (anti-bishop) 1312 1314

Johann I von Isenburg or Count of Eisenberg?
1341 or

1342
1370

Dietrich von Schönberg, appointed, but did not take
office

1370  

Konrad II von Kirchberg-Wallhausen
1370 or

1371
1375

Dietrich III of Meissen (anti-bishop) 1370 1373

Johann von Genzenstein
1375 or

1376
1379

Nikolaus I Ziegenbock 1379 1392

Johann III von Kittlitz und zu Baruth 1393 1398

Thimo von Colditz 1399 1410

Rudolf von der Planitz 1411 1427

Johann IV von Schweidnitz 1427 1451

Caspar von Schönberg 1451 1463

Dietrich III von Schönberg 1463 1476

Johann V von Weißenbach 1476 1487

Johann VI von Saalhausen 1487 1518

Johann VII von Schleinitz 1518 1537

Johann VIII von Maltitz
1537 or

1538
1549

Nicolaus II von Carlowitz or Karlowitz 1550 1555

Johann IX von Haugwitz 1555 1559/81

Johann Leisentrit (administrator for the diocesan
area outside of Saxony)

1560/67

The Bishops resided until 1595 in Wurzen. In 1559 the diocesan temporalities within Saxony were seized by the
Electorate of Saxony.

Apostolic prefects of Meissen (1567–1921) [edit]

In the Meisen diocesan area located outside of then Saxony in Lower and Upper Lusatia there was no
immediate overlord, since the then liege lord of the Two Lusatias, the Catholic king of Bohemia (in personal
union Holy Roman Emperor) held the Lusatias as fief outright. The Kings of Bohemia did not effectively offend
the spreading of the Protestant Reformation in the Two Lusatias. So it depended on the local vassals if
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Lutheranism prevailed or not, following the principle of Cuius regio, eius religio. The Two Lusatias thus became
an area of regionally altering predominant denomination. In 1560 Meissen's last bishop John IX had appointed
Johann Leisentrit as diocesan administrator for the Lusatian part of the diocese, seated in Bautzen. After the
Holy See had recognised as a matter of fact the suppression of the Meissen diocese within Saxony it converted
its Lusatian part into an apostolic prefecture (Apostolic Prefecture of Meissen) in 1567 with administrator
Leisentrit elevated to prefect.[1] In canon law an apostolic prefecture is a diocese on approval.

According to its seat or its area comprised the prefecture was alternatively also called Apostolic Prefecture of
Bautzen or Apostolic Prefecture of the Two Lusatias, respectively. When in 1635 the Lutheran Electorate of
Saxony annexed the Two Lusatias it guaranteed in the cession contract (Traditionsrezess) with Bohemia to
leave the existing religious relations untouched. As a signatory of the Peace of Westphalia of 1648 Saxony later
agreed to maintain the religious status quo as given in the reference year of 1624 in all its territories acquired
since.[2] After the Prussian annexation of Lower Lusatia and easterly Upper Lusatia in 1815 the Holy See
disentangled the newly Prussian diocesan area and incorporated it into the Prussian diocese of Breslau in
1821. The remaining diocese, officially always called Apostolic Prefecture of Meissen, was thus also called the
Apostolic Prefecture of (Saxon) Upper Lusatia. The office of the apostolic prefect was held in personal union by
the cathedral dean of Bautzen Cathedral. In the 19th century the episcopal function of the apostolic prefects
was further emphasised by appointing them simultaneously with titular sees.

Name from to

Johann Leisentrit, as diocesan administrator until 1567, 
as Apostolic Prefect as of 1567

1560/67 1586

Gregor Leisentrit 1587 1594

Christoph von Blöbel 1594 1609

August Wiederin von Ottersbach 1609 1620

Gregor Kathmann von Maurugk 1620 1644

Johann Hasius von Lichtenfeld 1644 1650

Martin Saudrius von Sternfeld 1650 1655

Bernhard von Schrattenbach, 
vice-administrator of the prefecture

1655 1660

Christophorus Johannes Reinheld von Reichenau 1660 1665

Peter Franz Longinus von Kieferberg 1665 1675

Martin Ferdinand Brückner von Brückenstein 1676 1700

Matthäus Johann Josef Vitzki 1700 1713

Martin Bernhard Just von Friedenfels 1714 1721

Johann Josef Ignaz Freyschlag von Schmidenthal 1721 1743

Jakob Wosky von Bärenstamm 1743 1771

Carl Lorenz Cardona 1772 1773

Martin Nugk von Lichtenhoff 1774 1780

Johann Joseph Schüller von Ehrenthal 1780 1794

Wenzel Kobalz 1795 1796

Franz Georg Lock, 
titular bishop of Antigonea since 1801

1796 1831

Ignaz Bernhard Mauermann, 
apostolic vicar of the Saxon Hereditary Lands and titular bishop of Pella
since 1819, 
Priest of Meissen; died in office

1831
14 September

1841

Matthäus Kutschank 1841 1844

Joseph Dittrich, 
simultaneously apostolic vicar of the Saxon Hereditary Lands and titular
bishop of Corycus since 20 April 1846, 
Priest of Litomerice; died in office

1845
5 October

1853

Ludwig Forwerk, 
simultaneously apostolic vicar of the Saxon Hereditary Lands and titular
bishop of Leontopolis in Augustamnica since 1854, 

11 July 1854 8 January 1875
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Priest of Meissen; died in office

Franz Bernert, 
simultaneously apostolic vicar of the Saxon Hereditary Lands (28 January)
and titular bishop of Azotus (18 March 1876), 
Priest of Litomerice; died in office

28 January
1876

18 March 1890

Ludwig Wahl, 
simultaneously apostolic vicar of the Saxon Hereditary Lands and titular
bishop of Cucusus, 
Priest of Rottenburg; fell ill and resigned

11 July 1890 1904

Georg Wuschanski, 
as dean administrator of Bautzen for the prefecture since 1900, 
as apostolic vicar of the Saxon Hereditary Lands and titular bishop of Samos
since 13 February 1904

1900
13 February

1904

Georg Wuschanski, 
simultaneously apostolic vicar of the Saxon Hereditary Lands and titular
bishop of Samos, 
Priest of Meissen; died in office

13 February
1904

28 December
1905

Dr. Aloys Schäfer, 
simultaneously apostolic vicar of the Saxon Hereditary Lands and titular
bishop of Abila Lysaniae, 
Priest of Meissen; died in office

4 April 1906
5 September

1914

Franz Löbmann, 
simultaneously apostolic vicar of the Saxon Hereditary Lands and titular
bishop of Priene, 
Priest of Meissen; died in office

30 January
1915

4 December
1920

Jakub Skala, 
as administrator of the prefecture and for the apostolic vicariate of the Saxon
Hereditary Lands

1920 1921

Bishops of Meissen (and Dresden-Meissen as of 1980; 1921–present) [edit]

(Dates in italics indicate de facto continuation of office)

Tenure Incumbent Notes

12 August
1921 to 13
August
1930

Christian
Schreiber,
Bishop of
Meissen

Priest of Fulda; ordained 14 September 1921; appointed first Bishop of Berlin

13 January
1931 to 21
May 1932

Conrad
Gröber,
Bishop of
Meissen

Priest of Freiburg im Breisgau; ordained 1 February 1931; appointed Archbishop of Freiburg im
Breisgau

9
September
1932 to 9
March
1951

Petrus
Legge,
Bishop of
Meissen

Priest of Paderborn; ordained 28 October 1932; died in office

9 March
1951 to 19
August
1957

Heinrich
Wienken,
Bishop of
Meissen

Coadjutor Bishop of Meissen; installed 29 November 1951; retired

23 June
1958 to 21
June 1970

Otto
Spülbeck,
Bishop of
Meissen

Coadjutor Bishop of Meissen; installed 24 July 1958; died in office

12
September

Gerhard
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1970 to 15
November
1979

Schaffran,
Bishop of
Meissen

Auxiliary Bishop of Görlitz; installed 23 September 1970; becoming Bishop of Dresden-Meissen

15
November
1979 to 1
August
1987

Gerhard
Schaffran,
Bishop of
Dresden-
Meissen

Hitherto Bishop of Meissen; retired

2 January
1988 to 20
February
2012

Joachim
Friedrich
Reinelt,
Bishop of
Dresden-
Meissen

Priest of Dresden-Meissen; ordained 20 February 1988; retired

18 January
2013 to 8
June 2015

Heiner Koch,
Bishop of
Dresden-
Meissen

Priest of Cologne; Auxiliary Bishop of Cologne; installed 16 March 2013; appointed Archbishop-
designate of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Berlin, in Berlin, Germany, by Pope Francis on
Monday, June 8, 2015, to replace the previous Archbishop there, Cardinal Rainer Maria Woelki,
who had earlier been transferred by Pope Francis to be Archbishop of the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of Cologne (Koln; Cologne, Germany)

since 29
April 2016

Heinrich
Timmerevers,
Bishop of
Dresden-
Meissen

Priest of Münster; Auxiliary Bishop of Münster)

Hierarchy of the Catholic Church in Germany
Archdioceses Bamberg · Berlin · Freiburg im Breisgau · Hamburg · Cologne · Munich and Freising · Paderborn

Dioceses
Eichstätt · Speyer · Würzburg · Dresden-Meissen · Görlitz · Mainz · Rottenburg-Stuttgart · Hildesheim
· Osnabrück · Aachen · Essen · Limburg · Münster · Trier · Augsburg · Passau · Regensburg · Erfurt ·
Fulda · Magdeburg

 Catholicism portal

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Cf. "Diocese of Dresden-Meissen: Historical Details"  on: The Hierarchy of the Catholic Church: Current and
historical information about its bishops and dioceses (Catholic Hierarchy) , retrieved on 1 April 2011.

2. ^ Georges Hellinghausen, Kampf um die Apostolischen Vikare des Nordens J. Th. Laurent und C. A. Lüpke: der
Hl. Stuhl und die protestantischen Staaten Norddeutschlands und Dänemark um 1840, Rome: Editrice Pontificia
Università Gregoriana, 1987, (=Miscellanea historiae Pontificiae; vol. 53), pp. 15seq. ISBN 88-7652-568-8.
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Bishop of Lichfield

Bishop of Lichfield
BISHOPRIC
ANGLICAN
Incumbent:

Michael Ipgrave
Location

Ecclesiastical
province

Canterbury

Residence Bishop's House, Lichfield

Information
First holder Diuma

Winfrith (first bishop at
Lichfield)

Established 7th century AD

Diocese Lichfield

Cathedral Lichfield Cathedral

The Anglo-Saxon dioceses before
925

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Mercia)

The Bishop of Lichfield is the ordinary of the Church of England
Diocese of Lichfield in the Province of Canterbury.

The diocese covers 4,516 km² (1,744 sq. mi.) of the counties of
Powys, Staffordshire, Shropshire, Warwickshire and West
Midlands. The bishop's seat is located in the Cathedral Church of
the Blessed Virgin Mary and Saint Chad in the city of Lichfield. The
Bishop's residence is the Bishop's House, Lichfield,[1] in the
cathedral close. In the past, the title has had various forms (see
below). The current bishop is Michael Ipgrave, following the
confirmation of his election on 10 June 2016.[2]
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History [edit]

The diocese of Mercia was founded 656 by Diuma with its see at
Repton. When Chad was made Bishop in 669, he moved his seat to
Lichfield, thus the diocese was named after that city. In 691 the area
over which the bishop held authority was divided to form the smaller
dioceses of Lichfield, Leicester, Lindsey, Worcester and Hereford.

It was briefly the seat of an archbishop under Hygeberht from 787 to
799 (officially dissolved in 803) during the ascendancy of the kingdom
of Mercia. Offa, King of Mercia seemed to resent his own bishops
paying allegiance to the Archbishop of Canterbury in Kent who, whilst
under Offa's control, was not of his own kingdom of Mercia. Offa
therefore created his own archbishopric in Lichfield, who presided over
all the bishops from the Humber to the Thames, in 786, with the
consent of Pope Adrian I. The Pope's official representatives were
received warmly by Offa and were present at the Council of Chelsea
(787), often called 'the contentious synod', where it was proposed that
the Archbishopric of Canterbury be restricted in order to make way for Offa's new archbishop. It was vehemently
opposed, but Offa and the papal representatives defeated Jænberht, Archbishop of Canterbury, installing
Hygeberht as the new Archbishop of Lichfield. Pope Adrian sent Hygeberht his ceremonial garment, obviously
denoting his support for this move. In gratitude, Offa promised to send an annual shipment of gold to the pope
for alms and supplying the lights in St. Peter's church in Rome. However the Archbishopric of Lichfield only
lasted for 16 years, ending after Offa's death, when at the Fifth Council of Clovesho it was restored to
Æthelhard, Archbishop of Canterbury, by Pope Leo III.

The bishop's seat was briefly moved to Chester in 1075, but by 1102 was in Coventry. From 1228 Bishop of
Coventry and Lichfield became the official title with seats at both cathedrals, though various older names
remained in common usage.

After the Reformation of the 1530s the cathedral at Coventry was demolished, and after the Restoration of
Charles II in 1660 the bishop used the style Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry. In 1837 the ancient bishopric
was divided. The archdeaconry of Coventry (comprising northern and eastern Warwickshire) was transferred to
the see of Worcester and the style Bishop of Lichfield adopted.
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List of bishops [edit]

Bishops of Mercia (based at Repton)

From Until Incumbent Notes

? aft 655 Diuma Dwyna; Duma.

dates unclear Ceollach Cellach, a Scot; resigned and returned to
Scotland.

c658 c 662 Trumhere Trumhere, Abbot of Ingethling.

c 662 c 667 Jaruman

Bishop of the Mercians and Lindsey people (based at Lichfield)

669 672 Chad Saint Chad; Ceadda. Translated from York.
After his consecration was first declared invalid
and then restored; died in office.

Bishops of Lichfield

672 c674 Winfrith Winfride; Winfrid. Deprived by Theodore,
Archbishop of Canterbury.

c 676 bef 692 Seaxwulf Saxulf; Sexulf. Abbot of Medeshamstede
(Peterborough); Saint Sexwulf.

691 bet 716–
727

Headda Headdi; Eatheadus of Sidnacester.

bef 731 737 Aldwine Aldwyn; Aldwini.

737 bet 749–
767

Witta Huitta.

bef 757 765 Hemele Hemel.

c 765 c 769 Cuthfrith Cuthred; died in office.

c 769 bet 777–
779

Berhthun Died in office.

779 787 Hygeberht Higbert; created Archbishop by King Offa in
787.

Archbishop of Lichfield

787 799 Hygeberht Higbert; Bishop until 787.

Bishops of Lichfield

From Until Incumbent Notes

bet 799–
801

bet 814–
816

Ealdwulf Adulphus; title of Archbishop laid aside.

bet 814–
816

bet 817–
818

Herewine

818 830 Æthelwold

830 bet 830–
836

Hunberght Humbert II.

bet 830–
836

bet 841–
845

Cynefrith Cumbert; Cineferth; Saint Cumbert.

bet 843–
845

bet 857–
862

Tunberht Tunbright; Tunfrith; Tumfriht.

bet 857–
862

bet 866–
869

Wulfsige

bet 866–
869

bet 875–
883

Eadberht or perhaps Burgheard

bet 875–
883

bet 889–
900

Wulfred

bet 889–
900

bet 909–
915

Wilferth or Wigmund; omitted from Haydn's.
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bet 903–
915

bet 935–
941

Ælfwine

bet 935–
941

bet 946–
949

Wulfgar

bet 946–
949

bet 963–
964

Cynesige Kinsey; Kynsy; Kinsius.

bet 963–
964

975 Wynsige Winsey; Winsius.

975 bet 1002–
1004

Elphege

bet 1002–
1004

after 1017 Godwin

after 1017 bet 1026–
1027

Leofgar Leosgar.

c 1027 1039 Brihtmær Brithmar.

1039 1053 Wulfsige Wulsy.

1053 1067 Leofwin Abbot of Coventry.

1067 1075 Peter In accordance with the decree of the Council of
London (1075), removed see to Chester.

Bishops of Chester

1075 1085 Peter

1086 1102 Robert de Limesey Prebendary of St Paul's; removed see to
Coventry.

Bishops of Coventry

From Until Incumbent Notes

1102 1117 Robert de Limesey As above, title change only; died in office.

1117 1121 Vacant for 4 years

1121 1126 Robert Peche Robert Pecham. Chaplain to Henry I; died in
office.

1126 1129 Vacant for 2 years

1129 1148 Roger de Clinton, Bishop
of Lichfield and Coventry

Also called Bishop of Lichfield & Bishop of
Coventry and Lichfield.

1149 1159 Walter Durdent

1161 1182 Richard Peche

1183 1184 Gerard la Pucelle

1184 1188 Vacant

1188 1198 Hugh Nonant

1198 1208 Geoffrey de Muschamp

1208 1215 Vacant due to interdict by Pope Innocent III against King John's realms.

1215 1223 William de Cornhill

1224 1228 Alexander de Stavenby Became Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield.

Bishops of Coventry and Lichfield

From Until Incumbent Notes

1228 1238 Alexander de Stavenby Previously Bishop of Coventry.

1239 William de Raley William Raleigh; elected by both the chapter of
Coventry and that of Lichfield but being also
elected Norwich he accepted that office.

1239 Nicholas Farnham Elected by the Chapter of Coventry but did not
take office, later Bishop of Durham.

1239 William de Manchester Dean of Lichfield; elected by the Chapter of
Lichfield but did not take office
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1239 December
1241

Hugh de Pateshull Lord Treasurer; accepted after much
controversy between the two chapters and at
Henry III's request; confirmed 25 December
1239; died in office.

December
1241

8
December

1241

Richard le Gras Abbot of Evesham, elected but declined office
or died before the disputed election was
resolved.

December
1241

1245 Vacant

1243 Robert de Monte Pessulano Elected but refused the appointment, finding
the election disagreeable to Henry III.

1245 1256 Roger Weseham Dean of Lincoln; appointed by Pope Innocent
IV.

1258 1295 Roger de Meyland Roger Longespée; Roger de Molend.

1296 1321 Walter Langton Lord Treasurer and Lord Chancellor.

1322 1358 Roger Northburgh Roger de Northbrugh; Archdeacon of
Richmond; Lord Keeper and Lord Treasurer.

1360 1385 Robert de Stretton Canon of Lichfield.

1386 1386 Walter Skirlaw Dean of St Martin's; translated to Bath & Wells.

1386 1398 Richard le Scrope Translated to York.

1398 1414 John Burghill Translated from Llandaff.

1415 1419 John Catterick John Keterich; translated from St David's;
translated to Exeter.

1419 1419 James Cary translated to Exeter but died before taking
office thereof.

20
November

1420

13 March
1447

William Heyworth

1447 1452 William Booth Prebendary of St Paul's, London; translated to
York.

1452 Nicholas Close Translated from Carlisle; Chancellor of
Cambridge.

1453 1459 Reginald Boulers Translated from Hereford.

1459 1490 John Hales John Halse. Prebendary of St Paul's, London.

1493 1496 William Smyth Archdeacon of Surrey; translated to Lincoln.

1496 1502 John Arundel Dean of Exeter; translated to Exeter.

1503 1531 Geoffrey Blythe Geoffry Blyth. Dean of York.

1534 1539 Rowland Lee Chancellor and Prebendary of Lichfield and
Lord President of Wales. Title changed when
Coventry Cathedral was dissolved.

Bishops of Lichfield and Coventry

From Until Incumbent Notes

1539 1543 Rowland Lee Previously Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield,
before the Dissolution of the Monasteries.

1543 1554 Richard Sampson Translated from Chichester; Lord President of
Wales.

1554 1559 Ralph Baines The last Roman Catholic Bishop of Lichfield
and Coventry; deprived and died soon after.

1560 1579 Thomas Bentham Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford.

1580 1609 William Overton Prebendary of Winchester and Salisbury.

1609 1610 Dean of Winchester; translated to London.
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George Abbot1610 1614  

Richard Neile
Translated from Rochester; translated to
Lincoln.

1614 1618  
John Overall

Dean of St Paul's, London; translated to
Norwich.

1619 1632  
Thomas Morton

Translated from Chester; translated to Durham.

1632 1643  
Robert Wright

Translated from Bristol.

1644 1660  
Accepted

Frewen

Dean of Gloucester; translated to York.

1661 1670  
John Hacket

Canon-resident of St Paul's, London.

1671 1692  
Thomas Wood

Dean of Lichfield.

1692 1699  

William Lloyd
Translated from St Asaph; translated to
Worcester.

1699 1717  
John Hough

Translated from Oxford; translated to
Worcester.

1717 1730  
Edward

Chandler

Prebendary of Worcester; translated to
Durham.

1731 1749  
Richard

Smalbroke

Translated from St David's.

1750 1768  
Frederick

Cornwallis

Canon of Windsor; Dean of St Paul's, London
(1766); translated to Canterbury.

1768 1771  
John Egerton

Translated from Bangor; translated to Durham.

1771 1774  
Brownlow North

Dean of Canterbury; translated to Worcester.

1775 1781  
Richard Hurd

Master of the Temple; translated to Worcester.

1781 1824 Earl Cornwallis after 1823. Dean of
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James

Cornwallis

Canterbury; nephew of Frederick Cornwallis
(above); died in office.

10 March
1824

31 March
1836

 
Henry Ryder

Translated from Gloucester; died in office.

3 July
1836

24 January
1837

 
Samuel Butler

Became Bishop of Lichfield when Coventry was
transferred to Worcester diocese.[3]

Bishops of Lichfield

From Until Incumbent Notes

24 January
1837

4
December

1839

 
Samuel Butler

Previously Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry;
died in office.

23 January
1840

11 October
1843

 

James

Bowstead

Translated from Sodor & Man.

3
December

1843

19 October
1867

 
John Lonsdale

Archdeacon of Middlesex and Principal of
King's College, London; died in office.

4 January
1868

11 April
1878

 

George Selwyn

Translated from New Zealand; died in office.

24 June
1878

28 July
1891

 

William

Maclagan

Vicar of St Mary Abbots, Kensington; translated
to York.

29
September

1891

15 March
1913

 

Augustus Legge

Confirmed 28 September 1891; died in office.

13 June
1913

15 June
1937

 

John

Kempthorne

29 July
1937

11 January
1953

 
Edward Woods

Died in office.

29
September

1953

1
December

1974

 
Stretton Reeve

2 January
1975

29
February

1984

 
Kenneth Skelton

former Bishop of Matabeleland and Assistant
Bishop of Durham; retired.

12 October
1984

2003  
Keith Sutton

2003 30
September

[4]
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2015  
Jonathan

Gledhill30
September

2015

10 June
2016

Clive Gregory
Bishop of Wolverhampton

Acting bishop.[5]

10 June
2016

incumbent  
Michael Ipgrave

Assistant bishops [edit]

Among those called Assistant Bishop of Lichfield, or coadjutor bishop, were:

1869–1880:[6] Edmund Hobhouse, former Anglican Bishop of Nelson
1870–1878:[7] Charles Abraham, former Bishop of Wellington
1882–1891:[8] Charles Bromby, Rector of Montford (until 1887), then Warden of St John's Hospital, Lichfield,
and former Bishop of Tasmania

Notes [edit]

1. ^ "Michael Geoffrey Ipgrave" . Crockford's Clerical Directory (online ed.). Church House Publishing. Retrieved
6 July 2017.

2. ^ OurCofE twitter  (Accessed 11 June 2016)
3. ^ "No. 19460" . The London Gazette. 24 January 1837. pp. 167–170.
4. ^ Diocese of Lichfield – "40 years seem a good stint"  Archived  8 March 2015 at Archive.today (Accessed 2

March 2015)
5. ^ Diocese of Lichfield — the Bishop of Lichfield  Archived  19 November 2015 at the Wayback Machine

(Accessed 18 November 2015)
6. ^ "Hobhouse, Edmund (HBHS858E)" . A Cambridge Alumni Database. University of Cambridge.
7. ^ "Abraham, Charles John (ABRN833CJ)" . A Cambridge Alumni Database. University of Cambridge.
8. ^ "Bromby, Charles Henry (BRMY833CH)" . A Cambridge Alumni Database. University of Cambridge.
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Bishops of Lichfield (including precursor offices)

Mercia Diuma · Ceollach · Trumhere · Jaruman · Chad, Bishop of the Mercians & the Lindisfaras

Lichfield

Winfrith · Seaxwulf · Headda · Aldwine · Witta · Hemele · Cuthfrith · Berhthun · Hygeberht (Archbishop
of Lichfield) · Ealdwulf · Herewine · Æthelwold · Hunberght · Cynefrith · Tunberht · Wulfsige ·
Burgheard · Eadberht · Wulfred · Wilferth · Ælfwine · Wulfgar · Cynesige · Wynsige · Elphege ·
Godwin · Leofgar · Brihtmær · Wulfsige · Leofwin · Peter (became Bishop of Chester) · Peter, Bishop
of Chester

Coventry
Robert de Limesey, Bishop of Chester · Robert de Limesey (previously Bishop of Chester) ·
Robert Peche · Roger de Clinton · Walter Durdent · Richard Peche · Gerard la Pucelle · Hugh Nonant
· Geoffrey de Muschamp · William de Cornhill · Alexander de Stavenby

Coventry & Lichfield

Alexander de Stavenby · Hugh de Pateshull · Roger Weseham · Roger de Meyland · Walter Langton ·
Roger Northburgh · Robert de Stretton · Walter Skirlaw · Richard le Scrope · John Burghill ·
John Catterick · James Cary · William Heyworth · William Booth · Nicholas Close · Reginald Boulers
· John Hales · William Smyth · John Arundel · Geoffrey Blythe · Rowland Lee

Lichfield & Coventry

Rowland Lee · Richard Sampson · Ralph Baines · Thomas Bentham · William Overton ·
George Abbot · Richard Neile · John Overall · Thomas Morton · Robert Wright · Accepted Frewen ·
John Hacket · Thomas Wood · William Lloyd · John Hough · Edward Chandler · Richard Smalbroke ·
Frederick Cornwallis · John Egerton · Brownlow North · Richard Hurd · James Cornwallis ·
Henry Ryder · Samuel Butler

Lichfield
Samuel Butler · James Bowstead · John Lonsdale · George Selwyn · William Maclagan ·
Augustus Legge · John Kempthorne · Edward Woods · Stretton Reeve · Kenneth Skelton ·
Keith Sutton · Jonathan Gledhill · Clive Gregory (acting) · Michael Ipgrave

Anglican hierarchy in Great Britain and Ireland

 Church of England

Canterbury
Province

Diocesan
bishops

Archbishop of Canterbury · Bath & Wells · Birmingham · Bristol ·
Chelmsford · Chichester · Coventry · Derby · Ely · Exeter · Europe ·
Gloucester · Guildford · Hereford · Leicester · Lichfield · Lincoln ·
London · Norwich · Oxford · Peterborough · Portsmouth ·
Rochester · Saint Albans · St Edmundsbury & Ipswich · Salisbury ·
Southwark · Truro · Winchester · Worcester

Suffragan
bishops

Aston · Barking · Basingstoke · Bedford · Bradwell · Brixworth ·
Buckingham · Colchester · Crediton · Croydon · Dorchester ·
Dorking · Dover · Dudley · Dunwich · Ebbsfleet · Edmonton ·
Europe · Fulham · Grantham · Grimsby · Hertford · Horsham ·
Huntingdon · Kensington · Kingston-upon-Thames · Lewes ·
Loughborough · Ludlow · Lynn · Maidstone · Plymouth · Ramsbury
· Reading · Repton · Richborough · Sherborne · Shrewsbury ·
Southampton · St Germans · Stafford · Stepney · Swindon ·
Taunton · Tewkesbury · Thetford · Tonbridge · Warwick ·
Willesden · Wolverhampton · Woolwich

York
Province

Diocesan
bishops

Archbishop of York · Blackburn · Carlisle · Chester · Durham ·
Leeds · Liverpool · Manchester · Newcastle · Sheffield ·
Sodor & Man · Southwell

Suffragan
bishops

Berwick · Beverley · Birkenhead · Bolton · Bradford · Burnley ·
Doncaster · Huddersfield · Hull · Jarrow · Lancaster · Middleton ·
Penrith · Richmond · Ripon · Selby · Sherwood · Stockport ·
Wakefield · Warrington · Whitby

Other
Bishop at Lambeth · Bishop to the Forces · Bishop to HM Prisons ·
Bishop for Urban Life and Faith · Bishop of the Falkland Islands ·
Chair of the CMDDP · Bishop for Higher and Further Education

 Church in Wales Archbishop of Wales · Bangor · Llandaff · Monmouth · Saint Asaph · Saint Davids ·
Swansea & Brecon

 Scottish Episcopal
Church

Primus of the Scottish Episcopal Church · Aberdeen and Orkney · Argyll & The Isles · Brechin ·
Edinburgh · Glasgow & Galloway · Moray, Ross & Caithness · St Andrews, Dunkeld & Dunblane

 Church of Ireland

Armagh
Province

Archbishop of Armagh · Clogher · Connor · Derry and Raphoe · Down & Dromore ·
Kilmore, Elphin & Ardagh · Tuam, Killala & Achonry

Dublin Archbishop of Dublin · Cashel & Ossory · Cork, Cloyne & Ross · Limerick & Killaloe
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Latin Bishopric of Modon
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Modon)

The Diocese of Modon or Medone (Latin: Dioecesis Mothonensis) was a "Latin" (Roman Catholic) diocese
located in the town of Modon in Messenia in the Peloponnese region of Greece.[1][2] It was established in place
of the pre-existing Greek Orthodox see in the aftermath of the Fourth Crusade, with the creation of the
Principality of Achaea and the establishment of Venetian rule over Modon in 1209.

Following its fall to the Ottoman Empire, in 1506 it was suppressed and became a titular see.[2][3]

Contents [hide]
1 History
2 Ordinaries

2.1 Diocese of Modon
3 References

History [edit]

ca. 1205: Established as Diocese of Modone[2]

1506: Suppressed as Titular Episcopal See of Modon[2]

1925: Renamed as Titular Episcopal See of Methone[2]

Ordinaries [edit]

Diocese of Modon [edit]

ca. 1205: Erected. Metropolitan: Old Patras

Leonardo Patrasso (1295 - 17 Jun 1297 Appointed, Bishop of Aversa)
Lodovico Morosini (1390 - 1407)[4]

Antonio Correr, C.R.S.A. (24 Feb 1407 - 31 Mar 1407 Appointed, Bishop of Bologna)[5]

...

Marino de' Bernardini, O.S.A. (23 Feb 1428 - 25 Sep 1430 Appointed, Archbishop of Corfù)
Gabriele Jacobi (15 Dec 1432 - 20 May 1448 Appointed, Bishop of Capodistria)
Angelo Fasolo (7 Nov 1459 - 16 Sep 1464 Appointed, Bishop of Feltre)
Johann Ostwein (12 Mar 1472 - 1491 Died)

1506: Suppressed

References [edit]

1. ^ "Diocese of Modon (Medone)"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved February 29, 2016
2.  ̂a b c d e "Titular Episcopal See of Methone"  GCatholic.org. Gabriel Chow. Retrieved February 29, 2016
3. ^ "Methone (Titular See)"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved June 24, 2017
4. ^ "Bishop Lodovico Morosini"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved March 21, 2016
5. ^ "Antonio Cardinal Correr, C.R.S.A.  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved April 25, 2016

Catholic Church in Greece
Holy Synod of Catholic Bishops of Greece

Active
dioceses

Archdiocese of Naxos, Tinos, Andros and Mykonos (Diocese of Chios · Diocese of Crete ·
Santorini · Syros and Milos) · Archdiocese of Corfu, Zakynthos, and Cephalonia ·
Archdiocese of Athens · Archdiocese of Rhodes · Apostolic Vicariate of Thessaloniki

Historical

Archbishopric of Corinth (Argos) · Archbishopric of Larissa · Archbishopric of Neopatras ·
Archbishopric of Traianopolis · Archbishopric of Patras (Coron (Koroni) ·
Modon (Methoni)) · Archbishopric of Thebes · Bishopric of Salona ·
Bishopric of Christopolis · Bishopric of Berrhœa · Bishopric of Chalcis ·
Bishopric of Hierissus/Geriso · Bishopric of Carpathus · Bishopric of Kastoria ·
Bishopric of Olena · Diocese of Cea · Diocese of Tinos and Mykonos · Diocese of Milos ·
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Diocese of Lacedaemon · Diocese of Cidonia · Diocese of Massimianopolis ·
Diocese of Chiron/Chersonesus · Diocese of Hierapetra and Sitia ·
Diocese of Marmaritzana · Diocese of Cardica · Diocese of Cephalonia and Zakynthos ·
Diocese of Aulon · Diocese of Amyclae · Diocese of Andros ·
Apostolic Prefecture of Rhodes and adjacent islands

Major churches

Cathedral Basilica of St. Dionysius the Areopagite (Athens) · Saint George's Cathedral
(Syros) · Cathedral of Saint James and Saint Christopher (Corfu) · Assumption Cathedral
(Chania) · St. John the Baptist Cathedral (Santorini) · St. Francis of Assisi Cathedral
(Rhodes) · Immaculate Conception Cathedral (Thessaloniki) · St. Andrew Cathedral
(Patras) · Catholic Church of Metamorphosis, Nafplio · St. Paul Church (Piraeus) · Church
of Assumption of Theotokos (Mytilene) · St. Paul Church (Kavala) · Sacred Heart of Jesus
(Larissa) · Church of Saint Mark (Zakynthos) · Church of Presentation of the Lord (Naxos) ·
Catholic Church of Theotokos (Samos) · St. Nicolaus Church (Chios) · St. Nicolaus
Church (Argostoli) · St. Nicolaus Church (Tinos) · St. Antonios Church (Rethymno) · St.
Joseph (Alexandroupoli) · Non active: Saint Peter of Dominicans (Heraklion) · Saint Rocco
(Chania)

Greek/Byzantine (Eastern Rite) Greek Byzantine Catholic Church · Holy Trinity Cathedral, Athens

Armenian (Oriental) Rite St. Gregory the Illuminator Cathedral, Athens

See also List of Catholic dioceses in Greece · Popes from Greece · Pentarchy
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Prince-Bishopric of Münster
Episcopatus Monasteriensis  (Latin)

Hochstift Münster  (German)

1180–1802

Flag
Coat of arms

Status Prince-Bishopric

Capital Münster in Westphalia

Common languages Low Saxon, German,
Frisian

Religion Roman Catholic

Government Prince-Bishopric

Historical era Middle Ages
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Prussia

1802
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Munster)

This article is about the historical prince-bishopric. For the modern diocese, see Roman Catholic Diocese of
Münster.

The Prince-Bishopric of Münster (German: Fürstbistum
Münster; Bistum Münster, Hochstift Münster) was a large
ecclesiastical principality in the Holy Roman Empire, located in the
northern part of today's North Rhine-Westphalia and western
Lower Saxony. From the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries, it
was often held in personal union with one or more of the nearby
ecclesiastical principalities of Cologne, Paderborn, Osnabrück,
Hildesheim, and Liège.

Münster was bordered by the United Provinces to the west, by
Cleves, Vest Recklinghausen, and Mark in the south, Paderborn
and Osnabrück in the east. In the north and north-east it bordered
East Frisia, Oldenburg and the Electorate of Hanover (est. 1692).

As with all the other prince-bishoprics of the Holy Roman Empire, it
is important to distinguish between the Prince-Bishopric of Münster
and the Diocese of Münster although both entities were ruled by
the same individual. The dioceses were generally larger than the
corresponding prince-bishoprics and in the parts that extended
beyond the prince-bishopric, the prince-bishop's authority was
strictly that of an ordinary bishop and limited to spiritual matters.
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History [edit]

The Diocese of Münster was founded by Charlemagne towards the
end of the Saxon War about 795, as a suffragan of Cologne.

The first bishop was Ludger, who, since the year 787, had been a
zealous missionary in five Frisian "hundreds", or districts. The
territory of the Diocese of Münster was bounded on the west,
south, and north-west by the dioceses of Cologne and Utrecht, on
the east and north-east by Osnabrück. The diocese also included
districts remote from the bulk of its territory, namely, the five
Frisian hundreds on the lower Ems (Hugmerki, Hunusgau, Fivelgau, Federitgau, and Emsgau).

Territorial evolution [edit]

Most of the territory over which the bishop eventually exercised sovereign rights lay north of the River Lippe,
extending as far as the upper Ems and the Teutoburg Forest. The most important accession was in 1252, when
the see purchased the Countship of Vechta and the district of Meppen. The country between these new districts
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Münster and surrounding area on
the eve of the French Revolution

Prince-Bishops' Palace in Münster

was acquired later: in 1403 the district about Cloppenburg and Oyte
was gained, in 1406 the manorial domain of Ahaus and the castle of
Stromberg with its jurisdiction; and in 1429 Wildeshausen in pledge from
the Prince-Archbishopric of Bremen, renewed by its successor Swedish
Bremen-Verden by the Treaty of Nijmegen on 19 March 1679.
According to the latter Prince-Bishop Ferdinand II, Baron of Fürstenberg
granted Sweden a loan amounting to 100,000 rixdollars in return for the
renewed pledge. This last addition made the new territory, which was
entirely separate from the southern part of the bishopric, a compact
body subsequently known as "the lower bishopric"; it remained an
integral part of the Bishopric of Münster until the Reformation, which
somewhat reduced its size; what was left was retained until the
secularization.

From bishop to prince-bishop [edit]

The 12th century was marked by a considerable growth of the bishops'
secular power. Bishop Ludwig I, Count of Tecklenburg (1169–73),
restored to the see the temporal jurisdiction over its domains previously
exercised by the Counts of Tecklenburg. Hermann II, like his immediate
predecessors, Frederick II, Count of Are (1152–68), and Ludwig I, was a
partisan of Frederick Barbarossa. With the overthrow of Henry the Lion,
Duke of Saxony, the last obstacle in the way of the complete
sovereignty of the bishops was removed, and Hermann appears as a
great feudatory of the empire. During the episcopate of his second
successor, Dietrich III of Isenberg-Altena (1218–26), the position of the bishop as a prince of the empire was
formally acknowledged in 1220 by Frederick II. Hermann II was the last bishop directly appointed by the
emperor. Dissensions arose about the election of his successor, Otto I, Count of Oldenburg (1204–18), and
Emperor Otto IV decreed that thenceforward the cathedral chapter alone should elect the bishop. The See of
Cologne retained the right of confirmation, and the emperor that of investiture. The bishop's temporal authority
was limited in important matters; particularly in taxation, the consent of representative bodies of his subjects was
necessary. Among these, the cathedral chapter appears early in the 13th century; later, the lower nobility, and,
lastly, the city of Münster. In course of time the cathedral chapter extended its rights by agreements made with
bishops before election.

The temporal power of the see increased greatly during the episcopate of Bishop Otto II, Count of Lippe (1247–
59). The city, at the same time, struggled to become independent of the bishop, but was not entirely successful,
despite its alliance with the cathedral chapter. Even as early as the eleventh century the bishops all belonged to
noble families, generally to those possessing lands in the neighbourhood; only too often the bishopric was
administered for the benefit rather of the bishop's family than of the Church. The bishops were, in
consequence, frequently involved in the quarrels of the nobility; ecclesiastical affairs were neglected and the
prosperity of the inhabitants of the prince-bishopric suffered. Conditions were at their worst during what is
known as the Münster Diocesan Feud (1450–57). The arbitrary conduct of Bishop Henry II of Moers (1424–50)
had aroused a very bitter feeling in the city. After his death the majority of the cathedral chapter elected Walram
of Moers, brother of Henry and also Archbishop of Cologne, while the city and a minority of the chapter
demanded the election of Eric of Hoya, brother of Count John of Hoya. Although the election of Walram was
confirmed by the pope, open war for the possession of the see broke out, and Walram was unable to gain
possession of the city of Münster. In 1457, after his death, a compact was made by which Eric of Hoya received
a life income, and the privileges of the city were confirmed, while both parties recognized the new bishop
appointed by the pope, John II, Count Palatine of Simmern (1457–66).

Protestant Reformation [edit]

Under the indolent and thoroughly worldly Frederick III (1522–32), brother of the Archbishop of Cologne,
Hermann of Wied, Lutheranism spread rapidly after 1524, especially in the city. Scarcely any opposition to the
innovation was made by the next bishop, Franz von Waldeck (1532–53), who from the first planned to aid the
Reformation in his three prince-bishoprics of Münster, Minden, and Osnabrück, in order to form out of these
three a secular principality for himself. He was obliged, indeed, for the sake of his endangered authority, to
proceed against the Anabaptists in the city of Münster; but he did little for the restoration of the Faith, and at
last joined the Smalkaldic League. William of Ketteler (1553–57) was more Protestant than Catholic: although
he regarded himself as an administrator of the old Church, and took the Tridentine oath, he refused to comply
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1710 map of the Lower Rhenish–
Westphalian Circle by German
cartographer Peter Schenk the Elder

with the demands of Rome, and resigned in 1557.

Bishop John William of Cleves (1574–85), inherited the Duchy of Cleves in 1575, married, and gave up the
administration of the bishopric. A long diplomatic battle as to his successor arose between the Catholic and
Protestant powers, during which the bishopric was administered by Cleves. The maintenance of Catholicism in
the bishopric was assured by the victory of Ernst of Bavaria (1585–1612), who was also Bishop of Freising,
Hildesheim, and Liège, and Archbishop of Cologne. He zealously undertook the Counter-Reformation, invited
the Jesuits to aid him, and encouraged the founding of monasteries of the old orders, although he could not
repair all the losses. The western part of the Frisian district under the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of Münster was
transferred, in 1569, to the newly founded bishoprics of Groningen and Deventer, and with them fell into
Protestantism. In the same way the possessions of the Counts of Bentheim-Steinfurt and some other fortified
towns passed from the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the bishop.

Christoph Bernhard of Galen (1650–78) was equally efficient both as bishop and as secular ruler; he forced the
refractory city of Münster, after a long siege, to acknowledge his sovereign rights, succeeded in freeing his
territory from foreign troops, gained parts of the Archbishopric of Bremen and of the Bishopric of Verden in a
war with Sweden (taking part in the Bremen-Verden Campaign), restored church discipline, and established a
school system for his territory. He attacked the Dutch Republic in the Franco-Dutch War.

The Eighteenth Century and the French Revolutionary Wars [edit]

Bishop Clement Augustus of Bavaria (1719–61) was also Elector of Cologne, and Bishop of Paderborn,
Hildesheim, and Osnabrück. During his rule, the bishopric suffered heavily during the War of the Polish
Succession and the Seven Years' War. His successor, Maximilian Frederick of Königsegg-Rothenfels (1761–
84), who was also Elector of Cologne, mostly left the administration of Münster to a young cathedral canon,
Franz Friedrich Wilhelm von Fürstenberg, during whose administration the principality attained unparalleled
prosperity. However, at the election of an auxiliary bishop, von Fürstenberg was defeated by Maximilian Franz of
Austria, who later succeeded to both the sees of Münster and Cologne (1784–1801). Maximilian Franz fled
Bonn in 1794 at the arrival of French revolutionary troops, who were to remain in permanent occupation of the
part of the bishopric located on the left bank of the Rhine. He spent the rest of his life in Vienna, although still
nominally the prince-bishop of Münster. Upon his death, his nephew, Archduke Anton Victor of Austria,
succeeded him. He was the last Elector of Cologne and Prince-Bishop of Münster. A secret agreement between
France and Prussia on 5 August 1796 had chosen the Prince-Bishopric as the Prussian compensation for the
territories on the left bank of the Rhine lost to France.

End of the Prince-Bishopric of Münster [edit]

In 1803 the bishopric, with c. 310,000 inhabitants was secularized by the Reichsdeputationshauptschluss and
broken up into numerous parts. The larger Eastern share was assigned to Prussia, which took possession in
March 1803. Oldenburg gained the Northern part (Vechta and Cloppenburg). The other parts were given as
compensation to former rulers of territories west of the Rhine: Arenberg, Looz-Corswarem, Salm and Croÿ.
Within the following years all parts became French.

In 1815 Prussia was given the southern part (Oberstift) and the Kingdom of Hanover most of the north
(Niederstift), with Oldenburg keeping its acquisitions.

Bishops and, from 1180, Prince-Bishops [edit]

Bishops and Prince-Bishops of Münster
Name From To

Ludger 805 809

Gerfried 809 839

Altfried 839 849

Liutbert 849 871

Berthold 872 875

Wolfhelm 875 900

Nidhard 900 922

Rumhold 922 941

Hildbold 942 967

Dodo 967 993
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(1660-1719). The Prince-Bishopric of
Münster is the central yellow territory.

Swidger 993 1011

Dietrich I 1011 1022

Siegfried of Walbeck 1022 1032

Hermann I 1032 1042

Rudbert 1042 1063

Frederick I 1064 1084

Erpho 1084 1097

Burchard of Holte 1098 1118

Dietrich II of Winzenburg 1118 1127

Egbert 1127 1132

Werner of Steußlingen 1132 1151

Frederick II of Are 1152 1168

Ludwig I of Wippra 1169 1173

Hermann II of Katzenelnbogen 1173 1202

Otto I of Oldenburg 1203 1218

Dietrich of Isenberg 1219 1226

Ludolf of Holte 1226 1247

Otto II of Lippe 1247 1259

Wilhelm I of Holte 1259 1260

Gerhard of the March 1261 1272

Everhard of Diest 1275 1301

Otto III of Rietberg 1301 1306

Conrad I of Berg 1306 1310

Ludwig II of Hesse 1310 1357

Adolf III of the March 1357 1363

John I of Virneburg 1363 1364

Florence of Wevelinghoven 1364 1378

Potho of Pothenstein 1379
11 October

1382

Heidenreich Wolf of Lüdinghausen 1382 9 April 1392

Otto IV of Hoya 11 April 1392
3 October

1424

Henry II of Moers
31 October

1424
2 June 1450

Walram of Moers 15 July 1450
3 October

1456

Eric I of Hoya 15 July 1450
23 October

1457

John of Pfalz-Simmern 9 April 1457 February 1466

Henry III of Schwarzburg
7 December

1466
24 December

1496

Conrad II of Rietberg 1497
9 February

1508

Eric II of Saxe-Lauenburg
24 February

1508
20 October

1522

Frederick III of Wied
6 November

1522
22 March 1532

Eric of Brunswick-Grubenhagen 26 March 1532 14 May 1532

Francis von Waldeck 1 June 1532 15 July 1553

William of Ketteler 21 July 1553
2 December
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1557

Bernhard of Raesfeld
4 December

1557
25 October

1566

John II of Hoya
28 October

1566
5 April 1574

John William, Duke of Jülich-Cleves-
Berg

28 April 1574 8 May 1585

Ernest of Bavaria 18 May 1585
17 January

1612

Ferdinand I of Bavaria 12 April 1612
13 September

1650

Bernhard von Galen
4 November

1650
19 September

1678

Ferdinand II of Fürstenberg
1 November

1678
26 June 1683

Maximilian Henry of Bavaria
11 September

1683
3 June 1688

Frederick Christian of Plettenberg 29 July 1688 5 May 1706

Francis Arnold von Wolff-Metternich
zur Gracht

30 August
1706

25 December
1718

Clemens August I of Bavaria 26 March 1719
6 February

1761

Maximilian Frederick of Königsegg-
Rothenfels

7 April 1761 15 April 1784

Archduke Maximilian Franz of
Austria

15 April 1784 27 July 1801

Archduke Anton Victor of Austria
9 September

1801
25 February

1803

See also [edit]

Schloss Nordkirchen
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 Lower Rhenish–Westphalian Circle (1500–1806) of the Holy Roman Empire

Prince-bishops
Cambrai (until 1678) · Corvey1 · Liège · Minden2 · Münster ·
Stavelot–Malmedy1 · Osnabrück · Paderborn · Utrecht (until 1548)
· Verden (until 1648)

Prince-abbots Corvey2 · Essen · Herford · Kornelimünster · Stavelot–Malmedy2

· Thorn · Werden

Secular
Cleves with Mark · East Frisia1 · Jülich–Berg · Guelders (until

1548) · Luxemburg (until 1548) · Minden1 · Moers1 ·
Nassau-Dillenburg1 · Verden1

Bentheim · Bronkhorst (until 1719) · Diepholz ·
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The Lower Rhenish–Westphalian
Circle (red) within the Holy Roman
Empire (white) after 1548

Counts
and lords

From 1500

Drenthe (until 1548) · East Frisia (until 1667) ·
Groningen (until 1548) · Guelders (until 1548) ·
Horne3 (until 1614) · Hoya · Lingen3 · Lippe ·
Manderscheid (until 1546) · Moers (until 1541) ·
Nassau (Diez · Hadamar · Dillenburg (until
1664)) · Oldenburg (until 1777) · Overijssel (until

1548) · Pyrmont · Ravensberg3 · Reichenstein ·
Rietberg · Salm-Reifferscheid · Sayn ·
Schaumburg · Tecklenburg · Virneburg · Wied ·
Winneburg and Beilstein · Zutphen (until 1548)

From 1792

Anholt · Blankenheim and Gerolstein · Gemen ·
Gimborn · Gronsfeld · Hallermund · Holzappel ·
Kerpen-Lommersum · Myllendonk · Reckheim ·
Schleiden · Wickrath · Wittem · Utrecht (until
1548)

Status
uncertain

Delmenhorst · Fagnolle · Schaumburg (Hesse ·
Lippe) · Spiegelberg · Steinfurt

Cities Aachen · Cologne · Dortmund · Duisburg? · Herford? · Verden
(until 1648) · Warburg?

1 from 1792     2 until 1792     3 without seat in Imperial Diet     ? status uncertain

Circles est. 1500: Bavarian, Swabian, Upper Rhenish, Lower Rhenish–Westphalian, Franconian, (Lower) Saxon

Circles est. 1512: Austrian, Burgundian, Upper Saxon, Electoral Rhenish   ·   Unencircled territories

Categories: Münster 790s establishments Prince-bishoprics of the Holy Roman Empire in Germany
Prince-Bishops of Münster Münster (region) Lower Rhenish-Westphalian Circle History of Münster
1180s establishments in the Holy Roman Empire 1180 establishments in Europe
1802 disestablishments in the Holy Roman Empire
Former states and territories of North Rhine-Westphalia
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Naples)

The Diocese of Naples was a Roman Catholic diocese in southern
Italy, the see being in Naples. A Christian community was founded there
in the 1st century AD and the diocese was raised to the level of a
Metropolitan Archdiocese in the 10th century, becoming the Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Naples.[1]

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in Italy
List of Bishops and Archbishops of Naples
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1. ^ Cheney, David M. "Archdiocese of Napoli {Naples}" . Catholic-
Hierarchy.org. Retrieved June 16, 2018. [self-published]
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Cathedral of Narni
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The Italian Catholic diocese of Narni, in central Italy, was
suppressed in 1907, becoming part of the diocese of Terni.[1][2]
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1 History

1.1 Ordinaries
1.2 Diocese of Narni

2 Notes
3 External links

History [edit]

Narni is the ancient Nequinum of the Sabines, called Narnia by the
Romans. Liutprand captured the town in 726, but Pope Zacharias
persuaded him to restore it to the Duchy of Rome in 742, after
which it remained under pontifical rule.

Narni venerates as its first bishop the martyr Juvenalis, who died in
the second half of the fourth century; St. Maximus, who was bishop
in 425, was succeeded by his two sons Hercules and Pancratius. Gregory the Great refers to the bishop St.
Cassius, who died in 558; the same pontiff wrote a letter to the bishop Projectinus which shows that, at Narni, at
that time, there were still pagans to be converted.

Bishop John (940) was succeeded by his son, who became Pope John XIII; among other bishops were: William,
a Franciscan, whom Pope Urban V employed against the Fraticelli (1367); and Raimondo Castelli (1656),
founder of the seminary.

From 1198 to 1214, Narni was in rebellion against Pope Innocent III, who temporarily suppressed its episcopal
see. The churches of this city contain many paintings of the ancient Umbrian school.

Ordinaries [edit]

Diocese of Narni [edit]

Erected: 4th Century

Constantin Eruli (10 Dec 1462 – 8 Jan 1472 Appointed, Bishop of Todi)[3]

Carlo Boccardini (8 Jan 1472 – 1498 Died)
Pietro Guzman (4 Jul 1498 – 21 Apr 1515 Died)
Francesco Soderini (21 Apr 1515 – 18 May 1517 Resigned)
Ugolino Martelli (bishop) (18 May 1517 – 1523 Died)
Carlo Soderini (1523 – 1524 Died)
Paolo Emilio Cesi (20 May 1524 – 1 Jun 1524 Resigned)
Bartolomeo Cesi (bishop) (1 Jul 1524 – 1537 Died)
Guido Ascanio Sforza di Santa Fiora (5 Dec 1537 – 11 Jan 1538 Resigned)
Giovanni Rinaldi Montorio (11 Jan 1538 – 1546 Died)
Pierdonato Cesi (seniore) (25 Jun 1546 – 12 Jul 1566 Resigned)
Romolo Cesi (12 Jul 1566 – 13 Jun 1578 Resigned)
Erolo Eroli (13 Jun 1578 – 13 Oct 1600 Died)
Giovanni Battista Toschi (28 May 1601 – 31 Jul 1606 Appointed, Bishop of Tivoli)
Giovanni Battista Bonetti (31 Jul 1606 – Jul 1632 Died)
Lorenzo Azzolini (2 Aug 1632 – Nov 1633 Died)
Giovanni Paolo Buccerelli (22 Mar 1634 – 21 Feb 1656 Died)
Raimondo Castelli (26 Jun 1656 – 14 Jul 1670 Died)[4]
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Ottavio Avio (1 Sep 1670 – 9 Aug 1682 Died)[5]

Giuseppe Felice Barlacci (24 May 1683 – 1 May 1690 Resigned)[5][6]

Francesco Picarelli (22 May 1690 – Dec 1708 Died)[5][7]

Francesco Saverio Guicciardi (15 Apr 1709 – 24 Jan 1718 Appointed, Bishop of Cesena)[5]

Gioacchino Maria Oldi, O. Carm. (11 Feb 1718 – 27 Jan 1725 Resigned)[5]

Nicola Terzago (29 Jan 1725 – 31 Aug 1761 Died)[5]

Prospero Celestino Meloni (23 Nov 1761 – 1791 Died)
Antonio David (27 Jun 1796 – 14 Jun 1818 Died)
Antonio Maria Borghi (2 Oct 1818 – 8 Jun 1834 Died)
Gioacchino Tamburini (Tamberini) (30 Sep 1834 – 22 Jul 1842 Appointed, Bishop of Cervia)
Giuseppe Maria Galligari (22 Jul 1842 – 1858 Resigned)
Giacinto Luzi (23 Dec 1858 – 9 Jan 1876 Died)
Vitale Galli (9 Jan 1876 – 12 Jul 1888 Died)
Cesare Boccanera (11 Feb 1889 – Nov 1905 Resigned)
Francesco Moretti (11 Dec 1905 – 12 Apr 1907 Appointed, Bishop of Terni e Narni)

United 12 April 1907 with the Diocese of Terni to form the Diocese of Terni e Narni

Notes [edit]

1. ^ "Diocese of Narni"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved March 26, 2016
2. ^ "Diocese of Narni"  GCatholic.org. Gabriel Chow. Retrieved March 26, 2016
3. ^ "Bishop Constantin Eruli"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved March 21, 2016
4. ^ "Bishop Raimondo Castelli"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved March 21, 2016
5.  ̂a b c d e f Ritzler, Remigius; Sefrin, Pirminus. HIERARCHIA CATHOLICA MEDII ET RECENTIORIS AEVI Vol

V . p. 280.
6. ^ "Bishop Giuseppe Felice Barlacci"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved August 21, 2016
7. ^ "Bishop Francesco Picarelli"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved October 7, 2016
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Metropolis of Nicomedia

Greek Orthodox metropolises in Asia Minor, ca. 1880.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Nicomedia)

The Metropolis of Nicomedia (Greek: Μητρόπολις Νικομηδείας) was an ecclesiastical territory (metropolis) of
the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople in northwestern Asia Minor, modern Turkey. Christianity spread
in Nicomedia already in the 1st century AD. Following the capture of the city by the Ottoman Turks in the early
14th century, the metropolitan see remained for a period vacant. The metropolis was re-established during the
15th century and remained active until the Greek-Turkish population exchange of 1922–1923.
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History [edit]

Early Christianity and Byzantine period [edit]

Christianity spread to Nicomedia during the middle of the 1st century, while the city became the oldest bishopric
established in the region of Bithynia, in northwestern Asia Minor. According to the Christian tradition, the first
bishop was Prochorus, one of the Seven Deacons.

Nicomedia became a significant important administrative center during the reign of Emperor Diocletian. The
latter aimed at transforming the city into a new capital of the Roman Empire.[1] In 303, during the reign of the
same emperor, the Christians of Nicomedia witnessed persecution, while another wave of persecution against
the Christians occurred in 324 under Licinius. The number of the local Christian victims has not been estimated
but it is believed that they were thousands. Among the martyrs were the legionaries Dorotheus, Gorgonius,
Panteleemon and George, as well as the local bishop Anthimus. In 337 bishop Eusebius of Nicomedia baptised
Emperor Constantine the Great on his deathbed.[2][3]

At 451, the local bishopric was promoted to a metropolitan see under the jurisdiction of the Ecumenical
Patriarchate of Constantinople.[4] The metropolis of Nicomedia was ranked 7th in the Notitiae Episcopatuum
among the metropolises of the Patriarchate.[5]

The last attested metropolitan of the 14th century was Maximos (1324–1327). After 1327 the metropolitan see
remained vacant, most likely due to the prolonged Ottoman siege of the city. Nicomedia was the last city of
Bithynia that remained under Byzantine control, until it finally fell in 1337.[5]

Ottoman period [edit]

Only sporadic records survive about local
ecclesiastical authorities during the first period of the
Ottoman occupation of the city. However, in 1453,
the Fall of Constantinople to the Ottomans led to the
incorporation of the Patriarchate of Constantinople
into the Ottoman millet system and to subsequent
reforms in the ecclesiastical administration. As a
result, the church of Nicomedia was restored to its
former status.[5] Although at that time most
metropolises in Asia Minor had ceased to exist due
to the dramatic decrease of the Orthodox population,
the three metropolises of Bithynia—Nicomedia,
Chalcedon and Nicaea—remained active. Moreover, due to their proximity with Constantinople, the local
metropolitans could regularly attend the Holy Synod in Constantinople.[5]
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From the middle of the 19th century a number of social and political developments promoted the role of the
clergy: population increase and economic development of the local Orthodox communities, as well as the
enhanced role of the metropolitans as representatives of the Greek Orthodox communities in the provincial
administration of the Ottoman Empire, and the thriving of education, mainly through institutions controlled by the
clergy.[5]

During the Greco-Turkish War of 1919–1922, the area of the metropolis was temporarily controlled by the
Greek Army. However, due to developments of the war the Greek Army retreated and the surviving local
population evacuated the area. Today there is allegedly no Orthodox population in the area despite its proximity
to Turkey's densest population area.[6]

Since 2008 titular metropolitan of Nicomedia, appointed by the Ecumenical Patriarchate, is Joacheim
Nerantzoulis.[6]

Geography and demographics [edit]

The population that resided in the area of the metropolis of Nicomedia was relatively small, in comparison to
that of the other ecclesiastical areas in Asia Minor because of its limited geographical extent. From the first
centuries of the Ottoman period the local metropolis comprised two geographically discontinuous districts, that
of Nicomedia and of Apollonias. The exact limits of the area of the metropolis can be accurately drawn only from
the late Ottoman period (from late 19th). The metropolitan district of Nicomedia, apart from the city itself, also
included its immediate hinterland as well as the kazas of Adapazarı, Yalova, Karamürsel and Kandıra. On the
other hand, the district of Apollonias, incorporated the kaza of Mihaliç, part of the kaza of Mudanya, but not the
city itself and the island Kalolimnos (modern İmralı), at the Sea of Marmara.[5]

Until 1922-23 the area of the metropolis consisted of 35 ecclesiastical communities, while according to early
20th century estimates the population numbered 43,950 Greek Orthodox people.[5]
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Latin Catholic Archdiocese of Nicosia
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Nicosia)

You may be looking for the Roman Catholic Diocese of Nicosia, Sicily

This article needs editing for compliance with Wikipedia's Manual of
Style. Please help improve it if you can. (October 2015) (Learn how and when to
remove this template message)

The Latin (Roman Catholic) archbishopric of Nicosia was created during the Crusades (1095-1487) in
Cyprus; later becoming titular. According to the Catholic Encyclopedia[1] 31 Latin archbishops served beginning
in 1196, shortly after the conquest of Cyprus by Richard I of England, to 1502.

List (incomplete) [edit]

This list is incomplete; you can help by expanding it.

Alan
Eustorgius, Eustorge de Montaigu,[2]

Bartolommeo da Breganze[3]

1251–1261 Ugo di Fagiano[4]

1274 Gérard de Langres[5]

1312-1332 Giovanni del Conte
1332-1342 Elias de Nabinal[6]

1421 Hugh of Lusignan[7]

1439 Galesius de Montolif[8]

1447 Andreas of Rhodes[4]

1456 James II of Cyprus
1471-76 Juuan Perez de Fabregues
1484 Benedetto Soranzo
1495 Domenico Grimani
1559 Filippo Mocenigo[4]

1728 Raniero Felice Simonetti[9]

Carlo Vittorio Amedeo delle Lanze[10]

1818–1826 Antonio Fernando Echanove Zaldívar[11]

1915 Francesco Cherubini[12]

1934 Guglielmo Piani[13]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA: Nicosia (Cyprus)
2. ^ Chronological 1250–1299  Archived  2007-04-03 at the Wayback Machine
3. ^ Catholic Encyclopedia: Vicenza
4.  ̂a b c Catholic Encyclopedia: Cyprus
5. ^ [1] , [2]
6. ^ [3] ,[4]
7. ^ Cawley, Charles, CYPRUS , Medieval Lands database, Foundation for Medieval

Genealogy,[self-published source][better source needed]

8. ^ A History of Cyprus
9. ^ The Cardinals of the Holy Roman Church - Biographical Dictionary - Consistory of April 10, 1747

10. ^ The Cardinals of the Holy Roman Church - Conclaves by century
11. ^ Metropolitan Archdiocese of Tarragona, Spain
12. ^ Archbishop Francesco Cherubini [Catholic-Hierarchy]
13. ^ Archbishop Guglielmo Piani [Catholic-Hierarchy]
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Nocera Umbra-Gualdo Tadino

Cathedral and campanile, Nocera

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Nocera)

For the diocese of Nocera Inferiore (Nocera de'Pagani), see Roman Catholic Diocese of Nocera Inferiore-Sarno.

The Diocese of Nocera Umbra was a Roman Catholic diocese in Umbria, Italy.[1]

In 1915 the Diocese of Nocera Umbra was united with the Diocese of Gualdo Tadino to form the Diocese of Nocera Umbra-Gualdo Tadino. In 1986
this was united with the Diocese of Assisi, to become the Diocese of Assisi-Nocera Umbra-Gualdo Tadino.[2][3]
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History [edit]

This section needs expansion. You can help by adding to it. (May 2019)

The city of Nocera was destroyed in 546 by Totila, and again destroyed by the Lombards in the middle of the 8th century.[4]

Authentic Bishops were Felix (412) and Liutardus (824); others were:

Giovanni Marcolini (1446), who restored the cathedral;
Francesco Luigi Piervissani (1800), exiled in 1809 because he refused the oath of allegiance to Napoleon.

In 1669, the cathedral was dedicated to S. Rinaldo, and had a Chapter composed of two dignities (the Provost and the Archdeacon, neither of whom had a prebend) and ten Canons. The entire
diocese contained some 20,000 inhabitants, and the city of Nocera about 1,000.[5] In 1768, the cathedral, dedicated to the Assumption of the Body of the Virgin Mary into Heaven, was administered
by a Chapter, composed of two dignities (the Provost and the Archdeacon) and ten Canons.[6]

Bishops [edit]

Diocese of Nocera Umbra [edit]

to 1200 [edit]

...

Priscus (3rd or 4th century)[7]

...

Felix (attested 401–417)[8]

...
[Caelius Laurentius] (attested 499–501)[9]

[Aprilis] (attested 502)[10]

...
[Numerius] (attested 593)[11]

[Primenius] (attested 598)[12]

...

Liutardus (attested 826)[13]

Racipertus (attested 844, 853)[14]

...

Julianus (attested 967, 968)[15]

...

Romanus
Dodo (1024, 1027, 1028)[16]

...

Ludovicus (attested 1057, 1059)[17]

...

Augustinus (attested 1114)[18]

...

Lotarius (attested 1125)[19]

Laurentius (attested 1131)[20]

from 1200 to 1500 [edit]

Rainaldus, O.S.B. (1222–1225)[22]

Pelagius Pallavicini (1225–1228)[23]

Constantius (1228–1229?)[24]

Bevegnatus Capucci ( –1233)
Guido Negusanti (1233–1252)[25]

Aegidius (1243–1248)[26]

Bernardus (1248–1254)[27]

Filippo Oderisi (1254-1285)[28]

Fidesmidus (Fidemundus) 1285–1288)[29]

Joannes Antignani (1288–1327)[30]

Alexander, O.Min. (1327–1363)[31]

Lucas Rodolfucci (1363–1389)[32]

Joannes Nucaranus, O.Min. (1379– ) (Avignon Obedience)[33]

Cinthius (1389–1403)[34]

Andreas de Montefalco (1404–1419)[35]

Thomas Morganti, O.Cist. (1419–1437)[36]

Antonius Nicolai (1438–1444)
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Antonius Nicolai (1438–1444)
Joannes Marcolini, O.Min. (1444–1465)
Antonius Viminale (1465–1472)
Giacomo Minutoli (1472–1476)[37]

Giovanni Cerretani (17 Aug 1476 – Jul 1492 Died)[38]

Giacomo Breuquet (31 Aug 1492 – 25 May 1498 Died)[39]

from 1500 to 1800 [edit]

Ludovico Clodio (28 Jul 1508 – Jul 1514 Died)[41]

Guarino Favorino, O.S.B. (30 Oct 1514 – 1 May 1537 Died)[41]

Angelo Collocio (1 May 1537 – 15 Jun 1545 Resigned)[41]

Girolamo Mannelli (15 Jun 1545 – 21 Feb 1592 Died)[42]

Roberto Pierbenedetti (1592–1604)[43]

Virgilio Fiorenzi (Fiorentini) (27 Jun 1605 – 9 Dec 1644 Died)[44]

Orazio Giustiniani, C.O. (16 Jan 1645 –1646)[45]

Mario Montani (25 Jun 1646 – 31 Dec 1668 Died)[46]

Giovanni Battista Amati (5 Aug 1669 – Oct 1689 Died)[47]

Marco Battista Battaglini (17 Apr 1690 –1716)[48]

Alessandro Borgia (1 Jul 1716 –1724)[49]

Giovanni Battista Chiappé, O.S.H. (20 Nov 1724 – Mar 1768 Died)[50]

since 1800 [edit]

Francesco Luigi Piervisani (22 Dec 1800 – 15 Jan 1848 Died)[52]

Francesco Agostini (14 Apr 1848 – 4 Feb 1861 Died)
Antonio Maria Pettinari, O.F.M. (21 Dec 1863 – 18 Nov 1881 Appointed, Archbishop of Urbino)
Rocco Anselmini (27 Mar 1882 – Aug 1910 Died)
Nicola Cola (26 Aug 1910 – 14 Apr 1940 Died)

Diocese of Nocera Umbra-Gualdo Tadino [edit]

United: 2 January 1915 with the Diocese of Gualdo Tadino
Latin Name: Nucerinus-Tadinensis
Metropolitan: Archdiocese of Perugia

Domenico Ettorre (1 Jul 1940 – 31 Oct 1943 Died)
Costantino Stella (18 Jan 1945 – 5 Jul 1950 Appointed, Archbishop of L'Aquila)
Giuseppe Pronti (1 Jan 1951 – 3 Feb 1974 Died)
Dino Tomassini (12 Dec 1974 – 30 Jul 1980 Died)
Sergio Goretti (14 Dec 1980 – 30 Sep 1986 Appointed, Bishop of Assisi-Nocera Umbra-Gualdo Tadino)

30 September 1986: United with the Diocese of Assisi to form the Diocese of Assisi-Nocera Umbra-Gualdo Tadino
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Novara

Diocese of Novara
Dioecesis Novariensis

Novara Cathedral

Location
Country Italy

Ecclesiastical province Vercelli

Statistics
Area 4,283 km2

(1,654 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics (including
non-members)

(as of 2013)
569,800 (est.)
534,900
(est.) (93.9%)

Parishes 346

Information
Denomination Catholic Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 4th Century

Cathedral Cattedrale di S.
Maria Assunta

Secular priests 332 (diocesan)
176 (Religious
Orders)

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Franco Giulio
Brambilla

Map

Website
www.diocesinovara.it

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Novara)

The Diocese of Novara (Latin: Dioecesis Novariensis) is a Roman Catholic diocese in the Piedmont region of northwest Italy.[1][2] It is a suffragan of the
Archdiocese of Vercelli.[3][4]
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History [edit]

This section needs expansion.
You can help by adding to it. (October
2016)

In 972, the Holy Roman Emperor Otto I granted the dominium of the town of Novara and twenty-four miles surrounding the town to Bishop Aupaldo and
his successors, the Bishops of Novara. The bishops therefore enjoyed the title of Count as well as the same rights as a Count of the Empire.[5]

Bishops [edit]

Before the 11th century [edit]

Gaudentius of Novara (398 – 417)[6]

Agapitus (Agabio) (ca. 417–ca. 447)[7]

Diogenes
Laurentius
Pascentius
Simplici(an)us (subscribed in 451)
Victor
Pagatianus
Honoratus
Opilius
Ambrosius
Filacrius (537–553)[8]

Agnellus
Spectabilis
Marcellus
Severus
Lupicinus
Probinus
Vigilius
Flavinus (Flavianus)
Panfronio
Gratianus (subscribed in 680)[9]

Probus
Aureolus
Leo
Ambrosius
Gratiosus (died 729)[10]

Benedictus
Petrus
Sicardus
Tito Levita
Attone (attested in 829)[11]

Adalgisius (attested in 835, 842 and 848)[12]

Dodo (Dodone) (ca. 849-859)[13]

Druttemiro (attested in 864 and 867)[14]

11th-13th centuries [edit]

Gualbertus (1032–1039)
Riprandus (1039–1053)
Oddone (1054–1079)
Alberto (1079–1083)
Anselmus (1083–after 1098)
Sede Vacante (1100–1110)

Eppo (1110–1117)
Riccardo (1117–1122)
Litifredus (1123–1151)
Guilelmus Tornielli (1153–1162)
Guilelmus Faleto (1162–1170)
Bonifacius[15] (1172–1191)
Ottone[16]

Pietro[17] (1197–1209)
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Pietro[17] (1197–1209)
Gerardo da Sessa, O. Cist.[18] (1209 – 4 May 1211) (Appointed Archbishop of Milan)
Odelbert Tornielli (1213–1235)[19]

Odemar Busio (1235–1250)[20]

Sigebaldo [Sigeberto] Caballazio (Cavallazzi) (1250-1278)[21]

Sede Vacante (1278–1287)

14th-17th centuries [edit]

Bartolomeo Querini (8 Jan 1303 – 10 Jan 1304) (Appointed Bishop of Trento by Pope Boniface VIII)
Uguccione Borromeo (19 Feb 1304 – 1329 Died)
Giovanni Visconti (1 Aug 1331 – 17 Jul 1342) (Appointed Archbishop of Milan by Pope Clement VI)
Guilelmo Amidano, O.E.S.A. (17 July 1342 – 29 January 1355)[24]

Oldrado (12 October 1356–ca. 1388)[25]

Pietro Filargis, O.F.M. (18 Sep 1389 – 17 May 1402) (Appointed Archbishop of Milan by Urban VI)
Bartolomeo Visconti (4 Nov 1429 – 1457 Died)
Giacomo Filippo Crivelli (30 May 1457 – 1466 Died)[26]

Bernardus de Rubeis (1466–1468)[27]

Giovanni Arcimboldo (20 Nov 1468 – 25 Oct 1484 Appointed, Archbishop of Milan)
Ascanio Maria Sforza, in commendam (25 Oct 1484 – 18 Apr 1485 Resigned)[28]

Gerolamo Pallavicini (18 Apr 1485 – 18 Aug 1503 Died)
Cardinal Federico di Sanseverino (1505-1511, Apostolic Administrator)[29]

Cardinal Matthäus Schiner (6 Feb 1512 – 1516 Resigned)
Cardinal Antonio Maria Ciocchi del Monte (19 Apr 1516 – 20 Dec 1525 Resigned)
Ermete Stampa (20 Dec 1525 – 1526 Died)
Giovanni Angelo Arcimboldi (2 Mar 1526 – 19 Mar 1550 Appointed, Archbishop of Milan)
Cardinal Ippolito d'Este (II), Administrator (19 Mar 1550 – 18 Nov 1551 Resigned)[30]

Cardinal Giulio della Rovere, Administrator (18 Nov 1551 – 12 Sep 1552 Resigned)
Cardinal Giovanni Gerolamo Morone, Administrator (12 Sep 1552 – 13 Mar 1560 Resigned)
Cardinal Giovanni Antonio Serbelloni (13 Mar 1560 – 1574 Resigned)
Romolo Archinto (26 Apr 1574 – 4 Sep 1576 Died)
Gerolamo Ragazzoni (19 Sep 1576 – 19 Jul 1577 Appointed, Bishop of Bergamo)
Pomponio Cotta (19 Jul 1577 – 11 Sep 1579 Died)
Francesco Bossi (21 Oct 1579 – 18 Sep 1583 Died)
Gaspare Visconti (5 Nov 1584 – 28 Nov 1584 Appointed, Archbishop of Milan)
Cesare Speciano (Speciani) (28 Nov 1584 – 30 Jan 1591 Appointed, Bishop of Cremona)

17th-19th centuries [edit]

Cardinal Ferdinando Taverna (16 Nov 1615 – 29 Aug 1619)[32]

Ulpiano Volpi (13 Nov 1619 – 10 Mar 1629 Died)
Giovanni Pietro Volpi[33] (10 Mar 1629 – 12 Sep 1636 Died)
Antonio Tornielli (15 Dec 1636 – 8 Mar 1650 Died)
Benedetto Odescalchi (4 Apr 1650 – 6 Mar 1656 Resigned)
Giulio Maria Odescalchi, O.S.B. (6 Mar 1656 – 28 Aug 1666 Died)
Giuseppe Maria Maraviglia, C.R. (12 Dec 1667 – 19 Sep 1684 Died)

Celestino Sfondrati [34]

Giovanni Battista Visconti Aicardi, B. (31 May 1688 – 10 Aug 1713 Died)
Giberto Bartolomeo Borromeo (17 Jan 1714 – 22 Jan 1740 Died)
Pietro Alessandro Francesco Rovèro di Cortanze, O.F.M. Cap. (18 Sep 1741 – 26 Oct 1747 Died)
Giovanni Battista Baratta, C.O. (29 Jan 1748 – 11 Apr 1748 Died)
Ignazio Rovèro (15 Jul 1748 – 10 Sep 1756 Died)
Marco Aurelio Balbis Bertone (3 Jan 1757 – 17 May 1789 Died)
Carlo Luigi Buronzo del Signore (26 Sep 1791 – 24 Jul 1797 Confirmed, Archbishop of Turin)

19th century and later [edit]

Cardinal Giuseppe Morozzo Della Rocca[35] (1 Oct 1817 – 22 Mar 1842 Died), Archbishop (personal title)
Giacomo Filippo Gentile[36] (27 Jan 1843 – 23 Oct 1875 Died)
Stanislao Eula[37] (28 Jan 1876 – 10 Apr 1886 Died)
Davide Riccardi[38] (7 Jun 1886 – 14 Dec 1891) (Appointed Archbishop of Turin, 1892–1897)
Edoardo Pulciano (11 Jul 1892 – 16 Dec 1901 Appointed, Archbishop of Genoa)
Mattia Vicario (16 Dec 1901 – 5 Mar 1906 Died)
Giuseppe Gamba (13 Aug 1906 – 20 Dec 1923 Appointed, Archbishop of Turin; Cardinal in 1926)
Giuseppe Castelli[39] (21 Oct 1924 – 12 Sep 1943 Died)
Leone Giacomo Ossola, O.F.M. Cap.[40] (9 Sep 1945 – 11 Jun 1951 Resigned), appointed titular archbishop on retirement
Gilla Vincenzo Gremigni, M.S.C. (29 Jun 1951 – 7 Jan 1963 Died), Archbishop (personal title) in 1958
Placido Maria Cambiaghi, B. (28 Feb 1963 – 30 Oct 1971 Resigned)
Aldo Del Monte (15 Jan 1972 – 19 Dec 1990 Retired)
Renato Corti (19 Dec 1990 – 24 Nov 2011 Retired) (elevated to Cardinal in 2016)
Franco Giulio Brambilla (24 Nov 2011 – )

Parishes [edit]

Of the 345 parishes, one is in the Lombard province of Pavia, while rest are divided between the Piedmontese provinces of Novara, Verbano-Cusio-Ossola and Vercelli.[41]
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Lombardy [edit]

Province of Pavia [edit]
Gravellona Lomellina

Maria Vergine Assunta

Piedmont [edit]

Province of Novara [edit]
Agrate Conturbia

S. Vittore (Agrate)
S. Giorgio (Conturbia)

Ameno

Rossa

Sabbia

Scopa

Scopello

Valduggia

Varallo
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Maria Vergine Assunta
S. Antonio Abate (Vacciago)

Armeno
Maria Vergine Assunta
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Arona
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Barengo
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Borgo Ticino
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Borgolavezzaro
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Borgomanero
S. Bartolomeo
S. Cristina
S. Marco (San Marco di Borgomanero)
S. Croce (Santa Croce)
S. Stefano (Santo Stefano di Borgomarero)
S. Francesco d’Assisi (Vergano di Borgomanero)

Briga Novarese
S. Giovanni Battista

Briona
S. Alessandro

Caltignaga
Maria Vergine Assunta
S. Margherita e S. Martino (Sologno)

Cameri
S. Michele Arcangelo

Carpignano Sesia
Maria SS. Assunta

Casalino
Santi Pietro e Paolo
S. Stefano (Cameriano)

Casalvolone
S. Pietro

Castellazzo Novarese
Natività di Maria SS.

Castelletto Sopra Ticino
Cuore Immacolato di Maria
S. Antonio Abate
Santi Ippolito ed Alessandro (Glisente)

Cavaglietto
S. Vittore

Cavaglio d’Agogna
S. Mamante

Cavallirio
S. Gaudenzio

Cerano
Natività di Maria Vergine

Colazza
Immacolata Concezione di Maria Vergine

Comignago
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Cressa
Santi Giulio e Amatore

Cureggio
Maria Vergine Assunta

Divignano
Santi Stefano e Rocco

Dormelletto
Maria Vergine Assunta

Fara Novarese
S. Pietro

Fontaneto d’Agogna
Maria Vergine Assunta
S. Maria Maddalena (Baraggia)
Cuore Immacolato di Maria (Baraggia-Suno)

Galliate
Santi Pietro e Paolo

Garbagna Novarese
S. Michele

Gargallo
S. Pietro

Gattico-Veruno
Santi Cosma e Damiano
S. Giacomo (Maggiate Superiore)
Santi Nazzaro e Celso (Maggiate Superiore)
S. Ilario
S. Stefano (Revislate)
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Varallo

Villata

Vocca
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Ghemme
Maria Vergine Assunta

Gozzano
S. Giuliano
S. Biagio (Auzate)
Purificazione di Maria Vergine (Bugnate)

Granozzo con Monticello
Maria Vergine Assunta (Granozzo)
Santi Gervaso e Protaso (Monticello)

Grignasco
Maria Vergine Assunta
S. Agata (Ara)

Invorio
Santi Pietro e Paolo
S. Giacomo Maggiore (Invorio Superiore)
S. Germano Vescovo (Talonno)

Lesa
S. Martino
S. Bartolomeo e S. Giulio (Calogna)
S. Rocco (Solcio)
S. Giorgio e S. Giovanni Battista (Villa Lesa)

Maggiora
Spirito Santo

Mandello Vitta
S. Lorenzo

Marano Ticino
S. Giovanni Battista

Massino Visconti
Purificazione di Maria Vergine

Meina
S. Margherita
Maria Vergine Assunta (Ghevio)

Mezzomerico
Santi Giacomo e Filippo

Miasino
S. Rocco
S. Pietro (Carcegna)
S. Gottardo (Pisogno)

Momo
Natività di Maria Vergine
Santi Nazzaro e Celso (Agnellengo)
S. Lorenzo (Alzate)

Nebbiuno
S. Giorgio
S. Leonardo e S.Agata (Tapigliano)

Nibbiola
Maria Vergine Assunta

Novara
Madonna Pellegrina
Regina della Pace in Vignale
S. Agabio
S. Andrea
S. Andrea Apostolo
S. Antonio Da Padova
S. Eufemia
S. Eustachio Al Torrion Quartara
S. Francesco
S. Gaudenzio
S. Giuseppe
S. Maiolo A Veveri
S. Maria Alla Bicocca
S. Maria Assunta
S. Pietro Al Rosario
S. Rita
S. Rocco
Sacra Famiglia
Sacro Cuore di Gesù
Santi Ippolito e Cassiano
Santi Martino e Gaudenzio
Santi Matteo e Marco
Santi Pietro e Paolo
SS. Trinità e S.Maria Al Monserrato
Maria Santissima della Neve (Olengo)

Oleggio
Beata Vergine Assunta
S. Giovanni
Santi Pietro e Paolo
S. Anna e S.Lorenzo (Bedisco)

Oleggio Castello
S. Martino

Orta San Giulio
Maria Vergine Assunta
S. Giacomo (Isola San Giulio)

Paruzzaro
Santi Marcello e Siro

Pella
S. Albino
S. Giovanni Battista (Alzo)

Pettenasco
S. Caterina

Pisano
S. Eusebio
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S. Eusebio
Pogno

S. Pietro
Pombia

S. Vincenzo e S. Maria
Prato Sesia

S. Bernardo
Romagnano Sesia

SS. Annunziata e S. Silvano
Romentino

S. Gaudenzio
San Bernardino Verbano

S. Gaudenzio (Rovegro)
S. Antonio Abate (Santino)

San Maurizio d’Opaglio
S. Maurizio

San Pietro Mosezzo
S. Pietro
Santi Quirico e Giulitta e S.Bernardino (Cesto)
Santi Vito e Modesto (Mosezzo)
S. Lorenzo (Nibbia)

Sillavengo
S. Maria delle Grazie

Sizzano
S. Vittore

Soriso
S. Giacomo

Suno
SS. Trinità

Terdobbiate
Santi Giorgio e Maurizio

Tornaco
S. Maria Maddalena

Trecate
Maria Vergine Assunta

Vaprio d’Agogna
SS. Annunziata e Lorenzo

Varallo Pombia
Santi Vincenzo e Anastasio

Vespolate
Santi Giovanni Battista e Antonio Abate

Province of Verbano-Cusio-Ossola [edit]
Antrona Schieranco

S. Lorenzo
Anzola d’Ossola

S. Tommaso
Arizzano

S. Bernardo di Aosta
Arola

S. Bartolomeo
Aurano

S. Matteo e S. Michele (Scareno)
Baceno

S. Gaudenzio
Natività di Maria Vergine (Croveo)

Bannio Anzino
S. Bernardino (Anzino)
S. Bartolomeo (Bannio)
Santi Pietro e Paolo (Pontegrande)

Baveno
Santi Gervaso e Protaso
S. Carlo (Feriolo)
S. Pietro Martire (Oltrefiume)

Bee
S. Croce

Belgirate
Purificazione di Maria Vergine

Beura-Cardezza
S. Antonio Abate
S. Giorgio (Beura)
S. Giovanni Battista (Cuzzego)

Bognanco
S. Lorenzo (San Lorenzo)

Borgomezzavalle
Natività di Maria Vergine (Viganella)
S. Ambrogio (Seppiana)

Brovello-Carpugnino
S. Rocco (Brovello)
S. Donato e S. Grato (Carpugnino)

Calasca-Castiglione
S. Antonio Abate (Calasca)
S. Gottardo (Castiglione d’Ossola)

Cambiasca
S. Gregorio Magno

Cannero Riviera
S. Giorgio

Cannobio
S. Vittore
SS. Annunciazione e S. Bartolomeo (San Bartolomeo)
S. Agata (Sant’Agata)
Purificazione di Maria Vergine (Traffiume)
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Maria Vergine Assunta (Cireggio)
S. Gaudenzio (Crusinallo)

Ornavasso
S. Nicola
S. Ambrogio (Migiandone)

Pallanzeno
S. Pietro

Piedimulera
Santi Giorgio e Antonio
S. Antonio Abate (Cimamulera)

Pieve Vergonte
Santi Vincenzo e Anastasio
S. Lorenzo (Megolo)

Premeno
S. Margherita
S. Andrea (Esio)

Premia
S. Michele Arcangelo
S. Rocco (San Rocco)

Premosello-Chiovenda
Maria Vergine Assunta
S. Martino (Cuzzago)

Quarna Sopra
S. Stefano

Quarna Sotto
S. Nicola

Re
S. Maurizio
Visitazione di Maria Vergine e S.Caterina (Olgia)

San Bernardino Verbano
Purificazione di Maria Vergine

Santa Maria Maggiore
Maria Vergine Assunta

Stresa
Santi Ambrogio e Teodulo
SS. Trinità (Brisino)
S. Grato e S.Bernardo di Aosta (Campino)
Santi Giuseppe e Biagio (Carciano)
S. Vittore (Isola Bella and Isola dei Pescatori)
Maria Vergine Assunta (Levo)
S. Albino (Magognino)

Toceno
S. Antonio Abate

Trarego Viggiona
S. Martino e S.Maurizio

Trasquera
Santi Gervasio e Protasio

Trontano
Natività di Maria Vergine
S. Giuseppe (Cosa)

Valle Cannobina
S. Donnino (Cavaglio)
Maria Vergine Assunta (Gurrone)
S. Maria Maddalena (Spoccia)
S. Antonio Abate (Cursolo)
S. Materno (Orasso)
S. Lorenzo (Falmenta)
S. Pietro (Crealla)

Valstrona
Santi Anna e Carlo (Fornero)
Santi Pietro e Paolo (Forno)
S. Giacomo (Luzzogno)
S. Lorenzo (Sambughetto)

Vanzone con San Carlo
S. Carlo (San Carlo)
S. Caterina (Vanzone)

Varzo
S. Giorgio

Verbania
S. Marco (Biganzolo)
Natività di Maria Vergine (Cavandone)
Beata Vergine Addolorata (Fondotoce)
Immacolata e S.Bernardino di Siena (Intra)
Maria SS. Ausiliatrice (Intra)
S. Vittore (Intra)
Madonna di Campagna (Pallanza)
S. Leonardo (Pallanza)
S. Stefano (Pallanza)
Beata Vergine Maria Addolorata (Renco)
S. Lucia (Suna Verbania)
S. Pietro (Trobaso)
S. Rocco (Unchio)
S. Giorgio (Zoverallo)

Vignone
S. Martino

Villadossola
S. Bartolomeo
Beata Vergine del Rosario (Noga)
S. Giuseppe (Villaggio Sisma)

Villette
S. Bartolomeo

Vogogna
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Sacro Cuore di Gesù
Santi Giovanni e Bernardo di Aosta (Prata)

Province of Vercelli [edit]
Alagna Valsesia

S. Giovanni Battista
Balmuccia

S. Margherita
Boccioleto

Santi Pietro e Paolo e S.Antonio Abate
Borgosesia

Annunciazione di Maria Vergine
S. Croce
Santi Pietro e Paolo
S. Nome di Maria (Bettole Sesia)
S. Giovanni Evangelista (Foresto)
S. Agata (Isolella)
S. Caterina (Plello)
S. Giacomo e S.Maria Assunta (Vanzone)

Campertogno
S. Giacomo Maggiore

Cellio
S. Lorenzo

Civiasco
S. Gottardo

Cravagliana
Maria Vergine Assunta

Fobello
S. Giacomo Maggiore e S.Rocco

Mollia
Santi Giovanni Battista e Giuseppe

Piode
S. Stefano

Quarona
S. Antonio Abate
S. Bononio Abate (Doccio)

Rassa
S. Croce

Rimasco
S. Giacomo

Rimella
S. Michele Arcangelo

Riva Valdobbia

See also [edit]

Timeline of Novara
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Prince-bishopric of Lübeck

Prince-Bishopric of Lübeck
Hochstift Lübeck

also Fürstbistum Lübeck

1180–1803

Coat of arms

Status Prince-Bishopric

Capital Lübeck (seat of the
chapter), 
Eutin (prince-episcopal
residence) since 1309

Common languages Holsatian

Government Prince-Bishopric

Historical era Middle Ages
• Diocese

reestablished at
Oldenburg

1149

• Moved to Lübeck 1180
• Reichsfreiheit 1180
• Joined Lower

Saxon Circle
1500

• Protestant
Reformation

1535

• Secularized to
Duchy of
Oldenburg

1803

Preceded by Succeeded by
Duchy of
Saxony

Duchy of
Oldenburg

Territory of the Prince-
Bishopric of Lübeck
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  (Redirected from Bishop of Oldenburg)

The Prince-Bishopric of Lübeck, (German: Hochstift Lübeck;
Fürstbistum Lübeck; Bistum Lübeck) was an ecclesiastical
principality of the Holy Roman Empire until 1803. Originally ruled
by Roman-Catholic bishops, after 1586 it was ruled by lay
administrators and bishops who were members of the Protestant
Holstein-Gottorp line of the House of Oldenburg. The prince-
bishops had seat and vote on the Ecclesiastical Bench of the
College of Ruling Princes of the Imperial Diet.

The Prince-Bishopric of Lübeck, a secular state, should not be
confused with the Diocese of Lübeck, which was larger and over
which the bishop exercised only pastoral authority.
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History [edit]

The original diocese was founded
about 970 by Emperor Otto I in the
Billung March at Oldenburg in
Holstein (Aldinborg or Starigard),
the former capital of the pagan
Wagri tribe. Oldenburg was then a
suffragan diocese of the
Archbishopric of Bremen, meant to
missionize the Obotrites. However,
in the course of the 983 Slavic
uprising (see Lutici), the Wagri
shook off Imperial supremacy and
in 1038, the bishops were barred
from entering their diocese. In
1052, the dioceses of Ratzeburg
and Schwerin were split off from

Oldenburg and no bishop was appointed after 1066.

After the Saxon count Henry of Badewide had campaigned in the
Wagrian lands east of the Limes Saxoniae in 1138/39, a new
Bishop of Oldenburg, Vicelinus, was appointed in 1149. Duke
Henry the Lion of Saxony moved the seat of the diocese from
Oldenburg to Lübeck in 1160. When the Duchy of Saxony was dissolved with Henry's deposition in 1180, the
Bishopric gained the status of Imperial State (reichsunmittelbar). Quarrels arose after the City of Lübeck gained
imperial immediacy in 1226 and as the territory of the state was centered on Eutin, the town in 1309 became the
residence of the bishops.

The Bishopric did not attempt to fight the Protestant Reformation. In 1531 the Free City of Lübeck, instanced by
Johannes Bugenhagen, had turned Protestant, further inhibiting Catholic pastoring in the part of the Lübeck
diocese under city rule. And in 1535 the Lübeck cathedral chapter and subsequently all its diocesan territories

Prince-Bishopric of Lübeck (dark blue) within
the Holy Roman Empire (as of 1648), the

episcopal residence in Eutin shown by a red
spot (other prince-bishoprics in light blue)
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Lübeck Cathedral.

The coat-of-
arms of the
Principality of
Lübeck as of
1829.

The Oldenburgian exclaves: the
Principality of Lübeck as of 1868 (top)
and the Principality of Birkenfeld
(bottom).

Coat-of-arms
of the District of
Eutin.

adopted the Lutheran confession. The Prince-Bishop was elected by the chapter;
since 1586, all administrators of the prince-bishopric were members of the Holstein-
Gottorp line of the House of Oldenburg. After the 1648 Peace of Westphalia,
Lübeck was one of only two Protestant prince-bishoprics in the Empire (together
with Osnabrück, which however was alternately led by Protestant and Catholic
bishops).

Principality and Region of Lübeck [edit]

With the Reichsdeputationshauptschluss of 1803, the Prince-Bishopric was
mediatized. It became the Principality of Lübeck and was given to the Duchy of
Oldenburg, since the last prince-bishop (Peter I of Holstein-Gottorp) was also
prince regent of Oldenburg. In 1803 the principality comprised 9.5 German square
miles[notes 1] with 22,000 inhabitants. Its capital was Eutin.

Between 1810 and 1814 the principality was annexed to France as part of the Département
des Bouches de l'Elbe, before it was restituted to the Duchy of Oldenburg. The Duchy of
Oldenburg, named after its capital Oldenburg in Oldenburg, thus shared its name with the
town of Oldenburg in Holstein, the original seat of the Bishopric, only by coincidence.

Following the Austro-Prussian War in 1867 the
principality was enlarged by the prior Holsteinian
bailiwick of Ahrensbök, as a compensation for
hereditary claims of the ducal House of Oldenburg
to Holstein. After Oldenburg became a republic in
1918 the area remained an exclave of the Free
State of Oldenburg now named Region of Lübeck (German:
Landesteil Lübeck).

In 1937 the region was incorporated into the
Prussian Province of Schleswig-Holstein by a
territorial redeployment according to the Greater
Hamburg Act. The Region of Lübeck then became
the District of Eutin, which was merged with the
neighbouring District of Oldenburg in Holstein in the
new district of Eastern Holstein in 1970.

The Lutheran Church, since the Protestant
Reformation comprising the majority of the inhabitants, remained a
separate entity, named Evangelical Lutheran State Church of the
Oldenburgian Region of Lübeck (German: Evangelisch-Lutherische
Landeskirche des oldenburgischen Landesteils Lübeck, chaired by a
land provost or bishop in Eutin) until it merged with neighbouring
Landeskirchen in the new North Elbian Evangelical Lutheran Church in
1977.

Geography [edit]

The state had an area of 541 km2 (209 sq mi); as the imperial city of Lübeck was not incorporated, its only city
was Eutin.

Bishops of Oldenburg and Lübeck [edit]

Further information: List of Bishops, Prince-Bishops and Administrators of Lübeck

Notes [edit]

1. ^ One German sq. mile (Quadratmeile) = 21.25 Eng. sq. miles or 55.05 km2.
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Osimo

Osimo Cathedral

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Osimo)

The Diocese of Osimo was a Roman Catholic diocese in Italy.

It was founded in the seventh century and in 1725 merged with the
Diocese of Cingoli to form the Diocese of Osimo e Cingoli.[1][2]

It was contained within the Papal States.[3]
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Ordinaries [edit]

Diocese of Osimo [edit]

Erected: 7th Century
Latin Name: Auximanus

Giambattista Sinibaldi (Joannes Baptista de Sinibaldis) (13 Jun 1515 – 9 Apr 1547 Died)[4]

Cipriano Senili (Cyprianis Senili) (13 May 1547 – 19 Jul 1551 Died)[4]

Bernardino de Cupis (bishop) (24 Aug 1551 – 1574 Resigned)[4]

Cornelio Firmano (9 Jan 1574 – 5 Jul 1588 Died)[4]

Teodosio Fiorenzi (Theodosius Florentinus) (27 Jul 1588 – 19 May 1591 Died)[4]

Antonio Maria Gallo (19 Jul 1591 – 30 Mar 1620 Died)[4]

Agostino Galamini, O.P. (29 Apr 1620 – 6 Sep 1639 Died)
Girolamo Verospi (10 Feb 1642 – 5 Jan 1652 Died)
Lodovico Betti (1 Jul 1652 – 1655 Died)
Antonio Bichi (6 Mar 1656 – 21 Feb 1691 Died)
Opizio Pallavicini (8 Aug 1691 – 11 Feb 1700 Died)
Michelangelo dei Conti (28 Jan 1709 – 1 Aug 1712 Appointed, Archbishop (Personal Title) of Viterbo e
Tuscania)
Orazio Filippo Spada (17 Jan 1714 – 28 Jun 1724 Died)
Agostino Pipia, O.P. (20 Dec 1724 – Jan 1726 Resigned)

Diocese of Osimo e Cingoli [edit]

19 August 1725: United with the Diocese of Cingoli
Immediately Subject to the Holy See

Pier Secondo Radicati de Cocconato (12 Apr 1728 – 1 Dec 1729 Died)
Ferdinando Agostino Bernabei, O.P. (23 Dec 1729 – 10 Mar 1734 Died)
Giacomo Lanfredini (27 Mar 1734 – 15 Sep 1740 Resigned)
Pompeo Compagnoni (16 Sep 1740 – 25 Jul 1774 Died)
Guido Calcagnini (20 May 1776 – 27 Aug 1807 Died)
Giovanni Castiglione (11 Jan 1808 – 9 Jan 1815 Died)
Carlo Andrea Pelagallo (18 Dec 1815 – 6 Sep 1822 Died)
Ercole Dandini (10 Mar 1823 – 23 May 1824 Resigned)
Timoteo Maria (Antonio) Ascensi, O.C.D. (21 May 1827 – 6 Dec 1828 Died)
Giovanni Antonio Benvenuti (15 Dec 1828 – 14 Nov 1838 Died)
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Giovanni Soglia Ceroni (18 Feb 1839 – 4 Jun 1848 Appointed, Secretary of State)
Giovanni Brunelli (18 Sep 1856 – 21 Feb 1861 Died)
Salvatore Nobili Vitelleschi (21 Dec 1863 – 20 Nov 1871 Resigned)
Michele Seri-Molini (24 Nov 1871 – 13 Apr 1888 Died)
Egidio Mauri, O.P. (1 Jun 1888 – 12 Jun 1893 Appointed, Archbishop of Ferrara)
Giovanni Battista Scotti (18 May 1894 – 5 Dec 1916 Died)
Pacifico Fiorani (12 May 1917 – 22 Jun 1924 Died)
Monalduzio Leopardi (20 Dec 1926 – 17 May 1944 Died)
Domenico Brizi (22 Jan 1945 – 11 Feb 1964 Died)
Carlo Maccari (28 Sep 1972 – 30 Sep 1986 Appointed, Archbishop of Ancona-Osimo)

Diocese of Osimo [edit]

25 January 1985: The former Diocese of Cingoli was split from the Diocese of Osimo e Cingoli and united with
the Diocese of Macerata e Tolentino, the Diocese of Recanati, and the Diocese of San Severino (-Treia) to
form the Diocese of Macerata-Tolentino-Recanati-Cingoli-Treia.

30 September 1986: the Diocese of Osimo was united with the Archdiocese of Ancona to form the Archdiocese
of Ancona-Osimo

See also [edit]

Diocese of Cingoli
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Osma-Soria

Diocese of Osma-Soria
Dioecesis Oxomensis-Soriana

Diócesis de Osma-Soria

Burgo de Osma Cathedral

Location
Country Spain

Ecclesiastical
province

Burgos

Metropolitan Burgos

Statistics
Area 10,328 km2 (3,988 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics
(including non-
members)

(as of 2013)
95,700
76,900 (80.4%)

Information
Rite Latin Rite

Cathedral Cathedral of the
Assumption of Our Lady in
Burgo de Osma

Co-cathedral Co-Cathedral of St Peter in
Soria

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Abilio Martínez Varea

Metropolitan
Archbishop

Francisco Gil Hellín

Website
Website of the Diocese

Catedral de Santa María de la
Asunción and city walls

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Osma)

The Roman Catholic Diocese of Osma-Soria (Latin:
Oxomen(sis)–Sorian(a)) is a suffragan Latin diocese in the
Ecclesiastical province of Burgos, Soria Province, in the Castilla y
Leon region of northern Spain.[1][2] Its cathedral episcopal see is
Catedral de Santa María de la Asunción, dedicated to the
Assumption of Mary, in El Burgo de Osma. It also has a co-
cathedral, Concatedral de San Pedro, dedicated to St. Peter, in
Soria, and a minor basilica: Basílica de Nuestra Señora de los
Miagros Miagros, in Ágreda, Soria, Castile and León, Spain.
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History [edit]

Established circa 600 as Diocese of Osma
Lost territory in 1077 to the Diocese of Nájera
Renamed on 9 March 1959 as Diocese of Osma-Soria, as
Soria gets a co-cathedral

Statistics [edit]

As per 2014, it pastorally served 80,000 Catholics (85.8% of
93,291 total) on 10,287 km² in 542 parishes and 19 missions with
128 priests (103 diocesan, 25 religious), 212 lay religious (38
brothers, 174 sisters) and 1 seminarian.

Episcopal ordinaries [edit]

(all Latin Rite)

very incomplete : lacking first centuries

Suffragan Bishops of Osma

Pedro de Bourges, Benedictine Order (O.S.B.) (1101 – death
1109.08.02)
Raimundo (1109–1124), next Metropolitan Archbishop of Toledo
(Spain) (1124 – death 1152)
Beltrán (1126 – death 1140.10.01)
Esteban (1141 – death 1147.09.01)
Juan (1148 – death 1174.04.28)
Bernardo (1174–1176)
Miguel, O.S.B. (1177–1184)
García (1185–1186)
Martín Bazán (1188 – death 1201.07.27)
Diego de Acebes (1201 – 1207.12.30)
Rodrigo Jiménez de Rada, Cistercian Order (O. Cist.) (1208 – 1208 ? 27 Feb 1209)
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Menendo (1210–1225)
Pedro Ramírez de Piedrola (1225–1230), next Bishop of Pamplona (Spain) (1231 – death 1238.10.05)
Juan (1231 – 1240.05.29), next Bishop of Burgos (Spain) (1240.05.29 – 1246)
Pedro de Peñafiel (1241 – death 1246.04.12)
Gil(les) (27 March 1247 – death 4 August 1261)
Agustin Pérez (18 Oct 1261 – death 12 April 1286)
Juan Alvarez (bishop) (4 May 1286 – death 20 Oct 1296)
Juan Pérez de Ascaron (1296 – death 1329)
Bernabé (1329.10.20 – death 1351), previously Bishop of Badajoz (Spain) (1324.07.27 – 1329.10.20)
Gonzalo (1351–1354)
Alfonso Fernando de Toledo y Vargas, Augustinians (O.E.S.A.) (1354.10.25 – 1363.10.13), later
Metropolitan Archbishop of Sevilla (Andalusia, southern Spain) (1363.10.13 – 1366); previously Bishop of
Badajoz (Spain) (1353.02.13 – 1354.10.25)
Lorenzo Pérez (1362.12.13 – death 1367)
Pedro Gomez Barroso (19 July 1368 – 4 March 1373), next Bishop of Cuenca (Spain) (1373–1378)
Juan García Palomeque (4 March 1373 – death 1374), previously Bishop of Badajoz (Spain) (1354.10.25 –
1373.03.04)
Juan de Villareal (1374 – death 1379.02.22)
Pedro Fernández de Frías (21 March 1379 – resigned? 1404), also/next Pseudocardinal-Priest of S.
Prassede (1396? – 1412.09.23▼), Archpriest of Papal Basilica of St. Peter (1412 – 1420.09.19▼),
promoted Pseudocardinal-Bishop of Suburbicarian Diocese of Sabina (1412.09.23 – death 1420.09.19▼)
but also Pseudocardinal-Priest of above S. Prassede in commendam (1412.09.23 – 1419.06.26?▼) and
next Pseudocardinal-Priest of S. Cecilia in commendam (1419.06.26 – 1420.09.19▼)
Apostolic Administrator Alfonso Carrillo de Albornoz (28 Nov 1408 – death 14 March 1434), while
Pseudocardinal-Deacon of S. Eustachio (1408.09.22 – 1418.08.01▼); later (canonical) Apostolic
Administrator of Sigüenza (Spain) (1422 – ?), promoted Cardinal-Priest of Ss. Quattro Coronati (1423.01 –
death 1434.03.14), Archpriest of Papal Archbasilica of St. John Lateran (1428 – 1434.03.14)
Juan de Cerezuela y Luna (1422–1433), next Metropolitan Archbishop of Sevilla (Spain) (1433 – 1434),
Metropolitan Archbishop of Toledo (Spain) (1434 – 1442)
Pedro de Castilla de Eril (22 April 1433 – 6 April 1440), next Bishop of Palencia (Spain) (1440.04 –
1461.04.28)
Roberto Moya (1440 – death 1453.11.13)
Pedro García de Montoya (Huete) (9 Jan 1454 – death 18 Feb 1475)
Francisco de Santillana (1475.05.04 – 1482.03.06), next Bishop of Córdoba (Spain) (1482.03.06 – 1482 not
possessed)

Apostolic Administrator Cardinal Pedro González de Mendoza (1482.07.08 – 1482.11), while Apostolic
Administrator of Archdiocese of Sevilla (Spain) (1474.05.09 – 1482.11.13), Apostolic Administrator of
Diocese of Sigüenza (Spain) (1474.05.09 – 1495.01.11), transferred Cardinal-Priest of S. Croce in
Gerusalemme (1478.07.06 – death 1495.01.11); previously Bishop of Calahorra y La Calzada (Spain)
(1453.11.28 – 1467.10.30), Bishop of above Sigüenza (1467.10.30 – 1474.05.09), created Cardinal-
Priest of S. Maria in Domnica pro hac vice Title (1473.05.17 – 1478.07.06); later Latin Patriarch of
Alexandria (1482.11.13 – 1495.01.11) and Metropolitan Archbishop of Toledo (Spain) (1482.11.13 –
1495.01.11)
Apostolic Administrator Cardinal Raffaele Riario (1483.01.15 – 1493.05), while Apostolic Administrator of
Archdiocese of Pisa (Italy) (1479.09.17 – 1499.06.03), transferred Cardinal-Deacon of S. Lorenzo in
Damaso pro illa vice Deaconry (1480.05.05 – 1503.11.29), Apostolic Administrator of Diocese of
Tréguier (France) (1480.08.18 – 1483.05.16), Apostolic Administrator of Diocese of Salamanca (Spain)
(1482.07.08 – 1483), Chamberlain of the Holy Roman Church of Reverend Apostolic Camera
(1483.01.24 – 1521.07.09); previously Cardinal-Deacon of S. Giorgio in Velabro (1477.12.12 –
1480.05.05), Apostolic Administrator of Diocese of Camerino (Italy) (1478.07.27 – 1479.09.17),
Apostolic Administrator of Diocese of Cuenca (Spain) (1479.08.13 – 1482.07); later again Apostolic
Administrator of Cuenca (1493.05.24 – 1521.07.09), Apostolic Administrator of Diocese of Tuscanella
(1498.08.28 – 1506.09.16), Apostolic Administrator of Diocese of Viterbo (Italy) (1498.08.28 –
1506.09.16), Protodeacon of Sacred College of Cardinals (1503.09 – 1503.11.29), promoted Cardinal-
Bishop of Suburbicarian Diocese of Albano (1503.11.29 – 1507.08.03), also Cardinal-Priest of S.
Lorenzo in Damaso in commendam (1503.11.29 – 1517.06.22), promoted Cardinal-Bishop of
Suburbicarian Diocese of Sabina (1507.08.03 [1507.09.10] – 1508.09.22), Apostolic Administrator of
Diocese of Arezzo (Italy) (1508.07.07 – 1511.11.05), transferred Cardinal-Bishop of Suburbicarian
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Diocese of Porto e Santa Rufina (1508.09.22 – 1511.01.20), Cardinal Vice-Dean of Sacred College of
Cardinals (1508.09.22 – 1511.01.20), Apostolic Administrator of Diocese of Savona (Italy) (1508.12.05 –
1516.04.09), transferred Cardinal-Bishop of Suburbicarian Diocese of Ostia–Velletri (1511.01.20 – ?
1517.06.22), Cardinal Dean of Sacred College of Cardinals (1511.01.20 – 1521.07.09), Apostolic
Administrator of Diocese of Malta (Malta) (1516.05.23 – 1520), Apostolic Administrator of Diocese of
Lucca (Italy) (1517.03.09 – 1517.11.12), ?again Cardinal-Bishop of Ostia–Velletri (?1517.07.24 – death
1521.07.09), Apostolic Administrator of Diocese of Malaga (Balearic Spain) (1518.04.12 – 1518.09.03),
again Apostolic Administrator of Archdiocese of Pisa (Italy) (1518.09.03 – retired 1518.09.10)

Alfonso de Fonseca (1493 – death 1505), previously Bishop of Ávila (Spain) (1469–1485), Bishop of
Cuenca (Spain) (1485–1493)

Auxiliary Bishop: García de Chinchilla, O.P. (1500.09.18 – death 1502), Titular Bishop of Byblus
(1500.09.18 – 1502)

Alfonso Enríquez (19 December 1505 – death 15 October 1523)

Auxiliary Bishop: Blas de Fernando, Cistercian Order (O. Cist.- (1507.04.19 – ?), Titular Bishop of above
Byblus (1507.04.19 – ?)

Juan Pardo Tavera (31 December 1523 – 8 June 1524), previously Bishop of Ciudad Rodrigo (Spain)
(1514.07.14 – 1523.12.31); later Metropolitan Archbishop of Santiago de Compostela (Spain) (1524.06.08 –
retired 1534.04.27), created Cardinal-Priest of S. Giovanni a Porta Latina (1531.04.27 – death 1545.08.01),
Metropolitan Archbishop of Toledo (Spain) (1534.04.27 – 1545.08.01)
García de Loaysa y Mendoza, Order of Preachers (O.P.) (8 June 1524 – 23 February 1532), previously
Master of the Dominican Order (O.P.) (1518.05.23 – 1524.06.08), created Cardinal-Priest of S. Susanna
(1530.05.16 – death 1546.04.22), Bishop of Sigüenza (Spain) (1532.02.23 – 1539.05.21), Metropolitan
Archbishop of Sevilla (Spain) (1539.05.21 – 1546.04.22)
Pedro González Manso (13 March 1532 – death 12 February 1537), previously Bishop of Guadix (Spain)
(1523.08.31 – 1524.10.26), Bishop of Tui (Spain) (1524.10.26 – 1525.07.03), Bishop of Badajoz (Spain)
(1525.07.03 – 1532.03.13)
Pedro Alvarez de Acosta (21 May 1539 – death 20 February 1563), previously Bishop of Porto (Portugal)
(1507.02.12 – 1535.01.08), Bishop of León (Spain) (1535.01.08 – 1539.05.21)
Honorato Juan (1 March 1564 – death 30 July 1566)
Francisco Tello Sandoval (3 March 1567 – 13 June 1578), next Bishop of Plasencia (Spain) (1578.06.13 –
death 1580.07.08)
Alonso Velázquez (13 June 1578 – 9 March 1583), next Metropolitan Archbishop of Santiago de Compostela
(Spain) (1583.03.09 – death 1587.01.14)
Sebastián Pérez (bishop) (9 May 1583 – death 27 July 1593 Died)
Martín Garnica (27 April 1594 – death 20 November 1594 Died)[3]

Pedro Rojas Henríques, Order of Saint Augustine (O.S.A.) (30 August 1595 – death 9 March 1602),
previously Bishop of Astorga (Spain) (1591.03.06 – 1595.08.30)
Enrique Enríquez, O.E.S.A. (1602.11.15 – 1610.06.21), next Bishop of Plasencia (Spain) (1610.06.21 –
death 1622.01.22)
Fernando Acevedo González (July 1610 – 2 June 1613), next Metropolitan Archbishop of Burgos (Spain)
(1613.06.02 – 1629)
Francisco de Sosa, O.F.M. (23 September 1613 – death 1618)[3]

Cristóbal de Lobera y Torres (9 July 1618 – 6 March 1623)[3]

Alsono Martín de Zuñiga (23 March 1623 – 21 June 1630 Died)[3]

Domingo Pimentel Zúñiga, O.P. (2 October 1630 – 18 July 1633)[3]

Francisco Villafañe (5 September 1633 – 26 August 1639 Died)[3]

Martín Carrillo Alderete (9 June 1636 – 1 July 1641)[3][4]

Antonio Valdés Herrera (21 October 1641 – 10 November 1653)[3][5]

Juan de Palafox y Mendoza (24 November 1653 – 1 October 1659 Died)[3]

Nicolás Martinez (bishop), O.S.H. (21 June 1660 – 1 Oct 1660 Died)[3]

Alfonso Enríquez de Santo Tomás, O.P. (26 Sep 1661 – 28 Jan 1664 Confirmed, Bishop of Plasencia)[3]

Pedro de Godoy, O.P. (31 March 1664 – 16 May 1672 Confirmed, Bishop of Sigüenza)[3]

Antonio de Isla y Mena (8 August 1672 – 17 Dec 1681 Died)
Sebastián de Arévalo y Torres, Order of Friars Minor (O.F.M.) (20 April 1682 – 20 Jan 1704 Died)
Jorge Cárdenas Valenzuela (1704 – 18 November 1705 Died)
Andrés Soto de la Fuente (22 March 1706 – 29 December 1714 Died)
Felipe Antonio Gil Taboada (5 July 1715 – 4 March 1720)
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Miguel Herrero Esgueva (15 April 1720 – 20 January 1723)
Jacinto Valledor Fresno (12 April 1723 – 12 February 1730 Died)
José Barnuevo, O.S.B. (24 July 1730 – 25 July 1735 Died)
Pedro de la Cuadra Achica (1 April 1736 – 7 September 1741)
Juan Antonio Oruña (28 September 1744 – 4 March 1748 Died)
Pedro Clemente de Aróstegui (16 September 1747 – 29 August 1760)
Jacinto Aguado y Chacón (18 July 1762 – 27 March 1764)
Bernardo Antonio Calderón Lázaro (20 August 1764 – 15 October 1786)
Joaquín de Eleta, O.F.M. (27 December 1786 – 4 December 1788 Died)
José Constancio Andino (29 March 1790 – death Nov 1793)
Diego Melo Portugal, Order of Saint Augustine (O.S.A.) (12 September 1794 – 18 December 1795)
Antonio Tavira Almazán (27 June 1796 – 14 August 1798)
Francisco Ignacio Iñigo Angulo (25 September 1798 – 8 January 1799)
Juan Moya, O.F.M. (28 March 1799 – 19 February 1801)
José Antonio Garnica, Capuchin Franciscans (O.F.M. Cap.) (23 February 1801 – 10 January 1810)
Juan Cavia González (19 August 1814 – 23 December 1831)
Gregorio Sánchez y Jiménez (Rubio), Hieronymites (O.S.H.) (17 December 1847 – 27 September 1852)
Vicente Horcos y San Martín, Benedictine Order (O.S.B.) (27 September 1852 – 13 January 1861)
Pedro María Lagüera y Menezo (23 December 1861 – 1892)
Victoriano Guisasola y Menéndez (15 June 1893 – 19 April 1897)
José María García Escudero y Ubago (19 April 1897 – 22 March 1909)
Manuel Lago y González (25 August 1909 – 4 May 1917)
Matteo Múgica y Urrestarazu (22 February 1918 – 26 October 1923)
Miguel de los Santos Díaz y Gómara (18 December 1924 – 28 January 1935)
Tomás Gutiérrez Diez (1 April 1935 – 11 November 1943)
Saturnino Rubio y Montiél (9 December 1944 – 1959 see below)

Suffragan Bishops of Osma-Soria=

Saturnino Rubio y Montiél (see above 1959 – 4 December 1969)
Teodoro Cardenal Fernández (1 December 1969 – 19 October 1983)
José Diéguez Reboredo (1 September 1984 – 15 May 1987)
Braulio Rodríguez Plaza (6 November 1987 – 12 May 1995)
Francisco Pérez González (16 December 1995 – 30 October 2003)
Vicente Jiménez Zamora (21 May 2004 – 27 July 2007)
Gerardo Melgar Viciosa (1 May 2008 – 8 April 2016)
Abilio Martínez Varea (5 January 2017 – ...).
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List of bishops of Osnabrück
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Osnabruck)

The Bishop of Osnabrück is the ordinary of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Osnabrück, the current
incumbent is Franz-Josef Hermann Bode. Theodor Kettmann is his auxiliary bishop.
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List of bishops [edit]

Early bishops [edit]

Wiho I. ( Wicho I) 783 to 1. April 809
Meginhard 810 to 12. April 829
Goswin 829–845
Gosbert 845 to 11. April 860
Eckbert 860 to 1. February 887
Egilmar 887 to 11. May 906
Bernhard I. 906–918
Dodo I. 918 to 14. May 949
Drogo 949 to 7. November 967
Ludolf 967 to 31. March 978
Dodo II. 978 to 12. April 996

Kuno 978–980 (counter-bishop)
Günther 996 to 27. November 1000
Wodilulf 998 to 17. February 1003
Dietmar 1003 to 18. June 1022
Meginher 1023 to 10. December 1027
Gozmar 1028 to 10. December 1036
Alberich 1036 to 19. April 1052
Benno I. (Werner) 1052–03. December 1067
Benno II (Bernhard) 1068 to 27 July 1088
Marquard 1088–1093
Wicho II. 1093 to 21. April 1101
Johann I. 1101 to 13. July 1109
Gottschalk von Diepholz 1109 to 1. January 1119
Diethard 1119–1137

Konrad 1119–1125 (counter-bishop)
Udo von Steinfurt 1137 to 28. June 1141
Philipp von Katzenelnbogen 1141 to 15. June 1173

Wezel 1141 (counter-bishop)
Arnold von Altena 1173–1190
Gerhard I. von Oldenburg-Wildeshausen 1190–1216
Adolf von Tecklenburg 1216–1224

Prince-bishops [edit]
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Prince-Bishops of Osnabrück include:

1224–1226: Engelbert I von Isenberg
1206–1227: Otto I
1227–1239: Konrad I von Velber
1239–1250: Engelbert I von Isenberg
1251–1258: Bruno von Isenberg
1259–1264: Balduin von Rüssel
1265–1269: Widukind von Waldeck
1270–1297: Konrad von Rietberg
1297–1308: Ludwig von Ravensberg
1309–1320: Engelbert II von Weyhe
1321–1349: Gottfried von Arnsberg
1350–1366: Johann II Hoet
1366–1376: Melchior von Braunschweig-Grubenhagen
1376–1402: Dietrich of Horne
1402–1410: Henry I of Schauenburg-Holstein
1410–1424: Otto von Hoya
1424–1437: Johann III von Diepholz
1437–1442: Erich von Hoya
1442–1450: Heinrich von Moers
1450–1454: Albert von Hoya
1454–1455: Rudolf von Diepholz
1455–1482: Konrad III von Diepholz
1482–1508: Konrad IV von Rietberg
1508–1532: Eric of Brunswick-Grubenhagen
1532–1553: Franz von Waldeck (Lutheran after 1543)
1553–1574: Johann II von Hoya (Catholic)
1574–1585: Henry II of Saxe-Lauenburg (Lutheran)
1585–1591: Bernhard von Waldeck (Lutheran)
1591–1623: Philip Sigismund of Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel (Lutheran)
1623–1625: Eitel Frederick von Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen (Catholic)
1625–1634: Franz Wilhelm von Wartenberg (Catholic)
1634–1648: Gustav Gustavsson af Vasaborg (Lutheran)
1648–1661: Franz Wilhelm von Wartenberg (Catholic)
1662–1698: Ernest Augustus, Elector of Brunswick-Lüneburg (Lutheran)
1698–1715: Charles Joseph of Lorraine (Catholic)
1715–1728: Ernest Augustus, Duke of York and Albany (Lutheran)
1728–1761: Klemens August of Bavaria (Catholic)
1764–1802: Prince Frederick, Duke of York and Albany (Lutheran), last Prince-Bishop

The prince-bishopric was mediatized in 1803 to the Electorate of Hanover. For Catholic bishops after the
mediatization, see Roman Catholic Diocese of Osnabrück.

Modern bishops [edit]

Paul Ludolf Melchers (1857-1866)
Johannes Heinrich Beckmann (1866-1878)
Johann Bernard Höting (1882-1898)
Heinrich Hubert Aloysius Voß (1899-1914)
Hermann Wilhelm Berning (1914-1955)
Gerhard Franz Demann (March 3, 1957)
Helmut Hermann Wittler (1957-1987)
Ludwig Averkamp (1987-1994)
Franz-Josef Bode (1995-
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Bishop of Ossory

Bishop of Ossory
BISHOPRIC
CATHOLIC

Coat of arms

Incumbent:
Dermot Farrell

since 3 January 2018
Style Your Lordship

Location
Country Republic of Ireland

Information
First holder Domnall Ua Fogartaig

Established 1111

Cathedral St. Mary's Cathedral, Kilkenny

Website
ossory.ie

St Canice's Cathedral, Kilkenny,
the episcopal seat of the pre-
Reformation and Church of Ireland
bishops.

St. Mary's Cathedral, Kilkenny,

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Bishop of Ossory (Irish: Easpag Osraí) is an episcopal title
which takes its name after the ancient of Kingdom of Ossory in the
Province of Leinster, Ireland. In the Roman Catholic Church it
remains a separate title, but in the Church of Ireland it has been
united with other bishoprics.
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History [edit]

The diocese of Ossory was one the twenty-four dioceses
established at the Synod of Rathbreasail in 1111 and coincided
with the ancient Kingdom of Ossory. The episcopal see has always
been in Kilkenny, the capital of Ossory at the time of the Synod of
Rathbreasail. The erroneous belief that the cathedral was
originally further north at Aghaboe is traced by John Bradley to a
16th-century misinterpretation of a 13th-century property transfer,
combined with the fact that the abbey at the site which became St
Canice's Cathedral, Kilkenny, was a daughter house of Aghaboe
Abbey.[1]

Following the Reformation, there were parallel apostolic successions. In the
Church of Ireland, the see of Ossory combined with Ferns and Leighlin to
form the united bishopric of Ossory, Ferns and Leighlin in 1835.

In the Roman Catholic Church, the title continues as a separate bishopric.
The bishop's seat (cathedra) is located at St. Mary's Cathedral, Kilkenny.
The current Ordinary is the Most Reverend Dermot Farrell, who was
appointed by the Holy See on 3 January 2018 and ordained bishop on 11
March 2018.

Pre-diocesan succession [edit]

The following list of bishops is inscribed in St Mary's Cathedral, Kilkenny
and listed on the Roman Catholic diocese's website.[2] Bishops in the early
Irish church ruled over a kingdom, in this case Osraige or Ossory, but were
also often associated with a particular monastery and may have been in
some matters subordinate to its abbot.

St. Ciarán of Saigir (Kieran) (Feast date: March 5) According to his
vitae, St. Ciarán was ordained to the episcopate by Pope Celestine I.
St. Carthage (Feast date: March 5)
St. Medran (Feast date: June 8)
St. Sedna (Feast date: March 10)
St. Muccine (Feast date: March 4)
St. Modomnoc (Feast date: February 13)
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the episcopal seat of the Roman
Catholic bishops.

Christianity portal

St. Aengus Lamoidan (Feast date: February 16)
St. Lachtin (Feast date: March 19)
St. Colman Ua Eirc (Feast date: April 22)
St. Cuillen (Feast date: April 22)
St. Bochonna (Feast date: January 13)
St. Finnech Duirn (Feast date: February 2)
St. Eochan (Feast date: April 18)
St. Killene Mac Lubne (d. 696)
Laidhgnen Mac Doinlanach (d. 739)
Tnuthgall (d. 771)
Mocoach (d. 788)
Cucathrach (d. 793)
Cothach (d. 812)
Fereoach (d. 814)
Conchobhar (d. 815)
Conmhach Ua Loichene (d. 826)
Inchalach (d. 832)
Anluan (d. 846)
Cormac Mac Eladhach (d. 867)
Ceran Departed (d. 868)
Sloidhedhach (d. 885)
Cormac (d. 907)
Fearchal (d. 919)
Fochartach (d. 941)
Colman (d. 948)
Confoelad (d. 951)
Donchadh (d. 971)
Fochartach (d. 1004)
Donchad Ua Celieachair (d. 1048)
Comhoran (d. 1066)
Ceallack Reamhar (d. 1079)
Ceallack Ua Caonhoran (d. 1108)

Pre-Reformation bishops [edit]

Pre-Reformation Bishops of Ossory

From Until Ordinary Notes

bef.1152 1178 Domnall Ua Fogartaig Became bishop before March 1152; died 1178

bef.1180 1202 Felix Ua Duib Sláin,
Cistercians (O.Cist.)

Became bishop before 1180; died 24 January 1202

c.1202 1218 Hugo de Rous, Order of Saint
Augustine (O.S.A.)

Became bishop c. 1202; died before December 1218;
also recorded as Hugo Rufus

1218 1231 Peter Mauveisin, O.S.A. Elected before 8 December 1218; consecrated after 31
August 1220; died before March 1231

1231 1232 William of Kilkenny Elected after 16 March 1231; resigned before May 1232

1232 1243 Walter de Brackley Elected before 13 June 1232; consecrated before 15
July 1233; died before 12 October 1243

1244 1250 Geoffrey de Turville Elected after 5 February 1244; consecrated before 28
October 1245; died before 18 October 1250

1251 1260 Hugh de Malpilton Elected before 17 April 1251; consecrated after 20
August 1251; died before 4 June 1260

1260 1287 Geoffrey St Leger Elected before 29 June 1260; died 10 January 1287

1287 1289 Roger of Wexford Elected before 22 June 1287; consecrated 3 November
1287; died 28 June 1289

1289 1302 Michael d'Exeter Elected 28 September 1289; died 12 July 1302
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1302 1317 William FitzJohn Elected 10 September 1302; consecrated after 6
January 1303; translated to Metropolitan see Cashel 26
March 1317

1317 1361 Richard de Ledrede, Friars
Minor (O.F.M.)

Appointed 24 April 1317; consecrated c. May 1317; died
c. 1361

1361 1364 John de Tatenhale,
Dominican Order (O.P.)

Appointed 8 November 1361; consecrated before 14
December 1361; died after March 1364

1366 unknown William Became bishop before February 1366

unknown 1370 John of Oxford, Order of
Saint Augustine (O.E.S.A.)

died c. 1370/-

1370 1386 Alexander de Balscot or le
Petit

Elected c. 1370 and appointed 9 February 1371;
translated to Meath c. 10 March 1386

1386 1395 Richard Northalis, Carmelites
(O.Carm.)

Elected 1386, appointed before 17 February 1387 and
consecrated 4 December 1387; translated to
Metropolitan see of Dublin 25 October 1395

1395 1398 Thomas Peverel, O.Carm. Appointed 25 October 1395; translated to Llandaff 2 July
1398, later Bishop of Worcester (England) (1407.07.04
– 1419.03)

1398 1400 John Waltham, O.S.A. (first
time)

Appointed 1 February 1398; translated to Dromore 14
May 1400

1399 1400 John Griffin Translated from Leighlin 2 July 1399; died c. March
1400

1400 John Appointed before 14 May 1400; died after 8 June 1400

1400 1402 Roger Appleby, O.S.A. Appointed 26 September 1400; resigned October 1402;
later Bishop of Dromore (Northern Ireland) (1402.10.11
– 1407), finally Bishop of Waterford and Lismore
(Ireland) (1407 – death 1409)

1402 1405 John Waltham, O.S.A. (again) Translated from Dromore 9 or 11 October 1402; died 5
November 1405

1405 1407 See vacant

1407 1417 Thomas Snell Translated from Waterford and Lismore (Bishop since
1400.05.26) 11 March 1407; died 16 October 1417

1417 1421 Patrick Foxe Translated from Cork (uncanonical Bishop since
1409.10.14) on 15 December 1417; died 20 April 1421

1421 1426 Dionysius Ó Deadhaidh Appointed 4 July 1421; died before 12 December 1426

1427 1460 Thomas Barry Appointed 19 February 1427; died 3 March 1460

1460 1478 David Hackett Appointed 4 July 1460; died 24 October 1478

1479 1487 Seaán Ó hÉidigheáin Appointed 15 January and consecrated 21 February
1479; died 6 January 1487

1487 1527 Oliver Cantwell, O.P. Appointed 26 March 1487; died 9 January 1527

Source(s):[3]:369–370[4]:316–318

Bishops during the Reformation [edit]

Bishops of Ossory during the Reformation

From Until Ordinary Notes

1528 1550 Milo Baron, O.S.A. Appointed 8 June 1528; also held in commendam the
priory of Inistioge until the dissolution of religious
houses, when surrendered it to King Henry VIII; swore
the Oath of Supremacy at Clonmel early in 1539.;[5] died
sometime between 1 July and 27 September 1550; also
known Milo Fitzgerald

1552 1553 John Bale Nominated by King Edward VI 22 October 1552;
consecrated 2 February 1553; compelled to flee under
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Queen Mary I in September 1553; died November 1563

1553 1565 John Tonory, O.S.A. Nominated in December 1553 by Queen Mary I and
consecrated January 1554. Allegiance to the papacy
was restored on 29 November 1554, but after the
accession of Queen Elizabeth I his position is uncertain.
He died in 1565.

Source(s):[3]:403–404, 440–441[4]:377–378, 429–431

Post-Reformation Roman Catholic succession [edit]

Roman Catholic Bishops of Ossory

From Until Ordinary Notes

1565 1582 See vacant

1582 1602 Thomas Strong Appointed 28 March and consecrated 5 April 1582;
appointed Auxiliary Bishop of Archdiocese of Santiago
de Compostela in Spain 20 January 1597; died 20
January 1602

1603 1609 William Brenan, Friars Minor
(O.F.M.)

Appointed vicar apostolic by papal brief 13 November
1603; died in Flanders c. 1609

1609 1620 See vacant During this period there were no bishops or vicars
apostolic. Laurence Reneghan was vicar general of
Ossory 1609–1613; followed by Luke Archer, O.Cist.,
who was also vicar apostolic of Leighlin and titular
abbot of Holy Cross

1620 1650 David Rothe Appointed 1 October 1618 and consecrated 1620; died
20 April 1650

1657 1668 Terence Fitzpatrick Appointed vicar apostolic by papal 17 April 1657; died c.
1668

1669 1695 James Phelan Appointed 11 January and consecrated 1 August 1669;
died January 1695

1696 1712 William Daton Appointed 20 February 1696; ded 26 January 1712; also
recorded as William Dalton

1713 1731 Malachy Dulany Appointed 20 September 1713 and consecrated 17
February 1714; died May 1731

1731 1736 Patrick Shee Appointed 28 July 1731; died June. 1736

1736 1748 Colman O'Shaughnessy, O.P. Appointed 5 October 1736; died 2 September 1748

1748 1758 James Bernard Dunne Appointed 17 December 1748; died 30 April 1758

1759 1776 Thomas Burke, O.P. Appointed 9 January and consecrated 22 April 1759;
died 25 September 1776; also recorded as Thomas de
Burgo

1776 1786 John Thomas Troy, O.P. Appointed 16 December 1776 and consecrated 8 June
1777; translated to Metropolitan see of Dublin 3
December 1786 (till death 1823.05.11)

1787 1789 John Dunne Appointed 13 July and consecrated 16 September 1787;
died 15 March 1789

1789 1812 James Lanigan Appointed 10 July and consecrated 21 September 1789;
died 11 February 1812

1812 1814 See vacant

1814 1827 Kyran Marum Appointed 4 October 1814 and consecrated 5 March
1815; died 22 December 1827

1827 1829 See vacant

(1829) (Miles Murphy) Appointed 8 June 1828 and by papal brief 5 March 1829,
however, the appointment was not accepted
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1829 1845 William Kinsella Appointed 15 May and consecrated 26 July 1829; died
12 December 1845

1846 1872 Edward Walsh Appointed 24 April and consecrated 26 July 1846; died
11 August 1872

1872 1884 Patrick Francis Moran Appointed coadjutor bishop 28 December 1871 (and
Titular Bishop of Olba) and consecrated 5 March 1872;
succeeded 11 August 1872; translated to Metropolitan
see Sydney, Australia 14 March 1884 (till death
1911.08.16), created Cardinal-Priest of S. Susanna on
1885.07.30

1884 1928 Abraham Brownrigg,
Congregation of the Blessed
Sacrament (S.S.S.)

Appointed 28 October and consecrated 14 December
1884; died 1 October 1928

1928 1964 Patrick Collier Appointed coadjutor bishop 18 May (and Titular Bishop
of Himeria) and consecrated 5 August 1928; succeeded
1 October 1928; died 10 January 1964

1964 1981 Peter Birch Appointed coadjutor bishop 24 July (and Titular Bishop
of Dibon) and consecrated 23 September 1962;
succeeded 10 January 1964; died 7 March 1981

1981 2007 Laurence Forristal Previously Auxiliary Bishop of Dublin 1979–1981 (Titular
Bishop of Rotdon); appointed Bishop of Ossory 30 June
1981; retired 14 September 2007; died 10 October 2018

2007 2016 Séamus Freeman, Pallottines
(S.A.C.)

Appointed 14 September and consecrated 2 December
2007; retired 29 July 2016

2016 2018 See vacant

2018 Dermot Farrell Appointed 3 January and consecrated 11 March 2018

Source(s):[3]:440–441[4]:377–378[6][7]

Church of Ireland succession [edit]

Church of Ireland Bishops of Ossory

From Until Ordinary Notes

1566 1576 Christopher Gaffney Nominated 4 December 1566 and consecrated May
1567; died 3 August 1576

1578 1585 Nicholas Walsh Appointed by letters patent 23 January 1578 and
consecrated February 1578; murdered 14 December
1585

1586 1610 John Horsfall Nominated 1 August 1586 and appointed by letters
patent 15 September 1586; died 13 February 1610

1610 1613 Richard Deane Nominated 7 March 1610 and appointed by letters
patent 18 April 1610; died 20 February 1613

1613 1640 Jonas Wheeler Nominated 14 March 1613 and consecrated 8 May
1613; died 19 April 1640

1641 1672 Griffith Williams Nominated 19 July 1641 and consecrated 26
September 1641; died 29 March 1672

1672 1677 John Parry Nominated 5 April 1672 and consecrated 28 April 1672;
died 21 December 1677

1677 1678 Benjamin Parry Nominated 29 December 1677 and consecrated 27
January 1678; died 4 October 1678

1678 1680 Michael Ward Nominated 25 October 1678 and consecrated 24
November 1678; translated to Derry 22 January 1680

1680 1693 Thomas Otway Translated from Killala and Achonry; nominated 6
January 1680 and appointed by letters patent 7 February
1680; died 6 March 1693

1693 1714 John Hartstonge Nominated 16 March 1693 and consecrated 2 July
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1693; translated to Derry 3 March 1714

1714 1730 Sir Thomas Vesey, Bt. Translated from Killaloe; nominated 18 February and
appointed by letters patent 28 April 1714; died 6 August
1730

1730 1735 Edward Tenison Nominated 11 September 1730 and consecrated 4 July
1731; died 29 November 1735

1735 1740 Charles Este Nominated 17 December 1735 and consecrated 1
February 1736; translated to Waterford and Lismore 4
October 1740

1741 1743 Anthony Dopping Nominated 19 June 1741 and consecrated 19 July
1741; died 1 February 1743

1743 1754 Michael Cox Nominated 15 February and consecrated 29 May 1743;
translated to Cashel 22 January 1754

1754 1756 Edward Maurice Nominated 3 January and consecrated 27 January
1754; died 10 February 1756

1756 1765 Richard Pococke Nominated 5 March and consecrated 21 March 1756;
translated to Meath 16 July 1765

1765 1775 Charles Dodgson Nominated 22 June and consecrated 11 August 1765;
translated to Elphin 12 April 1775

1775 1779 William Newcome Translated from Dromore; nominated 23 March and
appointed by letters patent 13 April 1775; translated to
Waterford and Lismore 5 November 1779

1779 1782 John Hotham Nominated 22 October and consecrated 14 November
1779; translated to Clogher 17 May 1782

1782 1794 Hon. William Beresford Translated from Dromore; nominated 11 April and
appointed by letters patent 21 May 1782; translated
Tuam 10 October 1794

1795 1798 Thomas Lewis O'Beirne Nominated 17 January and consecrated 1 February
1795; translated to Meath 18 December 1798

1799 1805 Hugh Hamilton Translated from Clonfert; nominated 15 January and
appointed by letters patent 24 January 1799; died 1
December 1805

1806 1813 John Kearney Nominated 4 January and consecrated 2 February
1806; died 22 May 1813

1813 1841 Robert Fowler Nominated 7 January and consecrated 20 June 1813;
became bishop of Ossory, Ferns and Leighlin when the
dioceses were united on 12 July 1835; died 31
December 1841

In 1835, the Church of Ireland see became part of the united bishopric of Ossory, Ferns and Leighlin

Source(s):[3]:403–404[4]:429–431
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Roman Catholic Suburbicarian Diocese of Palestrina

Suburbicarian Diocese of Palestrina
Praenestina

Palestrina Cathedral

Location
Country Italy

Ecclesiastical
province

Rome

Statistics
Area 380 km2 (150 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics (including
non-members)

(as of 2004)
113,000 (est.)
110,500 (est.) (97.8%)

Parishes 49

Information
Denomination Catholic Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 4th century

Cathedral Basilica Cattedrale di
S. Agapito Martire

Secular priests 54 (diocesan)
46 (Religious Orders)

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Domenico Sigalini

Map

Website
www.diocesipalestrina.it

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Palestrina)

The Roman Catholic Suburbicarian Diocese of Palestrina (Latin: Diocesis Praenestina) is a Roman Catholic suburbicarian diocese centered on the
comune of Palestrina in Italy.

The current Bishop of Palestrina is Domenico Sigalini, who from 3 November 2010 until 5 April 2014 was also appointed by Pope Benedict XVI to be the
general ecclesiastical assistant of Italian Catholic Action.
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History [edit]

This section needs expansion.
You can help by adding to it. (October
2016)

Palestrina was looted in 1473.[1]

During the 17th century, the comune of Palestrina was the family territory of a number of Italian noble families including the Barberini, Colonna and
d'Este families (which regularly intermarried). Members of these families are represented throughout the list of diocese Bishops, especially between
1600 and 1800. Barberini Pope Urban VIII appointed a number of relatives and close supporters to the Palestrina diocese and governmental positions.

Bishops [edit]

To 1000 [edit]

Maurus (558)[2]

Sergio (721)[3]

Venanzio 732[3]

Gregorio 761–767
Andrea 769–773
Contantinus 826
Leone 914–928[3]

Teofilo 963 – before 988[3]

Stefan 988[4]

Peter 996–1015[3]

1001–1200 [edit]

Johannes I 1036–1039[5]

Johannes II 1044

Raniero 1058 (pseudocardinal, created by antipope *?)
Bruno 1059–1060
Bernhard 1061–1065
Loperto 1066–1069
vacant 1069–1073
Uberto Belmonte 1073–1082
[Berardo (?) ca.1092 (?)][6]

Ugone Candido 1089–1099 (pseudocardinal)
Milone 1095/98–1104
vacant 1104–1107[7]

Cuno of Praeneste 1107–1122
Guillaume Praenestinus 1123–1137[8]

Johannes 1130–1134 (pseudocardinal)
Étienne de Châlons 1139–1144
Guarino Foscari 1144–1158
Giulio I 1158–1164
vacant 1164–1176[9]

Vibiano 1168–1173 (pseudocardinal)
Manfredo de Lavagna 1176–1178
vacant 1178–1179
Benerede 1179–1180
Paolo Scolari 1180–1187
vacant 1188–1191[10]

Giovanni III da Anagni 1190–1196[11]

vacant 1196–1200
Guy de Paré, O.Cist. 1200–1204[12]

1201–1400 [edit]

Guido Papareschi 1206–1221
Guido II Pierleoni 1221–1228
Giacomo Pecoraria, O.Cist. 1231–1244[13]

Stephen Báncsa 1251–1270
Vicedominus de Vicedominis 1273–1276
Erard de Lézinnes 1278–1279
Girolamo I Masci 1281–1288, later Pope Nicholas IV
Bernardo V Berardi di Cagli 1288–1291
Simon I Beaulieu 1294–1297
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Palestrina as it appeared in 1671

Teodorico Raineri 1299–1306
Pierre III de la Chapelle Taillefer 1306–1312
Guillaume II de Mandagot 1312–1321
Pierre IV Despres 1322–1361 (Pierre des Prés, Peter de Pratis)
Raymond de Canillac 1361–1373
Simon Langham 1373–1376
Jean du Cros 1377–1378 (in the obedience of Avignon until 1383)
Francesco Moricotti Prignani[14] 1385–1394 (Roman Obedience)

1401–1600 [edit]

Oddo Colonna 1401–1405 (administrator)
Antonio I Gaetani 1405–1409, † 1412 (Bishop of Porto 1409–1412)
Angelo de Sommariva,O.S.B.Cam. 1412–1428[15]

vacant 1428–1431
Hugues de Lusignan 1431–1436, † 1442 (Bishop of Frascati 1436–1442)
vacant 1436–1444
Giovanni IV Tagliacotio[16] 1444–1449
Giorgio de Flisco 1449–1455
vacant 1455–1460
Juan de Torquemada 1460–1463, † 1468 (Bishop of Albano c. 1464 and Bishop of Sabina 1463–1468)
vacant 1463–1465
Alain de Cotivy 1465–1472, † 1474 (also Bishop of Sabina 1472–1474)
Angelo Capranica 1472–1478
Marco Balbo 1478–1491
Jean Balue 1491 (Bishop of Albano 1483–1491)
Giovanni VII Micheli 1491–1492, † 1503 (Bishop of Albano 1491, Bishop of Porto 1492–1503)
Girolamo Basso della Rovere 1492–1503, † 1507 (Bishop of Sabina 1503–1507)
Lorenzo Cybo de Mari 1503 (Bishop of Albano 1501–1503, Bishop of Frascati 1503)
Antonio Pallavicino 1503–1507 (Bishop of Frascati 1503–1505)
Giovanni Antonio Sangiorgio 1507–1508, † 1509 (Bishop of Frascati 1505–1507, Bishop of Sabina 1508–1509)
Bernardino Lopez de Carvajal 1508–1509 (Bishop of Frascati 1507–1509, of Sabina 1509–1521 and of Ostia and Velletri 1521–1523)
Guillaume Briçonnet 1509–1511 (Bishop of Albano 1507–1508 and of Frascati 1509–1510)
Marco Vigerio, O.Min.[17] 1511–1516.
Francesco II Soderini 1516–1523 (Bishop of Albano 1516–1517, of Porto 1523 and of Ostia and Velletri 1523–1524)
Alessandro Farnese 1523
Antonio Maria Ciocchi del Monte 1523–1524 (Bishop of Albano 1521–1523 and of Sabina 1524)
Pietro Accolti 1524, † 1532 (Bishop of Albano 1623–1524 and of Sabina 1524–1532)
Marco Cornaro 1524
Lorenzo Pucci 1524–1531 (Bishop of Albano 1524)
Giovanni Piccolomini 1531–1533, † 1537 (Bishop of Albano 1524–1531, of Porto 1533–1535 and of Ostia and Velletri 1535–1537)
Andrea della Valle 1533–1534 (Bishop of Albano 1533)
Bonifacio Ferreri 1534–1535, † 1543[18]

Lorenzo Campeggio 1535–1537, † 1539 (Bishop of Albano 1534–1535 and of Sabina 1537–1539)
Antonio Sanseverino 1537–1539, † 1543 (Bishop of Sabina 1539–1543 and of Porto 1543)
Giovanni Vincenzo Caraffa 1539–1541
Alessandro Cesarini 1541–1542[19]

Francesco III Cornaro 1542–1543
Giovanni Maria Ciocchi del Monte 1543–1550
François Louis de Bourbon de Vendôme 1550–1557
Federigo Cesi 1557–1562, † 1564
Giovanni Morone 1562–1564, † 1580 (Bishop of Albano 1560–1561, of Sabina 1561–1562, of Frascati 1562, 1564–1565, of Porto 1565–1570 and of Ostia and Velletri 1570–1580)
Cristoforo Madruzzo 1564–1570, † 1578 (Bishop of Albano 1561–1562, of Sabina 1562–1564 and of Porto 1570–1578)
Otto Truchsess von Waldburg 1570–1573 (Bishop of Albano 1562–1570 and Sabina 1570)
Giulio della Rovere 1573–1578 (Bishop of Albano 1570 and of Sabina 1570–1573)
Giovanni Antonio Serbelloni 1578–1583, † 1591 (Bishop of Frascati 1583–1587, of Sabina 1578, of Porto 1587–1589 and of Ostia and Velletri 1589–1591)

1601–1800 [edit]

Alessandro Ottaviano de' Medici 1602–1605 (Bishop of Albano 1600–1602)
Agostino Valeri 1605–1606
Ascanio Colonna 1606–1608
Antonio Maria Galli 1608–1611, 20 (Bishop of Frascati 1605–1608, of Porto 1611–1615 and of Ostia and Velletri 1615–1620)
Gregorio Petrocchini 1611–1612
Benedetto Giustiniani 1612–1615, (Bishop of Sabina 1615–1620 and of Porto 1620–1621)
Francesco Maria Del Monte 1615–1621, (Bishop of Porto 1621–1623 and of Ostia and Velletri 1623–1625)
Ottavio Bandini 1621–1624, (Bishop of Porto 1624–1626 and of Ostia and Velletri 1626–1629)
Andrea Baroni Peretti Montalto 1624–1626, (Bishop of Albano 1626–1627 and of Frascati 1627–1629)
Domenico Ginnasi 1626–1629, (Bishop of Porto 1629–1630 and of Ostia 1630–1639)
Marcello Lante della Rovere 1629, (Bishop of Frascati 1629–1639, of Porto 1639–1641 and of Ostia 1641–1652)
Pier Paolo Crescenzi 1629–1641, † 1645 (Bishop of Porto 1641–1645)
Guido Bentivoglio 1641–1644
Alfonso de la Cueva Albuquerque 1644–1655
Bernardino Spada 1655–1661 (Bishop of Albano 1646–1652, of Frascati 1652 and of Sabina 1652–1655)
Antonio Barberini 1661–1671 (Bishop of Frascati 1655–1661)
Rinaldo d'Este 1671–1672
Cesare Facchinetti 1672–1679, † 1683 (Bishop of Porto 1679–1680 and of Ostia and Velletri 1680–1683)
Alderano Cybo 1679–1680, † 1700 (Bishop of Frascati 1680–1683, of Porto 1683–1687 and of Ostia and Velletri 1687–1700)
Lorenzo Raggi 1680–1687
Antonio Bichi 1687–1691
Paluzzo Paluzzi Altieri degli Albertoni 1691–1698 (Bishop of Sabina 1689–1691)
Luis Manuel Fernando Portocarrero 1698–1709
Fabrizio Spada 1710–1717
Francesco del Giudice[20] 1717–1721
Francesco Barberini 1721–1726, (Bishop of Ostia and Velletri 1726–1738)
Tommaso Ruffo 1726–1738, † 1753 (Bishop of Porto 1738–1740 and of Ostia and Velletri 1740–1753)
Giorgio Spinola[21] 1738–1739
Giovanni Battista Altieri (iuniore) 1739–1740
Vincenzo Petra 1740–1747[22]

Antonio Xaverio Gentilis 1747–1753
Giuseppe Spinelli 1753–1759, † 1763 (Bishop of Porto 1759–1761 and of Ostia and Velletri 1761–1763)
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Federico Marcello Lante 1759–1763, † 1773 (Bishop of Porto 1763–1773)
Giovanni Francesco II Stoppani[23] 1763–1774
Girolamo III Spinola 1775–1784
Marcantonio Colonna (iuniore) 1784–1793
Leonardo Antonelli 1794–1800, † 1811 (Bishop of Porto 1800–1807 and of Ostia and Velletri 1807–1811)
Alessandro Mattei 1800–1809, † 1820 (Bishop of Porto 1809–1814 and of Ostia and Velletri 1814–1820)

1801–2000 [edit]

Aurelio Roverella 1809–1812
Diego Inigo Caracciolo di Martini 1814–1820
Giuseppe Spina 1820–1828
Francesco Bertazzoli 1828–1830
Carlo Maria Pedicini[24] 1830–1840, † 1843 (Bishop of Porto 1840–1843)
Vincenzo Macchi 1840–1844, † 1860 (Bishop of Porto 1844–1847 and of Ostia and Velletri 1847–1860)
Castruccio Castracane degli Anteliminelli 1844–1852
Luigi Amato di San Filippo e Sorso 1852–1870, † 1877–1878 (Bishop of Porto 1871–1877, and of Ostia and Velletri 1877–1878)
Carlo Sacconi 1870–1878, † 1889 (Bishop of Porto 1878–1884 and of Ostia and Velletri 1884–1889)
Antonino de Luca 1878–1883
Luigi Oreglia di Santo Stefano 1884–1889, † 1913 (Bishop of Porto 1889–1896 and of Ostia and Velletri 1896–1913)
Angelo Bianchi 1889–1897
Camillo Mazzella 1897–1900
Vincenzo Vannutelli 1900–1930 (Bishop of Ostia 1915–1930)
Luigi Sincero 1933–1936
Angelo Dolci 1936–1939
Carlo Salotti 1939–1947
Benedetto Aloisi Masella 1948–1970
Carlo Confalonieri 1972–1986 (Bishop of Ostia 1977–1986)
Bernardin Gantin 1986–2008 (Bishop of Ostia 1993–2002)[25]

From 2001 [edit]

José Saraiva Martins (2009–current)

Post 1960 [edit]

Like all dioceses in this category, for historical reasons it has had, since 1960, an incumbent diocesan bishop with ordinary powers but also has assigned to it as an honorary high ranking dignity
one of the six cardinals in the Order of Cardinal Bishops.[26] The Cardinal Bishop has no powers with regard to the government of the diocese.

The diocesan bishops have been:[27]

Pietro Severi (1966–1975)
Renato Spallanzani (1975–1986)
Pietro Garlato (1986–1991)
Vittorio Tomassetti (1992–1997)
Eduardo Davino (1997–2005)
Domenico Sigalini (2005–current)
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Parma

Diocese of Parma
Dioecesis Parmensis

Parma Cathedral

Location
Country Italy

Ecclesiastical
province

Modena-Nonantola

Statistics
Area 2,100 km2 (810 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics
(including non-
members)

(as of 2016)
339,547
278,429 (82.0%)

Parishes 309

Information
Denomination Catholic Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 4th Century

Cathedral Basilica Cattedrale della
Assunzione di Maria
Virgine

Secular priests 151 diocesan
104 (Religious Orders)
24 Permanent Deacons

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Enrico Solmi

Map

Website

www.diocesi.parma.it

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Parma)

The Italian Catholic Diocese of Parma (Latin: Dioecesis Parmensis) has properly been called Diocese of Parma-Fontevivo since 1892.[1][2] The
bishop's seat is in Parma Cathedral. The diocese is a suffragan of the Archdiocese of Modena-Nonantola.

Originally the diocese of Parma was in the ecclesiastical province of Milan, but it subsequently became a suffragan of the Archbishop of Ravenna. In
1106, Pope Paschal II removed Parma from the supervision of Ravenna, but in 1119 Pope Gelasius II restored the dioceses of Emilia to the jurisdiction
of Ravenna. With the creation of the new archdiocese of Bologna in 1593, Parma became subject to Bologna. In 1875, the diocese of Parma became
immediately subject to the Holy See (papacy).[3]
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At Easter 967, Bishop Uberto of Parma attended a council at Ravenna, presided over by Pope John XIII and the Emperor Otto I. The Council deposed
Archbishop Herold of Salzburg for heresy. The Emperor confirmed the Pope in the possession of all of the territories of the Roman church, including the
exarchate of Ravenna. The Pope raised the diocese of Magdeburg to the status of an archbishopric at the Emperor's request. He also confirmed the
privileges of the Church of Ferrara.[4]

In 987, Archbishop Honestus (Onesto) of Ravenna summoned a provincial synod, to meet in the village of Marzaglia, in the diocese of Parma. The
bishops who attended included Giovanni of Imola, Gerardo of Faenza, Odone of Cesena, Ulberto of Bologna, Sigolfo of Piacenza, and Uberto of Parma.
The assembly dealt with complaints made by the Bishop of Bologna against the Bishop of Parma, claiming that Bishop Uberto was holding properties
close to Bologna which ought to belong to Bologna, which was a poor diocese and unable to staff all of its churches. Archbishop Onesto was able to
effect a reconciliation through the mutual exchange of disputed properties.[5]

In 1410 the plague struck Parma with especial virulence. It is claimed that one-quarter of the population died.[6]

Apostolic Visitation [edit]

In accordance with a bull of Pope Gregory XIII of 14 September 1578, Archbishop Giambattista Castelli of Rimini began an Apostolic Visitation of the
diocese of Parma. His first investigation was of the Cathedral Chapter. His first painful discovery was that four of the priests whose duty it was to
celebrate Mass in the Cathedral were not able to recite the prayer, Suscipiat Dominus from the Canon of the Mass for the Archbishop. Then the
Archbishop turned to an inspection of the Canons of the Cathedral Chapter. He cited the decree of the Council of Trent de reformatione (chapter 12),
approved in the 24th Session, which granted their daily stipend from the capitular treasury only to those who had attended at each of the canonical
hours. The Canons replied that their custom, since the great plague of 1348 had produced a scarcity of clergy, required only the attendance at the daily
Mass and at the Vespers on the eve of a great feast day. Touching as it did both on local tradition and the Canons' income, the Archbishop's ruling set
off a legal firestorm.[7]

The Canons lodged an appeal in Rome with the Prefect of the Sacred Congregation of the Council, Cardinal Marcantonio Maffei, and sent the
Archdeacon, Msgr. Cesare Picolello and Canon Francesco Ballestrieri, armed with a testimonial letter of the elders of the Commune of 9 January 1579,
stating that the people of Parma were content with the celebration of the canonical hours in the Cathedral. Cardinal Alessandro Sforza was induced to
speak with Cardinal Maffei, and the Congregation took up the appeal on 29 January 1579, in the presence of twelve cardinals, nine of whom voted in
favor of the Canons of Parma, ruling that the Canons' service was not in violation of the decrees of the Council of Trent. The Pope was informed of the decision, and gave his approval.[8]

In 1580, on the initiative of Duke Ottavio, the Jesuits were introduced into Parma, and given the church of San Benedetto, which had belonged to the abbey of S. Giovanni Evangelista. They
continued to use the church until the reign of Pope Clement IX. They also acquired the Oratory of S. Rocco.[9] By 1618, the Jesuits had a college for high school students, and one-third of the
twenty-six professors at the University of Parma were Jesuits.[10]

Cathedral and Chapter [edit]

The residence of the Canons of the Chapter of the cathedral of Parma (Canonica) was established on 29 December 877 by Bishop Wibodus and King Carloman.[11]

The cathedral of Parma, which had been constructed with substantial aid from the Countess Matilda of Tuscany, was consecrated by Pope Paschal II on 31 October 1106.[12]

On 3 January 1116 began a series of earthquakes in the neighborhood of Parma, which lasted for thirty days. In 1117 another major earthquake destroyed the Cathedral of Parma.[13]

The baptistry of the Cathedral was dedicated on 25 May 1270 by Bishop Opizzo de Sancto Vitale.[14]

The largest bell of the cathedral, named "Bajonus", was given by Cardinal Gerardo Bianchi in 1291.[15]

On 8 January 1584, the high altar of the Cathedral was consecrated by Bishop Ferrante Farnese.[16]

In 1691, the Cathedral was staffed by a Chapter composed of three dignities (Archdeacon, Archpriest, and Provost) and fourteen Canons.[17] In 1579, the residence of the Canons was at the
monastery of S. Giovanni Evangelista in Parma, directly behind the apse of the cathedral.[18]

The Cathedral was awarded the status of a minor basilica by Pope Gregory XVI in a bull of 13 June 1834.[19]

On 24 April 1246, Cadalo, the new Bishop of Parma, and his family, who were established in the diocese of Verona, created and endowed a new monastery, that of S. Giorgio, in Breida, near
Verona.[20] Bishop Cadalo held a diocesan synod in 1061. He was in schism with Pope Alexander II, and counted all of Lombardy in his camp except for territories belonging to Countess Matilda of
Tuscany.[21]

Synods [edit]

On 28–30 September 1466, a diocesan synod took place, presided over by the Vicar General Avinatri, with a special mandate from Bishop Giovanni (Giacomo) Antonio della Torre (1463-1476). The
opening Mass was celebrated by della Torre's Auxiliary Bishop, Fra Agostino. The statutes of the earlier synods of Bishops Obizzo Sanvitale (1257–1295), Papiniano della Rovere (1300-1316), and
Delfino della Pergola (1425-1463), were read out.[22] Bishop della Torre held a second synod in March 1470.[23]

In 1564 Bishop Alessandro Sforza (1560-1573) presided over the first diocesan synod following the close of the Council of Trent. In 1568 he took part in the provincial synod of the ecclesiastical
province of Ravenna, presided over by Cardinal Giulio della Rovere.[24] Bishop Ferrante Farnese (1573-1606) held a diocesan synod in 1575, another on 11 May 1581, and a third in 1583.[25]

A diocesan synod was held in September 1602 under the presidency of Msgr. Giovanni Mozanega, Protonotary Apostolic and Vicar General of the diocese of Parma.[26] Bishop Pompeo Cornazzano,
O.Cist. (1615–1647) held a diocesan synod in November 1621.[27] Bishop Carlo Nembrini (1652–1677) presided over his first diocesan synod on 5–7 June 1659; he held his second diocesan synod
on 26–27 April 1674.[28] A synod was held on 7 May 1691 by Bishop Tommaso Saladino (1681–1694).[29]

Bishop Domenico Maria Villa (1872-1882) presided over a diocesan synod on 1–3 October 1878.[30]
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Bishops [edit]

This list is incomplete; you can help by expanding it.

to 1100 [edit]

Urbanus (attested 378)[31]

Gratiosus (680)[32]

...

Alboin (attested 744)[33]

Gerolamo (attested c. 775)
Pietro (attested 781)[34]

...

Lantpertus (Lambertus) (attested 827 - after 835)[35]

Wibodus (attested 857–895)[36]

Elbungus (895 - after 915)[37]

Aicardus (attested 920–927)[38]

Sigefredus (attested May 929 - after 944)[39]

Adeodatus (attested 947 - after 953)[40]

Obertus (attested from 961-December 980)[41]

Sigefredus (980-after 1006)
Maiolo (attested c. 1013/1014)
Enrico (1015-after February 1026)
Ugo (before April 1027 - after April 1040)[42]

Cadalo (1046-1071)[43]

1100 to 1500 [edit]

Bernardo degli Uberti (1106–1133)[45]

Alberto (1133-1135)[46]

...

Lanfranco (1139-c. 1162)[47]

Aicardo da Cornazzano (c. 1163-1167 or 1170)[48]

Bernardo (c. 1172-1194)
Obizzo Fieschi (1194-1224)[49]

Gratia (1224–1236)[50]

Gregorius (1236) [51]

Martinus (1237–1243)[52]

Bernardus Viti (Da Vizio) de Scotti
Alberto Sanvitale [it] (1243–1257)[53]

Obizzo Sanvitale [it] (1257–1295)[54]

Giovanni da Castell'Arquato, O.Cist. (1295-1299)[55]

Goffredo da Vezzano (1299-1300)[56]

Papiniano della Rovere (1300-1316)
Simone Saltarelli, O.P. (1317-1323)[57]

Ugolino de' Rossi [it] (1323-1377)[58]

Beltrando da Borsano (c. 1378-c. 1380)[59]

Giovanni Rusconi (1380-1412)[60]

Bernardo Zambernelli, O.F.M. Conv. (1412-1425)[61]

Delfino della Pergola (1425-1463)[62]

Giovanni Antonio della Torre (1463-1476)[63]

1500 to 1800 [edit]

Giovanni Antonio Sangiorgio (1499-1509)[66]

Alessandro Farnese (1509-1534)[67]

Cardinal Alessandro Farnese (1534-1535)
Guido Ascanio Sforza di Santa Fiora (1535-1560)
Alessandro Sforza (1560-1573)[68]

Ferrante Farnese (1573-1606)[69]

Papirio Picedi (1606–1614)[70]

Alessandro Rossi (1614–1615)[71]

Pompeo Cornazzano, O.Cist. (1615–1647)[72]

Sede vacante (1647–1650)[73]

Gerolamo Corio (1650–1651)[74]

Carlo Nembrini (1652–1677)[75]

Tommaso Saladino (1681–1694)[76]

Giuseppe Olgiati (1694-1711)[77]

Camillo Marazzani (1711-1760)[78]

Francesco Pettorelli Lalatta (1760-1788)[79]

since 1800 [edit]

Cardinal Carlo Francesco Caselli (1804–1828)[81]

Remigio Crescini, O.S.B. (1828-1830)[82]

Vitale Loschi (1831 -1842)[83]

Giovanni Tommaso Neuschel, O.P. (1843-1852) (resigned)[84]

Felice Cantimorri, O.F.M.Cap. (1854-1870)[85]

Domenico Maria Villa (1872-1882)[86]

Giovanni Andrea Miotti (1882-1893)[87]

Francesco Magani (1893-1907)
Guido Maria Conforti (1907-1931)[88]

Evasio Colli (1932-1971)
Amilcare Pasini (1971-1981) (resigned)
Benito Cocchi (1982-1996)
Silvio Cesare Bonicelli (1996-2008)

See also [edit]

Timeline of Parma
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transferred to the diocese of Pisa on 6 June 1323. He died on 24 September 1342. Eubel, I, pp. 392 with note 8, 400.
58. ^ Ugolino de' Rossi, a Canon of Parma, was only twenty-three when he was appointed Bishop of Parma, as part of a scheme to limit the power of the Visconti of Milan. The bull of appointment by Pope John

XXII was signed on 6 June 1322. He was obliged to flee from Parma, with his father Guglielmo de' Rossi [it], on account of the latter's political reverses (1334); he made his way to the Papal Court in Avignon.
Parma was taken over by the Scaligeri under the leadership of Mastino della Scala. Rossi joined his family in Padua in their attempt to recover Parma, but his father and brother were killed fighting for Venice in
1337. He died in Milan on 28 April 1377. Allodi, I, pp. 618-631; 661-662. Cappelletti, pp. 176-177.

59. ^ Beltrando was the nephew of Cardinal Simone da Borsano. He was given the diocese of Parma by Urban VI. Allodi, I, pp. 662-666. Cappelletti, p. 177. Gams, p. 745, puts his date of cession on 11 April
1180. He was transferred to the diocese of Como on 9 August 1380. Eubel, I, p. 217. Allodi, I, p. 667.

60. ^ Rusconi was the son of Lotario Rusconi, Podesta of Milan, and Enrica Visconti. His brother Baldessare was Archpriest of the Cathedral of Como, and another relative was Cardinal Giorgio Rusconi, Bishop of
Trent. Rusconi died in September 1412. Allodi, pp. 666-684.

61. ^ Bernardus di Giambernardello Pace da Carpi was a doctor of Sacred Scripture of the University of Bologna, and had been Provincial of his Order in the province of Flaminia. He served as ambassador for the
Ordelassi, lords of Forlì. He was public lecturer at the University of Ferrara. He was elected by the Canons of the Cathedral of Parma on 25 October 1412 (the electoral decree names him Bernardus de Carpo,
and provided by Pope John XXIII. He died on 11 July 1425. Ordinarium, p. 3 note 2. Eubel, I, p. 392 with note 11.

62. ^ Della Pergola was transferred to the diocese of Modena.
63. ^ Della Torre was transferred to the diocese of Cremona.
64. ^ Sagramori was a native of Rimini. He was a Protonotary Apostolic, and had been appointed Bishop of Piacenza on 23 October 1475, despite being below the canonical ages for consecration as a bishop. He

was transferred to the diocese of Parma on 15 January 1476; he took possession of the diocese by proxy on 1 April 1476. The diocese was governed by a Vicar General, Giorgio Terdoni, JUD, Canon of Lodi.
Sagramori made his entry into his diocese in August 1478, having spent the time in Rome as ambassador of the Duke of Parma to the Holy See. After the ceremonies he returned to his post in Rome, leaving
Fra Benedetto da Cremona, titular bishop of Tripoli, to administer the diocese. Bishop Sagramori died in Ferrara on 25 August 1482, where he was serving as ambassador of the Duke of Parma to the d'Este
Court of Ferrara. Allodi, I, pp. 789-807. Pezzana, III, pp. 379-394; IV, pp. 298-299. Eubel, II, pp. 213, 216.

65. ^ Sclafenati was named a cardinal by Pope Sixtus IV on 15 November 1483. Cardinal Sclafenati died in Rome on 8 December 1497 at the age of 47, and was buried in S. Agostino. Allodi, I, pp. 808-824.
Eubel, II, pp. 19 no. 32; 213 with note 2.

66. ^ A native of Milan, Sangiorgio was learned in Canon Law, and created a cardinal by Pope Alexander VI on 20 September 1493. He had been Archpriest of the Collegiate Church of S. Ambrogio in Milan, and
Bishop of Alessandria (1478–1499). He was named Bishop of Parma on 6 September 1499. He died in 1509, on 27 March. Umberto Benassi, Storia di Parma Volume primo (Parma: M. Adorni di L. Battei
1899. Sangiorgio's death was reported by the Venetian ambassador in Rome in a letter to the Signoria of 28 March 1509: Marino Sanuto, Diarii Vol. VIII, p. 41. Cf. Allodi, Giovanni Maria (1856). Serie
cronologica dei vescovi di Parma con alcuni cenni sui principali avvenimenti civili  (in Italian). Volume II. Parma: P. Fiaccadori. pp. 5–11. Eubel, II, pp. 22 no. 2; 213.

67. ^ Born in 1468, Farnese was named Bishop of Parma on 28 March 1509, but was not consecrated a bishop until 2 July 1519. He was therefore Perpetual Administrator from 1509 to 1519 (Allodi, II, p. 12). His
Administrator of the diocese was Bishop Pompeo Musacci of Parma, titular bishop of Lidda. When Farnese became Pope Paul III, he resigned the See of Parma in favour of his homonymous grandson. Allodi,
II, p. 250.

68. ^ Alessandro Sforza was the brother of Guido Ascanio Sforza, and a grandson of Pope Paul III. He was a Scriptor of Apostolic Briefs at the age of ten. At twelve, he was a Cleric of the Apostolic Camera. At
twenty-two he was a Canon of the Vatican Basilica. He was deprived of his dignities by Pope Paul IV, but was restored in 1557, and appointed President of the Annona in the Apostolic Camera. On 26 April
1560, upon the resignation of his elder brother, Pope Pius IV named him Bishop of Parma. He took possession of the diocese on 14 November, at the age of twenty-eight. In 1561 he appointed as his suffragan
Canon Girolamo Belliordi, titular bishop of Costanza. In 1562, Bishop Sforza attended the Council of Trent, and visited Parma at the end of the year. In September 1564 he held a diocesan synod. In 1570 he
was named papal Legate in Bologna. Sforza resigned the diocese in 1573. He died in Macerata on 16 May 1581. Allodi, II, pp. 80-94. Eubel, III, p. 270 with notes 6, 7, and 8.

69. ^ Born on 2 December 1542, Ferrante was the son of Pietro Bertoldo Farnese, Duke of Latera, and Giulia Aquaviva. He was Bishop of Montefiascone and Corneto (1572–1573). He was transferred to the
diocese of Parma by Pope Gregory XIII in the Consistory of 30 March 1573, and took possession of the diocese of Parma on 29 April. Farnese held a diocesan synod in September 1575, another in 1581,
again in 1583, and finally in 1602. In October 1606 Farnese resigned the diocese. He died in 1606. On 10 October 1606, a Vicar Capitular, Giovanni Linati, was elected to supervise the Sede vacante. Allodi,
pp. 94-145. Eubel, III, pp. 249; 270 with notes 8 and 9.

70. ^ Picedi had previously been Bishop of Borgo San Donnino (1603-1606). He was appointed Bishop of Parma on 30 August 1606 by Pope Paul V. He died on 4 March 1614. Achille Neri, Vita di Papirio Picedi
d'Arcola Lunese (Genova: tipografia Sociale 1875). Gauchat, Hierarchia catholica IV, pp. 124; 275 with note 3.

71. ^ Rossi was a Doctor in utroque iure, and had been Private Secretary of the Farnese princes. He served as Bishop of Castro from 1611 to 1614. He was transferred to the diocese of Parma by Pope Paul V on
9 July 1614. He died on 24 March 1615. Gauchat, pp. 140 with note 3; 275.

72. ^ Cornazzani was appointed Bishop of Parma by Pope Paul V in the Consistory of 2 December 1615. He died on 5 July 1647. Cappelletti, pp. 182-183. A. Schiavi, La diocesi di Parma (Parma 1925), p. 94.
Gauchat, p. 275 with note 5.

73. ^ On 12 July 1647, at the request of Ranuccio II Farnese, Duke of Parma, the Chapter proceeded to an election of a Vicar, and elected Canon Marchese Giuseppe Zandamaria as the Vicar Capitular. The
vacancy of the episcopal throne lasted two years, ten months, and sixteen days. Allodi, II, pp. 234-239.

74. ^ Corio belonged to a noble Milanese family. Having been a soldier, he became Provost of the Cathedral of S. Ambrogio in Milan. He was named Bishop of Parma by Pope Innocent X on 2 May 1650, and was
consecrated a bishop on 5 June. He made his solemn entry into his diocese on 13 August. His Vicar General was Giuseppe Zandamaria. He died on 26 July 1651 of a fever. Allodi, II, pp. 239-243. Gauchat, p.
275 with note 6.

75. ^ Nembrini was the son of Count Giovanni Nembrini of Ancona. He had been governor of various cities in the Papal States, and served as Vice-Legate in Bologna and then in Ferrara. He was appointed Bishop
of Parma by Pope Innocent X in the Consistory of 1 July 1652. On 20 July 1652, he wrote to the Chapter from Rome, naming Msgr. Carlo Cesarini as his Vicar, who, on 30 July, took possession of the diocese.
Nembrini died in Ancona on 16 August 1677. Allodi, II, pp. 246-273. Gauchat, p. 275 with note 7.

76. ^ Saladino was appointed in the Consistory of 23 June 1681 by Pope Innocent XI. He died on 21 August 1694. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica V, p. 308 with note 2.
77. ^ Olgiati was appointed in the Consistory of 8 November 1694 by Pope Innocent XII. He was transferred to the diocese of Como on 26 January 1711. Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 308 with note 3.
78. ^ Marazzani was appointed in the Consistory of 11 May 1711 by Pope Clement XI. He died on 12 August 1760. Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 308 with note 4.
79. ^ Lalatta was born in Parma in 1712, and had obtained a doctorate in theology from the University of Parma in 1735. He became Archdeacon of Parma in 1740, and was elected Vicar Capitular on 13 August

1760, following the death of Bishop Marazzani. He was appointed Bishop of Parma in the Consistory of 15 December 1760 by Pope Clement XIII, and was consecrated a bishop in Rome by Cardinal Camillo
Paolucci on 21 December. He died on 6 May 1788. Ritzler-Sefrin VI, p. 329 with note 2.

80. ^ Turchi: Cappelletti, pp. 183-184. Ritzler-Sefrin VI, p. 329 with note 3.
81. ^ Caselli, a former superior of the Servites was an associate of Cardinal Consalvi during the negotiation of the Concordat with Napoleon. At the national council of Paris in 1811, he defended the rights of the

Holy See. He died on 20 April 1828. Notizie per l'anno 1806  (in Italian). Rome: Cracas. 1806. p. 32 . Fredrik Kristian Nielsen (1906). The History of the Papacy in the XIXth Century . Volume I. London: J.
Murray. pp. 219–240, 283, 314. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VII, pp. 299, 345.

82. ^ A native of Piacenza, Crescini was appointed Bishop of Parma on 23 June 1828, and was consecrated in Rome by Cardinal Giuseppe Spina on 6 July. He was named a cardinal by Pope Pius VIII on 5 July
1830. He died on 20 July 1830, at the age of 73. Ritzler-Sefrin, VII, p. 299.

83. ^ Loschi was born at Salsomaggiore, west of Parma, in 1756. He had been a Canon and Vicar General of Parma. He was named Vicar Capitular on the death of Bishop Crescini. He was named Bishop of
Parma at the age of 74 by Pope Gregory XVI on 28 February 1831. He was consecrated by his brother, Bishop Lodovico Loschi of Piacenza on 24 April. He died on 31 December 1842, at the age of 86.
Domenico Bolzoni (1848). Vita di Monsignore Vitale Loschi, Vescovo di Parma  (in Italian). Parma: Paganino. Ritzler-Sefrin, VII, p. 299.

84. ^ Born in Szepesváralja (Hungary, Scepusio) in 1780, Neuschel, the Chaplain of the regnant Duchess of Parma, Maria Luisa, was appointed Titular Bishop of Alexandria Troas (Turkey) on 28 January 1828,
and consecrated by Bishop Aloisio San Vitale of Borgo San Donnino on 2 March 1828. On 30 September 1828 he was appointed the first Bishop of the new Guastalla (Italy) (1828–1836). On 21 November
1836 he was named Bishop of Borgo San Donnino. He was transferred to the diocese of Parma on 27 January 1843, at the explicit request of Duchess Marie Louise, which he resigned on 17 September 1852.
He was then assigned the titular diocese of Theodosiopolis (Aprus) (Armenia Minor), which he held until his death on 10 December 1863. Gams, pp. 743, 759. Ritzler-Sefrin, VII, pp. 122, 208, 300, 379; VIII, p.
547.

85. ^ Born in Russi (Ravenna) in 1811, Luigi Cantimorri (Felice da Russi) had previously been Diffinitor of his province of Cesena for the Capuchin Order. He was Bishop of Bagnoregio (1846–1854). He was
transferred to the diocese of Parma by Pope Pius IX on 23 June 1854. He died on 28 July 1870. Pellegrino da Forlì (1870). Biografia di monsignore Felice Cantimorri dell'ordine dei Cappuccini vescovo di Parma
e conte  (in Italian). Stab. libr. Tip. Lit. di C. Coen. pp. 9–10. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VIII, pp. 139, 442.

86. ^ Villa was a native of Bassano (Vicenza). He was appointed Bishop of Parma on 23 February 1872, and consecrated a bishop in Rome on 25 February by Cardinal Carlo Saccone. He died on 22 July 1882.
Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VIII, p. 442.Umberto Cocconi (1998). Chiesa e società civile a Parma nel XIX secolo: l'azione pastorale e catechistica di Mons. Domenico Villa . Rom, Università Pontificia
Salesiana, Diss., 1996 (in Italian). Rome: Elledici. ISBN 978-88-01-01011-4.

87. ^ Born in Caspoggio (Sondrio) in 1822, Miotti had been a teacher and then Rector of the Ginnasio Convitto in Sondrio for 12 years, and then director of the Ginnasio di Chieri near Turin. He was Archpriest of
Sondrio. L'eco del Purgatorio pubblicazione mensuale indirizzata al suffragio de' fedeli defunti . Anno XXVI (in Italian). Volume XXXVIII. Bologna: Santuario di Santa Maria Coronata, Unica sanctissimi suffragii.
1893. pp. 143–146. Angelo Manfredi; Giacomo Martina (1999). Vescovi, clero e cura pastorale: studi sulla diocesi di Parma alla fine dell'Ottocento  (in Italian). Rome: Gregorian University. pp. 485–561.
ISBN 978-88-7652-835-4.

88. ^ Conforti was canonized in 2011 by Pope Benedict XVI. Guido M. Conforti (1998). Guido Maria Conforti, arcivescovo-vescovo di Parma: atti, discorsi, lettere del beato : Terremoto di Avezzano ; L'Italia in
guerra, seconda visita pastorale ; Consorzio, Capitolo cattedrale e ospizi civili ; Insegnamento catechistico ; notiziari della Gazzetta di Parma : 1915  (in Italian). Vatican City: Libreria Editrice Vaticana.
ISBN 978-88-209-2628-1.

89. ^ Solmi was born at Spilamberto (Modena) in 1956. He studied at the minor and major seminaries of Modena, and at the interdiocesan seminary in Reggio. He obtained a doctorate in moral theology from the
Accademia Alfonsiana in Rome. He held various posts specializing in family pastoral care. Pope Benedict XVI appointed him Bishop of Parma on 19 January 2008, and he was consecrated a bishop at Modena
on 9 March. He took formal possession of the diocese on 30 March. Diocesi di Parma, Vescovo: Biografia ; retrieved: 24 October 2018. (in Italian) (slow connection)
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Pavia

Diocese of Pavia
Dioecesis Papiensis

Pavia Cathedral

Location
Country Italy

Ecclesiastical
province

Milan

Statistics
Area 782 km2 (302 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics
(including non-
members)

(as of 2016)
192,891
180,000 (approx.) (93.3%)

Parishes 100

Information
Rite Roman

Established 3rd Century[1]

Cathedral Cattedrale di Maria
Assunta e S. Stefano
Protomartire

Secular priests 113 (diocesan)
27 (Religious Orders)
4 Permanent Deacons

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Corrado Sanguineti

Map

Website
www.diocesi.pavia.it

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Pavia)

The Diocese of Pavia (Latin: Dioecesis Papiensis) is a see of the Catholic Church in Italy. It has been a suffragan of the Archdiocese of Milan only
since 1817.[2][3] Previous to the reorganization of the hierarchy in northern Italy by Pope Pius VII after the expulsion of the French and the Congress of
Vienna, the diocese of Pavia had depended directly upon the Holy See, despite repeated failed attempts on the part of the Archbishops of Milan to claim
control.[4] The diocese has produced one Pope and Patriarch of Venice, and three cardinals. [clarification needed]

The seat of the bishop is the Cattedrale di Maria Assunta e S. Stefano Protomartire in Pavia. The current Bishop of Pavia is Corrado Sanguineti,
appointed by Pope Francis on 1 December 2015.
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History [edit]

Pavia was the capital of the Lombard Kingdom of Italy (from 570) and of their successors, the Holy Roman Emperors as Kings of Italy.[5] There was a
royal palace in Pavia,[6] which saw frequent visits from the Emperors.

Pope Hormisdas (517–523) is said to have granted Bishop Ennodius and his successors as Bishops of Pavia the use of the pallium.[7] This claim has,
however, been challenged.[8] Pope John VIII also granted the Bishops of Pavia the same privilege in a letter of 24 August 877.[9]

In the last week of June 743, Pope Zacharias (741–752) visited Pavia and solemnly celebrated the Feast of S. Peter at the monastery of S. Pietro in Ciel
d'oro.[10]

Bishop Joannes (II) (874–911 ?) signed the confirmation of the accession of Charles the Bald and took the oath of allegiance in February 876.[11]

Pope John VIII held a synod at Pavia in December 878, as he was returning to Rome from his trip to France.[12]

In 885, Pope Stephen V (885–891) granted the Bishop of Pavia the duchy of Comacchio.[13]

A synod met in Pavia in 889 to ratify the selection of Guido of Spoleto as King of Italy, and to swear feudal allegiance.[14] A council was held at Pavia in
933 to expel Bishop Ratherius of Verona from his diocese for three years, because of his opposition to Hugh of Arles, King of Italy. He was restored by a
synod under orders from Pope John XII.[15]

On 2 April 987, Bishop Guido and the Canons of the Cathedral received a rebuke from Pope John XV because they had been harassing the monastery
of S. Pietro in Ciel d'oro.[16]

In 997, Pope Gregory V (Bruno of Carinthia) held a synod in Pavia. He had been expelled from Rome shortly after the Coronation of the Emperor Otto III,
his cousin, who had procured his election to the papal throne at the request of the Romans themselves. Shortly after his coronation, Otto condemned
and expelled from Rome the former dictator of the City, Crescentius of Nomentum. As soon as Otto left the city, Crescentius returned and drove out
Pope Gregory, who fled to Pavia. At the synod of Pavia, the rule against making agreements about a future pope during the lifetime of the present pope
was reenacted, as were rules against simony. Crescentius was excommunicated, and, on the Pope's return to Rome, was beheaded in the Castel S.
Angelo.[17]

On 15 April 1123, Pope Calixtus II confirmed all the privileges belonging to the Church of Pavia, and issued a ruling that, at Roman synods, the Bishop
of Pavia should hold the first seat on the left of the pope, perpetualiter.[18]

Bishop Pietro Toscani (1148–1180) was deprived of his episcopal cross and his pallium by Pope Alexander III in 1175 or 1176, because of his support
for the Antipope Victor IV and the excommunicated Frederick Barbarossa. Frederick continued to protect him, however, even though the city of Pavia
joined the Lombard League. After the Lombard League triumphed over Frederick at the Battle of Legnano, the Bishop's position became precarious.
When Alexander reached an agreement with Frederick at their conference at Venice, Bishop Pietro was among those forgiven for their crimes.[19]

The Studium Generale (University) of Pavia was founded on 13 April 1361 by a diploma of the Emperor Charles IV, at the request of Galeazzo Visconti
of Milan.[20] The University Library was established in 1754 by order of the Empress Maria Theresa, who refounded the entire university which had fallen
into a long decadence. In 1867 the University had 926 students.[21]

On 15 February 1743, by an Apostolic Brief of Pope Benedict XIV, the diocese of Pavia was united with the metropolitan diocese of Amaseia (Hellespont,
Turkey). Thereafter the Bishop of Pavia was also an Archbishop.[22]

Cathedral and Chapter [edit]

The Cathedral Chapter, in 1571, consisted of four dignities (the Provost, the Archdeacon, the Archpriest, and the Cantor) and twelve Canons.[23] On 29
February 1572, Bishop Ippolito Rossi (1564–1591), acting in accordance with the Bull In Eminenti of Pope Pius IV of 30 May 1571, suppressed the
Collegiate Church of Santa Maria in Pertica in the city of Pavia, and transferred its Provost and seven Canons to the Cathedral Chapter. The title of the
Provost of Santa Maria was changed to that of Dean of the Cathedral Chapter, which thereafter had five dignities and nineteen Canons.[24] In 1672
there were five dignities and sixteen Canons.[25] On 25 April 1577 Bishop Rossi also provided new regulations for the College of Chaplains in the
Cathedral. That college was led by a Prior, Mansionarii, and a Curate.[26]

In 1110, Bishop Guido (1103–1118) granted the Cathedral Chapter of Pavia the right to the decima in the city of Pavia and for eight miles round about.
This grant was confirmed by Bishop Petrus Spelta (1343–1356) on 4 November 1350.[27]

On 4 December 1341, Canon Mascarino Tacconi, Vicar General of Bishop Giovanni Fulgesi (1328–1342), issued Statutes for the Cathedral Chapter of Pavia.[28] The Canons, however, became
more and more lax, until the Franciscan Bishop Guilelmus (1386–1402) issued a warning on 12 January 1387 concerning certain duties which they were expected to perform, including the obligation
to say Mass in the Cathedral; the Bishop's warning included penalties for failing to comply. On 7 March, the Chapter passed on the warnings to the Chaplains of the Cathedral, with extensive
instructions.[29]

On 3 September 1484, the Cathedral Chapter on its own initiative compiled a new edition of the Statutes of the Cathedral Chapter.[30] On 9 August 1507 Canon Vincenzo Beccaria, the Vicar General
of the bishop Cardinal Francesco Alidosio (who was absent, serving as Papal Legate in Bologna), issued Statutes for the Canons and Chaplains of the Cathedral. The Canons themselves issued
more specific regulations regarding residence and the performance of choir duties on 21 January 1518; these were confirmed on 6 February by Canon Girolamo della Porta, the Vicar General of
Cardinal Antonio Ciocchi del Monte, who was not residential.[31]

Diocesan synods [edit]

A meeting, sometimes called a synodus, was held in Pavia by the Emperor Louis II, the son of Lothair I. It was also called the Conventus Ticinensis, and was presided over by Archbishop Angilbertus
of Milan, the Patriarch Theodemar of Aquileia, and Bishop Joseph the Archchaplain. Twenty-four canons regarding ecclesiastical discipline were agreed upon, and five chapters concerning political
matters. Immediately thereafter, the Emperor visited Rome, where he was crowned emperor by Pope Leo IV. He held two other meetings in Pavia, with the same high ecclesiastical vassals presiding,
one in February 855 and the other in July 855.[32]

Bishop Guido Langasco (1295–1311) held a diocesan synod in 1297.[33]

A diocesan synod was held in the Cathedral Chapter house in Pavia on 16 February 1317, during the Administratorship of Giovanni Beccaria, O.Min. (1320–1324), Latin Patriarch of Antioch (Syria).
The Patriarch was not present, but was rather serving at the Papal Court in Avignon, dicto domino patriarcha administratore apud sedem apostolicam existente. The synod was therefore presided
over by the Patriarch's two Vicars, the Archdeacon Bonifazio de Frascarolo and Zonfredus de Castana Canon of Monza. The decisions of the synod had mostly to do with legal matters, oaths,
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thieves, punishments, and with the collection of the decima.[34] Bishop Giovanni Fulgesi (1328–1342) held another synod c. 1343, with exhortations and regulations concerning the seven
sacraments, burials, the preaching of indulgences, and the decima and clerical debtors.[35]

In 1518 a diocesan synod was held, though the Administrator of the diocese, Cardinal Antonio Maria Ciocchi del Monte (1511–1521) did not attend. He did send a letter of thanks to his Vicar,
Giovanni Luchini Curzio, who presided and gave the opening address. Among other matters, the synod legislated on the sons of priests, the cohabitation of clerics and women, and clerical non-
residence (the clergy of the Cathedral being exempted).[36] A diocesan synod was held by Cardinal Ippolito Rossi (1564–1591) on 14 November 1566.

On 19 July 1576, the Apostolic Visitor by the mandate of Pope Gregory XIII, Bishop Angelo Peruzzi, Auxiliary Bishop of Bologna and titular bishop of Caesarea, issued a set of decrees for the
diocese of Pavia in thirty-eight chapters, on the same themes as appear regularly in diocesan statutes. These statutes, however, took account of the various decrees of the recently concluded
Council of Trent. Bishop Peruzzi had previously conducted a visitation of the diocese of Modena to the satisfaction of the Pope, who then assigned him to do the same at Pavia, Piacenza, and
Parma.[37]

Bishop Giovanni Battista Biglia (1609–1617) held a synod in 1612.[38] A synod was held by Bishop Francesco Biglia (1648–1659) in 1652.[39]

Bishop Agostino Gaetano Riboldi (1877–1901) held a diocesan synod in Pavia on 10–12 September 1878, and had the decrees of the synod published.[40]

The diocese's 100 parishes are all located in the (civil) region Lombardy: 97 in the Province of Pavia and 2 in the Province of Milan.[41] There is one priest for every 1291 Catholics.

Bishops of Pavia [edit]

This list is incomplete; you can help by expanding it.

to 1000 [edit]

Syrus (283–339)[42]

Pompeius of Pavia (339–353)[43]

Juventius of Pavia (353–392)[44]

Profuturus (397–c. 401)[45]

Obedianus[46]

Urciscenus (410–433)[47]

Crispinus (433–466)[48]

Epiphanius of Pavia (466–499)[49]

Maximus of Pavia (499–514)[50]

Magnus Felix Ennodius (514–521)[51]

Crispinus (521 ? – 541)[52]

Paulus (c. 541 – c. 566)[53]

Pompeius
Severus
Anastasius (ca. 658 – 680)
Damianus (680–710)[54]

Armentarius (710–722)[55]

Petrus (722–736)
Theodore of Pavia[56] (ca. 740 – 778)
Hieronymus (778–791)
Abbot Ubaldus, O.S.B. (791–805 ?) Administrator[57]

Joannes (I) (813–826)
Sebastianus
Deodatus (Donumdei) (c. 830 – 840)
Liutardus (Liutprandus)
Liutfredus (864–874)[58]

Joannes (II) (874–911 ?)[59]

Joannes (III) (912-924)[60]

Leo (924–929)[61]

...

Liudfridus (c. 939–967)[62]

1000 to 1500 [edit]

Uberto (1008–1009 ?)[65]

Rainaldus (1014–1046)[66]

Udalricus (Adalricus) (c. 1055/1057 – 1066/1067)[67]

Guilelmus (c. 1068 – 1102/1103)[68]

Guido (1103–1118)[69]

Bernardus (c. 1119 – 1130)
Pietro (Rosso) (1130–1139)[70]

Alfano
Pietro Toscani, O.Cist. (1148–1180)[71]

Lanfranco Beccari (1180–1198)[72]

Bernardo Balbi (1198–1213)[73]

Rodobaldo de'Sangiorgio (1213–1215)[74]

Gregorio Crescenzi (1215–1216)[75]

Fulco Scotti (1217–1229)
Rodobaldo Cepolla (1230–1254)[76]

Guglielmo Caneti (c. 1256–1272)
Conradus Beccaria (1272–1282)

Guido Tacio (Zazzi), O.S.B. (1272–1294)
Otto Beccaria (1294–1295)
Guido Langasco (1295–1311)[77]

Isnardus Tacconi, O.P. (1311–1320)[78]

Giovanni Beccaria, O.Min. (1320–1324) Administrator

Carantus Sannazaro (1326–1328)
Giovanni Fulgesi (1328–1342)

Cardinal Gaucelmo Deuza (1342) Administrator

Matteo Ribaldi (1342–1343)[79]

Petrus Spelta, O.Humil. (1343–1356)
Alcherius de Montilio (1356–c.1362)
Franciscus Sottoriva (1363–1386)[80]

Guilelmus, O.Min. (1386–1402)[81]

Pietro Grassi (1402–1426)[82]

Francesco Piccolopasso (1427–1435)[83]

Enrico Rampini (1435–1446)
Giacomo Borromeo (1446–1453)
Giovanni Castiglione (1453–1460)[84]

Since 1500 [edit]

Francesco Alidosius (1505–1511)
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Antonio Maria Ciocchi del Monte (1511–1521)[87] Administrator

Giovanni Maria Ciocchi del Monte (1521–1530), later Pope Julius III
Giovanni Girolamo Rossi (1530–1541)[88]

Giovanni Maria Ciocchi del Monte (1544–1550)[89]

Giovanni Girolamo Rossi (1550–1564)[90]

Ippolito de' Rossi (1564–1591)[91]

Alexander Sauli, B. (1591–1592)[92]

Francesco Gonzaga, O.Min.Obs. (1593)[93]

Guglielmo Bastoni (1593–1609)[94]

Giovanni Battista Biglia (1609–1617)[95]

Fabrizio Landriani (1617–1642)
Giovanni Battista Sfondrati (1642–1647)
Francesco Biglia (1648–1659)
Girolamo Melzi (1659–1672)
Lorenzo Trotti (1672–1700)[96]

Cardinal Giacomo Antonio Morigia (1701–1711)[97]

Agostino Cusani (1711–1724)[98]

Francesco Pertusati, O.S.B. (1724–1752)[99]

Carlo Durini (1753–1769)[100]

Bartolomeo Olivazzi (1769–1792)[101]

Giuseppe Bertieri (1792–1804)[102]

Sede vacante (1804–1807)

Paolo Lamberto D'Allègre (1807–1821)[103]

Luigi Tosi (1823–1845)[104]

Sede vacante (1845–1850)

Angelo Ramazzotti (1850–1858)[105]

Pietro Maria Ferré (1860–1867)
Sede vacante (1867–1871)

Lucido Maria Parocchi (1871–1877)
Agostino Gaetano Riboldi (1877–1901)
Francesco Ciceri (1901–1924)
Giuseppe Ballerini (1924–1933)
Giovanni Battista Girardi (1934–1942)
Carlo Allorio (1942–1968)
Antonio Giuseppe Angioni (1968–1986)

See also [edit]

Timeline of Pavia
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pp. 987-988, no. 8.
50. ^ Maximus may be the Bishop Maximus mentioned (without the name of his diocese) in a letter from Pope Symmachus (498–514) to Archbishop Laurentius of Milan c. 501. Lanzoni, pp. 988-989, no. 9.
51. ^ Ennodius was ambassador of Pope Hormisdas to Constantinople on two occasions, in 515 and in 517. He died on 17 July 521. Lanzoni, p. 989.
52. ^ Crispinus II: Lanzoni, p. 990, no. 11.
53. ^ Paulus is said to have governed for 25 years. Lanzoni, p. 990, no. 12.
54. ^ Damianus: Gams, p. 800, column 1, gives his date of death as 12 April 708.
55. ^ Armentarius engaged in a vigorous quarrel with Archbishop Benedict of Milan over the alleged right to consecrate the bishops of Pavia, and won his point. Magani, pp. 25-26.
56. ^ Faustino Gianani (1961). San Teodoro: vescovo di Pavia: il santo, la basilica, i tesori  (in Italian) (2nd ed.). Pavia: Fusi.
57. ^ Magani, p. 29, who states that his administration lasted until 802.
58. ^ Gams, p. 800.
59. ^ A letter of Pope John VIII of 878 states that Liutfrid had been the predecessor of Bishop John: Kehr, p. 176, no. 10. Bishop Joannes was present at the council of Pavia held by Charles the Bald in 876.

Magani, p. 31-33. Others (e.g. Gams, p. 800) assign the dates 874–879, and posit a successor, Guido, who governed from 879-884; documents after 884 are assigned to Joannes (III).
60. ^ Magani, p. 33. Others begin his episcopate in 884.
61. ^ Magani, p. 34. Two doubtful names follow Leo: a Saint Innocenzo and a Sigifredo: Magani, pp. 34-35.
62. ^ Gams, p. 800, column 2. Schwartz, p. 141.
63. ^ Petrus was later Pope John XIV. Schwartz, p. 142.
64. ^ Wido's earliest document is dated 2 April 987, his latest in 1007. Schwartz, p. 142. Magani, p. 38, assigns the dates 984–1008.
65. ^ Uberto, called Uberto Sacchetti by Magani (p. 40), had a brief tenure. Gams, p. 800, gives him only one year.
66. ^ Gams, p. 800 column 2. Schwartz, p. 143, notes his earliest document on 7 May 1014, and the latest on 25 October 1046.
67. ^ Udalricus, also called Henricus (Astari) governed the Church of Pavia for eleven years. Magani, p. 41; Gams, p. 800 column 2. Schwartz, pp. 143-144.
68. ^ Guillelmus is said to have reigned for 36 years. His earliest known document is dated 17 January 1069. In February 1075 he was suspended by the Roman synod of Pope Gregory VII, and on 25 June 1018

he was present at the synod of Brescia which anathematized Pope Gregory. Pope Urban II was at Pavia in September 1096, by which time the schism must have been ended. His latest known document is
dated 15 July 1100. Magani, pp. 42-47. Schwartz, p. 144.

69. ^ Guido was a member of the Pescari family, according to Magani; or the Pipari, according to Gams. His earliest known document is dated 11 July 1103, and his latest 6 July 1110. He is said to have reigned
for 18 years. Magani, pp. 47-48. Gams, p. 800, column 2.

70. ^ Pietro Rosso (Rossi): Magani, pp. 49-50.
71. ^ Pietro Toscani died on 21 May 1180: Kehr, p. 183, no. 44, note. Magani, pp. 50-54.
72. ^ Life of Lanfranc, by his successor Bernardo: Daniele Papebrochius; Francois Baert; Conrad Janninck (1707). Acta Sanctorum Iunii: ex latinis & graecis aliarumque gentium antiquis monumentis servata

primigenia Scriptorum phrasi  (in Latin). Tomus IV. Antwerp: apud Petrum Jacobs. pp. 619–630.
73. ^ Bernardo: Eubel, Hierarchia catholica I, p. 389.
74. ^ Rodobaldo: Eubel, I, p. 389.
75. ^ Gregorio: Eubel, I, p. 389.
76. ^ On 16 June 1231, Pope Gregory IX confirmed the election of Bishop Rodobaldo by the Canons of the Cathedral; a Master Ardengo had been elected, but declined the election. Rodobaldo (Rubaldus,

according to the bull) had been a Canon of the Cathedral Chapter: Bosisio (1859), Documenti, p. 8, 262. Rodobaldo died on 12 October 1254. Eubel, I, p. 389.
77. ^ Guido had been the Chaplain of Cardinal Gerardo Bianchi, Bishop of Sabina. His election was confirmed on 18 April 1295 by Pope Benedict VIII. Eubel, I, pp. 38, 389.
78. ^ Isnardo was appointed on 5 August 1311 by Pope Clement V. He was removed in 1320. Eubel, I, p. 390.
79. ^ Riboldi was transferred to the diocese of Verona on 27 June 1343 by Pope Clement VI. Eubel, I, pp. 390, 523.
80. ^ Francesco was appointed by Pope Urban V on 5 May 1363. He died in 1386. Eubel, I, p. 389-390.
81. ^ Guilelmus was appointed by Pope Urban VI on 27 September 1386. He died in 1402. Eubel, I, p. 390.
82. ^ Fra Pietro Grassi was appointed by Pope Boniface IX on 27 September 1402. On 1 March 1403 he issued a decree, intending to suppress the abuse of exemptions and privileges which belonged to the

clergy in the diocese; clerics who claimed exemption had to appear before the Bishop's Vicar General, Antonio Zeno, Doctor of Canon Law, and prove their claims. He died on 28 September 1426. Bosisio
(1859), Documenti, pp. 242-244. Eubel, I, p. 390.

83. ^ Piccolopasso was transferred from the diocese of Dax by Pope Martin V on 26 February 1427. He was transferred to the diocese of Milan on 7 June 1435. He died in 1443. Eubel, I, p. 390; II, p. 188.
84. ^ Castiglione had previously been Bishop of Coutances (1444–1453). He was transferred to the diocese of Pavia by Pope Callistus III on 3 October 1453. He was named a cardinal by Pope Calixtus III on 17

December 1456, and assigned the Roman titular church of San Clemente. He died 14 April 1460. Eubel, II, pp. 12 no. 6; 134; 212.
85. ^ Cardinal Piccolomini was appointed on 23 July 1460. He was also Bishop of Tusculum. He died on 10 September 1479. Eubel, II, pp. 61, 212.
86. ^ One year after the death of Cardinal Piccolomini, the Cathedral Chapter met and reconfirmed the appointment of the Archdeacon, Giovanni Matteo de Privolis, doctor of Canon Law, as the Vicar Capitular for

Spiritualities. Bosisio (1859), Documenti, pp. 150-151.
87. ^ Antonio del Monte resigned on 13 March 1521, in favor of his nephew, Giovanni Maria. Eubel, Hierarchia catholica III, p. 269.
88. ^ Rossi: Eubel, III, p. 269.
89. ^ Cardinal del Monte's Vicar General was Sisto Ranuzio Sabino: Bosisio (1859), Documenti, pp. 186-189.
90. ^ Rossi assumed the See of Pavia a second time on 22 February 1550. He had a coadjutor, Bishop Ippolito Rossi. He died on 5 April 1564. Ireneo Affò (1785). Vita di monsignor Giangirolamo Rossi, de

marchesi di San Secondo, vescovo di Pavia  (in Italian). Parma: Carmignani. Gams, p. 801 column 1. Bosisio (1859), Documenti, pp. 190-193.
91. ^ Rossi was appointed Coadjutor Bishop of Pavia on 4 September 1560 by Pope Pius IV. He became Bishop of Pavia on 5 April 1564. On 14 June 1564, as Bishop of Pavia, he changed the hierarchical

structure of the Canons of the Cathedral. He died on 28 April 1591. Bosisio (1859), Documenti, pp. 192-193. Eubel, III, p. 269 with note 9.
92. ^ Gerdil, Giacinto-Sigismondo (1828). Vita del B. Alessandro Sauli ... vescovo d' Aleria poi di Pavia  (in Italian). Milano: Pogliani. pp. 265–319.
93. ^ Gonzaga had been Minister General of the Observant Franciscans. He was named Bishop of Cefalù (Sicily) from 1587 to 1593. He was transferred to the diocese of Pavia on 29 January 1593, and transferred

to the diocese of Mantua on 30 April 1593. Eubel III, pp. 163, 234, 269; Gauchat, p. 273 with note 2.
94. ^ Eubel III, p. 269; Gauchat, p. 273 with note 3.
95. ^ A native of Milan, Biglia had been a Referendary of the Two Signatures, and held several governorships in the papal states. Gauchat, p. 273 with note 4.
96. ^ Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica V, p. 306 with note 3.
97. ^ Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 306 with note 4.
98. ^ Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 306 with note 5.
99. ^ Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 306 with note 6.

100. ^ Born in Milan in 1693, Durini held the degree of Doctor in utroque iure (Pavia, 1714). He served as papal Governor of Spoleto, and in 1725 was made papal Governor of Benevento. In 1730 he became Vice-
Governor of Fermo, and in 1732 was appointed Rector of Campania and Marittima. In 1735 he was named Inquisitor General of Malta. He became Nuncio to the Swiss in 1739, and Nuncio to the King of France
in 1744. He had been Archbishop of Rhodes from 1739. He was transferred to the diocese of Pavia by Pope Benedict XIV on 23 July 1753, and permitted to retain the title Archbishop. He was named a cardinal
on 26 November 1753, and assigned the Roman titular church of Santi Quattro Coronati. He died in Milan on 25 June 1769. Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, pp. 16-17 no. 42; 328 with note 2; 357 with note 3.

101. ^ Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 328 with note 3.
102. ^ Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 328 with note 4.
103. ^ A native of Turin, Allègre was appointed Bishop of Pavia by Pope Pius VII on 18 September 1807. He died on 6 October 1821. Ritzler-Sefrin, VII, p. 298.
104. ^ Tosi: Ritzler-Sefrin, VII, p. 298.
105. ^ A native of Milan, Ramazzotti was named Bishop of Pavia by Pope Pius IX on 20 May 1850. He was transferred to the diocese of Venice on 15 March 1858. He died on 24 September 1861. Ritzler-Sefrin,

VIII, pp. 439, 584.
106. ^ Bishop Giudici was born in Varese in 1940. In 1957–1958 he studied in the USA. He was ordained in 1964, and was Secretary of Cardinal Giovanni Colombo of Milan for three years. He taught at the

diocesan seminary, and was an assistant for youth in Azione Cattolica in the diocese of Milan (1971–1972. He was a parish priest in Milan, and became Dean and Episcopal Vicar. He was named auxiliary
bishop, and was consecrated on 29 June 1990 by Cardinal Carlo Maria Montini. On 11 January 2004 he was installed as Bishop of Pavia. On 16 November 2015, he resigned, and was named Apostolic
Administrator, pending the appointment of a new bishop. Diocesi di Pavia, Vescovo Emerito: Mons. Giovanni Giudici ; retrieved: 2018-07-19. {{it:}}
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Piacenza-Bobbio

Diocese of Piacenza-Bobbio
Dioecesis Placentina-Bobiensis

The Romanesque façade of the Duomo of
Piacenza

Location
Country Italy

Ecclesiastical
province

Modena-Nonantola

Statistics
Area 3,716 km2 (1,435 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics
(including non-
members)

(as of 2016)
337,632
325,250 (est.) (96.4%)

Parishes 420

Information
Denomination Catholic Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 4th Century

Cathedral Basilica Cattedrale di S.
Giustina e S. Maria Assunta
(Piacenza)

Co-cathedral Concattedrale
dell’Assunzione di Nostra
Signora Maria (Bobbio)

Secular priests 218 (diocesan)
7 (Religious Orders)
42 Permanent Deacons

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Gianni Ambrosio

Website
www.diocesipiacenzabobbio.it

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Piacenza)

The Italian Catholic Diocese of Piacenza-Bobbio (Latin: Dioecesis Placentina-Bobiensis) has existed since 1989. In northern Italy, it is a suffragan of
the Archdiocese of Modena-Nonantola. The historic Diocese of Piacenza was combined with the territory of the diocese of Bobbio-San Colombano,
which was briefly united with the archdiocese of Genoa.

Piacenza was originally a suffragan (subordinate, as part of the ecclesiastical province) of Milan. Bishop Majorianus was one of the bishops who
attended the synod of Milan called by Archbishop Eusebius in 451. Piacenza was certainly suffragan to Ravenna by the time of the Roman synod of
680.[1]

On 21 October 1106, Pope Paschal II, at the Council of Guastalla, removed the dioceses of Emilia from the metropolitanate of Ravenna, and made them
directly dependent upon the Holy See (papacy). This action was in punishment for the schism carried on by Archbishop Wibert of Ravenna (Antipope
Clement III), in concert with the Emperor Henry IV.[2] On 7 August 1118, Pope Gelasius II withdrew Pope Paschal's order, and returned the dioceses to
the metropolitanate of Ravenna;[3] his decision was confirmed by Pope Calixtus II in 1121, and in 1125 by Pope Honorius II.[4] Bishop Arduinus of
Piacenza (1119?–1147), however, resisted efforts of the popes and the Archbishop of Ravenna to return his diocese to suffragan status.[5] On 29 March
1148, Pope Eugene III wrote to Archbishop Moyses of Ravenna that he had approved the election of Bishop Joannes of Piacenza. On 9 November 1148,
however, he wrote to Bishop-elect Joannes, ordering him to have himself consecrated by the Archbishop of Ravenna. After resisting for more than two
years, Giovanni finally submitted to the Pope's order, and was consecrated by the Archbishop of Ravenna on 3 July 1151.[6]

The people of Piacenza did not let the matter rest. They solicited the intervention of Abbot Peter the Venerable of Cluny, informing him of their point of
view, that their metropolitan was the pope, not the Archbishops of Aquileia or Ravenna. They noted that Urban II and Calixtus II had consecrated their
bishops.[7] In 1155, with a new Pope, Adrian IV and a new bishop of Piacenza, Ugo Pierleoni, the matter was raised again, and Adrian issued a bull
exempting Bishop Ugo from subjection to Ravenna, while at the same time claiming an inability to decide the issue between Ravenna and Piacenza.[8] In
March 1179, Bishop Tedaldo was present at the Third Lateran Council in Rome, and he subscribed along with the bishops directly dependent upon the
Holy See (papacy), not with the suffragans of Ravenna.[9]

In 1582 the diocese of Bologna was raised to the status of a metropolitan archbishopric. Piacenza was made a suffragan of the Archdiocese of Bologna
by Pope Gregory XIII in the bull Universi orbis of 10 December 1582.[10]

In 1806, in accordance with faculties specially granted to him by Pope Pius VII on 5 April 1806, Cardinal Giovanni Battista Caprara removed the dioceses
of Piacenza, San Donnino, and Parma from the jurisdiction of the metropolitan Archdiocese of Bologna, and attached them to the Archdiocese of Genoa.
On 30 March 1818, Pope Pius VII removed the same three dioceses from the jurisdiction of the metropolitan Archdiocese of Genoa, and made them
directly dependent upon the Holy See.[11]

The current bishop is Gianni Ambrosio.[12][13]
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An early martyr, St. Antonius (or Antoninus, as the diocese prefers), is said to have belonged to the Theban Legion, and to have suffered martyrdom at Piacenza in the second or third century. He
has no "Passion", however, and the ninth century document that makes him a member of the Theban legion is pieno di favole ('full of fables').[14]

The Lombards took possession of Piacenza at the beginning of their invasion and thereafter it remained in their power.

Bishop Soffredus [edit]

In 865, after twenty-five years of service in Piacenza, Bishop Soffredus (Seufredus) found himself driven from his office by the treachery of his own nephew, the deacon Paulus. Eager for power,
Paulus usurped the episcopal seat, and styled himself Paulus vocatus Episcopus sanctae Placentinae ecclesiae.[15] Pope Nicholas I immediately wrote to the Emperor Louis II, demanding to know
whether there was any crime charged against Soffredus, or any incapacity, that made his removal necessary; and pointing out that such problems were normally directed to the metropolitan, or if
they were serious enough, to the pope himself. Pope Nicholas then ordered the Emperor to restore Soffredus to his episcopal seat.[16] At the same time, through his legates, Pope Nicholas had
Soffredus restored to his seat.[17] Paulus was forbidden to attempt such a thing ever again, or to seek the bishopric. Nonetheless, on the death of Soffredus in 870, Paulus, who had evidently been
restored to favor and was serving as Archdeacon of Piacenza, was elected bishop in his place.[18]

The temporal power was in the hands of the bishops from the ninth century until the twelfth century, when the town became a commune governed by consuls and later (1188) by a podestà.

The Bishop of Piacenza was first referred to as bishop and count in 1065.[19]

Bishop Sigulf [edit]

During the last six years of his administration, Bishop Sigulfus (951–988) enjoyed the services of a coadjutor-bishop, Johannes Philagathos, who, thanks to the patronage of the Empress
Theophano, was also Abbot of the Monastery of Nonantola and tutor of the child who would become the Emperor Otto III. When Sigulfus died, Joannes began to sign himself Archiepiscopus Sancte
Placentine Ecclesie.[20] The diocese of Piacenza had been detached from the ecclesiastical province of Ravenna, through the influence of the Regent Theophano and with the consent of Pope John
XV, and erected into an archdiocese directly dependent upon the Papacy.[21] In 1095, the Archbishop and Archbishop Bernard of Würzburg were sent to Constantinople to attempt to arrange for the
marriage of a Byzantine princess and the new Emperor Otto III. On their return Joannes was drawn into Roman politics by Crescentius II Nomentanus, who had just engineered a coup-d'état against
Pope Gregory V. Archbishop Joannes found himself named pope (or rather antipope) in February or March 997, under the name John XVI. The Emperor, however, was not pleased that Pope
Gregory V, his cousin Otto of Carinthia, had been expelled from Rome. He summoned a synod at Pavia, which anathematized Crescentius and John XVI.[22] Piacenza received a new bishop, the
Benedictine Sigifredus. The title of archbishop was withdrawn, and the diocese of Piacenza was returned to the metropolitanate of Ravenna.[23] Its time as an independent archdiocese had lasted
from 988 to 997.[24]

Pope Urban II [edit]

Pope Urban II visited Piacenza from 1 March to 5 April 1095, and held a synod there from 1–7 March. It is said that more than 4,000 clerics and 3,000 laypersons were present. Archbishop Hugh of
Lyon was suspended from office because he was not in attendance and had offered no excuse. The Emperor Henry IV and his antipope Wibert of Ravenna (Clement III) were again excommunicated,
and Wibert's bestowal of holy orders since his excommunication were annulled. The ambassador of the Emperor Alexios I Komnenos made another public appeal for assistance against the Muslims.
Simony was again condemned, as was clerical concubinage. Berengar of Tours was condemned for his heretical views on the subject of transubstantiation. The dates for the observance of the
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Quattuor tempora were fixed.[25]

People from Piacenza took part in the First Crusade.[26]

Bishop Sega [edit]

When Bishop Filippo Sega (1578–1596) was appointed Bishop of Piacenza, he was not even in Italy. He was in Spain, acting as Pope Gregory XIII's Nuncio to the court of King Philip II of Spain. He
was already a bishop, the second Bishop of Ripatransone. He continued as Nuncio in Spain until the end of 1581, and did not enter Piacenza until the Spring of 1582.[27] After little more than a year
in the diocese, he was again appointed papal Nuncio to Spain on 20 September 1583, and, due to a serious illness at the end of the mission, which incapacitated him for five months in Barcelona,
he did not return to Piacenza until June 1584.[28]

A new pope, Sixtus V, who had heard of his reforming efforts in his diocese, summoned him to Rome and appointed him, on 24 April 1585, one of the Reformers of the clergy and clerical institutions
of the city of Rome. His tenure was not long, however, for the Pope appointed him Nuncio to the Holy Roman Emperor Rudolf II in Vienna on 18 January 1586, a post which he held until 28 May
1587.[29] On his return, during his second period of residence, he further advanced the reforms mandated by the Council of Trent, and held a diocesan synod on 3–5 May 1589.[30]

He was summoned back to Rome following the assassination of Henry III of France on 3 August 1589, and was sent as Nuncio on Cardinal Enrico Caetani's legantine mission to France. He was
made a cardinal in 1591 and replaced Caetani as Legate in 1592. He did not return to Italy until the summer of 1594, when he took up his duties at the Papal Curia in Rome.[31]

A beneficial side-effect of the Bishop's frequent absences was that Piacenza did not fall under subordination (suffragan status) to any of the neighboring metropolitanates. The Council of Trent had
decreed that every bishop should attend regular provincial synods, and that those bishops who were directly dependent upon the Holy See (the pope) should choose a provincial synod to attend.
Cardinal Carlo Borromeo of Milan was especially enthusiastic for Tridentine reform, and held frequent diocesan and provincial synods, inviting the bishops of Piacenza to the latter. They either
attended under the stipulation that no suffragan status was implied or created,[32] or declined to appear. Borromeo even tried to get the Cathedral Chapter of Piacenza to send a delegation, but they
too declined, on the grounds that cathedral chapters were not members of a provincial council. Sega, who was engaged in diplomatic activities, was unable to respond to an invitation (or a
summons) to Borromeo's 5th (1579) or 6th (1582) synod; Borromeo had intended to hold a 7th in 1585, but he died in the meantime, and the matter lapsed. The 7th provincial synod of Milan finally
took place in 1609, and Bishop Rangoni of Piacenza did not attend. The archbishop of Ravenna also tried to summon Piacenza, in 1582, and his effort too failed.[33]

Cathedral and Chapter [edit]

The construction of the original cathedral was attributed to Bishop Victor, the first bishop known by name, and was dedicated to Saint Antoninus. It was referred to as the Victorana Ecclesia.[34] A
new building was constructed by Bishop Seufridus (839–870), and dedicated to the Virgin Mary and Saint Justina, possibly Justina of Padua or perhaps Justina of Antioch, both of whose stories are
fictional. The second cathedral was completed by Bishop Paulus (870– c. 885), and some remains of Justina were given to the cathedral by Bishop Joannes Philagathos the Antipope John XVI (982–
997). The cathedral was ruined in the great earthquake of 1117 and was completely rebuilt beginning in 1122.[35] It is claimed, in the Chronocle of Piacenza, that the cathedral was dedicated by
Pope Calixtus II on 23 October 1123, but, as Paul Fridolin Kehr has pointed out, Calixtus visited Piacenza in April 1120, while on the alleged consecration day he was in Benevento.[36]

In 1747, the Chapter had six dignities (including the Archdeacon, the Provost, the Vicedominus, the Archpriest, the Dean, and the Primicerius) and thirty Canons.[37]

Synods [edit]

A diocesan synod was an irregular but important meeting of the bishop of a diocese and his clergy. Its purpose was (1) to proclaim generally the various decrees already issued by the bishop; (2) to
discuss and ratify measures on which the bishop chose to consult with his clergy; (3) to publish statutes and decrees of the diocesan synod, of the provincial synod, and of the Holy See.[38]

Bishop Albericus Visconti (1295–1301) held a diocesan synod in Piacenza on 19 February 1298. The "Acts" survive, and were published by Pietro Maria Campi in 1662. Among other things, it
ordered clerici concubinarii (clergy with wives) to leave their houses within eight days of the publication of the synodical decrees, and not to take their children with them.[39]

Cardinal Paolo Burali conducted a synod on 27 August 1570, and a second synod on 2 September 1574.[40] On 3–5 May 1589, a diocesan synod was held by Bishop Filippo Sega.[41] Bishop
Claudio Rangoni (1596–1619) presided at a diocesan synod on 11 November 1599. He held another synod in 1613.[42] Bishop Alexandre Scappi (1627–1653) presided over a diocesan synod on
3–5 May 1632.[43] He held his second synod on 8–10 November 1646.[44] A diocesan synod was held on 12–14 May 1677 by Bishop Giuseppe Zandemaria.[45] Bishop Giorgio Barni (1688–1731)
presided over a diocesan synod on 4–6 June 1696.[46] He held a second synod in 1725.

Bishops [edit]

to 1300 [edit]

Victor (attested 355, 372)[47]

Sabinus (Savino)[48]

...

Majorianus (attested 451)[49]

Avitus (456–457)[50]

Placitus
Silvanus
...

Joannes (attested 603)[51]

...

Thomas (737)
...

Desiderius
Julianus
Podo (808–839)[52]

Seufridus (839–870)[53]

Paulus (870– c. 885)[54]

Maurus (c. 885–890)
Bernardus (890– c. 892)[55]

Everardus (c. 892–903)[56]

Guido, O.S.B. (904–940)[57]

Boso (940–951)[58]

Sigulfus (attested 952, 973, 982)[59]

Johannes Philagathos, O.S.B. (982–997)[60]

Sigifredus (997–1031)[61]

Pietro (1031)[62]

Aicardus (1038–1040)[63]

Ivo (1040–1045)[64]

Guido (1045–1049)[65]

Dionisio (1049–1075)[66]

Bonizo (1088)[67]

Widrich (Withricus) (1091–1095)[68]

Aldo (Addo) (1096–1118)[69]

Arduinus (1119?–1147)[70]

Joannes (1147–1155)[71]

Ugo Pierleoni (1155–1166)[72]

Tedaldo (Theobaldus) (1167–1192)[73]

Arditio (Ardizzone) (1192–1199)[74]

Grumerio (1199–1210)[75]

Folco di Pavia (1210–1216)[76]

Vicedominus (1217–1235)[77]

Aegidius, O.Cist. (1236–1242)[78]

Sede vacante (1242–1244)[79]

from 1300 to 1600 [edit]

Rainerius, O.Cist. (1301)[83]

Ubertus (1301–1302)[84]
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Co-cathedral in Bobbio

Ubertus (1301–1302)[84]

Ugo (de Pilosi) (1302–1317)[85]

Fredericus Maggi (1317–1323)[86]

Bernardo Carrario (1323–1338)[87]

Rogerio Caccia (1338–1354)
Pietro de Coconato (1355–1372)
Francesco Castiglioni (1372–1373)
Oberto Zagno (1373–1376)
Conradus Giorgi (1376–1381)
Andrea Serazoni, O.E.S.A. (1381–1383)[88]

Guilelmus Centuaria, O.Min. (1383–1386)[89]

Pietro Filargo, O.F.M. (1386–1388)[90]

Pietro Maineri (1388–1404)[91]

Branda da Castiglione (1404–1411)[92]

Alessio di Siregno, O.F.M. (27 Aug 1411 – 01 Jan 1447)[93]

Nicolò Amidano (1448–1453)[94]

Giovanni Campesi (23 Mar 1453 – 12 Apr 1474 Died)
Michele Marliani (24 Sep 1475 – 12 Oct 1475 Died)
Sagramoro Sagramori (1475–1476)[95]

Fabrizio Marliani (15 Jan 1476 – 1508 Died)
Antonio Trivulzio (1508–1509)[96]

Vasino Malabayla (19 Jan 1509 –1519)[97]

Cardinal Scaramuccia Trivulzio (1519–1525) Administrator[98]

Catalano Trivulzio (1525–1559)[99]

Cardinal Giovanni Bernardino Scotti, C.R. (1559–1568)[100]

Paolo Burali d'Arezzo, C.R. (23 Jul 1568 –1576)[101]

1600 to 1800 [edit]

Claudio Rangoni (1596–1619)[103]

Giovanni Linati (1619–1627)[104]

Alessandro Scappi (1627–1653?)[105]

Giuseppe Zandemaria (1654–1681)[106]

Sede vacante (1681–1688)[107]

Giorgio Barni (1688–1731)[108]

Gherardo Zandemaria (1731–1746)[109]

Pietro Cristiani (1747–1765)[110]

Alessandro Pisani (2 Jun 1766 – 14 Mar 1783 Died)[111]

Gregorio (Gaetano Gerardo) Cerati, O.S.B. (1783 –1807)[112]

from 1800 [edit]

Etienne-André-François de Paule de Fallot de Béaupré de Beaumont (1807–1817)[113]

Carlo Scribani Rossi (28 Jul 1817 – 21 Oct 1823 Died)
Lodovico Loschi (3 May 1824 – 14 Jun 1836 Died)
Aloisio San Vitale (21 Nov 1836 – 25 Oct 1848 Died)
Antonio Ranza (2 Apr 1849 – 20 Nov 1875 Died)[114]

Giovanni Battista Scalabrini (28 Jan 1876 – 1 Jun 1905 Died)[115]

Giovanni Maria Pellizzari (15 Sep 1905 – 18 Sep 1920 Died)
Ersilio Menzani (16 Dec 1920 – 30 Jun 1961 Died)
Umberto Malchiodi (30 Jun 1961 Succeeded – 3 Oct 1969 Retired)
Enrico Manfredini (4 Oct 1969 – 18 Mar 1983)[116]

Antonio Mazza (20 Aug 1983 – 1 Dec 1994 Retired)

Diocese of Piacenza-Bobbio [edit]

16 September 1989: United with part of the Archdiocese of Genova-Bobbio to form the Diocese of Piacenza-Bobbio

Luciano Monari (23 Jun 1995 – 19 Jul 2007 Appointed, Bishop of Brescia)
Gianni Ambrosio (22 Dec 2007 – )[117]

Territorial extent and parishes [edit]

The diocese has 422 parishes which extend over an area of 3,715 square kilometres (1,434 sq mi).[118] Most, like the city of Piacenza, are located
within the (civil) region of Emilia-Romagna (Provinces of Parma and Piacenza). A further 24 parishes fall within five communes of the Ligurian
Metropolitan City of Genoa, while 10 parishes are in the Lombard Province of Pavia.[119]

See also [edit]

Timeline of Piacenza
Roman Catholic Diocese of Bobbio
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41. ^ Filippo Sega (1589). Synodus dioecesana sub Dom. Philippo Sega habita anno 1589 Placentiae  (in Latin). Piacenza: Typis Joannis Bazachij.
42. ^ Claudio Rangoni (1600). Constitutiones, et decreta condita in synodo dioecesana Placentina, sub ill.mo, et reuerendiss. D. Claudio Rangono, Dei, & Sanctae Sedis Apostolicae gratia episcopo Placentino, &

comite primo habita. Sedente S.D.N. Clemente 8. pontifice opt. maximo  (in Latin). Piacenza: apud Ioannem Bazachium. Claudio Rangone (1613). Constitutiones editae, et promulgatae in Dioecesana
Synodo Placentina  (in Latin). Piacenza: Apud Joannem Bazachium.

43. ^ Cosstitutiones et Decreta condita et promulgata in synodo dioecesana Placentina, ab Alexandro Scappio, Episcopo Placentiae, habita anno MDCXXXII (Piacenza: Hieronymus Bazachius 1634). (in Latin)
44. ^ Synodus dioecesana Placentiae, ab Alexandro Scappio, Episcopo Placentino, secundo habita anno MDCXLVI... (Piacenza: Joannes Bazachius 1648). (in Latin)
45. ^ Synodus dioecesana Placentiae, a Josepho Marchione Zandemaria, Parmense, Episcopo Placentino et Comite, habita anno MDCLXXVII. (Piacenza: Joannes Bazachius 1677). (in Latin)
46. ^ Synodus dioecesana Placentiae ab illistriss. et reverendiss. d.d. Georgio Barno s ecclesiae Placentinae episcopo et comite, die 4 mensis iunij et duobus sequentibus anni 1696 habita anno 1696

(Placentiae: Zambelli 1696) (in Latin)
47. ^ The beginning of Victor's episcopacy is contested. A Victor appears at the Roman synod of 324, but, as Lanzoni points out, Victor is said to have been the immediate predecessor of Sabinus, and there is

nothing to connect the Victor of 324 with Piacenza. Victor was present at the synod of Milan in 355, and subscribed the condemnation of S. Athanasius. He was also at the Roman synod of 372. Gams, p. 745
column 2. Lanzoni, p. 815 no. 1. Cf. Cappelletti, p. 12, who places his death on 7 December 375.

48. ^ Sabinus was present at the Council of Aquileia in 381. Lanzoni, p. 815 no. 2.
49. ^ Lanzoni, p. 818 no. 3.
50. ^ Avitus was Augustus of the Western Roman Empire (Emperor) from 9 July 455 to 17 October 456. He died in 457. Gams, p. 745 column 2. Lanzoni, p. 818 no. 4.
51. ^ Joannes is apparently mentioned in a letter of Pope Gregory I (XIII, 19). Kehr, p. 77 no. 15.
52. ^ Podo (Podone): Campi, I, pp. 203-207. Gams, p.
53. ^ Gams, p. 746 column 1.
54. ^ Paulus was the son of Bishop Seufridus' sister. He had been a Canon in the Cathedral with the rank of deacon. Campi, I, p. 213.
55. ^ Bernardus was consecrated in Rome by Pope Stephen V, for which the Pope, on 25 March 890, wrote a letter to the new Archbishop of Ravenna, admitting that the archbishop of Ravenna had the right to

consecrate a bishop of Piacenza, but apologizing that the See of Ravenna had been vacant. Campi, p. 233-235. Kehr, p. 48 no. 149.
56. ^ Everardus (Enoardus): Campi, I, pp. 235-243. Ughelli, pp. 203-204. Cappelletti, p. 22. Gams, p. 746 column 1.
57. ^ Gams, p. 746 column 1, who notes that Bishop Guido reigned for thirty-six years.
58. ^ Boso (or Bosio) was the illegitimate son of King Hugh of Italy and one Pezola, and he served as Hugo's archchancellor. Cappelletti, p. 22. Schwartz, p. 188.
59. ^ Bishop Sigulfus was a Salian Frank. He was present at the Reichstag at Augsburg on 7 August 952. He participated in the synod of the ecclesiastical province of Ravenna at Marzalia in the diocese of

Parma in Spring 973. His latest subscription occurs on 8 July 988 (?). J-D. Mansi (ed.), Sacrorum Conciliorum nova et amplissima collectio, editio novissima, Tomus XIX (Venice: A. Zatta 1774), p. 41.
Cappelletti, p. 22. Gams, p. 746 column 1 (giving the regnal dates 951–988). Schwartz, p. 188.

60. ^ Giovanni Filagato was a native of Rossano in Calabria, a monk of Montecassino, advisor of the Empress Theophane, wife of the Emperor Otto II, and tutor of the Emperor Otto III. had been Coadjutor bishop
for Bishop Sigulfus from 982 to 988, when Sigulfus died. He was then Bishop of Piacenza in his own right until February or March 997, when he was made pope by Crescentius II Nomentanus under the title of
Pope John XVI. Crescentius had recently led an uprising against Pope Gregory V, the cousin of the Emperor Otto III. The Synod of Pavia in 997 condemned, deposed, and excommunicated John, who was
captured, mutilated and imprisoned in 998. A synod was held in Rome by Gregory V in May 998, and John was formally deposed. "Graecus Joannes" died at the monastery of Fulda on 2 April 1013, according
to the Necrology of Fulda Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Scriptores Volume XIII  (Hannover: Hahn 1881), p. 210) . T. De Luca, "Giovanni Filagato," in Almanacco Calabrese (Rome 1955), pp. 81-92. (in
Italian) Wolfgang Huschner, "Giovanni XVI, antipapa,"  Enciclopedia dei Papi (2000). (in Italian) Schwartz, p. 189.

61. ^ Sigefredus was the nephew of Archbishop Joannes of Ravenna (983-998). He is first mentioned in a diploma of 17 July 997. Schwartz, pp. 189-190.
62. ^ Petrus was a native of Milan. In 1037. because he was involved in a conspiracy against the emperor, he was placed under the ban, and was exiled to Germany by Emperor Conrad II, along with the bishops

of Cremona and Vercelli. Schwartz, p. 190.
63. ^ Aicardus (or Ricardus), a native of Piacenza, was elected in 1038, and served as bishop for three years, according to a chronicle cited by Campi, I, p. 324 column 1. He was driven out because he was a

partisan of Archbishop Eribertus of Milan, according to Cappelletti, p. 25. Gams, p. 746 column 1.
64. ^ Bishop Ivo died in October or November 1045, according to Campi, I, pp. 324-327.
65. ^ Guido was a native of Piacenza. The legitimacy of his election was in doubt because of the schism. He was present at the synod of Pavia on 25 October 1046. Ughelli, p. 208. Campi, I, pp. 328-331.

Cappelletti, p. 25.
66. ^ Bishop Dionysius was a vigorous supporter of the schism of the Bishop of Parma, Cadalo, who called himself Honorius II. Dionisio was deposed by Pope Alexander II in 1067, and expelled by the people of

Piacenza, with the encouragement of the authorities of Cremona. He became the leading figure in the anti-reform party in the Church in Lombardy. He was again deposed by Pope Gregory VII at the Roman
synod of 24–28 February 1075. Kehr, pp. 446-447, nos. 20-24. Ian Robinson (2004). The Papal Reform of the Eleventh Century: Lives of Pope Leo IX and Pope Gregory VII . Manchester England UK:
Manchester University Press. p. 37. ISBN 978-0-7190-3875-4.

67. ^ Bonizo was a native of Piacenza. He had been Bishop of Sutri (first attested in 1078), and a supporter of Gregory VII, was attacked in 1089, and lost an eye. He may have died in 1094 or 1095. Ian Robinson.
The Papal Reform of the Eleventh Century. pp. 36–50.

68. ^ Widrich was an imperial supporter. He was still alive in October 1095. Cappelletti, pp. 26-27. Gams, p. 746 column 1. Schwartz, pp. 193-194.
69. ^ Aldo was a native of Gubbio. He was consecrated by Pope Urban II. Bishop Aldo participated in the First Crusade. From 5–7 April 1098 Bishop Aldo participated in the reform synod of Archbishop Anselm of

Milan. Emilia was temporarily taken from the jurisdiction of Ravenna during his episcopacy, due to the schism which had been perpetrated by Archbishop Wibert of Ravenna, antipope Clement III. In 1115 he
signed a grant to the church of S. Eufemia in Piacenza. He was present at the consecration of the cathedral of Genoa on 18 October 1118. Campi, I, pp. 372-391. Cappelletti, pp. 27-28. Gams, p. 746.
Schwartz, p. 195. Vincenzo Pancotti (1922). Aldo, vescovo di Piacenza: (nell'ottavo centenario della Cattedrale)  (in Italian). Piacenza: Unione tipografica piacentina. E. Nasalli Rocca, "Aldo vescovo di
Piacenza," in: Il duomo di Piacenza (1122–1972), pp. 133-144.

70. ^ Arduinus had previously been Abbot of the monastery of S. Savino. He was consecrated by Pope Calixtus II in, probably, 1120. He founded the new cathedral. Simona Rossi. Arduino vescovo di Piacenza
(1121-1147) e la Chiesa del suo tempo (in Italian). Campi, I, p. 391.

71. ^ Cappelletti, pp. 28-29. Gams, p. 746 column 1.
72. ^ Bishop Ugo, a nephew of Pope Anacletus II, was appointed bishop of Piacenza by Pope Adrian IV in 1155, who consecrated him in Rome (Cappelletti, p. 28). He made his solemn entry into Piacenza on 1

May 1155. He was driven from his diocese by the schismatics who supported the antipope Victor IV. He was appointed Cardinal Bishop of Tusculum (Frascati) by Pope Alexander III by 18 March 1166
(perhaps as early as 1164). He died on 20 April 1166 (not 1167). Campi, II, pp. 6-23. Johannes Brixius, Die Mitglieder des Kardinalkollegiums von 1130-1181 (Berlin: R. Trenkel 1912), p. 62, no. 9.

73. ^ Tedaldus was elected around the beginning of the year 1167. He made his solemn entry into Piacenza on 25 June 1167. He died on 24 June 1192. Campi, II, p. 73.
74. ^ Arditio was elected on 26 June 1192. He died on 5 June 1199, the vigil of Pentecost. Campi, II, p. 83 column 2.
75. ^ Grumerio was a native of Piacenza and a member of the Porta family. Grumerio was elected bishop on Pentecost, 6 June 1199. Grave contentions began between the clergy and the consuls, and Grumerio

was driven from the diocese. He died on 8 April 1210. Campi, p. 84. Cappelletti, p. 42.
76. ^ Fulco Scotti was elected bishop of Piacenza in 1210, but he did not receive confirmation or his bulls from Pope Innocent III. He was transferred to the diocese of Pavia in 1216. Cappelletti, p. 42. Eubel, I, pp.

389, 401.
77. ^ Vicedomino was appointed by Pope Honorius III on 5 October 1217. He died on 14 February 1235. Campi, II, pp. 152-153. Eubel, I, p. 401.
78. ^ Aegidius had not yet been elected on 11 October 1236, but he was already in office on 23 November 1236 (Campi, II, pp. 153, 156; Instrumenta, p. 392). Bishop Aegidius died on 3 May 1242, and was buried

at the abbey of the Cistercians at Quartesiola. On 29 April 1243, while Aegidius was still alive, the Cardinal Legate, Raynaldus dei Conti, wrote to the Cathedral Chapter, forbidding them to proceed to an
election of a successor bishop without his license. The papal throne had been vacant since 10 November 1241, and the cardinals had not yet agreed to hold an electoral meeting. Campi, II, p. 175. Cappelletti,
p. 43. Eubel, I, p. 401.

79. ^ On 18 May 1242, the Canons of the Cathedral elected the Archdeacon, Aimerico Caccia, but the papal throne was vacant, and confirmation and bulls could not be obtained. On 10 July 1243, an attempt to
seize the episcopal seat was made by Fra Jacopo, Prior of the Dominicans, while around the same time Archdeacon Aimerico renounced his claim to the episcopal seat. When Pope Innocent IV (Ottobono
Fieschi of Genoa) was elected, he offered the diocese of Piacenza to the Bishop of Ventimiglia, who refused the offer. Cappelletti, p. 43.
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Fieschi of Genoa) was elected, he offered the diocese of Piacenza to the Bishop of Ventimiglia, who refused the offer. Cappelletti, p. 43.
80. ^ Pandoni was a papal chaplain. He was appointed Bishop of Piacenza by Pope Innocent IV on 14 March 1244. He was transferred to the diocese of Ferrara at the end of 1247. Cappelletti, p. 43. Eubel, I, p.

248, 401.
81. ^ Gams, p. 746 column 2.
82. ^ Following the death of Bishop Filippo, there was a contested election. Some Canons supported Master Gregorio Biffa, a cleric of the diocese; others supported Albericus Visconti, a Canon of S. Antoninus in

Piacenza. Six Canons, however, led by the Archdeacon, supported Rogerius Cacia, the Provost of S. Antoninus, and they eventually prevailed. They submitted an account of the election and the signed
certificate of election of Rogerius Cacia to Pope Boniface VIII. He appointed Albericus Visconti on 16 April 1295. He was enthroned on 24 June 1296. He was transferred to the diocese of Fermo by Pope
Boniface VIII on 28 February 1301. Campi, III, pp. 267-268. Cappelletti, pp. 43-44 (who says that Rogerius resigned his claim). Eubel, I, pp. 249; 401 with note 3.

83. ^ Rainerius was the uncle of Cardinal Theodericus Rainerii of Orvieto (1298–1306). Immediately following the transfer of Bishop Albericus, the Chapter of the Cathedral met and elected Canon Filippo
Confalonieri as Vicar Capitular. Rainerius of Orvieto, a Cistercian monk, was appointed Bishop of Orvieto by Boniface VIII, but he was dead before 29 June 1301. He was buried at the Abbey of Tre Fontane in
Rome, evidence that he had never visited his new diocese. Campi, III, pp. 29-30. Ughelli, pp. 227-228. Cappelletti, p. 44. Eubel, I, p. 401 with note 4.

84. ^ Ubertus Avvocati was a native of Piacenza and a Canon of the Cathedral Chapter. He had been named Abbot of the monastery of S. Martino de'Bocci (diocese of Parma), which had been founded by Cardinal
Gerardo Bianchi. He was appointed Bishop of Piacenza on 3 July 1301. It is conjectured (Ughelli, p. 228 note 1) that he resigned. He was appointed to the diocese of Bologna on 19 September 1302. Ughelli,
p. 228. Campi, III, p. 30. Eubel, I, p. 140, 401.

85. ^ Ugo was named Bishop of Piacenza on 5 May 1302. He died in Avignon in 1317, after April. On hearing of his death, the Canons of the Cathedral elected the usual Vicar Capitular, Gherardo Leccacorvi,
Archpriest of Travi, but he was not allowed to function. Ughelli, p. 228. Cappelletti, p. 44 (died around the middle of the year). Campi, III, p. 53. Eubel, I, p. 401.

86. ^ Magi was transferred to Piacenza from the diocese of Brescia (1309–1317) by Pope John XXII in Avignon, and seems never to have visited Piacenza. Cappelletti, p. 44. Eubel, I, p. 401.
87. ^ Carrario was appointed on 10 March 1323 by Pope John XXII. He died on 7 September 1338. Campi III, p. 81. Ughelli, p. 228. Eubel, I, p. 401.
88. ^ Andrea was appointed Bishop of Piacenza on 4 November 1381. He was transferred to the diocese of Brescia (1383–1388). Eubel, I, pp. 147, 401.
89. ^ Centuaria was appointed Bishop of Piacenza on 17 June 1383. He was transferred to the diocese of Brescia by Urban VI on 27 September 1386. Eubel, I, pp. 390, 401.
90. ^ Filargi was named Bishop of Piacenza on 5 October 1386 by Pope Urban VI. He was appointed Bishop of Vicenza on 23 January 1388 by Pope Urban VI. He was elected Pope Alexander V during the

Council of Pisa, after the deposition of both the Avignon pope and the Roman pope. Eubel, I, p. 401.
91. ^ Maineri of Milan was formerly the physician of Galeazzo II Visconti of Milan. He was in Milan when he died in 1404; he was buried there in the Church of S. Marco. Campi, III, pp. 166-180. Cappelletti, p. 45.

Eubel, I, p. 401.
92. ^ Castiglione was appointed Bishop of Piacenza by Pope Boniface IX on 16 August 1404. He was created a cardinal by Pope Innocent VII on 6 June 1411, and named Cardinal-Priest of the titular church of

San Clemente. He died on 4 February 1443. Eubel, I, p. 33 no. 8; 41; 401.
93. ^ Alessio was appointed by Antipope John XXIII on 27 August 1411. Joseph Hyacinthe Albanés; Louis Fillet; Ulysse Chevalier (1899). Gallia christiana novissima: Aix, Apt, Fréjus, Gap, Riez et Sisteron  (in

French). Montbéliard: Société anonyme d'imprimerie montbéliardaise. pp. 508–510. Eubel I, p. 401.
94. ^ A native of Cremona, Amidano was a Protonary Apostolic. He was named Bishop of Piacenza on 15 January 1448. He was appointed Archbishop of Milan on 19 March 1453 by Pope Nicholas V. He died on

24 March 1454. Eubel, II, pp. 188, 216.
95. ^ Sagramori was a Protonotary Apostolic and the ambassador of the Duke of Parma to the Papal Court. He was appointed Bishop of Piacenza on 21 October 1475 by Pope Innocent VIII. He was transferred to

the diocese of Parma on 15 January 1476. Bishop Sagramori died in Ferrara on 25 August 1482, where he was serving as ambassador of the Duke of Parma to the d'Este Court of Ferrara. Eubel, II, pp. 213,
216.

96. ^ A native of Milan, Antonio Trivulzio had previously been Bishop of Asti. He was transferred to the diocese of Piacenza by Pope Julius II on 31 July 1508. He resigned the diocese of Piacenza and, at his
request, was transferred back to the diocese of Asti by Pope Julius II on 9 January 1509. Cappelletti, pp. 47-48. Eubel III, pp. 121, 275.

97. ^ Count Vasino Malabayla was a member of an aristocratic family of Asti. He was a participant in the schismatic council of Pisa in 1512, and was suspended from office. His duties were carried out by
Giovanni Gozzadini, Apostolic Administrator of Piacenza. He was restored to office by Pope Leo X. On 26 September 1519, Malabayla was transferred to the diocese of Asti by Pope Leo X. Cappelletti, p. 48.
Eubel III, pp. 121, 275.

98. ^ Scaramuccia Trivulzio was the brother of Bishop Antonio Trivulzio. He was appointed Administrator of the diocese of Piacenza on 26 September 1519. He governed through an auxiliary bishop, Msgr. Pietro
Recorda, titular bishop of Sebaste. Cardinal Trivulzio resigned on 31 May 1525, in favor of his nephew Catalano. Ughelli, p. 234. Cappelletti, pp. 48-49. Eubel, III, p. 275.

99. ^ Catalano Trivulzio was the nephew of Cardinal Scaramuccia Trivulzio. He succeeded his brother on 31 May 1525, at the age of fifteen. His Vicar General was Luigi Grampi. On 23 September 1545, he
participated in the proclamation of Pier Luigi Farnese, the son of Pope Paul III, as Duke of Parma and Piacenza. In June 1546 he participated in a session of the Council of Trent. He was still only Bishop-elect
on 17 June 1551. He died in 1559. Ughelli, p. 234. Cappelletti, p. 49. Eubel, III, p. 275.

100. ^ Scotti was born in Magliano di Sabina (Terni) c. 1493. In 1525 he joined the Order of Theatines, their first novice, and served as Provost of various houses of the order, notably S. Nicolas in Venice. He was
named a cardinal on 20 December 1555 by Pope Paul IV, who was one of the founders of the Theatines and Scotti's patron. Paul IV named him Archbishop of Trani on the same day, and then, on 9 August
1559, transferred him to the diocese of Piacenza. Because of his duties in the Roman Curia, including membership in the Sacred Congregation of the Roman and Universal Inquisition, he did not reside in
Piacenza. He resigned the diocese in 1568, a few months before and in anticipation of his death (His successor was appointed on 23 July). Scotti died in Rome on 11 December 1568 at the age of 75,
according to the Acta Consistorialia. He was buried at S. Paolo fuori le mure in Rome. Ughelli, p. 234. Cappelletti, p. 49. Eubel, III, pp. 35, with note 1; 275, 317.

101. ^ Burali was appointed Archbishop of Naples on 19 September 1576 by Pope Gregory XIII. Eubel, III, p. 275.
102. ^ A priest of Bologna, Gigli had been Bishop of Sora from 1561 until 1576, though He was named Treasurer General of the Holy Roman Church on 25 May 1572 by Pope Gregory XIII; he held the post until 29

December 1576, and therefore was resident in Rome, not in Sora, during that period. He was appointed Bishop of Piacenza on 12 November 1576. He died in 1578. Gaetano Moroni, ed. (1855). Dizionario di
erudizione storico-ecclesiastica da s. Pietro sino ai nostri giorni  (in Italian). Vol. LXXIII (Tem-Tes). Venice: dalla Tipografia Emiliana. p. 291. Eubel, III, pp. 275, 302.

103. ^ A native of Modena and a member of the family of the Counts of Rangoni, Rangoni was a Referendary of the Two Signatures (appellate judge) in the Roman Curia. He was appointed Bishop of Piacenza on 2
December 1596 by Pope Clement VIII. Rangoni took possession of the diocese by proxy on 19 December 1596. He made his solemn entry into the city on 23 March 1597. He died on 13 September 1619.
Ughelli, II, p. 237. Anton-Domenico Rossi (1832). Ristretto di Storia Patria ad Uso De' Piacentini  (in Italian). Tomo IV. Piacenza: Torchi del Majno. p. 109. Eubel, III, p. 275. Gauchat, Hierarchia catholica IV,
p. 281.

104. ^ Linati had previously been Bishop of Borgo San Donnino (1606–1620). He was transferred to Piacenza by Pope Paul V on 9 October 1619. He took possession of the diocese by proxy on 5 February 1620,
and entered the city privately on 8 February. He died on 2 April 1627. Ughelli, II, p. 238. Rossi (1832), Ristretto, p. 137. Cappelletti, p. 52. Gauchat, p. 281 with note 3.

105. ^ Scappi was a native of Bologna, the son of Senator Mario Scappi, and held the degree of Doctor in utroque iure. He was appointed Bishop of Campagna e Satriano on 12 February 1618. He was papal Nuncio
to Switzerland from 1621 to 1628. On 17 May 1627, Pope Urban VIII transferred him to the diocese of Piacenza. He held two diocesan synods, and introduced the Discalced Carmelites and the Barnabites into
the city of Piacenza. Ughelli, pp. 237-238 (who places his death in 1654). Gauchat, pp. 131 with note 3; 281 with note 4 (who says that Scappi died in 1650). Noel Malcolm (2007). Reason of State,
Propaganda, and the Thirty Years' War: An Unknown Translation by Thomas Hobbes . Oxford England UK: Clarendon Press. pp. 194, note 2. ISBN 978-0-19-921593-5. Anton Domenico Rossi (1832).
Ristretto di Storia Patria ad Uso De' Piacentini  (in Italian). Tomo IV. Piacenza: Torchi del Maino. p. 230. places Scappi's death on 20 June 1653. Cappelletti, p. 53, places the date of death on 20 June 1650.

106. ^ Zandemaria was a native of Parma, and held the degree of Doctor in utroque iure. He was a Councilor of Ranuccio II Farnese, Duke of Parma, and a Canon of the Cathedral Chapter of Parma. He was named
Bishop of Piacenza by Pope Innocent X on 9 November 1654, and was consecrated in Rome by Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni. He died on 6 April 1681. Ughelli, p. 238. Cappelletti, pp. 53-54. Gauchat, p. 131 with
note 4.

107. ^ Cappelletti, p. 54.
108. ^ Barni was born in Lodi in 1651. He held the degree of Doctor in utroque iure from Pavia. He served as civil governor of Tivoli, then Camerino, then Fermo. He was then Vice-Legate in Ravenna. Back in Rome,

he was appointed a Referendary of the Tribunal of the Two Signatures. On 17 May 1688, he was appointed Bishop of Piacenza by Pope Innocent XI. He died on 31 August 1731, at the age of 82. Cappelletti,
pp. 54-55. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica V, p. 317.

109. ^ Gerardo Giandemaria, as his name was sometimes spelled, appointed Bishop of Borgo San Donnino on 15 May 1719. He was transferred to the diocese of Piacenza on 24 December 1731 by Pope Clement
XII. He died on 5 November 1747. Cappelletti, p. 56-58. Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 131, with note 8; VI, p. 341 with note 2.

110. ^ Cristiani was born at Varisi in the diocese of Genoa in 1704. He obtained the degree Doctor in utroque iure from the University of Lucca in 1746. He was a prebend, Canon, and Vicedomino of the Cathedral of
Piacenza, and Vicar General of Piacenza. He was appointed bishop on 10 April 1747, and consecrated in Rome by Pope Benedict XIV on 16 April. He made his official entry into his diocese on 24 September
1747. He died on 21 October 1765. Cappelletti, p. 58. Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 341 with note 3.

111. ^ Cappelletti, pp. 60-62. Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 341 with note 4.
112. ^ Cerati was appointed in the Consistory of 18 July 1783 by Pope Pius VI. He died on 17 February 1807. Cappelletti, pp. 62-63. Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 341 with note 5.
113. ^ Stefano Fallot de Beaumont, as he was known in Italy, was a native of Avignon, born in 1750. He held the licenciate in Civil and Canon Law from the University of Avignon (1774), and was a Canon of the
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Beaumont finally resigned formally on 8 April 1817. Cappelletti, p. 63-66. U. Benigni & C.F.W. Brown (1911), "Piacenza," in The Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company. Retrieved
December 11, 2012 from New Advent . Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VI, pp. 371, 433; VII, p. 202, 309.

114. ^ Alfonso Fermi; Franco Molinari (1956). Mons. Antonio Ranza: filosofo, teologo, vescovo di Piacenza : 1801-1875  (in Italian). Piacenza: Unione tipografica editrice piacentina.
115. ^ Mario Francesconi (1985). Giovanni Battista Scalabrini, vescovo di Piacenza e degli emigrati  (in Italian). Rome: Città Nuova. ISBN 978-88-311-5424-6.
116. ^ Manfredi was appointed Archbishop of Bologna by Pope John Paul II on 18 March 1983.
117. ^ Ambrosio was born in Santhià (Vercelli) in 1943. He was ordained in 1968, and sent to Rome for a degree in theology; he studied at the Institut Catholique in Paris and obtained a licenciate in social

sciences. He obtained a diploma in the sociology of religion from the Ecole pratique des Hautes Etudes (Sorbonne). He taught the sociology of religion at the Facoltà teologica dell' Italia Settentrionale. From
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consecrated in Vercelli by Archbishop Albino Mensa. Il portale della diocesi di Piacenza-Bobbio, Mons. Gianni Ambrosio ; retrieved: 7 November 2018. (in Italian)

118. ^ Sources: Annuario Pontificio (2007) and Archivio dell'Istituto Centrale per il sostentamento del clero (2008, updated monthly), as cited by CCI (2008), Diocesi di Piacenza - Bobbio , Chiesa Cattolica
Italiana, archived from the original  on 2003-09-05, retrieved 2008-03-16.
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Policastro
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Policastro)

The Italian Catholic diocese of Policastro, in Campania, existed until 1986. In that year it was united into the
diocese of Teggiano-Policastro. The diocese was a suffragan of the archdiocese of Salerno.[1][2]
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History [edit]

Policastro is the ancient Pituntia. Its diocese may be the continuation of the diocese of Buxentum, the first
known bishop of which was Rusticus (501), while another, Sabbadius, is mentioned in 649.

San Pietro Poppa Carbone (1079), a Benedictine of Cava de' Tirreni, resigned after governing the diocese for
a short while, and was succeeded by Arnaldo. In 1211 the Emperor Frederick II wished to give this see to his
physician, Jacopo, but Pope Innocent III appointed another bishop, claiming Frederick had disregarded the
candidate of the chapter. An unclear situation resulted.[3]

Other bishops of Policastro were:

Gabriele Atilio (1471), a Latin poet;
Luigi d'Aragona (1501 – 22 Apr 1504), Cardinal
Urbano Felicio (1630), who held a synod, and was the author of several works;
Filippo Jacobio (1652) remodelled the episcopal palace of Orsaca, where the bishops usually reside;
Vincenzo de Sylva, O.P. (1672) was besieged in his palace of Orsaca by Count Fabrizio Carafa;
Tommaso della Rosa (1679);
Antonio della Rosa (1705).[4]

Ordinaries [edit]

Diocese of Policastro [edit]

Erected: 11th Century
Latin Name: Policastrensis
Metropolitan: Archdiocese of Salerno

Gabriele Altilio (8 Jan 1493 – 1501 Died)
Luigi d'Aragona (1501 – 22 Apr 1504 Resigned)
Bernardo Lauri (22 Apr 1504 – 12 Mar 1516 Died)[5]

Giovanni Pirro Scorna (19 Aug 1516 – 6 Feb 1530 Resigned)[6]

Benedetto de Accolti (6 Feb 1531 – 5 Jul 1535 Resigned)
Andrea Matteo Palmieri (5 Jul 1535 – 20 Jan 1537 Died)
Fabrizio Arcella (5 Mar 1537 – 1542 Resigned)
Niccolò Francesco Missanelli (7 Jun 1543 – 1577 Died)[7]

Ludovico Bentivoglio (14 Jun 1577 – 26 Nov 1581 Appointed, Bishop of Città di Castello)
Ferdinando Spinelli (4 Dec 1581 – 1603 Died)
Filippo Spinelli (1603 – 6 Jun 1605 Appointed, Bishop of Aversa)
Ilario Cortesi, C.R. (10 Oct 1605 – Sep 1608 Died)[8]

Giovanni Antonio Santorio (26 Apr 1610 – May 1628 Died)[9]

Urbano Felicio (14 Mar 1629 – 1635 Died)[10]

Pietro Magri (bishop) (1 Oct 1635 – Oct 1651 Died)[11]
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Filippo Jacobio (Giacomo) (26 Aug 1652 – 17 Apr 1671 Resigned)[12]

Vincenzo Maria da Silva, O.P. (4 May 1671 – 10 Apr 1679 Appointed, Bishop of Calvi Risorta)
Tommaso de Rosa (8 May 1679 – 10 Oct 1695 Died)[13]

Giacinto Camillo Maradei (2 Apr 1696 – 2 Sep 1705 Died)[14]

Marco Antonio de Rosa (14 Dec 1705 – 28 Nov 1709 Died)
Andrea Roberti (27 Nov 1713 – 8 Apr 1747 Died)
Giovanni Battista Minucci, O.F.M. Conv. (15 May 1747 – 20 Nov 1761 Resigned)
Francesco Pantuliani (25 Jan 1762 – 21 Jun 1775 Died)
Giuseppe de Rosa (13 Nov 1775 – 1793 Died)
Ludovico Ludovici (Ludovico), O.F.M. Obs. (18 Dec 1797 – 17 Jan 1819 Died)
Gaetano Barbaroli (4 Jun 1819 – 1823 Died)
Nicola-Maria Laudisio, C.SS.R. (3 May 1824 – 6 Jan 1862 Died)
Giuseppe Maria Cione (23 Feb 1872 – 7 Sep 1898 Died)
Giovanni Vescia (18 Apr 1899 – 27 Mar 1924 Resigned)
Francesco Cammarota (13 Aug 1927 – 15 Dec 1935 Died)
Federico Pezzullo (23 Jan 1937 – 10 Sep 1979 Died)
Umberto Luciano Altomare (16 Sep 1980 – 3 Feb 1986 Died)

30 September 1986: United with the Diocese of Diano-Teggiano to form the Diocese of Teggiano-Policastro

See also [edit]

Policastro Bussentino
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Bishop of Ramsbury

v · t · e

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the modern suffragan bishops. For the ancient diocesan bishops, see Bishop of
Ramsbury (ancient).

The Bishop of Ramsbury is an episcopal title used by a suffragan bishop of the Church of England Diocese of
Salisbury, in the Province of Canterbury, England.[1] The title takes its name after the town of Ramsbury in
Wiltshire, and was first used between the 10th and 11th centuries by the Anglo-Saxon Bishops of Ramsbury;
the modern See was erected under the Suffragans Nomination Act 1888 by Order in Council dated 24 October
1973.[2] From the establishment of the Salisbury area scheme in 1981 until its abolition in 2009, the bishops
suffragan of Ramsbury were area bishops.[3] The bishop oversees the Wiltshire parts of the diocese, i.e. the
Archdeaconries of Sarum and Wilts.

The diocese announced in August 2011 that the Bishop of Salisbury had commissioned (under new national
guidelines) a consultation as to whether a new Bishop of Ramsbury should be appointed.[4][5]

Modern bishops suffragan [edit]

Bishops of Ramsbury

From Until Incumbent Notes

1974 1988 John Neale b. 1926; first area bishop from 1981

1989 1998 Peter Vaughan b. 1930

1999 2005 Peter Hullah b. 1949

2006 2010 Stephen Conway b. 1957;[6] last area bishop until 2009; translated
to Ely.

2012 2018 Ed Condry b. 1953; nominated on 19 June 2012;[7]

consecrated 23 September 2012;[8] retired 30
April 2018.

2019 present Andrew Rumsey b. 1968; nominated on 22 October 2018

Source(s):[1]
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Crockford's Clerical Directory - Listings

Bishops of Ramsbury

for the ancient diocesan bishops, see Bishop of Ramsbury (ancient)

John Neale (became first area bishop) · see area bishops · Stephen Conway (previously last area bishop) · Ed Condry ·
Andrew Rumsey

Modern area bishops John Neale · Peter Vaughan · Peter Hullah · Stephen Conway
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v · t · e Bishops suffragan in the Church of England

Active suffragan sees

Province of Canterbury

Aston · Barking · Basingstoke · Bedford · Bradwell · Brixworth ·
Buckingham · Colchester · Crediton · Croydon · Dorchester · Dorking
· Dover · Dudley · Dunwich · Ebbsfleet · Edmonton · Europe · Fulham
· Grantham · Grimsby · Hertford · Horsham · Huntingdon · Islington ·
Kensington · Kingston-upon-Thames · Lewes · Loughborough ·
Lynn · Maidstone · Plymouth · Ramsbury · Reading · Repton ·
Richborough · Sherborne · Shrewsbury · Southampton · St Germans
· Stafford · Stepney · Swindon · Taunton · Tewkesbury · Thetford ·
Tonbridge · Warwick · Willesden · Wolverhampton · Woolwich

Province of York

Berwick · Beverley · Birkenhead · Bolton · Bradford · Burnley ·
Doncaster · Huddersfield · Hull · Jarrow · Kirkstall · Lancaster ·
Middleton · Penrith · Ripon · Selby · Sherwood · Stockport · Wakefield
· Warrington · Whitby

Former suffragan sees
Abeyant

Alnwick · Aylesbury · Barrow-in-Furness · Bishopwearmouth · Boston · Bristol ·
Chelsea · Cirencester · Coventry · Derby · Guildford · Halifax · Hexham · Hulme ·
Ipswich · Kendal · Leicester · Leominster · Ludlow · Marlborough · Northampton ·
Nottingham · Oswestry · Penrydd · Rochdale · Shaftesbury · Sheffield · Southwark
· Swansea · Whalley · Wigan

Translated Knaresborough (to Ripon) · Malmesbury (to Swindon) · Pontefract (to Wakefield) ·
Richmond (to Kirkstall)

See also: Suffragan Bishops Act 1534; Bishop for the Falkland Islands; Bishop to the Forces; spokesperson bishops;
Bishop at Lambeth
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List of the prince-bishops and bishops of Regensburg

Bishop of Regensburg
BISHOPRIC
CATHOLIC

Incumbent:
Josef Graf

2015
Location

Country Germany

Information
Established 739

Diocese Regensburg

Cathedral Regensburg Cathedral

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Ratisbon)

The Bishops of Regensburg (Ratisbon) are bishops of the
Roman Catholic Diocese of Regensburg, Bavaria, Germany.[1][2]

The seat of the bishops is Regensburg Cathedral.
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History [edit]

The diocese was founded in 739. The bishops were Princes of the
Holy Roman Empire, ruling a territory known as the
Prince-Bishopric of Regensburg. They were not among the most
powerful Prince-Bishops, due to the existence of other reichsfrei
authorities in Regensburg[3] that prevented them from
consolidating a major territorial base.

With the dissolution of the Archbishopric of Mainz on that territory's annexation by France in 1802, the Bishopric
of Regensburg was elevated to the Archbishopric of Regensburg. It was part of the Principality of Regensburg,
ruled by the Prince-Primate Karl Theodor Anton Maria von Dalberg. The end of the Holy Roman Empire in 1806
and its aftermath saw the end of the territorial claim of the bishops. With the death of Dalberg in 1817, the
archdiocese was downgraded to being a suffragan of the Archbishops of Munich and Freising.

Before 739 [edit]

Itinerant bishops before the foundation of the diocese:

Saint Emmeram (to 652)
Saint Rupert (about 697) (uncertain)
Saint Erhard (about 700)

After the foundation of the diocese [edit]

Bishops since the foundation of the diocese of Regensburg in 739:

Gaubald (739-761)
Sigerich (762–768)
Simpert or Sindbert (768–791)
Adalwin (791–816)
Baturich (817–847)
Erchanfried (847–864)
Ambricho (864–891)
Aspert (891–893)
Tuto (893–930)
Isangrim (930–941)
Gunther (941)
Michael (941–972)
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Saint Wolfgang (972–994)
Gebhard I of Swabia (995–1023)
Gebhard II of Hohenwart (1023–1036)
Gebhard III of Hohenlohe (1036–1060)
Otto of Riedenburg (1061-1089)
Gebhard IV of Gosham (1089–1105)
Hartwig I of Spanheim (1105–1126)
Konrad I (1126–1132)

Prince-Bishops of Regensburg [edit]

Heinrich I of Wolfratshausen (1132–1155)
Hartwig II of Ortenburg (1155–1164)
Eberhard the Swabian (1165–1167)
Konrad II of Raitenbuch (1167–1185)
Konrad III of Laichling (1186–1204)
Konrad IV of Frontenhausen (1204–1227)
Siegfried (1227–1246)
Albert I of Pietengau (1247–1260)
Saint Albertus Magnus (Albert II) (1260–1262)
Leo Thundorfer (1262–1277)
Heinrich II von Rotteneck (1277–1296)
Konrad V von Luppurg (1296–1313)
Nikolaus von Ybbs (1313–1340)
Friedrich von Zollern-Nürnberg[4] (1340–1365) (d. 1368)
Heinrich III von Stein (1365–1368)
Konrad VI von Haimberg (1368–1381)
Theoderich von Abensberg (1381–1383)
Johann von Moosburg (1384–1409)
Albert III von Stauf (1409–1421)
Johann II von Streitberg (1421–1428)
Konrad VII von Soest (1428–1437)
Friedrich II von Parsberg (1437–1450)
Friedrich III von Plankenfels (1450–1457)
Rupert I (1457–1465)
Heinrich IV von Absberg (1465–1492)

Regiomontanus (1476)[5]

Rupert II (1492–1507)
John III of the Palatinate (1507–1538)
Pankraz von Sinzenhofen (1538–1548)
Georg von Pappenheim (1548–1563)
Vitus von Fraunberg (1563–1567)
David Kölderer von Burgstall (1567–1579)
Philipp von Bayern (1579–1598)
Sigmund von Fugger (1598–1600)
Wolfgang II von Hausen (1600–1613)
Albert IV von Toerring-Stein (1613–1649)
Franz Wilhelm von Wartenberg (1649–1661)
Johann Georg von Herberstein (1662–1663)
Adam Lorenz von Toerring-Stein (1663–1666)
Guidobald von Thun (1666–1668)
Albrecht Sigismund von Bayern (1668–1685)
Joseph Clemens of Bavaria (1685–1716)
Clemens August I of Bavaria (1716–1719)
Johann Theodor of Bavaria (1719–1763)
Clemens Wenceslaus of Saxony (1763–1769)
Anton Ignaz von Fugger-Glött (1769–1787)
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Maximilian Prokop von Toerring-Jettenbach (1787–1789)
Joseph Konrad von Schroffenberg (1790–1803)

Archbishop of Regensburg [edit]

Karl Theodor Anton Maria von Dalberg (1802–1817), Archbishop of Regensburg
sede vacante 1817–1821

Bishops of Regensburg [edit]

Johann Nepomuk Wolf (1821–1829)
Johann Michael Sailer (1829–1832)
Georg Michael Wittmann (died in 1833 before the Papal nomination arrived)
Franz Xaver Schwäbl (1833–1841)
Valentin Riedel (1842–1857)
Ignatius von Senestrey (1858–1906)
Dr. Anton von Henle (1906–1927)
Dr. Michael Buchberger (1927–1961)
Dr. Rudolf Graber (1962–1982)
Manfred Müller (1982–2002)
Gerhard Ludwig Müller (2002-2012)
Rudolf Voderholzer (since 2013)

Auxiliary bishops [edit]

Ulrich Aumayer (Aumair), O.F.M. (1456–1468)[6]

Johann Ludwig von Windsheim, O.S.A. (1468–1480)[7]

Johann Schlecht, O.S.A. (1481–1500)
Peter Krafft (1501–1530)
Johann Kluspeck, C.R.S.A. (1531–1545)
Johann Zolner (1546–1549)
Georg Waldeisen (1552–1560)
Georg Riedl (1561–1566)
Johann Deublinger (1570–1576)
Johann Baptist Pichlmair (1579–1604)
Stephan Nebelmair (1606–1618)
Otto Heinrich Pachmair (Bachmaier) (1622–1634)
Sebastian Denick (1650–1671)
Franz Weinhart (1663–1686)
Albert Ernst von Wartenberg (1687–1715)
Gottfried Langwerth von Simmern (1717–1741)
Franz Joachim Schmid von Altenstadt (1741–1753)
Johann Georg von Stinglheim (1754–1759)
Johann Anton von Wolframsdorf (1760–1766)
Adam Ernst Joseph Bernclau von Schönreith (1766–1779)
Valentin Anton von Schneid (1779–1802)
Johann Nepomuk von Wolf (1802–1818) Appointed, Bishop of Regensberg
Karl Josef Jerome von Kolborn (1806–1816)
Georg Michael Wittmann (1829–)
Bonifaz Kaspar von Urban (1834–1842)
Sigismund Felix von Ow-Felldorf ( 1902–1906)
Johann Baptist Hierl (1911–1936)
Johannes Baptist Höcht (1936–1950)
Josef Hiltl (1951–1979)
Karl Borromäus Flügel (1968–1984)
Vinzenz Guggenberger (1972–2004)
Wilhelm Schraml (1986–2001)
Reinhard Pappenberger (2007)
Josef Graf (2015)
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Bishopric of Ratzeburg

Prince-Bishopric of Ratzeburg
Hochstift Ratzeburg

also: Fürstbistum Ratzeburg

1236-1648

Coat of arms

Status State of the Holy
Roman Empire

Capital Ratzeburg

Common languages Low Saxon, German

Religion Catholic, Lutheran after
1554

Government Elective monarchy,
ruled by the bishop or
administrator holding
the episcopal see,
elected by the chapter
or, exceptionally,
appointed by the Pope

Historical era Middle Ages
• Diocese founded c. 1050
• Pagan Wends 

    destroy
bishopric

15 July 1066

• Diocese
refounded

1154

• Saxo-Bavarian
Duke
Henry the Lion
defeated; break-
up of the Duchy of
Saxony

1180/1181

• Acquired territory 1236
• Lutheran

Reformation
1554

• Secularised to 
    Mecklenburg-
Güstrow

1648

Cathedral of Ratzeburg

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Ratzeburg)

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Bishopric of Ratzeburg" – news · newspapers · books · scholar ·
JSTOR (November 2018) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

The Bishopric of Ratzeburg (German: Bistum Ratzeburg),
centered on Ratzeburg in Northern Germany, was originally a
suffragan to the Archdiocese of Hamburg, which transformed into
the Archdiocese of Bremen in 1072.
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History [edit]

Ratzeburg was one of the dioceses formed c. 1050 by Archbishop
Adalbert of Hamburg, who appointed St. Aristo, who had just
returned from Jerusalem, to the new see. Aristo seems to have
been but a wandering missionary bishop. In 1066, the pagan
Wends rose against their German masters, and on 15 July 1066,
St. Ansverus, Abbot of St. George's, Ratzeburg (not the later
monastery bearing that name), and several of his monks are said
to have been stoned to death. It was not until 1154, however, that
Henry the Lion, Duke of Saxony, and Hartwich I, Archbishop of
Hamburg, refounded the episcopal see of Ratzeburg, and
Evermodus became its first bishop. A disciple of St Norbert and
provost of the Monastery of Our Lady at Magdeburg, Evermodus
was, like many of his successors, a Premonstratensian canon. In
1157, a chapter was attached to Ratzeburg cathedral by Pope
Adrian IV.

In 1236 Bishop Peter was
invested by Frederick II,
Holy Roman Emperor, with
temporal jurisdiction over
the land of Butin and a
number of villages outside
it (the Principality of
Ratzeburg), making the
see a prince-bishopric.
The succeeding prince-

bishops retained this jurisdiction in spite of the frequent attempts
which the dukes of Saxe-Lauenburg made to deprive them of it.

The cathedral of Ratzeburg dates from the beginning of the 12th
century. It was restored, and additions were made to it in the 15th

The Prince-Bishopric of Ratzeburg shown
within Mecklenburg c. 1250
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• Became exclave of
    Mecklenburg-
Strelitz

1701
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Güstrow

Ratzeburg Cathedral interior

Georg von Blumenthal, the last
Catholic Prince-Bishop (1490-1550)

century. The cathedral and pertaining premises such as the
chapter and further episcopal manors formed the cathedral
immunity district, an extraterritorial enclave of the Prince-Bishopric
of Ratzeburg within the city of Ratzeburg, else belonging to Saxe-
Lauenburg. The diocese also contained a number of other
beautiful churches at Mölln, Wismar, Büchen and elsewhere.

Besides the cathedral chapter of Ratzeburg with its provost or dean and twelve canons, there were in the
diocese the Benedictine Abbeys of St. George, Ratzeburg (refounded in 1093), and of Wismar, where
Benedictines expelled from Lübeck founded a monastery in 1239; also monasteries of women of the same order
at Eldena founded in 1229, by Bishop Gottschalk of Ratzeburg, and burnt in 1290, at Rehna founded in 1237
by Prince-Bishop Ludolfus, and at Zarrentin founded in 1243. There were also Franciscans (1251) and
Dominicans (1293) at Wismar.

In 1504, during the episcopate of Prince-Bishop Johann V von
Parkentin, the Premonstratensian regular canons of Ratzeburg
cathedral were, with papal consent, made secular canons.

Prince-Bishop Georg von Blumenthal (1524–50), who feuded with
Thomas Aderpul, was the last Catholic bishop. In 1552, the cathedral
was plundered by Count Volrad von Mansfeld. In 1554, the dean and
chapter converted to Lutheranism. The cathedral is a proto-cathedral
since and is owned by a Lutheran congregation within the North Elbian
Evangelical Lutheran Church. Also most other churches in the former
diocesan territory house Lutheran congregations today belonging to the
North Elbian or the Evangelical Lutheran State Church of Mecklenburg.

After 1554 the now Lutheran chapter elected Lutheran princes, lacking
any canonical qualification, as administrators of the prince-bishopric.
The capitulars deliberately ignored the ducal Saxe-Lauenburgian
candidates, sons of the duke, fearing the prince-bishopric would then
be incorporated into Saxe-Lauenburg. The prince-bishopric was then
secularized by the 1648 Peace of Westphalia, becoming the Principality
of Ratzeburg under the control of the Dukes of Mecklenburg. In 1701
the principality became an exclave of Mecklenburg-Strelitz.

By the beginning of the 20th century, the diocesan historical territory in
the German Empire corresponded to the district of Duchy of Lauenburg
(in Schleswig-Holstein), the bishop's own Principality of Ratzeburg in the
Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, and the western part of the Grand
Duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, including Wismar but not Schwerin.
The whole of it was later included in the Diocese of Osnabrück and
forms since January 7, 1995 part of the new Catholic Archdiocese of
Hamburg, with most of today's Catholic churches in the region built since the 19th century.

It has been suggested that the Raseborg Castle has been named after the Bishopric of Ratzeburg.[1]

Bishops [edit]

Aristo — c. 1051
Evermode — 1154–1178
vacancy — 1178–1180
Isfried — 1180–1204
Philipp — 1204–1215
Heinrich I — 1215–1228
Lambert von Barmstede — 1228
Gottschalk — 1229–1235
Petrus — 1236
Ludolph I of Ratzeburg — 1236–1250
Friedrich — 1250–1257
Ulrich von Blücher — 1257–1284
Konrad — 1284–1291
Hermann von Blücher — 1291–1309
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Marquard von Jossow — 1309–1335
Volrad von dem Dorne — 1335–1355
Otto von Gronow — 1355–1356
Wipert von Blücher — 1356–1367
Heinrich II. von Wittorf — 1367–1388
Gerhard Holtorp — 1388–1395
Detlef von Berkentin — 1395–1419
Johannes I. von Trempe — 1419–1431
Paridam von dem Knesebeck — 1431–1440
Johannes II. Prohl — 1440–1454
Johann III. von Preen — 1454–1461
Ludolf II. of Ratzeburg — 1461–1466
Johannes IV. Stalkoper — 1466–1479
Johannes V. von Berkentin — 1479–1511
Heinrich III. Bergmeier — 1511–1524
Georg von Blumenthal — 1524–1550
Christopher I von der Schulenburg (Protestant) — 1550–1554

1554 Protestant Reformation

Administrators (1554–1648) [edit]

1554–1592: Christopher II of Mecklenburg
1592–1610: Charles of Mecklenburg
1610–1636: Augustus of Brunswick and Lunenburg, Celle line
1636–1648: Gustavus Adolphus of Mecklenburg-Güstrow
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Bishopric of Ratzeburg  on the Catholic Encyclopedia
Map of the Bishopric in 1789

 Lower Saxon Circle (1500–1806) of the Holy Roman Empire

Ecclesiastical Bremen1 · Halberstadt1 · Hildesheim · Lübeck · Magdeburg1 · Ratzeburg2 · Schwerin1

Secular

Bremen3 · Brunswick and Lunenburg (Blankenburg4 · Calenberg5 · Celle5 ·
Grubenhagen6 · Hanover7 · Wolfenbüttel) · Holstein (Glückstadt · Gottorp8 · Pinneberg9) ·
Mecklenburg (Güstrow10 · Schwerin · Strelitz11) · Rantzau12 · Regenstein ·
Saxe-Lauenburg5

Cities Bremen · Goslar · Hamburg · Lübeck · Mühlhausen · Nordhausen
1 until 1648.   2 until 1701.   3 from 1648.   4 until 1731.   5 until 1705.   6 until 1596.   7 from 1708.   8 until 1773.   9 until 1640.   10 until

1695.   11 from 1701.   12 until 1734. Circles est. 1500: Bavarian, Swabian, Upper Rhenish, Lower Rhenish–Westphalian,
Franconian, (Lower) Saxon

Circles est. 1512: Austrian, Burgundian, Upper Saxon, Electoral Rhenish     ·     Unencircled territories

Categories: 1060 establishments in Europe 1154 establishments in Europe
States and territories established in 1236 States and territories disestablished in 1648
Dioceses established in the 11th century Religious organizations established in the 1150s
Religious organizations disestablished in 1648 Roman Catholic dioceses in the Holy Roman Empire
Former Roman Catholic dioceses in Germany Prince-bishoprics of the Holy Roman Empire in Germany
Former states and territories of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern
Former states and territories of Schleswig-Holstein Ratzeburg
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Bishop of Ravenna
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Bishop of Ravenna" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(November 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

This page is a list of Roman Catholic bishops and archbishops of Ravenna and, from 1985, of the Archdiocese
of Ravenna-Cervia.[1][2] The earlier ones were frequently tied to the Exarchate of Ravenna. (The city also
became the centre of the Orthodox Church in Italy in 1995.)
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Diocese of Ravenna (1st – 6th) [edit]

St. Apollinare, legendarily to 79, historically in the era of Septimius Severus
St. Aderito (Aderitus)
St. Eleucadio (Eleucadius)
St. Marciano (Marcian) — died c. 127 — feast day May 22.
St. Calogero (Calocerus)
St. Proculo (Proculus)
St. Probo I (Probus I) — died 175
St. Dato (Datus)
St. Liberio I (Liberius I)
St. Agapito (Agapitus)
St. Marcellino (Marcellinus)
St. Severo (Severus) (c. 308–c. 348)
St. Liberio II (Liberius II)
St. Probo II (Probus II)
Fiorenzio (Florentius)
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Liberio III (Liberius III) (c. 380–c. 399)
St. Urso (Ursus) (c. 399–c. 426), who built the original basilica to the Resurrection of Our Lord (called
Anastasis in the Byzantine period)
St. Pietro I Crisologo (c. 426–c. 450)
Neone (c. 450–c. 473)
Esuperantio (Exuperantius) (c. 473–c. 477)
Giovanni I Angelopte (c. 477–494)[3]

Pietro II (494–519)
Aureliano (Aurelian) (519–521)
Ecclesio (Ecclesius) (522–532) — started construction of San Vitale and is represented in the church's apse
mosaic[4]

St. Ursicino (Ursicinus) (533–536) — ordered the Basilica of Sant'Apollinare in Classe to be built[4]

Vittore (Victor) (538–545) — noted on monograms on capitals in San Vitale[4]

Archdiocese of Ravenna (6th century – 1947) [edit]

6th century [edit]

Massimiano (Maximianus) (546–556) — after whom the Throne of Maximianus is named, 27th bishop, he
was the first archbishop.[4]

Agnello (Agnellus) (556–569)[5]

Pietro III the Elder (569–578)
Giovanni II the Roman (578–595)
Mariniano (595–606)

7th century [edit]

Giovanni III (607–625)
Giovanni IV (625–c. 631)
Bono (Bonus) (c. 631–c. 644)
Mauro (Maurus) (c. 644–c. 671)
Reparato (Reparatus) (c. 671–c. 677)
Teodoro (Theodore) (c. 677–c. 691)
Damiano (c. 692–c. 709)

8th century [edit]

St. Felice (c. 709–c. 725)
Giovanni V (c. 726–c. 744)
Sergius (c. 744–c. 769)
Leo I (c. 770–c. 777)
Giovanni VI (c. 777–c. 784)
Grazioso (Gratiosus) (c. 785–c. 789)
Valerius (c. 789–c. 810)

9th century [edit]

Martino (c. 810–c. 818)
Petronace (c. 818–c. 837)
Giorgio (c. 837–c. 846)
Deusdedit (c. 847–c. 850)
Giovanni VII (c. 850–878)
Romano di Calcinaria (Romanus) (878–888)
Deusdedit (889–898)

10th century [edit]

Giovanni VIII Kailone (898–904)
Giovanni IX da Tossignano (905–914)
Costantino (914–926)
Peter IV (927–971)
Onesto (971–983)
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Giovanni X di Besate (983–998)
Gerberto da Aurillac (Gerbertus) (998–999)

11th century [edit]

Leo II (999–1001)
Federico (1002–1004)
Etelberto (1004–1014)
Arnoldo di Sassonia (Arnoldus) (1014–1019)
Eriberto (1019–1027)
Gebeardo da Eichstätt (Bebhardus) (1027–1044)
Witgero (1044–1046)
Unfrido (Hunfredus) (1046–1051)
Giovanni Enrico (1051–1072)
Guiberto da Ravenna (1072–1100)

12th century [edit]

Ottone Boccatortia (1100–1110)
Geremia (1110–1117)
Filippo (1118)
Gualtiero (1119–1144)
Mose da Vercelli (1144–1154)
Anselm of Havelberg (Anselmo da Havelberg; 1155–1158)
Guido di Biandrate (1159–1169)
Gerardo (1169–1190)
Guglielmo di Cauriano (1190–1201)

13th century [edit]

Alberto Oselletti (1201–1207)
Egidio de Garzoni (1207–1208)
Ubaldo (1208–1216)
Piccinino (1216)
Simeone (1217–1228)
Teoderico (1228–1249)
Filippo da Pistoia (1251–1270)
vacant
Bonifacio Fieschi di Lavagna (1274–1294)
Obizzo Sanvitale (1295–1303)

14th century [edit]

St. Rinaldo Concoreggi (1303–1321)
Rinaldo da Polenta (1321–1322)
Aimerico di Chastellux (1322–1332)
Guido de Roberti (1332–1333)
Francesco Michiel (1333–1342)
Nicola Canal (1342–1347)
Fortanerius Vassalli (1347–1351)
St. Silas Abba (1352–1361)
Petrocino Casalesco (1362–1369)
Pietro Pileo di Prata (1370–1387)
Cosimo de' Migliorati (1387–1400)

15th century [edit]

Giovanni Nicolai de' Migliorati (1400–1405)
Tommaso Perendoli (1411–1445)
Bartolomeo Roverella (1445–1475)
Filiasio Roverella (1475–1516)

16th century [edit]
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Niccolò Fieschi (1516–1517)
Urbano Fieschi (1517–1521)
Pietro de Accolti de Aretio (25 June 1524 Appointed – December 1524 Resigned)
Benedetto de Accolti (17 August 1524 Appointed – died 21 September 1549)
Ranuccio Farnese (11 October 1549 – 28 April 1564)
Giulio della Rovere (1566 Appointed – died 3 September 1578)
Cristoforo Boncampagni (1578–1603)

17th century [edit]

Pietro Aldobrandini (1604 Appointed – died 10 February 1621)
Luigi Capponi (3 March 1621 Appointed – 18 September 1645 Resigned)
Luca Torreggiani (1645–1669)
Paluzzo Paluzzi Altieri degli Albertoni died (19 May 1670 Appointed – 19 February 1674 Resigned)[6]

Fabio Guinigi (1674–1691)[6]

Raimondo Ferretti (1692–1719)[6]

18th century [edit]

Girolamo Crispi (1720–1727)[6]

Maffeo Nicola Farsetti (1727–1741)[6]

vacant
Ferdinando Romualdo Guiccioli (1745–1763)
Nicola Oddi (1764–1767)
Antonio Cantoni (1767–1781)
vacant
Antonio Codronchi (1785–1826)

19th century [edit]

Clarissimo Falconieri Mellini (3 July 1826 Appointed – died 2 April 1859)
Enrico Orfei (23 March 1860 Appointed – died 22 December 1870)
Vincenzo Moretti (27 October 1871 Appointed – 22 September 1879 Resigned)
Giacomo Cattani (22 September 1879 Appointed – died 14 February 1887)
Sebastiano Galeati (23 May 1887 Appointed – died 25 January 1901)

20th century [edit]

Agostino Gaetano Riboldi (15 April 1901 Appointed – died 25 April 1902)
St. Guido Maria Conforti (9 June 1902 Appointed – 12 October 1904 Resigned); canonized in 2011
Pasquale Morganti (14 November 1904 Appointed – died 18 December 1921)
Antonio Lega (18 December 1921 Succeeded – died 16 November 1946)

Archdiocese of Ravenna and Cervia (1947–1986) [edit]

Giacomo Lercaro (31 January 1947 Appointed – 19 April 1952), appointed Archbishop of Bologna
Egidio Negrin (24 May 1952 Appointed – 4 April 1956), appointed Archbishop (Personal Title) of Treviso)
Salvatore Baldassarri (3 May 1956 Appointed – 29 November 1975 Resigned)

Archdiocese of Ravenna-Cervia (1986–present) [edit]

Ersilio Tonini (22 November 1975 Appointed – 27 October 1990 Retired) (see name changed in 1986;
became Cardinal after retirement)
Luigi Amaducci (27 October 1990 Appointed – 9 March 2000 Retired)
Giuseppe Verucchi (9 March 2000 Appointed – )

See also [edit]

Timeline of Ravenna

Notes [edit]

1. ^ "Archdiocese of Ravenna-Cervia"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved March 13, 2017
2. ^ "Metropolitan Archdiocese of Ravenna–Cervia"  GCatholic.org. Gabriel Chow. Retrieved March 13, 2017
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3. ^ Andreas Agnellus lists only one bishop of Ravenna with this name in the 5th century. Although Agnellus
mistakenly assigns events dated to the earlier part of the century to John's office, John's surviving epitaph (CIL 11,
304) states he was bishop 16 Years, ten months and 18 days, and was buried 5 June 494

4.  ̂a b c d Dates according to Andreescu-Treadgold, Treadgold Procopius and the imperial panels of S. Vitale
5. ^ Martindale, Jones & Morris (1992), p. 30
6.  ̂a b c d e Ritzler, Remigius; Sefrin, Pirminus (1952). HIERARCHIA CATHOLICA MEDII ET RECENTIORIS AEVI

Vol V . Patavii: Messagero di S. Antonio. p. 329. (in Latin)
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Martindale, John R.; Jones, A.H.M.; Morris, John (1992), The Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire,
Volume III: AD 527–641 , Cambridge University Press, ISBN 0-521-20160-8
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List of the prince-bishops and bishops of Regensburg

Bishop of Regensburg
BISHOPRIC
CATHOLIC

Incumbent:
Josef Graf

2015
Location

Country Germany

Information
Established 739

Diocese Regensburg

Cathedral Regensburg Cathedral

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Regensburg)

The Bishops of Regensburg (Ratisbon) are bishops of the
Roman Catholic Diocese of Regensburg, Bavaria, Germany.[1][2]

The seat of the bishops is Regensburg Cathedral.
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History [edit]

The diocese was founded in 739. The bishops were Princes of the
Holy Roman Empire, ruling a territory known as the
Prince-Bishopric of Regensburg. They were not among the most
powerful Prince-Bishops, due to the existence of other reichsfrei
authorities in Regensburg[3] that prevented them from
consolidating a major territorial base.

With the dissolution of the Archbishopric of Mainz on that territory's annexation by France in 1802, the Bishopric
of Regensburg was elevated to the Archbishopric of Regensburg. It was part of the Principality of Regensburg,
ruled by the Prince-Primate Karl Theodor Anton Maria von Dalberg. The end of the Holy Roman Empire in 1806
and its aftermath saw the end of the territorial claim of the bishops. With the death of Dalberg in 1817, the
archdiocese was downgraded to being a suffragan of the Archbishops of Munich and Freising.

Before 739 [edit]

Itinerant bishops before the foundation of the diocese:

Saint Emmeram (to 652)
Saint Rupert (about 697) (uncertain)
Saint Erhard (about 700)

After the foundation of the diocese [edit]

Bishops since the foundation of the diocese of Regensburg in 739:

Gaubald (739-761)
Sigerich (762–768)
Simpert or Sindbert (768–791)
Adalwin (791–816)
Baturich (817–847)
Erchanfried (847–864)
Ambricho (864–891)
Aspert (891–893)
Tuto (893–930)
Isangrim (930–941)
Gunther (941)
Michael (941–972)
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Saint Wolfgang (972–994)
Gebhard I of Swabia (995–1023)
Gebhard II of Hohenwart (1023–1036)
Gebhard III of Hohenlohe (1036–1060)
Otto of Riedenburg (1061-1089)
Gebhard IV of Gosham (1089–1105)
Hartwig I of Spanheim (1105–1126)
Konrad I (1126–1132)

Prince-Bishops of Regensburg [edit]

Heinrich I of Wolfratshausen (1132–1155)
Hartwig II of Ortenburg (1155–1164)
Eberhard the Swabian (1165–1167)
Konrad II of Raitenbuch (1167–1185)
Konrad III of Laichling (1186–1204)
Konrad IV of Frontenhausen (1204–1227)
Siegfried (1227–1246)
Albert I of Pietengau (1247–1260)
Saint Albertus Magnus (Albert II) (1260–1262)
Leo Thundorfer (1262–1277)
Heinrich II von Rotteneck (1277–1296)
Konrad V von Luppurg (1296–1313)
Nikolaus von Ybbs (1313–1340)
Friedrich von Zollern-Nürnberg[4] (1340–1365) (d. 1368)
Heinrich III von Stein (1365–1368)
Konrad VI von Haimberg (1368–1381)
Theoderich von Abensberg (1381–1383)
Johann von Moosburg (1384–1409)
Albert III von Stauf (1409–1421)
Johann II von Streitberg (1421–1428)
Konrad VII von Soest (1428–1437)
Friedrich II von Parsberg (1437–1450)
Friedrich III von Plankenfels (1450–1457)
Rupert I (1457–1465)
Heinrich IV von Absberg (1465–1492)

Regiomontanus (1476)[5]

Rupert II (1492–1507)
John III of the Palatinate (1507–1538)
Pankraz von Sinzenhofen (1538–1548)
Georg von Pappenheim (1548–1563)
Vitus von Fraunberg (1563–1567)
David Kölderer von Burgstall (1567–1579)
Philipp von Bayern (1579–1598)
Sigmund von Fugger (1598–1600)
Wolfgang II von Hausen (1600–1613)
Albert IV von Toerring-Stein (1613–1649)
Franz Wilhelm von Wartenberg (1649–1661)
Johann Georg von Herberstein (1662–1663)
Adam Lorenz von Toerring-Stein (1663–1666)
Guidobald von Thun (1666–1668)
Albrecht Sigismund von Bayern (1668–1685)
Joseph Clemens of Bavaria (1685–1716)
Clemens August I of Bavaria (1716–1719)
Johann Theodor of Bavaria (1719–1763)
Clemens Wenceslaus of Saxony (1763–1769)
Anton Ignaz von Fugger-Glött (1769–1787)
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Maximilian Prokop von Toerring-Jettenbach (1787–1789)
Joseph Konrad von Schroffenberg (1790–1803)

Archbishop of Regensburg [edit]

Karl Theodor Anton Maria von Dalberg (1802–1817), Archbishop of Regensburg
sede vacante 1817–1821

Bishops of Regensburg [edit]

Johann Nepomuk Wolf (1821–1829)
Johann Michael Sailer (1829–1832)
Georg Michael Wittmann (died in 1833 before the Papal nomination arrived)
Franz Xaver Schwäbl (1833–1841)
Valentin Riedel (1842–1857)
Ignatius von Senestrey (1858–1906)
Dr. Anton von Henle (1906–1927)
Dr. Michael Buchberger (1927–1961)
Dr. Rudolf Graber (1962–1982)
Manfred Müller (1982–2002)
Gerhard Ludwig Müller (2002-2012)
Rudolf Voderholzer (since 2013)

Auxiliary bishops [edit]

Ulrich Aumayer (Aumair), O.F.M. (1456–1468)[6]

Johann Ludwig von Windsheim, O.S.A. (1468–1480)[7]

Johann Schlecht, O.S.A. (1481–1500)
Peter Krafft (1501–1530)
Johann Kluspeck, C.R.S.A. (1531–1545)
Johann Zolner (1546–1549)
Georg Waldeisen (1552–1560)
Georg Riedl (1561–1566)
Johann Deublinger (1570–1576)
Johann Baptist Pichlmair (1579–1604)
Stephan Nebelmair (1606–1618)
Otto Heinrich Pachmair (Bachmaier) (1622–1634)
Sebastian Denick (1650–1671)
Franz Weinhart (1663–1686)
Albert Ernst von Wartenberg (1687–1715)
Gottfried Langwerth von Simmern (1717–1741)
Franz Joachim Schmid von Altenstadt (1741–1753)
Johann Georg von Stinglheim (1754–1759)
Johann Anton von Wolframsdorf (1760–1766)
Adam Ernst Joseph Bernclau von Schönreith (1766–1779)
Valentin Anton von Schneid (1779–1802)
Johann Nepomuk von Wolf (1802–1818) Appointed, Bishop of Regensberg
Karl Josef Jerome von Kolborn (1806–1816)
Georg Michael Wittmann (1829–)
Bonifaz Kaspar von Urban (1834–1842)
Sigismund Felix von Ow-Felldorf ( 1902–1906)
Johann Baptist Hierl (1911–1936)
Johannes Baptist Höcht (1936–1950)
Josef Hiltl (1951–1979)
Karl Borromäus Flügel (1968–1984)
Vinzenz Guggenberger (1972–2004)
Wilhelm Schraml (1986–2001)
Reinhard Pappenberger (2007)
Josef Graf (2015)
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Bishop of Rochester

Bishop of Rochester
BISHOPRIC
ANGLICAN

Arms of the Bishop of Rochester: Argent, on a
saltire gules an escallop or[1]

Incumbent:
James Langstaff

Location
Ecclesiastical
province

Canterbury

Residence Bishopscourt, Rochester

Information
First holder Justus

Established 604

Diocese Rochester

Cathedral Christ and the Blessed Virgin
Mary, Rochester

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Not to be confused with the Episcopal Bishop of Rochester or the Roman Catholic Bishop of Rochester,
both in New York State in the United States of America.

The Bishop of Rochester is the ordinary of the Church of
England Diocese of Rochester in the Province of Canterbury.

The town of Rochester has the bishop's seat, at the Cathedral
Church of Christ and the Blessed Virgin Mary, which was founded
as a cathedral in 604. During the late 17th and 18th centuries it
was customary for the Bishop of Rochester to also be appointed
Dean of Westminster: the practice ended in 1802. The diocese
covers two London boroughs and West Kent which includes
Medway and Maidstone.

The bishop's residence is Bishopscourt, Rochester. His Latin
episcopal signature is: "(firstname) Roffen",[2] Roffensis being the
genitive case of the Latin name of the see. The office was created
in AD 604 at the founding of the diocese in the Kingdom of Kent
under King Æthelberht.
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History [edit]

The Diocese of Rochester was historically the oldest and smallest
of all the suffragan sees of Canterbury. Founded by St Augustine, who in 604 consecrated St Justus as its first
bishop. (After two more Roman bishops, all subsequent bishops until 1066, beginning with Ithamar, were drawn
from the Christianised inhabitants of Kent.) The diocesan territory consisted roughly of the western part of Kent,
separated from the rest of the county by the River Medway, though the diocesan boundaries did not follow the
river very closely. The restricted territory of the diocese meant that it needed only one archdeacon to supervise
all 97 parishes.

From the foundation of the see the Archbishop of Canterbury had enjoyed the privilege of nominating the
bishop, but Archbishop Theobald transferred the right to the Benedictine monks of the cathedral, who exercised
it for the first time in 1148.

List of bishops [edit]

Pre-Conquest [edit]

Pre-Conquest Bishops of Rochester

From Until Incumbent Notes

604 624 Justus Translated to Canterbury.

624 624 or 625 Romanus Drowned in the Mediterranean Sea off Italy
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624 or 625 633 Seat vacant

633 644 Paulinus Translated from York.

unknown bet. 655–664 Ithamar

bet. 655–664 c. 664 Damianus

possibly 669 676 Putta Resigned. Translated to Hereford.

possibly 676 678 Cwichelm Resigned.

possibly 678 bet. 699–716 Gebmund

bet. 699–716 726 Tobias

possibly 727 739 Ealdwulf

possibly 740 747 Dunn

747 bet. 765–772 Eardwulf

bet. 765–772 bet. 781–785 Diora

bet. 781–785 803 or 804 Waermund (I)

804 bet. 842–844 Beornmod

844 bet. 845–868 Tatnoth

bet. 845–868 bet. 845–868 Badenoth

bet. 845–868 bet. 845–868 Waermund (II)

bet. 845–868 bet. 868–880 Cuthwulf

bet. 868–880 bet. 893–896 Swithwulf

bet. 893–900 bet. 909–926 Ceolmund

bet. 909–926 933 or 934 Cyneferth

933 or 934 bet. 946–964 Burgric

bet. 946–949 bet. 955–964 Beorhtsige

bet. ? – 964 994 or 995 Ælfstan

994 or 995 bet. c. 1013
– ?

Godwine (I)

bet. c. 1013
– ?

bet. 1046–
1058

Godwine (II)

1058 1075 Siward

Source(s):[3][4]

Conquest to Reformation [edit]

Bishops of Rochester (Conquest to Reformation)

From Until Incumbent Notes

1076 1077 Arnost Died in office.

1077 1108 Gundulf Builder of Rochester Castle, the White Tower
and Father of the Corps of Royal Engineers.
Died in office.

1108 1114 Ralph d'Escures Translated to Canterbury.

1114 1124 Ernulf Died in office.

1125 1137 John Died in office.

1139 1142 John II Died in office.

1142 1148 Ascelin Died in office.

1148 1182 Walter Died in office.

1182 1184 Waleran Died in office.

1185 1214 Gilbert Glanvill Died in office.

1215 1226 Benedict of Sausetun Also recorded as Benedict of Sawston. Died in
office.

1227 1235 Henry Sandford Died in office.
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1235 1250 Richard Wendene Died in office.

1251 1274 Lawrence of St Martin Died in office.

1274 1277 Walter de Merton Formerly Archdeacon of Bath and Lord
Chancellor. Died in office.

1278 1283 John Bradfield Died in office.

1283 John Kirkby (bishop-elect) Elected, but resigned without consecration.
Later became Bishop of Ely.

1283 1291 Thomas Ingoldsthorpe Died in office.

1292 1317 Thomas Wouldham Died in office.

1319 1352 Hamo Hethe Resigned.

1353 1360 John Sheppey Died in office.

1362 1364 William Whittlesey Translated to Worcester.

1364 1372 Thomas Trilleck Died in office.

1373 1389 Thomas Brinton Died in office.

1389 1400 William Bottlesham Also recorded as William Bottisham and
Botklisham.[5] Translated from Llandaff. Died in
office.

1400 1404 John Bottlesham Died in office.

1404 1418 Richard Young Translated from Bangor. Died in office.

1419 1421 John Kemp Translated to Chichester.

1421 1434 John Langdon Died in office.

1435 1436 Thomas Brunce Translated to Norwich.

1437 1444 William Wells Died in office.

1444 1467 John Low Translated from St Asaph. Died in office.

1468 1472 Thomas Rotherham Also recorded as Thomas Scott. Translated to
Lincoln.

1472 1476 John Alcock Translated to Worcester.

1476 1480 John Russell Translated to Lincoln.

1480 1492 Edmund Audley Translated to Hereford.

1493 1496 Thomas Savage Translated to London.

1497 1503 Richard FitzJames Translated to Chichester.

Source(s):[3][6][7][8]

During the Reformation [edit]

Bishops of Rochester during the Reformation

From Until Incumbent Notes

1504 1535 John Fisher Cardinal, martyr and saint. Executed.

1535 1539 John Hilsey Also recorded as John Hildesleigh. Died in
office.

1540 1544 Nicholas Heath Translated to Worcester.

1544 1547 Henry Holbeach Translated from Bristol. Afterwards translated to
Lincoln.

1547 1550 Nicholas Ridley Translated to London. Martyr. Executed.

1550 1551 John Ponet Also recorded as John Poynet. Translated to
Winchester.

1551 1552 John Scory Translated to Chichester.

1554 1558 Maurice Griffith Also recorded Maurice Griffin. Died in office.

Source(s):[3][9][8][10]

Post-Reformation [edit]
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Post-Reformation Bishops of Rochester

From Until Incumbent Notes

1559 Edmund Allen (bishop-elect) Elected, but died before consecration.

1560 1571  

Edmund Gheast
Also recorded as Edmund Guest. Translated to
Salisbury.

1572 1575  
Edmund Freke

Translated to Norwich.

1576 1577  
John Piers

Translated to Salisbury.

1578 1605  
John Young

Died in office.

1605 1608  
William Barlow

Translated to Lincoln.

1608 1610  

Richard Neile
Translated to Lichfield and Coventry.

1611 1628  
John Buckeridge

Translated to Ely.

1628 1629  
Walter Curle

Translated to Bath and Wells.

1630 1637  
John Bowle

Died in office.

1638 1646  
John Warner

Deprived when the English episcopate was
abolished by Parliament.

1646 1660 The see was abolished during the Commonwealth and the Protectorate.[11][12]

1660 1666  
John Warner

(restored)

Reinstated on the restoration of the episcopate.
Died in office.

1666 1683  
John Dolben

Translated to York.

1683 1684  
Francis Turner

Translated to Ely.

1684 1713  
Thomas Sprat

Died in office.

1713 1723  

Francis Atterbury

Deprived.

1723 1731 Translated from Carlisle.
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Samuel Bradford

1731 1756  
Joseph Wilcocks

Translated from Gloucester. Died in office.

1756 1774  
Zachary Pearce

Translated from Bangor. Died in office.

1774 1793  
John Thomas

Died in office.

1793 1802  

Samuel Horsley

Translated from St David's. Afterwards
translated to St Asaph.

1802 1808  
Thomas Dampier

Translated to Ely.

1809 1827  

Walker King

Died in office.

1827  
Hugh Percy

Translated to Carlisle.

1827 1860  
George Murray

Translated from Sodor and Man. Died in office.

1860 1867  

Joseph Wigram

Died in office.

1867 1877  

Thomas Legh

Claughton

Translated to St Albans.

1877 1891  

Anthony Thorold

Translated to Winchester.

1891 1895  
Randall Davidson

Translated to Winchester.

1895 1905  

Edward Talbot

Translated to Southwark.

1905 1930  

John Harmer

Translated from Adelaide. Retired.
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1930 1939  
Linton Smith

Translated from Hereford. Retired.

1940 1960  

Christopher

Chavasse

Retired.

1961 1988  

David Say

Retired

1988 1994  
Michael Turnbull

Translated to Durham

1994 2009  

Michael Nazir-Ali

Retired

2010 incumbent  

James Langstaff

Translated from Lynn

Source(s):[3][10][13]

Assistant bishops [edit]

Among those called Assistant Bishop of Rochester, or coadjutor bishop, were:

1889–1891 (res.): Alfred Barry, a Canon of Windsor and former Anglican Bishop of Sydney[14]

1928 – 1939 (ret.): Lanchester King, Canon Residentiary of Rochester Cathedral and former Bishop of
Madagascar[15]

1941 – 1947 (res.) & 1950 – 1967 (d.): John Mann, Secretary of the CMS and former Bishop in Kyushu
(Nippon Sei Ko Kai)[16]

1965 – 1978 (ret.): Keith Russell, Vicar of Tunbridge Wells (until 1973), Rector of Hever with Markbeech
thereafter, and former Bishop of Northern Uganda[17]

1994 – 1997 (res.): David Evans, Gen. Sec. of SAMS and former Bishop in Peru[18]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Debrett's Peerage, 1968, p.945
2. ^ Debretts Peerage, 1968, p. 945.
3.  ̂a b c d "Historical successions: Rochester" . Crockford's Clerical Directory. Retrieved 2 August 2013.
4. ^ Fryde et al. 1986, Handbook of British Chronology, p. 221.
5. ^ Plea Rolls of the Court of Common Pleas; National Archives; CP 40/0541;

http://aalt.law.uh.edu/AALT6/R2/CP40no541a/bCP40no541adorses/IMG_0507.htm ; third entry from the bottom;
as defendant, on line 2

6. ^ Fryde et al. 1986, Handbook of British Chronology, pp. 266–268.
7. ^ Greenway 1971, Fasti Ecclesiae Anglicanae 1066–1300, volume 2, pp. 75–78.
8.  ̂a b Jones 1962, Fasti Ecclesiae Anglicanae 1300–1541, volume 4, pp. 37–40.
9. ^ Fryde et al. 1986, Handbook of British Chronology, p. 268.

10.  ̂a b Horn 1974, Fasti Ecclesiae Anglicanae 1541–1857, volume 3, pp. 50–54.
11. ^ Episcopacy . British Civil Wars, Commonwealth and Protectorate 1638–60. Retrieved on 30 July 2013.
12. ^ King, Peter (July 1968). "The Episcopate during the Civil Wars, 1642-1649". The English Historical Review.

Oxford University Press. 83 (328): 523–537. doi:10.1093/ehr/lxxxiii.cccxxviii.523 . JSTOR 564164 .
13. ^ Fryde et al. 1986, Handbook of British Chronology, pp. 268–269.
14. ^ "Barry, Alfred". Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (online ed.). Oxford University Press.

doi:10.1093/ref:odnb/30621 . (Subscription or UK public library membership  required.)
15. ^ "King, George Lanchester" . Who's Who. ukwhoswho.com. A & C Black, an imprint of Bloomsbury Publishing

plc. (subscription or UK public library membership  required)
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Pope

Bishop of Rome
Pontifex maximus

Pope

CATHOLIC

Pope Francis in Rome, 2014.

Coat of arms
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Residence Apostolic Palace (Official
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This article is about the leader of the Catholic Church. For the popes of other churches, and other uses, see Pope (disambiguation).
"The pope" redirects here. For the incumbent, see Pope Francis. For previous popes, see List of popes.

The pope (Latin: papa from Greek: πάππας pappas,[2] "father"),[3] also known as the supreme pontiff (Pontifex Maximus), or the Roman pontiff
(Romanus Pontifex), is the bishop of Rome, chief pastor of the worldwide Catholic Church,[4] and head of state or sovereign of the Vatican City State.[5]

Since 1929, the pope has official residence in the Apostolic Palace in the Vatican City, a city-state enclaved within Rome, Italy.[6] The current pope is
Francis, who was elected on 13 March 2013, succeeding Benedict XVI.[7]

While his office is called the papacy, the jurisdiction of the episcopal see is called the Holy See.[8] It is the Holy See that is the sovereign entity by
international law headquartered in the distinctively independent Vatican City State, established by the Lateran Treaty in 1929 between Italy and the Holy
See to ensure its temporal, diplomatic, and spiritual independence. The Holy See is recognized by its adherence at various levels to international
organization and by means of its diplomatic relations and political accords with many independent states. The primacy of the bishop of Rome is largely
derived from his role as the apostolic successor to Saint Peter, to whom primacy was conferred by Jesus, giving him the Keys of Heaven and the powers
of "binding and loosing", naming him as the "rock" upon which the church would be built.

According to Catholic tradition, the apostolic see[9] of Rome was founded by Saint Peter and Saint Paul in the 1st century. The papacy is one of the most
enduring institutions in the world and has had a prominent part in world history.[10] In ancient times the popes helped spread Christianity, and intervened
to find resolutions in various doctrinal disputes.[11] In the Middle Ages, they played a role of secular importance in Western Europe, often acting as
arbitrators between Christian monarchs.[12][13][14] Currently, in addition to the expansion of the Christian faith and doctrine, the popes are involved in
ecumenism and interfaith dialogue, charitable work, and the defense of human rights.[15][16]

In some periods of history, the papacy, which originally had no temporal powers, accrued wide secular powers rivaling those of temporal rulers. However,
in recent centuries the temporal authority of the papacy has declined and the office is now almost exclusively focused on religious matters.[11] By
contrast, papal claims of spiritual authority have been increasingly firmly expressed over time, culminating in 1870 with the proclamation of the dogma of
papal infallibility for rare occasions when the pope speaks ex cathedra—literally "from the chair (of Saint Peter)"—to issue a formal definition of faith or
morals.[11] Still, the pope is considered one of the world's most powerful people because of his extensive diplomatic, cultural, and spiritual influence on
1.3 billion Catholics and beyond,[17][18][19] and because he heads the world's largest non-government provider of education and health care,[20] with a
vast network of charities.
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History
Main article: History of the papacy

Title and etymology

The word pope derives from Greek πάππας (páppas), meaning 'father'. In the early centuries of Christianity, this title was applied, especially in the east,
to all bishops[21] and other senior clergy, and later became reserved in the west to the bishop of Rome, a reservation made official only in the 11th
century.[22][23][24][25][26] The earliest record of the use of this title was in regard to the by then deceased Patriarch of Alexandria, Pope Heraclas of
Alexandria (232–248).[27] The earliest recorded use of the title "pope" in English dates to the mid-10th century, when it was used in reference to the 7th
century Roman Pope Vitalian in an Old English translation of Bede's Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum.[28]

Position within the Church

The Catholic Church teaches that the pastoral office, the office of shepherding the Church, that was held by the apostles, as a group or "college" with
Liturgical titles
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Saint Peter as their head, is now held by their successors, the bishops, with the bishop of Rome (the pope) as their head.[29] Thus, is derived another
title by which the pope is known, that of "supreme pontiff".

The Catholic Church teaches that Jesus personally appointed Peter as head of the Church, and the Catholic Church's dogmatic constitution Lumen
gentium makes a clear distinction between apostles and bishops, presenting the latter as the successors of the former, with the pope as successor of
Peter, in that he is head of the bishops as Peter was head of the apostles.[30] Some historians argue against the notion that Peter was the first bishop of
Rome, noting that the episcopal see in Rome can be traced back no earlier than the 3rd century.[31] The writings of the Church Father Irenaeus who
wrote around AD 180 reflect a belief that Peter "founded and organized" the Church at Rome.[32] Moreover, Irenaeus was not the first to write of Peter's
presence in the early Roman Church. Clement of Rome wrote in a letter to the Corinthians, c. 96,[33] about the persecution of Christians in Rome as the
"struggles in our time" and presented to the Corinthians its heroes, "first, the greatest and most just columns", the "good apostles" Peter and Paul.[34] St.
Ignatius of Antioch wrote shortly after Clement and in his letter from the city of Smyrna to the Romans he said he would not command them as Peter and
Paul did.[35] Given this and other evidence, such as Emperor Constantine's erection of the "Old St. Peter's Basilica" on the location of St. Peter's tomb,
as held and given to him by Rome's Christian community, many scholars agree that Peter was martyred in Rome under Nero, although some scholars
argue that he may have been martyred in Palestine.[36][37][38]

First-century Christian communities would have had a group of presbyter-bishops functioning as leaders of their local churches. Gradually, episcopacies
were established in metropolitan areas.[39] Antioch may have developed such a structure before Rome.[39] In Rome, there were many who claimed to be
the rightful bishop, though again Irenaeus stressed the validity of one line of bishops from the time of St. Peter up to his contemporary Pope Victor I and
listed them.[40] Some writers claim that the emergence of a single bishop in Rome probably did not occur until the middle of the 2nd century. In their view,
Linus, Cletus and Clement were possibly prominent presbyter-bishops, but not necessarily monarchical bishops.[31]

Documents of the 1st century and early 2nd century indicate that the bishop of Rome had some kind of pre-eminence and prominence in the Church as
a whole, as even a letter from the bishop, or patriarch, of Antioch acknowledged the Bishop of Rome as "a first among equals",[41] though the detail of
what this meant is unclear.[42]

Early Christianity (c. 30–325)

It seems that at first the terms "episcopos" and "presbyter" were used interchangeably.[43] The consensus among scholars has been that, at the turn of
the 1st and 2nd centuries, local congregations were led by bishops and presbyters whose offices were overlapping or indistinguishable.[44] Some say
that there was probably "no single 'monarchical' bishop in Rome before the middle of the 2nd century...and likely later."[45] Other scholars and historians
disagree, citing the historical records of St. Ignatius of Antioch (d 107) and St. Irenaeus who recorded the linear succession of bishops of Rome (the
popes) up until their own times.[46] However, 'historical' records written by those wanting to show an unbroken line of popes would naturally do so, and
there are no objective substantiating documents. They also cite the importance accorded to the Bishops of Rome in the ecumenical councils, including
the early ones.[47]

In the early Christian era, Rome and a few other cities had claims on the leadership of worldwide Church. James the Just, known as "the brother of the
Lord", served as head of the Jerusalem church, which is still honored as the "Mother Church" in Orthodox tradition. Alexandria had been a center of
Jewish learning and became a center of Christian learning. Rome had a large congregation early in the apostolic period whom Paul the Apostle
addressed in his Epistle to the Romans, and according to tradition Paul was martyred there.[citation needed]

During the 1st century of the Church (c. 30–130), the Roman capital became recognized as a Christian center of exceptional importance. Clement I, at the end of the 1st century, wrote an epistle to
the Church in Corinth intervening in a major dispute, and apologizing for not having taken action earlier.[48] However, there are only a few other references of that time to recognition of the
authoritative primacy of the Roman See outside of Rome. In the Ravenna Document of 13 October 2007, theologians chosen by the Catholic and the Eastern Orthodox Churches stated: "41. Both
sides agree ... that Rome, as the Church that 'presides in love' according to the phrase of St Ignatius of Antioch,[49] occupied the first place in the taxis, and that the bishop of Rome was therefore
the protos among the patriarchs. Translated into English, the statement means "first among equals". What form that should take is still a matter of disagreement, just as it was when the Catholic and
Orthodox Churches split in the Great East-West Schism. They also disagree on the interpretation of the historical evidence from this era regarding the prerogatives of the Bishop of Rome as protos,
a matter that was already understood in different ways in the first millennium."[citation needed]

In the late 2nd century AD, there were more manifestations of Roman authority over other churches. In 189, assertion of the primacy of the Church of Rome may be indicated in Irenaeus's Against
Heresies (3:3:2): "With [the Church of Rome], because of its superior origin, all the churches must agree ... and it is in her that the faithful everywhere have maintained the apostolic tradition." In AD
195, Pope Victor I, in what is seen as an exercise of Roman authority over other churches, excommunicated the Quartodecimans for observing Easter on the 14th of Nisan, the date of the Jewish
Passover, a tradition handed down by John the Evangelist (see Easter controversy). Celebration of Easter on a Sunday, as insisted on by the pope, is the system that has prevailed (see computus).

Nicaea to East-West Schism (325–1054)

The Edict of Milan in 313 granted freedom to all religions in the Roman Empire,[50] beginning the Peace of the Church. In 325, the First Council of Nicaea condemned Arianism, declaring
trinitarianism dogmatic, and in its sixth canon recognized the special role of the Sees of Rome, Alexandria, and Antioch.[51] Great defenders of Trinitarian faith included the popes, especially Pope
Liberius, who was exiled to Berea by Constantius II for his Trinitarian faith,[52] Damasus I, and several other bishops.[53]

In 380, the Edict of Thessalonica declared Nicene Christianity to be the state religion of the empire, with the name "Catholic Christians" reserved for those who accepted that faith.[54][55] While the
civil power in the Eastern Roman Empire controlled the church, and the Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople, the capital, wielded much power,[56] in the Western Roman Empire, the Bishops of
Rome were able to consolidate the influence and power they already possessed.[56] After the Fall of the Western Roman Empire, barbarian tribes were converted to Arian Christianity or
Catholicism;[57] Clovis I, king of the Franks, was the first important barbarian ruler to convert to Catholicism rather than Arianism, allying himself with the papacy. Other tribes, such as the Visigoths,
later abandoned Arianism in favour of Catholicism.[57]

Middle Ages

After the fall of the Western Roman Empire, the pope served as a source of authority and continuity. Pope Gregory I (c 540–604) administered the church with strict
reform. From an ancient senatorial family, Gregory worked with the stern judgement and discipline typical of ancient Roman rule. Theologically, he represents the
shift from the classical to the medieval outlook; his popular writings are full of dramatic miracles, potent relics, demons, angels, ghosts, and the approaching end of
the world.[58]

Gregory's successors were largely dominated by the Exarch of Ravenna, the Byzantine emperor's representative in the Italian Peninsula. These humiliations, the
weakening of the Byzantine Empire in the face of the Muslim conquests, and the inability of the emperor to protect the papal estates against the Lombards, made
Pope Stephen II turn from Emperor Constantine V. He appealed to the Franks to protect his lands. Pepin the Short subdued the Lombards and donated Italian land to
the papacy. When Pope Leo III crowned Charlemagne (800) as Roman Emperor, he established the precedent that, in Western Europe, no man would be emperor
without being crowned by a Pope.[58]

The low point of the papacy was 867–1049.[59] This period includes the Saeculum obscurum, the Crescentii era, and the Tusculan Papacy. The papacy came under
the control of vying political factions. Popes were variously imprisoned, starved, killed, and deposed by force. The family of a certain papal official made and unmade
popes for fifty years. The official's great-grandson, Pope John XII, held orgies of debauchery in the Lateran Palace. Otto I, Holy Roman Emperor had John accused in
an ecclesiastical court, which deposed him and elected a layman as Pope Leo VIII. John mutilated the Imperial representatives in Rome and had himself reinstated as
pope. Conflict between the Emperor and the papacy continued, and eventually dukes in league with the emperor were buying bishops and popes almost openly.[59]

In 1049, Leo IX became pope, at last a pope with the character to face the papacy's problems. He traveled to the major cities of Europe to deal with the church's
moral problems firsthand, notably simony and clerical marriage and concubinage. With his long journey, he restored the prestige of the papacy in Northern
Europe.[59]

From the 7th century it became common for European monarchies and nobility to found churches and perform investiture or deposition of clergy in their states and fiefdoms, their personal interests
causing corruption among the clergy.[60][61] This practice had become common because often the prelates and secular rulers were also participants in public life.[62] To combat this and other
practices that had corrupted the Church between the years 900 and 1050, centres emerged promoting ecclesiastical reform, the most important being the Abbey of Cluny, which spread its ideals
throughout Europe.[61] This reform movement gained strength with the election of Pope Gregory VII in 1073, who adopted a series of measures in the movement known as the Gregorian Reform, in
order to fight strongly against simony and the abuse of civil power and try to restore ecclesiastical discipline, including clerical celibacy.[53] The conflict between popes and secular autocratic rulers
such as the Holy Roman Emperor Henry IV and Henry I of England, known as the Investiture controversy, was only resolved in 1122, by the Concordat of Worms, in which Pope Callixtus II decreed
that clerics were to be invested by clerical leaders, and temporal rulers by lay investiture.[60] Soon after, Pope Alexander III began reforms that would lead to the establishment of canon law.[58]

Since the beginning of the 7th century, the Caliphate had conquered much of the southern Mediterranean, and represented a threat to Christianity.[63] In 1095, the Byzantine emperor, Alexios I
Komnenos, asked for military aid from Pope Urban II in the ongoing Byzantine–Seljuq wars.[64] Urban, at the council of Clermont, called the First Crusade to assist the Byzantine Empire to regain the
old Christian territories, especially Jerusalem.[65]

East–West Schism to Reformation (1054–1517)

With the East–West Schism, the Eastern Orthodox Church and the Catholic Church split definitively in 1054. This fracture was caused more by political events than by slight divergences of creed.
Popes had galled the Byzantine emperors by siding with the king of the Franks, crowning a rival Roman emperor, appropriating the Exarchate of Ravenna, and driving into Greek Italy.[59]

In the Middle Ages, popes struggled with monarchs over power.[11]

From 1309 to 1377, the pope resided not in Rome but in Avignon. The Avignon Papacy was notorious for greed and corruption.[66] During this period, the pope was effectively an ally of the Kingdom
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A historical map of the Mediterranean states in 1400. The Western
Schism lasted from 1378 to 1417.

As part of the Catholic Reformation,
Pope Paul III (1534–49) initiated the
Council of Trent (1545–63), which
established the triumph of the papacy
over those who sought to reconcile with
Protestants or oppose Papal claims.

The Delivery of the Keys painted by
Pietro Perugino (1492)

The conclave in Konstanz where
Pope Martin V was elected

of France, alienating France's enemies, such as the Kingdom of England.[67]

The pope was understood to have the power to draw on the Treasury of Merit built up by the saints and by Christ, so that he
could grant indulgences, reducing one's time in purgatory. The concept that a monetary fine or donation accompanied contrition,
confession, and prayer eventually gave way to the common assumption that indulgences depended on a simple monetary
contribution. The popes condemned misunderstandings and abuses, but were too pressed for income to exercise effective
control over indulgences.[66]

Popes also contended with the cardinals, who sometimes attempted to assert the authority of Catholic Ecumenical Councils over
the pope's. Conciliarism holds that the supreme authority of the church lies with a General Council, not with the pope. Its
foundations were laid early in the 13th century, and it culminated in the 15th century. The failure of Conciliarism to gain broad
acceptance after the 15th century is taken as a factor in the Protestant Reformation.[68]

Various Antipopes challenged papal authority, especially during the Western Schism (1378–1417). In this schism, the papacy
had returned to Rome from Avignon, but an antipope was installed in Avignon, as if to extend the papacy there.[citation needed]

The Eastern Church continued to decline with the Eastern Roman (Byzantine) Empire, undercutting Constantinople's claim to equality with Rome. Twice an Eastern Emperor tried to force the
Eastern Church to reunify with the West. First in the Second Council of Lyon (1272–1274) and secondly in the Council of Florence (1431–1449). Papal claims of superiority were a sticking point in
reunification, which failed in any event. In the 15th century, the Ottoman Empire captured Constantinople.[69]

Reformation to present (1517 to today)

Protestant Reformers criticized the papacy as corrupt and characterized the pope as the antichrist.[70][71][72][73]

Popes instituted a Catholic Reformation[11] (1560–1648), which addressed the challenges of the Protestant Reformation and instituted internal reforms. Pope
Paul III initiated the Council of Trent (1545–1563), whose definitions of doctrine and whose reforms sealed the triumph of the papacy over elements in the
church that sought conciliation with Protestants and opposed papal claims.[74]

Gradually forced to give up secular power, the popes focused on spiritual issues.[11]

In 1870, the First Vatican Council proclaimed the dogma of papal infallibility for those rare occasions the pope speaks ex cathedra when issuing a solemn
definition of faith or morals.[11]

Later the same year, Victor Emmanuel II of Italy seized Rome from the pope's control and substantially completed the Italian unification.[11]

In 1929, the Lateran Treaty between the Kingdom of Italy and the Holy See established Vatican City as an independent city-state, guaranteeing papal
independence from secular rule.[11]

In 1950, Pope Pius XII defined the Assumption of Mary as dogma, the only time that a pope has spoken ex cathedra since papal infallibility was explicitly
declared.

The Petrine Doctrine is still controversial as an issue of doctrine that continues to divide the eastern and western churches and separate Protestants from Rome.

Saint Peter and the origin of the papal office
See also: Primacy of Simon Peter

The Catholic Church teaches that, within the Christian community, the bishops as a body have succeeded to the body of the apostles (apostolic succession) and the Bishop of Rome has succeeded
to Saint Peter.[5]

Scriptural texts proposed in support of Peter's special position in relation to the church include:

Matthew 16:

I tell you, you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it. I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and whatever you
bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.[75]

Luke 22:

Simon, Simon, behold, Satan demanded to have you, that he might sift you like wheat, but I have prayed for you that your faith may not fail. And when you have turned again,
strengthen your brothers.[76]

John 21:

Feed my sheep.[77]

The symbolic keys in the Papal coats of arms are a reference to the phrase "the keys of the kingdom of heaven" in the first of these texts. Some Protestant writers have maintained that the "rock"
that Jesus speaks of in this text is Jesus himself or the faith expressed by Peter.[78][79][80][81][82][83] This idea is undermined by the Biblical usage of "Cephas," which is the masculine form of "rock" in
Aramaic, to describe Peter.[84][85][86] The Encyclopædia Britannica comments that "the consensus of the great majority of scholars today is that the most obvious and traditional understanding should
be construed, namely, that rock refers to the person of Peter".[87]

Election, death and resignation

Election
Main article: Papal conclave

The pope was originally chosen by those senior clergymen resident in and near Rome. In 1059 the electorate was restricted to the Cardinals of the Holy
Roman Church, and the individual votes of all Cardinal Electors were made equal in 1179. The electors are now limited to those who have not reached 80 on
the day before the death or resignation of a pope.[88] The pope does not need to be a Cardinal Elector or indeed a Cardinal; however, since the pope is the
Bishop of Rome, only those who can be ordained a bishop can be elected, which means that any male baptized Catholic is eligible. The last to be elected
when not yet a bishop was Pope Gregory XVI in 1831, and the last to be elected when not even a priest was Pope Leo X in 1513, and the last to be elected
when not a cardinal was Pope Urban VI in 1378.[89] If someone who is not a bishop is elected, he must be given episcopal ordination before the election is
announced to the people.[90]

The Second Council of Lyon was convened on 7 May 1274, to regulate the election of the pope. This Council decreed that the cardinal electors must meet
within ten days of the pope's death, and that they must remain in seclusion until a pope has been elected; this was prompted by the three-year sede vacante
following the death of Pope Clement IV in 1268. By the mid-16th century, the electoral process had evolved into its present form, allowing for variation in the
time between the death of the pope and the meeting of the cardinal electors.[citation needed] Traditionally, the vote was conducted by Acclamation, by selection (by committee), or by plenary vote.
Acclamation was the simplest procedure, consisting entirely of a voice vote.

The election of the pope almost always takes place in the Sistine Chapel, in a sequestered meeting called a "conclave" (so called because the cardinal
electors are theoretically locked in, cum clave, i.e., with key, until they elect a new pope). Three cardinals are chosen by lot to collect the votes of absent
cardinal electors (by reason of illness), three are chosen by lot to count the votes, and three are chosen by lot to review the count of the votes. The ballots
are distributed and each cardinal elector writes the name of his choice on it and pledges aloud that he is voting for "one whom under God I think ought to be
elected" before folding and depositing his vote on a plate atop a large chalice placed on the altar. For the Papal conclave, 2005, a special urn was used for
this purpose instead of a chalice and plate. The plate is then used to drop the ballot into the chalice, making it difficult for electors to insert multiple ballots.
Before being read, the ballots are counted while still folded; if the number of ballots does not match the number of electors, the ballots are burned unopened
and a new vote is held. Otherwise, each ballot is read aloud by the presiding Cardinal, who pierces the ballot with a needle and thread, stringing all the ballots
together and tying the ends of the thread to ensure accuracy and honesty. Balloting continues until someone is elected by a two-thirds majority. (With the
promulgation of Universi Dominici Gregis in 1996, a simple majority after a deadlock of twelve days was allowed, but this was revoked by Pope Benedict XVI by

motu proprio in 2007.)

One of the most prominent aspects of the papal election process is the means by which the results of a ballot are announced to the world. Once the ballots are counted and bound together, they
are burned in a special stove erected in the Sistine Chapel, with the smoke escaping through a small chimney visible from Saint Peter's Square. The ballots from an unsuccessful vote are burned
along with a chemical compound to create black smoke, or fumata nera. (Traditionally, wet straw was used to produce the black smoke, but this was not completely reliable. The chemical compound
is more reliable than the straw.) When a vote is successful, the ballots are burned alone, sending white smoke (fumata bianca) through the chimney and announcing to the world the election of a
new pope.[91] Starting with the Papal conclave, 2005,[92] church bells are also rung as a signal that a new pope has been chosen.[citation needed]

The dean of the College of Cardinals then asks two solemn questions of the man who has been elected. First he asks, "Do you freely accept your election as supreme pontiff?" If he replies with the
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The formal declaration of "Habemus
Papam" after the election of Pope
Martin V

Funeral of Pope John Paul II at the
Vatican in April 2005, presided over by
Cardinal Ratzinger, the future Pope
Benedict XVI

Styles of
The Pope

Reference style His Holiness

Spoken style Your Holiness

Religious style Holy Father

Posthumous style See here

Part of a series on
European imperial,

royal, noble, gentry and
chivalric ranks

Emperor · Empress · King-Emperor · Queen-
Empress · Kaiser · Tsar

High king · High queen · Great king · Great
queen

King · Queen
Archduke · Archduchess · Tsesarevich

Grand prince · Grand princess 
Grand duke · Grand duchess

Prince-elector · Prince · Princess · Crown
prince · Crown princess · Foreign prince ·

Prince du sang · Infante · Infanta · Dauphin ·
Dauphine · Królewicz · Królewna · Jarl

Duke · Duchess · Herzog · Knyaz · Princely
count

Sovereign prince · Sovereign princess · Fürst ·
Fürstin · Boyar

Marquess · Marquis · Marchioness · 
Margrave · Landgrave · Marcher Lord

 · Count palatine
Count · Countess · Earl · Graf · Châtelain ·

Castellan · Burgrave
Viscount · Viscountess · Vidame

Baron · Baroness · Freiherr · Advocatus · Lord
of Parliament · Thane · Lendmann

Baronet · Baronetess · Scottish Feudal Baron ·
Scottish Feudal Baroness · Ritter · Imperial

Knight
Eques · Knight · Chevalier · Ridder · Lady ·
Dame · Edelfrei · Seigneur · Lord · Laird
Lord of the manor · Gentleman · Gentry ·

Esquire · Edler · Jonkheer · Junker · Younger ·
Maid

word "Accepto", his reign begins at that instant. If he replies not, his reign begins at the inauguration ceremony several days afterward. The dean asks next,
"By what name shall you be called?" The new pope announces the regnal name he has chosen. If the dean himself is elected pope, the vice dean performs
this task.[citation needed]

The new pope is led through the "Door of Tears" to a dressing room where three sets of white papal vestments (immantatio) await: small, medium, and large.
Donning the appropriate vestments and reemerging into the Sistine Chapel, the new pope is given the "Fisherman's Ring" by the camerlengo of the Holy
Roman Church, whom he first either reconfirms or reappoints. The pope assumes a place of honor as the rest of the cardinals wait in turn to offer their first
"obedience" (adoratio) and to receive his blessing.[citation needed]

The senior cardinal deacon announces from a balcony over St. Peter's Square the following proclamation: Annuntio vobis gaudium magnum! Habemus
Papam! ("I announce to you a great joy! We have a pope!"). He announces the new pope's Christian name along with his newly chosen regnal
name.[citation needed]

Until 1978 the pope's election was followed in a few days by the papal coronation, which started with a procession with great pomp and circumstance from the
Sistine Chapel to St. Peter's Basilica, with the newly elected pope borne in the sedia gestatoria. After a solemn Papal Mass, the new pope was crowned with
the triregnum (papal tiara) and he gave for the first time as pope the famous blessing Urbi et Orbi ("to the City [Rome] and to the World"). Another renowned
part of the coronation was the lighting of a bundle of flax at the top of a gilded pole, which would flare brightly for a moment and then promptly extinguish, as
he said, Sic transit gloria mundi ("Thus passes worldly glory"). A similar warning against papal hubris made on this occasion was the traditional exclamation,
"Annos Petri non-videbis", reminding the newly crowned pope that he would not live to see his rule lasting as long as that of St. Peter. According to tradition,
he headed the church for 35 years and has thus far been the longest-reigning pope in the history of the Catholic Church.[citation needed][93]

A traditionalist Catholic belief that lacks reliable authority claims that a Papal Oath was sworn, at their coronation, by all popes from Agatho to Paul VI and that it was omitted with the abolition of the
coronation ceremony.[citation needed]

The Latin term, sede vacante ("while the see is vacant"),[94] refers to a papal interregnum, the period between the death or resignation of a pope and the election of his successor. From this term is
derived the term sedevacantism, which designates a category of dissident Catholics who maintain that there is no canonically and legitimately elected pope, and that there is therefore a sede
vacante. One of the most common reasons for holding this belief is the idea that the reforms of the Second Vatican Council, and especially the reform of the Tridentine Mass with the Mass of Paul VI,
are heretical and that those responsible for initiating and maintaining these changes are heretics and not true popes.[citation needed]

For centuries, from 1378 on, those elected to the papacy were predominantly Italians. Prior to the election of the Polish cardinal Karol Wojtyla as Pope John Paul II in 1978, the last non-Italian was
Pope Adrian VI of the Netherlands, elected in 1522. John Paul II was followed by election of the German-born Pope Benedict XVI, who was in turn followed by Argentine-born Pope Francis, who is the
first non-European after 1272 years and the first Latin American, despite having an Italian ancestry.[95][96]

Death

The current regulations regarding a papal interregnum—that is, a sede vacante ("vacant seat")—were promulgated by Pope John Paul II in his 1996
document Universi Dominici Gregis. During the "sede vacante" period, the College of Cardinals is collectively responsible for the government of the Church
and of the Vatican itself, under the direction of the Camerlengo of the Holy Roman Church; however, canon law specifically forbids the cardinals from
introducing any innovation in the government of the Church during the vacancy of the Holy See. Any decision that requires the assent of the pope has to wait
until the new pope has been elected and accepts office.[citation needed]

In recent centuries, when a pope was judged to have died, it was reportedly traditional for the cardinal camerlengo to confirm the death ceremonially by gently
tapping the pope's head thrice with a silver hammer, calling his birth name each time.[97] This was not done on the deaths of popes John Paul I[98] and John
Paul II.[99] The cardinal camerlengo retrieves the Ring of the Fisherman and cuts it in two in the presence of the cardinals. The pope's seals are defaced, to
keep them from ever being used again, and his personal apartment is sealed.[100]

The body lies in state for several days before being interred in the crypt of a leading church or cathedral; all popes who have died in the 20th and 21st
centuries have been interred in St. Peter's Basilica. A nine-day period of mourning (novendialis) follows the interment.[100]

Resignation
Main article: Papal resignation

It is highly unusual for a pope to resign.[101] The 1983 Code of Canon Law[102] states, "If it happens that the Roman Pontiff resigns his office, it is required for validity that the resignation is made
freely and properly manifested but not that it is accepted by anyone." Benedict XVI, who vacated the Holy See on 28 February 2013, was the most recent to do so since Gregory XII's resignation in
1415.[103]

Titles

Regnal name

Popes adopt a new name on their accession, known as papal name, in Italian and Latin. Currently, after a new pope is elected and accepts the election,
he is asked "By what name shall you be called?". The new pope chooses the name by which he will be known from that point on. The senior cardinal
deacon, or cardinal protodeacon, then appears on the balcony of Saint Peter's to proclaim the new pope by his birth name, and announce his papal
name in Latin. It's customary when referring to popes to translate the regnal name into all local languages. Thus, for example, Papa Franciscus is Papa
Francesco in Italian, but he is also known as Papa Francisco in his native Spanish, Pope Francis in English, etc.

Official list of titles

The official list of titles of the pope, in the order in which they are given in the Annuario Pontificio, is:

Bishop of Rome, Vicar of Jesus Christ, Successor of the Prince of the Apostles, Supreme Pontiff of the Universal Church, Primate of Italy,
Archbishop and Metropolitan of the Roman Province, Sovereign of the Vatican City State, Servant of the servants of God.[104]

The best-known title, that of "pope", does not appear in the official list, but is commonly used in the titles of documents, and appears, in abbreviated
form, in their signatures. Thus Paul VI signed as "Paulus PP. VI", the "PP." standing for "papa pontifex" ("pope and pontiff").[105][106][107][108][109]

The title "pope" was from the early 3rd century an honorific designation used for any bishop in the West.[21] In the East, it was used only for the bishop
of Alexandria.[21] Marcellinus (d. 304) is the first bishop of Rome shown in sources to have had the title "pope" used of him. From the 6th century, the
imperial chancery of Constantinople normally reserved this designation for the bishop of Rome.[21] From the early 6th century, it began to be confined in
the West to the bishop of Rome, a practice that was firmly in place by the 11th century,[21] when Gregory VII declared it reserved for the bishop of
Rome.[citation needed]

In Eastern Christianity, where the title "pope" is used also of the bishop of Alexandria, the bishop of Rome is often referred to as the "pope of Rome",
regardless of whether the speaker or writer is in communion with Rome or not.[citation needed]

Vicar of Jesus Christ

"Vicar of Jesus Christ" (Vicarius Iesu Christi) is one of the official titles of the pope given in the Annuario Pontificio. It is commonly used in the slightly
abbreviated form "vicar of Christ" (vicarius Christi). While it is only one of the terms with which the pope is referred to as "vicar", it is "more expressive of
his supreme headship of the Church on Earth, which he bears in virtue of the commission of Christ and with vicarial power derived from him", a vicarial
power believed to have been conferred on Saint Peter when Christ said to him: "Feed my lambs...Feed my sheep" (John 21:16–17 ).[110]

The first record of the application of this title to a bishop of Rome appears in a synod of 495 with reference to Gelasius I.[111] But at that time, and down
to the 9th century, other bishops too referred to themselves as vicars of Christ, and for another four centuries this description was sometimes used of
kings and even judges,[112] as it had been used in the 5th and 6th centuries to refer to the Byzantine emperor.[113] Earlier still, in the 3rd century,
Tertullian used "vicar of Christ" to refer to the Holy Spirit[114][115] sent by Jesus.[116] Its use specifically for the pope appears in the 13th century in
connection with the reforms of Pope Innocent III,[113] as can be observed already in his 1199 letter to Leo I, King of Armenia.[117] Other historians
suggest that this title was already used in this way in association with the pontificate of Eugene III (1145–1153).[111]

This title "vicar of Christ" is thus not used of the pope alone and has been used of all bishops since the early centuries.[118] The Second Vatican Council
referred to all bishops as "vicars and ambassadors of Christ",[119] and this description of the bishops was repeated by John Paul II in his encyclical Ut
unum sint, 95. The difference is that the other bishops are vicars of Christ for their own local churches, the pope is vicar of Christ for the whole
Church.[120]

On at least one occasion the title "vicar of God" (a reference to Christ as God) was used of the pope.[110]

The title "vicar of Peter" (vicarius Petri) is used only of the pope, not of other bishops. Variations of it include: "Vicar of the Prince of the Apostles"
(Vicarius Principis Apostolorum) and "Vicar of the Apostolic See" (Vicarius Sedis Apostolicae).[110] Saint Boniface described Pope Gregory II as vicar of
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Ministerialis
v · t · e

Entrance to Vatican City, with
inscription "Benedictus XVI Pont(ifex)
Max(imus) Anno Domini MMV
Pont(ificatus) I.", i.e., "Benedict XVI,
Pontifex Maximus, in the year of Our
Lord 2005, the first year of his
pontificate."

The signature of Pope Francis

The signature of Pope Benedict XVI
during his pontificate

The coat of arms of the
Holy See. That of the State of
Vatican City is the same
except that the positions of the
gold and silver keys are
interchanged.[145]

Peter in the oath of fealty that he took in 722.[121] In today's Roman Missal, the description "vicar of Peter" is found also in the collect of the Mass for a
saint who was a pope.[122]

Supreme pontiff

The term "pontiff" is derived from the Latin: pontifex, which literally means "bridge builder" (pons + facere) and which designated a member of the principal
college of priests in ancient Rome.[123][124] The Latin word was translated into ancient Greek variously: as Ancient Greek: ἱεροδιδάσκαλος, Ancient Greek:
ἱερονόμος, Ancient Greek: ἱεροφύλαξ, Ancient Greek: ἱεροφάντης (hierophant),[125] or Ancient Greek: ἀρχιερεύς (archiereus, high priest)[126][127] The head of
the college was known as the Pontifex Maximus (the greatest pontiff).[128]

In Christian use, pontifex appears in the Vulgate translation of the New Testament to indicate the High Priest of Israel (in the original Koine Greek,
ἀρχιερεύς).[129] The term came to be applied to any Christian bishop,[130] but since the 11th century commonly refers specifically to the Bishop of Rome,[131]

who is more strictly called the "Roman Pontiff". The use of the term to refer to bishops in general is reflected in the terms "Roman Pontifical" (a book
containing rites reserved for bishops, such as confirmation and ordination), and "pontificals" (the insignia of bishops).[132]

The Annuario Pontificio lists as one of the official titles of the pope that of "Supreme Pontiff of the Universal Church" (Latin: Summus Pontifex Ecclesiae
Universalis).[133] He is also commonly called the Supreme Pontiff or the Sovereign Pontiff (Latin: Summus Pontifex).[134]

Pontifex Maximus, similar in meaning to Summus Pontifex, is a title commonly found in inscriptions on papal buildings, paintings, statues and coins, usually
abbreviated as "Pont. Max" or "P.M." The office of Pontifex Maximus, or head of the College of Pontiffs, was held by Julius Caesar and thereafter, by the
Roman emperors, until Gratian (375–383) relinquished it.[125][135][136] Tertullian, when he had become a Montanist, used the title derisively of either the pope
or the Bishop of Carthage.[137] The popes began to use this title regularly only in the 15th century.[137]

Servant of the servants of God

Although the description "servant of the servants of God" (Latin: servus servorum Dei) was also used by other Church leaders, including Augustine of Hippo and Benedict of Nursia, it was first used
extensively as a papal title by Gregory the Great, reportedly as a lesson in humility for the patriarch of Constantinople, John the Faster, who had assumed the title "ecumenical patriarch". It became
reserved for the pope in the 12th century and is used in papal bulls and similar important papal documents.[138]

Patriarch of the West
See also: Patriarch and Pentarchy

From 1863 until 2005, the Annuario Pontificio also included the title "patriarch of the West". This title was first used by Pope Theodore I in 642, and was only used occasionally. Indeed, it did not
begin to appear in the pontifical yearbook until 1863. On 22 March 2006, the Vatican released a statement explaining this omission on the grounds of expressing a "historical and theological reality"
and of "being useful to ecumenical dialogue". The title patriarch of the West symbolized the pope's special relationship with, and jurisdiction over, the Latin Church—and the omission of the title
neither symbolizes in any way a change in this relationship, nor distorts the relationship between the Holy See and the Eastern Churches, as solemnly proclaimed by the Second Vatican Council.[139]

Other titles

Other titles commonly used are "His Holiness" (either used alone or as an honorific prefix "His Holiness Pope Francis"; and as "Your Holiness" as a form of address), "Holy Father". In Spanish and
Italian, "Beatísimo/Beatissimo Padre" (Most Blessed Father) is often used in preference to "Santísimo/Santissimo Padre" (Most Holy Father). In the medieval period, "Dominus Apostolicus" ("the
Apostolic Lord") was also used.[140]

Signature

Pope Francis signs some documents with his name alone, either in Latin ("Franciscus", as in an encyclical dated 29 June 2013)[141] or in another language.[142]

Other documents he signs in accordance with the tradition of using Latin only and including, in the abbreviated form "PP.",[143] for the Latin Papa Pontifex ("Pope
and Pontiff").[144] Popes who have an ordinal numeral in their name traditionally place the abbreviation "PP." before the ordinal numeral, as in "Benedictus PP.
XVI" (Pope Benedict XVI), except in bulls of canonization and decrees of ecumenical councils, which a pope signs with the formula, "Ego N. Episcopus Ecclesiae
catholicae", without the numeral, as in "Ego Benedictus Episcopus Ecclesiae catholicae" (I, Benedict, Bishop of the Catholic Church). The pope's signature is
followed, in bulls of canonization, by those of all the cardinals resident in Rome, and in decrees of ecumenical councils, by the signatures of the other bishops
participating in the council, each signing as Bishop of a particular see.[citation needed]

Papal bulls are headed N. Episcopus Servus Servorum Dei ("Name, Bishop, Servant of the Servants of God"). In general, they are not signed by the pope, but
John Paul II introduced in the mid-1980s the custom by which the pope signs not only bulls of canonization but also, using his normal signature, such as
"Benedictus PP. XVI", bulls of nomination of bishops.[citation needed]

Regalia and insignia
Main article: Papal regalia and insignia

Triregnum, also called the "tiara" or "triple crown", represents the pope's three functions as "supreme pastor", "supreme teacher" and "supreme priest". Recent popes have not, however, worn
the triregnum, though it remains the symbol of the papacy and has not been abolished. In liturgical ceremonies the pope wears an episcopal mitre (an erect cloth hat).[citation needed]

Crosier topped by a crucifix, a custom established before the 13th century (see Papal ferula).[citation needed]

Pallium, or pall, a circular band of fabric worn around the neck over the chasuble. It forms a yoke about the neck, breast and shoulders and has two pendants hanging down in front and behind,
and is ornamented with six crosses. Previously, the pallium worn by the pope was identical to those he granted to the primates, but in 2005, Pope Benedict XVI began to use a distinct papal
pallium that is larger than the primatial, and was adorned with red crosses instead of black.[citation needed]

"Keys to the Kingdom of Heaven", the image of two keys, one gold and one silver. The silver key symbolizes the power to bind and loose on Earth, and the gold key the power to bind and loose
in Heaven.[citation needed]

Ring of the Fisherman, a gold or gilt ring decorated with a depiction of St. Peter in a boat casting his net, with the pope's name around it.[citation needed]

Umbraculum (better known in the Italian form ombrellino) is a canopy or umbrella consisting of alternating red and gold stripes, which used to be carried above the pope in
processions.[citation needed]

Sedia gestatoria, a mobile throne carried by twelve footmen (palafrenieri) in red uniforms, accompanied by two attendants bearing flabella (fans made of white ostrich feathers), and sometimes a
large canopy, carried by eight attendants. The use of the flabella was discontinued by Pope John Paul I. The use of the sedia gestatoria was discontinued by Pope John Paul II.[citation needed]

In heraldry, each pope has his own personal coat of arms. Though unique for each pope, the arms have for several centuries been traditionally accompanied by two
keys in saltire (i.e., crossed over one another so as to form an X) behind the escutcheon (shield) (one silver key and one gold key, tied with a red cord), and above
them a silver triregnum with three gold crowns and red infulae (lappets—two strips of fabric hanging from the back of the triregnum which fall over the neck and
shoulders when worn). This is blazoned: "two keys in saltire or and argent, interlacing in the rings or, beneath a tiara argent, crowned or". The 21st century has seen
departures from this tradition. In 2005, Pope Benedict XVI, while maintaining the crossed keys behind the shield, omitted the papal tiara from his personal coat of
arms, replacing it with a mitre with three horizontal lines. Beneath the shield he added the pallium, a papal symbol of authority more ancient than the tiara, the use of
which is also granted to metropolitan archbishops as a sign of communion with the See of Rome. Although the tiara was omitted in the pope's personal coat of arms,
the coat of arms of the Holy See, which includes the tiara, remained unaltered. In 2013, Pope Francis maintained the mitre that replaced the tiara, but omitted the
pallium. He also departed from papal tradition by adding beneath the shield his personal pastoral motto: Miserando atque eligendo.[citation needed]

The flag most frequently associated with the pope is the yellow and white flag of Vatican City, with the arms of the Holy See (blazoned: "Gules, two keys in saltire or
and argent, interlacing in the rings or, beneath a tiara argent, crowned or") on the right-hand side (the "fly") in the white half of the flag (the left-hand side—the
"hoist"—is yellow). The pope's escucheon does not appear on the flag. This flag was first adopted in 1808, whereas the previous flag had been red and gold.
Although Pope Benedict XVI replaced the triregnum with a mitre on his personal coat of arms, it has been retained on the flag.[146]

Papal garments

Pope Pius V (reigned 1566–1572), is often credited with having originated the custom whereby the pope wears white, by continuing after his election to wear the white habit of the Dominican order.
In reality, the basic papal attire was white long before. The earliest document that describes it as such is the Ordo XIII, a book of ceremonies compiled in about 1274. Later books of ceremonies
describe the pope as wearing a red mantle, mozzetta, camauro and shoes, and a white cassock and stockings.[147][148] Many contemporary portraits of 15th and 16th-century predecessors of Pius V
show them wearing a white cassock similar to his.[149]

Status and authority
Main articles: Primacy of the Bishop of Rome and Papal infallibility

First Vatican Council

The status and authority of the pope in the Catholic Church was dogmatically defined by the First Vatican Council on 18 July 1870. In its Dogmatic Constitution of the Church of Christ, the Council
established the following canons:[150]
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gestatoria c. 1955.
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If anyone says that the blessed Apostle Peter was not established by the Lord Christ as the chief of all the apostles, and the visible head of the
whole militant Church, or, that the same received great honour but did not receive from the same our Lord Jesus Christ directly and immediately
the primacy in true and proper jurisdiction: let him be anathema.[151]

If anyone says that it is not from the institution of Christ the Lord Himself, or by divine right that the blessed Peter has perpetual successors in the
primacy over the universal Church, or that the Roman Pontiff is not the successor of blessed Peter in the same primacy, let him be
anathema.[152]

If anyone thus speaks, that the Roman pontiff has only the office of inspection or direction, but not the full and supreme power of jurisdiction over
the universal Church, not only in things which pertain to faith and morals, but also in those which pertain to the discipline and government of the
Church spread over the whole world; or, that he possesses only the more important parts, but not the whole plenitude of this supreme power; or
that this power of his is not ordinary and immediate, or over the churches altogether and individually, and over the pastors and the faithful
altogether and individually: let him be anathema.[153]

We, adhering faithfully to the tradition received from the beginning of the Christian faith, to the glory of God, our Saviour, the elevation of the
Catholic religion and the salvation of Christian peoples, with the approbation of the sacred Council, teach and explain that the dogma has been
divinely revealed: that the Roman Pontiff, when he speaks ex cathedra, that is, when carrying out the duty of the pastor and teacher of all
Christians by his supreme apostolic authority he defines a doctrine of faith or morals to be held by the universal Church, through the divine
assistance promised him in blessed Peter, operates with that infallibility with which the divine Redeemer wished that His church be instructed in
defining doctrine on faith and morals; and so such definitions of the Roman Pontiff from himself, but not from the consensus of the Church, are
unalterable. But if anyone presumes to contradict this definition of Ours, which may God forbid: let him be anathema.[154]

Second Vatican Council

In its Dogmatic Constitution on the Church (1964), the Second Vatican Council declared:

Among the principal duties of bishops the preaching of the Gospel occupies an eminent place. For bishops are preachers of the faith, who lead
new disciples to Christ, and they are authentic teachers, that is, teachers endowed with the authority of Christ, who preach to the people
committed to them the faith they must believe and put into practice, and by the light of the Holy Spirit illustrate that faith. They bring forth from the
treasury of Revelation new things and old, making it bear fruit and vigilantly warding off any errors that threaten their flock. Bishops, teaching in
communion with the Roman Pontiff, are to be respected by all as witnesses to divine and Catholic truth. In matters of faith and morals, the
bishops speak in the name of Christ and the faithful are to accept their teaching and adhere to it with a religious assent. This religious
submission of mind and will must be shown in a special way to the authentic magisterium of the Roman Pontiff, even when he is not speaking ex
cathedra; that is, it must be shown so that his supreme magisterium is acknowledged with reverence, the judgments made by him are sincerely
adhered to, according to his manifest mind and will. His mind and will in the matter may be known either from the character of the documents,
from his frequent repetition of the same doctrine, or from his manner of speaking. ... this infallibility with which the Divine Redeemer willed His
Church to be endowed in defining doctrine of faith and morals, extends as far as the deposit of Revelation extends, which must be religiously
guarded and faithfully expounded. And this is the infallibility which the Roman Pontiff, the head of the College of Bishops, enjoys in virtue of his
office, when, as the supreme shepherd and teacher of all the faithful, who confirms his brethren in their faith, by a definitive act he proclaims a
doctrine of faith or morals. And therefore his definitions, of themselves, and not from the consent of the Church, are justly styled irreformable,
since they are pronounced with the assistance of the Holy Spirit, promised to him in blessed Peter, and therefore they need no approval of
others, nor do they allow an appeal to any other judgment. For then the Roman Pontiff is not pronouncing judgment as a private person, but as
the supreme teacher of the universal Church, in whom the charism of infallibility of the Church itself is individually present, he is expounding or
defending a doctrine of Catholic faith. The infallibility promised to the Church resides also in the body of Bishops, when that body exercises the
supreme magisterium with the successor of Peter. To these definitions the assent of the Church can never be wanting, on account of the activity
of that same Holy Spirit, by which the whole flock of Christ is preserved and progresses in unity of faith.[155]

On 11 October 2012, on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the opening of the Second Vatican Council 60 prominent theologians, (including Hans Küng), put out a Declaration, stating that the
intention of Vatican II to balance authority in the Church has not been realised. "Many of the key insights of Vatican II have not at all, or only partially, been implemented... A principal source of
present-day stagnation lies in misunderstanding and abuse affecting the exercise of authority in our Church."[156]

Politics of the Holy See

Residence and jurisdiction

The pope's official seat is in the Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran, considered the cathedral of the Diocese of Rome, and his official residence is the
Apostolic Palace. He also possesses a summer residence at Castel Gandolfo, situated on the site of the ancient city of Alba Longa. Until the time of the
Avignon Papacy, the residence of the pope was the Lateran Palace, donated by Roman emperor Constantine the Great.[citation needed]

The pope's ecclesiastical jurisdiction (the Holy See) is distinct from his secular jurisdiction (Vatican City). It is the Holy See that conducts international
relations; for hundreds of years, the papal court (the Roman Curia) has functioned as the government of the Catholic Church.[citation needed]

The names "Holy See" and "Apostolic See" are ecclesiastical terminology for the ordinary jurisdiction of the Bishop of Rome (including the Roman
Curia); the pope's various honors, powers, and privileges within the Catholic Church and the international community derive from his Episcopate of
Rome in lineal succession from the Saint Peter, one of the twelve apostles (see Apostolic succession). Consequently, Rome has traditionally occupied a
central position in the Catholic Church, although this is not necessarily so. The pope derives his pontificate from being bishop of Rome but is not
required to live there; according to the Latin formula ubi Papa, ibi Curia, wherever the pope resides is the central government of the Church, provided
that the pope is Bishop of Rome. As such, between 1309 and 1378, the popes lived in Avignon, France (see Avignon Papacy), a period often called the
"Babylonian captivity" in allusion to the Biblical narrative of Jews of the ancient Kingdom of Judah living as captives in Babylonia.

Though the pope is the diocesan bishop of Rome, he delegates most of the day-to-day work of leading the diocese to the cardinal vicar, who assures
direct episcopal oversight of the diocese's pastoral needs, not in his own name but in that of the pope. The current cardinal vicar is Angelo De Donatis,
who was appointed to the office in June 2017.

Political role
Main article: Politics of Vatican City

Though the progressive Christianisation of the Roman Empire in the 4th century did not confer upon bishops civil authority within the state, the gradual
withdrawal of imperial authority during the 5th century left the pope the senior imperial civilian official in Rome, as bishops were increasingly directing
civil affairs in other cities of the Western Empire. This status as a secular and civil ruler was vividly displayed by Pope Leo I's confrontation with Attila in
452. The first expansion of papal rule outside of Rome came in 728 with the Donation of Sutri, which in turn was substantially increased in 754, when the
Frankish ruler Pippin the Younger gave to the pope the land from his conquest of the Lombards. The pope may have utilized the forged Donation of
Constantine to gain this land, which formed the core of the Papal States. This document, accepted as genuine until the 15th century, states that
Constantine the Great placed the entire Western Empire of Rome under papal rule. In 800, Pope Leo III crowned the Frankish ruler Charlemagne as
Roman emperor, a major step toward establishing what later became known as the Holy Roman Empire; from that date onward the popes claimed the
prerogative to crown the emperor, though the right fell into disuse after the coronation of Charles V in 1530. Pius VII was present at the coronation of
Napoleon I in 1804 but did not actually perform the crowning. As mentioned above, the pope's sovereignty over the Papal States ended in 1870 with
their annexation by Italy.

Popes like Alexander VI, an ambitious if spectacularly corrupt politician, and Julius II, a formidable general and statesman, were not afraid to use power
to achieve their own ends, which included increasing the power of the papacy. This political and temporal authority was demonstrated through the papal
role in the Holy Roman Empire (especially prominent during periods of contention with the emperors, such as during the pontificates of Gregory VII and
Alexander III). Papal bulls, interdict, and excommunication (or the threat thereof) have been used many times to increase papal power. The bull
Laudabiliter in 1155 authorized King Henry II of England to invade Ireland. In 1207, Innocent III placed England under interdict until King John made his
kingdom a fiefdom to the Pope, complete with yearly tribute, saying, "we offer and freely yield...to our lord Pope Innocent III and his catholic successors,
the whole kingdom of England and the whole kingdom of Ireland with all their rights and appurtenences for the remission of our sins".[157] The Bull Inter
caetera in 1493 led to the Treaty of Tordesillas in 1494, which divided the world into areas of Spanish and Portuguese rule. The bull Regnans in
Excelsis in 1570 excommunicated Queen Elizabeth I of England and declared that all her subjects were released from all allegiance to her. The bull Inter
gravissimas in 1582 established the Gregorian calendar.[158]
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Under international law, a serving head of state has sovereign immunity from the jurisdiction of the courts of other countries, though not from that of
international tribunals.[159][160] This immunity is sometimes loosely referred to as "diplomatic immunity", which is, strictly speaking, the immunity enjoyed
by the diplomatic representatives of a head of state.

International law treats the Holy See, essentially the central government of the Catholic Church, as the juridical equal of a state. It is distinct from the
state of Vatican City, existing for many centuries before the foundation of the latter. (It is common for publications and news media to use "the Vatican",
"Vatican City", and even "Rome" as metonyms for the Holy See.) Most countries of the world maintain the same form of diplomatic relations with the Holy
See that they entertain with other states. Even countries without those diplomatic relations participate in international organizations of which the Holy
See is a full member.

It is as head of the state-equivalent worldwide religious jurisdiction of the Holy See (not of the territory of Vatican City) that the U.S. Justice Department
ruled that the pope enjoys head-of-state immunity.[161] This head-of-state immunity, recognized by the United States, must be distinguished from that
envisaged under the United States' Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act of 1976, which, while recognizing the basic immunity of foreign governments from
being sued in American courts, lays down nine exceptions, including commercial activity and actions in the United States by agents or employees of the
foreign governments. It was in relation to the latter that, in November 2008, the United States Court of Appeals in Cincinnati decided that a case over
sexual abuse by Catholic priests could proceed, provided the plaintiffs could prove that the bishops accused of negligent supervision were acting as
employees or agents of the Holy See and were following official Holy See policy.[162][163][164]

In April 2010, there was press coverage in Britain concerning a proposed plan by atheist campaigners and a prominent barrister[who?] to have Pope
Benedict XVI arrested and prosecuted in the UK for alleged offences, dating from several decades before, in failing to take appropriate action regarding
Catholic sex abuse cases and concerning their disputing his immunity from prosecution in that country.[165] This was generally dismissed as "unrealistic
and spurious".[166] Another barrister said that it was a "matter of embarrassment that a senior British lawyer would want to allow himself to be associated
with such a silly idea".[167]

Objections to the papacy
The pope's claim to authority is either disputed or not recognised at all by other churches. The reasons for these objections differ from denomination to
denomination.

Orthodox, Anglican and Old Catholic churches

Other traditional Christian churches (Assyrian Church of the East, the Oriental Orthodox Church, the Eastern Orthodox Church, the Old Catholic
Church, the Anglican Communion, the Independent Catholic churches, etc.) accept the doctrine of Apostolic succession and, to varying extents, papal
claims to a primacy of honour, while generally rejecting the pope as the successor to Peter in any other sense than that of other bishops. Primacy is
regarded as a consequence of the pope's position as bishop of the original capital city of the Roman Empire, a definition explicitly spelled out in the 28th
canon of the Council of Chalcedon. These churches see no foundation to papal claims of universal immediate jurisdiction, or to claims of papal
infallibility. Several of these churches refer to such claims as ultramontanism.

Protestant denominations
Main article: Historicism (Christianity)

In 1973, the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops' Committee on Ecumenical and Interreligious Affairs and the USA National Committee of the
Lutheran World Federation in the official Catholic–Lutheran dialogue included this passage in a larger statement on papal primacy:

In calling the pope the "Antichrist", the early Lutherans stood in a tradition that reached back into the eleventh century. Not only dissidents
and heretics but even saints had called the bishop of Rome the "Antichrist" when they wished to castigate his abuse of power. What
Lutherans understood as a papal claim to unlimited authority over everything and everyone reminded them of the apocalyptic imagery of
Daniel 11, a passage that even prior to the Reformation had been applied to the pope as the Antichrist of the last days.[168]

Protestant denominations of Christianity reject the claims of Petrine primacy of honor, Petrine primacy of jurisdiction, and papal infallibility. These
denominations vary from simply not accepting the pope's claim to authority as legitimate and valid, to believing that the pope is the Antichrist[169] from 1
John 2:18, the Man of Sin from 2 Thessalonians 2:3–12,[170] and the Beast out of the Earth from Revelation 13:11–18.[171]

This sweeping rejection is held by, among others, some denominations of Lutherans: Confessional Lutherans hold that the pope is the Antichrist, stating
that this article of faith is part of a quia ("because") rather than quatenus ("insofar as") subscription to the Book of Concord. In 1932, one of these
Confessional churches, the Lutheran Church–Missouri Synod (LCMS), adopted A Brief Statement of the Doctrinal Position of the Missouri Synod, which
a small number of Lutheran church bodies now hold. The Lutheran Churches of the Reformation,[173] the Concordia Lutheran Conference,[174] the
Church of the Lutheran Confession,[175] and the Illinois Lutheran Conference[176] all hold to the Brief Statement, which the LCMS places on its
website.[177] The Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran Synod (WELS), another Confessional Lutheran church that declares the Papacy to be the Antichrist,
released its own statement, the "Statement on the Antichrist", in 1959. The WELS still holds to this statement.[178]

Historically, Protestants objected to the papacy's claim of temporal power over all secular governments, including territorial claims in Italy,[179] the
papacy's complex relationship with secular states such as the Roman and Byzantine Empires, and the autocratic character of the papal office.[180] In
Western Christianity these objections both contributed to and are products of the Protestant Reformation.

Antipopes
Main articles: Antipope and Western Schism

Groups sometimes form around antipopes, who claim the Pontificate without being canonically and properly elected to it.

Traditionally, this term was reserved for claimants with a significant following of cardinals or other clergy. The existence of an antipope is usually due
either to doctrinal controversy within the Church (heresy) or to confusion as to who is the legitimate pope at the time (schism). Briefly in the 15th century,
three separate lines of popes claimed authenticity (see Papal Schism). Even Catholics do not all agree whether certain historical figures were popes or
antipopes. Though antipope movements were significant at one time, they are now overwhelmingly minor fringe causes.[citation needed]

Other uses of the title "Pope"
In the earlier centuries of Christianity, the title "Pope", meaning "father", had been used by all bishops. Some popes used the term and others did not.
Eventually, the title became associated especially with the Bishop of Rome. In a few cases, the term is used for other Christian clerical authorities.

In English, Catholic priests are still addressed as "father", but the term "pope" is reserved for the head of the church hierarchy.

In the Catholic Church

"Black Pope" is a name that was popularly, but unofficially, given to the superior general of the Society of Jesus due to the Jesuits' importance within the
Church. This name, based on the black colour of his cassock, was used to suggest a parallel between him and the "White Pope" (since the time of Pius
V the popes dress in white) and the cardinal prefect of the Congregation for the Evangelization of Peoples (formerly called the Sacred Congregation for
the Propagation of the Faith), whose red cardinal's cassock gave him the name of the "Red Pope" in view of the authority over all territories that were
not considered in some way Catholic. In the present time this cardinal has power over mission territories for Catholicism, essentially the Churches of
Africa and Asia,[181] but in the past his competence extended also to all lands where Protestants or Eastern Christianity was dominant. Some remnants
of this situation remain, with the result that, for instance, New Zealand is still in the care of this Congregation.

In the Eastern Churches

Since the papacy of Heraclas in the 3rd century, the bishop of Alexandria in both the Coptic Orthodox Church of Alexandria and the Greek Orthodox
Church of Alexandria continues to be called "pope", the former being called "Coptic pope" or, more properly, "Pope and Patriarch of All Africa on the
Holy Orthodox and Apostolic Throne of Saint Mark the Evangelist and Holy Apostle" and the latter called "Pope and Patriarch of Alexandria and All
Africa".[182]

In the Bulgarian Orthodox Church, Russian Orthodox Church and Serbian Orthodox Church, it is not unusual for a village priest to be called a "pope"
("поп" pop). However, this should be differentiated from the words used for the head of the Catholic Church (Bulgarian "папа" papa, Russian "папа
римский" papa rimskiy).

In new religious movements and other Christian-related new religious movements
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Sovereign of the Vatican City State

Some new religious movements within Christianity, especially those that have disassociated themselves from the Catholic Church yet retain a Catholic
hierarchical framework, have used the designation "pope" for a founder or current leader. Examples include the African Legio Maria Church and the
European Palmarian Catholic Church in Spain. The Cao Dai, a Vietnamese faith that duplicates the Catholic hierarchy, is similarly headed by a pope.

Lengths of papal reign

Longest-reigning popes

Although the average reign of the pope from the Middle Ages was a decade, a number of those whose reign lengths can be determined from
contemporary historical data are the following:

1. St. Peter (c. 30–64/68): c. 34 – c. 38 years (12,410–13,870 days)
2. Bl. Pius IX (1846–1878): 31 years, 7 months and 23 days (11,560 days)
3. St. John Paul II (1978–2005): 26 years, 5 months and 18 days (9,665 days)
4. Leo XIII (1878–1903): 25 years, 5 months and 1 day (9,281 days)
5. Pius VI (1775–1799): 24 years, 6 months and 15 days (8,962 days)
6. Adrian I (772–795): 23 years, 10 months and 25 days (8,729 days)
7. Pius VII (1800–1823): 23 years, 5 months and 7 days (8,560 days)
8. Alexander III (1159–1181): 21 years, 11 months and 24 days (8,029 days)
9. St. Sylvester I (314–335): 21 years, 11 months and 1 day (8,005 days)

10. St. Leo I (440–461): 21 years, 1 month, and 13 days (7,713 days)
11. Urban VIII (1623–1644): 20 years, 11 months and 24 days (7,664 days)

During the Western Schism, Avignon Pope Benedict XIII (1394–1423) ruled for 28 years, seven months and 12 days, which would place him third in the
above list. However, since he is regarded as an anti-pope, he is not mentioned in the list above.

Shortest-reigning popes

There have been a number of popes whose reign lasted about a month or less. In the following list the number of calendar days includes partial days.
Thus, for example, if a pope's reign commenced on 1 August and he died on 2 August, this would count as having reigned for two calendar days.

1. Urban VII (15–27 September 1590): reigned for 13 calendar days, died before coronation.
2. Boniface VI (April 896): reigned for 16 calendar days
3. Celestine IV (25 October – 10 November 1241): reigned for 17 calendar days, died before coronation.
4. Theodore II (December 897): reigned for 20 calendar days
5. Sisinnius (15 January – 4 February 708): reigned for 21 calendar days
6. Marcellus II (9 April – 1 May 1555): reigned for 23 calendar days
7. Damasus II (17 July – 9 August 1048): reigned for 24 calendar days
8. Pius III (22 September – 18 October 1503): reigned for 27 calendar days
9. Leo XI (1–27 April 1605): reigned for 27 calendar days

10. Benedict V (22 May – 23 June 964): reigned for 33 calendar days
11. John Paul I (26 August – 28 September 1978): reigned for 34 calendar days

Stephen (23–26 March 752) died of stroke three days after his election, and before his consecration as a bishop. He is not recognized as a valid pope,
but was added to the lists of popes in the 15th century as Stephen II, causing difficulties in enumerating later popes named Stephen. The Holy See's
Annuario Pontificio, in its list of popes and antipopes, attaches a footnote to its mention of Stephen II (III):

On the death of Zachary the Roman priest Stephen was elected; but, since four days later he died, before his consecratio, which according
to the canon law of the time was the true commencement of his pontificate, his name is not registered in the Liber Pontificalis nor in other
lists of the popes.[183]

Published every year by the Roman Curia, the Annuario Pontificio attaches no consecutive numbers to the popes, stating that it is impossible to decide
which side represented at various times the legitimate succession, in particular regarding Pope Leo VIII, Pope Benedict V and some mid-11th-century
popes.[184]
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The first stones of that building were laid in and by their ministry; hence their names are said to be written in the foundations of the new Jerusalem, Revelation
21:14. ... Thirdly, Others by this rock understand this confession which Peter made of Christ, and this comes all to one with understanding it of Christ himself.
It was a good confession which Peter witnessed, Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God; the rest concurred with him in it. "Now", saith Christ, "this is
that great truth upon which I will build my church." 1. Take away this truth itself, and the universal church falls to the ground. If Christ be not the Son of God,
Christianity is a cheat, and the church is a mere chimera; our preaching is vain, your faith is vain, and you are yet in your sins, 1 Corinthians 15:14–17. If Jesus
be not the Christ, those that own him are not of the church, but deceivers and deceived. 2. Take away the faith and confession of this truth from any particular
church, and it ceases to be a part of Christ's church, and relapses to the state and character of infidelity. This is articulus stantis et cadentis ecclesia—that
article, with the admission or the denial of which the church either rises or falls; "the main hinge on which the door of salvation turns;" those who let go this, do
not hold the foundation; and though they may call themselves Christians, they give themselves the lie; for the church is a sacred society, incorporated upon the
certainty and assurance of this great truth; and great it is, and has prevailed."
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Popes of the Catholic Church

List of popes (graphical · canonised) · Papal names · Tombs (extant · non-extant) · Antipope · Pope emeritus (Papal resignation) · Pope-elect

1st–4th centuries
During the Roman Empire (until 493)

including under Constantine (312–337)

Peter · Linus · Anacletus · Clement I · Evaristus · Alexander I · Sixtus I · Telesphorus · Hyginus · Pius I · Anicetus · Soter · Eleutherius · Victor I · Zephyrinus · Callixtus I · Urban I ·
Pontian · Anterus · Fabian · Cornelius · Lucius I · Stephen I · Sixtus II · Dionysius · Felix I · Eutychian · Caius · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Eusebius · Miltiades · Sylvester I · Mark ·
Julius I · Liberius · Damasus I · Siricius · Anastasius I

5th–8th centuries
Ostrogothic Papacy (493–537)

Byzantine Papacy (537–752)
Frankish Papacy (756–857)

Innocent I · Zosimus · Boniface I · Celestine I · Sixtus III · Leo I · Hilarius · Simplicius · Felix III · Gelasius I · Anastasius II · Symmachus · Hormisdas · John I · Felix IV · Boniface II ·
John II · Agapetus I · Silverius · Vigilius · Pelagius I · John III · Benedict I · Pelagius II · Gregory I · Sabinian · Boniface III · Boniface IV · Adeodatus I · Boniface V · Honorius I ·
Severinus · John IV · Theodore I · Martin I · Eugene I · Vitalian · Adeodatus II · Donus · Agatho · Leo II · Benedict II · John V · Conon · Sergius I · John VI · John VII · Sisinnius ·
Constantine · Gregory II · Gregory III · Zachary · Stephen II · Paul I · Stephen III · Adrian I · Leo III

9th–12th centuries
Papal selection before 1059

Saeculum obscurum (904–964)
Crescentii era (974–1012)

Tusculan Papacy (1012–1044/1048)
Imperial Papacy (1048–1257)

Stephen IV · Paschal I · Eugene II · Valentine · Gregory IV · Sergius II · Leo IV · Benedict III · Nicholas I · Adrian II · John VIII · Marinus I · Adrian III · Stephen V · Formosus · Boniface VI
· Stephen VI · Romanus · Theodore II · John IX · Benedict IV · Leo V · Sergius III · Anastasius III · Lando · John X · Leo VI · Stephen VII · John XI · Leo VII · Stephen VIII · Marinus II ·
Agapetus II · John XII · Benedict V · Leo VIII · John XIII · Benedict VI · Benedict VII · John XIV · John XV · Gregory V · Sylvester II · John XVII · John XVIII · Sergius IV · Benedict VIII ·
John XIX · Benedict IX · Sylvester III · Gregory VI · Clement II · Damasus II · Leo IX · Victor II · Stephen IX · Nicholas II · Alexander II · Gregory VII · Victor III · Urban II · Paschal II ·
Gelasius II · Callixtus II · Honorius II · Innocent II · Celestine II · Lucius II · Eugene III · Anastasius IV · Adrian IV · Alexander III · Lucius III · Urban III · Gregory VIII · Clement III ·
Celestine III · Innocent III

13th–16th centuries
Viterbo (1257–1281)
Orvieto (1262–1297)
Perugia (1228–1304)

Avignon Papacy (1309–1378)
Western Schism (1378–1417)

Renaissance Papacy (1417–1534)
Reformation Papacy (1534–1585)

Baroque Papacy (1585–1689)

Honorius III · Gregory IX · Celestine IV · Innocent IV · Alexander IV · Urban IV · Clement IV · Gregory X · Innocent V · Adrian V · John XXI · Nicholas III · Martin IV · Honorius IV ·
Nicholas IV · Celestine V · Boniface VIII · Benedict XI · Clement V · John XXII · Benedict XII · Clement VI · Innocent VI · Urban V · Gregory XI · Urban VI · Boniface IX · Innocent VII ·
Gregory XII · Martin V · Eugene IV · Nicholas V · Callixtus III · Pius II · Paul II · Sixtus IV · Innocent VIII · Alexander VI · Pius III · Julius II · Leo X · Adrian VI · Clement VII · Paul III ·
Julius III · Marcellus II · Paul IV · Pius IV · Pius V · Gregory XIII · Sixtus V · Urban VII · Gregory XIV · Innocent IX · Clement VIII

17th–21st centuries
Age of Enlightenment (c. 1640–1740)

Revolutionary Papacy (1775–1848)
Roman Question (1870–1929)

Vatican City (1929–present)

Leo XI · Paul V · Gregory XV · Urban VIII · Innocent X · Alexander VII · Clement IX · Clement X · Innocent XI · Alexander VIII · Innocent XII · Clement XI · Innocent XIII · Benedict XIII ·
Clement XII · Benedict XIV · Clement XIII · Clement XIV · Pius VI · Pius VII · Leo XII · Pius VIII · Gregory XVI · Pius IX · Leo XIII · Pius X · Benedict XV · Pius XI · Pius XII · John XXIII ·
Paul VI · John Paul I · John Paul II · Benedict XVI · Francis

History of the papacy

Antiquity and Early
Middle Ages

During the Roman Empire (until 493) (Under Constantine (312–337)) · Ostrogothic Papacy (493–537) · Byzantine Papacy (537–752) · Frankish Papacy
(756–857) · Saeculum obscurum (904–964) · Crescentii era (974–1012)

High and Late
Middle Ages

Tusculan Papacy (1012–1044 / 1048) · Imperial Papacy (1048–1257) · Wandering Papacy (Viterbo, 1257–1281 · Orvieto, 1262–1297 · Perugia, 1228–1304)
· Avignon Papacy (1309–1378) · Western Schism (1378–1417)

Early Modern and
Modern Era

Renaissance Papacy (1417–1534) · Reformation Papacy (1534–1585) · Baroque Papacy (1585–1689) · Age of Enlightenment (c. 1640–1740) ·
Revolutionary Papacy (1775–1848) · Roman Question (1870–1929) · Vatican City (1929–present) (World War II (1939–1945) · Cold War (1945–1992))

 Book ·  Category ·  Catholic Church portal

Papal elections and conclaves

Papal selection before 1059 · Papal conclave (1274–1276, 1294–present)

Elections
and

conclaves

1061 · 1073 · 1086 · 1088 · 1099 · 1118 · 1119 · 1124 · 1130 · 1143 · 1144 · 1145 · 1153 · 1154 · 1159 · 1181 · 1185 · October 1187 · December 1187 · 1191 · 1198 · 1216 · 1227 · 1241 · 1243 · 1254 · 1261 ·
1264–65 · 1268–71 · January 1276 · July 1276 · September 1276 · 1277 · 1280–81 · 1285 · 1287–88 · 1292–94 · 1294 · 1303 · 1304–05 · 1314–16 · 1334 · 1342 · 1352 · 1362 · 1370 · 1378 · 1389 · 1404 ·
1406 · 1417 · 1431 · 1447 · 1455 · 1458 · 1464 · 1471 · 1484 · 1492 · September 1503 (electors) · October 1503 (electors) · 1513 · 1521–22 · 1523 · 1534 · 1549–50 · April 1555 · May 1555 · 1559 · 1565–66 ·
1572 · 1585 · September 1590 · October–December 1590 · 1591 · 1592 · March 1605 (electors) · May 1605 (electors) · 1621 · 1623 · 1644 · 1655 · 1667 · 1669–70 · 1676 · 1689 · 1691 · 1700 · 1721 · 1724 ·
1730 · 1740 · 1758 · 1769 · 1774–75 · 1799–1800 · 1823 · 1829 · 1830–31 · 1846 · 1878 · 1903 · 1914 (electors) · 1922 (electors) · 1939 (electors) · 1958 (electors) · 1963 (electors) · August 1978 (electors) ·
October 1978 (electors) · 2005 (electors) · 2013 (electors)

Governing
documents

(selected)

Ubi periculum (1274) · Aeterni Patris Filius (1621) · Cum proxime (1922) · Ingravescentem aetatem (1970) · Romano Pontifici eligendo (1975) · Universi Dominici gregis (1996) ·
De aliquis mutationibus in normis de electione Romani Pontificis (2007) · Normas nonnullas (2013)

 Category

Investiture Controversy

People Pope Callixtus II · Antipope Clement III · Gotofredo da Castiglione · Henry I of England · Henry IV, Holy Roman Emperor · Henry V, Holy Roman Emperor · Pope Gregory VII · Matilda of Tuscany · Pope Paschal II
· Rudolf of Rheinfelden

Documents
and events

Concordat of Worms · Dictatus papae · Donation of Constantine · Excommunication · First Battle of Langensalza · First Council of the Lateran · In nomine Domini · Great Saxon Revolt · Gregorian Reform ·
Norman conquest of southern Italy (Sack of Rome) · Walk to Canossa

Concepts Canon law · Church and state in medieval Europe · Clerical celibacy · College of Cardinals · Divine right of kings · Dominium mundi · Holy Roman Empire · Investiture · Papacy · Papal States
(Donation of Pepin) · Separation of church and state · Simony

See also Libellus de imperatoria potestate in urbe Roma

 Catholicism portal

Papacy
Episcopate of the bishop of Rome

Jurisdiction Holy See
(Full communion)

Pope Francis as bishop of the Diocese of Rome (Primacy (History))
Vatican City (Index, Outline) enclaved in Rome, Italy (Lateran Treaty 1929) · along with extraterritorial properties of the Holy See

Headquarters Vatican City: · Apostolic Palace (Papal apartments · Sistine Chapel) · Cathedra: · Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran

Major basilicas Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran · St. Peter's Basilica · Basilica of Saint Mary Major · Basilica of Saint Paul Outside the Walls

Titles
Papal names

His Holiness · Bishop of Rome · Vicar of Jesus Christ · Successor of the Prince of the Apostles · Supreme Pontiff of the Universal Church · Patriarch of the West · Primate of Italy ·
Archbishop and Metropolitan of the Roman Province · Sovereign of the Vatican City State · Servant of the servants of God

Symbols Coats of arms · Coats of arms of the Holy See and Vatican City · Cross · Keys of Heaven · Regalia and insignia · Rota · Umbraculum

Proclamations Infallibility · Apostolic constitution · Bull (List) · Encyclical · Apostolic exhortation · Ecclesiastical letter · Interdict

Activities Arbitration (Deposition) · Blessing ("Pontifical" · Urbi et Orbi) · Conclave (List) · Coronation · Consistory · Diplomacy · Inauguration · Mass (High Mass) · Oath · Travel

Vestments Camauro · Falda · Fanon · Ferula · Flabellum · Mantle · Mitre · Mozzetta · Pallium · Ring of the Fisherman · Shoes (Slippers) · Sub-cinctorium · Tiara (List) · Zucchetto

Transportation Popemobile · Sedia gestatoria

Household Camerlengo · Commander of the Swiss Guard · Chaplain · Palatinus (Papal majordomo) · Gentlemen · Preacher · Prefect · Prelate of Honour · Prince assistant · Theologian

Staff College of Cardinals (Cardinal (List)) · Roman Curia (Apostolic Camera · Commissions (For Vatican City State) · Councils · Congregations · Dicasteries) · Synods · Cappella Giulia ·
Sistine Chapel Choir

See also Papal nobility ("Black") · Orders of chivalry · Pontifical academy · Pontifical university (in Rome) · Pontifical colleges in Rome (Major Seminary) · Swiss Guard · Papabile ·
Canonised popes · Legends
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Index · Outline · Holy See (Properties) · Pope: Francis (List of sovereigns) · Vicar General for Vatican City

History History of the papacy · "Prisoner in the Vatican" · Circus of Nero · Old St. Peter's Basilica (Papal tombs) · Leonine City · Cortile del Belvedere · Santo Stefano degli Ungheresi · Lateran Treaty

Geography

Major basilica St. Peter's Basilica Chair of Saint Peter · St. Peter's Baldachin · Pietà · Vatican Necropolis (Saint Peter's tomb · Papal tombs · Tomb of the Julii) ·
Monument to the Royal Stuarts

Apostolic Palace Redemptoris Mater Chapel · Borgia Apartments · Clementine Hall · Papal apartments (Stufetta del cardinal Bibbiena) · Cappella Paolina · Raphael Rooms ·
Niccoline Chapel · Sala Regia · Scala Regia · Sistine Chapel (altarpiece · ceiling)

Vatican Museums Historical · Paintings · Modern Religious · Pio-Clementino · Chiaramonti · Gregoriano Etrusco · Gregoriano Egiziano · Pio Cristiano · Bramante Staircase · Maps
Gregorian Tower · Casina Pio IV · Sant'Anna dei Palafrenieri · Domus Sanctae Marthae (Holy Spirit Chapel) · Gardens · Santa Maria della Pietà in Camposanto dei Teutonici (Collegio Teutonico ·
Teutonic Cemetery) · Mater Ecclesiae Monastery · Sant'Egidio in Borgo · Santi Martino e Sebastiano degli Svizzeri · Paul VI Audience Hall (The Resurrection) · Passetto di Borgo ·
San Pellegrino in Vaticano · St. Peter's Square (Via della Conciliazione · Fountains · Porta San Pellegrino) · Saint John's Tower · Santo Stefano degli Abissini · Vatican Pharmacy · Vatican Hill

Politics

Elections · Foreign relations · Vicar General · Law
(Crime · Fundamental Law)

Governance Pope Francis · Cardinal Secretary of State Pietro Parolin

Government Roman Curia (Apostolic Camera · Commissions (For Vatican City State) · Councils · Congregations · Dicasteries)

Military Corps of Gendarmerie · Swiss Guard · See also: Corps of Firefighters

Economy
Banking · Vatican euro coins · Communications (.va [Internet domain] · Poste Vaticane (Postage stamps and postal history)) · Secretariat for the Economy · Tourism

Infrastructure Transport (Rail · Heliport)

Culture

Academy of Sciences (AT telescope · observatory) · Architecture · Demographics · Languages · Music (Sistine Chapel Choir) · Philatelic and Numismatic Office · Public holidays · Vatican Library
(film) · Archives (Apostolic Archive) · Vatican Climate Forest

Media Holy See Press Office (Vatican Information Service) · Vatican Media (Vatican News · Vatican Television Center · Vatican Radio) · L'Osservatore Romano · Vatican Polyglot Press ·
Vatican Publishing House (Acta Apostolicae Sedis · Annuario Pontificio) · Vatican News App · Pope2you

Religion Catholic Church

Symbols Anthem · Coats of arms · Flag

Sports Amateur Sports Association · National football team (Men) · National football team (Women) · Vatican Athletics · Vatican Cricket Team

 Vatican City portal ·  Catholicism portal

Holy See

Apostolic episcopal see of Pope Francis as bishop of the Diocese of Rome · Sovereign subject of international law

History Apostolic see · Primacy of Peter · History of papal primacy · Patrimony of Saint Peter · Old St. Peter's Basilica · Lateran Palace (Museum) · Duchy of Rome · Donation of Sutri · Donation of Pepin ·
Avignon Papacy · Papal States (Temporal power) · Investiture Controversy · Age of Revolution · "Prisoner in the Vatican" · Savoyard era · Vatican City (Lateran Treaty) · World War II · Warsaw Pact

Sovereign
subject

of
international

law
(Legal status)

Officials Pope Francis · Cardinal Secretary of State Pietro Parolin · Cardinals (List · Advisers)

Governance Secretariat of State · College of Cardinals (Papal conclave)

Government Roman Curia (Apostolic Camera · Commissions (For Vatican City State) · Councils · Congregations · Dicasteries)

Foreign affairs
(Multilateral policy)

Section for Relations with States · To the Holy See · Of the Holy See (Heads) · Italy · United Nations (Permanent Observer (in Geneva)) · European Union
(Permanent Observer to the Council of Europe) · Apostolic Nunciature (Nuncio) · Treaties (Concordats)

Diocese
of Rome

with universal
full communion
(Papal primacy)

Synods Ordinary general assemblies · Extraordinary general assemblies · Special assemblies

Ecclesiastical
province of Rome

(Vicariate: Rome,
Vatican City)

Suburbicarian sees Ostia · Velletri-Segni · Porto-Santa Rufina · Frascati · Palestrina · Albano · Sabina-Poggio Mirteto

Territorial abbeys Montecassino · Subiaco

Suffragan dioceses Gaeta · Anagni-Alatri · Civita Castellana · Civitavecchia-Tarquinia · Frosinone-Veroli-Ferentino · Latina-Terracina-Sezze-Priverno · Rieti ·
Sora-Cassino-Aquino-Pontecorvo · Tivoli · Viterbo

Properties
including

extra-
territoriality

Inside
Rome

Major basilicas St. Peter's Basilica · Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran · Basilica of Saint Mary Major · Basilica of Saint Paul Outside the Walls
Lateran Palace (Lateran University · Scala Sancta · Adjoining buildings) · Palace of Saint Callixtus · Gianicolo Hill area (Pontifical Urban University · Pontifical North American College ·
Bambino Gesù Hospital) · Palazzo della Cancelleria · Palace of the Congregation for the Evangelization of Peoples · Palace of the Holy Office ·
Palace of the Congregation for the Oriental Churches · Palazzo Pio · Palace of the Vicariate · Pontifical Minor Roman Seminary · Collegio Teutonico (Teutonic Cemetery) · Benedictine monastery ·
Pontifical Oratory of San Paolo · Beda College · Paul VI Audience Hall

Non-
extraterritorial

Palace of the Holy Apostles · Palace of San Carlo ai Catinari · Collegio Bellarmino · Archaeological Institute · Pontifical Oriental Institute · Pontifical Lombard Seminary ·
Russian College · Two Palaces of Sant'Apollinare · House of Retreat for the Clergy of Saints John and Paul (Nympheum of Nero)

Outside
Rome

Papal Palace of Castel Gandolfo (Papal farm · Gardens of the Villa Cybo · Villa Barberini · Adjacent gardens) · Summer estate of Pontificio Collegio Urbano de Propaganda Fide · Vatican Radio
antennae area of Santa Maria di Galeria

Non-
extraterritorial Basilica of the Holy House · Basilica of Saint Francis of Assisi · Basilica of Saint Anthony of Padua

See also Acta Apostolicae Sedis · Awards · Papal household · Peter's Pence · Roman Rota (Apostolic Penitentiary · Apostolic Signatura) · Swiss Guard

 Vatican City portal ·  Catholicism portal

Latin Church
Latin Church, also known as the Western Church, the largest particular church sui iuris of the Catholic Church, and the original and still major part of Western Christianity

Patriarchates
(by order of precedence)

Current Rome ("Patriarch of the West"): Pope Francis (with cathedra in Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran)
· Jerusalem: Vacant · East Indies: Filipe Neri Ferrão · Lisbon: Manuel Clemente · Venice: Francesco Moraglia

Defunct Carthage (−1964) · Alexandria (1276–1964) · Antioch (1098 -1964) · Constantinople (1204–1964) · West Indies (1524–1963) · Aquileia (560–1751) · Ethiopia (1555–1663) ·
Grado (560–1451)

History

Apostolic sees Rome (Peter · Paul) · Syracuse (Peter) · Malta (Paul) · Milan (Barnabas) · Santiago de Compostela (James)

Church Fathers Tertullian · Cyprian · Hilary of Poitiers · Ambrose* · Pope Damasus I · Jerome* · Augustine of Hippo* · Pope Gregory I* · Isidore of Seville
Apostolic succession · History of the papacy (Papal primacy · Historical development) · First Martyrs · Great Church · Early African church · Vulgate · East–West Schism · Scholasticism · Crusades
(Northern · States · Military orders) · Western Schism · Age of Discovery · Humanism · Protestant Reformation · Council of Trent · Counter-Reformation · Vatican I · Vatican II ·
1983 Code of Canon Law

Liturgical language Ecclesiastical Latin

Liturgical rites
Liturgical days

(Latin Mass)

Current
Ambrosian Rite · Rite of Braga · Mozarabic Rite · Roman Rite (Mass of Paul VI (Ordinary form) · Tridentine Mass (Extraordinary form) · Anglican Use · Zaire Use)

Orders Benedictine Rite · Carmelite Rite · Carthusian Rite · Cistercian Rite · Dominican Rite · Norbertine Rite

Defunct African Rite · Aquileian Rite · British (Celtic Rite · Durham Rite · Hereford Use · Sarum Use · York Use) · Gallican Rite · Missa Nautica · Missa sicca · Missa Venatoria ·
Pre-Tridentine Mass

See also Latin cross · Latin Church in the Middle East (Latins · Turkey · Titular sees) · Eastern Catholic Churches · Conference of the Latin Bishops of the Arab Regions

* = Also Great Doctors ·  Category

History of the Catholic Church

General History of the Catholic Church (By country or region) · Ecclesiastical history · Timeline · Papacy (Papal primacy) · Catholic ecumenical councils (First seven) · Catholic Bible (Biblical canon · Vulgate) ·
History of the Roman Curia · Religious institutes · Christian monasticism · Catholic culture (Art · Role in civilization) · Papal States · Latin Church · Eastern Catholic Churches

Early Church
(30–325/476)

Origins and
Apostolic Age (30–100)

Jesus (Ministry · Crucifixion · Resurrection · Great Commission) · Holy Spirit · Mary · John the Baptist · Apostles (Commissioning · Peter · John · Paul) · Stephen ·
Council of Jerusalem · Split with Judaism · New Testament (Background · Gospels · Acts · Pauline epistles · General epistles · Revelation)

Ante-Nicene period (100–325) Persecution · Church Fathers (Apostolic Fathers (Pope Clement I · Polycarp · Ignatius) · Irenaeus) · Justin Martyr · Canon · Tertullian · Origen

Late antiquity
(313–476)

Great Church
(180–451)

Roman
state church

(380-451)

Constantine the Great (Christianity) · Arian controversy · Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran · Old St. Peter's Basilica · First Council of Nicaea · Pope Sylvester I ·
First Council of Constantinople · Biblical canon · Jerome · Vulgate · Council of Ephesus · Council of Chalcedon

Early Middle Ages Benedict of Nursia · Monasticism · Second Council of Constantinople · Pope Gregory I · Gregorian chant · Islamic conquests · Third Council of Constantinople · Saint Boniface ·
Byzantine Iconoclasm · Second Council of Nicaea · Charlemagne · Pope Leo III · Fourth Council of Constantinople · East–West Schism

High Middle Ages Pope Urban II · Investiture Controversy · Crusades (Northern · States · Military orders) · Universities · Scholasticism · First Council of the Lateran · Second Council of the Lateran ·
Third Council of the Lateran · Pope Innocent III · Latin Empire · Francis of Assisi · Fourth Council of the Lateran · Inquisition · First Council of Lyon · Second Council of Lyon · Bernard of Clairvaux

Late Middle Ages Thomas Aquinas · Pope Boniface VIII · Western Schism (Avignon Papacy) · Pope Clement V · Council of Vienne · Knights Templar · Catherine of Siena · Pope Alexander VI · Age of Discovery

Reformation
Catholic Reformation

Reformation · Catholic Reformation · Thomas More · Pope Leo X · Society of Jesus · Ignatius of Loyola · Francis Xavier · Dissolution of the Monasteries · Council of Trent · Pope Pius V ·
Tridentine Mass · Teresa of Ávila · John of the Cross · Peter Canisius · Philip Neri · Robert Bellarmine · Thirty Years' War

Baroque Period to the
French Revolution

Pope Innocent XI · Pope Benedict XIV · Suppression of the Society of Jesus · Age of Enlightenment · Anti-clericalism · Pope Pius VI · Shimabara Rebellion · Edict of Nantes ·
Dechristianization of France during the French Revolution

19th century Pope Pius VII · Pope Pius IX · Dogma of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary · Our Lady of La Salette · Our Lady of Lourdes · First Vatican Council · Papal infallibility · Pope Leo XIII ·
Mary of the Divine Heart · Prayer of Consecration to the Sacred Heart · Rerum novarum

20th century
Pope Pius X · Our Lady of Fátima · Persecutions of the Catholic Church and Pius XII · Pope Pius XII · Pope Pius XII Consecration to the Immaculate Heart of Mary ·
Dogma of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary · Lateran Treaty · Nazism · Pope John XXIII · Second Vatican Council · Pope Paul VI · Pope John Paul I · Mother Teresa · Communism · Pope John Paul II
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Bishop of Ross (Ireland)

St Fachtna's Cathedral, Rosscarbery, the
episcopal seat of the pre-Reformation and
Church of Ireland bishops of Ross.

 

St. Patrick's Cathedral, Skibbereen, the
episcopal seat of the Roman Catholic bishops
of Ross.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the Scottish bishop, see Bishop of Ross (Scotland).

The Bishop of Ross (Irish: Ross Ailithir; Corco Loígde; Latin: Rossensis) was a separate episcopal title which
took its name after the town of Rosscarbery in County Cork, Ireland. The title is now united with other
bishoprics. In the Church of Ireland it is held by the Bishop of Cork, Cloyne and Ross,[1] and in the Roman
Catholic Church it is held by the Bishop of Cork and Ross.[2]
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Pre-Reformation bishops [edit]

Pre-Reformation Bishops of Ross

From Until Incumbent Notes

unknown 1160 Nechtan Mac Nechtain Died in office.

unknown 1168 ? Ua Cerbaill Also known as O'Carroll. He was either bishop of Ross
or Roscrea.

fl. 1173–1177 Benedictus

fl. 1192 c. 1195 Mauricius

c. 1196 1223 Daniel Elected circa 1196 and consecrated before January
1198. Died in office in 1223.

1224 c. 1253 Fingen Ó Clothna Also known as Florentius. Elected before 7 May 1224.
Resigned before January 1253.

1253 1265 Mauricius Formerly precentor of Cloyne. Elected before 16 July
1253, consecrated after 2 March 1254, and received
possession of the temporalities after 18 July 1254.
Resigned circa 25 April 1265.

1269 1274 Ualter Ó Mithigéin, O.F.M. Also known as Walter O'Mithigein. Elected before 23
September 1269 and received possession of the
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temporalities after that date. Died in office before 13
December 1274.

fl. 1269–1272 Matthaeus Elected circa 1269 and confirmed by Pope Gregory X on
28 December 1272, but did not get possession of the
see.

1275 1290 Peter Ó h-Uallacháin, O.Cist. Possibly also known as Patricius. Elected before 25
March 1275 and received possession of the
temporalities on 25 March 1275. Died in office on 21
September 1290.

1291 1310 Laurentius Formerly a canon of Ross. Elected before 12 January
1291 and received possession of the temporalities on
that date. Died in office before 8 March 1310.

1310 1320 Matthaeus Ó Finn Elected and received possession of the temporalities
after 8 March 1310. Died in office on 16 October 1320.

1320 1331 See vacant

1331 1335 Laurentius Ó h-Uallacháin Elected on 30 April 1331 and received possession of
the temporalities on 14 August 1331. Died in office in
1335.

1336 1377 Dionysius Elected in 1336. Died in office in 1377.

1377 1379 See vacant

1379 c. 1399 Bernard Ó Conchobhair,
O.F.M.

Also known as Bernard O'Connor. Received
possession of the temporalities on 3 February 1379.
Translated to Limerick circa 1399, but the translation
did not take effect.

c. 1399 Peter Curragh Also known as Peter Creagh. Translated from Limerick
circa 1399, but the translation did not take effect.

c. 1399 Thaddaeus O Ceallaigh Abbot of Maure (Abbeymahon). Papal provision circa
1399, but did not take effect.

1401 1403 Mac Raith Ó hEidirsgeóil Also known as Macrobius or Matthaeus. Papal provision
before 4 August 1401, but annulled on 25 June 1403,
and died in 1418.

1403 aft.1420 Stephen Brown, O.Carm. Papal provision on 24 April 1399, but apparently did not
take effect. Received possession of the temporalities
on 6 May 1402 and papal provision again on 25 June
1403. Acted as a suffragan bishop in the dioceses of St
David's (1408), Bath & Wells (1410), Hereford (1418),
and Worcester (1420). Died after 1420.

1418 1423 Walter Formay, O.F.M. Papal provision on 14 November 1418, Died in office
before September 1423.

1424 John Bloxworth, O.Carm. Papal provision on 24 September 1424, but did not take
effect.

1426 unknown Conchobhar Mac
Fhaolchadha, O.F.M.

Also known as Cornelius. Papal provision on 19 August
1426. Not known his episcopate ended, but died before
December 1448.

unknown c. 1431 Maurice Brown Died before July 1431, since he only appears in the
papal provision of his successor Walter of Leicester.

1431 unknown Walter of Leicester, O.P. Papal provision on 13 July 1431.

1434 unknown Richard Clerk Formerly a clerc in the Diocese of Meath. Papal
provision on 10 March 1434. Acted as a suffragan
bishop in the dioceses of London (1434–41),
Canterbury (1439–65), and Salisbury (1454). Died after
1465.

1448 bef.
1474

Domhnall Ó Donnobháin Formerly a clerc in the Diocese of Ross. Papal
provision on 4 November 1448. Resigned and died
before 1474
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unknown 1460 Johnannes Acted as a suffragan bishop in the Bath & Wells (1450–
60). Died in March 1460.

1460 unknown Robert Colynson Formerly a priest in the Diocese of York. Papal provision
on 19 March 1460

1464 unknown John Hornse Also known as John Skipton. Acted as a suffragan
bishop in the dioceses of Norwich (1466–69) and Bath
& Wells (1479–81). Died after 1481.

1473 1494 Aodh Ó hEidirsgeóil Also known as Odo. Formerly a canon of Ross. Papal
provision on 24 March and consecrated on 11 April
1473. Died before September 1494.

1482 1483 Thaddeus McCarthy Also known as Tadhg Mac Cartaigh. Formerly a canon
of Cork. Papal provision on 29 March and consecrated
on 3 May 1482. Deprived on 3 August 1483. Later
appointed Bishop of Cork and Cloyne on 21 April 1490.

1494 1517 John Edmund de Courci,
O.F.M.

Translated from Clogher on 26 September 1494.
Resigned on 4 November 1517.

1517 1519 Seaán Ó Muirthile, O.Cist. Also known as John O'Murily. Formerly abbot of Maure
(Abbeymahon). Papal provision on 4 November 1517.
Died on 9 January 1519.

1519 1526 Tadgh Ó Raghallaigh Also known as Thaddeus. Papal provision Bishop of
Dromore on 30 April 1511 and Bishop of Ross on 23
December 1519. Held both sees until his death
sometime before June 1526.

fl. 1523 Bonaventura A native of Spain. No record of a papal provision, but
believed to be alive around 27 March 1523.

Source(s):[3][4]

Bishops during the Reformation [edit]

Bishops of Ross during the Reformation

From Until Incumbent Notes

1526 1552 Dermot MacCarthy, O.S.A. Also known as Diarmaid Mac Carthaigh. Papal
provision on 6 June 1526. Died in office in 1552.

1554 1559 Maurice O'Fihely, O.F.M. Papal provision on 12 January 1554 and again on 25
May 1554. Died in office before 27 January 1559.

Source(s):[5][6]

Post-Reformation bishops [edit]

Church of Ireland succession [edit]

Church of Ireland Bishops of Ross

From Until Incumbent Notes

1559 1582 See vacant

1582 1583 William Lyon Nominated by the crown on 30 March 1582 and
appointed by letters patent on 12 May 1582. Became
Bishop of Cork, Cloyne and Ross in November 1583.
Died in office on 4 October 1617.

1583 1638 Part of the united bishopric of Cork, Cloyne and Ross.

1638 1660 Part of the united bishopric of Cork and Ross.

1660 1678 Part of the united bishopric of Cork, Cloyne and Ross.

1679 1835 Part of the united bishopric of Cork and Ross.

Since 1835 Part of the united bishopric of Cork, Cloyne and Ross.

Source(s):[7][8]
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Roman Catholic succession [edit]

Roman Catholic Bishops of Ross

From Until Incumbent Notes

1559 c. 1561 Maurice O'Hea Papal provision on 7 April 1559. Died in office circa
1561.

1561 1580 Thomas O'Herlihy Papal provision on 17 December 1561. Died in office on
11 March 1580.

1582 1587 Bonaventura Naughton,
O.F.M.

Papal provision on 20 August 1582. Died in office on 14
February 1587.

1587 1597 See vacant

1597 unknown (Eugene Egan (I.), vicar
apostolic)

Appointed vicar apostolic by papal brief on 30 May 1597
(N.S.).

1619 unknown (Florence MacCarthy, vicar
apostolic)

Appointed vicar apostolic by papal brief on 15 July 1619
(N.S.). Presumably died or replaced on Barry's
appointment.

1620 1647 (Robert Barry, vicar apostolic) Appointed vicar apostolic by papal brief on 27 May 1620
(N.S.). Afterwards appointed Bishop of Cork and Cloyne
on 8 April 1647.

1647 1650 Boetius MacEgan, O.F.M. Papal provision on 11 March 1647 (N.S.) and
consecrated on 25 March 1648. Hanged after the Battle
of Macroom on 11 May 1650 (N.S.).

1657 unknown (Eugene Egan (II.), vicar
apostolic)

Appointed vicar apostolic by papal brief on 17 April 1657
(N.S.).

1693 1712 (John Baptist Sleyne,
apostolic administrator)

Bishop of Cork and Cloyne (1693–1712). Appointed
apostolic administrator of Ross by papal brief on 11
March 1647 (N.S.). Resigned on 22 January 1712 (N.S.)
and died on 16 February 1712 (N.S.).

1712 1732 See vacant Christopher Butler, Archbishop of Cashel, may have
been apostolic administrator of Ross from circa 1711
until resigned the post in September 1730, but this has
not been substantiated.

1732 1747 (Thaddeus MacCarthy,
apostolic administrator)

Bishop of Cork and Cloyne (1954–1958). Appointed
apostolic administrator of Ross by papal brief on 20
June 1732 (N.S.). Died in office on 14 August 1747.

1747 1850 Part of the united bishopric of Cloyne and Ross

1850 1857 William Keane Papal provision on 24 November 1850, papal brief
issued on 20 December 1850, and consecrated on 2
February 1851. Translated to Cloyne on 5 May 1857.

1857 1876 Micheal O'Hea Papal provision on 4 October 1857, papal brief issued
on 11 December 1857, and consecrated on 7 February
1858. Died in office on 18 December 1876.

1877 1896 William Fitzgerald Appointed by papal brief on 7 September 1877 and
consecrated on 11 November 1877. Died in office on 24
November 1896.

1897 1924 Denis Kelly Appointed by papal brief on 29 March 1897 and
consecrated on 9 May 1897. Died in office on 18 April
1924.

1926 1931 James Roche Papal provision on 31 March 1926 and consecrated on
30 May 1926. Translated to Cloyne as coadjutor bishop
on 26 June 1931.

1931 1935 See vacant By special arrangement with the Holy See, James
Roche continued as apostolic administrator of Ross
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from 26 June 1931 until succeeded diocesan bishop of
Cloyne on 23 March 1935.

1935 1940 Patrick Casey Papal provision on 22 June 1935 and consecrated on
15 September 1935. Died in office on 19 September
1940.

1941 1953 Denis Moynihan Papal provision on 5 July 1941 and consecrated on 21
September 1941. Translated to Kerry on 10 February
1953.

1954 1958 (Cornelius Lucey, apostolic
administrator)

Bishop of Cork (1952–1958). Appointed apostolic
administrator of Ross on 20 February 1954. Became
Bishop of Cork and Ross on 19 April 1958 when the two
sees were united.

Since 1958 Part of the united bishopric of Cork and Ross.

Source(s):[9][10][11]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ "The United Dioceses of Cork, Cloyne and Ross" . The United Dioceses of Cork, Cloyne and Ross. Retrieved
23 July 2012.

2. ^ "The Diocese of Cork and Ross" . The Roman Catholic Diocese of Cork and Ross. Retrieved 23 July 2012.
3. ^ Fryde et al. 1986, Handbook of British Chronology, pp. 372–374.
4. ^ Moody, Martin & Byrne 1984, A New History of Ireland, volume IX, pp. 305–307.
5. ^ Fryde et al. 1986, Handbook of British Chronology, pp. 374, 406 and 442.
6. ^ Moody, Martin & Byrne 1984, A New History of Ireland, volume IX, pp. 307, 367, and 422.
7. ^ Fryde et al. 1986, Handbook of British Chronology, p. 406.
8. ^ Moody, Martin & Byrne 1984, A New History of Ireland, volume IX, p. 422.
9. ^ "Diocese of Ross" . Catholic Hierarchy. Retrieved 26 November 2013.

10. ^ Fryde et al. 1986, Handbook of British Chronology, pp. 442–443.
11. ^ Moody, Martin & Byrne 1984, A New History of Ireland, volume IX, pp. 367–368.
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Bishop of Ross (Scotland)

The ruins of Fortrose Cathedral on the Black Isle.
After the mid-13th century, it was here, rather than the
old Pictish centre of nearby Rosemarkie, where the
bishop of Ross had his seat (cathedra).

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the Scottish bishop. For the Irish bishop, see Bishop of Ross (Ireland).

The Bishop of Ross was the ecclesiastical head of the
Diocese of Ross, one of Scotland's 13 medieval bishoprics.
The first recorded bishop appears in the late 7th century
as a witness to Adomnán of Iona's Cáin Adomnáin. The
bishopric was based at the settlement of Rosemarkie until
the mid-13th century, afterwards being moved to nearby
Fortrose and Fortrose Cathedral. As far as the evidence
goes, this bishopric was the oldest of all bishoprics north of
the Forth, and was perhaps the only Pictish bishopric until
the 9th century. Indeed, the Cáin Adomnáin indicates that
in the reign of Bruide mac Der Ilei, king of the Picts, the
bishop of Rosemarkie was the only significant figure in
Pictland other than the king. The bishopric is located
conveniently close to the heartland of Fortriu, being just
across the water from Moray.

However, in the High and Later Middle Ages, the bishopric was only of medium-to-low status in the Scottish
church. The Bishopric's links with Rome ceased to exist after the Scottish Reformation, but continued, saving
temporary abolition between 1638 and 1661, under the episcopal Church of Scotland until the Revolution of
1688. Episcopacy in the established church in Scotland was permanently abolished in 1689.
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List of known bishops and abbots of Ross maic Bairend [edit]

Tenure Incumbent Notes

fl. 690x710 Curetán Later named or conflated with St Boniface. He is
listed as one of the witnesses in the Cáin
Adomnáin, where he is called "Curetan epscop".
In the Martyrology of Tallaght he is called "of
Ross Mand Bairend" and in the Martyrology of
O'Gorman he is styled "bishop and abbot of
Ross maic Bairend". It is modern histiography
that places this location at Rosemarkie in the
Black Isle, Ross.

List of known bishops of Ross [edit]

Tenure Incumbent Notes

fl. 1127 x 1131 Mac Bethad of Rosemarkie

fl. 1147 x 1151-1155 Symeon of Rosemarkie

1161-1195 Gregoir of Rosemarkie

1195-1213 Reinald Macer Former monk of Melrose Abbey.

1213 x 1214 Andreas de Moravia Was elected, but got permission from the Pope
to resign.
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1214-1249 Robert (elder)

1249-1271 Robert (younger)

1272-1274 Matthew

1275-1292 x 1295 Robert de Fyvie

1292 x 1295-1295 Adam de Darlington After the death of Bishop Robert (III.) de Fyvie,
both Adam, precentor of Ross, and Thomas de
Dundee were elected to the see. "Master Adam"
voyaged to Rome resigned his claim in Thomas'
favour; became Bishop of Caithness in the
following year.

1293 x 1295-1325 Thomas de Dundee

1325-1350 Roger Perhaps the same as Roger de Balnebrich,
unsuccessful Bishop-elect of Dunblane.

1350-1371 Alexander Stewart

1371-1398 Alexander de Kylwos

1398-1416 x 1418 Alexander de Waghorn

1416 x 1418 Thomas Lyell It appears that, although he appears briefly in the
sources as "Bishop elect", he never appears to
have been consecrated, namely because
Avignon Pope Benedict XIII had reserved the see
for his own appointment.

1418-1422 Gruffydd Young Anti-Bishop during schism. Welshman, formerly
Bishop of Bangor. Never obtained possession,
but retained title until made titular Bishop of
Hippo.

1418-1439 x 1440 John Bullock

1440-1441 Andrew Munro Previously, Archdeacon of Ross. He had been
postulated by the chapter, but despite great
expense and effort, Pope Eugene IV disallowed
the postulation and appointed the bishopric to
Thomas de Tulloch.

1440-1460 x 1461 Thomas de Tulloch

1461-1476 Henry Cockburn

1476-1480x1481 John Woodman

1481-1483 William Elphinstone Was provided by Pope Sixtus IV, but in 1483 was
translated to the Bishopric of Aberdeen.

1483-1488 x 1492 Thomas Hay

1492-1492 x 1494 John Guthrie

1497-1507 John Fraser

1507-1524 Robert Cockburn Translated to bishopric of Dunkeld in 1524.

1523-1538 James Hay

1538-1545 Robert Cairncross

1547-1558 David Panter

1558-1565 Henry Sinclair

1566-1568/73/92 John Lesley Most famous bishop of Ross, because of his
work as a historian. He was forfeited on 19
August 1568 (though still acting as bishop in
1573) for his catholic and Marian sympathies by
the Scottish church, but had his position
reaffirmed by the Papacy. He was rehabilitated
as Bishop between March 1587 and May 1589.
He was translated as the Bishop of Coutances in
1592. Died 31 May 1596.
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1574-1578 Alexander Hepburn See above.

1600-1613 David Lindsay

1613-1633 Patrick Lindsay Became Archbishop of Glasgow.

1633-1638 John Maxwell Episcopacy abolished in December 1638.
Maxwell became Bishop of Killala and Achonry in
1641 and Archbishop of Tuam in 1645.

1662-1679 John Paterson First bishop in the "Restoration Episcopate".

1679-1684 Alexander Young Previously Bishop of Edinburgh. Died 1684.

1684-1689 James Ramsay Previously Bishop of Dunblane. Deprived of his
see with the Abolition of Episcopacy in the
Church of Scotland, 22 July 1689.
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Dauvit Broun's list of 12th century Scottish Bishops

Senior churchmen of Medieval Scotland (post-1100) 

Archbishops Glasgow (1492) · St Andrews (1472)

Bishops Aberdeen · Argyll · Brechin · Caithness · Dunblane · Dunkeld · Galloway · Glasgow · Isles (Sodor) · Moray ·
Orkney · Ross · St Andrews

Archdeacons Aberdeen · Argyll · Brechin · Caithness · Dunblane · Dunkeld · Galloway · Glasgow · Isles (Sodor) · Lothian
· Moray · Orkney · Ross · St Andrews · Shetland · Teviotdale

Abbots

Arbroath · Balmerino · Cambuskenneth · Coupar Angus · Crossraguel · Culross · Deer ·
Dercongal (Holywood) · Dryburgh · Dundrennan · Dunfermline · Fearn · Glenluce · Holyrood · Inchaffray ·
Inchcolm · Iona · Jedburgh · Kelso (Selkirk) · Kilwinning · Kinloss · Lindores · Melrose · Newbattle · Paisley
· Saddell · Scone · Soulseat · Sweetheart · Tongland

Priors
Ardchattan · Beauly · Blantyre · Canonbie · Coldingham · Fogo · Fyvie · Inchmahome · Lesmahagow ·
May (Pittenweem) · Monymusk · Oronsay · Perth · Pluscarden · Restenneth · St Andrews · St Mary's Isle ·
St Serf's Inch, Loch Leven · Strathfillan · Urquhart · Whithorn
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Bishop of Salisbury

Bishop of Salisbury
BISHOPRIC
ANGLICAN
Incumbent:
Nick Holtam

Location
Ecclesiastical
province

Canterbury

Residence South Canonry, Salisbury

Information
First holder Aldhelm

Herman (first bishop at
Sarum)

Established 709
1075 (translated to
Salisbury)

Diocese Salisbury

Cathedral Salisbury Cathedral

The Anglo-Saxon dioceses 950—1035

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Bishop of Salisbury is the ordinary of the Church of
England's Diocese of Salisbury in the Province of Canterbury. The
diocese covers much of the counties of Wiltshire and Dorset. The
see is in the City of Salisbury where the bishop's seat is located at
the Cathedral Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary. The current
bishop is Nick Holtam,[1][2] the 78th Bishop of Salisbury, who was
consecrated at St Paul's Cathedral on 22 July 2011 and enthroned
in Salisbury Cathedral on 15 October 2011.[3][4]
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History [edit]

Main: Diocese of Salisbury

The Diocese of Sherborne (founded c. ad 705) was the origin of
the present diocese; St Aldhelm was its first bishop. Ramsbury's
diocese was created from the northwestern territory of the bishop
of Winchester in 909.[5]

In about 705 the vast diocese of Wessex at Winchester was divided
in two with the creation of a new diocese of Sherborne under
Bishop Aldhelm, covering Devon, Somerset and Dorset. Cornwall
was added to the diocese at the end of the ninth century, but in
about 909 the diocese was divided in three with the creation of the
bishoprics of Wells, covering Somerset, and Crediton, covering
Devon and Cornwall, leaving Sherborne with Dorset.[6][7]

In 1058, the Sherborne chapter elected Herman, Bishop of
Ramsbury to be also Bishop of Sherborne. Following the Norman
conquest, the 1075 Council of London united his two sees as a
single diocese and translated them to the then-larger settlement
around the royal castle at Old Sarum. Disputes between Bishops
Herbert and Richard Poore and the sheriffs of Wiltshire led to the removal of the see in the 1220s to New Sarum
(modern Salisbury). This was chartered as the city of New Sarum by King Henry III in 1227,[8] but it wasn't until
the 14th century that the office was described (by Bishop Wyvil) as the bishop of Sarum (episcopus Sarum).[9]

The diocese, like the city it administers, is now known as Salisbury. The archdeaconry around Salisbury,
however, retains the name of Sarum.

Reforms within the Church of England led to the annexation of Dorset from the abolished diocese of Bristol in
1836; Berkshire, however, was removed the same year and given to Oxford. In 1925 and 1974, new suffragan
bishops were appointed to assist the Bishop of Salisbury; the new offices were titled the bishops of Sherborne
and Ramsbury, respectively.[5] Until 2009[10] the bishops operated under an episcopal area scheme established
in 1981, with each suffragan bishop having a formal geographical area of responsibility, and being known as
"area bishops". The Bishop of Ramsbury had oversight of the diocese's parishes in Wiltshire, while the Bishop
of Sherborne had oversight of the diocese's parishes in Dorset. This scheme was replaced to reflect the
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increased working across the whole diocese by all three bishops. The two suffragans may now legally function
anywhere in the diocese, and the Bishop of Salisbury may delegate any of his functions to them. The Bishop of
Salisbury's residence is now the South Canonry, near the Cathedral.[11]

List of bishops [edit]

Bishops of Sherborne

From Until Incumbent Notes

c. 705 709 Saint Aldhelm Also Abbot of Malmesbury.

709 737? Forthhere Also recorded as Fordhere. Possibly resigned
the see in 737.

736 766 x 774 Herewald

766 x 774 789 x 794 Æthelmod

793 796 x 801 Denefrith

793 x 801 816 x 825 Wigberht Also recorded as Wigheorht.

816 x 825 867 Eahlstan Also recorded as Alfstan.

867 or 868 871 Saint Heahmund Also recorded as Saint Hamund.

871 x 877 879 x 889 Æthelheah

879 x 889 890 x 900 Wulfsige I

890 x 900 909 Asser Also recorded as John Asser or Asserius
Menevensis.

c. 909 c. 909 Æthelweard

c. 909 918, or 909
x 925

Wærstan

918, or 909
x 925

918, or 909
x 925

Æthelbald

918, or 909
x 925

932 x 934 Sigehelm

932 x 934 939 x 943 Alfred

939 x 943 958 x 964 Wulfsige II

958 x 964 978 Ælfwold I

978 or 979 991 x 993 Æthelsige I

993? 1002 Wulfsige III Died in office on 8 January 1002.

1002 1011 or
1012

Æthelric

1011 or
1012

c. 1014 Æthelsige II

1014 x 1017 1014 x 1017 Brithwine I

1017 1023 Ælfmær Abbot of St Augustine's Abbey, Canterbury.
Died in office, possibly on 5 April 1023.

1023 1045 Brithwine II Died in office, possibly on 2 June 1045.

1045 1058 Saint Ælfwold II Venerated as a saint with his Feast day on 25
March.

1058 1075 Herman Also Bishop of Ramsbury. Became the first
Bishop of Salisbury when the sees of
Sherborne and Ramsbury were transferred to
Salisbury (Old Sarum) in 1075.

Source(s): [12][13]

Pre-Reformation [edit]

Bishops of Salisbury
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From Until Incumbent Notes
See at Old Sarum

1075 1078 Herman Bishop of Sherborne (1058–75) and of
Ramsbury (1045–55 and 1058–75). Removed
the two sees to Salisbury (Old Sarum) in 1075.
Died in office.

1078 1099 Saint Osmund Died in office. Canonized by Pope Callixtus III in
1457.

1099 1102 See vacant

1102 1139 Roger of Salisbury Formerly Lord Chancellor. Died in office.

1140 Henry de Sully Nominated by Henry of Blois, but was rejected
by King Stephen. In compensation, Sully
became abbot of Fécamp Abbey.

1140 1141 Philip de Harcourt Dean of Lincoln. Nominated by King Stephen,
but Henry of Blois refused to consecrate.
Harcourt appealed to Rome, but the nomination
was quashed. Later became Bishop of Bayeux.

1142 1184 Josceline de Bohon Also recorded as Jocelin Bohon. Formerly
Archdeacon of Winchester. Resigned in 1184
and became a Cistercian monk at Forde Abbey,
Dorset.

1184 1189 See vacant

1189 1193 Hubert Walter Formerly Dean of York. Translated to
Canterbury

1194 1217 Herbert Poore Formerly Archdeacon of Canterbury. Translated
to Canterbury.

1217 1225 Richard Poore Previously Dean of Salisbury (1197–1215) and
translated from Chichester. Removed see to
Salisbury.

See at Salisbury

1225 1228 Richard Poore (cont.) Removed the see from Old Sarum. Translated to
Durham.

1229 1246 Robert de Bingham Also recorded as Robert Bingham. Died in
office.

1246 1256 William de York Formerly Provost of Beverley. Died in office.

1256 1262 Giles of Bridport Formerly Dean of Wells. Died in office.

1263 1271 Walter de la Wyle Formerly Sub-chanter of Salisbury. Died in
office.

1271 1284 Robert Wickhampton Formerly Dean of Salisbury. Died in office.

1284 1286 Walter Scammel Formerly Dean of Salisbury. Died in office.

1287 1288 Henry Brandeston Formerly Dean of Salisbury. Died in office.

1288 Lawrence de Awkeburne Elected but died before consecration.

1288 1291 William de la Corner Formerly Archdeacon of Northumberland. Died
in office.

1291 1297 Nicholas Longespee Formerly a Prebendary of Salisbury. Died in
office.

1297 1315 Simon of Ghent Died in office.

1315 1330 Roger Martival Formerly Dean of Lincoln. Died in office.

1330 1375 Robert Wyvil Also recorded as Robert Wyville. Died in office.

1375 1388 Ralph Ergham Translated to Bath & Wells.

1388 1395 John Waltham Also Master of the Rolls and Lord Treasurer.
Died in office.

1395 1407 Richard Mitford Translated from Chichester. Died in office.
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1407 Nicholas Bubwith Also recorded as Nicholas Bubbewith.
Translated from London. Afterwards translated
to Bath & Wells.

1407 1417 Robert Hallam Formerly Archdeacon of Canterbury and
Chancellor of Oxford. Created a pseudocardinal
by Antipope John XXIII in 1411, but Hallam did
not accept the promotion. Died in office.

1417 1426 John Chandler Also recorded as John Chaundler. Formerly
Dean of Salisbury. Died in office.

1427 1438 Robert Neville Also recorded as Robert Nevill. Formerly
Provost of Beverley. Translated to Durham.

1438 1450 William Ayscough Also recorded as William Aiscough. Murdered by
an angry mob during Jack Cade’s rebellion.

1450 1481 Richard Beauchamp Translated from Hereford. Died in office.

1482 1484 Lionel Woodville Formerly Dean of Exeter and Chancellor of
Oxford. Died in office.

1485 1493 Thomas Langton Translated from St David's. Afterwards
translated to Winchester.

1493 1499 John Blyth Also recorded as John Blythe. Also Master of the
Rolls and Chancellor of Cambridge. Died in
office.

1501 Henry Deane Translated from Bangor. Afterwards translated
to Canterbury

1502 1524 Edmund Audley Translated from Hereford. Died in office.

1524 1534 Lorenzo Campeggio Bishop of Bologna. Appointed Administrator of
Salisbury. Deprived by Act of Parliament on the
grounds of non-residence. Continued to be
recognized as Administrator by the Vatican until
July 1539.

Source(s):[12][14][15][16][17]

During the Reformation [edit]

Bishops of Salisbury

From Until Incumbent Notes

1535 1539 Nicholas Shaxton Formerly Treasurer of Salisbury. Resigned due
to non-subscription to the Six Articles.

1539 1557 John Capon Also known as John Salcott. Translated from
Bangor. Died in office.

1539 1542 Gasparo Contarini Bishop of Belluno. Appointed apostolic
administrator of Salisbury by Pope Paul III, but
was not recognised by King Henry VIII.

1543 1553 William Petow Appointed by Pope Paul III, but was not
recognised by King Henry VIII. Did not take
possession on the accession of Queen Mary I in
1553.

1558 Francis Mallet Dean of Lincoln (1555–1570). Nominated by
Queen Mary but not consecrated, and set aside
on her death.

Source(s):[12][16][17][18]

Post-Reformation [edit]

Bishops of Salisbury
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From Until Incumbent Notes

1559 1571  
John Jewel

Died in office.

1571 1577  

Edmund Gheast
Translated from Rochester. Also Lord High
Almoner. Died in office.

1577 1589  
John Piers

Translated from Rochester. Also Lord High
Almoner. Afterwards translated to York

1589 1591 See vacant

1591 1596  
John Coldwell

Formerly Dean of Rochester. Died in office.

1596 1598 See vacant

1598 1615  
Henry Cotton

Formerly a Prebendary of Winchester. Died in
office.

1615 1618  

Robert Abbot

Formerly Master of Balliol College, Oxford. Died
in office.

1618 1620  
Martin Fotherby

Formerly a Prebendary of Canterbury. Died in
office.

1620 1621  
Robert Tounson

Also recorded as Robert Townson, Toulson, or
Thompson. Formerly Dean of Westminster.
Died in office.

1621 1641  

John Davenant
Formerly President of Queens' College,
Cambridge. Died in office.

1641 1646  

Brian Duppa

Translated from Chichester. Deprived of the
see when the episcopacy was abolished by
Parliament.

1646 1660 See abolished during the Commonwealth and the Protectorate.[19][20]

1660  

Brian Duppa

(restored)

Reinstated on the restoration of the
episcopacy. Afterwards translated to
Winchester.

1660 1663  
Humphrey

Henchman

Formerly Precentor of Salisbury. Translated to
London.

1663 1665  
John Earle

Translated from Worcester. Died in office.

1665 1667  
Alexander Hyde

Formerly Dean of Winchester. Died in office.

1667 1689 Translated from Exeter. Died in office.
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Seth Ward

1689 1715  
Gilbert Burnet

Formerly Preacher at the Rolls Chapel. Died in
office.

1715 1721  
William Talbot

Translated from Oxford. Afterwards translated
to Durham.

1721 1723  
Richard Willis

Translated from Gloucester. Afterwards
translated to Winchester.

1723 1734  
Benjamin Hoadly

Translated from Hereford. Afterwards translated
to Winchester.

1734 1748  
Thomas Sherlock

Translated from Bangor. Afterwards translated
to London.

1748 1757  
John Gilbert

Translated from Llandaff. Afterwards translated
to York.

1757 1761  
John Thomas

 
(I.)

Translated from Peterborough. Afterwards
translated to Winchester

1761  
Robert Hay

Drummond

Translated from St Asaph. Afterwards
translated to York.

1761 1766  
John Thomas

 
(II.)

Translated from Lincoln. Died in office.

1766 1782  

John Hume

Translated from Oxford. Died in office.

1782 1791  
Shute Barrington

Translated from Llandaff. Afterwards translated
to Durham.

1791 1807  

John Douglas

Translated from Carlisle. Died in office

1807 1825  
John Fisher

Translated from Exeter. Died in office.

1825 1837  
Thomas Burgess

Translated from St David's. Died in office.

1837 1854  

Edward Denison
Fellow of Merton College, Oxford. Died in office.
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1854 1869  
Walter Kerr

Hamilton

Formerly a Canon-resident and Precentor of
Salisbury. Died in office.

1869 1885  

George Moberly

Formerly a Canon of Chester. Died in office.

1885 1911  

John Wordsworth

Oriel Professor of Divinity, Oxford. Founder of
Bishop Wordsworth's School. Died in office.

1911 1921  

Frederick

Ridgeway

Translated from Kensington. Died in office.

1921 1935  

St Clair Donaldson

Translated from Brisbane. Died in office.

1936 1946  
Neville Lovett

Translated from Portsmouth. Retired.

1946 1948  
Geoffrey Lunt

Translated from Ripon. Died in office.

1949 1962  
William Anderson

Translated from Portsmouth. Retired.

1963 1972  
Joseph Fison

Died in office.

1973 1981  
George Reindorp

Translated from Guildford. Retired.

1982 1993  
John Baker

Retired.

1993 2010  
David Stancliffe

Retired.

2011 incumbent  
Nicholas Holtam

Nominated on 12 April,[1][2] consecrated on 22
July,[3] and installed on 15 October 2011.[4]

Source(s):[12][17][21]

Assistant bishops [edit]

Among those who have served the diocese as assistant bishops have been:

in 1928:[22] Albert Joscelyne, Vicar of St Mark's, Salisbury (1913–1919), of Chardstock (1919–1930), of
Preston (1930–1937), Archdeacon of Sherborne (1919–1941) and former Bishop Coadjutor of Jamaica
(1905–1913)[23]
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Bishops of Salisbury

see at Sherborne

see erected from Winchester · St Aldhelm · Forthhere · Herewald · Æthelmod · Denefrith · Wigberht ·
Eahlstan · St Heahmund · Æthelheah · Wulfsige · Asser · Æthelweard · Wærstan · Æthelbald ·
Sigehelm · Alfred · Wulfsige II · Ælfwold I · Æthelsige I · Wulfsige III · Æthelric · Æthelsige II · Brithwine I
· Ælfmær · Brithwine II · St Ælfwold II · Herman · see united with Ramsbury and removed to Old Sarum

see at Old Sarum
united from Sherborne & Ramsbury · Herman · St. Osmund · Roger · Henry de Sully ·
Philip de Harcourt · Josceline de Bohon · Hubert Walter · Herbert Poore · Richard Poore · see removed
to New Sarum

Medieval

Richard Poore · Robert de Bingham · William de York · Giles of Bridport · Walter de la Wyle ·
Robert Wickhampton · Walter Scammel · Henry Brandeston · Lawrence de Awkeburne ·
William de la Corner · Nicholas Longespee · Simon of Ghent · Roger Martival · Robert Wyvil ·
Ralph Ergham · John Waltham · Richard Mitford · Nicholas Bubwith · Robert Hallam · John Chandler ·
Robert Neville · William Ayscough · Richard Beauchamp · Lionel Woodville · Thomas Langton ·
John Blyth · Henry Deane

Early modern

Edmund Audley · Lorenzo Campeggio · Nicholas Shaxton · John Capon · Gasparo Contarini ·
William Petow · Francis Mallet · John Jewel · Edmund Gheast · John Piers · John Coldwell ·
Henry Cotton · Robert Abbot · Martin Fotherby · Robert Tounson · John Davenant · Brian Duppa ·
Humphrey Henchman · John Earle · Alexander Hyde · Seth Ward · Gilbert Burnet · William Talbot ·
Richard Willis · Benjamin Hoadly · Thomas Sherlock · John Gilbert · John Thomas (I) ·
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Robert Hay Drummond · John Thomas (II) · John Hume · Shute Barrington · John Douglas

Late modern
John Fisher · Thomas Burgess · Edward Denison · Walter Kerr Hamilton · George Moberly ·
John Wordsworth · Frederick Ridgeway · St Clair Donaldson · Neville Lovett · Geoffrey Lunt ·
William Anderson · Joseph Fison · George Reindorp · John Baker · David Stancliffe · Nick Holtam

Anglican hierarchy in Great Britain and Ireland

 Church of England

Canterbury
Province

Diocesan
bishops

Archbishop of Canterbury · Bath & Wells · Birmingham · Bristol ·
Chelmsford · Chichester · Coventry · Derby · Ely · Exeter · Europe ·
Gloucester · Guildford · Hereford · Leicester · Lichfield · Lincoln ·
London · Norwich · Oxford · Peterborough · Portsmouth ·
Rochester · Saint Albans · St Edmundsbury & Ipswich · Salisbury
· Southwark · Truro · Winchester · Worcester

Suffragan
bishops

Aston · Barking · Basingstoke · Bedford · Bradwell · Brixworth ·
Buckingham · Colchester · Crediton · Croydon · Dorchester ·
Dorking · Dover · Dudley · Dunwich · Ebbsfleet · Edmonton ·
Europe · Fulham · Grantham · Grimsby · Hertford · Horsham ·
Huntingdon · Kensington · Kingston-upon-Thames · Lewes ·
Loughborough · Ludlow · Lynn · Maidstone · Plymouth · Ramsbury
· Reading · Repton · Richborough · Sherborne · Shrewsbury ·
Southampton · St Germans · Stafford · Stepney · Swindon ·
Taunton · Tewkesbury · Thetford · Tonbridge · Warwick ·
Willesden · Wolverhampton · Woolwich

York
Province

Diocesan
bishops

Archbishop of York · Blackburn · Carlisle · Chester · Durham ·
Leeds · Liverpool · Manchester · Newcastle · Sheffield ·
Sodor & Man · Southwell

Suffragan
bishops

Berwick · Beverley · Birkenhead · Bolton · Bradford · Burnley ·
Doncaster · Huddersfield · Hull · Jarrow · Lancaster · Middleton ·
Penrith · Richmond · Ripon · Selby · Sherwood · Stockport ·
Wakefield · Warrington · Whitby

Other
Bishop at Lambeth · Bishop to the Forces · Bishop to HM Prisons ·
Bishop for Urban Life and Faith · Bishop of the Falkland Islands ·
Chair of the CMDDP · Bishop for Higher and Further Education

 Church in Wales Archbishop of Wales · Bangor · Llandaff · Monmouth · Saint Asaph · Saint Davids ·
Swansea & Brecon

 Scottish Episcopal
Church

Primus of the Scottish Episcopal Church · Aberdeen and Orkney · Argyll & The Isles · Brechin ·
Edinburgh · Glasgow & Galloway · Moray, Ross & Caithness · St Andrews, Dunkeld & Dunblane

 Church of Ireland

Armagh
Province

Archbishop of Armagh · Clogher · Connor · Derry and Raphoe · Down & Dromore ·
Kilmore, Elphin & Ardagh · Tuam, Killala & Achonry

Dublin
Province

Archbishop of Dublin · Cashel & Ossory · Cork, Cloyne & Ross · Limerick & Killaloe
· Meath & Kildare

Categories: Lists of Church of England bishops and archbishops Bishops of Salisbury
Salisbury-related lists 1075 establishments in England Religion in Dorset Religion in Wiltshire
Dioceses established in the 11th century Dorset-related lists Bishops of Sherborne (ancient)
705 establishments
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Prince-Archbishopric of Salzburg

Prince-Archbishopric of Salzburg
Archiepiscopatus Salisburgensis  (Latin)

Fürsterzbistum Salzburg  (German)

1328–1803
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Status Prince-Archbishopric

Capital Salzburg

Government Prince-Archbishopric
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The Prince-Archbishopric of Salzburg (German:
Fürsterzbistum Salzburg) was an ecclesiastical principality and
state of the Holy Roman Empire. It comprised the secular territory
ruled by the archbishops of Salzburg, as distinguished from the
much larger Catholic diocese founded in 739 by Saint Boniface in
the German stem duchy of Bavaria. The capital of the
archbishopric was Salzburg, the former Roman city of Iuvavum.

From the late 13th century onwards, the archbishops gradually
reached the status of Imperial immediacy and independence from
the Bavarian dukes. Salzburg remained an ecclesiastical
principality until its secularisation to the short-lived Electorate of
Salzburg (later Duchy of Salzburg) in 1803. Members of the
Bavarian Circle from 1500, the prince-archbishops bore the title of
Primas Germaniae, though they never obtained electoral dignity;
actually of the six German prince-archbishoprics (with Mainz,
Cologne and Trier), Magdeburg, Bremen and Salzburg got nothing
from the Golden Bull of 1356. The last prince-archbishop
exercising secular authority was Count Hieronymus von Colloredo,
an early patron of Salzburg native Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.
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Geography [edit]

The prince-archbishopric's territory was roughly congruent with the
present-day Austrian state of Salzburg. It stretched along the
Salzach river from the High Tauern range—Mt. Großvenediger at 3,666 m (12,028 ft)—at the main chain of the
Alps in the south down to the Alpine foothills in the north. Here it also comprised the present-day Rupertiwinkel
on the western shore of the Salzach, which today is part of Bavaria. The former archepiscopal lands are
traditionally subdivided into five historic parts (Gaue): Flachgau with the Salzburg capital and Tennengau

Salzburg territory (blue) in 1648
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18th century map of the Prince-
Archbishopric of Salzburg

Rupert of Salzburg with salt barrel,
mediæval depiction

around Hallein are both located in the broad Salzach valley at the rim of
the Northern Limestone Alps; the mountainous (Innergebirg) southern
divisions are Pinzgau, Pongau around Bischofshofen, and southeastern
Lungau beyond the Radstädter Tauern Pass.

In the north and east, the prince-archbishopric bordered on the Duchy
of Austria, a former Bavarian margraviate, which had become
independent in 1156 and, raised to an archduchy in 1457, developed
as the nucleus of the Habsburg Monarchy. The Salzkammergut border
region, today a UNESCO World Heritage Site, as an important salt trade
region was gradually seized by the mighty House of Habsburg and
incorporated into the Upper Austrian lands. In the southeast, Salzburg
adjoined the Duchy of Styria, also ruled by the Habsburg (arch-)dukes

in personal union since 1192. By 1335, the Austrian regents had also acquired the old Duchy of Carinthia in the
south, the Styrian and Carinthian territories were incorporated into Inner Austria in 1379. The Habsburg
encirclement was nearly completed, when in 1363 the archdukes also attained the County of Tyrol in the west.
Only in the northwest did Salzburg bordered on the Duchy of Bavaria (raised to an Electorate in 1623), and the
tiny Berchtesgaden Provostry, which was able to retain its independence until the Mediatisation in 1803.

Previous history [edit]

The Vita Sancti Severini biography by the Early Christian chronicler Eugippius reported that during the Decline
of the Roman Empire about 450 AD the local capital Iuvavum in the Noricum ripense province was already home
to two churches and a monastery. Very little is known of the early bishopric during the Migration Period, and the
legendary Saint Maximus of Salzburg is the only abbot-bishop known by name. A disciple of Saint Severinus, he
was martyred in the retreat from Noricum, after the Germanic Western Roman officer Odoacer had deposed the
last Emperor Romulus Augustulus and declared himself King of Italy in 476. In his conflict with the Rugii tribes,
Odoacer had his brother Onoulphus evacuate the Noricum ripense province in 487/88, whereby Iuvavum was
abandoned and with it the bishopric. Saint Severinus had already died in 482 in the castrum of Favianis
(present-day Mautern in Lower Austria), six years before the departure of the Roman legions from the region.[1]

Bavarian Bishopric (c. 543/698 – 798) [edit]

From the 6th century onwards, the northern areas of the later
archbishopric were resettled by Germanic Bavarii tribes, who
established themselves among the remaining Romance population,
while Slavic tribes moved into the southern Pongau and Lungau parts.
About 696 Saint Rupert, then Bishop of Worms in Frankish Austrasia
and later called the apostle of Bavaria and Carinthia, came to the region
from the Bavarian town Regensburg and laid the foundations for the re-
establishment of the Salzburg diocese. After erecting a church at
nearby Seekirchen he discovered the ruins of Iuvavum overgrown with
brambles and remnants of the Romance population, who had
maintained Christian traditions. The former theory that he arrived
already in c. 543 during the time of the unsourced early Bavarian dukes
appears less likely than that he worked during the reign of the Agilolfing
duke Theodo II (c. 680–717), when the Bavarian stem duchy came
under Frankish supremacy. The bishops of Salzburg traditionally
marked the foundation of their diocese as being the year 582, and struck coins commemorating the 1,200 year
anniversary of the event in 1782.[2] In any case, it was not until after 700 that Christian civilisation re-emerged in
the region.

Rupert established a monastery dedicated to Saint Peter at the site of a Late Antique church in former Iuvavum.
St Peter's Abbey received large estates in the Flachgau (Rupertiwinkel) and Tennengau regions from the
hands of Duke Theodon II, including several brine wells and salt evaporation ponds which earned Iuvavum its
German name Salzburg. In 711 Rupert also founded the Cella Maximiliana in the Pongau region, the later town
of Bischofshofen. His niece Erentrude established a Bendictine nunnery at nearby Nonnberg about 713. In 739
Archbishop Boniface, with the blessing of Pope Gregory III, completed the work of Saint Rupert and raised
Salzburg to a bishopric, placed under the primatial see of the Archdiocese of Mainz. St. Vergilius, abbot of St.
Peter's since about 749, had quarrelled with St. Boniface over the existence of antipodes. He nevertheless
became bishop about 767, had the first cathedral erected in 774 and began the valuable book Liber
Confraternitatum (Confraternity Book of St. Peter). [clarification needed][citation needed]
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Archbishopric of Salzburg, c. 1715

Early Archbishopric (798–1060) [edit]

Arno, bishop since 785, enjoyed the respect of the Frankish king Charlemagne who assigned to him the
missionary territory between the rivers Danube in the north, the Rába (Raab) in the east and the Drava in the
south, an area which had recently been conquered from the Avars. Monasteries were founded and all of
Carinthia was slowly Christianised. While Arno was in Rome attending to some of Charlemagne's business in
798, Pope Leo III appointed him Archbishop over the other bishops in Bavaria (Freising, Passau, Regensburg,
and Säben). When the dispute over the ecclesiastical border between Salzburg and the Patriarchate of Aquileia
broke out, Charlemagne declared the Drava to be the border. Arno also began the copying of 150 volumes
from the court of Charlemagne, beginning the oldest library in Austria.[citation needed]

Archbishop Adalwin (859–873) suffered great troubles when King Rastislav of Moravia attempted to remove his
realm from the ecclesiastical influence of East Francia. In 870 Pope Adrian II appointed the "Apostle of the
Slavs" St. Methodius the Archbishop of Pannonia and Moravia at Sirmium, entrusting him large territories under
the overlordship of the Salzburg diocese. It was only when Rastislav and Methodius were captured by King
Louis the German that Adalwin could adequately protest the invasion of his rights. [clarification needed] Methodius
appeared at the Synod of Salzburg where he was struck in the face and imprisoned in close confinement for two
and a half years. Adalwin attempted to legitimise his imprisonment, but was compelled to release Methodius
when ordered by the Pope.[citation needed]

Soon after, the Magyars ravaged Great Moravia and not a church was left standing in Pannonia. Archbishop
Dietmar I fell in battle in 907. It was not until the Battle of Lechfeld in 955 that the Magyars suffered a crushing
defeat, and ecclesiastical life in Salzburg returned to normal. The following year after Archbishop Herhold allied
with Liudolf, Duke of Swabia and Duke Conrad the Red of Lorraine, he was deposed, imprisoned, blinded, and
banished. Archbishop Bruno of Cologne, called the Bishop-Maker, appointed Frederick I archbishop and
declared the Abbacy of St. Peter independent. In 996, Archbishop Hartwig[citation needed] received the right to
mint money.

Investiture Era (1060–1213) [edit]

In the era beginning with Pope Gregory VII, the Latin Christendom entered a period of internal conflict. The first
archbishop of the era was Gebhard, who during the Investiture Controversy remained on the side of the
Pope. [clarification needed] Gebhard thus suffered a nine-year exile, and was allowed to return shortly before his
death and was buried in Admont. His successor Thimo was imprisoned for five years, and suffered a horrible
death in 1102.[citation needed] After King Henry IV abdicated and Conrad I of Abensberg was elected Archbishop.
Conrad lived in exile until the Calistine Concordat of 1122. Conrad spent the remaining years of his episcopate
improving the religious life in the archdiocese.

The Archbishops again took the side of the Pope during the strife between them and the Hohenstaufens.
Archbishop Eberard I of Hilpolstein-Biburg was allowed to reign in peace, but his successor Conrad II of Austria
earned the Emperor's wrath and died in 1168 in Admont a fugitive.[citation needed] Conrad III of Wittelsbach was
appointed the Archbishop of Salzburg in 1177 at the Treaty of Venice, after the partisans of both Pope and
Emperor were deposed.[citation needed]

Prince-Archbishopric [edit]

Archbishop Eberhard II of Regensberg was made a prince of the Empire
in 1213, and created three new sees: Chiemsee (1216), Seckau (1218)
and Lavant (1225). In 1241, at the Council of Regensburg he
denounced Pope Gregory IX as "that man of perdition, whom they call
Antichrist, who in his extravagant boasting says, I am God, I cannot
err."[3] Eberhard was excommunicated in 1245 after refusing to publish
a decree[citation needed] deposing the emperor and died suddenly the next
year. During the German Interregnum, Salzburg also suffered
confusion. Philip of Spanheim, heir to the Dukedom of Carinthia,
refused to take priestly consecrations, and was replaced by Ulrich,
Bishop of Seckau.

King Rudolph I of Habsburg quarrelled with the archbishops through the manipulations of Abbot Henry of
Admont, and after his death the archbishops and the Habsburgs made peace in 1297. The people and
archbishops of Salzburgs remained loyal to the Habsburgs in their struggles against the Wittelsbachs. When the
Black Death reached Salzburg in 1347, the Jews were accused of poisoning the wells and suffered severe
persecution. The Jews were expelled from Salzburg in 1404.[citation needed] Later, the Jews were allowed to return
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Coat of arms of Hieronymus von
Colloredo as Prince-Archbishop of
Salzburg, incorporating elements of
princely and ecclesiastical heraldry.

but were forced to wear pointed hats.

Conditions were at their worst during the reign of Bernard II of
Rohr.[citation needed] The country was in depression, local authorities were
raising their own taxes and the Turks were ravaging the
archdiocese.[citation needed] In 1473, he summoned the first provincial diet
in the history of the archbishopric, and eventually
abdicated. [clarification needed] It was only Leonard of Keutschach (reigned
1495–1519) who reversed the situation. He had all the burgomasters
and town councillors (who were levying unfair taxes) arrested
simultaneously and imprisoned in the castle. [clarification needed] His last
years were spent in bitter struggle against Matthäus Lang of
Wellenburg, Bishop of Gurk, who succeeded him in 1519.

Matthäus Lang was largely unnoticed in official circles, although his
influence was felt throughout the archbishopric. He brought in Saxon
miners, which brought with them Protestant books and teachings. He
then attempted to keep the populace Catholic, and during the Latin War
was besieged in the Hohen-Salzburg, declared a "monster" by Martin Luther, and two later uprisings by the
peasants lead to suffering to the entire archdiocese. Later bishops were wiser in the ruling and spared Salzburg
the religious wars and devastation seen elsewhere in Germany. [clarification needed] Archbishop Wolf Dietrich von
Raitenau gave the Protestants the choice of converting to Catholicism or leaving Salzburg. The Cathedral was
rebuilt in such splendour that it was unrivalled by all others north of the Alps.

Archbishop Paris of Lodron led Salzburg to peace and prosperity during the Thirty Years' War in which the rest
of Germany was thoroughly devastated. During the reign of Leopold Anthony of Firmian, the remaining
Protestants in Salzburg were expelled in 1731.[4] He invited the Jesuits to Salzburg and asked for help from the
emperor, and finally ordered the Protestants to recant their beliefs or emigrate. Over 20,000 Salzburg
Protestants were forced to leave their homes, most of whom accepted an offer of land by King Frederick William
I of Prussia.

The last Prince-Archbishop, Hieronymus von Colloredo, is probably best known for his patronage of Mozart. His
reforms of the church and education systems alienated him from the people. [clarification needed]

Secularisation [edit]

In 1803, Salzburg was secularised as the Electorate of Salzburg for the former Grand Duke Ferdinand III of
Tuscany (brother of Emperor Francis II), who had lost his throne. In 1805, it became part of Austria. In 1809, it
became part of Bavaria which closed the University of Salzburg, banned monasteries from accepting novices,
and banned pilgrimages and processions. The archdiocese was reestablished as the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of Salzburg in 1818 without temporal power.

Up to today, the Archbishop of Salzburg has also borne the title Primas Germaniae ("First Bishop of Germany").
The powers of this title – non-jurisdictional – are limited to being the Pope's first correspondent in the German-
speaking world, but had once included the right to preside over the Princes of the Holy Roman Empire. The
Archbishop also has the title of Legatus Natus ("born legate") to the Pope, which, although not a cardinal, gives
the Archbishop the privilege of wearing red vesture (which is much deeper than a cardinal's scarlet), even in
Rome.

Bishops of Salzburg [edit]

Abbot-Bishops of Iuvavum c. 300s – c. 482 [edit]

St. Maximus of Salzburg, died 476.

Abandoned after c. 482

Bishops of Iuvavum (from 755, Salzburg) [edit]

St. Ruprecht, born c. 543 or c. 698 – c. 718.
Vitalis
Erkenfried
Ansologus
Ottokar
Flobrigis
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Johann I
St. Virgilius, c. 745 or c. 767 – c. 784

Archbishops of Salzburg, 798–1213 [edit]

Arno 784–821
Adalram 821–836
Leutram 836–859
Adalwin 859–873
Adalbert I 873
Dietmar I 873–907
Pilgrim I 907–923
Adalbert II 923–935
Egilholf 935–939
Herhold 939–958
Friedrich I 958–991
Hartwig 991–1023
Günther 1024–1025
Dietmar II 1025–1041
Baldwin 1041–1060
Gebhard 1060–1088
Thiemo 1090–1101
Konrad I von Abensberg 1106–1147
Eberhard I von Hilpolstein-Biburg 1147–1164
(Conradus II) Konrad II of Austria 1164–1168
Adalbert III of Bohemia 1168–1177
Conrad III 1177–1183
Adalbert III of Bohemia (restored) 1183–1200

Prince-Archbishops of Salzburg, 1213–1803 [edit]

Eberhard II of Regensburg 1200–1246
Bernhard I of Ziegenhain 1247
Philipp of Carinthia 1247–1256
Ulrich of Sekau 1256–1265
Ladislaus of Salzburg 1265–1270
Frederick II of Walchen 1270–1284
Rudolf of Hoheneck 1284–1290
Conrad IV of Breitenfurt 1291–1312
Weichard of Pollheim 1312–1315
Frederick III of Leibnitz 1315–1338
Henry of Pirnbrunn 1338–1343
Ordulf of Wiesseneck 1343–1365
Pilgrim II of Pucheim 1365–1396
Gregor Schenk of Osterwitz 1396–1403
Eberhard III of Neuhaus 1403–1427
Eberhard IV of Starhemberg 1427–1429
John II of Reichensperg 1429–1441
Frederick IV Truchseß of Emmerberg 1441–1452
Sigismund I of Volkersdorf 1452–1461
Cardinal Burchard of Weissbruch 1461–1466
Bernhard II of Rohr 1466–1482
John III Peckenschlager 1482–1489
Friedrich V of Schallenburg 1489–1494
Sigismund II of Hollenegg 1494–1495
Leonhard von Keutschach 1495–1519
Matthäus Lang von Wellenburg 1519–1540
Ernest of Bavaria 1540–1554
Michael of Khuenburg 1554–1560
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John Jacob of Khun-Bellasy 1560–1586
George of Kuenburg 1586–1587
Wolf Dietrich von Raitenau 1587–1612
Marcus Sittich of Hohenems 1612–1619
Paris von Lodron 1619–1653
Guidobald of Thun 1654–1668
Maximilian Gandalf of Kuenburg 1668–1687
Johann Ernst von Thun 1687–1709
Francis Anton od Harrach 1709–1727
Leopold Anton von Firmian 1727–1744
Jacob Ernest of Liechtenstein-Castelcorno 1744–1747
Andreas Jacob of Dietrichstein 1747–1753
Sigismund III of Schrattenbach 1753–1771
Hieronymus von Colloredo 1772–1812 (last prince-archbishop, lost temporal power in 1803 after
secularization)

See Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Salzburg for archbishops since 1812.

See also [edit]

Alte Residenz – city palace
Schloss Hellbrunn – summer palace
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List of the bishops of Schleswig

Danish dioceses in the Middle Ages

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Schleswig)

The List of the Bishops of Schleswig contains the names of the bishops of the see in Schleswig (Danish:
Slesvig, English: Sleswick) in chronological order. Also Lutheran bishops, who officiated after 1542,
superintendents and general superintendents are listed.
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Note [edit]

Between 947 and 948 Archbishop Adaldag of Hamburg-Bremen
founded the three suffragan dioceses of Schleswig [de], Århus, and
Ribe (Ripen). In 1104 the Schleswig see was redeployed in
ecclesiastical hierarchy to become a suffragan to the Archdiocese of
Lund.

Since 1542 the bishops were Lutherans, partially even lacking
theological qualification but only collecting the prebends from the
episcopal estates. Therefore, they were assisted by Lutheran (general)
superintendents for the pastoral care. Most parishioners adopted
Lutheranism too. After 1624 nobody was invested as Bishop of Schleswig any more. General superintendents
fulfilled the pastoral functions as to Lutheran faithful. Between 1854 and 1864 the Lutheran church in the Duchy
of Schleswig was reorganised as the Slesvig Stift [da] led again by a cleric titled bishop.

In 1868, two years after the Prussian annexation of Holstein and Schleswig as the Province of Schleswig-
Holstein the Lutheran churches in Holstein and Schleswig formed the Evangelical-Lutheran State Church of
Schleswig-Holstein [de] (Evangelisch-Lutherische Landeskirche Schleswig-Holsteins). By the separation of state
and religion after 1918 the privilege of the Prussian monarch as summus episcopus [de] (i.e. supreme
governor/bishop of the church) was abolished.

Thus in 1925 Schleswig-Holstein's Lutheran church body assumed the title of bishop, one officiating for the
Holstein area, seated in Kiel, and one for Southern Schleswig, seated in Schleswig. The new offices as bishops
replaced the prior general superintendents and continued also after the Schleswig-Holstein church body
merged with three neighbouring church bodies in the North Elbian Evangelical Lutheran Church in 1977. In
2008 a merger of the offices did away with the office Bishop of Schleswig.

For the very few remaining, immigrating or converted Catholics pastoral functions were provided first by the
Vicariate Apostolic of the Northern Missions (as of 1667; reduced by most South-Elbian regions renamed into
the Vicariate Apostolic of the North in 1709), and later by the Prefecture Apostolic of Schleswig-Holstein [it] (as
of 1868). After 1920 Northern Schleswig became part of the Vicariate Apostolic of Denmark, which transformed
into the Roman Catholic Diocese of Copenhagen on 29 April 1953. In Southern Schleswig the rest of the
Prefecture Apostolic of Schleswig-Holstein was assigned to the Diocese of Osnabrück in 1929, which had to
cede this extension again in favour of the new founded Archdiocese of Hamburg in 1994.

Catholic bishops and administrator [edit]
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947: Hored (also Oredo, Horath)
948–968: Marco
995–?: Poppo [de] (d. ca. 1000)
?: Folkbert
999–1026: Ekkehard (also Ezico) of Oldenburg
1026–1034: Rodolphus (also Rudolf)
1043–1085: Ratolf
1085: Sigvard
1106: Gunnar (also Gunner)
1120–1135: Albert (also Adelbert)
1135–1139: Ricco [da] (also Rike; d. ca. 1142), later also Bishop of Roskilde (1137–1138/1139)
1140–1141: Hermann
1141–1145: Occo of Schleswig
1145–1161: Esbern, expelled by the Danish stadholder in Schleswig, died in Saxon exile
1161–1167: Occo of Schleswig, second term
1167–1179: Frederick I
1179–1208: Valdemar of Denmark (1157 or 1158–1235 or 1236, Cîteaux), also Prince-Archbishop of
Bremen (1192 elect, 1206–1218 de facto).
1209–1233: Nicholas I, already per pro after Valdemar's imprisonment in 1192, consecrated as bishop after
Valdemar's papal deposition
1234–1238: Tuco (also Tyge)
1240-1244: John I (Johannes/Jens)
1244–1255: Eskil
1255–1265: Nicholas II
1265–1282: Bonde (sold the episcopal residence of Gottorp to Eric II, Duke of Schleswig and moved his
residence to Schwabstedt in 1268)
1282–1287: James (Jakob)
1287–1307: Berthold
1308–1331: John II of Bokholt [de]

1331–1342: Hellembert of Fischbeck (Helmbrecht of Visbeke/Vischbeck)
1343–1351: Henry I of Warendorp
1351–1354: Dietrich Kagelwit [de] (also Dietrich of Kugelweit, or Dietrich of Portitz; ca. 1300–1367), before
auxiliary bishop of Brandenburg (1346–1347) and of Olomouc (1347–1351), later Prince-Bishop of Minden
(1353–1361) and Prince-Archbishop of Magdeburg (1361–1367).
1354–1369: Nicholas III Brun
1370–1374: Henry II
1375–1421: John III Skondelev [da]

1421–1428: Henry III vom See [de], resigned
1429–1474: Nicholas IV Wulf [de]

1474–1488: Helrich von der Wisch
1488–1499: Eggert Dürkop [de]

1488: Enevold Sövenbröder [de] (aka Enwald Sövenbroder, Enwaldus Soevenbroder; d. 14 August
1504), bishop elect, elected by the chapter, but not confirmed by the pope, he resigned in favour of the
papally preferred Eggert Dürkop

1499–1502: sede vacante

Administrator Apostolic John IV (Juan) de Castro (Valencia, 1431–1506, Rome), simultaneously Bishop
of Girgenti (1479–1506), Cardinal Priest of Santa Prisca (1496–1506), later also Bishop of Malta (1504–
1506).

1502–1507: Detlef Pogwisch
1507–1542: Gottschalk von Ahlefeldt [de] (also Godske Ahlefeldt; last Catholic bishop)

Lutheran bishops and superintendents [edit]

1542–1551: Tilemann von Hussen [de] (also van Hussen; Duchy of Cleves, 1497–1551, Schleswig),
simultaneously general superintendent of the Lutheran Church in the Duchy of Schleswig
1551–1556: Frederick II, Prince of Denmark (1532–1556; son of King Frederick I of Denmark),
simultaneously Prince-Bishop of Hildesheim
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1556–1586: Adolf of Holstein-Gottorp (Flensburg, 1526–1586, Gottorp), simultaneously Duke of Holstein
and Duke of Schleswig (1544–1586), assisted by Superintendent (-General as of 1564) Paul von Eitzen
since 1562
1586–1602: sede vacante

1586–1593 Paul von Eitzen [de] (Hamburg, 1521–1598, Schleswig), superintendent of the Lutheran
church of the Gottorp share of Holstein and Schleswig (as of 1562), general superintendent of the
Lutheran church in the entire Duchies of Holstein and Schleswig (as of 1564); before Superintendent of
Hamburg (1555–1562)
1593–1602: Jacob Fabricius the Elder (superintendent)

1602–1624: Ulrik of Denmark (1578–1624, Rühn; titular duke of Holstein and Schleswig, son of Frederick II
of Denmark and Sophie of Mecklenburg-Güstrow), simultaneously as Ulrich II Administrator of the Prince-
Bishopric of Schwerin (1603–1624), married with Lady Catherine Hahn-Hinrichshagen

After Ulrik's death no more Bishop of Schleswig was invested until 1854.

General superintendents for the royal shares of the Holstein and Schleswig
duchies [edit]

The general superintendents were then first seated in Flensburg, since 1693 in Rendsburg. There were also
general superintendents for the Duchies of Holstein (ducal share) and of Schleswig (ducal share).

1636–1668: Stephan Clotzius [de] (also Klotz; Lippstadt, 13 September 1606 – 13 May 1668, Flensburg),
first general superintendent for the Duchies of Holstein and of Schleswig (royal shares)
1668–1673: Bonaventura Rehefeld [de] (also von Rehfeld; Kitzscher, 24 September 1610 – 7 July 1673,
Schleswig), only competent for Schleswig, before court preacher in Bremervörde for Administrator Frederick
II of the Prince-Archbishopric of Bremen (1643–1645)
1673–1678: Johan(n) Hudemann (Wewelsfleth, 12 October 1606 – 24 March 1678), he succeeded Rehefeld
as general superintendent for Schleswig and served in the same function for Holstein royal share already
since 1668
1678–1684: Christian von Stökken [de] (also Støcken, Stöcken, and Stöken; Rendsburg, 15 August 1633 – 4
September 1684, ibidem)
1684–1709: Josua Schwartz [de] (also Schwarz; Waldau in Pomerania, now Wałdowo a part of today's
Sępólno Krajeńskie, 5 February 1632 – 6 January 1709, Rendsburg), he first served as general
superintendent only for Schleswig royal share, but succeeded in 1689 also Just(us) Valentin Stemann [de][1]

as general superintendent for Holstein royal share too. Schwartz moved the united general superintendency
to Rendsburg in 1693
1709–1721: Theodor Dassov [de] (also Dassau, Dassow, Theodorus Dassovius; Hamburg, 27 February
1648 – 6 January 1721, Rendsburg), his ambit also included the formerly ducal Schleswig share, before
served by general superintendent Heinrich Muhlius [de], who continued to officiate in Holstein ducal share
1721–1724: Thomas Clausen (also Claussen; Flensburg, 29 April 1677 – 23 April 1724, Hamburg)
1724–1728: Andreas Hojer (also Hoyer; Karlum, 16 May 1654 – 10 July 1728, Rendsburg), uncle of the
homonymous Danish historian, served already as viceprovost for Schwartz since 1694
1728–1747: Georg Johannes Conradi [de] (Riga, 27 February 1679 – 7 September 1747, Rendsburg), prior
royal court preacher in Copenhagen (1720–1728)
1747–1757: Jeremias Friedrich Reuß (Horrheim, a part of today's Vaihingen upon Enz, 8 December 1700 –
6 March 1777, Tübingen), resigned in favour of a professorship at Eberhard Karls University of Tübingen,
becoming also its chancellor
1757–1760: vacancy?
1760–1791: Adam Struensee [da] (Neuruppin, 8 September 1708 – 20 May 1791, Rendsburg), in 1781, after
general superintendent Hasselmann of Holstein (ducal share) had died, his ambit also included the formerly
ducal Holstein share

General provosts in Duke John's share of the Holstein and Schleswig
duchies [edit]

1545–1553: Vincentius Alberti (died 1553), general provost, simultaneously visitator in Nordstrand, since
1549 also pastor and provost in Tondern
1554–1560: Johannes Vorstius, general provost, simultaneously provost of Haderslev, resigned in favour of
the office as general provost for Holstein royal share, there also pastor in Itzehoe and provost of the
Münsterdorf Consistory
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1560–1569: Georgius Boëthius Agricola, general provost, simultaneously provost of Haderslev, since 1553
provost of Nordstrand
1569–1573: vacancy, unsuccessful touting for Lucas Bacmeister [pt] (1530–1608)

Peter Boëthius, pastor in Königsbüll, and H. Tast, pastor in Bupsee,[2] served as vice-provosts per
pro[further explanation needed]

1573–1580: Georgius Schröder, general provost, pastor in Haderslev, simultaneously provost of Haderslev
and of Nordstrand
After John's death his share was divided between his brothers Adolphus and Christian.

General superintendents for the ducal shares of the Holstein and Schleswig
duchies [edit]

The general superintendents were seated in Kiel. Their competence comprised until 1713 the ducal shares of
the Duchies of Holstein and Schleswig. The Danish king as liege lord of the dukes of Schleswig deposed them
in 1713 (confirmed in 1720), thereafter ducal co-rule was restricted to the Duchy of Holstein.

1549–1563: Volquard Jonas
1562–1593: Paul von Eitzen [de]

1593–1610: Jacob Fabricius the Elder [de]

1610–1616: Philipp Caesar [de]

1616–1640: Jacob Fabricius the Elder
1640–1645: Jacob Fabricius the Younger [de]

1645–1673: Johann Reinboth
1674–1684: Sebastian Niemann [de]

1684/88–1697: Caspar Hermann Sandhagen [de]

1698–1713: Heinrich Muhlius [de][3]

Then Theodor Dassov, who had served earlier already in Schleswig royal share, and his successors took on.

Bishop and general superintendents for Schleswig [edit]

1792–1834: Gen. Supt. Christian Adler (Arnis, 8 December 1756 – 22 August 1834, Giekau),
simultaneously general superintendent for Holstein since 1806
1835–1848: Gen. Supt. Christian Friedrich Callisen [de] (Glückstadt, 20 February 1777 – 3 October 1861,
Schleswig)
1848–1850: Gen. Supt. Nicolaus Nielsen [de] (Rendsburg, 19 April 1806 – 26 January 1888, Oldenburg) as
general superintendent for the German-speaking parishes, deposed and exiled by the Danish government
in 1850
1848–1850: Gen. Supt. Johannes Andreas Rehhoff [de] (Tønder, 28 August 1800 – 9 January 1883,
Hamburg) as general superintendent for the Danish-speaking parishes, deposed and exiled by the Danish
government in 1850; afterwards Senior of Hamburg (1870–1879) for the Evangelical Lutheran Church in the
State of Hamburg

1850–1854: Supt. Christoph Carl Julius Asschenfeldt [de] (Kiel, 5 March 1792 – 1 September 1856,
Flensburg), he was appointed superintendent serving per pro the vacant general superintendency, he
resigned in 1854

1854–1864: Bishop Ulrich Sechmann Boesen (Faaborg, 22 July 1797 – 11 February 1867, Vejle), after
Hans Lassen Martensen refused the Schleswig see, on 11 April 1854 Boesen received it, officiating in
Flensburg, Boesen was deposed by the Prussian occupants on 8 March 1864. He left for Vejle after Godt
was appointed his successor, titled general superintendent. The title bishop was used again since 1925.
1864–1885: Gen. Supt. Bertel Petersen Godt (Rinkenæs [da], 17 September 1814 – 12 June 1885,
Schleswig), during his term the Evangelical-Lutheran State Church of Schleswig-Holstein [de] was formed
(1867) from the previous Lutheran dioceses (Stifter) of Holstein and of Schleswig
1886–1917: Gen. Supt. Theodor Kaftan [de] (Løjt near Åbenrå, 18 March 1847 – 26 November 1932,
Baden-Baden)
1917–1925: Gen. Supt. Friedrich Petersen (1856–1930), in 1920 his ambit was reduced by North Schleswig,
in whose western part he was succeeded by Gabriel Koch [da] (1858–1922), Bishop of Ribe, and in whose
eastern part by Valdemar Ammundsen [da] (1875–1936), Bishop of Haderslev

Lutheran bishops of Schleswig within the Evangelical-Lutheran State
Church of Schleswig-Holstein [edit]
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1925–1933: Eduard Völkel [de] (Eckernförde, 1878–1957, Bordesholm), deposed by the Nazi-submissive
majority of proponents of the Faith Movement of German Christians among the synodals
1933–1947: vacancy, until 1945 a partisan of the German Christians officiated as state bishop for all of
Schleswig-Holstein
1947–1967: Reinhard Wester [de] (Elberfeld, 2 June 1902 – 16 June 1975, Eutin)
1967–1978: D. Alfred Petersen [de] (Altona, 13 November 1909 – 11 May 2004, Schleswig)

Lutheran bishops of Schleswig within the North Elbian Evangelical
Lutheran Church [edit]

1967-1978: Alfred Petersen
1979-1990: Karlheinz Stoll [de] (Dörfel, a part of today's Schlettau, 12 June 1927 – 25 January 1992,
Lübeck)
1991-2008: Hans Christian Knuth [de] (b. 6 September 1940, in Greiz)

In 2008 the offices of bishop of Holstein and of Schleswig were merged as Bishop of Schleswig and Holstein.

Further information: Cathedral of St. Peter at Schleswig

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Stemann (Copenhagen, 27 June 1629–20 May 1689, Glückstadt) only officiated as general superintendent for the
Duchy of Holstein (1688–1689). Stemann was preceded by Hermann Erdmann (also Herrmann; 1631–1687) as
general superintendent for Holstein royal share (1684–1687). Cf. Johann Heinrich Bernhard Lübkert, Versuch einer
kirchlichen Statistik Holsteins, Glückstadt: Johann Wilhelm Augustin, 1837 , p. 57.

2. ^ Königsbüll and Bupsee (aka Bopsee) and much of Strand island, and many more places, were completely
drowned and eroded in the Burchardi flood in 1634, their former locations are now covered by the North Frisian
Wadden Sea.

3. ^ His successors as general superintendents for Holstein ducal share were Georg Hinrich Reimarus (1733–1735),
Anton Caspar Engel (1736–1748), Gustav Christoph Hoßmann (1749–1766) und Friedrich Franz Hasselmann
(Haßelmann; 1766–1784). In 1773 the ducal House of Gottorp and the royal House of Oldenburg exchanged
Holstein ducal share for the Danish-held County of Oldenburg, thus ending the royal ducal condominium. So with
Hasselmann's death in 1784, there was only one general superintendent for all of both duchies.
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Roman Catholic Suburbicarian Diocese of Velletri–
Segni
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Segni)

This article focuses too much on specific examples without explaining
their importance to its main subject. Please help improve this article by
citing reliable, secondary sources that evaluate and synthesize these or
similar examples within a broader context. (October 2016)

The Roman Catholic Suburbicarian Diocese of Velletri–Segni is one of the suburbicarian dioceses,
Catholic dioceses in Italy close to Rome with a special status and a Cardinal Bishop, the bishop of Velletri–
Segni. Historically, the see of Velletri was combined with the see of Ostia from 1060 to 1914.

In 1981, the diocese of Velletri was combined with the diocese of Segni.[1][2] The Cardinal-Bishop is now the
titular bishop of the diocese, while the diocesan bishop administers the diocese.

List of bishops [edit]

Adeodatus, 465
Bonifatius, 487
Silvano, 501
vacant
John I, 592
Potentinus, 649
Placentinus, 680
John II, 721
Gratiosus (Grosso), 743
Gratian, 761
Citonatus, 761–769 (Bishop of Porto, 769)
Gregory I, 769–775 (Bishop of Santa Rufina, 761–769)
Theodore, 780
Gregory II 826–853
John III, 853–867
Gaudericus of Velletri, 867–879
John IV, 896–898
Leo I 946–963[3]

Theobaldo 996–1027
Leo II, 1032–1038
Amato, 1044
Johannes 1050
Benedictus 1057
Johannes Mincius (1058–1060)
United with Ostia in April 1060[4]

Peter Damian, 1060–1072[5]

Gerald of Ostia, 1072–1077[6]

Odo I de Lagery, 1080–1088 (became Pope Urban
II)[6]

Odo II, ca.1088–1102
Leo of Ostia, ca.1106–1115
Lamberto Scannabecchi, 1116–1124 (later Pope
Honorius II)

Santulus, 494-499
Justus, 501-504
Julianus, 551
Albinus, 649
Gaudiosus, 678-679
John I, 721-745
Jordanus, 769
Hadrianus, 826-c. 830
Theodorus, c. 830
Bonipertus, 853-861
John I, 861-879
Stephanus, 963-984
Robertus, 1015–1036
Erasmus, 1059–1071
Bruno of Segni, 1079–1123
Trasmundus, 1123–1138
John III, c. 1138–1178
Peter I, 1179–1206
J… 1207
Bernardus, c. 1230
Bartholomaeus I, 1254–1264
John IV, 1264
Peter II, 1281–1285
Bartholomaeus II, 1289
Peter III de Brunaco, 1291–1291
Jacobus I, 1291–1303
Peter IV, 1303–1321
Bartholomaeus III, 1321–1333
Arnoldus, 1333–1345
Guilielmus, 1345–1346
Peter V, 1346–1347
Guilielmus Ribati, 1347–1348
Michael de Mattia, 1349
Sixtus (Schism), c. 1372
Thomas, 1396–1396

Bishops of Velletri and Segni

Bishops of Velletri (465–1060)

Bishops of Ostia and Velletri (1060–1915)

Bishops of Segni (494–1981)
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Giovanni of Camaldoli, 1126–1133/35[7]

Drogo de Champagne, 1136–1138
Alberic, 1138–1148
Guido II de Summa, 1149–1151
Hugo, 1151–1158
Ubaldo Allucingoli, 1159–1181/84 (became Pope
Lucius III in 1181)
Theobald, 1184–1188
Ottaviano di Paoli, 1189–1206
Ugolino di Conti 1206–1227/31 (became Pope
Gregory IX)
Rinaldo dei Signori di Ienne, 1231–1254/61 (became
Pope Alexander IV in 1254)
Hugh of Saint-Cher 1261–1262
Enrico Bartolomei 1262–1271
vacant 1271–1273

Peter VI de Tarentaise, 1273–1276 (later Pope
Innocent V, † 1276)
vacant 1276–1278
Latino Malabranca Orsini, 1278–1294
Hugh Aycelin, 1294–1297

Leonardo Patrasso, apostolic administrator 1298–
1299

Niccolo I Boccasini, 1300–1303 (became Pope
Benedict XI)
Niccolò Alberti, 1303–1321
Regnaud de la Porte, 1321–1325
vacant 1325–1327

Bertrand du Pouget, 1327–1352
Étienne Aubert, 1352
Pierre Bertrand du Colombier, 1353–1361
Andouin Aubert, 1361–1363
Elie de Saint Yrieux, 1363–1367
Guillaume de la Sudrie, 1367–1373
Peter d'Esteing, 1373–1377
Bertrand Lagier, 1378 (sided with the obedience of
Avignon in the Great Schism)
During the schism, different lines existed:

(actually in
control of Velletri)

vacant 1378–
1388

Philippe of
Alençon,
1388–1397
(also
Cardinal-
bishop of
Sabina,
1380–1388)
Angelo
Acciaioli,
1397–1408
vacant 1408–
1415

(after 1415
restricted to
Peñíscola)

Bertrand
Lagier, 1378–
1392
John de
Neufchatel,
1392–1398
Leonardo
Rossi da
Giffoni, 1398–
1405
Jean-Allarmet
de Brogny,
1405–1408
vacant 1408–
1423

Julian Lobera
y Valtierra,
1423–1429
(restricted to
Peñíscola)

Jean-Allarmet
de Brogny,
1409–1415

Antonius, 1396–1402
Nikolaus Corradi Pocciarelli, 1402–1418
Gregory I, 1419–1421
Nikolaus Aspra, 1421–1430
Gregory II, 1430
Jacobus Zancati, 1433–1435
John V, 1435
Ludovicus, 1436–1443
Petrus Antonius Petrucci, 1445
Silvester de Pianca, 1456
Panhutius de Conti, 1468–1482
Lucius Fazini Maffei Fosforo, 1482–1503
Jacobus III, 1503–1512
Vincentius de Fanzi, 1513–1528
Laurentius Grana, 1528–1539
Sebastiano Graziani, 1539–1541
Bernardinus Callini, 1541–1549
Carolus Traversari, 1549–1552
Ambrosius Monticoli, 1551–1569
Giuseppe Pamphilj, 1570–1581
Jacobus Masini, 1581–1602
Antonius Guerreschi, 1603–1605
Johannes Ludovicus Pasolini, 1606–1625
Ludovicus de Actis, 1625–1632
Octavius Orsini 1632,–1640
Franciscus Romulus Mileti, 1640–1643
Andreas Borgia, 1643–1655
Guarnierius Guarnieri, 1655–1682
Francesco Maria Giannotti, 1684–1699
Horatius Minimi, 1699–1701
Petrus Corbelli, 1701–1708
Michael Ellis, O.S.B., 1708–1726
Johannes Franciscus Bisleti, 1726–1749
Fredericus Muschi, 1749–1755
Caesar Crescentio de Angelis, 1755–1765
Andreas Spani, 1766–1784
Paulus Ciotti, 1784–1819
Franciscus Stracchini, 1819–1823
Petrus Antonius Luciani, 1824–1840
Jacobus Traversi, 1841–1845
Johannes Pellei, 1845–1847
Ludovicus Ricci, 1847–1877
Antonius Maria Testa, 1877–1883
Blasius (Biagio) Sibilia, 1883–1893
Costantinus Costa, 1893–1897
Pancrazio Giorgi 1898–1915
Angelo Maria Filippo Sinibaldi, 1915–1928
Alfonso Marie de Sanctis, 1928–1933
Fulvio Tessaroli, 1933–1952
Pietro Severi, 1953–1957
Luigi Maria Carli, 1957–1973 (also Archbishop of
Gaeta)
Dante Bernini, 1975–1981

Rome Avignon Pisa
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Jean-Allarmet de Brogny, 1415–1426
vacant 1426–1431

Antonio Correr, 1431–1445 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Porto 1409/17–1431)
Juan de Cervantes, 1447–1453
Giorgio Fieschi, 1455–1461 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Palestrina 1449–1455)
Guillaume d'Estouteville, 1461–1483 (also Cardinal-
bishop of Porto, 1455–1461)
Giuliano della Rovere, 1483–1503,[8] (also Cardinal-
bishop of Sabina, 1479–1483; became Pope Julius II)
Oliviero Carafa, 1503–1511 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Albano, 1476–1483 and Sabina, 1483–1503)
Raffaele Riario Sansoni, 1511–1521 (also Cardinal-
bishop of Albano 1503–1507, Sabina 1507–1508 and
Porto 1508–1511)
Bernardino Lopez de Carvajal, 1521–1523 (also
Cardinal-bishop of Frascati 1507–1509, Sabina 1509–
1521 and Palestrina 1508–1509)
Francesco Soderini 1523–1524 (also Cardinal-bishop
of Albano 1516–1517, Palestrina 1516–1523 and
Porto 1523)
Niccolò Fieschi 1524[9] (also Cardinal-bishop of
Albano 1518–1521, Sabina 1521–1523 and Porto
1523–1524)
Alessandro Farnese 1524–1534, (also Cardinal-bishop
of Frascati 1519–1523, Palestrina 1523, Sabina
1523–1524 and Porto 1524; became Pope Paul III)
Giovanni Piccolomini, 1535–1537 (also Cardinal-
bishop of Albano 1524–1531, Palestrina 1531–1533
and Porto 1533–1535)
Giovanni Domenico de Cupis, 1537–1553 (also
Cardinal-bishop of Albano 1531–1533 and Sabina
1533–1535)
Giovanni Pietro Carafa, 1553–1555 (also Cardinal-
bishop of Albano 1544–1546, Sabina 1546–1550,
Frascati 1550–1553 and Porto 1553; became Pope
Paul IV, † 1559)
Jean du Bellay 1555–1560 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Albano 1550–1553, Frascati 1553 and Porto 1553–
1555)
François de Tournon, 1560–1562 (also Cardinal-
bishop of Sabina 1550–1560)
Rodolfo Pio de Carpi, 1562–1564 (also Cardinal-
bishop of Albano 1550, Frascati 1553–1555 and
Porto-Santa Rufina 1555–1562)
Francesco Pisani, 1564–1570 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Albano 1555–1557, Frascati 1557–1562 and Porto
1562–1564)
Giovanni Morone, 1570–1580 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Albano 1560–1561, Sabina 1561–1562, Frascati
1562, 1564–1565, Palestrina 1562–1564 and Porto
1565–1570)
Alessandro II Farnese, 1580–1589 (also Cardinal-
bishop of Frascati 1565–1578, Sabina 1564–1565 and
Porto 1578–1580)
Giovanni Antonio Serbelloni, 1589–1591 (also
Cardinal-bishop of Frascati 1583–1587, Sabina 1578,
Palestrina 1578–1583, Porto 1587–1589)
Alfonso Gesualdo de Conza, 1591–1603 (also
Cardinal-bishop of Albano 1583–1587, Frascati 1587–
1589 and Porto 1589–1591)
Tolomeo Gallio, 1603–1607 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Sabina 1589–1591, Frascati 1591–1600 and Porto
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1600–1603)
Domenico Pinelli, 1607–1611 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Frascati 1603–1605 and Porto 1605–1607)
Francois IV de Joyeuse, 1611–1615 (also Cardinal-
bishop of Sabina 1604–1611)
Antonio Maria Galli, 1615–1620 (also Cardinal-bishop
of Frascati 1605–1608, Palestrina 1608–1611 and
Porto 1611–1615)
Antonio Maria Sauli, 1620–1623 (also Cardinal-bishop
of Albano 1607–1611, Sabina 1611–1615 and Porto
1615–1620)
Francesco Maria Bourbon del Monte, 1623–1626
(also Cardinal-bishop of Palestrina 1615–1621 and
Porto 1621–1623)
Ottavio Bandini, 1626–1629 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Palestrina 1621–1624 and Porto 1624–1626)
Giovanni Battista Deti, 1629–1630 (also Cardinal-
bishop of Albano 1623–1626, Frascati 1626 and Porto
1626–1629)
Domenico Ginnasi, 1630–1639 (also Cardinal-bishop
of Palestrina 1626–1629 and Porto 1629–1630)
Carlo Emanuele Pio di Savoia, 1639–1641 (also
Cardinal-bishop of Albano 1627–1630 and Porto
1630–1639)
Marcello Lante della Rovere, 1641–1652 (also
Cardinal-bishop of Palestrina 1629, Frascati 1629–
1639 and Porto 1639–1641)
Carlo I de Medici, 1652–1666 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Sabina 1645, Frascati 1645–1652 and Porto 1652)
Francesco V Barberini, 1666–1679 (also Cardinal-
bishop of Sabina 1645–1652 and Porto 1652–1666)
Cesare Facchinetti, 1680–1683 (also Cardinal-bishop
of Palestrina 1672–1679 and Porto 1679–1680)
Niccolò Albergati-Ludovisi, 1683–1687 (also Cardinal-
bishop of Sabina 1677–1681 and Porto 1681–1683)
Alderano Cybo, 1687–1700 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Palestrina 1679–1680, Frascati 1680–1683 and Porto
1683–1687)
Emmanuel Théodose de la Tour d'Auvergne, 1700–
1715[10] (also Cardinal-bishop of Albano 1689–1698
and Porto 1698–1700)
Nicola Acciaoiuli, 1715–1719[11] (also Cardinal-bishop
of Frascati 1693–1701 and Porto 1700–1715)
Fulvio Astalli, 1719–1721[12] (also Cardinal-bishop of
Sabina 1714–1719)
Sebastiano Antonio Tanara, 1721–1724[13] (also
Cardinal-bishop of Frascati 1715–1721)
Francesco del Giudice, 1724–1725[14] (also Cardinal-
bishop of Palestrina 1717–1721 and Frascati 1721–
1724)
Fabrizio Paolucci, 1725–1726 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Albano 1719–1724)
Francesco Barberini, 1726–1738 (also Cardinal-bishop
of Palestrina 1721–1726)
Pietro Ottoboni, 1738–1740 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Sabina 1725–1730, Frascati 1730–1734 and Porto
1734–1738)
Tommaso Ruffo, 1740–1753 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Palestrina 1726–1738 and Porto 1738–1740)
Pietro Luigi Carafa, 1753–1755 (also Cardinal-bishop
of Albano 1740–1751 and Porto 1751–1753)
Rainiero d'Elci, 1755–1761 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Sabina 1747–1753)
Giuseppe Spinelli, 1761–1763 (also Cardinal-bishop of
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Palestrina 1753–1759 and Porto 1759–1761)
Carlo Alberto Guidoboni Cavalchini, 1763–1774 (also
Cardinal-bishop of Albano 1759–1763)
Fabrizio Serbelloni, 1774–1775 (also Cardinal-bishop
of Albano 1763–1774)
Giovanni Francesco Albani, 1775–1803 (also Cardinal-
bishop of Porto 1773–1775)
Henry Benedict Stuart, 1803–1807 (also Cardinal-
bishop of Frascati 1761–1803)
Leonardo II Antonelli, 1807–1811 (also Cardinal-
bishop of Palestrina 1794–1800 and Porto 1800–1807)
Alessandro Mattei, 1814–1820 (also Cardinal-bishop
of Palestrina 1800–1809 and Porto 1809–1814)
Giulio Maria della Somaglia, 1820–1830 (also
Cardinal-bishop of Frascati 1814–1818 and Porto
1818–1820)
Bartolomeo Pacca, 1830–1844 (also Cardinal-bishop
of Frascati 1818–1821 and Porto 1821–1830)
Lodovico Micara, 1844–1847 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Frascati 1837–1844)
Vincenzo Macchi, 1847–1860 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Palestrina 1840–1844 and Porto 1844–1847)
Mario Mattei, 1860–1870 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Frascati 1844–1854 and Porto 1854–1860)
Costantino Patrizi Naro, 1870–1876 (also Cardinal-
bishop of Albano 1849–1860 and Porto 1860–1871)
Luigi Amat di San Filippo e Sorso, 1877–1878 (also
Cardinal-bishop of Palestrina 1852–1870 and Porto
1871–1877)
Camillo di Pietro, 1878–1884 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Albano 1867–1877 and Porto 1877–1878)
Carlo Sacconi, 1884–1889 (also Cardinal-bishop of
Palestrina 1870–1878 and Porto 1878–1884)
Raffaele Monaco La Valletta, 1889–1896 (also
Cardinal-bishop of Albano 1884–1889)
Luigi Oreglia di Santo Stefano, 1896–1913 (also
Cardinal-bishop of Palestrina 1884–1889 and Porto
1889–1896)
Serafino Vannutelli, 1913–1914

Diomede Falconio, 1914–1917
Basilio Pompili, 1917–1931
Bonaventura Cerretti, 1933
Enrico Gasparri, 1933–1946
Clemente Micara, 1946–1965
Fernando Cento, 1965–1973
Ildebrando Antoniutti, 1973–1974
Sebastiano Baggio, 1974–1981

Sebastiano Baggio, 1981–1993
Joseph Ratzinger, 1993–2005 (became Pope Benedict
XVI)
Francis Arinze, since 2005

Dante Bernini, 1981–1982
Martino Gomiero, 1982–1988
Andrea Maria Erba, 1988–2006
Vincenzo Apicella, since 2006
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Properties
including

extra-
territoriality

Inside
Rome

Major basilicas St. Peter's Basilica · Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran ·
Basilica of Saint Mary Major · Basilica of Saint Paul Outside the Walls

Lateran Palace (Lateran University · Scala Sancta · Adjoining buildings) ·
Palace of Saint Callixtus · Gianicolo Hill area (Pontifical Urban University ·
Pontifical North American College · Bambino Gesù Hospital) · Palazzo della Cancelleria ·
Palace of the Congregation for the Evangelization of Peoples · Palace of the Holy Office ·
Palace of the Congregation for the Oriental Churches · Palazzo Pio · Palace of the Vicariate ·
Pontifical Minor Roman Seminary · Collegio Teutonico (Teutonic Cemetery) · Benedictine
monastery · Pontifical Oratory of San Paolo · Beda College · Paul VI Audience Hall

Non-
extraterritorial

Palace of the Holy Apostles · Palace of San Carlo ai Catinari ·
Collegio Bellarmino · Archaeological Institute · Pontifical Oriental Institute ·
Pontifical Lombard Seminary · Russian College · Two Palaces of
Sant'Apollinare · House of Retreat for the Clergy of Saints John and Paul
(Nympheum of Nero)

Outside
Rome

Papal Palace of Castel Gandolfo (Papal farm · Gardens of the Villa Cybo · Villa Barberini ·
Adjacent gardens) · Summer estate of Pontificio Collegio Urbano de Propaganda Fide ·
Vatican Radio antennae area of Santa Maria di Galeria

Non-
extraterritorial

Basilica of the Holy House · Basilica of Saint Francis of Assisi ·
Basilica of Saint Anthony of Padua

See also Acta Apostolicae Sedis · Awards · Papal household · Peter's Pence · Roman Rota (Apostolic Penitentiary ·
Apostolic Signatura) · Swiss Guard

 Vatican City portal ·  Catholicism portal
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Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Seville

Archdiocese of Seville
Archidioecesis Hispalensis
Archidiócesis de Sevilla

Seville Cathedral

Location
Country Spain

Ecclesiastical
province

Seville

Statistics
Area 14,036 km2 (5,419 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics
(including non-
members)

(as of 2010)
1,900,224
1,890,000 (99.5%)

Information
Denomination Roman Catholic

Sui iuris church Latin Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 3rd Century (As Diocese of
Seville)
4th Century (As Archdiocese of
Seville)

Cathedral Cathedral of St Mary in
Seville

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Metropolitan
Archbishop

Juan Asenjo Pelegrina

Suffragans Diocese of Cádiz and Ceuta
Diocese of San Cristóbal de
La Laguna
Diocese of Canarias
Diocese of Córdoba
Diocese of Huelva
Diocese of Jerez de la
Frontera

Bishops
emeritus

Carlos Amigo Vallejo
Cardinal, Archbishop Emeritus
(2003–2009)

Map

Website
Website of the Archdiocese

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Seville)

The Archdiocese of Seville is part of the Catholic Church in Seville, Spain. The Diocese of Seville was founded in the 3rd century. It was raised to
the level of an archdiocese in the 4th century. The current Archbishop is Juan José Asenjo Pelegrina.[1][2] It has the suffragan dioceses of:

Cádiz y Ceuta
Córdoba
Huelva
Canaries
Jerez de la Frontera
San Cristóbal de La Laguna o Tenerife
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Early History of the Diocese [edit]

See also: Early centers of Christianity § Hispania Baetica

During Roman times Seville was the capital of the Province of Baetica, and the origin of the diocese goes back to apostolic times, or at least to the 1st
century. Saint Gerontius, Bishop of Italica, preached in Baetica, and without doubt must have left a pastor of its own to Seville. It is certain that in 303,
when Saints Justa and Rufina were martyred for refusing to adore the idol Salambo, there was a Bishop of Seville named Sabinus, who assisted at the
Council of Illiberis in 287.

Zeno (472–486) was appointed vicar apostolic by Pope Simplicius, and Pope Hormisdas gave the same charge to Bishop Sallustius in the provinces of
Baetica and Lusitania. However, the see was rendered illustrious above all by the holy brothers Saints Leander and Isidore. The former of these
contributed to the conversion of Saint Hermengild and Recared, and presided at the Third Council of Toledo in 589. While the latter presided at the
Fourth Council of Toledo and was the teacher of medieval Spain.

The king's son Philip was appointed Archbishop of Seville, while he was given as coadjutor the Dominican Raimundo de Losada, Bishop of Segovia, who
became archbishop five years later, on the abdication of the Infante. In addition to the cathedral chapter, another community of clerics was formed to
sing the Divine Office in the Chapel Royal of Our Lady of the Kings (Nuestra Senora de los Reyes) about 1252.

Most of the other mosques of the city were converted into churches, but Santa María la Blanca, Santa Cruz, and San Bartolome were left to the Jews for
synagogues. The cathedral originated in the great mosque which was the work of the emirs who built the Aljama mosque, rebuilt in 1171 by the Almohad
emir, Yusuf-ben Yacub. The famous tower called the Giralda is due to Almanzor. In order to secure the liturgical orientation, when the mosque was
converted into a cathedral its width was made the length of the new church; and it was divided into two parts, the lesser part, on the cast, being
separated from the rest by a balustrade and grating, to form the chapel royal.

List of Bishops and Archbishops of Seville [edit]

This list is incomplete; you can help by expanding it.

Early bishops [edit]

Marcellus (3rd century)
Savinus I (287–c. 306)
Savinus II ( –441)
Epifanius (441–461)
Savinus II (461)
Oroncius (c. 462–c. 474)
Zeno (c. 476–c. 486)
Maximianus (c. 516)
Salustius (c. 517–c. 519)
Crispinus (c. 522)
Stephanus ( –578)
Leander (579 – 13 March 600)
Isidore of the Etymologies (13 March 600 – 4 April 636)
Honoratus (636–641)
Antonius (641–655)
Fugitivus (656– )
Julianus I ( –681)
Floresindus (682–688)
Felix (c. 688–c. 693)
Faustinus (c. 693)
Oppas (710–c. 711)
John I (839–c. 850)
Recafred (c. 850–c. 860)

Philip of Castile (1251–1258)
Ramon Losaza, O.P. (1259–1288 Died)[3]

1300 to 1500 [edit]

Juan Almoravid (9 Jun 1300 Appointed – 1303 Died)[4]

Fernando Gutiérrez Tello (12 April 1304 – 23 April 1323)[5] – led Castilian forces at the Siege of Gibraltar
Juan Sánchez (April 1323 – after 23 November 1348)
Nuño de Fuentes (1349–1361) – Convoked a provincial council in 1352.
Alonso de Toledo y Vargas (13 October 1362 – 27 December 1366) – Formerly the bishop of Badajoz and Osmo.
Pedro Gómez Álvarez de Albornoz (23 March 1369 – 1371) – Previously bishop of Sigüenza, Coimbra and Lisbon. Named Cardinal by
Gregory XI in 1371 (First from Seville).
Fernando Álvarez de Albornoz (9 Jun 1371 – 2 Jul 1374 Died)[6]

Pedro Gómez Barroso (1379–1390) – Formerly an abbot of Colegiata de Valladolid. Related to previous Archbishop.
1390–1393 seat vacant
Gonzalo Mena Roelas (28 January 1393 – 21 April 1401)[7] – Previously bishop of Calahorra y de Burgos, founded Monastery of Santa Maria
de las Cuevas.
Pedro de Luna y Albornoz (1401–1403)
Alonso de Exea (1403–1417) – Formerly bishop of Ávila and Zamora. Named an Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople.
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Alonso de Exea (1403–1417) – Formerly bishop of Ávila and Zamora. Named an Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople.
Diego de Anaya Maldonado (1418–1431) – Previously bishop of Tuy, Orense, Salamanca and Cuenca.
Lope de Olmedo (1431–1433)
Juan de Cerezuela y Urazandi (1433–1435) – Became Archbishop of Toledo in 1435.
Diego de Anaya Maldonado (November 1435–26 September 1437) – Second time.
Gutierre Álvarez de Toledo y Alba (1438–1442) – Lord of Alba de Tormes.
García Enríquez Osorio (1442–1448) – Bishop of Oviedo.
Juan de Cervantes (1448 – 9 November 1453) – Previously bishop of Ávila, Ostia and Segovia, participated in the Council of Florence. Whilst
in Rome, his secretary would become the future pope. Named Cardinal by Pope Martin V.
Alonso de Fonseca y Ulloa (1454–1465)[8]

Alonso de Fonseca y Acevedo (1465–1469)[9]

Alonso de Fonseca y Ulloa (1469–1473)[8]

Pietro Riario (1473–1474)
Pedro González de Mendoza (1474–1482), El Gran Cardenal de España
Iñigo Manrique de Lara (archbishop) (15 January 1483 – Apr 1485)[10]

Diego Hurtado de Mendoza y Quiñones (26 August 1485 – 14 October 1502)

1500 to 1700 [edit]

Juan de Zúñiga y Pimentel (5 May 1503 – 26 July 1504) (Cardinal in 1503)
Diego de Deza (1504 – 9 June 1523)[11]

Gutierre Álvarez de Toledo (28 Aug 1506 Appointed – )[12]

Alfonso Manrique de Lara y Solís (31 Aug 1523 – 28 Sep 1538 Died) (Cardinal in 1532)
(Cardinal) García de Loaysa y Mendoza (21 May 1539 – 22 April 1546)
Fernando de Valdés y Salas (27 August 1546 – 9 December 1566)
Gaspar de Zúñiga y Avellaneda (22 June 1569 – 2 January 1571) (Cardinal in 1570)
Cristóbal Rojas Sandoval (18 May 1571 – 22 September 1580)[13]

Rodrigo de Castro Osorio (20 October 1581 – 20 September 1600) (Cardinal in 1585)
(Cardinal) Fernando Niño de Guevara (30 April 1601 – 8 January 1609)
Pedro Castro Quinones (5 July 1610 – 20 December 1623)
Luis Fernández de Córdoba (11 March 1624 – 26 June 1625)[14]

Diego Guzman de Haros (15 September 1625 – 21 January 1631) (Cardinal in pectore in 1629, published 1630)
(Cardinal) Gaspar de Borja y Velasco (19 February 1632 – 16 January 1645), appointed Archbishop of Toledo
(Cardinal) Agustin Spinola Basadone (16 January 1645 – 12 February 1649)
Domingo Pimentel Zuniga (19 Jul 1649 – 2 Dec 1652) (Cardinal in 1652)
Pedro Tapia (23 September 1652 – 25 August 1657)[15][16]

Pedro Urbina Montoya (1 April 1658 – 6 February 1663)[17]

Antonio Paiño Sevilla (4 June 1663 – 25 May 1669)
Ambrosio Ignacio Spínola y Guzmán (7 October 1668 – 24 May 1684)

1700 to 1900 [edit]

Manuel Arias y Porres (3 April 1702 – 16 November 1717) (Cardinal in pectore in 1712, published 1713)
Felipe Antonio Gil Taboada (4 March 1720 – 29 April 1722)
Luis de Salcedo y Azcona (7 October 1722 – 3 May 1739)
(Cardinal) Luis Antonio Jaime de Borbón y Farnesio (19 Sep 1741 – 18 Dec 1754 Resigned)
Francisco de Solís Folch de Cardona (17 November 1755 – 21 March 1776) (Cardinal in 1756)
Francisco Javier Delgado y Venegas (20 May 1776 – 30 March 1778), appointed Patriarch of West Indies (Cardinal in 1778)
Alonso Marcos de Llanes Argüelles (15 December 1783 – 7 January 1795)
Antonio Despuig y Dameto (18 December 1795 – 30 January 1799) (elevated to Cardinal in 1803)
Luis María de Borbón y Vallabriga, 14th Count of Chinchón (15 March 1799 – 22 December 1800) (Cardinal in 1800), appointed Archbishop of Toledo
vacant
Romualdo Antonio Mon y Velarde (23 September 1816 – 16 December 1819)
Francisco Javier de Cienfuegos y Jovellanos (26 October 1824 – 21 June 1847) (Cardinal in 1826)
Judas José Romo y Gamboa (17 December 1847 – 11 January 1855) (Cardinal in 1850)
Manuel Joaquín Tarancón y Morón (3 August 1857 – 26 August 1862) (Cardinal in 1858)
Luis de la Lastra y Cuesta (16 March 1863 – 5 May 1876) (Cardinal in 1867)
Joaquín Lluch y Garriga (22 June 1877 – 28 September 1882) (Cardinal in 1882)
Zeferino González y Díaz Tuñón (15 March 1883 – 27 March 1885), appointed Archbishop of Toledo; later returned here; future Cardinal
Bienvenudo Monzon y Martin (27 March 1885 – 10 August 1885)
Zeferino Gonzalez y Díaz Tunon (15 January 1886 – 28 November 1889) (Cardinal in 1887)
Benito Sanz y Forés (30 December 1889 – 1 November 1895) (Cardinal in 1893)

1900 to present [edit]

Marcelo Spinola y Maestre (2 December 1895 – 20 January 1906) (Cardinal in 1905)
Salvador Castellote y Pinazo (6 December 1906 – 23 December 1906)
Enrique Almaraz y Santos (18 April 1907 – 16 December 1920) (Cardinal in 1912), appointed Archbishop of Toledo
Eustaquio Ilundáin y Esteban (16 December 1920 – 10 August 1937) (Cardinal in 1925)
(Cardinal) Pedro Segura y Sáenz (14 September 1937 – 8 April 1957)
José Bueno y Monreal (8 April 1957 – 22 May 1982) (Cardinal in 1958)
Carlos Amigo Vallejo (22 May 1982 – 5 November 2009) ( Cardinal in 2003)
Juan Asenjo Pelegrina (5 November 2009 – present)

Auxiliary bishops [edit]

Reginaldo Romero, O.P. (17 Mar 1488 to 1507), Died[18]

Pedro Montemolín (1500), Died[19]

Juan Laso de la Vega, O.S.A. (1506 to Dec 1516), Died[20]

Martín Cabeza de Vaca, O.P. (28 Jan 1508 to 1534), Died[21]

Francisco de Jaén (Ilhaen), O.S.Io.Hieros. (5 December 1530), Died[22]

Sebastián Obregón, O.S.B. (2 Dec 1534 to 8 Jan 1559), Died[23]

Gaspar de Torres, O. de M. (9 Jun 1570 to 5 Jan 1584), Died[24]

Sebastián de Perea (Pesca) (27 Apr 1587 to 20 Sep 1607), Died[25]

Michael Fitzwalter (1596–1601) also Appointed Bishop of Ardfert and Aghadoe but never installed[26]

Francisco de Vera-Villavicencio, O. de M. (4 Jul 1603 to 18 Mar 1613) Appointed Bishop of Perpignan-Elne[27]
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Francisco de Vera-Villavicencio, O. de M. (4 Jul 1603 to 18 Mar 1613) Appointed Bishop of Perpignan-Elne[27]

Juan de la Sal (22 Oct 1603 to 14 Jan 1630), Died[28]

Lorenzo Monzonís Galatina, O.F.M. (1606 to 27 Jan 1610) Appointed, Archbishop of Lanciano[29]

Luis Camargo Pacheco (11 July 1622 – 29 March 1665), Died[30]

Alonso Godina (20 Aug 1629 – 28 Feb 1630), Died[31]

Juan Arroyo (bishop) (7 Dec 1654 to 16 Dec 1656), Died[32]

Juan Riquelme (bishop) (17 Sep 1668 to 22 Feb 1671)[33]

Melchior de Escuda Aybar (24 Aug 1671 to 26 Mar 1679), Died[34]

Francisco Domonte, O. de M. (11 Mar 1680 to 1681)[35]

Pedro Francisco Levanto Vivaldo (4 Jun 1703 to 8 Jul 1715), Died[36]

José Esquivel Castillejos, O.P. (1 Oct 1717 to 11 Jul 1738), Died[37]

Manuel Tercero Rozas, O.S.A. (26 Nov 1727 to 4 Jul 1752), Died[38]

Domingo Pérez Rivera (6 Mar 1741 to 12 Nov 1771), Died[39]

Francisco de Solís Folch de Cardona (20 Jan 1749 to 25 Sep 1752) Appointed Archbishop of Seville[40]

Agustín Ayestarán y Landa (7 Sep 1772 to 27 Jun 1796) Appointed Bishop of Córdoba[41]

Manuel Cayetano Muñoz Benavente (24 Jul 1797 to Apr 1814), Died[42]

Juan Acisclo de Vera y Delgado (20 Jul 1801 to 15 Mar 1815) Appointed, Archbishop (Personal Title) of Cádiz[43]

Miguel Fernández Flórez, O.F.M. (14 Apr 1817 to 14 Aug 1822), Died[44]

Vicente Román y Linares, O. Praem. (6 May 1826 to 29 Mar 1835), Died[45]

Calixto Castrillo y Ornedo (23 Dec 1861 to 1 Oct 1863) Appointed, Bishop of León[46]

Manuel María León González y Sánchez (28 Jan 1876 to 22 Jun 1877), Appointed Bishop of Jaén[47]

José María Cirarda Lachiondo (9 Apr 1960 to 22 Jul 1968) Appointed, Bishop of Santander[48]

Juan Antonio del Val Gallo (4 Apr 1969 to 3 Dec 1971) Appointed, Bishop of Santander[49]
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Province of Mérida-Badajoz Archdiocese of Mérida-Badajoz · Diocese of Coria-Cáceres · Diocese of Plasencia

Province of Oviedo Archdiocese of Oviedo · Diocese of Astorga · Diocese of León · Diocese of Santander

Province of Pamplona Archdiocese of Pamplona and Tudela · Diocese of Calahorra y La Calzada-Logroño · Diocese of Jaca · Diocese of San Sebastián

Province of
Santiago de Compostela Archdiocese of Santiago de Compostela · Diocese of Lugo · Diocese of Mondoñedo-Ferrol · Diocese of Ourense · Diocese of Tui-Vigo

Province of Seville Archdiocese of Seville · Diocese of Asidonia-Jerez · Diocese of Cádiz y Ceuta · Diocese of Canarias · Diocese of Córdoba · Diocese of Huelva · Diocese of San Cristóbal de La Laguna

Province of Tarragona Archdiocese of Tarragona · Diocese of Girona · Diocese of Lleida · Diocese of Solsona · Diocese of Tortosa · Diocese of Urgell · Diocese of Vic

Province of Toledo Archdiocese of Toledo · Diocese of Albacete · Diocese of Ciudad Real · Diocese of Cuenca · Diocese of Sigüenza-Guadalajara

Province of Valencia Archdiocese of Valencia · Diocese of Ibiza · Diocese of Majorca · Diocese of Menorca · Diocese of Orihuela-Alicante · Diocese of Segorbe-Castellón

Province of Valladolid Archdiocese of Valladolid · Diocese of Ávila · Diocese of Ciudad Rodrigo · Diocese of Salamanca · Diocese of Segovia · Diocese of Zamora

Province of Zaragoza Archdiocese of Zaragoza · Diocese of Barbastro-Monzón · Diocese of Huesca · Diocese of Tarazona · Diocese of Teruel and Albarracín

Military Ordinariate Military Archbishopric of Spain
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Bishop of Sherborne
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Sherborne (historic))

This article is about the modern suffragan bishops. For the ancient diocesan bishops, see Bishop of
Salisbury.

The Bishop of Sherborne is an episcopal title which takes its name from the market town of Sherborne in
Dorset, England. The see of Sherborne was established in around 705 by St Aldhelm, the Abbot of
Malmesbury. This see was the mother diocese of the greater part of southwestern England in Saxon times, but
after the Norman Conquest was incorporated into the new Diocese of Salisbury. The title Bishop of Sherborne is
now used by the Church of England for a suffragan bishop in the Diocese of Salisbury.[1]

The title Bishop of Sherborne was revived by the Church of England as a suffragan bishopric in the Diocese of
Salisbury; that See was erected under the Suffragans Nomination Act 1888 by Order in Council dated 6
February 1925.[2] From 1981 to 2009, the suffragan Bishop of Sherborne was responsible as area bishop for
those parishes in Dorset and Devon belonging to the diocese.[3][4] Since 2009, the suffragan Bishop of
Sherborne, along with the suffragan Bishop of Ramsbury, has assisted the diocesan Bishop of Salisbury in
overseeing the whole of the diocese.[3]

The post became vacant in 2015 on the resignation of Graham Kings, who had been consecrated in a special
service at Westminster Abbey on 24 June 2009 by Rowan Williams, Archbishop of Canterbury.[5][6]

The present incumbent is the Right Reverend Karen Gorham, the first woman to have held the position. She
was born in 1964 and was educated at Mayflower High School, a state school in Billericay, Essex.[7] She holds a
B.A. degree from the University of Bristol and did her theological training for the ministry at Trinity College,
Bristol. Before being ordained she held administrative posts with the Business and Technology Education
Council and with the Royal Society of Arts. From 1995 to 1999 she served as a curate in the parish of
Northallerton with Kirby Sigston in the Diocese of York, and was ordained priest in 1996. In 1999 she became
Priest-in-Charge of St Paul's Church, Maidstone, in the Diocese of Canterbury. She was the Archdeacon of
Buckingham from 2007 onwards, stepping down as archdeacon on 19 January 2016 in preparation for her
consecration as bishop.[8] She has served on the General Synod of the Church of England for twelve years.[1]

Karen Gorham was consecrated as bishop on 24 February 2016 at Westminster Abbey by the Archbishop of
Canterbury, Justin Welby, and officially welcomed to the diocese on 6 March 2016 at Sherborne Abbey.[1]

Welcoming her, the Very Revd June Osborne, Dean of Salisbury, stated: "The last year has been a significant
year for women in the ministry of the Church of England and this is a historic moment for the Diocese of
Salisbury as its welcomes its first woman bishop."[9]

Bishops of Sherborne

From Until Incumbent Notes

1925 1927 Robert Abbott

1928 1936 Gerald Allen Translated to Dorchester.

1936 1947 Harold Rodgers

1947 1960 Maurice Key Translated to Truro.

1960 1976 Victor Pike

1976 2001 John Kirkham First area bishop from 1981; also Bishop to
the Forces (1992–2001).

2001 2009 Tim Thornton Translated to Truro.

2009 15 July
2015

Graham Kings Last area bishop (until end 2009). Became
Mission Theologian in the Anglican
Communion.[10]

2016 present Karen Gorham Consecrated 24 February 2016.[11]

Source(s):[12]
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Bishops of Sherborne

for the ancient diocesan bishops, see Bishop of Salisbury

Robert Abbott · Gerald Allen · Harold Rodgers · Maurice Key · Victor Pike · John Kirkham (became first area bishop) · see area
bishops · Graham Kings (previously last area bishop) · Karen Gorham

Modern area bishops John Kirkham · Tim Thornton · Graham Kings

Bishops suffragan in the Church of England

Active suffragan sees

Province of Canterbury

Aston · Barking · Basingstoke · Bedford · Bradwell · Brixworth ·
Buckingham · Colchester · Crediton · Croydon · Dorchester · Dorking
· Dover · Dudley · Dunwich · Ebbsfleet · Edmonton · Europe · Fulham
· Grantham · Grimsby · Hertford · Horsham · Huntingdon · Islington ·
Kensington · Kingston-upon-Thames · Lewes · Loughborough ·
Lynn · Maidstone · Plymouth · Ramsbury · Reading · Repton ·
Richborough · Sherborne · Shrewsbury · Southampton · St Germans
· Stafford · Stepney · Swindon · Taunton · Tewkesbury · Thetford ·
Tonbridge · Warwick · Willesden · Wolverhampton · Woolwich

Province of York

Berwick · Beverley · Birkenhead · Bolton · Bradford · Burnley ·
Doncaster · Huddersfield · Hull · Jarrow · Kirkstall · Lancaster ·
Middleton · Penrith · Ripon · Selby · Sherwood · Stockport · Wakefield
· Warrington · Whitby
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Former suffragan sees
Abeyant

Alnwick · Aylesbury · Barrow-in-Furness · Bishopwearmouth · Boston · Bristol ·
Chelsea · Cirencester · Coventry · Derby · Guildford · Halifax · Hexham · Hulme ·
Ipswich · Kendal · Leicester · Leominster · Ludlow · Marlborough · Northampton ·
Nottingham · Oswestry · Penrydd · Rochdale · Shaftesbury · Sheffield · Southwark
· Swansea · Whalley · Wigan

Translated Knaresborough (to Ripon) · Malmesbury (to Swindon) · Pontefract (to Wakefield) ·
Richmond (to Kirkstall)

See also: Suffragan Bishops Act 1534; Bishop for the Falkland Islands; Bishop to the Forces; spokesperson bishops;
Bishop at Lambeth

Categories: Bishops of Sherborne Anglican suffragan bishops in the Diocese of Salisbury
Religion in Dorset
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Diocese of Skálholt

Diocese of Skálholt
Skálholtsbiskupa

Skálholt Cathedral

Location
Country Iceland

Information
Denomination Church of Iceland

Established 1056 (As Diocese of Skálholt)
1909 (As Suffragan Diocese of
Skálholt)

Dissolved 1801 (As Diocese of Skálholt)

Cathedral Skálholt Cathedral

Suffragan Kristján Valur Ingólfsson

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Skalholt)

For the Roman Catholic titular see, see Roman Catholic Diocese of Skálholt.

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Diocese of Skálholt" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(November 2019) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

The Diocese of Skálholt is a suffragan diocese of the Church of
Iceland. It was the estate of the first bishop in Iceland, Isleifr
Gizurarson, who became bishop in 1056. (Christianity had been
formally adopted in 1000). His son, Gizurr, donated it to become
the official see. The Diocese was amalgamated in 1801, and now
forms part of the Diocese of Iceland under the leadership of the
Bishop of Iceland.[1][2] In 1909 the diocese was restored as a
suffragan see, with the Bishop of Skálholt, being a suffragan
bishop to the Bishop of Iceland.[3]

Contents [hide]
1 Roman Catholic
2 Lutheran

2.1 Suffragan bishopric
3 See also
4 References

Roman Catholic [edit]

1056–1080: Ísleifur Gissurarson
1082–1118: Gissur Ísleifsson
1118–1133: Þorlákur Runólfsson
1134–1148: Magnús Einarsson
1152–1176: Klængur Þorsteinsson
1178–1193: St. Þorlákur helgi Þórhallsson
1195–1211: Páll Jónsson
1216–1237: Magnús Gissurarson
1238–1268: Sigvarður Þéttmarsson (Norwegian)
1269–1298: Árni Þorláksson
1304–1320: Árni Helgason
1321–1321: Grímur Skútuson (Norwegian)
1322–1339: Jón Halldórsson (Norwegian)
1339–1341: Jón Indriðason (Norwegian)
1343–1348: Jón Sigurðsson
1350–1360: Gyrðir Ívarsson (Norwegian)
1362–1364: Þórarinn Sigurðsson (Norwegian)
1365–1381: Oddgeir Þorsteinsson (Norwegian)
1382–1391: Mikael (Danish)
1391–1405: Vilchin Hinriksson (Danish)
1406–1413: Jón (Norwegian)
1413–1426: Árni Ólafsson
1426–1433: Jón Gerreksson (Danish)
1435–1437: Jón Vilhjálmsson Craxton (English)
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1437–1447: Gozewijn Comhaer (Dutch)
1448–1462: Marcellus de Niveriis (German)
1462–1465: Jón Stefánsson Krabbe (Danish)
1466–1475: Sveinn spaki Pétursson
1477–1490: Magnús Eyjólfsson
1491–1518: Stefán Jónsson
1521–1540: Ögmundur Pálsson

Lutheran [edit]

1540–1548: Gissur Einarsson
1549–1557: Marteinn Einarsson
1558–1587: Gísli Jónsson
1589–1630: Oddur Einarsson
1632–1638: Gísli Oddsson
1639–1674: Brynjólfur Sveinsson
1674–1697: Þórður Þorláksson
1698–1720: Jón Vídalín
1722–1743: Jón Árnason
1744–1745: Ludvig Harboe (Danish)
1747–1753: Ólafur Gíslason
1754–1785: Finnur Jónsson
1777–1796: Hannes Finnsson
1797–1801: Geir Vídalín[4]

The Diocese was amalgamated in 1801 and now forms part of the Diocese of Iceland.

Suffragan bishopric [edit]

The see was discontinued from 1801 to 1909. It was revived in 1909 as a suffragan bishopric to the Bishop of
Iceland,[5] with the bishop's cathedra in the traditional Skálholt cathedral church. In 1990 new legislation
increased the authority and responsibilities of the Bishop of Skálholt as an assistant bishop in the Reykjavik
diocese.[5]

1909–1930: Valdimar Briem
1931–1936: Sigurður P. Sívertsen
1937–1965: Bjarni Jónsson
1966–1983: Sigurður Pálsson
1983–1989: Ólafur Skúlason
1989–1994: Jónas Gíslason
1994–2010: Sigurður Sigurðarson
2011–2018: Kristján Valur Ingólfsson
2018-present: Kristján Björnsson

See also [edit]

Bishop of Iceland
List of Hólar bishops
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Additional sources

Sigurdson, Erika Ruth, 'The Church in Fourteenth-Century Iceland: Ecclesiastical Administration, Literacy,
and the Formation of an Elite Clerical Identity' (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of Leeds, 2011), p. 242,
http://etheses.whiterose.ac.uk/2610/  [1]  (pre-Reformation bishops).
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Bishop of Speyer

Bishop of Speyer
BISHOPRIC
CATHOLIC

Franz Christoph von Hutten zum Stolzenberg,
prince-bishop of Speyer

Incumbent:
Karl-Heinz Wiesemann

19 December 2007
Location

Country Germany

Information
Established 1802

Archdiocese Bamberg

Diocese Speyer

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Bishop of Speyer is the Ordinary of the Roman Catholic
Diocese of Speyer, which is a suffragan see of the Archdiocese of
Bamberg.[1][2] The diocese covers an area of 5,893 km². The
current bishop is Karl-Heinz Wiesemann.[3]

Listed here are the bishops of the diocese and auxiliary bishops.

Contents [hide]
1 Bishops to 1802
2 Bishops after 1818
3 Auxiliary bishops
4 See also
5 References

Bishops to 1802 [edit]

At some point the bishops of Speyer acquired imperial fiefs. From
1546 to 1801 they ruled as prince-bishops.

Name From Until

Jesse of Speir
circa
346

 

Hildericus episcopus
circa
613

 

Atanasius 610 650

Principius 650 659

Dragobodo 659 700

Otto 700 709

Siegwin I 709 725

Luido 725 743

David 743 760

Basinus 760 775

Siegwin II 775 802

Otto I 802 810

Fraido 810 814

Benedikt 814
828 or

830

Bertin, also Hertinus
828 or

830
845 or

846

Gebhard I
845 or

847
880

Goddank 881
895 or

898

Einhard, also Eginhard
895 or

898
913

Bernhard 914 922

Amalrich
913 or

923
943
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Reginwalt I, also Reginhard
943 or

944
950

Gottfried I 950 960

Otgar 960 970

Balderich 970 987

Ruprecht 987 1004

Walter 1004 1031

Siegfried I 1031 1032

Reinher, also Reginher 1032 1033

Reginhard II of Dillingen,[4] also Reginbald 1033 1039

Sigbodo I, also Siegbodo 1039 1051

Arnold I of Falkenberg 1051 1056

Konrad I 1056 1060

Eginhard II of Katzenelnbogen 1060 1067

Heinrich of Scharfenberg 1067
1072 or

1073

Rüdiger Hutzmann (Hußmann?) 1073 1090

Johann I of Kraichgau 1090 1104

Gebhard II, Count of Urach 1105
1107 (†

1110)

Bruno, Count of Saarbrücken (Count of
Saargau)

1107 1123

Arnold II, Count of Leiningen 1124 1126

Siegfried I, Count of Wolffölden 1127 1146

Günther, Count of Henneberg 1146 1161

Ulrich I of Dürrmenz 1161 1163

Gottfried II 1164 1167

Rabodo, Count of Lobdaburg 1167 1176

Konrad II 1176 1178

Ulrich II of Rechberg 1178 1187

Otto II, Count of Henneberg 1187 1200

Conrad III of Scharfenberg 1200 1224

Beringer of Entringen 1224 1232

Konrad IV of Dahn 1233 1236

Konrad V, Count of Eberstein 1237 1245

Heinrich II, Count of Leiningen 1245 1272

Friedrich of Bolanden 1272 1302

Sigibodo II of Lichtenberg, also Siegbodo 1302 1314

Emich, Count of Leiningen, also Emicho 1314 1328

Berthold, Count of Bucheck 1328 1328

Walram, Count of Veldenz 1328 1336

Baldwin, Archbishop of Trier (Administrator) 1332 1336

Gerhard of Ehrenberg 1336 1363

Lambert of Born (Brunn?) 1364 1371

Adolf I, Count of Nassau 1371 1388

Nikolaus I aus Wiesbaden 1388 1396

Raban of Helmstatt 1396 1438

Reinhard of Helmstatt 1438 1456

Siegfried III Freiherr of Venningen 1456 1459
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Johann II Nix of Hoheneck, aka
Enzenberger

1459 1464

Matthias Freiherr of Rammingen 1464 1478

Ludwig of Helmstädt 1478 1504

Philip I of Rosenberg 1504 1513

George, Count Palatine by Rhine 1513 1529

Philip II of Flersheim 1529 1552

Rudolf of Frankenstein 1552 1560

Marquard Freiherr of Hattstein 1560 1581

Eberhard of Dienheim 1581 1610

Philipp Christoph von Sötern 1610 1652

Lothar Friedrich of Metternich 1652 1675

Johann Hugo von Orsbeck 1675 1711

Heinrich Hartard of Rollingen 1711 1719

Hugo Damian of Schönborn[5] 1719 1743

Franz Christoph of Hutten zu Stolzenberg 1743 1770

Damian August Philipp Karl, Count of
Limburg-Stirum-Vehlen

1770 1797

Philipp Franz Wilderich of Walderdorf 1801
1802 (†

1810)

Sede vacante 1802 1818

Secularization and division of the diocese[6] 1803

Bishops after 1818 [edit]

Tenure Incumbent Notes

1802 to 5 February
1818

Sede vacante Secularization and division of the bishopric
of Speyer

5 February 1818 to 30
June 1826

Matthäus Georg von Chandelle Priest of Mainz; ordained 9 December
1821; died in office

22 July 1826 to 25
March 1835

Johann Martin Manl Priest of Mainz; confirmed 9 April 1827;
ordained 25 April 1827; appointed Bishop
of Eichstätt

23 March 1835 to 20
September 1836

Johann Peter von Richarz Priest of Würzburg; confirmed 24 July 1835;
ordained 1 November 1835; Appointed
Bishop of Augsburg

20 September 1836 to
23 May 1842

Johannes von Geissel Priest of Speyer; confirmed 19 May 1837;
ordained 13 August 1837; Appointed
Bishop of Cologne

5 March 1842 to 13
December 1869

Nicolaus von Weis Priest of Speyer; confirmed 23 May 1842;
ordained 10 July 1842; died in office

6 May 1870 to 4 April
1871

Konrad Reither Priest of Speyer; confirmed 27 June 1870;
ordained 18 September 1870; died in office

23 May 1872 to 31 May
1876

Bonifatius von Haneberg, OSB Priest of the Order of Saint Benedict;
confirmed 29 July 1872; ordained 25
August 1872; died in office

9 June 1878 to 18
March 1905

Joseph Georg von Ehrler Priest of Würzburg; confirmed 9 June 1878;
ordained 15 July 1878; died in office

21 March 1905 to 9
September 1910

Konrad von Busch Priest of Speyer; confirmed 30 May 1905;
ordained 16 July 1905; died in office

4 November 1910 to 26
May 1917

Michael von Faulhaber Priest of Speyer; confirmed 7 January
1911; ordained 19 February 1911;
appointed Archbishop of München und
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Freising

28 May 1917 to 20 May
1943

Ludwig Sebastian Priest of Bamberg; confirmed 31 July 1917;
ordained 23 September 1917; died in office

20 May 1943 to 9
August 1952

Joseph Wendel Coadjutor Bishop of Speyer; installed 4
June 1943; Appointed Archbishop of
München und Freising

22 December 1952 to
10 February 1968

Isidor Markus Emanuel Priest of Speyer; ordained 1 February
1953; resigned

28 May 1968 to 28
October 1982

Friedrich Wetter Priest of Speyer; ordained 29 June 1968;
Appointed Archbishop of München und
Freising

25 August 1983 to 10
February 2007

Anton Schlembach Priest of Würzburg; ordained 16 October
1983

19 December 2007 to
present

Karl-Heinz Wiesemann Auxiliary bishop of Paderborn; ordained 2
March 2008

Auxiliary bishops [edit]

Pierre Spitznagel, O. Carm. (1444–1465)[7]

Johann Isenberg, O.F.M. (1466–1484)
Stephan Karrer, O.P. (1484–1486)
Heinrich Schertlin (1486–1511)
Lukas Schleppel (1512–1520)
Anton Engelbrecht (1520–1525)
Nikolaus Schigmers, O.S.A. (1529–1541)
Georg Schweicker (1544–1563)
Matthais Ob (1566–1572)
Heinrich Fabricius (1575–1595)
Dionys Burckard (1596–1605)
Theobald Manshalter (1606–1610)
Johannes Streck (1611–)
Wolfgang Ralinger (1623–1663)
Johann Brassert (1673–1684)
Johann Philipp Burkhard (1685–1698)
Peter Cornelius Beyweg (1701–1744)
Johann Adam Buckel (1745–1771)
Johann Andreas Seelmann (1772–1789)
Valentin Philipp Anton Schmidt (1790–1805)
Ernst Gutting (1971–1994)
Otto Georgens (1995–)

See also [edit]

Lists of office-holders
Speyer Cathedral
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3. ^ "Bischöfe" . Home page of the Diocese of Speyer (in German). Bistum Speyer. 2003. Archived from the

original  on 2006-03-29. Retrieved 2009-07-06.
4. ^ Reginhard II/Reginbald according to Gumbert was the architect of the Speyer Cathedral.
5. ^ Hugo Damian of Schönborn moved the seat of the bishopric to Bruchsal.
6. ^ The diocese was and secularized in 1803 by France and with the Rhine as a border, divided between France and

the margraviate of Baden.
7. ^ "Bishop Pierre Spitznagel, O. Carm."  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved March 21, 2016
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Teano
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Teano)

The Diocese of Teano (Latin: Dioecesis Theanensis) was a Roman Catholic diocese in Italy, located in the city of Teano in the province of Caserta in Campania, Italy. In 1818, it was united the
Diocese of Calvi Risorta to form the Diocese of Calvi e Teano. In 1986, the two dioceses were combined into one, with the seat of the bishop at Teano.
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History [edit]

Teano is a former fief of the Gaetani. Its first bishop was supposedly Paris of Teano (d. 346), ordained by Pope Sylvester I; according to tradition, Saint Urbanus and Saint Amasius were bishops of
Teano in the fourth century.[1]

Concordat of 1818 [edit]

Following the extinction of the Napoleonic Kingdom of Italy, the Congress of Vienna authorized the restoration of the Papal States and the Kingdom of Naples. Since the French occupation had seen
the abolition of many Church institutions in the Kingdom, as well as the confiscation of most Church property and resources, it was imperative that Pope Pius VII and King Ferdinand IV reach
agreement on restoration and restitution. Ferdinand, however, was not prepared to accept the pre-Napoleonic situation, in which Naples was a feudal subject of the papacy. Lengthy, detailed, and
acrimonious negotiations ensued.

In 1818, a new concordat with the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies committed the pope to the suppression of more than fifty small dioceses in the kingdom. The ecclesiastical province of Naples was
spared from any suppressions, but the province of Capua was affected. Pope Pius VII, in the bull "De Utiliori" of 27 June 1818, chose to unite the two dioceses of Calvi and Teano under the
leadership of one bishop, aeque principaliter, that is, one and the same bishop was bishop of both dioceses at the same time. [2]

Diocese of Teano-Calvi [edit]

On 18 February 1984, the Vatican and the Italian State signed a new and revised concordat, which was accompanied in the next year by enabling legislation. According to the agreement, the
practice of having one bishop govern two separate dioceses at the same time, aeque personaliter, was abolished. Otherwise Calvi and Teano might have continued to share a bishop. Instead, the
Vatican continued consultations which had begun under Pope John XXIII for the merging of small dioceses, especially those with personnel and financial problems, into one combined diocese. On 30
September 1986, Pope John Paul II ordered that the dioceses of Calvi and Teano be merged into one diocese with one bishop, with the Latin title Dioecesis Theanensis-Calvensis. The seat of the
diocese was to be in Teano, and the cathedral of Teano was to serve as the cathedral of the merged diocese. The cathedral in Calvi was to become a co-cathedral, and its cathedral Chapter was to
be a Capitulum Concathedralis. There was to be only one diocesan Tribunal, in Teano, and likewise one seminary, one College of Consultors, and one Priests' Council. The territory of the new
diocese was to include the territory of the former dioceses of Calvi and of Teano.[3]

Bishops of Teano [edit]

to 1300 [edit]

Paris (c. 314–346)[4]

Amasius (c. 346–355)[5]

Urbanus[6]

Quintus (c. 499)[7]

...

Domninus (ca. 555–560)[8]

...
Maurus ? ( ? )[9]

...

Lupus, O.S.B. (d. 860)[10]

Hilarius, O.S.B. (860–after 867)[11]

Stephanus (attested in 868)[12]

Leo (879, 887/888)[13]

Angelarius, O.S.B. (ca. 886–889)[14]

...

Landus (attested 987)[15]

...

Sandarius (c. 1004–1009)[16]

...

Arduinus (attested 1059)[17]

...

Pandulfus, O.S.B. (attested 1122)[18]

Petrus (ca. 1171–1192)[19]

Theodinus (1193–1227)[20]

since 1300 [edit]

Adenulfus (c. 1305)[22]

Giffredus de Gallutio
Petrus
Homodeus
Bartholomaeus (1348–1353)[23]

Marinus de Judice (1353–1361)[24]

Joannes Mutio (1361–1363)
Francesco de Messana, O.P. (1363–1369)
Thomas de Porta (1369–1382)[25]

Alexander
Antonius (attested 1383–1393) Roman Obedience
Joannes de Ebulo ( –1388) Avignon Obedience
Nicolaus Diano (1393–1412) Roman Obedience
Gasparus de Diano (1412–1418)[26]

Joannes Crispani (1418–1443)
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Joannes Crispani (1418–1443)
Martinus Pales de Belinzo (1443–1458)[27]

Cardinal Nicolaus Fortiguerra (1458–1473)[28]

Orso Orsini (1474–1495)[29]

Francisco de Borja (19 Aug 1495 - 5 Jun 1508 Resigned)
Francisco Borja (5 Jul 1508 - 1531 Resigned)
Giovanni Salviati (21 Jun 1531 - 30 Apr 1535 Resigned)
Antonio Maria Sartori (30 Apr 1535 - 1556)
Girolamo Michele Nichesola, O.P. (11 Jan 1557 - Aug 1566)
Archangelo de' Bianchi (Blanca), O.P. (16 Sep 1566 - Sep 1575 Resigned)
Giovanni Paolo Marincola (18 Sep 1575 - 1588 Resigned)
Vincenzo Brancaleoni (9 Mar 1588 - Aug 1588)
Vincenzo Serafino (3 Oct 1588 - 1615)
Angelo della Ciaja (24 Feb 1616 - Nov 1616)
Miguel Angel Zaragoza Heredia (27 Feb 1617 - Aug 1622)
Ovidio Lupari (9 Jan 1623 - 1626)
Juan de Guevara, C.R.M. (22 Mar 1627 - Aug 1641)
Muzio de Rosis (14 Jul 1642 - Sep 1654)
Paolo Squillanti (7 Dec 1654 - 2 Jan 1660)
Ottavio Boldoni, (15 Nov 1660 - Feb 1680)
Giuseppe Nicola Gilberti (12 May 1681 - 29 Nov 1697 Resigned)
Domenico Pacifico (27 Jan 1698 - Sep 1717)
Giuseppe del Pozzo (11 Feb 1718 - Aug 1723)
Domenico Antonio Cirillo (14 Feb 1724 - Aug 1745)
Angelo Longo, O.S.B. (9 Mar 1746 - 19 Oct 1749)
Domenico Giordani (1 Dec 1749 - 7 Jul 1755 Resigned)
Agnellus Broya (17 Nov 1755 - Nov 1767)
Giovanni Giacomo Onorati (25 Jan 1768 - 12 May 1777 Appointed, Bishop of Troia)
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16. ^ Pope John XVIII wrote to Bishop Sandarius (or Landoarius) determining parish boundaries. Cappelletti, p. 200. Kehr, p. 256, no. 6. The parish boundaries were confirmed by Pope Paschal II.
17. ^ Arduinus was present at the Roman synod of Pope Nicholas II in 1059. Ughelli, p. 552.
18. ^ Pope Calixtus II wrote to Pandulfus, asking him to influence Raonis to return property belonging to Monte Cassino. Kehr, p. 256 no. 8.
19. ^ Pope Hadrian IV appointed two cardinals to settle a dispute in which Bishop Petrus was involved. Bishop Petrus was present at the Lateran Council of 1179. Petrus received a mandate from Pope Alexander

III in 1180. Kehr, p. 257 no. 9 and 13.
20. ^ Gams, p. 930. Pope Celestine III confirmed the boundaries of the diocese in a bull addressed to Bishop Theodinus on 29 September 1193. In 1197 Celestine III ordered the Archbishop of Naples to settle a

dispute involving Bishop Peter; the settlement was ratified on 4 January 1197. Kehr, p. 258 no. 20; 259 no. 21. Eubel, Hierarchia catholica I, p. 480.
21. ^ Roffredus died on 23 October 1239. Eubel I, p. 480.
22. ^ Eubel I, p. 480.
23. ^ Bishop Bartholomaeus was transferred to the diocese of Chieti. Eubel I, p. 480.
24. ^ Marinus was transferred to Amalfi. Eubel, I, pp. 480–481.
25. ^ Eubel, I, pp. 481 and 418. It appears that Bishop Thomas followed the Avignon Obedience and was replaced by Urban VI of the Roman Obedience with Bishop Jordanus. (transferred to Reggio)
26. ^ Gasparus was only twenty-two when appointed by the deposed Gregory XII, too young to be consecrated a bishop. Eubel I, p. 481.
27. ^ Eubel II, p. 249.
28. ^ In 1469 Fortiguerra resigned the abbacy of S. Basilio de Cavata in the diocese of Parma, and in 1477 the monastery of S. Bartolommeo in the diocese of Ferrara. Nicolaus Fortiguerra was named a cardinal

by Pope Pius II in his first Consistory on 5 March 1460. He died on 21 December 1473. Eubel II, p. 249.
29. ^ Orsini had been Bishop of Tricarico from 1471 to 1474. Eubel II, p. 255.
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Todi

Todi Cathedral

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Todi)

The Italian Catholic diocese of Todi existed until 1986, when it was united into the diocese of Orvieto-Todi.[1][2] Up until that point, the diocese
had always been directly dependent on the Holy See.
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History [edit]

This section needs expansion.
You can help by adding to it. (May
2019)

During the Gothic War the city of Todi withstood Totila during a long and severe siege. The Lombard failed to capture it, and Todi and Perugia remained the two chief fortresses defending the
passage through the duchy from Rome to the Exarchate. It was included in Pepin's donation to the Holy See.

Other bishops are:

Guglielmo Dallavigna (1405), who tried to induce the antipope Benedict XIII to renounce his claim;
the brothers Cardinal Filippo Antonio Gualterio (1709) and Ludovico Anselmo Gualterio (1719), who erected a new seminary;
Francesco M. Pasini (1760), under whom the restoration of the cathedral was completed.

Chapter and cathedral [edit]

The cathedral was also a parish church.

The Chapter of the cathedral of the Annunciation in Todi consisted of two dignities (the Provost and the Archdeacon) and twelve Canons, each with a prebend (assigned income). In addition there
were eight mansionarii and other clergy.[3] In 1673 and in 1746 there were two dignities and twelve Canons.[4]

Synods [edit]

Bishop Angelo Cesi (1566–1606) presided over a diocesan synod in 1576, and published its constitutions, as well as those of earlier synods, including one of Bishop Andreas de Aptis (1356–
1373).[5]

A diocesan synod was held by Bishop Pietro Maria Bichi (1658–1673) on 22–24 May 1662,[6] and another on 16 April 1668. Bishop Giuseppe Pianetti (1673–1709) held a diocesan synod in Todi on
27—29 April 1678.[7]

Bishop Francesco Maria Gazzoli (1805–1848) held a diocesan synod on 1–2 May 1818.[8]

Reorganization of dioceses [edit]

In a decree of the Second Vatican Council, it was recommended that dioceses be reorganized to take into account modern developments.[9] A project begun on orders from Pope John XXIII, and
continued under his successors, was intended to reduce the number of dioceses in Italy and to rationalize their borders in terms of modern population changes and shortages of clergy. The change
was made urgent because of changes made to the Concordat between the Italian State and the Holy See on 18 February 1984, and embodied in a law of 3 June 1985. The change was approved by
Pope John Paul II in an audience of 27 September 1986, and by a decree of the Sacred Congregation of Bishops of the Papal Curia on 30 September 1986. The diocese of Todi was united to the
diocese of Orvieto. Its name was to be Dioecesis Urbevetana-Tudertina. The seat of the diocese was to be in Orvieto. The former cathedral in Todi was to have the honorary title of co-cathedral,
and its Chapter was to be called the Capitulum Concathedralis. There was to be only one episcopal curia, one seminary, one ecclesiastical tribunal; and all the clergy were to be incardinated in the
diocese of Orvieto-Todi. The territory of the diocese was to be the same as the two dioceses combined.[10]

Bishops of Todi [edit]

to 1200 [edit]

...

Terentianus (4th century)[11]

...

Cresconius (attested 487–502)[12]

[Candidus][13]

[Fortunatus][14]

[Callistus][15]

Fortunatus (mid-6th cent.)[16]

[Floridus][17]

[Sabinianus (Sabinius)][18]

Laurentius (attested 649)[19]

...

Bonifatius (attested 680)[20]

...

Anonymous (743)[21]

...

Theophylactus of Todi (attested 787, 794)[22]

...

Joannes (attested 1015)[23]

...

Gregorius (attested 1037)[24]

...

Arduinus (attested 1050–1059)[25]

Rodulfus (attested 1068–1074)[26]

...

Guinardus (attested 1093)[27]
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from 1200 to 1500 [edit]

Bonifatius Colmezzo (1218–1238)[33]

Jacobus Ghezzi (attested 1238, 1249)
Jacobus Azzi (c. 1250–1252)[34]

Petrus Gaetanus (1252–1276)[35]

Bentivenga de Bentivengis, O.Min. (1276–1278)[36]

Angelario de Bentivenghi, O.Min. (1278–1285)[37]

Nicolaus (1282–1296 ?)[38]

Nicolaus Armati (1296–1326)[39]

Rainuccio de Aptis (1326–1356)[40]

Andreas de Aptis (1356–1373)
Stephanus Palosii (1373–1382) (Avignon Obedience)[41]

Andreas de Aptis (1382–1384) (Avignon Obedience) Administrator

Stephanus Palosii (1384–1395) Administrator
Antonius de Calvis (1395–1405) (Roman Obedience)
Guilelmus Dallavigna O.S.B. (1405–1407) (Roman Obedience)
Franciscus de Agello (1407–1424)
Angelus Scardoni, O.E.S.A. (1425–1428)
Antonius of Anagni (1429–1434)
Bartolomeo Aglioni (1435–1472)[42]

Constantin Eruli (1472–1474)[43]

from 1500 to 1800 [edit]

Aldericus Billioti (1517–1523)[46]

Cardinal Paolo Emilio Cesi (1523) Administrator[47]

Federico Cesi (1523–1545)[48]

Giovanni Andrea Cesi (1545–1566)[49]

Angelo Cesi (1566–1606)[50]

Marcello Lante della Rovere (18 Dec 1606 – 6 Oct 1625 Resigned)[51]

Lodovico Cinci (6 Oct 1625 – 19 Sep 1638 Died) [52]

Ulderico Carpegna (11 Oct 1638 – 31 Aug 1643 Resigned) [53]

Giovanni Battista Altieri (seniore) (31 Aug 1643 – 26 Nov 1654 Died)[54]

Gerolamo Lomellini ( 1654 – 1656 Died)[55]

Pier Maria Bichi, O.S.B. (18 Mar 1658 –1673)[56]

Giuseppe Pianetti (17 Jul 1673 – Feb 1709 Died)[57]

Filippo Antonio Gualtieri (14 Oct 1709 – 5 Dec 1714 Resigned)[58]

Ludovico Anselmo Gualtieri (21 Jan 1715 – 15 Jul 1746 Died)[59]

Gerolamo Formagliari (28 Nov 1746 – 6 Jun 1760 Resigned)[60]

Francesco Maria Pasini (21 Jul 1760 – 24 Dec 1773 Died[61]

Tommaso Struzzieri, C.P. (18 Dec 1775 – 21 Jan 1780 Died)[62]

Giovanni Lotrecchi (20 Mar 1780 – 10 Sep 1800 Died)[63]

since 1800 [edit]

Francesco Maria Cioja (1800–1805)[64]

Francesco Maria Gazzoli (1805–1848)[65]

Nicola Rossi (1848–1854)[66]

Giovanni Rosati (23 Mar 1855 – 9 Mar 1882 Resigned)[67]

Eugenio Luzzi (27 Mar 1882 – 19 Feb 1888 Died)[68]

Giulio Boschi (1 Jun 1888 –1895)[69]

Giuseppe Ridolfi (29 Nov 1895 –1906)[70]

Giovanni Graziani (16 Oct 1906 – 7 Nov 1915 Died)
Luigi Zaffarami (6 Dec 1915 – 10 Feb 1933 Resigned)
Alfonso Maria de Sanctis (10 Aug 1933 – 8 Nov 1959 Died)
Antonio Fustella (15 May 1960 –1967)
Virginio Dondeo (12 Jul 1972 – 6 Aug 1974 Died)
Decio Lucio Grandoni (12 Dec 1974 –1986)[71]

30 September 1986: the diocese of Todi was united with the Diocese of Orvieto to form the Diocese of Orvieto-Todi. It ceased to exist as an independent bishopric.

Notes and references [edit]

1. ^ "Diocese of Todi"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved February 29, 2016
2. ^ "Diocese of Todi"  GCatholic.org. Gabriel Chow. Retrieved February 29, 2016
3. ^ Ughelli Italia sacra I, p. 1349, additional note by Coleti (where "canonici 21" is an obvious printer's error.
4. ^ Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica V, p. 394 note 1; VI, p. 421 note 1.
5. ^ Angelo Cesi (1576). Constitutiones synodales Ecclesiae Tudertinae, tam antiquae sub D. Andrea, & aliis vetustioribus Episcopis: quam nouae sub perillustri, & reuerendiss: D. Angelo Caesio Episcopo

Tudertino promulgatae: nuper vero iussu eiusdem ad communem vsum suorum diocesanorum in hanc formam editae  (in Latin). Perugia: ex aedibus I.B. Rastellij.
6. ^ Pietro Maria Bichi (1662). Synodus dioecesana habita per illustriss. & reuerendiss. dominum d. Petrum Mariam Bichium Senensem episcopum Tudertinum ann. sal. 1662. 11.10.9 Kal. Iun  (in Latin). Todi:

apud Augustinum Faustinum.
7. ^ Giuseppe Pianetti (1679). Constitutiones promulgatae per illustriss. et reuerendiss. dominum D. Iosephum Planectum episcopum Tudertinum, in eius dioecesana synodo celebrata 5. 4. 3. Kal. Maii 1678

(in Latin). Todi: apud Vincentium Galassium, impress. episcop.
8. ^ F. M. Gazzoli, Synodus diocesana habita per Ill.mum et R.mum Franciscum Mariam Gazzoli interamnensem episcopum Tudertinum in ecclesia cathedrali diebus prima et secunda maii anno salutis

MDCCCXVIII, Foligno 1818.
9. ^ Directoriae normae clare a Concilio impertitae de dioecesium recognitione; indicia atque elementa apta ad actionem pastoralem aestimandam ab episcopis suppeditata quibus plurium dioecesium regimen

commissum est.
10. ^ Acta Apostolicae Sedis An. et Vol. LXXIX  (Città del Vaticano: Typis Polyglottis Vaticanis 1987), pp. 811-814.
11. ^ Lanzoni, p. 425. The notion that he was martyred under Hadrian derives solely from the Capua Breviarium (prayer book), which is a devotional rather than a historical work: Acta Sanctorum: Pien, Jean;

Stiltingh, Jean; Van De Velde, Jean; Limpens, Jean (1746). Acta Sanctorum Septembris: Quo dies primus, secundus [et] tertius continentur  (in Latin). Antwerp: Apud Bernardum Albertum Vander Plassche.
pp. 110 column 2.

12. ^ Bishop Cresconius was a legate of Pope Anastasius II to the Emperor Anastasius I Dicorus in Constantinople in 497. He was present at the first Roman synod of Pope Symmachus on 1 March 499; at the
third Roman synod of 23 October 501; and at the fourth Roman synod of 6 November 502. J.D. Mansi (ed.), Sacrorum Conciliorum nova et amplissima collectio, editio novissima, Tomus VIII  (Florence: A.
Zatta 1762), pp. 234, 252, 268. Ughelli, p. 1350. Leonii, Cronica, pp. 15-17. Lanzoni, p. 427.

13. ^ Candidus was from Tivoli (Tibur, not Tuder). Lanzoni, p. 427.
14. ^ Fortunatus was Bishop of Catania, and legate of Pope Hormisdas in Constantinople in 515. Lanzoni, p. 427.
15. ^ Callistus was actually Pope Callistus, but identified with Todi due to a connection of feast days. Lanzoni, p. 426, 427.
16. ^ Fortunatus is not the same person as Bishop Fortunatus of Poitiers; cf. Ughelli, p. 1351. Lanzoni, p. 427. Cf. Ughelli, p. 1350.
17. ^ Floridus was not bishop of Todi (Tudertinus), but of Città di Castello (Tifernatus). Ughelli, p. 1351 note 1. Lanzoni, p. 427.
18. ^ The diploma on which his existence is based is a forgery. Ughelli, p. 1351 note 2. Lanzoni, p. 427.
19. ^ Bishop Laurentius attended the Lateran Council of 649. J.D. Mansi (ed.), Sacrorum Conciliorum nova et amplissima collectio, editio novissima, Tomus X  (Florence: A. Zatta 1764), p. 867.
20. ^ Bishop Bonifatius subscribed the letter of Pope Agatho to the Third Council of Constantinople in 680. J.D. Mansi (ed.), Sacrorum Conciliorum nova et amplissima collectio, editio novissima, Tomus XI

(Venice: A. Zatta 1774), p. 314.
21. ^ A bishop of Todi was present at the Roman synod of Pope Zacharias in 743. His name is not given in the subscription list, only his diocese and the letter "N", which may stand for "Nomen" (name unknown),

or, as has been suggested, Nicholas. There is no other evidence. J.D. Mansi (ed.), Sacrorum Conciliorum nova et amplissima collectio, editio novissima, Tomus XII  (Venice: A. Zatta 1774), p. 384d. Leonii,
Cronica, pp. 35-36.
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Cronica, pp. 35-36.
22. ^ Bishop Theophylact was sent by Pope Adrian to England: Arthur West Haddan; William Stubbs (1871). Councils and Ecclesiastical Documents Relating to Great Britain and Ireland . Oxford: Clarendon

Press. pp. 443–462. Patrick Wormald (1999). Legal Culture in the Early Medieval West . London: A&C Black. pp. 205–206. ISBN 978-1-85285-175-0.; and to the Council of Frankfurt (794).
23. ^ Bishop Joannes was present at the Roman synod of 1015 of Pope Benedict VIII. J.D. Mansi (ed.), Sacrorum Conciliorum nova et amplissima collectio, editio novissima, Tomus XIX  (Venice: A. Zatta

1774), p. 964. Ughelli, p. 1351. Leonii, Cronica, pp. 41-42. Schwartz, p. 294.
24. ^ Gregorius signed a bull of Pope Benedict IX as bishop-designate. Ughelli, p. 1351. Leonii, Cronica, p, 42.Schwartz, p. 294.
25. ^ Bishop Arduinus was present at the Roman synod of Pope Nicholas II on 13 April 1059. J.D. Mansi (ed.), Tomus XIX , p. 912. Cappelletti, p. 221. Leonii, Cronica, p. 42-43. Schwartz, p. 294.
26. ^ Rodulfus (Gorodulfus, Gotifredus) had been a Canon of the cathedral of Florence, the bishopric from which had come Pope Alexander II. Ughelli, p. 1352. Cappelletti, p. 221. Leonii, Cronica, p. 43. Schwartz,

pp. 294-295.
27. ^ Schwartz, p. 295.
28. ^ Oddo died on 26 June 1115. Cappelletti, p. 222. Leonii, Cronica, p. 44. Schwartz, p. 295.
29. ^ Laurentius died on 5 January 1118. Cappelletti, pp. 222-223. Leonii, Cronica, pp. 43-45.bSchwartz, p. 295.
30. ^ Otto was consecrated by Pope Paschal II, and was sent to France in 1130 by Pope Anacletus II as one of his legates. Cappelletti, p. 223. Leonii, Cronica, pp. 45-46. Schwartz, p. 295.
31. ^ Gratianus was elected by the Chapter and clergy of Todi in October 1144, and approved by Pope Lucius II. He was present at the Third Lateran Council in March 1179. He died on 14 August 1279. J.D.

Mansi (ed.), Sacrorum Conciliorum nova et amplissima collectio, editio novissima, Tomus XXII  (Venice: A. Zatta 1778), p. 459. Cappelletti, p. 223. Leonii, Cronica, p. 46.
32. ^ Rusticus was born at Foligno, and was a Canon of Todi, rising to be Prior of the cathedral Chapter. Leonii, Cronica, pp. 47-50. Eubel, Hierarchia catholica I, p. 501.
33. ^ Eubel, Hierarchia catholica I, p. 501.
34. ^ Jacobus (Giacomo degli Atti) was transferred to the diocese of Orvieto, by Pope Innocent IV. His successor at Todi was appointed on 28 May 1252. Eubel I, pp. 501.
35. ^ Pietro Gaetani had been bishop-elect of Sora. He was appointed Bishop of Todi on 28 May 1252 by Pope Innocent IV. He was transferred to the diocese of Anagni in 1276 by Pope John XXI. Eubel, pp. 86,

501.
36. ^ A native of the diocese of Todi and a member of the leading feudal family of Acquasparta, Bentivenga was confirmed as bishop of Todi on 18 December 1276 by Pope John XXI. He was named a cardinal by

Pope Nicholas III on 12 March 1278, and appointed suburbicarian Bishop of Albano (He first subscribes as Bishop of Albano on 3 February 1279). He died on 25 March 1289. Leonii, Cronica, pp. 63-64. Eubel I,
pp. 9 no. 3; 501.

37. ^ Angelario was the brother of Bishop Bentivenga. He was elected bishop on 29 July 1278, and confirmed on 10 August 1278 by Nicholas III. He died in 1285. Leonii, Cronica, pp. 64-67.
38. ^ On the death of Bishop Angelario, the cathedral Chapter elected Magister Giffridus of Anagni, papal Auditor Causarum Contradictarum, but he declined. They then elected Archdeacon Nicolaus of Todi, and

he was approved by Pope Martin IV on 13 April 1282. Felix Olivier-Martin (1901). Les registres de Martin IV (1281-1285)  (in Latin). Paris: A. Fontemoing. pp. 50–51. Cappelletti, p. 230.
39. ^ Nicolaus Armati had been Canon of Rouen. He was appointed Bishop of Todi by papal authority by Pope Boniface VIII on 24 August 1296. He died in 1326. Georges Digard, Les registres de Boniface VIII

Volume I  (Paris: Ernest Thorin 1884), p. 364, no. 1047. Leonii, Cronica, pp. 71-76. Eubel I, p. 502.
40. ^ Rainuccio degli Atti was expelled from the city in 1328 by the partisans of antipope Nicolas V. Leonii, Cronica, pp. 76-85. Eubel I, p. 502.
41. ^ Stefano had been Bishop of Brescia (1371–1373); he was transferred to the diocese of Todi by Pope Gregory XI on 30 March 1373. In the conclave of April 1378 he was the assistant of the Archbishop of

Marseille, Guillaume de la Voulte, one of the custodians of the conclave. Pelosii was named a cardinal by Urban VI on 17 December 1384. He was Vicar in spiritualibus in Rome under Urban VI; S. R. E.
Chamberlain (Camerlengo); and Archpriest of S. Maria Maggiore (Basilica Liberiana). According to his tomb inscription in S. Maria Maggiore, he died on 29 April 1398. V. Forcella, Inscrizione delle chiese e
d'altri edificii di Roma Vol. XI (Roma: Cecchini 1877), p. 19, no. 27. Leonii, Cronica, pp. 90-94. Eubel, I, pp. 25, no. 41 (who gives a date of death of 24 April 1396); 502.

42. ^ Bartolomeo was appointed Bishop of Todi by Pope Eugene IV on 12 December 1435. Cappelletti (p. 235) says that he and his two nephews were imprisoned during factional strife with Ghibellines; Leonii
(Cronica, p. 110) points out that the nephews were imprisoned as bandits, and that the context was actually the struggle between the supporters of the antipope Felix V and those of Eugenius IV. Aglioni
(Alaleone) died on 4 January 1472. Eubel, Hierarchia catholica II, p. 258.

43. ^ Eruli had been Bishop of Narni. He was appointed Bishop of Todi by Pope Sixtus IV on 8 January 1472. He was transferred to the diocese of Spoleto on 8 December 1474. Leonii, Cronica, p. 127. Eubel II,
pp. 241, 258.

44. ^ Francesco Mascardi retired on 19 July 1499 in favor of his nephew Basilio. He died in 1500. Leonii, Cronica, pp. 128-133. Eubel II, p. 258.
45. ^ Basilio, the nephew of Bishop Francesco Mascardi, was consecrated a bishop in Rome on 14 November 1501. He died in 1517 (or in 1515, according to Leonii, Cronica, p. 136. Eubel II, p. 258 note 6.
46. ^ Aldericus was appointed Bishop of Todi on 13 August 1517 by Pope Leo X. He was named titular archbishop of Caesarea (Palestine) on 1 June 1523 by Pope Adrian VI. Eubel, Hierarchia catholica III, pp.

144, 321.
47. ^ Cesi held the administratorship for only the first twelve days of June 1523. Leonii, Cronaca, pp. 141-144. Eubel, Hierarchia catholica III, p. 321.
48. ^ Federico Cesi (born 1500) was the younger brother of Cardinal Cesi. Though he was named Bishop of Todi on 12 June 1523, he was only twenty-five years old, and unable to receive episcopal consecration.

He was not consecrated until 22 September 1538. Cardinal Paolo Emilio Cesi continued to administer the diocese on his behalf until 1534. Federico Cesi was named a cardinal on 19 December 1544. On 11
Mar 1545 he was appointed Administrator of Cervia. In 1557 he became suburbicarian Bishop of Palestrina, then of Tusculum (Frascati), then of Porto. He died on 28 January 1565. Leonii, Cronaca, pp. 144-
146. Eubel III, pp. 29 no. 56; 321.

49. ^ Giovanni Cesi was born in Rome, the son of Prince Pier Donato Cesi, and first-cousin of Cardinal Paolo Emilio Cesi. His younger brother Venanzio was married to Filippa, daughter of Nicodemo Uffreduzzo,
Patrician of Todi. Giovanni had been Abbreviatore del Parco Maggiore and Bishop of Cervia (1534–1545). He was appointed Bishop of Todi by Pope Paul III on 11 March 1545. Cesi retired on 15 Feb 1566,
resigning in favor of his nephew Angelo. He took up residence at his villa at Santerenziano, where he died on 10 March 1569. Leonii, Cronaca, pp. 146-150. Eubel, III, pp. 163, 321.

50. ^ Cesi held the degree of Doctor in utroque iure, and obtained appointment as a Consistorial Advocate (lawyer in the Roman Curia). He was appointed Bishop of Todi on 15 February 1566. He died on 30
November 1606, after a reign of forty-six years. Leonii Cronaca, pp. 150-170. Eubel, III, p. 321 with note 8.

51. ^ Lante: Gauchat, Hierarchia catholica IV, p. 349.
52. ^ Cinci: Gauchat, p. 349, with note 3.
53. ^ Carpegna: Gauchat, p. 349.
54. ^ Altieri was the brother of Pope Clement X, and a famous canonist. Gauchat, p. 349.
55. ^ Lomellini: Gauchat, p. 349.
56. ^ Bichi was named Bishop of Todi On 12 June 1673. Bichi was appointed Bishop of Sovana on 12 June 1673. He died on 9 September 1684. Gauchat, p. 349. Ritzler-Sefrin V, p. 364 with note 3.
57. ^ Pianetti: Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica V, p. 394 with note 2.
58. ^ Gualtieri: Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 394 with note 3.
59. ^ Ludovico Gualtieri: Ritzler-Sefrin, V, p. 394 with note 4.
60. ^ Formagliari: Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VI, p. 421 with note 2.
61. ^ Pasini: Ritzler-Sefrin, VI, p. 421 with note 3.
62. ^ Francesco Fabi Montani (1847). Elogio storico di monsignor Tommaso Struzzieri Vescovo di Todi scritto da Francesco Fabi-Montani  (in Italian). Modena: gli Eredi Soliani. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia

catholica VI, p. 421 with note 4.
63. ^ Lotrecchi: Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VI, p. 421 with note 5.
64. ^ Cioja was born in Rome, of the family of the Marchesi Cioja of Milan. He was secretary of the SC of the Consulta, Auditor of the Apostolic Camera (Treasury), and substitute for the Vice-Governor of Rome.

Under the French occupation in 1798, when Pope Pius VI was expelled from Rome and then imprisoned in France, he lost his offices. The new pope, Pius VII, named him Bishop of Todi on 22 December 1800.
He suffered a stroke, and died on 17 June 1805. Leonii, Cronaca, pp. 202-203. Ritzler-Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VII, p. 380.

65. ^ A native of Terni, Gazzoli began his career at the age of 26 as an official in the SC of Good Government, and became secretary of the Roman Rota. He was appointed governor of Fabbriano, then Rieti, then
Spoleto. He was Apostolic Delegate to the provinces of Umbria and Sabina, and then to the province of Ancona. In 1795 he was named Bishop of Citta della Pieve, and in 1800 he was appointed Bishop of
Amelia. He was named Bishop of Todi on 23 September 1805. He was an honorary member of the Accademia di San Luca. He died on 26 January 1848, at the age of eighty-seven. Luigi Bertuccioli (1822).
Memorie intorno la vita del conte Giulio Perticari  (in Italian). Pesaro: presso Giambattista Rosa. pp. 97 , n. 108. Notizie per l'anno 1835  (in Italian). Rome: Cracas. 1835. p. 152. Leonii, Cronaca, pp. 203-
209. Ritzler-Sefrin, VII, p. 380.

66. ^ A native of Foligno, Rossi had been Prior of the cathedral Chapter of Foligno. He was appointed Bishop of Todi by Pope Pius IX on 14 April 1848, with the expectation that he would keep Todi loyal to the
papacy in the face of the Roman Republic. He made his formal entry into the diocese on 20 August 1848. He died on 29 November 1854. Leonii, Cronaca, pp. 209-210. Ritzler-Sefrin, VIII, p. 571.

67. ^ Leonii, Cronaca, p. 211.
68. ^ Leonii, Cronaca, pp. 211-212.
69. ^ On 29 Nov 1895 Boschi was appointed Bishop of Senigallia.
70. ^ On 6 Aug 1906 Ridolfi was appointed titular Archbishop of Apamea in Syria.
71. ^ On 30 Sep 1986 Grandoni was appointed Bishop of Orvieto-Todi.
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Archdiocese of Tomis
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Tomi)

The Archdiocese of Tomis (Romanian: Arhiepiscopia Tomisului) is a diocese of the Romanian Orthodox
Church within Constanța County. It is part of the Metropolis of Muntenia and Dobrudja. The seat is in
Constanța. It is headed by Archbishop Teodosie Petrescu.

History [edit]

According to historical tradition, the apostles Andrew and Philip installed bishops here in the cities of the Roman
province of Scythia Minor. Church historian Sozomen noted that in the IV century, these territories were part of
a single diocese, which was governed by the Bishop of Tomis. First he mentioned the Bishop of Dobrudja was
Evangelicus (approx. 303). Sozomen also wrote of a meeting in 369 between the Bishop of Tomis, Brittany, and
the Eastern rimmian Emperor Valens. Bishop Gerontius of Tomis participated in the sessions of the Second
Ecumenical Council in 381. It is believed that at this time the metropolis of Scythia was formed with a chair in
Tomis. For this purpose, the Roman Emperor Theodosius I the Great (379–395) placed three dioceses on the
Black Sea coast between the Crimea and modern-day Varna (Bulgaria) under the jurisdiction of the Tomis see.
In 536, the diocese of Tomis was reorganized into a Metropolitan area and 14 subordinate Episcopal sees were
established within the borders of Scythia Minor.[1]

After the Slavic-Avar invasion, the see of Tomis became an autocephalous archdiocese. For a short time, the
metropolis was restored in the X century, when Tomis was first mentioned in sources under the name of
Constantia. The invasions of the XI—XII centuries, especially the Pechenegs, finally upset the Church
organization in Dobrudja. Its restoration took place in the second half of the 13th century, along with the
resumption of Byzantine control over the area. Since Constantia (Tomis) had suffered greatly from previous
invasions, the see of the metropolis was transferred to Vicina in 1261. After the transfer of the last Metropolitan
of Vicina, Hyacinth, to Wallachia (1359) and the formation of The Ungro-Vlachian metropolis, the jurisdiction of
the Metropolitan of Silistra extended to the territory of Dobrudja. In 1388, Dobrudja became part of Wallachia. In
1417, Dobrudja was conquered by the Turks and came under the jurisdiction of the Silistrian metropolis.[1]

In 1878, Dobrudja became part of Romania.[1] In this situation, the entry of Dobrudja under the canonical
jurisdiction of the Lower Danube Diocese (with a seat in Galaţi[1]) on March 16, 1879, fulfilled the religious
aspirations of the Romanians Dobrogea.[2]

In 1923 the Diocese of Constantia (Tomis) was created, which included the counties of the southern part of
Dobruja: Constanţa, Ialomița, Durostor and Caliacra. In 1949 Tulcea County was also assigned the Diocese of
Constantia,[2] but in 1950, the Diocese of Constantia was abolished, and its territory returned to the Lower
Danube diocese, which became known as the Tomis and Lower Danube Archdiocese in 1975.[1]

On February 12, 1990,[3] the Archdiocese of Tomis and Lower Danube Archdiocese was split into Archdiocese
of Tomis and Archdiocese of Lower Danube; the Archdiocese covered all of Dobrudja.[1] On April 15, 2004, the
diocese of Tulcea was established in the territory of Northern Dobrudja.[1][2]

Ruling bishops [edit]

The following is a list of bishops of Dobrudja:

Bishops of Scythia

Evangelicus (approx. 303)
unnamed, participant at the First Council of Nicaea (325)
Saint Bretanion, martyred under Valens (364–378)

Archbishops of Tomis

Gerontius or Terentius, participant at the First Council of Constantinople (381)
Saint Theotimos I (390–407)
Timotheus, participant at the First Council of Ephesus (431)
John I (448)
Alexander, participant at the Council of Chalcedon (451)
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Theotimos II (457)
Peter (c. 470–496)

Metropolitans of Tomis

Paternus (519)
Valentinianus (550)
Aniketos (10th–11th century)
Basil (10th–11th century)

Orthodox Archbishops of Vicina

Theodore (1285–1292)
Luke (1302–1306)
Macarius (c.1337/1338–c.1347)
Cyril (1347)
Hyacinth (1348–1359)

Orthodox Metropolitans of Tulcea

Panaret (1839–1850)
Dionisie (1870–1877)
Nichifor (c. 1877–1878)

Bishops of Constanţa (Tomis)

Ilarie Teodorescu (1923–1925)
Gherontie Nicolau (1926–1942)
Eugenie Laiu (1942–1944), locum tenens
Chesarie Paunescu (1944–1950)

Archbishops of Tomis

Lucian Florea (1990–2001)
Teodosie Petrescu (2001–present)
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Dioceses of the Romanian Orthodox Church

Metropolis of Muntenia and Dobrudja
Bucharest* · Argeș and Muscel · Buzău and Vrancea · Lower Danube ·
Târgoviște · Tomis · Alexandria and Teleorman · Giurgiu ·
Slobozia and Călărași · Tulcea

Metropolis of Moldavia and Bukovina Iași* · Roman and Bacău · Suceava and Rădăuți · Huși

Metropolis of Transylvania Sibiu* · Alba Iulia · Covasna and Harghita · Oradea · Deva and Hunedoara

Metropolis of Oltenia Craiova* · Râmnic · Severin and Strehaia · Slatina and Romanați

Metropolis of Banat Timișoara* · Arad · Caransebeș

Metropolis of Cluj, Maramureș
and Sălaj Vad, Feleac and Cluj* · Maramureș and Sătmar · Sălaj

Metropolis of Bessarabia Chișinău* · Bălți · Dubăsari and Transnistria · Southern Bessarabia

Metropolis of Germany and Central Europe Germany* · Northern Europe

Metropolis of Western and Southern Europe Western Europe* · Italy · Spain and Portugal

Metropolis of the Americas United States of America* · Canada

 Australia and New Zealand · Dacia Felix · Gyula

Archdioceses in bold; metropolis seats marked *
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Archbishop of Uppsala

Archbishop of Uppsala
ARCHBISHOPRIC

LUTHERAN

Coat of arms

Incumbent:
Antje Jackelén

Location
Country Sweden

Residence Archbishop's Palace, Uppsala

Information
Established 1164

Archdiocese Uppsala

Cathedral Uppsala Cathedral

Website
svenskakyrkan.se/uppsalastift

The Archbishop's Palace in
Uppsala, designed in the 18th
century by the architect Carl
Hårleman, but built on older
foundations.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Uppsala)

The Archbishop of Uppsala (spelled Upsala until the early 20th
century) has been the primate in Sweden in an unbroken
succession since 1164, first during the Catholic era, and from the
1530s and onward under the Lutheran church.
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Historical overview [edit]

Further information: Archdiocese of Uppsala

There have been bishops in Uppsala from the time of Swedish
King Ingold the Elder in the 11th century. They were governed by
the archbishop of Hamburg-Bremen until Uppsala was made an
archbishopric in 1164. The archbishop in Lund (which at that time
belonged to Denmark) was declared primate of Sweden, meaning
it was his right to select and ordain the Uppsala archbishop by
handing him the pallium. To gain independence, Folke Johansson
Ängel in 1274 went to Rome and was ordained directly by the
pope. This practice was increasing, so that no Uppsala archbishop was in
Lund after Olov Björnsson, in 1318. In 1457, the archbishop Jöns
Bengtsson (Oxenstierna) was allowed by the pope to declare himself
primate of Sweden.

Uppsala (then a village) was originally located a couple of miles to the north
of the present city, in what is today known as Gamla Uppsala (Old
Uppsala). In 1273, the archbishopric, together with the relics of King Eric
the Saint, was moved to the market town of Östra Aros, which from then on
is named Uppsala.

In 1531, Laurentius Petri was chosen by King Gustav I of Sweden (Vasa) to
be archbishop, taking that privilege from the pope and in effect making
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Uppsala Cathedral, seat of the
Archbishop of Uppsala.

Sweden Protestant. The archbishop was then declared primus inter pares
i.e. first among equals. The archbishop is both bishop of his diocese and
Primate of Sweden; he has however no more authority than other bishops,
although in effect his statements have a more widespread effect. In 2000,
the Archbishop of Uppsala was aided in the diocese by a bishop of
Uppsala, most recently Ragnar Persenius until his retirement in 2019.

Notable archbishops [edit]

The labours of the archbishops extended in all directions. Some were
zealous pastors of their flocks, such as Jarler and others; some were
distinguished canonists, such as Birger Gregerson (1367–83) and Olof

Larsson (1435-8); others were statesmen, such as Jöns Bengtsson Oxenstjerna (d. 1467), or capable
administrators, such as Jacob Ulfsson Örnfot, who was distinguished as a prince of the Church, royal councillor,
patron of art and learning, founder of the University of Upsala and an efficient helper in the introduction of
printing into Sweden. There were also scholars, such as Johannes Magnus (died 1544), who wrote the "Historia
de omnibus Gothorum sueonumque regibus" and the "Historia metropolitanæ ecclesiæ Upsaliensis", and his
brother Olaus Magnus (d. 1588), who wrote the "Historia de gentibus septentrionalibus" and who was the last
Catholic Archbishop of Upsala.[1]

The archbishops and secular clergy found active co-workers among the regular clergy (i.e. religious orders).
Among the orders represented in Sweden were the Benedictines, Cistercians, Dominicans, Franciscans,
Brigittines (with the mother-house at Wadstena) and Carthusians. A Swedish Protestant investigator, Carl
Silfverstolpe, wrote: "The monks were almost the sole bond of union in the Middle Ages between the civilization
of the north and that of southern Europe, and it can be claimed that the active relations between our
monasteries and those in southern lands were the arteries through which the higher civilization reached our
country."[1]

See Birger Gregersson (1366–83; hymnist and author), Nils Ragvaldsson (1438–48; early adherent of Old
Norse mythology), Jöns Bengtsson (Oxenstierna) (1448–67; King of Sweden), Jakob Ulfsson (1470–1514;
founder of Uppsala University), Gustav Trolle (1515–21; supporter of the Danish King), Johannes Magnus
(1523-26: wrote an imaginative Scandianian Chronicle), Laurentius Petri (1531–73; main character behind the
Swedish Lutheran reformation), Abraham Angermannus (1593–99; controversial critic of the King), Olaus
Martini (1601–09), Petrus Kenicius (1609–36), Laurentius Paulinus Gothus (1637–46; astronomer and
philosopher of Ramus school), Johannes Canuti Lenaeus (1647–69; aristotelean and logician), Erik Benzelius
the Elder (1700–09; highly knowledgeable), Haquin Spegel (1711–14; public educator), Mattias Steuchius
(1714–30), Uno von Troil (1786–1803; politician), Jakob Axelsson Lindblom (1805–19), Johan Olof Wallin
(1837–39; beloved poet and hymnist), Karl Fredrik af Wingård (1839–51; politician), Henrik Reuterdahl (1856–
70) Anton Niklas Sundberg (1870–1900; outspoken and controversial) and Nathan Söderblom (1914–1931;
Nobel Prize winner).[note 1]

Earliest bishops [edit]

The first written mention of a bishop at Uppsala is from Adam of Bremen's Gesta Hammaburgensis ecclesiae
pontificum that records in passing Adalvard the Younger appointed as the bishop for Sictunam et Ubsalam in
the 1060s.[2] Swedish sources never mention him either in Sigtuna or Uppsala.

The medieval Annales Suecici Medii Aevi[3] and the 13th century legend of Saint Botvid[4] mention some Henry
as the Bishop of Uppsala (Henricus scilicet Upsalensis) in 1129, participating in the consecration of the saint's
newly built church.[5] He is apparently the same Bishop Henry who died at the Battle of Fotevik in 1134, fighting
along with the Danes after being banished from Sweden. Known from the Chronicon Roskildense written soon
after his death and from Saxo Grammaticus' Gesta Danorum from the early 13th century, he had fled to
Denmark from Sigtuna. Also he is omitted from, or at least redated in, the first list of bishops made in the 15th
century.[6] In this list, the first bishop at Uppsala was Sverinius (Siwardus?), succeeded by Nicolaus, Sveno,
Henricus and Kopmannus. With the exception of Henricus, the list only mentions their names.[7][8]

Archbishops before the Reformation [edit]
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12th century [edit]

1164–1185 Stefan
1185–1187 Johannes.

Johannes was ordained by the Archbishop of Lund, Absalon by
November 1185. In 1187, a ship from the pagan Estonia entered
Mälaren, a lake close to Uppsala, on a plundering expedition. It sailed to
Sigtuna, a prosperous city at that time, and plundered it. On its way
back, barricades were set up at the only exit point at Almarestäket to
prevent the ship from escaping. Johannes was there also. As the ship
struggled to pass through, Johannes were among those killed.

1187–1197 Petrus.

He was ordained by Absalon. Sweden got a new king, Sverker II of
Sweden in 1196, who was related to the Danish Royal Court, whereby
Absalon extended his authority over Sweden. When Petrus in 1196 elected three bishops, Absalon requested
that the pope decide since the bishops were the sons of other priests, and this was not allowed by papal
decree. He also mentioned that several Swedish bishops refused to travel to his synods. Absalon was an
authoritative person whom the pope trusted and gave him rights, but by the time the message reached Uppsala
Petrus had already died.

13th century [edit]

1198–1206 Olov Lambatunga.

In 1200, Pope Innocent III demanded that Church estate be free from the king's taxes and that clerics be judged
only by bishops and prelates, and not civil courts and judges. This was a step in the separation between worldly
and spiritual matters, which the Swedish Church had not yet taken. Innocent also demanded that Olov dismiss
the two bishops ordained by Petrus.

When Uppsala burnt in 1204, Olov's pallium was burnt and he sent a request to Innocent III for a new one to be
made.

1207–1219 Valerius.

Valerius was most likely the son of a church man – and the Archbishop of Lund appealed the election to Rome.
The pope allowed a dispensation for Valerius on the grounds that there was no other suitable candidate and
because Valierus was known as a learned man with good customs and virtues.

Valerius joined sides with the King Sverker II of Sweden who belonged to the House of Sverker. The House of
Sverker was one of the antagonists in a civil war that had been going on and off since 1130. In 1208 the
opposing side, the House of Eric, besieged the capital Stockholm; Sverker and Valierus fled to Denmark.

Sverker gathered a small army in Denmark and tried to conquer Sweden but was killed. Valerius then decided
to accept King Eric X's authority, and as a result was allowed to return to Uppsala, where he crowned Eric X in
1210. Pope Innocent III sent a letter to Valerius where he proclaimed the procedure to be unauthorised and
unlawful, but it seems to have had little impact.

1219(1224)-1234 Olov Basatömer. N/A
1236–1255 Jarler

He was one of the first known Swedish students at the University of Paris. As archbishop, he established several
clerical regulations.

1255–1267 Lars (Laurentius).

Lars was recruited from the recently established Franciscan monastery in Enköping and was most likely a
foreigner. The Pope expressed trust in the recently crowned Swedish monarch Birger Jarl who, unlike his
predecessors, had promised to support the Church by granting it freedom from taxes and establish missionaries
to yet un-Christianised parts – or parts who had returned to paganism – specifically Finland and the Baltic
states.

But this promise was not realised because of the shaky political situation in Sweden. There was an ongoing
struggle for power, which eventually forced the antagonists to tax Church property in order to support the war.
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Lars tried to impose clerical celibacy, which still had not been enforced in Sweden because the low population
figures in Sweden required priests to marry and have children. In 1258 Lars sent Pope Alexander IV a request
that married clergy not be excommunicated, a request which indicates married clergy were not uncommon.

Also in 1258 the move of the archdiocese to its present location was decided, but it would not take effect for
another decade.

1267–1277 Folke Johansson Ängel (Fulco Angelus).

Folke belonged to the influential family Ängel, which used the Archangel Gabriel as a heraldic charge.

He was, for unclear reasons, not ordained until 1274. Civil disturbances may have been a cause, but also the
reluctance of the cathedral chapter to be under the authority of Lund. In 1274, Folke ignored the Primate of
Lund by travelling to Rome and getting ordained by Pope Gregory X himself.

Folke's most important contribution was to commission the moving of the episcopal see from its old location to
its present location. At his death he was one of the first to be buried in Uppsala Cathedral.[9]

1277–1281 Jakob Israelsson

Was from the same family as his predecessor. Little else is known about him.

1281–1284 Johan Odulfsson

Not ordained. Little is known about him.

1285–1289 Magnus Bosson.

Little is known about him.

1289–1291 Johan.

Had served as prior at the Sigtuna monastery and Bishop of Åbo. Died in Avignon while travelling to Rome to
receive the pallium.

14th century [edit]

1292–1305 Nils Allesson (Nicolaus Allonius).

He studied at the University of Paris in 1278. After returning to Sweden, he became deacon in Uppsala in 1286
and was elected archbishop in 1292. As Nils Allesson was the son of a priest, the cathedral chapter in Lund,
Denmark - the primate over Uppsala - appealed the election to the pope. Nils travelled to Rome in 1295 to meet
the Pope Boniface VIII and defend his case, which was eventually accepted.

Nils was known as a vigorous archbishop. He founded and supervised institutions for safety and order around
the archdiocese, such as accommodations for travellers.[10]

1308–1314 Nils Kettilsson

Little is known about him.

1315–1332 Olov Björnsson (Olov the Wise; Olavus sapiens).

Under his time the chapter in Uppsala stopped accepting Archbishop of Lund as primate, and Olov was to be
the last Uppsala archbishop to be ordained there.[11]

1332–1341 Petrus Filipsson (Petrus Philippi).

He came from a smaller town in Uppland, the son of the knight Filip Finnvedson, one of the most important men
in Uppland (the land of Uppsala). Petrus held various clerical offices until he was elected archbishop. Following
the election he travelled to Avignon, the residence of Pope John XXII, to be ordained as bishop.

He had a strained relationship with the Franciscan order. At the request of Pope Benedict XII, Paul, Archbishop
of Nidaros (now Trondheim) in Norway, was to make a judgement on the matter, and this led to a settlement
between the two parties in 1339.

In 1341 Petrus died and was buried in Sigtuna's Dominican order church which today is called Mariakyrkan.[12]

1341–1351 Hemming Nilsson.

At the death of Petrus, Pope Benedict XII wished to occupy the archbishop's seat through commission, but
following Hemming's election by the cathedral chapter, Hemming travelled to Avignon and persuaded Benedict
to ordain him bishop.

During his time, he helped in the political world, made a visitation through Norway and established Uppsala
ecclesiastical records. His last will shows that he was also quite wealthy. [4]

1351–1366 Petrus Torkilsson (Petrus Tyrgilli; died 19 October 1366).
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The first mention of him is from 1320, when he was vicar in Färentuna. He was chancellor of the King Magnus II
of Sweden in 1340 and continued to support him during through the 1360s when Sweden was in a civil war.

In 1342 he was appointed Bishop of Linköping, where he assisted the building of the Linköping Cathedral. He
was assessor during King Magnus monetary transactions, among them the repayment of a loan Magnus hade
made from the Church. After the new King Albert of Sweden took power, Petrus supported him as well.

1366–1383 Birger Gregersson.

Was known as a vigorous archbishop. He was also a supporter of the Swedish, highly revered, Saint Birgitta
(1303–1373), and wrote a biography of her. He also wrote in honour of her and of Saint Botvid, another
Swedish saint. As a writer, he has a prominent place in early Swedish literature.[13]

1383–1408 Henrik Karlsson (Henricus Caroli).

Was also friends with Saint Birgitta, in Rome and took part in the important political decisions during his years
as archbishop, such as the Kalmar Union in 1397.

Had a good economical skill, was a wealthy man, and acquired many farms for the Church. At his death, he left
them to the cathedral chapter, but Queen Margaret is said to have taken them in possession instead, which
marked the beginning of disputes between the chapter and the states in the union (which lasted until 1520).[14]

15th century [edit]

1408–1421 Jöns Gerekesson (Johannes Gerechini)

Jöns originated the influential Danish family Lodehat. His uncle was bishop of Roskilde and a former chancellor
of the Queen. Jöns himself became, thanks to his family's Royal connection, chancellor to the King of
Scandinavia, Eric of Pomerania.

At the death of the Archbishop Henrik, King Eric appointed Jöns, who had no connection to Uppsala, as new
archbishop without regards to the candidates of the chapter.

During his time, Jöns paid little respect to the duties of archbishop. He embessled Church property and
mistreated Church officials. Eventually, the chapter complained to the Pope, who conducted an investigation
and dismissed Jöns Gereksson in 1421.

1421–1432 Johan Håkansson (Johannes Haquini)

Was originally a monk at Vadstena monastery. As archbishop, he freed clericals of taxation, and built a
permanent house for the archbishop.

1432–1438 Olov Larsson (Olaus Laurentii)
1433–1434 Arnold of Bergen (unofficial) (Arend in Norwegian; died 1434) was bishop of Bergen, Norway,
and was never ordained as archbishop.

When Olaus Laurentii was elected by the Chapter to become Archbishop of Uppsala and Sweden, the Swedish
King Eric of Pomerania was displeased because he was not consulted and therefore decided that Arnold of
Bergen should become archbishop in 1433 while Olaus Laurentii was in Rome to be ordained. Arnold moved
into the archbishopseat in Uppsala despite protests from the chapter.

The quarrels were resolved when Arnold died in 1434; then the king decided to accept Olaus Laurentii who had
just returned from Rome. [5]

1438–1448 Nils Ragvaldsson (Nicolaus Ragvaldi)
1448–1467 Jöns Bengtsson (Oxenstierna)
1468–1469 Tord Pedersson (Bonde) (not ordained)
1469–1515 Jakob Ulvsson
1515–1517 and 1520–1521 Gustav Trolle

Gustav Eriksson Trolle (1488–1533) was a controversial person. He was in dispute with the king, since he was a
supporter of the Danish King Christian II. In 1515 he was removed from office, but barricaded himself in the
archbishop's mansion/fortress at Almarestäket, until an assembly of chancellors ordered its destruction in 1517.
In 1520, Danish King Christian conquered Swedish territory, and Gustav was reinstated. However, King
Christian's reign in Sweden lasted but one year, and in 1521 Gustav was forced to flee to Denmark to seek
refuge.

When the Pope months later received news of the deposition of Trolle, he ordered the reigning Swedish King
Gustav Vasa to reinstate Trolle, not realizing the severity of the matter. Not being allowed to have his selected
archbishop consecrated, King Gustav Vasa in effect broke away from the Catholic tradition, making Sweden a
Lutheran nation starting 1531.
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Seal of Johannes Magnus

Archbishops during the Reformation [edit]

1523–1544 Johannes Magnus

Johannes Magnus was the last Catholic archbishop of Sweden. He was
selected to be archbishop in 1523, but the Pope deemed the disposal of
Gustav Trolle unlawful and demanded that he be reinstated. The
Swedish king, Gustav Vasa, therefore broke with the Catholic Church
and himself ordained Johannes Magnus. But before long, Magnus
expressed disapproval of Lutheran teachings, so Gustav Vasa sent him
to Russia as a diplomat in 1526.

Gustav Vasa appointed a new archbishop, Laurentius Petri, in 1531,
and Johannes realized that his time as archbishop was over. He
travelled to Rome where he stayed for the rest of his life.[15]

1544–1557 Olaus Magnus

Brother of the previous, with whom he was in exile in Rome. After the death of his brother, Olaus was
consecrated by the Pope in 1544, but he never returned home. He was the last Swedish archbishop to get
papal consecration.

Staying in Rome, Olaus wrote several highly regarded works about Scandinavia that still interest readers today.
He also had works by his brother Johannes published.

Archbishops after the Reformation [edit]

16th century [edit]

1531–1573 Laurentius Petri (Nericius)

He and his brother Olaus Petri were the main Protestant reformers in Sweden; while his brother was more
energetic, Laurentius laid the theoretical foundation for the Swedish Church Ordinance 1571.

1575–1579 Laurentius Petri Gothus

Before becoming archbishop, Gothus appears to have been inclined towards King Johan III of Sweden's more
Catholic viewpoint. He was for this reason ordained by the King in a Catholic ritual with all its apparatus, and
wrote the introduction to the King's "red book". As the Jesuitic tendencies grew stronger in Sweden in the
1570s, he became more wary; he refused to support the views of the King any longer, and published Contra
novas papistarum machinationes which, although it gives proper respect to the Church fathers, polemizes
against the foundation of Catholicism and the Jesuits.

1583–1591 Andreas Laurentii Björnram

He was vicar in Gävle 1570 and is reported as one of the first priests to have used the King's "red book" in his
sermons, which sparked the King's interest, and he subsequently appointed him archbishop after a four-year
vacancy.

Björnram upset Church officials by declaring that the liturgy of the King was in accordance with the Apostles'
Creed and that he supported it. Surprisingly, he nonetheless advocated the reading of Luther's works.

1593–1599 Abraham Angermannus

Angermannus first became known as a critic of the liturgy of King John, and the king had him put in jail in Åbo,
Finland. He managed to escape back to Stockholm with the protection of influential friends, but he eventually
had to flee to Germany, where he lived for 11 years. He visited the renowned universities there and wrote
several books with Lutheran contents aimed at Swedish readers.

In 1593, the cathedral chapter of Uppsala elected him archbishop, and he moved back to Sweden. He was a
harsh critic of Catholic remnants which were still adhered to in Sweden. In 1599, the king had had enough of
him and prosecuted him. Angermannus was put in prison in Gripsholm, where he was forced to remain until his
death in 1607.[16]

1599–1600 Nicolaus Olai Bothniensis (not ordained)

Like his predecessor Angermannus, Bothniensis was imprisoned for 1.5 years due to his resistance to John III's
non-Lutheran liturgy.

In 1593 he became the first professor of theology at the Uppsala University. He died before being consecrated.

17th century [edit]
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Haquin Spegel, posthumous
engraving

1601–1609 Olaus Martini (Olof Mårtensson)

Born 1557 in Uppsala. Educated first in Uppsala, then abroad. He was against the liturgy of King John III of
Sweden. He was made archbishop owing to the support of Duke Charles (Charles IX of Sweden), although they
later clashed because of their fundamentally different beliefs.

1609–1636 Petrus Kenicius

Born 1555. Was against the King's liturgy, and was imprisoned for a short time of 1589. Participated in the
Uppsala Synod 1593. Was archbishop for a long time, into his old age.

1637–1646 Laurentius Paulinus Gothus

Born 1565. Was knowledgeable in several subjects, and was professor of astronomy and logistics at Uppsala
University. Wrote several works on astronomy, astrology and theology.

1647–1669 Johannes Canuti Lenaeus

Professor of Logic, Hebrew and Greek. Wrote an influential book about the philosophy of Aristotle that revived
interest in Aristotelianism and was used as a textbook for several years.

1670–1676 Lars Stigzelius

Professor of Logic at Uppsala where he supported Aristotelian philosophy against the adherents of Ramism.
Was considered a highly learned man and was involved in various political and clerical tasks. As an archbishop
he did not make any great contribution owing to his advanced age.

1677–1681 Johan Baazius the younger
1681–1700 Olov Svebilius, (Olaus Svebilius)

Commissioned the new Bible translation and revising the Swedish book of hymns. Published many works, most
notably A simple explanation of Martin Luther's little catechism.

18th century [edit]

1700–1709 Erik Benzelius the elder

Benzelius took an important part in the various ecclesiastical committees
active during the reigns of Charles XI and Charles XII, such as that
concerning the new Church Law of 1686, the new hymn book of 1695
and the new Bible translation.

He was a typical representative of 17th-century Swedish Lutheran
orthodoxy, careful not to deviate from established theological principles,
and lacked originality in his writing. Nevertheless, he was a productive
author of works in theology, and his work on church history was used as
a textbook for the following century.[6]

1711–1714 Haquin Spegel (born Håkan Spegel; 14 June 1645 –
17 April 1714)

He was an important religious author and hymn writer. He held several
bishop's seats before becoming archbishop.

1714–1730 Mathias Steuchius
1730–1742 Johannes Steuchius, (Johannes Steuch)
1742–1743 Erik Benzelius the younger
1744–1747 Jakob Benzelius
1747–1758 Henric Benzelius
1758–1764 Samuel Troilius
1764–1775 Magnus Beronius
1775–1786 Carl Fredrik Mennander
1786–1803 Uno von Troil

19th century [edit]

1805–1819 Jakob Axelsson Lindblom
1819–1836 Carl von Rosenstein (Carl Rosén von Rosenstein)

(Uppsala 13 May 1736 – 2 December 1836) was a member of the Swedish Academy. He belonged to the
influential noble families von Rosén and Rosenstein.

He was knowledgeable in the classic languages, had an unusual knowledge of agriculture and was a member of
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Anton Niklas Sundberg

all the Swedish Royal Academies at the time, except for the Academy of Arts. The academies he joined were:
the Academy of Science and Literature (joined in 1807), Academy of Science (1808), the Academy of Literature
History (1810), the Academy of Agriculture and Forestry (1818), the Swedish Academy (1819), the Scientific
society in Uppsala (1820) and the Academy of Music (1822). He was regarded as a generous and social
person, friendly, handsome and cheerful. [17]

1837–1839 Johan Olof Wallin (1779–1839), minister, orator, poet. He was a prolific writer, today best
remembered for the hymns he wrote.
1839–1851 Carl Fredrik af Wingård
1852–1855 Hans Olov Holmström (15 October 1784 – 27 August 1855)

After acquiring his Master of Arts in philosophy and theology and becoming assistant professor in Latin at
Uppsala University, he moved to Strängnäs where he was eventually appointed bishop in 1839. He was also an
influential politician in the Swedish Riksdag from 1828 to his death.

He was known as a soft and gently person, and very firm in his beliefs.[18]

1856–1870 Henrik Reuterdahl (1795–1870)

Stemming from Malmö, he was orphaned early on and had to rely on others for his education and support.
Despite this he managed to get a higher education at the Lund University in theology, philology and Church
history, influenced by local academic dignitaries such as Erik Gustaf Geijer and the German Schleiermacher
whose works were popular in Lund at the time.

He later published a comprehensive history of the Church in Sweden, and was a member of the Swedish
Academy from 1852.[19]

1870–1900 Anton Niklas Sundberg (27 May 1818 – 2 February
1900)

He acquired a philosophy doctor's degree in Uppsala, became dean
and was ordained priest, and then undertook travel through Europe in
1849-50.

He was known as a controversial person; very outspoken, no stranger
to using strong language, despising hypocrisy, but he displayed a
notable sense of wit and authority.[20]

20th century [edit]

1900–1913 Johan August Ekman
1914–1931 Nathan Söderblom, theologian and influential
researcher into the history of religions; one of the key organizers of
the modern Ecumenical movement.
1931–1950 Erling Eidem
1950–1958 Yngve Brilioth (12 July 1891 in Västra Ed, Kalmar
County – died 27 April 1959 in Uppsala)

Was PhD in Uppsala and subsequently a dean and professor of philosophy and bishop of Växjö.

He wrote many international historical and theological books. For his contribution to the history of the Anglican
Church, in 1942 he was awarded the Lambeth Cross, the highest award in the Anglican Church.

He used his deep historical knowledge when he was archbishop to take measures concerning the organisation,
liturgy and methods of preaching; he furthermore had an international interest and was chairman of the Faith
and Order commission.[21]

1958–1967 Gunnar Hultgren

(Born 19 February 1902 in Eskilstuna; died 13 February 1991 in Uppsala.)

1967–1972 Ruben Josefson

(Born 25 August 1907 in Svenljunga, Älvsborgs län; died 19 March 1972 in Uppsala.)

1972–1983 Olof Sundby (1917–1996)

He officiated at the marriage of present King Carl XVI Gustaf and Queen Silvia on 19 June 1976, in Storkyrkan
in Stockholm.

1983–1993 Bertil Werkström (1928–2010)
1993–1997 Gunnar Weman (born 1932)
1997–2006 Karl Gustav Hammar (born 1943)
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21st century [edit]

On 15 June 2014 Antje Jackelén became Archbishop of Uppsala and primate of the Church of Sweden. She is
the first woman to hold that position.[22]

2006–2014 Anders Wejryd (born 1948)
2014–present Antje Jackelén (born 1955)

Notes [edit]

1. ^ The list is inspired by a similar list in Nordisk familjebok, Uppsala stift. Has external link below.
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Pre-Reformation Catholic Church in Sweden (1164–1557), Protestant Church of Sweden (1531–Present)

12th century Stefan · Johannes · Petrus

13th century Olov Lambatunga · Valerius · Olov Basatömer · Jarler · Lars · Folke Johansson Ängel
· Jakob Israelsson · Johan Odulfsson · Magnus Bosson · Johan · Nils Allesson

14th century Nils Kettilsson · Olov Björnsson · Petrus Filipsson · Hemming Nilsson ·
Petrus Torkilsson · Birger Gregersson · Henrik Karlsson

15th–16th centuries

Jöns Gerekesson · Johan Håkansson · Olov Larsson · Arnold of Bergen ·
Nicolaus Ragvaldi · Jöns Bengtsson Oxenstierna · Tord Pedersson (Bonde) ·
Jakob Ulvsson · Gustav Trolle

Catholic titular Archbishops
in exile in Rome during the 

Reformation in Sweden

Johannes Magnus 1533–1544 ·
Olaus Magnus 1544–1557

Reformation

Laurentius Petri (Nericius)

Archbishops during the Liturgical Struggle
Laurentius Petri Gothus ·
Andreas Laurentii Björnram ·
Abraham Angermannus

Nicolaus Olai Bothniensis

17th century
Olaus Martini · Petrus Kenicius · Laurentius Paulinus Gothus ·
Johannes Canuti Lenaeus · Lars Stigzelius · Johan Baazius the younger ·
Olov Svebilius

18th century
Erik Benzelius the elder · Haquin Spegel · Mathias Steuchius · Johannes Steuchius ·
Erik Benzelius the younger · Jacob Benzelius · Henric Benzelius · Samuel Troilius ·
Magnus Beronius · Carl Fredrik Mennander · Uno von Troil

19th century Jakob Axelsson Lindblom · Carl von Rosenstein · Johan Olof Wallin ·
Carl Fredrik af Wingård · Hans Olof Holmström · Anton Niklas Sundberg

20th century
Johan August Ekman · Nathan Söderblom · Erling Eidem · Yngve Brilioth ·
Gunnar Hultgren · Ruben Josefson · Olof Sundby · Bertil Werkström · Gunnar Weman
· Karl Gustav Hammar

21st century Anders Wejryd · Antje Jackelén

Church of Sweden
Archbishop of Uppsala (List)

Dioceses
Archdiocese of Uppsala · Gothenburg · Härnösand · Karlstad · Linköping · Luleå ·
Lund · Skara · Stockholm · Strängnäs · Visby · Västerås · Växjö · Historical (Kalmar ·
Mariestad)

Cathedrals
Uppsala · Gothenburg · Härnösand · Karlstad · Linköping · Luleå · Lund · Skara ·
Stockholm · Strängnäs · Visby · Västerås · Växjö · No longer the seat of a bishop but
still officially called cathedrals: (Kalmar · Mariestad)

Assembly Elections 2001 · 2005 · 2009 · 2013 · 2017

Nominating groups

Centre Party · Christian Democrats in the Church of Sweden (linked to the Christian
Democrats) · Greens in the Church of Sweden (linked to the Green Party) ·
Elävä seurakunta – Levande församling · Frimodig kyrka · Kyrklig samverkan i Visby
stift · Left-wing in the Church of Sweden (linked to the Left Party) ·
Liberals in the Church of Sweden · Non-partisans in the Church of Sweden ·
Right-wing Alternative (linked to the Moderate Party) · Senior Citizen Interest Party ·
Social Democrats · Sweden Democrats · Öppen kyrka – en kyrka för alla

Monasteries Alsike Convent · Daughters of Mary · Sisters of Saint Francis · Östanbäck Monastery

See also Church of Sweden Abroad · Swedish Evangelical Mission · Church of Sweden Youth

Lutheran Archbishops, Presiding Bishops, and Primates

Europe

Bishop of Copenhagen · Archbishop of Tallinn · Archbishop of Turku ·
Presiding Bishop (Hungary) · Archbishop of Riga · Archbishop of the LELCA ·
Bishop Preses (Norway) · Bishop of the Church (Poland) · Archbishop of St Petersburg ·
Archbishop of Uppsala

Africa
Archbishop of Uhuru Highway Cathedral Diocese (Kenya) · Presiding Bishop (Namibia) ·
Archbishop of LCC in Nigeria · Presiding Bishop (Southern Africa) ·
Presiding Bishop (Tanzania)

Categories: Archdiocese of Uppsala History of Christianity in Sweden Lutheran archbishops by diocese
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Patriarch of Venice

Patriarch of Venice
ARCHBISHOPRIC

CATHOLIC

Coat of arms

Incumbent:
Francesco Moraglia

Location
Ecclesiastical province Patriarchate of Venice

Information
First holder Lawrence Giustiniani

Established 1451

Diocese Archdiocese of Venice

Cathedral Saint Mark's Basilica

Website
www.patriarcatovenezia.it

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Venice)

The Patriarch of Venice (Latin: Patriarcha Venetiarum, Italian:
Patriarca di Venezia) is the ordinary bishop of the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of Venice. The bishop is one of the few patriarchs in
the Latin Church of the Catholic Church (currently three other
Latin bishops are accorded the title of Patriarch: Lisbon, the East
Indies and Jerusalem). Presently, the only advantage of this purely
formal title is the bishop's place of honor in papal processions. In
the case of Venice, an additional privilege allows the patriarch,
even if he is not a cardinal, the use of the colour red in non-
liturgical vestments. In that case, the red biretta is topped by a tuft,
as is the custom with other bishops who are not cardinals.

The diocese of Venice was created in 774 as suffragan of the
Patriarchate of Grado. It was only in 1451[1] that, in consideration
of the political influence of the city, its bishops were accorded the
title of patriarch by the pope.

By a relatively recent tradition, the Patriarch of Venice is created a
cardinal at the consistory following his appointment, although the
pope is not bound by law to do so and is yet to do so for current
Patriarch Francesco Moraglia, who remains an archbishop.

In the last centuries of the Republic of Venice (to 1797),
exceptionally among Catholic bishops, the patriarch was elected
by the Venetian Senate, who always chose a member of one of the
hereditary patrician families of the city, and usually a layman who
was only ordained to take up the patriarchate. The papacy obliged
them to pass an examination in theology, though many evaded
this.[2] Usually the new patriarch was a Venetian diplomat or
administrator, as with Lorenzo Priuli in 1591 or Francesco
Vendramin in 1608, though some were career clerics, who had
usually been previously in positions in Rome, like Federico
Cornaro in 1631. The patriarchs normally remained in Venice, and
in this period none were elected pope. Since the end of the
republic, patriarchs are rarely of Venetian origin and three of
these became pope in the 20th century alone: Pius X (1903), John
XXIII (1958) and John Paul I (1978).
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Ecclesiastical history [edit]

Early history [edit]
For the early history of this title, see Patriarch of Grado and Roman Catholic Diocese of Castello.

The Venetian islands at first belonged to the diocese of Altino or of Padua, under jurisdiction of the archbishop
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Saint Mark's Basilica, the Cathedral of the
Patriarch of Venice.

of Aquileia, believed to be the successor of St. Mark. During the
Lombard invasion (568–572) many bishops of the invaded
mainland escaped under protection of the Byzantine fleet in the
eastern lagoons. The archbishop himself took refuge in Grado,
where he was claimed as patriarch, during the schism of the Three
Chapters. At the end of the invasion, many of the ancient dioceses
of the mainland were restored by the Lombards, while the exiles
supported the new sees in the lagoons. Two patriarchs emerged:
the Patriarchate of Old Aquileia on the mainland and Patriarchate
of Grado.

In 774 or 775, Pope Adrian I and John IV, Patriarch of Grado,
authorized the establishment of an episcopal see on the island of
Olivolo. The first bishop, Obelerius, was nominated, invested and enthroned by the doge and consecrated by
the patriarch.[3][4] The Bishop of Olivolo was subordinate to Grado and had jurisdiction over the islands of
Olivolo, Rialto, Luprio, Gemini, Scopulo or Dorsoduro, Spinalonga, Biria and other minor islands of the central
group.[5][6] The diocese's cathedral was San Pietro di Castello.[7]

In 828 the body of Saint Mark the Evangelist was smuggled from Alexandria, Egypt, to Venice.[8] When the ship
reached Olivolo island in Venice, the saint made signs (or so it was claimed) showing he did not want to be
placed in the custody of the bishop. Instead, he was taken to the doge's chapel, and planning began to create a
magnificent new temple, St Mark's Basilica, suitable for such important relics.[9] The legend that St. Mark himself
had preached the Gospel at Venice grew up in later times.[3]

In 1074, the Bishop of Olivolo began to be styled the Bishop of Castello. Enrico Contarini was the first to hold
this title.[10] In 1084 the Emperor Alexios I Komnenos in his Golden Bull recognized the full independence of
Venice, along with freedom from tributes, trade restrictions and customs duties.

The Republic of Venice began its Golden Age under the Doge Enrico Dandolo (1192–1205). Under him the
French Crusading army of the Fourth Crusade was used to bring Trieste and Zara under Venetian sway, and
then to obtain a large part of the Latin Empire of Constantinople along the east coast of the Adriatic, most of the
Peloponnesus and settlements in the Sea of Marmora, the Black Sea and the Aegean.[3]

The relationship between the bishop, the patriarch and the doge was complex. The bishops of Olivolo, and then
Castello, were technically suffragans of the Patriarch of Grado. In practice they maintained independence. From
the middle of the 11th century the patriarchs took up residence for most of the time at San Silvestro, Venice,
while the bishop was based at San Pietro on the east of the city. An important role was played by the primicerio,
based in Saint Mark's, who represented the doge and the city government. The primicerio invested the bishops,
abbots and patriarchs.[11]

Patriarchate's history [edit]

This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Patriarch of Venice" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(February 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

In 1451, upon the death of Domenico Michel, Patriarch of Grado,
Pope Nicholas V suppressed the Patriarchate of Grado and the
diocese of Castello, incorporating them both in the new
Patriarchate of Venice by the Papal Bull "Regis aeterni."[1] Thus
Venice succeeded to the whole metropolitan jurisdiction of Grado's
ecclesiastical province, including the sees of Dalmatia.

In 1466 the territory of the Patriarchate was expanded by merging
the suppressed diocese of Equilio.

The election of the patriarch belonged to the Senate of Venice,
and this practice sometimes led to differences between the republic
and the Holy See. Likewise, parishioners elected their parish
priests, by the right of patronage. Girolamo Quirini, O.P. (1519–
54), had many disputes with the clergy, the Government, and the
Holy See. To avoid these disputes, the Senate decreed that in
future only senators should be eligible. Those elected after this
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Saint Peter's Chair, the oldest throne of
the diocese of Venice in the co-cathedral of
Saint Peter of Castello. It is likely an ancient
Muslim gravestone transported from Antioch
by merchants.

Saint Mark's Basilica, the main altar: it
retains inside the body of the Apostle St.
Mark the Evangelist.

were frequently laymen. Giovanni Trevisano, O.S.B. (1560),
introduced the Tridentine reforms, founding the seminary, holding
synods and collecting the regulations made by his predecessors
(Constitutiones et privilegia patriarchatus et cleri Venetiarum). In
1581 the visita Apostolica was sent to Venice; a libellus
exhortatorius was published, in which the visita highly praised the
clergy of Venice.

In 1751, Pope Benedict XIV abolished the Patriarchate of Aquileia by creating two new archbishops in Udine and
Gorizia. With this act the Patriarchate of Venice became sole heir to the throne of St. Mark in northeastern Italy.

After 1797 and the fall of the Republic of Venice under the rule of Napoleon, the bishopric rule of the doge on
the Basilica and St. Mark's relics was lacking. Then in 1807, by favor of the Viceroy of Italy, the Neapolitan
Nicola Gambroni was promoted to the Patriarchate and of his own authority transferred the patriarchal seat to
the Basilica of St. Mark, uniting the two chapters. He also reduced the number of parish churches from seventy
to thirty. The work of enlarging the choir of the basilica brought to light the relics of St. Mark in 1808. In 1811
Napoleon intruded into the See of Venice Stefano Bonsignore, Bishop of Faenza, but in 1814 that prelate
returned to his own see.

In 1819 the diocese of Torcello and diocese of Caorle were merged in the Patriarchate of Venice, while the
dioceses of the Venetian territory were placed under its metropolitan jurisdiction. Cardinal Giuseppe Sarto,
afterwards Pius X, succeeded in 1893; he was refused recognition by the Italian Government, which claimed the
right of nomination formerly employed by the Habsburg Emperor of Austria and in earlier times by the Venetian
Senate, but after eleven months this pretension was abandoned.

During the twentieth century, no less than three patriarchs of Venice achieved election as pope: Giuseppe
Melchiorre Sarto, elected Pope Pius X in 1903; Angelo Giuseppe Roncalli, elected Pope John XXIII in 1958; and
Albino Luciani, elected Pope John Paul I in 1978.

List of Patriarchs of Venice [edit]

For the earlier bishops and patriarchs in the area, see List of
bishops and patriarchs of Aquileia, Patriarch of Grado, and
Roman Catholic Diocese of Castello.

Saint Lawrence Giustiniani (1451–1456)
Maffio Contarini (1456–1460)
Andrea Bondimerio, O.S.A. (1460–1464)
Gregorio Correr (1464)
Giovanni Barozzi (1465–1466)
Cardinal Maffeo Gherardi, O.S.B. (1466–1492)
Tomaso Dona, O.S.D. (1492–1504)
Antonio Soriano (1504–1508)
Alvise Contarini (1508)
Antonio Contarini (1508–1524)
Girolamo Quirino, O.S.D. (1524–1554)
PierFrancesco Contarini (1554–1555)
Vincenzo Diedo (1556–1559)
Giovanni Trevisano (1560–1590)
Cardinal Lorenzo Priuli (cardinal) (1591–1600)
Matteo Zane (1600–1605)
Cardinal Francesco Vendramin (1605/1608–1619)
Giovanni Tiepolo (1619–1631)
Cardinal Federico Baldissera Bartolomeo Cornaro (1631–1644)
Giovan Francesco Morosini (1644–1678)
Alvise Sagredo (1678–1688)
Cardinal Giovanni Alberto Badoer (1688–1706)
Piero Barbarigo (1706–1725)
Marco Gradenigo (1725–1734)
Francesco Antonio Correr, O.F.M. Cap. (1734–1741)
Aloysius Foscari (1741–1758)
Giovanni Bragadin (1758–1775)
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Fridericus Maria Giovanelli (1776–1800)
Cardinal Ludovico Flangini Giovanelli (1801–1804)
Nicolò Saverio Gamboni (1807–1808)
Francesco Milesi (1815–1819)
Ján Ladislaus Pyrker, O. Cist. (1820–1827)
Cardinal Giacomo Monico (1827–1851)
PierAurelio Mutti, O.S.B. (1852–1857)
Angelo Ramazzotti (1858–1861)
Cardinal Giuseppe Luigi Trevisanato (1862–1877)
Cardinal Domenico Agostini (1877–1891)
Cardinal Saint Giuseppe Melchiorre Sarto (1893–1903), elected Pope Pius X
Cardinal Aristide Cavallari (1904–1914)
Cardinal Pietro La Fontaine (1915–1935)
Cardinal Adeodato Giovanni Piazza, O.C.D. (1936–1948), appointed Prefect of the Congregation for
Bishops
Carlo Agostini (1948–1952), was to have become Cardinal in 1953
Cardinal Saint Angelo Giuseppe Roncalli (1953–1958), elected Pope John XXIII
Cardinal Giovanni Urbani (1958–1969)
Cardinal Albino Luciani (1969–1978), elected Pope John Paul I
Cardinal Marco Cé (1979–2002)
Cardinal Angelo Scola (2002–2011), appointed Archbishop of Milan
Francesco Moraglia (2012–)

See also [edit]

Studium Generale Marcianum

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b "Translatio patriarchalis Ecclesiae Graden. ad civitatem Venetiarum, cum suppressione tituli eiusdem
Ecclesiae Gradensis ", in: Bullarum, diplomatum et privilegiorum sanctorum Romanorum pontificum Taurinensis
editio, vol. 5 (Turin: Franco et Dalmazzo, 1860), pp. 107–109.

2. ^ Ferraro, 26–28
3.  ̂a b c Venice: Catholic Encyclopedia.
4. ^ The original source for this is John the Deacon's Venetian chronicle (Iohannis Diaconi, Chronicon Venetum, in:

Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Scriptores, vol. 7, Hannover: Hahn, 1846, pp. 4–38, here p. 13 )
5. ^ Orsoni 1828, p. 19.
6. ^ The original source for this is Andrea Dandolo's Chronica per extensum descripta (in: Rerum Italicarum

Scriptores, new ed., Bologna: Zanichelli, 1938, vol. 12, part 1, here: lib. VII, cap. 12, part. 16 on p. 121). Dandolo
also states that these islands had previously been subordinated to the diocese of Met(h)amaucum. But as he
wrote his chronicle almost six centuries after the fact and since both these assertions cannot be corroborated by
any document, they have been called into question, see Paul Fridolin Kehr, "Rom und Venedig bis ins XII.
Jahrhundert ", in: Quellen und Forschungen aus italienischen Archiven und Bibliotheken, vol. 19 (1927), pp. 1–
180, here p. 43. See p. 41 for a similar lack of corroboration regarding the story, first attested in the Chronicon
Altinate (written sometime between the 11th and 13th century) and repeated by Dandolo (Chronica, lib. VI, cap. 7,
part. 14), that the dicocese of Met(h)amaucum was supposedly founded by the Bishop of Padua who is said to
have taken refuge there during the Lombard invasion.

7. ^ Nicol 1992, p. 11.
8. ^ Sethre 2003, p. 24.
9. ^ Sethre 2003, p. 25.

10. ^ Ross 2012.
11. ^ Romano 2013, p. 224.
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Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Vercelli

Archdiocese of Vercelli
Archidioecesis Vercellensis

Vercelli Cathedral

Location
Country Italy

Ecclesiastical
province

Vercelli

Statistics
Area 1,658 km2 (640 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics
(including
non-
members)

(as of 2012)
179,800
174,200 (96.9%)

Parishes 117

Information
Denomination Catholic Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 3rd century

Cathedral Cattedrale-Basilica di S.
Eusebio

Secular
priests

87 (diocesan)
16 (Religious Orders)

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Archbishop Rev. Msgr. Marco Arnolfo,
Archbishop-elect (has not
received archiepiscopal
ordination)[1]

Map

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Vercelli)

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Vercelli" – news · newspapers · books ·
scholar · JSTOR (October 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this template
message)

The Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Vercelli (in Latin,
Archidioecesis Vercellensis) is a Latin rite Metropolitan see in
northern Italy, one of the two archdioceses which form the
ecclesiastical region of Piedmont.

The archbishop's seat is in Basilica Cattedrale di S. Eusebio, a
minor basilica dedicated to its canonized first bishop, in Vercelli,
Piemonte (Piedmont). The city also has two Minor basilicas:
Basilica di S. Andrea and Basilica di S. Maria Maggiore[2][3]
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Ecclesiastical province [edit]

The suffragan dioceses under the Metropolitan of Vercelli are:

Roman Catholic Diocese of Alessandria (della Paglia)
Roman Catholic Diocese of Biella
Roman Catholic Diocese of Casale Monferrato
Roman Catholic Diocese of Novara.

History [edit]

300: Established as Diocese of Vercelli / Vercellen(sis) (Latin
adjective)
Lost territories on 1474.04.18 to establish Diocese of Casale
Monferrato and on 1772.06.01 to establish Diocese of Biella
Gained territory (back) on 1803.06.01 from the suppressed
Diocese of Biella
Promoted on 1817.07.17 as Metropolitan Archdiocese of
Vercelli / Vercellen(sis) (Latin), having lost territory to (re-
)establish Diocese of Biella
Lost territory on 1874.08.01 to suffragan daughter Diocese of
Casale Monferrato
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Website
www.arcidiocesi.vc.it

According to an ancient lectionary the Gospel was first preached
in Vercelli in the second half of the third century by Saints
Sabinianus (Savinian) and Martialis, bishops from Gaul, when they
were returning to their dioceses. The episcopal see was not
established till after the Peace of Constantine. The first bishop was
Saint Eusebius (354–370), a Sardinian lector of the Roman
Church and a strenuous opponent of Arianism. From Vercelli the
Gospel spread through the valley of the Po and its environs;
towards the end of the fourth century, perhaps even during the
episcopate of Saint Eusebius, new dioceses were erected. From
Eusebius to Nottingo (830) there were forty bishops, whose
images were preserved in the Eusebian basilica, predecessor of
the present cathedral, so called because Saint Eusebius, who
dedicated it to the martyr Saint Theonestus, was interred in it. He
introduced the common and monastic life among his clergy, from
whom bishops for the surrounding territory were often selected.

In 1817 the Diocese of Vercelli, then suffragan of the archbishopric of Turin (but previously of the archbishopric
of Milan) was made an archdiocese, the first archbishop being Giuseppe di Grimaldi. Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone,
SDB, Secretary of State (2006 onwards) served as archbishop of Vercelli (1991–1995).

It enjoyed a Papal visit from Pope John Paul II in May 1998.

Bishops and archbishops [edit]

Bishops of Vercelli [edit]

St. Eusebius of Vercelli (343 – 1 Aug 371 Died)
...
Saint Simenus (370–396), who baptized and consecrated Saint Ambrose
Saint Honoratus (396), who administered the Viaticum to Saint Ambrose
Saint Justinianus (living in 451)
Saint Æmilianus (about 500) built an aqueduct for the city at his own expense
Saint Flavianus (541), who decorated the apse of the original basilica
Saint Celsus (638–665)
Norgaudus (844), who restored common life among the canons
Liutuardus (880–899), who had been archchancellor of Charles the Fat (deposed later) and was slain
during the invasion of the Hungarians (899), like
Regenbertus (904–924), even though only a bishop, Pope Anastasius III granted him the pallium for life
Atto II of Vercelli, (924–960), son of Aimone, Count of Vercelli, reformer of ecclesiastical discipline, and
chancellor for Lothair II; he ordered schools to be set up in every parish of the diocese
Petrus I (978–997) a German attached to Otto II with whom he fought the Saracens in southern Italy;
defeated and enslaved, he was sent to Egypt. He returned only to be killed by Arduino, the marquess of
Ivrea who hoped to be King of Italy himself; he burnt the cathedral of Vercelli and scattered those buried
there
Leo I (999–1024), another German prelate who became chancellor of Holy Roman Emperors Otto III and
Henry II;
...

Anselmo Avogadro (1124–1127) the first bishop of Vercelli to also hold the title of count
Gisulfus II Avogadro (1132–1151) re-established common life among the canons in 1144
Uberto Crivelli (Dec 1182 – 9 May 1185), also Archbishop of Milan Uberto Crivelli (1182–1185) held both
Vercelli and Milan at the same time, until elected Pope Urban III
Saint Albert Avogadro (1185–1204), a Canon Regular at Mortara, then elected bishop of Bobbio, but
translated to Vercelli; made Prince of the Holy Roman Empire (Reichsfürst) in 1191; founder of the cathedral
chair of theology, elected Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem (1204–1214); approved the Rule of the Carmelite
Order
Ugo di Sessa (1214–1235)
Martino Avogadro de Quaregna (1243–1268)
Rainerio Avogadro (1305–1310) originally refused his election; he opposed the partisans of Fra Dolcino
Uberto Avogadro (1310–1326), sixth and last of a long line of Avogadro count-bishops of Vercelli
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...

Jacques de' Cavalli (1 June 1379 – )
Ludovico Fieschi (29 March 1382 – 31 Oct 1406), next Administrator of Diocese of Carpentras)
Guglielmo Didier (1437), an elector of the Antipope Felix V
Giovanni Stefano Ferrero (16 July 1499 – 21 Jan 1502 Resigned), former Coadjutor Bishop (1493.04.24 –
1499.07.16); later created Cardinal *)
Giuliano della Rovere (24 Jan 1502 – 1 Nov 1503), Elected Pope Julius II (1503 * ).
Giovanni Stefano Ferrero (31 Oct 1503 – 5 Nov 1509), Administrator of Ivrea)
Bonifacio Ferrero (5 Nov 1509 – 17 Sep 1511), next Bishop of Ivrea)
Agostino Ferrero (17 Sep 1511 – 1536 Died)
Pier Francesco Ferrero (20 Dec 1536 – 2 March 1562 Resigned)

Auxiliary Bishop: Melchiore Cribelli, O.P. (1540.02.20 – ?)
Cardinal Guido Luca Ferrero (2 March 1562 – 17 Oct 1572 Resigned), founder of the seminary,
embellished the cathedral and introduced the Tridentine reform
Giovanni Francesco Bonomigni (17 Oct 1572 – 26 Feb 1587 Died), continued the reform and replaced
(1573) the Eusebian Rite by the Roman rite
Costanzo de Sarnano (Torri), O.F.M. Conv. (6 April 1587 – 29 May 1589 Resigned)
Corrado Asinari (29 May 1589 – 1590 Died)
Marcantonio Visia (Vitia) (13 Aug 1590 – 1599 Resigned)
Juan Esteban Ferrero (Giovanni Stefano Ferrero), O. Cist. (29 March 1599 – 21 Sep 1610 Died)
Giacomo Goria (17 Aug 1611 – 3 Jan 1648 Died)
Girolamo della Rovere (5 May 1660 – 20 Jan 1662 Died)
Michael Angelus Broglia (30 Jul 1663 – May 1679 Died)
Victor Augustinus Ripa (27 Nov 1679 – 3 Nov 1691 Died)
Giovanni Giuseppe Maria Orsini, C.R.L. (24 March 1692 – August 1694 Died)
Giuseppe Antonio Bertodano (3 June 1697 – 4 May 1700 Died)
Gerolamo Francesco Malpasciuto (30 July 1727 – 9 August 1728 Died)
Carlo Vincenzo Maria Ferreri, O.P. (23 Dec 1729 – 9 Dec 1742 Died)
Gian Pietro Solaro (15 July 1743 – Jan 1768 Died)
Vittorio Maria Baldassare Gaetano Costa d'Arignano (11 Sep 1769 – 28 Sep 1778), Confirmed, Archbishop
of Turin)
Carlo Giuseppe Filippa della Martiniana (12 July 1779 – 7 Dec 1802 Died)
Giovanni Battista Canaveri, C.O. (1 Feb 1805 – 11 Jan 1811 Died)

Metropolitan Archbishops of Vercelli [edit]

BIOS TO ELABORATE

Giuseppe Maria Pietro Grimaldi (1 Oct 1817 – 1 Jan 1830 Died)
Alessandro d’Angennes (24 Feb 1832 – 8 May 1869 Died)
Celestino Matteo Fissore (27 Oct 1871 – 5 April 1889 Died)
Lorenzo Carlo Pampirio, O.P. (24 May 1889 – 26 Dec 1904 Died)
Teodoro Valfrè di Bonzo (27 Mar 1905 – 13 Sep 1916 Appointed, Apostolic Nuncio to Austria)
Giovanni Gamberoni (22 March 1917 – 17 Feb 1929 Died)
Giacomo Montanelli (17 Feb 1929 – 6 May 1944 Died), former Coadjutor Archbishop (1928.11.23 –
1929.02.17)
Francesco Imberti (10 Oct 1945 – 5 Sep 1966 Retired)

Auxiliary Bishop: Giovanni Picco (1962.11.15 – 1967)
Albino Mensa (12 Oct 1966 – 4 June 1991 Retired)
Tarcisio Pietro Evasio Bertone, S.D.B. (4 June 1991 – 13 June 1995 Appointed, Secretary of the
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith)
Enrico Masseroni (10 Feb 1996 – 27 Feb 2014 Retired)[4]

Marco Arnolfo (27 Feb 2014 – ... )

Statistics [edit]

This article needs to be updated. Please update this article to reflect
recent events or newly available information. (October 2019)
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As per 2012, it pastorally served 174,200 Catholics (96.9% of 179,800 total) on 1,658 km² in 117 parishes with
103 priests (87 diocesan, 16 religious; i.e. a priest for every 1,691 Catholics), 13 deacons, 302 lay religious (20
brothers, 282 sisters) and 2 seminarians.

Parishes [edit]

The 118 parishes are divided between the Lombard province of Pavia and the Piedmontese provinces of
Alessandria, Biella, Novara and Vercelli.[5]

See also [edit]

List of Catholic dioceses in Italy
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List of bishops, prince-bishops, and administrators of
Verden

Coat-of-arms of the Prince-
Bishopric of Verden

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Verden)

This list records the bishops of the Roman Catholic diocese of Verden (German: Bistum Verden), a suffragan of
the Archbishopric of Mentz, who were simultaneously rulers of princely rank (prince-bishop) in the Prince-
Bishopric of Verden (German: Hochstift Verden; est. 1180 and secularised in 1648), a state of imperial
immediacy within the Holy Roman Empire. Verden upon Aller was the seat of the chapter, the cathedral and
residence of the bishops until 1195, Rotenburg upon Wümme became the prince-episcopal residence since.
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6 Lutheran Administrators of the Prince-Bishopric (1631–1645)
7 Sources
8 Notes

Titles of the incumbents of the Verden See [edit]

Not all incumbents of the Verden See were imperially invested princely
power as Prince-Bishops and not all were papally confirmed as bishops.
In 1180 part of the Verden diocesan territory were disentangled from
the Duchy of Saxony and became an own territory of imperial immediacy
called Prince-Bishopric of Verden, a vassal of the Holy Roman Empire. The prince-bishopric was an elective
monarchy, with the monarch being the respective bishop usually elected by the Verden cathedral chapter, and
confirmed by the Holy See, or exceptionally only appointed by the Holy See. Papally confirmed bishops were
then invested by the emperor with the princely regalia, thus the title prince-bishop. However, sometimes the
respective incumbent of the see never gained a papal confirmation, but was still invested the princely regalia.
Also the opposite occurred with a papally confirmed bishop, never invested as prince. A number of incumbents,
elected by the chapter, neither achieved papal confirmation nor imperial investiture, but as a matter of fact
nevertheless de facto held the princely power. The respective incumbents of the see bore the following titles:

Bishop of Verden until 1180
Prince-Bishop of Verden from 1180 to 1566 and again 1630 to 1631
Administrator of the Prince-Bishopric of Verden 1566 to 1630 and again 1631 to 1645. Either simply de
facto replacing the Prince-Bishop or lacking canon-law prerequisites the incumbent of the see would
officially only hold the title administrator (but nevertheless colloquially referred to as Prince-Bishop). From
1566 to 1630 and again 1631 to 1645 all administrators were Lutherans.

Catholic Bishops of Verden till 1180 [edit]

Roman Catholic Bishops of Verden till 1180

Episcopate Portrait Name

Birth and
death
with

places

Reason
for 

end of
office

Notes

no assured
dates[1] Swibrecht unknown

legendary, not substantiated, any relation to
Verden denied[2]

no assured Spatto
Ireland,

unknown–
death also abbot at Amorbach Abbey
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dates[3] also Patto 30 March
788?

no assured
dates[4]

Tancho
of Verden

also
Tanco,
Tanko

Ireland,
unknown –

16
December

808?

death
also abbot at Amorbach Abbey; martyr (murdered

by pagans), saint, feast day: 16 February

809–829
Harud 

also
Haruth

Ireland,
unknown –

15 June
829

death
also abbot at Amorbach Abbey; first bishop of

assured information[5][6]

829–831
sede

vacante

831–838
Helmgaud

also
Haligad

unknown –
21

January
841

death

838–847
sede

vacante

847–849

Waldgar
also

Waltgar,
Walter

unknown –
7

September
865?

death

849–868
sede

vacante

868–874

Erlulf
also

Erlulphus
(Lat.),
Herluf

Ireland?,
unknown –

10 May
874

death

martyr (murdered by pagans), saint, feast day: 2
February; in 1631 Prince-Bishop Francis of

Wartenberg fled Verden taking Erlulf's relics with
him to Regensburg

874–908

Wigbert
of Verden

also
Wikbert

unknown –
8

September
908

death great-grandson of Widukind

908–913 Bernhar I

unknown –
20

October
913

death

913–933
Adalward 
(House of
Immeding)

unknown –
27

October
933

death teacher and promoter of his relative Adaldag

933–962

Amalung
Billung

also
Amelung
(House of
Billung)

unknown –
5 May 962

death brother of Hermann Billung

962–976

Bruno
Billung

also Brun
as Bruno I
(House of
Billung)

unknown –
7 March

976
death

nephew of his predecessor and son of Wichmann
the Elder, received immunity for the diocese by

Emperor Otto I

Erpo of
Verden before provost of Bremen Cathedral, Erpo
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976–993

also
Adelperio,
Albertus,

Erp, Herpo
(House of
Erponids)

unknown –
19

February
993

death

received from Emperor Otto III the regalia of
coinage, of hunting in the Sturmigau region

(comparable to the future prince-bishopric), of
holding markets and of punishment for the

diocesan subjects

993–1013 Bernhar II
unknown –

25 July
1013

death

1013–1031

Wigger of
Verden

also
Wigher

unknown –
16 August

1031
death

before provost of Cologne Cathedral, fixed the
diocesan border towards the diocese of

Halberstadt

1031–1034

Thietmar
of Verden

also
Dietmar

as
Thietmar I

unknown –
26 June

1034
death

1034–1049

Count
Bruno of
Walbeck
also Brun
as Bruno II

unknown –
20 August

1049
death brother of Bishop Thietmar of Merseburg

1049–1060
Siegbert

of Verden
also Sizzo

unknown –
9 October

1060
death

Henry IV granted him a manor in Hermannsburg
and the Magetheide forest

1060–
1076/1084

Richbert

unknown –
29

November
1084

death
he and his bailiff Hermann Billung the Younger

ravaged the neighbouring archdiocese of Bremen

1076–1085
sede

vacante

1085–1097

Hartwig of
Verden

also
Hartwich

unknown –
14

October
1097

death

1097–1116
Mazo of
Verden

unknown –
25

October
1116

death
Mazo enfeoffed Lothair of Süpplingenburg as
inheritable diocesan bailiff (military protector)

1116–1148

Thietmar
of

Plötzkau
also

Dietmar
as

Thietmar II
(House of
Plötzke)

unknown –
23

September
1148

death
arbiter in the dispute between Henry the Lion and
Bremen's Archbishop Adalbero on the County of

Stade

1149–1167

Hermann
Behr

c. 1110 –
11 August

death

before member of the Halberstadt cathedral
chapter, disputed with Archbishop Hartwig I of

Bremen on the common diocesan border since the
former settled uninhabited areas within the Verden
diocese (second mile of Altes Land), in 1148/1150

Hermann falsified documents to fictitiously date
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(House of
Behr)

1167, near
Rome

back the foundation of the Verden see to 786,
claiming Bremen's suffragans sees Ratzeburg and

Mecklenburg were actually part of the Verden
diocese, Hermann spent much of his time at the

court of Frederick Barbarossa in Italy (1158–1161,
1162–1163, and 1166–1167)

1167–1180
Hugo of
Verden

unknown –
1 March

1180
death

Hugo confirmed the foundation of the Lüne
Nunnery in 1172, he spent much of his time at the
court of Frederick Barbarossa in Italy (1174–1175,

and 1176–1178)

Catholic Prince-Bishops (1180–1566) [edit]

Roman Catholic Prince-Bishops of Verden (1180–1566)

Reign and
episcopate

Portrait Name
Birth and

death
with places

Reason for
end of
office

Notes

1180–1188
Tammo of

Verden

unknown – 7
December

1188
death

at the carve-up of Saxony in 1180
Tammo gained for about a quarter
of the diocese, where the see held
already considerable privileges, the

territorial princely power,
establishing the Prince-Bishopric of

Verden; Tammo endowed the
nunnery in Arendsee in 1184,
consecrated the St. Michael's

Abbey in Hildesheim in 1186, and
privileged the Collegiate Church of

Bardowick

1189–1205
Rudolph of

Verden
as Rudolph I

unknown – 29
May 1205

death

before official in the imperial
chancery, Emperor Henry VI

granted Verden diocese half the
castle and half the Saltworks of
Lunenburg and estates in the

Bardengau in 1192, he erected the
castle of Rotenburg upon Wümme
as prince-episcopal residence in

1195, he founded the old
monastery in today's

Buxtehude-Altkloster [nds] in 1197,
and participated in the Crusade of

1197/1198

1205–1231

Count Iso of
Wölpe

also Yso of
Welpe

(Counts of
Wölpe)

1167 – 5
August 1231

death

before provost at the collegiate
church in Bardowick and at the

Verden Cathedral, at his investiture
he stipulated with the chapter the

oldest prince-episcopal capitulation
recorded in Verden, laying ground
for the co-rule by the chapter, in
1211/1212 and 1213–1215 he

participated in the Livonian
Crusade, south of Verden city he
gained the lordship of Westen as

part of the prince-bishopric in
1219/1220; in 1223 Iso gained the
bailiwick (secular protection) over

the diocese, a prior Guelphic
subfief, he founded the collegiate
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church of St. Andrew with 12
prebendaries in Verden endowing it

with the revenues of Hollenstedt
archdeaconry and the revenues of

the parishes of Estebrügge,
Zesterfleth,[7] Jork and

Mittelnkirchen, the latter four in the
Verden diocesan area belonging to
the political territory of the Prince-

Archbishopric of Bremen

1231–1251

Luder of
Borch

also Lüder vun
Borg, Lothar von

Berg

unknown – 28
June 1251,

Verden
death

Luder conflicted with Duke Otto the
Child on the latter's prince-

episcopal fiefs, since Otto strove to
convert Verden's subfiefs into fiefs

of imperial immediacy, Luder
founded Cistercian monasteries in

Medingen and Steinbeck upon Luhe
(1243), Luder was steward of

Brunswick and Lunenburg while its
Duke Otto the Child was on the

Prussian Crusade in 1238

1251–1269

Count Gerard
of Hoya

also Gerhard
as Gerard I
(Counts of

Hoya)

unknown – 4
May 1269

death

granted the city of Verden town
privileges in 1259, laying the

grounds for its future development
as free city. Gerhard accepted

speakers of the nobility, holding
estates in the prince-bishopric, as

their representation, thus
establishing the third power having
a say in the government, besides

the bishop and the cathedral
chapter; son of Henry II, Count of

Hoya

1269–1300

Duke Conrad
of Brunswick

and
Lunenburg
also Konrad
as Conrad I

(House of Welf)

unknown – 15
September

1300
death

son of Duke Otto the Child, due to
minority only administrator of the

prince-bishopric until his
consecration as bishop in 1285,
Conrad reconstructed the burnt
cathedral following the model of

Reims Cathedral after 1274,
Conrad was the guardian of his

fatherless nephew Duke Albert II of
Brunswick and Lunenburg

(Wolfenbüttel line), supporting him
against his elder brother Duke

Henry I. After the brothers
partitioned their duchy in 1286

Albert II granted Conrad Hellwege,
Neuenkirchen, the patrimonial

jurisdiction over Verden rural area,
Dörverden, Schneverdingen,

Visselhövede and Scheeßel as part
of the prince-bishopric in 1288, in

the same year Conrad richly
endowed the cathedral chapter with
revenues from the episcopal share

in the Lunenburg salt mines

Frederick
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1300–1312 Man of
Honstädt

as Frederick I

unknown – 9
January 1312

death uncle of his successor

1312–1332

Nicolaus
Ketelhot

also Kettelhodt
or Kesselhut

unknown – 11
February

1332
death

since 1305 provost of St. Andrew
Collegiate Church in Verden,

between 1312 and 1231 he served
as administrator and vicar general

(this as of 1322) of the Prince-
Archbishopric of Bremen, supported

by Vicar General Dietrich von
Xanthen

1332–1340

Johannes
Hake 

also Hacke, or
John of

Göttingen
as John I

Göttingen,
1280 – 3
October
1349,

Avignon

became
Prince-

Bishop of
Freising in
1341 (as
John II)

probably son of Göttingen's city
councillor Conrad Hake, Johannes

studied medicine in Montpellier,
professor of Montpellier University

(since 1314), in 1324 papally
provided as Bishop of Cammin

(denied by the chapter there), first
prince-bishop of Verden not elected

by the chapter, but only papally
appointed, lacking support in

chapter and nobility, therefore
residing mostly in Avignon, and for

only some months ever in 1333
within his diocese, however outside
the prince-bishopric, to be precise
in Lunenburg, which belonged to

the Principality of Lunenburg as to
secular rule. Mostly represented by
his vicar general Godfrey of Werpe,

who successfully defended the
prince-bishopric against Guelphic

conquest attempts

1340–1342 sede vacante

1342–1363
Daniel of
Wichtrich

unknown –
March 1364

death

before Carmelite monk and auxiliary
bishop of Archbishop-Elector
Baldwin of Luxembourg in the

Archbishopric-Electorate of Triers,
not elected by the Verden chapter,
but only papally appointed, lacking
support in chapter and nobility he
had a weak standing as prince-
bishop, after less than a year in

office leaving his diocese until 1350,
now forced to conquer the prince-

bishopric ruled by the chapter, then
mostly residing in the castle in

Rotenburg upon Wümme, he lacked
the Guelphic support during the

Lunenburg Succession War
between the Welfs and the

Ascanians, so he left his diocese
again in 1355 only to return to

Rotenburg once in summer 1362. In
return for their aid Daniel alienated
many diocesan fiefs to the Welfs.

Gerard of
Schalksberg unknown – 15

became
Prince-
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1363–1365 also Gerhard
vom Berge
as Gerard II

November
1398

Bishop of
Hildesheim

(1365–
1398)

elected by the chapter

1365–1367

Rudolf Rühle
also Rule von
Friedeberg,
Rudolph of
Friedeberg

as Rudolph II

Friedberg in
the Wetterau, c.
1320 – 3 July
1367, Prague

(likely)

death

son of Johann Rühl from Friedberg,
studied at Bologna University,
endowed with prebendaries in

several dioceses he became an
official in the chancery of Emperor

Charles IV, while his service the
chancery authored the Golden Bull,
not elected by the Verden chapter,

but only papally appointed

1367–1381

Henry of
Langlingen
also Langeln

as Henry I

unknown – 23
January 1381

death

elected by the Verden chapter,
before provost of the Lüne

Nunnery, in 1371 Henry I further
privileged the city of Verden,

empowering it against the cathedral
chapter, Henry I helped the
Guelphic Duke Magnus II

Torquatus, Prince of Wolfenbüttel to
finance the Lunenburg Succession

War by granting him a credit against
the pawn of Magnus' castles in
Kettenburg, Lauenbrück, and

Rethem upon Aller, as well as his
bailiwick of Wahlingen. After

Magnus' defeat the Ascanian victors
Albert of Lunenburg and his uncle
Wenceslas I of Saxe-Wittenberg
subjected the prince-bishopric in
1378, imposed the return of the
pawns with repayment and a war
alliance between Verden and the

Principality of Lunenburg.

1381–1388

John Gryse of
Zesterfleth
also Johann
as John II

c. 1314 – 11
December

1388,
Rotenburg

upon Wümme

death

in 1376 during the War on
Lunenburgian Succession still as

dean of the Bremen chapter
Zesterfleth entered into

psychological warfare and publicly
alleged Albert of Brunswick and

Lunenburg (Wolfenbüttel), as Albert
II Prince-Archbishop of Bremen,

were a Hermaphrodite; elected by
the Verden chapter, as a partisan of

the Ascanians in the Lunenburg
Succession War he gained their

support, eased the relation between
prince-bishopric and the Ascanian-

ruled Principality of Lunenburg,
even gaining the confirmation of the

Verden fiefs to the Lunenburg
princes in 1386, but in May the
Welfs defeated the Ascanians

making any agreements with the
Ascanians void and endangering
the prince-bishopric as Ascanian
partisan, in July 1388 Zesterfleth

brokered the compromise between
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the two fighting parties

1388–1395

Duke Otto of
Brunswick

and
Lunenburg

(Wolfenbüttel)
(House of Welf)

c. 1364 – 30
June 1406

on 29 May
1395 he
became
Prince-

Archbishop
of Bremen

(1395–
1406) as

Otto II

son of Duke Magnus II Torquatus,
Prince of Wolfenbüttel, elected by
the Verden chapter pressurised by
the Welfs, Otto turned out to be a
willing partisan of his brothers, by
1389 the estates of the Bremen
Prince-Archbishopric appointed
Otto as regent for his spendthrift
uncle Prince-Archbishop Albert II

1395–
1398/1401

(de facto/de
jure)

Dietrich of
Nieheim

also Niem or
Nyem

Nieheim, c.
1345 – 22

March 1418,
Maastricht

resignation

before Roman Curial, not elected by
the Verden chapter, but only

papally appointed, he finally failed
to take the see and returned to the

Roman Curia in 1403.

1398–1399
Conrad of

Vechta
as Conrad II

Bremen
(likely), c.

1370 – 24
December

1431,
Roudnice nad

Labem

deposed
after the

downfall of
his

benefactor
King

Wenceslaus
of the

Romans.

Bishop of Olomouc (1409–1412)
and Archbishop of Prague (1413–

1421)

1399–1400
and again

1402–1407

Conrad of
Soltau

as Conrad III

Lunenburg, c.
1350 – 2
January
1407,

Rotenburg

death

papally provided as Bishop of
Verden on 8 August 1399, papally
deposed on 6 February 1400, on

18 May 1401 King Rupert of
Germany invested him as Prince-

Bishop of Verden, papally confirmed
in 1402, before professor at

Charles University in Prague, and
Ruperto-Carola University in

Heidelberg, on 6 February 1400
provided as Bishop of Cambrai,
however this was blocked by an

incumbent appointed by the pope in
Avignon, Conrad III failed to move

the see from Verden to St. John's in
Lunenburg against the resistance of

the princes of Lunenburg and the
city council of Lunenburg

1407–1426

Count Henry
of Hoya

as Henry II
(Counts of

Hoya)

unknown – 15
February

1441

resigned on
14 August

1426

on 21 February 1407 the Verden
chapter elected him bishop,

confirmed by Pope Benedict XIII of
Avignon (one of the popes during
the Western Schism), Henry II de

facto held the princely power,
without being imperially invested,

Henry II was not accepted as bishop
in the diocesan area within the

Principality of Lunenburg until 1417,
after the Welfs' preferred rivalling

Prince-Bishop Ulrich left for Seckau
they refused to swear him the oath
of vassalage for their fiefs granted

by the bishop of Verden and
deprived Henry II of the prince-
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episcopal castle in Rotenburg

1407-
1409/1417

Ulrich of
Albeck

unknown – 12
December

1431, Padova

appointed
Bishop of
Seckau
(1417–

1431) by
Pope Martin

V

provided by Pope Gregory XII of
Rome, invested as prince-bishop by
King Rupert, however, never gained

princely power in the prince-
bishopric proper, but residing in
Lunenburg, deposed by Pope

Alexander V of Avignon in 1409
without effect, serving as bishop in

the diocesan area within the
Guelphic Principality of Lunenburg

until 1417

1426–1470
John of Asel
also Johannes

as John III

1380 – 21
June 1472,
Rotenburg

supposedly
resigned

1470–1502

Berthold of
Landsberg
also spelled

Bertold

unknown – 4
June 1502,
Rotenburg

death
since 1481 simultaneously Prince-
Bishop of Hildesheim as Berthold II

1502–1558

Duke
Christopher

the
Spendthrift

(House of Welf)

1487 – 22
January
1558, 

Tangermünde

de facto
dismissal as

prince by
Chapter

and Estates

also Prince-Archbishop of Bremen
(1511–1542/1547 and again 1549–

1558), he usually resided in
Rotenburg

1558–1566

Duke George
of Brunswick

and
Lunenburg

(Wolfenbüttel)
(House of Welf)

22 November
1494 – 4

December
1566

death
brother of the former,

simultaneously Prince-Archbishop
of Bremen (1558–1566)

Lutheran Administrators of the Prince-Bishopric (1566–1630) [edit]

Lutheran Administrators of the Prince-Bishopric (1566–1630)

Reign and
episcopate

Portrait Name
Birth and

death
with places

Reason for 
end of
office

Notes

1566–1586
Eberhard of

Holle

Uchte,
1531/32 – 5
July 1586,

Lübeck

death

also papally confirmed and
imperially invested Prince-Bishop of
Lübeck (1561–1586), since 1564

coadjutor of his predecessor
George, however, never papally

confirmed and imperially invested
as prince-bishop of Verden

1586–1623

Duke Philip
Sigismund of

Brunswick
and

Lunenburg
(Wolfenbüttel)
(House of Welf)

Hessen am
Fallstein, 1
July 1568 –
19 March

1623, Iburg

death
simultaneously Administrator of the

Prince-Bishopric of Osnabrück
(1591–1623)

1623–1629

Frederick,
Prince of
Denmark 

as Frederick II

Haderslev, 
18 March
1609 – 9
February

on 26 May
1629

expelled by
the Catholic
League and

reascending administratorship in
1635
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(House of
Oldenburg)

1670, 
Copenhagen

deposed by
the Edict of
Restitution

Catholic Prince-Bishop (1630–1631) [edit]

Roman Catholic Prince-Bishop of Verden (1630–1631)

Reign and
episcopate

Portrait Name

Birth and
death
with

places

Reason
for 

end of
office

Notes

1630–1631
Francis

William of
Wartenberg

Munich, 
1 March
1593 – 

1
December

1661, 
Ratisbon

deposed
by the

Swedish
conquerors

papally appointed, lacking the capitular
elective mandate 

also Prince-Bishop of Osnabrück (1625–
1634 and again 1648–1661), of Ratisbon
(1649–1661), and Vicar Apostolic of the

Archdiocese of Bremen (1645/1648)

Lutheran Administrators of the Prince-Bishopric (1631–1645) [edit]

Lutheran Administrators of the Prince-Bishopric (1631–1645)

1631–
1634

Duke John Frederick of Schleswig-
Holstein at Gottorp 

(House of Holstein-Gottorp)

Gottorp, 
1 September

1579 – 
3 September

1634,
Altkloster

death

also administrator of
the prince-bishoprics

of Bremen (1596–
1634), and Lübeck

(1607–1634)

1634–
1635

rule by Chapter and Estates due to
sede vacante

1635–
1645

Frederick of Denmark 
as Frederick II

(House of Oldenburg)

Haderslev, 
18 March
1609 – 9
February

1670, 
Copenhagen

resignation
by Second
Peace of

Brömsebro

simultaneously
administrator of the

Prince-Archbishopric
of Bremen (1634–

1645), expelled from
both sees by the

Swedes, since 1648
King of Denmark as

Frederick III

1645–
1648

rule by the Swedish occupants

after
15

May
1648

The Prince-Bishopric was converted
into a hereditary monarchy, the

Principality of Verden, first ruled in
personal union by the Swedish

crown. See List of Princes of Verden
(1648–1823).
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Arend Mindermann, Urkundenbuch der Bischöfe und des Domkapitels von Verden: 2 vols. (vol. 1: 'Von den
Anfängen bis 1300' ISBN 978-3-931879-07-5; vol. 2: '1300 – 1380' ISBN 978-3-931879-15-0), Stade:
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1. ^ In record, obfuscated in the 13th century, the years 775–785 are given
2. ^ Thomas Vogtherr, "Bistum und Hochstift Verden bis 1502", in: Geschichte des Landes zwischen Elbe und

Weser: 3 vols. [vol. 1 'Vor- und Frühgeschichte' (1995), vol. 2 'Mittelalter (einschl. Kunstgeschichte)' (1995), vol. 3
'Neuzeit' (2008)], Hans-Eckhard Dannenberg and Heinz-Joachim Schulze (eds.), (Schriftenreihe des
Landschaftsverbandes der ehem. Herzogtümer Bremen und Verden; vol. 7), Stade: Landschaftsverband der ehem.
Herzogtümer Bremen und Verden, 1995 and 2008. ISBN (vol. 1) ISBN 978-3-9801919-7-5, (vol. 2) ISBN 978-3-
9801919-8-2, (vol. 3) ISBN 978-3-9801919-9-9, vol. 2 'Mittelalter (einschl. Kunstgeschichte)', pp. 279–320, here pp.
281seq.

3. ^ In record, obfuscated in the 13th century, the years 785–788 are given
4. ^ In record, obfuscated in the 13th century, the years 788–808 are given
5. ^ Thomas Vogtherr, "Bistum und Hochstift Verden bis 1502", in: Geschichte des Landes zwischen Elbe und

Weser: 3 vols. [vol. 1 'Vor- und Frühgeschichte' (1995), vol. 2 'Mittelalter (einschl. Kunstgeschichte)' (1995), vol. 3
'Neuzeit' (2008)], Hans-Eckhard Dannenberg and Heinz-Joachim Schulze (eds.), (Schriftenreihe des
Landschaftsverbandes der ehem. Herzogtümer Bremen und Verden; vol. 7), Stade: Landschaftsverband der ehem.
Herzogtümer Bremen und Verden, 1995 and 2008. ISBN (vol. 1) ISBN 978-3-9801919-7-5, (vol. 2) ISBN 978-3-
9801919-8-2, (vol. 3) ISBN 978-3-9801919-9-9, vol. 2 'Mittelalter (einschl. Kunstgeschichte)', pp. 279–320, here p.
282.

6. ^ Genealogie Mittelalter Bistum Verden "Archived copy" . Archived from the original  on 29 September 2007.
Retrieved 7 July 2010. Retrieved 20 September 2006

7. ^ Zesterfleth was a village with church destroyed, drowned and washed away by North Sea floods in 1412 and
1470. Its former site is within the Elbe river in front of Borstel, a locality of today's Jork.
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Bishopric of Verdun

Bishopric of Verdun
Fürstbistum Wirten  (German)

Principauté épiscopale de Verdun  (French)

Prince-bishopric of Holy Roman Empire

997–1552

Coat of arms

The Three Bishoprics of Verdun, Metz and
Toul in the upper half of this map, coloured

green and outlined in pink.

Capital Verdun
Historical era Middle Ages
• County established 10th century
• County ceded

    to the bishopric
997

• Three Bishoprics
    annexed by France

1552

• Peace of Westphalia
    recognises annexation

1648

Preceded by Succeeded by
County of
Verdun

Three
Bishoprics

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Verdun)

The Bishopric of Verdun was a state of the Holy Roman
Empire. It was located at the western edge of the Empire and was
bordered by France, the Duchy of Luxembourg, and the Duchy of
Bar.
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History [edit]

This fief also included the advowson of the church of Verdun over
its possessions along the river Moselle. According to a chronist's
report, written around the year 900, the Merovingian king
Childebert II (575–596) came to visit Verdun. There was not
enough wine to serve the monarch and the Bishop Agericus was
very embarrassed. However God rewarded him for his good
deeds and miraculously increased the amount of wine. The king
presented Agericus of Verdun with the Schloss Veldenz as a fief
of Verdun "because of the wine".[1] Around 1156 Frederick
Barbarossa confirmed the holding by Bishop Albert I of Verdun
of the castle together with the surrounding land.

A story that Peter (774-798), successor of Madalvaeus, was
granted temporal lordship of the Diocese by Charlemagne, but
this is no longer accepted.[2]

Because of the destruction of the archives in a fire Bishop
Dadon (880-923) commissioned the Gesta episcoporum
Virodunensium (Chronicle of the Bishops of Verdun) from
Bertharius, a Benedictine monk. This was continued to 1250
by a second monk, Lawrence, and later by an anonymous
writer.[2]

A key element of Emperor Otto I's domestic policy was to
strengthen ecclesiastical authorities at the expense of the
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Location of Diocese of Verdun

Verdun Cathedral

nobility who threatened his power. To this end he filled the
ranks of the episcopate with his own relatives and with loyal
chancery clerks. As protector of the Church he invested them
with the symbols of their offices, both spiritual and secular, so
the clerics were appointed as his vassals through a
commendation ceremony. Historian Norman Cantor concludes:
"Under these conditions clerical election became a mere
formality in the Ottonian empire ..."[3] The Bishop of Verdun,
appointed by Otto, was totally faithful to the emperor.[4]

In 990 Bishop Haimont ordered the construction of a new
cathedral[4] on the Romano-Rhenish plan: a nave, two
transepts, two opposing apses, each one flanked by two bell
towers. The Holy Roman Emperor Otto III bestowed the title
Count on Bishop Haimont (990-1024) and his successors in
997. The bishops had the right to appoint a temporary "count
for life" (comte viager), theoretically subject to the authority of
the bishop. These counts were selected from the noble family
of Ardennes. There was frequent conflict between the count
and the bishop.[2]

With the marriage of Philip IV with Joan I of Navarre, the
daughter of the Count of Champagne, Lorraine and
particularly Verdun become a primary focus for the crown of France. After 1331, appointment to the episcopal
see was controlled by the King of France rather than the Emperor.[4]

The Bishopric was annexed to France in 1552; this was recognized by the Holy Roman Empire in the Peace of
Westphalia of 1648. It then was a part of the province of the Three Bishoprics.

Bishops [edit]

Fourth century [edit]

ca. 346: St. Saintin
356–383: St. Maurus

Fifth century [edit]

???–420: Salvinus
ca. 440: Arator
454–470: Polychronius[5]

470–486: Possessor
486–502: Freminus (Firminus)

Sixth century [edit]

502–529: Vitonus
529–554: Desideratus
554–591: Agericus
v. 595: Charimeres

Seventh century [edit]

v. 614: Harimeris
???–621: St. Ermenfred
623–626: Godo
641–648: Paulus
648–665: Gisloald
665–689: Gerebert
689–701: Armonius

Eighth century [edit]

701–710: Agrebert
711–715: Bertalamius
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716: Abbo
716–722: Pepo
722–730: Volchisus
730–732: Agronius
753–774: Madalveus
774–798: Peter
798–802: Austram

Ninth century [edit]

802–824: Heriland
824–847: Hilduin
847–870: Hatto
870–879: Bernard
880–923: Dado[6]

Tenth century [edit]

923–925: Hugh I
925–939: Bernuin, son of Matfried I, Count of Metz, and of Lantesinde (sister of Dado)
939–959: Berengar
959–983: Wigfrid
983–984: Hugh II
984–984: Adalbero I, later Bishop of Metz (as Adalbero II). [7]

985–990: Adalbero II, cousin of predecessor..
990–1024: Haimont (Heymon)

Eleventh century [edit]

1024–1039: Reginbert
1039–1046: Richard I
1047–1089: Theoderic
1089–1107: Richer

Twelfth century [edit]

1107–1114: Richard II of Grandpré
1114–1117: Mazo, administrator
1117–1129: Henry I of Blois, deposed at the Council of Chalon (1129)
1129–1131: Ursio
1131–1156: Adalbero III of Chiny
1156–1162: Albert I of Marcey
1163–1171: Richard III of Crisse
1172–1181: Arnulf of Chiny-Verdun
1181–1186: Henry II of Castel
1186–1208: Albert II of Hierges

Thirteenth century [edit]

1208–1216: Robert I of Grandpré
1217–1224: John I of Aspremont
1224–1245: Radulf of Torote
1245–1245: Guy (Wido) I of Traignel
1245–1247: Guy (Wido) II of Mellote
1247–1252: John II of Aachen
1252–1255: James (Jacques) I Pantaléon of Court-Palais
1255–1271: Robert II of Médidan
1271–1273: Ulrich of Sarvay
1275–1278: Gerard of Grandson
1278–1286: Henry III of Grandson
1289–1296: James (Jacques) II of Ruvigny
1297–1302: John III of Richericourt
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Fourteenth century [edit]

1303–1305: Thomas of Blankenberg
1305–1312: Nicholas I of Neuville
1312–1349: Henry IV of Aspremont
1349–1351: Otto of Poitiers
1352–1361: Hugh III of Bar
1362–1371: John IV of Bourbon-Montperoux
1371–1375: John V of Dampierre-St. Dizier
1375–1379: Guy III of Roye
1380–1404: Leobald of Cousance

Fifteenth century [edit]

1404–1419: John VI of Saarbrücken
1419–1423: Louis I of Bar († 1430), administrator
1423–1423: Raymond
1423–1424: William of Montjoie
1424–1430: Louis I of Bar († 1430), administrator
1430–1437: Louis of Haraucourt
1437–1449: William Fillatre
1449–1456: Louis of Haraucourt
1457–1500: William of Haraucourt

Sixteenth century [edit]

1500–1508: Warry de Dommartin
1508–1522: Louis de Lorraine[8]

1523–1544: Jean de Lorraine (1498–1550), brother of predecessor
1544–1547: Nicolas de Mercœur (1524–1577), nephew of predecessor
1548–1575: Nicolas Psaume
1576–1584: Nicolas Bousmard
1585–1587: Charles de Lorraine[9]

1588–1593: Nicolas Boucher
1593–1610: Eric of Lorraine[10]

1593–1601: Christophe de la Vallée, administrator

Seventeenth century [edit]

1610–1622: Charles de Lorraine,[11] nephew of predecessor
1623–1661: François de Lorraine (1599 † 1672), brother of predecessor
1667–1679: Armand de Monchy d'Hocquincourt
1681–1720: Hippolyte de Béthune

Eighteenth century [edit]

1721–1754: Charles-François D'Hallencourt
1754–1769: Aymar-Fr.-Chrétien-Mi. de Nicolai
1770–1793: Henri-Louis Rene Desnos

Until 1801 Verdun was part of the ecclesiastical province of the Archbishop of Trier. On November 29, 1801 it
was suppressed and added to the Diocese of Nancy. On October 6, 1822 the diocese was re-established.

See also [edit]
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Ecclesiastical · Straßburg · Toul1 · Verdun1 · Weißenburg · Worms

Secular

Bar · Heitersheim · Hersfeld · Hesse (Darmstadt · Homburg · Kassel
· Marburg · Rheinfels) · Isenburg-Birstein · Kaiserslautern · Lorraine2

· Nassau (Idstein · Ottweiler · Saarbrücken · Usingen · Weilburg) ·
Salm (Kyrburg · Salm) · Savoy · Simmern · Solms-Braunfels ·
Sponheim3 · Veldenz / Lautereck · Waldeck3 · Zweibrücken

Counts
and Lords

With
Imp. Diet

seats

Hanau (Lichtenberg · Münzenberg4) · Isenburg (Birstein
· Büdingen · Büdingen-Birstein) · Königstein (Mainz ·
Stolberg) · Kriechingen · Leiningen (Dagsburg ·
Hardenburg · Westerburg) · Salm (Grehweiler ·
Grumbach) · Solms (Hohensolms · Laubach · Lich ·
Rödelheim) · Wetterau · Wittgenstein (Berleburg ·
Wittgenstein)

Without
Bretzenheim · Dagstuhl · Falkenstein · Isenburg
(Meerholz · Wächtersbach) · Mensfelden · Olbrück ·
Reipoltskirchen · Salm-Dhaun · Wartenberg

Free
imperial cities

Décapole
Colmar · Hagenau · Kaisersberg · Landau ·
Mühlhausen5 · Münster im Elsaß · Oberehnheim ·
Rosheim · Schlettstadt · Türkheim · Weißenburg

Others Frankfurt · Friedberg · Metz · Speyer · Straßburg · Toul ·
Verdun · Wetzlar · Worms

1 Part of the Three Bishoprics.   2 Nomeny after 1737.   3 without Reichstag seat.   4 until 1736.   5 Joined Swiss Confederacy in
1515.

Circles est. 1500: Bavarian, Swabian, Upper Rhenish, Lower Rhenish–Westphalian, Franconian, (Lower) Saxon
Circles est. 1512: Austrian, Burgundian, Upper Saxon, Electoral Rhenish     ·     Unencircled territories

Categories: States and territories established in the 990s States and territories disestablished in 1552
990s establishments in the Holy Roman Empire 1552 disestablishments in the Holy Roman Empire
Roman Catholic dioceses in the Holy Roman Empire Dioceses established in the 4th century
Prince-bishoprics of the Holy Roman Empire in France 997 establishments
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Verona

Diocese of Verona
Dioecesis Veronensis

Verona Cathedral

Location
Country Italy

Ecclesiastical
province

Venice

Statistics
Area 3,050 km2 (1,180 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics (including
non-members)

(as of 2017)
940,289
869,384 (92.5%)

Parishes 380

Information
Denomination Catholic Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 3rd Century

Cathedral Cattedrale di S. Maria
Assunta

Secular priests 606 (diocesan)
352 (Religious Orders)
44 Permanent Deacons

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Giuseppe Zenti

Bishops emeritus Flavio Roberto Carraro,
O.F.M. Cap.
Andrea Veggio (Auxiliary
Bishop Emeritus)

Map

Website
www.diocesiverona.it

The Basilica di San Zeno.

The facade of Palazzo del Vescovado

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Verona)

The Diocese of Verona (Latin: Dioecesis Veronensis) is a Roman Catholic ecclesiastical territory in northern Italy. The diocese belongs to the
Ecclesiastical Province of Venice. The bishop of Verona has his seat in Verona, Veneto.[1][2] The episcopal throne is in the cathedral, which had
originally been dedicated to S. Maria Matricolare and S. George.[3]
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History [edit]

Sources? [edit]

The Carmen Pipinianum (Pippin's Song) is a 9th century heroic poem, which includes a description of Verona and its churches, and gives a list of the
first eight bishops: St. Euprepius, Dimidrianus (Demetrianus), Simplicius, Proculus, Saturninus, Lucilius (Lucillus, Lucius), Gricinus, and Saint Zeno.[4]

Less important are the three fragments of the so-called Velo di Classe, now believed to be the altar cover from San Firmo e Rustico in Verona,[5] the
pianeta (chasuble) of Classe in Ravenna, on which are represented not only the bishops of Verona, but also other saints and bishops of other dioceses
venerated at Verona in the ninth century. These liturgical textiles, are not, of course, historical documents, but devotional aids.

Early bishops [edit]

It was once believed that S. Euprepius was a disciple of S. Peter the Apostle, a fact inscribed on the façade of the Church of S. Proculo in Verona.[6] The
sixth bishop, Lucilius, attended the Council of Sardica in 347,[7] which indicates that there is a problem with the list of bishops, with the dates, or with
both.[8] Since S. Zeno had been the eighth bishop, the episcopacy of Euprepius, and therefore of the erection of the see, must be placed not in the mid-
third century, before the temporary peace given to the Church under Emperor Gallienus (260), but rather a generation later, under the first period of the
reign of Diocletian, when the Church enjoyed peace. In the same "Carmen", mention is made of St. Firmus and St. Rusticus, martyred at Verona,
probably under Maximian. Other evidence indicates that Firmus was killed at Carthage, c. 251–253, and that Rusticus was killed at Lambaesis (Africa) c.
259.[9]

Zeno is called a martyr in the "Carmen" and is placed in the time of Gallienus (c. 260). At any rate the existence of a distinguished S. Zeno, Bishop of
Verona, a contemporary of St. Ambrose of Milan (c. 340–397), and author of a series of religious discourses, is historically attested, so as the ancient
documents know but one bishop of that name, it must be concluded that, as early as the ninth century, the legend had corrupted chronology.

For the rest, we know from the sermons of Saint Zeno of Verona how deeply paganism was still rooted in Verona in his time, particularly in the country
districts.

In the second half of the 6th century, other bishops, Solatius and Junior, following the other bishops of the province of Ravenna, joined the schism of the
Three Chapters.[10]

Bishop Rotaldus imposed community life on the cathedral Canons (806) and reorganised the education of the clergy.[11] In 813, however, he
surrendered control of the Canons of the cathedral of Verona to the jurisdiction of the Patriarch of Aquileia.[12] Among the masters of his school, the
Archdeacon Pacificus (c. 776–c. 844) was known for his knowledge of the Greek language and Hebrew language,[13] although the Italian historian
Cristina La Rocca demonstrates this claim to be a twelfth century fabrication. Pacificus apparently supported the revolt of Bernardus, son of Pippin,
against the Emperor Louis the Pious in 817, and was confined to the monastery of Nonantola for the rest of his life.[14]

Nottingus (840) was the first Italian bishop to denounce the heretic Godescalcus de Orbais.[15]

In 876, Bishop Adelardus (c. 875–911) found himself in trouble with the pope. On 2 November, he was summoned to appear before a papal synod to
answer charges of oppressing the monastery of Nonantula by 30 November, or if that proved impossible, by 25 December. By another letter Pope John
VIII reminded Adelardus that he had warned him several times through missi and bishops not to harass the monastery. Then, in accordance with a
decision of the synod, he ordered Adelardus not to employ the property of Nonantula for his own purposes. Finally, on 17 April 877, Pope John
announced to the Emperor Charles the Bald that he had excommunicated Adelardus. Pope John then wrote to the clergy of Verona that he had
excommunicated Adelardus until he should come to the Papal Court and give adequate explanations for his conduct.[16] He was restored to the papal
good graces quickly, and was in attendance at Pope John VIII's council of Ravenna in November 877.[17]

Ratherius (932–968), a Benedictine and a distinguished author, was thrice driven from his see, in 952, 955, and 968, by usurpers, among whom was
Manasses of Arles. After the third expulsion, he resigned and took refuge in the monastery of Lobbia, where he died in 974.[18] He also fostered learning
in the cathedral school. Joannes (1027) was distinguished for sanctity and learning. Bishop Bruno (1073), who wrote some interpretations of Scripture,
was killed by one of his chaplains.[19]

Barbarossa, the popes, and Verona [edit]

In the time of Bishop Ognibene (1157–1185), a distinguished canonist, Pope Lucius III visited Verona. During his stay, and the stay of his successor, the
episcopal palace was used as the papal residence, and the bishop of Verona had to find quarters at the church of S. Giorgio.[20] Pope Lucius had been
driven out of Rome by his own Romans, because he had opposed the Romans in their war against Tusculum. He was searching for heretics in the north, by
which he meant those who denied the temporal or spiritual sovereignty of the pope, and was eager for a meeting with the Emperor Frederick I Barbarossa.
The pope arrived in Verona on 22 July 1184, but Frederick was detained in Germany by festivities surrounding the coronation of his son Henry as king.
They finally met in late October, and held a series of acrimonious meetings.[21] Finally they held a synod in Verona on 4 November 1184,[22] denouncing
various heresies, including the Paterini, the Cathari, the Humiliati of Lyon, the Passagini, the Josephini, and the Arnaldisti (by which he meant the Romans
who rejected papal temporal power), and ordering their uprooting.[23] Lucius III issued the Papal Bull "Ad Abolendam" on the same day.[24] Pope Lucius
died, still in residence in Verona, on 25 November 1185, and was buried in the cathedral.[25]

The cardinals met immediately after the burial of Lucius III, and unanimously selected as his successor Cardinal Umberto Crivelli, the Archbishop of Milan,
"a violent and unyielding spirit, and a strong opponent of Frederick." He chose the name Urban III, and he spent nearly all of his brief pontificate with the
Papal Court at Verona, besieged by Frederick with unbelievable fury. Anyone heading for Verona to appeal to the pope was subject to imprisonment,
torture, and execution. Urban finally escaped from Verona at the end of September 1187, but died at Ferrara on 20 October 1187.[26]

Frederick II, Ezzolino de Romano, and Verona [edit]

In 1229, the cities of the Marches, as well as Verona, revolted against the authority of Pope Gregory IX in favor of the Emperor Frederick II. The result was
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A series of portraits by Domenico
Riccio of the bishops of Verona, from
Euprepius to Cardinal Agostino Valerio.
Palazzo del Vescovado di Verona.

an intensified struggle between the Ghibellines (supporters of the Empire) and the Guelphs (supporters of the Papacy). In 1232, Frederick visited Verona,
and, seeing that some cities of the Marche of Vicentino were collaborating with the Lombard League, the Ezzolino family entered into a firm alliance with
Frederick, and obtained control over most of the lower Po valley. When Frederick died in 1250, Ezzolino[27] became the leader of the entire Ghibelline party in the Po valley. Bishops Jacopo da
Breganza (1225–1254) and Gerardo Cossadocca (1255–1259), who stood with the Papacy, were exiled by the Imperial Vicar, Ezzelino III da Romano. In February 1258, Ezzolino rounded up and
executed a dozen and more citizens and nobles of Verona, who had been conspiring against him. In the summer, Archbishop Philip of Ravenna, who was also papal Legate, and bishop-elect
Cossadoca, organized an expedition of Brescians, Modenese, and Veronese exiles, against Ezzolino's force of 300 soldiers, which was in Cremona; they expected to keep it from returning to
Verona. Ezzolino met them at Torcella and soundly defeated them. The archbishop and the bishop-elect were among those captured and imprisoned, on 28 August 1258. The next day Ezzolino
entered Brescia. During military operations in September 1259, however, Ezzolino was wounded, captured, and imprisoned, where he died on 27 September 1259. In September 1260, Mastino della
Scala (Scaliger) was elected Podestà of Verona, but when he was not reelected, he had himself elected Captain of the People in 1262, and from that point, following the example of Ezzolino, he was
Lord of Verona.[28]

Bishop-elect Cossadoca died shortly thereafter. His successor, Manfred Roberti, a Canon of Padua, was appointed by Pope Alexander IV on 15 January 1260. He fell into the hands of the
Ghibellines in 1264, and was imprisoned for two years, only being liberated because of the intervention of Pope Clement IV and the King of Aragon. He died in Reggo Emilia on 5 December 1268,
less than a week after Pope Clement himself. Clement's death brought on the longest papal vacancy in history, two years and nine months, during which Verona suffered a schism between two
would-be bishops.[29]

Bishop Bartolommeo della Scala (1336–1338), a Benedictine who had been Abbot of S. Zeno, was the victim of malicious reports by Azzo da Corregio to the bishop's own nephew Mastino, Lord of
Verona, which induced Mastino, who saw treason, to slay the bishop with his own hand on 27 August 1338. The news was immediately brought to Avignon to Pope Benedict XII, who promptly
excommunicated Mastino and all the people of Verona. The people begged Mastino to seek forgiveness from the pope, and, upon receiving a report from Patriarch Bertrandus of Aquileia, Pope
Benedict relented. However, severe penances were imposed by the pope, as he detailed in a letter of 25 September 1338 to Bishop Gottifredus of Mantua, who was charged with seeing that the
penances were carried out. These began with a humiliating procession of the bareheaded Mastino to the cathedral, hearing Mass, and then solemnly begging the Canons to pardon his outrage. He
was also required to endow six chaplaincies in the cathedral, for priests to say daily masses for the dead bishop. Each year, on the anniversary of the murder, he was to give new clothes to twenty-
four poor persons. On every Friday of the year, and on the vigil of every festival of the Virgin Mary, he was to feed two poor people. At the next levy of soldiers for the crusade, he was to provide
and supply twenty-four armed men.[30] As far as the city of Verona was concerned, Pope Benedict XII removed permanently the right of the Canons and clergy to elect the bishop, a right they had
enjoyed for two and a half centuries,[31] reserving that right to the Holy See.[32]

Pietro della Scala reformed the lives of the clergy and tried unsuccessfully to bring the Canons under his own jurisdiction instead of that of the Patriarch of Aquileia; it was not until the death of the
last Patriarch of Aquileia that the Bishop of Verona acquired rights over his own Canons. When the Visconti dynasty obtained possession of Verona, Pietro was banished. Francesco Condulmer
(1439–1453), the nephew of Pope Eugenius IV, founded the college of acolytes to add to the beauty of public worship and to form a learned and pious clergy;[33] the school still exists. This institution
was necessary because, with the establishment of the University of Verona, the cathedral school had been suppressed, and the young clerics who attended the university were at that time
dispensed from officiating in church functions: the acolytes of the new college were obliged both to study and to attend ecclesiastical functions. Ermolao Barbaro also did much for the reform of the
diocese.

Cardinal Giovanni Michiel (1471) restored the cathedral and the episcopal palace. Agostino Valier (1565) was a cardinal. During the episcopate of Giovanni Bragadin, on 6 July 1751, the
Patriarchate of Aquileia was suppressed, and the cathedral Chapter of Verona, which had been under the jurisdiction of the Patriarchate since 813, was returned by Pope Benedict XIV to the
jurisdiction of the bishops of Verona; he also laid down rules for the government of the diocese.[34]

Giovanni Andrea Avogadro (1790–1805), who had been a Jesuit before the suppression of the Society of Jesus in 1773 by Pope Clement XIV, abdicated the see of Verona in 1805, to return to the
Society of Jesus.

Councils and Synods [edit]

On 23 November 995, a provinical council was held by the Patriarch John of Aquileia to decide the ownership of several churches which were claimed by
Bishop Obertus of Verona.[35] In 1014, Pope Benedict VIII and the Emperor Henry I held a synod at Verona to decide issues which were being litigated
between the Patriarch of Grado and the Patriarch of Aquileia.[36]

Councils of Verona worthy of note are those of 4 November 1184, at which pope Lucius III presided, in the presence of the Emperor Frederick
Barbarossa,[37] and 1276, against the Bogomilian Patarenes, who were somewhat numerous in the Veronese territory, even among the clergy.

Bishop Giovanni Matteo Giberti (1524–1543) held a diocesan synod, the enactments of which were published in 1589, under the direction of Cardinal
Augustino Valerio.[38]

Bishop Marco Giustiniani (1631–1649) held two diocesan synods, one in 1633 and the other in 1636.[39] Bishop Sebastiano Pisani (seniore) (1653–1668) held a diocesan synod in Verona in
1655.[40] Bishop Sebastiano Pisani (iuniore) (1668–1690) held two diocesan synods, in 1675 and 1685.[41]

A diocesan synod was held in November 1782 by Bishop Giovanni Morosini, O.S.B. (1772–1789)[42]

Religious Orders [edit]

The Congregation of the Stimmatini[43] was founded at Verona, on 4 November 1816. The Sons of the Sacred Heart of Jesus,[44] founded on 1 June 1867 by Saint Daniele Comboni, have their
mother-house and their college for the Central African missions in Verona.[citation needed]

Suffragan [edit]

The diocese was a suffragan first of the Patriarchate of Aquileia, then, from 6 July 1751, of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Udine.[45]

The violent expansionist military policies of the French Revolutionary Republic brought confusion and dislocation to the Po Valley. From 1797 to 1802, Napoleon Bonaparte's Cisalpine Republic and
its successor from 1802 to 1805, the so-called Italian Republic, brought the French occupation right up to the western bank of the Adige River, bringing the loss to Verona of everything to the west.
Their successor, the Kingdom of Italy (Napoleonic)|Napoleonic Kingdom of Italy]] (1805–1814) gobbled up Verona itself, and transformed its territory into a French-style "department", called the
Adige, with Verona as its capital. Following the redistribution of European territories at the Congress of Vienna, the Papacy faced the difficult task of restoring and restructuring the Church in various
territories, according to the wishes of their rulers. Verona was in the territory which had been handed over to Austria, and therefore a Concordat had to be negotiated with the government of the
Emperor Francis. One of the requirements of the Austrian government was the elimination of several metropolitanates and the suppression of a number of bishoprics which were no longer viable
due to the bad climate (malaria and cholera) and the impoverishment of the dioceses due to migration and industrialization; it was expected that this would be done to the benefit of the Patriarchate
of Venice.

Pope Pius VII, therefore, issued the bull "De Salute Dominici Gregis" on 1 May 1818, embodying the conclusions of arduous negotiations. Caprularum (Caorle) and Torcella were suppressed and
their territories assigned to the Patriarchate of Venice; Belluno and Feltre were united under a single bishop, aeque personaliter, and assigned to Venice; the metropolitan archbishopric of Udine
was abolished and its bishop made suffragan to Venice. Padua and Verona became suffragans of Venice, and in a complex rearrangement of diocesan boundaries, Verona lost the parish of Santa
Maria de Cinto to the diocese of Padua.[46]

Bishops of Verona [edit]

to 1200 [edit]

Euprepius of Verona[47]

...

Lucilius (attested 342–356)[48]

...

Zeno (4th cent.)[49]

...

Syagrius (c. 380)[50]

...

Petronius (c. 410)[51]

...

Servusdei (attested 502)[52]

...

Valens (attested 531)[53]

...

Solacius (c. 571–577)[54]

...

Junior (attested 589–591)[55]

...

Dominicus (between 712 and 744)[56]
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Dominicus (between 712 and 744)[56]

...

Anno (attested 750–774)
...

Eginus (resigned 799)[57]

Rotaldus (c. 799–c. 840)[58]

Notting (840–844)[59]

Landericus (attested 847)[60]

Billongus
Audo
Astulfus (attested 866)
Adelardus (c. 876–914)[61]

Notker (915–928)
Hilduinus, O.S.B. (928–931)[62]

Ratherius (931-934 and 962-968)[63]

Manasses of Arles (935–946)[64]

...

Hildericus (attested 987–988)[65]

Othbertus (attested 992–1008)[66]

Hiltprandus (attested 1013–1014)[67]

Joannes (attested 1016–1037)[68]

Walter (1037–1055)[69]

Dietpold (Theobaldus) (1055–1061?)[70]

Adalbero (attested 1063–1068)[71]

Huswardus (Usuardo) (attested 1071–1072?)[72]

Bruno (1072–1076?)[73]

Sigebodo 1080–1094
Valbruno 1094–1095
Valfredo 1095–1101
Ezelone 1101
Bertoldus (attested 1102–1107)[74]

? Zufetus (1109–1111)[75]

Ubertus 1111

1200 to 1500 [edit]

Norandinus (1214–1224)[78]

Albertus (1224–1225)[79]

Jacobus de Braganza (1225–1254)[80]

Gerardo Cossadoca (1255–1259)[81]

Manfredo Roberti (1260–1268)[82]

Aleardino (not possessed) (1268)[83]

Guido della Scala (1268–1270)[84]

Sede vacante (1270–1276)[85]

Temidius (1275–1277)[86]

Bartolomeo 1277–1290
Pietro della Scala (1291–1295)[87]

Buonincontro (1295–1298)[88]

Teobaldo 1298–1331
Nicolò 1331–1336
Bartolomeo Della Scala (1336–1338)[89]

Sede vacante (1338–1343)[90]

Matteo Riboldi 1343–1348
Pietro de Pino 1348–1349
Giovanni di Naso 1349–1350
Pietro Della Scala 1350–1387
Adelardo 1387–1388
Giacomo Rossi (1388–1406)[91]

Angelo Barbarigo (1406–1409 Resigned)[92]

Guido Memo (29 Nov 1409 – 1438)[93]

Cardinal Francesco Condulmer (1438–1453)[94]

1500 to 1800 [edit]

Cardinal Marco Cornaro (1503–1524) Administrator[97]

Giovanni Matteo Giberti (1524–1543)[98]

Pietro Lippomano (1544–1548)[99]

Luigi Lippomano (1548–1558)[100]

Agostino Lippomano (20 Jul 1558 – 16 Jul 1560 Died)
Girolamo Trevisani, O.P. (15 Jan 1561 – 2 Sep 1562 Died)
Cardinal Bernardo Navagero (1562–1565) Administrator[101]

Agostino Valier (Valeri, Valieri) (15 May 1565 – 23 May 1606 Died)
Alberto Valier (1606 – 1 Sep 1630 Died)
Marco Giustiniani (1631–1649)[102]

Sede vacante (1649–1653)

Sebastiano Pisani (seniore) (1653–1668 Resigned)[103]

Sebastiano Pisani (iuniore) (1668–1690)[104]

Pietro Leoni (26 Nov 1691 – 17 Dec 1697 Died)[105]

Giovanni Francesco Barbarigo (1698–1714)[106]

Marco Gradenigo (1714–1725)[107]

Francesco Trevisani (1725–1732)[108]

Giovanni Bragadino (Bragadin) (1733–1758)[109]

Nicolò Antonio Giustiniani, O.S.B. (1759–1772)[110]

since 1800 [edit]

Sede vacante (1805–1807)[113]

Innocenzo Maria Liruti, O.S.B. (1807–1827)[114]

Giuseppe Grasser (1828–1839)[115]

Pietro Aurelio Mutti, O.S.B. (1840–1852)[116]

Giuseppe Luigi Trevisanato (15 Mar 1852 – 27 Sep 1852 Confirmed Archbishop of Udine)
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Luigi Guglielmi (27 Sep 1852 – 29 Jan 1853)
Benedetto Riccabona de Reinchenfels (7 Apr 1854 – 22 Mar 1861 Confirmed Bishop of Trento)
Luigi di Canossa (30 Sep 1861 – 12 Mar 1900)
Bartolomeo Bacilieri (12 Mar 1900 – 14 Feb 1923)
Girolamo Cardinale (25 May 1923 – 26 Dec 1954)
Andrea Pangrazio as Apostolic Administrator 1954 – 1955
Giovanni Urbani (14 Apr 1955 – 11 Nov 1958 Appointed Patriarch of Venice)
Giuseppe Carraro (15 Dec 1958 – 18 May 1978 Retired)
Giuseppe Amari (15 Mar 1978 – 30 Jun 1992 Retired)
Attilio Nicora (30 Jun 1992 – 18 Sep 1997 Resigned)
Flavio Roberto Carraro, O.F.M. Cap. (25 Jul 1998 – 8 May 2007 Retired)
Giuseppe Zenti (8 May 2007 – )[117]
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59. ^ Notting was still bishop-elect when he received a letter from Hrabanus Maurus, abbot of Fulda, in May 840. Notting was transferred to the diocese of Brescia in 844. Cappelletti X, pp, 755-756.
60. ^ Bishop Landericus was the beneficiary of a charter issued by the Emperors Louis the Pious and his son Lothair I on 24 August 847. Ughelli V, p. 718-720.
61. ^ On 9 February 876, Bishop Adelardus was present at the synod of Pavia, held by Archbishop Anspertus of Milan to elect the Emperor Charles the Bald as King of Italy. J.-D. Mansi (ed.), Sacrorum

Conciliorum nova et amplissima collectio, editio novissima, Tomus XVII  (Venice: A. Zatta 1772), p. 311. Cappelletti X, pp. 756-757. Gams, p. 805.
62. ^ In 931, Hilduin became Archbishop of Milan.
63. ^ Ratherius was a monk of Kloster Laubach. He came to Italy with Hilduin von Lüttich (Bishop of Liège). He was restored to his diocese by the Emperor Otto I. Schwartz, pp. 62-63.
64. ^ Milo was the nephew of Count Milo of Verona. Schwartz p. 63.
65. ^ Hildericus: Schwartz, p. 63.
66. ^ Othbertus: Schwartz, pp. 63-64.
67. ^ Hiltprandus (Ildeprandus, Witprandus): Schwartz, p. 64.
68. ^ Joannes: Biancolini, Notizie II, p. 470. Schwartz, p. 65.
69. ^ Walter died at the end of 1055. Schwartz, p. 65.
70. ^ Dietpold was installed by the Emperor Henry III by 11 November 1955. He died between 1061 and 1063. Schwartz, p. 66.
71. ^ A document of Bishop Adalbero is dated 28 June 1063. His latest document is dated 15 March 1068. Schwartz, pp. 66-67.
72. ^ Huswardus died on 2 August 1072 or 1075, according to two different chronicles. Schwartz, p. 67.
73. ^ Brun had been Magister scholarum in the cathedral chapter of Hildesheim. He was an appointee of the Emperor Frederic Barbarossa in 1072. Pope Gregory VII wrote to him on 24 September 1073. He took

part in the Synod of Worms on 24 January 1076. He was murdered by his chaplain on 15 February, of a year between 1076 and 1080. Schwartz, p. 67.
74. ^ Bertoldus consecrated an altar in S. Trinità in Verona in 1102. On 1 December 1107, he issued a document. Schwartz, p. 69.
75. ^ Zufetus is perhaps only a cognomen of Bishop Bertoldus or Bishop Ubertus. His name appears only in a legal pleading of the time of Pope Eugenius III (1145–1153). Schwartz, p. 69.
76. ^ Riprandus had been Archpriest of the Congregatio Clericorum of Verona, Archpriest of the collegiate church of S. Proculo, and then Archpriest of the cathedral of Verona. He was elected bishop by the

Canons of the cathedral Chapter, and confirmed by the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa. He died on 23 June 1188. Ughelli V, pp. 805-809. Biancolini I, pp. 197-198. Kehr VII. 1, p. 245.
77. ^ Adelardus died in 1214. Eubel, Hierarchia catholica I, p. 522 with note 1.
78. ^ Norandinus was elected in 1214, before 13 October. He died on 22 September 1224. Ughelli V, pp. 822-836 (wrongly calculating the date of his election). Cappelletti X, p. 768. Eubel I, p. 522.
79. ^ Albertus had been Archpriest of the cathedral, and already had a successor in that office in November 1224. Albertus was deposed by Pope Honorius III on 1 March 1225. Cappelletti X, pp. 768-769. Eubel I,

p. 522.
80. ^ Jacobus de Braganza was appointed by Pope Honorius III on the same day that he deposed Bishop Albertus, 1 March 1225. Jacobus died in 1254 in Brescia, where he was living in exile, driven out of

Verona by Ezzolino III, Frederick II's imperial vicar for Lombardy. Ughelli V, pp. 838-839. Biancolini, Notizie I, p. 200-201. Cappelletti X, pp. 768-769. Eubel I, p. 522.
81. ^ On 4 August 1255, Pope Alexander IV provided (appointed) one of his chaplains, Gerardo Cossadoca, to be Bishop of Verona. He too suffered from the violence of Ezzolino, being captured in battle in 1258,

and suffering imprisonment and exile in Brescia. Ezzolino died in September 1259. Ughelli V, pp. 841-842 (incorrect on dates and events). Biancolini, Notizie I, p. 202. Cappelletti X, pp. 768-769. Eubel I, p.
522.

82. ^ Manfredus was appointed bishop of Verona by Pope Alexander IV on 15 January 1260. In 1262 he was named Rector of the Patrimony of S. Peter. In 1263 he was named Rector of the Duchy of Spoleto and
the March of Ancona. He was still bishop-elect on 8 September 1264, when he was captured by the Ghibelline forces of the illegitimate son of Frederick II, Manfred, King of Sicily, and imprisoned. After appeals
by Pope Clement IV (1265–1268) and James I of Aragon, he was released and returned to his diocese. He died on 3 December 1268. Ughelli V, pp. 842-843. Eubel I, p. 522 with note 5.

83. ^ Aleardino is always called bishop-elect. Cappelletti conjectures that Aleardino was the candidate of the Roman Court, but, since there was no pope, the conjecture is tenuous. During a papal vacancy,
powers were in abayence, and no one could appoint or ratify, or settle a contested election. Cappelletti X, pp. 769-770. Ughelli V, p. 843, does not mention him. Eubel I, p. 522, note 6, considers Guido the
legitimate bishop, and mentions Aleardino only in the note.

84. ^ Guido Scaliger was the Archpriest of the cathedral, and was elected by the clergy of Verona. Guido died in 1270. Cappelletti X, p. 769. Eubel I, p. 522.
85. ^ The papal throne was vacant from November 1268 to January 1272, when Tedaldo Visconti accepted his election, and took the throne name Gregory X. He held an ecumenical council in Lyon beginning in

May 1274. He never returned to Rome, dying in Arezzo in January 1276.
86. ^ Temidius had been the Inquisitor of the Holy Inquisition in Verona. He was elected in 1275, but had not yet received confirmation by 25 August 1275. Temidius was confirmed by the Patriarch of Aquileia, and

took possession of the diocese on 12 August 1276, and died on 7 September 1277. Ughelli V, pp. 843-844. Biancolini, Notizie IV, p. 582, 648. Eubel I, p. 522 with note 7. Gian Maria Varanini (1988). Gli
Scaligeri, 1277-1387: saggi e schede pubblicati in occasione della mostra storico-documentaria allestita dal Museo di Castelvecchio di Verona, giugno-novembre 1988  (in Italian). Verona: A. Mondadori.
p. 406.

87. ^ Ughelli V, pp. 847-855.
88. ^ Born in Verona, Buonincontro was the son of a doctor, Baldassare. He had been Archpriest of Verona. He was elected bishop on 13 December 1295. Ughelli (V, pp. 855-857) prints the official notice of his

election, which indicates that Buonincontro was not the first choice of the electors. They chose Thebaldus, abbot of the monastery of S. Firmus in Verona, who, however, refused the dignity before the election
was confirmed. The electors then unanimously appointed Canon Gregorius de Montelongo to choose the new bishop. He selected Buonincontro, who immediately appointed two proctors to obtain the
confirmation of the Patriarch of Aquileia. Buonincontro was consecrated on 15 January 1296. He died on 14 June 1298. Giammaria Mazzuchelli (1763). Gli scrittori d'Italia cioè Notizie storiche, e critiche
intorno alle vite  (in Italian). Vol. 2, parte 4. Brescia: G. Bossini. p. 2392. Eubel I, p. 522.

89. ^ Bishop Bartolomeo was murdered by his nephew, Mastino, Lord of Verona, on 27 August 1338. Cappelletti X, pp. 770-772.
90. ^ Perhaps unaware of that Pope Benedict XII was about to revoke the right of the Canons and Clergy to elect a bishop, they proceeded to elect Fr. Pietro Spelta of Pavia, a member of the Humiliati. The pope

annulled his nomination, which was followed by four years of litigation over the revocation of the electoral rights. In the meantime the diocese was governed by an Administrator, Martin, the Archpriest of S.
Stefano. Cappelletti X, p. 772.

91. ^ Rossi was a native of Parma, and a privy councillor of Giangaleazzo Visconti, Duke of Milan. With Visconti's influence, he was appointed Bishop of Verona on 21 April 1388, by Pope Urban VI. Rossi
obtained the confirmation of the possessions and jurisdiction of the bishop from the Duke. When the territory fell under the control of Venice, however, Rossi's allegiance became a matter of concern, and
therefore Pope Innocent VII transferred him to the diocese of Luni (Liguria) Biancolini Notizie I, p. 214. Eubel I, pp. 318, 523.

92. ^ Barberigo was a Venetian patrician, and a nephew of Pope Gregory XII. He was named bishop of Kisamos (Cyprus) in 1385 by Urban VI. He was appointed Bishop of Verona on 21 September 1406. He
resigned the diocese of Verona after his uncle named him a cardinal on 19 September 1408. He died on 16 August 1418. Biancolini Notizie I, p. 215. Eubel I, p. 31, no. 7; 186; 523.

93. ^ Memmo was a Venetian patrician. He died in Venice on 1 November 1438. Cappelletti X, p. 774. "Bishop Guido Memo"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved May 8, 2016. [self-published source]

94. ^ Francesco was the nephew of Pope Eugenius IV. He was a protonotary apostolic, and had been Bishop of Besançon (1437–1438). He was Vice-Chancellor of the Holy Roman Church from 1437 to 1453. He
was appointed Bishop of Verona by Pope Eugenius IV (Condulmer) on 20 October 1438. In 1445, he was promoted to suburbicarian Bishop of Porto. He died on 30 October 1453. Eubel, Hierarchia catholica II,
pp. 7, no. 1; 106; 265 with note 1.

95. ^ Barbaro was a Venetian, a protonotary apostolic, and had been Bishop of Treviso (1443-1453). He was transferred to the diocese of Verona on 16 November 1453 by Pope Nicholas V. He restored the
cathedral, the episcopal palace, and the diocesan offices in Monteforte and Bovolone. He restored the office of diocesan treasurer, with a substantially increased salary. He died in Venice on 12 March 1471.
Biancolini, Notizie I, pp. 218-219. Cappelletti X, p. 775. Eubel II, pp. 248, 265.

96. ^ Michiel was the nephew of Pope Paul II (Barbo, of Venice), who named him a cardinal on 21 November 1468. He was named Bishop of Verona on 18 March 1471, and actually lived there for a total of seven
years. He was Bishop of Padua at the same time from 1485 to 1487. He became suburbicarian Bishop of Albano on 14 March 1491, then Bishop of Palestrina on 10 October 1491, then Bishop of Porto on 31
August 1492. He died on 10 April 1503. Biancolini, Notizie I, pp. 220-221. Cappelletti X, p. 775. Eubel II, pp. 15, no. 10; 210; 265.

97. ^ Cornaro (Cornelius) was the nephew of Catarina Cornaro, Queen of Cyprus. He was named a cardinal by Pope Alexander VI on 28 September 1500. He was appointed Bishop of Verona by Pope Julius II on
29 November 1503, at the age of 24, too young to be consecrated a bishop. He was not even ordained a priest until 1 April 1524. He died on 24 July 1524. Eubel, Hierarchia catholica III, pp. 7, no. 35; 331.

98. ^ Giberti had been a cleric of Palermo. He was a papal notary and the papal datary, as well as a personal friend of the pope. He was 29 years old when named Bishop of Verona, on 8 August 1524, by Pope
Clement VII. He died on 30 December 1543. Eubel III, p. 351.

99. ^ Pietro Lippomano was the nephew of Bishop Nicolas Lippomano of Bergamo (1512–1516), who resigned in Pietro's favor. Pietro was Bishop of Bergamo from 1516 to 1538. He was transferred to the diocese
of Verona by Pope Paul III on 18 February 1544. In his old age, from 1539, he had a coadjutor bishop, his nephew Luigi. He died on 9 August 1548. Eubel III, pp. 132, 331.

100. ^ Luigi Lippomano had been coadjutor bishop of Verona, and titular Bishop of Mothone (Greece) from 1539. He succeeded to the diocesan throne on 9 August 1548. On 20 July 1558, he was transferred to the
diocese of Bergamo. He died on 15 August 1559. Eubel III, pp. 132, 331.

101. ^ A Venetian patrician, Navagero had married Istriana Lando, granddaughter of Doge Pietro Lando, and had two children. He was a professional diplomat for the Venetian Republic. Cardinal Navagero was only
Apostolic Administrator, from 15 September 1562. There is no evidence that he was ever consecrated a bishop. In 1563, he was a papal Legate at the Council of Trent. He died in Verona on 13 April 1565.
Cappelletti X, pp. 776-777. Eubel III, pp. 39, no. 20; 331.

102. ^ Giustiniani was a Venetian patrician, and held the degree of Doctor in utroque iure. He had previously been Bishop of Torcella (1625–1626), and Bishop of Ceneda (1626–1631). He was transferred to the
diocese of Verona on 7 April 1631 by Pope Urban VIII. He died on 23 April 1649. "Bishop Marco Giustiniani"  Catholic-Hierarchy.org. David M. Cheney. Retrieved March 21, 2016.[self-published source] Gauchat,
Hierarchia catholica IV, pp. 144; 340 with note 3; 365 with note 2.

103. ^ Born in Venice, Pisani held the degree of Doctor in utroque iure from the University of Padua. He was appointed Bishop of Ceneda on 19 December 1639, by Pope Urban VIII. He was transferred to the
diocese of Verona on 6 October 1653, by Pope Innocent X. He carried out formal visitations of the institutions in his diocese four times, and held a diocesan synod in 1653. He resigned on 9 December 1668, in
favor of his nephew. Cappelletti X, p. 778. Gauchat, Hierarchia catholica IV, pp. 145 with note 6; 365 with note 3.

104. ^ Pisani junior was appointed on 10 December 1668, upon the resignation of his uncle of the same name. He held diocesan synods in 1675 and 1685. He died on 5 August 1690. Cappelletti X, pp. 778-780.
Ritzler & Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica V, p. 441 with note 3.

105. ^ Leoni: Ritzler & Sefrin V, p. 441 with note 4.
106. ^ Barbarigo: 21 Jul 1698 – 9 Jul 1714 Appointed Bishop of Brescia. Ritzler & Sefrin V, p. 441 with note 5.
107. ^ Gradenigo: 19 Nov 1714 – 11 Jun 1725 Appointed Patriarch of Venice. Ritzler & Sefrin V, p. 441 with note 6.
108. ^ Trevisani: 23 Jul 1725 – 13 Dec 1732. Ritzler & Sefrin V, p. 441 with note 7.
109. ^ Bragadin was born in Venice in 1699. He obtained the degree of Doctor in utroque iure from the University of Padua in 1729. He was appointed Bishop of Verona on 2 March 1733, by Pope Clement XII. He

was nominated Patriarch of Venice by the Doge and Venetian Republic, and, on 27 November 1758 he was appointed Patriarch of Venice by Pope Clement XIII. He died on 23 December 1775. Cappelletti X,
pp. 781–802. Ritzler & Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VI, pp. 436 with note 4; 439 with note 2.

110. ^ Born in Venice in 1712, Giustiniani held a doctorate in theology from the University of Padua. He became Prior of the monastery in Vicenza in 1748, having taught philosophy, theology, and canon law in
houses of his Order. He was Bishop of Torcella from 1753 to 1759. He was nominated to the see of Verona by the Doge and Republic of Venice on 12 August 1759, and transferred to the diocese of Verona on
12 February 1759, by Pope Clement XIII. On 14 December 1772, he was appointed Bishop of Padua by Pope Clement XIV. He died on 12 November 1796. Ritzler & Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VI, pp. 330 with
note 5; 410 with note 3; 439 with note 3.

111. ^ Morosini had taught philosophy and theology in houses of his Order for 24 years. He was nominated bishop of Choggia by the Doge and Republic of Venice on 3 February 1769, and confirmed by Pope
Clement XIV on 28 May 1770. He was transferred to the diocese of Verona on 14 December 1772. He died on 18 August 1789. Cappelletti X, p. 807. Ritzler & Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VI, pp. 170 with note
7; 439 with note 4.

112. ^ Born in Venice in 1735, Avogadro had been a member of the Society of Jesus. When the Order was dissolved in 1773, he became a secular priest and had some success as a preacher. He obtained the
degree of Doctor in utroque iure from the University of Padua (1789). On 29 March 1790 he was appointed Bishop of Verona by Pope Pius VI. He resigned on 14 November 1805, to return to the Society of
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degree of Doctor in utroque iure from the University of Padua (1789). On 29 March 1790 he was appointed Bishop of Verona by Pope Pius VI. He resigned on 14 November 1805, to return to the Society of
Jesus. He died in Padua on 1 February 1815, at the age of eighty. Cappelletti X, p. 807. Ritzler & Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VI, p. 439 with note 5.

113. ^ This was the period in which Napoleon was restructuring the political and ecclesiastical order of Lombardy and the western Veneto. Verona became a part of Napoleon's Kingdom of Italy, and the capital of a
d"department". Cappelletti X, p. 807.

114. ^ Liruti was born in Villafredda in 1741. He joined the Order of Saint Benedict (Montecassino), and was ordained in 1765. Early in his career, Liruti had written a book in defense of ecclesiastical privilege
against civil authority: Innocenzo Liruti (1781). De finibus utriusque potestatis ecclesiasticae et laicae Commentarius, in quo quaedam constituendo generalia principia, communi disputantium suffragio
plerumque recepta; ... Authore D****  (in Latin). Lugano: Englerth. He was appointed Bishop of Verona by Pope Pius VII on 18 September 1807. He attended the Napoleonic Council of Paris in 1811. He died
on 11 August 1827. Acta et decreta sacrorum conciliorum recentiorum: Acta et decreta s. conciliorum quae ab episcopis Galliae ab. a. 1789. usque ad a. 1869. celebrata sunt  (in Latin). Tomus quartus.
Friburg im Breisgau: Herder. 1873. pp. 1223–1320, 1264. Cesare Camillo Bresciani (1827). Orazione in morte di monsignore Innocenzo Liruti vescovo di Verona  (in Italian). Verona: per Valentino Crescini
tipografo vescovile e capitolare. D. Gallio, "La concordia tra sacerdotium e imperium nel «Definibus utriusque potestatis» di Innocenzo Liruti (1741-1827)," in: Studia patavina XIX (1972), pp. 31-53. Ritzler &
Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VII, p. 393.

115. ^ Grasser was born at Glurns, in the south Tirol, northwest of Brixen, in 1782. He served as general director of all Tyrolese gymnasia. He was named (by the Emperor Francis) and confirmed as Bishop of
Treviso (by Pope Pius VII) in 1822. As Bishop of Treviso he ordained Giuseppe Sarto (Pius X) to the priesthood. He was transferred to the diocese of Verona on 15 December 1828. He died on 22 November
1839. Giuseppe Venturi (1841). Orazione funebre letta nella Chiesa di santa Eufemia in lode di monsig. vescovo di Verona Giuseppe Grasser il giorno 26. novembre 1840  (in Italian). Verona: P. Libanti.
Ritzler & Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VII, pp. 360, 394.

116. ^ (Giovanni) Pietro Aurelio Mutti was born in Borgo del Terzo (diocese of Bergamo) in 1775. He was named (by the Emperor Francis) and confirmed as Bishop of Verona (by Pope Gregory XVI) on 14
December 1840. On 15 Mar 1852 Mutti was appointed Patriarch of Venice by Pope Gregory XVI. He died on 9 April 1857. Ritzler & Sefrin, Hierarchia catholica VII, p. 394; VIII, p. 584. A. Chiarello (1977). Le
visite pastorali di Pietro Aurelio Mutti (1842-1846) e Benedetto De Riccabona (1858) nella diocesi di Verona  (in Italian). Ed. di Storia e Letteratura. pp. xx–xxiv. GGKEY:QNF9H4DU4ZF.

117. ^ CV of Bishop Zenti: Diocesi di Verona, "Il Vescovo: S. E. Mgr. Giuseppe Zenti" ; retrieved 18 July 2020. (in Italian)
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Viviers

Diocese of Viviers
Dioecesis Vivariensis
Diocèse de Viviers

Viviers Cathedral

Location
Country France

Ecclesiastical
province

Lyon

Metropolitan Archdiocese of Lyon

Statistics
Area 5,556 km2 (2,145 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics (including
non-members)

(as of 2014)
327,072
285,000 (est.) (87.1%)

Parishes 24 'new parishes'

Information
Denomination Roman Catholic

Sui iuris church Latin Church

Rite Roman Rite

Established 4th Century

Cathedral Cathedral of St. Vincent
in Viviers, Ardèche

Patron saint Saint Vincent

Secular priests 98 (diocesan)
44 (Religious Orders)

Current leadership
Pope Francis

Bishop Jean-Louis Marie Balsa

Metropolitan
Archbishop

Cardinal Philippe
Barbarin

Bishops emeritus François Blondel Bishop
Emeritus (2000-2015)

Map

Website
Website of the Diocese

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Viviers)

The Roman Catholic Diocese of Viviers (Latin: Dioecesis Vivariensis; French: Diocèse de Viviers) is a diocese of the Latin Rite of the Roman
Catholic Church in France. Erected in the 4th century, the diocese was restored in the Concordat of 1822, and comprises the department of Ardèche, in
the Region of Rhône-Alpes. Currently the diocese is a suffragan of the Archdiocese of Lyon. Its current bishop is Jean-Louis Marie Balsa, appointed in
2015.
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History [edit]

Saint Andéol, disciple of Saint Polycarp, evangelized the Vivarais under Emperor Septimius Severus and was martyred in 208.

The "Old Charter", drawn up in 950 by Bishop Thomas,[1] the most complete document concerning the primitive Church of Viviers, mentions five bishops
who lived at Alba Augusta (modern Alba-la-Romaine): Januarius, Saint Septimus, Saint Maspicianus, Saint Melanius and Saint Avolus. The last was a
victim of the invasion of the barbarian Chrocus (the exact date of which is unknown).

In consequence of the ravages suffered by Alba Augusta, the new bishop, Saint Auxonius, transferred the see to Viviers about 430. Promotus was
probably the first Bishop of Viviers; the document also mentions later several canonized bishops: Saints Lucian and Valerius (fifth and sixth centuries);
Saint Venantius, disciple of Saint Avitus, who was present at the councils held in 517 and 535; Saint Melanius II (sixth century); saints Eucherius,
Firminus, Aulus, Eumachius, and Longinus (seventh century); St. Arcontius, martyr (date unknown, perhaps later than the ninth century.

It seems that the Diocese of Viviers was disputed for a long time by the metropolitan Sees of Vienne and Arles. From the eleventh century its
dependence on Vienne was not contested. John II, cardinal and Bishop of Viviers (1073–1095), had the abbatial church of Cruas consecrated by Urban
II and accompanied him to the Council of Clermont.

Afterwards, it is said that Conrad III gave Lower Vivaraisas to Bishop William (1147) as an independent suzerainty. In the thirteenth century, under the
reign of St. Louis of France, the Bishop of Viviers was obliged to recognize the jurisdiction of the Seneschal of Beucaire. By the treaty of 10 July 1305
Philip IV of France obliged the bishops of Viviers to admit the suzerainty of the kings of France over all their temporal domain.

Viviers was often troubled by religious conflicts: the Albigensian Crusade in the thirteenth century; the revolt of the Calvinists against Louis XIII (1627–
1629), which ended in the capture of Privas by the royal army; the Dragonnades under Louis XIV after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes; the war of
the Camisards.

It was suppressed by the Concordat of 1802, and united to the See of Mende. Re-established in 1822, the diocese then included almost all the ancient
Diocese of Viviers and some part of the ancient Diocese of Valence, Vienne, Le Puy and Uzès (see Nîmes) and was suffragan of the Archdiocese of
Avignon.

Bishops [edit]

To 1000 [edit]

Januarius
Septimius
Maspicianus
Melanius I
c. 407–c. 411: Avolus
c. 411–c. 431: Auxonius
c. 452–c. 463: Eulalius
c. 486–c. 500: Lucianus
c. 507: Valerius
c. 517–c. 537: Venantius[2]

Rusticus[3]

(attested 549) Melanius II[4]

Eucherius[5]

Firminus[6]

Aulus[7]

Eumachius[8]

c. 673: Longinus.[9]

Joannes I.[10]

Ardulfus[11]

c. 740: Arcontius[12]

Eribaldus[13]

c. 815: Thomas I.[14]

c. 833: Teugrinus[15]

c. 850: Celse
c. 851: Bernoin
c. 875: Etherius (Ætherius)[16]

c. 892: Rostaing I[17]

c. 908: Richard[18]

c. 950: Thomas II[19]

c. 965–c. 970: Rostaing II[20]

c. 974: Arman I[21]

c. 993: Pierre[22]

From 1000 to 1300 [edit]

1014–1041: Arman II.[23]

1042–1070: Gérard[24]

1073–1095: Giovanni di Toscanella.[25]

1096–1119: Leodegarius[26]

1119–1124: Hatto (Atton)[27]
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High altar of Viviers Cathedral

1125–1131: Pierre I
1133–1146: Josserand de Montaigu
1147–1155: Guillaume I
1157–1170: Raymond d'Uzès
1171–1173: Robert de La Tour du Pin
1174–1205: Nicolas[28]

1205–1220: Bruno (Burnon)[29]

1220–1222: Guillaume II.
1222–1242: Bermond d'Anduze
1244–1254: Arnaud de Vogüé
1255–1263: Aimon de Genève
1263–1291: Hugues de La Tour du Pin
1292–1296: Guillaume de Falguières

From 1300 to 1500 [edit]

1306–1318: Louis de Poitiers
1319–1322: Guillaume de Flavacourt
1322–1325: Pierre de Mortemart
1325–1326: Pierre de Moussy
1326–1330: Aymar de La Voulte
1331–1336: Henri de Thoire-Villars
1336–1365: Aymar de La Voulte (again)[30]

1365–1373: Bertrand de Châteauneuf[31]

1373–1375: Pierre de Sarcenas
1376–1383: Bernard d'Aigrefeuille
1383–1385: Jean Allarmet de Brogny (Avignon Obedience)[32]

1385–1387: Olivier de Poitiers (Avignon Obedience).[33]

1387–1388: Pietro Pileo di Prata (Avignon Obedience)[34]

1389–1406: Guillaume de Poitiers (Avignon Obedience)[35]

1406–1442: Jean de Linières (Avignon Obedience)[36]

1442–1454: Guillaume-Olivier de Poitiers[37]

1454–1477: Hélie de Pompadour[38]

1477–1478: Giuliano della Rovere[39]

1478–1497: Jean de Montchenu[40]

1498–1542: Claude de Tournon[41]

From 1500 to 1805 [edit]

1542–1550: Charles de Tournon[42]

1550–1554: Simon de Maillé-Brézé[43]

1554 : Cardinal Alessandro Farnese[44]

1554–1564: Jacques-Marie Sala[45]

1564–1571: Eucher de Saint-Vital[46]

1571–1572: Pierre V. d'Urre[47]

1575–1621: Jean V. de L'Hôtel[48]

1621–1690: Louis-François de la Baume de Suze[49]

1692–1713: Antoine de La Garde de Chambonas[50]

1713–1723: Martin de Ratabon[51]

[1723: Etienne-Joseph I. de La Fare-Monclar][52]

1723–1748: François-Renaud de Villeneuve[53]

1748–1778: Joseph-Robin Morel de Mons[54]

From 1802 [edit]

Vacancy to 1823
1823–1825: André Molin[56]

1825–1841: Abbon-Pierre-François Bonnel de la Brageresse[57]

1841–1857: Joseph Hippolyte Guibert[58]

1857–1876: Louis Delcusy[59]

1876–1923: Joseph-Michel-Frédéric Bonnet[60]

1923–1930: Etienne-Joseph Hurault
1931–1937: Pierre-Marie Durieux
1937–1965: Alfred Couderc
1965–1992: Jean VI. Hermil
1992–1998: Jean-Marie Louis Bonfils
1999–2015: François Marie Joseph Pascal Louis Blondel
2015–present: Jean-Louis Marie Balsa

See also [edit]

Viviers Cathedral
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Roman Catholic Diocese of Würzburg

Diocese of Würzburg
Dioecesis Herbipolensis

Bistum Würzburg

Location
Country Germany

Ecclesiastical
province

Bamberg

Statistics
Area 8,532 km2 (3,294 sq mi)

Population
- Total
- Catholics
(including non-
members)

(as of 2010)
1,334,000
826,504 (62%)

Parishes 619

Information
Rite Roman Rite

Established 741

Cathedral Cathedral of Saints
Killian, Colonat and
Totnan
(Dom Ss. Killian, Kolonat und
Totnan)

Current leadership
Bishop Franz Jung

Auxiliary Bishops Ulrich Boom

Bishops emeritus Paul-Werner Scheele
Helmut Bauer
Friedhelm Hofmann

Map

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Würzburg)

This article does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article
by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Roman Catholic Diocese of Würzburg" – news · newspapers · books ·
scholar · JSTOR (January 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this template
message)

The Diocese of Würzburg is a diocese of Catholic Church in
Germany. The diocese is located in Lower Franconia, around the
city of Würzburg, and the bishop is seated at Würzburg Cathedral.
Founded in 741, the diocese lost all temporal power after the
Napoleonic wars.

See Bishopric of Würzburg for more information about the history
of the diocese.

List of bishops [edit]

Burchard I 743 (or 746, according to the Annales Altahenses)
– 755
Megingoz (Megingold) 755–769
Berowulf (Bernulf) 769–800
Liuttrit (Luderich) 800–803
Egilwart 803–810
Wolfgar 810–832
Humbert (Hunbert) 833–842
Godwald von Henneberg 842–855
Arno von Endsee 855–892
Rudolf I von Conradines 892–908
Theodo von Henneberg 908–931
Burchard II 932–941
Poppo I 941–961
Poppo II 961–983
Hugo von Rothenburg 983–990
Bernward von Rothenburg 990–995
Heinrich I von Rothenburg 995–1018
Meinhard I von Rothenburg 1018–1034
Bruno of Carinthia 1034–1045
Adalbero von Lambach-Wels 1045–1085
Meinhard II von Rothenburg 1085–1088
Einhard von Rothenburg 1089–1105
Rupert von Tundorf 1105–1106
Erlung von Calw 1106–1121
Gebhard von Henneberg 1122–1127
Rudiger von Vaihingen 1122–1125
Emicho von Leiningen 1125–1146
Siegfried von Truhendingen 1146–1150
Gebhard von Henneberg 1150–1159
Heinrich II von Stuhlingen 1159–1165
Herold von Hochheim 1165–1170
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Diocese of Würzburg

Reginhard von Abenberg 1171–1186
Gottfried I von Spitzenberg-Helfenstein 1186–1190
Philip of Swabia 1190–1191
Heinrich III of Berg 1191–1197
Gottfried II von Hohenlohe 1197
Konrad von Querfurt 1197–1202
Heinrich IV von Katzburg 1202–1207
Otto I. von Lobdeburg [de] 1207–1223
Dietrich von Homburg 1223–1225
Hermann I von Lobdeburg 1225–1254
Iring von Reinstein-Homburg 1254–1266
Heinrich V von Leiningen 1254–1255
Poppo III von Trimberg 1267–1271
Berthold I von Henneberg 1271–1274
Berthold II von Sternberg 1274–1287
Mangold von Neuenburg 1287–1303 (Bishop of Bamberg 1285)
Andreas von Gundelfingen 1303–1313
Gottfried III von Hohenlohe 1313–1322
Friedrich von Stolberg 1313–1317
Wolfram Wolfskeel von Grumbach 1322–1332
Hermann II Hummel von Lichtenberg 1333–1335
Otto II von Wolfskeel 1335–1345
Albrecht I von Hohenberg 1345–1349
Albrecht II von Hohenlohe 1350–1372
Gerhard von Schwarzburg 1372–1400
Albrecht III von Katzburg 1372–1376
Johann I von Egloffstein 1400–1411
Johann II von Brunn 1411–1440
Sigmund of Saxony 1440–1443
Gottfried Schenk von Limpurg † (19 Nov 1443 Appointed – 1 Apr 1455 Died)
Johann von Grumbach † (14 Apr 1455 Appointed – 11 Apr 1466 Died)
Rudolf von Scherenberg † (30 Apr 1466 Appointed – 29 Apr 1495 Died)
Lorenz von Bibra † (12 May 1495 Appointed – 6 Feb 1519 Died)
Koenrad von Thüngen † (15 Feb 1519 Appointed – 16 Jun 1540 Died)
Konrad von Bibra † (1 Jul 1540 Appointed – 4 Aug 1544 Died)
Melchior Zobel von Giebelstadt † (Aug 1544 Appointed – 15 Apr 1558 Died)
Friedrich von Wirsberg † (27 Apr 1558 Appointed – 12 Nov 1573 Died)
Julius Echter von Mespelbrunn † (1 Dec 1573 Appointed – 9 Sep 1617 Died)
Johann Gottfried von Aschhausen † (5 Oct 1617 Appointed – 29 Dec 1622 Died)
Philipp Adolf von Ehrenberg † (6 Feb 1623 Appointed – 16 Jul 1631 Died)
Franz Graf von Hatzfeld † (7 Aug 1631 Appointed – 30 Jul 1642 Died)
Johann Philipp Reichsgraf von Schönborn † (16 Aug 1642 Appointed – 12 Feb 1673 Died)
Johann Hartmann Reichsritter von Rosenbach † (13 Mar 1673 Appointed – 19 Apr 1675 Died)
Peter Philipp Reichsgraf von Dernbach † (Jul 1675 Appointed – 24 Apr 1683 Died)
Konrad Wilhelm Reichsfreiherr von Wernau † (31 May 1683 Appointed – 5 Sep 1684 Died)
Johann Gottfried II von Gutenberg † (16 Oct 1684 Appointed – 14 Dec 1698 Died)
Johann Philipp Reichsfreiherr von Greifenclau zu Vollraths † (9 Feb 1699 Appointed – 3 Aug 1719 Died)
Johann Philipp Franz Reichsgraf von Schönborn † (18 Sep 1719 Appointed – 18 Aug 1724 Died)
Christoph Franz Reichsfreiherr von Hutten † (2 Oct 1724 Appointed – 25 Mar 1729 Died)
Friedrich Karl Reichsgraf von Schönborn † (18 May 1729 Appointed – 26 Jul 1746 Died)
Anselm Franz Reichsgraf von Ingelheim † (29 Aug 1746 Appointed – 9 Feb 1749 Died)
Karl Philipp Reichsfreiherr von Greifenclau zu Vollraths † (14 Apr 1749 Appointed – 25 Nov 1754 Died)
Adam Friedrich Reichsgraf von Seinsheim † (7 Jan 1755 Appointed – 18 Feb 1779 Died)
Franz Ludwig Reichsfreiherr von Erthal † (18 Mar 1779 Appointed – 14 Feb 1795 Died)
Georg Karl Ignaz Freiherr von Fechenbach zu Laudenbach † (12 Mar 1795 Appointed – 9 Apr 1808 Died)
Adam Friedrich Freiherr von Groß zu Trockau † (6 Sep 1818 Appointed – 21 Mar 1840 Died)
Georg Anton von Stahl † (17 Apr 1840 Appointed – 13 Jul 1870 Died)
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Johann Valentin von Reißmann † (26 Oct 1870 Appointed – 17 Nov 1875 Died)
Franz Joseph von Stein † (19 Oct 1878 Appointed – 24 Dec 1897 Appointed, Archbishop of München und
Freising {Munich})
Ferdinand von Schlör † (5 Mar 1898 Appointed – 2 Jun 1924 Died)
Matthias Ehrenfried † (30 Sep 1924 Appointed – 30 May 1948 Died)
Julius August Döpfner † (11 Aug 1948 Appointed – 15 Jan 1957 Appointed, Bishop of Berlin)
Josef Stangl † (27 June 1957 appointed – 8 January 1979 resigned)
Paul-Werner Scheele (31 August 1979 appointed – 14 July 2003 retired)
Friedhelm Hofmann (25 June 2004 appointed – 18 September 2017 retired)
Franz Jung (16 February 2018 – )
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Bishop of Galloway
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Bishop of Whithorn)

For bishop of Scottish Episcopal Church Diocese of Glasgow and Galloway see Bishop of Glasgow and
Galloway

The Bishop of Galloway, also called the Bishop of Whithorn, was the eccesiastical head of the Diocese of
Galloway, said to have been founded by Saint Ninian in the mid-5th century. The subsequent Anglo-Saxon
bishopric was founded in the late 7th century or early 8th century, and the first known bishop was one
Pehthelm, "shield of the Picts". According to Anglo-Saxon ecclesiastical tradition, the bishopric was founded by
Saint Ninian, a later corruption of the British name Uinniau or Irish Finian; although there is no contemporary
evidence, it is quite likely that there had been a British or Hiberno-British bishopric before the Anglo-Saxon
takeover. After Heathored (fl. 833), no bishop is known until the apparent resurrection of the diocese in the
reign of King Fergus of Galloway. The bishops remained, uniquely for Scottish bishops, the suffragans of the
Archbishop of York until 1359 when the pope released the bishopric from requiring metropolitan assent.[1]

James I formalised the admission of the diocese into the Scottish church on 26 August 1430 and just as all
Scottish sees, Whithorn was to be accountable directly to the pope.[2] The diocese was placed under the
metropolitan jurisdiction of St Andrews on 17 August 1472 and then moved to the province of Glasgow on 9
January 1492.[2] The diocese disappeared during the Scottish Reformation, but was recreated by the Catholic
Church in 1878 with its cathedra at Dumfries, although it is now based at Ayr.
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Pre-Reformation bishops [edit]

List of known Anglo-Saxon bishops of Whithorn [edit]

Tenure Incumbent Notes

731 – 735 Pehthelm Died in office.

d. 762 x 764 Frithwald

d. 776 x 777 Pehtwine

bp. 777 Æthelberht of Whithorn Was translated to the bishopric of Hexham
around 789.

790 – c. 803 Beadwulf Last known Bishop of the Northumbrian era.

Source(s):[3]

Heathored is described as the successor to Beadwulf by some accounts. His inclusion on the list as a Bishop of
Whithorn is not credible.

List of known bishops of Galloway/Whithorn [edit]

Tenure Incumbent Notes

1128–1154 Gille Aldan
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1154–1186 Christian of Whithorn

1189–1209 John of Whithorn

1209–1235 Walter of Whithorn

1235–1253 Gilbert of Glenluce

1235 Odo Ydonc (bishop-elect) Elected in opposition to Gilbert, lost litigation and
therefore was never consecrated, and never took
possession of see.

1253–1293 Henry of Holyrood

1294–1324 x 1326 Thomas de Kirkcudbright Also called Thomas de Dalton and Thomas de
Galloway.

1326–1355 Simon de Wedale Previously Abbot of Holyrood.

1355–1358 x 1359 Michael MacKenlagh

1358 x 1359–1362 x 1363 Thomas MacDowell (bishop-elect)

1363–1378 Adam de Lanark

el. 1378x1379; cons. 1379 Oswald of Glenluce Anti-Bishop of the Western Schism. Consecrated
with the support of the Archbishop of York and
Pope Urban VI, in opposition to the other
Galloway bishops, who were supporter of the
Avignon Pope. Never took possession of see.

1378 x 1379 Ingram de Ketenis Received papal provision, but refused to accept
the position.

1379–1393 x 1394 Thomas de Rossy

1409–1412 x 1415 Elisaeus Adougan

1412 x 1415 Gilbert Cavan (bishop-elect) Pope Benedict XIII rejected his election in favour
of Thomas de Buittle.

1415–1422 x 1422 Thomas de Buittle

1422–1450 Alexander Vaus Previously Bishop of Caithness.

1450–1457/8 Thomas Spens Translated to the Bishopric of Aberdeen in 1457.

1457 Thomas Vaus Dean of Glasgow, provided to bishopric on
translation of Spens to Aberdeen in 1457; as this
translation was not effective, and had to be
repeated in 1458, but Vaus' provision was not
repeated.

1458–1480 x 1482 Ninian Spot

1482–1508 George Vaus

1508–1509 James Beaton Became Archbishop of Glasgow.

1509–1526 David Arnot

1526–1541 Henry Wemyss

1541–1558 Andrew Durie

1559–1560 Alexander Gordon Formerly Archbishop of Glasgow (1550–51),
titular Archbishop of Athens (1551–53) and
Bishop of the Isles (1553–59); appointed Bishop
of Galloway by the Holy See in 1559; he became
a Protestant when the Church of Scotland broke
links with the Roman Catholic Church in 1560.

Source(s):[3]

Post-Reformation bishops [edit]

Church of Scotland succession [edit]

Tenure Incumbent Notes

1560–1575 Alexander Gordon Died in office
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1575–1586 John Gordon Roger Gordon got crown provision and a
mandate for consecration, but never actually
seems to have taken control of the see. John
Gordon resigned in 1586 in favour of his brother
George.

1578–1579 × 1587 Roger Gordon Got crown provision in 1578, but does not appear
to have been able to oust John Gordon.

1586–1588 George Gordon

1588–1605 See vacant Due to hostility to episcopacy in Scotland, there
was a lull in appointing new bishops in this
period, though no bishops in possession were
deposed.

1605–1612 Gavin Hamilton

1612–1619 William Couper

1619–1634 Andrew Lamb Translated from the bishopric of Brechin.

1635–1638 Thomas Sydserf Along with every other bishop in Scotland, he was
deprived of his bishopric in 1638. He became
bishop of Orkney in 1661 after The Restoration
and the renewal of episcopacy. He died in 1663.

1638–1661 See abolished The episcopacy was abolished in Scotland for
this period.

1661–1674 James Hamilton First bishop after the renewal of episcopacy.

1676–1679 John Paterson Translated to the bishopric of Edinburgh.

1679 Arthur Rose Previously Bishop of Argyll. He was translated to
the Archbishopric of Glasgow, and later became
Archbishop of St Andrews.

1680–1687 James Aitken Previous Bishop of Moray. Resided mostly in
Edinburgh.

1687/8–1689 John Gordon Deprived of the temporalities in 1689 when
episcopacy was permanently abolished in the
Church of Scotland following the Glorious
Revolution.

Source(s):[3]

Scottish Episcopal Church succession [edit]

Tenure Incumbent Notes

1689–1697 'John Gordon After the Glorious Revolution, he continued as a
nonjuring bishop until resigned the see in 1697.
Later converted to Roman Catholicism and took
the name James Clement Gordon.

1697–1731 See administered by the bishops of Edinburgh

1731–1733 David Freebairn Also Primus (1731–1738) and Bishop of
Edinburgh (1733–1739)

1733–1837 See administered by the bishops of Edinburgh

In 1837, the see became part of the united bishopric of Glasgow and Galloway

Source(s):[3]

Restored Roman Catholic succession [edit]

The modern Bishop of Galloway is the Ordinary of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Galloway in the Province of
Saint Andrews and Edinburgh.

The diocese was resurrected on 4 March 1878 from the Vicariate Apostolic of the Western District. The church
of Saint Andrew in Dumfries served as pro-cathedral until it was destroyed by a fire in May 1961 and the seat
moved to Ayr in 1962. The current bishop, appointed 2014, is the Right Reverend William Nolan the 8th Bishop
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of Galloway. The diocese covers an area of 9,332 km². The see is in the Ecclesiastical City of Ayr. Until 2007
the seat was located at the Cathedral Church of the Good Shepherd which was built in 1957. In early 2007
Pope Benedict XVI accepted the petition of Right Reverend John Cunningham, the 7th Bishop of Galloway, to
move the seat to St Margaret's Church, Ayr. This has now been done and the Church of the Good Shepherd
has been closed and largely demolished.

(Any dates appearing in italics indicate de facto continuation of office. The start date of tenure below is the date
of appointment or succession. Where known, the date of installation and ordination as bishop are listed in the
notes together with the post held prior to appointment.)

Tenure Incumbent Notes

22 March 1878 to 16 January
1893

John McLachlan Priest; ordained 23 May 1878; died in
office

16 June 1893 to 19 January 1914 William Turner Priest; ordained 25 July 1893; died in
office

25 May 1914 to 24 December
1943

James McCarthy Priest; ordained 9 June 1914; died in
office

24 December 1943 to 2 February
1952

William Mellon Coadjutor Bishop of Galloway; died in
office

19 July 1952 to 4 April 1981 Joseph McGee Priest;ordained 11 November 1952;
retired

4 April 1981 to 7 April 2004 Maurice Taylor Priest; ordained 9 June 1981; retired

7 April 2004 to 2015 John Cunningham Priest; ordained 28 May 2004

7 November 2014 to present William Nolan Priest; ordained 22 February 2015

Source(s):[4]

See also [edit]

Prior of Whithorn

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Barrell, Medieval Scotland, p. 241
2.  ̂a b Watt & Murray, Fasti, p. 168
3.  ̂a b c d "Historical successions: Galloway or Candida Casa or Whithorn" . Crockford's Clerical Directory.

Retrieved 9 June 2013.
4. ^ "Diocese of Galloway" . Catholic-Hierarchy. Retrieved 9 June 2013.
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Abbots
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Bishop of Winchester

Bishop of Winchester
BISHOPRIC
ANGLICAN

Arms of the Bishop of Winchester

Incumbent:
Tim Dakin
Location

Ecclesiastical
province

Canterbury

Residence Wolvesey, Winchester

Information
First holder Wine

Established 634 (at Dorchester)
660 (translated to
Winchester)

Diocese Winchester

Cathedral Winchester Cathedral
(since 660)
Dorchester (634–660)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Bishop of Winchester is the diocesan bishop of the Diocese
of Winchester in the Church of England. The bishop's seat
(cathedra) is at Winchester Cathedral in Hampshire. During the
Middle Ages, it was one of the wealthiest English sees, and its
bishops have included a number of politically prominent
Englishmen, notably the 9th century Saint Swithun and medieval
magnates including William of Wykeham and Henry of Blois.

The Bishop of Winchester is appointed by the Crown, and is one
of five Church of England bishops who sit ex officio among the 26
Lords Spiritual in the House of Lords, regardless of their length of
service.

The Diocese of Winchester is one of the oldest and most important
in England. Originally it was the episcopal see of the kingdom of
Wessex or the West Saxons, with its cathedra at Dorchester
Cathedral under Saints Birinus and Agilbert. The cathedral at
Dorchester was founded in AD 634 by Birinius, a Roman
missionary. The see was transferred to Winchester in AD 660.

Winchester was divided in AD 909, with Wiltshire and Berkshire
transferring to the new See of Ramsbury. Nevertheless, the
domains of the Bishop of Winchester ran from the south coast to
the south bank of the River Thames at Southwark, where the
bishop had one of his palaces, making it one of the largest as well
as one of the richest sees in the land. In more modern times, the
former extent of the Diocese of Winchester was reduced by the
formation of a new diocese of Southwark in south London, a new
diocese of Guildford in Surrey and a new diocese of Portsmouth in
Hampshire. The most recent loss of territory was in 2014 when the
Channel Islands were removed from the diocese of Winchester
after a dispute with Bishop Tim Dakin led to a breakdown in
relations. However, this arrangement is expressed to be an interim
one and will not necessarily become permanent. The Channel
Islands remain part of the Diocese of Winchester effectively under a scheme of episcopal delegation. The
Bishop of Winchester delegated his episcopal authority in relation to the Channel Islands to the Archbishop of
Canterbury who in turn placed the Channel Islands under the pastoral supervision of the Bishop of Dover. The
Channel Islands have not[verification needed] been transferred to and incorporated within another diocese.[1]

Traditionally, in the general order of precedence before 1533, the Bishop of Winchester was given precedence
over all other diocesan bishops - that is, the first English bishop in rank behind the archbishops of Canterbury
and York. But in 1533, Henry VIII of England raised the rank of the Bishop of London and the Bishop of Durham,
relegating Winchester to third (but still above other remaining diocesan bishops). The Bishop of Winchester has
almost always (that is, except during the period of the Commonwealth until the Restoration of the Monarchy)
held the office of Prelate of the Order of the Garter since its foundation in 1348.[2]

The Report of the Commissioners appointed by his Majesty to inquire into the Ecclesiastical Revenues of
England and Wales (1835) found the Winchester see was the third wealthiest in England, after Canterbury and
London, with an annual net income of £11,151.[3]

The official residence of the Bishop of Winchester is Wolvesey Palace in Winchester. Other historic homes of
the bishops included Farnham Castle, Bishop’s Waltham Palace and a town residence at Winchester Palace in
Southwark, Surrey (now London). The bishop is the visitor to five Oxford colleges, including New College and St
John's College.

The current Bishop of Winchester, Tim Dakin, was enthroned on 21 April 2012, having been elected on 14
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October 2011. He was consecrated as a bishop at St Paul's Cathedral, London, on 25 January 2012.
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List of bishops [edit]

Saxon to Norman [edit]

Bishops of Dorchester

From Until Incumbent Notes

634 c. 650 Birinus Sent from Rome by the pope, founded
missionary diocese; Saint Birinius

c. 650 c. 660 Agilbert Resigned.

Bishops of Winchester

From Until Incumbent Notes

660 663 Wine also had his See at Dorchester

670 before 676 Leuthere

676 ?705 Hædde Canonized

c.705 744 Daniel

744 betw. 749–
756

Hunfrith

756 betw. 759–
778

Cyneheard

betw. 759–
778

betw. 759–
778

Æthelheard

betw. 759–
778

betw. 781–
785

Ecgbald

betw. 781–
785

betw. 781–
785

Dudd

betw. 781–
785

betw. 801–
803

Cyneberht

betw. 801–
803

betw. 805–
814

Ealhmund

betw. 805–
814

836 Wigthegn

before 825 836 Herefrith Never attests without Wigthegn.

betw. 833–
838

838 Eadhun

838 or 839 betw. 844–
853

Helmstan

852 or 853 betw. 862–
865

Swithun Canonized. Patron saint of Winchester.

betw. 862–
867

betw. 871–
877

Ealhferth
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betw. 871–
877

878 or 879 Tunbeorht

878 or 879 908 Denewulf

909 932 or 933 Frithestan Canonized

931 934 Beornstan Canonized

934 or 935 951 Ælfheah (I)

951 959 Ælfsige (I) Translated to Canterbury

960 963 Beorhthelm Possibly translated from Selsey

963 984 Æthelwold (I) Canonized

984 1006 Ælfheah (II) Translated to Canterbury. Canonized.

1006 Cenwulf

1006 1012 Æthelwold (II)

1012 1032 Ælfsige (II)

1032 1047 Ælfwine

1047 1070 Stigand Translated from Elmham. Held Winchester with
Canterbury 1052–1070.

Footnote(s):[a] and Source(s):[5][6]

Norman to Reformation [edit]

From Until Incumbent Notes

1070 1098 Walkelin

1100 1129 William Giffard

1129 1171 Henry of Blois

1173 1188 Richard of Ilchester

1189 1204 Godfrey de Luci

1205 (Richard Poore) Election quashed

1205 1238 Peter des Roches

1238 1239 (Ralph Neville) Election quashed

1240 1250 William de Raley Translated from Norwich

1250 1260 Aymer de Valence

1261 1262 (Andrew of London) Election quashed

1261 1262 (William de Taunton) Election quashed

1262 1268 John Gervais

1268 1280 Nicholas of Ely

1280 (Robert Burnell) Election quashed June 1280.

1280 1282 (Richard de la More) Never consecrated, resigned June 1282.

1282 1304 John of Pontoise

1305 1316 Henry Woodlock

1316 1319 John Sandale

1319 1323 Rigaud of Assier

1323 1333 John de Stratford Translated to Canterbury

1333 1345 Adam Orleton Translated from Worcester

1345 1366 William Edington

1366 1404 William of Wykeham

1404 1447 Cardinal Henry Beaufort Translated from Lincoln; Appointed Cardinal by Pope
Martin V; The Bishop of Winchester in
Shakespeare's First Part of Henry the Sixth

1447 1486 William Waynflete

1487 1492 Peter Courtenay Translated from Exeter
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1493 1501 Thomas Langton Translated from Salisbury

1501 1528 Richard Foxe Translated from Durham

1529 1530 Cardinal Thomas Wolsey Archbishop of York. Held in commendam the see of
Winchester.

Source(s):[6][7][8][9]

During the Reformation [edit]

From Until Incumbent Notes

1531 1551 Stephen Gardiner (1st
tenure)

1551 1553 John Ponet Translated from Rochester

1553 1555 Stephen Gardiner (2nd
tenure)

1556 1559 John White Translated from Lincoln

Source(s):[6][8][9][10]

Post-Reformation [edit]

From Until Incumbent Notes

1560 1580  

Robert Horne

1580 1584  
John Watson

1584 1594  
Thomas Cooper

Translated from Lincoln

1594 1595  
William Wickham

Translated from Lincoln

1595 1596  
William Day

1597 1616  

Thomas Bilson

Translated from Worcester

1616 1618  

James Montague

Translated from Bath and Wells

1618 1626  
Lancelot

Andrewes

Translated from Ely

1627 1632  

Richard Neile
Translated from Durham, later translated to York

1632 1646  
Walter Curle

Translated from Bath and Wells. Deprived 1646, and
died 1647.

1646 1660 The see was abolished during the Commonwealth and the Protectorate.[11][12]
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1660 1662  

Brian Duppa

Translated from Salisbury

1662 1684  
George Morley

Translated from Worcester

1684 1706  
Peter Mews

Translated from Bath and Wells

1707 1721  
Sir Jonathan

Trelawny

Translated from Exeter

1721 1723  
Charles Trimnell

Translated from Norwich

1723 1734  
Richard Willis

Translated from Salisbury

1734 1761  
Benjamin Hoadly

Translated from Salisbury

1761 1781  
John Thomas

Translated from Salisbury

1781 1820  
Brownlow North

Translated from Worcester

1820 1827  

Sir George

Pretyman Tomline, Bt.

Translated from Lincoln

1827 1869  

Charles Sumner

Translated from Llandaff

1869 1873  

Samuel

Wilberforce

Translated from Oxford

1873 1891  
Harold Browne

Translated from Ely

1891 1895  

Anthony Thorold

Translated from Rochester

1895 1903  
Randall Davidson

Translated from Rochester, later translated to
Canterbury
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1903 1911  

Herbert Edward

Ryle

Translated from Exeter

1911 1923  

Edward Talbot

Translated from Southwark

1923 1932  

Theodore Woods

Translated from Peterborough

1932 1942  

Cyril Garbett

Translated from Southwark, later translated to York

1942 1952  
Mervyn Haigh

Translated from Coventry

1952 1961  
Alwyn Williams

Translated from Durham

1961 1975  
Falkner Allison

Translated from Chelmsford

1975 1985  
John Taylor

1985 1995  
Colin James

Translated from Wakefield

1995 2011  
Michael Scott-

Joynt

Translated from Stafford

2012 incumbent  
Tim Dakin

Source(s):[6][13][14]

Assistant bishops [edit]

Among those who have served as assistant bishops of the diocese are:

1885 – 1887 (res.): Francis Cramer-Roberts, Vicar of Milford-on-Sea and former Bishop of Nassau[15]

1947 – 1962 (ret.): Leslie Lang, Archdeacon of Winchester and Canon Residentiary of Winchester
Cathedral, and former Bishop of Woolwich[16]

1963 – 1973 (ret.): Nigel Cornwall, Canon Residentiary of Winchester Cathedral and former Bishop of
Borneo[17]

1982 – 1990 (ret.): Hassan Dehqani-Tafti, former Bishop in Iran and President Bishop, Episcopal Church in
Jerusalem and the Middle East[18]
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Footnotes [edit]

a. ^ The second edition of the Handbook of British Chronology listed Eadmund to have been bishop of Winchester
between 833 and 838,[4] but in the third edition he is no longer listed to have been bishop.[5]
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Helmstan · Swithun · Ealhferth · Tunbeorht · Denewulf · Frithestan ·
Beornstan/Byrnstan · ÆlfheahI · ÆlfsigeI · Beorhthelm · ÆthelwoldI · ÆlfheahII

Diocese of Winchester arms

High Medieval
1006–1304

Cenwulf · ÆthelwoldII · ÆlfsigeII · Ælfwine · Stigand · Walkelin · William Giffard ·
Henry of Blois · Richard of Ilchester · Godfrey de Luci · Richard Poore ·
Peter des Roches · Ralph Neville · William de Raley · Aymer de Valence ·
Andrew of London · William de Taunton · John Gervais · Nicholas of Ely ·
Robert Burnell · Richard de la More · John of Pontoise

Late Medieval
1305–1501

Henry Woodlock · John Sandale · Rigaud of Assier · John de Stratford ·
Adam Orleton · William Edington · William of Wykeham · Henry Beaufort ·
William Waynflete · Peter Courtenay · Thomas Langton

Early Modern
1501–1820

Richard Foxe · Thomas Wolsey · Stephen Gardiner · John Ponet · Stephen
Gardiner · John White · Robert Horne · John Watson · Thomas Cooper ·
William Wickham · William Day · Thomas Bilson · James Montague ·
Lancelot Andrewes · Richard Neile · Walter Curle · Brian Duppa · George Morley ·
Peter Mews · Jonathan Trelawny · Charles Trimnell · Richard Willis ·
Benjamin Hoadly · John Thomas · Brownlow North

Late Modern
1820–current

George Pretyman Tomline · Charles Sumner · Samuel Wilberforce ·
Harold Browne · Anthony Thorold · Randall Davidson · Herbert Ryle ·
Edward Talbot · Theodore Woods · Cyril Garbett · Mervyn Haigh · Alwyn Williams ·
Falkner Allison · John Taylor · Colin James · Michael Scott-Joynt · Tim Dakin

Anglican hierarchy in Great Britain and Ireland

 Church of England

Canterbury
Province

Diocesan
bishops

Archbishop of Canterbury · Bath & Wells · Birmingham · Bristol ·
Chelmsford · Chichester · Coventry · Derby · Ely · Exeter · Europe ·
Gloucester · Guildford · Hereford · Leicester · Lichfield · Lincoln ·
London · Norwich · Oxford · Peterborough · Portsmouth ·
Rochester · Saint Albans · St Edmundsbury & Ipswich · Salisbury ·
Southwark · Truro · Winchester · Worcester

Suffragan
bishops

Aston · Barking · Basingstoke · Bedford · Bradwell · Brixworth ·
Buckingham · Colchester · Crediton · Croydon · Dorchester ·
Dorking · Dover · Dudley · Dunwich · Ebbsfleet · Edmonton ·
Europe · Fulham · Grantham · Grimsby · Hertford · Horsham ·
Huntingdon · Kensington · Kingston-upon-Thames · Lewes ·
Loughborough · Ludlow · Lynn · Maidstone · Plymouth · Ramsbury
· Reading · Repton · Richborough · Sherborne · Shrewsbury ·
Southampton · St Germans · Stafford · Stepney · Swindon ·
Taunton · Tewkesbury · Thetford · Tonbridge · Warwick ·
Willesden · Wolverhampton · Woolwich

York
Province

Diocesan
bishops

Archbishop of York · Blackburn · Carlisle · Chester · Durham ·
Leeds · Liverpool · Manchester · Newcastle · Sheffield ·
Sodor & Man · Southwell

Suffragan
bishops

Berwick · Beverley · Birkenhead · Bolton · Bradford · Burnley ·
Doncaster · Huddersfield · Hull · Jarrow · Lancaster · Middleton ·
Penrith · Richmond · Ripon · Selby · Sherwood · Stockport ·
Wakefield · Warrington · Whitby

Other
Bishop at Lambeth · Bishop to the Forces · Bishop to HM Prisons ·
Bishop for Urban Life and Faith · Bishop of the Falkland Islands ·
Chair of the CMDDP · Bishop for Higher and Further Education

 Church in Wales Archbishop of Wales · Bangor · Llandaff · Monmouth · Saint Asaph · Saint Davids ·
Swansea & Brecon

 Scottish Episcopal
Church

Primus of the Scottish Episcopal Church · Aberdeen and Orkney · Argyll & The Isles · Brechin ·
Edinburgh · Glasgow & Galloway · Moray, Ross & Caithness · St Andrews, Dunkeld & Dunblane

 Church of Ireland

Armagh
Province

Archbishop of Armagh · Clogher · Connor · Derry and Raphoe · Down & Dromore ·
Kilmore, Elphin & Ardagh · Tuam, Killala & Achonry

Dublin
Province

Archbishop of Dublin · Cashel & Ossory · Cork, Cloyne & Ross · Limerick & Killaloe
· Meath & Kildare
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Bishop of Worcester

Bishop of Worcester
BISHOPRIC
ANGLICAN

Arms of the Bishop of Worcester: Argent, ten
torteaux, four, three, two and one[1]

Incumbent:
John Inge
Location

Ecclesiastical
province

Canterbury

Residence The Old Palace,
Worcester

Information
First holder Bosel

Established 680

Diocese Worcester

Cathedral Worcester Cathedral

Christianity portal

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Bishop of Worcester is the head of the Church of England
Diocese of Worcester in the Province of Canterbury, England.

The title can be traced back to the foundation of the diocese in the
year 680.[2][3] From then until the 16th century, the bishops were in
full communion with the Roman Catholic Church. During the
Reformation, the church in England broke away from the authority
of the Pope and the Roman Catholic Church, at first temporarily
and later more permanently. Since the Reformation, the Bishop
and Diocese of Worcester has been part of the Church of England
and the Anglican Communion.

The diocese covers most of the county of Worcestershire, the
Metropolitan Borough of Dudley and parts of the City of
Wolverhampton.[4] The Episcopal see is in the city of Worcester
where the bishop's throne is located at the Cathedral Church of
Christ and the Blessed Virgin Mary.[5] The bishop's official
residence is the Old Palace, Worcester.[6] The bishops had two
residences outside the city: Hartlebury Castle near Kidderminster
from the 13th century to 2007 and a palace at Alvechurch until it
was pulled down in the 17th century.

From the elevations of Oswald of Worcester in 961 at Worcester
and 972 at York, until 1023 the see was usually held jointly with
the (then rather poorer) Archbishopric of York.

The current Bishop of Worcester is John Inge.
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List of bishops [edit]

Pre-Conquest [edit]

Bishops of Worcester

From Until Incumbent Notes

680 691 Bosel Resigned the See

691 693 Oftfor

693 717 Ecgwine of Evesham Also recorded as Ecgwin, Egwin and Eegwine

718 c.744 Wilfrith (I.) Also recorded as Wilfrid

c.743 c.775 Milred Also recorded as Mildred and Hildred

775 777 Waermund Also recorded as Wærmund
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777 c.780/81 Tilhere

781 c.799 Heathured Also recorded as Hathored, AEthelred and
Æthelred

c.799 822 Denebeorht Also recorded as Deneberht

822 c.845/48 Heahbeorht Also recorded as Heahberht and Eadbert

c.845/48 872 Ealhhun Also recorded as Alwin

873 915 Werferth Also recorded as Waerfrith, Wærferth, Werfrith
and Waerfrith

915 922 Æthelhun

922 929 Wilfrith (II.)

fl.929 957 Koenwald Also recorded as Cenwald and Coenwald

957 959 Dunstan Previously Abbot of Glastonbury; translated to
London; and later to Canterbury

961 992 Oswald Held both Worcester and York ( 971–992)

992 1002 Ealdwulf Previously Abbot of Peterborough; held both
Worcester and York (995–1002)

1002 1016 Wulfstan (I.) Translated from London; also Archbishop of
York (1002–1023)

1016 1033 Leofsige

1033 1038 Beorhtheah

c. 1038/39 1040 Lyfing (1st term) Deprived from Worcester; also Bishop of
Crediton and Cornwall (1027–1046)

1040 1041 Ælfric Puttoc Also Archbishop of York, 1023–1041; deprived
from both

1041 1046 Lyfing (2nd term) Restored to Worcester

1046 1061 Ealdred Translated from Hereford; later to York

1062 1095 Wulfstan (II.) Canonized on 14 May 1203 by Pope Innocent III

Source(s):[3][7][8]

Conquest to Reformation [edit]

Bishops of Worcester

From Until Incumbent Notes

1096 1112 Samson

1113 1123 Theulf Nominated in 1113; consecrated in 1115

1125 1150 Simon

1151 1157 John de Pageham

1158 1160 Alured

1163 1179 Roger Also recorded as Roger of Gloucester

1180 1185 Baldwin Translated to Canterbury

1185 1190 William of Northall

1191 1193 Robert FitzRalph Previously Archdeacon of Nottingham

1193 1195 Henry de Sully Previously Abbot of Glastonbury Abbey

1196 1198 John of Coutances

1199 1212 Mauger Elected in 1199, but quashed by Pope Innocent
III; later postulated to the See; consecrated in
1200

1213 1214 Randulf of Evesham (bishop-
elect)

Elected in December 1213, but quashed by the
Papal legate, Niccolò de Romanis, in January
1214

1214 1216 Walter de Gray Translated to York
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1216 1218 Sylvester Also recorded as Sylvester of Evesham

1218 1236 William de Blois

1237 1266 Walter de Cantilupe

1266 1268 Nicholas of Ely Formerly Archdeacon of Ely;translated to
Winchester

1268 1302 Godfrey Giffard

1302 John St German (bishop-elect) Elected in March 1302, but quashed in October
1302

1302 1307 William Gainsborough

1307 1313 Walter Reynolds Translated to Canterbury

1313 1317 Walter Maidstone

1317 1327 Thomas Cobham Previously Archbishop-elect of Canterbury in
1313

1327 Wulstan Bransford (bishop-
elect)

Elected bishop but was quashed; later elected in
1339

1327 1333 Adam Orleton Translated from Hereford; later to Winchester

1333 1337 Simon Montacute Translated to Ely

1337 1338 Thomas Hemenhale Translated from Norwich

1339 1349 Wulstan Bransford

1349 1353 John of Thoresby Translated from St David's; later to York

1352 1361 Reginald Brian Translated from St David's

1362 1363 John Barnet Translated to Bath and Wells; and later to Ely

1363 1368 William Whittlesey Translated from Rochester; later to Canterbury

1368 1373 William Lenn Translated from Chichester

1373 1375 Walter Lyghe (bishop-elect) Elected in 1373, but quashed in 1375

1375 1395 Henry Wakefield

1394 1401 Robert Tideman of
Winchcombe

Translated from Llandaff

1401 1407 Richard Clifford Previously Bishop-elect of Bath and Wells; later
translated to London

1407 1419 Thomas Peverel Translated from Llandaff

1419 1426 Philip Morgan Translated to Ely

1425 1433 Thomas Poulton Translated from Chichester

1433 1435 Thomas Brunce (bishop-elect) Elected bishop, but never consecrated; later
became Bishop of Rochester

1434 1443 Thomas Bourchier Translated to Ely; and later to Canterbury

1443 1476 John Carpenter Nominated in 1443; consecrated in 1444;
resigned the See in 1476; apparently used the
style "Bishop of Worcester and Westbury"[9][10]

1476 1486 John Alcock Translated from Rochester; later to Ely

1486 1497 Robert Morton Nominated in 1486; consecrated in 1487

1497 1498 Giovanni de' Gigli

1498 1521 Silvestro de' Gigli

1521 1522 Giulio di Giuliano de' Medici
(apostolic administrator)

Appointed apostolic administrator of the See of
Worcester in 1521 and resigned in 1522; also
Archbishop of Florence and Narbonne and
Bishop of Eger; he was elected as Pope
Clement VII in 1523.[11]

1522 1535 Girolamo Ghinucci Deprived of the See by Henry VIII when the king
broke with Rome; later in 1535 Ghinucci was
created a cardinal.[12]
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Source(s):[3][7][13][14][15]

During the Reformation [edit]

Bishops of Worcester

From Until Incumbent Notes

1535 1539  

Hugh Latimer

Resigned the See

1539 1543  
John Bell

1543 1551  

Nicholas Heath

 (1st

term)

Translated from Rochester; deprived of the See

1552 1554  

John Hooper
Also Gloucester, 1550–1553; deprived of the
See.

1554 1555  

Nicholas Heath

(2nd term)

Restored to the See; later translated to York

1555 1559  
Richard Pate

Deprived of the See.

Source(s):[3][7][15][16][17]

Post-Reformation [edit]

Bishops of Worcester

From Until Incumbent Notes

1559 1570  

Edwin Sandys

Translated to London; and later to York

1570 (designate)  
James Calfhill

Archdeacon of Colchester (1565–1570).
Allegedly nominated by Queen Elizabeth I, but
died before election.

1571 1576  
Nicholas

Bullingham

Translated from Lincoln

1577 1583  
John Whitgift

Translated to Canterbury

1584 1591  
Edmund Freke

Translated from Norwich

1593 1595  
Richard Fletcher

Translated from Bristol; later to London

1596 1597 Translated to Winchester
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Thomas Bilson

1597 1610  

Gervase

Babington

Translated from Exeter

1610 1616  
Henry Parry

Translated from Gloucester

1617 1641  

John

Thornborough

Translated from Bristol

1641 1646  

John Prideaux

Deprived of the see when the English
episcopacy was abolished by Parliament on 9
October 1646.

1646 1660 The see was abolished during the Commonwealth and the Protectorate.[18][19]

1660 1662  
George Morley

Translated to Winchester

1662  
John Gauden

Translated from Exeter

1662 1663  
John Earle

Translated to Salisbury

1663 1670  
Robert Skinner

Translated from Bristol

1671 1675  

Walter Blandford

Translated from Oxford

1675 1683  
James Fleetwood

1683 1689  
William Thomas

Translated from St David's

1689 1699  
Edward

Stillingfleet

1699 1717  

William Lloyd
Translated from Lichfield and Coventry

1717 1743  
John Hough

Translated from Lichfield and Coventry
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1743 1759  
Isaac Maddox

Translated from St Asaph

1759 1774  
James Johnson

Translated from Gloucester

1774 1781  
Brownlow North

Translated from Lichfield and Coventry; later to
Winchester

1781 1808  
Richard Hurd

Translated from Lichfield and Coventry

1808 1831  
Folliott Cornewall

Translated from Hereford

1831 1841  

Robert Carr
Translated from Chichester

1841 1860  
Henry Pepys

Translated from Sodor and Man

1861 1890  

Henry Philpott

1890 1901  
John Perowne

Resigned

1902 1905  

Charles Gore [20]

Translated to Birmingham; and later to Oxford

1905 1918  
Huyshe Yeatman-

Biggs

Translated from Southwark; later to Coventry

1919 1931  
Ernest Pearce

1931 1941  
Arthur Perowne

Translated to Bradford

1941 1956  
William Wilson

Cash

1956 1971  
Mervyn Charles-

Edwards

1971 1982  
Robin Woods
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1982 1996  
Philip Goodrich

 
[21]

Previously Bishop of Tonbridge (1973–1982)

1997 2007  
Peter Selby

Previously Bishop of Kingston-upon-Thames
(1984–1992). Also Bishop to HM Prisons
(2001–2007)

2007 (acting) David Walker
Bishop of Dudley

Episcopal commissary (acting diocesan bishop)
during interregnum.[22]

2007 incumbent  

John Inge

Source(s):[7][17][23]

Assistant bishops [edit]

Among those who have served as assistant bishops of the diocese are:

1936 – 1944 (d.): Ridley Duppuy, Canon Residentiary of Worcester Cathedral, Archdeacon of Worcester
(from 1938), Vice-Dean of Worcester (from 1940) and former Bishop of Victoria[24]

1946 – January 1953 (ret.): Bertram Lasbrey, Rector of St Andrew's &c. Worcester and former Bishop on
the Niger[25]

1953 – 1965 (ret.): Cyril Stuart, Rector of St Andrew's &c. Worcester (until 1965), Canon of Worcester
thereafter, and former Bishop of Uganda[26]

1968 – 1991 (ret.): Nicholas Allenby, former Bishop of Kuching[27]
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Prince-Bishopric of Worms

Prince-Bishopric of Worms
Episcopatus Vormatiensis  (Latin)

Fürstbistum Worms  (German)

861–1802

Coat of arms

Status Prince-Bishopric

Capital Worms until 1400;
thereafter Ladenburg

Common languages Ripuarian Franconian

Government Prince-Bishopric

Historical era Middle Ages
• Bishopric founded 614
• Gained

Reichsfreiheit
861

• Occupied by
France

1795

• Secularised to
    Hesse-
Darmstadt

 
1802 1802

Preceded by Succeeded by
County
Palatine of
Lotharingia

Landgraviate
of Hesse-

Darmstadt

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of Worms)

This article does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article
by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Prince-Bishopric of Worms" – news · newspapers · books · scholar ·
JSTOR (December 2009) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

The Prince-Bishopric of Worms, was an ecclesiastical
principality of the Holy Roman Empire. Located on both banks of
the Rhine around Worms just north of the union of that river with
the Neckar, it was largely surrounded by the Electorate of the
Palatinate. Worms had been the seat of a bishop from Roman
times. From the High Middle Ages on, the prince-bishops' secular
jurisdiction no longer included the city of Worms, which was an
Imperial Free City and which became officially Protestant during
the Reformation. The prince-bishops however retained jurisdiction
over the Cathedral of Worms inside the city.

In 1795 Worms itself, as well as the entire territory of the prince-
bishopric on the left bank of the Rhine, was occupied and annexed
by France. In the wake of the territorial reorganizations that came
with the German mediatization of 1802-1803, the remaining
territory of the bishopric, along with that of nearly all the other
ecclesiastical principalities, was secularized. In this case, it was
annexed by Hesse-Darmstadt.

Bishops of Worms, 770—1802 [edit]

Erembert
770-803
Bernhar
803-823
Volkwin 823-
841
Samuel 841-
859
Gunzo 859-
872
Adelhelm
873-890
Dietlach
890-914
Richowo
914-950
Hanno 950-
978
Hildebold
978-998
Franco from
Hesse 998-
999
Erfo 999

Konrad III von
Durkheim 1247
Richard of Dhaun
1247-1257
Eberhard I of
Baumberg 1257-
1277
Friedrich of
Baumberg 1277-
1283
Simon von
Schoneck 1283-
1291
Eberhard II von
Strahlenberg 1291-
1293
Emicho of
Baumberg 1294-
1299
Eberwin von
Kronenberg 1300-
1308
sede vacante
1309–1310

Dietrich von
Rothenstein 1552-
1580
Georg von
Schönenberg 1580-
1595
Philipp von
Rothenstein 1595-
1604
Philipp II. Kratz von
Scharfenstein 1604
Wilhelm von Essern
1604-1616
Georg Friedrich von
Greiffenklau 1616-
1629
Georg Anton von
Rodenstein 1629-
1652
Hugo Eberhard
Kratz von
Scharfenstein 1654-
1663
Johann Philipp von

The Prince-Bishopric of Worms circa 1700
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Sickingen 1445-
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Palatinate 1523-
1552

Schönborn 1663-
1673
Lothar Friedrich von
Metternich-
Burscheid 1673-
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Metternich-
Winneburg 1679
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und zu
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Ludwig Anton von
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Count Palatine
Francis Louis of
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Johann Friedrich
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Bürresheim 1768-
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Friedrich Karl Josef
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1802
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Hanau (Lichtenberg · Münzenberg4) · Isenburg (Birstein
· Büdingen · Büdingen-Birstein) · Königstein (Mainz ·
Stolberg) · Kriechingen · Leiningen (Dagsburg ·
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1515.

Circles est. 1500: Bavarian, Swabian, Upper Rhenish, Lower Rhenish–Westphalian, Franconian, (Lower) Saxon
Circles est. 1512: Austrian, Burgundian, Upper Saxon, Electoral Rhenish     ·     Unencircled territories

Catholic League (1609–1635) within the  Holy Roman Empire

Abbacies  Ellwangen ·  Kempten

Bishoprics
 Augsburg ·  Constance ·  Passau ·  Speyer ·  Straßburg ·  Worms ·
 Würzburg and  Bamberg

Archbishoprics  Mainz ·  Cologne ·  Trier

Duchies  Bavaria
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Archbishop of York

Archbishop of York
ARCHBISHOPRIC

ANGLICAN

Arms of the Archbishop of York: Gules, two
keys in saltire the wards upwards argent in

chief a regal crown proper[1]

Incumbent:
Stephen Cottrell
since 9 July 2020

Style The Most Revd
and Rt Hon

Location
Ecclesiastical province York

Residence Bishopthorpe Palace

Information
First holder Paulinus of York

Established Bishopric in 626 
Archbishopric in 735

Diocese York

Cathedral York Minster

Website
archbishopofyork.org

Part of a series on
Anglicanism

Christian theology
Anglican doctrine
Thirty-nine Articles
Books of Homilies
Caroline Divines

Lambeth Quadrilateral
Episcopal polity

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishop of York)

"Primate of England" redirects here. For the Primate of All England, see Archbishop of Canterbury.

The Archbishop of York is a senior bishop in the Church of
England, second only to the archbishop of Canterbury. The
archbishop is the diocesan bishop of the Diocese of York and the
metropolitan bishop of the Province of York, which covers the
northern regions of England (north of the Trent) as well as the Isle
of Man. The archbishop of York is an ex officio member of the
House of Lords and is styled Primate of England; the archbishop
of Canterbury is the "Primate of All England".

The archbishop's throne (cathedra) is in York Minster in central
York and the official residence is Bishopthorpe Palace in the
village of Bishopthorpe outside York. The current archbishop is
Stephen Cottrell, since the confirmation of his election on 9 July
2020.[2]
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History [edit]

Roman [edit]
See also: Early centers of Christianity § Roman Britain

There was a bishop in Eboracum (Roman York) from very early
times; during the Middle Ages, it was thought to have been one of
the dioceses established by the legendary King Lucius. Bishops of
York are known to have been present at the councils of Arles
(Eborius) and Nicaea (unnamed). However, this early Christian
community was later destroyed by the pagan Anglo-Saxons and
there is no direct succession from these bishops to the post-
Augustinian ones.

Saxon, Viking and Medieval times [edit]

The diocese was refounded by Paulinus (a member of Augustine's
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mission) in the 7th century. Notable among these early bishops is
Wilfrid. These early bishops of York acted as diocesan rather than
archdiocesan prelates until the time of Ecgbert of York,[a] who
received the pallium from Pope Gregory III in 735 and established
metropolitan rights in the north. Until the Danish invasion the
archbishops of Canterbury occasionally exercised authority, and it
was not until the Norman Conquest that the archbishops of York
asserted their complete independence.

At the time of the Norman invasion York had jurisdiction over
Worcester, Lichfield, and Lincoln, as well as the dioceses in the
Northern Isles and Scotland. But the first three sees just
mentioned were taken from York in 1072. In 1154 the suffragan
sees of the Isle of Man and Orkney were transferred to the
Norwegian archbishop of Nidaros (today's Trondheim), and in
1188 all the Scottish dioceses except Whithorn were released from
subjection to York, so that only the dioceses of Whithorn, Durham,
and Carlisle remained to the archbishops as suffragan sees. Of
these, Durham was practically independent, for the palatine
bishops of that see were little short of sovereigns in their own
jurisdiction. Sodor and Man were returned to York during the 14th
century, to compensate for the loss of Whithorn to the Scottish
Church.

Several of the archbishops of York held the ministerial office of
Lord Chancellor of England and played some parts in affairs of
state. As Peter Heylyn (1600–1662) wrote: "This see has yielded
to the Church eight saints, to the Church of Rome three cardinals,
to the realm of England twelve Lord Chancellors and two Lord
Treasurers, and to the north of England two Lord Presidents." The
bishopric's role was also complicated by continued conflict over
primacy with the see of Canterbury.

English Reformation [edit]

At the time of the English Reformation, York possessed three
suffragan sees, Durham, Carlisle and Sodor and Man, to which
during the brief space of Queen Mary I's reign (1553–1558) may
be added the Diocese of Chester, founded by Henry VIII, but
subsequently recognised by the Pope.

Until the mid 1530s (and from 1553-1558) the bishops and
archbishops were in communion with the pope in Rome. This is no
longer the case, as the archbishop of York, together with the rest
of the Church of England, is a member of the Anglican
Communion.

Walter de Grey purchased York Place as his London residence,
which after the fall of Cardinal Thomas Wolsey, was renamed the
Palace of Whitehall.

Present [edit]

The archbishop of York is the metropolitan bishop of the Province of York and is the junior of the two
archbishops of the Church of England after the archbishop of Canterbury.[4] The See is currently occupied by
Stephen Cottrell since 9 July 2020.

The Province of York includes 10 Anglican dioceses in Northern England: Blackburn, Carlisle, Chester, Durham,
Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Sheffield, Leeds, and York, as well as 2 other dioceses: Southwell and
Nottingham in the Midlands and Sodor and Man covering the Isle of Man.
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Bishops of York

From Until Incumbent Notes

625 633 Paulinus Formerly a monk at St. Andrew's Monastery in
Rome; translated to Rochester; canonised.[5]

633 664 See vacant

664 669 Chad Resigned the see of York; later became Bishop of
Mercia and Lindsey; canonised.

664 678 Wilfrid (I) Ejected from York; later became Bishop of
Selsey[b]canonised.

678 706 Bosa Canonised.

706 714 John of Beverley Translated from Hexham; resigned the see;
canonised in 1037.

714 732 Wilfrid (II) Resigned the see; canonised.

c. 732 735 Ecgbert York elevated to Archbishopric in 735.

Pre-Conquest Archbishops of York

From Until Incumbent Notes

735 766 Ecgbert York elevated to Archbishopric in 735.

c. 767 c. 780 Æthelbert Also known as Æthelbeorht, Adalberht, Ælberht,
Aelberht, Aldbert or Æthelbert.

c. 780 796 Eanbald (I)

796 c. 808 Eanbald (II)

c. 808 c. 834 Wulfsige

837 854 Wigmund

854 c. 896 Wulfhere Fled the Danes in 872, returned in 873.

900 c. 916 Æthelbald Sometimes known as Æthelbeald, Athelbald, or
Ethelbald.

c. 916 931 Hrotheweard Sometimes known as Lodeward.

931 956 Wulfstan (I)

c. 958 971 Oscytel Also known as Oscytel. Translated from
Dorchester.

971 Edwald Also known as Edwaldus or Ethelwold.

971 992 Oswald Held both the sees of York and Worcester;
canonised.

995 1002 Ealdwulf Held both the sees of York and Worcester.

1002 1023 Wulfstan (II) Also known as Lupus. Also held the see of
Worcester (1002–1016).

1023 1051 Ælfric Puttoc Also held the see of Worcester (1040–1041).

1051 1060 Cynesige Also known as Kynsige.

1061 1069 Ealdred Also known as Aldred. Held the see of Worcester
1046–1061, of Hereford 1056–1060, and of York
1061–1069.

Footnote(s):[c] and Source(s):[8][9]

Conquest to Reformation [edit]

Archbishops of York (Conquest to Reformation)

From Until Incumbent Notes

1070 1100 Thomas of Bayeux Also known as Thomas (I).

1100 1108 Gerard Translated from Hereford.

1109 1114 Thomas (II)

1119 1140 Thurstan He was elected in 1114, but was not consecrated
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until 1119.

1140 Waltheof of Melrose Nominated Archbishop, but was quashed by King
Stephen; later became Abbot of Melrose.

1140  

Henry de Sully

Abbot of Fécamp Abbey. Nominated Archbishop,
but was quashed by Pope Innocent II.

1143 1147 William (FitzHerbert) Deposed by Pope Eugene III; canonised in 1226.

1147 Hilary of Chichester Deposed by Pope Eugene III, elected Bishop of
Chichester.

1147 1153 Henry Murdac Formerly Abbot of Fountains Abbey.

1153 1154 William (FitzHerbert) (again) Restored by Pope Anastasius IV; canonised in
1226.

1154 1181  

Roger de Pont

L'Évêque

Formerly Archdeacon of Canterbury.

1191 1212 Geoffrey (Plantagenet) Formerly Bishop-elect of Lincoln; elected
archbishop in 1189, but was only consecrated in
1191.

1215 Simon Langton Elected Archbishop of York in June 1215, but was
quashed on 20 August 1215 by Pope Innocent III
on request from King John; later became
Archdeacon of Canterbury.

1216 1255
Walter de Gray

Translated from Worcester.

1256 1258 Sewal de Bovil Formerly Dean of York.

1258 1265 Godfrey Ludham Also known as Godfrey Kineton. Formerly Dean of
York.

1265 William Langton Dean of York (1262–1279); elected archbishop in
March 1265, but was quashed in November
1265.[10]

1265 1266  
Bonaventure

Selected as archbishop in November 1265, but
never consecrated and resigned the appointment
in October 1266.

1266 1279 Walter Giffard Translated from Bath and Wells.

1279 1285 William de Wickwane

1286 1296 John le Romeyn Also known as John Romanus.

1298 1299 Henry of Newark Formerly Dean of York.

1300 1304 Thomas of Corbridge

1306 1315 William Greenfield Formerly Dean of Chichester

1317 1340 William Melton

1342 1352 William Zouche Also known as William de la Zouche.

1353 1373 Cardinal John of Thoresby Translated from Worcester; created a Cardinal in
1361.[11]

1374 1388 Alexander Neville Translated to St Andrew's in 1388.

1388 1396  
Thomas Arundel

Translated from Ely; afterwards translated to
Canterbury.

1397 1398 Robert Waldby Translated from Chichester.
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1398  
Walter Skirlaw

Bishop of Durham, elected but put aside by King
Richard II.

1398 1405 Richard le Scrope Translated from Lichfield.

1405 1406 Thomas Langley Elected Archbishop in August 1405, but was
quashed in May 1406.

1406 1407  

Robert Hallam

Nominated Archbishop in May 1406 by Pope
Innocent VII, but was vetoed by King Henry IV.

1407 1423 Henry Bowet Translated from Bath and Wells.

1423 1424 Philip Morgan Elected Archbishop in 1423, but was quashed in
1424.

1424 1425  
Richard Fleming

Conferred as Archbishop by Pope Martin V, but
was refused by King Henry V, and Fleming
resigned the appointment in July 1425.

1426 1452  Cardinal 

John

Kemp

Translated from London; created a Cardinal in
1439;[12] translated to Canterbury.

1452 1464 William Booth Translated from Lichfield.

1465 1476 George Neville Translated from Exeter.

1476 1480 Lawrence Booth Translated from Durham.

1480 1500  
Thomas Rotherham

Translated from Lincoln.

1501 1507 Thomas Savage Translated from London.

1508 1514  Cardinal

Christopher Bainbridge

Translated from Durham; created a Cardinal in
1511.[13]

1514 1530  Cardinal 
Thomas

Wolsey

Translated from Lincoln in 1514; created a
Cardinal in 1515;[14] held with Bath and Wells
1518–23, Durham 1523–29 and Winchester 1529–
30.

Source(s):[9][15][16][17]

Post-Reformation [edit]

Post-Reformation archbishops of York

From Until Incumbent Notes

1531 1544  
Edward Lee

Translated from St David's.

1545 1554  
Robert Holgate

Translated from Llandaff.

1555 1559 Translated from Worcester.
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Nicholas Heath

1561 1568  
Thomas Young

Translated from St David's.

1570 1576  
Edmund Grindal

Translated from London; afterwards translated to
Canterbury.

1577 1588  

Edwin Sandys

Translated from London.

1589 1594  
John Piers

Translated from Salisbury.

1595 1606  
Matthew Hutton

Translated from Durham.

1606 1628  
Tobias Matthew

Translated from Durham.

1628  
George Montaigne

Translated from Durham.

1629 1631  

Samuel Harsnett
Translated from Norwich.

1632 1640  

Richard Neile
Translated from Winchester.

1641 1646  
John Williams

Translated from Lincoln. Deprived when the
English episcopacy was abolished by Parliament.
Died 1650.

1646 1660 The see was abolished during the Commonwealth and the Protectorate.[18][19]

1660 1664  
Accepted Frewen

Translated from Lichfield.

1664 1683  
Richard Sterne

Translated from Carlisle.

1683 1686  
John Dolben

Translated from Rochester.

1688 1691  
Thomas Lamplugh

Translated from Exeter.

1691 1714  

John Sharp
Formerly Dean of Canterbury.
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1714 1724  
Sir William Dawes,

Bt.

Translated from Chester.

1724 1743  
Lancelot

Blackburne

Translated from Exeter.

1743 1747  
Thomas Herring

Translated from Bangor; afterwards translated to
Canterbury.

1747 1757  
Matthew Hutton

Translated from Bangor; afterwards translated to
Canterbury.

1757 1761  
John Gilbert

Translated from Salisbury.

1761 1776  
Robert Hay

Drummond

Translated from Salisbury.

1776 1807  
William Markham

Translated from Chester.

1808 1847  

Edward Venables-

Vernon

Translated from Carlisle. Surname changed from
Venables-Vernon to Venables-Vernon-Harcourt in
1831.

1847 1860  
Thomas Musgrave

Translated from Hereford.

1860 1862  
Charles Longley

Translated from Durham; afterwards translated to
Canterbury.

1862 1890  

William Thomson

Translated from Gloucester.

1891  

William Connor

Magee

Translated from Peterborough.

1891 1908  

William Maclagan

Translated from Lichfield.

1909 1928  
Cosmo Gordon

Lang

Translated from Stepney; afterwards translated to
Canterbury.

1929 1942 Translated from Manchester; afterwards translated
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William Temple

to Canterbury.

1942 1955  

Cyril Garbett

Translated from Winchester.

1956 1961  

Michael Ramsey

Translated from Durham; afterwards translated to
Canterbury.

1961 1974  

Donald Coggan

Translated from Bradford; afterwards translated to
Canterbury.

1975 1983  
Stuart Blanch

Translated from Liverpool.

1983 1995  

John Habgood

Translated from Durham.

1995 2005  
David Hope

Translated from London.

2005 2020  

John Sentamu[20]
Translated from Birmingham; retired 7 June
2020.[21]

7 June
2020

9 July
2020

Paul Ferguson, Bishop
suffragan of Whitby

Acting diocesan bishop during the vacancy.[22]

9 July
2020

present  
Stephen Cottrell[23] Translated from Chelmsford; election confirmed 9

July 2020.[2]

Source(s):[9][24][25]

Archbishops who became Peers [edit]

Archbishop Title Notes

Cosmo Gordon
Lang

Baron Lang of Lambeth in 1942
Extinct in
1945

as Archbishop of
Canterbury

Michael Ramsey
Baron Ramsey of Canterbury for life in
1974

Extinct in
1988

Donald Coggan Baron Coggan for life in 1980
Extinct in
2000

Stuart Blanch Baron Blanch for life in 1983 Extinct in 1994

John Habgood Baron Habgood for life in 1995 Extinct in 2019

David Hope Baron Hope of Thornes for life in 2005 Extant

Footnotes [edit]

a. ^ Paulinus was appointed Archbishop of York by Pope Honorius I in 634, but the appointment was not effective
since it occurred after Paulinus had fled from York and become Bishop of Rochester.[3]

b. ^ Although Wilfrid established a monastic community in Selsey, there are no early sources that describe him as
bishop of the South Saxons. Wilfrid is credited with being first bishop of the South Saxons, by William of
Malmesbury and Florence of Worcester, also on some later Ecclesiastical lists, but he was still technically Bishop
of York when in charge of Selsey Abbey. Therefore, as Sussex had been annexed by Wessex then Selsey
probably would have been subject to the Diocese of the West Saxons, when Wilfrid was there.[6]

c. ^ The second edition of the Handbook of British Chronology listed Æthelric to have been archbishop of York from
1041 to 1042,[7] but in the third edition he is no longer listed to have been archbishop.[8]
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Assistant bishops [edit]

Among those who have served as assistant bishops of the diocese have been:

1929 – 1931 (res.): Bernard Heywood — overseeing the Archdeaconry of the East Riding — former Bishop
of Southwell; became Bishop suffragan of Hull (i.e., effectively the same role) and Archdeacon of the East
Riding[26]

1964 – 1970 (ret.): Mervyn Armstrong, Adviser on Industry to the Archbishop of York and former Bishop of
Jarrow[27]

1969 – 1996 (d.): George Cockin, Rector of Bainton (until 1978) and former Bishop of Owerri[28]

1977 – 1994 (d.): Richard Wimbush, Priest-in-charge of Etton with Dalton Holme (until 1983) and former
Bishop of Argyll and The Isles and Primus[29]

See also [edit]

Accord of Winchester
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Prince-Bishopric of Hildesheim

Prince-Bishopric of Hildesheim
Hochstift Hildesheim

1235–1803

Coat of arms

Status Prince-Bishopric

Capital Hildesheim

Common languages Eastphalian

Government Elective
principality

Historical era Middle Ages
• Bishopric founded 815
• Gained Imperial

immediacy
1235

• Joined Lower Saxon
Circle

1500

• Hildesheim Diocesan
Feud

1519–23

• Mediatised to Prussia 1803
• To Hanover 1815

Preceded by Succeeded by
Duchy of
Saxony

Kingdom of
Prussia

Fourteenth-century bishop
Gerard vom Berge

Prince-Bishop Clemens
August at the hunt

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishopric of Hildesheim)

The Prince-Bishopric of Hildesheim (German: Hochstift
Hildesheim, Fürstbistum Hildesheim, Bistum Hildesheim) was an
ecclesiastical principality of the Holy Roman Empire from the
Middle Ages until its dissolution in 1803. The Prince-Bishopric
must not be confused with the Diocese of Hildesheim, which was
larger and over which the prince-bishop exercised only the
spiritual authority of an ordinary bishop.
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History [edit]

After the Duchy of Saxony had
been conquered by the Frankish
Kingdom, Emperor Charlemagne in
800 founded a missionary diocese
at his eastphalian court in Elze
(Aula Caesaris), about 19 km
(12 mi) west of Hildesheim. His son
King Louis the Pious established
the bishopric at Hildesheim in 815,
dedicated to Virgin Mary.

According to legend delivered by
the Brothers Grimm, the king was
hunting in the wintery woods of
Elze, when he realized that he had
lost his pendant with the relic of
Blessed Virgin Mary. Distraught he
sent out his attendance who finally
discovered a flowering rose bush
with the relic in his branches, which
it would not let go. Louis had a
chapel built by the side of the rose,
the later St. Mary's Cathedral. A
rosa canina is still growing at the
apse of the cathedral, called the
Thousand-year Rose
(Tausendjähriger Rosenstock).

His son King Louis the German appointed the famous former archbishop of
Rheims, Ebbo, as bishop between 845 and 847. Ebbo's successor Altfrid began
the construction of the cathedral, the groundplan of which has not been
changed since then. During the reign of the Saxon Ottonian dynasty Hildesheim,
together with the neighbouring bishoprics of Halberstadt and Magdeburg,
became the central ecclesiastical territory of the Holy Roman Empire. Bishop

Territory of Hildesheim in the 18th century
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Episcopatus Hildesiensis, ed. by Joan Blaeu,
1645

Bernward (993-1022) and his successor Gotthard (1022-1038) added much to
the architectonic and cultural tradition of the present-day World Heritage Site.

At the Reichstag at Mainz of August 15, 1235 Bishop Conrad II reached the official acknowledgement of
Hildesheim as a Prince-bishopric (Hochstift) by Emperor Frederick II. As a negative consequence of this
success, Hildesheim began to interfere with the neighbouring Welf duchy of Brunswick-Lüneburg, culminating in
the Hildesheim Diocesan Feud 1519-1523 with the warlike Brunswick duke Henry the Younger that led to a
significant loss of territories.

In the 16th century, most of the diocese as well as most of the state of Hildesheim switched to Protestantism.
But the Bishopric managed not only to retain its independence from the surrounding Protestant states of
Brunswick-Lüneburg, but also to retrieve large parts of the lost estates, mostly because its bishops were
members of the powerful House of Wittelsbach from 1573 until 1761, the last Clemens August of Bavaria from
1723, who also was archbishop and prince-elector of Cologne, prince-bishop of Münster, Osnabrück and
Paderborn as well as Grand Master of the Teutonic Order.

Hildesheim Cathedral

 

Former palace of the
prince-bishops, today
general vicariate of the
diocese

 

Marienburg Castle
(Hildesheim)

 

Steuerwald Castle

In the course of the German Mediatisation of 1803, Hildesheim was secularised ant its territory was annexed to
Prussia. Four years later, however, Prussia lost it to the newly established Kingdom of Westphalia. The
Congress of Vienna of 1815 gave the territory of the former prince-bishopric to the Kingdom of Hanover.

Subdivisions (Ämter) [edit]

Aerzen
Grohnde (Emmerthal)
Coppenbrügge
Erichsburg (Dassel)
Hallerburg (Nordstemmen)
Koldingen (Pattensen)
Lauenstein (Salzhemmendorf)
Lindau

Liebenburg
Lutter am Barenberge
Marienburg (Hildesheim)
Peine
Poppenburg (Nordstemmen)
Schladen
Steinbrück (Söhlde)
Steuerwald (Hildesheim)

Vienenburg
Westerhof (Kalefeld)
Wiedelah (Vienenburg)
Winzenburg
Wohldenberg (Holle)
Wohlenstein (Seesen)

Wittelsbach prince-bishops [edit]

Ernest (1573-1612)
Ferdinand (1612-1650) (Administrator)
Maximilian Henry (1650-1688)
Joseph Clemens (1702-1723)
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Bishopric of Ratzeburg

Prince-Bishopric of Ratzeburg
Hochstift Ratzeburg

also: Fürstbistum Ratzeburg

1236-1648

Coat of arms

Status State of the Holy
Roman Empire

Capital Ratzeburg

Common languages Low Saxon, German

Religion Catholic, Lutheran after
1554

Government Elective monarchy,
ruled by the bishop or
administrator holding
the episcopal see,
elected by the chapter
or, exceptionally,
appointed by the Pope

Historical era Middle Ages
• Diocese founded c. 1050
• Pagan Wends 

    destroy
bishopric

15 July 1066

• Diocese
refounded

1154

• Saxo-Bavarian
Duke
Henry the Lion
defeated; break-
up of the Duchy of
Saxony

1180/1181

• Acquired territory 1236
• Lutheran

Reformation
1554

• Secularised to 
    Mecklenburg-
Güstrow

1648

• Became exclave of 1701

Cathedral of Ratzeburg

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Bishopric of Ratzeburg" – news · newspapers · books · scholar ·
JSTOR (November 2018) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

The Bishopric of Ratzeburg (German: Bistum Ratzeburg),
centered on Ratzeburg in Northern Germany, was originally a
suffragan to the Archdiocese of Hamburg, which transformed into
the Archdiocese of Bremen in 1072.
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3 Administrators (1554–1648)
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History [edit]

Ratzeburg was one of the dioceses formed c. 1050 by Archbishop
Adalbert of Hamburg, who appointed St. Aristo, who had just
returned from Jerusalem, to the new see. Aristo seems to have
been but a wandering missionary bishop. In 1066, the pagan
Wends rose against their German masters, and on 15 July 1066,
St. Ansverus, Abbot of St. George's, Ratzeburg (not the later
monastery bearing that name), and several of his monks are said
to have been stoned to death. It was not until 1154, however, that
Henry the Lion, Duke of Saxony, and Hartwich I, Archbishop of
Hamburg, refounded the episcopal see of Ratzeburg, and
Evermodus became its first bishop. A disciple of St Norbert and
provost of the Monastery of Our Lady at Magdeburg, Evermodus
was, like many of his successors, a Premonstratensian canon. In
1157, a chapter was attached to Ratzeburg cathedral by Pope
Adrian IV.

In 1236 Bishop Peter was
invested by Frederick II,
Holy Roman Emperor, with
temporal jurisdiction over
the land of Butin and a
number of villages outside
it (the Principality of
Ratzeburg), making the
see a prince-bishopric.
The succeeding prince-

bishops retained this jurisdiction in spite of the frequent attempts
which the dukes of Saxe-Lauenburg made to deprive them of it.

The cathedral of Ratzeburg dates from the beginning of the 12th
century. It was restored, and additions were made to it in the 15th
century. The cathedral and pertaining premises such as the

The Prince-Bishopric of Ratzeburg shown
within Mecklenburg c. 1250
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    Mecklenburg-
Strelitz

Preceded by Succeeded by
Duchy of
Saxony

Mecklenburg-
Güstrow

Ratzeburg Cathedral interior

Georg von Blumenthal, the last
Catholic Prince-Bishop (1490-1550)

chapter and further episcopal manors formed the cathedral
immunity district, an extraterritorial enclave of the Prince-Bishopric
of Ratzeburg within the city of Ratzeburg, else belonging to Saxe-
Lauenburg. The diocese also contained a number of other
beautiful churches at Mölln, Wismar, Büchen and elsewhere.

Besides the cathedral chapter of Ratzeburg with its provost or dean and twelve canons, there were in the
diocese the Benedictine Abbeys of St. George, Ratzeburg (refounded in 1093), and of Wismar, where
Benedictines expelled from Lübeck founded a monastery in 1239; also monasteries of women of the same order
at Eldena founded in 1229, by Bishop Gottschalk of Ratzeburg, and burnt in 1290, at Rehna founded in 1237
by Prince-Bishop Ludolfus, and at Zarrentin founded in 1243. There were also Franciscans (1251) and
Dominicans (1293) at Wismar.

In 1504, during the episcopate of Prince-Bishop Johann V von
Parkentin, the Premonstratensian regular canons of Ratzeburg
cathedral were, with papal consent, made secular canons.

Prince-Bishop Georg von Blumenthal (1524–50), who feuded with
Thomas Aderpul, was the last Catholic bishop. In 1552, the cathedral
was plundered by Count Volrad von Mansfeld. In 1554, the dean and
chapter converted to Lutheranism. The cathedral is a proto-cathedral
since and is owned by a Lutheran congregation within the North Elbian
Evangelical Lutheran Church. Also most other churches in the former
diocesan territory house Lutheran congregations today belonging to the
North Elbian or the Evangelical Lutheran State Church of Mecklenburg.

After 1554 the now Lutheran chapter elected Lutheran princes, lacking
any canonical qualification, as administrators of the prince-bishopric.
The capitulars deliberately ignored the ducal Saxe-Lauenburgian
candidates, sons of the duke, fearing the prince-bishopric would then
be incorporated into Saxe-Lauenburg. The prince-bishopric was then
secularized by the 1648 Peace of Westphalia, becoming the Principality
of Ratzeburg under the control of the Dukes of Mecklenburg. In 1701
the principality became an exclave of Mecklenburg-Strelitz.

By the beginning of the 20th century, the diocesan historical territory in
the German Empire corresponded to the district of Duchy of Lauenburg
(in Schleswig-Holstein), the bishop's own Principality of Ratzeburg in the
Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, and the western part of the Grand
Duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, including Wismar but not Schwerin.
The whole of it was later included in the Diocese of Osnabrück and
forms since January 7, 1995 part of the new Catholic Archdiocese of
Hamburg, with most of today's Catholic churches in the region built since the 19th century.

It has been suggested that the Raseborg Castle has been named after the Bishopric of Ratzeburg.[1]

Bishops [edit]

Aristo — c. 1051
Evermode — 1154–1178
vacancy — 1178–1180
Isfried — 1180–1204
Philipp — 1204–1215
Heinrich I — 1215–1228
Lambert von Barmstede — 1228
Gottschalk — 1229–1235
Petrus — 1236
Ludolph I of Ratzeburg — 1236–1250
Friedrich — 1250–1257
Ulrich von Blücher — 1257–1284
Konrad — 1284–1291
Hermann von Blücher — 1291–1309
Marquard von Jossow — 1309–1335
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Volrad von dem Dorne — 1335–1355
Otto von Gronow — 1355–1356
Wipert von Blücher — 1356–1367
Heinrich II. von Wittorf — 1367–1388
Gerhard Holtorp — 1388–1395
Detlef von Berkentin — 1395–1419
Johannes I. von Trempe — 1419–1431
Paridam von dem Knesebeck — 1431–1440
Johannes II. Prohl — 1440–1454
Johann III. von Preen — 1454–1461
Ludolf II. of Ratzeburg — 1461–1466
Johannes IV. Stalkoper — 1466–1479
Johannes V. von Berkentin — 1479–1511
Heinrich III. Bergmeier — 1511–1524
Georg von Blumenthal — 1524–1550
Christopher I von der Schulenburg (Protestant) — 1550–1554

1554 Protestant Reformation

Administrators (1554–1648) [edit]

1554–1592: Christopher II of Mecklenburg
1592–1610: Charles of Mecklenburg
1610–1636: Augustus of Brunswick and Lunenburg, Celle line
1636–1648: Gustavus Adolphus of Mecklenburg-Güstrow
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Prince-Bishopric of Utrecht

Bishopric of Utrecht
Sticht Utrecht  (Dutch)

Hochstift Utrecht  (German)
Principauté d'Utrecht  (French)

1024–1528

Flag Coat of arms

Status State of the Holy
Roman Empire

Capital Utrecht

Common languages Middle Dutch,
Middle Low
German

Religion Roman Catholic

Government Principality
Prince-bishop  
• (1024–1026)[a] Adalbold II of

Utrecht
• (1524–1528)[b] Henry of the

Palatinate
Historical era Middle Ages

• Lower Lotharingia
divided from
Lotharingia

959

• Established 1024
• Investiture Controversy 1075–1122
• Concordat of Worms 1122
• Guelders Wars 1502–1543
• Disestablished 1528
• Union of Utrecht

signed
1579

Preceded by Succeeded by
Lower
Lorraine

Lordship of
Utrecht

Lordship of
Overijssel

Today part of  Netherlands

History of the Low Countries
Frisii Belgae

Cana-
nefates

Chamavi,
Tubantes Gallia Belgica (55 BC – 5th c. AD)

Germania Inferior (83 – 5th c.)

Salian Franks Batavi

unpopulated
(4th–5th c.)

Saxons
Salian Franks

(4th–5th c.)

Frisian Kingdom
(6th c.–734)

Frankish Kingdom (481–843)—Carolingian Empire (800–843)

Austrasia (511–687)

Middle Francia (843–855) West
Francia

(843–)
Kingdom of Lotharingia (855– 959)

Duchy of Lower Lorraine (959–)

Frisia

Frisian
Freedom

(11–16th

century)

County of
Holland
(880–1432)

Bishopric of
Utrecht

(695–1456)

Duchy of
Brabant

(1183–1430)

Duchy of
Guelders
(1046–1543)

County of
Flanders
(862–1384)

County of
Hainaut

(1071–1432)

County of
Namur

(981–1421)

P.-Bish.
of Liège

(980–1794)

Duchy of
Luxem-
bourg

(1059–1443)

 
Burgundian Netherlands (1384–1482)

Habsburg Netherlands (1482–1795)

(Seventeen Provinces after 1543)
 

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bishopric of Utrecht)

This article is about the secular principality ruled by the bishops of Utrecht in the Middle Ages. For the original spiritual jurisdiction of the bishops of Utrecht, see Archdiocese of Utrecht (695–
1580). For the current archdiocese within the Old Catholic Church of the Netherlands, see Old Catholic Archdiocese of Utrecht. For the current archdiocese within the Roman Catholic Church,
see Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Utrecht.

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Prince-Bishopric of Utrecht" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (September 2014) (Learn how and when to remove this template
message)

The Bishopric of Utrecht (1024–1528) was a civil principality of the Holy Roman Empire in the Low Countries, in present Netherlands, which was ruled
by the bishops of Utrecht as princes of the Holy Roman Empire.

From 1024 until 1528, it was one of the prince-bishoprics of the Holy Roman Empire, constituting, in addition to its ecclesiastical aspect, a civil state
within the Empire. In 1528, Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor, secularized its civil authority and territorial possessions.
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History [edit]

Foundation [edit]

The Diocese of Utrecht was established in 695 when Saint Willibrord was consecrated bishop of the Frisians at Rome by Pope Sergius I. With the
consent of the Frankish ruler, Pippin of Herstal, he settled in an old Roman fort in Utrecht. After Willibrord's death the diocese suffered greatly from the
incursions of the Frisians,[citation needed] and later on of the Vikings. Whether Willibrord could be called the first bishop of Utrecht is doubtful; as James
Palmer points out, "there was no real concept of a well-defined bishopric until at least the days of Alberic (775–84)". And while Saint Boniface is referred
to in his hagiographies as the successor of Willibrord (and, in turn, Gregory of Utrecht is referred to as the successor to Willibrord and Boniface), this
does not necessarily mean "successor as bishop", but rather that they succeeded each other as missionaries to the Frisians.[1]

Prince-Bishopric of Utrecht [edit]

Better times appeared during the reign of the Saxon emperors, who frequently summoned the Bishops of Utrecht to attend the imperial councils and
diets. In 1024 the bishops were made Princes of the Holy Roman Empire and the new Prince-Bishopric of Utrecht was formed. The secular territory
over which it ruled was known as Sticht Utrecht or Het Sticht (a sticht was any piece of land governed by a bishop or abbot). This territory was divided
into the Nedersticht (Lower Sticht, roughly corresponding to the present day province of Utrecht) and Oversticht (Upper Sticht, encompassing the
present-day provinces of Overijssel, Drenthe, and part of Groningen).

In 1122, with the Concordat of Worms, the Emperor's right of investiture was annulled, and the cathedral chapter received the right to elect the bishop. It
was, however, soon obligated to share this right with the four other collegiate chapters in the city. The Counts of Holland and Guelders, between whose
territories the lands of the Bishops of Utrecht lay, also sought to acquire influence over the filling of the episcopal see. This often led to disputes and
consequently the Holy See frequently interfered in the election. After the middle of the 14th century the popes repeatedly appointed the bishop directly
without regard to the five chapters.

It was part of the Lower Rhenish–Westphalian Circle

In 1527, the Bishop sold his territories, and thus his secular authority, to Holy Roman Emperor Charles V and the principality became an integral part of
the Habsburg dominions. The chapters transferred their right of electing the bishop to Charles V and his government, a measure to which Pope Clement
VII gave his consent, under political pressure after the Sack of Rome.

End [edit]

The Prince-Bishopric of Utrecht was conquered by Habsburg troops in 1528. The southwestern Nedersticht core territory around the city of Utrecht
became the Lordship of Utrecht, whilst the southern part of the Oversticht was transformed into the Lordship of Overijssel. The northern parts were
annexed in 1536 as the County of Drenthe.

Prince-bishops [edit]

This is a list of prince-bishops only. For a full list of bishops and archbishops of Utrecht, see List of bishops and archbishops of Utrecht.

Adalbold II (1010–1026)
Bernold (1026/7–1054)
William I (1054–1076)
Conrad (1076–1099)
Burchard (1100–1112)
Godbald (1114–1127)
Andreas van Cuijk (1127/8–1139)
Hartbert (1139–1150)
Herman van Horne (1151–1156)
Godfrey van Rhenen (1156–1178)
Baldwin II van Holland (1178–1196)
Arnold I van Isenburg (1196–1197)
Dirk I van Holland (1197)
Dirk II van Are (van Ahr) (1197/8–1212)
Otto I van Gelre (1212–1215)
Otto II van Lippe (1216–1227)
Wilbrand van Oldenburg (1227–1233)
Otto III van Holland (1233–1249)
Gozewijn van Amstel (van Randerath) (1249–1250)
Henry I van Vianden (1250/2–1267)
John I of Nassau (1267–1290)
John II van Sierck (1290–1296)
Willem II Berthout (1296–1301)
Guy van Avennes (1301–1317)
Frederik II van Sierck (1317–1322)
Jacob van Oudshoorn (1322)

Philip of Burgundy (1517–1524)
Henry of the Palatinate (1524–1529)

Bishopric of Utrecht c. 1350. Nedersticht is the
smaller territory while Oversticht is the larger

territory.
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Arnold II of Horne (1371–1379)
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Notes [edit]

a. ^ Adalbold II of Utrecht was bishop of the Diocese of Utrecht from 1010.
b. ^ Henry of the Palatinate remained bishop of the Diocese of Utrecht until 1529.
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Bishopric of Verdun

Bishopric of Verdun
Fürstbistum Wirten  (German)

Principauté épiscopale de Verdun  (French)

Prince-bishopric of Holy Roman Empire

997–1552

Coat of arms

The Three Bishoprics of Verdun, Metz and
Toul in the upper half of this map, coloured

green and outlined in pink.

Capital Verdun
Historical era Middle Ages
• County established 10th century
• County ceded

    to the bishopric
997

• Three Bishoprics
    annexed by France

1552

• Peace of Westphalia
    recognises annexation

1648

Preceded by Succeeded by
County of
Verdun

Three
Bishoprics

Location of Diocese of Verdun

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Bishopric of Verdun was a state of the Holy Roman
Empire. It was located at the western edge of the Empire and was
bordered by France, the Duchy of Luxembourg, and the Duchy of
Bar.
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History [edit]

This fief also included the advowson of the church of Verdun over
its possessions along the river Moselle. According to a chronist's
report, written around the year 900, the Merovingian king
Childebert II (575–596) came to visit Verdun. There was not
enough wine to serve the monarch and the Bishop Agericus was
very embarrassed. However God rewarded him for his good
deeds and miraculously increased the amount of wine. The king
presented Agericus of Verdun with the Schloss Veldenz as a fief
of Verdun "because of the wine".[1] Around 1156 Frederick
Barbarossa confirmed the holding by Bishop Albert I of Verdun
of the castle together with the surrounding land.

A story that Peter (774-798), successor of Madalvaeus, was
granted temporal lordship of the Diocese by Charlemagne, but
this is no longer accepted.[2]

Because of the destruction of the archives in a fire Bishop
Dadon (880-923) commissioned the Gesta episcoporum
Virodunensium (Chronicle of the Bishops of Verdun) from
Bertharius, a Benedictine monk. This was continued to 1250
by a second monk, Lawrence, and later by an anonymous
writer.[2]

A key element of Emperor Otto I's domestic policy was to
strengthen ecclesiastical authorities at the expense of the
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Verdun Cathedral

nobility who threatened his power. To this end he filled the
ranks of the episcopate with his own relatives and with loyal
chancery clerks. As protector of the Church he invested them
with the symbols of their offices, both spiritual and secular, so
the clerics were appointed as his vassals through a
commendation ceremony. Historian Norman Cantor concludes:
"Under these conditions clerical election became a mere
formality in the Ottonian empire ..."[3] The Bishop of Verdun,
appointed by Otto, was totally faithful to the emperor.[4]

In 990 Bishop Haimont ordered the construction of a new
cathedral[4] on the Romano-Rhenish plan: a nave, two
transepts, two opposing apses, each one flanked by two bell
towers. The Holy Roman Emperor Otto III bestowed the title
Count on Bishop Haimont (990-1024) and his successors in
997. The bishops had the right to appoint a temporary "count
for life" (comte viager), theoretically subject to the authority of
the bishop. These counts were selected from the noble family
of Ardennes. There was frequent conflict between the count
and the bishop.[2]

With the marriage of Philip IV with Joan I of Navarre, the
daughter of the Count of Champagne, Lorraine and
particularly Verdun become a primary focus for the crown of France. After 1331, appointment to the episcopal
see was controlled by the King of France rather than the Emperor.[4]

The Bishopric was annexed to France in 1552; this was recognized by the Holy Roman Empire in the Peace of
Westphalia of 1648. It then was a part of the province of the Three Bishoprics.

Bishops [edit]

Fourth century [edit]

ca. 346: St. Saintin
356–383: St. Maurus

Fifth century [edit]

???–420: Salvinus
ca. 440: Arator
454–470: Polychronius[5]

470–486: Possessor
486–502: Freminus (Firminus)

Sixth century [edit]

502–529: Vitonus
529–554: Desideratus
554–591: Agericus
v. 595: Charimeres

Seventh century [edit]

v. 614: Harimeris
???–621: St. Ermenfred
623–626: Godo
641–648: Paulus
648–665: Gisloald
665–689: Gerebert
689–701: Armonius

Eighth century [edit]

701–710: Agrebert
711–715: Bertalamius
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716: Abbo
716–722: Pepo
722–730: Volchisus
730–732: Agronius
753–774: Madalveus
774–798: Peter
798–802: Austram

Ninth century [edit]

802–824: Heriland
824–847: Hilduin
847–870: Hatto
870–879: Bernard
880–923: Dado[6]

Tenth century [edit]

923–925: Hugh I
925–939: Bernuin, son of Matfried I, Count of Metz, and of Lantesinde (sister of Dado)
939–959: Berengar
959–983: Wigfrid
983–984: Hugh II
984–984: Adalbero I, later Bishop of Metz (as Adalbero II). [7]

985–990: Adalbero II, cousin of predecessor..
990–1024: Haimont (Heymon)

Eleventh century [edit]

1024–1039: Reginbert
1039–1046: Richard I
1047–1089: Theoderic
1089–1107: Richer

Twelfth century [edit]

1107–1114: Richard II of Grandpré
1114–1117: Mazo, administrator
1117–1129: Henry I of Blois, deposed at the Council of Chalon (1129)
1129–1131: Ursio
1131–1156: Adalbero III of Chiny
1156–1162: Albert I of Marcey
1163–1171: Richard III of Crisse
1172–1181: Arnulf of Chiny-Verdun
1181–1186: Henry II of Castel
1186–1208: Albert II of Hierges

Thirteenth century [edit]

1208–1216: Robert I of Grandpré
1217–1224: John I of Aspremont
1224–1245: Radulf of Torote
1245–1245: Guy (Wido) I of Traignel
1245–1247: Guy (Wido) II of Mellote
1247–1252: John II of Aachen
1252–1255: James (Jacques) I Pantaléon of Court-Palais
1255–1271: Robert II of Médidan
1271–1273: Ulrich of Sarvay
1275–1278: Gerard of Grandson
1278–1286: Henry III of Grandson
1289–1296: James (Jacques) II of Ruvigny
1297–1302: John III of Richericourt
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Fourteenth century [edit]

1303–1305: Thomas of Blankenberg
1305–1312: Nicholas I of Neuville
1312–1349: Henry IV of Aspremont
1349–1351: Otto of Poitiers
1352–1361: Hugh III of Bar
1362–1371: John IV of Bourbon-Montperoux
1371–1375: John V of Dampierre-St. Dizier
1375–1379: Guy III of Roye
1380–1404: Leobald of Cousance

Fifteenth century [edit]

1404–1419: John VI of Saarbrücken
1419–1423: Louis I of Bar († 1430), administrator
1423–1423: Raymond
1423–1424: William of Montjoie
1424–1430: Louis I of Bar († 1430), administrator
1430–1437: Louis of Haraucourt
1437–1449: William Fillatre
1449–1456: Louis of Haraucourt
1457–1500: William of Haraucourt

Sixteenth century [edit]

1500–1508: Warry de Dommartin
1508–1522: Louis de Lorraine[8]

1523–1544: Jean de Lorraine (1498–1550), brother of predecessor
1544–1547: Nicolas de Mercœur (1524–1577), nephew of predecessor
1548–1575: Nicolas Psaume
1576–1584: Nicolas Bousmard
1585–1587: Charles de Lorraine[9]

1588–1593: Nicolas Boucher
1593–1610: Eric of Lorraine[10]

1593–1601: Christophe de la Vallée, administrator

Seventeenth century [edit]

1610–1622: Charles de Lorraine,[11] nephew of predecessor
1623–1661: François de Lorraine (1599 † 1672), brother of predecessor
1667–1679: Armand de Monchy d'Hocquincourt
1681–1720: Hippolyte de Béthune

Eighteenth century [edit]

1721–1754: Charles-François D'Hallencourt
1754–1769: Aymar-Fr.-Chrétien-Mi. de Nicolai
1770–1793: Henri-Louis Rene Desnos

Until 1801 Verdun was part of the ecclesiastical province of the Archbishop of Trier. On November 29, 1801 it
was suppressed and added to the Diocese of Nancy. On October 6, 1822 the diocese was re-established.

See also [edit]

Roman Catholic Diocese of Verdun
Verdun Cathedral
Counts of Verdun

External links [edit]

Website of the diocese
Historia brevis episcoporum Virdunensium
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7. ^ Son of Frederick I, Duke of Upper Lorraine
8. ^ Son of René II, Duke of Lorraine.
9. ^ (1561–1587), bishop of Toul from 1580 to 1587, son of Nicolas de Mercœur.

10. ^ (1576–1623), son of Nicolas de Mercœur.
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Ecclesiastical · Straßburg · Toul1 · Verdun1 · Weißenburg · Worms

Secular

Bar · Heitersheim · Hersfeld · Hesse (Darmstadt · Homburg · Kassel
· Marburg · Rheinfels) · Isenburg-Birstein · Kaiserslautern · Lorraine2

· Nassau (Idstein · Ottweiler · Saarbrücken · Usingen · Weilburg) ·
Salm (Kyrburg · Salm) · Savoy · Simmern · Solms-Braunfels ·
Sponheim3 · Veldenz / Lautereck · Waldeck3 · Zweibrücken

Counts
and Lords

With
Imp. Diet

seats

Hanau (Lichtenberg · Münzenberg4) · Isenburg (Birstein
· Büdingen · Büdingen-Birstein) · Königstein (Mainz ·
Stolberg) · Kriechingen · Leiningen (Dagsburg ·
Hardenburg · Westerburg) · Salm (Grehweiler ·
Grumbach) · Solms (Hohensolms · Laubach · Lich ·
Rödelheim) · Wetterau · Wittgenstein (Berleburg ·
Wittgenstein)

Without
Bretzenheim · Dagstuhl · Falkenstein · Isenburg
(Meerholz · Wächtersbach) · Mensfelden · Olbrück ·
Reipoltskirchen · Salm-Dhaun · Wartenberg

Free
imperial cities

Décapole
Colmar · Hagenau · Kaisersberg · Landau ·
Mühlhausen5 · Münster im Elsaß · Oberehnheim ·
Rosheim · Schlettstadt · Türkheim · Weißenburg

Others Frankfurt · Friedberg · Metz · Speyer · Straßburg · Toul ·
Verdun · Wetzlar · Worms

1 Part of the Three Bishoprics.   2 Nomeny after 1737.   3 without Reichstag seat.   4 until 1736.   5 Joined Swiss Confederacy in
1515.

Circles est. 1500: Bavarian, Swabian, Upper Rhenish, Lower Rhenish–Westphalian, Franconian, (Lower) Saxon
Circles est. 1512: Austrian, Burgundian, Upper Saxon, Electoral Rhenish     ·     Unencircled territories

Categories: States and territories established in the 990s States and territories disestablished in 1552
990s establishments in the Holy Roman Empire 1552 disestablishments in the Holy Roman Empire
Roman Catholic dioceses in the Holy Roman Empire Dioceses established in the 4th century
Prince-bishoprics of the Holy Roman Empire in France 997 establishments
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Bishoy Kamel

Bishoy Kamel

Hegumen
Born December 6, 1931

Sers el-Lyan, Monufia, Egypt

Died March 21, 1979 (aged 47)
Alexandria, Egypt

Venerated in Coptic Orthodox Church

Major shrine St. George Coptic Orthodox
Church (Sporting, Alexandria,
Egypt)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Bishoy Kamel" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (April
2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Bishoy Kamel also spelled Bishoi Kamel (1931–1979), was a
priest of the Coptic Orthodox Church of Alexandria.
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2 Final years and legacy
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4 External links

Life [edit]

He was born Samy Kamel in Sers el-Lyan, Monufia Governorate,
Egypt, in 1931. later moving to Damenhour where he received his
early education. He went on to attend Alexandria University, and
received his Bachelor of Science degree there in 1951. He started
as a teacher in a local school, at the same time continuing his own
studies. In 1954, he received an advanced degree in literature and
was appointed as an instructor at the Alexandria University college
of education. Five years later, in 1959, he was ordained a priest of
the Coptic Orthodox Church.[1] While a priest, he also taught
Sunday school and offered free tutoring for children who needed
it. He is also noted for going around to the needy of his
congregation after evening services on Christmas, Epiphany, and
Easter, because he thought it important to share with his congregation the meaning of the church's "feasts".

Kamel founded the St. George Coptic Orthodox Church in Sporting, Alexandria, Egypt. As the church grew, he
became convinced one priest would not be enough and sought to have associate priests at the church.
Although he was initially advised against doing so, he persisted, and in time the church had five priests working
there, all of whom remained overworked as well.[1] Other churches he founded in Alexandria include St. George
in Hadara, the Church of Archangel Michael in the Mustafa Kamel area, St. Takla Hemanout in the Ibrahimeya
neighborhood, the church of St. Mary and St. Cyril in the Cleopatra neighborhood, and the church of St. Peter
in the Sidi Bishr neighborhood.[2]

In 1969, Kamel was sent to minister to the needs of the Coptic faithful in Los Angeles. Initially, the church placed
him in a building used by the Syriac Orthodox Church. Later, he was given the chance to buy a building which
the Russian Orthodox Church congregation had earlier used on Robertson Boulevard which would cost
$100,000. His church at the time had about $500 available. Father Bishoy Kamel managed to raise $23,000,[2]

some of which came from newer immigrants to the area.

Kamel took a cab to a local bank, where he was prepared to pay the $23,000. and sign a mortgage for the
church. Unfortunately, he left the unmarked envelope containing the money in the seat of the taxi he took to the
bank. He didn't notice until entering the bank and being asked by the loan officer what had happened to the
money. He left the bank and returned to his home near the church they were using without the mortgage or the
money, convinced that at least some people would believe that he had himself stolen the money. Later that
night, after midnight, he heard a knock on his door and asked his wife to answer it. The driver of the taxi was
there. He confessed to having found the money in the cab and drove around for some time trying to decide
whether to keep it or not. After deciding not to, determining that his fare had been some sort of minister, he had
to find a way to locate him. He asked around, and finally managed to determine who his fare must have been,
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and arrived with the money.[1]

Final years and legacy [edit]

Kamel would later go on to help establish the Coptic church in Denver and Houston,[2] and areas of Europe and
Australia. Although very interested in the spiritual welfare of others, Kamel was also very concerned with what
he felt was his own salvation. He displayed an unusual degree of humility. Although married for several years to
his wife, Angel, both of them remained celibate. As a preacher, he regularly cited examples from the Bible,
Church history, tradition, and the life of the Saints. His voice is described as having been low, almost weak, but
was very appreciated by his congregation. He wrote religious books, including Under the Feet of the Cross and
With Christ Crucified. He died in 1979 and is buried in Alexandria.
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Bl. Agatha Takea
Died 1622

Japan

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 1867

Feast September 10

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Blessed Agnes Takea was a Japanese Roman Catholic martyr.
Agnes was married to another Catholic layperson, Bl. Cosmas
Takeya Sozaburō. They were beheaded, with Bl. Charles Spinola
and companions, during the "Great Martyrdom" at Nagasaki. She
was beatified in 1867.[1][2][3][4]

See also [edit]

Martyrs of Japan
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bladulf[1] (died c.630), was a monk and priest of Bobbio Abbey, killed at the orders of the Lombard king
Arioald, an Arian.[2]

He is a Catholic and Orthodox[3] saint, feast day January 2 .

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Bladulph, Blidulf, Blidulph, Bladulphus, Baldulphus, Blidulphus.
2. ^ Jonas of Bobbio, Life of Columbanus, II, 24 (trad. Alexander O'Hara, Ian Wood, Jonas of Bobbio, Life of

Columbanus, Life of John of Réomé and Life of Vedast, Liverpool, 2017) ;CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA: Abbey and
Diocese of Bobbio

3. ^ Latin Saints of the Orthodox Patriarchate of Rome

External links [edit]

(in German) [http://www.zeno.org/Heiligenlexikon-1858/A/Bladulphus,+S .

Heiligenlexikon-1858 page]

Portals
Access related topics

This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

This article about a Catholic clergyman is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

Categories: 7th-century Christian saints Burials at Bobbio Abbey Saint stubs
Roman Catholic clergy stubs
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Blaesilla

Saint
Blaesilla

Born 364
Rome

Died 384 (aged 19–20)

Feast 22 January

Patronage Catholic Church

Influences Saint Jerome

Saint Jerome, Saint Paula, and
Saint Eustochium, at National Gallery of
Art in Washington.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Blaesilla, also known as Blesilla[1] (364–384),[2] was a
Roman widow and disciple of Saint Jerome. She was born into a
wealthy senatorial family in Rome, the eldest daughter of Saint
Paula and sister of Saint Eustochium, who were members of a
group of wealthy Christian women who followed the teachings of
Jerome. Blaesilla was widowed at the age of 18; at first, she
enjoyed her freedom as a widow, but after a life-threatening fever,
became "a changed woman"[2] and a severe ascetic, practicing
fasting as a spiritual discipline. Her fasts dramatically weakened
her, and she died within four months, at the age of 20.

Blaesilla's death caused "bitter controversy" in Rome;[3] many Romans blamed Jerome for her death and
demanded that he be removed from Rome. Eventually, Jerome left Rome, with Blaesilla's mother and sister, to
live as an ascetic in the Holy Land. Most of the knowledge about Saint Blaesilla's life comes from the writings of
Jerome, in which he described her piety and virtue. She also inspired Jerome to translate the book of
Ecclesiastes. Modern writers and researchers have connected Saint Blaesilla with the eating disorder anorexia
nervosa; she has been called "this ancient woman who starved herself in death in the name of Christ"[4] and
"the first victim of anorexia nervosa, described in the literature",[5] and has been compared to modern patients
with the disorder.
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Life [edit]

Blaesilla was born in Rome in 364,[2] into a wealthy aristocratic family,
the eldest daughter of Saint Paula of Rome, the widow of Toxotius, a
wealthy Roman senator. Toxicus' brother was a former vicarius of Rome
and proconsul of Africa.[1][6] Blaesilla had three sisters, one of which
was Saint Eustochium. Both Paula and Eustochium were part of "the
vigorous Christian community"[2] in Rome during the 4th century that
was made up of wealthy women like Saint Paula and Saint Asella, and
advised by Saint Jerome.[2] Blaesilla was described as "a beautiful,
talented young girl who loved the merry life of aristocratic Rome";[2] she
enjoyed the theater, dinner parties, and socializing with other young
people.[2]

When Blaesilla was 18, she married Furius, a son of Titiana, who was
devoutly Christian like Blaesilla's mother.[1] Blaesilla's husband died
seven months after they were married, leaving her a wealthy widow.[2]

She mourned his death, but as historian Joyce E. Salisbury stated,
Blaesilla was too young to "forego the exciting life she loved",[2] living as
other young widows did at the time, lavishly spending her time and
money on her dress, appearance, and parties, and enjoying her
freedom as a widow.[2][6] Jerome, who advocated asceticism and
extreme fasting as a spiritual practice because he believed that it helped his followers control their flesh and
focus more on God, chastised her for "her frivolous life".[2] Writer Leonard Shlain reported that Jerome spent
"an inordinate amount of his time in private audiences" with Blaesilla,[7] advising her to become an ascetic.

Shortly after her husband's death, Blaesilla became ill with a fever; she recovered and became "a changed
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woman".[2] Writer Joan Carroll Cruz said that Blaesilla had "yield[ed] to the promptings of grace"[1] and chose to
spend "the rest of her short life in great austerity".[1] She studied scripture, learned to speak Greek with a
perfect accent, learned Hebrew in a few months, carried books with her wherever she went, and demanded that
Jerome write commentaries for her to study.[4] Jerome, speaking about her intellectual talent, said: "Who can
recall without a sigh the earnestness of her prayers, the brilliancy of her conversation, the tenacity of her
memory, and the quickness of her intellect?"[8] She became an ascetic, wearing plain clothes and participating
in extreme fasts that dramatically weakened her.[2] Historian John Matthews conjectured that Blaesilla's behavior
was due to depression and a response to a life-threatening illness.[6] Her family grew alarmed about her
declining health and even petitioned the pope.[7] She was not able to withstand the demands that her asceticism
had on her body, though, and she died within four months, in 384, at the age of 20.[2] Blaesiila's feast day is 22
January.[9]

Legacy [edit]

Historians Finley Hooper and Matthew Schwartz reported that Blaesilla's death caused "bitter controversy" in
Rome.[3] Salisbury reported that many in Rome were outraged at Blaesilla's premature death and blamed
Jerome for her death.[4] According to Jerome in one of his letters to Paula, in which he described Blaesella's
death, Paula became so overwhelmed by grief during Blaesilla's funeral that she collapsed during the
procession and had to be taken away unconscious.[10] Historian John Matthews stated that Paula's response
was due to her own asceticism, and that she had been weakened by the lack of food.[6] Jerome, in his attempt
to console her, proclaimed Blaesilla "the victor in the struggle against Satan".[3] He also criticized Paula for her
"excessive" grief,[7] telling her that she should be pleased that Blaesilla was with Christ and that Blaesilla would
be distressed at Paula's grief. He also promised Paula that he would keep Blaesilla's memory alive by
mentioning her in all his writings, a promise he fulfilled.[7] If it were not for the writings of Jerome, in which he
described her piety and virtue, we would know very little about Saint Blaesilla.[1][9] Cruz reported that Jerome
translated the book of Ecclesiastes at Blaesilla's request.[1]

Blaesilla's death polarized Roman opinion against Jerome and his demands to asceticism.[7] They blamed him
for her death, stated that she had been killed by fasting, and demanded that monks be expelled from Rome.[6]

He was not reappointed to his position, so the following year he left Rome to visit the Holy Land.[7] He brought
Paula and Blaesilla's younger sister Eustochium with him; they did not seem to blame him for Blaesilla's death
but were certain that "she had died in a state of grace".[4] Jerome spent the last 34 years of his life living as an
ascetic himself, along with Paula and her daughter; he insisted that they care for him, commanding them to not
wash or comb their hair and insisting that they wear rags.[7]

Modern writers and researchers have connected Saint Blaesilla with the eating disorder anorexia nervosa.
Salisbury called Blaesilla "this ancient woman who starved herself in death in the name of Christ",[4] and writer
Leonard Shlain stated that she "died from anorexia".[7] Hooper and Schwartz were critical of Saint Jerome,
stating that his beliefs about asceticism and monasticism demonstrated an attitude that would prevail in
Christianity for centuries.[3] Researchers Martine Docx and Paul Govaert called Blaesilla "probably the first
recorded case of death due to anorexia"[11] and "the first victim of anorexia nervosa, described in the
literature".[5] They compared modern patients suffering from anorexia with religious ascetics of the past like
Blaesilla, stating that the "refusal of food both in antiquity and in modern society by the anorexic patient is an
extreme form of self-discipline to pursue a new, better identity".[12] They also stated that the refusal of food
offered ascetics like Blaesella "a spiritual transcendence",[12] while the goal for modern patients was the pursuit
of the "perfect body".[12] They suggested that Blaesilla's motivation might also have included a desire to earn
the love and approval of Jerome, her mother, and her sister, much like the way in which modern patients
become anorexic to earn the love and approval of their families and society.[5]
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Saint Blaise of Amorion (Amorium) was a medieval monk from the Byzantine Empire. He was born in the mid-
9th century in Amorion, Anatolic Theme. He studied in Constantinople and was ordained a deacon at Hagia
Sophia. On a pilgrimage to Rome, he was taken captive and sold to "Scythians" (i.e. Bulgarians) by his travel
companion. According to his "Vita", his buyer was a Bulgar nobleman, who released him in the hope that Blaise
would stay and provide guidance in how to life a Christian life.[1] He made his way to Rome, where he became a
monk for 18 years, during which he became famous for his piety. He went back to Constantinople to escape his
growing reputation of holiness and was welcomed in the Stoudios Monastery, and he later moved to Athos. He
died in 908[2] on a visit to Constantinople.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Curta, Florin. Southeastern Europe in the Middle Ages, 500-1250, p. 175, Cambridge University Press, 2006
ISBN 9780521815390

2. ^ [1]
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Blandina

Saint Blandina

Blandina severely burned and thrown to wild bulls

Virgin and Martyr
Born c. 162

Lyon, France

Died 177
Lyon, France

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church, Eastern
Orthodox, Western Rite Orthodoxy,
Eastern Catholic Churches, Anglican
Communion

Major shrine Church of Saint-Leu, Amiens, France

Feast June 2

Attributes A bull, depicted tied to a pillar with a lion
and bear near her [1]

Patronage those falsely accused of cannibalism,
servant girls, torture victims

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Blandina (French: Blandine, died 177 AD) was a
Christian martyr who died in Lyon, France during the reign
of Emperor Marcus Aurelius.
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Context [edit]

In the first two centuries of the Christian era, it was the local
Roman officials who were largely responsible for the
persecution of Christians. In the second century, the
emperors treated Christianity as a local problem to be dealt
with by their subordinates.[2] The number and severity of
persecutions of Christians in various locations of the empire
seemingly increased during the reign of Marcus Aurelius.
The extent to which Marcus Aurelius himself directed,
encouraged, or was aware of these persecutions is unclear
and much debated by historians.[3]

Traditional history [edit]

The traditional account regarding Blandina is reported by
Eusebius in his Historia Ecclesiastica.

She belongs to the band of martyrs of Lyon who, after some
of their number had endured frightful tortures, suffered martyrdom in 177 in the reign of Marcus Aurelius.
Almost all we know of Blandina comes from a letter sent from the Church of Lyon to the Churches of Asia
Minor.[4] Eusebius gives significant space of her life and death in his book as he quotes from the
aforementioned epistle to Asia Minor.[5] The fanaticism of the Roman populace in Lyon had been excited
against the Christians so that the latter, when they ventured to show themselves publicly, were harassed and ill-
treated.[6]

While the imperial legate was away, the chiliarch, a military commander, and the duumvir, a civil magistrate,
threw a number of Christians, who confessed their faith, into prison. When the legate returned, the imprisoned
believers were brought to trial. Among these Christians was Blandina, a slave, who had been taken into custody
along with her master, also a Christian. Her companions greatly feared that on account of her bodily frailty she
might not remain steadfast under torture. But although the legate caused her to be tortured in a horrible
manner, so that even the executioners became exhausted "as they did not know what more they could do to
her", still she remained faithful and repeated to every question "I am a Christian, and we commit no
wrongdoing."[6]

Through fear of torture slaves had testified against their masters that the Christians when assembled committed
cannibalism and incest, and the legate desired to wring confession of this misconduct from the Christian
prisoners. In his report to the emperor the legate stated that those who held to their Christian belief were to be
executed and those who denied their faith were to be released, and the legate received instructions from the
Emperor Marcus Aurelius allowing the Roman citizens who persisted in the faith to be executed by beheading,[7]

but those without citizenship were to be tortured. Blandina was therefore subjected to new tortures with a
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Amphithéâtre des Trois-Gaules, in Lyon. The pole
in the arena is a memorial to the martyrs, including
Blandina.

Blandine in St Irenaus Church,
Lyon.

Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Blandina.

number of companions in the town's amphitheater (now
known as the Amphitheatre of the Three Gauls) at the time
of the public games.[6]

She was bound to a stake and wild beasts were set on her.
According to legend, they did not, however, touch her.
After enduring this for a number of days, in an effort to
persuade her to recant, she was led into the arena to see
the sufferings of her companions. Finally, as the last of the
martyrs, she was scourged, placed on a red-hot grate,
enclosed in a net and thrown before a wild steer who
tossed her into the air with his horns. In the end, she was
killed with a dagger.[6]

Legacy [edit]

Her feast is celebrated June 2.[1]

Two communes in France are named after her. See Sainte-
Blandine.

See also [edit]

Persecution in Lyon
Scillitan Martyrs
Acts of the Martyrs
List of Christian women of the patristic age
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Maria Magdalena Merten

Blessed
Maria Magdalena Merten

Merten.

Born 10 July 1883
Düppenweiler, Saarland,
German Empire

Died 18 May 1918 (aged 34)
Trier, German Empire

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 1 November 1987, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 18 May

Attributes Religious habit

Patronage Teachers

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Blandine Merten)

Maria Magdalena Merten (10 July 1883 - 18 May 1918) - in
religious life Blandine of the Sacred Heart - was a German
professed religious from the Ursulines.[1] Merten worked as a
teacher from 1902 to 1908 in the secular environment while then
serving as a teacher while in the religious life from her profession
until 1916 when ill health forced her to stop teaching.[2]

Pope John Paul II beatified her on 1 November 1987.
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Life [edit]

Maria Magdalena Merten was the ninth of eleven children born to
farmers.[2]

Between 1902 and 1908 she taught children in a secular
environment but in November 1908 decided to become a member
of the Ursulines near Ahrweiler (along with her sister) with the
intention of teaching and to deepen her understanding of faith;
she commenced her novitiate in 1910. Merten made her solemn
profession on 4 November 1913 and assumed the name of
"Blandine of the Sacred Heart".[1][2] Merten led a simple life with an
emphasis on tending to the children entrusted to her while also
associating action and contemplation with the huge devotion she
fostered towards the Eucharist. In September 1916 she contracted
tuberculosis and was forced to stop teaching as a result.

Merten died in mid-1918 at the convent of Saint Bantus due to her tuberculosis and she was buried at the
Basilica of St Paulinus in Trier.[1][2] Her remains were later transferred on 18 May 1990.

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process opened in Trier in an informative process on 13 November 1954 until its conclusion
on 9 June 1962; her writings later received approval on 21 December 1968 while the cause's formal
introduction came on 4 December 1980 in which she was titled as a Servant of God. Theologians would later
approve the Positio of the cause on 26 January 1983 while the Congregation for the Causes of Saints also
approved it on 12 April 1983.

Pope John Paul II named her as Venerable on 9 July 1983 after confirming her heroic virtue. The miracle
needed for beatification was investigated from 7 March 1985 until 30 March 1985 and was validated in Rome in
1985. A medical board approved the healing to be a miracle on 25 June 1986 as did theologians on 19
December 1986 and the C.C.S. on 17 March 1987. John Paul II approved it on 8 May 1987 and beatified her in
Saint Peter's Square on 1 November 1987.

References [edit]
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Blathmac

Saint Blathmac
Born c. 750 AD

Ireland

Died c. 825
Iona

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the 7th century High King of Ireland, see Blathmac mac Áedo Sláine.

Saint Blathmac (Latin: Blathmacus, Florentius) was a
distinguished Irish monk, born in Ireland about 750 AD. He was
killed and became a martyr in Iona, about 825.[1] His biography
written by Strabo, the Benedictine Abbot of Reichenau (824–849),
and thus the story of his martyrdom has been handed down.[2][3]
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2 Career
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4 External links

Early life [edit]

Blathmac, the scion of a noble family, early showed a religious turn of mind and longed to be enrolled in the
noble army of martyrs, a wish which was afterwards fulfilled. His name was Latinized Florentius (from the Irish
word blàth meaning "flower").

Career [edit]

He became an abbot. In 824 he joined the community of Columban monks at Iona and not long afterwards the
Danes ravaged the island. One morning, as he was celebrating mass, the Scandinavian rovers entered the
monastic church. Blathmac refused to point out the shrine of St. Columba, which was the object of plunder. He
was hacked to pieces on the altar step.[1]

His body was afterwards reverently interred at the scene. Miracles are claimed to have been wrought through
his intercession. The date of his death is given by the "Annals of Ulster" as 825, although Mabillon places it
thirty-six years earlier.[1]

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c "St. Blathmac" . Catholic Encyclopedia.
2. ^ "A Folklore Survey of County Clare by Thomas Johnson Westropp" . Retrieved 11 February 2016.
3. ^ "Catholic dictionary" . Retrieved 11 February 2016.
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Andrew of Phú Yên

Blessed Andrew of Phu Yen

Protomartyr of Vietnam
Born 1624[1]

Phú Yên Province, Vietnam

Died 26 July 1644 (aged 19 or 20)
Kẻ Chàm, Vietnam

Beatified 5 March 2000, Rome by Pope John
Paul II

Feast 26 July

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Blessed Andrew of Phu Yen)

Blessed Andrew of Phu Yen (1624 – 26 July 1644)[1] is known as
the "Protomartyr of Vietnam." Baptized in 1641, he was a
dedicated assistant to Jesuit missionaries and was thus arrested in
the purge of Christians launched in 1644. After refusing to abjure
the faith, he was put to death in Kẻ Chàm. Andrew was beatified by
Pope John Paul II on March 5, 2000.[2] His feast day is 26 July.

Biography [edit]

Bl. Andrew came from the province of RanRan (Phú Yên), today in
Vietnam, and was gifted with intelligence and a good heart. On the
insistence of his mother, Fr. Alexandre de Rhodes, a French Jesuit
missionary, agreed to include him among his students. Andrew
soon surpassed his fellow pupils. Together with his mother, he
received Baptism in 1641. He would have been about 15 years of
age, having been born in 1625 or 1626. At the time of his death in
1644, he was 19 or 20. In 1642 Andrew become one of Fr. de
Rhodes' closest co-workers and, after a year of further formation,
he joined the Maison Dieu ("House of God") catechist association
which Fr. de Rhodes had instituted. Its members made a public promise to spend their entire lives serving the
Church by helping priests and spreading the Gospel.

Before the end of July 1644, Mandarin Ong Nghe Bo returned to the province which he governed and where
Andrew was living. He had orders from the King of Annam to prevent the expansion of Christianity in his
kingdom. Fr. de Rhodes, unaware of the Mandarin's intentions, paid him a courtesy visit, but was quickly
informed that the King of Annam was angered at the great number of Cochin-Chinese who were following the
Christian faith. Fr. de Rhodes must therefore leave the country and no longer teach Christian doctrine to the
Cochin-Chinese; since the latter were the subjects of the King, they would incur the most severe penalties.

Fr. de Rhodes left the palace and went directly to the prison where an elderly catechist was already
incarcerated. Meanwhile, the Mandarin had sent soldiers to Fr. de Rhodes' house in search of another
catechist, but he had left on an apostolic mission. They found young Andrew instead. In order not to return
empty-handed to Ong Nghe Bo, they beat Andrew, bound him and transferred him to the Governor's palace.

On 25 July 1644 Andrew was taken to the Mandarin, who tried in various ways to make Andrew "desist from that
foolish opinion of his, and give up the faith". But he replied that he was a Christian and most ready to undergo
any suffering rather than abandon the law that he professed. Indignant at Andrew's inflexibility, the Mandarin
ordered that he be taken to prison. The young Andrew was so serene and joyous at being able to suffer for
Christ that people who came to see him recommended themselves to his prayers. He would not hear of this, but
asked them to pray that God might give him the grace to be faithful to the end and to "respond with fullness of
love to the infinite love of his Lord, who gave his life for men, by giving his own life".

The next day, 26 July, Andrew was taken to the Governor's public audience, where he was sentenced to death.
In the afternoon, a captain led Andrew down the streets of Ke Cham to the place of execution, a field outside
the city. Fr. de Rhodes, many Portuguese and Vietnamese Christians, and even pagans followed the
procession and witnessed the killing. Andrew exhorted the Christians to remain firm in their faith, not to be
saddened by his death, and to help him with their prayers to be faithful to the end. He was executed with some
blows of a lance and, finally, when he was about to be beheaded with a scimitar, he cried out the name of Jesus
in a loud voice. Andrew accepted the sacrifice of his life for the faith and love of Christ.[3]

Beatification [edit]

Andrew was beatified by Pope John Paul II on 5 March 2000. In Blessed Andrew’s beatification homily, Pope
John Paul II preached "The words he repeated as he advanced on the path of martyrdom are the expression of
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what motivated his whole life: ‘Let us return love for love to our God, let us return life for life.’"

26 July, the date of his martyrdom, is Blessed Andrew of Phú Yên's feast day.[1]

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c WYD02 Saints: Blessed Andrew of Phu Yen – Protomartyr of Vietnam
2. ^ Our Sunday Visitor's encyclopedia of saints By Matthew Bunson, Margaret Bunson, Stephen Bunson
3. ^ ST BASIL THE GREAT
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Blessed John Talbot
Born c. 1550

Yorkshire, England

Died 9 August 1600
Durham, England

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 9 August

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Blessed John Talbot (died 1600) was an English Catholic
recusant and martyr.

Biography [edit]

Mr. Talbot was born at Thornton-le-Street, North Yorkshire;
suffered at Durham, 9 August 1600. He had already been
persecuted for his adherence to the Catholic faith, having been
convicted of recusancy in 1588.[1]

As a result of his Catholic faith, Blessed John Talbot suffered severe persecution, including multiple arrests,
fines and confiscation of his property. He had to endure these punishments on a daily basis -a severe test of
his faith and loyalty.[2]

John Talbot was present at prayer with the priest, Blessed Thomas Palasor, Blessed John Norton and several
companions at a house in Lamesley, Gateshead when he was arrested in 1600. It was Blessed John Talbot who
tried to prevent the arrest of the priest. For this, he too was arrested as a traitor.

John Talbot was imprisoned and confined in a dungeon and shortly thereafter, sentenced to be hanged, drawn
and quartered for the crime of harbouring a Catholic priest. On Wednesday 9 August 1600, Blessed John
Talbot was brought to the gallows site in Durham, on the crest of the hill at the north side of Durham City. He
was given the chance to save his life if he would renounce the Catholic faith and attend Protestant services -he
refused. Talbot was tortured on the rack, hanged until not quite dead, then disembowelled, before being
beheaded.[3]

Blessed John's Feast Day is 9 August. He is also venerated on 22 November as one of the Martyrs of England,
Scotland, and Wales.

References [edit]

1. ^ Diocese of Hexham and Newcastle – Bishop Seamus Cunningham.
2. ^ Book of Saints, by the Monks of Ramsgate.
3. ^ A Menology of England and Wales: Or, Brief Memorials of the Ancient British ... By Richard Stanton.
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Blessed Margaret of Savoy

Blessed Margaret of Savoy

Frontispiece from Barisano’s vita of 1692

Born June 21, 1382 or 1390
Fossano

Died November 23, 1464
Casale

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 9 October 1669 by Pope
Clement IX

Feast November 23

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Margaret of Savoy (disambiguation).

The Blessed Margaret of Savoy (June 21, 1382[1] or 1390[2][3] –
November 23, 1464) was Marchioness of Montferrat, and a
Dominican Sister.[4]

Contents [hide]
1 Family
2 Marriage
3 Monastic life
4 Cult and relics
5 References

Family [edit]

Margaret was the eldest of the four children—all daughters—born
to Amadeo of Savoy, Lord of Piedmont[5] (and titular Prince of
Achaea), and his wife Catherine of Geneva.

Her paternal grandparents were Giacomo of Savoy, titular Prince
of Achaea, and his second wife Sibylle of Baux. Her maternal
grandparents were Amadeus III, Count of Geneva, and Mahaut
d'Auvergne. Their claim to the throne of Achaea came from her
great-grandfather Philip of Savoy, eldest son of Thomas III of
Piedmont and Guia of Burgundy. Philip married Isabella of
Villehardouin, Princess of Achaea, and co-reigned with her from
1301 to 1307. They were both deposed by Philip I of Taranto but
continued to claim the title. However Giacomo was a son of Philip
by his second wife Catherine de la Tour du Pin and his claim to be
the heir of Isabella of Villehardouin was disputed.

Marriage [edit]

On January 17, 1403, Margaret married Theodore II, Marquess of Montferrat, a member of the Palaiologos
dynasty and male-line descendant of Andronikos II Palaiologos. Theodore was the widower of Jeanne of Bar,[6]

daughter of Robert I, Duke of Bar, and Marie Valois. Her piety increased after she heard the preaching of
Vincent Ferrer, who spent several months in Montferrat. This marriage lasted for fifteen years but was childless.
Theodore died in 1418.[7]

Monastic life [edit]

When she was left a widow, she decided to abandon the world. Leaving the direction of the affairs of the
marquisate to Jean-Jacques, the son of her husband by his first marriage, she retired to Alba where she joined
the Third Order of St. Dominic.[6]

A little later, Filippo Maria Visconti, Duke of Milan, asked her hand in marriage and begged Pope Martin V to
relieve her of her vow. But Margaret opposed a formal refusal to this request and with several young women of
rank, she founded a monastery and placed it under the rule of the order of St. Dominic. Redoubling her
mortifications she remained a model of piety and died at Alba, 23 November 1464.[6]

Cult and relics [edit]

On 13 December 1464, her remains were placed in a simple tomb; in 1481 they were transferred to a different
and much more beautiful sepulchre built in her monastery at the expense of William VIII of Montferrat. They are
presently held in the church of Santa Maria Maddalena, Alba.
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Four noble beati of the Savoy family are depicted on the vault of a bay in the south aisle of the church of San
Michele in Pavia. Margaret is shown dressed as a nun holding three arrows.
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Bladulf[1] (died c.630), was a monk and priest of Bobbio Abbey, killed at the orders of the Lombard king
Arioald, an Arian.[2]

He is a Catholic and Orthodox[3] saint, feast day January 2 .

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Bladulph, Blidulf, Blidulph, Bladulphus, Baldulphus, Blidulphus.
2. ^ Jonas of Bobbio, Life of Columbanus, II, 24 (trad. Alexander O'Hara, Ian Wood, Jonas of Bobbio, Life of

Columbanus, Life of John of Réomé and Life of Vedast, Liverpool, 2017) ;CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA: Abbey and
Diocese of Bobbio

3. ^ Latin Saints of the Orthodox Patriarchate of Rome

External links [edit]

(in German) [http://www.zeno.org/Heiligenlexikon-1858/A/Bladulphus,+S .

Heiligenlexikon-1858 page]
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Bodfan

Bodfan Standing Stone, Llanaber

Missionary
Born 7th century

North Wales

Venerated in Catholic Church,
Anglican Communion

Feast 2 June

Patronage Llanaber,
Abergwyngregyn

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bodfan (or Bodfaen) is a Welsh saint in the Catholic and Anglican
churches.
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Biography [edit]

He was the son of Helig ap Glanawg and died in the 7th century.[1]

Supposedly, he saw his family's land inundated by the sea and
became a religious.[1] Bodfan then became a monk on Bardsey
Island and later established the first church at Llanaber. His
brothers Brothen, Celynin and Rhichwyn are also regarded as
saints and also have churches dedicated to them around
Gwynedd and Conwy.[2]

Legacy [edit]

He is the patron saint of many churches in Gwynedd in north-west Wales, such as St Mary and St Bodfan
Church in Llanaber and St Bodfan church in Abergwyngregyn.[3] Also, in Llanaber are the Llanaber Stones,
they are two very large rocks with 5th- and 6th-century Latin carvings, 1 km from the local church, they are
known in the area as St Bodfan's Stones.[2]

His feast day is on 2 June.[4]

See also [edit]

Helig ap Glanawg
Llanaber

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b St Bodfan  from Catholic Online, retrieved 8 June 2013
2.  ̂a b Megalithic.co.uk  retrieved 8 June 2013
3. ^ Abergwyngregyn.co.uk  retrieved 8 June 2013
4. ^ Benefice of Llanaber with Barmouth and Caerdeon with Bontddu  retrieved 8 June 2013
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Boetharius[1] (died c.623) was bishop of Chartres from about 594. He was chaplain to Clothaire II and, for a
while, had been the captive of Theuderic II.[2]

He is a Catholic and Orthodox saint,[3] his feast day is 2 August.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Betharius, Berhtarius, Berthaire, Béthaire, Buthaire, Bohaire.
2. ^ Catholic Encyclopedia: Chartres
3. ^ Latin Saints of the Orthodox Patriarchate of Rome

This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Boethius

Anicius Manlius Severinus Boëthius

Boethius teaching his students
(initial in a 1385 Italian manuscript of the

Consolation of Philosophy)

Born c. 477[1]

Rome, Kingdom of Odoacer

Died 524 (aged about 44)
Pavia, Ostrogothic Kingdom

Notable work The Consolation of Philosophy

Era Medieval philosophy

Region Western philosophy

School Neoplatonism

Main
interests

problem of universals, theology,
music

Notable
ideas

The Wheel of Fortune

Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Seneca, Plotinus,
Porphyry, Saint Augustine, Proclus

All Medieval philosophy (notably Johannes
Scotus Eriugena, Peter Abelard, Anselm of
Canterbury,[2] Saint Albert the Great, Saint

Thomas Aquinas, Dante Alighieri)

Saint Severinus Boethius

Born Rome, Kingdom of Odoacer

Died Pavia, Ostrogothic Kingdom

Venerated in Roman Catholic Diocese of
Pavia

Major shrine San Pietro in Ciel d'Oro, Pavia,

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other people named Boethius, see Boethius (disambiguation).

Anicius Manlius Severinus Boëthius,[a] commonly called
Boethius[b] (/boʊˈiːθiəs/; also Boetius /-ʃəs/; c. 477 – 524 AD),
was a Roman senator, consul, magister officiorum, and
philosopher of the early 6th century. He was born about a year
after Odoacer deposed the last Western Roman Emperor and
declared himself King of Italy. Boethius entered public service
under Ostrogothic King Theodoric the Great, who later imprisoned
and executed him in 524 on charges of conspiracy to overthrow
him.[4] While jailed, Boethius composed his Consolation of
Philosophy, a philosophical treatise on fortune, death, and other
issues, which became one of the most popular and influential
works of the Middle Ages. As the author of numerous handbooks
and translator of Aristotle, he became the main intermediary
between Classical antiquity and following centuries.
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Early life and rise to power [edit]

Boethius was born in Rome to a patrician family around 480,[5] but
his exact birth date is unknown.[3] His family, the Anicii, included
emperors Petronius Maximus and Olybrius and many consuls.[3]

His grandfather, a senator by the same name, was appointed as
Praetorian Prefect of Italy. He died in 454, during the palace plot
against magister militum Flavius Aetius.[6] Boethius' father, Manlius
Boethius, who was appointed consul in 487, died while Boethius
was young. Another patrician, Quintus Aurelius Memmius
Symmachus, adopted and raised Boethius, instilling in him a love
for literature and philosophy.[7]

Both Memmius Symmachus and Boethius were fluent in Greek, an
increasingly rare skill at the time in the Western Empire; for this

Influences

Influenced
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reason, some scholars believe that Boethius was educated in the
East. According to John Moorhead, the traditional view is that
Boethius studied in Athens, based on Cassiodorus' rhetoric
describing Boethius' learning in one of his letters, though this does
appear to be a misreading of the text for Boethius' simple facility
with the works of Greek philosophers.[8]

Pierre Courcelle has argued that Boethius studied at Alexandria
with the Neo-Platonist philosopher Ammonius Hermiae. However,
Moorhead observes that the evidence supporting Boethius having
studied in Alexandria "is not as strong as it may appear", and adds
that Boethius may have been able to acquire his formidable
learning without travelling.[9]

On account of his erudition, Boethius entered the service of
Theodoric the Great at a young age and was already a senator by
the age of 25.[10] His earliest documented acts on behalf of the
Ostrogothic ruler were to investigate allegations that the
paymaster of Theodoric's bodyguards had debased the coins of
their pay; to produce a waterclock for Theodoric to give to king
Gundobad of the Burgunds; and to recruit a lyre-player to perform
for Clovis, king of the Franks.[11]

Boethius married his foster-father's daughter, Rusticiana; their
children included two boys, Symmachus and Boethius.

During Theodoric's reign, Boethius held many important offices,
including the consulship in the year 510, but Boethius confesses in
his De consolatione philosophiae that his greatest achievement
was to have both his sons made co-consuls for the same year
(522),[12] one representing the east and the other the west, and
finding himself sitting "between the two consuls and as if it were a
military triumph [letting his] largesse fulfill the wildest expectations
of the people packed in their seats around [him]".[13]

In 522, the same year his two sons were appointed joint consuls,
Boethius accepted the appointment to the position of magister
officiorum, the head of all the government and court services.[14]

Fall and death [edit]

In 520
Boethius was
working to
revitalize the
relationship
between the
Roman See
and the

Constantinopolitan See; though still both a part of the same
Church, disagreements had begun to emerge between them. This may have set in place a course of events
that would lead to loss of royal favour.[14] Five hundred years later, this continuing disagreement led to the
East–West Schism in 1054, in which communion between the Catholic Church and Eastern Orthodox Church
was broken.
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In 523 Boethius fell from power. After a period of imprisonment in Pavia for what was deemed a treasonable
offence, he was executed in 524.[5][15] The primary sources are in general agreement over the facts of what
happened. At a meeting of the Royal Council in Verona, the referendarius Cyprianus accused the ex-consul
Caecina Decius Faustus Albinus of treasonous correspondence with Justin I. Boethius leapt to his defense,
crying, "The charge of Cyprianus is false, but if Albinus did that, so also have I and the whole senate with one
accord done it; it is false, my Lord King."[16]

Cyprianus then also accused Boethius of the same crime and produced three men who claimed they had
witnessed the crime. Boethius and Basilius were arrested. First the pair were detained in the baptistery of a
church, then Boethius was exiled to the Ager Calventianus, a distant country estate, where he was put to death.
Not long afterwards Theodoric had Boethius' father-in-law Symmachus put to death, according to Procopius, on
the grounds that he and Boethius together were planning a revolution, and confiscated their property.[17]

"The basic facts in the case are not in dispute," writes Jeffrey Richards. "What is disputed about this sequence
of events is the interpretation that should be put on them."[18] Boethius claims his crime was seeking "the safety
of the Senate". He describes the three witnesses against him as dishonorable: Basilius had been dismissed
from Royal service for his debts, while Venantius Opilio and Gaudentius had been exiled for fraud.[19] However,
other sources depict these men in a far more positive light. For example, Cassiodorus describes Cyprianus and
Opilio as "utterly scrupulous, just and loyal" and mentions they are brothers and grandsons of the consul
Opilio.[20]

Theodoric was feeling threatened by international events. The Acacian Schism had been resolved, and the
Nicene Christian aristocrats of his kingdom were seeking to renew their ties with Constantinople. The Catholic
Hilderic had become king of the Vandals and had put Theodoric's sister Amalafrida to death,[21] and Arians in
the East were being persecuted.[22] Then there was the matter that with his previous ties to Theodahad,
Boethius apparently found himself on the wrong side in the succession dispute following the untimely death of
Eutharic, Theodoric's announced heir.

The method of Boethius' execution varies in the sources. Perhaps he was killed with an axe or a sword, or
possibly he was clubbed to death, or possibly hanged.[23] According to another version a rope was attached
round his head and tightened till his eyes bulged out; then his skull was cracked. In any case, his remains were
entombed in the church of San Pietro in Ciel d'Oro in Pavia, also the resting place of Augustine of Hippo. In
Dante's The Divine Comedy, Paradise, Canto X, lines 121–29, the spirit of Boethius is pointed out by Saint
Thomas Aquinas:

Now if thy mental eye conducted be
From light to light, as I resound their frame,
The eighth well worth attention thou wilt see.
The soul who pointed out the world's dark ways,
To all who listen, its deceits unfolding.
Beneath in Cieldauro lies the frame
Whence it was driven; -from woe and exile, to
This fair abode of peace and bliss it came.

Past historians have had a hard time accepting a sincere Christian who was also a serious Hellenist.[24] Arnaldo
Momigliano argues that "many people have turned to Christianity for consolation. Boethius turned to paganism.
His Christianity collapsed—it collapsed so thoroughly that perhaps he did not even notice its disappearance."
However, this view does not reflect the majority of current scholarship on the matter.[25] The community that he
was part of valued both classical and Christian culture.[26]

Works [edit]

Dates of composition[27]

Mathematical works

De arithmetica (On Arithmetic, c. 500) adapted translation of the Introductionis Arithmeticae by Nicomachus
of Gerasa (c. 160 – c. 220).
De musica (On Music, c. 510), based on a lost work by Nicomachus of Gerasa and on Ptolemy's Harmonica.
Possibly a treatise on geometry, extant only in fragments.[28]

Logical Works
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Narius Manilas Boethius, the father
of Anicius Manlius Severinus Boethius.

In Categorias Aristotelis: Aristotle's Categories
De interpretatione vel periermenias: Aristotle's De Interpretatione
Interpretatio priorum Analyticorum (two versions): Aristotle's Prior Analytics
Interpretatio Topicorum Aristotelis: Aristotle's Topics
Interpretatio Elenchorum Sophisticorum Aristotelis: Aristotle's Sophistical Refutations

B) Commentaries

In Isagogen Porphyrii commenta (two commentaries, the first based on a translation by Marius Victorinus, (c.
504–05); the second based on Boethius' own translation (507–509).
In Categorias Aristotelis (c. 509–11)
In librum Aristotelis de interpretatione Commentaria minora (not before 513)
In librum Aristotelis de interpretatione Commentaria majora (c. 515–16)
In Aristotelis Analytica Priora (c. 520–523)
Commentaria in Topica Ciceronis (incomplete: the end the sixth book and the seventh are missing)

Original Treatises

De divisione (515–520?)
De syllogismo cathegorico (505–506)
Introductio ad syllogismos cathegoricos (c. 523)
De hypotheticis syllogismis (516–522)
De topicis differentiis (c. 522–23)
Opuscula Sacra (Theological Treatises)

De Trinitate (c. 520–21)
Utrum Pater et Filius et Spiritus Sanctus de divinitate substantialiter praedicentur (Whether Father and
Son and Holy Spirit are Substantially Predicated of the Divinity)
Quomodo substantiae in eo quod sint bonae sint cum non sint substantialia bona [also known as De
hebdomadibus] (How Substances are Good in that they Exist, when They are not Substantially Good)
De fide Catholica
Contra Eutychen et Nestorium (Against Eutyches and Nestorius)

De consolatione Philosophiae (524–525).
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Lady Philosophy and Boethius from
the Consolation, (Ghent, 1485)

De consolatione philosophiae [edit]

Boethius's best known work is the Consolation of Philosophy (De
consolatione philosophiae), which he wrote most likely while in exile
under house arrest or in prison while awaiting his execution.[29] This
work represented an imaginary dialogue between himself and
philosophy, with philosophy personified as a woman.[29] The book
argues that despite the apparent inequality of the world, there is, in
Platonic fashion, a higher power and everything else is secondary to
that divine Providence.[4]

Several manuscripts survived and these were widely edited, translated
and printed throughout the late 15th century and later in Europe.[29]

Beyond Consolation of Philosophy, his lifelong project was a deliberate
attempt to preserve ancient classical knowledge, particularly philosophy.
Boethius intended to translate all the works of Aristotle and Plato from
the original Greek into Latin.[30][31][32]

De topicis differentiis [edit]

His completed translations of Aristotle's works on logic were the only
significant portions of Aristotle available in Latin Christendom from the
sixth century until the 12th century. However, some of his translations (such as his treatment of the topoi in The
Topics) were mixed with his own commentary, which reflected both Aristotelian and Platonic concepts.[29]

Unfortunately, the commentaries themselves have been lost.[33] In addition to his commentary on the Topics,
Boethius composed two treatises on Topical argumentation, In Ciceronis Topica and De topicis differentiis. The
first work has six books, and is largely a response to Cicero's Topica.[34] The first book of In Ciceronis Topica
begins with a dedication to Patricius. It includes distinctions and assertions important to Boethius's overall
philosophy, such as his view of the role of philosophy as "establish[ing] our judgment concerning the governing
of life",[35] and definitions of logic from Plato, Aristotle and Cicero. He breaks logic into three parts: that which
defines, that which divides, and that which deduces.[35]

He asserts that there are three types of arguments: those of necessity, of ready believability, and sophistry.[36]

He follows Aristotle in defining one sort of Topic as the maximal proposition, a proposition which is somehow
shown to be universal or readily believable.[37] The other sort of Topic, the differentiae, are "Topics that contain
and include the maximal propositions"; means of categorizing the Topics which Boethius credits to Cicero.[38]

Book II covers two kinds of topics: those from related things and those from extrinsic topics. Book III discusses
the relationship among things studied through Topics, Topics themselves, and the nature of definition. Book IV
analyzes partition, designation and relationships between things (such as pairing, numbering, genus, and
species, etc.). After a review of his terms, Boethius spends Book V discussing Stoic logic and Aristotelian
causation. Book VI relates the nature of the Topic to causes.

In Topicis Differentiis has four books; Book I discusses the nature of rhetorical and dialectical Topics together,
Boethius's overall purpose being "to show what the Topics are, what their differentiae are, and which are suited
for what syllogisms."[39] He distinguishes between argument (that which constitutes belief) and argumentation
(that which demonstrates belief). Propositions are divided into three parts: those that are universal, those that
are particular, and those that are somewhere in between.[40] These distinctions, and others, are applicable to
both types of Topical argument, rhetorical and dialectical. Books II and III are primarily focused on Topics of
dialectic (syllogisms), while Book IV concentrates on the unit of the rhetorical Topic, the enthymeme. Topical
argumentation is at the core of Boethius's conception of dialectic, which "have categorical rather than
conditional conclusions, and he conceives of the discovery of an argument as the discovery of a middle term
capable of linking the two terms of the desired conclusion."[41]

Not only are these texts of paramount importance to the study of Boethius, they are also crucial to the history of
topical lore. It is largely due to Boethius that the Topics of Aristotle and Cicero were revived, and the Boethian
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tradition of topical argumentation spans its influence throughout the Middle Ages and into the early
Renaissance: "In the works of Ockham, Buridan, Albert of Saxony, and the Pseudo-Scotus, for instance, many
of the rules of consequence bear a strong resemblance to or are simply identical with certain Boethian
Topics ... Boethius's influence, direct and indirect, on this tradition is enormous."[42]

It was also in De Topicis Differentiis that Boethius made a unique contribution to the discourse on dialectic and
rhetoric. Topical argumentation for Boethius is dependent upon a new category for the topics discussed by
Aristotle and Cicero, and "[u]nlike Aristotle, Boethius recognizes two different types of Topics. First, he says, a
Topic is a maximal proposition (maxima propositio), or principle; but there is a second kind of Topic, which he
calls the differentia of a maximal proposition ..."[43] Maximal propositions are "propositions [that are] known per
se, and no proof can be found for these."[44]

This is the basis for the idea that demonstration (or the construction of arguments) is dependent ultimately
upon ideas or proofs that are known so well and are so fundamental to human understanding of logic that no
other proofs come before it. They must hold true in and of themselves. According to Stump, "the role of maximal
propositions in argumentation is to ensure the truth of a conclusion by ensuring the truth of its premises either
directly or indirectly."[45] These propositions would be used in constructing arguments through the Differentia,
which is the second part of Boethius' theory. This is "the genus of the intermediate in the argument."[46] So
maximal propositions allow room for an argument to be founded in some sense of logic while differentia are
critical for the demonstration and construction of arguments.

Boethius' definition of "differentiae" is that they are "the Topics of arguments ... The Topics which are the
Differentiae of [maximal] propositions are more universal than those propositions, just as rationality is more
universal than man."[47] This is the second part of Boethius' unique contribution to the field of rhetoric.
Differentia operate under maximal propositions to "be of use in finding maximal propositions as well as
intermediate terms," or the premises that follow maximal propositions.[48]

Though Boethius is drawing from Aristotle's Topics, Differentiae are not the same as Topics in some ways.
Boethius arranges differentiae through statements, instead of generalized groups as Aristotle does. Stump
articulates the difference. They are "expressed as words or phrases whose expansion into appropriate
propositions is neither intended nor readily conceivable", unlike Aristotle's clearly defined four groups of Topics.
Aristotle had hundreds of topics organized into those four groups, whereas Boethius has twenty-eight "Topics"
that are "highly ordered among themselves."[49] This distinction is necessary to understand Boethius as
separate from past rhetorical theories.

Maximal propositions and Differentiae belong not only to rhetoric, but also to dialectic. Boethius defines dialectic
through an analysis of "thesis" and hypothetical propositions. He claims that "[t]here are two kinds of questions.
One is that called, 'thesis' by the [Greek] dialecticians. This is the kind of question which asks about and
discusses things stripped of relation to other circumstances; it is the sort of question dialecticians most
frequently dispute about—for example, 'Is pleasure the greatest good?' [or] 'Should one marry?'."[50] Dialectic
has "dialectical topics" as well as "dialectical-rhetorical topics", all of which are still discussed in De Topicis
Differentiis.[43] Dialectic, especially in Book I, comprises a major component of Boethius' discussion on Topics.

Boethius planned to completely translate Plato's Dialogues, but there is no known surviving translation, if it was
actually ever begun.[51]

De arithmetica [edit]

Boethius chose to pass on the great Greco-Roman culture to future generations by writing manuals on music,
astronomy, geometry and arithmetic.[10]

Several of Boethius' writings, which were hugely influential during the Middle Ages, drew on the thinking of
Porphyry and Iamblichus.[52] Boethius wrote a commentary on the Isagoge by Porphyry,[53] which highlighted
the existence of the problem of universals: whether these concepts are subsistent entities which would exist
whether anyone thought of them, or whether they only exist as ideas. This topic concerning the ontological
nature of universal ideas was one of the most vocal controversies in medieval philosophy.

Besides these advanced philosophical works, Boethius is also reported to have translated important Greek texts
on the topics of the quadrivium [51] His loose translation of Nicomachus's treatise on arithmetic (De institutione
arithmetica libri duo) and his textbook on music (De institutione musica libri quinque, unfinished) contributed to
medieval education.[53] De arithmetica begins with modular arithmetic, such as even and odd, evenly even,
evenly odd, and oddly even. He then turns to unpredicted complexity by categorizing numbers and parts of
numbers.[54] His translations of Euclid on geometry and Ptolemy on astronomy,[55] if they were completed, no
longer survive. Boethius made Latin translations of Aristotle's De interpretatione and Categories with
commentaries.[14] In his article The Ancient Classics in the Mediaeval Libraries, James Stuart Beddie cites
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Boethius, Arithmetica Geometrica Musica
(1492 first printed edition, from Hans Adler
Collection)

Boethius as the reason Aristotle's works were popular in the Middle Ages, as Boethius preserved many of the
philosopher's works.[56]

De institutione musica [edit]

Boethius' De institutione musica was one of the first musical works to be printed in Venice between the years of
1491 and 1492. It was written toward the beginning of the sixth century and helped medieval authors during the
ninth century understand Greek music.[57] Like his Greek predecessors, Boethius believed that arithmetic and
music were intertwined, and helped to mutually reinforce the understanding of each, and together exemplified
the fundamental principles of order and harmony in the understanding of the universe as it was known during
his time.[58]

In "De Musica", Boethius introduced the threefold classification of music:[59]

Musica mundana – music of the spheres/world; this "music" was not actually audible and was to be
understood rather than heard
Musica humana – harmony of human body and spiritual harmony
Musica instrumentalis – instrumental music

In De musica I.2, Boethius describes 'musica instrumentis' as music
produced by something under tension (e.g., strings), by wind (e.g.,
aulos), by water, or by percussion (e.g., cymbals). Boethius himself
doesn't use the term 'instrumentalis', which was used by Adalbold II
of Utrecht (975–1026) in his Epistola cum tractatu.[full citation needed]

The term is much more common in the 13th century and
later.[citation needed] It is also in these later texts that musica
instrumentalis is firmly associated with audible music in general,
including vocal music. Scholars have traditionally assumed that
Boethius also made this connection, possibly under the header of
wind instruments ("administratur ... aut spiritu ut tibiis"[c] [60]), but
Boethius himself never writes about "instrumentalis" as separate
from "instrumentis" explicitly in his very brief description.

In one of his works within De institutione musica, Boethius said that "music is so naturally united with us that we
cannot be free from it even if we so desired."[61]

During the Middle Ages, Boethius was connected to several texts that were used to teach liberal arts. Although
he did not address the subject of trivium, he did write many treatises explaining the principles of rhetoric,
grammar, and logic. During the Middle Ages, his works of these disciplines were commonly used when studying
the three elementary arts.[55] The historian R. W. Southern called Boethius "the schoolmaster of medieval
Europe."[62]

An 1872 German translation of "De Musica" was the magnum opus of Oscar Paul.[63]

Opuscula sacra [edit]

Boethius also wrote Christian theological treatises, which supported Catholicism and condemned Arianism and
other heterodox forms of Christianity.[64]

Five theological works are known:[65]

De Trinitate – "The Trinity", where he defends the Council of Chalcedon Trinitarian position, that God is in
three persons who have no differences in nature. He argues against the Arian view of the nature of God,
which put him at odds with the faith of the Arian King of Italy.
Utrum Pater et filius et Spiritus Sanctus de divinitate substantialiter praedicentur – "Whether Father, Son
and Holy Spirit are Substantially Predicated of the Divinity," a short work where he uses reason and
Aristotelian epistemology to argue that the Catholic views of the nature of God are correct.[66]

Quomodo substantiae
De fide catholica – "On the Catholic Faith"
Contra Eutychen et Nestorium – "Against Eutyches and Nestorius," from around 513, which dates it as the
earliest of his theological works. Eutyches and Nestorius were contemporaries from the early to mid-5th
century who held divergent Christological theologies. Boethius argues for a middle ground in conformity with
Roman Catholic faith.

His theological works played an important part during the Middle Ages in philosophical thought, including the
fields of logic, ontology, and metaphysics.[67]
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History of reception [edit]

Lorenzo Valla described Boethius as the last of the Romans and
the first of the scholastic philosophers.[12] Despite the use of his
mathematical texts in the early universities, it is his final work, the
Consolation of Philosophy, that assured his legacy in the Middle
Ages and beyond. This work is cast as a dialogue between
Boethius himself, at first bitter and despairing over his
imprisonment, and the spirit of philosophy, depicted as a woman of
wisdom and compassion. "Alternately composed in prose and
verse,[52] the Consolation teaches acceptance of hardship in a
spirit of philosophical detachment from misfortune".[68]

Parts of the work are reminiscent of the Socratic method of Plato's
dialogues, as the spirit of philosophy questions Boethius and
challenges his emotional reactions to adversity. The work was
translated into Old English by King Alfred, although Alfred's
authorship of this Old English translation has recently been
questioned,[citation needed] and into later English by Chaucer and
Queen Elizabeth.[64] Many manuscripts survive and it was
extensively edited, translated and printed throughout Europe from
the 14th century onwards.[69] Many commentaries on it were
compiled, and it has been one of the most influential books in
European culture. No complete bibliography has ever been
assembled, but it would run into thousands of
items.[68][failed verification]

"The Boethian Wheel" is a model for Boethius' belief that history is
a wheel,[70] a metaphor that Boethius uses frequently in the
Consolation; it remained very popular throughout the Middle Ages,
and is still often seen today. As the wheel turns, those who have
power and wealth will turn to dust; men may rise from poverty and
hunger to greatness, while those who are great may fall with the
turn of the wheel. It was represented in the Middle Ages in many
relics of art depicting the rise and fall of man. Descriptions of "The
Boethian Wheel" can be found in the literature of the Middle Ages
from the Romance of the Rose to Chaucer.[71]

Veneration [edit]

Boethius is recognized as a martyr for the Catholic faith by the
Roman Martyrology, though to Watkins "his status as martyr is
dubious".[72] His cult is held in Pavia, where Boethius's status as a
saint was confirmed in 1883, and in the Church of Santa Maria in
Portico in Rome. His feast day is 23 October.[73][72][74] In the
current Martyrologium Romanum, his feast is still restricted to that
diocese.[75] Pope Benedict XVI explained the relevance of Boethius
to modern day Christians by linking his teachings to an
understanding of Providence.[10] He is also venerated in the Eastern
Orthodox Church.[76]

In popular culture [edit]

In the novel A Confederacy of Dunces by John Kennedy Toole,
Boethius is the favorite philosopher of main character Ignatius J. Reilly.
"The Boethian Wheel" is a theme throughout the book, which won the
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction in 1981.[77]

Peter Glassgold translated Boethius's poems on the consolation of
philosophy "out of the original Latin into a diverse historical Englishings
diligently collaged," (Sun and Moon Press, 1994).[78]

C.S. Lewis references Boethius in chapter 27 of the Screwtape Letters. [79]
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Boethius also appears in the 2002 film "24 Hour Party People" where he is played by Christopher Eccleston. As
Tony Wilson passes by, Boethius (disguised as a beggar) says, "It's my belief that history is a wheel.
"Inconstancy is my very essence" -says the wheel- "Rise up on my spokes if you like, but don't complain when
you are cast back down into the depths. Good times pass away, but then so do the bad. Mutability is our
tragedy, but it is also our hope. The worst of times, like the best, are always passing away."

See also [edit]

De Fide Catolica

Notes [edit]

a. ^ The name Anicius demonstrated his connection with a noble family of the Lower Empire, while Manlius claims
lineage from the Manlii Torquati of the Republic. The name Severinus was given to him in honour of Severinus of
Noricum.[3]

b. ^ In English, the o and e in Boethius are pronounced separately: /boʊ i̍ːθiəs/. It is hence traditionally written with a
diæresis, viz. "Boëthius", a spelling which has been disappearing due to the limitations of typewriters.

c. ^ "Haec vero administratur aut intentione ut nervis, aut spiritu ut tibiis, vel his, quae ad aquam moventur, aut
percussione quadam, ut in his, quae in concava quaedam aerea feriuntur, atque inde diversi efficiuntur soni."
Translated: "This, however, is operated by the motion of a string, or the wind of a pipe, or to those, which are
moved by the water, or the beat of time, as in the following, which is striking a kind of brass hollow, and in the
other are made of a corresponding sound."
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Categories Platonism

Medieval philosophers

Islamic

Early Al-Jahiz · Alkindus · Ibn al-Rawandi · Al-Razi (Rhazes) · Al-Farabi (Alpharabius) · Ibn Masarra ·
Al Amiri · Ebn Meskavayh · Ibn al-Haytham (Alhazen) · Abu Rayhan Biruni · "Brethren of Purity"

High Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna) · Ibn Hazm · Al-Ghazali (Algazel) · Abu'l-Barakāt al-Baghdādī ·
Ibn Bajjah (Avempace) · Ayn al-Quzat Hamadani · Ibn Tufail · Ibn Rushd (Averroes)

Late
Ibn Sab'in · Shahab al-Din Suhrawardi · Fakhr ad-Din ar-Razi · Rashid al-Din · Ibn Arabi ·
Zachariah Kazwin · Abd-el-latif · Athīr al-Dīn al-Abharī · Nasir al-Din al-Tusi · Ibn al-Nafis ·
Qutb al-Din al-Shirazi · Ibn Taymiyyah · Ibn Khaldun

Jewish Medieval Isaac Israeli ben Solomon · Saadia Gaon · Solomon ibn Gabirol · Judah Halevi ·
Abraham ibn Daud · Maimonides · Nachmanides · Gersonides · Hasdai Crescas · Joseph Albo

Christian

Early "Church Fathers" · Augustine of Hippo · Boethius · Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite ·
Isidore of Seville · Johannes Scotus Eriugena · Alcuin

11–12th
century

"Scholasticism" · Anselm of Canterbury · Peter Abelard · Anselm of Laon · Hugh of Saint Victor ·
Richard of Saint Victor · Roscelin · Peter Lombard · Alexander of Hales · Bernard of Chartres ·
Dominicus Gundissalinus · Gilbert de la Porrée · Alain de Lille

13–14th
century

Robert Grosseteste · Albertus Magnus · Bonaventure · Thomas Aquinas · Siger of Brabant ·
Boetius of Dacia · Henry of Ghent · Roger Bacon · John Peckham · Ramon Llull · Petrus Aureolus
· Petrus Peregrinus de Maricourt · Durandus · Giles of Rome · Godfrey of Fontaines · Duns Scotus
· William of Ockham

Late Jean Buridan · Nicole Oresme · Albert of Saxony · Francesc Eiximenis · Vincent Ferrer ·
Paul of Venice · Lambertus de Monte · John Hennon

See also Renaissance philosophy

Catholic philosophy

Ethics Cardinal virtues · Divine command · Just price · Just war · Probabilism · Natural law ·
Personalism · Seven virtues · Social teaching · Theological virtues · Virtue ethics

Schools

Medieval Augustinianism · Scholasticism · Thomism · Scotism · Occamism

Modern Salamanca · Christian humanism · Cartesianism · Molinism ·
Neo-scholasticism · Analytical Thomism

Universals Augustinian realism · Nominalism · Conceptualism · Moderate realism ·
Scotistic realism

Other Theological intellectualism · Theological voluntarism · Foundationalism

Philosophers

Clement · Augustine · Boethius · Dionysius · Isidore · Eriugena · Alcuin · Anselm · Abelard ·
Lombard · Albertus · Bonaventure · Aquinas · Llull · Scotus · Occam · Ficino · Pico · Erasmus ·
Cusa · Luis · More · Suárez · Descartes · Pierre · Montaigne · Pascal · Krasicki · Kołłątaj ·
Staszic · Newman · Scheler · Chesterton · Maritain · Stein · Mortimer · Rahner · Anscombe ·
MacIntyre · Wojtyla · Ratzinger

Concepts

Actus purus · Actus Essendi · Actus primus · Quinque viae · Theodicy (Augustinian · Irenaean)
· Formal distinction · Univocity · Head of a pin · Occam's razor · Augustinian values ·
Principle of double effect · Seven deadly sins · Quiddity · Cardinal virtues ·
Stratification of emotional life · Disputation · Evil demon · Aevum · Haecceity ·
Cartesian dualism · Divine illumination · Peripatetic axiom · Memento mori · Ressentiment ·
Rota Fortunae · Double truth · Ontological argument · Utopia · Trademark argument ·
Pascal's wager · Dehellenization · Differentia · Homo unius libri · Cogito, ergo sum ·
Infused righteousness

Related Catholic theology · Platonism · Aristotelianism · Neoplatonism · Islamic philosophy ·
Doctor of the Church · Renaissance · Rationalism · Empiricism · Phenomenology
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Philosophy of religion

Concepts in religion Afterlife · Euthyphro dilemma · Faith · Intelligent design · Miracle · Problem of evil · Religious belief ·
Soul · Spirit · Theodicy · Theological veto

Conceptions of God

Aristotelian view · Brahman · Demiurge · Divine simplicity · Egoism · Holy Spirit · Misotheism ·
Pandeism · Personal god · Process theology · Supreme Being · Unmoved mover

God in Abrahamic religions · Buddhism · Christianity · Hinduism · Islam · Jainism · Judaism ·
Mormonism · Sikhism · Baháʼí Faith · Wicca

Existence of God

For

Beauty · Christological · Consciousness · Cosmological (Kalam · Contingency) ·
Degree · Desire · Experience · Fine-tuning of the universe · Love · Miracles · Morality ·
Necessary existent · Ontological · Pascal's wager · Proper basis · Reason ·
Teleological (Natural law · Watchmaker analogy) · Transcendental

Against
747 gambit · Atheist's Wager · Evil · Free will · Hell · Inconsistent revelations ·
Nonbelief · Noncognitivism · Occam's razor · Omnipotence · Poor design ·
Russell's teapot

Acosmism · Agnosticism · Animism · Antireligion · Atheism · Creationism · Dharmism · Deism ·
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Bogumilus

Bogumił Piotr

Bl. Bogumilus (Bogumił)
Archbishop of Gniezno

Born 1135?
Dobrów, Poland?

Died 1182/1204?
Uniedow, Poland?

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 27 May 1925 by Pope Pius XI

Major shrine relics in Collegiate Church of the
Assumption of the Blessed
Virgin Mary, Uniejów, Poland
stole is kept in Archcathedral
Basilica of St. Peter and St. Paul,
Poznań, Poland

Feast 10 June

Attributes Bishop holding a fish

Patronage Roman Catholic Archdiocese of
Gniezno, Poland

Chapel of blessed Bogumił,
Dobrów

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bogumilus, in Polish Bogumił Piotr, (also known as Bogimilus and
Theophilus)[1] was Archbishop of Gniezno and a hermit.[2]
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4 References

Life [edit]

Bogumilus and his twin brother, Boguphalus, were born into a noble
family in 1135 at Dobrów, Poland. They studied in Paris, France. Having
completed his studies Bogumilus was ordained a priest near Dobrów.
His uncle, who was the Archbishop of Gniezno, made him the chancellor
of Gniezno. Bogumilus succeededed his uncle as Archbishop of
Gniezno in 1167. Bogumilus founded a Cistercian abbey at
Koronowo.[1]

He resigned his see in 1172, possibly due to opposition by his
clergy to what they viewed as his excessive strictness. Bogumilus
then joined the Camaldolese hermits at Uniedow, Poland,[1] where
he remained until his death. While on his deathbed, it is believed
that Bogumilus saw a vision of the Virgin Mary and Child,
surrounded by a throng of angels, who were inviting him to
heaven.

Legacy and Veneration [edit]

The cult and veneration of Bogumilus began almost immediately
after his death, especially in Eastern Poland. Many people prayed
for his intercession for things such as health, good livestock and a
good catch while fishing. When they were answered, many faithful
visited his tomb and it became a place for local pilgrimage. Yet it
was not until 1625 that the formal process of beatification began under the Primate of Poland, Archbishop
Maciej Łubieński.

The files were sent to Rome in 1651, however the process was never
completed as the Book of Miracles, which was in the hands of a Count,
by the name of Sebastian Głębocki, was burned at his court in Głębokie,
Kruszwica. In 1788 a small wooden chapel dedicated to Bogumilus was
built, in the wetlands of the Rivers Warta and Teleszyny, near Dobrów,
and still stands till this day. The process of beatification would remain
dormant until 1908, when Stanislaw Zdzitowiecki, the Bishop of Kujawy,
reactivated the process. On 27 May 1925 Pope Pius XI proclaimed
Bogumilus, as Blessed. Later Pope Paul VI would bestow on Bogumilus
the patronage of the Archdiocese of Gniezno.

Historical Confusion [edit]

Some scholars believe that Bogumilus is the amalgamation of two historical figures by the names of Bogumił
and Piotr, one of whom was the archbishop and the other a monk or the bishop of Poznań.

There is no definitive evidence, to support this, however, and most modern historians regard Bogumił Piotr, as
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Statue of Bogumilus
located on the Gniezno
Cathedral.

one historical person, who is venerated in the Catholic Church.

In support of this view, it is possible that the archbishop had been christened as
Piotr and might have taken the name Bogumił as his monastic name. The support
for this theory is the fact that this name already had a place of honor in the
Camaldolese Order, as the original Bogumilus was a member[citation needed] of the
first monastery of the Order outside of Italy. All the members of this 11th-century
community were murdered and are considered martyrs within the Order. An
account of their deaths was written by their colleague, Saint Bruno of Querfurt, and
the memory of these martyred monks would have been still fresh to the Polish
Camaldolese monks of his day.
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Saint Boisil

Boisil greets Cuthbert at Melrose; 12th-century
miniature form British Library Yates Thomson

MS 26 version of Bede's prose Life of St
Cuthbert

Abbot
Born unknown

Northumbria, England

Died 7 July 664
Melrose, Scotland

Venerated in Orthodox Church;[1] Roman
Catholic Church; Anglican
Communion

Major shrine Melrose Abbey, Scotland
(destroyed)

Feast 7 July (24 February for
Orthodox)[2]

Attributes Abbot
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Saint Boisil (died 661) was a monk of Melrose Abbey, an offshoot
of Lindisfarne, then in the Anglo-Saxon Kingdom of Northumbria,
but now in Scotland, where he must have been one of the first
generation of monks. He probably moved to the new foundation of
Melrose when it was started, probably some time in the late 640s.

Life [edit]

Almost all that is known of Saint Boisil is learned from Bede.[3] He
derived his information from Sigfrid, a monk of Jarrow, who had
previously been trained by Boisil at Melrose.[4] St Boisil's fame is
mainly due to his connection with his great pupil, Saint Cuthbert,
but it is plain that the master was worthy of the disciple.

Saint Boisil was prior of this house under the holy abbot Eata, both
of whom seem to have been trained in monastic discipline by Saint
Aidan.[5] It was Boisil's evident sanctity, which drew the young Saint
Cuthbert to Melrose Abbey, rather than the more famous
Lindisfarne, in AD 651. By chance, the prior was standing by the
abbey gate when Cuthbert arrived. The latter entered the church
to pray and, Bede documents that "Boisil had an intuition of the
high degree of holiness to which the boy would rise”, and said just
this single phrase to the monks with whom he was standing:
"Behold the servant of the Lord". Abbot Eata soon gave
permission for Cuthbert to enter the community,[6] Boisil
succeeded Eata as abbot in 659.

It was from the Prior that Cuthbert learned the sacred scriptures,
pupil and teacher becoming great friends. Both were given to
travelling amongst the villages neighbouring Melrose and
preaching to the local people.[6] The sick and ailing were brought
to Boisil from far and near to be cured by his herbal remedies, and
by the healing properties of the two local springs containing iron
salts.[6]

Contemporaries were deeply impressed with Boisil's supernatural
intuitions. Three years beforehand, he foretold the great pestilence of 664, and that he himself should die of it,
but that Eata, the abbot, should outlive it.[5] When in the great pestilence Cuthbert was stricken down, Boisil
declared he would certainly recover. Somewhat later Boisil himself as he had foretold three years before, fell a
victim to this terrible epidemic, but before the end came he predicted that Cuthbert would become a bishop and
would effect great things for the Church.[4]

After his death, Boisil appeared twice in a vision to a monk he had known, concerning the future Bishop
Ecgberht of Ripon, who was instructed to concentrate on existing monasteries rather than missionary activity on
the Continent.[5] He is believed, on somewhat dubious authority, to have written certain theological works, but
they have not been preserved. St Boswells in Roxburghshire commemorates his name.[4] His relics, like those of
Saint Bede, were carried off to Durham in the 11th century by the priest, Alfred Westow. In the early Calendars,
his day is assigned to 23 February. The Bollandists treat of him on 9 September but his feast is generally
accepted as 7 July, with a translation on 8 June.
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Bolesława Lament

Blessed
Bolesława Maria Lament

Beatification image by Zbigniew Kotyłło

Religious
Born 3 July 1862

Łowicz, Warsaw Governorate,
Congress Poland

Died 29 January 1946 (aged 83)
Białystok, Polish People's
Republic

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 5 June 1991, Białystok, Poland
by Pope John Paul II

Feast 29 January

Attributes Religious habit

Patronage Missionary Sisters of the Holy
Family
Missionaries
Seamstresses

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bolesława Maria Lament (3 July 1862 – 29 January 1946) was a
Polish Roman Catholic professed religious and the founder of the
Missionary Sisters of the Holy Family.[1] Lament worked as a
seamstress and soon joined a religious order though left just prior
to her profession upon experiencing vocational doubts; she
returned to her life as a seamstress and worked with two of her
sisters to support their siblings and widowed mother. The death of
her seminarian brother prompted her to return to the religious life -
Honorat Koźmiński encouraged this return - and she later founded
an order that soon spread and took her to Russia though its
revolution forced her departure during World War I.[2][3]

Lament's beatification opened under Pope Paul VI on 5 April 1975
(she was titled as a Servant of God) and Pope John Paul II later
confirmed her heroic virtue and named her as Venerable in 1991;
the same pope beatified Lament while in Poland in 1991.
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Life [edit]

Bolesława Maria Lament was born in 1862 as the eldest of eight
children to Martin Lament and Lucia Cyganowska in Poland. Three
of her siblings - brother Martin and sisters Elena and Leocadia -
died in their childhood which left profound scars on Lament
caused profound grief for her.[1] Two sisters were Maria and
Stanislava and one brother was Stefano (c. 1881-1900).[3] Lament
was demanding in her childhood and often forced her will upon her
siblings.[2]

She was schooled in an atmosphere of constant negation of
Christian faith and she was often discriminated against due to her strong faith; she graduated with honors.[2]

Lament trained in the capital of Warsaw as a seamstress and returned to her hometown so as to open a tailor's
shop with her sister Stanislava. In 1884 she decided to enter the religious life and so joined the Congregation of
the Family of Mary and served as both a tailor and teacher in several of the order's houses across Poland in
places like Odessa. In 1893 - just prior to her solemn profession - she questioned her vocation and left the
order to return home upon believing her path was elsewhere and not in the religious life as a nun.[1]

Back home she devoted herself to the care of the homeless and then moved to Warsaw - for about a decade -
where she and her sister Maria opened another tailor's store to support both themselves and their siblings. It
was here that she met Honorat Koźmiński who became her spiritual director and urged her to rethink her call
and implement it in her life. Lament soon became the director of a homeless shelter and often aided the
homeless and their children. Her father died in a cholera epidemic in 1894 and she had to assume charge for
her siblings and mother on a financial level.[1] The 1900 death of her seminarian brother revived her desire to
be part of the religious life and she vowed in front of his casket to return to the religious life. Lament moved to
another town soon after to learn weaving as another skill she could pass on to others before addressing her
vocation.[3] She became a member of the Third Order of Saint Francis around this time.

In October 1905 she rallied other women - and the Jesuit Felice Wiercinski - and founded a religious order that
spread across Poland at a rapid pace. In 1907 she and others moved to expand the order in Russia at Saint
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Petersburg.[1] Lament was forced to leave Russia - and most of her good work - with the outbreak of the
Russian Revolution and departed in 1921. From 1925 until 1935 she remained at the convent at Ratowo and
then resigned as the Superior General of her order in 1935 due to her declining health; she became paralyzed
in 1941 and spent most of the remainder of her life bedridden.

Lament died in 1946 and her remains were interred under the church of Saint Anthony at the Ratowo convent.
Her order received diocesan approval on 24 June 1924 and then papal approval from Pope Paul VI on 7 July
1967; in 2005 there was 338 religious in 44 houses in places such as Zambia and Lithuania and the order still
exists at present in Russia.[1]

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process opened on 5 April 1975 under Pope Paul VI and she was titled as a Servant of God
while the diocesan process was conducted in Vilnius from 22 October 1976 until 8 November 1979; the
Congregation for the Causes of Saints validated this process on 25 November 1983 and received the Positio
from the postulation in 1989. Theologians approved the Positio on 5 October 1990 as did the C.C.S. on 4
December 1990; Pope John Paul II confirmed her heroic virtue and named her - on 22 January 1991 - as
Venerable.

The beatification miracle was investigated in the place it originated in and the C.C.S. validated it on 8 May 1987
before a medical board approved it sometime later on 21 March 1991; theologians approved it on 19 April 1991
as did the C.C.S. on 10 May 1991. John Paul II confirmed the miracle as being due to her intercession on 14
May 1991 and beatified Lament while on his apostolic visit to Poland on 5 June 1991.

The current postulator assigned to this cause is Joanna Mieczysława Babińska.
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Saint Bona of Pisa

Santa Bona, Giovanni Lorenzetti Fusari, 2003

Virgin
Born ca. 1156

Pisa, Italy

Died ca. 1207
Pisa, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 29 May

Patronage travellers, specifically couriers,
guides, pilgrims, flight
attendants; Pisa

Remains of Santa Bona, in Church
of San Martino, Pisa
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bona of Pisa (c. 1156–1207) was a member of the Third order of
the Augustinian nuns who helped lead travellers on pilgrimages. In
1962, she was canonized a saint in the Catholic Church by Pope
John XXIII. She is considered the patron saint of travellers, and
specifically couriers, guides, pilgrims, flight attendants, and the city
of Pisa.[1]
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Biography [edit]

A native of Pisa, she is reported as having experienced visions
from an early age. On one occasion, the figure on the crucifix at
the Holy Sepulchre church held out his hand to her. At another
church, she saw a vision of Jesus, the Virgin Mary, and three
saints, including James the Greater. She was frightened by the
light around these figures, and ran away. James pursued her, and
led her back to the image of Jesus. Bona observed a very
pronounced devotion to James for the rest of her life. By the age
of ten, she had dedicated herself as an Augustinian tertiary. She
regularly fasted from an early age, taking only bread and water
three days a week. Four years later, she made the first of her
many journeys, going to see her father who was fighting in the
Crusades near Jerusalem. On her trip home, she was captured by Muslim pirates on the Mediterranean Sea,
wounded, and subsequently imprisoned.

She was later rescued by some of her countrymen, and completed her
trip home. Shortly thereafter, she set out on another pilgrimage, this
time leading a large number of pilgrims on the long and dangerous
thousand-mile journey to Santiago de Compostela, where James the
Greater is honored. After this, she was made one of the official guides
along this pilgrimage route by the Knights of Saint James. She
successfully completed the trip nine times. Despite being ill at the time,
she took and completed a tenth trip, and returned home to Pisa, dying
shortly thereafter in the room she kept near the Church of San Martino
in Pisa, where her body has been preserved to the present day.

Veneration [edit]

Her feast day is celebrated on 29 May. She is also regarded as a patron saint of travellers, and specifically
couriers, guides, pilgrims, flight attendants, and the city of Pisa.

Notes and references [edit]

1. ^ Independent.co.uk , "The art of naming babies"

Attwater, Donald and Catherine Rachel John. The Penguin
Dictionary of Saints. 3rd edition. New York: Penguin Books, 1993.
ISBN 0-14-051312-4.
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Katolsk.no: Bona of Pisa

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima
Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
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Bonaventure

Saint
Bonaventure

Imaginative 17th-century portrait of
Bonaventure by French painter and friar Claude

François.

Friar
Bishop

Doctor of the Church
Born 1221

Bagnoregio, Province of Viterbo,
Latium, Papal States

Died 15 July 1274 (aged 52–53)
Lyon, Lyonnais, Kingdom of
Arles

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 14 April 1482, Rome by Pope
Sixtus IV

Feast 15 July
2nd Sunday in July (1482–1568)
14 July (1568–1969)

Attributes Cardinal's hat on a bush;
ciborium; Holy Communion;
cardinal in Franciscan robes,
usually reading or writing

Philosophy career
Other names Giovanni di Fidanza ("John of

Fidanza"), Doctor Seraphicus
("Seraphic Doctor")

Alma mater University of Paris

Era Medieval philosophy

Region Western philosophy

School Scholasticism
Augustinianism
Neoplatonism[1][2]

Philosophical realism
Medieval realism (moderate
realism)

Institutions University of Paris

Alexander of Hales · Aristotle · St. Augustinus ·
Pseudo-Dionysius · Anselm of Canterbury[3] ·

Avicebron · Stoicism (through Cicero)

Peter John Olivi · Nicholas of Cusa · John of

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the Italian medieval theologian. For other uses, see Bonaventure (disambiguation).

Bonaventure, OFM (/ˈbɒnəvɛntʃər, ˌbɒnəˈvɛn-/ BON-ə-ven-chər,
- VEN-; Italian: Bonaventura [ˌbɔnavenˈtuːra]; 1221 – 15 July
1274),[4] born Giovanni di Fidanza, was an Italian medieval
Franciscan, scholastic theologian and philosopher. The seventh
Minister General of the Order of Friars Minor, he was also Cardinal
Bishop of Albano. He was canonised on 14 April 1482 by Pope
Sixtus IV and declared a Doctor of the Church in the year 1588 by
Pope Sixtus V. He is known as the "Seraphic Doctor" (Latin: Doctor
Seraphicus). His feast day is July 15. Many writings believed in the
Middle Ages to be his are now collected under the name Pseudo-
Bonaventure.
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Life [edit]

He was born at Bagnoregio in Lazio, not far from Viterbo, then part
of the Papal States. Almost nothing is known of his childhood,
other than the names of his parents, Giovanni di Fidanza and
Maria di Ritella.[5][6] Bonaventure appears to have had something
of a near-death experience as a child, since he reports that in his
youth he was saved from an untimely death by the prayers of
Francis of Assisi, which is the primary motivation for Bonaventure's
writing the vita.[7]

He entered the Franciscan Order in 1243 and studied at the
University of Paris, possibly under Alexander of Hales, and
certainly under Alexander's successor, John of Rochelle.[8] In 1253
he held the Franciscan chair at Paris. A dispute between seculars
and mendicants delayed his reception as Master until 1257, where
his degree was taken in company with Thomas Aquinas.[9] Three
years earlier his fame had earned him the position of lecturer on
The Four Books of Sentences—a book of theology written by
Peter Lombard in the twelfth century—and in 1255 he received the
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degree of master, the medieval equivalent of doctor.[8]

After having successfully defended his order against the
reproaches of the anti-mendicant party, he was elected Minister
General of the Franciscan Order. On 24 November 1265, he was
selected for the post of Archbishop of York; however, he was
never consecrated and resigned the appointment in October
1266.[10]

During his tenure, the General Chapter of Narbonne, held in 1260,
promulgated a decree prohibiting the publication of any work out
of the order without permission from the higher superiors. This
prohibition has induced modern writers to pass severe judgment
upon Roger Bacon's superiors being envious of Bacon's abilities.
However, the prohibition enjoined on Bacon was a general one,
which extended to the whole order. Its promulgation was not
directed against him, but rather against Gerard of Borgo San
Donnino. Gerard had published in 1254 without permission a
heretical work, Introductorius in Evangelium æternum (An
Introduction to the Eternal Gospel). Thereupon the General
Chapter of Narbonne promulgated the above-mentioned decree,
identical with the "constitutio gravis in contrarium" Bacon speaks
of. The above-mentioned prohibition was rescinded in Roger's
favour unexpectedly in 1266.[11]

Bonaventure was instrumental in procuring the election of Pope
Gregory X, who rewarded him with the title of Cardinal Bishop of
Albano, and insisted on his presence at the great Second Council
of Lyon in 1274.[8] There, after his significant contributions led to a
union of the Greek and Latin churches, Bonaventure died
suddenly and in suspicious circumstances. The 1913 edition of the
Catholic Encyclopedia has citations that suggest he was poisoned,
but no mention is made of this in the 2003 second edition of the
New Catholic Encyclopedia. The only extant relic of Bonaventure is
the arm and hand with which he wrote his Commentary on the
Sentences, which is now conserved at Bagnoregio, in the parish
church of St. Nicholas.[12]

He steered the Franciscans on a moderate and intellectual course
that made them the most prominent order in the Catholic Church
until the coming of the Jesuits. His theology was marked by an
attempt completely to integrate faith and reason. He thought of
Christ as the "one true master" who offers humans knowledge that
begins in faith, is developed through rational understanding, and
is perfected by mystical union with God.[13]

Canonisation [edit]

Bonaventure's feast day was included in the General Roman
Calendar immediately upon his canonisation in 1482. It was at first

celebrated on the second
Sunday in July, but was
moved in 1568 to 14 July,
since 15 July, the anniversary
of his death, was at that time
taken up with the feast of
Saint Henry. It remained on
that date, with the rank of
"double", until 1960, when it
was reclassified as a feast of
the third class. In 1969 it was

classified as an obligatory memorial and assigned to the date of
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his death, 15 July.[14]

He is the patron saint of bowel disorders.[15][16]

Theology and works [edit]

Writings [edit]

Bonaventure was formally canonised in 1484 by the Franciscan
Pope Sixtus IV, and ranked along with Thomas Aquinas as the
greatest of the Doctors of the Church by another Franciscan,
Pope Sixtus V, in 1587. Bonaventure was regarded as one of the
greatest philosophers of the Middle Ages.[17] His works, as
arranged in the most recent Critical Edition by the Quaracchi
Fathers (Collegio S. Bonaventura), consist of a Commentary on
the Sentences of Lombard, in four volumes, and eight other
volumes, including a Commentary on the Gospel of St Luke and a
number of smaller works; the most famous of which are The Mind's
Road to God (Itinerarium mentis in Deum), an outline of his
theology or Brief Reading (Breviloquium), Reduction of the Arts to
Theology (De reductione artium ad theologiam), and Soliloquy on
the Four Spiritual Exercises (Soliloquium de quatuor mentalibus
exercitiis), The Tree of Life (Lignum vitae), and The Triple Way
(De Triplici via), the latter three written for the spiritual direction of
his fellow Franciscans.

The German philosopher Dieter Hattrup denies that Reduction of
the Arts to Theology was written by Bonaventure, claiming that the
style of thinking does not match Bonaventure's original style.[18]

His position is no longer tenable given recent research: the text
remains "indubitably authentic".[19][20] A work that for many years
was falsely attributed to Bonaventure, De septem itineribus
aeternitatis, was actually written by Rudolf von Biberach (c. 1270 –
1329).[21]

For Isabelle of France, the sister of King Louis IX of France, and
her monastery of Poor Clares at Longchamps, Bonaventure wrote
the treatise, Concerning the Perfection of Life.[4]

The Commentary on the Sentences, written at the command of his
superiors when he was twenty-seven,[17] is Bonaventure's major
work and most of his other theological and philosophical writings
are in some way dependent on it. However, some of Bonaventure's
later works, such as the Lectures on the Six Days of Creation,
show substantial developments beyond the Sentences.[22][23]

Philosophy [edit]

Bonaventure wrote on almost every subject treated by the
Schoolmen, and his writings are substantial. A great number of
them deal with faith in Christ, God and theology. No work of
Bonaventure's is exclusively philosophical, a striking illustration of
the mutual interpenetration of philosophy and theology that is a
distinguishing mark of the Scholastic period.[17]

Much of Bonaventure's philosophical thought shows a
considerable influence by Augustine of Hippo. So much so that De
Wulf considers him the best medieval representative of
Augustinianism. Bonaventure adds Aristotelian principles to the
Augustinian doctrine, especially in connection with the illumination
of the intellect and the composition of human beings and other
living creatures in terms of matter and form.[24] Augustine, who had
introduced into the west many of the doctrines that would define
scholastic philosophy, was an incredibly important source of
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Bonaventure's Platonism. The mystic Dionysius the Areopagite
was another notable influence.

In philosophy Bonaventure presents a marked contrast to his
contemporaries, Roger Bacon, Albert the Great, and Thomas
Aquinas. While these may be taken as representing, respectively,
physical science yet in its infancy, and Aristotelian scholasticism in
its most perfect form, he presents the mystical and Platonizing
mode of speculation that had already, to some extent, found
expression in Hugo and Richard of St. Victor, Alexander of Hales,
and in Bernard of Clairvaux. To him, the purely intellectual
element, though never absent, is of inferior interest when
compared with the living power of the affections or the heart.[8]

Like Thomas Aquinas, with whom he shared numerous profound
agreements in matters theological and philosophical, he combated
the Aristotelian notion of the eternity of the world vigorously
(though he disagreed with Aquinas about the abstract possibility of
an eternal universe). Bonaventure accepts the neo-Platonic
doctrine that "forms" do not exist as subsistent entities, but as
ideals or archetypes in the mind of God, according to which actual
things were formed; and this conception has no slight influence
upon his philosophy.[8] Due to this philosophy, physicist and
philosopher Max Bernhard Weinstein contended that Bonaventure
showed strong pandeistic inclinations.[25]

Like all the great scholastic doctors, Bonaventura starts with the
discussion of the relations between reason and faith. All the
sciences are but the handmaids of theology; reason can discover
some of the moral truths that form the groundwork of the Christian
system, but others it can only receive and apprehend through
divine illumination. To obtain this illumination, the soul must employ
the proper means, which are prayer, the exercise of the virtues,
whereby it is rendered fit to accept the divine light, and meditation
that may rise even to ecstatic union with God. The supreme end of
life is such union, union in contemplation or intellect and in intense
absorbing love; but it cannot be entirely reached in this life, and
remains as a hope for the future.[8]

Like Aquinas and other notable thirteenth-century philosophers
and theologians, Bonaventure believed that it is possible to prove

the existence of God and
the immortality of the soul.
He offers several
arguments for the
existence of God, including
versions of Anselm of
Canterbury's ontological
argument and Augustine's
argument from eternal
truths. His main argument
for the immortality of the
soul appeals to humans'
natural desire for perfect
happiness, and is
reminiscent of C. S.

Lewis's argument from desire. Contrary to Aquinas, Bonaventure
did not believe that philosophy was an autonomous discipline that
could be pursued successfully independently of theology. Any
philosopher is bound to fall into serious error, he believed, who
lacks the light of faith.[26]

A master of the memorable phrase, Bonaventure held that
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philosophy opens the mind to at least three different routes
humans can take on their journey to God. Non-intellectual material
creatures he conceived as shadows and vestiges (literally,
footprints) of God, understood as the ultimate cause of a world
philosophical reason can prove was created at a first moment in
time. Intellectual creatures he conceived of as images and
likenesses of God, the workings of the human mind and will
leading us to God understood as illuminator of knowledge and
donor of grace and virtue. The final route to God is the route of
being, in which Bonaventure brought Anselm's argument together
with Aristotelian and Neoplatonic metaphysics to view God as the
absolutely perfect being whose essence entails its existence, an
absolutely simple being that causes all other, composite beings to
exist.[13]

Bonaventure, however, is not only a meditative thinker, whose
works may form good manuals of devotion; he is a dogmatic
theologian of high rank, and on all the disputed questions of
scholastic thought, such as universals, matter, seminal reasons,
the principle of individuation, or the intellectus agens, he gives
weighty and well-reasoned decisions. He agrees with Albert the
Great in regarding theology as a practical science; its truths,
according to his view, are peculiarly adapted to influence the
affections. He discusses very carefully the nature and meaning of
the divine attributes; considers universals to be the ideal forms
pre-existing in the divine mind according to which things were
shaped; holds matter to be pure potentiality that receives
individual being and determinateness from the formative power of
God, acting according to the ideas; and finally maintains that the
agent intellect has no separate existence. On these and on many
other points of scholastic philosophy the "Seraphic Doctor" exhibits
a combination of subtlety and moderation, which makes his works
particularly valuable.[8]

In form and intent the work of St. Bonaventure is always the work
of a theologian; he writes as one for whom the only angle of vision
and the proximate criterion of truth is the Christian faith. This fact
influences his importance for the history of philosophy; when
coupled with his style, it makes Bonaventure perhaps the least
accessible of the major figures of the thirteenth century. This is
true, not because he is a theologian, but because philosophy
interests him largely as a praeparatio evangelica, as something to
be interpreted as a foreshadow of or deviation from what God has revealed.[27]

In a way that is not true of Aquinas or Albert or Scotus, Bonaventure does not survive well the transition from his
time to ours. It is difficult to imagine a contemporary philosopher, Christian or not, citing a passage from
Bonaventure to make a specifically philosophical point. One must know philosophers to read Bonaventure, but
the study of Bonaventure is seldom helpful for understanding philosophers and their characteristic problems.
Bonaventure as a theologian is something different again, as is Bonaventure the edifying author. It is in those
areas, rather than in philosophy proper, that his continuing importance must be sought.[27]

Places, churches, and schools named in his honour [edit]

United States [edit]

St. Bonaventure University, a Franciscan university, in Allegany, New York
Mission San Buenaventura and the City of Ventura, California, officially named San Buenaventura
St. Bonaventure High School in Ventura, California, United States
St. Bonaventure Monastery, a complex of religious buildings, built for the Order of Friars Minor Capuchin,
located in Detroit, Michigan. Solanus Casey served here as the monastery porter from 1924 to 1946,
meeting visitors at the friary door. The site is a popular pilgrimage site for Metro Detroit Catholics.
Bonaventure Hall, in Sacred Heart Parish Catholic School, in Patterson, California, United States
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Bonaventure Residence Hall, in Viterbo University, in La Crosse, Wisconsin, United States
Buenaventura Boulevard in Redding, California
St. Bonaventure Parish in Huntington Beach, California
San Buenaventura de los Tres Arrollos, a lost settlement in the far NE of Custer County, Colorado
San Buenaventura de Cochiti built in 1628 in [Pueblo de Cochiti, New Mexico] who remains the patron saint
for Native American Village who celebrate on July 14.
St. Bonaventure - St. Benedict the Moor (combined) parish, Jamaica, New York
St. Bonaventure Church , in Paterson, New Jersey.
San Jose St. Bonaventure Hospital, a fictional hospital that serves as a setting in american TV show The
Good Doctor.
St. Bonaventure Catholic Church, in Davie, Florida
St. Bonaventure Catholic Church, elementary school, and cemetery, Columbus, Nebraska.
St. Bonaventure Church, in Allegany, New York

Canada [edit]

The town of Bonaventure, Quebec, Canada
Bonaventure Highway in Quebec
Place Bonaventure and the adjacent Bonaventure Metro Station in Montreal, Quebec
Bonaventure Island and the Bonaventure River in the Gaspé Peninsula Region of Quebec
St. Bonaventure's College, a private Roman Catholic school, in Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada
St Bonaventure Catholic School, at Edwards Gardens, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
St. Bonaventure School, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Lake Bonaventure, in the community of Lake Bonavista, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
St. Bonaventure Parish, Tracadie Cross, in Prince Edward Island, Canada

Philippines [edit]

St. Bonaventure chapel or Capilla de San Buenaventura in St. John the Baptist Parish, Liliw, Laguna,
Philippines, erected in honor of the Seraphic Doctor, San Buenaventura because of the 1664 miracle were
tears of blood were seen flowing from the eyes of the venerated image, which was witnessed by the Cura
Parroco, Padre Juan Pastor and 120 witnesses; in recognition of this miracle, the first major bell in the
church of Lilio was dedicated in honor of San Buenaventura
Barangay San Buenaventura, a village in San Pablo City, Laguna, Philippines. Three small chapels can be
found within the village in honour of Saint Bonaventura
St. Bonaventure Parish, Balangkayan Eastern Samar, Philippines
St. Bonaventure Parish, Mauban, Quezon, Philippines
San Buenaventura, barangay in the Municipality of Buhi, Camarines Sur, Philippines. Has a chapel
dedicated to the namesake saint.
St. Bonaventure Chapel in Barangay San Buenaventura, Luisiana, Laguna.

United Kingdom [edit]

St Bonaventure's Catholic School, in Forest Gate, London, England
St Bonaventure's Catholic Church, and Primary School in Bristol, England
St Bonaventure's Catholic Church, in Welwyn Garden City, England

Latin America [edit]

The Municipality of Buenaventura on the Pacific Coast of Colombia
The cities of San Buenaventura in Chihuahua, San Buenaventura in Coahuila, and San Buenaventura in the
state of Mexico, all in Mexico

Southern Asia [edit]

St. Bonaventure's Church, a 16th-century Portuguese church is situated on the beach in Erangal near
Mumbai. The annual Erangal Feast held on second Sunday of January, celebrating the Feast day of St.
Bonaventure, attracts thousands of people of all faiths to this scenic spot. The Feast day of St. Bonaventure
is celebrated on 15 July every year.
St Bonaventure's High School, a school in Hyderabad, Pakistan

Europe [edit]

Bonaventura College is a Dutch Catholic Highschool situated in Leiden.
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Works [edit]

Bonaventure Texts in Translation Series, St. Bonaventure, NY, Franciscan Institute Publications (15
volumes):

On the Reduction of the Arts to Theology, Translation, Introduction and Commentary by Zachary Hayes,
OFM, vol. 1, 1996.
Journey of the Soul into God - Itinerarium Mentis in Deum translation and Introduction by Zachary
Hayes, OFM, and Philotheus Boehner, OFM, vol. 2, 2002. ISBN 978-1-57659-044-7
Disputed Questions on the Mystery of the Trinity, translated by Zachary Hayes, vol. 3, 1979. ISBN 978-1-
57659-045-4.
Disputed Questions on the Knowledge of Christ, translated by Zachary Hayes, vol. 4, 1992.
Writings Concerning the Franciscan Order, translated by Dominic V. Monti, OFM, vol. 5, 1994.
Collations on the Ten Commandments, translated by Paul Spaeth, vol. 6, 1995.
Commentary on Ecclesiastes, translated by Campion Murray and Robert J. Karris, vol. 7, 2005.
Commentary on the Gospel of Luke, translated by Robert J. Karris (3 vols), vol. 8, 2001–4.
Breviloquium, translated by Dominic V. Monti, OFM, vol. 9, 2005.
Writings on the Spiritual Life, [includes translations of The Threefold Way, On the Perfection of Life, On
Governing the Soul, and The Soliloquium: A Dialogue on the Four Spiritual Exercises, the prologue to
the Commentary on Book II of the Sentences of Peter Lombard and three short sermons: On the Way of
Life, On Holy Saturday, and On the Monday after Palm Sunday, vol. 10, 2006.]
Commentary on the Gospel of John, translated by Robert J. Karris, vol. 11, 2007.
The Sunday sermons of St. Bonaventure, edited and translated by Timothy J. Johnson, vol. 12, 2008.
Disputed questions on evangelical perfection, edited and translated by Thomas Reist and Robert J.
Karris, vol. 13, 2008.
Collations on the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit, introduced and translated by Zachary Hayes, vol. 14,
2008.
Defense of the mendicants, translated by Jose de Vinck and Robert J. Karris, vol. 15, 2010.

The Life of Christ  translated and edited by William Henry Hutchings, 1881.
The Journey of the Mind into God (Itinerarium mentis in Deum), Indianapolis: Hackett, 1993. ISBN 978-0-
8722-0200-9
On the Reduction of the Arts to Theology (De Reductione Artium ad Theologiam), translated by Zachary
Hayes, (Saint Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan Institute, 1996. ISBN 978-1-57659-043-0
Bringing forth Christ: five feasts of the child Jesus, translated by Eric Doyle, Oxford: SLG Press, 1984.
The soul's journey into God; The tree of life; The life of St. Francis . Ewert Cousins, translator (The
Classics of Western Spirituality ed.). Mahwah, New Jersey: Paulist Press. 1978. ISBN 0-8091-2121-2.
The Mystical Vine: a Treatise on the Passion of Our Lord, translated by a friar of SSF, London: Mowbray,
1955.
Life of St Francis of Assisi, TAN Books, 2010. ISBN 978-0-89555-151-1
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Early Al-Jahiz · Alkindus · Ibn al-Rawandi · Al-Razi (Rhazes) · Al-Farabi (Alpharabius) · Ibn Masarra ·
Al Amiri · Ebn Meskavayh · Ibn al-Haytham (Alhazen) · Abu Rayhan Biruni · "Brethren of Purity"

High Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna) · Ibn Hazm · Al-Ghazali (Algazel) · Abu'l-Barakāt al-Baghdādī ·
Ibn Bajjah (Avempace) · Ayn al-Quzat Hamadani · Ibn Tufail · Ibn Rushd (Averroes)

Late
Ibn Sab'in · Shahab al-Din Suhrawardi · Fakhr ad-Din ar-Razi · Rashid al-Din · Ibn Arabi ·
Zachariah Kazwin · Abd-el-latif · Athīr al-Dīn al-Abharī · Nasir al-Din al-Tusi · Ibn al-Nafis ·
Qutb al-Din al-Shirazi · Ibn Taymiyyah · Ibn Khaldun

Jewish Medieval Isaac Israeli ben Solomon · Saadia Gaon · Solomon ibn Gabirol · Judah Halevi ·
Abraham ibn Daud · Maimonides · Nachmanides · Gersonides · Hasdai Crescas · Joseph Albo

Early "Church Fathers" · Augustine of Hippo · Boethius · Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite ·
Isidore of Seville · Johannes Scotus Eriugena · Alcuin

11–12th "Scholasticism" · Anselm of Canterbury · Peter Abelard · Anselm of Laon · Hugh of Saint Victor ·
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Christian

century Richard of Saint Victor · Roscelin · Peter Lombard · Alexander of Hales · Bernard of Chartres ·
Dominicus Gundissalinus · Gilbert de la Porrée · Alain de Lille

13–14th
century

Robert Grosseteste · Albertus Magnus · Bonaventure · Thomas Aquinas · Siger of Brabant ·
Boetius of Dacia · Henry of Ghent · Roger Bacon · John Peckham · Ramon Llull ·
Petrus Aureolus · Petrus Peregrinus de Maricourt · Durandus · Giles of Rome ·
Godfrey of Fontaines · Duns Scotus · William of Ockham

Late Jean Buridan · Nicole Oresme · Albert of Saxony · Francesc Eiximenis · Vincent Ferrer ·
Paul of Venice · Lambertus de Monte · John Hennon

See also Renaissance philosophy

Platonists

Academics

Old

Plato · Aristotle · Eudoxus · Philip of Opus · Aristonymus · Coriscus and
Erastus of Scepsis · Demetrius of Amphipolis · Euaeon of Lampsacus · Heraclides and
Python of Aenus · Hestiaeus of Perinthus · Lastheneia of Mantinea · Timolaus of Cyzicus
· Speusippus · Axiothea of Phlius · Heraclides Ponticus · Menedemus of Pyrrha ·
Xenocrates · Crantor · Polemon · Crates of Athens

Skeptics

Middle Arcesilaus · Diocles of Cnidus · Lacydes · Telecles and Evander ·
Hegesinus

New
Carneades · Hagnon of Tarsus · Metrodorus of Stratonicea · Clitomachus ·
Charmadas · Aeschines of Neapolis · Philo of Larissa · Cicero ·
Dio of Alexandria

Middle Platonists
Antiochus · Philo of Alexandria · Plutarch · Justin Martyr · Gaius · Albinus · Alcinous · Apuleius · Atticus
· Maximus of Tyre · Numenius of Apamea · Longinus · Clement of Alexandria · Origen the Pagan ·
Calcidius

Neoplatonists

Ancient

Ammonius Saccas · Plotinus (Disciples) · Origen · Amelius · Porphyry · Iamblichus ·
Sopater · Eustathius of Cappadocia · Sosipatra · Aedesius · Dexippus · Chrysanthius ·
Theodorus of Asine · Julian · Sallustius · Maximus of Ephesus · Eusebius of Myndus ·
Priscus of Epirus · Antoninus · Gregory of Nyssa · Hypatia · Augustine · Macrobius

Academy

Plutarch of Athens · Asclepigenia · Hierocles · Syrianus · Hermias ·
Aedesia · Proclus · Ammonius Hermiae · Asclepiodotus · Hegias ·
Zenodotus · Marinus · Agapius · Isidore · Damascius · Simplicius ·
Priscian

Medieval

Boethius · John Philoponus · Olympiodorus · Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite ·
John Scotus Eriugena

Islamic Golden Age Al-Farabi
Anselm · Peter Abelard

Chartres Bernard · Gilbert · Thierry
Henry of Ghent · Bonaventure · Theodoric of Freiberg · Meister Eckhart ·
Berthold of Moosburg · Paul of Venice

Modern

Renaissance

Florentine Academy Plethon · Marsilio Ficino · Cristoforo Landino ·
Giovanni Pico della Mirandola

Cambridge Ralph Cudworth · Henry More · Anne Conway
Petrus Ramus · Giordano Bruno · Blaise Pascal ·
Emanuel Swedenborg

German idealists

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz · Christian Wolff · Moses Mendelssohn ·
Immanuel Kant · Johann Gottlieb Fichte ·
Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling · Arthur Schopenhauer ·
G. W. F. Hegel · Hermann Lotze · Otto Weininger

Thomas Taylor · Ralph Waldo Emerson · Josiah Royce · Søren Kierkegaard ·
Henri Bergson · Aleksei Losev

Contemporary

Bernard Bolzano

Analytic
Gottlob Frege · G. E. Moore · Kurt Gödel · Alonzo Church · Roderick Chisholm ·
Michael Dummett · W. V. O. Quine · David Kaplan · Saul Kripke · Alvin Plantinga ·
Peter van Inwagen · Nicholas Wolterstorff · Crispin Wright · Edward N. Zalta

Continental Edmund Husserl · Roman Ingarden · Leo Strauss

Miscellaneous Philip K. Dick · Joseph Ratzinger

Categories Platonism

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew ·
Matthias · Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
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Confessors Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria
· Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch ·
Irenaeus of Lyons · Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus ·
Maximus the Confessor · Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus
· Polycarp of Smyrna · Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I ·
Anicetus · Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V ·
Clement I · Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus ·
Fabian · Felix I · Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius ·
Hormisdas · Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV ·
Leo IX · Linus · Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I
· Paul VI · Peter · Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I ·
Sixtus II · Sixtus III · Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I ·
Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary · Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah
· Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet)
· Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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26 Martyrs of Japan

26 Martyrs of Japan

Martyrs
Died 5 February 1597

Nagasaki, Japan

Venerated in Catholic Church
Anglican Church
Lutheran Church

Beatified 14 September 1627, Vatican City
by Pope Urban VIII

Canonized 8 June 1862 by Pope Pius IX

Feast 6 February

Attributes Martyr's palm
Cross

Patronage Persecuted Christians

The Christian martyrs of Nagasaki.
16th-17th century Japanese painting.

Drawing
remembering the 26
Catholic martyrs.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bonaventure of Miako)

The Twenty-Six Martyrs of Japan (Japanese: 日本二十六聖人, Hepburn: Nihon Nijūroku Seijin)
were a group of Catholics who were executed by crucifixion on February 5, 1597, at Nagasaki.
Their martyrdom is especially significant in the history of the Catholic Church in Japan.

A promising beginning to Catholic missions in Japan – with perhaps as many as 300,000 Catholics
by the end of the 16th century – met complications from competition between the missionary
groups, political difficulty between Spain and Portugal, and factions within the government of
Japan. Christianity was suppressed, and it was during this time that the 26 martyrs were executed.
By 1630, Catholicism had been driven underground. When Christian missionaries returned to
Japan 250 years later, they found a community of "hidden Catholics" that had survived
underground.
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Early Christianity in Japan [edit]

Main article: Kirishitan

On August 15, 1549, the Jesuit fathers Francis Xavier (later canonized by Gregory XV in 1622), Cosme de Torres, and Juan Fernández arrived
in Kagoshima, Japan, from Spain with hopes of bringing Catholicism to Japan.[1] On September 29, St. Francis Xavier visited Shimazu Takahisa,
the daimyō of Kagoshima, asking for permission to build the first Catholic mission in Japan. The daimyō agreed in hopes of creating a trade
relationship with Europe.

The shogunate and the imperial government at first supported the Catholic mission and the missionaries, thinking that they would reduce the
power of the Buddhist monks, and help trade with Spain and Portugal. By the late 1500s, the government had begun to grow wary of foreign
influence; the shogunate was also concerned about colonialism.[2] The government increasingly saw Catholicism as a threat, and started
persecuting Catholics. Christianity was banned and those Japanese who refused to abandon their faith were killed.

Martyrdom [edit]

In the aftermath of the San Felipe incident of 1596,[3] 26 Catholics – four
Spaniards, one Mexican, one Portuguese from India (all of whom were
Franciscan missionaries), three Japanese Jesuits, and 17 Japanese members
of the Third Order of St. Francis, including three young boys – were executed
by crucifixion in Nagasaki on the orders of Hideyoshi Toyotomi[4] on February
5, 1597. These individuals were raised on crosses and then pierced through
with spears.

After the persecution of 1597, there were sporadic instances of martyrdom until
1614, in all about 70.[5] 55 Catholics were martyred in Nagasaki on September
10, 1632, in what became known as the Great Genna Martyrdom. At this time
Catholicism was officially outlawed. The Church remained without clergy and
theological teaching disintegrated until the arrival of Western missionaries in
the 19th century.

Shūsaku Endō's acclaimed novel Silence, drawn from the oral histories of Japanese Catholic communities, provides detailed accounts of the
persecution of Catholic communities and the suppression of the Church.

Recognition [edit]

Further information: Twenty-Six Martyrs Museum and Monument

While there were many more martyrs, the first 26 missionary and convert martyrs came to be especially revered, the most celebrated of whom
was Paul Miki. The Martyrs of Japan were canonized by the Catholic Church on June 8, 1862, by Pope Pius IX,[6] and are listed on the calendar
as Sts. Paul Miki and his Companions, commemorated on February 6, since February 5, the date of their death, is the feast of St. Agatha. They
were included in the General Roman Calendar for the first time in 1969. Previously they were honoured locally, but no special Mass for them
was included even in the Missae pro aliquibus locis (Masses for some places) section of the 1962 Roman Missal.[7] Some 21st-century
publications based on it do have such a Mass under February 13.[8][9]

The Church of England also celebrates the Japanese martyrs liturgically on February 6. The Anglican Church in Japan (Nippon Sei Ko Kai), a
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St. Francisco Blanco

Statue of Philip of Jesus in the
Basilica of Our Lady of Zapopan.

The crucifixion of the martyrs of
Nagasaki, a painting in the Franciscan
convent of the Lady of the Snows in
Prague.

Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Twenty-six
Martyrs of Japan.

member of the Anglican Communion, added them to its calendar in 1959 as an annual February 5
commemoration of all the martyrs of Japan. The Evangelical Lutheran Church in America added a
commemoration on February 5 to their calendar.

The Church of the Holy Japanese Martyrs (Civitavecchia, Italy) is a Catholic church dedicated to the 26
Martyrs of Nagasaki. It is decorated with artwork by Japanese artist Luke Hasegawa.

List of martyrs [edit]

These first 26 Martyrs of Japan, also known as Pedro Bautista Blasquez y Blasquez and 22 companions,
along with Paulus Miki and 2 companions, were beatified on 14 September 1627 by Pope Urban VIII, and
canonized on 8 June 1862 by Pope Pius IX.[10]

Foreign Franciscan missionaries – Alcantarines [edit]

Saint Martin of the Ascension
Saint Pedro Bautista
Saint Philip of Jesus
Saint Francisco Blanco
Saint Francisco of Saint Michael
Saint Gundisalvus (Gonsalvo) Garcia

Japanese Franciscan tertiaries [edit]

Saint Antony Dainan
Saint Bonaventure of Miyako
Saint Cosmas Takeya
Saint Francisco of Nagasaki
Saint Francis Kichi
Saint Gabriel de Duisco
Saint Joachim Sakakibara
Saint John Kisaka
Saint Leo Karasumaru
Saint Louis Ibaraki
Saint Matthias of Miyako
Saint Michael Kozaki
Saint Paul Ibaraki
Saint Paul Suzuki
Saint Pedro Sukejiroo
Saint Thomas Kozaki

Saint Thomas Xico

Japanese Jesuits [edit]

Saint James Kisai
Saint John Soan de Goto
Saint Paul Miki

See also [edit]

Basilica of the Twenty-Six Holy Martyrs of Japan (Nagasaki)
Twenty-Six Martyrs Museum and Monument
Martyrs of Japan
Nanban trade
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Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition · Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias · Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon ·
Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors
Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor · Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia ·
Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada · Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius ·
Seraphim of Sarov · Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea · Gregory of Nazianzus ·
Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian ·
Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure · Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius · John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine ·
Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi · Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila ·
Hildegard of Bingen · Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria · Augustine of Hippo ·
Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria · Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria ·
Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I · Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius · Ephrem the Syrian
· Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers ·
Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons · Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus ·
Maximus the Confessor · Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief · Forty Martyrs of England and Wales ·
Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr · The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs ·
Lorenzo Ruiz · Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan · Martyrs of Laos ·
Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe · Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod ·
Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena · Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross ·
Thomas Becket · Thomas More · Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval · Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra ·
Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon · Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus · Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I ·
Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I · Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius ·
Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I · Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus · Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I ·
Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter · Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius ·
Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III · Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary
· Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets
Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea · Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel ·
John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah · Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel ·
Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) · Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins
Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous · Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré ·
Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida · Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha ·
Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti · Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus · Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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Saint Bonfilius

Bishop of Foligno
Born 1040

Osimo, Italy

Died 1125

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 27 September or 28 September
(Foligno, Italy)[1]

Patronage Foligno, Italy

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Saint Bonfilius" can also refer to Buonfiglio dei Monaldi, one of the founders of the Servite Order.

Saint Bonfilius (c. 1040 – c. 1125) was an Italian saint.

He was born in Osimo and became a Benedictine monk. He
subsequently became abbot of Storace. In 1078, he was elected
bishop of Foligno and went on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land in
1096. He then entered an abbey when he returned. His feast day
is September 27.
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Saint Boniface

Saint Boniface

Saint Boniface by Cornelis Bloemaert, c. 1630

Bishop 
Apostle to the Germans

Born c. 675[1]

Crediton, Devon

Died 5 June 754 (aged c. 79)
near Dokkum, Frisia

Venerated in Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church
Anglican Communion
Lutheranism

Major shrine Fulda Cathedral, St Boniface
Catholic Church, Crediton, UK

Feast 5 June

Attributes In bishop's robes, book pierced
by a sword (also axe; oak;
scourge)

Patronage Fulda; Germania; England
(Orthodox Church; jointly with Ss.
Augustine of Canterbury, and
Cuthbert of Lindisfarne)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Boniface)

"Boniface" redirects here. For others with the given name or surname, see Boniface (name).
For other uses, see Saint Boniface (disambiguation).

Boniface (Latin: Bonifatius; c. 675[2] – 5 June 754 AD), born
Winfrid (also spelled Winifred, Wynfrith, Winfrith or Wynfryth)
in the Devon town of Crediton in Anglo-Saxon England, was a
leading figure in the Anglo-Saxon mission to the Germanic parts of
the Frankish Empire during the 8th century. He organised
significant foundations of the church in Germany and was made
archbishop of Mainz by Pope Gregory III. He was martyred in Frisia
in 754, along with 52 others, and his remains were returned to
Fulda, where they rest in a sarcophagus which became a site of
pilgrimage. Boniface's life and death as well as his work became
widely known, there being a wealth of material available—a
number of vitae, especially the near-contemporary Vita Bonifatii
auctore Willibaldi, legal documents, possibly some sermons, and
above all his correspondence. He is venerated as a saint in the
Christian church and became the patron saint of Germania, known
as the "Apostle of the Germans".

Norman F. Cantor notes the three roles Boniface played that made
him "one of the truly outstanding creators of the first Europe, as
the apostle of Germania, the reformer of the Frankish church, and
the chief fomentor of the alliance between the papacy and the
Carolingian family."[3] Through his efforts to reorganize and
regulate the church of the Franks, he helped shape the Latin
Church in Europe, and many of the dioceses he proposed remain
today. After his martyrdom, he was quickly hailed as a saint in
Fulda and other areas in Germania and in England. He is still
venerated strongly today by German Catholics. Boniface is
celebrated as a missionary; he is regarded as a unifier of Europe,
and he is regarded by German Catholics as a national figure. In
2019 Devon County Council with the support of the Anglican and
Catholic churches in Exeter and Plymouth, officially recognised St
Boniface as the Patron Saint of Devon.
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Prayer card, early 20th century,
depicting Boniface leaving England

Saint Boniface felling Donar's Oak
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Early life and first mission to Frisia [edit]

The earliest Bonifacian vita, Willibald's, does not mention his place of
birth but says that at an early age he attended a monastery ruled by
Abbot Wulfhard in escancastre,[4] or Examchester,[5] which seems to
denote Exeter, and may have been one of many monasteriola built by
local landowners and churchmen; nothing else is known of it outside the
Bonifacian vitae.[6] This monastery is believed to have occupied the site
of the Church of St Mary Major in the City of Exeter, demolished in
1971, next to which was later built Exeter Cathedral.[7] Later tradition
places his birth at Crediton, but the earliest mention of Crediton in
connection to Boniface is from the early fourteenth century,[8] in John
Grandisson's Legenda Sanctorum: The Proper Lessons for Saints'
Days according to the use of Exeter.[9] In one of his letters Boniface
mentions he was "born and reared...[in] the synod of London",[10] but he
may have been speaking metaphorically.[11]

According to the vitae, Winfrid was of a respected and prosperous
family. Against his father's wishes he devoted himself at an early age to
the monastic life. He received further theological training in the
Benedictine monastery and minster of Nhutscelle (Nursling),[12] not far

from Winchester, which under the direction of abbot Winbert had grown into an industrious centre of learning in
the tradition of Aldhelm.[13] Winfrid taught in the abbey school and at the age of 30 became a priest; in this time,
he wrote a Latin grammar, the Ars Grammatica, besides a treatise on verse and some Aldhelm-inspired
riddles.[14] While little is known about Nursling outside of Boniface's vitae, it seems clear that the library there
was significant. In order to supply Boniface with the materials he needed, it would have contained works by
Donatus, Priscian, Isidore, and many others.[15] Around 716, when his abbot Wynberth of Nursling died, he was
invited (or expected) to assume his position—it is possible that they were related, and the practice of hereditary
right among the early Anglo-Saxons would affirm this.[16] Winfrid, however, declined the position and in 716 set
out on a missionary expedition to Frisia.

Early missionary work in Frisia and Germania [edit]

Boniface first left for the continent in 716. He traveled to Utrecht, where
Willibrord, the "Apostle of the Frisians," had been working since the
690s. He spent a year with Willibrord, preaching in the countryside, but
their efforts were frustrated by the war then being carried on between
Charles Martel and Radbod, King of the Frisians. Willibrord fled to the
abbey he had founded in Echternach (in modern-day Luxembourg)
while Boniface returned to Nursling.

Boniface returned to the continent the next year and went straight to
Rome, where Pope Gregory II renamed him "Boniface", after the
(legendary) fourth-century martyr Boniface of Tarsus, and appointed
him missionary bishop for Germania—he became a bishop without a
diocese for an area that lacked any church organization. He would
never return to England, though he remained in correspondence with
his countrymen and kinfolk throughout his life.

According to the vitae Boniface felled the Donar Oak, Latinized by
Willibald as "Jupiter's oak," near the present-day town of Fritzlar in
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Fulda Sacramentary, Saint Boniface
baptizing (top) and being martyred
(bottom)

northern Hesse. According to his early biographer Willibald, Boniface started to chop the oak down, when
suddenly a great wind, as if by miracle, blew the ancient oak over. When the god did not strike him down, the
people were amazed and converted to Christianity. He built a chapel dedicated to Saint Peter from its wood at
the site[17]—the chapel was the beginning of the monastery in Fritzlar. This account from the vita is stylized to
portray Boniface as a singular character who alone acts to root out paganism. Lutz von Padberg and others
point out that what the vitae leave out is that the action was most likely well-prepared and widely publicized in
advance for maximum effect, and that Boniface had little reason to fear for his personal safety since the
Frankish fortified settlement of Büraburg was nearby.[18] According to Willibald, Boniface later had a church with
an attached monastery built in Fritzlar,[19] on the site of the previously built chapel, according to tradition.[20]

Boniface and the Carolingians [edit]

This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Saint Boniface" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (June
2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

The support of the Frankish mayors of the palace (maior domos), and
later the early Pippinid and Carolingian rulers, was essential for
Boniface's work. Boniface had been under the protection of Charles
Martel from 723 on.[21] The Christian Frankish leaders desired to defeat
their rival power, the pagan Saxons, and to incorporate the Saxon lands
into their own growing empire. Boniface's campaign of destruction of
indigenous Germanic pagan sites may have benefited the Franks in
their campaign against the Saxons.

In 732, Boniface traveled again to Rome to report, and Pope Gregory III
conferred upon him the pallium as archbishop with jurisdiction over what
is now Germany. Boniface again set out for the German lands and
continued his mission, but also used his authority to work on the
relations between the papacy and the Frankish church. Rome wanted
more control over that church, which it felt was much too independent
and which, in the eyes of Boniface, was subject to worldly corruption.
Charles Martel, after having defeated the forces of the Umayyad
Caliphate during the Battle of Tours (732), had rewarded many
churches and monasteries with lands, but typically his supporters who
held church offices were allowed to benefit from those possessions. Boniface would have to wait until the 740s
before he could try to address this situation, in which Frankish church officials were essentially sinecures, and
the church itself paid little heed to Rome. During his third visit to Rome in 737–38, he was made papal legate for
Germany.[22]

After Boniface's third trip to Rome, Charles Martel established four dioceses in Bavaria (Salzburg, Regensburg,
Freising, and Passau) and gave them to Boniface as archbishop and metropolitan over all Germany east of the
Rhine. In 745, he was granted Mainz as metropolitan see.[23] In 742, one of his disciples, Sturm (also known as
Sturmi, or Sturmius), founded the abbey of Fulda not far from Boniface's earlier missionary outpost at Fritzlar.
Although Sturm was the founding abbot of Fulda, Boniface was very involved in the foundation. The initial grant
for the abbey was signed by Carloman, the son of Charles Martel, and a supporter of Boniface's reform efforts
in the Frankish church. Boniface himself explained to his old friend, Daniel of Winchester, that without the
protection of Charles Martel he could "neither administer his church, defend his clergy, nor prevent idolatry".

According to German historian Gunther Wolf, the high point of Boniface's career was the Concilium
Germanicum, organized by Carloman in an unknown location in April 743. Although Boniface was not able to
safeguard the church from property seizures by the local nobility, he did achieve one goal, the adoption of
stricter guidelines for the Frankish clergy,[24] who often hailed directly from the nobility. After Carloman's
resignation in 747 he maintained a sometimes turbulent relationship with the king of the Franks, Pepin; the
claim that he would have crowned Pepin at Soissons in 751 is now generally discredited.[25]

Boniface balanced this support and attempted to maintain some independence, however, by attaining the
support of the papacy and of the Agilolfing rulers of Bavaria. In Frankish, Hessian, and Thuringian territory, he
established the dioceses of Würzburg and Erfurt. By appointing his own followers as bishops, he was able to
retain some independence from the Carolingians, who most likely were content to give him leeway as long as
Christianity was imposed on the Saxons and other Germanic tribes.
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Saint Boniface crypt, Fulda

Nailhole in the Ragyndrudis
Codex

Last mission to Frisia [edit]

According to the vitae, Boniface had never relinquished his hope of
converting the Frisians, and in 754 he set out with a retinue for Frisia.
He baptized a great number and summoned a general meeting for
confirmation at a place not far from Dokkum, between Franeker and
Groningen. Instead of his converts, however, a group of armed robbers
appeared who slew the aged archbishop. The vitae mention that
Boniface persuaded his (armed) comrades to lay down their arms:
"Cease fighting. Lay down your arms, for we are told in Scripture not to
render evil for good but to overcome evil by good."[26]

Having killed Boniface and his company, the Frisian bandits ransacked
their possessions but found that the company's luggage did not contain
the riches they had hoped for: "they broke open the chests containing
the books and found, to their dismay, that they held manuscripts instead
of gold vessels, pages of sacred texts instead of silver plates."[27] They
attempted to destroy these books, the earliest vita already says, and
this account underlies the status of the Ragyndrudis Codex, now held
as a Bonifacian relic in Fulda, and supposedly one of three books found on
the field by the Christians who inspected it afterward. Of those three books,
the Ragyndrudis Codex shows incisions that could have been made by
sword or axe; its story appears confirmed in the Utrecht hagiography, the
Vita altera, which reports that an eye-witness saw that the saint at the
moment of death held up a gospel as spiritual protection.[28] The story was
later repeated by Otloh's vita; at that time, the Ragyndrudis Codex seems
to have been firmly connected to the martyrdom.

Boniface's remains were moved from the Frisian countryside to Utrecht,
and then to Mainz, where sources contradict each other regarding the
behavior of Lullus, Boniface's successor as archbishop of Mainz. According
to Willibald's vita Lullus allowed the body to be moved to Fulda, while the (later) Vita Sturmi, a hagiography of
Sturm by Eigil of Fulda, Lullus attempted to block the move and keep the body in Mainz.[29]

His remains were eventually buried in the abbey church of Fulda after resting for some time in Utrecht, and they
are entombed within a shrine beneath the high altar of Fulda Cathedral, previously the abbey church.

Veneration [edit]

Fulda [edit]

Veneration of Boniface in Fulda began immediately after his death; his grave was equipped with a decorative
tomb around ten years after his burial, and the grave and relics became the center of the abbey. Fulda monks
prayed for newly elected abbots at the grave site before greeting them, and every Monday the saint was
remembered in prayer, the monks prostrating themselves and reciting Psalm 50. After the abbey church was
rebuilt to become the Ratgar Basilica (dedicated 791), Boniface's remains were translated to a new grave: since
the church had been enlarged, his grave, originally in the west, was now in the middle; his relics were moved to
a new apse in 819. From then on Boniface, as patron of the abbey, was regarded as both spiritual intercessor
for the monks and legal owner of the abbey and its possessions, and all donations to the abbey were done in
his name. He was honored on the date of his martyrdom, 5 June (with a mass written by Alcuin), and (around
the year 1000) with a mass dedicated to his appointment as bishop, on 1 December.[30]

Dokkum [edit]

Willibald's vita describes how a visitor on horseback come to the site of the martyrdom, and a hoof of his horse
got stuck in the mire. When it was pulled loose, a well sprang up. By the time of the Vita altera Bonifatii (9th
century), there was a church on the site, and the well had become a "fountain of sweet water" used to sanctify
people. The Vita Liudgeri, a hagiographical account of the work of Ludger, describes how Ludger himself had
built the church, sharing duties with two other priests. According to James Palmer, the well was of great
importance since the saint's body was hundreds of miles away; the physicality of the well allowed for an ongoing
connection with the saint. In addition, Boniface signified Dokkum's and Frisia's "connect[ion] to the rest of
(Frankish) Christendom".[31]
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Saint Boniface memorial in Fritzlar,
Germany

Saint Boniface statue in Fulda,
Germany

Memorials [edit]

Saint Boniface's feast day is celebrated on 5 June in the Roman
Catholic Church, the Lutheran Church, the Anglican Communion and
the Eastern Orthodox Church.

A famous statue of Saint Boniface stands on the grounds of Mainz
Cathedral, seat of the archbishop of Mainz. A more modern rendition
stands facing St. Peter's Church of Fritzlar.

The UK National Shrine is located at the Catholic church at Crediton,
Devon, which has a bas-relief of the felling of Thor's Oak, by sculptor
Kenneth Carter. The sculpture was unveiled by Princess Margaret in his
native Crediton, located in Newcombes Meadow Park. There is also a
series of paintings there by Timothy Moore. There are quite a few
churches dedicated to St. Boniface in the United Kingdom: Bunbury,
Cheshire; Chandler's Ford and Southampton Hampshire; Adler Street,
London; Papa Westray, Orkney; St Budeaux, Plymouth (now
demolished); Bonchurch, Isle of Wight; Cullompton, Devon.

Bishop George Errington founded St Boniface's Catholic College,
Plymouth in 1856. The school celebrates Saint Boniface on 5 June each
year.

In 1818, Father Norbert Provencher founded a mission on the east bank
of the Red River in what was then Rupert's Land, building a log church and naming it after St. Boniface. The log
church was consecrated as Saint Boniface Cathedral after Provencher was himself consecrated as a bishop
and the diocese was formed. The community that grew around the cathedral eventually became the city of Saint
Boniface, which merged into the city of Winnipeg in 1971. In 1844, four Grey Nuns arrived by canoe in
Manitoba, and in 1871, built Western Canada's first hospital: St. Boniface Hospital, where the Assiniboine and
Red Rivers meet. Today, St. Boniface Hospital is the second-largest hospital in Manitoba.

Legends [edit]

Some traditions credit Saint Boniface with the invention of the Christmas tree. The vitae mention nothing of the
sort. However, it is mentioned on a BBC-Devon website, in an account which places Geismar in Bavaria,[32] and
in a number of educational books, including St. Boniface and the Little Fir Tree,[33] The Brightest Star of All:
Christmas Stories for the Family,[34] The American normal readers.[35] and a short story by Henry van Dyke,
"The First Christmas Tree".[36]

Sources and writings [edit]

Vitae [edit]

The earliest "Life" of Boniface was written by a certain Willibald, an
Anglo-Saxon priest who came to Mainz after Boniface's death,[37]

around 765. Willibald's biography was widely dispersed; Levison lists
some forty manuscripts.[38] According to his lemma, a group of four
manuscripts including Codex Monacensis 1086 are copies directly from
the original.[39]

Listed second in Levison's edition is the entry from a late ninth-century
Fulda document: Boniface's status as a martyr is attested by his
inclusion in the Fulda Martyrology which also lists, for instance, the date
(1 November) of his translation in 819, when the Fulda Cathedral had
been rebuilt.[40] A Vita Bonifacii was written in Fulda in the ninth century,
possibly by Candidus of Fulda, but is now lost.[41]

The next vita, chronologically, is the Vita altera Bonifatii auctore
Radbodo, which originates in the Bishopric of Utrecht, and was probably
revised by Radboud of Utrecht (899–917). Mainly agreeing with
Willibald, it adds an eye-witness who presumably saw the martyrdom at
Dokkum. The Vita tertia Bonifatii likewise originates in Utrecht. It is dated
between 917 (Radboud's death) and 1075, the year Adam of Bremen wrote his Gesta Hammaburgensis
ecclesiae pontificum, which used the Vita tertia.[42][43]
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A later vita, written by Otloh of St. Emmeram (1062–1066), is based on Willibald's and a number of other vitae
as well as the correspondence, and also includes information from local traditions.

Correspondence [edit]

Boniface engaged in regular correspondence with fellow churchmen all over Western Europe, including the
three popes he worked with, and with some of his kinsmen back in England. Many of these letters contain
questions about church reform and liturgical or doctrinal matters. In most cases, what remains is one half of the
conversation, either the question or the answer. The correspondence as a whole gives evidence of Boniface's
widespread connections; some of the letters also prove an intimate relationship especially with female
correspondents.[44]

There are 150 letters in what is generally called the Bonifatian correspondence, though not all them are by
Boniface or addressed to him. They were assembled by order of archbishop Lullus, Boniface's successor in
Mainz, and were initially organized into two parts, a section containing the papal correspondence and another
with his private letters. They were reorganized in the eighth century, in a roughly chronological ordering. Otloh
of St. Emmeram, who worked on a new vita of Boniface in the eleventh century, is credited with compiling the
complete correspondence as we have it.[44]

The correspondence was edited and published already in the seventeenth century, by Nicolaus Serarius.[45]

Stephan Alexander Würdtwein's 1789 edition, Epistolae S. Bonifacii Archiepiscopi Magontini, was the basis for a
number of (partial) translations in the nineteenth century. The first version to be published by Monumenta
Germaniae Historica (MGH) was the edition by Ernst Dümmler (1892); the most authoritative version until today
is Michael Tangl's 1912 Die Briefe des Heiligen Bonifatius, Nach der Ausgabe in den Monumenta Germaniae
Historica, published by MGH in 1916.[44] This edition is the basis of Ephraim Emerton's selection and translation
in English, The Letters of Saint Boniface, first published in New York in 1940; it was republished most recently
with a new introduction by Thomas F.X. Noble in 2000.

Included among his letters and dated to 716 is one to Abbess Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet containing the
Vision of the Monk of Wenlock.[46] This otherworld vision describes how a violently ill monk is freed from his
body and guided by angels to a place of judgment, where angels and devils fight over his soul as his sins and
virtues come alive to accuse and defend him. He sees a hell of purgation full of pits vomiting flames. There is a
bridge over a pitch-black boiling river. Souls either fall from it or safely reach the other side cleansed of their
sins. This monk even sees some of his contemporary monks and is told to warn them to repent before they die.
This vision bears signs of influence by the Apocalypse of Paul, the visions from the Dialogues of Gregory the
Great, and the visions recorded by Bede.[47]

Sermons [edit]
Main article: Sermones (Pseudo)-Bonifatii

Some fifteen preserved sermons are traditionally associated with Boniface, but that they were actually his is not
generally accepted.

Grammar and poetry [edit]

Early in his career, before he left for the continent, Boniface wrote the Ars Bonifacii, a grammatical treatise
presumably for his students in Nursling. Helmut Gneuss reports that one manuscript copy of the treatise
originates from (the south of) England, mid-eighth century; it is now held in Marburg, in the Hessisches
Staatsarchiv.[48] He also wrote a treatise on verse, the Caesurae uersuum, and a collection of twenty acrostic
riddles, the Enigmata, influenced greatly by Aldhelm and containing many references to works of Vergil (the
Aeneid, the Georgics, and the Eclogues).[49] The riddles fall into two sequences of ten poems. The first, De
virtutibus ('on the virtues'), comprises: 1. de ueritate/truth; 2. de fide catholica/the Catholic faith; 3. de spe/hope;
4. de misericordia/compassion; 5. de caritate/love; 6. de iustitia/justice; 7. de patientia/patience; 8. de pace
uera, cristiana/true, Christian peace; 9. de humilitate cristiania/Christian humility; 10. de uirginitate/virginity. The
second sequence, De vitiis ('on the vices'), comprises: 1. de neglegentia/carelessness; 2. de iracundia/hot
temper; 3. de cupiditate/greed; 4. de superbia/pride; 5. de crapula/intemperance; 6. de ebrietate/drunkenness;
7. de luxoria/fornication; 8. de inuidia/envy; 9. de ignorantia/ignorance; 10. de uana gloria/vainglory.[50]

Three octosyllabic poems written in clearly Aldhelmian fashion (according to Andy Orchard) are preserved in his
correspondence, all composed before he left for the continent.[51]

Additional materials [edit]

A letter by Boniface charging Aldebert and Clement with heresy is preserved in the records of the Roman
Council of 745 that condemned the two.[52] Boniface had an interest in the Irish canon law collection known as
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Medal minted for the Boniface
anniversary in Fulda, 1905

Collectio canonum Hibernensis, and a late 8th/early 9th-century manuscript in Würzburg contains, besides a
selection from the Hibernensis, a list of rubrics that mention the heresies of Clemens and Aldebert. The relevant
folios containing these rubrics were most likely copied in Mainz, Würzburg, or Fulda—all places associated with
Boniface.[52] Michael Glatthaar suggested that the rubrics should be seen as Boniface's contribution to the
agenda for a synod.[53]

Anniversary and other celebrations [edit]

Boniface's death (and birth) has given rise to a number of noteworthy celebrations. The dates for some of these
celebrations have undergone some changes: in 1805, 1855, and 1905 (and in England in 1955) anniversaries
were calculated with Boniface's death dated in 755, according to the "Mainz tradition"; in Mainz, Michael Tangl's
dating of the martyrdom in 754 was not accepted until after 1955. Celebrations in Germany centered on Fulda
and Mainz, in the Netherlands on Dokkum and Utrecht, and in England on Crediton and Exeter.

Celebrations in Germany: 1805, 1855, 1905 [edit]

The first German celebration on a fairly large scale was held in 1805
(the 1,050th anniversary of his death), followed by a similar celebration
in a number of towns in 1855; both of these were predominantly
Catholic affairs emphasizing the role of Boniface in German history. But
if the celebrations were mostly Catholic, in the first part of the 19th
century the respect for Boniface in general was an ecumenical affair,
with both Protestants and Catholics praising Boniface as a founder of
the German nation, in response to the German nationalism that arose
after the Napoleonic era came to an end. The second part of the 19th
century saw increased tension between Catholics and Protestants; for
the latter, Martin Luther had become the model German, the founder of
the modern nation, and he and Boniface were in direct competition for
the honor.[54] In 1905, when strife between Catholic and Protestant
factions had eased (one Protestant church published a celebratory
pamphlet, Gerhard Ficker's Bonifatius, der "Apostel der Deutschen"),
there were modest celebrations and a publication for the occasion on
historical aspects of Boniface and his work, the 1905 Festgabe by

Gregor Richter and Carl Scherer. In all, the content of these early celebrations showed evidence of the
continuing question about the meaning of Boniface for Germany, though the importance of Boniface in cities
associated with him was without question.[55]

1954 celebrations [edit]

In 1954, celebrations were widespread in England, Germany, and the Netherlands, and a number of these
celebrations were international affairs. Especially in Germany, these celebrations had a distinctly political note
to them and often stressed Boniface as a kind of founder of Europe, such as when Konrad Adenauer, the
(Catholic) German chancellor, addressed a crowd of 60,000 in Fulda, celebrating the feast day of the saint in a
European context: "Das, was wir in Europa gemeinsam haben, [ist] gemeinsamen Ursprungs" ("What we have in
common in Europe comes from the same source").[56]

1980 papal visit [edit]

When Pope John Paul II visited Germany in November 1980, he spent two days in Fulda (17 and 18 November).
He celebrated Mass in Fulda Cathedral with 30,000 gathered on the square in front of the building, and met with
the German Bishops' Conference (held in Fulda since 1867). The pope next celebrated mass outside the
cathedral, in front of an estimated crowd of 100,000, and hailed the importance of Boniface for German
Christianity: "Der heilige Bonifatius, Bischof und Märtyrer, bedeutet den 'Anfang' des Evangeliums und der
Kirche in Eurem Land" ("The holy Boniface, bishop and martyr, signifies the beginning of the gospel and the
church in your country").[57] A photograph of the pope praying at Boniface's grave became the centerpiece of a
prayer card distributed from the cathedral.

2004 celebrations [edit]

In 2004, anniversary celebrations were held throughout Northwestern Germany and Utrecht, and Fulda and
Mainz—generating a great amount of academic and popular interest. The event occasioned a number of
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scholarly studies, esp. biographies (for instance, by Auke Jelsma in Dutch, Lutz von Padberg in German, and
Klaas Bruinsma in Frisian), and a fictional completion of the Boniface correspondence (Lutterbach, Mit Axt und
Evangelium).[58] A German musical proved a great commercial success,[59] and in the Netherlands an opera was
staged.[60]

Scholarship on Boniface [edit]

There is an extensive body of literature on the saint and his work. At the time of the various anniversaries,
edited collections were published containing essays by some of the best-known scholars of the time, such as
the 1954 collection Sankt Bonifatius: Gedenkgabe zum Zwölfhundertsten Todestag[61] and the 2004 collection
Bonifatius—Vom Angelsächsischen Missionar zum Apostel der Deutschen.[62] In the modern era, Lutz von
Padberg published a number of biographies and articles on the saint focusing on his missionary praxis and his
relics. The most authoritative biography remains Theodor Schieffer's Winfrid-Bonifatius und die Christliche
Grundlegung Europas (1954).[63][64]

See also [edit]
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Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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General

History of the Catholic Church (By country or region) · Ecclesiastical history · Timeline · Papacy
(Papal primacy) · Catholic ecumenical councils (First seven) · Catholic Bible (Biblical canon ·
Vulgate) · History of the Roman Curia · Religious institutes · Christian monasticism ·
Catholic culture (Art · Role in civilization) · Papal States · Latin Church · Eastern Catholic Churches

Early Church
(30–325/476)

Origins and
Apostolic Age (30–100)

Jesus (Ministry · Crucifixion · Resurrection ·
Great Commission) · Holy Spirit · Mary · John the Baptist ·
Apostles (Commissioning · Peter · John · Paul) · Stephen ·
Council of Jerusalem · Split with Judaism · New Testament
(Background · Gospels · Acts · Pauline epistles ·
General epistles · Revelation)

Ante-Nicene period (100–325)
Persecution · Church Fathers (Apostolic Fathers
(Pope Clement I · Polycarp · Ignatius) · Irenaeus) · Justin Martyr
· Canon · Tertullian · Origen

Late antiquity
(313–476)

Great Church
(180–451)

Roman
state church

(380-451)

Constantine the Great (Christianity) · Arian controversy ·
Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran · Old St. Peter's Basilica ·
First Council of Nicaea · Pope Sylvester I ·
First Council of Constantinople · Biblical canon · Jerome ·
Vulgate · Council of Ephesus · Council of Chalcedon

Early Middle Ages

Benedict of Nursia · Monasticism · Second Council of Constantinople · Pope Gregory I ·
Gregorian chant · Islamic conquests · Third Council of Constantinople · Saint Boniface ·
Byzantine Iconoclasm · Second Council of Nicaea · Charlemagne · Pope Leo III ·
Fourth Council of Constantinople · East–West Schism

High Middle Ages

Pope Urban II · Investiture Controversy · Crusades (Northern · States · Military orders) · Universities
· Scholasticism · First Council of the Lateran · Second Council of the Lateran ·
Third Council of the Lateran · Pope Innocent III · Latin Empire · Francis of Assisi ·
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Boniface of Brussels

Saint
Boniface

Bishop of Lausanne

Stained-glass window in the Saint-Peter's
Church in Brussels.

Church Roman Catholic Church

Diocese Lausanne

See Lausanne

Appointed 1231

Installed March 1231

Term ended 1239

Predecessor Guillaume di Cenblens

Successor Jean di Cossonay

Orders
Consecration c. 1231

Rank Bishop

Personal details
Birth name Boniface

Born 1183
Brussels, Belgium

Died 19 February 1260 (aged 69)
La Cambre, Brussels, Belgium

Sainthood
Feast day 19 February

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 1603
by Pope Clement VIII

Canonized 1702
Saint Peter's Basilica, Papal
States
by Pope Clement XI

Attributes Episcopal attire

Tomb.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Boniface of Brussels (1183 – 19 February 1260) was a Belgian
Roman Catholic prelate who served as the Bishop of Lausanne
from circa 1231 until 1239 when he resigned after agents of Holy
Roman Emperor Frederick II assaulted him.[1][2] His relics are
housed at the Kapellekerk and at La Cambre where he had died.[3]
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Biography [edit]

Boniface was born in Belgium in
1183 and in 1200 moved from
home to go to Paris for his studies
at the college there. Boniface
taught dogma and became a

popular lecturer. He was ordained to the priesthood while in
France and from 1222 until 1229 taught at the college. But there
soon became a bitter dispute between the teachers and students
which prompted him to leave and find work elsewhere.[3] He later
taught until 1231 in Cologne at the cathedral school.[2][1]

He became the Bishop of Lausanne in 1231 and was enthroned in
his new see in March 1231 after receiving his episcopal
consecration. He was enthusiastic about this appointment but was
faced with corrupt priests which he condemned in a pulpit address
while also singling out King Frederick II.[3] The king sent his agents
to attack Boniface who sustained serious injuries but managed to
escape. He travelled to Rome and secured permission from a
reluctant Pope Gregory IX to resign. The pope wanted to make him
the bishop of another see though Boniface refused the offer.[1]

In 1245 he attended the First Council of Lyon which Pope Innocent
IV had convoked.

Boniface died in 1260; his coffin is small because it contains
assorted vertebrae and pelvic bones rather than an actual
skeleton.[4]

See also [edit]
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Boniface of Savoy (bishop)

Boniface of Savoy
Archbishop of Canterbury

The site of Lambeth Palace, where Boniface built as
an archbishop

Appointed 1 February 1241

Installed 1249

Term ended 18 July 1270

Predecessor Edmund of Abingdon

Successor William Chillenden

Orders
Consecration 15 January 1245

by Pope Innocent IV

Personal details
Died 18 July 1270[1]

Savoy

Buried Hautecombe Abbey in Savoy

Parents Thomas I, Count of Savoy
Margaret of Geneva

Sainthood
Feast day 14 July

Beatified 1839
by Pope Gregory XVI

Henry III of England landing in Aquitaine.
Boniface was the uncle by marriage of the
king.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Boniface of Savoy, Archbishop of Canterbury)

Boniface of Savoy (c. 1207 – 18 July 1270) was a medieval Bishop of Belley in Savoy and Archbishop of Canterbury in England. He was the son
of Thomas, Count of Savoy, and owed his initial ecclesiastical posts to his father. Other members of his family were also clergymen, and a brother
succeeded his father as count. One niece was married to King Henry III of England and another was married to King Louis IX of France. It was
Henry who secured Boniface's election as Archbishop, and throughout his tenure of that office he spent much time on the continent. He clashed
with his bishops, with his nephew-by-marriage, and with the papacy, but managed to eliminate the archiepiscopal debt which he had inherited on
taking office. During Simon de Montfort's struggle with King Henry, Boniface initially helped Montfort's cause, but later supported the king. After
his death in Savoy, his tomb became the object of a cult, and he was eventually beatified in 1839.
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Early life [edit]

Boniface and his elder brother Amadeus IV, Count of Savoy, were sons of Thomas I, Count of Savoy, and Margaret of Geneva. He is thus not to
be confused with his nephew, and fellow member of the House of Savoy, Count Boniface of Savoy, the son of Amadeus IV. The elder Boniface
was born about 1207 in Savoy.[2] He was the eleventh child of his parents.[3] Some sources state that at a young age he joined the Carthusian
Order.[4] However, there is no evidence of this, and it would have been very unusual for a nobleman to enter that order with its very strict
discipline.[5] He also had a brother Peter of Savoy who was named Earl of Richmond in 1240 and yet another brother William of Savoy, who was
Bishop of Valence and a candidate to be Bishop of Winchester in England.[2][6]

Ecclesiastical career [edit]

Boniface was the Prior of Nantua in 1232 along with the bishopric of Belley in Burgundy. When his
father died, he received the castle of Ugine as his inheritance, and he surrendered any entitlement to
any other inheritance in 1238. After the marriage of his niece, Eleanor of Provence to King Henry III
of England, Henry attempted to have Boniface elected Bishop of Winchester, but was unable to get the cathedral chapter to elect Boniface.[2] On 1
February 1241 he was nominated to the see of Canterbury.[1] Pope Innocent IV confirmed the appointment on 16 September 1243, as an attempt to
placate Henry. Boniface did not, however, come to England until 1244 and was present, in the following year 1245, at the First Council of Lyon.[2] There,
he was consecrated by Innocent IV on 15 January[1] at Lyons, but it was only in 1249 that he returned to England and was enthroned at Canterbury
Cathedral on 1 November 1249.[7] Before he returned in 1249, he helped arrange the marriage another of his nieces, Beatrice of Provence, the sister of
Queen Eleanor, to Charles of Anjou, the brother of King Louis IX of France.[2]

The medieval chronicler Matthew Paris said that Boniface was "noted more for his birth than for his brains."[8] He showed little concern for the spiritual
duties of his office. His exactions and his overbearing behaviour, combined with the fact that he was a foreigner, offended the English. He was heavily
involved in advancing the fortunes of his family on the continent, and spent fourteen of the twenty-nine years he was archbishop outside England.[9] He
made strenuous efforts to free his office from debt, as he had inherited a see that was in debt over 22,000 marks, but managed to clear the debt before
his death.[10] He did this by securing the right to tax his clergy, for seven years, from the papacy. When a number of bishops refused to pay, they were
suspended from office.[11] He also worked for the canonisation of Edmund of Abingdon while he was at the papal court-in-exile at Lyon from 1244 to

1249.[2]

In 1244, Boniface rejected Robert Passelewe, who had been selected as Bishop of Chichester, on the grounds that Passelewe was illiterate. Boniface then nominated his own candidate, Richard of
Chichester, and although the king objected, Pope Innocent IV confirmed Richard's election. In 1258, Boniface objected to the selection of Hugh de Balsham as Bishop of Ely, and tried to elevate
Adam Marsh instead, but Hugh appealed to Rome, which upheld Hugh's election.[12] Boniface held church councils to reform the clergy, in 1257 at London, in 1258 at Merton, and in 1261 at
Lambeth.[13]

During his archiepiscopate, a provincial court was established in the archdiocese of Canterbury, with a presiding Officialis appointed by Boniface.[14]

Controversies [edit]

Boniface was energetic in defending the liberties of his see, and clashed with King Henry over the election of Henry's clerk Robert Passelewe to the see of Chichester. Robert Grosseteste, the
Bishop of Lincoln, had examined Passelewe, and found him unfit for episcopal office, and Boniface then quashed the election in 1244. He was also involved in disputes with the king's half-brothers,
especially Aymer de Valence, who was Bishop of Winchester. He also quarrelled with his suffragan bishops, who resented his attempts to supervise their affairs closely.[2] In 1250 Boniface attempted
a visitation of his province, and this disturbed his suffragan bishops, who protested that Boniface was taking exorbitant amounts of money during his visits. They appealed to the pope, who
reaffirmed the right of Boniface to conduct his visitation, but set a limit on the amount that could be taken from any monastery or church.[15] After the visitation, Boniface left England again, and only
returned in 1252, after the pope had decided the bishops' appeal in Boniface's favour. After his return, he continued to assert his rights and settled a number of disputes with his bishops. He
secured professions of obedience from all but three of the 37 bishops consecrated during his time as archbishop. He also set up a court at Canterbury that heard appeals from the ecclesiastical
courts of his suffragan bishops.[2]

Boniface clashed with Henry's half-brothers, the Lusignans, who arrived in England in 1247 and competed for lands and promotions with the queens' Savoy relatives. Boniface's quarrel with Aymer
de Valence over a hospital in Southwark led to the archbishop's palace at Lambeth being plundered and one of Boniface's functionaries being kidnapped. The dispute with Aymer was only settled in
early 1253. Boniface was once more absent from England from October 1254 to November 1256, and spent most of that time in Savoy where he attempted to help his brothers rescue their eldest
brother Thomas who was being held captive at Turin.[2]

In 1258 and 1259, Boniface was a member of the Council of Fifteen, which conducted business for Henry III under the Provisions of Oxford. This Council consisted of the earls of Leicester,
Gloucester, Norfolk, Warwick, Hereford, the Count of Aumale, Peter of Savoy, John fitzGeoffrey, Peter de Montfort, Richard Grey, Roger Mortimer, James Audley, John Maunsell, Walter de
Cantilupe, Bishop of Worcester as well as Boniface.[16] One of the actions of this council was to send the Lusignans into exile.[2] In April 1260, Boniface worked with Richard of Cornwall to broker a
peace between King Henry and Prince Edward.[2]

Boniface accompanied the queen and Prince Edward to Burgos for the marriage of Edward to Eleanor of Castile and Edward's knighting.[17] But in 1261 Boniface held a church council at Lambeth,
where a series of ecclesiastical laws were published which denounced any royal limitations on ecclesiastical courts. These decrees were done without royal consent and thus was tantamount to an
ecclesiastical revolt against royal authority similar to the baronial opposition movement that had begun in 1258.[18]

During the Second Barons' War, Boniface seems to have sided first with the English bishops against King Henry, but later he sided with Henry. In 1262, he went to France, where he excommunicated
the barons opposing the king. He was not summoned to the Parliament at London in January 1265 because he was abroad.[19] On the triumph of the king's party in 1265, he returned to England,
arriving there in May 1266.[2]

Death and aftermath [edit]

The Early English Gothic chapel of Lambeth Palace dates from work carried out while Boniface was archbishop.[20] Boniface left England in November 1268, and never returned.[2] He died 18 July
1270,[1] in Savoy. He was buried with his family in the Cistercian abbey of Hautecombe in Savoy.[2] In his will, he left legacies to all the houses of the Franciscans and Dominicans in the diocese of
Canterbury.[21] His will had differing provisions for his burial depending on whether he died in England, France, or near the Alps.[22] Oddly enough, his official seal included a head of the pagan god
Jupiter Serapis along with the usual depiction of the archbishop in full vestments.[23]

After his death, Boniface's tomb was the center of a cult, and when the tomb was opened in 1580, his body was found to be perfectly preserved. The tomb and effigy was destroyed in the French
Revolution, his remains were reburied and a new tomb built in 1839. He was beatified by Pope Gregory XVI in 1839,[2] and his feast day is 14 July.[24]

Although Matthew Paris disapproved of Boniface,[25] modern historians have seen him as a responsible archbishop. The historian D. A. Carpenter says that Boniface "became a respected and
reforming archbishop".[26] His episcopal registers do not survive.[2]
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Boniface of Savoy (bishop)

Boniface of Savoy
Archbishop of Canterbury

The site of Lambeth Palace, where Boniface built as
an archbishop

Appointed 1 February 1241

Installed 1249

Term ended 18 July 1270

Predecessor Edmund of Abingdon

Successor William Chillenden

Orders
Consecration 15 January 1245

by Pope Innocent IV

Personal details
Died 18 July 1270[1]

Savoy

Buried Hautecombe Abbey in Savoy

Parents Thomas I, Count of Savoy
Margaret of Geneva

Sainthood
Feast day 14 July

Beatified 1839
by Pope Gregory XVI

Henry III of England landing in Aquitaine.
Boniface was the uncle by marriage of the
king.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Boniface of Savoy (c. 1207 – 18 July 1270) was a medieval Bishop of Belley in Savoy and Archbishop of Canterbury in England. He was the son
of Thomas, Count of Savoy, and owed his initial ecclesiastical posts to his father. Other members of his family were also clergymen, and a brother
succeeded his father as count. One niece was married to King Henry III of England and another was married to King Louis IX of France. It was
Henry who secured Boniface's election as Archbishop, and throughout his tenure of that office he spent much time on the continent. He clashed
with his bishops, with his nephew-by-marriage, and with the papacy, but managed to eliminate the archiepiscopal debt which he had inherited on
taking office. During Simon de Montfort's struggle with King Henry, Boniface initially helped Montfort's cause, but later supported the king. After
his death in Savoy, his tomb became the object of a cult, and he was eventually beatified in 1839.
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Early life [edit]

Boniface and his elder brother Amadeus IV, Count of Savoy, were sons of Thomas I, Count of Savoy, and Margaret of Geneva. He is thus not to
be confused with his nephew, and fellow member of the House of Savoy, Count Boniface of Savoy, the son of Amadeus IV. The elder Boniface
was born about 1207 in Savoy.[2] He was the eleventh child of his parents.[3] Some sources state that at a young age he joined the Carthusian
Order.[4] However, there is no evidence of this, and it would have been very unusual for a nobleman to enter that order with its very strict
discipline.[5] He also had a brother Peter of Savoy who was named Earl of Richmond in 1240 and yet another brother William of Savoy, who was
Bishop of Valence and a candidate to be Bishop of Winchester in England.[2][6]

Ecclesiastical career [edit]

Boniface was the Prior of Nantua in 1232 along with the bishopric of Belley in Burgundy. When his
father died, he received the castle of Ugine as his inheritance, and he surrendered any entitlement to
any other inheritance in 1238. After the marriage of his niece, Eleanor of Provence to King Henry III
of England, Henry attempted to have Boniface elected Bishop of Winchester, but was unable to get the cathedral chapter to elect Boniface.[2] On 1
February 1241 he was nominated to the see of Canterbury.[1] Pope Innocent IV confirmed the appointment on 16 September 1243, as an attempt to
placate Henry. Boniface did not, however, come to England until 1244 and was present, in the following year 1245, at the First Council of Lyon.[2] There,
he was consecrated by Innocent IV on 15 January[1] at Lyons, but it was only in 1249 that he returned to England and was enthroned at Canterbury
Cathedral on 1 November 1249.[7] Before he returned in 1249, he helped arrange the marriage another of his nieces, Beatrice of Provence, the sister of
Queen Eleanor, to Charles of Anjou, the brother of King Louis IX of France.[2]

The medieval chronicler Matthew Paris said that Boniface was "noted more for his birth than for his brains."[8] He showed little concern for the spiritual
duties of his office. His exactions and his overbearing behaviour, combined with the fact that he was a foreigner, offended the English. He was heavily
involved in advancing the fortunes of his family on the continent, and spent fourteen of the twenty-nine years he was archbishop outside England.[9] He
made strenuous efforts to free his office from debt, as he had inherited a see that was in debt over 22,000 marks, but managed to clear the debt before
his death.[10] He did this by securing the right to tax his clergy, for seven years, from the papacy. When a number of bishops refused to pay, they were
suspended from office.[11] He also worked for the canonisation of Edmund of Abingdon while he was at the papal court-in-exile at Lyon from 1244 to

1249.[2]

In 1244, Boniface rejected Robert Passelewe, who had been selected as Bishop of Chichester, on the grounds that Passelewe was illiterate. Boniface then nominated his own candidate, Richard of
Chichester, and although the king objected, Pope Innocent IV confirmed Richard's election. In 1258, Boniface objected to the selection of Hugh de Balsham as Bishop of Ely, and tried to elevate
Adam Marsh instead, but Hugh appealed to Rome, which upheld Hugh's election.[12] Boniface held church councils to reform the clergy, in 1257 at London, in 1258 at Merton, and in 1261 at
Lambeth.[13]

During his archiepiscopate, a provincial court was established in the archdiocese of Canterbury, with a presiding Officialis appointed by Boniface.[14]

Controversies [edit]

Boniface was energetic in defending the liberties of his see, and clashed with King Henry over the election of Henry's clerk Robert Passelewe to the see of Chichester. Robert Grosseteste, the
Bishop of Lincoln, had examined Passelewe, and found him unfit for episcopal office, and Boniface then quashed the election in 1244. He was also involved in disputes with the king's half-brothers,
especially Aymer de Valence, who was Bishop of Winchester. He also quarrelled with his suffragan bishops, who resented his attempts to supervise their affairs closely.[2] In 1250 Boniface attempted
a visitation of his province, and this disturbed his suffragan bishops, who protested that Boniface was taking exorbitant amounts of money during his visits. They appealed to the pope, who
reaffirmed the right of Boniface to conduct his visitation, but set a limit on the amount that could be taken from any monastery or church.[15] After the visitation, Boniface left England again, and only
returned in 1252, after the pope had decided the bishops' appeal in Boniface's favour. After his return, he continued to assert his rights and settled a number of disputes with his bishops. He
secured professions of obedience from all but three of the 37 bishops consecrated during his time as archbishop. He also set up a court at Canterbury that heard appeals from the ecclesiastical
courts of his suffragan bishops.[2]

Boniface clashed with Henry's half-brothers, the Lusignans, who arrived in England in 1247 and competed for lands and promotions with the queens' Savoy relatives. Boniface's quarrel with Aymer
de Valence over a hospital in Southwark led to the archbishop's palace at Lambeth being plundered and one of Boniface's functionaries being kidnapped. The dispute with Aymer was only settled in
early 1253. Boniface was once more absent from England from October 1254 to November 1256, and spent most of that time in Savoy where he attempted to help his brothers rescue their eldest
brother Thomas who was being held captive at Turin.[2]

In 1258 and 1259, Boniface was a member of the Council of Fifteen, which conducted business for Henry III under the Provisions of Oxford. This Council consisted of the earls of Leicester,
Gloucester, Norfolk, Warwick, Hereford, the Count of Aumale, Peter of Savoy, John fitzGeoffrey, Peter de Montfort, Richard Grey, Roger Mortimer, James Audley, John Maunsell, Walter de
Cantilupe, Bishop of Worcester as well as Boniface.[16] One of the actions of this council was to send the Lusignans into exile.[2] In April 1260, Boniface worked with Richard of Cornwall to broker a
peace between King Henry and Prince Edward.[2]

Boniface accompanied the queen and Prince Edward to Burgos for the marriage of Edward to Eleanor of Castile and Edward's knighting.[17] But in 1261 Boniface held a church council at Lambeth,
where a series of ecclesiastical laws were published which denounced any royal limitations on ecclesiastical courts. These decrees were done without royal consent and thus was tantamount to an
ecclesiastical revolt against royal authority similar to the baronial opposition movement that had begun in 1258.[18]

During the Second Barons' War, Boniface seems to have sided first with the English bishops against King Henry, but later he sided with Henry. In 1262, he went to France, where he excommunicated
the barons opposing the king. He was not summoned to the Parliament at London in January 1265 because he was abroad.[19] On the triumph of the king's party in 1265, he returned to England,
arriving there in May 1266.[2]

Death and aftermath [edit]

The Early English Gothic chapel of Lambeth Palace dates from work carried out while Boniface was archbishop.[20] Boniface left England in November 1268, and never returned.[2] He died 18 July
1270,[1] in Savoy. He was buried with his family in the Cistercian abbey of Hautecombe in Savoy.[2] In his will, he left legacies to all the houses of the Franciscans and Dominicans in the diocese of
Canterbury.[21] His will had differing provisions for his burial depending on whether he died in England, France, or near the Alps.[22] Oddly enough, his official seal included a head of the pagan god
Jupiter Serapis along with the usual depiction of the archbishop in full vestments.[23]

After his death, Boniface's tomb was the center of a cult, and when the tomb was opened in 1580, his body was found to be perfectly preserved. The tomb and effigy was destroyed in the French
Revolution, his remains were reburied and a new tomb built in 1839. He was beatified by Pope Gregory XVI in 1839,[2] and his feast day is 14 July.[24]

Although Matthew Paris disapproved of Boniface,[25] modern historians have seen him as a responsible archbishop. The historian D. A. Carpenter says that Boniface "became a respected and
reforming archbishop".[26] His episcopal registers do not survive.[2]
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Boniface of Tarsus

Saint Boniface of Tarsus

Martyr
Born Third century

Rome

Died Tarsus, Cilicia

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Catholic Church (formerly)

Feast 19 December (Eastern Orthodox
Church; 14 May in pre-1969
General Roman Calendar

Attributes Martyr

Aglaida and Boniface (painting by
Alexandre Cabanel)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Boniface of Tarsus was, according to legend, executed for
being a Christian in the year 307 at Tarsus, where he had gone
from Rome in order to bring back to his mistress Aglaida (also
written Aglaia) relics of the martyrs.

Biography [edit]

Boniface was one of
Aglaida's slaves. The
name Aglaida is sometimes
given as Aglae. Both were
pagans and lived in
debauchery together;
some legends say they
were lovers. Tiring of their
way of life, both discovered
Christianity as a
meaningful way. Aglaida
decided to send him on an
errand to collect holy

relics. Finding upon arrival at Tarsus that the authorities were
torturing Christians, he openly declared himself to be a Christian. His own body constituted the relics that were
brought back to Aglaida, who in turn became a Christian.

In his memory she constructed a church, which today is the Church of Santi Bonifacio e Alessio. She distributed
her wealth to the poor and lived in a monastery for 18 years. She apparently received the divine gift to exorcise
evil spirits.

The Eastern Orthodox Church celebrates both of them on 19 December as the "Martyr Boniface at Tarsus in
Cilicia and Righteous Aglaida of Rome".

In the 12th century the name of Boniface (without Aglaida) was included on 14 May in the General Roman
Calendar with the lowest rank of feast ("simple"). In 1955, Pope Pius XII reduced the celebration to a
commemoration within the ferial Mass (see General Roman Calendar of Pope Pius XII). Because of the totally
fabulous character of the story,[1] the 1969 revision of the General Roman Calendar removed entirely the
mention of this Boniface, who also is not among the nine saints of this name that the Roman Martyrology
recognizes.[2]

Because of the date of his feast, Boniface of Tarsus was one of three who, because a cold spell was believed to
be common on 12–14 May, were called the Ice Saints in Switzerland, Poland, Bohemia and eastern Germany, a
tradition known also to Martin Luther.[3]

References [edit]

1. ^ Calendarium Romanum (Libreria Editrice Vaticana, 1969), p. 123
2. ^ Martyrologium Romanum (Libreria Editrice Vaticana 2001 ISBN 978-88-209-7210-3), p. 675
3. ^ Flaskamp, Franz (1964). "Der h. Bonifatius im Blickfelde Luthers". Archiv für Kulturgeschichte. 46: 219–226.
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Bonifacia Rodríguez y Castro

Saint Bonifacia Rodríguez y Castro,
S.S.J.

Foundress
Born 6 June 1837

Salamanca, Spain

Died 8 August 1905 (aged 68)
Zamora, Spain

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 9 November 2003, St. Peter's
Basilica by Pope John Paul II

Canonized 23 October 2011, Rome by Pope
Benedict XVI

Attributes Co-foundress of the Servants of
St. Joseph

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Bonifacia Rodríguez y Castro, S.S.J., (6 June 1837 – 8
August 1905) was the co-foundress of the Religious Congregation
of the Servants of St. Joseph, who developed the "Nazareth
workshop" as both a new format for consecrated life and to help
poor and unemployed women.[1] They were an innovative
foundation of Religious Sisters in Spain in the nineteenth
century.[2]

Contents [hide]
1 Foundation
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3 Expansion and division
4 A new foundation
5 Legacy
6 Veneration
7 See also
8 References
9 Sources

Foundation [edit]

Rodríguez was born in Salamanca, Spain, on 6 June 1837, in a
small home on Las Mazas Street near the ancient University, to
Juan Rodríguez and María Natalia Castro who were devout and
pious people. Her father was a tailor and the family was very poor,
frequently having to move because he was unable to pay the rent.
From a very young age, Bonifacia helped her father with his craft
in his small shop, by sewing some of the work he was able to get, as well as caring for her younger siblings.[3]{

After completing a basic schooling, Bonifacia began to work as a ropemaker. Later, in 1865 after the marriage
of her sister, the only surviving sibling, she was able to set up a small workshop in the family home for making
rope, lace and various other items. In this way, Rodríguez lived a quiet life with her now-widowed mother, one in
which she was able to grow and deepen her faith, meditating and praying throughout the daily routine.

After five years as an independent artisan, in 1870 Bonifacia met a newly arrived priest from Catalonia, Fr.
Francesc Xavier Butinyà i Hospital, S.J.. Butinyà was from a family of factory owners, but he had a vision of
responding to the needs of the growing working class which had arisen from the Industrial Revolution, a vision
which was far ahead of the Church leaders of the day. He preached that work was a way for all to become more
free and equal in society, and also a means of witness to the teachings of the Gospel. Rodríguez and her
mother attended daily Masses at the nearby Jesuit Church of La Clerecía where Butinyà preached, and
Bonifacia decided that this priest was the one to guide her in her spiritual search.

Bonifacia opened her workshop as a meeting place for gatherings for working women like herself, both for
socializing and for times of reflection on the themes and issues of the day. They invited Father Butinyà to these
gatherings, and under his guidance they established themselves as the Association of the Immaculate
Conception and St. Joseph. Gradually Rodríguez felt herself called to religious life in a convent, and finally
decided to enter a local one. Butinyà, however, saw in her the model he envisioned of a woman who could
imitate the quiet life of service and prayer which Christ Himself had followed in His home in Nazareth, with Mary,
His mother, and Joseph. He therefore proposed to her that she take a radically different path, one in which a
community of religious women could respond to the situation of poor, working women, who had such severely
limited opportunities in life, a response based on their mutual reality of earning their daily living through
industrial work.
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A new congregation [edit]

Rodríguez took up the challenge along with her mother and five other members of the Association, who then
moved into the small Rodríguez home to form a religious community, with her as their leader. They took the
name Servants of St. Joseph, to show their identification with him as the primary laborer in the Holy Family,
and also seeking his protection. They took religious vows on 10 January 1874. Three days before, on 7
January, the Bishop of Salamanca, Don Joaquin Lluch y Garriga (1816-1882), had signed the Decree of
Erection of the religious institute. A Catalan like Butinyà, he had supported with great enthusiasm the new
foundation from the start.

This community came into being at a very troubled time in Spanish history, one of great civil unrest and violence
at the height of the First Spanish Republic. Butinyà, who is honored as their co-founder, wrote a short Rule of
Life for the small community, in which he envisioned their demonstrating, through their lives, that there was a
fraternity in labour, and they could create spaces where workers could become free and critical observers of
their society in the light of the Gospel. Bonifacia Rodríguez developed deep trust in this vision, and maintained
a strong sense of her life in imitation of St. Joseph, who worked quietly building a home in Nazareth. This was
the vision which was to sustain her throughout her life.

This trust was needed, as the community faced the loss of Bishop Lluch and his support, when, within days of
their foundation, he was transferred to the new post of Bishop of Barcelona. Then came the loss of Butinyà with
his guidance when, the following April, he was expelled from Spain along with all the other members of the
Society of Jesus, due to the anti-clerical laws of the Republic. Though he soon wrote them from his place of
exile in France, Rodríguez faced the burden alone of sustaining the community and their goal of protecting the
youth of the city. She faced a huge task: the community had been formed into a religious congregation, one,
however, which had chosen to root its life among the working class, sharing their life. They wanted to proclaim
to the working poor that, especially for women who had few options for their lives in that society, the teachings
and life of Christ were not for an abstract, moralistic imitation, but were a guide to their taking their proper place
in a Christian society.

The Republic fell less than a year after the Congregation had formed, and the monarchy was returned to
power. A period of peace came to the nation as a result. The Church felt secure again and sought to return to
traditional modes of operation. A new Bishop of Salamanca was installed, Narciso Martínez e Izquierdo, who
immediately looked to invigorate the structures and organizations of the Church. Among these was the life of
the religious communities of the city. He grasped and supported the vision of the Josephite Servants. With this
time of peace and official support, the number of Servants grew, and they expanded their ministry to reach out
to those they had been unable to reach previously.

Many of the clergy of the city did not share the enthusiasm of their bishops, however, and felt scandalized by
this innovation of having religious women laboring in a workshop like any other person of the working class. In
1878, the Bishop appointed Don Pedro García y Repila as the new Director of the Congregation. García was
one who did not appreciate either the vision of the Josephites or the contributions of Mother Bonifacia. She
began to see herself excluded from decisions regarding the life of the Congregation, just at the time when the
growing number of Servants was bringing in women who identified consecrated life with the security and
propriety of a traditional convent, and began to oppose the element of industrial work as a basis of their way of
life.

Three years later, the Congregation moved from the working-class neighborhood where Bonificia had lived her
entire life to a large, old house which was in total disrepair. The Servants named it the House of St. Teresa.
They continued to work, though, with the members of the Josephite Association which Rodríguez had founded
in her first days of religious commitment. This collaboration continued to prove fruitful to both groups in working
their missions.

Expansion and division [edit]

Butinyà's period of exile had ended with the return of the monarchy, but he had returned to his native Catalonia.
From there he began to write to Mother Bonifacia, urging her to go there in order to expand the Congregation.
For various reasons, she was not able to comply with his repeated requests. Thus, in February 1875, Butinyà
established a community of Sisters on his own in that region of the country, following the pattern he had helped
establish in Castile. Soon there were several new communities of the Servants of St. Joseph in that region.
They remained canonically separate from the community in Salamanca, however.

A union of the Catalan communities with the community in Salamanca was once more proposed by Butinyà in
1882. This time, Mother Bonifacia was able to fulfill his repeated requests and was able to travel to that region,
in order to begin the process for a possible merger. After her visit to the different houses there, whereby she
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was able to meet and get to know the Catalan Sisters, she stopped in Zaragoza to consult with Butinyà. While
there, she received a letter from the community in Salamanca, in which the writer had signed herself as
"Superior". Thus Rodríguez received notice of her removal from office. Upon her return to the house, she
encountered only rejection and insults. Deciding that there was no good way to deal with this situation,
Rodríguez petitioned the bishop to establish a new house of the Congregation of Servants of St. Joseph in the
city of Zamora. She left Salamanca with her mother on 25 July 1883, never to live there again.

The pair found hospitality in Zamora with a local priest, Felipe González, who had known and supported their
work in Salamanca. Nevertheless, Mother Bonifacia felt weak and useless. In that period, Zamora was far more
of an agricultural environment that Salamanca, and the move required a complete re-evaluation of the process
she had started in Salamanca. Her mother was her main support in that period of transition. Within a week of
their arrival, however, a novice from Salamanca, and a new candidate, Soccoro Hernández, joined her. The
latter was to become her faithful companion.

By November of that year, the small group was able to establish their own home in the city, where they began
again to establish the project, setting up a workshop whereby they could earn their living, and which would
provide a gathering place for their collaborators in the mission. They were desperately poor, but persevered. In
the meantime, they received frequent communications from Butinyà, who encouraged them in their
perseverance.

Back in Salamanca, García y Repila was leading the community there away from the commitment to manual
labor which Butinyà and Rodríguez had seen as fundamental to their way of life, both spiritually and in
identifying with their neighbors. This advanced to the point where, in August 1884, Bishop Martínez modified the
Constitutions written in 1882 by Butinyà to remove this as an element of their daily lives. Both Rodríguez and
Butinyà continued writing them frequently, but the sole reply they received was silence. At that point, Rodríguez
decided that the only future lay with the proposed union with the Catalan congregation.

She made another trip to Catalonia in 1886, accompanied by Sister Soccoro. Following this, she made a visit to
the House of St. Teresa in Salamanca, in a final attempt at a complete union of all the communities. She saw
that there was a total lack of interest for this among the Sisters in Salamanca. Thus the proposed union never
came to be. The Catalan communities became an independent Congregation, calling themselves the
Daughters of St. Joseph, and Zamora became the new cradle of the Servants of St. Joseph.

A new foundation [edit]

Despite the obstacles they endured, the small community in Zamora was able to obtain a larger house.
Donations from friends of Father Butinyà had let them buy new and improved equipment for their work. In this
new house, they were able to expand to the point where this industrial work was able to sustain not only the
Servants, but the young girls they had begun to take in and teach a trade. They used this building to be a
center of industrial training and development of the minds and hearts of their young charges.

On 1 July 1901, the Congregation received formal Papal approbation by Pope Leo XIII. Publication of this led
many priests of the diocese to contact the Servants to congratulate them. Noticeable in the silence was any
word from the House of St. Teresa, which had been specifically excluded from the papal decree. On 15
November of that same year, the entire community in Zamora signed a letter to them, seeking some way of
maintaining the bonds between the two groups. On 7 December, the current Superior in Salamanca, Luisa
Huerta, replied. She wrote that there were no documents indicating any such connection between them, and
claimed that it was Rodríguez herself who had walked out of the community.

Mother Bonifacia decided to make one final attempt to achieve a reconciliation. She went personally to
Salamanca. There she was denied admission and ignored by the members of the community. Mother Bonifacia
kept this sorrow to herself the rest of her life, only pouring it out gently in her journal with these words: “I shall
neither return to the land where I was born nor to this beloved House of Saint Teresa”. Again silence sealed her
lips, so that the community of Zamora learned of what happened only after her death. Thus she returned to
Zamora and continued her life there, quietly working with the young girls and women of the city. She died on 8
August 1905.

Legacy [edit]

As Rodríguez had predicted, the house in Salamanca joined the Congregation in 1907, after her death.
Currently, the Servants of St. Joseph serve in ten countries of the world: in addition to its birthplace of Spain,
they are in Cuba, throughout South America, also in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the Philippines,
Papua New Guinea and Vietnam. They continue their work in the model set by St. Bonifacia, establishing
industrial centers for training young women and guiding them in becoming witnesses to the Gospel in their
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Veneration [edit]

Pope John Paul II beatified Mother Bonifacia on 9 November 2003 in Rome. In 2011, the Holy See announced
that Pope Benedict XVI had authorized that Mother Bonifacia be canonized, with the date set for 23 October. [3]

See also [edit]
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Bonifacia Rodríguez y Castro

Saint Bonifacia Rodríguez y Castro,
S.S.J.

Foundress
Born 6 June 1837

Salamanca, Spain

Died 8 August 1905 (aged 68)
Zamora, Spain

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 9 November 2003, St. Peter's
Basilica by Pope John Paul II

Canonized 23 October 2011, Rome by Pope
Benedict XVI

Attributes Co-foundress of the Servants of
St. Joseph

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bonifacia Rodriguez Castro)

Saint Bonifacia Rodríguez y Castro, S.S.J., (6 June 1837 – 8
August 1905) was the co-foundress of the Religious Congregation
of the Servants of St. Joseph, who developed the "Nazareth
workshop" as both a new format for consecrated life and to help
poor and unemployed women.[1] They were an innovative
foundation of Religious Sisters in Spain in the nineteenth
century.[2]
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Foundation [edit]

Rodríguez was born in Salamanca, Spain, on 6 June 1837, in a
small home on Las Mazas Street near the ancient University, to
Juan Rodríguez and María Natalia Castro who were devout and
pious people. Her father was a tailor and the family was very poor,
frequently having to move because he was unable to pay the rent.
From a very young age, Bonifacia helped her father with his craft
in his small shop, by sewing some of the work he was able to get, as well as caring for her younger siblings.[3]{

After completing a basic schooling, Bonifacia began to work as a ropemaker. Later, in 1865 after the marriage
of her sister, the only surviving sibling, she was able to set up a small workshop in the family home for making
rope, lace and various other items. In this way, Rodríguez lived a quiet life with her now-widowed mother, one in
which she was able to grow and deepen her faith, meditating and praying throughout the daily routine.

After five years as an independent artisan, in 1870 Bonifacia met a newly arrived priest from Catalonia, Fr.
Francesc Xavier Butinyà i Hospital, S.J.. Butinyà was from a family of factory owners, but he had a vision of
responding to the needs of the growing working class which had arisen from the Industrial Revolution, a vision
which was far ahead of the Church leaders of the day. He preached that work was a way for all to become more
free and equal in society, and also a means of witness to the teachings of the Gospel. Rodríguez and her
mother attended daily Masses at the nearby Jesuit Church of La Clerecía where Butinyà preached, and
Bonifacia decided that this priest was the one to guide her in her spiritual search.

Bonifacia opened her workshop as a meeting place for gatherings for working women like herself, both for
socializing and for times of reflection on the themes and issues of the day. They invited Father Butinyà to these
gatherings, and under his guidance they established themselves as the Association of the Immaculate
Conception and St. Joseph. Gradually Rodríguez felt herself called to religious life in a convent, and finally
decided to enter a local one. Butinyà, however, saw in her the model he envisioned of a woman who could
imitate the quiet life of service and prayer which Christ Himself had followed in His home in Nazareth, with Mary,
His mother, and Joseph. He therefore proposed to her that she take a radically different path, one in which a
community of religious women could respond to the situation of poor, working women, who had such severely
limited opportunities in life, a response based on their mutual reality of earning their daily living through
industrial work.
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A new congregation [edit]

Rodríguez took up the challenge along with her mother and five other members of the Association, who then
moved into the small Rodríguez home to form a religious community, with her as their leader. They took the
name Servants of St. Joseph, to show their identification with him as the primary laborer in the Holy Family,
and also seeking his protection. They took religious vows on 10 January 1874. Three days before, on 7
January, the Bishop of Salamanca, Don Joaquin Lluch y Garriga (1816-1882), had signed the Decree of
Erection of the religious institute. A Catalan like Butinyà, he had supported with great enthusiasm the new
foundation from the start.

This community came into being at a very troubled time in Spanish history, one of great civil unrest and violence
at the height of the First Spanish Republic. Butinyà, who is honored as their co-founder, wrote a short Rule of
Life for the small community, in which he envisioned their demonstrating, through their lives, that there was a
fraternity in labour, and they could create spaces where workers could become free and critical observers of
their society in the light of the Gospel. Bonifacia Rodríguez developed deep trust in this vision, and maintained
a strong sense of her life in imitation of St. Joseph, who worked quietly building a home in Nazareth. This was
the vision which was to sustain her throughout her life.

This trust was needed, as the community faced the loss of Bishop Lluch and his support, when, within days of
their foundation, he was transferred to the new post of Bishop of Barcelona. Then came the loss of Butinyà with
his guidance when, the following April, he was expelled from Spain along with all the other members of the
Society of Jesus, due to the anti-clerical laws of the Republic. Though he soon wrote them from his place of
exile in France, Rodríguez faced the burden alone of sustaining the community and their goal of protecting the
youth of the city. She faced a huge task: the community had been formed into a religious congregation, one,
however, which had chosen to root its life among the working class, sharing their life. They wanted to proclaim
to the working poor that, especially for women who had few options for their lives in that society, the teachings
and life of Christ were not for an abstract, moralistic imitation, but were a guide to their taking their proper place
in a Christian society.

The Republic fell less than a year after the Congregation had formed, and the monarchy was returned to
power. A period of peace came to the nation as a result. The Church felt secure again and sought to return to
traditional modes of operation. A new Bishop of Salamanca was installed, Narciso Martínez e Izquierdo, who
immediately looked to invigorate the structures and organizations of the Church. Among these was the life of
the religious communities of the city. He grasped and supported the vision of the Josephite Servants. With this
time of peace and official support, the number of Servants grew, and they expanded their ministry to reach out
to those they had been unable to reach previously.

Many of the clergy of the city did not share the enthusiasm of their bishops, however, and felt scandalized by
this innovation of having religious women laboring in a workshop like any other person of the working class. In
1878, the Bishop appointed Don Pedro García y Repila as the new Director of the Congregation. García was
one who did not appreciate either the vision of the Josephites or the contributions of Mother Bonifacia. She
began to see herself excluded from decisions regarding the life of the Congregation, just at the time when the
growing number of Servants was bringing in women who identified consecrated life with the security and
propriety of a traditional convent, and began to oppose the element of industrial work as a basis of their way of
life.

Three years later, the Congregation moved from the working-class neighborhood where Bonificia had lived her
entire life to a large, old house which was in total disrepair. The Servants named it the House of St. Teresa.
They continued to work, though, with the members of the Josephite Association which Rodríguez had founded
in her first days of religious commitment. This collaboration continued to prove fruitful to both groups in working
their missions.

Expansion and division [edit]

Butinyà's period of exile had ended with the return of the monarchy, but he had returned to his native Catalonia.
From there he began to write to Mother Bonifacia, urging her to go there in order to expand the Congregation.
For various reasons, she was not able to comply with his repeated requests. Thus, in February 1875, Butinyà
established a community of Sisters on his own in that region of the country, following the pattern he had helped
establish in Castile. Soon there were several new communities of the Servants of St. Joseph in that region.
They remained canonically separate from the community in Salamanca, however.

A union of the Catalan communities with the community in Salamanca was once more proposed by Butinyà in
1882. This time, Mother Bonifacia was able to fulfill his repeated requests and was able to travel to that region,
in order to begin the process for a possible merger. After her visit to the different houses there, whereby she
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was able to meet and get to know the Catalan Sisters, she stopped in Zaragoza to consult with Butinyà. While
there, she received a letter from the community in Salamanca, in which the writer had signed herself as
"Superior". Thus Rodríguez received notice of her removal from office. Upon her return to the house, she
encountered only rejection and insults. Deciding that there was no good way to deal with this situation,
Rodríguez petitioned the bishop to establish a new house of the Congregation of Servants of St. Joseph in the
city of Zamora. She left Salamanca with her mother on 25 July 1883, never to live there again.

The pair found hospitality in Zamora with a local priest, Felipe González, who had known and supported their
work in Salamanca. Nevertheless, Mother Bonifacia felt weak and useless. In that period, Zamora was far more
of an agricultural environment that Salamanca, and the move required a complete re-evaluation of the process
she had started in Salamanca. Her mother was her main support in that period of transition. Within a week of
their arrival, however, a novice from Salamanca, and a new candidate, Soccoro Hernández, joined her. The
latter was to become her faithful companion.

By November of that year, the small group was able to establish their own home in the city, where they began
again to establish the project, setting up a workshop whereby they could earn their living, and which would
provide a gathering place for their collaborators in the mission. They were desperately poor, but persevered. In
the meantime, they received frequent communications from Butinyà, who encouraged them in their
perseverance.

Back in Salamanca, García y Repila was leading the community there away from the commitment to manual
labor which Butinyà and Rodríguez had seen as fundamental to their way of life, both spiritually and in
identifying with their neighbors. This advanced to the point where, in August 1884, Bishop Martínez modified the
Constitutions written in 1882 by Butinyà to remove this as an element of their daily lives. Both Rodríguez and
Butinyà continued writing them frequently, but the sole reply they received was silence. At that point, Rodríguez
decided that the only future lay with the proposed union with the Catalan congregation.

She made another trip to Catalonia in 1886, accompanied by Sister Soccoro. Following this, she made a visit to
the House of St. Teresa in Salamanca, in a final attempt at a complete union of all the communities. She saw
that there was a total lack of interest for this among the Sisters in Salamanca. Thus the proposed union never
came to be. The Catalan communities became an independent Congregation, calling themselves the
Daughters of St. Joseph, and Zamora became the new cradle of the Servants of St. Joseph.

A new foundation [edit]

Despite the obstacles they endured, the small community in Zamora was able to obtain a larger house.
Donations from friends of Father Butinyà had let them buy new and improved equipment for their work. In this
new house, they were able to expand to the point where this industrial work was able to sustain not only the
Servants, but the young girls they had begun to take in and teach a trade. They used this building to be a
center of industrial training and development of the minds and hearts of their young charges.

On 1 July 1901, the Congregation received formal Papal approbation by Pope Leo XIII. Publication of this led
many priests of the diocese to contact the Servants to congratulate them. Noticeable in the silence was any
word from the House of St. Teresa, which had been specifically excluded from the papal decree. On 15
November of that same year, the entire community in Zamora signed a letter to them, seeking some way of
maintaining the bonds between the two groups. On 7 December, the current Superior in Salamanca, Luisa
Huerta, replied. She wrote that there were no documents indicating any such connection between them, and
claimed that it was Rodríguez herself who had walked out of the community.

Mother Bonifacia decided to make one final attempt to achieve a reconciliation. She went personally to
Salamanca. There she was denied admission and ignored by the members of the community. Mother Bonifacia
kept this sorrow to herself the rest of her life, only pouring it out gently in her journal with these words: “I shall
neither return to the land where I was born nor to this beloved House of Saint Teresa”. Again silence sealed her
lips, so that the community of Zamora learned of what happened only after her death. Thus she returned to
Zamora and continued her life there, quietly working with the young girls and women of the city. She died on 8
August 1905.

Legacy [edit]

As Rodríguez had predicted, the house in Salamanca joined the Congregation in 1907, after her death.
Currently, the Servants of St. Joseph serve in ten countries of the world: in addition to its birthplace of Spain,
they are in Cuba, throughout South America, also in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the Philippines,
Papua New Guinea and Vietnam. They continue their work in the model set by St. Bonifacia, establishing
industrial centers for training young women and guiding them in becoming witnesses to the Gospel in their
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societies.

Veneration [edit]

Pope John Paul II beatified Mother Bonifacia on 9 November 2003 in Rome. In 2011, the Holy See announced
that Pope Benedict XVI had authorized that Mother Bonifacia be canonized, with the date set for 23 October. [3]

See also [edit]

Servants of St. Joseph
Francesc Xavier Butinyà i Hospital
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Bonitus of Monte Cassino (died c. 584) was a Benedictine monk and abbot of the monastery of Monte
Cassino. During his abbacy the monastery was plundered by the Lombards under Zotto of Benevento and
Bonitus fled with his monks to the Lateran Hill in Rome, dying shortly afterwards.

External links [edit]

https://web.archive.org/web/20120222044521/http://www.saintpatrickdc.org/ss/0707.shtml

This biographical article about an Italian religious figure is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding
it.
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For other people of this name, see Bonitus (disambiguation).

Saint Bonitus (623–710) was born in France and held a number of important positions including being
appointed governor of Marseilles in 667 and Bishop of Auvergne. He was also chancellor and referendary in
Francia.

Life [edit]

Bonitus was born in Auvergne, France and became chancellor to Sigebert III. the king of Austrasia; and by his
zeal, religion, and justice, flourished in that kingdom under four kings. After the death of Dagobert II. Thierry III.
made him governor of Marseilles and all Provence, in 680[1] He was known to be an intimate friend of Sigebert III
and Genesius.

His elder brother St. Avitus II. bishop of Clermont, in Auvergne, having recommended him for his successor,
died in 689, and Bonitus was consecrated. He was known to have a great devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary
and is said to have experienced an apparition of her. Two years later, after having governed that see ten years,
he had a scruple whether his election had been perfectly canonical; and having consulted St. Tilo, or Theau,
then leading an eremitical life at Solignas, resigned his dignity.[1]

He retired for four years to the abbey of Manlieu, and after having made a pilgrimage to Rome, died of the gout
at Lyons on the fifteenth of January in 710, being eighty-six years old.[1]
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Bonne of Armagnac

Bonne of Armagnac
Duchess of Orléans

Marriage of Charles and Bonne at the Chateau
de Dourdan – from the Très Riches Heures du

duc de Berry

Born 19 February 1399
Lavardens

Died 1430–35
Castelnau-de-Montmiral

Spouse Charles, Duke of Orléans

House Armagnac

Father Bernard VII, Count of Armagnac

Mother Bonne of Berry

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bonne d'Armagnac)

Bonne of Armagnac (19 February 1399 – 1430/35) was the
eldest daughter of Bernard VII, Count of Armagnac and Constable
of France, and his wife Bonne of Berry.
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Marriage [edit]

On 15 April 1410 at the age of 11, she married Charles, Duke of
Orléans (left an orphan by his father Louis's assassination in
1407).[1] This marriage made the constable not only Charles's
father-in-law but also his natural defender. The Orléans party, left
without a leader by Louis's death, thus became the Armagnac
party, the name it held up to the treaty of Arras in 1435.[1]

Following the French defeat at the Battle of Agincourt on 25
October 1415, Charles was taken prisoner by the English. Bonne
had not borne any children prior to his imprisonment. She died
sometime between 1430 and 1435 while her husband was still in
captivity.

In literature and art [edit]

Bonne appears in the critically acclaimed historical novel Het woud der verwachting (1949) by Hella Haasse,
(translated into English in 1989 under the title "In a Dark Wood Wandering"). The novel portrays the life of
Bonne's husband Charles.

Charles and Bonne's marriage at the Chateau de Dourdan is thought[by whom?] to be depicted in the elaborate
illuminated manuscript entitled Très Riches Heures du duc de Berry (Very Rich Hours of the Duke of Berry) in
the illustration for April.

Ancestry [edit]

Ancestors of Bonne of Armagnac
16. Bernard VI of Armagnac, Count of Armagnac

(=28)
8. John I of Armagnac, Count of

Armagnac (=14)
17. Cecile de Rodez (=29)

4. John II of Armagnac, Count of Armagnac
18. Jean de Clermont, Count of St. Charolais (=30)

9. Beatrice de Clermont, Dame de
Charolais (=15)

19. Jeanne d'Argies (=31)
2. Bernard VII of Armagnac, Count of

Charolais, Count of Armagnac
20. Helie IX Talairand, Count of Périgord

10. Roger-Bernard I, Count of Périgord
21. Brunissende de Foix

5. Jeanne de Périgord
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22. Bouchard VI of Vendôme
11. Eléonore de Vendôme

23. Alix of Brittany
1. Bonne of
Armagnac

24. Philip VI of France
12. John II of France

25. Jeanne of Burgundy
6. John, Duke of Berry

26. John the Blind of Luxembourg
13. Bonne of Luxembourg

27. Elisabeth of Bohemia
3. Bonne de Berry

28. Bernard VI of Armagnac, Count of Armagnac
(=16)

14. John I of Armagnac, Count of
Armagnac (=8)

29. Cecile de Rodez (=17)
7. Jeanne of Armagnac

30. Jean de Clermont, Count of St. Charolais (=18)
15. Beatrice of Clermont, Dame de

Charolais (=9)
31. Jeanne d'Argies (=19)
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Duchesses of Orléans
Blanche of France (1345–1376) · Valentina Visconti (1389–1407) · Isabella of Valois (1407–1409) · Bonne d'Armagnac

(1410–1430) · Marie of Cleves (1440–1465) · Jeanne of France (1476–1498) · Catherine de' Medici (1533–1547) ·
Marie de Bourbon, Duchess of Montpensier (1626–1627) · Princess Marguerite of Lorraine (1632–1660) ·
Princess Henrietta of England (1661–1670) · Elizabeth Charlotte, Princess of the Palatinate (1672–1701) ·

Françoise Marie de Bourbon, Mademoiselle de Blois (1701–1732) · Margravine Auguste of Baden-Baden (1724–1728) ·
Louise Henriette de Bourbon-Conti (1752–1759) · Louise Marie Adélaïde de Bourbon-Penthièvre (1785–1793) ·

Princess Maria Amalia of Naples and Sicily (1809–1830) · Duchess Helene of Mecklenburg-Schwerin (1837–1842) ·
Infanta Isabel de Borbón-Orléans (1864–1894) · Archduchess Maria Dorothea of Austria (1896–1926) · Gersende de Sabran-

Pontèves (1969–present)
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Saint Bononio
Died August 30, 1026

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 1026 by Pope John XIX

Feast August 30

Attributes depicted as an abbot

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Bononio" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (June 2018)
(Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saint Bononio (or Bononius) (died August 30, 1026) was a
Benedictine abbot and saint of the Catholic Church.

Bononio was born in Bologna sometime in the latter part of the
tenth century. He became a monk at an early age, and while on a
pilgrimage to the East settled in Egypt to live as a hermit during
the reign of Fatamid Caliph Al-Aziz Billah. Noted for both his
asceticism and charitable works, Bononio acquired some influence
at court, and was permitted to build a few churches. When Peter, bishop of Vercelli, was captured by Arab
forces after the Battle of Stilo, Bononio assisted in the bishop's release, and then retired to live as a hermit in
the Sinai.[1]

In gratitude for Bononio's assistance, when Peter returned to Italy, he named him abbot of the monastery of
Lucedio. At Lucedio, Bononio restored discipline amongst the monks and provided for the surrounding
population. He died in Lucedio on August 30, 1026. Bononio was canonized by Pope John XIX. The saint's
festival is celebrated on that day in the Piedmont liturgical calendar.[1] The village of San Bononio is part of the
municipality of Curino.

The story that Bononio was a disciple of Saint Romuald is based on a much later spurious vita fabricated by a
Camaldolese abbot.[2]
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Boris I of Bulgaria

Boris I
Knyaz of Bulgaria

Saint-Tsar Boris I, Equal-to-the-Apostles

Reign 852–889

Predecessor Presian

Successor Vladimir

Died 2 May 907
A monastery near Preslav

Spouse Maria

Issue Vladimir
Gavrail 
Simeon I
Evpraksiya
Anna

House Krum's dynasty

Father Presian

Religion Chalcedonian Christianity

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Boris I" redirects here. It is not to be confused with Boris Godunov.

Boris I, also known as Boris-Mihail (Michael) and Bogoris
(Church Slavonic: Борисъ А҃ / Борисъ-Михаилъ Bulgarian: Борис
I / Борис-Михаил; died 2 May 907), was the ruler of the First
Bulgarian Empire in 852–889. At the time of his baptism in 864,
Boris was named Michael after his godfather, Emperor Michael III.
The historian Steven Runciman called him one of the greatest
persons in history.[1]

Despite a number of military setbacks, the reign of Boris I was
marked with significant events that shaped Bulgarian and
European history. With the Christianization of Bulgaria in 864
paganism was abolished. A skilful diplomat, Boris I successfully
exploited the conflict between the Patriarchate of Constantinople
and the Papacy to secure an autocephalous Bulgarian Church,
thus dealing with the nobility's concerns about Byzantine
interference in Bulgaria's internal affairs.

When in 885 the disciples of Saints Cyril and Methodius were
banished from Great Moravia, Boris I gave them refuge and
provided assistance to develop the Cyrillic script and the Slavic
literature. After he abdicated in 889, his eldest son and successor
tried to restore the old pagan religion but was deposed by Boris I.
During the Council of Preslav which followed that event, the
Byzantine clergy was replaced with Bulgarians, and the Greek
language was replaced with what is now known as Old Church
Slavonic, which in Bulgaria is known as Old Bulgarian, as an
official language of the Church and the state.

He is regarded as a saint in the Orthodox Church, as the Prince
and baptizer of Bulgaria, and as Equal-to-the-Apostles, with his
feast day observed on May 2.[2]
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Coin of Boris-Mihail. Knyaz, struck in 852–889.

Bulgaria under rule of Boris I

The most common theory is that the name Boris is of
Bulgar Turkic origin.[3][4][5] After his official act of
conversion to Christianity, Boris adopted the Christian
name Michael. He is sometimes called Boris-Michael in
historical research.

The only direct evidence of Boris's title are his seals and
the inscription found near the town of Ballsh, modern
Albania, and at Varna. There he is called by the Byzantine
title "Archon of Bulgaria", which is usually translated as
"ruler", and in the 10-11th centuries also as "Knyaz" (Кнѧзъ, Bulg.).[6] In the Bulgarian sources from that period,
Boris I is called "Knyaz" or "Tsar" ("Царь", Bulg.), and during the Second Bulgarian Empire, "Tsar".[7]

In modern historiography Boris is called by different titles. Most historians accept that he changed his title after
his conversion to Christianity. According to them, before the baptism he had the title Khan[8] or Kanasubigi,[9][10]

and after that Knyaz.[11]

Reign [edit]

Central Europe in the 9th century [edit]

The early 9th century marked the beginning of a fierce rivalry between the Greek East and Latin West, which
would ultimately lead to the schism between the Eastern Orthodox Church in Constantinople and the Catholic
Church in Rome.

As early as 781, the Empress Irene began to seek a closer relationship with the Carolingian dynasty and the
Papacy. She negotiated a marriage between her son, Constantine, and Rotrude, a daughter of Charlemagne
by his third wife Hildegard. Irene went as far as to send an official to instruct the Frankish princess in Greek;
however, Irene herself broke off the engagement in 787, against her son's wishes. When the Second Council of
Nicaea of 787 reintroduced the veneration of icons under Empress Irene, the result was not recognized by
Charlemagne since no Frankish emissaries had been invited even though Charlemagne was by then ruling
more than three provinces of the old Roman empire. While this improved relations with the Papacy, it did not
prevent the outbreak of a war with the Franks, who took over Istria and Benevento in 788.

When Charlemagne was proclaimed Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire by Leo III, the Pope was effectively
nullifying the legitimacy of Irene. He certainly desired to increase the influence of the papacy and to honour his
protector Charlemagne. Irene, like many of her predecessors since Justinian I, was too weak to protect Rome
and its much reduced citizenry and the city was not being ruled by any emperor. Thus, Charlemagne's
assumption of the imperial title was not seen as an usurpation in the eyes of the Franks or Italians. It was,
however, seen as such in Byzantium, but protests by Irene and her successor Nicephorus I had no great effect.

Mojmír I managed to unite some Slavic princes and established Great Moravia in 833. His successor, Rastislav,
also fought against the Germans.[12] Both states tried to maintain good relations with Bulgaria on account of its
considerable military power.

Military campaigns [edit]

Boris I was the son and successor of Presian I of Bulgaria. In
852 he sent emissaries to Eastern Francia to confirm the
peace treaty of 845.[13][14] At the time of his accession he
threatened the Byzantines with an invasion, but his armies
did not attack,[15] and he received a small area in Strandzha
to the southeast.[16] The peace treaty was not signed,
however, although both states exchanged temporary
delegations.[17] In 854 the Moravian Prince Rastislav
persuaded Boris I to help him against East Francia.
According to some sources, some Franks bribed the
Bulgarian monarch to attack Louis the German.[18] The
Bulgarian-Slav campaign was a disaster, and Louis scored a
great victory and invaded Bulgaria.[19] At the same time the
Croats waged a war against the Bulgarians. Both peoples
had coexisted peacefully up to that time, suggesting that the Croats were paid by Louis to attack Bulgaria and
distract Boris' attention from his alliance with Great Moravia.[20] Kanasubigi Boris could not achieve any
success, and both sides exchanged gifts and settled for peace.[21] As a result of the military actions in 855, the
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peace between Bulgaria and Eastern Francia was restored, and Rastislav was forced to fight against Louis
alone. In the meantime, a conflict between the Byzantines and Bulgarians had started in 855–856, and Boris,
distracted by his conflict with Louis, lost Philippopolis (Plovdiv), the region of Zagora, and the ports around the
Gulf of Burgas on the Black Sea to the Byzantine army led by Michael III and the caesar Bardas.[22][23]

Serbia [edit]
Main article: Bulgar–Serb War (853)

After the death of Knez Vlastimir of Serbia circa 850, his state was divided between his sons. Vlastimir and
Boris' father had fought against each other in the Bulgarian-Serbian War of 839–842, which resulted in a
Serbian victory, and Boris sought to avenge that defeat. In 853 or 854, the Bulgarian army led by Vladimir-
Rasate, the son of Boris I, invaded Serbia, with the aim of replacing the Byzantine overlordship over the Serbs.
The Serbian army was led by Mutimir and his two brothers; they defeated the Bulgarians, capturing Vladimir and
12 boyars.[24] Boris I and Mutimir agreed to peace (and perhaps an alliance[24]), and Mutimir sent his sons
Pribislav and Stefan to the border to escort the prisoners, where they exchanged items as a sign of peace.
Boris himself gave them "rich gifts", while he was given "two slaves, two falcons, two dogs, and 80 furs".[25][26][27]

An internal conflict among the Serbian brothers resulted in Mutimir banishing the two younger brothers to the
Bulgarian court.[24][28] Mutimir, however, kept a nephew, Petar, at his court for political reasons.[29] The reason
for the feud is not known, though it is postulated that it was a result of treachery.[29] Petar would later defeat
Pribislav, Mutimir's son, and take the Serbian throne.

Motivations for baptism and conversion to Christianity [edit]

There are a number of versions as to why Boris converted to
Christianity. Some historians attribute it to the intervention of his
sister who had already converted while being at Constantinople.[30]

Another story mentions a Greek slave in the ruler's court.[30] A
more mythological version is the one in which Boris is astonished
and frightened by an icon of Judgement day and thus decides to
adopt Christianity.[30] Richard B. Spence sees the decision as
deliberate, practical, and politic.[31]

For a variety of diplomatic reasons, Boris became interested in
converting to Christianity. In order to both extend his control over the Slavic world and gain an ally against one
of the most powerful foes of the Bulgars, the Byzantine Empire, Boris sought to establish an alliance with Louis
the German against Ratislav of Moravia.[32] Through this alliance, Louis promised to supply Boris with
missionaries, which would have effectively brought the Bulgars under the Roman Church.[33] However, late in
863, the Byzantine Empire under Emperor Michael III declared war on Boris and the Bulgars during a period of
famine and natural disasters. Taken by surprise, Boris was forced to make peace with the Byzantines, promising
to convert to Christianity according to the eastern rites, in exchange for peace and territorial concessions in
Thrace (he regained the region of Zagora recently recovered by the Byzantines).[34] At the beginning of 864,
Boris was secretly baptized at Pliska by an embassy of Byzantine clergymen, together with his family and select
members of the Bulgarian nobility.[35] With Emperor Michael III as his godfather, Boris also adopted the Christian
name Michael.[30]

Separate from diplomatic concerns, Boris was interested in converting himself and the Bulgarians to Christianity
to resolve the disunity within the Bulgarian society. When he ascended to the throne, the Bulgars and Slavs
were separate elements within Boris' kingdom, the minority Bulgars constituting a military aristocracy. Richard
Spence compares it to the relationship between the Normans and Saxons in England.[31] Religious plurality
further contributed to divisions within the society. The Slavs had their own polytheistic belief system while the
Bulgar elite believed in Tangra, the Sky God, or God of Heaven. The arrival of Methodius and his followers
introduced the Cyrillic alphabet, freeing the Bulgarians from dependence on Greek as a written and liturgical
language. A Slavic Christian culture developed that helped unify the realm.[31]

Baptism of the Bulgarians and the establishment of the Bulgarian Church [edit]
Main article: Christianization of Bulgaria

After his baptism, the first major task that Boris undertook was the baptism of his subjects and for this task he
appealed to Byzantine priests between 864 and 866.[36] At the same time Boris sought further instruction on
how to lead a Christian lifestyle and society and how to set up an autocephalous church from the Byzantine
Patriarch Photios. Photios' answer proved less than satisfactory, and Boris sought to gain a more favorable
settlement from the Papacy.[37] Boris dispatched emissaries led by the kavhan Peter with a long list of questions
to Pope Nicholas I at Rome in August 866, and obtained 106 detailed answers, detailing the essence of religion,
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Tsar Boris I meeting the disciples of
Saints Cyril and Methodius

law, politics, customs and personal faith. Stemming from his
concerns with the baptism of the Bulgarians, Boris also complained
to Nicholas about the abuses perpetrated by the Byzantine priests
responsible for baptizing the Bulgarians and how he could go about
correcting the consequences resulting from these abuses. The
pope temporarily glossed over the controversial question of the
autocephalous status desired by Boris for his church and sent a
large group of missionaries to continue the conversion of Bulgaria
in accordance with the western rite.[38][39] Bulgaria's shift towards
the Papacy infuriated Patriarch Photios, who wrote an encyclical to
the eastern clergy in 867 in which he denounced the practices
associated with the western rite and Rome's ecclesiastical
intervention in Bulgaria.[39] This occasioned the Photian Schism, which was a major step in the rift between the
eastern and western churches.

To deliver his response to Boris’ questions, Pope Nicholas I sent two bishops to Bulgaria: Paul of Populonia and
Formosus of Porto. The Pope expected that these priests would execute their episcopal responsibilities to
address Boris’ concerns, but did not intend for them to be elevated to the positions that they assumed in the
Bulgar hierarchy. In Bulgaria, the activities of Bishop Formosus (later Pope Formosus) met with success, until
the pope rejected Boris' request to nominate Formosus as archbishop of Bulgaria. Nicholas justified the
rejection of the request by arguing that it was “uncanonical to transfer an already established bishop from one
see to another”. The new Pope Adrian II refused Boris' request for a similar nomination of either Formosus or
Deacon Marinus (later Pope Marinus I), after which Bulgaria began to shift towards Constantinople once again.
At the Fourth Council of Constantinople in 870 the position of the Bulgarian church was reopened by Bulgarian
envoys, and the eastern patriarchs adjudicated in favor of Constantinople. This determined the future of the
Bulgarian Orthodox Church, which was granted the status of an autocephalous archbishopric by the
Patriarchate of Constantinople and an archbishop of its own. Later in the 870s, the Patriarch of Constantinople
surrendered Bulgaria to the Papacy, but this concession was purely nominal, as it did not affect the actual
position of Bulgaria's autocephalous church.[40]

The Christianization of the Bulgarians as a result of Boris’ actions had profound effects not only on the religious
belief system of the Bulgarians but also the structure of the Bulgarian government. Upon embracing Christianity,
Boris took on the title of Tsar and joined the community of nations that embraced Christ, to the great delight of
the Eastern Roman Empire, which was later given the name Byzantium by historians.[38]

Toward the end of his reign, Boris began to increase the number of native Bulgarian clergy. Consequently,
Boris began to send Bulgarians to Constantinople to obtain a monastic education and some of these Bulgarians
returned to their homeland to serve as clergymen.[citation needed] In 885, Boris was presented with a new
opportunity to establish a native clergy when Slavic-speaking disciples of St. Cyril and St. Methodius were
forced to flee from Moravia after a German-inspired reaction to the death of the apostle.[citation needed]

Changes to Bulgarian culture brought on by Clement and Naum [edit]

In 886 Boris' governor of Belgrade welcomed the disciples of Saint
Cyril and Saint Methodius, who were exiled from Great Moravia into
Bulgaria and sent them on to Boris in Pliska. Boris happily greeted
two of these disciples, Clement of Ohrid and Naum of Preslav, who
were of noble Bulgarian origin. To utilize the disciple's talents, Boris
commissioned Clement to be a “teacher” of a territory of a province
in the Macedonian area of the Bulgar realm.

Both Clement and Naum were instrumental in furthering the
cultural, linguistic and spiritual works of Cyril and Methodius.[41]

They set up educational centers in Pliska and in Ohrid to further
the development of Slavonic letters and liturgy. Clement later
trained thousands of Slavonic-speaking priests who replaced the Greek-speaking clergy from Constantinople
still present in the Bulgar kingdom. The alphabet that was originally developed by Cyril and Methodius is known
as the Glagolitic alphabet.

In Bulgaria, Clement of Ohrid and Naum of Preslav created (or rather compiled) the new alphabet which was
called Cyrillic and was declared the official alphabet in Bulgaria in 893. The Slavic language was declared as
official in the same year. In the following centuries this alphabet was adopted by other Slavic peoples and
states. The introduction of Slavic liturgy paralleled Boris' continued development of churches and monasteries
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throughout his realm.

Reactions to religious conversion [edit]

Conversion to Christianity met great opposition among the Bulgarian elite. Some refused to become Christians
while others apostatized after baptism and started a rebellion against Boris for forcing them to be baptized.
Some people did not object necessarily to the Christian religion but to the fact that it was brought by foreign
priests, which, as a result, established external foreign policy. By breaking the power of the old cults, Boris
reduced the influence of the boyars, who resisted the khan's authority.[31] In the summer of 865 a group of
Bulgar aristocrats (boyars) started an open revolt.[30] Boris ruthlessly suppressed it and executed 52 boyars
together with their entire families.[42] Thus the Christianization continued.

End of Boris' reign [edit]

In 889 Boris abdicated the throne and became a monk. His son and successor Vladimir attempted a pagan
reaction, which brought Boris out of retirement in 893. Vladimir was defeated and Boris had him blinded, his wife
shaved and sent to a monastery. Boris gathered the Council of Preslav placing his third son, Tsar Simeon I of
Bulgaria, on the throne, threatening him with the same fate if he too apostatized. Boris returned to his
monastery, emerging once again in c. 895 to help Simeon fight the Magyars, who had invaded Bulgaria in
alliance with the Byzantines. After the passing of this crisis, Boris resumed monastic life and died in 907. The
location of his retreat, where perhaps he was interred, is not certain; it may be near Preslav, or Pliska, or in a
monastery near Varna or Ravda.

Legacy [edit]

St. Boris Peak on Livingston Island in the South Shetland Islands, Antarctica is named for Boris I of Bulgaria.

Boris I's life is featured in the 1985 film "Boris I"  (Борис Първи), with Stefan Danailov in the title role.

See also [edit]

Christianization of Bulgaria
Cyril and Methodius
Glagolitic alphabet

Biography portal Bulgaria portal Monarchy portal Middle Ages portal Christianity portal
Saints portal
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Boris and Gleb

Saints Boris and Gleb

Medieval icon of SS. Boris and Gleb
(13-14th century, Kiev museum of Russian art)

Passion-bearers
Died 1015–1019

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Catholic Churches 
Old believers

Canonized 1071

Major shrine Vyshhorod

Feast July 24 (Martyrdom)
May 3 (Translation of Relics)

Attributes Two young princes, holding
swords or spears, or the cross
of martyrs
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Boris and Gleb (Old East Slavic: Борисъ и Глѣбъ, Borisŭ i
Glěbŭ; Russian: Борис и Глеб, Boris i Gleb; Ukrainian: Борис і
Гліб, Borys i Hlib), Christian names Roman and David,
respectively (Old East Slavic: Романъ, Дав�дъ, Romanŭ,
Davydŭ), were the first saints canonized in Kievan Rus' after the
Christianization of the country. Their feast day is observed on July
24 (August 6).
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History [edit]

According to the two 11th-century Lives of Boris and Gleb
(ascribed to Nestor the Chronicler and Jacob the Monk), they were
younger children of Vladimir the Great, who favored them over his
other children. The Primary Chronicle claims that their mother was
a Bulgarian woman.[1] Most modern scholars, however, argue that
Boris and Gleb had different mothers and were of different ages.
Boris, the elder, who was already married and ruled the town of
Rostov, was probably regarded as heir apparent to the Kievan
throne. Gleb, who was still a minor, ruled the easternmost town of
Murom.[2]

Both brothers were murdered during the internecine wars of 1015–
1019. The Primary Chronicle blames Sviatopolk the Accursed for
plotting their assassinations. Boris learns of his father's death
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Boris
Prince of Rostov

Reign 1010–1015

Predecessor Yaroslav the Wise

Born 986

Died 1015
Kiev

Burial Church of St. Basil, Vyshhorod

Full name
Boris Vladimirovich

House Riurik Dynasty

Father Vladimir I of Kiev

Mother Adela

Gleb
Prince of Murom

Reign 1013–1015

Born 987

Died 1015

Burial Church of St. Basil, Vyshhorod

Full name
Gleb Vladimirovich

House Riurik Dynasty

Father Vladimir I of Kiev

Mother Adela

v · t · e Rurikids 
(IX—XI century)

Rurik
 Igor (co-ruler:  Oleg)

 Sviatoslav (co-ruler:  Olga)
 Yaropolk

 Sviatopolk the Accursed
Oleg of Drelinia

 Vladimir the Great
Vysheslav of Novgorod [ru]
Izyaslav of Polotsk

(Polotsk branch)
 Yaroslav the Wise

Vsevolod Vladimirovich [ru]
Mstislav the Brave

Evstafy Mstislavich [ru]
Sviatoslav of Drelinia [ru]
St. Boris
St. Gleb
Stanislav Vladimirovich [ru]
Pozvizd [ru]
Sudislav of Pskov

 — Grand Prince of Kiev

upon his return with the Rus' army to Alta. Informed of Sviatopolk's
accession to the throne and urged to replace him, Boris replies:
"Be it not for me to raise my hand against my elder brother. Now
that my father has passed away, let him take the place of my
father in my heart."[2] Despite Boris' acquiescence, Sviatopolk
sends Putsha and the boyars of Vyshegorod to execute his
brother. Boris and his manservant are stabbed to death while
asleep in a tent. The prince is discovered still breathing in a
bodybag being transported to Kiev, but the Varangians end his life
with the thrust of a sword.[2]

Sent for by Sviatopolk, Gleb believes his father is still alive and
rushes to his father's deathbed. On the way, their brother Yaroslav
learns of Sviatopolk's treachery and urges Gleb not to meet him. In
the middle of praying to his deceased brother and God, Gleb is
assassinated by his own cook, Torchin, who cuts his throat with a
kitchen knife.[3]

The Life contains many picturesque details of Boris and Gleb's last
hours, such as their sister's warning about the murderous plans of
Sviatopolk. The narrative is a masterpiece of hagiography that
weaves together numerous literary traditions. The factual
circumstances of Boris and Gleb's lives and deaths cannot,
however, be extrapolated from their hagiography. Perhaps the
crucial evidence comes from several unbiased foreign sources,
which mention that Boris succeeded his father in Kiev and was not
lurking in Rostov as the Russian Primary Chronicle seems to
imply.[citation needed]

The Norse Eymund's saga relates a tale of the Varangian warriors
who were hired by Yaroslav I the Wise to kill his brother Burizleif.
Some historians[who?] trust the saga more than sources from Rus',
claiming that it was Yaroslav and not Sviatopolk who was interested in
removing his political rivals and was guilty of his brothers' murder.
Others[who?] consider "Burizleif" a misreading of Boleslaw, the Polish
ruler allied to Sviatopolk.[citation needed]

Veneration [edit]

Boris and Gleb received the crown of martyrdom in 1015. The
brothers became known as "Strastoterptsy" (Passion-Bearers), since
they did not resist evil with violence.[4] Boris and Gleb's relics were
housed in the Church of St. Basil in Vyshhorod, later destroyed.[5]

Boris and Gleb were glorified (canonized) by the Orthodox church in
Rus' in 1071. They were interred at the Vyshhorod Cathedral, which
was reconsecrated in their name; many other Ukrainian and Russian
churches were later named after them.

In 2011 a monument to Boris and Gleb was erected in Vyshhorod,
Ukraine. The authors of the monument are Boris Krylov and Oles
Sydoruk.
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Icon of Saints Boris and
Gleb on horseback.
Moscow, mid 14th
century (Tretyakov
Gallery).

 

Monument to Kiev
princes Boris and Gleb in
Vyshhorod
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Bosa of York

Bosa of York
Bishop of York

Appointed 678 (first appointment)
691 (second appointment)

Term ended 687 (first tenure)
c. 705 (second tenure)

Predecessor Wilfrid

Successor John of Beverley

Orders
Consecration 678

Personal details
Born unknown

Died c. 705

Sainthood
Feast day 9 March

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the 7th-century Bishop of York. For the commune in Italy, see Bosa.

Bosa (died c. 705) was an Anglo-Saxon Bishop of York during the
7th and early 8th centuries. He was educated at Whitby Abbey,
where he became a monk. Following Wilfrid's removal from York in
678 the diocese was divided into three, leaving a greatly reduced
see of York, to which Bosa was appointed bishop. He was himself
removed in 687 and replaced by Wilfrid, but in 691 Wilfrid was
once more ejected and Bosa returned to the see. He died in about
705, and subsequently appears as a saint in an 8th-century
liturgical calendar.

Life [edit]

Bosa was a Northumbrian, educated at Whitby Abbey under the
abbess Hilda.[1] He subsequently joined the monastery as a
monk,[2] and became one of five men educated at Whitby who
went on to become bishops.[3][a]

In 678, after Wilfrid was removed from the bishopric of York and
banished from Northumbria,[1] the diocese of York was divided into three.[4] Bosa was appointed to the now
greatly reduced diocese of York,[1] which included the sub-kingdom of Deira,[2] thanks to the support of King
Ecgfrith of Northumbria and Theodore of Tarsus, the Archbishop of Canterbury.[1][b] Bosa was consecrated in
his cathedral at York in 678 by Theodore,[2][4] but Wilfrid declared that he was unable to work with Bosa
because he did not consider him to be a member of the Catholic Church.[5] Bosa's episcopate lasted nine
years, but with Wilfrid back in favour, in 687 Bosa was removed just as his predecessor had been.[1] He
returned to York in 691,[6] after Wilfrid was once again expelled.[1] While bishop, Bosa introduced a communal
life for the clergy of the cathedral, and set up a continuous liturgy in the cathedral.[2]

Death and legacy [edit]

The date of Bosa's death is unknown;[7] he was still alive in 704 but must have died before 706, when his
successor was named.[8] His successor at York was John of Beverley, the Bishop of Hexham.[9] A contemporary
writer, Bede, praised Bosa as a man of "singular merit and sanctity".[10] Bede also praised Bosa's humility.[11]

Bosa was also responsible for the early education of Acca, later Bishop of Hexham, who grew up in his
household.[12]

Bosa appears as a saint in an 8th-century liturgical calendar from York, the only sign that he was venerated as
a saint before the Norman Conquest of England.[13] The 16th-century English antiquary John Leland included
Bosa in his list of saint's resting places in England, giving it as York.[13][14] Bosa's feast day is 9 March.[15]

Notes [edit]

a. ^ The other four were Oftfor, Ætla, John of Beverley, and Wilfrid II.[3]

b. ^ Theodore initially split the diocese into two bishoprics; the newly created Bernicia was given to Eata, while Bosa
became bishop of the greatly reduced diocese of York. Bernicia had two episcopal sees, one at Hexham and the
other at Lindisfarne. Eata was bishop of the whole of Bernicia for three years, after which Bernicia was itself
divided: the see of Hexham was assigned to Trumbert, and Lindisfarne to Eata.[2]

Citations [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d e f Thacker "Bosa (St Bosa)" Oxford Dictionary of National Biography
2.  ̂a b c d e Stenton Anglo Saxon England pp. 135–136
3.  ̂a b Blair World of Bede p. 148
4.  ̂a b Brooks Early History of the Church of Canterbury pp. 75–76
5. ^ Kirby Earliest English Kings p. 91
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Post-Reformation
archbishops

Edwin Sandys · John Piers · Matthew Hutton · Tobias Matthew · George Montaigne ·
Samuel Harsnett · Richard Neile · John Williams · Accepted Frewen · Richard Sterne ·
John Dolben · Thomas Lamplugh · John Sharp · Sir William Dawes Bt · Lancelot Blackburne ·
Thomas Herring · Matthew Hutton · John Gilbert · Robert Hay Drummond · William Markham ·
Edward Venables-Vernon-Harcourt · Thomas Musgrave · Charles Longley · William Thomson ·
William Connor Magee · William Maclagan · Cosmo Lang · William Temple · Cyril Garbett ·
Michael Ramsey · Donald Coggan · Stuart Blanch · John Habgood · David Hope ·
John Sentamu · Paul Ferguson (acting diocesan) · Stephen Cottrell

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
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Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
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Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
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Kentish
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Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
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Northumbrian
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Roman
Augustine of Canterbury · Firmin of North Crawley · Birinus of Dorchester · Blaise ·
Florentius of Peterborough · Hadrian of Canterbury · Honorius of Canterbury · Justus of Canterbury ·
Laurence of Canterbury · Mellitus of Canterbury · Paulinus of York · Theodore of Canterbury

South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone

West Saxon

Æbbe of Abingdon · Ælfgar of Selwood · Ælfgifu of Exeter · Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury ·
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Earmund of Stoke Fleming · Edor of Chertsey · Evorhilda · Frithestan of Winchester ·
Hædde of Winchester · Humbert of Stokenham · Hwita of Whitchurch Canonicorum ·
Mærwynn of Romsey · Margaret of Dunfermline · Swithhun of Winchester · Wulfsige of Sherborne ·
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Botwulf of Thorney

Botwulf of Thorney
Born 7th century

Died 680

Venerated in Anglican Communion
Orthodox Church[1][2]

Roman Catholic Church
Lutheran Church (particularly in
Denmark & Sweden)

Feast 17 June (England)
25 June (Scotland)
1 December (translation of
relics)

Patronage Travellers and farming

St Botolph's Church, Iken, Suffolk

St Botolph's Church, the earliest

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Botolph)

"Botulf" redirects here. For the Swedish heretic, see Botulf Botulfsson.

Botwulf of Thorney /ˈbɒtʊlf/ (also called Botolph, Botulph or
Botulf; died around 680) was an English abbot and saint. He is
regarded as the patron saint of boundaries, and by extension, of
trade and travel,[3] as well as various aspects of farming. His feast
day is celebrated either on 17 June (England) or 25 June
(Scotland), and his translation falls on 1 December.[citation needed]
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Life and works [edit]

Little is known about Botwulf's life, other than doubtful details in an
account written four hundred years after his death by the 11th-century
monk Folcard. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle records for the year 653:1

"The Middle Angles, under earldorman Peada, received the true faith.
King Anna was killed and Botwulf began to build the church at Ikanho".
Botwulf founded the monastery of Icanho in Suffolk. Icanho, which
means 'ox hill', has been identified as Iken, located by the estuary of the
River Alde in Suffolk; a church still remains on top of an isolated hill in
the parish.2 The Life of St Ceolfrith, written around the time of Bede by
an unknown author, mentions an abbot named Botolphus in East Anglia,
"a man of remarkable life and learning, full of the grace of the Holy Spirit".3

Botwulf is supposed to have been buried originally at his foundation of Icanho, but in 970 Edgar I of England
gave permission for Botwulf's remains to be transferred to Burgh, near Woodbridge, where they remained for
some fifty years before being transferred to their own tomb at Bury St Edmunds Abbey on the instructions of
Cnut. The saint's relics were later transferred again, along with those of his brother Adulph, to Thorney Abbey,
although his head was transferred to Ely Abbey and various body parts to other houses, including Westminster
Abbey.

Church dedications [edit]

Many English churches are dedicated to Botwulf. According to the
Oxford Dictionary of Saints, 64 ancient English churches were dedicated
to him, but later research has suggested the true number may have
been as high as 71, with a high concentration of dedications in East
Anglia. St Botolph's Church in Boston, Lincolnshire, known locally as
"The Stump", is one of the most famous. Boston, or 'Botolph's town' also
gave Boston, Massachusetts its name. St Botolph's Priory in Colchester,
Essex, the first Augustinian monastery in England,[4] was built on an
earlier Saxon church dedicated to Botolph.[5] St Botolph's Church in
Hardham, West Sussex, houses some of the most ancient surviving wall
paintings in Britain, including the earliest known depiction of St George
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in England.

In Botwulf's role as a patron saint of travellers, four City of London
churches were dedicated to him, all of which were close to gates in the City walls: St Botolph Billingsgate, which
was destroyed in the Great Fire and never rebuilt; St Botolph's, Aldersgate, St Botolph-without-Bishopsgate,
where the poet John Keats was baptised, and St Botolph's Aldgate. It is believed that these dedications were
made because the churches provided places for incoming travellers to give thanks for their safe arrival and for
outgoing travellers to pray for a safe journey. An alternative possibility is that the churches were dedicated to
the saint because his relics came through the four gates when Edgar moved them from Iken to Westminster
Abbey.

Beyond the North Sea, Budolfi Church (Sankt Budolfi kirke) in Aalborg, Denmark, originally a smallish building,
grew to be the major church of the town by the late Middle Ages and is now the cathedral church of the diocese
of Aalborg.

Secular connections [edit]

Botwulf is remembered in the names of both the market town of Boston, Lincolnshire in the United Kingdom and
Boston, Massachusetts, in the United States. Boston was originally Botolphston (from "Botolph's stone" or
"Botolph's town").

In Boston, Massachusetts, Botwulf gives his name to the St Botolph Club, a private club,[6] a street in Boston's
Back Bay neighborhood, and the President's House at Boston College. There is also a St Botolph Street in
London.

The University of Cambridge's poetry journal in the 1950s, to which Ted Hughes contributed, was called St
Botolph's Review. It was named for St Botolph's Church, Cambridge as one of its founders, Lucas Myers, lived
at the rectory of St Botolph's Church in Cambridge. A second edition of the journal was published in 2006. "St
Botolph's College" has been used as a hypothetical college in Cambridge University communications and Tripos
examinations.[citation needed]

The parish of Buttsbury in Essex was initially called Botolfvespirie,[7] meaning Botolph's or Botwulf's Pear Tree. It
is sometimes surmised that the name refers to a tree under which St Botolph preached.

See also [edit]

Anglo-Saxon Christianity
Christianisation of Anglo-Saxon England
List of Catholic saints

Footnotes [edit]

Note 1: But see Penda footnote 1.
Note 2: See Life of St Botolph external link.
Note 3: For a summary of the politics of East Anglia in the transition between Paganism and Christianity, see Care
Evans, A., Chapters 13 and 14.
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Abbot of Ripon

Died c. 785

Major shrine Ripon and Peterborough

Feast unknown

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Botwine (died 785 or 786) was a Northumbrian saint venerated at
Ripon and Peterborough. He is well documented as a priest,[1] and
latter Abbot of Ripon.[2][3][4][5] The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
recension E, recorded his death in the 780s (probably for 786) in
one of three Ripon abbatial obits derived from a chronicle of
Northumbrian origin.[6] Following the death of St Botwine in 786AD,
his replacement, Ealdberht was elected and consecrated Abbot.
Ealdberht died in 788AD,[7] and was himself succeeded as Abbot by St. Sigered of Ripon.[8][9]

The late 10th- and early 11th-century writer Byrhtferth of Ramsey in his Vita sancti Oswaldi claimed that Oswald
of Worcester, Archbishop of York, discovered Botwine's relics at the monastery of Ripon. Oswald made a
magnificent reliquary in which he placed the relics of Botwine with Wilfrid, Tiatberht, Alberht, Sigered and
Vilden.[10] This account is described by historian Michael Lapidge as "problematical" on other points.[11] as it is
known that in the 12th-century Peterborough Abbey also possessed some relics of Botwine.[12]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Byrhtferth.VitOswaldi v.9
2. ^ Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (versions D, & E),785
3. ^ Byrhtferth.VitOswaldi v.9
4. ^ Botwine.Ep.T131(Letter to Lull)
5. ^ Northern Annals.First Set 53.
6. ^ Lapidge (ed.), Byrhtferth, p. 171, n. 99; Whitelock (ed.), English Historical Documents, p. 180
7. ^ Historia Regum (NorthernAnnals).FirstSet 53 (786)
8. ^ Byrhtferth.VitOswaldi v.9
9. ^ NorthernAnnals.FirstSet 54

10. ^ Byrhtferth.VitOswaldi v.9
11. ^ Blair, "Handlist", p. 518; Lapidge (ed.), Byrhtferth, pp. 170–71, comment at n. 97
12. ^ Blair, "Handlist", p. 518
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Botwulf of Thorney

Botwulf of Thorney
Born 7th century

Died 680

Venerated in Anglican Communion
Orthodox Church[1][2]

Roman Catholic Church
Lutheran Church (particularly in
Denmark & Sweden)

Feast 17 June (England)
25 June (Scotland)
1 December (translation of
relics)

Patronage Travellers and farming

St Botolph's Church, Iken, Suffolk

St Botolph's Church, the earliest
church in Boston, Lincolnshire

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Botulf" redirects here. For the Swedish heretic, see Botulf Botulfsson.

Botwulf of Thorney /ˈbɒtʊlf/ (also called Botolph, Botulph or
Botulf; died around 680) was an English abbot and saint. He is
regarded as the patron saint of boundaries, and by extension, of
trade and travel,[3] as well as various aspects of farming. His feast
day is celebrated either on 17 June (England) or 25 June
(Scotland), and his translation falls on 1 December.[citation needed]
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Life and works [edit]

Little is known about Botwulf's life, other than doubtful details in an
account written four hundred years after his death by the 11th-century
monk Folcard. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle records for the year 653:1

"The Middle Angles, under earldorman Peada, received the true faith.
King Anna was killed and Botwulf began to build the church at Ikanho".
Botwulf founded the monastery of Icanho in Suffolk. Icanho, which
means 'ox hill', has been identified as Iken, located by the estuary of the
River Alde in Suffolk; a church still remains on top of an isolated hill in
the parish.2 The Life of St Ceolfrith, written around the time of Bede by
an unknown author, mentions an abbot named Botolphus in East Anglia,
"a man of remarkable life and learning, full of the grace of the Holy Spirit".3

Botwulf is supposed to have been buried originally at his foundation of Icanho, but in 970 Edgar I of England
gave permission for Botwulf's remains to be transferred to Burgh, near Woodbridge, where they remained for
some fifty years before being transferred to their own tomb at Bury St Edmunds Abbey on the instructions of
Cnut. The saint's relics were later transferred again, along with those of his brother Adulph, to Thorney Abbey,
although his head was transferred to Ely Abbey and various body parts to other houses, including Westminster
Abbey.

Church dedications [edit]

Many English churches are dedicated to Botwulf. According to the
Oxford Dictionary of Saints, 64 ancient English churches were dedicated
to him, but later research has suggested the true number may have
been as high as 71, with a high concentration of dedications in East
Anglia. St Botolph's Church in Boston, Lincolnshire, known locally as
"The Stump", is one of the most famous. Boston, or 'Botolph's town' also
gave Boston, Massachusetts its name. St Botolph's Priory in Colchester,
Essex, the first Augustinian monastery in England,[4] was built on an
earlier Saxon church dedicated to Botolph.[5] St Botolph's Church in
Hardham, West Sussex, houses some of the most ancient surviving wall
paintings in Britain, including the earliest known depiction of St George
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in England.

In Botwulf's role as a patron saint of travellers, four City of London churches were dedicated to him, all of which
were close to gates in the City walls: St Botolph Billingsgate, which was destroyed in the Great Fire and never
rebuilt; St Botolph's, Aldersgate, St Botolph-without-Bishopsgate, where the poet John Keats was baptised, and
St Botolph's Aldgate. It is believed that these dedications were made because the churches provided places for
incoming travellers to give thanks for their safe arrival and for outgoing travellers to pray for a safe journey. An
alternative possibility is that the churches were dedicated to the saint because his relics came through the four
gates when Edgar moved them from Iken to Westminster Abbey.

Beyond the North Sea, Budolfi Church (Sankt Budolfi kirke) in Aalborg, Denmark, originally a smallish building,
grew to be the major church of the town by the late Middle Ages and is now the cathedral church of the diocese
of Aalborg.

Secular connections [edit]

Botwulf is remembered in the names of both the market town of Boston, Lincolnshire in the United Kingdom and
Boston, Massachusetts, in the United States. Boston was originally Botolphston (from "Botolph's stone" or
"Botolph's town").

In Boston, Massachusetts, Botwulf gives his name to the St Botolph Club, a private club,[6] a street in Boston's
Back Bay neighborhood, and the President's House at Boston College. There is also a St Botolph Street in
London.

The University of Cambridge's poetry journal in the 1950s, to which Ted Hughes contributed, was called St
Botolph's Review. It was named for St Botolph's Church, Cambridge as one of its founders, Lucas Myers, lived
at the rectory of St Botolph's Church in Cambridge. A second edition of the journal was published in 2006. "St
Botolph's College" has been used as a hypothetical college in Cambridge University communications and Tripos
examinations.[citation needed]

The parish of Buttsbury in Essex was initially called Botolfvespirie,[7] meaning Botolph's or Botwulf's Pear Tree. It
is sometimes surmised that the name refers to a tree under which St Botolph preached.

See also [edit]

Anglo-Saxon Christianity
Christianisation of Anglo-Saxon England
List of Catholic saints

Footnotes [edit]

Note 1: But see Penda footnote 1.
Note 2: See Life of St Botolph external link.
Note 3: For a summary of the politics of East Anglia in the transition between Paganism and Christianity, see Care
Evans, A., Chapters 13 and 14.
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External links [edit]

Botwulf 1  at Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England
Botulph , from the Catholic Encyclopaedia website.
Botulph – East Anglian Saint , from the Diocese of Ely website.
Church of St Botolph, Cambridge
Society of St Botolph

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland
· Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
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Saint Bracchio
Died 576 AD

Auvergne, France

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast February 9

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the dog breed, see Braque d'Auvergne

Saint Bracchio[1] /ˈbrækioʊ/ of Tours (or of Auvergne) (d. 576
AD) was an abbot. Bracchio had been a Thuringian[2] nobleman
who had served in the court of Sigiswald of Clermont. Gregory of
Tours writes that Bracchio’s name meant “bear’s whelp” in the
Germanic language.[2]

An avid hunter, Bracchio was one day pursuing a wild boar when
the boar escaped into the hut of a Gallo-Roman[3] hermit named
Emilian, who offered the huntsman some wild fruit.[4] Cowed by the hermit’s presence, Bracchio’s dogs refused
to attack the boar.[3] Intrigued by the hermit and his apparent power, Bracchio and the hermit discussed spiritual
matters.[2]

After the death of his lord Sigiswald,[4] Bracchio soon gave up his worldly life and became Emilian’s spiritual
student for three years. Bracchio studied the golden letters on the images of the hermitage’s church and soon
learned how to read,[2] and soon knew the psalter by heart.[4] The hermitage soon attracted other prospective
students. After Emilian’s death,[5] Bracchio turned the hermitage, which Emilian had bequeathed to him,[4] into a
monastery dedicated to Saint Saturninus (Saturnin).[6]

The grant of land for the new monastery was given to Bracchio by Ramichilde, the daughter of Sigiswald.[4]

Bracchio subsequently became the abbot of Menat in the Auvergne, and re-established strict monastic
discipline there.[3][4]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Also Brachio, Bracchion, or Braque.
2.  ̂a b c d Walter Goffart, Rome's Fall and After (Continuum, 1989), 288.
3.  ̂a b c Charles Forbes Montalembert (comte de), The Monks of the West from St. Benedict to St. Bernard,

Volume 2 (Aurélien Courson (comte de), J.C. Nimmo, 1896), 203.
4.  ̂a b c d e f Paulist Fathers, Catholic World, Volume 36, 1883. Digitized November 2, 2007, p. 753.
5. ^ Goyau, Georges. "Bordeaux." The Catholic Encyclopedia  Vol. 2. New York: Robert Appleton Company, 1907.

13 April 2020  This article incorporates text from this source, which is in the public domain.
6. ^ Dominique Branche, L'Auvergne au moyen âge. Avec un atlas (1842), 61.
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Branko Dobrosavljević

v · t · e

Hieromartyr Branko Dobrosavljevic
Holy hieromartyr

Born Branko Dobrosavljević
24 June 1866
Vojnić, Austro-Hungary

Died 1 April 1941 (aged 54)
Blagaj, Independent State of
Croatia

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 24 April

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Branko Dobrosavljević (4 January 1886 — 7 May 1941) was a
Serbian Orthodox priest who fell victim to Ustaše during the
Genocide of Serbs in the Independent State of Croatia at the
height of World War II.[1][2]

Biography [edit]

Branko Dobrosavljević was born in the village of Skadar, near
Vojnić on 4 January 1886. He completed his high school education
as well as the School of Theology at the Seminary in Sremski
Karlovci in 1908. He married before he was ordained deacon on
15 March and elevated to presbyter on 22 March 1909. He performed his duties in the villages of Buhača,
Radovica and Veljun. Branko received the Order of Saint Sava and Order of the Yugoslav Crown of the Fifth
Degree for his services to his people. On the Feast of St. George, 6 May 1942, the very day of his own Slava
Branko was arrested by the Ustaše, headed by Ivan Sajfor from Veljun.[3]

More than 500 Serbs were arrested that day and brought to Otočac,[4] among them was parish priest of
Cvijanović Brdo Dimitrije Škorupan and Branko Dobrosavljević's own son Nebojša. At first, they were imprisoned
in a police station in Veljun, and next day (May 7) they were taken away and killed in the woods called
"Kestenovac", near Blagaj. The Ustaše forced priest Branko to perform the service for the repose of the soul of
the dead to his own son Branko, who was alive at the time.[5][6]

In 1946 priest Branko's martyr relics and the remains of the other killed Serbs were transported to a common
grave in Veljun. At the regular session of the Holy Assembly of Bishops of the Serbian Orthodox Church, priest
Branko Dobrosavljević was canonized and his name was entered into the List of Names of the Serbian Church
Saints.[7]

He is celebrated on April 24 (Julian Calendar).

See also [edit]

List of Serbian saints
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Genocide perpetrators
Ante Pavelić · Mile Budak · Julije Makanec · Nikola Mandić · Ademaga Mešić · Džafer Kulenović ·
Andrija Artuković · Mladen Lorković · Slavko Kvaternik · Antun Najžer · Petar Brzica ·
Miroslav Filipović · Vjekoslav Luburić · Ivica Matković · Ljubo Miloš · Dinko Šakić · Dido Kvaternik ·
Jure Francetić · Alija Šuljak · Viktor Gutić · Krunoslav Draganović

Demography Demographics of Croatia · Serbs of Croatia · Serbs of Bosnia and Herzegovina ·
Serbs in Vojvodina

Famous victims
Sava Šumanović · Rafailo Momčilović · Špiro Bocarić · Platon of Banja Luka · Petar Zimonjić ·
Sava Trlajić · Dositej Vasić · Đorđe Bogić · Vukašin Mandrapa · Branko Dobrosavljević ·
Jovo Bećir · Nada Dimić · Muhamed Mehmedbašić

Resistance Đurđevdan uprising · Eastern Herzegovina uprising · Drvar uprising · Srb uprising

Trials Trial of Mile Budak · Operation Gvardijan · Trial of Aloysius Stepinac

Denial Jasenovac – istina · Far-right politics in Croatia

See also Diana Budisavljević · Bleiburg repatriations · Stone Flower · Terrorism in Yugoslavia ·
The Yugoslav Auschwitz and the Vatican · The Diary of Diana B. · Dara in Jasenovac

Categories: 1886 births 1941 deaths People from Karlovac County Serbs of Croatia
Persecution of Serbs Serbian saints of the Eastern Orthodox Church
Serbian civilians killed in World War II 20th-century Eastern Orthodox martyrs
20th-century Christian saints Serbian Orthodox clergy Serb priests
Murdered Eastern Orthodox priests New Martyrs Hieromartyrs
People executed by the Independent State of Croatia Serb people who died in the Holocaust
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Brannoc of Braunton

v · t · e

Saint Brannoc
Born 6th century

supposedly Wales

Died Braunton in North Devon

Venerated in Anglican Communion, the
Eastern Orthodox Church and
Roman Catholicism

Major shrine Braunton in North Devon
(destroyed)

Feast 26 June or 7 January.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Brannoc of Braunton or Saint Brannock was a Christian saint
associated with the village of Braunton in the English county of
Devon. His feast is 7 January.

Life [edit]

The history of St Brannoc is confused – some sources conflate
him with Saint Brynach, however Exeter Cathedral celebrates the
feast of Brynach on 7 April and that of Brannoc on 7 January so it
is unlikely that they are the same saint.[1][2] In contrast, Braunton
celebrates St Brannock's Day on the 26 June.[citation needed]

Brannock migrated from South Wales to establish a monastery at Braunton in the 6th century.[3][4] Braunton
church was dedicated to him from at least 854 and in the Middle Ages it was believed that he was buried in the
church[5] with both William of Worcester and Leland stating that he was buried there.[6] Tradition states that he
first built his church on a hill overlooking Braunton, but it collapsed. In a dream he was told to look for a sow and
piglets for the site to build his new church. This story is commemorated in one of the stained glass windows and
in a roof boss of St Brannock's Church, Braunton.[1]

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b "St. Brannock, Abbot of Braunton" . Celtic and Old English Saints. Retrieved 14 July 2019.
2. ^ Farmer, David (January 2011). The Oxford Dictionary of Saints . ISBN 9780199596607. Retrieved 14 July 2019

– via Oxford Index.
3. ^ Stanton, Father Richard (1887). "Saint Brannock, Abbot, Confessor, c.570". Menology of England and Wales .

Retrieved 16 July 2019 – via catholicsaints.info.
4. ^ Monks of Ramsgate (1921). "Brannock". Book of Saints . Retrieved 16 July 2019 – via catholicsaints.info.
5. ^ Orme, Nicholas (1996). English Church Dedications. Exeter: University of Exeter Press. ISBN 0-85989-516-5.
6. ^ Hoskins, W.G. (2003). Devon. Andover, Hampshire, UK: Philimore & Co. p. 220. ISBN 978-1-86077-270-2.
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East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
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Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
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Branwalator

Branwalator
Born Armorica

Died unknown

Venerated in Anglican Church; Roman
Catholic Church

Major shrine Milton Abbas, Dorset

Feast 6 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Branwalator or Breward, also referred to as Branwalader, was
a British saint whose relics lay at Milton Abbas in Dorset and
Branscombe in Devon. Believed to come from Brittany, he also
gives his name to the parish of Saint Brélade, Jersey. "Brelade" is
a corruption of "Branwalader". He is also known as Breward or
Branuvelladurus or Brélade and Broladre in French.
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Life [edit]

Branwalator was a British monk, who is said to have been a bishop in Jersey, although at the time, Jersey would
have been part of the ancient diocese of Dol. As with many of the early saints of this part of the world, it is
difficult to separate fact from fiction.

However, it is believed that Branwalator worked with Saint Samson in Cornwall and the Channel Islands, where
he is remembered in Jersey in the parish name St Brelade and at Cornwall in the parish name of St Breward. He
may also have travelled with Samson to Brittany in northern France.

In the Exeter martyrology, Branwalator is described as the son of the Cornish king, Kenen. This is the main
source of hagiographical information regarding this saint, which otherwise is sparse.

Veneration [edit]

Branwalator's feast day (in Jersey) is 6 June. In Cornwall he has feast days on 9 February and 6 June; 19
January maybe the day of the translation of his relics. In the Middle Ages, his feast was kept at Winchester,
Exeter, and in Cornwall.

King Athelstan, who founded Milton Abbey in Dorset, obtained some of the saint's relics (an arm or head) from
Breton clerics fleeing Northmen and moved them to Milton Abbey in 935. William Worcestre claimed that the
body itself was at Branston (or Branscombe) in Devon, and Leland referred to a chapel of Saint Breward near
Seaton. The proper name of Milton Abbey is the Abbey Church of St. Mary, St. Samson and St. Branwalader.

The cultus of Saint Branwalator has been strong at least from the 10th-century when his name could be found
in litanies. His feast was kept at Winchester, Exeter, and in Cornwall. In Brittany, he has sometimes been
confused with Saint Brendan and Saint Brannock (Benedictines, Farmer).

Churches and locations [edit]

Jersey [edit]

The Parish Church of St Brelade in Jersey is thought to date from the 10th or 11th century.

Cornwall [edit]

In Cornwall, the saint is known as St Breward. St Breward's church is the highest in Cornwall, located on Bodmin
moor, in the village of the same name. The village had a Granite quarrying industry from ancient times; the
Norman church was built from local stone. There are nearby stone circles. However, the village dates back to
pre-Norman times when it was a series of small hamlets suspended along the western edge of Bodmin Moor.

There is also a St Breward's Well in Cornwall which is situated close to Camelford. It was visited by sufferers
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from inflamed eyes and other complaints, who would throw in a pin, or small coin, as an offering to the saint.

Sources [edit]

"St. Breward Marks the Millennium" by Pamela Bousfield (published in the Cornish Coracle)
Doble, G. H. (1965) The Saints of Cornwall: part 4. Truro: Dean and Chapter; pp. 116–127

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Milred of Worcester · Oda of Canterbury · Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry ·
Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton ·
Wulfhild of Barking

Northumbrian

Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
Ælfflæd of Whitby · Ælfwald of Northumbria · Æthelburh of Hackness · Æthelgyth of Coldingham ·
Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
Benedict Biscop · Bercthun of Beverley · Billfrith of Lindisfarne · Bosa of York · Botwine of Ripon ·
Ceadda of Lichfield · Cedd of Lichfield · Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth · Ceolwulf of Northumbria ·
Cuthbert of Durham · Dryhthelm of Melrose · Eadberht of Lindisfarne · Eadfrith of Leominster ·
Eadfrith of Lindisfarne · Eadwine of Northumbria · Ealdberht of Ripon · Eanmund ·
Eardwulf of Northumbria · Eata of Hexham · Ecgberht of Ripon · Eoda · Eosterwine of Monkwearmouth ·
Hilda of Whitby · Hyglac · Iwig of Wilton · John of Beverley · Osana of Howden · Osthryth of Bardney ·
Oswald of Northumbria · Oswine of Northumbria · Sicgred of Ripon · Sigfrith of Monkwearmouth ·
Tatberht of Ripon · Wihtberht of Ripon · Wilfrith of Hexham · Wilfrith II · Wilgils of Ripon

Roman
Augustine of Canterbury · Firmin of North Crawley · Birinus of Dorchester · Blaise ·
Florentius of Peterborough · Hadrian of Canterbury · Honorius of Canterbury · Justus of Canterbury ·
Laurence of Canterbury · Mellitus of Canterbury · Paulinus of York · Theodore of Canterbury

South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone

West Saxon

Æbbe of Abingdon · Ælfgar of Selwood · Ælfgifu of Exeter · Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury ·
Ælfheah of Canterbury · Ælfheah of Winchester · Æthelflæd of Romsey · Æthelgar of Canterbury ·
Æthelnoth of Canterbury · Æthelwine of Athelney · Æthelwold of Winchester · Aldhelm of Sherborne ·
Benignus of Glastonbury · Beocca of Chertsey · Beorhthelm of Shaftesbury · Beornstan of Winchester ·
Beornwald of Bampton · Centwine of Wessex · Cuthburh of Wimborn · Cwenburh of Wimborne ·
Dunstan of Canterbury · Eadburh of Winchester · Eadgar of England · Eadgyth of Polesworth ·
Eadgyth of Wilton · Eadweard the Confessor · Eadweard the Martyr · Eadwold of Cerne ·
Earmund of Stoke Fleming · Edor of Chertsey · Evorhilda · Frithestan of Winchester ·
Hædde of Winchester · Humbert of Stokenham · Hwita of Whitchurch Canonicorum ·
Mærwynn of Romsey · Margaret of Dunfermline · Swithhun of Winchester · Wulfsige of Sherborne ·
Wulfthryth of Wilton

Unclear origin Rumbold of Mechelen
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Braulio of Zaragoza

Saint Braulio

Braulio and Isidore of Seville. From the Isidori
libri originum, second half of the 10th century.

Born 585[1]

Died 651

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Nuestra Señora del Pilar

Feast 26 March, 18 March (Spain)

Patronage Aragon

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Braulio or Braulius (Latin: Braulius Caesaraugustanus; 585 –
651 AD) was bishop of Zaragoza and a learned cleric living in the
Kingdom of the Visigoths.
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Life [edit]

Braulio was born of a noble Hispano-Roman family. His father was
Bishop of Osma. In 610 Braulio became a monk, and later studied
under Isidore at Seville. Archbishop Isidore used education to
counteract increasingly influential Gothic barbarism in his
jurisdiction. Braulio was ordained by Isadore in 624. In 625 Braulio
returned to Zaragoza where his brother John was then bishop, and
served as his archdeacon. Upon his brother's death in 631,
Braulio succeeded him as bishop. Known for almsgiving and
preaching, he was an advisor and confidante of several Visigoth
kings, including Chindasuinth, whose son Recceswinth he recommended be installed as associate king.[2]

Braulio worked with Isidore to convert the Visigoths from Arianism.[3] He is reported to have encouraged Isidore
of Seville in his encyclopaedic ambitions, and to have had a hand in the revision of his works. Bishop Braulio, to
whom Isidore dedicated it and sent it for correction, divided it into its twenty books.[4] Braulio called it
quaecunque fere sciri debentur, "practically everything that it is necessary to know"[5]

He was present at the councils of Toledo in 633, 636, and 638 and he responded on behalf of the Iberian clergy
to Pope Honorius I's charge that they were neglectful of their duties. He wrote a life of San Millan. Towards the
end of his life, he lost his eyesight.[2] He was buried in what is now the church of Nuestra Señora del Pilar in
Zaragoza. He was succeeded as bishop of Zaragoza by Taius (Taio), who had been his pupil.

He is buried in La Seo Cathedral, Zaragoza, and is the patron saint of Aragon.[1]
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1.  ̂a b "Braulio of Saragossa", Oxford Quick Reference
2.  ̂a b Weber, Nicholas. "St. Braulio." The Catholic Encyclopedia  Vol. 2. New York: Robert Appleton Company,
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4. ^ Rusche, Philip G. (October 2005). "Isidore's 'Etymologiae' and the Canterbury Aldhelm Scholia". The Journal of

English and Germanic Philology. 104 (4): 437–455. JSTOR 27712536
5. ^ Braulio, Elogium of Isidore appended to Isidore's De viris illustribus
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Breage

Breage Parish Church, dedicated to
Saint Breage

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the civil parish and village in Cornwall, England, see Breage, Cornwall.

Breage or Breaca (with many variant spellings) is a saint venerated in Cornwall and southwestern Britain.
According to her late hagiography, she was an Irish nun of the 5th or 6th century who founded a church in
Cornwall. The village and civil parish of Breage in Cornwall are named after her, and the local Breage Parish
Church is dedicated to her.
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Traditions [edit]

Breage Church was established by 1170, giving its name to the village
and parish of Breage, Cornwall. However, little else is known of Saint
Breage or her early cultus. She was the subject of a medieval
hagiography, probably written in the 14th or 15th century.[1] The work is
lost, but the English antiquarian John Leland recorded some extracts in
his Itinerary around 1540.[2] The surviving text suggests an initial
composition at or for Breage Church, as it contains a number of
references to local places and gives Breage precedence over other
saints of the region.[1] The narrative is late and replete with stock
elements and borrowings from other works, and as such is not
considered historical. However, the author was certainly well versed in
the hagiographical tradition, drawing from a Life of Brigid of Kildare, and evidently borrowing from Breton
traditions of Saint Sithney and Lives of the local saints Elwen, Ia, and Gwinear.[1]

According to Leland's text, Breage was born in the region of Lagonia and Ultonia in Ireland, an unclear
description perhaps referring to Leinster and Ulster. She became a nun at an oratory founded by Saint Brigid of
Kildare at Campus Breace (the Plain of Breague; modern Mag Breg in County Meath). Around 460, she
travelled to Cornwall with a company of seven other Irish saints: Germoe, Senanus (Sithney), Mavuanus
(perhaps Mawnan), Elwen, Crowan, Helena, and Tecla. They settled at Revyer on the River Hayle, but some
were killed by the local ruler Tewdwr Mawr of Penwith, a tyrant appearing regularly in Cornish hagiographical
works.[3] Undeterred, Breage travelled through Cornwall, visiting the hill of Pencaire and establishing a church
at Trenewith or Chynoweth. After her death the church was moved to its present location, and many miracles
occurred at her tomb.[1][2]

Other bits of traditions about Breage have also come down. The chronicler William Worcester wrote in 1478 that
Breage's feast day was celebrated on 1 May, and that she was said to be buried at the church dedicated to
her.[1] An idiom recorded in nearby Germoe in the 18th century said that while that village's patron Saint
Germoe was a king, "Breage was a midwife". In the 19th century, residents of St Levan held that Breage was
the sister of the town's saint Selevan or Salaman.[1] In later times Breage's feast day was celebrated on 4 June,
and was evidently once a prominent feast in Cornwall and the Diocese of Exeter in Devon.[4] A Breage Fair is
held on the third Monday in June.[1]

Identity [edit]

Since the traditions about Breage that have come down are late, the veracity of the details are doubted. The
hagiography is replete with stock elements: her association with other locally venerated saints as companions,
her conflict with a heathen tyrant, and her establishment as a hermit in a remote part of the parish that was later
named for her.[1] Her Irish origin is suspect, as in this period in Cornwall it was common to attribute a fabricated
Irish connection to obscure saints. In Breage's case it may have been suggested by the similarity between her
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name and the Campus Breace in the Life of Brigid.[1]

As such, the traditions surrounding Breage appear to be later legend attached to a figure whose true history
had been lost.[1] There was a saint with a similar name active in the area during the Early Middle Ages, Brioc,
whose feast day was 1 May, the same day that William Worcester gave for Breage. Brioc was male, but it is not
uncommon for the gender of poorly remembered saints to have been switched over the years. In Brittany there
was also a Saint Briac, who gave his name to a number of places in the region. However, all medieval mentions
of Breage regard her as female, complicating an identification with similarly named male saints.[1]

Later brief accounts of Breage, mostly adapted from Leland, appear in the works of Alban Butler and Sabine
Baring-Gould.[2]

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d e f g h i j k Orme, pp. 71–72.
2.  ̂a b c O'Hanlon, p. 137.
3. ^ The portrayal of Tewdwr in other Tudor-era works such as Beunans Meriasek and Beunans Ke may be a satire

against Henry VII Tudor in the wake of his crushing of the Cornish Rebellion of 1497. See Koch, p. 204, 205.
4. ^ O'Hanlon, p. 138.
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Bregowine

Bregowine
Archbishop of Canterbury

Appointed 760

Term ended 764

Predecessor Cuthbert

Successor Jænberht

Orders
Consecration 27 September 761

Personal details
Died August 764

Buried Canterbury

Sainthood
Feast day 26 August

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church ·
Roman Catholic Church[1] ·
Anglican Communion[2]

Canonized Pre-Congregation

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bregowine [a] (died August 764) was a medieval Archbishop of
Canterbury. Little is known of his origins or his activities as
archbishop, although a number of stories were told about his
possible origins after the Norman conquest in 1066. There are no
records of him prior to his becoming archbishop. He possibly owed
his elevation to the Kentish monarch. The records after his
elevation to Canterbury are mainly about disputes over land, but
knowledge of his time in office is hampered by the destruction of
many of the contemporary records. After his death, he was
considered a saint and a life about him was written in the
12th century.
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Life [edit]

Various stories have been told about Bregowine's origins, including that he was a nobleman and a continental
Saxon who converted to Christianity and came to Canterbury because of the saintly reputation of Theodore of
Tarsus. Others say that he owed his elevation to King Æthelbert II of Kent, but all these stories rest on works
that were written after the Norman conquest of England in 1066. There are no contemporary records of
Bregowine before he was archbishop. It does not appear, however, that he was of Mercian origins like his
predecessors Tatwin and Nothhelm.[1]

Whatever his upbringing, Bregowine was consecrated as archbishop on 27 September 761.[3] His election took
place in a brief period when Kent was free of Mercian dominance between 756 and 764, so the story that he
owed his election to Æthelbert does fit with the time frame.[4] He wrote letters to Archbishop Lul of Mainz which
still exist, and which discuss an earlier meeting between the two men. Other activities as archbishop are
recorded in surviving charters. One records that he protested at the loss of a church at Cookham that was
confiscated by King Cynewulf of Wessex sometime after 760. Another surviving charter from Dunwald, a thegn
of King Æthelbert, concerning land in Canterbury, records that Bregowine consented to the gift of land.
Unfortunately, many of the early charters of the diocese of Canterbury are lost, which restricts knowledge of
Bregowine's activities as archbishop.[1]

Bregowine died in 764[3] and was originally buried in the baptistry in Canterbury, but his remains were moved to
the choir of Canterbury Cathedral in 1123. This followed an attempt in around 1121 to remove his remains to
another monastery, which came to nothing.[1] The remains were placed by the altar of St Gregory in the south
transept, after having been briefly placed in the north transept.[2] Bregowine was later considered a saint, with a
feast day of 26 August, although Florence of Worcester, a 12th-century writer, recorded his death date as
24 August.[2] Other sources record the death date as 25 August. His life was later written by Eadmer in the
12th century.[1]

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Sometimes Bregwine[2] or Bregwin[1]

Citations [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d e f Williams "Bregowine" Oxford Dictionary of National Biography
2.  ̂a b c d Farmer Oxford Dictionary of Saints p. 75
3.  ̂a b Fryde, et al. Handbook of British Chronology p. 214
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Bregowine

Bregowine
Archbishop of Canterbury

Appointed 760

Term ended 764

Predecessor Cuthbert

Successor Jænberht

Orders
Consecration 27 September 761

Personal details
Died August 764

Buried Canterbury

Sainthood
Feast day 26 August

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church ·
Roman Catholic Church[1] ·
Anglican Communion[2]

Canonized Pre-Congregation

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bregwin)

Bregowine [a] (died August 764) was a medieval Archbishop of
Canterbury. Little is known of his origins or his activities as
archbishop, although a number of stories were told about his
possible origins after the Norman conquest in 1066. There are no
records of him prior to his becoming archbishop. He possibly owed
his elevation to the Kentish monarch. The records after his
elevation to Canterbury are mainly about disputes over land, but
knowledge of his time in office is hampered by the destruction of
many of the contemporary records. After his death, he was
considered a saint and a life about him was written in the
12th century.
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Life [edit]

Various stories have been told about Bregowine's origins, including that he was a nobleman and a continental
Saxon who converted to Christianity and came to Canterbury because of the saintly reputation of Theodore of
Tarsus. Others say that he owed his elevation to King Æthelbert II of Kent, but all these stories rest on works
that were written after the Norman conquest of England in 1066. There are no contemporary records of
Bregowine before he was archbishop. It does not appear, however, that he was of Mercian origins like his
predecessors Tatwin and Nothhelm.[1]

Whatever his upbringing, Bregowine was consecrated as archbishop on 27 September 761.[3] His election took
place in a brief period when Kent was free of Mercian dominance between 756 and 764, so the story that he
owed his election to Æthelbert does fit with the time frame.[4] He wrote letters to Archbishop Lul of Mainz which
still exist, and which discuss an earlier meeting between the two men. Other activities as archbishop are
recorded in surviving charters. One records that he protested at the loss of a church at Cookham that was
confiscated by King Cynewulf of Wessex sometime after 760. Another surviving charter from Dunwald, a thegn
of King Æthelbert, concerning land in Canterbury, records that Bregowine consented to the gift of land.
Unfortunately, many of the early charters of the diocese of Canterbury are lost, which restricts knowledge of
Bregowine's activities as archbishop.[1]

Bregowine died in 764[3] and was originally buried in the baptistry in Canterbury, but his remains were moved to
the choir of Canterbury Cathedral in 1123. This followed an attempt in around 1121 to remove his remains to
another monastery, which came to nothing.[1] The remains were placed by the altar of St Gregory in the south
transept, after having been briefly placed in the north transept.[2] Bregowine was later considered a saint, with a
feast day of 26 August, although Florence of Worcester, a 12th-century writer, recorded his death date as
24 August.[2] Other sources record the death date as 25 August. His life was later written by Eadmer in the
12th century.[1]

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Sometimes Bregwine[2] or Bregwin[1]

Citations [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d e f Williams "Bregowine" Oxford Dictionary of National Biography
2.  ̂a b c d Farmer Oxford Dictionary of Saints p. 75
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Thomas Cobham · Walter Reynolds · Simon Mepeham · John de Stratford · John de Ufford ·
Thomas Bradwardine · Simon Islip · William Edington · Simon Langham · William Whittlesey ·
Simon Sudbury · William Courtenay · Thomas Arundel · Roger Walden · Thomas Arundel ·
Henry Chichele · John Stafford · John Kemp · Thomas Bourchier · John Morton ·
Thomas Langton · Henry Deane · William Warham · Thomas Cranmer · Reginald Pole

Post-Reformation

Matthew Parker · Edmund Grindal · John Whitgift · Richard Bancroft · George Abbot ·
William Laud · William Juxon · Gilbert Sheldon · William Sancroft · John Tillotson ·
Thomas Tenison · William Wake · John Potter · Thomas Herring · Matthew Hutton ·
Thomas Secker · Frederick Cornwallis · John Moore · Charles Manners-Sutton · William Howley
· John Bird Sumner · Charles Longley · Archibald Campbell Tait · Edward White Benson ·
Frederick Temple · Randall Davidson · Cosmo Lang · William Temple · Geoffrey Fisher ·
Michael Ramsey · Donald Coggan · Robert Runcie · George Carey · Rowan Williams ·
Justin Welby

Italics indicate a person who was elected but not confirmed.
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Brendan

Saint
Brendan the Navigator

"Saint Brendan and the Whale" from a 15th-
century manuscript

Catholic priest, abbot
Born c. AD 484

Ciarraighe Luachra near Tralee,
County Kerry, Ireland

Died c. AD 577
Annaghdown, County Galway,
Ireland

Venerated in Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church
Anglican Communion

Major shrine Clonfert, Ireland

Feast 16 May

Attributes whale; priest celebrating Mass
on board a ship while fish gather
to listen; one of a group of
monks in a small boat

Patronage boatmen; divers; mariners;
sailors; travellers; whales;
portaging canoes; Diocese of
Clonfert; Diocese of Kerry

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about Saint Brendan of Clonfert. For other uses, see Brendan (disambiguation).

Brendan of Clonfert (c. AD 484 – c. 577) (Irish: Naomh
Bréanainn or Naomh Breandán; Latin: Brendanus; Icelandic:
(heilagur) Brandanus), also referred to as "Brendán moccu Altae"
(Brendan of the Fosterling Folk), called "the Navigator", "the
Voyager", "the Anchorite", and "the Bold", is one of the early Irish
monastic saints and one of the Twelve Apostles of Ireland.[1] He is
primarily renowned for his legendary quest to the "Isle of the
Blessed", also denominated "Saint Brendan's Island". The
Navigatio Sancti Brendani Abbatis ("Voyage of Saint Brendan")
can be described as an immram, i. e., Irish navigational narrative.

Saint Brendan's feast day is celebrated on 16 May by Catholics,
Anglicans, and Orthodox Christians.[2]
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Sources [edit]

There is very little secure information concerning Brendan's life, although at least the approximate dates of his
birth and death, and accounts of some events in his life, are found in Irish annals and genealogies. The earliest
mention of Brendan is in the Vita Sancti Columbae (Life of Saint Columba) of Adamnan written between AD 679
and 704. The earliest mention of him as a seafarer appears in the Martyrology of Tallaght of the ninth
century.[3]

The principal works regarding Brendan and his legend are a "Life of Brendan" in several Latin (Vita Brendani)
and Irish versions (Betha Brenainn) and the better known Navigatio Sancti Brendani Abbatis (Voyage of Saint
Brendan the Abbot).[4] Unfortunately, the versions of the Vita and the Navigatio provide little reliable information
of his life and travels; they do, however, attest to the development of devotion to him in the centuries after his
death. An additional problem is that the precise relationship between the Vita and the Navigatio traditions is
uncertain.
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The date when the Vita tradition began is uncertain. The earliest surviving copies are no earlier than the end of
the twelfth century, but scholars suggest that a version of the Vita was composed before AD 1000. The
Navigatio was probably written earlier than the Vita, perhaps in the second half of the eighth century.[5] Aengus
the Culdee, in his Litany, composed in the end of the eighth century, invoked "the sixty who accompanied St.
Brendan in his quest for the Land of Promise".[4]

Any attempt to reconstruct the facts of the life of Brendan or to understand the nature of his legend must be
based principally on Irish annals and genealogies and on the various versions of the Vita Brendani.[6]

Early life [edit]

Brendan was born in AD 484 in Tralee, in County Kerry, in the province of Munster, in the south-west of
Ireland.[7] He was born among the Altraige, a tribe originally centred around Tralee Bay, to parents called
Finnlug and Cara. Tradition has it that he was born in the Kilfenora/Fenit area on the North side of the bay. He
was baptised at Tubrid, near Ardfert by Erc of Slane,[1] and was originally to be called "Mobhí" but signs and
portents attending his birth and baptism led to him being christened 'Broen-finn' or 'fair-drop'. For five years he
was educated under Íte of Killeedy, "the Brigid of Munster". When he was six he was sent to Jarlath's monastery
school at Tuam to further his education. Brendan is considered one of the "Twelve Apostles of Ireland", one of
those said to have been tutored by the great teacher, Finnian of Clonard.[8]

Foundations [edit]

At the age of twenty-six, Brendan was ordained a priest by Erc.[9] Afterwards, he founded a number of
monasteries. Brendan's first voyage took him to the Aran Islands, where he founded a monastery. He also
visited Hinba (Argyll), an island off of Scotland where he is said to have met Columcille. On the same voyage he
traveled to Wales and finally to Brittany, on the northern coast of France. Between AD 512 and 530 Brendan
built monastic cells at Ardfert, and Shanakeel (Seana Cill, usually translated as the "Old Church"), at the foot of
Mount Brandon. From there he is supposed to have embarked on his famous voyage of 7 years for Paradise.
The old Irish calendars assigned a feast for the "egressio familiae Sancti Brendani".[4]

Legendary journey [edit]

Brendan is primarily renowned for his legendary journey to the Isle of the Blessed as described in the Navigatio
Sancti Brendani Abbatis (Voyage of Saint Brendan the Abbot) of the ninth century. Many versions exist that
narrate how he set out on the Atlantic Ocean with sixteen monks (although other versions record fourteen
monks and three unbelievers who joined in the last minute) to search for the Garden of Eden. One of these
companions is said to have been Malo.[10] The voyage is dated to AD 512–530, before his travel to the island of
Great Britain. On his trip, Brendan is supposed to have seen Saint Brendan's Island, a blessed island covered
with vegetation. He also encountered a sea monster, an adventure he shared with his contemporary Columcille.
The most commonly illustrated adventure is his landing on an island which turned out to be a giant sea monster
named "Jasconius".

The Voyage of Saint Brendan the Abbot [edit]

The earliest extant version of the Navigatio Sancti Brendani Abbatis (Voyage of Saint Brendan the Abbot) was
recorded c. AD 900. There are over 100 manuscripts of the narrative throughout Europe and many
translations. The Navigatio is plainly a Christian narrative, but also narrates natural phenomena and fantastical
events and places, which appealed to a broad audience. The Navigatio contains many parallels and inter-
textual references to Bran and the Voyage of Máel Dúin.

On the Kerry coast, Brendan built a currach-like boat of wattle, covered it with hides tanned in oak bark and
softened with butter, and set up a mast and a sail. He and a small group of monks fasted for 40 days, and after
a prayer on the shore, embarked in the name of the Most Holy Trinity.[11] The narrative is characterized by
much literary license, e. g., it refers to Hell where “great demons threw down lumps of fiery slag from an island
with rivers of gold fire” and also to “great crystal pillars”. Many speculate that these are references to volcanic
activity around Iceland and to icebergs.[12]

Chapter Synopsis

1. Saint Barrid tells of his visit to the Island of Paradise, which prompts Brendan to go in search of the isle.
2. Brendan assembles 14 monks to accompany him.
3. They fast at three-day intervals for 40 days, and visit Saint Enda for 3 days and 3 nights.
4. 3 latecomers join the group. They interfere with Brendan's sacred numbers.
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Sculpture of St Brendan, The
Square Bantry, County Cork

5. They find an island with a dog, mysterious hospitality (no people, but food left out), and an Ethiopian
devil.

6. One latecomer admits to stealing from the mysterious island; Brendan exorcises the Ethiopian devil from
the latecomer; and the latecomer dies and is buried.

7. They find an island with a boy who brings them bread and water.
8. They find an island of sheep, eat some, and stay for Holy Week (before Easter).
9. They find the island of Jasconius, celebrate Easter Mass, and hunt whales and fish.

10. They find an island that is the "Paradise of Birds", and the birds sing psalms and praise God.
11. They find the island of the monks of Ailbe, who have magic loaves, do not age, and maintain complete

silence. They celebrate Christmas.
12. A long voyage after Lent. They find an island with a well, and drinking the water puts them to sleep for 1,

2, or 3 days contingent on the number of cups each man drank.
13. They find a "coagulated" sea.
14. They return to the islands of sheep, Jasconius, and the Paradise of Birds. A bird prophesies that the

men must continue this year-long cycle for 7 years before they will be holy enough to reach the Island of
Paradise.

15. A sea creature approaches the boat, but God shifts the sea to protect the men. Another sea creature
comes, chops the first into three pieces, and leaves. The men eat the dead sea creature.

16. They find an island of 3 choirs of anchorites (monks), who give them fruit, and the second latecomer
remains while the others leave.

17. They find an island of grapes, on which they stay for 40 days.
18. They find a gryphon and a bird battle. The gryphon dies.
19. Journey to the monastery at Ailbe again for Christmas.
20. The sea is clear, and many threatening fish circle their boat, but God protects them.
21. They find an island, but when they light a fire, the island sinks; they realize that it is actually a whale.
22. They pass a "silver pillar wrapped in a net" in the sea.
23. They pass an island of blacksmiths, who throw slag at them.
24. They find a volcano, and demons take the third latecomer down to Hell.
25. They find Judas Iscariot sitting unhappily on a cold, wet rock in the sea, and learn that this is his respite

from Hell for Sundays and feast days. Brendan protects Judas from the demons of Hell for one night.
26. They find an island where Paul the Hermit has lived a perfect monastic life for 60 years. He wears

nothing but hair and is fed by an otter.
27. They return to the islands of sheep, Jasconius, and the Paradise of Birds.
28. They find the Promised Land of the Saints.
29. They return home, and Brendan dies.

Context [edit]

The Navigatio fits in with a then-popular literary genre, peculiar to Ireland,
denominated an immram. Irish immrama flourished during the seventh and
eighth centuries. Typically, an immram is a tale that describes the hero's
series of seafaring adventures. Some of these immrams involved the
search for, and visits to, Tir na nOg, an island far to the west, beyond the
edges of the world map. There appear to be similarities with The Voyage of
Bran written much earlier. In the Navigatio, this style of storytelling meshed
with a religious ascetic tradition in which Irish monks travel alone in boats,
the same way their desert brothers isolated themselves in caves.

Brendan's voyages were one of the most remarkable and enduring of
European legends. With many of the facts of Brendan's journeys coming
from the Navigatio, it has been difficult for scholars to distinguish fact and
folklore. The narrative of Brendan's voyage, developed during this time,
shares some characteristics with immram. Like an immram, the Navigatio
tells the story of Brendan, who, with some companion monks, sets out to

find the terra repromissionis sanctorum, ("Promised Land of the Saints"), i. e., the Earthly Paradise.[13]

Jude S. Mackley holds that efforts to identify possible, actual locations referenced in the Navigatio distract from
the author's purpose of presenting a legend of "salvation, monastic obedience and the faith required to
undertake such a pilgrimage." [14]

Intertextuality [edit]
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Scholars debate whether the Navigatio influenced the Voyage of Mael Duin or vice versa. Jude Mackley
suggests that an early Navigatio influenced an equally early Mael Duin and that inter-borrowing continued as
the traditions developed. The Navigatio adapts the immram traditions to a Christian context.[14]

A principal similarity between Mael Duin and the Navigatio is the introduction in both of 3 additional passengers.
Mael Duin is joined by his foster brothers, and Brendan by 3 additional monks. Both additions upset the
equilibrium of the voyages, and only when the additional persons are no longer on board can each voyage be
completed.[14]

Early Dutch version [edit]

One of the earliest extant written versions of Brendan's legend is the Dutch De Reis van Sinte Brandaen
(Mediaeval Dutch for The Voyage of Saint Brendan) of the twelfth century. Scholars believe it is derived from a
now lost Middle High German text combined with Gaelic elements from Ireland and that it combines Christian
and fairy tale elements. De Reis van Sinte Brandaen describes "Brandaen", a monk from Galway, and his
voyage around the world for 9 years. The journey began as a punishment by an angel who saw that Brendan
did not believe in the truth of a book of the miracles of creation and saw Brandaen throw it into a fire. The angel
tells him that truth has been destroyed. On his journeys Brandaen encounters the wonders and horrors of the
world, such as Judas Iscariot frozen on one side and burning on the other; people with swine heads, dog legs,
and wolf teeth carrying bows and arrows; and an enormous fish that encircles Brandaen's ship by holding its tail
in its mouth. The English poem the Life of Saint Brandan is a later derivation from the Dutch version.[15]

Possible link to North America [edit]

While the narrative is often assumed to be a religious allegory, there has been considerable discussion as to
whether the legends are based on fact. There have been many interpretations of the possible geographical
location of Saint Brendan's Island. Various pre-Columbian sea charts indicated it everywhere from the southern
part of Ireland to the Canary Islands, Faroes, or Azores; to the island of Madeira; to a point 60 degrees west of
the first meridian and very near the equator. Belief in the existence of the island was almost completely
abandoned when a new theory arose that the Irish were the first Europeans to encounter the Americas.

There is no reliable evidence to indicate that Brendan ever reached Greenland or the Americas.[16] The Saint
Brendan Society celebrates the belief that Brendan was the first European to reach North America. Tim Severin
demonstrated that it is possible for a leather-clad boat such as the one described in the Navigatio to reach
North America.[17][18][19][20] Severin's film The Brendan Voyage of 1978, which documented his team's feat,
inspired the Irish composer Shaun Davey to write his orchestral suite "The Brendan Voyage".

The Navigatio was known widely in Europe throughout the Middle Ages.[21] Maps of Christopher Columbus’ time
often included an island denominated Saint Brendan's Isle that was placed in the western Atlantic Ocean. Paul
Chapman argues that Christopher Columbus learned from the Navigatio that the currents and winds would favor
westbound travel by a southerly route from the Canary Islands, and eastbound on the return trip by a more
northerly route, and hence followed this itinerary on all of his voyages.[22]

Later life [edit]

Brendan travelled to Wales and the holy island of Iona, off the west coast of Scotland; returning to Ireland, he
founded a monastery in Annaghdown, where he spent the rest of his life.[23] He also founded a convent at
Annaghdown for his sister Briga.[9] Having established the bishopric of Ardfert, Brendan proceeded to
Thomond, and founded a monastery at Inis-da-druim (currently Coney Island), in the present parish of
Killadysert, County Clare, c. AD 550. He then journeyed to Wales and studied under Gildas at Llancarfan, and
thence to Iona, for he is said to have left traces of his apostolic zeal at Kil-brandon (near Oban) and Kil-brennan
Sound. After a mission of 3 years in Britain he returned to Ireland, and evangelized further in various parts of
Leinster, especially at Dysart (currently in County Kilkenny), Killiney (Tubberboe), and Brandon Hill. He
established churches at Inchiquin (currently in County Galway) and Inishglora (currently in County Mayo), and
founded Clonfert in Galway c. AD 557. He died c. AD 577 in Annaghdown, while visiting his sister Briga. Fearing
that after his death his devotees might take his remains as relics, Brendan had previously arranged to have his
body secretly returned to the monastery he founded in Clonfert, concealed in a luggage cart. He was interred in
Clonfert Cathedral.

Veneration [edit]

Brendan was recognised as a saint by the Catholic Church. His feast day is celebrated on 16 May. As the
legend of the seven years voyage spread, crowds of pilgrims and students flocked to Ardfert. Religious houses
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Statue of Brendan at Fenit Harbour.

The Voyage of Saint Brendan by Edward Reginald
Frampton, 1908

were formed at Gallerus, Kilmalchedor, Brandon Hill, and the Blasket Islands, to meet the wants of those who
came for spiritual guidance from Brendan.[1] Brendan is the patron saint of sailors and travellers. At the United
States Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland, a large stained glass window commemorates Brendan's
achievements. At Fenit Harbour, Tralee, a substantial bronze sculpture by Tighe O'Donoghue/Ross was
erected to honour the memory of Brendan. The project, including a Heritage Park and the Slí Bhreanainn (the
Brendan way) was headed by Fr. Gearóid Ó Donnchadha and completed through the work of the St. Brendan
Committee.

Patronage [edit]

Brendan the Navigator or Brénainn moccu Alti as he is often known in
the medieval Irish tradition is the patron saint of two Irish dioceses,
Kerry and Clonfert. He is also a patron saint of boatmen, mariners,
travelers, elderly adventurers, and whales,[24] and also of portaging
canoes.[8]

Establishments [edit]

St Brendan's activities as a churchman, however, were developed in
Western Ireland, where his most important foundations are found, i.e. Ardfert (Co. Kerry), Inishdadroum (Co.
Clare), Annaghdown (Co. Galway), and Clonfert (Co. Galway). His name is perpetuated in numerous place
names and landmarks along the Irish coast (e.g. Brandon Hill, Brandon Point, Mount Brendan, Brandon Well,
Brandon Bay, Brandon Head).[25]

Brendan's most celebrated foundation was Clonfert Cathedral, in the year 563, over which he appointed
Moinenn as Prior and Head Master. Brendan was interred in Clonfert.

The group of ecclesiastical remains at Ardfert is one of the most interesting and instructive now existing in
Ireland. The ruins of the ancient Cathedral of St Brendan, and of its annexed chantries and detached chapels,
form a very complete reliquary of Irish ecclesiastical architecture, in its various orders and ages, from the plain
but solid Danhliag of the seventh or eighth century to some late and most ornate examples of medieval Gothic.
The cathedral, as it now stands, or rather as it stood before it was finally dismantled in A.D. 1641.[26]

Appearances in popular culture [edit]

Australian novelist Patrick Holland re-imagines the
Brendan voyage in his 2014 novel Navigatio.
American author and theologian Frederick Buechner
retold the life of Brendan the Navigator in his 1987
novel, Brendan. The novel won the Christianity and
Literature Book Award for Belles-Lettres in the same
year.
The Brendan Voyage is an orchestral suite for Uilleann
pipes, written by Irish composer Shaun Davey recorded
in 1980 featuring Liam O'Flynn. It is based on Tim
Severin's book of the same name.
The Celtic band Iona made an entire recording inspired
by the voyage of Saint Brendan called Beyond These
Shores, now available as part of the recording The
River Flows.
Singer songwriter Sarana VerLin wrote an instrumental song titled "St Brendan's Reel" that appears on
several albums including "Amadon Crest".
In the 2005 film Beowulf & Grendel, a travelling monk named Brendan the Celt sails to Denmark circa 521
A.D.
J. R. R. Tolkien wrote a poem called "The Voyage of Saint Brendan", included in his time-travel story "The
Notion Club Papers", published posthumously (1992) in Sauron Defeated. He also published a version of
the poem, titled "Imram", during his lifetime, in 1955.
The cream liqueur "Saint Brendan's" is named after him.
Tommy Makem sang of the idea that Brendan's Isle of the Blessed was in fact America. His song "Brendan"
on the album "Rolling Home" tells the story (explained in detail on the disk sleeve) of how he travelled to
Newfoundland, down the coast to Florida, and thence back to Ireland.
The Irish rock band The Elders have a song on their album "Racing the Tide" called "Saint Brendan Had a
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Boat"
Saint Brendan has been adopted by the scuba diving industry as the Patron Saint of Scuba Divers.
Irish folk singer Christy Moore had a humorous track called "St. Brendan's Voyage" on his 1985 album
Ordinary Man.
Canadian indie band The Lowest of the Low correlate the voyage of St Brendan to the Atlantic passage of
French and Irish immigrants to eastern Canada in the song "St Brendan's Way" on the album Shakespeare
My Butt
Ozarks folk singer Jimmy Driftwood wrote a humorous song about the voyage of St. Brendan called "St.
Brendan's Fair Isle".
Novelist Morgan Llywelyn wrote a fictional version of Brendan's life in her 2010 book Brendán.
Novelist Patricia Kennealy-Morrison features a fictional Brendan in her book "The Deers Cry", a story with a
science fiction twist. In this book, Brendan is a pagan who decides to leave Earth for another planet because
of his dislike for Christianity.
At the climatic scene of Robert E. Howard's story The Cairn on the Headland, the protagonist uses a
hallowed Cross made by Saint Brendan in order to banish the Norse god Odin, who was about to come back
to life and destroy modern Dublin.[27]

Matthew Arnold's poem "Saint Brandan" tells of the meeting with Judas on the iceberg.
Alison Brown, an American banjo player, guitarist, composer, and producer, has a song called “The
Wonderful Sea Voyage (of Holy Saint Brendan) on her “Alison Brown Quartet” CD.
In Part 2 of John Crowley's 2017 novel Ka: Dar Oakley in the Ruin of Ymr, the crow Dar Oakley escorts a
group of brothers and fisherman across the water. One of the brothers is revealed to be Saint Brendan.

Places associated with St Brendan [edit]

Annaghdown, County Galway
Ardfert, County Kerry
Brandon Creek on Dingle Peninsula, County
Kerry
Brandon Hill, County Kilkenny
Bristol, Gloucestershire, England
Canary Islands
Clonfert, Ireland
Dysart, County Kilkenny
Faroe Islands
Fenit Island, Tralee Bay, County Kerry
Gallarus Oratory, County Kerry
Hebrides
Iceland
Inishglora, County Mayo
Iona Island, Scotland
Killadysert, County Clare
Killbrandon, near Oban, Scotland
Kilbrennan Sound
Killiney

Inchiquin, County Galway
Jan Mayen, who some claim was the first
person to sight Jan Mayen Island
Miami, Florida, United States: an elementary
(K-8) and high school (9-12) are named in his
honor
Mount Brandon, County Kerry[9]

Newfoundland
Monhegan Island, Maine, United States
Samborombón Bay, Buenos Aires Province,
Argentina

Sicily [edit]

In the Sicilian town of Bronte there is a church dedicated to Saint Brendan, whose name in the local dialect is
"San Brandanu". Since 1574, the "Chiesa di San Blandano" ("Church of Saint Brendan") replaced a chapel with
such name that existed previously in the same location. The reasons for dedicating a church to Saint Brendan
are still unknown and probably untraceable. The Normans and the many settlers that followed the Norman
invasion brought into Sicily the tradition of Saint Brendan; there are very old papers of the 13th century written
in Sicily that refer to him; in 1799 the countryside surrounding Brontë became the British "Duchy of Horatio
Nelson". The town of Drogheda is twinned with Bronte.[28][29]

See also [edit]

List of people on stamps of Ireland
Maeineann of Clonfert
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Pre-Columbian trans-oceanic contact
Saint Amaro, a semi-legendary Spanish navigator and saint
Saint Brendan's Island, a phantom island said to have been discovered by St Brendan on his voyage
Saint Brendan, patron saint archive
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Brendan of Birr

Saint Brendan of Birr

Stained glass window depicting St. Brendan in
St. Brendan's Church, Birr.

Prophet of Ireland
Abbot

Died c. 573[1]

Birr, Ireland

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Anglican Communion
Orthodox Church

Feast 29 November

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Brendan of Birr (died c. 572) was one of the early Irish
monastic saints. He was a monk and later an abbot, of the 6th
century. He is known as "St Brendan the Elder" to distinguish him
from his contemporary and friend St Brendan the Navigator of
Clonfert.[2] He was one of the Twelve Apostles of Ireland,[3] a friend
and disciple of Saint Columba.[4]
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Background [edit]

In early Christian Ireland the druid tradition collapsed with the
spread of the new faith. Study of Latin learning and Christian
theology in monasteries flourished. Brendan became a pupil at the
monastic school at Clonard Abbey. During the sixth century, some
of the most significant names in the history of Irish Christianity
studied at the Clonard monastery. It is said that the average
number of scholars under instruction at Clonard was 3,000.[3] Twelve students who studied under Saint Finian
became known as the Twelve Apostles of Ireland; Brendan of Birr was one of these.

Life [edit]

Brendan of Birr is said to have been of a noble Munster family.[5] It was at Clonard that Brendan became a
friend and companion of Ciarán of Saigir and Brendan of Clonfert.[1]

He founded the monastery at Birr[1] in central Ireland in about 540, serving as its abbot. He emerges from early
Irish writings as a man of generous hospitality with a reputation for sanctity and spirituality who was an intuitive
judge of character.[2] He was considered one of the chief prophets of Ireland. This is evidenced both in his title
('Prophet of Ireland'), and by his attendance at the synod of Meltown, in which Saint Columba was brought to
trial over his role in the Battle of Cúl Dreimhne in 561. Brendan spoke on Columba's behalf, prompting the
assembled clerics to sentence Columba with exile rather than excommunication.[4] His friendship and support for
Columba resulted in important connections between Birr and the Columban foundations.[2] An adviser of
Columba said that the saint saw a vision of Brendan's soul being carried away by angels after his death. He
thereupon ordered for a mass to be said in his honour.[6]

The feast day of Brendan of Birr is 29 November.

Brendan's monastery at Birr was later to produce the MacRegol Gospels, which are now housed at the Bodleian
Library in Oxford.[4]

See also [edit]

History of Roman Catholicism in Ireland
Early Christian Ireland
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Saint Bretannio
Died ~380 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church;
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast January 25

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Bretannio (also Bretanion, Bretannion, Vetranio, Vetranion)
was a bishop of Tomi (today Constanţa, Romania) during the
fourth century. Of Cappadocian origin, he occupied the see of
Tomi from 360.[1]

According to Sozomen, during the campaign against the Goths in
this region, the emperor Valens stopped at Tomi and urged the
populace to convert to Arianism and reject the Nicene Creed. Bretannio spoke out against this and for this he
was exiled.[2] However, due to public outcry over the bishop’s exile, he was allowed to return.[3]

Basil the Great requested of the ruler of Scythia Minor, Junius Soranus (Saran), that he should send him the
relics of saints of that region. Basil was sent the relics of Sabbas the Goth in Caesarea, Cappadocia, in 373 or
374 accompanied by a letter entitled the 'Epistle of the Church of God in Gothia to the Church of God located in
Cappadocia and to all the Local Churches of the Holy Universal Church'. The sending of Sabbas' relics and the
writing of the actual letter has been attributed to Bretannio.

He may have represented Tomi at the council held in Constantinople in 381, but his name may have been
confused with the name of the bishop Gerontius (Terentius) of Tomi, who may have been the actual participant
at this council.[3] Baronio, in compiling his martyrology, seems to have arbitarirly assigned him the feast day of
January 25.[3]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ "Vetranion - Dictionarul Teologilor Romani" . Archived from the original  on 2007-10-08. Retrieved 2007-09-20.
2. ^ Fleury, Claude. The ecclesiastical history of M. l'abbé Fleury, Vol. 2, T. Wood, 1728, p. 391
3.  ̂a b c (in Italian) Santi Beati: San Bretannione
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Saint Bretannio
Died ~380 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church;
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast January 25

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bretannion)

Saint Bretannio (also Bretanion, Bretannion, Vetranio, Vetranion)
was a bishop of Tomi (today Constanţa, Romania) during the
fourth century. Of Cappadocian origin, he occupied the see of
Tomi from 360.[1]

According to Sozomen, during the campaign against the Goths in
this region, the emperor Valens stopped at Tomi and urged the
populace to convert to Arianism and reject the Nicene Creed. Bretannio spoke out against this and for this he
was exiled.[2] However, due to public outcry over the bishop’s exile, he was allowed to return.[3]

Basil the Great requested of the ruler of Scythia Minor, Junius Soranus (Saran), that he should send him the
relics of saints of that region. Basil was sent the relics of Sabbas the Goth in Caesarea, Cappadocia, in 373 or
374 accompanied by a letter entitled the 'Epistle of the Church of God in Gothia to the Church of God located in
Cappadocia and to all the Local Churches of the Holy Universal Church'. The sending of Sabbas' relics and the
writing of the actual letter has been attributed to Bretannio.

He may have represented Tomi at the council held in Constantinople in 381, but his name may have been
confused with the name of the bishop Gerontius (Terentius) of Tomi, who may have been the actual participant
at this council.[3] Baronio, in compiling his martyrology, seems to have arbitarirly assigned him the feast day of
January 25.[3]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ "Vetranion - Dictionarul Teologilor Romani" . Archived from the original  on 2007-10-08. Retrieved 2007-09-20.
2. ^ Fleury, Claude. The ecclesiastical history of M. l'abbé Fleury, Vol. 2, T. Wood, 1728, p. 391
3.  ̂a b c (in Italian) Santi Beati: San Bretannione
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Brice of Tours

Saint Brice

Saint Brice and Saint Martin of Tours

Born c. AD 370

Died AD 444

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Canonized pre-congregation

Feast 13 November

Saint Brice, Calimers

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Brice of Tours (Latin: Brictius;[a] c. 370 – 444 AD) was a
5th-century Frankish bishop, the fourth Bishop of Tours,
succeeding Martin of Tours in 397.[1]
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Background [edit]

Brice was a contemporary of Augustine of Hippo and lived in the
time of the Council of Ephesus. Gaul was part of the Roman
Empire, where Christianity was the official state religion since the
end of the 4th century, and was in the process of advanced
Christianization. However, the Western Roman Empire was already
very close to collapse, and in the course of the migration of peoples in the fifth century, various Germanic
empires formed; the time was politically rather uncertain.

Early life [edit]

According to legend, Brice was an orphan. He was rescued by Bishop Martin and raised in the monastery at
Marmoutier.[2] He became Martin's pupil, although the ambitious and volatile Brice was rather the opposite of his
master in temperament. Brice became a monk and later, Martin's archdeacon.[3]

In one account, when Martin prophesied that Brice would become his successor as bishop, but would have
many difficulties, the clerics of Tours, where the thought of such a bishop did not arouse enthusiasm, asked
Martin to send the troublemaker away; but Martin replied: "If Jesus could come to terms with Judas, then I can
certainly come to terms with Brice."

Career [edit]

When Martin died in 397, Brice succeeded him as Bishop. As Bishop of
Tours, Brice performed his duties, but was also said to succumb to
worldly pleasures. He was repeatedly accused of secular ambition, and
various other mistakes during this time, but Church official investigations
each time released him.

In the thirtieth year of his episcopate, a nun who was a washerwoman in
his household gave birth to a child that owing to calumny, was rumored
to be his.[2] He submitted to a ritual of carrying hot coals in his cloak to
the tomb of St. Martin, showing the unburned cloak as proof of his
innocence. The people of Tours, however, did not believe him and
forced him to leave Tours or be stoned by them. He could return only
after he had travelled to Rome and been absolved of all his sins by the
Pope.

After seven years of exile in Rome, Brice returned to Tours, completely
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exonerated by the pope.[2] During his absence several other bishops
had been appointed to Tours; but when he came back, the last of them
had just died and Brice resumed his duties. He served with such humility that on his death seven years later he
was venerated as a saint.

Veneration [edit]

Brice is described in various biographies as a controversial figure. Church historians see in the various relevant
legends an expression of the tensions between the regular clergy and the secular priests in Tours at that time.
His bones were transferred by Gregory of Tours to Clermont and are now in the church of San Michele in Pavia.
Churches were named after him.

Feast day [edit]

His memorial day is 13 November. The killing of the Danes in England on 13 November 1002 is called the St
Brice's Day massacre.[4][5]

In the town of Stamford in Lincolnshire, 13 November, St Brice's Day, was traditionally the day that a bull-
running took place.[6]

Iconography [edit]

St. Brice is depicted as a bishop, with glowing coals in his robe or with a baby in his arms.

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Also scribed as Bricius, Britius, Brixius, Briktius, or Briccius.

References [edit]
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Brice of Tours

Saint Brice

Saint Brice and Saint Martin of Tours

Born c. AD 370

Died AD 444

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Canonized pre-congregation

Feast 13 November

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bricius of Tours)

Saint Brice of Tours (Latin: Brictius;[a] c. 370 – 444 AD) was a
5th-century Frankish bishop, the fourth Bishop of Tours,
succeeding Martin of Tours in 397.[1]
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Background [edit]

Brice was a contemporary of Augustine of Hippo and lived in the
time of the Council of Ephesus. Gaul was part of the Roman
Empire, where Christianity was the official state religion since the
end of the 4th century, and was in the process of advanced
Christianization. However, the Western Roman Empire was already
very close to collapse, and in the course of the migration of peoples in the fifth century, various Germanic
empires formed; the time was politically rather uncertain.

Early life [edit]

According to legend, Brice was an orphan. He was rescued by Bishop Martin and raised in the monastery at
Marmoutier.[2] He became Martin's pupil, although the ambitious and volatile Brice was rather the opposite of his
master in temperament. Brice became a monk and later, Martin's archdeacon.[3]

In one account, when Martin prophesied that Brice would become his successor as bishop, but would have
many difficulties, the clerics of Tours, where the thought of such a bishop did not arouse enthusiasm, asked
Martin to send the troublemaker away; but Martin replied: "If Jesus could come to terms with Judas, then I can
certainly come to terms with Brice."

Career [edit]

When Martin died in 397, Brice succeeded him as Bishop. As Bishop of
Tours, Brice performed his duties, but was also said to succumb to
worldly pleasures. He was repeatedly accused of secular ambition, and
various other mistakes during this time, but Church official investigations
each time released him.

In the thirtieth year of his episcopate, a nun who was a washerwoman in
his household gave birth to a child that owing to calumny, was rumored
to be his.[2] He submitted to a ritual of carrying hot coals in his cloak to
the tomb of St. Martin, showing the unburned cloak as proof of his
innocence. The people of Tours, however, did not believe him and
forced him to leave Tours or be stoned by them. He could return only
after he had travelled to Rome and been absolved of all his sins by the
Pope.
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Saint Brice, CalimersAfter seven years of exile in Rome, Brice returned to Tours, completely
exonerated by the pope.[2] During his absence several other bishops
had been appointed to Tours; but when he came back, the last of them
had just died and Brice resumed his duties. He served with such humility that on his death seven years later he
was venerated as a saint.

Veneration [edit]

Brice is described in various biographies as a controversial figure. Church historians see in the various relevant
legends an expression of the tensions between the regular clergy and the secular priests in Tours at that time.
His bones were transferred by Gregory of Tours to Clermont and are now in the church of San Michele in Pavia.
Churches were named after him.

Feast day [edit]

His memorial day is 13 November. The killing of the Danes in England on 13 November 1002 is called the St
Brice's Day massacre.[4][5]

In the town of Stamford in Lincolnshire, 13 November, St Brice's Day, was traditionally the day that a bull-
running took place.[6]

Iconography [edit]

St. Brice is depicted as a bishop, with glowing coals in his robe or with a baby in his arms.

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Also scribed as Bricius, Britius, Brixius, Briktius, or Briccius.
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St. Bridget of Fiesole
Nun, Abbess

Born 9th century
Ireland

Died Italy

Venerated in Catholic Church
Italy

Feast February 1

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about Bridget of Fiesole. For Bridget of Kildare, see Brigid of Kildare.

St. Bridget of Fiesole is an Irish Saint whose festival is
celebrated in Italy on February 1.

Life [edit]

Born in Ireland to noble parents, she was sister to Saint Andrew of
Fiesole, Tuscany and arrived there with him in the 9th century.
She is said to have died after living a secluded life in the
Appeninnes.[1][2]

The saint Donatus mentions Saint Bridget in his foreword to A Life. He was bishop of Fiesole in 824. He spread
the stories of St Bridget of Kildare[3] He taught St Andrew and Bridget before travelling to Italy, Donatus became
the bishop there while Andrew worked as the archdeacon. The story tells that Bridget was flown to Italy by
angels when her brother was dying.[4][5] Because of his veneration of St Bridget, there may be some confusion
between the two saints and it is possible that St Bridget of Fiesole is an invention. Donatus talks about St
Bridget of Kildare being flown by angels to his deathbed in Italy also.[6]

Further reading [edit]

Simon Young, Donatus, Bishop of Fiesole 829-76, and the Cult of St Brigit in Italy, Cambrian Medieval Celtic
Studies, 35, 1998, pp. 13–26.
Simon Young, On the Irish peregrini in Italy, Peritia, 16, 2002, pp. 250–255.
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Bridget of Sweden

Saint Bridget of Sweden

Altarpiece in Salem church, Södermanland,
Sweden (restored digitally)

Widow
Born c. 1303

Uppland, Sweden

Died 23 July 1373
Rome, Papal States

Venerated in Catholic Church
Anglican Communion
Lutheranism[1]

Canonized 7 October 1391 by Pope
Boniface IX

Major shrine Vadstena Abbey

Feast 23 July
8 October (General Roman
Calendar of 1960)
7 October (Sweden)

Attributes Pilgrim's hat, staff & bag; crown,
writing-book.

Patronage Europe, Sweden, Widows

Drawing of the grave of Bridget's

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For Swedish royalty, see Bridget of Sweden (disambiguation).

Bridget of Sweden (c. 1303 – 23 July 1373); born as Birgitta
Birgersdotter, also Birgitta of Vadstena, or Saint Birgitta
(Swedish: heliga Birgitta), was a mystic and saint, and founder of
the Bridgettines nuns and monks after the death of her husband of
twenty years. Outside of Sweden, she was also known as the
Princess of Nericia[2] and was the mother of Catherine of
Vadstena. (Though normally named as Bridget of Sweden, she
was not a member of Swedish royalty.)

She is one of the six patron saints of Europe, together with
Benedict of Nursia, Saints Cyril and Methodius, Catherine of Siena
and Edith Stein.
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Biography [edit]

The most celebrated saint
of Sweden was the
daughter of the knight
Birger Persson[3] of the
family of Finsta, governor
and lawspeaker of
Uppland, and one of the richest landowners of the country, and his wife
Ingeborg Bengtsdotter, a member of the so-called Lawspeaker branch
of the Folkunga family. Through her mother, Ingeborg, Birgitta was
related to the Swedish kings of her era.

She was born in 1303. There is no exact recording for which precise
date. In 1316, at the age of 14[3] she married Ulf Gudmarsson of the
family of Ulvåsa, Lord of Närke, to whom she bore eight children, four
daughters and four sons. Six survived infancy, which was rare at that
time. Her eldest daughter was Märta Ulfsdotter. Her second daughter is
now honored as St. Catherine of Sweden. Her youngest daughter was
Cecilia Ulvsdotter. Bridget became known for her works of charity,
particularly toward Östergötland's unwed mothers and their children.
When she was in her early thirties, she was summoned to be principal
lady-in-waiting to the new Queen of Sweden, Blanche of Namur. In
1341, she and her husband went on pilgrimage to Santiago de
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parents in Uppsala Cathedral

Saint Bridget in the religious habit
and the crown of a Bridgettine nun, in a
1476 breviary of the form of the Divine
Office unique to her Order

Saint Catherine of Sweden
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Compostela.

In 1344, shortly after their return, Ulf died at the Cistercian Alvastra
Abbey in Östergötland. After this loss, Birgitta became a member of the
Third Order of St. Francis and devoted herself to a life of prayer and
caring for the poor and the sick.[4]

It was about this time that she developed the idea of establishing the
religious community which was to become the Order of the Most Holy
Saviour, or the Brigittines, whose principal house at Vadstena was later
richly endowed by King Magnus IV of Sweden and his queen. One
distinctive feature of the houses of the Order was that they were double
monasteries, with both men and women forming a joint community,
though with separate cloisters. They were to live in poor convents and
to give all surplus income to the poor. However, they were allowed to
have as many books as they pleased.[4]

In 1350, a Jubilee Year, Bridget braved a plague-stricken Europe to
make a pilgrimage to Rome accompanied by her daughter, Catherine,
and a small party of priests and disciples. This was done partly to obtain
from the Pope the authorization of the new Order and partly in
pursuance of her self-imposed mission to elevate the moral tone of the
age. This was during the period of the Avignon Papacy within the
Roman Catholic Church, however, and she had to wait for the return of
the papacy to Rome from
the French city of Avignon,
a move for which she
agitated for many years.

It was not until 1370 that
Pope Urban V, during his
brief attempt to re-
establish the papacy in
Rome, confirmed the Rule
of the Order, but
meanwhile Birgitta had
made herself universally
beloved in Rome by her
kindness and good works.
Save for occasional
pilgrimages, including one

to Jerusalem in 1373, she remained in Rome until her death on 23
July 1373, urging ecclesiastical reform.[4]

In her pilgrimages to Rome, Jerusalem and Bethlehem, she sent
"back precise instructions for the construction of the monastery"
now known as Blue Church, insisting that an "abbess, signifying
the Virgin Mary, should preside over both nuns and monks."[5]

Bridget went to confession every day, and had a constant smiling,
glowing face.[4] Although she never returned to Sweden, her years
in Rome were far from happy, being hounded by debts and by
opposition to her work against Church abuses. She was originally
buried at San Lorenzo in Panisperna before her remains were
returned to Sweden. She was canonized in the year 1391 by Pope
Boniface IX, which was confirmed by the Council of Constance in
1415. Because of new discussions about her works, the Council of
Basel confirmed the orthodoxy of the revelations in 1436.

Visions [edit]

At the age of ten, Bridget had a vision of Jesus hanging upon the
cross. When she asked who had treated him like this, he
answered:[4]
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Meister Eckhart · Johannes Tauler ·
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Elena Aiello

Aspects of meditation
(Orationis Formas, 1989)

Reflection on the New Age (2003)

Lingua Ignota · Ordo Virtutum · Scivias ·
Ascent of Mount Carmel ·

Dark Night of the Soul · Spiritual Canticle ·
Way of Perfection · Book of the First Monks ·

The Interior Castle ·
Abbey of the Holy Ghost ·

A Dialogue of Comfort against Tribulation ·
Diary: Divine Mercy in My Soul ·

From Willow Creek to Sacred Heart ·
The Glories of Mary · The Imitation of Christ ·

The Ladder of Divine Ascent · Philokalia ·

The Vision of St Bridget. The Risen
Christ, displaying his wound from
Longinus, inspires the writing of Saint
Bridget. Detail of initial letter miniature,
dated 1530, probably made at Syon
Abbey, England, a Bridgettine House.
(BL Harley MS 4640, f.15)

They who
despise me,
and spurn my
love for them.

She was so impressed that
from that moment the
Passion of Christ became
the center of her spiritual
life.[4] The revelations she
had received since
childhood now became
more frequent, and her
records of these
Revelationes coelestes
("Celestial revelations")
which were translated into
Latin by Matthias, canon of

Linköping, and by her confessor, Peter Olafsson, prior of Alvastra,
obtained a great vogue during the Middle Ages.[3] These
revelations made Bridget something of a celebrity to some and a
controversial figure to others.[6]

Her visions of the Nativity of Jesus had a great influence on
depictions of the Nativity of Jesus in art. Shortly before her death,
she described a vision which included the infant Jesus as lying on
the ground, and emitting light himself, and describes the Virgin as
blond-haired; many depictions followed this and reduced other
light sources in the scene to emphasize this effect, and the Nativity
remained very commonly treated with chiaroscuro through to the
Baroque. Other details often seen such as a single candle
"attached to the wall," and the presence of God the Father above,
also come from Bridget's vision.

The Virgin kneels to pray to her child, to be joined by Saint
Joseph, and this (technically known as the "Adoration of the
Child") becomes one of the most common depictions in the
fifteenth century, largely replacing the reclining Virgin in the West.
Versions of this depiction occur as early as 1300, well, before
Bridget's vision, and have a Franciscan origin, by which she may
have been influenced, as she was a member of the Franciscan
Order.[7] Her visions of Purgatory were also well known.[8]

In addition, "she even predicted an eventual Vatican State,
foretelling almost the exact boundaries delineated by Mussolini for
Vatican City in 1921."[9]

Pope Benedict XVI spoke of Bridget in a general audience on 27
October 2010, saying that the value of Saint Bridget's Revelations,
sometimes the object of doubt, was specified by Pope John Paul II
in the letter Spes Aedificandi: "Yet there is no doubt that the
Church," wrote my beloved predecessor, "which recognized
Bridget's holiness without ever pronouncing on her individual
revelations, has accepted the overall authenticity of her interior
experience."[10]

Fifteen 'Our Father and Hail Mary
prayers' [edit]

Saint Bridget prayed for a long time to know how many blows
Jesus Christ suffered during His terrible Passion. Rewarding her
patience, one day He appeared to her and said, "I received 5480
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Saint Bridget's reliquary, holding a
piece of her bone.

Statue of Bridget of Sweden in Vadstena
Abbey. Work by sculptor Johannes Junge in

blows upon My Body. If you
wish to honor them in
some way, recite fifteen
Our Fathers and fifteen
Hail Marys with the
following Prayers, which I
Myself shall teach you, for
an entire year. When the
year is finished, you will
have honored each of My
Wounds."[11]

The prayers became known as the "Fifteen O's" because in the
original Latin, each prayer began with the words O Jesu, O Rex, or
O Domine Jesu Christe.[12] Some have questioned whether Saint Bridget is in fact their author; Eamon Duffy
reports that the prayers probably originated in England, in the devotional circles that surrounded Richard Rolle
or the English Brigittines.[13]

Whatever their origin, the prayers were quite widely circulated in the late Middle Ages, and became regular
features in Books of Hours and other devotional literature. They were translated into various languages; an
early English language version of them was printed in a primer by William Caxton. The prayers themselves
reflect the late medieval tradition of meditation on the passion of Christ, and are structured around the seven
last words of Christ. They borrow from patristic and Scriptural sources as well as the tradition of devotion to the
wounds of Christ.[14]

During the Middle Ages, the prayers began to circulate with various promises of indulgence and other
assurances of supernatural graces supposed to attend from their regular recitation over the course of a year.
These indulgences were repeated in the manuscript tradition of the Books of Hours, and may constitute one
major source of the prayers' popularity in the late Middle Ages. They promise, among other things, the release
from Purgatory of fifteen of the devotee's family members, and that they would keep fifteen living family
members in a state of grace.[15][16]

The extravagance of the promises made in these rubrics—one widely circulated version promised that the
devotee would receive "his heart's desire, if it be for the salvation of his soul"[15]—attracted critics early and
late. In 1538, William Marshall enjoined his readers to "henseforth ... forget suche prayers as seynt Brigittes &
other lyke, whyche greate promyses and perdons haue falsly auaunced."[17] In 1954, the Supreme Sacred
Congregation of the Holy Office found the alleged promises (though not the prayers themselves) unreliable,
and directed local ordinaries not to permit the circulation of pamphlets containing the promises.[18][11]

Veneration [edit]

The Brigitta Chapel was erected in 1651 in Vienna, and in 1900 the
new district Brigittenau was founded. In Sweden, adjacent to
Skederid Church, built by Bridget's father on the family's land, a
memorial stone was erected in 1930.

On 1 October 1999 Pope John Paul II named Saint Bridget as a
patron saint of Europe.[19][20] Her feast day is celebrated on 23 July,
the day of her death. Her feast was not in the Tridentine Calendar,
but was inserted in the General Roman Calendar in 1623 for
celebration on 7 October, the day of her 1391 canonization by Pope
Boniface IX. Five years later, her feast was moved to 8 October
(although the Church in Sweden celebrates it on the 7th), where it
remained until the revision of the General Roman Calendar in 1969,
when it was set on the date currently used.[21] Some continue to use
the earlier General Roman Calendar of 1954, the General Roman
Calendar of Pope Pius XII, or the General Roman Calendar of 1960.

The Third Order of St. Francis includes her feast day on its
Calendar of Saints on the same day as the general Church,
honoring her as a member of the Order.

Bjärka-Säby Monastery has a portrait of Bridget of Sweden
venerated by Christians of several denominations. An hour away
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from this monastery, Vadstena Abbey, also known as Blue Church,
contains relics of the saint, with her body being venerated by both
Lutheran and Catholic believers.[22][23]

Evaluations and interpretations [edit]

Although initially interested in Bridget's Revelations, Martin Luther
would come to view her visions mere ravings.[24] Some 19th-
century writers presented her as a forerunner of the Protestant
Reformation due to her criticism of popes, bishops and other
clergy for not living in accordance with the teaching of their
religion.[25] However, she never criticized that teaching or the
church as such.

Of her as depicted in his play Folkungasagan August Strindberg
explained Bridget as "a power-hungry, vainglorius woman who
intentionally vied for sainthood", adding "of this unpleasant woman
and according to the historical documents I made the
uncontrollable ninny now in my drama, although in her honor I let
her awaken to clarity about her silliness and her arrogance."[26]

In Throne of a Thousand Years (1996) it is described how Bridget
damaged King Magnus and Queen Blanche by accusing them of
"erotic deviations, extravagance and murderous plots",[27] criticism
particularly noted by Dala-Demokraten as likely to upset Swedish
nuns.[28] With the translation of her Latin works into Swedish,
however, there is now more understanding and appreciation of her
in some Swedish circles.[29]

See also [edit]

Pirita Convent
Societas Sanctae Birgittae
Saint Bridget of Sweden, patron saint archive
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19th century
John Henry Newman · Henri Lacordaire · Jaime Balmes · Gaetano Sanseverino ·
Giovanni Maria Cornoldi · Wilhelm Emmanuel Freiherr von Ketteler · Giuseppe Pecci ·
Joseph Hergenröther · Tommaso Maria Zigliara · Matthias Joseph Scheeben · Émile Boutroux ·
Modernism · Neo-Scholasticism · Léon Bloy · Désiré-Joseph Mercier · Friedrich von Hügel ·
Vladimir Solovyov · Marie-Joseph Lagrange · George Tyrrell · Maurice Blondel · Thérèse of Lisieux

20th century

G. K. Chesterton · Reginald Garrigou-Lagrange · Joseph Maréchal · Pierre Teilhard de Chardin ·
Jacques Maritain · Étienne Gilson · Ronald Knox · Dietrich von Hildebrand · Gabriel Marcel ·
Marie-Dominique Chenu · Romano Guardini · Edith Stein · Fulton Sheen · Henri de Lubac ·
Daniel-Rops · Jean Guitton · Josemaría Escrivá · Nouvelle théologie · Karl Rahner · Yves Congar
· Bernard Lonergan · Emmanuel Mounier · Jean Daniélou · Hans Urs von Balthasar · Alfred Delp
· Thomas Merton · René Girard · Johann Baptist Metz · Jean Vanier · Henri Nouwen

21st century Carlo Maria Martini · Pope Benedict XVI · Walter Kasper · Raniero Cantalamessa · Michał Heller ·
Peter Kreeft · Jean-Luc Marion · Tomáš Halík · Scott Hahn
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Saint Brioc

Saint Brioc

Abbot
Born 5th century

Ceredigion, Wales

Died c. 502
St Brieuc-des-Vaux, Brittany

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church
Anglican Communion

Major shrine St Brieuc-des-Vaux

Feast 1 May

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Brieuc)

For the village with the same name, see St Breock.

Saint Brioc (Breton: Brieg; Welsh: Briog; Cornish: Breock;
French: Brieuc; died c. 502) was a 5th-century Welsh holy man
who became the first abbot of Saint-Brieuc in Brittany.[1] He is one
of the seven founder saints of Brittany.[2]
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Life [edit]

Very little is known about Brioc's early life, as his 9th century Acta
is not altogether reliable. It states that he came from Ceredigion
where, indeed, he has a church at Llandyfriog. He received his
education in Ireland and then studied under Germanus of Auxerre.
He is believed to have spent time at Rothesay on the Isle of Bute
in Scotland, where a church was dedicated to him and his name
was commemorated in the annual St. Bruix Fair.[3] He most likely
returned to France early in 431, accompanied by Saint Illtud.[1]

In 480, he settled in Armorica, and founded a monastery at
Landebaeron. He then traveled to Upper Brittany where he
established an oratory at St Brieuc-des-Vaux, between St. Malo
and Land Triguier, where he eventually became the abbot of a
monastery.[1]

Authorities differ as to date of Saint Brioc's death, but it was
probably in 502, or in the early years of the sixth century. He died
in his own monastery at St. Brieuc-des-Vaux and was interred in
his cathedral church, dedicated to Saint Stephen. Rothesay, Bute

Veneration [edit]

His Acta cites numerous miracles, especially his cure of Count Riguel, who gave the saint his own Palace of
Champ-du-Rouvre as also the whole manorial estates.[1] He is represented as treading on a dragon or
presented with a column of fire as seen at his ordination.

Saint Brioc's relics were moved to the Church of Saints Sergius and Bacchus of Angers in 865, and again, in a
more solemn manner, on 31 July 1166. However, in 1210, a portion of the relics was restored to St. Brieuc
Cathedral, where the saint's ring is also preserved.[1]

In honour of Saint Brioc's link between Ceredigion and Brittany, the town of St Brieuc has been twinned with
Aberystwyth since 1974[4] and a road, Boulevard St Brieuc, is located in the town.

His feast day is 1 May. The festival of Saint Brioc was celebrated on 1 May, but in 1804, the festival has been
held on the second Sunday after Easter. Churches in England, Ireland, and Scotland are dedicated to this early
Celtic saint,[1] including the parish church of St Breock in Cornwall.[5]

He is considered the patron saint of pursemakers.[6]

See also [edit]

Blessed Julian Maunoir, "Apostle of Brittany"
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Berhtwald

Berhtwald
Archbishop of Canterbury

Elected 1 July 692

Term ended 13 January 731

Predecessor Theodore of Tarsus

Successor Tatwine

Other posts Abbot of Reculver

Orders
Consecration 29 June 693

by Godwin

Personal details
Died probably 13 January 731

Buried Canterbury

Sainthood
Feast day 9 January[1]

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church[1]

Canonized Pre-Congregation

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Brithwald)

For Saint Bertwald of Ramsbury, see Bertwald of Ramsbury.

Berhtwald[a] (died 731) was the ninth Archbishop of Canterbury in England. Documentary evidence names Berhtwald as abbot at Reculver before his
election as archbishop. Berhtwald begins the first continuous series of native-born Archbishops of Canterbury, although there had been previous Anglo-
Saxon archbishops, they had not succeeded each other until Berhtwald's reign.

Berhtwald's period as archbishop coincided with the end of Wilfrid's long struggle to regain the Bishopric of York, and the two-year delay between
Theodore's death and Berhtwald's election may have been due to efforts to select Wilfrid for Canterbury. After his election, Berhtwald went to Gaul for
consecration and then presided over two councils that attempted to settle the Wilfrid issue, finally succeeding at the second council in 705. Berhtwald
also was the recipient of the first surviving letter close in Western Europe.
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Early life [edit]

Little is known of Berhtwald's ancestry or his early life, but he was born around the middle of the seventh century.[2] By 679, he was made abbot of the monastery at Reculver in Kent, and a charter
dated May 679 names Berhtwald as abbot. This charter, from Hlothere, King of Kent, is the earliest surviving original Anglo-Saxon charter.[2]

Election as archbishop [edit]

The see of Canterbury was vacant for two years after the death of Theodore before Berhtwald was elected to the office on 1 July 692.[3] The long vacancy resulted from the disturbed conditions in
the kingdom of Kent at the time, as various kings fought for control.[4] The succession to the kingdom was disputed between rival claimants Oswine and Wihtred, and various outside kings, including
Caedwalla and Swaefheard raided and plundered Kent. Eventually, Wihtred secured the throne, around 691 or early 692, as Bede names Wihtred as King of Kent, along with Swaefheard, at the
time of Berhtwald's election. Swaerfheard, however, is not named as king of Kent after this date.[5]

The vacancy may also have occurred because Wilfrid, who was at that point having problems in Northumbria, desired to become Archbishop of Canterbury. A contemporary biographer of Wilfrid,
Stephen of Ripon, says that Theodore had wished for Wilfrid to succeed Theodore at Canterbury. Æthelred of Mercia may have supported Wilfrid's translation to Canterbury also, but despite these
desires, the translation did not happen.[4] Berhtwald was consecrated on 29 June 693,[6] having travelled to France for his consecration as archbishop of Canterbury by Godwin, Archbishop of
Lyon.[7] Berhtwald went to the continent for consecration probably because he feared that his election was not supported by all of the kings and bishops. After his consecration, Berhtwald travelled
to Rome to obtain the support of Pope Sergius I, who wrote to a number of Anglo-Saxon kings and bishops in support of the archbishop.[4] Two of these letters survive, and their authenticity has
been doubted, mainly because they are only preserved as part of the post-Norman Conquest Canterbury-York dispute. Historians have since come to regard the two letters as genuine. Sergius also
gave Berhtwald a pallium, the symbol of an archbishop's authority.[2]

Archbishop [edit]

Berhtwald appears to have been involved in the governance of the church, establishing the bishopric of Sherborne in Wessex and it was during his tenure that Sussex, the last pagan kingdom in
England, was converted to Christianity. He also consecrated the first Bishop of Selsey. During his time in office, King Wihtred of Kent in the Law of Wihtred exempted the church from taxation.[8]

Berhtwald was a proponent of his predecessor's view of the archbishops of Canterbury as primates of the entire island of Britain.[9] Berhtwald co-operated closely with Wihtred in the kingdom, and
secured the exemption of the church from taxation under Wihtred's laws issued in 695. The law code also dealt with other ecclesiastical matters, including marriage, Sunday observance, and pagan
worship.[10] This law code resulted from a royal council that was held at Bearsted. Further privileges for the church were issued in 699, and may have been composed by Berhtwald before being
promulgated. Another privilege, usually referred to as the "Privilege of Wihtred", is claimed to be a grant from Wihtred to the monasteries of Kent of exemption from non-clerical control. However, this
is actually a ninth-century forgery.[2]

Much of Berhtwald's time in office coincided with the efforts of Wilfrid to regain the see of York, and to reverse the division of York into smaller dioceses. Berhtwald was opposed to Wilfrid's desire to
restore some separated bishoprics to the bishopric of York as well as regaining his old see.[8] Wilfrid's problems had begun during the archbishopric of Berhtwald's predecessor, Theodore of
Tarsus, when Wilfrid had quarreled with the King of Northumbria, Ecgfrith, and was expelled from the north. Theodore had taken the opportunity to divide the large see of York into a number of
smaller dioceses, and Wilfrid had appealed to the papacy in Rome.[11] Berhtwald inherited the dispute and presided at the Council of Austerfield in 702, at which Wilfrid's biographer relates the story
that King Aldfrith of Northumbria, Berhtwald, and the other enemies of Wilfrid conspired to deprive Wilfrid of all his offices and possessions. A more likely story is that Berhtwald managed to secure
concessions from the Northumbrians, and tried to broker a compromise. The offer in the end was that Wilfrid would retire to Ripon and cease acting as a bishop. Wilfrid rejected this compromise and
once more appealed to the pope. Three years later, at a further Council, it was arranged that Wilfrid should receive the Bishopric of Hexham in place of that of York.[4] This was the Council of Nidd,
usually dated to 706, and it was held in Northumbria.[12] Bede also mentions that Berhtwald consecrated a number of bishops, including Tobias as Bishop of Rochester.[13]

One of Berhtwald's letters has been preserved, sent to Forthhere, Bishop of Sherborne, and asking Forthhere to intercede with Beorwold, the Abbot of Glastonbury, to ransom a slave. Another
letter, this one addressed to Berhtwald, from Waldhere, Bishop of London, also survives. The main interest in the second letter is that it is the oldest surviving letter close surviving in Western
Europe.[2] This second letter also relates that Waldhere and Berhtwald had attended a synod which can be dated to sometime between 703 and 705, where the kingdom of Wessex was threatened
with excommunication.[14] A charter witnessed by Berhtwald which mentions a supposed 706 council, numbered 54 by Sawyer, is now known to be a fake, although the witness list may be based on a
legitimate 8th century charter that no longer survives.[15] Likewise, a charter with Berhtwald as a witness and relating to the 716 Council of Clofesho is also known to be a 9th-century forgery,
although again it may have been based on actual documents from the council.[16]

Death and legacy [edit]

Berhtwald died on 13 January 731.[6] An epitaph to him in verse survives, and may have been placed over his tomb,[17] which was at Canterbury.[18] Subsequently he was canonised with a feast day
of 9 January.[19] Little evidence of extensive cult activity exists, however, and the main evidence for his sainthood is a late medieval entry in a St Augustine's calendar.[1] Berhtwald is the first of the
continuous series of native-born archbishops in England, although there had been two previous Anglo-Saxon archbishops at Canterbury—Deusdedit and Wighard.[20]

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Also Brihtwald,[2] Beorhtweald,[1] Bertwald, Berthwald, Beorhtwald, or Beretuald
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Christian titles
Preceded by

Theodore of Tarsus
Archbishop of Canterbury

693–731
Succeeded by

Tatwine

Archbishops of Canterbury

List of archbishops of Canterbury

Pre-Conquest
Augustine · Laurence · Mellitus · Justus · Honorius · Deusdedit · Wighard · Theodore of Tarsus · Berhtwald · Tatwine · Nothhelm · Cuthbert · Bregowine · Jænberht · Æthelhard · Wulfred ·
Feologild · Ceolnoth · Æthelred · Plegmund · Athelm · Wulfhelm · Oda · Ælfsige · Byrhthelm · Dunstan · Æthelgar · Sigeric the Serious · Ælfric of Abingdon · Ælfheah · Lyfing · Æthelnoth · Eadsige
· Robert of Jumièges · Stigand

Conquest to Reformation

Lanfranc · Anselm · Ralph d'Escures · William de Corbeil · Theobald of Bec · Thomas Becket · Roger de Bailleul · Richard of Dover · Baldwin of Forde · Reginald Fitz Jocelin · Hubert Walter ·
Reginald · John de Gray · Stephen Langton · Walter d'Eynsham · Richard le Grant · Ralph Neville · John of Sittingbourne · John Blund · Edmund of Abingdon · Boniface · William Chillenden ·
Robert Kilwardby · Robert Burnell · John Peckham · Robert Winchelsey · Thomas Cobham · Walter Reynolds · Simon Mepeham · John de Stratford · John de Ufford · Thomas Bradwardine ·
Simon Islip · William Edington · Simon Langham · William Whittlesey · Simon Sudbury · William Courtenay · Thomas Arundel · Roger Walden · Thomas Arundel · Henry Chichele · John Stafford ·
John Kemp · Thomas Bourchier · John Morton · Thomas Langton · Henry Deane · William Warham · Thomas Cranmer · Reginald Pole

Post-Reformation

Matthew Parker · Edmund Grindal · John Whitgift · Richard Bancroft · George Abbot · William Laud · William Juxon · Gilbert Sheldon · William Sancroft · John Tillotson · Thomas Tenison ·
William Wake · John Potter · Thomas Herring · Matthew Hutton · Thomas Secker · Frederick Cornwallis · John Moore · Charles Manners-Sutton · William Howley · John Bird Sumner ·
Charles Longley · Archibald Campbell Tait · Edward White Benson · Frederick Temple · Randall Davidson · Cosmo Lang · William Temple · Geoffrey Fisher · Michael Ramsey · Donald Coggan ·
Robert Runcie · George Carey · Rowan Williams · Justin Welby

Italics indicate a person who was elected but not confirmed.

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh
Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton · Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne · Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury · Rumon of Tavistock ·
Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian
Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely · Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland · Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
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Tabula Episcoporum Trevirensium

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Britto of Trier (fl. 374–386) was bishop of Trier.[1][2]

Biography [edit]

Britto is first known from a meeting of the bishops of Gaul in 374, held at
Valence on the Rhône. Britto claimed there that apostate Christians
from the persecution under Emperor Julian (361-363) could return to
church under certain conditions. He was also a representative of the
Church of Gaul to the synod of Rome of 382, chaired by Pope Damasus
I. This meeting addressed a letter to the bishops of the East. Britto was
the third signatory after by Pope Damasus and Bishop Ambrosius.

He was also at the court of the Frankish emperor in Trier for the trial of
Priscillian, who was accused of heresy and sorcery. It was here that he
met Martin of Tours and Ambrose of Milan who had travelled to Trier
and tried in vain to prevent the execution of Priscillian.

Britto died 385 or 386. His grave is in St. Paulinus' Church, Trier. He is venerated as a saint in the diocese of
Trier, where his feast day is 6 May.
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Broccan's Hymn

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

(Saint) Broccán Clóen was an Irish cleric who lived in the sixth or
seventh century.[1]

Several persons noted for their holiness seem to have borne this
name, which is variously written Brogan, Broccan, Bracan, and
even Bearchan and Bearchanus.

Of these, two are commemorated in the Félire Óengusso, the early
date of which (c. 800) is now generally admitted. There, under 8
July, is written: "Brocan, the scribe, gained a noble triumph without
any fall"; and under 17 September: "Brocan of Ross Tuirc thou shouldst declare".[2]

John Colgan (Trias Thaumaturga, p. 518) speaks as if he were inclined to identify both these persons with the
author of an early Irish hymn upon Saint Brigid. The glosses upon Aengus and the Martyrology of Gorman,
while seemingly treating them as distinct, prove that the matter admits of no certainty.[3]

Some modern hagiographers are inclined to regard the Saint Broccán of 8 July as the amanuensis and possibly
the nephew of Saint Patrick. They style him bishop and locate him at "Maethail-Brogain", now Mothil in
Waterford; but this is admittedly quite doubtful. Saint Broccán of Rosstuirc (of 17 September), on the other
hand, is identified with the author of the hymn to Saint Brigid, and believed to be the Abbot Brochanus referred
to in the Life of St. Abban, preserved in the Codex Salmanticensis.[4] ("Rosstuirc" is generally assigned to the
Diocese of Ossory, and may be Rossmore in County Laois) in the northern portion of the kingdom of Osraige in
the Slieve Bloom Mountains.[5][6]
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St. Brogan's Poem in Praise of St. Brigid
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Bronisław Markiewicz

Blessed
Bronisław Markiewicz

S.D.B.

Priest
Born 13 July 1842

Pruchnik, Podkarpackie,
Congress Poland

Died 29 January 1912 (aged 69)
Miejsce Piastowe, Podkarpackie,
Vistula Land

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 19 June 2005, Pidluski Square,
Warsaw, Poland by Cardinal
Józef Glemp

Feast 30 January

Attributes Cassock

Patronage Michaelites
Against tuberculosis

Markiewicz as a priest.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bronisław Markiewicz (13 July 1842 – 29 January 1912) was a
Polish Roman Catholic priest and a professed member of the
Salesians of Don Bosco. Markiewicz established the Congregation
of Saint Michael the Archangel that devoted itself to the principles
and teachings of John Bosco as well as the figure of Saint Michael
the Archangel.[1][2]

His beatification was held in Poland on 19 June 2005 after Pope
John Paul II acknowledged a miracle credited to him in 2004.
Cardinal Józef Glemp presided over it on the behalf of Pope
Benedict XVI.
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Life [edit]

Bronisław Markiewicz was born in Poland in 1842 as the sixth of
eleven children to John Markiewicz and Marianna Grysziecka.
While in school at the age of eighteen he suffered an absence of
faith due to the aggressive anti-religious atmosphere of his
school.[1] Of that he wrote: "I wanted to adapt to my teachers'
views" and also wrote "Along with faith in God, I lost the peace in
my soul and my sense of interior harmony. I was overcome by
sadness".[3]

Markiewicz began his studies for the priesthood in 1863 in
Przemyśl and was ordained as a priest on 15 September 1867.[1]

After his ordination he was appointed as a parish priest at Harta
and at the Cathedral of Przemyśl and remained there from 1867
until 1873. He later studied at the Jagiellonian University from 1873 to 1875.[4] In
addition, he served as a parish priest at Gac from 1875 until his next
appointment in Blazowa in 1877. He taught theological studies at Przemyśl in
1882.[1][5]

Markiewicz decided that he wanted to join the Salesians of Don Bosco - with John
Bosco as its head and founder - and so embarked for Turin in November 1885
where he commenced his period of formation with the Salesians. He made his
final vows into the order on 25 March 1887 into the hands of Bosco himself. He
was also a spiritual student of Bosco. He also contracted aggressive tuberculosis
in 1889 and almost died from it. The disease left him in 1890 at which point he
could return to Poland on 23 March 1892 as a parish priest at Miejsce Piastowe.
He left Turin with the permission of his Salesian superiors[1][2][5]

He began a trade school in Poland for the poor and for orphaned males. He also founded a group known as
Moderation and Work in 1898 to support these people and base their education on Salesian principles.[2] The
corresponding magazine first started to publish - with the same name as the group - on 16 July 1898.[1] He
therefore established his congregation - the Congregation of Saint Michael the Archangel - in 1897. Markiewicz
also opened an orphanage in Pawlikowice that soon had over 400 people enter as residents.[5] His work
received the approval and the blessing of the Bishop of Przemyśl Józef Sebastian Pelczar who encouraged
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Markiewicz's work.

Markiewicz died from complications from his tuberculosis in 1912.[1] On 29 September 1921 the Archbishop of
Krakow - and future cardinal - Adam Stefan Sapieha approved the order as being one of diocesan right. The
order later received the full papal approval of Pope Paul VI on 15 June 1966. His congregation now operates in
nations such as Papua New Guinea and Belarus.[5] The male branch and female branches of his Moderation
and Work received approbation on 29 September 1921 for the males and on 15 August 1928 for the females.[4]

Beatification [edit]

The diocesan process for the beatification of Markiewicz opened in 1958 and closed in 1961 - the opening of
the cause in 1958 granted him the posthumous title of Servant of God. Its sole aim was to compile
documentation on his life and on his deeds in life as well as whatever witness testimonies were available to
them. The Congregation for the Causes of Saints signed a decree recognizing the process completed its work
in 1990 and assumed control of the cause in order for them to investigate the merits of it.

The postulation compiled the Positio in 1990 and submitted it to the C.C.S. for further investigation. The
consulting theologians met to discuss the merits of the cause and voted in the affirmative for it on 30 November
1993. The C.C.S. also approved it on 12 April 1994 and would present it to the pope for his approval. It was
presented to Pope John Paul II on 2 July 1994 who conferred upon Markiewicz the title of Venerable upon
acknowledging his life of heroic virtue.

John Paul II approved a single miracle credited to his intercession on 20 December 2004 in a move that would
allow for the beatification to take place. The beatification was celebrated on 19 June 2005 in Warsaw with
Cardinal Józef Glemp presiding on the behalf of Pope Benedict XVI.

See also [edit]

Congregation of Saint Michael the Archangel
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Bronislava of Poland

Blessed Bronislava

Błogosławiona Bronisława by Wojciech Eljasz-
Radzikowski, 1849

Born c. 1204
Kamień, Włodawa County

Died 29 August 1259
Zwierzyniec, Kraków

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 23 August 1839 by Pope Gregory
XVI

Feast 1 September

Stained glass blessed Bronislava in
cathedral of St. John the Baptist in Wrocław

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Blessed Bronislava (Polish: Bronisława; c. 1204[1]–1259) was a
Polish nun of the Premonstratensian Order. She is beatified in the
Roman Catholic Church.
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Early life [edit]

Bronislava was born at Kamień, Włodawa County, in eastern
Poland as Bronislawa Odrowaz in about 1200,[2] although some
sources give a birth date of 1203[3] or 1204.[1] She was the
daughter of Count Stanislaus and Countess Anna of Prandata-
Odrowaz and a cousin of Saint Hyacinth of Poland.[3]

Religious vocation [edit]

At the age of sixteen, she was introduced by Hyacinth to a
religious community of the Norbertine order at Zwierzyniec,
Kraków. She subsequently worked with the sick and poor at a
number of monasteries, living in a most austere way. She is
believed to have seen a vision of the Virgin Mary at the moment
of the death of Hyacinth in 1257.[4] Bronislava died of natural
causes on 29 August 1259 at Zwierzyniec.[2]

Beatification and remembrance [edit]

Her cult began soon after her death,[5] and in 1707 she was
designated a patron of Poland, and of orphans. She was beatified
by Pope Gregory XVI on 23 August 1839,[2] after being attributed
for protecting Zwierzyniec from cholera in 1835. Her feast day is
celebrated on 1 September.[6]

She is commemorated by the Blessed Bronisława Chapel in
Kraków. A minor planet discovered in 1933 was named
"Bronislawa" in her honour.[7] There is a street named for her in
the Ligota-Panewniki region of Katowice.[8]

See also [edit]

List of beatified people
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Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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v · t · e Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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Bronze Age

Bust from the Harappan civilization,
one of the earliest civilizations of the
Bronze Age

v · t · eBronze Age
↑ Chalcolithic

Africa, Near East (c. 3300–1200 BC)
Egypt, Anatolia, Caucasus, Elam,
Levant, Mesopotamia, Sistan,
Canaan
Late Bronze Age collapse

Indian subcontinent (c. 3300–1200 BC)
Indus Valley Civilisation
Bronze Age India
Ochre Coloured Pottery
Cemetery H

Europe (c. 3200–600 BC)
Aegean (Cycladic, Minoan,
Mycenaean), Caucasus,
Catacomb culture, Srubnaya culture,
Beaker culture, Apennine culture,
Terramare culture, Unetice culture,
Tumulus culture, Urnfield culture,
Proto-Villanovan culture,
Hallstatt culture, Canegrate culture,
Golasecca culture,
Atlantic Bronze Age,
Bronze Age Britain,
Nordic Bronze Age

East Asia (c. 3100–300 BC)
Erlitou, Erligang, Gojoseon, Jomon,
Majiayao, Mumun, Qijia, Siwa,
Wucheng, Xindian, Yueshi,
Xia dynasty, Shang dynasty,
Zhou dynasty

arsenical bronze · writing · literature ·
sword · chariot

↓Iron Age

Part of a series on

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Bronze Age (disambiguation).

The Bronze Age is a historical period that was characterized by the
use of bronze, in some areas proto-writing, and other early features of
urban civilization. The Bronze Age is the second principal period of the
three-age Stone-Bronze-Iron system, as proposed in modern times by
Christian Jürgensen Thomsen, for classifying and studying ancient
societies.

An ancient civilization is defined to be in the Bronze Age either by
producing bronze by smelting its own copper and alloying with tin,
arsenic, or other metals, or by trading for bronze from production areas
elsewhere. Bronze itself is harder and more durable than other metals
available at the time, allowing Bronze Age civilizations to gain a
technological advantage.

While terrestrial iron is naturally abundant, its high melting point of
1,538 °C (2,800 °F) placed it out of reach of common use until the end
of the second millennium BC. Tin's low melting point of 231.9 °C
(449.4 °F) and copper's relatively moderate melting point of 1,085 °C
(1,985 °F) placed them within the capabilities of the Neolithic pottery
kilns, which date back to 6000 BC and were able to produce
temperatures greater than 900 °C (1,650 °F).[1] Copper-tin ores are
rare, as reflected in the fact that there were no tin bronzes in Western
Asia before trading in bronze began in the third millennium BC.
Worldwide, the Bronze Age generally followed the Neolithic period, with
the Chalcolithic serving as a transition. Although the Iron Age generally
followed the Bronze Age, in some areas (such as Sub-Saharan Africa),
the Iron Age began as early as 2500 BC.[2]

Bronze Age cultures differed in their development of the first writing.
According to archaeological evidence, cultures in Mesopotamia
(cuneiform script) and Egypt (hieroglyphs) developed the earliest
practical writing systems.
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History [edit]

The overall period is characterized by widespread use of bronze,
though the place and time of the introduction and development of bronze technology were not universally
synchronous.[3] Human-made tin bronze technology requires set production techniques. Tin must be mined
(mainly as the tin ore cassiterite) and smelted separately, then added to molten copper to make bronze alloy.
The Bronze Age was a time of extensive use of metals and of developing trade networks (See Tin sources and
trade in ancient times). A 2013 report suggests that the earliest tin-alloy bronze dates to the mid-5th millennium
BC in a Vinča culture site in Pločnik (Serbia), although this culture is not conventionally considered part of the
Bronze Age.[4] The dating of the foil has been disputed.[5][6]

Near East [edit]
Main article: Ancient Near East

Western Asia and the Near East were the first regions to enter the Bronze Age, which began with the rise of the
Mesopotamian civilization of Sumer in the mid 4th millennium BC. Cultures in the ancient Near East (often called
one of "the cradles of civilization") practiced intensive year-round agriculture, developed a writing system,
invented the potter's wheel, created a centralized government, written law codes, city and nation-states and
empires, embarked on advanced architectural projects, introduced social stratification, economic and civil
administration, slavery, and practiced organized warfare, medicine and religion. Societies in the region laid the
foundations for astronomy, mathematics and astrology.

Dates are approximate, consult particular article for details

Main article: Ancient Near East § Periodization
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conveniently divided into Early, Middle and Late
periods. The dates and phases below are solely
applicable to the Near East and thus not
applicable universally.[7][8][9]

Early Bronze Age (EBA)

3300–2100 BC

3300–3000: EBA I
3000–2700: EBA II
2700–2200: EBA III
2200–2100: EBA IV

Middle Bronze Age (MBA)
Also, Intermediate Bronze Age (IBA)

2100–1550 BC

2100–2000: MBA I
2000–1750: MBA II A
1750–1650: MBA II B
1650–1550: MBA II C

Late Bronze Age (LBA)

1550–1200 BC

1550–1400: LBA I
1400–1300: LBA II A
1300–1200: LBA II B (Bronze Age collapse)

Anatolia [edit]
Main article: Bronze Age Anatolia

The Hittite Empire was established in Hattusa in northern Anatolia from the 18th century BC. In the 14th century
BC, the Hittite Kingdom was at its height, encompassing central Anatolia, southwestern Syria as far as Ugarit,
and upper Mesopotamia. After 1180 BC, amid general turmoil in the Levant conjectured to have been
associated with the sudden arrival of the Sea Peoples,[10][11] the kingdom disintegrated into several
independent "Neo-Hittite" city-states, some of which survived until as late as the 8th century BC.

Arzawa in Western Anatolia during the second half of the second millennium BC likely extended along southern
Anatolia in a belt that reaches from near the Turkish Lakes Region to the Aegean coast. Arzawa was the
western neighbor – sometimes a rival and sometimes a vassal – of the Middle and New Hittite Kingdoms.

The Assuwa league was a confederation of states in western Anatolia that was defeated by the Hittites under an
earlier Tudhaliya I, around 1400 BC. Arzawa has been associated with the much more obscure Assuwa
generally located to its north. It probably bordered it, and may even be an alternative term for it (at least during
some periods).

Egypt [edit]
Main article: Ancient Egypt

Early Bronze dynasties [edit]

In Ancient Egypt, the Bronze Age begins in the Protodynastic period, c. 3150 BC. The archaic Early Bronze Age
of Egypt, known as the Early Dynastic Period of Egypt,[12][13] immediately follows the unification of Lower and
Upper Egypt, c. 3100 BC. It is generally taken to include the First and Second Dynasties, lasting from the
Protodynastic Period of Egypt until about 2686 BC, or the beginning of the Old Kingdom. With the First Dynasty,
the capital moved from Abydos to Memphis with a unified Egypt ruled by an Egyptian god-king. Abydos
remained the major holy land in the south. The hallmarks of ancient Egyptian civilization, such as art,
architecture and many aspects of religion, took shape during the Early Dynastic Period. Memphis in the Early
Bronze Age was the largest city of the time. The Old Kingdom of the regional Bronze Age[12] is the name given
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Bronze mirror with a
female human figure at the
base, Eighteenth dynasty of
Egypt (1540–1296 BC)

Sphinx-lion of Thutmose III
1479–1425 BC

Late 3rd Millennium BC
silver cup from Marvdasht,
Fars, with linear-Elamite
inscription.

to the period in the 3rd millennium BC when Egypt attained its first continuous
peak of civilization in complexity and achievement – the first of three "Kingdom"
periods, which mark the high points of civilization in the lower Nile Valley (the
others being Middle Kingdom and the New Kingdom).

The First Intermediate Period of Egypt,[14] often described as a "dark period" in
ancient Egyptian history, spanned about 100 years after the end of the Old
Kingdom from about 2181 to 2055 BC. Very little monumental evidence survives
from this period, especially from the early part of it. The First Intermediate
Period was a dynamic time when the rule of Egypt was roughly divided between
two competing for power bases: Heracleopolis in Lower Egypt and Thebes in
Upper Egypt. These two kingdoms would eventually come into conflict, with the
Theban kings conquering the north, resulting in the reunification of Egypt under
a single ruler during the second part of the 11th Dynasty.

Middle Bronze dynasties [edit]

The Middle Kingdom of Egypt lasted from 2055 to 1650 BC. During this period,
the Osiris funerary cult rose to dominate Egyptian popular religion. The period
comprises two phases: the 11th Dynasty, which ruled from Thebes and the
12th[15] and 13th Dynasties centered on el-Lisht. The unified kingdom was
previously considered to comprise the 11th and 12th Dynasties, but historians
now at least partially consider the 13th Dynasty to belong to the Middle
Kingdom.

During the Second Intermediate Period,[16] Ancient Egypt fell into disarray for a
second time, between the end of the Middle Kingdom and the start of the New
Kingdom. It is best known for the Hyksos, whose reign comprised the 15th and
16th dynasties. The Hyksos first appeared in Egypt during the 11th Dynasty,
began their climb to power in the 13th Dynasty, and emerged from the Second
Intermediate Period in control of Avaris and the Delta. By the 15th Dynasty, they
ruled lower Egypt, and they were expelled at the end of the 17th Dynasty.

Late Bronze dynasties [edit]

The New Kingdom of Egypt, also referred to as the Egyptian Empire, lasted from the 16th to the 11th century
BC. The New Kingdom followed the Second Intermediate Period and was succeeded by the Third Intermediate
Period. It was Egypt's most prosperous time and marked the peak of Egypt's power. The later New Kingdom, i.e.
the 19th and 20th Dynasties (1292–1069 BC), is also known as the Ramesside period, after the eleven
pharaohs that took the name of Ramesses.

Iranian Plateau [edit]
Further information: Iranian Plateau

Elam was a pre-Iranian ancient civilization located to the east of Mesopotamia.
In the Old Elamite period (Middle Bronze Age), Elam consisted of kingdoms on
the Iranian Plateau, centered in Anshan, and from the mid-2nd millennium BC, it
was centered in Susa in the Khuzestan lowlands. Its culture played a crucial role
in the Gutian Empire and especially during the Iranian Achaemenid dynasty that
succeeded it.

The Oxus civilization[17] was a Bronze Age Central Asian culture dated to
c. 2300–1700 BC and centered on the upper Amu Darya (Oxus). In the Early
Bronze Age, the culture of the Kopet Dag oases and Altyndepe developed a
proto-urban society. This corresponds to level IV at Namazga-Tepe. Altyndepe
was a major center even then. Pottery was wheel-turned. Grapes were grown.
The height of this urban development was reached in the Middle Bronze Age
c. 2300 BC, corresponding to level V at Namazga-Depe.[18] This Bronze Age
culture is called the Bactria–Margiana Archaeological Complex (BMAC).

The Kulli culture,[19][20] similar to those of the Indus Valley Civilisation, was
located in southern Balochistan (Gedrosia) c. 2500–2000 BC. Agriculture was
the economic base of these people. At several places, dams were found,
providing evidence for a highly developed water management system.

Konar Sandal is associated with the hypothesized "Jiroft culture", a 3rd-millennium-BC culture postulated based
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Master of Animals in chlorite, Jiroft
culture, c. 2500 BC, Bronze Age I,
National Museum of Iran

Chalcolithic copper mine in Timna
Valley, Negev Desert, Israel

on a collection of artifacts confiscated in 2001.

Levant [edit]
Main article: Bronze Age Levant
Further information: Canaan, Prehistory of the Levant, and List of
archaeological periods (Levant)

In modern scholarship, the chronology of the Bronze Age Levant is
divided into Early/Proto Syrian; corresponding to the Early Bronze. Old
Syrian; corresponding to the Middle Bronze. Middle Syrian;
corresponding to the Late Bronze. The term Neo-Syria is used to
designate the early Iron Age.[21]

The old Syrian period was dominated by the Eblaite first kingdom, Nagar
and the Mariote second kingdom. The Akkadian conquered large areas
of the Levant and were followed by the Amorite kingdoms, c. 2000–1600
BC, which arose in Mari, Yamhad, Qatna, Assyria.[22] From the 15th
century BC onward, the term Amurru is usually applied to the region
extending north of Canaan as far as Kadesh on the Orontes River.

The earliest known Ugaritic contact with Egypt (and the first exact dating
of Ugaritic civilization) comes from a carnelian bead identified with the
Middle Kingdom pharaoh Senusret I, 1971–1926 BC. A stela and a
statuette from the Egyptian pharaohs Senusret III and Amenemhet III
have also been found. However, it is unclear at what time these
monuments got to Ugarit. In the Amarna letters, messages from Ugarit c. 1350 BC written by Ammittamru I,
Niqmaddu II, and his queen, were discovered. From the 16th to the 13th century BC, Ugarit remained in
constant touch with Egypt and Cyprus (named Alashiya).

The Mitanni was a loosely organized state in northern Syria and south-east Anatolia from c. 1500–1300 BC.
Founded by an Indo-Aryan ruling class that governed a predominantly Hurrian population, Mitanni came to be a
regional power after the Hittite destruction of Kassite Babylon created a power vacuum in Mesopotamia. At its
beginning, Mitanni's major rival was Egypt under the Thutmosids. However, with the ascent of the Hittite empire,
Mitanni and Egypt allied to protect their mutual interests from the threat of Hittite domination. At the height of its
power, during the 14th century BC, it had outposts centered on its capital, Washukanni, which archaeologists
have located on the headwaters of the Khabur River. Eventually, Mitanni succumbed to Hittite, and later
Assyrian attacks, and was reduced to a province of the Middle Assyrian Empire.

The Israelites were an ancient Semitic-speaking people of the Ancient Near East who inhabited part of Canaan
during the tribal and monarchic periods (15th to 6th centuries BC),[23][24][25][26][27] and lived in the region in
smaller numbers after the fall of the monarchy. The name "Israel" first appears c. 1209 BC, at the end of the
Late Bronze Age and the very beginning of the Iron Age, on the Merneptah Stele raised by the Egyptian
pharaoh Merneptah.

The Arameans were a Northwest Semitic semi-nomadic and pastoralist people who originated in what is now
modern Syria (Biblical Aram) during the Late Bronze Age and the early Iron Age. Large groups migrated to
Mesopotamia, where they intermingled with the native Akkadian (Assyrian and Babylonian) population. The
Aramaeans never had a unified empire; they were divided into independent kingdoms all across the Near East.
After the Bronze Age collapse, their political influence was confined to many Syro-Hittite states, which were
entirely absorbed into the Neo-Assyrian Empire by the 8th century BC.

Mesopotamia [edit]
Main article: Ancient Mesopotamia

The Mesopotamian Bronze Age began about 3500 BC and ended with the Kassite period (c. 1500 BC – c. 1155
BC). The usual tripartite division into an Early, Middle and Late Bronze Age is not used. Instead, a division
primarily based on art-historical and historical characteristics is more common.

The cities of the Ancient Near East housed several tens of thousands of people. Ur, Kish, Isin, Larsa and Nippur
in the Middle Bronze Age and Babylon, Calah and Assur in the Late Bronze Age similarly had large populations.
The Akkadian Empire (2335–2154 BC) became the dominant power in the region, and after its fall the
Sumerians enjoyed a renaissance with the Neo-Sumerian Empire. Assyria was extant from as early as the 25th
century BC, and became a regional power with the Old Assyrian Empire (c. 2025–1750 BC). The earliest
mention of Babylon (then a small administrative town) appears on a tablet from the reign of Sargon of Akkad in
the 23rd century BC. The Amorite dynasty established the city-state of Babylon in the 19th century BC. Over
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A Shang dynasty two-handled
bronze gefuding gui (1600–1046 BC)

100 years later, it briefly took over the other city-states and formed the short-lived First Babylonian Empire
during what is also called the Old Babylonian Period. Akkad, Assyria, and Babylonia all used the written East
Semitic Akkadian language for official use and as a spoken language. By that time, the Sumerian language was
no longer spoken, but was still in religious use in Assyria and Babylonia, and would remain so until the 1st
century AD. The Akkadian and Sumerian traditions played a major role in later Assyrian and Babylonian culture,
even though Babylonia (unlike the more militarily powerful Assyria) itself was founded by non-native Amorites
and often ruled by other non-indigenous peoples, such as Kassites, Arameans and Chaldeans, as well as its
Assyrian neighbors.

Asia [edit]

Central Asia [edit]

Bactria–Margiana Archaeological Complex [edit]
Main article: Bactria–Margiana Archaeological Complex

The Bactria–Margiana Archaeological Complex (BMAC), also known as the Oxus civilization was a Bronze Age
civilization in Central Asia, dated to c. 2400–1600 BC,[28] located in present-day northern Afghanistan, eastern
Turkmenistan, southern Uzbekistan and western Tajikistan, centred on the upper Amu Darya (Oxus River). Its
sites were discovered and named by the Soviet archaeologist Viktor Sarianidi (1976). Bactria was the Greek
name for the area of Bactra (modern Balkh), in what is now northern Afghanistan, and Margiana was the Greek
name for the Persian satrapy of Marguš, the capital of which was Merv, in modern-day southeastern
Turkmenistan.

According to recent studies [29] the BMAC was not a primary contributor to later South-Asian genetics.

Seima-Turbino Phenomenon [edit]
Main article: Seima-Turbino phenomenon

The Altai Mountains in what is now southern Russia and central Mongolia have been identified as the point of
origin of a cultural enigma termed the Seima-Turbino Phenomenon.[30] It is conjectured that changes in climate
in this region around 2000 BC and the ensuing ecological, economic and political changes triggered a rapid
and massive migration westward into northeast Europe, eastward into China and southward into Vietnam and
Thailand [31] across a frontier of some 4,000 miles.[30] This migration took place in just five to six generations
and led to peoples from Finland in the west to Thailand in the east employing the same metal working
technology and, in some areas, horse breeding and riding.[30] It is further conjectured that the same migrations
spread the Uralic group of languages across Europe and Asia: some 39 languages of this group are still extant,
including Hungarian, Finnish and Estonian.[30] However, recent genetic testings of sites in south Siberia and
Kazakhstan (Andronovo horizon) would rather support a spreading of the bronze technology via Indo-European
migrations eastwards, as this technology was well known for quite a while in western regions.[32][33]

East Asia [edit]

China [edit]
Further information: Prehistoric China, Erlitou culture, Shang
dynasty, Liaoning bronze dagger culture, and List of Bronze Age
sites in China

In China, the earliest bronze artifacts have been found in the Majiayao
culture site (between 3100 and 2700 BC).[34][35]

The term "Bronze Age" has been transferred to the archaeology of
China from that of Western Eurasia, and there is no consensus or
universally used convention delimiting the "Bronze Age" in the context of
Chinese prehistory.[36]

By convention, the "Early Bronze Age" in China is sometimes taken as
equivalent to the "Shang dynasty" period of Chinese prehistory (16th to 11th centuries BC),[37] and the "Later
Bronze Age" as equivalent to the "Zhou dynasty" period (11th to 3rd centuries BC, from the 5th century, also
dubbed "Iron Age"), although there is an argument to be made that the "Bronze Age" proper never ended in
China, as there is no recognizable transition to an "Iron Age".[38] Significantly, together with the jade art that
precedes it, bronze was seen as a "fine" material for ritual art when compared with iron or stone, a stone only
becoming popular for tombs in the Han on probable Indian influence (replacing wooden temple in that
instance).[39]

Bronze metallurgy in China originated in what is referred to as the Erlitou (Wade–Giles: Erh-li-t'ou) period, which
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some historians argue places it within the range of dates controlled by
the Shang dynasty.[40] Others believe the Erlitou sites belong to the
preceding Xia (Wade–Giles: Hsia) dynasty.[41] The U.S. National Gallery
of Art defines the Chinese Bronze Age as the "period between about
2000 BC and 771 BC," a period that begins with the Erlitou culture and
ends abruptly with the disintegration of Western Zhou rule.[42]

The widespread use of bronze in Chinese metallurgy and culture dates
to significantly later, probably due to Western influence. While there
may be a reason to believe that bronze work developed inside China
separately from outside influence,[43] the discovery of Europoid
mummies in Xinjiang suggests a possible route of transmission from the
West beginning in the early second millennium BC.[44] This is, however,
still just speculation since there is a lack of direct evidence. A few
human mummies alone cannot provide sufficient explanation of
metallurgy transmission. Furthermore, the oldest bronze objects found
in China so far were discovered at the Majiayao site in Gansu rather
than Xinjiang[45]

The Shang dynasty (also known as the Yin dynasty)[46] of the Yellow River Valley rose to power after the Xia
dynasty around 1600 BC. While some direct information about the Shang dynasty comes from Shang-era
inscriptions on bronze artifacts, most comes from oracle bones – turtle shells, cattle scapulae, or other bones –
which bear glyphs that form the first significant corpus of recorded Chinese characters.

Iron is found from the Zhou dynasty, but its use is minimal. Chinese literature dating to the 6th century BC
attests knowledge of iron smelting, yet bronze continues to occupy the seat of significance in the archaeological
and historical record for some time after this.[47] Historian W.C. White argues that iron did not supplant bronze
"at any period before the end of the Zhou dynasty (256 BC)" and that bronze vessels make up the majority of
metal vessels through the Later Han period, or to 221 BC [sic?].[48]

The Chinese bronze artifacts generally are either utilitarian, like spear points or adze heads, or "ritual bronzes",
which are more elaborate versions in precious materials of everyday vessels, as well as tools and weapons.
Examples are the numerous large sacrificial tripods known as dings in Chinese; there are many other distinct
shapes. Surviving identified Chinese ritual bronzes tend to be highly decorated, often with the taotie motif, which
involves highly stylized animal faces. These appear in three main motif types: those of demons, of symbolic
animals, and abstract symbols.[49] Many large bronzes also bear cast inscriptions that are the great bulk of the
surviving body of early Chinese writing and have helped historians and archaeologists piece together the
history of China, especially during the Zhou dynasty (1046–256 BC).

The bronzes of the Western Zhou dynasty document large portions of history not found in the extant texts that
were often composed by persons of varying rank and possibly even social class. Further, the medium of cast
bronze lends the record they preserve a permanence not enjoyed by manuscripts.[50] These inscriptions can
commonly be subdivided into four parts: a reference to the date and place, the naming of the event
commemorated, the list of gifts given to the artisan in exchange for the bronze, and a dedication.[51] The relative
points of reference these vessels provide have enabled historians to place most of the vessels within a certain
time frame of the Western Zhou period, allowing them to trace the evolution of the vessels and the events they
record.[52]

Korea [edit]
Main articles: Gojoseon and Mumun Pottery Period

The beginning of the Bronze Age on the peninsula is around 1000–800 BC.[53][54]

Although the Korean Bronze Age culture derives from the Liaoning and
Manchuria, it exhibits unique typology and styles, especially in ritual objects.[55]

The Mumun pottery period is named after the Korean name for undecorated or
plain cooking and storage vessels that form a large part of the pottery
assemblage over the entire length of the period, but especially 850–550 BC. The
Mumun period is known for the origins of intensive agriculture and complex
societies in both the Korean Peninsula and the Japanese Archipelago.

The Middle Mumun pottery period culture of the southern Korean Peninsula
gradually adopted bronze production (c. 700–600? BC) after a period when
Liaoning-style bronze daggers and other bronze artifacts were exchanged as far
as the interior part of the Southern Peninsula (c. 900–700 BC). The bronze daggers lent prestige and authority
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Japanese Bronze Age

2nd century BC Yayoi
dōtaku bronze bell.

 

2nd century BC Yayoi
bronze spearhead.

Dancing girl of Mohenjo-
daro, c. 2500 BC (replica).

to the personages who wielded and were buried with them in high-status megalithic burials at south-coastal
centers such as the Igeum-dong site. Bronze was an important element in ceremonies and as for mortuary
offerings until 100.

Japan [edit]
Main article: Yayoi period

The Japanese archipelago experienced the introduction
of bronze during the beginning of the Early Yayoi period
(≈300 BC), which saw the introduction of metalworking
and agricultural practices brought in by settlers arriving
from the continent. Bronze and iron smelting techniques
spread to the Japanese archipelago through contact with
other ancient East Asian civilizations, particularly
immigration and trade from the Korean peninsula and
ancient Mainland China. Iron was mainly used for
agricultural and other tools, whereas ritual and
ceremonial artifacts were mainly made of bronze.

South Asia [edit]
Dates are approximate, consult particular article for details

Indus Valley [edit]
Main article: Indus Valley civilization

The Bronze Age on the Indian subcontinent began around 3300 BC with the
beginning of the Indus Valley civilization. Inhabitants of the Indus Valley, the
Harappans, developed new techniques in metallurgy and produced copper,
bronze, lead and tin. The Late Harappan culture, which dates from 1900–1400
BC, overlapped the transition from the Bronze Age to the Iron Age; thus it is
difficult to date this transition accurately. It has been claimed that a 6,000 year
old copper amulet manufactured in Mehrgarh in the shape of wheel spoke is the
earliest example of lost wax casting in the world.[56][57]

Southeast Asia [edit]

Thailand [edit]

In Ban Chiang, Thailand, (Southeast Asia) bronze artifacts have been
discovered dating to 2100 BC.[58] However, according to the radiocarbon dating
on the human and pig bones in Ban Chiang, some scholars propose that the
initial Bronze Age in Ban Chiang was in late 2nd millennium.[59] In Nyaunggan,
Burma, bronze tools have been excavated along with ceramics and stone
artifacts. Dating is still currently broad (3500–500 BC).[60] Ban Non Wat, excavated by Charles Higham, was a
rich site with over 640 graves excavated that gleaned many complex bronze items that may have had social
value connected to them.[61]

Ban Chiang, however, is the most thoroughly documented site while having the clearest evidence of metallurgy
when it comes to Southeast Asia. With a rough date range of late 3rd millennium BC to the first millennium AD,
this site alone has various artifacts such as burial pottery (dating from 2100–1700 BC), fragments of Bronze,
copper-base bangles, and much more. What's interesting about this site, however, isn't just the old age of the
artifacts but the fact that this technology suggested on-site casting from the very beginning. The on-site casting
supports the theory that Bronze was first introduced in Southeast Asia as fully developed which therefore shows
that Bronze was innovated from a different country.[62] Some scholars believe that the copper-based metallurgy
was disseminated from northwest and central China via south and southwest areas such as Guangdong
province and Yunnan province and finally into southeast Asia around 1000 BC.[59] Archaeology also suggests
that Bronze Age metallurgy may not have been as significant a catalyst in social stratification and warfare in
Southeast Asia as in other regions, social distribution shifting away from chiefdom-states to a heterarchical
network.[63] Data analyses of sites such as Ban Lum Khao, Ban Na Di, Non-Nok Tha, Khok Phanom Di, and
Nong Nor have consistently led researchers to conclude that there was no entrenched hierarchy.[64]
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Gold 'Mask of Agamemnon'
produced during the Mycenaean
civilization, from Mycenae, Greece,
1550 BC

Vietnam [edit]
Main article: Dong Son culture

Dating back to the Neolithic Age, the first bronze drum, called the Dong Son drum, were uncovered in and
around the Red River Delta regions of Northern Vietnam and Southern China. These relate to the prehistoric
Dong Son Culture of Vietnam.[65]

Archaeological research in Northern Vietnam indicates an increase in rates of infectious disease following the
advent of metallurgy; skeletal fragments in sites dating to the early and mid-Bronze Age evidence a greater
proportion of lesions than in sites of earlier periods.[66] There are a few possible implications of this. One is the
increased contact with bacterial and/or fungal pathogens due to increased population density and land
clearing/cultivation. The other one is decreased levels of immunocompetence in the Metal age due to changes
in the diet caused by agriculture. The last is that there may have been an emergence of infectious disease in
the Da But the period that evolved into a more virulent form in the metal period.[66]

Europe [edit]
Main article: Bronze Age in Europe

A few examples of named Bronze Age cultures in Europe in roughly relative order.

Dates are approximate, consult particular article for details

The chosen cultures overlapped in time and the indicated periods do not fully correspond to their estimated extents.

Balkans [edit]

A study in the journal Antiquity published in 2013 reported the discovery of a tin bronze foil from the Pločnik
archaeological site securely dated to c. 4650 BC as well as 14 other artifacts from Serbia and Bulgaria dated to
before 4000 BC has shown that early tin bronze was more common than previously thought, and developed
independently in Europe 1500 years before the first tin bronze alloys in the Near East. The production of
complex tin bronzes lasted for c. 500 years in the Balkans. The authors reported that evidence for the
production of such complex bronzes disappears at the end of the 5th millennium coinciding with the "collapse of
large cultural complexes in north-eastern Bulgaria and Thrace in the late fifth millennium BC". Tin bronzes using
cassiterite tin would be reintroduced to the area again some 1500 years later.[67]

Aegean [edit]
Main article: Aegean civilization

The Aegean Bronze Age began around 3200 BC, when civilizations first
established a far-ranging trade network. This network imported tin and
charcoal to Cyprus, where copper was mined and alloyed with the tin to
produce bronze. Bronze objects were then exported far and wide and
supported the trade. Isotopic analysis of tin in some Mediterranean
bronze artifacts suggests that they may have originated from Great
Britain.[68]

Knowledge of navigation was well developed at this time and reached a
peak of skill not exceeded (except perhaps by Polynesian sailors) until
1730 when the invention of the chronometer enabled the precise
determination of longitude.

The Minoan civilization based in Knossos on the island of Crete appears
to have coordinated and defended its Bronze Age trade. Illyrians are
also believed to have roots in the early Bronze Age. Ancient empires
valued luxury goods in contrast to staple foods, leading to famine.[69]

Aegean collapse [edit]
Main articles: Bronze Age collapse and Greek Dark Ages
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Invasions, destruction and possible
population movements during the collapse of
the Bronze Age, c.  1200 BC

Nebra sky disk

Bronze Age collapse theories have described aspects of the end
of the Bronze Age in this region. At the end of the Bronze Age in
the Aegean region, the Mycenaean administration of the regional
trade empire followed the decline of Minoan primacy.[70] Several
Minoan client states lost much of their population to famine and/or
pestilence. This would indicate that the trade network may have
failed, preventing the trade that would previously have relieved
such famines and prevented illness caused by malnutrition. It is
also known that in this era the breadbasket of the Minoan empire,
the area north of the Black Sea, also suddenly lost much of its
population, and thus probably some capacity to cultivate
crops.[citation needed] Drought and famine in Anatolia may have also
led to the Aegean collapse by disrupting trade networks, and
therefore preventing the Aegean from accessing bronze and luxury goods.[71]

The Aegean collapse has been attributed to the exhaustion of the Cypriot forests causing the end of the bronze
trade.[72][73][74] These forests are known to have existed into later times, and experiments have shown that
charcoal production on the scale necessary for the bronze production of the late Bronze Age would have
exhausted them in less than fifty years.

The Aegean collapse has also been attributed to the fact that as iron tools became more common, the main
justification for the tin trade ended, and that trade network ceased to function as it did formerly.[75] The colonies
of the Minoan empire then suffered drought, famine, war, or some combination of those three, and had no
access to the distant resources of an empire by which they could easily recover.

The Thera eruption occurred c. 1600 BC, 110 km (68 mi) north of Crete. Speculation includes that a tsunami
from Thera (more commonly known today as Santorini) destroyed Cretan cities. A tsunami may have destroyed
the Cretan navy in its home harbor, which then lost crucial naval battles; so that in the LMIB/LMII event (c. 1450
BC) the cities of Crete burned and the Mycenaean civilization took over Knossos. If the eruption occurred in the
late 17th century BC (as most chronologists now think) then its immediate effects belong to the Middle to Late
Bronze Age transition, and not to the end of the Late Bronze Age, but it could have triggered the instability that
led to the collapse first of Knossos and then of Bronze Age society overall.[citation needed] One such theory
highlights the role of Cretan expertise in administering the empire, post—Thera. If this expertise was
concentrated in Crete, then the Mycenaeans may have made political and commercial mistakes in administering
the Cretan empire.[citation needed]

Archaeological findings, including some on the island of Thera, suggest that the center of the Minoan civilization
at the time of the eruption was actually on Thera rather than on Crete.[citation needed] According to this theory, the
catastrophic loss of the political, administrative and economic center due to the eruption, as well as the damage
wrought by the tsunami to the coastal towns and villages of Crete precipitated the decline of the Minoans. A
weakened political entity with a reduced economic and military capability and fabled riches would have then
been more vulnerable to conquest. Indeed, the Santorini eruption is usually dated to c. 1630 BC, while the
Mycenaean Greeks first enter the historical record a few decades later, c. 1600 BC.[citation needed] The later
Mycenaean assaults on Crete (c. 1450 BC) and Troy (c. 1250 BC) would have been a continuation of the
steady encroachment of the Greeks upon the weakened Minoan world.[citation needed]

Central Europe [edit]
See also: Bronze Age in Southeastern Europe and Bronze Age in Romania

In Central Europe, the early Bronze Age Unetice culture (1800–1600 BC)
includes numerous smaller groups like the Straubing, Adlerberg and Hatvan
cultures. Some very rich burials, such as the one located at Leubingen with
grave gifts crafted from gold, point to an increase of social stratification
already present in the Unetice culture. All in all, cemeteries of this period are
rare and of small size. The Unetice culture is followed by the middle Bronze
Age (1600–1200 BC) Tumulus culture, which is characterised by inhumation
burials in tumuli (barrows). In the eastern Hungarian Körös tributaries, the
early Bronze Age first saw the introduction of the Mako culture, followed by the
Otomani and Gyulavarsand cultures.

The late Bronze Age Urnfield culture (1300–700 BC) is characterized by
cremation burials. It includes the Lusatian culture in eastern Germany and Poland (1300–500 BC) that
continues into the Iron Age. The Central European Bronze Age is followed by the Iron Age Hallstatt culture
(700–450 BC).
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Cuirasses from Marmesse

Bronze Nuragic
figurine

Bronze Age sword

Important sites include:

Biskupin (Poland)
Nebra (Germany)
Vráble (Slovakia)
Zug-Sumpf, Zug, Switzerland

The Bronze Age in Central Europe has been described in the
chronological schema of German prehistorian Paul Reinecke. He
described Bronze A1 (Bz A1) period (2300–2000 BC: triangular
daggers, flat axes, stone wrist-guards, flint arrowheads) and Bronze A2
(Bz A2) period (1950–1700 BC: daggers with metal hilt, flanged axes, halberds, pins
with perforated spherical heads, solid bracelets) and phases Hallstatt A and B (Ha A
and B).

South Europe [edit]

The Apennine culture (also called Italian Bronze Age) is a technology complex of central
and southern Italy spanning the Chalcolithic and Bronze Age proper. The Camuni were
an ancient people of uncertain origin (according to Pliny the Elder, they were Euganei;
according to Strabo, they were Rhaetians) who lived in Val Camonica – in what is now
northern Lombardy – during the Iron Age, although human groups of hunters,
shepherds and farmers are known to have lived in the area since the Neolithic.

Located in Sardinia and Corsica, the Nuragic civilization lasted from the early Bronze
Age (18th century BC) to the 2nd century AD, when the islands were already
Romanized. They take their name from the characteristic Nuragic towers, which evolved
from the pre-existing megalithic culture, which built dolmens and menhirs. The nuraghe
towers are unanimously considered the best-preserved and largest megalithic remains
in Europe. Their effective use is still debated: some scholars considered
them as monumental tombs, others as Houses of the Giants, other as
fortresses, ovens for metal fusion, prisons or, finally, temples for a solar
cult. Around the end of the 3rd millennium BC, Sardinia exported
towards Sicily a Culture that built small dolmens, trilithic or polygonal
shaped, that served as tombs as it has been ascertained in the Sicilian
dolmen of “Cava dei Servi”. From this region, they reached Malta island
and other countries of Mediterranean basin.[76]

The Terramare was an early Indo-European civilization in the area of
what is now Pianura Padana (northern Italy) before the arrival of the
Celts and in other parts of Europe. They lived in square villages of
wooden stilt houses. These villages were built on land, but generally
near a stream, with roads that crossed each other at right angles. The whole complex denoted the nature of a
fortified settlement. Terramare was widespread in the Pianura Padana (especially along the Panaro river,
between Modena and Bologna) and in the rest of Europe. The civilization developed in the Middle and Late
Bronze Age, between the 17th and the 13th centuries BC.

The Castellieri culture developed in Istria during the Middle Bronze Age. It lasted for more than a millennium,
from the 15th century BC until the Roman conquest in the 3rd century BC. It takes its name from the fortified
boroughs (Castellieri, Friulian: cjastelir) that characterized the culture.

The Canegrate culture developed from the mid-Bronze Age (13th century BC) until the Iron Age in the Pianura
Padana, in what are now western Lombardy, eastern Piedmont and Ticino. It takes its name from the township
of Canegrate where, in the 20th century, some fifty tombs with ceramics and metal objects were found. The
Canegrate culture migrated from the northwest part of the Alps and descended to Pianura Padana from the
Swiss Alps passes and the Ticino.

The Golasecca culture developed starting from the late Bronze Age in the Po plain. It takes its name from
Golasecca, a locality next to the Ticino where, in the early 19th century, abbot Giovanni Battista Giani
excavated its first findings (some fifty tombs with ceramics and metal objects). Remains of the Golasecca culture
span an area of c. 20,000 square kilometers south to the Alps, between the Po, Sesia and Serio rivers, dating
from the 9th to the 4th century BC.

West Europe [edit]
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Flat Axe, Irish, Early Bronze Age, The
Hunt Museum

Ceremonial giant dirk
(1500–1300 BC)

Golden helmet (Leiro, Galicia)

Atlantic Bronze Age [edit]
Main article: Atlantic Bronze Age

The Atlantic Bronze Age is a cultural complex of the period of
approximately 1300–700 BC that includes different cultures in Portugal,
Andalusia, Galicia, and the British Isles. It is marked by economic and
cultural exchange. Commercial contacts extend to Denmark and the
Mediterranean. The Atlantic Bronze Age was defined by many distinct
regional centers of metal production, unified by a regular maritime
exchange of some of their products.

Great Britain [edit]
Main article: Bronze Age Britain

In Great Britain, the Bronze Age is considered to have been the period
from around 2100 to 750 BC. Migration brought new people to the islands from
the continent. Recent tooth enamel isotope research on bodies found in early
Bronze Age graves around Stonehenge indicates that at least some of the
migrants came from the area of modern Switzerland. Another example site is
Must Farm, near Whittlesey, which has recently been host to the most complete
Bronze Age wheel ever to be found. The Beaker culture displayed different
behaviors from the earlier Neolithic people, and cultural change was significant.
Integration is thought to have been peaceful, as many of the early henge sites
were seemingly adopted by the newcomers. The rich Wessex culture developed
in southern Britain at this time. Additionally, the climate was deteriorating; where
once the weather was warm and dry it became much wetter as the Bronze Age
continued, forcing the population away from easily defended sites in the hills
and into the fertile valleys. Large livestock farms developed in the lowlands and
appear to have contributed to economic growth and inspired increasing
forest clearances. The Deverel-Rimbury culture began to emerge in the
second half of the Middle Bronze Age ( c. 1400–1100 BC) to exploit
these conditions. Devon and Cornwall were major sources of tin for
much of western Europe and copper was extracted from sites such as
the Great Orme mine in northern Wales. Social groups appear to have
been tribal but with growing complexity and hierarchies becoming
apparent.

The burial of the dead (which, until this period, had usually been
communal) became more individual. For example, whereas in the Neolithic a large chambered cairn or long
barrow housed the dead, Early Bronze Age people buried their dead in individual barrows (also commonly
known and marked on modern British Ordnance Survey maps as tumuli), or sometimes in cists covered with
cairns.

The greatest quantities of bronze objects in England were discovered in East Cambridgeshire, where the most
important finds were recovered in Isleham (more than 6500 pieces).[77] Alloying of copper with zinc or tin to
make brass or bronze was practiced soon after the discovery of copper itself. One copper mine at Great Orme
in North Wales, extended to a depth of 70 meters.[78] At Alderley Edge in Cheshire, carbon dates have
established mining at around 2280 to 1890 BC (at 95% probability).[79] The earliest identified metalworking site
(Sigwells, Somerset) is much later, dated by Globular Urn style pottery to approximately the 12th century BC.
The identifiable sherds from over 500 mould fragments included a perfect fit of the hilt of a sword in the
Wilburton style held in Somerset County Museum.[80]

Ireland [edit]
See also: Atlantic Bronze Age

The Bronze Age in Ireland commenced around 2000 BC when copper was alloyed with tin and used to
manufacture Ballybeg type flat axes and associated metalwork. The preceding period is known as the Copper
Age and is characterised by the production of flat axes, daggers, halberds and awls in copper. The period is
divided into three phases: Early Bronze Age (2000–1500 BC), Middle Bronze Age (1500–1200 BC), and Late
Bronze Age (1200–c. 500 BC). Ireland is also known for a relatively large number of Early Bronze Age burials.

One of the characteristic types of artifact of the Early Bronze Age in Ireland is the flat axe. There are five main
types of flat axes: Lough Ravel (c. 2200 BC), Ballybeg (c. 2000 BC), Killaha (c. 2000 BC), Ballyvalley (c. 2000–
1600 BC), Derryniggin (c. 1600 BC), and a number of metal ingots in the shape of axes.[81]
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Trundholm sun chariot, Denmark,
c.1400 BC

North Europe [edit]
Main article: Nordic Bronze Age

The Bronze Age in Northern Europe spans the entire 2nd millennium BC
(Unetice culture, Urnfield culture, Tumulus culture, Terramare culture,
Lusatian culture) lasting until c. 600 BC. The Northern Bronze Age was
both a period and a Bronze Age culture in Scandinavian pre-history,
c. 1700–500 BC, with sites that reached as far east as Estonia.
Succeeding the Late Neolithic culture, its ethnic and linguistic affinities
are unknown in the absence of written sources. It is followed by the Pre-
Roman Iron Age.

Even though Northern European Bronze Age cultures were relatively
late, and came into existence via trade, sites present rich and well-
preserved objects made of wool, wood and imported Central European
bronze and gold. Many rock carvings depict ships, and the large stone burial monuments known as stone ships
suggest that shipping played an important role. Thousands of rock carvings depict ships, most probably
representing sewn plank built canoes for warfare, fishing, and trade. These may have a history as far back as
the neolithic period and continue into the Pre-Roman Iron Age, as shown by the Hjortspring boat. There are
many mounds and rock carving sites from the period. Numerous artifacts of bronze and gold are found. No
written language existed in the Nordic countries during the Bronze Age. The rock carvings have been dated
through comparison with depicted artifacts.

Caucasus [edit]

Arsenical bronze artifacts of the Maykop culture in the North Caucasus have been dated around the 4th
millennium BC.[82] This innovation resulted in the circulation of arsenical bronze technology over southern and
eastern Europe.[83]

Pontic–Caspian steppe [edit]

The Yamnaya culture is a Late Copper Age/Early Bronze Age culture of the Southern Bug/Dniester/Ural region
(the Pontic steppe), dating to the 36th–23rd centuries BC. The name also appears in English as Pit-Grave
Culture or Ochre-Grave Culture. The Catacomb culture, c. 2800–2200 BC, comprises several related Early
Bronze Age cultures occupying what is presently Russia and Ukraine. The Srubna culture was a Late Bronze
Age (18th–12th centuries BC) culture. It is a successor to the Yamnaya and the Poltavka culture.

Africa [edit]

Sub-Saharan Africa [edit]
See also: Copper metallurgy in Africa

Iron and copper smelting appeared around the same time in most parts of Africa.[84][85] As such, most African
civilizations outside of Egypt did not experience a distinct Bronze Age. Evidence for iron smelting appears
earlier or at the same time as copper smelting in Nigeria c. 900–800 BC, Rwanda and Burundi c. 700–500 BC
and Tanzania c. 300 BC.[85][86][87]

There is a longstanding debate about whether the development of both copper and iron metallurgy were
independently developed in sub-Saharan Africa or were introduced from the outside across the Sahara Desert
from North Africa or the Indian Ocean.[85] Evidence for theories of independent development and outside
introduction are scarce and subject to active scholarly debate.[85] Scholars have suggested that both the
relative dearth of archeological research in sub-Saharan Africa as well as long-standing prejudices have limited
or biased our understanding of pre-historic metallurgy on the continent.[86][88][89] One scholar characterized the
state of historical knowledge as such: "To say that the history of metallurgy in sub-Saharan Africa is
complicated is perhaps an understatement."[89]

Nubia [edit]

The Bronze Age in Nubia started as early as 2300 BC.[90] Copper smelting was introduced by Egyptians to the
Nubian city of Meroë, in modern-day Sudan, around 2600 BC.[84] A furnace for bronze casting has been found
in Kerma that is dated to 2300–1900 BC.[90]

West Africa [edit]

Copper smelting took place in West Africa prior to the appearance of iron smelting in the region. Evidence for
copper smelting furnaces was found near Agadez, Niger that has been dated as early as 2200 BC.[86] However,
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evidence for copper production in this region before 1000 BC is debated.[91][84][86] Evidence of copper mining
and smelting has been found at Akjoujt, Mauretania that suggests small scale production c. 800 to 400 BC.[86]

Americas [edit]
See also: Metallurgy in pre-Columbian America and Metallurgy in pre-Columbian Mesoamerica

The Moche civilization of South America independently discovered and developed bronze smelting.[92] Bronze
technology was developed further by the Incas and used widely both for utilitarian objects and sculpture.[93] A
later appearance of limited bronze smelting in West Mexico suggests either contact of that region with Andean
cultures or separate discovery of the technology. The Calchaquí people of Northwest Argentina had bronze
technology.[94]

Trade [edit]

Trade and industry played a major role in the development of the ancient Bronze Age civilizations. With artifacts
of the Indus Valley Civilization being found in ancient Mesopotamia and Egypt, it is clear that these civilizations
were not only in touch with each other but also trading with each other. Early long-distance trade was limited
almost exclusively to luxury goods like spices, textiles and precious metals. Not only did this make cities with
ample amounts of these products extremely rich but also led to an intermingling of cultures for the first time in
history.[95]

Trade routes were not only over land but also over water. The first and most extensive trade routes were over
rivers such as the Nile, the Tigris and the Euphrates which led to growth of cities on the banks of these rivers.
The domestication of camels at a later time also helped encourage the use of trade routes over land, linking the
Indus Valley with the Mediterranean. This further led to towns sprouting up in numbers anywhere and
everywhere there was a pit-stop or caravan-to-ship port.

See also [edit]

Altyndepe
Dover Bronze Age Boat
Ferriby Boats
Human timeline
Langdon Bay hoard
Middle Bronze Age migrations (Ancient Near East)
Namazga
Oxhide ingot
Shropshire bulla
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Bruno, Duke of Saxony

St. Bruno of Saxony

Bruno dux, depiction in the Chronica sancti
Pantaleonis (about 1237)

Duke and Martyr
Born c. 830/840

Died 2 February 880
Battle of Luneburg Heath

Venerated in Catholic Church

Major shrine Ebstorf Abbey

Feast 2 February

Patronage Brunswick

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Bruno I" redirects here. For the first so-named archbishop of Cologne, see Bruno the Great.

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Bruno, Duke of Saxony" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(April 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Bruno, also called Brun or Braun (c. 830/840 – 2 February 880),
a member of the Ottonian dynasty, was Duke of Saxony from 866
until his death. He is rated as an ancestor of the Brunonids, a
cadet branch of the Ottonians, though an affiliation is uncertain.
Bruno was killed fighting against Norse warriors in the Battle of
Luneburg Heath and is venerated as one of the Ebsdorf Martyrs.
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4 Notes
5 Sources

Life [edit]

He was the eldest son of the Saxon count Liudolf (died 866) and
his wife, Oda of Billung. His father held large estates in Eastphalia
along the Leine river, where in 852 he founded the Brunshausen
monastery. Bruno succeeded his father and is mentioned as a
count in 877.

While Liudolf is described as dux orientalis Saxonum, i.e. leader in
East Saxony (Eastphalia), it is possible that Bruno, according to
the Res gestae saxonicae by the medieval chronicler Widukind of
Corvey, already was dux totius Saxonum, duke (Herzog) of all
Saxony. The rise of his family in East Francia is documented by the fact that Bruno's sister Liutgard in 874
married the Carolingian prince Louis the Younger, second son of King Louis the German, whereafter he is
called ducem et fratrem reinæ, "duke and the queen's brother" in the Annales Fuldenses. Nothing is known of
Bruno's marriage and children.

He supported his brother-in-law Louis the Younger in the fights with his uncle, Emperor Charles the Bald. As
Saxon commander-in-chief during the Viking invasions, he died, along with several other noblemen, in a battle
against "Norsemen" warriors (probably a Danish contingent of the Great Heathen Army, defeated by King Alfred
the Great) on Candlemas Day, 2 February 880.[1] The mid-winter battle was a crushing defeat; Duke Bruno, the
bishops of Minden and Hildesheim, as well as twelve Saxon counts and several other noblemen were killed.
According to the chronicler Bishop Thietmar of Merseburg, Bruno died in a flooded river, which probably took
place during the battle or a retreat.[2] He was succeeded by his younger brother Otto the Illustrious, whose son
Henry the Fowler became King of East Francia in 919.

Veneration [edit]

Bruno is venerated as a saint and martyr in the Catholic Church, being honored with a feast day on 2 February
under the name St. Bruno of Saxony. About 1160 his relics were translated by the Dannenberg counts to
Ebstorf Abbey near Uelzen, which from the 14th century was defined as the place of the 880 battle and became
a major pilgrimage site.
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Ebstorf Abbey

According to tradition, Bruno is also the founder of Brunswick as well as
the ancestor of the local count Brun I (a candidate in the royal election
of 1002) and his Brunonid descendants. Consistent naming suggests a
kinship, however, some mentions appear to refer to an earlier Saxon
margrave called Brun the Younger, possibly Bruno's grandfather.

See also [edit]

Ebstorf Map

Notes [edit]

1. ^ AF, 880 (p. 88 and n4).
2. ^ Bruno, son of Liudolf, died in one of two battles (one at the river Scheldt and one in Saxony) which are reported

separately in the Annales Fuldenses. The Gesta Francorum lists "Bardonum…alterum Bardonum [et] tertium
Bardonum" as three of the twelve counts who were killed fighting the Danes in 880[120]. The other two counts
named "Bardo" or "Bruno" have not been identified.

Sources [edit]

Reuter, Timothy (trans.) The Annals of Fulda . (Manchester Medieval series, Ninth-Century Histories,
Volume II.) Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1992.
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Bruno (bishop of Segni)

Saint
Bruno
O.S.B.

Bishop of Segni

Church Roman Catholic Church

Diocese Segni

See Segni

Appointed 1079

Term ended 18 July 1123

Predecessor Erasmo

Successor Trasmondo

Orders
Consecration 1080

by Pope Gregory VII

Rank Bishop

Personal details
Birth name Bruno

Born c. 1045
Solero, Kingdom of Italy

Died 18 July 1123 (aged 78)
Segni, Papal States

Previous
post

Canon of the Siena Cathedral
(1073-1079)
Abbot of Montecassino (1107-
1111)

Sainthood
Feast day 18 July

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 5 September 1181
Segni, Papal States
by Pope Lucius III

Attributes Benedictine habit
Episcopal attire
Pastoral staff

Patronage Segni

Oil on canvas c. 1630 - St. Bruno and
Pope Urban II.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bruno (Bishop of Segni))

Bruno di Segni (c. 1045 – 18 July 1123) was an Italian Roman
Catholic prelate and professed member from the Order of Saint
Benedict who served as the Bishop of Segni and the Abbot of
Montecassino.[1] He studied under the Benedictines in Bologna
before being appointed as the canon of the Siena cathedral and
before he was invited to Rome where he became a bishop and
counselled four consecutive popes.[2] He served as an abbot in
Montecassino but his chastising Pope Paschal II on the Concordat
of Segni in 1111 prompted the pope to relieve him from his duties
as abbot and ordered Bruno to return to his diocese where he
died just over a decade later.[3][1] Bruno's canonization was
celebrated on 5 September 1181 under Pope Lucius III who
presided over the celebration in the late bishop's diocese.[4]
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Life [edit]

Bruno was born circa
1045 in Solero either to
nobles or parents of
modest means named
Andrea and
Guglielmina.[4][1] He
spent his theological
education in a
Benedictine convent of
Santa Perpetua near
his town in Asti and in
Bologna at the college
there where he also

studied humanities and the liberal arts.[1] He became a canon in
Siena in 1073 after his ordination to the priesthood around that
stage and was assigned as a pastor there. This happened after he
decided to go to Montecassino to be a monk but during the trip fell
ill in Siena where he remained subject to the needs of the local
bishop who thought it best to name Bruno as the cathedral
canon.[4] Bruno became noted for his defending orthodox faith and
for his extensive knowledge of Sacred Scripture though was better
known for his teachings and ardent devotion to the Blessed
Sacrament. Bruno later moved to Rome in about 1079 after he
was summoned there on the account of his broad learning and
great piousness where he was a guest of Pietro Igneo.[3] Bruno
was appointed as the Bishop of Segni in 1079 after the canons
selected him and Pope Gregory VII himself - a good friend to
Bruno and who often sought his counsel - granted episcopal
consecration to him in 1080. In 1079 in Rome - before the pope himself - he obliged Berengarius of Tours to
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retreat his heretical claim that there existed no real presence of Jesus Christ in the Eucharist in a move that won
him much praise and admiration.[4][3]

In April 1082 he was travelling from Segni to Rome when Adolfo di Segni seized and imprisoned him. He was
freed and returned to Rome but was imprisoned once more alongside the pope in the Sant'Angelo castle. Pope
Victor III named him as the Vatican Librarian and he held the position until he left for Montecassino in 1099.

Bruno had connections to Pope Urban II whom he accompanied to the Council of Clermont in late 1095 where
the First Crusade was inaugurated.[3] He travelled with the pope to Avignon from 11–13 September before
setting off for Cluny on 25 October and to the council on 18 November. He accompanied the pope to Limoges
from 23–31 December and then onwards to Charroux before going with him to Poitiers on 22 January 1096.
Bruno accompanied Urban II to Moyenmoutier on 10 March before going to Tours from 14–20 March and then
to Poitiers again from 30 March to 14 April. Their last two destinations were in Nîmes on 12 July and Saint-Gilles
on 20 July.[1][3] In 1099 he entered Montecassino convent without resigning his episcopal see or severing his
relations with the outside world. He undertook a mission to the Kingdom of France for Pope Paschal II in 1106
remaining with the pope for several months after his return before returning to his cloister where he was elected
as abbot for Montecassino in November 1107.[1] Paschal II made no objection to this pluralism until Bruno
condemned the pope's signing of the Concordat of Segni in 1111 was forced to resign his position as the abbot
and return to Segni as its bishop.[5] He and other Italian and French bishops rejected the "Privilgegium" that
Emperor Heinrich V extorted from the pope in the latter's imprisonment and censured the pope in a letter for
conceding to the king the right to investiture of abbots and bishops.[3] His chastising the pope led to the
frustrated Paschal II in turn chastising Bruno for shirking his duties and forced him to return to Segni.[4] He
served as a legate to France twice in 1104 and 1106 while he visited Civita Castellana with the pope on 8
September 1105 and in Parma on 2 November 1106. Bruno was also present in Segni to welcome the pope on
4 June 1109 who celebrated the canonization for Bruno's old friend Pietro di Anagni.[1] Bruno once made the
mistake when he claimed that priests who committed simonical acts could not perform the Sacraments but he
was proven to be wrong since it did not undo the sacrament of ordination despite how severe it was.[2]

There is confusion as to whether or not Bruno had been made a cardinal. It is said that he declined the
cardinalate while other sources suggest he had been made the Cardinal-Bishop of Segni even though the
suburbicarian diocese had not existed at that stage. Some sources suggest that Urban II named him as a
cardinal in 1086 while others believe that he was named as a cardinal on 18 July 1079.[1]

He died at Segni in mid-1123. Bruno's published works are considered to be exegetical for the most part. He
condemned simonical practices in a document written prior to 1109 entitled Libellus de simoniacis. He authored
commentaries on the Book of Job and the Psalms as well as on the four Gospels.[3][1] Bruno also wrote on the
lives of Pope Leo IX and Pietro di Anagni. There are 145 homilies of his that are still preserved.[2]

Sainthood [edit]

Bruno's canonization was celebrated under Pope Lucius III on 5 September 1181 in Segni. He is considered the
patron saint for Segni.[6]
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Bruno (bishop of Würzburg)

Saint Bruno of Würzburg

Saint Bruno of Würzburg in a stained glass
window from the parish church of Liesing by

Martin Häusle

Born c. 1005

Died 27 May 1045

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Feast 27 May

Engraving by Würzburg court and
university engraver Johann Salver
(1670–1738) from the series of
Würzburg prince-bishops

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bruno (Bishop of Würzburg))

Bruno of Würzburg (c. 1005 – 27 May 1045), also known as
Bruno of Carinthia, was imperial chancellor of Italy from 1027 to
1034 for Conrad II, Holy Roman Emperor, to whom he was related,
and from 1034 until his death prince-bishop of Würzburg.
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Origin and Imperial politics [edit]

Bruno was the son of Conrad I, Duke of Carinthia, and Matilda of
Swabia, and thus a cousin of the Salian Emperor Conrad II. He
courted Agnes of Poitou on behalf of Conrad's son and successor
Emperor Henry III. Bruno laid the corner-stone of Würzburg
Cathedral, and in 1042 dedicated the Abbey of St. Burchard,
rebuilt by Abbot Willemund.[1]

He also accompanied Henry on his second Hungarian Campaign, during
which Bruno died in an accident at Persenbeug on the Danube in the
present Lower Austria.

Death [edit]

The retinue of Henry III had stopped at the residence of Countess
Richlinde of Ebersberg, who was faced with the task of distributing the
estate of her recently deceased husband Count Adalbero II of
Ebersberg. During a great banquet given by the countess a load-
bearing pillar supporting the banqueting hall broke, causing the entire
floor to collapse. The king was only slightly hurt but the countess,
Bishop Bruno and Abbot Altmann of Ebersberg Abbey were so badly
injured that they did not survive more than a few days. The Annals of
Niederaltaich add a legend to the story: before the feast, at the
Strudengau on the Danube near Grein, the devil was supposed to have
appeared to the bishop and threatened him already, but the bishop was
able to repel him. Bruno's body was returned to his residence in
Würzburg.

He was succeeded by his nephew, Adalbero of Würzburg.[2]

Burial and cultus [edit]

Many cathedrals were built in that period, and from 1040 Bruno began the construction of Würzburg Cathedral.
The consecration of the crypt on 16 June 1045 was combined with his burial. Bruno was not formally canonized
by the Roman Catholic Church, but is nevertheless revered as a saint. His feast day is 27 May.

Bruno wrote a well-known commentary on the Psalms, to which he appended an analysis of ten Biblical hymns,
consisting of extracts from the writings of the Church Fathers.
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Bruno (bishop of Segni)

Saint
Bruno
O.S.B.

Bishop of Segni

Church Roman Catholic Church

Diocese Segni

See Segni

Appointed 1079

Term ended 18 July 1123

Predecessor Erasmo

Successor Trasmondo

Orders
Consecration 1080

by Pope Gregory VII

Rank Bishop

Personal details
Birth name Bruno

Born c. 1045
Solero, Kingdom of Italy

Died 18 July 1123 (aged 78)
Segni, Papal States

Previous
post

Canon of the Siena Cathedral
(1073-1079)
Abbot of Montecassino (1107-
1111)

Sainthood
Feast day 18 July

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 5 September 1181
Segni, Papal States
by Pope Lucius III

Attributes Benedictine habit
Episcopal attire
Pastoral staff

Patronage Segni

Oil on canvas c. 1630 - St. Bruno and
Pope Urban II.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bruno di Segni (c. 1045 – 18 July 1123) was an Italian Roman
Catholic prelate and professed member from the Order of Saint
Benedict who served as the Bishop of Segni and the Abbot of
Montecassino.[1] He studied under the Benedictines in Bologna
before being appointed as the canon of the Siena cathedral and
before he was invited to Rome where he became a bishop and
counselled four consecutive popes.[2] He served as an abbot in
Montecassino but his chastising Pope Paschal II on the Concordat
of Segni in 1111 prompted the pope to relieve him from his duties
as abbot and ordered Bruno to return to his diocese where he
died just over a decade later.[3][1] Bruno's canonization was
celebrated on 5 September 1181 under Pope Lucius III who
presided over the celebration in the late bishop's diocese.[4]
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Life [edit]

Bruno was born circa
1045 in Solero either to
nobles or parents of
modest means named
Andrea and
Guglielmina.[4][1] He
spent his theological
education in a
Benedictine convent of
Santa Perpetua near
his town in Asti and in
Bologna at the college
there where he also

studied humanities and the liberal arts.[1] He became a canon in
Siena in 1073 after his ordination to the priesthood around that
stage and was assigned as a pastor there. This happened after he
decided to go to Montecassino to be a monk but during the trip fell
ill in Siena where he remained subject to the needs of the local
bishop who thought it best to name Bruno as the cathedral
canon.[4] Bruno became noted for his defending orthodox faith and
for his extensive knowledge of Sacred Scripture though was better
known for his teachings and ardent devotion to the Blessed
Sacrament. Bruno later moved to Rome in about 1079 after he
was summoned there on the account of his broad learning and
great piousness where he was a guest of Pietro Igneo.[3] Bruno
was appointed as the Bishop of Segni in 1079 after the canons
selected him and Pope Gregory VII himself - a good friend to
Bruno and who often sought his counsel - granted episcopal
consecration to him in 1080. In 1079 in Rome - before the pope himself - he obliged Berengarius of Tours to
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retreat his heretical claim that there existed no real presence of Jesus Christ in the Eucharist in a move that won
him much praise and admiration.[4][3]

In April 1082 he was travelling from Segni to Rome when Adolfo di Segni seized and imprisoned him. He was
freed and returned to Rome but was imprisoned once more alongside the pope in the Sant'Angelo castle. Pope
Victor III named him as the Vatican Librarian and he held the position until he left for Montecassino in 1099.

Bruno had connections to Pope Urban II whom he accompanied to the Council of Clermont in late 1095 where
the First Crusade was inaugurated.[3] He travelled with the pope to Avignon from 11–13 September before
setting off for Cluny on 25 October and to the council on 18 November. He accompanied the pope to Limoges
from 23–31 December and then onwards to Charroux before going with him to Poitiers on 22 January 1096.
Bruno accompanied Urban II to Moyenmoutier on 10 March before going to Tours from 14–20 March and then
to Poitiers again from 30 March to 14 April. Their last two destinations were in Nîmes on 12 July and Saint-Gilles
on 20 July.[1][3] In 1099 he entered Montecassino convent without resigning his episcopal see or severing his
relations with the outside world. He undertook a mission to the Kingdom of France for Pope Paschal II in 1106
remaining with the pope for several months after his return before returning to his cloister where he was elected
as abbot for Montecassino in November 1107.[1] Paschal II made no objection to this pluralism until Bruno
condemned the pope's signing of the Concordat of Segni in 1111 was forced to resign his position as the abbot
and return to Segni as its bishop.[5] He and other Italian and French bishops rejected the "Privilgegium" that
Emperor Heinrich V extorted from the pope in the latter's imprisonment and censured the pope in a letter for
conceding to the king the right to investiture of abbots and bishops.[3] His chastising the pope led to the
frustrated Paschal II in turn chastising Bruno for shirking his duties and forced him to return to Segni.[4] He
served as a legate to France twice in 1104 and 1106 while he visited Civita Castellana with the pope on 8
September 1105 and in Parma on 2 November 1106. Bruno was also present in Segni to welcome the pope on
4 June 1109 who celebrated the canonization for Bruno's old friend Pietro di Anagni.[1] Bruno once made the
mistake when he claimed that priests who committed simonical acts could not perform the Sacraments but he
was proven to be wrong since it did not undo the sacrament of ordination despite how severe it was.[2]

There is confusion as to whether or not Bruno had been made a cardinal. It is said that he declined the
cardinalate while other sources suggest he had been made the Cardinal-Bishop of Segni even though the
suburbicarian diocese had not existed at that stage. Some sources suggest that Urban II named him as a
cardinal in 1086 while others believe that he was named as a cardinal on 18 July 1079.[1]

He died at Segni in mid-1123. Bruno's published works are considered to be exegetical for the most part. He
condemned simonical practices in a document written prior to 1109 entitled Libellus de simoniacis. He authored
commentaries on the Book of Job and the Psalms as well as on the four Gospels.[3][1] Bruno also wrote on the
lives of Pope Leo IX and Pietro di Anagni. There are 145 homilies of his that are still preserved.[2]

Sainthood [edit]

Bruno's canonization was celebrated under Pope Lucius III on 5 September 1181 in Segni. He is considered the
patron saint for Segni.[6]
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Bruno (bishop of Würzburg)

Saint Bruno of Würzburg

Saint Bruno of Würzburg in a stained glass
window from the parish church of Liesing by

Martin Häusle

Born c. 1005

Died 27 May 1045

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Feast 27 May

Engraving by Würzburg court and
university engraver Johann Salver
(1670–1738) from the series of
Würzburg prince-bishops

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bruno of Würzburg (c. 1005 – 27 May 1045), also known as
Bruno of Carinthia, was imperial chancellor of Italy from 1027 to
1034 for Conrad II, Holy Roman Emperor, to whom he was related,
and from 1034 until his death prince-bishop of Würzburg.
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Origin and Imperial politics [edit]

Bruno was the son of Conrad I, Duke of Carinthia, and Matilda of
Swabia, and thus a cousin of the Salian Emperor Conrad II. He
courted Agnes of Poitou on behalf of Conrad's son and successor
Emperor Henry III. Bruno laid the corner-stone of Würzburg
Cathedral, and in 1042 dedicated the Abbey of St. Burchard,
rebuilt by Abbot Willemund.[1]

He also accompanied Henry on his second Hungarian Campaign, during
which Bruno died in an accident at Persenbeug on the Danube in the
present Lower Austria.

Death [edit]

The retinue of Henry III had stopped at the residence of Countess
Richlinde of Ebersberg, who was faced with the task of distributing the
estate of her recently deceased husband Count Adalbero II of
Ebersberg. During a great banquet given by the countess a load-
bearing pillar supporting the banqueting hall broke, causing the entire
floor to collapse. The king was only slightly hurt but the countess,
Bishop Bruno and Abbot Altmann of Ebersberg Abbey were so badly
injured that they did not survive more than a few days. The Annals of
Niederaltaich add a legend to the story: before the feast, at the
Strudengau on the Danube near Grein, the devil was supposed to have
appeared to the bishop and threatened him already, but the bishop was
able to repel him. Bruno's body was returned to his residence in
Würzburg.

He was succeeded by his nephew, Adalbero of Würzburg.[2]

Burial and cultus [edit]

Many cathedrals were built in that period, and from 1040 Bruno began the construction of Würzburg Cathedral.
The consecration of the crypt on 16 June 1045 was combined with his burial. Bruno was not formally canonized
by the Roman Catholic Church, but is nevertheless revered as a saint. His feast day is 27 May.

Bruno wrote a well-known commentary on the Psalms, to which he appended an analysis of ten Biblical hymns,
consisting of extracts from the writings of the Church Fathers.
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Bruno of Cologne

Saint Bruno of Cologne

Saint Bruno of Cologne, by José de Ribera

Confessor, Hermit, Monk, Mystic, Founder
Born c. 1030

Cologne, Archdiocese of
Cologne

Died 6 October 1101
Serra San Bruno

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 1514 by Pope Leo X[1]

Canonized 17 February 1623 by Pope
Gregory XV [2]

Feast 6 October

Attributes Skull that he holds and
contemplates, with a book and a
cross, Carthusian habit

Patronage Germany, Calabria, monastic
fraternities, Carthusians, trade
marks, Ruthenia, possessed
people

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Not to be confused with Bruno the Great.

Bruno of Cologne (c. 1030 – 6 October 1101) was the founder
of the Carthusian Order, he personally founded the order's first
two communities. He was a celebrated teacher at Reims, and a
close advisor of his former pupil, Pope Urban II. His feast day is
October 6.
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Life [edit]

Bruno was born in Cologne about the year 1030. According to
tradition, he belonged to the family of Hartenfaust, or Hardebüst,
one of the principal families of the city.[2] Little is known of his early
years, except that he studied theology in the present-day French
city of Reims before returning to his native land. His Feast day was
announced to be October 6th.

His education completed, Bruno returned to Cologne, where he
was most likely ordained a priest around 1055, and provided with a
canonry at St. Cunibert's. In 1056 Bishop Gervais recalled him to
Reims, where the following year he found himself head of the
Episcopal school, which at the time included the direction of the
schools and the oversight of all the educational establishments of
the diocese. For eighteen years, from 1057 to 1075, he
maintained the prestige which the school of Reims attained under
its former masters, Remi of Auxerre, and others.[2]

Bruno led the school for nearly two decades, acquiring an
excellent reputation as a philosopher and theologian.[3] Among his students were Eudes of Châtillon, afterwards
Pope Urban II, Rangier, Cardinal and Bishop of Reggio, Robert, Bishop of Langres, and a large number of
prelates and abbots.

Chancellor of the Diocese of Reims [edit]

In 1075, Bruno was appointed chancellor of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Reims, which involved him in
the daily administration of the diocese. Meanwhile, the pious Bishop Gervais de Château-du-Loir, a friend to
Bruno, had been succeeded by Manasses de Gournai, a violent aristocrat with no real vocation for the Church.
In 1077, at the urging of Bruno and the clergy at Reims, de Gournai was suspended at a council at Autun. He
responded, in typical eleventh century fashion, by having his retainers pull down the houses of his accusers.[4]

He confiscated their goods, sold their benefices, and even appealed to the pope. Bruno discreetly avoided the
cathedral city until in 1080 a definite sentence, confirmed by popular riot, compelled Manasses to withdraw[3]

and take refuge with Henry IV, Holy Roman Emperor, the fierce opponent of Pope Gregory VII.

Refusal to become a Bishop [edit]
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Saint Bruno refuses the archbishopric of
Reggio di Calabria, by Vincenzo Carducci,
Chartreuse of el Paular.

Bruno of Cologne

On the verge of being made bishop himself, Bruno instead followed a vow he had made to renounce secular
concerns and withdrew, along with two of his friends, Raoul and
Fulcius, also canons of Reims.[5]

Bruno's first thought on leaving Reims seems to have been to
place himself and his companions under the direction of an
eminent solitary, Robert of Molesme, who had recently (1075)
settled at Sèche-Fontaine, near Molesme in the Roman Catholic
Diocese of Langres, together with a band of other hermits, who
were later on (in 1098) to form the Cistercians. But he soon found
that this was not his vocation. After a short stay he went with six of
his companions to Hugh of Châteauneuf, Bishop of Grenoble. The
bishop, according to the pious legend, had recently had a vision of
these men, under a chaplet of seven stars, and he installed them
himself in 1084 in a mountainous and uninhabited spot in the lower
Alps of the Dauphiné, in a place named Chartreuse,[4] not far from
Grenoble. With St. Bruno were: Landuin, Stephen of Bourg,
Stephen of Die (canons of St. Rufus), Hugh the Chaplain and two
laymen, Andrew and Guerin, who afterwards became the first lay brothers.

They built an oratory with small individual cells at a distance from each other where they lived isolated and in
poverty,[4] entirely occupied in prayer and study, for these men had a reputation for learning, and were
frequently honored by the visits of St. Hugh who became like one of themselves.

At the time, Bruno's pupil, Eudes of Châtillon, had become pope as Urban II (1088). Resolved to continue the
work of reform commenced by Gregory VII, and being obliged to struggle against Antipope Clement III and
Emperor Henry IV, he was in dire need of competent and devoted allies and called his former master to Rome in
1090.[3]

It is difficult to assign the place which Bruno occupied in Rome, or his influence in contemporary events,
because it remained entirely hidden and confidential. Lodged in the Lateran with the pope himself, privy to his
most private councils, he worked as an advisor but wisely kept in the background, apart from the fiercely
partisan rivalries in Rome and within the curia. Shortly after his arrival in Rome, the papal party was forced to
evacuate to the south by the arrival of Henry IV with his own antipope in tow.[6]

Bruno resisted efforts to name him Archbishop of Reggio Calabria, deferring
instead in favor of one of his former pupils nearby in a Benedictine abbey near
Salerno. Instead Bruno begged to return again to his solitary life. His intention was
to rejoin his brethren in Dauphiné, as a letter addressed to them makes clear.[5]

But the will of Urban II kept him in Italy, near the papal court, to which he could be
called at need.

Bruno did not attend the Council of Clermont, where Urban preached the First
Crusade, but seems to have been present at the Council of Benevento (March,
1091). His part in history is effaced.

The place for his new retreat, chosen in 1091 by Bruno and some followers who had joined him, was in the
Roman Catholic Diocese of Squillace, in a small forested high valley, where the band constructed a little
wooden chapel and cabins. His patron there was Roger I of Sicily, Count of Sicily and Calabria and uncle of the
Duke of Apulia, who granted them the lands they occupied, and a close friendship developed. Bruno went to the
Guiscard court at Mileto to visit the count in his sickness (1098 and 1101), and to baptize his son, Roger
(1097), the future King of Sicily. But more often Roger went into retreat with his friends, where he erected a
simple house for himself. Through his generosity, the monastery of St. Stephen was built in 1095, near the
original hermitage dedicated to the Virgin.[6]

At the turn of the new century, the friends of St. Bruno died one after the other: Urban II in 1099; Landuin, the
prior of the Grande Chartreuse, his first companion, in 1100; Count Roger in 1101. Bruno followed on 6
October 1101 in Serra San Bruno.[6]

Bruno's legacy [edit]

After his death, the Carthusians of Calabria, following a frequent custom of the Middle Ages, dispatched a roll-
bearer, a servant of the community laden with a long roll of parchment, hung round his neck, who travelled
through Italy, France, Germany, and England, stopping to announce the death of Bruno, and in return, the
churches, communities, or chapters inscribed upon his roll, in prose or verse, the expression of their regrets,
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Notre Dame de Casalibus,
Dauphiné

St Bruno, by Manuel Pereira (1652,
R.A.B.A.S.F., Madrid).
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with promises of prayers. Many of these rolls have been preserved, but
few are so extensive or so full of praise as that about St. Bruno. A
hundred and seventy-eight witnesses, of whom many had known the
deceased, celebrated the extent of his knowledge and the fruitfulness of
his instruction. Strangers to him were above all struck by his great
knowledge and talents. But his disciples praised his three chief
virtues — his great spirit of prayer, extreme mortification, and devotion
to the Blessed Virgin.

Both the churches built by him in the desert were dedicated to the
Blessed Virgin: Our Lady of Casalibus in Dauphiné and Our Lady Della
Torre in Calabria; faithful to his inspirations, the Carthusian Statutes
proclaim the Mother of God the first and chief patron of all the houses of the order, whoever may be their
particular patron. He is also the eponym for San Bruno Creek in California.

Inscription in the Roman Calendar [edit]

Bruno was buried in the little cemetery of the hermitage of Santa Maria.
In 1513, his bones were discovered with the epitaph "Haec sunt ossa
magistri Brunonis" (these are the bones of the master Bruno) over
them. Since the Carthusian Order maintains a strict observance of
humility, Saint Bruno was never formally canonized. He was not included
in the Tridentine Calendar, but in the year 1623 Pope Gregory XV
included him in the General Roman Calendar for celebration on 6
October.[7]

Saint Bruno has long been regarded the patron saint of Calabria and
one of the patron saints of Germany.

A writer as well as founder of his order, Saint Bruno composed
commentaries on the Psalms and on the Epistles of Paul the Apostle.
Two letters of his also remain, his profession of faith, and a short elegy
on contempt for the world which shows that he cultivated poetry. St
Bruno's Commentaries reveal that he knew a little Hebrew and Greek;
he was familiar with the Church Fathers, especially Augustine of Hippo
and Ambrose. "His style," said Dom Rivet, "is concise, clear, nervous
and simple, and his Latin as good as could be expected of that century:
it would be difficult to find a composition of this kind at once more solid
and more luminous, more concise and more clear."[2]

In Catholic art, Saint Bruno can be recognized by a skull that he holds
and contemplates, with a book and a cross. He may be crowned with a halo of seven stars; or with a roll bearing
the device O Bonitas.

See also [edit]

Spatiamentum
Cologne Charterhouse
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Bruno of Querfurt

Saint
Bruno of Querfurt

A medieval fresco depicting St Bruno's death

Bishop and Martyr; Second Apostle of the
Prussians

Born c. 974
Querfurt, Saxony-Anhalt

Died 14 February 1009

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Feast 15 October

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Bruno of Querfurt (c. 974 – 14 February 1009 AD), also known
as Brun and Boniface, was a Christian missionary bishop and
martyr, who was beheaded near the border of Kievan Rus and
Lithuania for trying to spread Christianity. He is also called the
second "Apostle of the Prussians".
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Biography [edit]

Early life [edit]

Bruno was from a noble family of Querfurt (now in Saxony-Anhalt).
He is rumored to have been a relative of the Holy Roman Emperor
Otto III. At the age of six, he was sent to be educated at the
cathedral school in Magdeburg, seat of Adalbert of Magdeburg,
the teacher and namesake of Adalbert of Prague. While still a youth, he was made a canon of the Cathedral of
Magdeburg. The fifteen-year-old Otto III made Bruno a part of his royal court. In 995 Otto III appointed Bruno as
his court chaplain.[1]

While in Rome for Otto's imperial coronation, Bruno met Adalbert of Prague, the first "Apostle of the Prussians",
killed a year later, which inspired Bruno to write a biography of Adalbert when he reached the recently
Christianized and consolidated Kingdom of Hungary himself. Bruno spent much time at the monastery where
Adalbert had become a monk and where abbot John Canaparius may have written a life of Adalbert. In 998,
Bruno entered a Benedictine monastery near Ravenna that Otto had founded, and later underwent strict
ascetic training under the guidance of Romuald.[2]

Missionary life [edit]

Otto III hoped to establish a
monastery between the Elbe and
the Oder (somewhere in the pagan
lands that became Brandenburg or
Western Pomerania) to help
convert the local population to
Christianity and colonize the area.
In 1001, two monks from his
monastery traveled to Poland, while
Bruno was with Otto in Italy,
studying the language and awaiting
the Apostolic appointment by Pope
Sylvester II.[2]

In 1003 Pope Sylvester II appointed
Bruno, at the age of 33, to head a
mission amongst the pagan
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The lands given St. Bruno in 1003 were in the region shown on left bank of the
Oder, Hither Pomerania along the coast, or the future Margraviate of Brandenburg
to its south.
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peoples of Eastern Europe. Bruno
left Rome in 1004, and having
been named an archbishop was
consecrated in February of that
year by Archbishop Tagino of Magdeburg.[3] Owing to a regional conflict between the Holy Roman Emperor
Henry II and Duke Boleslaus I of Poland, Bruno could not go directly to Poland so he set out for Hungary. There
he went to the places that Adalbert of Prague had attended.

Bruno tried to persuade Ahtum, the Duke of Banat, who was under jurisdiction of Patriarchate of Constantinople
to accept the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Rome, but this precipitated a large controversy leading to organized
opposition from local monks. Bruno elected to gracefully exit the region after he first finished his book, the
famous "Life of Adalbert of Prague," a literary memorial giving a history of the (relatively recent) conversion of
the Hungarians.[2]

After this diplomatic failure, Bruno went to Kiev, where Grand Duke Vladimir I authorized him to make Christian
converts among the Pechenegs, semi-nomadic Turkic peoples living between the Danube and the Don rivers.[2]

Bruno spent five months there and baptized some thirty adults. He helped to bring about a peace treaty
between them and the ruler of Kiev.

Before leaving for Poland, Bruno consecrated a bishop for the Pechenegs. While in Poland he consecrated the
first Bishop of Sweden and is said to have sent emissaries to baptize the king of Sweden,[4] whose mother had
come from Poland. Bruno found out that his friend Benedict and four companions had been killed by robbers in
1003.[2] Bruno took eyewitness accounts and wrote down a touching history of the so-called Five Martyred
Brothers.[5]

Mission to Prussia and death [edit]

In the autumn or at the end of 1008 Bruno and eighteen companions set out to found a mission among the Old
Prussians; they succeeded in converting Netimer and then traveled to the east, heading very likely towards
Yotvingia. Yotvingia was a Prussian region, then subordinate to Kievan Rus (since 983), that intersected the
borders of what was then Prussia, Kievan Rus and the Duchy of Lithuania.[6]

Bruno met opposition in his efforts to evangelize the borderland and that when he persisted in disregarding
their warnings he was beheaded in 9 March 1009, and most of his eighteen companions were hanged by
Zebeden, brother of Netimer.[5] Duke Boleslaus the Brave bought the bodies and brought them to Poland (it was
supposed that they were laid to rest in Przemyśl, where some historians place Bruno's diocese; such localization
of the Bruno's burial place is hardly probable because Przemyśl then belonged to Orthodox Kievan Rus through
1018). The Annals of Magdeburg, Thietmar of Merseburg's Chronicle, the Annals of Quedlinburg, various works
of Magdeburg Bishops, and many other written sources of 11th–15th centuries record this story.

Soon after his death, Bruno and his companions were venerated as martyrs and Bruno was soon after
canonized. It was said that Braunsberg was named after Bruno.[2]
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Bruno the Great

Bruno the Great

Born 925

Died 965
Reims

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church[1]

Major shrine St Patrokli Dom in Soest

Feast 11 October

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Not to be confused with Bruno of Cologne.

Bruno the Great (German: Brun(o) von Sachsen, "Bruno of
Saxony"; Latin: Bruno Magnus; May 925 – 11 October 965 AD)
was Archbishop of Cologne[2] from 953 until his death and Duke of
Lotharingia after 954. He was the brother of Otto I, Holy Roman
Emperor.[2]

Bruno was the youngest son of Henry the Fowler and his second
wife Matilda. While he was still a child, it was decided that he
should pursue a clerical career. In the early 940s he was educated
in Trier by the leading scholar, Israel the Grammarian.[3] In 951,
Otto appointed Bruno as his archchaplain.

Bruno soon received further advancement. In 953, the
Archbishopric of Cologne fell vacant just when Conrad the Red,
Duke of Lotharingia and Otto's son-in-law, had joined a rebellion
against Otto. By appointing Bruno to the vacant position, Otto
provided himself with a powerful ally against Conrad (much of
Lotharingia fell under the archdiocese of Cologne) just when he
needed one most. By the next year, the rebellion had collapsed.
Otto deposed Conrad as Duke of Lotharingia and appointed
Bruno in his place.

Bruno was to be almost the last duke of the whole of Lotharingia: in 959 two local nobles, Godfrey and
Frederick, were appointed as margraves of Lower Lotharingia and Upper Lotharingia respectively. Both
margraves were recognised as dukes after Bruno's death. The two duchies would only be reunited between
1033 and 1044 under Gothelo I, Duke of Lotharingia.

The combined positions of archbishop and duke — or archduke, as his biographer Ruotger called him — made
Bruno the most powerful man after Otto not just in Germany but also beyond its borders. After the deaths of
Louis IV of West Francia in 954 and Hugh the Great, his most powerful feudatory, in 956, Bruno, as brother-in-
law to both of them and maternal uncle to their heirs Lothair, the new king, and Hugh Capet, acted as regent of
west Francia.

From 962 onwards, Bruno was also appointed as Otto's regent in Germany while Otto was absent in Italy.[2]

Bruno died in Reims in 965 and was buried in the monastery of St Pantaleon, which he had founded, just
outside Cologne.

Bruno's position in Cologne was little short of royal. Indeed, Otto delegated to Bruno and his successors as
archbishop a number of normally royal privileges — the right to build fortifications and set up markets, to strike
coins and collect (and keep) such taxes as the special ones on Jews in return for royal protection, those on
market trading and tolls from traffic along the Rhine. Even though Bruno's successors as archbishops would not
be dukes as well, they would be the secular as well as the ecclesiastical rulers of Cologne until the battle of
Worringen three centuries later.

Bruno's court in Cologne was the main intellectual and artistic centre of its period in Germany — far more so
than that of his brother Otto, which was far more peripatetic and militarily oriented. Among others, Ratherius
and Liutprand of Cremona spent time at the court. Many of the next generation of German ecclesiastical
leaders were educated at Bruno's court, like Everaclus of Liège, Gerard bishop of Toul, Wikfrid, bishop of
Verdun, and Theoderic, bishop of Metz.

Bruno's effect on medieval Cologne was immense. Apart from building a palace, he extended the cathedral to
the point where it was regarded as rivalling St Peter's in Rome (this cathedral burned down in 1248 and was
replaced by the current one). He brought the area between the old Roman walls and the Rhine within the city
fortifications; and built new churches to Saint Martin of Tours within this area and to Saint Andrew just outside
the northern city wall and a Benedictine monastery dedicated to St Pantaleon to the south-west of the city.
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Bruno the Great

Bruno translated St. Patroclus' relics from Troyes and buried them in 964 at St Patrokli Dom in Soest, where
Patroclus is still today venerated.
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Bruno the Great

Bruno the Great

Born 925

Died 965
Reims

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church[1]

Major shrine St Patrokli Dom in Soest

Feast 11 October

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Bruno the Great of Cologne)

Not to be confused with Bruno of Cologne.

Bruno the Great (German: Brun(o) von Sachsen, "Bruno of
Saxony"; Latin: Bruno Magnus; May 925 – 11 October 965 AD)
was Archbishop of Cologne[2] from 953 until his death and Duke of
Lotharingia after 954. He was the brother of Otto I, Holy Roman
Emperor.[2]

Bruno was the youngest son of Henry the Fowler and his second
wife Matilda. While he was still a child, it was decided that he
should pursue a clerical career. In the early 940s he was educated
in Trier by the leading scholar, Israel the Grammarian.[3] In 951,
Otto appointed Bruno as his archchaplain.

Bruno soon received further advancement. In 953, the
Archbishopric of Cologne fell vacant just when Conrad the Red,
Duke of Lotharingia and Otto's son-in-law, had joined a rebellion
against Otto. By appointing Bruno to the vacant position, Otto
provided himself with a powerful ally against Conrad (much of
Lotharingia fell under the archdiocese of Cologne) just when he
needed one most. By the next year, the rebellion had collapsed.
Otto deposed Conrad as Duke of Lotharingia and appointed
Bruno in his place.

Bruno was to be almost the last duke of the whole of Lotharingia: in 959 two local nobles, Godfrey and
Frederick, were appointed as margraves of Lower Lotharingia and Upper Lotharingia respectively. Both
margraves were recognised as dukes after Bruno's death. The two duchies would only be reunited between
1033 and 1044 under Gothelo I, Duke of Lotharingia.

The combined positions of archbishop and duke — or archduke, as his biographer Ruotger called him — made
Bruno the most powerful man after Otto not just in Germany but also beyond its borders. After the deaths of
Louis IV of West Francia in 954 and Hugh the Great, his most powerful feudatory, in 956, Bruno, as brother-in-
law to both of them and maternal uncle to their heirs Lothair, the new king, and Hugh Capet, acted as regent of
west Francia.

From 962 onwards, Bruno was also appointed as Otto's regent in Germany while Otto was absent in Italy.[2]

Bruno died in Reims in 965 and was buried in the monastery of St Pantaleon, which he had founded, just
outside Cologne.

Bruno's position in Cologne was little short of royal. Indeed, Otto delegated to Bruno and his successors as
archbishop a number of normally royal privileges — the right to build fortifications and set up markets, to strike
coins and collect (and keep) such taxes as the special ones on Jews in return for royal protection, those on
market trading and tolls from traffic along the Rhine. Even though Bruno's successors as archbishops would not
be dukes as well, they would be the secular as well as the ecclesiastical rulers of Cologne until the battle of
Worringen three centuries later.

Bruno's court in Cologne was the main intellectual and artistic centre of its period in Germany — far more so
than that of his brother Otto, which was far more peripatetic and militarily oriented. Among others, Ratherius
and Liutprand of Cremona spent time at the court. Many of the next generation of German ecclesiastical
leaders were educated at Bruno's court, like Everaclus of Liège, Gerard bishop of Toul, Wikfrid, bishop of
Verdun, and Theoderic, bishop of Metz.

Bruno's effect on medieval Cologne was immense. Apart from building a palace, he extended the cathedral to
the point where it was regarded as rivalling St Peter's in Rome (this cathedral burned down in 1248 and was
replaced by the current one). He brought the area between the old Roman walls and the Rhine within the city
fortifications; and built new churches to Saint Martin of Tours within this area and to Saint Andrew just outside
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the northern city wall and a Benedictine monastery dedicated to St Pantaleon to the south-west of the city.

Bruno translated St. Patroclus' relics from Troyes and buried them in 964 at St Patrokli Dom in Soest, where
Patroclus is still today venerated.
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Brychan

Brychan depicted in a window of the
church in Brecon, Wales.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Brychan Brycheiniog was a legendary 5th-century king of Brycheiniog
(Brecknockshire, alternatively Breconshire)[1] in South Wales.
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Life [edit]

See also: Uí Liatháin

According to Celtic hagiography Brychan was born in Ireland, the son of a Prince Anlach, son of Coronac, and
his wife, Marchel, heiress of the Welsh kingdom of Garthmadrun (Brycheiniog), which the couple later inherited.
Upon his father's death, he returned to Garthmadrun and changed its name to Brycheiniog.[2] Brychan's name
may be a Welsh version of the Irish name Broccán and that of his grandfather Coronac may represent
Cormac.[3] Brychan's education was entrusted to one Drichan.[4]

The Life of St. Cadoc by Lifris (c. 1100) portrays Brychan fighting Arthur, Cai and Bedivere because of King
Gwynllyw of Gwynllwg's abduction of his daughter St. Gwladys from his court in Talgarth.

Portraiture and veneration [edit]

He is occasionally described as an undocumented saint[5] but the traditional literature does not call him a saint,
referring to him as a patriarch instead, and he has no churches named for him.[6] A 15th-century stained glass
window in the parish church at St Neot in Cornwall, supposedly depicts Brychan, seated and crowned, holding in
his arms eleven children. This, however, has been described by a standard modern guide as "God with Souls in
his lap".[7]

Children of Brychan [edit]

According to Christian tradition, Brychan was married three times – to Prawst ferch Tydwal, Banhadlwedd ferch
Banadi, and Gwladys – and had a very large family. These wives are mentioned in several manuscripts,
including those by William Worcester, John Leland, and Nicholas Roscarrock. The number of children attributed
to him varies from twelve to sixty-three, the number most frequently encountered being twenty-four. There are
two main lists however, one of Welsh origin and one of Cornish origin. Most of his children appear to have
travelled from Brecon to evangelise Cornwall and North Devon, where they are now venerated, but there is little
agreement between the two lists.

The number of Brychan's children may have grown over time, as more and more secular people as well as
saints wished to claim descent from one of the "Holy Families of Britain". Listed below are children from Welsh,
Cornish, Irish, and Breton sources:

Sons in Welsh sources [edit]

The sons listed in the Cognacio Brychan, De Situ Brecheniauc and the genealogies of Jesus College MS 20 are
Cynog, Rhain Dremrudd, Clydwyn, Arthen, Papai, Dingad, Berwyn and Rhydog. Also listed, but not in all three,
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are Cynon, Pasgen, Cylflifer, Marthaerun and Rhun. Other Welsh sources claim the following additional sons:
Caian, Cynbryd, Cynfran, Cynin, Dogfan, Dyfnan, Dyfrig, Hychan, Llecheu, Neffei, Rhawin, Llofan, Llonio, Heilin,
Afallach and Gwynnws.

Daughters in Welsh sources [edit]

The De Situ Brecheniauc lists: Eleri, Hunydd, Gwladys, Ceingar, Tudglid, Nyfain, Gwawr, Marchell, Lluan,
Gwrygon Goddeu, Arianwen, Bethan, Ceinwen (Keyne), Cerddych, Clydai, Cynheiddon (identified with Saint
Endelienta), Dwynwen, Eiliwedd, Goleudydd, Gwen, Lludd, Tudful, Tudwystl and Tybie. Other Welsh sources
claim the following additional daughters: Beiol, Tydieu, Eufail, Hawystl, Edwen, Gwenrhiw, Tudwen, Callwen,
Gwenfyl, Gwennan and Mwynwen.

Descendants in Cornish sources [edit]

Listed in the Life of Saint Nectan are, by his wife, Gwladys:
Adwen, Canauc (Cynog), Cleder (Clether), Dilic (Illick), Endelient (Endelienta), Helie, Johannes (Sion), Iona,
Juliana (Ilud), Kenhender (Cynidr), Keri (Curig), Mabon (Mabyn), Menfre (Menefrewy), Merewenne (Marwenna),
Morewenna (Morwenna), Nectanus (Nectan), Tamalanc, Tedda (Tetha), Wencu (Gwencuff, Gwengustle, name
of Saint Nennocha), Wenheden (Enoder), Wenna (Gwen), Wensent, Wynup (Gwenabwy) and Yse (Issey).

According to Robert Hunt, of the holy children that settled in Cornwall, we learn that the following gave their
names to Cornish churches

1. Johannes at St Ive
2. Endelient at St Endellion
3. Menfre at St Minver
4. Tethe at St Teath
5. Mabon at St Mabyn
6. Merewenne at Marhamchurch
7. Wenna at St Wenn
8. Keyne at St Keyne
9. Yse at St Issey

10. Morwenna at Morwenstow
11. Cleder at St Clether
12. Keri at Egloskerry
13. Helie at Egloshayle
14. Adwen at Advent
15. Lanent at Lelant

Irish sources [edit]

The Book of Leinster lists the following sons by Brychan's wife, Dína daughter of the King of the Saxons: Mo-
Goróc, Mo-Chonóc (Cynog), Diraid, Dubán (Dyfnan), Cairinne (Caian), Cairpre, Iast, Ellóc (Dilic), Paan,
Cáemán and Mo-Beóc,

Breton sources [edit]

Breton tradition says that Brychan married Menedoc daughter of Constantine, King of the Scots. Together they
were the parents of Saint Nennocha.
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Brynach

Saint Brynach

Our Lady and Saint Non's chapel ( St Davids,
Wales ). Stained glass window ( 1934 )

showing Saint Brynach.

Abbot
Died 6th century

Nevern, Pembrokeshire

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church
Anglican Communion

Major shrine Nevern, Pembrokeshire

Feast 7 April

Attributes Monk or abbot with cuckoo
and/or the Nevern Cross

Patronage Spring

The Church of St Brynach's ruins,
Cwm-yr-Eglwys

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Brynach was a 6th-century Welsh saint. He is traditionally
associated with Pembrokeshire, where several churches are
dedicated to him.
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Life [edit]

A 12th-century account of Brynach's life states that sometime in
the early 6th century, Brynach travelled (from where is unstated)
to Rome[1] and Brittany, and then on to Milford Haven. He erected
various oratories near the rivers Cleddau, Gwaun, and Caman and
at the foot of Mynydd Carningli (translated as 'Mountain of the
Angels'), which was his most famous foundation. This monastery
founded by Brynach was at present-day Nevern (in Welsh,
Nanhyfer). The land was given to him by the local lord, Clether,
who retired to Cornwall. Brynach was harassed by King Maelgwn
of Gwynedd for a while, until he wrought miracles and the two
came to terms. Saint Brynach died on 7 April, on which day his
feast is celebrated. His church, beside the River Nevern, is his
lasting memorial.

The "Life of St Brynach" portrays him as something of a wild fellow
in his youth but very virtuous after his conversion. The
descriptions of his adventures (including amorous and ghostly
encounters) display a degree of humour unusual in the writers of
saintly lives.[1]

Problems of identification [edit]

Brynach may be a form of the Irish name, Bernach. This possibly
etymology has led to speculation that Saint Brynach came from Ireland:
Iolo Morganwg, followed by Baring-Gould, supposed that he is the same
as the chieftain 'Fernach' who came to Wales from Ireland with the
young Brychan of Brycheiniog. However, Egerton Phillimore rejects this
identification A 'Brennach Wyddel o'r Gogledd' or Brennach the
Irishman of the North [of Britain] appears in the Welsh Triads: Rachel
Bromwich does not believe Saint Brynach is meant.

Dedications [edit]

Dedications of churches to Brynach in Pembrokeshire include Nevern, Dinas Cross, Llanfyrnach, Henry's Moat
and Pontfaen. In Carmarthenshire there are Llanboidy and a chapel in Llanddarog, and there are scattered
dedications in Glamorgan, Brecknockshire and Monmouthshire. The distribution of these is similar to that of
Ogham stones in south Wales, and defines a distinct Irish-influenced province that existed in the Age of the
Saints in the History of Wales.[2]

Notes [edit]
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Budoc

Budoc

Saint-Budoc near the church of Trégarvan,
Finistère, Britanny, France

Abbot of Youghal; Bishop of Dol
Born 5th century

in a cask at sea of the coast of
Ireland

Died 6th century

Venerated in Catholic Church
Anglican Communion

Major shrine Plourin Ploudalmezeau

Feast 8 December (traditional)
9 December (Brittany)

Patronage Plourin Ploudalmezeau, France;
Plymouth, England

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Budoc of Dol (also Budeaux or Beuzec) was a Bishop of
Dol, venerated after his death as a saint in both Brittany (now in
France) and Devon (now in England). Saint Budoc is the patron of
Plourin Ploudalmezeau in Finistère where his relics are preserved.
His feast day was celebrated on 8 December, the date still used in
Devon, but in Brittany this was moved to 9 December.[1]
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Name [edit]

The name Budoc, or Beuzec, means "saved from the waters" from
the Breton beuziñ meaning "drown"; but Baring-Gould finds this
"fanciful".[2] In old Celtic, boudi means "victory" and "profit,"[3]

Life [edit]

Baring-Gould suggests that the princess Azenor fled Brittany with her young son due to dynastic conflict.
Arriving first in Cornwall, they then proceeded to Ireland, where Budoc became a monk. They later returned to
Brittany, landing at Porspoder near Brest.[2]

Hagiographer G.H. Doble is of the opinion that Budoc was a once famous abbot whose chief establishment was
on the Breton coast.[3] The vita of Breton Saint Winwaloe describes Budoc as a teacher living on the island of
Laurea.[1] Later Budoc succeeded Saint Samson and Magloire as bishop of Dol and ruled for 26 years
(according to the 10th century vita of Magloire and the 11th century 'Chronicle of Dol'). Baring-Gould
distinguishes between the abbot Budoc and the successor to bishop Magloire at Dol.[2]

Legend [edit]

Budoc is reputed to have been grandson of the King Even of Brest. His mother, Princess Azenor of Brest, had
been falsely accused of infidelity by her jealous stepmother, who had thrown the pregnant Azenor into the sea
in a cask. (A tower of the Château de Brest is named for her.) Azenor invoked the help of Saint Brigid. The cask
drifted for five months. Shorty after Azenor's baby was born, the cask washed ashore on the coast of
Ireland.The story echoes the Greek myth regarding the young Perseus.[1]

A villager summoned the abbot of Beau Port, near Waterford, and the child was christened the next day. Azenor
became the washer-woman of the monastery, and Budoc was raised there.[1] Azenor's stepmother fell ill, and
upon her deathbed she recanted the evil lies she had spread. Azenor's husband sailed in search of Azenor,
and arriving in Ireland, the couple was reconciled, but both died before they could return to Brittany. (However,
a tradition in Cornouaille has Azenor founding a religious establishment at Cap Sizun).[2]

Budoc became a monk.[4] He eventually left Ireland, sailing in a stone trough that landed at Porspoder.[3]

Budoc in South-West England [edit]

Budoc is reputed to have sailed across the Plymouth Sound, until he found an inlet on the Devon side of the
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River Tamar. He landed in Budshead Creek, part of the present district of Plymouth called St Budeaux. His
supposed activity suggests the foundation of an early church in Plymouth.[5] However, there is no evidence of
the name in Devon prior to the 16th century. There is also an ancient church said to have been dedicated by
him at Budock in Cornwall, and there was once one in Oxford too.[3] Saint Budoc's feast day is celebrated in
Devon on 8 December.

Troparion of Saint Budoc [edit]

Thou wast miraculously preserved from the ocean's fury
and, being sustained by the hand of God,
thou didst devote thyself to his service, O Hierarch Budoc.
Being showered with both temporal and spiritual honours both in Armagh and in Dol,
thou didst labour to win souls for Christ,
therefore we implore thine aid,
begging Christ our God that he will save our souls.[6]

Legacy [edit]

Two stained-glass windows in the chancel of Saint-Budoc Church in Porspoder depict scenes from the life of the
saint.[7]

See also [edit]

List of Catholic saints
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Burchard of Würzburg

Saint Burchard of Würzburg

Engraving by Johann Salver.

Born unknown
England

Died c. 750
Würzburg

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Orthodox Church

Feast 14 October

The statue of Saint Burchard on
Würzburg's Alte Mainbrücke.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Burchard of Würzburg (in German Burkard or Burkhard) was an
Anglo-Saxon missionary who became the first Bishop of Würzburg
(741–754).

He was an Anglo-Saxon who left England after the death of his
parents and joined Boniface in his missionary labors, some time
after 732. When Boniface organized bishoprics in Middle
Germany, he placed Burchard over that of Würzburg; his
consecration can not have occurred later than the summer of 741,
since in the autumn of that year, he was documented as officiating
as a bishop at the consecration of Willibald of Eichstädt.[1]

Pope Zachary confirmed the new bishopric in 743. Burchard
appears again as a member of the first German council in 742,
and as an envoy to Rome from Boniface in 748. With Fulrad of
Saint-Denis, he brought to Zachary the famous question of Pepin,
whose answer was supposed to justify the assumption of regal
power by the Carolingians.[1]

In 751, he resigned his see in favor of Megingoz, a Benedictine
monk from St. Peter's Abbey in Fritzlar,[2] and retired to a life of
solitude.

His feast day is 14 October.[1]
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Burgundofara

Saint Burgundofara
Died died 643 or 655

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast April 3;[1] at Faremoutiers, she
was commemorated on 7
December.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Burgundofara (died 643 or 655), also Saint Fara or Fare, was
the founder and first Abbess of the Abbey of Faremoutiers. Her
family is knowns as the Faronids, named after her brother Saint
Faro. Her name may mean: 'She who moves the Burgundians' (as
in Latin verb: Fero, fers, ferre, tuli, latum)

Jonas of Bobbio's life of Columbanus reports that she was blessed
by the Irish monk when a child:

Then Columban went to the city of Meaux. There he was received with great joy by a nobleman
Hagneric (Chagneric, father of Burgundofara), who was a friend of Theudebert [King Theudebert
II], a wise man, and a counsellor grateful to the king, and was fortified by nobility and wisdom. ...
Columban blessed his house and consecrated to the Lord his daughter Burgundofara, who was
still a child, and of whom we shall speak later.[2]

Jonas's life of Burgundofara picks up the tale. She is betrothed against her will, and against Columbanus'
prediction, and straight away falls deathly sick. Her father Chagneric says to Eustasius of Luxeuil, who happens
to be present, "Would that she might return to health and devote herself to divine service!" Burgundofara
recovers, thanks to Eustasius's prayers, but her father goes back on his word and decides to give her away in
marriage. She discovers this, and flees to the church of Saint Stephen in Meaux. There her brothers Faro and
Chagnoald catch her, and are set on killing her for disobeying their father Chagneric, but the timely arrival of
Eustasius settles matters.

With Eustasius's support, and the approval of Bishop Gundoald of Meaux, Burgundofara established an abbey
on her father's lands. First called Evoriacum, it was later renamed Faremoutiers in her honour.

Studies of Burgundofara's life, and those of noble heiresses in similar situations, lead some writers to conclude
that in fact the abbey was very likely established with her father's blessing, and the supposed parental
insistence upon her marriage may have been no more than a front, especially if the marriage was proposed by
the King. An edict of King Chilperic I a generation earlier had favoured the claims of daughters in inheritance
over those of uncles and nephews, making the marriage of an heiress of considerable importance to the wider
family.

The feast of Saint Burgundofara is celebrated on 3 April, probably in error. At Faremoutiers, she was
commemorated on 7 December.
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Saint Buriana

Born 6th century
Ireland

Died 6th century
Cornwall

Venerated in Anglican Church, Roman
Catholic Church and Eastern
Orthodox Church

Major shrine St Buryan's Church, Cornwall

Feast May 1

Cornwall portal

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Buriana (or Berriona, Beriana or Beryan)[1] was a 6th-
century Irish saint, a hermit in St Buryan, near Penzance, Cornwall.
Baring-Gould identifies her with the Irish Saint Bruinsech.

She is said to have been the daughter of an Irish king and
travelled to Cornwall from Ireland as a missionary to convert the
local people to Christianity. According to the Exeter Calendar of
Martyrology Buriana was the daughter of a Munster chieftain.[2]

One legend tells how she cured the paralysed son of King Geraint
of Dumnonia. Buriana ministered from a chapel on the site of the
parish church at St Buryan.

Buriana's feast day is 1 May.
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Bean · Bécán · Bega · Benignus of Armagh · Beoadh · Beoc · Berach · Blaithmaic · Boadin · Boethian ·
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 This article about an Irish saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Bystrík

Saint Bystrík

Saint Bystrík from Ungaricae Sanctitatis Indicia
1692

Born 1003?
Nitra, Kingdom of Hungary

Died September 27, 1046
Pest, Kingdom of Hungary

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 1083, Szabolcs, Kingdom of
Hungary

Feast September 24

Attributes sword, boat, episcopal attributes

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Bystrík" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (December
2007) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saint Bystrík (Latin Beztertus Nitriensis, Bestredius,
Bestridus, Bestricus, Bistridus, Bistritus; Hungarian
Beszteréd, Besztrik, Besztríd, Beszter) (died 1046) was a
martyr and the bishop of the diocese of Nitra of probably Slavic or
Hungarian origin.[1][2][3][4][5]
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Bystrík's bishopric [edit]

Bystrík lived during the time when the first King of Hungary,
Stephen I, undertook the Christianization of the Hungarian clans.
Stephen I appointed Bystrík as bishop of Nitra, Kingdom of
Hungary (the city is in Slovakia today) around the year 1034.[1]

The exact place and time of birth of St. Bystrík is unknown,
however he seems to have come from aristocratic family who had
been Christianised in the mission of Cyril and Methodius before
the end of the Great Moravian Empire in 907 AD. It is assumed
that Bystrík graduated from the school at Zobor Abbey. The disciples of Cyril, and St. Gorazd were spreading
out from Zobor at this time, and included Astrik, Prokop, Svorad, Benedict and Maurus.

Martyrdom [edit]

According to legend, Bystrík was murdered during the Vatha pagan rising of 1046 near the Danube in present-
day Budapest together with bishop Gerard Sagredo (Hungarian: Gellért) and bishop Buldus (Bőd), as they were
en route to Budapest for the coronation of the future king, Andrew I of Hungary.

On September 24, the bishops were attacked by Vatha's mob, who began stoning them. Buldus died
immediately. Bystrík, together with bishop Beneta, managed to flee on a boat across the Danube river. Bystrík
was mortally wounded by a sword on the Pest river bank by the pagans before they could be rescued by the
incoming Andrew I. Bystrík died on September 27, the third day after the attack.[1]

Canonisation [edit]

Bystrík was canonised during the reign of King Ladislaus I of Hungary in 1083. The remembrance day of Saint
Bystrík falls on September 24. In Hungary, this is the day when Saint Gerard Sagredo is celebrated together
with his co-martyrs, Saint Bystrík and Saint Buldus.
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Veneration [edit]

Reverence for Saint Bystrík is not very widespread, but there are approximately two dozen of his pictures
throughout Slovakia and Hungary, and in Slovak communities in Australia, Canada, Italy, Poland and the United
States. Saint Bystrík can be seen on frescos, on glass and bells, as well as on paintings made on wood and
fabric.

The oldest picture of him dates back to the times of baroque and can also be found in the book of the Jesuit
Gabriel Hevenesi entitled Ungaricae Sanctitatis Indicia from the year 1692 as Hoffman's copperplate.

On September 15, 2006 the first church was devoted to him in Nemce not far from Banská Bystrica, Slovakia.
There is a church dedicated to Saint Bystrík in Hajná Nová Ves. Saint Bystrík's House is in Čičmany (Slovakia).

Attributes [edit]

Saint Bystrík is portrayed as a bishop with a book and all attributes that denote the person of a bishop: cope,
mitre, crosier, gloves, and ring of the bishop. In his left hand, apart from the book, he often holds a sword that is
the symbol of the way he died. Sometimes he is portrayed with a boat, on which he travelled across the Danube
river.

Historicity [edit]

Bystrík is mentioned not only in records of the Nitra bishopric, but his name appears also in the Vatican secret
archives. The earliest mention of it can be found in the legend of St. Gerard (13th century). Legend describes
the events from the time of the Hungarian uprising in 1046 when Bishops Buldu and Bystríka rescue Bishop
Benett from the hands of insurgents. Most Hungarian chronicles of later periods which were taken over from the
legendary description of the events surrounding the martyrdom of Bishop Gerard included a description of the
martyrdom of St. Bystríka. He is also mentioned in the Chronicon Pictum of the 14th century, Buda Chronicle,
Chronicle Dubnická, Vienna picture chronicle, Munich chronicle, written in German chronicle of Henry of Mugello
and chronicles of John Thuroczius and Antonio Bonfini(1491 - 1496).

Considering the tradition of St. Bystrík as bishop of Nitra is old. The first surviving historical sources proving his
involvement in Nitra are the Annales ecclesiastici regni Hungariae by Melchior Inchofer dating from 1644 AD.

According to current historiography, the historicity of Bystrik is uncertain. He could however be historical and
may have served King Stephen I sometime around 1034 AD.
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